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A is the network device to be managed.

PC is a terminal.

1 Configuring CLI

1.1 Overview

Thecommand line interface(CLI) isawindowused for text command interactionbetweenusersandnetworkdevices.Youcanenter

commands in the CLI window to configure andmanage network devices.

Protocols and Standards

N/A

1.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring and Managing Network

Devices Through CLI

You can enter commands in the CLI window to configure and manage network devices

1.2.1 Configuring andManaging Network Devices Through CLI

Scenario

As shown in Figure 1-1, a user accesses network device A using a PC, and enter commands in the CLI window to configure and

manage the networkdevice.

Figure 1- 1

Deployment

As shown in Figure 1-2, the user uses the Putty installed on a PC to set up a connection with network device A, and opens the CLI

window to enter configuration commands.

Figure 1- 2

Remarks
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1.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

Accessing CLI You can log in to a network device for configuration and management.

Command Modes The CLI provides several command modes. Commands that can be used vary according to

command modes.

System Help You can obtain the help information of the system during CLI configuration.

Abbreviated Commands If the entered string is sufficient to identify a unique command, you do not need to enter the full

string of the command.

No and Default Options of

Commands

Youcan use thenooption of a command to disable a function or perform the operation opposite to

the command, or use the default option of the command to restore default settings.

Prompts Indicating Incorrect

Commands

An error prompt will be displayed if an incorrect command is entered.

History Commands You can use short-cut keys to display or call history commands.

Featured Editing The system provides short-cut keys for editing commands.

Searching and Filtering of the

Show Command Output

You can run the show command to search or filter specified commands.

Command Alias You can configure alias of a command to replace the command.

1.3.1 Accessing CLI

Beforeusing theCLI, you need toconnect a terminal or PC toanetwork device.Youcanuse theCLI after starting the network device

and finishing hardware and software initialization.When used for the first time, the network device can be connected only through

the console port, which is called out bandmanagement. After performing relevant configuration, you can connect and manage the

network device throughTelnet.

1.3.2 CommandModes

Due to the laFSe number of commands, these commands are classified by function to facilitate the use of commands. The CLI

provides several commands modes, and all commands are registered in one or several command modes. Youmust first enter the

command mode of a command before using this command. Different command modes are related with each other while

distinguished from each other.

Assoonasanewsession issetupwith thenetworkdevicemanagement interface,youenterUserEXECmode. In thismode,youcan

use only a small number of commands and the command functions are limited, such as the show commands. Execution results of

commands in User EXECmode are not saved.

Tousemorecommands,youmust firstenterPrivilegedEXECmode.Generally, youmustenter apassword toenterPrivilegedEXEC

mode. InPrivilegedEXECmode,youcanuseall commandsregistered in thiscommandmode,and furtherenter globalconfiguration

mode.

Using commands of a certain configuration mode (such as global configuration mode and interface configuration mode) will affect

configuration inuse. If yousave theconfiguration, thesecommandswillbesavedandexecutednext timethesystemis restarted.You

must enter global configurationmode before entering another configurationmode, such as interfaceconfigurationmode.

The following table summarizes the command modes by assuming that the name of the network device is “FS”.
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Command Mode Access Method Prompt
Exit or Entering Another

Mode
About

User EXEC

(User EXEC mode)

Enter User EXEC

mode by default

when accessing a

network device.

FS>

Run the exit command to exit

User EXEC mode.

Run the enable command to

enter Privileged EXEC mode.

Use this commandmode

to conduct basic tests or

display system

information.

Privileged EXEC

(Privileged EXEC mode)

In User EXEC mode,

run the enable

command to enter

Privileged EXEC

mode.

FS#

Run the disable command to

return toUserEXECmode.

Run the configure command

to enter global configuration

mode.

Use this commandmode

to check whether the

configuration takes effect.

This mode is password

protected.

Global configuration

(Global configuration

mode)

In Privileged EXEC

mode, run the

configure command

to enter global

configuration mode.

FS(config)#

Run the exit or end

command, or press Ctrl+C to

return to Privileged EXEC

mode.

Run the interface command

to enter interface

configuration mode. When

using the interface

command, you must specify

the interface.

Run the vlan vlan_id

command to enter VLAN

configuration mode.

Using commands in this

mode will affect the

global parameters of the

network device.

Interface configuration

(Interface configuration

mode)

In global

configuration mode,

run the interface

command to enter

interface

configurationmode.

FS(config-if)#

Run the end command, or

press Ctrl+C to return to

Privileged EXEC mode. Run

the exit command to return

to global configurationmode.

When using the interface

command, you must specify

the interface.

Use this configuration

mode to configure

various interfaces of the

network device.

Config-vlan

(VLAN configuration

mode)

In global

configuration mode,

run the vlan vlan_id

command to enter

VLAN configuration

mode.

FS(config-vlan)#

Run the end command, or

press Ctrl+C to return to the

Privileged EXEC mode.

Run the exit command to

return to global configuration

mode.

Use this configuration

mode to configure VLAN

parameters.

1.3.3 SystemHelp

When entering commands in the CLI window, you can obtain the help information using the following methods:
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traceroute Trace route to destination

Openatelnetconnectiontelnet

Showrunningsysteminformationshow

Send echo messagesping

Locktheterminallock

Descriptionof theinteractivehelpsystemhelp

Exit from theEXECexit

Turnonprivilegedcommandsenable

disconnect Disconnectanexistingnetworkconnection

Turnoffprivilegedcommandsdisable

FS>?

Exec commands:

<1-99> Session number to resume

Interface range commandrange

Vlan interfaceVlan

Virtual-template Virtual Template interface

VirtualPPP interfaceVirtual-ppp

Tunnel interfaceTunnel

Null interfaceNull

Multilink-group interfaceMultilink

Loopback interfaceLoopback

GigabitEthernet Gigabit Ethernet interface

Dialer interfaceDialer

FS(config)#interface ?

Aggregateport Aggregateport interface

FS(config)#interface vlan ?

<1-4094> Vlan port number

1. At the command prompt in any mode, enter a question mark (?) to list the commands supported by the current command

mode and related command description.

For example

2. Enter a space and a questionmark (?) after a keyword of a command to list the next keyword or variable associated with the

keyword.

For example

If the keyword is followed by a parameter value, the value range and description of this parameter are displayed as follows:
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FS#d?

debug delete diagnostic dir disable disconnect

FS# show conf<Tab>

FS# show configuration

FS(config)#help

Helpmaybe requestedat any point inacommandbyentering

a questionmark '?'. If nothingmatches, the help list will

beemptyandyoumustbackupuntil enteringa '?' shows the

available options.

Two styles of help are provided:

1. Full help is available when you are ready to enter a

commandaFSument (e.g. 'show ?') and describes each possible

aFSument.

2. PartialhelpisprovidedwhenanabbreviatedaFSumentisentered

and you want to knowwhat aFSumentsmatch the input

(e.g. 'show pr?'.)

FS(config)#int g0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#

3. Enter a question mark (?) after an incomplete string of a command keyword to list all command keywords starting with the

string.

For example

4. After an incomplete command keyword is entered, if the suffix of this keyword is unique, press the Tab key to display the

complete keyword.

For example

5. In any commandmode, run the help command to obtain brief description about the help system.

For example

1.3.4 Abbreviated Commands

If a command is long, you can enter a part of the command that is sufficient to identify the command keyword.

For example, to run the interface gigabitEthernet 0/1 command in GigabitEthernet 0/1 interface configuration mode, enter the

abbreviated command as follows:

1.3.5 NoandDefault Options of Commands

Most commands have the no option. Generally, the no option is used to disable a feature or function, or perform the operation

opposite to the command. For example, run the no shutdown command to perform the operation opposite to the shutdown
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command, that is, enabling the interface.The keyword without the no option is used to enable a disabled feature or a feature that is

disabled bydefault.

Most configuration commands have the default option. The default option is used to restore default settings of the command.

Default values of most commands are used to disable related functions.Therefore, the function of the default option is the same as

thatof thenooptioninmostcases.Forsomecommands,however,thedefaultvaluesareusedtoenablerelatedfunctions.Inthiscase,

the function of the default option is opposite to that of the no option. At this time, the default option is used to enable the related

function and set the variables to default values.

For specific function of the no or default option of each command, see the command reference.

1.3.6 PromptsIndicating IncorrectCommands

Whenyouenteranincorrectcommand,anerrorprompt isdisplayed.

The following table lists the commonCLI errormessages.

1.3.7 HistoryCommands

The system automatically saves commands that are entered recently. You can use short-cut keys to display or call history commands.

The methods are described in the following table.

The standard terminals, such as the VT100 series, support the direction keys.

1.3.8 Featured Editing

When editing the command line, you can use the keys or short-cut keys listed in the following table:

Function Key or Short-Cut Key Description

Move the cursor on the editing

line.

Left key or Ctrl+B Move the cursor to the previous character.

Right key or Ctrl+B Move the cursor to the next character.

Ctrl+A Move the cursor to the head of the command line.

Ctrl+E Move the cursor to the end of the command line.

Error Message Meaning How to Obtain Help

% Ambiguous command: "show c"

The characters entered are

insufficient for identifying a unique

command.

Re-enter the command, and enter a question mark

after the word that is ambiguous. All the possible

keywords will be displayed.

% Incomplete command.
The mandatory keyword or variable is

not entered in the command.

Re-enter the command, and enter a space and a

question mark. All the possible keywords or variables

will be displayed.

% Invalid input detected at ‘^’

marker.

An incorrect command is entered. The

sign (^) indicates the position of the

word that causes the error.

At the current command mode prompt, enter a

question mark. All the command keywords allowed in

this command mode will be displayed.

Operation Result

Ctrl+P or the UP key
Display the previous command in the history command list. Starting from the latest record, you can

repeatedly perform this operation to query earlier records.

Ctrl+N or the DOWN key
After pressing Ctrl+N or the DOWN key, you can return to a command that is recently executed in the

historycommand list.Youcanrepeatedlyperform thisoperation toquery recentlyexecutedcommands.
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access-list 199 permit ip host 192.168.180.220 host

$ost 192.168.180.220 host 202.101.99.12

$0.220 host 202.101.99.12 time-range tr

Function Key or Short-Cut Key Description

Delete an entered character.
Backspace key Delete one character to the left of the cursor.

Delete key Delete one character to the right of the cursor.

Move the output by one line or

one page.

Return key

When displaying contents, press the Return key to move the output

one line upward and display the next line.This operation is performed

when the output does not end yet.

Space key

When displaying contents, press the Space key to page down and

display the next page. This operation is performed when the output

does not end yet.

When the editing cursor is close to the right boundary, the entire command linewillmove to the left by 20 characters, and the hidden

front part is replacedby the dollar ($) signs.Youcanuse the related keys or short-cut keys tomove the cursor to thecharacters in the

front or return to the head of the command line.

Forexample, thewholeaccess-listmayexceed thescreenwidth.Whenthecursor isclose to theendof thecommand line for the first

time, the entire command line moves to the left by 20 characters, and the hidden front part is replaced by the dollar signs ($). Each

time the cursor is close to the right boundary, the entire command linemoves to the left by 20 characters.

PressCtrl+A to return to the head of thecommand line. At this time, the hidden tail part of the command line is replacedby the dollar

signs ($).

access-list 199 permit ip host 192.168.180.220 host 202.101.99.$

1.3.9 Searching andFiltering of theShowCommandOutput

To search specified contents from the output of the show command, run the following command:

Command Description

show any-command | begin regular-expression

Searches specified contents from the output of the show

command. The first line containing the contents and all

information that follows this line will be output.

The show command can be executed in any mode.

Searched contents are casesensitive.

Tofilter specifiedcontents fromtheoutputof theshowcommand, runthe followingcommands:

Command Description

show any-command | exclude regular-expression
Filters the output of the show command. Except those containing

the specified contents, all lines will be output.

show any-command | include regular-expression
Filters theoutput of theshow command.Only the lines containing

the specified contents will be output.

Tosearch or filter the output of the show command, you must enter a vertical line (|). After the vertical line, select the searching or

filtering rules and contents (character or string). Searched and filtered contents are case sensitive.

FS#show running-config | include interface
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undebugun

undebugu

shows

pingp

FS(config)#show aliases

Exec mode alias:

h help

interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

interface GigabitEthernet 0/4

interface GigabitEthernet 0/5

interface GigabitEthernet 0/6

interface GigabitEthernet 0/7

interface Mgmt 0

1.3.10 CommandAlias

You can configure any word as the alias of a command to simply the command input.

Configuration Effect

1. Replace a command with a word.

For example, configure "mygateway" as the alias of the ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0192.1.1.1 command. To run this command, you only need

to enter "mygateway".

2. Replace the front part of a command with a word, and enter the later part.

For example, configure "ia" as the alias of the ip address command. To run this command, you need to enter "ia" and then the

specified IP address and subnet mask.

Configuration Steps

 Displaying DefaultAlias

InUserEXECorPrivilegedEXECmode,defaultaliasareavailable forsomecommands.Youcan run theshowaliases command to

display these default aliases.

These default aliases cannot be deleted.

 Configuring a CommandAlias

Command alias mode command-alias original-command

Parameter

Description

mode: indicates the command mode of the command represented by the alias.

command-alias: indicates the command alias.
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original-command: indicates the command represented by the alias.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In global configuration mode, run the alias ? command to list all command modes that can be configured with

aliases.

 Displaying Settings of CommandAliases

Run the show aliases command to display alias settings in the system.

Notes

 The command replaced by an alias must start from the first character of the command line.

 The command replaced by an alias must be complete.

 The entire aliasmust be entered when the alias is used; otherwise, the alias cannot be identified.

Configuration Example

 Defining an Alias toReplace the Entire Command

Configuration

Steps

In global configurationmode, configure the alias "ir" to represent the default route configuration command ip route

0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#alias config ir ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1

Verification  Run the showalias command to check whether the alias is configured successfully.

FS(config)#show alias

Exec mode alias:

h help

p ping

s show

u undebug

un undebug

Global configuration mode alias:

ir ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1

 Use the configured alias to run the command, and run theshow running-config command to checkwhether

the alias is configured successfully.

FS(config)#ir

FS(config)#show running-config

Building configuration…
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!

alias config ir ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1 //Configuring an alias

…

ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1 //Configuration result after the alias "ir" is entered

!

 Defining an Alias toReplace the Front Part of a Command

Configuration

Steps

In global configuration mode, configure the alias "ir" to represent the front part "ip route" of the default route

configuration command.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#alias config ir ip route

Verification  Run the showalias command to check whether the alias is configured successfully.

FS(config)#show alias

Exec mode alias:

h help

p ping

s show

u undebug

un undebug

Global configuration modealias:

ir ip route

 Enter the alias "ir" and then the later part of the command "0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1".

 Run theshowap-config running command to checkwhether the configuration is successful.

FS(config)#ir 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1

FS(config)#showrunning

Buildingconfiguration…

!

alias config ir ip route //Configuring analias

!

ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1 //Configuration result after the alias "ir" and the later part of the command are

entered
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*command-alias=original-command

FS#s?

*s=show *sv=”show version” show start-chat

start-terminal-service

FS(config-if)#ipaddress

IP Address via DHCPdhcp

FS(config-if)#ia ?

A.B.C.D IP address

!

System Help

1. The system provides help information for command alias. An asterisk (*) will be displayed in front of an alias.The format is as

follows:

Forexample, inPrivilegedEXECmode, thedefault commandalias "s" represents theshow keyword. If you enter "s?", thekeywords

starting by "s" and alias information are displayed.

FS#s?

*s=show show start-chat start-terminal-service

2. If the command represented by an alias containsmore than oneword, the command is displayed in a pair of quotationmarks.

Forexample, inPrivilegedEXECmode,configurethealias"sv"toreplacetheshowversioncommand.Ifyouenter"s?",thekeywords

starting by "s" and alias information are displayed.

3. Youcan use the alias to obtain help information about the command represented by the alias.

For example, configure the alias "ia" to represent the ip address command in interface configuration mode. If you enter "ia?" in

interface configuration mode, the help information on "ip address?" is displayed, and the alias is replaced by the command.

If you enter a space in front of a command, the command represented by this alias will not be displayed.

2 Configuring BasicManagement

2.1 Overview

This document is a getting started guide to network device management. It describes how to manage, monitor, and maintain

network devices.

2.2 Applications

Application Description

Network Device Management A user logs in to a network device from a terminal and runs commands on a command line
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interface (CLI) to manage device configurations.

2.2.1 Network Device Management

Scenario

Network devicemanagement described in this document is performed through the CLI. A user logs in to Network Device A from a

terminal and runs commands on theCLI tomanage device configurations. See Figure 2- 1.

Figure 2- 1

2.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 TFTP

Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) is a TCP/IP protocol which allows a client to transfer a file to a server or get a file from a server.

 AAA

AAA is short for Authentication, Authorization and Accounting.

Authentication refers to the verification of user identities and the related network services.

Authorizationreferstothegrantingofnetworkservicestousersaccordingtoauthenticationresults.

Accounting refers to the tracking of network service consumption by users. A billing system chaFSes users based on consumption

records.

AAA provides effective means of network management and security protection.

 RADIUS

Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) is the most widely used AAA protocol at present.

 Telnet

Telnet isa terminal emulationprotocol in theTCP/IPprotocol stackwhichprovidesaccess toa remote host throughavirtual terminal

connection. It is a standardprotocol located at Layer7 (application layer) of theOpenSystem Interconnection (OSI)model andused

on the internet for remote login. Telnet sets up a connection between the local PC and a remote host.

 System Information

Systeminformation includes thesystemdescription,power-on time,hardwareandsoftwareversions,control-layersoftwareversion,

and boot-layer softwareversion.

 Hardware Information
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Hardware information includes the physical device information as well as slot and module information. The device information

includes the device description and slot quantity. The slot information includes the slot ID, module description (which is empty if a

slot does not have amodule), and actual and maximum number of physical ports.

Overview

Feature Description

User Access Control Controls the terminal access to network devices on the internet based on passwords and privileges.

Login Authentication

Control

Performs username-password authentication to grant access to network devices when AAA is enabled.

(Authentication is performed by a dedicated server.)

Basic System

Parameters

Refer to the parameters of a system, such as the clock, banner, and Console baud rate.

Displaying

Configurations

Displays thesystemconfigurations, including theconfigurations that the system is currently running and the

device configurations stored in the nonvolatile random access memory (NVRAM).

Telnet Telnet isanapplication-layerprotocol in theTCP/IPprotocolstack. Itprovides thestandardgoverning remote

login and virtual terminal communication on the internet.

Restart Introduces system restart.

2.3.1 User AccessControl

User access control refers to the control of terminal access to network devices on the internet based on passwords and privileges.

Working Principle

 Privilege Level

16privilege levelsaredefined ranging from0 to15 forCLIonnetworkdevices togrant usersaccess todifferent commands. Level 0 is

thelowest levelgrantingaccesstojustafewcommands,whereas level15 isthehighest levelgrantingaccesstoallcommands.Levels

0 and 1 are common user levels without the device configuration permission (users are not allowed to enter global configuration

mode by default). Levels 2–15 are privileged user levels with the device configuration permission.

 PasswordClassification

Passwords are classified into two types: passwordand security. The first type refers to simpleencrypted passwords at level 15. The

second type refers to secure encrypted passwords at levels 0–15. If a level is configured with both simple and secure encrypted

passwords, thesimpleencryptedpasswordwill not takeeffect. If you configureanon-15 level simpleencryptedpassword,awarning

is displayed and the password is automatically converted into a secure encrypted password. If you configure the same simple

encrypted password and secure encrypted password at level 15, a warning is displayed.

 PasswordProtection

Eachprivilege levelonanetworkdevicehasapassword.An increaseinprivilege level requiresthe input of the taFSet levelpassword,

whereas a reduction in privilege level does not require password input.

Bydefault, only twoprivilege levelsarepassword-protected, namely, level 1 (commonuser level) and level 15 (privilegeduser level).

Sixteen privilege levels with password protection can be assigned to the commands in each mode to grant access to different

commands.

If no password is configured for aprivilegeduser level, access to this level does not requirepassword input. It is recommended that a

password be configured for security purposes.
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 CommandAuthorization

Each command has its lowest execution level. A user with a privilege level lower than this level is not allowed to run the command.

After the command is assigned a privilege level, users at this level and higher have access to the command.

Related Configuration

 Configuring a Simple Encrypted Password

 Run the enable password command.

 Configuring a Secure EncryptedPassword

 Run the enable secret command.

 A secure encrypted password is used to control the switching between user levels. It has the same function as a simple
encrypted password but uses an enhanced password encryption algorithm. Therefore, secure encrypted passwords are

recommended out of security consideration.

 Configuring Command Privilege Levels

 Run the privilege command to assign a privilege level to a command.

 A command at a lower level is accessible by more users than a command at a higher level.

 Raising/Lowering aUser Privilege Level

 Run the enable command or the disable command to raise or lower a user privilege level respectively.

 After logging in to a network device, the user can change his/her level to obtain access to commands at different privilege
levels.

 Toenable level increase logging, run the login privilege log command.

 Enabling Line Password Protection

 Line password protection is required for remote login (such as login through Telnet).

 Run the password [ 0 | 7 ] line command to configure a line password, and then run the login command to enable password
protection.

 By default, terminals do not support the lock command.

2.3.2 Login AuthenticationControl

In loginauthenticationwithAAAdisabled, thepasswordenteredbyauser ischeckedagainst theconfigured linepassword. If theyare

consistent,theusercanaccessthenetworkdevice.Inlocalauthentication,theusernameandpasswordenteredbyauserarechecked

against thosestored in the localuserdatabase. If theyarematched, theusercanaccessthenetworkdevicewithpropermanagement

permissions.

In AAA, the username and password entered by a user are authenticated by a server. If authentication is successful, the user can access

the network device and enjoy certainmanagement permissions.

For example, a RADIUS server can be used to authenticate usernames and passwords and control users' management permissions on

network devices. Network devices no longer store users' passwords, but send encrypted user information to the RADIUS server,

including usernames, passwords, shared passwords, and access policies. This provides a convenient way to manage and control user

access and improve user information security.
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Working Principle

 Line Password

If AAA is disabled, you can configure a line password used to verify user identities during login. After AAA is enabled, line password

verification does not take effect.

 Local Authentication

If AAA is disabled, you can configure local authentication to verify user identities and controlmanagement permissions by using the

local user database. After AAA is enabled, local authentication does not take effect.

 AAA

AAAprovides threeindependentsecurity functions,namely,Authentication,AuthorizationandAccounting.Aserver(or thelocaluser

database) is used to perform authentication based on the configured login authentication method list and control users'

management permissions. For details about AAA, seeConfiguringAAA.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Local User Information

 Run the username command to configure the account used for local identity authentication and authorization, including
usernames, passwords, and optional authorization information.

 Configuring Local Authentication for Line-Based Login

 Run the login local command (in the case that AAA is disabled).

 Perform this configuration on everydevice.

 ConfiguringAAAAuthentication forLine-BasedLogin

 The default authentication method is used after AAA is enabled.

 Run the login authentication command to configure a login authentication method list for a line.

 Perform this configuration when the local AAA authentication is required.

 Configuring the ConnectionTimeout Time

 The default connection timeout time is 10 minutes.

 Run theexec-timeout command to change thedefault connection timeout time.Anestablishedconnectionwill beclosed ifno
output is detected during the timeout time.

 Perform this configuration when you need to increase or reduce the connection timeout time.

 Configuring the SessionTimeout Time

 The default session timeout time is 0 minutes, indicating no timeout.

 Run the session-timeout command to change the default session timeout time.

 The session established to a remote host through a line will be disconnected if no output is detected during the timeout time.
Then the remote host is restored to Idle. Perform this configuration when you need to increase or reduce the session timeout

time.
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 Locking aSession

 By default, terminals do not support the lock command.

 Run the lockable command to lock the terminals connected to the current line.

 Tolockasession, firstenable terminal lock in lineconfigurationmode,and then run the lockcommand in terminalEXECmode
to lock the terminal.

2.3.3 Basic SystemParameters

 SystemTime

The network device system clock records the time of events on the device. For example, the time shown in system logs is obtained

from the systemclock.Time is recorded in the formatof year-month-day,hour:minute:second,day of theweek.

When you use a network device for the first time, set its system clock to the current date and time manually.

 Configuring a SystemName andCommand Prompt

Youcanconfigureasystemname to identify anetworkdevice.Thedefault systemname isFS. Anamewithmore than 32characters

will be truncated to keep only the first 32 characters.The command prompt keeps consistent with the systemname.

 Banner

A banner is used to display login prompt information. There are two types of banner: Daily notification and login banner.

 Daily notification is displayed on all terminals connected to network devices soon after login. UFSent messages (such as
immediate system shutdown) can be delivered to users through daily notification.

 A login banner appears after daily notification to display login information.

 Configuring theConsoleBaud Rate

Youcan manage network device through a Console port The first configuration on the network device must be performed through

theConsoleport. Theserial port baud rate canbe changed basedon actual requirements.Note that themanagement terminalmust

have consistent baud rate setting with the device console.

 Configuring theConnection Timeout Time

The connection timeout time is used to control device connections (including established connections and sessions established to

remote hosts). A connection will be closed when no input is detected during the timeout time.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theSystemDate andClock

 Run the clock set command to configure the system time of a network device manually. The device clock starts from the
configured time and keeps running even when the device is powered off.

 Updating the Hardware Clock

 If thehardwareclockandsoftwareclockarenot synchronized, run theclockupdate-calendar command tocopy thedateand
time of the software clock to the hardware clock.

 Configuring aSystemName
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 Run the hostname command to change the default system name.

 The default host name is FS.

 Configuring aCommand Prompt

 Run the prompt command.

 Configuring DailyNotification

 By default, no daily notification is configured.

 Run the bannermotd command to configure daily notification.

 Daily notification is displayed on all terminals connected to network devices soon after login. UFSent messages (such as
immediate system shutdown) can be delivered to users through daily notification.

 Configuring a Login Banner

 By default, no login banner is configured.

 Run the banner login command to configure a login banner to display login information.

 Configuring theConsoleBaud Rate

 Run the speedcommand.

 The default baud rate is 9,600 bps.

2.3.4 DisplayingConfigurations

Displays the system configurations, including the configurations that the system is currently running and the device configurations

stored in the NVRAM.

Working Principle

 Running Configurations

Running configurations, namely, running-config, are the configurations that individual component modules run in real time. A

request canbemade toall running components to collect configurations,whichwill be orchestratedbefore being displayed tousers.

Only runningcomponentsmayprovide real-timeconfigurations,whereasunloadedcomponentsdonot displayconfigurations. In the

case that thesystemisstarted,acomponentprocessis restarted,andahotpatch isexecuted, theconfigurationscollectedduring this

periodmaybe inaccuratedue to the component unstable state.For example, the configurations of a componentmaynot bemissing

initially but can be displayed later.

 Startup Configurations

The configurations stored in the NVRAM, namely, startup-config, are the configurations executed during device startup.When the

system is restarted, startup-config is loaded tobecomenew running-config.Todisplaypermanent configurations, the systemneeds

to read the startup-config file in the NVRAM.

The startup-config file copied to the device only supports UTF-8 encoding without BOM.

Related Configuration

 Displaying RunningConfigurations
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Run the show running-config [ interface interface ] command to display the configurations that the system is currently running or

the configurations on an interface.

 Displaying Startup Configurations

Run the show startup-config command.

 Storing Startup Configurations

Run the write or copy running-config startup-config command to store the current running configurations as new startup

configurations.

2.3.5 Telnet

Working Principle

Telnet is an application-layer protocol in the TCP/IP protocol stack. It provides the standard governing remote login and virtual

terminal communication on the internet.

TheTelnetClientserviceallowsa localor remoteuserwhohas logged in toanetworkdevice touseitsTelnetClientprogramtoaccess

other remote system resources on the internet. In Figure 2-2, a user with a PC connects to Network Device A by using the terminal

emulation or Telnet program and then logs in to Network Device B by using the telnet command to perform configuration

management.

FS Telnet program supports the use of IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. A Telnet server accepts Telnet connection requests that carry IPv4 and

IPv6addresses. ATelnetclient can send connection requests tohosts identified by IPv4 and IPv6addresses.

Figure 2- 2

Related Configuration

 Enabling the Telnet Client Service

 Run the telnet command to log in to a remote device.

 Restoring a Telnet Client Session

 Run the <1-99>command.

 Disconnecting aSuspended Telnet Client Session

 Run the disconnect session-id command.

 Enabling the Telnet Server Service

 Run the enable service telnet-server command.

 Perform this configuration when you need to enableTelnet login.
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2.3.6 Restart

The timed restart feature makes user operation easier in some scenarios (such as tests).

 If you configure a time interval, the systemwill restart after the interval. The interval is in the format ofmmm or hhh:mm, in the
unit of minutes. Youcan specify the interval name to reflect the restart purpose.

 If you define a future time, the systemwill restart when the time is reached.

The clock featuremust be supported by the system if you want to use the at option. It is recommended that you configure the
systemclock inadvance.Anewrestart planwill overwrite theexistingone.A restartplanwillbe invalid if thesystem is restarted

before the plan takes effect.

The span between the restart time and current time must not exceed 31 days, and the restart time must be later than the
current system time. After you configure a restart plan, do not to change the system clock; otherwise, the plan may fail (for

example, the system time is changed to a time after the restart time.)

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringRestart

 Run the reload command to configure a restart policy.

 Perform this configuration when you need to restart a device at a specific time.

2.3.7 Telnet Service

Enable Telnet server on the device, and users can connect to the device securely via Telnet client.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringACL forTelnetServer

 No ACL is configured for theTelnet server by default.

 Run the { ip | ipv6 } telnet access-class command to configure ACL for the Telnet server. Run the no { ip | ipv6 } telnet
access-class command to remove theACL settings.

2.4 Configuration

Configuring Passwords and

Privileges

(Optional) It is used to configure passwords and command privilege levels.

enable password Configures a simple encrypted password.

enable secret Configures a secure encrypted password.

enable Raises a user privilege level.

login privilege log
Outputs log information of user privilege level

increase.

disable Lowers a user privilege level.

privilege Configures command privilege levels.

password Specifies a line password.

login Enables line password protection.
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Configuring Login and

Authentication

(Optional) It is used to configure different loginmodes and authenticationmethods.

username
Configures local user account information and

optional authorization information.

login local
Configures local authentication for line-based

login.

login authentication
Configures AAA authentication for line-based

login.

telnet Enables the Telnet Client service.

enable service telnet-server Enables the Telnet Server service.

exec-timeout Configures the connection timeout time.

session-timeout Configures the session timeout time.

lockable Enables line-based terminal lock.

lock Locks a terminal connected to the current line.

Configuring Basic System

Parameters

(Optional) It is used to configure basic system parameters.

clock set Configures the system date and clock.

clock update-calendar Updates the hardware clock.

hostname Configures a system name.

prompt Configures a command prompt.

banner motd Configures daily notification.

bannerlogin Configures a login banner.

speed Configures the Console baud rate.

Enabling and Disabling a

Specific Service
(Optional) It is used to enable and disable a specific service.

enable service Enables a service.

Configuring a Restart Policy (Optional) It is used to configure a system restart policy.

reload Restarts a device.

Configuring Telnet Service
(Optional) It is used to configure the ACL for theTelnet server.

{ ip | ipv6 } telnet access-class {access-list-number |

access-list-name }
Configures the ACL for the Telnet server.

2.4.1 ConfiguringPasswordsandPrivileges

Configuration Effect

 Configure passwords to control users' access to network devices.

 Assign a privilege level to a command to grant the command access to only the users at or higher than the level.

 Lower the command privilege level to grant more users access to the command.

 Raise the command privilege level to limit the command access to a few users.

Notes
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 Youcan use the password configuration command with the level option to configure a password for a specific privilege level.
After you specify the level and the password, the passwordworks for the userswho need toaccess this level.

 By default, no password is configured for any level. The default level is 15.

 If you configure a simple encrypted password with a non-15 level, a warning is displayed and the password is automatically
converted into a secure encrypted password.

 The systemchooses the secure encrypted password over the simple encrypted password if both of themare configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Simple Encrypted Password

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when you need to establish simple encrypted password verification when users switch
between different privilege levels.

 Run the enable password command to configure a simple encrypted password.

 Configuring a Secure EncryptedPassword

 (Optional) Perform this configurationwhen you need to establish secure encrypted password verification when users switch
between different privilege levels.

 Run the enable secret command to configure a secure encrypted password.

 A secure encrypted password has the same function as a simple encrypted password but uses an enhanced password
encryption algorithm.Therefore, secureencryptedpasswords are recommendedout of security consideration.

 Configuring Command Privilege Levels

 Optional.

 A command at a lower level is accessible by more users than a command at a higher level.

 Raising/Lowering aUser Privilege Level

 After logging in to a network device, the user can change his/her level to obtain access to commands at different privilege
levels.

 Run the enable command or the disable command to raise or lower a user privilege level respectively.

 Enabling Line Password Protection

 (Optional) Line password protection is required for remote login (such as login throughTelnet).

 Run the password [ 0 | 7 ] line command to configure a line password, and then run the login command to enable login
authentication.

If a line password is configured but login authentication is not configured, the system does not display password prompt.

Verification

 Run the show privilege command to display the current user level.

 Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring a Simple Encrypted Password
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Command enable password [ level level ] { password | [ 0 | 7 ] encrypted-password }

Parameter

Description

level: Indicates a specific user level.

password: Indicates the password used to enter privileged EXEC mode.

0: Indicates that the password is entered in plaintext.

7: Indicates that the password is entered in cyphertext.

encrypted-password: Indicates the password text, which must contain case-sensitive English letters and digits.

Leadingspacesareallowed,butwillbe ignored.However, intermediateandtrailingspacesarerecognized.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Currently, simple encrypted passwords can be configured with only level 15 and take effect only when no secure

encrypted password is configured.

If you configure a simple encrypted password with a non-15 level, a warning is displayed and the password is

automatically converted into a secure encrypted password.

If the level 15 simple encrypted password and secure encrypted password are configured the same, a warning is

displayed.

Ifyouspecifyanencryption typeandenter apasswordinplaintext, youcannot re-enterprivilegedEXECmode.
An encrypted password cannot be retrieved once lost. You have to configure a new password.

 Configuring a Secure EncryptedPassword

Command enable secret [ level level ] {secret | [ 0 | 5 ] encrypted-secret }

Parameter

Description

level: Indicates a specific user level.

secret: Indicates the password used to enter privileged EXEC mode.

0 | 5: Indicates the password encryption type. 0 indicates no encryption, and 5 indicates secure encryption.

encrypted-password: Indicates the password text.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure passwords for different privilege levels.

 Raising a User Privilege Level

Command enable [ privilege-level ]

Parameter

Description

privilege-level: Indicates a specific privilege level.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide An increase in privilege level requires the input of the taFSet level password.

 Lowering a User Privilege Level

Command disable [ privilege-level ]

Parameter

Description

privilege-level: Indicates a specific privilege level.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide A reduction in privilege level does not require password input.
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Use this command to exit Privileged EXECmode and return to user EXECmode. If privilege-level is specified, the

current privilege level is reduced to the specified level.

privilege-levelmust be lower than the current level.

 Enabling Level Increase Logging

Command login privilege log

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to enable logging of privilege level increase. The configuration takes effect for all terminals.

 Configuring Command Privilege Levels

Command privilege mode [ all ] { level level | reset } command-string

Parameter

Description

mode: Indicates theCLImodeof thecommand.Forexample,config indicates theglobal configurationmode,EXEC

indicates the privileged command mode, and interface indicates the interface configuration mode.

all: Changes the subcommand privilege levels of a specific command to the same level.

level level:Indicatesaprivilegelevel,rangingfrom0to15.

reset: Restores the command privilege level to the default.

command-string: Indicates the command to be assigned a privilege level.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore a command privilege level, run the no privilegemode [ all ] level level command command in global

configuration mode.

 Specifying a Line Password

Command password[ 0 | 7 ] line

Parameter

Description

0: Indicates to configure a password in plaintext.

7:Indicatestoconfigureapasswordincyphertext.

line: Indicates the password string.

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling Line Password Protection

Command login

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example
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 Configuring CommandAuthorization

Scenario Assign privilege level 1 to the reload command and its subcommands and configure level 1 as the valid level (by

configuring the test password).

Configuration

Steps

 Assign privilege level 1 to the reload command and its subcommands.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# privilege exec all level 1 reload

FS(config)# enable secret level 1 0 test

FS(config)# end

Verification  Check whether the reload command and its subcommands are accessible at level 1.

FS# disable 1

FS> reload ?

at reload at

<cr>

2.4.2 Configuring Login and Authentication

Configuration Effect

 Establish line-based login identity authentication.

 Run the telnet command on a network device to log in to a remote device.

 Close an established connection if no output is detected during the timeout time.

 Disconnect an established session connecting to a remote host and restore the host to Idle if no output is detected during the
timeout time.

 Lockaterminal todenyaccess.Whenauserentersanycharacteronthelockedterminal,thepasswordprompt isdisplayed.The
terminal will be automatically unlocked if the entered password is correct.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Local User Information

 Mandatory.

 Run the username command to configure the account used for local identity authentication and authorization, including
usernames, passwords, and optional authorization information.

 Perform this configuration on everydevice.

 ConfiguringLocalAuthentication forLine-BasedLogin

 Mandatory.
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 Configure local authentication for line-based login in the case that AAA is disabled.

 Perform this configuration on everydevice.

 ConfiguringAAAAuthentication forLine-BasedLogin

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to configure AAA authentication for line-based login.

 Configure AAA authentication for line-based login in the case that AAA is enabled.

 Perform this configuration on every device.

 Enabling the Telnet Client Service

 Run the telnet command to log in to a remote device.

 Restoring a Telnet Client Connection

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to restore the connection on aTelnet client.

 Closing a Suspended Telnet Client Connection

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to close the suspended connection on aTelnet client.

 Enabling the Telnet Server Service

 Optional.

 Enable theTelnet Server service when you need to enableTelnet login.

 Configuring the ConnectionTimeout Time

 Optional.

 An established connection will be closed if no output is detected during the timeout time.

 Perform this configuration when you need to increase or reduce the connection timeout time.

 Configuring the SessionTimeout Time

 Optional.

 The session connecting to a remote host will be disconnected and the host be restored to Idle if no output is detected during
the timeout time.

 Perform this configuration when you need to increase or reduce the session timeout time.

 Locking aSession

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when you need to temporarily exit a session on a device.

 To lock a session, first enable terminal lock in line configurationmode, and then run the lock command to lock the terminal.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

 In thecase thatAAA isdisabled, after local user informationand line-based localauthenticationareconfigured, checkwhether
users are prompted for username and password input for access to the CLI.
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 In thecase thatAAA isenabled, after local user informationand localAAAauthenticationare configured, checkwhetherusers
are prompted for username and password input for access to the CLI.

 Run the showuser command to display the information about the users who have logged in to the CLI.

 Telnet clients can connect to devices enabled with theTelnet Server service.

 When a user pressesEnter on a locked CLI, the user is prompted for password input. The session is unlocked only when the
entered password is the same as the configured one.

 Run the showsessions command to display every establishedTelnet client instance.

Related Commands

 Configuring Local User Information

Command usernamename [ loginmode {aux |console |ssh | telnet } ] [online amountnumber ] [permission oper-mode

path ] [privilegeprivilege-level ] [ reject remote-login ] [web-auth ] [pwd-modify ] [nopassword |password [0 |

7 ] text-string | secret [ 0 | 5 ] text-string]]

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates a user name.

login mode: Indicates the login mode.

aux: Sets the login mode to AUX.

console: Sets the login mode toConsole.

ssh: Sets the loginmode toSSH.

telnet: Sets the login mode to Telnet.

online amount number: Indicates the maximum number of online accounts.

permissionoper-modepath:Configures the file operationpermission.op-mode indicates theoperationmode,and

path indicates the directory or path of a specific file.

privilege privilege-level: Indicates the account privilege level, ranging from 0 to 15.

reject remote-login: Rejects remote login by using the account.

nopassword: Indicates that no password is configured for the account.

password [ 0 | 7 ] text-string: Indicates the password configured for the account. 0 indicates that the password is

input in plaintext, and 7 indicates that the password is input in cyphertext. The default is plaintext.

secret [0|5 ] text-string:Configuresan irreversiblyencryptedpassword. If thepassword type is0, thepassword is in

plain text. If the type is 7, the password is encrypted. The password is in plain text by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to create a local user database to be used by authentication.

If the value 7 is selected for the encryption type, the entered cyphertext string must consist of an even number of

characters.

This setting is applicable to thescenariowhereencryptedpasswordsmaybe copiedandpasted. Inother cases, the

value 7 is not selected.

 Configuring Local Authentication for Line-Based Login

Command login local

Parameter N/A
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Description

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure local authentication for line-based login in the case that AAA is disabled. Local user

information is configured by using the username command.

 ConfiguringAAAAuthentication for Line-Based Login

Command login authentication { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates the default authentication method list name.

list-name: Indicates the optional method list name.

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure AAA authentication for line-based login in the case that AAA is enabled. The AAA

authentication methods, including RADIUS authentication, local authentication, and no authentication, are used

during the authentication process.

 Enabling the Telnet Client Service

Command telnet [oob ] host [ port ] [ /source { ipA.B.C.D | ipv6X:X:X:X::X | interface interface-name } ] [ /vrf vrf-name ] [ via

mgmt-name ]

Parameter

Description

oob:Remotelyconnects toaTelnetserver throughout-of-bandcommunication (byusingamanagementport).This

option is available only when the device has a management port.

host: Indicates the IPv4address, IPv6 address,or host nameof theTelnet server.

port: Indicates the TCP port number of the Telnet server. The default value is 23.

/source: Indicates the source IP address or source port used by a Telnet client.

ip A.B.C.D: Indicates the source IPv4 address used by the Telnet client.

ipv6 X:X:X:X::X: Indicates the source IPv6 address used by the Telnet client.

interface interface-name: Indicates the source port used by the Telnet client.

/vrf vrf-name: Indicates the name of the virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) table to be queried.

via mgmt-name: Indicates the management port used by the Telnet client when the oob option is specified.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Ausercantelnet toaremotedeviceidentifiedbyanIPv4hostname,IPv6hostname,IPv4address,or IPv6address.

 Restoring a Telnet Client Session

Command <1-99>

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

User EXEC mode

Usage Guide Use this command to restoreaTelnetclient session.Auser canpress theshortcut keyCtrl+Shift+6X to temporarily

exit theTelnet client session that is establishedusing the telnet command, run the <1-99> command to restore the

session, and run the showsessions command to display the session information.

 Closing a Suspended Telnet Client Connection
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Command disconnect session-id

Parameter

Description

session-id: Indicates the suspended Telnet client session ID.

Command

Mode

User EXEC mode

Usage Guide Use this command to close a specific Telnet client session by entering the session ID.

 Enabling the Telnet Server Service

Command enable service telnet-server

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to enable the Telnet Server service. The IPv4 and IPv6 services are also enabled after the command

is executed.

 Configuring theConnection Timeout Time

Command exec-timeout minutes [ seconds ]

Parameter

Description

minutes: Indicates theconnection timeout timein theunitofminutes.

seconds:Indicatestheconnectiontimeouttimeintheunitofseconds.

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure the timeout time for the established connections on a line. A connection will be

closed when no input is detected during the timeout time.

Toremove the connection timeout configuration, run thenoexec-timeout command in lineconfigurationmode.

 Configuring theSession Timeout Time

Command session-timeout minutes[ output ]

Parameter

Description

minutes: Indicates the session timeout time in the unit of minutes.

output: Indicates whether to add data output as a timeout criterion.

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure the timeout time for the remote host sessions on a line. A session will be

disconnected when no input is detected during the timeout time.

To cancel the session timeout time, run the no session-timeout command in line configuration mode.

 Enabling Line-Based Terminal Lock

Command lockable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Locking a Terminal Connected to the Current Line
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Command lock

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Establishing a Telnet Session to a Remote NetworkDevice

Configuration

Steps

 EstablishaTelnet session to a remote network devicewith the IPaddress 192.168.65.119.

 EstablishaTelnetsession toa remotenetworkdevicewith the IPv6address2AAA:BBBB::CCCC.

 Run the telnet command in privileged EXECmode,

FS# telnet 192.168.65.119

Trying 192.168.65.119 ... Open

User Access Verification

Password:

FS# telnet 2AAA:BBBB::CCCC

Trying 2AAA:BBBB::CCCC ... Open

User Access Verification

Password:

Verification  Check whether theTelnet sessions are established to the remote network devices.

 Configuring theConnection Timeout Time

Configuration

Steps

 Set the connection timeout time to 20 minutes.

FS# configure terminal//Enter global configuration mode.

FS# linevty0 //Enter lineconfiguration mode.

FS(config-line)#exec-timeout 20 //Set the connection timeout time to 20 minutes.

Verification  Check whether the connection between a terminal and the local device is closed when no input is detected

during the timeout time.

 Configuring theSession Timeout Time

Configuration

Steps

 Set the session timeout time to 20 minutes.
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FS# configure terminal//Enter global configuration mode.

FS(config)#linevty0 //Enter lineconfigurationmode.

FS(config-line)#session-timeout 20//Set the session timeout time to 20 minutes.

Verification  Checkwhether thesessionbetweena terminal and the local device is disconnectedwhenno input isdetected

during the timeout time.

2.4.3 Configuring Basic System Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Configure basic system parameters.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theSystemDate andClock

 Mandatory.

 Configure the system time of a network devicemanually. The device clock starts from the configured timeand keeps running
even when the device is powered off.

The time configuration is applied only to the software clock if the network device does not provide a hardware clock. The
configuration will be invalid when the device is powered off.

 Updating the Hardware Clock

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration when you need to copy the date and time of the software clock to the hardware clock so that the
hardware clock is synchronized with the software clock.

 Configuring aSystemName

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to change the default system name.

 Configuring aCommand Prompt

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to change the default command prompt.

 Configuring DailyNotification

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when you need to display important prompts or warnings to users.

 Youcan configure notification in one ormultiple lines, which will be displayed to users after login.

 Configuring a Login Banner

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when you need to display important messages to users upon login or logout.

 Configuring theConsoleBaud Rate

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to change the default Console baud rate.

Verification
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 Run the show clock command to display the system time.

 Check whether a login banner is displayed after login.

 Run the showversion command to display the system information and version.

Related Commands

 Configuring theSystemDate andClock

Command clock set hh:mm:ss month day year

Parameter

Description

hh:mm:ss: Indicates the current time, in the format of hour (24-hour format):minute:second.

day: Indicates a day (1–31) of the month.

month: Indicates a month (from January to December) of the year.

year: Indicates a year, ranging from 1993 to 2035. Abbreviation is not supported.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure the system time.

If the device does not provide a hardware clock, the time configuration will be invalid when the device is powered

off.

 Updating the Hardware Clock

Command clock update-calendar

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide After the configuration, the time of the software clock will overwrite that of the hardware clock.

 Configuring aSystemName

Command hostname name

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the system name, which must consist of printable characters and must not exceed 63 bytes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the system name to the default, run the no hostname command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring aCommand Prompt

Command prompt string

Parameter

Description

string: Indicates the command prompt name. A name with more than 32 characters will be truncated to keep only

the first 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Torestore thecommandprompt to the default settings, run thenopromptcommand inglobal configurationmode.

 Configuring DailyNotification
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Command banner motd c message c

Parameter

Description

c: Indicates a delimiter, which can be any character, such as "&".

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A message must start and end with delimiter+carriage return respectively. Any characters following the ending

delimiterwill bedropped.Any letter contained in themessagemustnot be usedas thedelimiter.Themessagemust

not exceed 2047 bytes.

 Configuring a Login Banner

Command banner login c message c

Parameter

Description

c: Indicates a delimiter, which can be any character, such as "&".

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A message must start and end with delimiter+carriage return respectively. Any characters following the ending

delimiterwill bedropped.Any letter contained in themessagemustnot be usedas thedelimiter.Themessagemust

not exceed 2047 bytes.

To remove the login banner configuration, run the no banner login command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring theConsoleBaud Rate

Command speed speed

Parameter

Description

speed: Indicatestheconsolebaudrate, intheunitofbps.Theserialportbaudratecanbesetto9,600bps,19,200bps,

38,400 bps, 57,600 bps, or 115,200 bps. The default is 9,600 bps.

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcanconfiguretheasynchronouslinebaudratebasedonrequirements.Thespeedcommandisusedtoconfigure

receive and transmit rates for the asynchronous line.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theSystem Time

Configuration

Steps

 Change the system time to 2003-6-20, 10:10:12.

FS# clock set 10:10:12 6 202003 //Configure the system time and date.

Verification  Run the showclock command in privileged EXECmode to display the system time.

FS#showclock //Confirm that the changed system time takes effect.

clock: 2003-6-20 10:10:54

 Configuring DailyNotification

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the daily notificationmessage "Notice: systemwill shutdown on July 6th."with the pound key (#) as

the delimiter.
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FS(config)# banner motd #//Starting delimiter

Enter TEXT message. End with the character '#'.

Notice: system will shutdown on July 6th.# //Ending delimiter

FS(config)#

Verification  Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

 Connect to the local device through the Console, Telnet or SSH, and check whether daily notification is

displayed before the CLI appears.

C:\>telnet 192.168.65.236

Notice: system will shutdown on July 6th.

Access forauthorized users only.Pleaseenter your password.

User AccessVerification

Password:

 Configuring a Login Banner

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the login bannermessage "Access for authorizedusersonly. Please enter your password."with the

pound key (#) as the delimiter.

FS(config)# banner login #//Starting delimiter

Enter TEXT message. End with the character '#'.

Access for authorized users only. Please enter your password.

# //Ending delimiter

FS(config)#

Verification  Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

 Connect to the local device through the Console, Telnet or SSH, and check whether the login banner is

displayed before the CLI appears.

C:\>telnet 192.168.65.236

Notice: system will shutdown on July 6th.

Access forauthorized users only.Pleaseenter your password.

User AccessVerification

Password:

 Configuring theSerial Port Baud Rate

Configuration

Steps

 Set the serial port baud rate to 57,600 bps.
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FS#configureterminal //Enter global configuration mode.

FS(config)# lineconsole 0 //Enter console line configuration mode.

FS(config-line)#speed57600 //Settheconsolebaudrateto57,600bps.

FS(config-line)# end //Returns to privilegedmode.

Verification  Run the show command to display the configuration.

FS#showlineconsole0 //Displays the console configuration.

CON Type speed Overruns

* 0 CON 57600 0

Line 0, Location: "", Type: "vt100"

Length: 25 lines, Width: 80 columns

Special Chars: Escape Disconnect Activation

^^x none ^M

Timeouts: IdleEXEC IdleSession

never never

History isenabled,historysize is10.

Total input: 22 bytes

Total output: 115 bytes

Data overflow: 0 bytes

stop rx interrupt: 0 times

Modem: READY

2.4.4 EnablingandDisablingaSpecificService

Configuration Effect

 Dynamicallyadjust systemserviceswhen thesystem is running, andenableanddisablespecific services (SNMPAgent,SSH
Server, and Telnet Server).

Configuration Steps

 Enabling theSNMPAgent, SSH Server, and Telnet Server Services

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when you need to use these services.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

 Run the showservices command to display the service Enabled/Disable state.

Related Commands
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reload at hh:mm:ss month day year [string]

 Enabling theSSHServer, Telnet Server, and SNMPAgent Services

Command enable service { ssh-server | telnet-server | snmp-agent }

Parameter

Description

ssh-server:Enables or disables the SSH Server service. The IPv4 and IPv6 services are also enabled together with this

service.

telnet-server:Enables or disables the Telnet Server service. The IPv4 and IPv6 services are also enabled together with

this service.

snmp-agent: Enables or disables the SNMP Agent service. The IPv4 and IPv6 services are also enabled together with

this service.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to enable and disable specific services.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the SSHServer Service

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the SSHServer service.

FS# configure terminal //Enter global configuration mode.

FS(config)#enableservicessh-server //Enable the SSHServer service.

Verification  Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

 Run theshowipssh command todisplay theconfigurationand running stateof theSSHServer service.

2.4.5 ConfiguringaRestart Policy

Configuration Effect

Configure a restart policy to restart a device as scheduled.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring DirectRestart

Run the reload command in privileged EXEC mode to restart the system immediately.

 Configuring TimedRestart

If you configure a specific time, the system will restart at the time. The time must be a time in the future. The month, day and year

parameters are optional. If they are not specified, the time of the system clock is used by default.

The clock featuremust be supported by the system if you want to use the at option. It is recommended that you configure the
systemclock inadvance.Anewrestart planwill overwrite theexistingone.A restartplanwillbe invalid if thesystem is restarted

before the plan takes effect.

The restart timemustbe later than thecurrent system time.After you configure a restart plan, do not change thesystemclock;
otherwise, the planmay fail (for example, the system time is changed to a time after the restart time.)

Related Commands
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 Restarting aDevice

Command reload [ at { hh [ :mm [ :ss ] ] } [ month [ day [ year ] ] ] ]

Parameter

Description

athh:mm:ss:Indicatesthetimewhenthesystemwillrestart.

month: Indicatesamonthof theyear, ranging from1 to12.

day: Indicates a date, ranging from1 to 31.

year: Indicates a year, ranging from 1993 to 2035. Abbreviation is not supported.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Use this command to enable a device to restart at a specific time.

2.4.6 ConfiguringTelnetService

Configuration Effect

Configure an ACL for the Telnet server.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring ACL for Telnet Server

 Optional

 Configure an ACL for all Telnet connections

Verification

N/A

Related Commands

 Configuring ACL for Telnet Server

Command { ip | ipv6 } telnet access-class { access-list-number | access-list-name }

Parameter

Description

access-list-number: Configures ACL number, supported by IPv4 only.

 Standard ACL: 1-99, 1300-1999

 Extended ACL: 100-199, 2000-2699

access-list-name：Configures ACL name, supported by both IPv4 and IPv6.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the ACL for the Telnet connections.

Common Errors

N/A
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2.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the current system time. show clock

Displays line configurations. show line { console line-num | vty line-num | line-num }

Displays system restart settings. show reload

Displays the current running configurations of the device or

the configurations on an interface.
show running-config [ interface interface ]

Displays the device configurations stored in the NVRAM. show startup-config

Displays the current system configurations. show this

Displays system information. show version [ devices | module | slots ]

Displays the information of each established Telnet client

instance.

show sessions

3 Configuring R5

3.1 Overview

R5 isadual-coreARMCPUandwill bringdifferent featuresby running different firmwareon itscore. e.g., IFA.The commands in this

module are all used for maintenance.

3.2 Applications

Application Description

Outputting R5_CPU Data to Console Monitors R5_CPU status by console.

3.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 r5-cpu core ID

R5-CPUcore ID includes 0and1, representing acore respectively (Default: 0).The servicemodule should be registeredwithacore

before use. If there is no servicemodule registered, the output of theshowR5-cpu command shows that no core is in use.

 r5-cpu core ID status

R5-CPU core status includes OK, Reload and Crashed.

Overview

Feature Description

Reload R5-CPU core Enables or disables the syslog function.
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3.3.1 Reloading R5-CPU Core

Reload the specified R5-CPU core.

RelatedConfiguration

 Reload R5-CPUCore

By default, R5_CPU core will not be reloaded automatically.

Run the r5-cpu core coreid reload command to reload R5_CPU core. The R5_CPU status will be Reloadwhen reloading starts and will

turnOKwhen reloading finishes.

3.4 Configuration

R5_CPU data can be output to the console for the administrator to monitor R5_CPU status.

 The devicemust be provisioned with a R5_CPU chip.

 CLI information can be output to the console.

Figure 3- 1 Networking Environment

3.5Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Displays time range configuration. clear r5-cpu core coreid statistics

Displays the R5 reboot history. clear r5-cpu core coreid boot-history

Displays the mmu-buffer usage, clear r5-cpu core coreid queue-buffer counter

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the R5 status. show r5-cpu core coreid status

Displays the R5 statistics. show r5-cpu core coreid statistics

Displays the R5 reboot history. show r5-cpu core coreid boot-history

Displays the mmu-buffer usage. show r5-cpu core coreid queue-buffer
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Aisanetworkdevicetobemanaged.

PC is a network management station.

Aisanetworkdevicetobemanaged.

PC is a network management station.

4 Configuring Lines

4.1 Overview

There are various types of terminal lines on network devices. You can manage terminal lines in groups based on their types.

Configurations on these terminal lines are called line configurations. On network devices, terminal lines are classified into multiple

types such as CTY and VTY.

4.2 Applications

Application Description

Accessing a Device Through Console Enter the command-line interface (CLI) of a network device through the Console.

Accessing a Device Through VTY Enter the CLI of a network device through Telnet or SSH.

4.2.1 Accessing a Device Through Console

Scenario

Figure 4- 1

Deployment

The network management station connects to the Console port of a network device through a serial cable. Using the Console

software (HyperTerminal or other terminal simulation software) on thenetworkmanagement station, you canaccess theConsole of

the network device and enter the CLI to configure andmanage the network device.

4.2.2 AccessingaDeviceThroughVTY

Scenario

Figure 4- 2

Deployment

Remarks

Remarks
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The network management station connects to a network device through the network. Using a VTY client (such as Putty) on the

networkmanagement station, youcanaccess thenetworkdevice throughTelnet or SSHandenter theCLI toconfigureandmanage

the networkdevice.

4.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 CTY

TheCTY line refers to the line connected to the Console port. Most network devices have a Console port. Youcan access the local

system through the Console port.

 VTY

The VTY line is a virtual terminal line that does not correspond to any hardware. It is used for Telnet or SSH connection.

Overview

Feature Description

Basic Features Configures a terminal, displays and clears terminal connection information.

4.3.1 Basic Features

RelatedConfiguration

 Configuring TerminalLines

Run the linecommand inglobal configurationmode toenter theconfigurationmodeof aspecified line.

Configure the line attributes.

 Clearing TerminalConnections

When a terminal connects to the network device, the corresponding terminal line is occupied. Run the show user command to

display the connection status of these terminal lines. If you want to disconnect the terminal from the network device, run the clear

line command to clear the terminal line. After the terminal lines are cleared, the related connections (such as Telnet and SSH) are

interrupted, theCLI exits, and the terminal lines restore to the unoccupied status.Users can re-establish connections.

 Specifying theNumber of VTYTerminals

Run the line vty command to enter the VTY line configuration mode and specify the number of VTY terminals.

By default, there are 5 VTY terminals, numbered from 0 to 4. You can increase the number of VTY terminals to 36, with new ones

numbered from 5 to 35. Only new terminals can be removed.

4.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

(Mandatory) It is used to enter the line configuration mode.

line [ console | vty ] first-line [ last-line ] Enters thespecified lineconfigurationmode.

line vty line-number Increasesor reduces the number of available
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VTY lines.

4.4.1 EnteringLine Configuration Mode

Configuration Effect

Enter line configuration mode to configure other functions.

Configuration Steps

 Entering Line Configuration Mode

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, enter line configurationmode on each device to configure line attributes.

 Increasing/Reducing theNumber of VTY Lines

 Optional.

 Run the (no) line vty line-number command to increase or reduce the number of VTY lines.

Verification

Run the show line command to display line configuration.

Related Commands

 Entering Line Configuration Mode

Command line [ aux | console | tty | vty ] first-line [ last-line ]

Parameter

Description console: Indicates the Console port.

vty: Indicates a virtual terminal line, which supports Telnet or SSH.

first-line: Indicatesthenumberof thefirst line.

last-line:Indicatesthenumberofthelastline.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Increasing/Reducing theNumber of VTY Lines

Command line vty line-number

Parameter

Description
line-number: Indicates the number of VTY lines. The value ranges from 0 to 35.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the no line vty line-number command to reduce the number of available VTY lines.

 Displaying LineConfiguration

Command show line { console line-num | vty line-num | line-num }
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Parameter

Description

console: Indicates the Console port.

vty: Indicates a virtual terminal line, which supports Telnet or SSH.

line-num: Indicates the line to be displayed.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 4- 3

Configuration

Steps

 Connect the PC to network deviceA through the Console line and enter theCLI on the PC.

 Run the showuser command to display the connection status of the terminal line.

 Run the show line console 0 command to display the status of the Console line.

 Enterglobal configurationmodeand run the linevtycommand to increasethenumberofVTY terminals to36.

A FS#show user

Line User Host(s) Idle Location

---------------- ------------ -------------------- ---------- ------------------

* 0 con 0 --- idle 00:00:00 ---

FS#show line console 0

CON Type speed Overruns

* 0 CON 9600 0

Line 0, Location: "", Type: "vt100"

Length: 24 lines, Width: 79 columns

Special Chars: Escape Disconnect Activation

^^x ^D ^M

Timeouts: IdleEXEC IdleSession

00:10:00 never

History isenabled,historysize is10.

Total input:490 bytes

Total output: 59366 bytes

Data overflow: 0 bytes

stop rx interrupt: 0 times
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FS#show line vty ?

<0-5> Line number

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#line vty35

FS(config-line)#

*Oct 31 18:56:43: %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by console

Verification  After running the show line command, you can find that the number of terminals increases.

 Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

A FS#show line vty ?

<0-35> Line number

FS#show running-config

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 761 bytes

version 11.0(1C2B1)(10/16/13 04:23:54 CST -ngcf78)

ip tcp not-send-rst

vlan 1

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ip address 192.168.23.164 255.255.255.0

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

!
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interface GigabitEthernet 0/4

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/5

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/6

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/7

!

interface Mgmt 0

!

line con 0

line vty 0 35

login

!

end

4.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the line connection status. clear line { console line-num | vty line-num | line-num }

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the line configuration. show line { console line-num | vty line-num | line-num }

Displays historical records of a line. show history

Displays the privilege level of a line. show privilege

Displays users on a line. show user [ all ]

5 Configuring TimeRange

5.1 Overview

TimeRange isa time-basedcontrol service that providessomeapplicationswith timecontrol.For example,you canconfigurea time

range andassociate itwithan accesscontrol list (ACL) so that theACL takeseffectwithin certain timeperiods of aweek.
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Configure an ACL on device B to implement the following security function:

Hosts in network segment 192.168.12.0/24 can access the Telnet service on a remoteUnix host during normal working

hours only.

5.2 Typical Application

Typical Application Scenario

Applying Time Range to an ACL Apply a time range to an ACL module so that the time-based ACL takes effect

5.2.1 ApplyingTimeRange to anACL

Application Scenario

AnoFSanizationallowsuserstoaccesstheTelnetserviceonaremoteUnixhostduringworkinghoursonly,asshowninFigure5-1.

Figure 5-1

Functional Deployment

 On device B, apply an ACL to control Telnet service access of users in network segment 192.168.12.0/24. Associate the ACL with
a time range, so that the users' access to theUnix host is allowed only during working hours.

5.3 FunctionDetails

Basic Concepts

 Absolute TimeRange

Theabsolute time range isa timeperiodbetweenastart timeandanend time.For example, [12:00 January 1 2000, 12:00 January 1

2001] isa typicalabsolute timerange.Whenanapplicationbasedonatime range isassociatedwith the time range,acertain function

can be effective within this time range.

 Periodic Time

Note
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Periodic time refers toaperiodical interval in the time range.For example,“from8:00everyMonday to17:00 everyFriday” isa typical

periodic time interval. When a time-based application is associated with the time range, a certain function can be effective

periodically from every Monday to Friday.

Features

Feature Function

Using Absolute Time

Range

Sets an absolute time range for a time-based application, so that a certain function takes effect within the

absolute time range.

Using Periodic Time Setsperiodic timeora time-basedapplication, so thata certain function takeseffectwithin theperiodic time.

5.3.1 UsingAbsoluteTimeRange

WorkingPrinciple

Whenatime-basedapplicationenablesacertain function, itdetermineswhethercurrent time iswithin theabsolute timerange. Ifyes,

the function is effective or ineffective at the current time depending on specific configuration.

Related Configuration

 Configuring TimeRange

No time range is configured by default.

Use the time-range time-range-name command to configure a time range.

 Configuring Absolute Time Range

The absolute time range is [00:00 January 1, 0, 23:59 December 31, 9999] by default.

Use the absolute { [start time date] | [end time date] } command to configure the absolute time range.

5.3.2 UsingPeriodicTime

WorkingPrinciple

When a time-based application enables a certain function, it determines whether current time is within the period time. If yes, the

function is effective or ineffective at the current time depending on specific configuration.

Related Configuration

 Configuring TimeRange

No time range is configured by default.

Use the time-range time-range-name command to configure a time range.

 Configure PeriodicTime

No periodic time is configured by default.

Use the periodic day-of-the-week time to [day-of-the-week] time command to configure periodic time.
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5.4 Configuration Details

Configuration Item Suggestions and Related Commands

Configuring Time Range

Mandatory configuration. Time range configuration is required so as to use the time range
function.

time-range time-range-name Configures a time range.

Optional configuration. Youcan configure various parameters as necessary.

absolute { [start time date] | [end time date] } Configures an absolute time range.

periodic day-of-the-week time to

[day-of-the-week] time
Configures periodic time.

5.4.1 ConfiguringTimeRange

ConfigurationEffect

 Configurea timerange,whichmaybeanabsolute timerangeoraperiodic time interval,so that a time-range-basedapplication
can enable a certain function within the time range.

Configuration Method

 Configuring TimeRange

 Mandatory configuration.

 Perform the configuration on a device to which a time range applies.

 Configuring Absolute Time Range

 Optional configuration.

 Configuring PeriodicTime

 Optional configuration.

Verification

 Use the show time-range [time-range-name] command to check time range configuration information.

Related Commands

 Configuring TimeRange

Command time-range time-range-name

Parameter

Description

time-range-name: name of the time range to be created.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Someapplications (such as ACL)may run based on time. For example, an ACL can be effectivewithin certain time

ranges of aweek. To this end, first you must configure a time range, then you can configure relevant time control in

time range configuration mode.
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 Configuring Absolute Time Range

Command absolute { [start time date] | [end time date] }

Parameter

Description

start time date: start time of the range.

end time date: end time of the range.

Command

Mode

Time range configuration mode

Usage Guide Use theabsolute command to configure a timeabsolute time range betweena start timeandan end time toallowa

certain function to take effect within the absolute time range.

 Configuring PeriodicTime

Command periodic day-of-the-week time to [day-of-the-week] time

Parameter

Description

day-of-the-week: the week day when the periodic time starts or ends

time: the exact time when the periodic time starts or ends

Command

Mode

Time range configuration mode

Usage Guide Use the periodic command to configure a periodic time interval to allow a certain function to take effect within the

periodic time. If you want to modify the periodic time, it is recommended to disassociate the time range first and

associate the time range after the periodic time is modified.

5.5Monitoring

Displaying the Running Status

Description Command

Displays time range configuration. show time-range [time-range-name]

6 Configuring USB

6.1 Overview

Universal serial bus (USB) is an external bus standard. In this document, USB refers to a USB-compliant peripheral device, for example,

a USBflash drive.

USB isahot swappabledevice.Youcanuse it tocopy files (suchasconfigurationand log files) fromacommunicationdevice,orcopy

external data (such as system upgrade files) to the flash of the communication device.

Specificapplicationscenariosof theUSBaredetailed inconfigurationguidesof related functions.Thisdocumentdescribesonlyhow

to identify, use, and remove the USB and view information about theUSB.

6.2 Applications

Application Description

Using a USB Flash Drive to Upgrade a

Device

Upgrade files are stored on aUSB flash drive. After a device is powered on, the device detects

the USB flash drive and runs the upgrade command to load the upgrade files. After loading is

completed, the device is reset and runs the upgraded version.
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*Jan 1 00:09:42: %USB-5-USB_DISK_FOUND: USB Disk <Mass Storage> has been inserted to USB port 0!

*Jan 1 00:09:42: %USB-5-USB_DISK_PARTITION_MOUNT: Mount usb0(type:FAT32),size : 1050673152B(1002MB)

OK, now you can pull out the device 0.

6.2.1 Using aUSB FlashDrive to Upgrade aDevice

Scenario

Upgrade files are stored on a USB flash drive. After a device is powered on, the device detects the USB flash drive and runs the

upgrade command to load the upgrade files. After loading is completed, the device is reset and runs the upgraded version. An

example of the upgrade command is as follows:

upgrade usb0:/s12k-ppc_11.0(1B2)_20131025_main_install.bin

If the file is valid and execution of this command succeeds, the device will be automatically reset and run the upgraded version.

Deployment

 Use the prefix "usb0:/" to accessUSB0.Run theshowusb command to display information about theUSBwith the ID 0.

 Run the upgrade command to perform upgrade.

6.3 Features

 Using theUSB

Insert a USB into the USB slot. The system automatically searches for the USB. After the USB is located, the driver module automatically

initializes the driver of theUSB. After initialization, the system automatically loads the file system on theUSB. Later, the system can

read or write this USB.

 IfthesystemfindsaUSBandsuccessfullyloadsthedriver,thefollowinginformationwillbedisplayed:

"MassStorage" indicates the name of the searcheddevice, and "usb0:" indicates the first USB. "Size" indicates the size of the
partition. Forexample, according to thepreceding informationdisplayed, theUSB flashdrivehas aspaceof 1002MB.

"Size" indicates the size of the partition.

 Removing theUSB

Usea command line interface (CLI) command to remove theUSB first; otherwise, anerrormay occur if the system is currently using

the USB.

 If the USB is successfully removed, the following information will be displayed:

You can remove the USB only after the preceding information is displayed.

6.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Using a USB Mandatory.

N/A

Removing a USB (Mandatory) It is used to remove a USB.
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usb remove Removes a USB.

6.4.1 Using a USB

Configuration Effect

After a USB is loaded, you can run the file system commands (such as dir, copy, and del) to perform operations on the USB.

Notes

 The FS General Operating System (FSOS) is applicable only to devices (generally common USB flash drives) that support
standard Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) commands. Other devices, such as the USB flash drive embedded in the USB

network interfacecard(NIC)andUSBflashdrivewiththevirtualCD-ROMdrive,cannotbeusedin theFSOS.Somedevicesare

configured with the function of converting a USB port to the serial port.

 The USB supports only the FAT file system. Other file systems on the USBmust be formatted to the FAT file system on a PC
before the USB can be used on a device.

 TheFSOSsupports thehub.WhenaUSBflashdrive is insertedtoaport onahub, theaccesspathbecomesdifferent. If theUSB
flashdrive isinsertedtoaUSBportonadevice,theaccesspath isusbX:/,whereX indicatesthedeviceID.Youcanruntheshow

usb command to display this path. If the USB flash drive is inserted to aUSB port through a hub, the access path isusbX-Y:/,

where X indicates the device ID, and Y indicates the hub port ID. For example, usb0-3:/ indicates port 3 on the hub that is

connected to USB port 0 on the device.

Configuration Steps

 Identifying aUSB

A USB can be directly inserted to the USB slot without a CLI operation.

 Using aUSB

Perform the following operations to copy files from a USB to the flash:

 Run the cd command to enter the partition of the USB.

 Run the copy command to copy files on the USB to the flash on the device.

 Run the dir command to check whether the files are copied to the device.

If the USB has multiple partitions, you can access only the first FATpartition on the device.

Thepathof theUSBdoesnotcontainanyupper-leveldirectory.Afterrunning thecdusbX:\commandtoaccessaUSB,youcan
run the cd flash:\ command to return to the flash file system.

Verification

Run the show usb command to display information about the USB inserted to the device.

Configuration Example

 Using aUSB FlashDrive

Scenario Standalone environment

Configuration  Insert the USB flash drive into the USB slot of the device.
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Steps  Run the showusb command on the device console.

 Copy the config.txt file from the USB flash drive to the flash on the device.

FS#show usb

Device: Mass Storage

ID: 0

URL prefix: usb0

Disk Partitions:

usb0(type:vfat)

Size:15789711360B(15789.7MB)

Available size:15789686784B(15789.6MB)

FS#

FS#

FS#dir usb0:/

Directory of usb0:/

1 -rwx 4 Tue Jan 1 00:00:00 1980 fac_test

2 -rwx 1 Mon Sep 30 13:15:48 2013 config.txt

2 files, 0 directories

15,789,711,360bytestotal(15,789,686,784bytesfree)

FS#

FS#

FS#copy usb0:/config.txt flash:/

Copying: !

Accessing usb0:/config.txt finished, 1 bytes prepared

Flushing data to flash:/config.txt...

Flush datadone

FS#

FS#

Verification  Check whether the config.txt file exists on the flash.

FS#

FS#dir flash:/

Directory of flash:/

1 drw-

2 drwx

160

160

WedMar3108:40:012010

ThuJan 100:00:111970

at

dm
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3 drwx 160 Thu Jan 1 00:00:05 1970 rep

4 drwx 160 MonApr2603:42:002010 scc

5 drwx 160 Wed Mar 31 08:39:522010 ssh

6 drwx 224 Thu Jan 1 00:00:06 1970 var

7 d--- 288 Sat May 29 06:07:45 2010 web

8 drwx 160 Thu Jan 1 00:00:11 1970 addr

9 drwx 160 Sat May 29 06:07:44 2010 cwmp

10 drwx 784 Sat May 29 06:07:47 2010 sync

11 --w- 92 Tue Feb 2 01:06:55 2010 config_vsu.dat

12 -rw- 244 Sat Apr 3 04:56:52 2010 config.text

13 -rwx 1 Thu Jan 1 00:00:30 1970 .issu_state

14 -rw- 0 Tue Feb 2 01:07:03 2010 ss_ds_debug.txt

15 -rw- 8448 Thu Jan 1 00:01:41 1970 .shadow

16 -rwx 268 Thu Jan 1 00:01:41 1970 .pswdinfo

17 -rw- 4 Tue May 25 09:12:01 2010 reload

18 drwx 232 Wed Mar 31 08:40:002010 snpv4

19 drwx 6104 Sat May 29 06:10:452010 .config

20 ---- 1 Thu Jan 1 00:04:51 1970 config.txt

21d--- 160 Thu Jan 1 00:00:12 1970 syslog

22 drwx 160 Tue May 25 03:05:01 2010 upgrade_ram

23 drwx 160 Tue Feb 2 01:06:54 2010 dm_vdu

24 -rwx 16 Thu Jan 1 00:01:41 1970 .username.data

9 files, 15 directories

5,095,424 bytes total (4,960,256 bytes free)

FS#

Common Errors

 Insert a USB flash drive that supports non-SCSI commands to the device.

 The USB does not use the FAT file system, and cannot be identified by the system.

6.4.2 RemovingaUSB

Configuration Effect

Remove the USB and ensure that the USB and the device are intact.

Notes

 Run the usb remove command before removing theUSB; otherwise, a system error occurs.
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Configuration Steps

 Running the RemoveCommand

 Mandatory.

 Run the usb remove command before removing the USB.

 Removing theUSB

After the remove command is executed, remove the USB.

Verification

Run the show usb command to display information about the USB inserted to the device.

Related Commands

 Removing aUSB

Command usb remove device-id

Parameter

Description

device-id: Indicates the ID of the USB port on the device. You can run the show usb command to display this ID.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide BeforeremovingaUSB, run theusbremovecommand;otherwise,anerroroccurs if theUSBis inuse. If thecommand is

executed, related informationwillbedisplayed,andyoucanremove theUSB. If thecommandexecution fails, theUSB is

in use. In this case, do not remove the USB until it is not in use.

Configuration Example

 Removing aUSB

Scenario Standalone environment

Configuration

Steps

 Run the showusb command to display the ID of the USB.

 Run the usb remove command to remove the USB.

FS#show usb

Device: Mass Storage

ID: 0

URL prefix: usb0

Disk Partitions:

usb0(type:vfat)

Size:15789711360B(15789.7MB)

Available size:15789686784B(15789.6MB)

FS#

FS#
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FS#usb remove 0

OK, now you can pull out the device 0.

Verification  Run theshowusb commandagain tocheckwhether theUSB is removed. If thedevicewith ID0 isnot displayed in

output of the show usb command, the USB is removed.

FS#show usb

FS#

6.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays information about the inserted USB. show usb

7 Configuring UFT

7.1 Overview

The unified forwarding table (UFT) enables the switch to dynamically allocate the hardware forwarding entries..

Protocols and Standards

N/A

7.2 Features

Basic Concepts

N/A

Overview

Feature Function

UFT operating mode TheUFTprovidesamechanismforusers toselectanoperatingmode tomeet theapplicationscenarioneeds.
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7.2.1 UFT OperatingMode

WorkingPrinciple

The UFT provides a mechanism for users to select an operating mode to meet the application scenario needs.

The UFT supports up to eight operating modes. The selected operating mode can take effect after it is saved and the device is

restarted.

 Default

Bydefault, theUFTmodeof theswitch isDefault. InDefaultmode,eachhardwareentry of the switch is applied tomostof application

scenarios.
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 Bridge

TheBridgemode is theLayer2 forwardingmode. It isapplied to theapplicationscenarios inwhichpureLayer2servicesdominate. In

Bridgemode,ARP,NDandMPLScapacity isgreatly reducedandmostof capacity isallocated to theMACaddress table.

 Gateway

The Gateway mode is classified into three modes: gateway mode, gateway-max mode, and gateway-ndmax mode.

Gateway mode is applied to the application scenarios in which Layer 3 services dominate. Gateway-max mode is applied to the

application scenarios in which a large number of terminals are deployed. Gateway-ndmax mode is applied to the application

scenarios in which a large number of IPv6 terminals are deployed.

 Route

The Route mode is the network routing mode. It is applied to the application scenarios in which a great amount of routing and

forwarding dominate.

TheRoutemode isclassified into route-v4maxand route-v6maxmodes. In thesetwomodes, the IPv6and IPv6network routing table

capacity are respectively allocated tomaximum extent.

 ACL

TheACLmode is classified intoACLmodeandACL-IPv4mode.TheACL-IPv4modehas greaterACL capacity and smaller IPv6 capacity

than the ACLmode.

 MC

The MC mode is the multicast mode. It is applied to the multicast routing scenarios.

 VXLAN

 It is applied to theVXLAN scenarios.ALPM

The vxlan mode is applied to the ALPM scenarios.

 dual-stack-alpm

It is applied to the application scenarios that require a great number of IPv4 and IPv6 routes.

 ipv6-64-alpm

It is applied to the application scenarios that require a great number of IPv4 and IPv6 routes with subnet mask shorter than 64 bits.

 fpem-alpm

It is applied to the application scenarios that require a great number of FP tables and routing tables.

7.3 Applications

Typical Application Scenario

Dynamic Entry Allocation Whenadeviceoperates incommonroutingmode, theMPLS label isnot required for forwarding

and thecorresponding entry capacity isnot used. If theentry capacityof theMPLS label canbe

used by other entries, such as ARP/ND entries, the device can learn more ARP/ND entries.
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7.3.1 Dynamic EntryAllocation

Scenario

The following figure shows the simple and common topology of the campus network.The core devicemay be deployed in the small

convergence area as a small convergence device. Layer 2 functions of the core device are mainly enabled. The core device can also be

deployed in the large convergence area as a large convergence device. In this case, the core device works as a gateway. When the

coredeviceacts as a small convergencedevice, it requires a large enough size of theMACaddress table.

Another application scenario of the core device is acting as a large convergence device, namely, a large gateway. Its access capability

dependsontheARPandNDcapacity,namely, thenumberof IPv4and IPv6 terminals thatcanbeaccessed.Takethedeviceinstalled

withWindows7 operating system as an example. Such a device supports IPv4 and IPv6 dual-stack.When a terminal accesses the

device, theterminaloccupiesoneARPentryandoneNDentry. In thisapplicationscenario,agreatnumberofARPandNDentriesare

required.

Figure 8- 1

Deployment

 Enable the switch to operate in Bridgemode of UFT to increase theMACaddress table capacity.

 Enable the switch to operate inGatewaymode of UFT to increase the ARP andND entry capacity.

7.4 Configuration

Configuration

Item
Suggestions and Related Commands

Configuring UFT

Operating Mode

Optional configuration. Switch over the current UFT operatingmode of the switch.

switch-mode mode_type slot slot_num
Switches theUFToperatingmode in stand-alone

mode.

switch-mode mode_type switch switch_num slot slot_num Switches theUFToperatingmode inVSUmode.

7.4.1 Configuring UFT OperatingMode

Configuration Effect
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 Configure theBridgemode to increase theLayer 2entry size.TheBridgemode isapplied to theapplicationscenarios inwhich
Layer 2 services dominate.

 Configure theGatewaymode to increasetheARPandNDtablesize.TheGatewaymode isapplied to theapplicationscenarios
in which Layer3 services dominate.

 Configure theRoutemodeto increasetheroutingtablesize.TheRoutemode isapplied totheapplicationscenarios that require
a great amount of routing and forwarding.

Notes

 After configuration is complete, save it and restart the device to validate configuration.

 Change the UFT mode and save the change. When the device is restarted for the first time after being upgraded, the UFT
function may result in automatic restart of the line card once.

 Different devices support different UFTmodes.

Configuration Method

 Switching theUFT OperatingMode in Stand-AloneMode

Mandatory configuration.

Use the switch-mode mode_type slot slot_num command to switch the UFT mode of the switch.

Command

Syntax

switch-mode mode_type slot slot_num

Parameter

Description

mode_type: UFT operating mode.

slot_num: indicates the corresponding line card installed in the chassis.

Defaults Default mode

Command Mode Global configuration mode

Usage Guide  In stand-alonemode, the line card can operate in the followingmodes:

 default: Default mode, which is applied tomost of application scenarios.

 bridge: Bridge mode, which is applied to the application scenarios where pure Layer 2 services dominate.

 gateway: Gateway mode, which is applied to the application scenario in which Layer 3 services dominate.

 gateway-max: Gateway-max mode, which is applied to the application scenarios in which a laFSe number of
terminals aredeployed.

 gateway-ndmax:Gateway-ndmaxmode,whichisappliedtotheapplicationscenarios inwhichalaFSenumberof
IPv6 terminals are deployed.

 label: Labelmode, which is applied to the application scenarios that require a great amount of MPLS.

 route-v4max: IPv4 routingmode,which isapplied to theapplicationscenarios that requireagreat numberof IPv4
routes.

 route-v6max: IPv6 routingmode,which isapplied to theapplicationscenarios that requireagreat numberof IPv6
routes.

 acl: ACLmode, which is applied to the ACL and other security scenarios.

 acl-ipv4: ACL-IPv4mode, which is applied to the scenarios that require great ACL capacity and small IPv6 route
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capacity.

 mc: Multicast mode, which is applied to themulticast routing scenarios.

 vxlan: vxlan mode, which is applied to the vxlan scenarios.

 alpm: alpmmode, which is applied to the vxlan scenarios.

 dual-stack-alpm:dual-stack-alpmmode,whichisappliedtotheapplicationscenarios that requireagreatnumber
of IPv4 and IPv6 routes.

 ipv6-64-alpm: ipv6-64-alpm mode, which is applied to the application scenarios that require a great number of
IPv4 and IPv6 routes with subnet mask shorter than 64 bits.

 fpem-alpm: fpem-alpm mode, which is applied to the application scenarios that require a great numberof FP
tables and routing tables.

 Switching theUFT OperatingMode in VSUMode

Mandatory configuration.

Use the switch-mode mode_type switch switch_num slot slot_num command to switch the UFT mode of the switch.

Command

Syntax

switch-mode mode_type switch switch_num slot slot_num

Parameter

Description

mode_type: UFT operating mode.

switch_num: In stand-alone mode, the switch keyword is invisible. In VSU mode, the switch keyword indicates the chassis

or boxdevice.

slot_num: indicates the line card installed in the chassis device.

Defaults Default mode

Command Mode Global configuration mode

Usage Guide
 In VSUmode, the line card can operate in the followingmodes:

 default: Default mode, which is applied tomost of application scenarios.

 bridge: Bridgemode,which is applied to the applicationscenarioswherepureLayer 2 servicesdominate.

 gateway:Gatewaymode,which is applied to theapplicationscenarios inwhichLayer3servicesdominate.

 gateway-max: Gateway-max mode, which is applied to the application scenarios in which a laFSe number of
terminals aredeployed.

 gateway-ndmax:Gateway_ndmaxmode,whichisappliedtotheapplicationscenarios inwhichalaFSenumberof
IPv6 terminals are deployed.

 label: Labelmode, which is applied to the application scenarios that require a great amount of MPLS.

 route-v4max: IPv4 routingmode,which isapplied to theapplicationscenarios that requireagreat numberof IPv4
routes.

 route-v6max: IPv6 routingmode,which isapplied to theapplicationscenarios that requireagreat numberof IPv6
routes.

 acl: ACLmode, which is applied to the ACL and other security scenarios.

 acl-ipv4: ACL-IPv4mode, which is applied to the scenarios that require great ACL capacity and small IPv6 route
capacity.
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 mc: Multicast mode, which is applied to themulticast routing scenarios.

 vxlan: vxlan mode, which is applied to the vxlan scenarios.

 alpm: alpmmode.

 dual-stack-alpm:dual-stack-alpmmode,whichisappliedtotheapplicationscenarios that requireagreatnumber
of IPv4 and IPv6 routes.

 ipv6-64-alpm: ipv6-64-alpm mode, which is applied to the application scenarios that require a great number of
IPv4 and IPv6 routes with subnet mask shorter than 64 bits.

 fpem-alpm: fpem-alpm mode, which is applied to the application scenarios that require a great numberof FP
tables and routing tables.

Verification

 After the device is restarted, use the show run command to display the current line card status and check whether the
configuration takeseffect.

 Use the showswitch-mode status command to display the UFTmode status.

Command

Syntax

show switch-mode status

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command Mode Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration FS(config)##show switch-mode status

Example SlotNo Switch-Mode-Next Switch-Mode-Current

switch1slot3------- ---------------- -------------------

0 bridge bridge

 Use the showswitch-mode allcommand to display the software and hardware resource in amode or in all modes.

Command

Syntax

show switch-mode all

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration FS#show switch-mode all

Example Current mode is marked by * :

Hardware:

----------

SwitchMode L2_ENTRY L3_ENTRY L3_DEFIP L3_DEFIP_128 ALPM-V4ALPM-V6

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

default 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0 (*)

bridge 294912 16384 6144 1024 0 0

gateway 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0
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route-v4max 98304 212992 8192 0 0 0

route-v6max 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

alpm 32768 16384 4096 2048 196608 65536

vxlan 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

vxlan-border 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

default-overlay 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

bridge-overlay 294912 16384 6144 1024 0 0

gateway-overlay 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

gateway-max-overla 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

gateway-ndmax-over 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

route-v4max-overla 98304 212992 8192 0 0 0

route-v6max-overla 98304 212992 6144 1024 0 0

alpm-overlay 32768 16384 4096 2048 196608 65536

Software:

----------

Switch Mode Ipv4_host Ipv6_host Ipv4_lpm Ipv6_lpm Arp Nd

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

default 160000 70000 20000 10000 40000 40000 (*)

bridge 30000 12000 20000 10000 7000 7000

gateway 160000 70000 20000 10000 40000 40000

route-v4max 160000 70000 20000 10000 128000 40000

route-v6max 160000 70000 20000 10000 40000 40000

alpm 138000 25000 130000 17000 8000 8000

vxlan 160000 70000 20000 10000 121000 8000

vxlan-border 160000 70000 20000 10000 121000 8000

default-overlay 160000 70000 20000 10000 40000 40000

bridge-overlay 30000 12000 20000 10000 7000 7000

gateway-overlay 160000 70000 20000 10000 40000 8000

gateway-max-overla 160000 70000 20000 10000 106496 77824

gateway-ndmax-over 160000 70000 20000 10000 106496 77824

route-v4max-overla 160000 70000 20000 10000 40000 8000

route-v6max-overla 160000 70000 20000 10000 40000 8000

alpm-overlay 138000 25000 138000 17000 121000 16000

Configuration Examples

 Switching UFTOperatingMode in Stand-AloneMode

Network

Environment

N/A

Configuration

Method

Switch the UFT operating mode of the line card in slot3 of the switch to Bridge mode.

FS(config)#switch-mode bridge slot 3

Please save current config and restart your device!

FS(config)#show run
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Building configuration...

Current configuration : 1366 bytes

version 11.0(1B2)

!

cwmp

!

install 3 M8600E-24XS4QXS-DB

!

sysmac 1414.4b34.5624

!

nfpp

!

switch-mode bridge slot 3

Check Method Use the show switch-mode status command to display configuration information and UFT mode..

FS#show switch-mode status

SlotNo Switch-Mode-Next Switch-Mode-Current

------- ---------------- -------------------

0 bridge bridge

Common Errors

-

7.5Monitoring

Clearing

N/A
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Displaying the Running

Status

Description Command

Displays UFT operating mode of the

switch

show switch-mode status

Displays softwareandhardware resource

in UFT mode.

show switch-mode all

Displaying Debugging

Information

-

The preceding monitoring and maintaining commands are also valid to the chassis devices and box devices, in stand-alone
mode.

In stand-alonemode, the switch keyword is invisible. For the chassis device,slot keyword indicates a specified line card.

8 Configuring TCAMMode

8.1 Overview

Ternary content addressablememory (TCAM) is content addressablememory (CAM) that canmatcha thirdstateof "don't care". It is

designed for rapid lookup of ACL and routing table entries. In this chapter, TCAM resources are used for rapid ACL entry lookup.

Various services use hardware TCAM resources of the switch in different ways.When most service resources are dynamically allocated,

services need to be integrated in specific scenarios due to limited TCAM resources. The TCAM mode ensures flexible TCAM resource

allocation.

8.2 Applications

Application Description

Allocating TCAM Resources In specific scenarios, a switch will use various ACL-related services (TCAM services for short).

In such scenarios, TCAM resources may be insufficient, and multiple service applications

needtobe integrated tothesamegrouptoshare thesameTCAMresources.Forexample, in

dual-stackscenarios, the securityACL traffic statisticscollection (counter-only) serviceand

the QoS remark service are integrated to the same group to share the same TCAM resources.

In this way, more TCAM services can be deployed.

8.2.1 Allocating TCAM Resources

Scenario

By default, TCAM services are not integrated. One service occupies at least one or two TCAM resources. In dual-stack scenarios,

multiple TCAM services cannot be used due to limited TCAM resources. If many TCAM services are required, TCAM services that do not

conflict need to be integrated to fully utilize TC AM resources.
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For example, the following services canbe integrated: (Non-IPv6CPP services are calledCPP v4 services for short, and IPv6CPP

services are called CPP v6 services for short. Keywords "in" and "out" in services indicate services that take effect to inbound and

outbound traffic respectively.)

(1) CPPv4 servicesand sub-interface route-sample v4 in services

(2) CPPv6 servicesand sub-interface route-sample v6 in services

(3) ACL v4 in traffic statistics collection (counter-only) and QoS remark v4 in services

(4) ACL v6 in traffic statistics collection (counter-only) and QoS remark v6 in services

(5) ACL v4 out traffic statistics collection (counter-only) and sub-interface route-sample v4 out services

(6) ACL v6 out traffic statistics collection (counter-only) and sub-interface route-sample v6 out services

Deployment

 Configure theTCAMmodeof a switch toacl-maxor acl-slices_all to integrateTCAMservices that do not conflict to share the
sameTCAM resources, and therefore to fully utilizeTCAM resources.

8.3 Features

Basic Concepts

N/A

Overview

Feature Description

TCAM Mode Users can select a TCAM mode for a scenario based on TCAM resource requirements of the scenario.

8.3.1 TCAMMode

Working Principle

Users can select a TCAM mode for a scenario based on TCAM resource requirements of the scenario.

Two TCAM modes are supported, and both modes take effect after the configuration is saved and the switch is restarted.

 default

ThedefaultTCAMmodeofaswitch isdefault. In thismode,TCAMserviceswillnot be integrated toshare thesameTCAMresources.

This mode applies to scenarios in which fewTCAM services are used.

 acl-max

The acl-maxmode enablesTCAM services to fully utilize TCAM resources. In thismode, TCAM services that do not conflict will be

integrated to share the sameTCAM resources.

 acl-slices_all

The acl-slices_all mode enables TCAM service to use as much TCAM resource as possible.
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8.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the TCAM Mode
(Optional) By default, aTCAMmode is configured. It is used to configure theTCAMmode of a
switch.

tcam-mode mode-type Configures a TCAM mode.

8.4.1 Configuring the TCAMMode

Configuration Effect

 Configure theacl-maxmode toenableTCAMservices to fullyutilizeTCAMresources. In thismode,TCAMservices thatdonot
conflict will be integrated to share the sameTCAM resources.

Notes

 After theTCAMmode isset todefaultoracl-max, the configurationneeds tobe savedand theswitchneeds tobe restarted for
the configuration to take effect.

 When the TCAM mode is changed to acl-max and the configuration is saved, the switch will be upgraded. If the switch is
restarted for the first time, the line cardwill be restarted once automatically.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theACL-MAXMode

 The default TCAMmode of a switch is default.

 Optional. By default, a TCAMmode is configured and cannot be disabled.

Command tcam-mode mode-type

Parameter

Description

mode -type: specifies the TCAM mode.

Defaults By default, the TCAM mode is set to default.

Command Mode Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the TCAM mode of a switch to either of the following modes:

 default: applies tomost scenarios.

 acl-max: ACL-MAXmode, applies to scenarios in which TCAM services that do not conflict need to be

integrated toshare thesameTCAMresources, and therefore to fullyutilizeTCAM resources.

 acl-slices-all: ACL-SLICES-ALLmode, applies to scenarios in which TCAM services that do not conflict need

to be integrated to share the same TCAM resources, and therefore to fully utilize TCAM resources.

Verification

 After the switch is restarted, run the show run command to checkwhether the current configuration takes effect.

 Run the show tcam-mode status command to display theTCAMmode status.

Command show tcam-mode status

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Command Mode Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command

Presentation

The following example displays ACL-MAXmode.

FS(config)# show tcam-mode status

TCAM-Mode

config-mode: acl-max

save-mode: acl-max

running-mode: acl-max

The following example displays ACL-SLICES-ALL mode.

FS(config)# show tcam-mode status

config-mode: acl-slices-all

save-mode: acl-slices-all

running-mode: acl-slices-all

Configuration Example

 Configuring theACL-MAXMode

Scenario N/A

Configuration

Steps

Set the TCAM mode of a switch to ACL-MAX.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# tcam-mode acl-max

Please remove ACL related config,save current config and restart your device!

FS(config)# showrun

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 2597 bytes

...

tcam-mode acl-max

Verification Run the show tcam-mode status command to display the configuration information.

FS(config)# show tcam-mode status

TCAM-Mode

---------

acl-max

 Configuring theACL-SLICES-ALLMode

Scenario N/A

Configuration

Steps

Set the TCAM mode of a switch to ACL-SLICES-ALL.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# tcam-mode acl-max

Please remove ACL related config,save current config and restart your device!

FS(config)# show run
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Building configuration...

Current configuration : 2597 bytes

...

tcam-mode acl-max

Verification Run the show tcam-mode status command to display the configuration information.

FS(config)# show tcam-mode status

config-mode: acl-slices-all

save-mode: acl-slices-all

running-mode: acl-slices-all

Common Errors

N/A

8.5Monitoring

Clearing

N/A

Displaying

Debugging

9Configuring ZAM

9.1 Overview

Manualdeploymentofall requireddevicesforgo-onlineonanetworkconsumesalotof laborandmaterial resources,andhas the

following problems or defects:

 Manualdeploymentofamassivenumberofdevices forgo-onlineonanetwork imposesahigh technicalrequirementon
deployment personnel. It requires a long period, resulting in high labor andmaterial costs.

 Manual deployment of a massive number of devices may cause fatigue, and consequently, may easily cause deployment
inconsistency or errors, resulting in network malfunction.

 Manual deployment does not support control and unifiedmanagement, easily causing difference and inconsistency.

 It ishardtotrackaneventandnetworkdevicedeployment.Theentiredeploymentprocesscannotbecontrolledandeasily
results in problems or missing.

 It ishardtomanagedevicego-onlineinaunifiedmanner.Onlinestatusesofdevicescannotbetrackedandthusadministrators
cannot learn about the online and running statuses of the devices on the network.

 Device extensibility is poor.Automatic deployment of extensible devices and even the extensible network is not supported.

Description Command

Displays the TCAM mode of a switch. show tcam-mode status
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To address the preceding problems, FS launches the ZAM solution to enable zero configuration of network devices, support

plug-and-play,andrealizeunifiedandautomaticdeployment.TheZAMsolutionimposesfewtechnicalrequirementondeployment

personnel and helps reduce workload and costs. It avoids inconsistent deployment, supports unified deployment and management,

tracksonlinestatusesof devices,andsimplifiesoperation,maintenance,anddeploymentof amassivenumber ofdevices.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC1541: DHCPstandard

9.2 Application

Application Description

ZAM Automatic Deployment Implements unified management on device deployment for go-online.

9.2.1 ZAM Automatic Deployment

Scenario

Figure10-1showsthenetwork topology forZAMsolution.On thebasisof theoriginalnetwork,aZAMcontrolserver isadded.DHCP

andTFTPservicesaredeployedontheZAMserver formanagingandcontrollingdevicedeployment inaunifiedmanner forgo-online,

thus realizing unified management of all the deployed devices.

Figure 10- 1

Deployment

 Deploy DHCP and TFTP services on the ZAM control server.

 Enable ZAM for access switch server groups 1, 2…N.
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9.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 ZAM

Zero Automatic Manage

 IDC

Internet Data Center

 DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

 TFTP

Trivial File Transfer Protocol

Feature

Feature Description

Device Go-online via

ZAM

Uses the ZAM solution to enable zero configuration of network devices.

9.3.1 Device Go-online via ZAM

The ZAM solution is implemented via three steps.

Step1:Adevicewithoutconfigurationsaccessesanetwork.ThedeviceappliesforafixedIPaddressfromtheZAMcontrolservervia

DHCP.The ZAM control server responds to the application by returning an IP address and the response also carries theTFTP server IP

addressandtheconfigurationfilenamecorrespondingtothedevice.ThedeviceautomaticallyappliestheIPaddress,andresolves

theTFTP server IP address and the configuration file name carried in the response.

Step 2: The device downloads the corresponding configuration file from the ZAM control server via TFTP (a TFTP server can be

independently established).

Step 3: The device loads the configuration file.

TheZAMcontrolserveranddevicerequiringgo-onlinemustmeetthefollowingrequirements:

The ZAM control server must:

 Be capable of identifying a device requiring go-online, IP address of a specific device, theTFTP server IP address, and
configuration file name of this device saved on theTFTP server.

 Be capable of allocating IP addresses toa device requiring go-online, that is, be capable of providing theDHCP service to
pre-allocate an IP address, a TFTP server IP address, and a configuration file name, and enabling matching between the device

and the preceding pre-allocated information.

 ProvidetheTFTPfunctionandsupportconfigurationfiledownloadandstorageiftheTFTPfunctionisdeployedontheZAM
control server(recommended).

The device requiring go-online must:
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 Becapableofautomaticallydeterminingwhether togoonlinevia theZAMsolutionafterbeingpoweredon, that is,
determining whether to go online without configuration via the ZAM solution.

 Becapableof applying to theDHCPserver for an IPaddress,andobtaining theTFTPserver IPaddressand configures filename.

 Be capable of downloading the specified configuration scripts from theTFTP server viaTFTP.

 Be capable of automatically loading the configuration script.

 Provide a retry mechanism upon a ZAM deployment failure and provide a ZAM exit mechanism.

Working Principle

Device go-online via ZAM is divided into four stages:

 Initialization

Atthisstage,adevicewithoutconfigurationsispoweredonandaccessesanetwork.Afterloadingiscompleted, thedevice

automatically pre-deploys the ZAMenvironment.The pre-deployment requirement is as follows:

 Use the MGMT port for ZTPmanagement and retain all default configurations without extra operation.

 DHCP

After the pre-deployment, the device obtains the ZAM management IP address, TFTP server IP address, configuration file name of the

device via DHCP.Requirements are as follows:

 On the MGMT port, enable DHCP.

 TriggerDHCPtoobtaintheZAMmanagementIPaddress.AddrequestidentifiersofOption67(boot filename)andOption150
(TFTP server IP address) to the requested parameter list.

 Resolve and deploy ZAMmanagement IP address. ResolveOption 67 and Option 150 in the response.

 TFTP

DownloadthecorrespondingconfigurationscriptaccordingtotheconfigurationfilenameandTFTPserverIPaddressobtainedatthe

DHCP stage.

Aftertheconfigurationscript isdownloadedsuccessfully,executetheconfigurationscript todownloadthecorresponding

configuration file or bin file from theTFTP server.

 Configuration loading

Load the configuration file or bin file obtained at the TFTP stage and restart the device.

Related Configuration

 Enabling ZAM

This function is enabled by default.

Run the ZAM command to enable or disable ZAM.

ZAM must be enabled on the device to implement automatic deployment via ZAM.

9.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command
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Configuring Device Go-online

via ZAM
(Mandatory) It is used to enable ZAM.

zam Enables ZAM.

9.4.1 ConfiguringDevice Go-online via ZAM

Configuration Effect

 Configuredevicego-onlineviaZAM,sothatadevicewithoutconfigurationsentersthego-onlineprocessandimplements
automatic deployment.

Notes

 Deploy a ZTP control server that supports device go-online via ZAM.

ConfigurationSteps

 EnablingZAM

 Mandatory.

 Enable ZAM on each switch, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Run the show zam command to check whether ZAM is enabled and to check configuration of the MGMT port.

Related Commands

 EnablingZAM

Command zam

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure ZAM.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes ZAM-related configuration only.

 Configuring Device Go-online via ZAM

Configuration Steps Configure device go-online via ZAM as follows:

 Enable ZAM.

Online device via

ZAM

A# configure terminal

A(config)# zam

A(config)# exit

Verification  Run the show zam command to display the current configuration and status of ZAM.

FS FS#show zam
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ZTPmanage interface: Mgmt 0

FS#

: disable

:Now is idle

ZTP state

ZTP status

Common Errors

 The network connection between a device requiring go-online and the ZAM control server is abnormal.

 The device requiring go-online is not in the zero-configuration state.

9.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the current configuration and

status of ZAM.

show zam

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable the debugging switch immediately
after use.

Description Command

Debugs the ZAM framework event. debug zam

10 Configuring Module Hot Swapping

11Overview

Module Hot Swapping is a common maintenance function provided by chassis-based devices.

Module Hot Swapping automates the installation, uninstallation, reset, and information check of hot-swappable modules

(management cards, line cards, cross-connect and synchronous timing boards [XCSs], andmulti-service cards) after they are inserted

into chassis-baseddevices.

12Applications

Application Description

Resetting Online Modules During routinemaintenance,you can resetan abnormally runningmodule to troubleshoot

the fault.

Clearing the Configuration of a Module During routine maintenance, you can replace the module in a slot with a different type of

module.

Deleting a MAC Address from the

Configuration File

Duringroutinemaintenance,youcandeletetheMACaddressesofVSUmemberdevicesto

perform MAC address reelection.

Isolating an Online Module During routinemaintenance,youcan isolateamodulebefore removing it for replacement to

reduce the impact on system running.
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12.1.1 Resetting OnlineModules

Scenario

During routine maintenance, you can reset an abnormally running module in a slot to troubleshoot the fault.

Deployment

Run the reset module command on the console to reset a module.

12.1.2 Clearing the Configuration of a Module

Scenario

Duringroutinemaintenance,youcanreplacethemodule inaslotonachassis-baseddevicewithadifferent typeofmodulewithout

affecting othermodules.

Deployment

Perform the following operations in sequence:

1. Remove the module from the taFSet slot.

2. Run the remove configurationmodule command on the device to remove themodule configuration.

3. Insert a newmodule into the slot.

12.1.3 Deleting aMAC Address from the Configuration File

Scenario

Ingeneral, theMACaddressusedbyasystemiswritteninthemanagementcardortheflashmemoryofthechassis.InVSUmode,to

avoid service interruption due to the change of the MAC address, the system automatically saves the MAC address to the

configuration file.After thesystemrestarts, thevalidMACaddress (ifany) in theconfiguration file isused inpreference.Theno

sysmaccommandcanbeusedtodelete theMACaddress fromtheconfiguration file.ThentheMACaddresswritten in theflash

memory is used by default.

Deployment

Perform the following operations in sequence:

1. Run theno sysmac command on the taFSet device to delete itsMAC address.

2. Save theconfiguration.

3. Restart theVSUand check whether theMAC address of the device is reelected.

12.1.4 Isolating an OnlineModule

Scenario

During routine maintenance, you can isolate a module before removing it for replacement to reduce the impact on system running.

Deployment

Enter the module isolation command on the console to isolate a module.
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13Features

Feature

13.1 Automatically Installing the InsertedModule

Youcanhot-swap (insertand remove)amoduleonadevice in runningstatewithout impact onothermodules.After themodule is

insertedintoaslot, thedevice'smanagementsoftwarewillautomatically install themoduledriver.Theconfigurationof theremoved

module is retained forsubsequentconfiguration. If theremovedmodule is insertedagain, themodulewillbeautomaticallystarted

with its configuration effective.

The module mentioned here can be a management card, a line card, an XCS, or a multi-service card. A management card can
onlybe inserted inamanagementcardslot(M1orM2).Alinecardormulti-servicecardcanbe insertedina linecardslot.An

XCS can only be inserted in an XCS slot.

Working Principle

After a module is inserted, the device's management software will automatically install the module driver and save the module

information (such as the quantity of ports on the module and port type) to the device, which will be used for subsequent

configuration.After themodule isremoved, itsinformationisnotclearedbythemanagementsoftware.Youcancontinuetoconfigure

themodule information.When themodule is insertedagain, themanagementsoftwareassigns theuser'smoduleconfiguration to

themodule andmake it take effect.

13.2 Resetting OnlineModules

Themanagementsoftwareofadeviceprovidestheonlinemoduleresetfeatureformodulesoftwaretroubleshooting.

Resetting an online modulemay interrupt some services on the device.

Working Principle

Afteryouruntheresetmodulecommand,thedevice'smanagementsoftwareusesahardwareorsoftwareinterfaceof thedeviceto

restart thesoftwareon the taFSetmoduleand restores thehardwarechip to thepost-power-onstate.Thesoftware failureof the

module will be rectified after themodule is reset.

13.2.1 Isolating OnlineModule

The device management software provides the online module isolation function. By using the function, you can isolate online

modules to reduce the impact of module removal on system running.

Isolating an online module will result in service interruption on the module. However, system running and services on other
modules are not affected.

Working Principle

After receiving an online module isolation command entered by a user, the device management software sets the taFSet module to

Feature Description

Automatically Installing

the Inserted Module

After a new module is inserted into a chassis-based device, the device's management software will

automatically install the module driver.

Resetting Online

Modules

Online modules can be reset.
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theofflinestateoverahardwareorsoftware interfaceonthedevice. Inthiscase, the impactonsystemrunning isreducedwhenthe

module is removed.

14Configuration

Themodule Hot Swapping feature is automatically implemented without manual configuration.

Configuration Description and Command

Clearing Module and Device

Configuration

(Optional) It is used toclear configuration inglobal configurationmode.After you run the
followingcommands,youneedtosave thecommandconfigurationso that itcantakeeffect

after system restart.

no sysmac
Deletes a MAC address from the configuration

file.

sysmac ModifiesaMACaddressintheconfigurationfile.

Isolating an Online Module module-offline slot-num Isolates an online module.

14.1 ClearingModule and Device Configuration

ConfigurationEffect

 Clear the configuration of amodule.

 Delete a MAC address from the configuration file.

Configuration Steps

 Deleting aMACAddress from theConfiguration File

 (Optional) Perform this configurationwhen you need to change theMACaddress of a system to the reelectedMACaddress.

 In general, theMAC address used by a system is written in themanagement card or the flashmemory of the chassis. In VSU
mode, toavoidservice interruptiondue to thechangeof theMACaddress, thesystemautomaticallysaves theMACaddress to

the configuration file. After the system restarts, the valid MAC address (if any) in the configuration file is used in preference.

Command no sysmac

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand todeleteaMACaddress fromtheconfiguration file.Then theMACaddresswritten in the flash

memory is used by default.

Verification

Run the show version slot command to display the installation information of a line card.

Command show version slots [ device-id / slot-num ]

Parameter

Description

device-id: (Optional) Indicates the ID of a chassis.

slot-num: (Optional) Indicates the number of a slot.

Command Privileged EXEC mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandtodisplay theonlinestateofamodule.TheConfiguredModulecolumnshowsthe informationof

theinstalledmodule.Afteryourun theremoveconfigurationmodulecommand, theinstallation informationof the

removedmodule is deleted from this column.

Showthemoduleonlinestatus information

FS# show version slots

Dev Slot Port ConfiguredModule OnlineModule Software Status

--- ---- ---- ----------------- ----- --------------

1 1 0 none none none

1 2 24 M8606-24SFP/12GT M8606-24SFP/12GT none

1 3 2 M8606-2XFP M8606-2XFP cannotstartup

1 4 24 M8606-24GT/12SFP M8606-24GT/12SFP ok

1 M1 0 N/A M8606-CM master

1 M2 0 N/A none none

14.2 Isolating OnlineModules

ConfigurationEffect

 Isolate onlinemodules.

Configuration Steps

 Isolating OnlineModules

Command module-offline [device-id/] slot-num

Parameter

Description

device-id:IndicatestheIDofachassis(inVSUmode,youmustinput theIDofthechassishousingthemoduletobe

removed. In stand-alone, the input is not required).

slot-num: Indicates the number of the slot for the module.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to reduce the impact on the system before removing a module.

This command is forbidden forVSLmodule or the last FEmodule.

Verification

Run the show version slot command to display the information of a module.

Command show version slots [ device-id / slot-num ]

Parameter

Description

device-id:(Optional)IndicatestheIDofachassis(inVSUmode,whenyouinputaslotnumber,youalsoneedtoinput

the ID of the chassis where the module is located).

slot-num: (Optional) Indicates the number of a slot.

Command Privileged EXEC mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Use thiscommand todisplay theonlinestateof amodule.TheSoftwareStatuscolumnshows the informationof

the installed module. After you run the module-offline command, the software status is offline.

FS# show version slots

Dev Slot Port ConfiguredModule OnlineModule Software Status

--- ---- ---- ----------------- ----- --------------

1 1 0 none none none

1 2 24 M8606-24SFP/12GT M8606-24SFP/12GT none

1 3 2 M8606-2XFP M8606-2XFP offline

1 4 24 M8606-24GT/12SFP M8606-24GT/12SFP ok

1 M1 0 N/A M8606-CM master

1 M2 0 N/A none none

Configuration Example

 Isolating OfflineModules

Scenario  Themodule in slot 3 needs to be isolated before being removed.

Configuration

Steps

 Run the show version slots command to delete the card configuration.

FS# module-offline3

 Runtheshowversionslotscommandtoverify that themodule inslot3 isoffline.

FS# show version slots

Dev Slot Port ConfiguredModule OnlineModule Software Status

--- ---- ---- ----------------- ----- --------------

1 1 0 none none none

1 2 24 M8606-24SFP/12GT M8606-24SFP/12GT none

1 3 2 M8606-2XFP M8606-2XFP offline

1 4 24 M8606-24GT/12SFP M8606-24GT/12SFP ok

1 M1 0 N/A M8606-CM master

1 M2 0 N/A none none

15Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the details of a module. show version module detail [ slot-num ]

Displays the online state of a module. show version slots [ slot-num ]

Displays the current MAC address of a show sysmac
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device.

Displays system-level alarm information. show alarm

16 ConfiguringSupervisorModule Redundancy

16.1 Overview

Supervisormoduleredundancy isamechanism thatadopts real-timebackup (alsocalledhot backup)of theservicerunningstatusof

supervisor modules to improve the device availability.

In a network device with the control plane separated from the forwarding plane, the control plane runs on a supervisor module and

the forwarding plane runs on cards. The control plane information of the master supervisor module is backed up to the slave

supervisor module in real time during device running.When the master supervisor module is shut down as expected (for example,

due to software upgrade) or unexpectedly (for example, due to software or hardware exception), the device can automatically and

rapidly switch to the slave supervisor module without losing user configuration, thereby ensuring the normal operation of the

network. The forwarding plane continues with packet forwarding during switching. The forwarding is not stopped and no topology

fluctuation occurs during the restart of the control plane.

The supervisor module redundancy technology provides the following conveniences for network services:

1. Improving the networkavailability

The supervisor module redundancy technology sustains data forwarding and the status information about user sessions during

switching.

2. Preventing neighbors from detecting link flaps

The forwarding plane is not restarted during switching.Therefore, neighbors cannot detect the status change of a link fromDown to

Up.

3. Preventing route flaps

The forwarding plane sustains forwarding communication during switching, and the control plane rapidly constructs a new

forwarding table. The process of replacing the old forwarding table with the new one is unobvious, preventing route flaps.

4. Preventing loss of user sessions

Thanks to real-time status synchronization, user sessions that are created prior to switching are not lost.

16.2 Applications

Application Description

Redundancy of Supervisor

Modules

Onacoreswitchwhere twosupervisormodulesare installed, the redundancy technology can improve

the network stability and system availability.

16.2.1 RedundancyofSupervisorModules

Scenario

As shown in the following figure, in this network topology, if the core switch malfunctions, networks connected to the core switch

break down. In order to improve the network stability, two supervisor modules need to be configured on the core switch to

implement redundancy. The master supervisor module manages the entire system and the slave supervisor module backs up

information about service running status of the master supervisor module in real time. When manual switching is performed or
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forcibleswitching is performeddue toa failureoccurring on themaster supervisormodule, the slave supervisormodule immediately

takes over functions of the master supervisor module. The forwarding plane can proceed with data forwarding and the system

availability isenhanced.

Figure 12- 1

Deployment

For chassis-type devices, the system isequippedwith themaster/slave backupmechanism.The systemsupports plug-and-play as

long as master and slave supervisor modules conform to redundancy conditions.

For case-type devices, each device is equivalent to one supervisor module and one line card.

16.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Master SupervisorModule, Slave SupervisorModule

Onadevicewheretwosupervisormodulesareinstalled, thesystemelectsonesupervisormoduleasactive,whichiscalledthemaster

supervisor module. The other supervisor module functions as a backup supervisor module. When the master supervisor module

malfunctionsoractively requests switching, thebackupsupervisormodule takesover the functions of themastersupervisormodule

andbecomesthenewmastersupervisormodule,whichiscalledtheslavesupervisormodule. Ingeneral, theslavesupervisormodule

does not participate in switchmanagement but monitors the running status of themaster supervisor module.

 Prerequisites for Redundancy of SupervisorModules

In a device system, the hardware and software of all supervisor modules must be compatible so that the redundancy of supervisor

modules functionsproperly.

Batch synchronization is required between the master and slave supervisor modules during startup so that the two supervisor

modules are in the same state. The redundancy of supervisor modules is ineffective prior to synchronization.
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 Redundancy Status of SupervisorModules

The master supervisor module experiences the following status changes during master/slave backup:

 alone state: In this state, only one supervisor module is running in the system, or the master/slave switching is not complete,
and redundancy is not establishedbetween thenewmaster supervisormoduleand thenewslavesupervisormodule.

 batch state: In this state, redundancy is established between the master and slave supervisor modules and batch backup is
being performed.

 realtimestate:Themastersupervisormoduleenters thisstateafter thebatchbackupbetweenthemasterandslavesupervisor
modulesiscomplete.Real-timebackup isperformedbetweenthemasterandslavesupervisormodules,andmanualswitching

can be performed only in this state.

Overview

Feature Description

Election of Master and Slave

Supervisor Modules

The device can automatically select the master and slave supervisor modules based on the current

status of the system. Manual selection is also supported.

Information Synchronization of

Supervisor Modules

In the redundancy environment of supervisor modules, themaster supervisor module synchronizes

status information and configuration files to the slave supervisor module in real time.

16.3.1 ElectionofMaster andSlaveSupervisorModules

WorkingPrinciple

 Automatically SelectingMaster andSlaveSupervisorModules forChassis-typeDevices

Users are allowed to insert or remove supervisor modules during device running. The device, based on the current condition of the

system,automatically selectsan engine for running,without affecting the normal data switching.The following casesmayoccur and

themaster supervisor module is selected accordingly:

 If only one supervisor module is inserted during device startup, the device selects this supervisor module as the master
supervisor module regardless of whether it is inserted into the M1 slot or M2 slot.

 If twosupervisormodulesare insertedduring devicestartup, by default, the supervisormodule in theM1slot is selectedas the
master supervisor module and the supervisor module in the M2 slot is selected as the slave supervisor module to serve as a

backup, and relevant prompts are output.

 Ifonesupervisormodule is insertedduringdevicestartupandanothersupervisormodule is insertedduringdevicerunning, the
supervisormodule that is inserted later is usedas the slave supervisormodule to serveas abackup regardlessof whether it is

inserted into the M1 slot or M2 slot, and relevant prompts are output.

 Assume that two supervisor modules are inserted during device startup and one supervisor module is removedduring device
running (or one supervisor module malfunctions). If the removed supervisor module is the slave supervisor module prior to

removal (or failure), only a prompt is displayed after removal (or malfunction), indicating that the slave supervisor module is

removed (or fails to run). If the removed supervisor module is the master supervisor module prior to removal (or failure), the

other supervisor module becomes themaster supervisor module and relevant prompts are output.

 Manually Selecting theMaster and Slave SupervisorModules

Users can manually make configuration to select the master and slave supervisor modules, which are selected based on the

environment as follows:
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 In standalonemode, users canmanually performmaster/slave switching.The supervisormodules take effect after reset.

Related Configuration

 Manually PerformingMaster/SlaveSwitching

 By default, the device can automatically select the master supervisor module.

 In the standalonemodes, users can run the redundancy forceswitch command to performmanual switching.

16.3.2 Information Synchronization of SupervisorModules

Working Principle

 Status synchronization

Themastersupervisormodulesynchronizes itsrunningstatus to theslavesupervisormodule inreal timesothat theslavesupervisor

module can takeover the functionsof themaster supervisormoduleat any time,without causing anyperceivable changes.

 Configuration synchronization

There are two system configuration files during device running: running-config and startup-config. running-config is a system

configuration file dynamically generated during running and changes with the service configuration. startup-config is a system

configuration file imported during device startup. You can run thewrite command to write running-config into startup-config or run

the copy command to perform the copy operation.

For some functions that are not directly related tonon-stop forwarding, the synchronization of systemconfiguration files can ensure

consistent user configuration during switching.

Inthecaseof redundancyofdualsupervisormodules, themastersupervisormoduleperiodicallysynchronizes thestartup-configand

running-config files to the slave supervisormodule and all candidate supervisor modules. The configuration synchronization is also

triggered in the following operations:

1. The running-config file is synchronizedwhen the device switches from the global configurationmode to privilegedEXECmode.

2. The startup-config file is synchronized when thewrite or copy command is executed to save the configuration.

3. Information configured over the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is not automatically synchronized and the

synchronization of the running-config file needs to be triggered by running commands on the CLI.

Related Configuration

 By default, the startup-config and running-config files are automatically synchronized once per hour.

 Runtheauto-synctime-periodcommand toadjust the interval for themastersupervisormodule tosynchronizeconfiguration
files.

16.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Manual

Master/SlaveSwitching

Optional.

show redundancy states Displays the hot backup status.

redundancy forceswitch Manually performs master/slave switching.

Configuring the Automatic Optional.
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Synchronization Interval redundancy Enters the redundancy configuration mode.

auto-sync time-period

Configures the automatic synchronization interval of

configuration files in the case of redundancy of dual

supervisor modules.

Resetting Supervisor Modules
Optional.

redundancy reload
Resets the slave supervisor module or resets both the

master and slave supervisor modules at the same time.

16.4.1 ConfiguringManual Master/Slave Switching

ConfigurationEffect

The original master supervisor module is reset and the slave supervisor module becomes the new master supervisor module.

If there are more than two supervisor modules in the system, the original slave supervisor module becomes the master supervisor

module, one supervisormodule is electedout ofcandidatesupervisormodules toserveas thenewslavesupervisormodule,and the

original master supervisor module becomes a candidate supervisor module after reset.

Notes

To ensure that data forwarding is not affected during switching, batch synchronization needs to be first performed between the

master and slave supervisor modules so that the two supervisor modules are in the same state. That is, manual switching can be

performed only when the redundancy of supervisor modules is in the real-time backup state. In addition, to ensure synchronization

completeness of configuration files, service modules temporarily forbid manual master/slave switching during synchronization.

Therefore, the following conditions need to be met simultaneously for manual switching:

 Manualmaster/slave switching is performed on themaster supervisor module and a slave supervisor module is available.

 All virtual switching devices (VSDs) in the system are in the real-time hot backup state.

 The hot-backup switching of all VSDs in the system is not temporarily forbidden by servicemodules.

If devicesare virtualized asmultipleVSDs,manual switchingcanbesuccessfully performedonlywhen thesupervisormodules of all

theVSDs are in the real-time backup state.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Make the configuration on the master supervisor module.

Verification

Run the show redundancy states command to check whether the master and slave supervisor modules are switched.

Related Commands

 Checking the Hot Backup Status

Command show redundancy states

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command Privileged EXEC mode or global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Manually PerformingMaster/Slave Switching

Command redundancy forceswitch

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Manually PerformingMaster/Slave Switching

Configuration

Steps

In the VSD environment where the name of one VSD is staff, perform master/slave switching.

FS> enable

FS# show redundancy states

Redundancy role: master

Redundancy state: realtime

Auto-sync time-period: 3600 s

VSD staff redundancy state: realtime

FS# redundancy forceswitch

Thisoperationwill reload themaster unit and forceswitchover to the slaveunit. Are yousure tocontinue? [N/y] y

Verification On the original slave supervisor module, run the show redundancy states command to check the redundancy

status.

FS# show redundancy states

Redundancy role: master

Redundancy state: realtime

Auto-sync time-period: 3600 s

VSD staff redundancy state: realtime

16.4.2 Configuring the Automatic Synchronization Interval

Configuration Effect

Change the automatic synchronization interval of the startup-config and running-config files. If the automatic synchronization

interval is set to a smaller value, changed configuration is frequently synchronized to other supervisor modules, preventing the
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configuration loss incurredwhenservicesanddataare forciblyswitched to theslavesupervisormodulewhen themastersupervisor

modulemalfunctions.

ConfigurationSteps

 Optional. Make the configuration when the synchronization interval needs to be changed.

 Make the configuration on the master supervisor module.

Verification

 View the output syslogs to check whether timed synchronization is performed.

Related Commands

 Entering the Redundancy ConfigurationMode

Command redundancy

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theAutomatic Synchronization Interval of Configuration Files

Command Auto-sync time-period value

Parameter

Description

time-periodvalue: Indicates theautomaticsynchronization interval,withtheunitof seconds.Thevalue rangesfrom

1 second to 1 month (2,678,400 seconds).

Command

Mode

Redundancy configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the automatic synchronization interval of the startup-config and running-config files in the case of

redundancy of dual supervisor modules.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Automatic Synchronization Interval

Configuration

Steps

In redundancy configuration mode of the master supervisor module, configure the automatic synchronization

interval to 60 seconds.

FS(config)# redundancy

FS(config-red)# auto-sync time-period 60

Redundancy auto-sync time-period: enabled (60 seconds).

FS(config-red)# exit

Verification Run the show redundancy states command to check the configuration.

FS# show redundancy states

Redundancy role: master

Redundancy state: realtime
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Auto-sync time-period: 3600 s

16.4.3 ResettingSupervisorModules

Configuration Effect

Resetting only the slave supervisor module does not affect data forwarding, and the forwarding is not interrupted or user session

information is not lost during reset of the slave supervisor module.

In standalonemode, running the redundancy reloadshelf command will cause simultaneous reset of all supervisormodules and

line cards in the chassis.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional. Perform the reset when the supervisor modules or device runs abnormally.

Related Commands

Command redundancy reload {peer | shelf [switchid]}

Parameter

Description
peer: Only resets the slave supervisor module.

shelf [switchid]: Indicates that the master and slave supervisor modules are set in standalone mode.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide In standalone mode, the device reset command is redundancy reload shelf, that is, the entire device is reset.

Configuration Example

16.5 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the current

supervisor modules.

redundancy status of dual show redundancy states

17 Configuring Syslog

17.1 Overview

Status changes (such as link up and down) or abnormal events may occur anytime. FS products provide the syslog mechanism to

automatically generatemessages (log packets) in fixed format upon status changes or occurrence of events.Thesemessages are

displayed on the related windows such as the Console or monitoring terminal, recorded onmedia such as thememory buffer or log

files, or sent to a group of log servers on the network so that the administrator can analyze network performance and identify faults

basedon theselogpackets.Logpacketscanbeaddedwiththe timestampsandsequencenumbersandclassifiedbyseverity levelso

that the administrator can conveniently read and manage log packets.
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Protocols and Standards

 RFC3164: The BSD syslog Protocol

17.2 Applications

Application Description

Sending Syslogs to the Console Monitor syslogs through the Console.

Sending Syslogs to the Log Server Monitor syslogs through the server.

17.2.1 SendingSyslogs totheConsole

Scenario

Send syslogs to the Console to facilitate the administrator to monitor the performance of the system. The requirements are as follows:

1. Send logs of Level 6 or higher to the Console.

2. Send logs of only the ARP and IPmodules to the Console.

Figure13-1showsthenetworktopology.

Figure 13- 1Network topology

Deployment

Configure the device as follows:

1. Set the level of logs that can be sent to the Console to informational (Level 6).

2. Set the filtering direction of logs to terminal.

3. Set log filteringmode of logs to contains-only.

4. Set the filtering rule of logs to single-match. Themodule name contains only ARP or IP.

17.2.2 SendingSyslogs to theLogServer

Scenario

Send syslogs to the log server to facilitate the administrator to monitor the logs of devices on the server. The requirements are as

follows:

1. Send syslogs to the log server 10.1.1.1.

2. Send logs of Level 7 or higher to the log server.

3. Send syslogs from the source interface Loopback 0 to the log server.

Figure13-2showsthenetworktopology.

Figure 13- 2Network topology
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Deployment

Configure the device as follows:

1. Set the IPv4 address of the server to 10.1.1.1.

2. Set the level of logs that can be sent to the log server to debugging (Level 7).

3. Set the source interface of logs sent to the log server to Loopback 0.

17.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Classification ofSyslogs

Syslogs can be classified into two types:

 Log type

 Debug type

 Levels ofSyslogs

Eight severity levels of syslogs are defined in descending order, including emeFSency, alert, critical, error, warning, notification,

informational,anddebugging.Theselevelscorrespondtoeightnumericalvaluesfrom0to7.Asmallervalue indicatesahigher level.

Only logs with a level equaling to or higher than the specified level can be output. For example, if the level of logs is set to

informational (Level 6), logs of Level 6 or higher will be output.

The following table describes the log levels.

Level Numerical Value Description

emeFSencies 0 Indicates that the system cannot run normally.

alerts 1 Indicates that the measures must be taken immediately.

critical 2 Indicates a critical condition.

errors 3 Indicates an error.

warnings 4 Indicates a warning.

notifications 5 Indicates a notification message that requires attention.

informational 6 Indicates an informational message.

debugging 7 Indicates a debugging message.

 Output Direction of Syslogs

Output directions of syslogs includeConsole,monitor, server, buffer, and file. The default level and type of logs vary with the output

direction. Youcan customize filtering rules for different output directions.

The following table describes output directions of syslogs.

Output Direction Description Default Output Level Description
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seq no: *timestamp: sysname %module-level-mnemonic: content

001233: *May 22 09:44:36: FS %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by console

<priority>seq no: *timestamp: sysname %module-level-mnemonic: content

<189>001233: *May 22 09:44:36: FS %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by console

Console Console Debugging (Level 7) Logs and debugging information are output.

monitor Monitoring terminal Debugging (Level 7) Logs and debugging information are output.

server Log server Informational (Level 6) Logs and debugging information are output.

buffer Log buffer
Debugging (Level 7) Logs and debugging information are output. The

log buffer is used to store syslogs.

file Log file
Informational (Level 6) Logs and debugging information are output. Logs

in the log buffer are periodically written into files.

 RFC3164 LogFormat

Formats of syslogs may vary with the syslog output direction.

 If the output direction is the Console, monitor, buffer, or file, the syslog format is as follows:

Forexample, ifyouexitconfigurationmode,thefollowinglogisdisplayedontheConsole:

 If theoutputdirection is thelogserver, thesyslogformat isasfollows:

For example, if you exit configuration mode, the following log is displayed on the log server:

The following describes each field in the log in details:

1. Priority

This field is valid only when logs are sent to the log server.

The priority is calculated using the following formula: Facility x 8 + Level Level indicates the numerical code of the log level and

Facility indicates the numerical codeof the facility. The default facility value is local7 (23). The following table lists the value range of

the facility.

Numerical Code Facility Keyword Facility Description

0 kern kernel messages

1 user user-level messages

2 mail mail system

3 daemon system daemons

4 auth1 security/authorization messages

5 syslog messages generated internally by syslogs

6 lpr line printer subsystem

7 news network news subsystem

8 uucp UUCP subsystem

9 clock1 clock daemon

10 auth2 security/authorization messages

11 ftp FTP daemon

12 ntp NTP subsystem

13 logaudit log audit

14 logalert log alert
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Mmm dd yyyy hh:mm:ss.msec

Numerical Code Facility Keyword Facility Description

15 clock2 clock daemon

16 local0 local use 0 (local0)

17 local1 local use 1 (local1)

18 local2 local use 2 (local2)

19 local3 local use 3 (local3)

20 local4 local use 4 (local4)

21 local5 local use 5 (local5)

22 local6 local use 6 (local6)

23 local7 local use 7 (local7)

2. Sequence Number

The sequencenumber of a syslog is a6-digit integer, and increasessequentially.By default, the sequencenumber is not displayed.

Youcan run a command to display or hide this field.

3. Timestamp

The timestamp records the time when a syslog is generated so that you can display and check the system event conveniently. FS

devices support two syslog timestamp formats: datetime and uptime.

If the device does not have the real time clock (RTC), which is used to record the system absolute time, the device uses its
startup time(uptime)as thesyslog timestampbydefault. If thedevicehas theRTC, thedeviceuses itsabsolute time(datetime)

as the syslog timestamp by default.

The two timestamp formats are described as follows:

 Datetime format

The datetime format is as follows:

The following table describes each parameter of the datetime.

Timestamp Parameter Parameter Name Description

Mmm Month

Mmmrefers toabbreviation of thecurrentmonth.The12months in

a year are written as Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct,

Nov, and Dec.

dd Day dd indicates the current date.

yyyy Year yyyy indicates the current year, and is not displayed by default.

hh Hour hh indicates the current hour.

mm Minute mm indicates the current minute.

ss Second ss indicates the current second.

msec Millisecond msec indicates the current millisecond.

By default, the datetime timestamp displayed in the syslog does not contain the year and millisecond. You can run a command to

display or hide the year andmillisecond of the datetime timestamp.

 Uptime format

The uptime format is as follows:

dd:hh:mm:ss
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The timestamp string indicates the accumulated days, hours, minutes, and seconds since the system is started.

1. Sysname

This field indicates the name of the device that generates the log so that the log server can identify the host that sends the log. By

default, this field is not displayed.Youcan run a command to display or hide this field.

2. Module

This field indicates the name of the module that generates the log. Themodule name is an upper-case string of 2 to 20 characters,

which contain upper-case letters, digits, or underscores. The module field is mandatory in the log-type information, and optional in

the debug-type information.

3. Level

Eight syslog levels from 0 to 7 are defined. The level of syslogs generated by each module is fixed and cannot be modified.

4. Mnemonic

This field indicates thebrief informationabout the log.Themnemonic isanupper-casestringof 4 to32characters,whichmay include

upper-case letters, digits, or underscore. The mnemonic field is mandatory in the log-type information, and optional in the

debug-type information.

5. Content

This field indicates the detailed content of the syslog.

Overview

Feature Description

Logging Enable or disable the system logging functions.

Syslog Format Configure the syslog format.

Logging Direction Configure the parameters to send syslogs in different directions.

Syslog Filtering Configure parameters of the syslog filtering function.

Featured Logging Configure parameters of the featured logging function.

Syslog Monitoring Configure parameters of the syslog monitoring function.

17.3.1 Logging

Enable or disable the logging, log redirection, and log statistics functions.

Related Configuration

 Enable Logging

By default, logging is enabled.

Run the logging on command to enable logging in global configuration mode. After logging is enabled, logs generated by the

system are sent in various directions for the administrator to monitor the performance of the system.

 Enabling Log Redirection

By default, log redirection is enabled on the Virtual Switching Unit (VSU).

Run the logging rd on command to enable log redirection in global configuration mode. After log redirection is enabled, logs

generatedby thestandbydeviceor standbysupervisormoduleare redirected to theactivedeviceoractive supervisormoduleon the

VSU to facilitate the administrator to manage logs.
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*timestamp: %module-level-mnemonic: content

*timestamp: %module-level-mnemonic: content

 Enabling LogStatistics

By default, log statistics is disabled.

Run the logging count command to enable log statistics in global configuration mode. After log statistics is enabled, the system

records the number of times a log is generated and the last timewhen the log is generated.

17.3.2 Syslog Format

Configure the syslog format, including the RFC5424 log format, timestamp format, sysname, and sequence number.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Timestamp Format

By default, the syslog uses the datetime timestamp format, and the timestamp does not contain the year and millisecond.

Run the service timestamps command in global configurationmode to use the datetime timestamp format that contains the year

and millisecond in the syslog, or change the datetime format to the uptime format.

 Adding Sysname to the Syslog

By default, the syslog does not contain sysname.

Run the service sysname command in global configuration mode to add sysname to the syslog.

 Adding theSequence Number to theSyslog

By default, the syslog does not contain the sequence number.

Run the service sequence-numbers command in global configuration mode to add the sequence number to the syslog.

 Enabling the Standard Log Format

By default, logs are displayed in the following format:

Runtheservicestandard-syslogcommandinglobalconfigurationmodetoenable thestandardlog formatand logsaredisplayed in

the following format:

timestamp %module-level-mnemonic: content

Comparedwith the default log format, an asterisk (*) is missing in front of the timestamp, and a colon (:) is missing at the end of the

timestamp in the standard log format.

 Enabling the Private Log Format

By default, logs are displayed in the following format:

Runtheserviceprivate-syslogcommandinglobalconfigurationmode toenable theprivate log formatand logsaredisplayed inthe

following format:

timestamp module-level-mnemonic: content
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Compared with the default log format, an asterisk (*) is missing in front of the timestamp, a colon (:) is missing at the end of the

timestamp, and a percent sign (%) ismissing at the end of the module name in the private log format.

17.3.3 Logging Direction

Configure parameters for sending syslogs in different directions, including theConsole, monitor terminal, buffer, the log server, and

log files.

Related Configuration

 SynchronizingUser Input with Log Output

By default, this function is disabled.

Run the logging synchronous command in line configurationmode to synchronize user input with log output. After this function is

enabled, user input will not be interrupted.

 Configuring the Log Rate Limit

By default, no log rate limit is configured.

Run the logging rate-limit { number | all number | console {number | all number } } [ except [ severity ] ] command in global

configuration mode to configure the log rate limit.

 Configuring the Log Redirection Rate Limit

By default, a maximum of 200 logs are redirected from the standby device to the active device of VSU per second.

Run the logging rd rate-limitnumber [ exceptseverity ] command inglobal configurationmode to configure the log redirection rate

limit, that is, the maximum number of logs that are redirected from the standby device to the active device or from the standby

supervisor module to the active supervisor module per second.

 Configuring the Level of Logs Sent to theConsole

By default, the level of logs sent to the Console is debugging (Level 7).

Run the logging console [ level ] command in global configuration mode to configure the level of logs that can be sent to the

Console.

 Sending Logs to theMonitor Terminal

By default, it is not allowed to send logs to the monitor terminal.

Run the terminal monitor command in the privileged EXEC mode to send logs to the monitor terminal.

 Configuring the Level of Logs Sent to theMonitor Terminal

By default, the level of logs sent to the monitor terminal is debugging (Level 7).

Run the logging monitor [ level ] command in global configuration mode to configure the level of logs that can be sent to the

monitor terminal.

 Writing Logs into theMemory Buffer

By default, logs are written into the memory buffer, and the default level of logs is debugging (Level 7).
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Run the logging buffered [ buffer-size ] [ level ] command in global configurationmode to configure parameters for writing logs into

thememory buffer, including the buffer size and log level.

 Sending Logs to the Log Server

By default, logs are not sent to the log server.

Run the loggingserver [oob ] { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [viamgmt-name ] [udp-portport ]command inglobal configuration

mode to send logs to a specified log server.

Run the loggingserver [oob ] hostname [viamgmt-name ] [udp-portport ] command in global configurationmode to send logs to

a specified log server by configuring the hostname.

 Configuring the Level of Logs Sent to the Log Server

By default, the level of logs sent to the log server is informational (Level 6).

Run the logging trap [ level ] command in global configuration mode to configure the level of logs that can be sent to the log server.

 Configuring the Facility Value of Logs Sent to the Log Server

Run the logging facility facility-type command in global configuration mode to configure the facility value of logs sent to the log

server.

 Configuring theSource Address of Logs Sent to the LogServer

By default, the source address of logs sent to the log server is the IP address of the interface sending logs.

Runthe loggingsource [ interface ] interface-typeinterface-numbercommandtoconfigurethesourceinterfaceof logs. If thissource

interface isnot configured, or the IPaddress is not configured for this source interface, thesourceaddress of logs is the IPaddressof

the interface sending logs.

Run the loggingsource { ip ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } command toconfigure thesource IPaddressof logs. If this IPaddress is

not configured on the device, the source address of logs is the IP address of the interface sending logs.

 Writing Logs into Log Files

By default, logs are not written into log files. After the function of writing logs into log files is enabled, the level of logs written into log

files is informational (Level 6) by default.

Runthe loggingfile {flash:filename |usb0:filename |usb1:filename } [max-file-size ] [ level ] command inglobalconfigurationmode

to configure parameters for writing logs into log files, including the type of devicewhere the file is stored, file name, file size, and log

level.

 Configuring theNumber of Log Files

By default, the number of log files is 16.

Run the logging file numbers numbers command in global configuration mode to configure the number of log files.

 Configuring the Interval atWhich Logs AreWritten into Log Files

By default, logs are written into log files at the interval of 3600s (one hour).

Run the logging flash interval seconds command in global configuration mode to configure the interval at which logs are written

into log files.
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 Configuring theStorage Time of Log Files

By default, the storage time is not configured.

Run the logging life-time level level days command in global configuration mode to configure the storage time of logs. The

administrator can specify different storage days for logs of different levels.

 ImmediatelyWriting Logs in theBuffer intoLog Files

By default, syslogs are stored in the syslog buffer and then written into log files periodically or when the buffer is full.

Run the logging flash flush command in global configurationmode to immediately write logs in the buffer into log files so that you

can collect logs conveniently.

17.3.4 Syslog Filtering

By default, logs generated by the system are sent in all directions.

Working Principle

 Filtering Direction

Five log filtering directions are defined:

 buffer: Filters out logs sent to the log buffer, that is, logs displayed by the show logging command.

 file: Filters out logs written into log files.

 server: Filters out logs sent to the log server.

 terminal: Filters out logs sent to the Console andmonitor terminal (includingTelnet and SSH).

The four filtering directions can be used either in combinations to filter out logs sent in various directions, or separately to filter out

logs sent in a single direction.

 FilteringMode

Two filtering modes are available:

 contains-only: Indicates that only logs that contain keywordsspecified in the filtering rulesareoutput. Youmaybe interested
inonly a specified type of logs. In this case, you canapply thecontains-onlymodeon thedevice todisplay only logs thatmatch

filtering rules on the terminal, helping you check whether any event occurs.

 filter-only: Indicates that logs that contain keywords specified in the filtering rules are filtered out and will not be output. If a
modulegenerates toomany logs, spammingmayoccur on the terminal interface. If you donot careabout this typeof logs,you

can apply the filter-only mode and configure related filtering rules to filter out logs that may cause spamming.

The two filtering modes are mutually exclusive, that is, you can configure only one filtering mode at a time.

 Filter Rule

Two filtering rules are available:

 exact-match: If exact-match is selected, youmust select all the three filtering options (module, level, and mnemonic). If you
want to filter out a specified log, use the exact-match filtering rule.

 single-match: If exact-match is selected, you only need to select one of the three filtering options (module, level, and
mnemonic). If you want to filter out a specified type of logs, use the single-match filtering rule.
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If the samemodule, level, ormnemonic is configured inboth the single-matchand exact-match rules, the single-match rule prevails

over the exact-match rule.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Log Filtering Direction

By default, the log filtering direction is all, that is, logs sent in all directions are filtered.

Run the logging filter direction { all | buffer | file | server | terminal } command in global configuration mode to configure the log

filtering direction to filter out logs in the specified directions.

 Configuring the Log FilteringMode

By default, the log filtering mode is filter-only.

Run the logging filter type { contains-only | filter-only } command in global configuration mode to configure the log filtering mode.

 Configuring the Log Filtering Rule

By default, no log filtering rule is configured on a device, that is, logs are not filtered out.

Run the logging filter rule exact-match module module-name mnemonic mnemonic-name level level command in global

configurationmode to configure the exact-match rule.

Run the logging filter rule single-match { level level | mnemonicmnemonic-name |modulemodule-name } command in global

configurationmode to configure the single-match rule.

17.3.5 SyslogMonitoring

After syslog monitoring is enabled, the system monitors the access attempts of users and generates the related logs.

Working Principle

After logging of login/exit attempts is enabled, the system records the access attempts of users. The log contains user name and

source address.

After logging of operations is enabled, the system records changes in device configurations, The log contains user name, source

address, andoperation.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Logging of Login or Exit Attempts

By default, a device does not generate logs when users access or exit the device.

Run the logging userinfo command in global configuration mode to enable logging of login/exit attempts. After this function is

enabled, thedevicedisplays logswhenusersaccess thedevices throughTelnet,SSH,orHTTPsothat theadministratorcanmonitor

the deviceconnections.

 Enabling Logging of Operations

By default, a device does not generate logs when users modify device configurations.

Run the logginguserinfocommand-logcommand inglobal configurationmode toenable loggingof operations.After this function

is enabled, the system displays related logs to notify the administrator of configuration changes.
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17.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Syslog Format

(Optional) It is used to configure the syslog format.

service timestamps [ message-type [ uptime|

datetime [ msec ] [ year ] ] ]
Configures the timestamp format of syslogs.

service sysname Adds the sysname to the syslog.

service sequence-numbers Adds the sequence number to the syslog.

service standard-syslog Enables the standard syslog format.

service private-syslog Enables the private syslog format.

SendingSyslogstotheConsole

(Optional) It is used to configure parameters for sending syslogs to theConsole.

logging on Enables logging.

logging count Enables log statistics.

logging console [ level ]
Configures the level of logs displayed on the

Console.

logging rate-limit { number | all number |

console {number | all number } } [ except

[ severity ] ]

Configures the log rate limit.

SendingSyslogs to theMonitor

Terminal

(Optional) It is used to configure parameters for sending syslogs to themonitor terminal.

terminal monitor Enables the monitor terminal to display logs.

logging monitor [ level ]
Configures the level of logs displayed on the

monitor terminal.

Writing Syslogs into the

Memory Buffer

(Optional) It is used to configure parameters forwriting syslogs into thememory buffer.

logging buffered [ buffer-size ] [ level ]

Configures parameters for writing syslogs into

the memory buffer, including the buffer size

and log level.

Sending Syslogs to the Log

Server

(Optional) It is used to configure parameters for sending syslogs to the log server.

logging server [ oob ] { ip-address | ipv6

ipv6-address } [ via mgmt-name ] [ udp-port

port ]

logging server [ oob ] hostname [ via

mgmt-name ] [ udp-port port ]

Sends logs to a specified log server.

logging trap [ level ] Configures the level of logssent to the logserver.

logging facility facility-type
Configures the facility value of logs sent to the

log server.

logging source [ interface ] interface-type

interface-number

Configures the source interface of logs sent to

the log server.

logging source { ip ip-address | ipv6

ipv6-address }

Configures thesourceaddressof logssent to the

log server.

Writing Syslogs into Log Files (Optional) It is used to configure parameters for writing syslogs into a file.
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Configuration Description and Command

logging file { flash:filename | usb0:filename |

usb1:filename } [ max-file-size ] [ level ]

Configures parameters for writing syslogs into a

file, including the file storage type, file name, file

size, and log level.

logging file numbers numbers Configures the number of files which logs are

written into. The default value is 16.

logging flash interval seconds
Configures the interval at which logs are written

into log files. The default value is 3600.

logging life-time level level days Configures the storage time of log files.

Configuring Syslog Filtering

(Optional) It is used to enable the syslog filtering function.

logging filter direction { all | buffer | file |

server | terminal }
Configures the log filtering direction.

logging filter

filter-only }

type { contains-only |
Configures the log filtering mode.

logging filter rule exact-match module

module-name mnemonic mnemonic-name level

level

Configures the exact-match filtering rule.

logging filter rule single-match { level level |

mnemonic mnemonic-name | module

module-name }

Configures the single-match filtering rule.

Configuring

Redirection

Syslog
(Optional) It is used to enable the log redirection function.

logging rd on Enables the log redirection function.

loggingrdrate-limitnumber [exceptseverity ] Configures the log redirection rate limit.

Configuring Syslog Monitoring
(Optional) It is used to configure parameters of the syslogmonitoring function .

logging userinfo Enables logging of login/exit attempts.

logging userinfo command-log Enables logging of operations.

Synchronizing User Input with

Log Output
(Optional) It is used to synchronize the user input with log output.

logging synchronous Synchronizes user input with log output.

17.4.1 ConfiguringSyslogFormat

Configuration Effect

 Configure the format of syslogs.

Notes

 RFC3164 LogFormat

 If the device does not have the real time clock (RTC), which is used to record the system absolute time, the device uses its
startup time(uptime)as thesyslog timestampbydefault. If thedevicehas theRTC, thedeviceuses itsabsolute time(datetime)

as the syslog timestamp by default.

 The logsequencenumber isa6-digit integer. Each timea log isgenerated, thesequencenumber increasesbyone.Eachtime
thesequencenumber increasesfrom000000to1,000,000,orreaches2^32, thesequencenumberstartsfrom000000again.
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Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Timestamp Format of Syslogs

 (Optional) By default, the datetime timestamp format is used.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the timestamp format.

 Adding theSysname to theSyslog

 (Optional) By default, the syslog does not contain the sysname.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to add the sysname to the syslog.

 Adding theSequence Number to the Syslog

 (Optional) By default, the syslog does not contain the sequence number.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to add the sequence number to the syslog.

 Enabling the Standard Log Format

 (Optional) By default, the default log format is used.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to enable the standard log format.

 Enabling the Private Log Format

 (Optional) By default, the default log format is used.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to enable the private log format.

Verification

 Generate a syslog, and check the log format.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Timestamp Format of Syslogs

Command service timestamps [ message-type [ uptime | datetime [ msec ] [ year ] ] ]

Parameter

Description

message-type: Indicates the log type. There are two log types: log and debug.

uptime: Indicates the device startup time in the format of dd:hh:mm:ss, for example, 07:00:10:41.

datetime:IndicatesthecurrentdevicetimeintheformatofMMDDhh:mm:ss,forexample,Jul2716:53:07.

msec: Indicates that the current device time contains millisecond.

year: Indicates that the current device time contains year.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Two syslog timestamp formats are available, namely, uptime and datetime. Youcan select a timestamp format as

required.

 Adding theSysname to theSyslog

Command service sysname

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to add the sysname to the log to enable you to learn about the device that sends syslogs to

the server.

 Adding theSequence Number to the Syslog

Command service sequence-numbers

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to add the sequence number to the log. The sequence number starts from 1. After the

sequence number is added, you can learn clearly whether any log is lost and the generation sequence of logs.

 Enabling the Standard Syslog Format

Command service standard-syslog

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, logs are displayed in the following format (default format):

*timestamp: %module-level-mnemonic: content

If the standard syslog format is enabled, logs are displayed in the following format:

timestamp %module-level-mnemonic: content

Comparedwith thedefault format, anasterisk (*) ismissing in front of the timestamp, andacolon (:) ismissingat the

end of the timestamp in the standard log format.

 Enabling the Private Syslog Format

Command service private-syslog

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, logs are displayed in the following format (default format):

*timestamp: %module-level-mnemonic: content

If the private syslog format is enabled, logs are displayed in the following format:

timestamp module-level-mnemonic: content

Comparedwith thedefault format,an asterisk (*) ismissing in front of the timestamp, a colon (:) ismissingat theend

of the timestamp, and a percent sign (%) ismissing in front of themodule name in the private log format.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the RFC3164 Log Format
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Scenario It is required to configure the timestamp format as follows:

1. Enable the RFC3164format.

2. Change the timestamp format to datetime and add themillisecond and year to the timestamp.

3. Add the sysname to the log.

4. Add the sequence number to the log.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the syslog format.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#servicetimestampslogdatetimeyearmsec

FS(config)# service timestamps debug datetime yearmsec

FS(config)# servicesysname

FS(config)# service sequence-numbers

Verification After the timestamp format is configured, verify that new syslogs are displayed in the RFC3164 format.

 Run the show logging config command to display the configuration.

 Enter or exit global configuration mode to generate a new log, and check the format of the timestamp in the

new log.

FS(config)#exit

001302:*Jun14201319:01:40.293:FS%SYS-5-CONFIG_I:Configuredfromconsolebyadminonconsole

FS#show loggingconfig

Syslog logging:enabled

Console logging: level informational, 1306 messages logged

Monitor logging: level informational, 0 messages logged

Bufferlogging: level informational,1306messageslogged

File logging: level informational,121messages logged

File name:syslog_test.txt, size 128 Kbytes, havewritten 5 files

Standard format:false

Timestamp debug messages: datetime

Timestamp log messages: datetime

Sequence-number log messages: enable

Sysname log messages: enable

Count log messages: enable

Trap logging: level informational, 121 message lines logged,0 fail

17.4.2 SendingSyslogs totheConsole

Configuration Effect
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 Send syslogs to the Console to facilitate the administrator to monitor the performance of the system.

Notes

 If toomany syslogs are generated, you can limit the log rate to reduce the number of logs displayed on theConsole.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Logging

 (Optional) By default, the logging function is enabled.

 Enabling LogStatistics

 (Optional) By default, log statistics is disabled.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to enable log statistics.

 Configuring the Level of Logs Displayed on the Console

 (Optional) By default, the level of logs displayed on the Console is debugging (Level 7).

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the level of logs displayed on theConsole.

 Configuring the Log Rate Limit

 (Optional) By default, the no rate limit is configured.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to limit the log rate.

Verification

 Run the show logging config command to display the level of logs displayed on theConsole.

Related Commands

 Enabling Logging

Command logging on

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Bydefault, logging is enabled. Do not disable logging in general cases. If toomany syslogs are generated, you can

configure log levels to reduce the number of logs.

 Enabling LogStatistics

Command logging count

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, log statistics is disabled. If log statistics is enabled, syslogs will be classified and counted. The system

records the number of times a log is generated and the last time when the log is generated.
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 Configuring the Level of Logs Displayed on the Console

Command logging console [ level ]

Parameter

Description

level: Indicates the log level.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Bydefault, the level of logs displayedon theConsole is debugging (Level 7).Youcan run theshow loggingconfig

command in privileged EXEC mode to display the level of logs displayed on the Console.

 Configuring the Log Rate Limit

Command logging rate-limit { number | all number | console {number | all number } } [ except [ severity ] ]

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of logs processed per second. The value ranges from 1 to 10,000.

all: Indicates that rate limit is applied to all logs ranging from Level 0 to Level 7.

console: Indicates the number of logs displayed on the Console per second.

except severity: Rate limit is not applied to logswith a level equaling toor lower than the specified severity level. By

default, the severity level is error (Level 3), that is, rate limit is not applied to logs of Level 3 or lower.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, no rate limit is configured.

Configuration Example

 Sending Syslogs to the Console

Scenario It is required to configure the function of displaying syslogs on the Console as follows:

1. Enable logstatistics.

2. Set the level of logs that can be displayed on theConsole to informational (Level 6).

3. Set the log rate limit to 50.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure parameters for displaying syslogs on the Console.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging count

FS(config)# logging console informational

FS(config)# logging rate-limit console 50

Verification  Run the show logging config command to display the configuration.

FS(config)#show logging config

Syslog logging: enabled

Console logging: level informational, 1303 messages logged

Monitor logging: level debugging, 0 messages logged
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Scenario It is required to configure the function of displaying syslogs on the Console as follows:

1. Enable logstatistics.

2. Set the level of logs that can be displayed on theConsole to informational (Level 6).

3. Set the log rate limit to 50.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure parameters for displaying syslogs on the Console.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging count

FS(config)# logging console informational

FS(config)# logging rate-limit console 50

Verification  Run the show logging config command to display the configuration.

Buffer logging: level debugging, 1303 messages logged

Filelogging:levelinformational,118messageslogged

File name:syslog_test.txt, size 128 Kbytes, havewritten 5 files

Standard format:false

Timestamp debug messages: datetime

Timestamp log messages: datetime

Sequence-number log messages: enable

Sysname log messages: enable

Count log messages: enable

Trap logging: level informational, 118 message lines logged,0 fail

17.4.3 Sending Syslogs to theMonitor Terminal

Configuration Effect

 Send syslogs to a remotemonitor terminal to facilitate the administrator tomonitor the performance of the system.

Notes

 If toomany syslogs are generated, you can limit the log rate to reduce the number of logs displayed on themonitor terminal.

 By default, the current monitor terminal is not allowed to display logs after you access the device remotely. You need to
manually run the terminalmonitor command to allow the current monitor terminal to display logs.

Configuration Steps

 Allowing theMonitor Terminal toDisplay Logs

 (Mandatory) By default, the monitor terminal is not allowed to display logs.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this operation on every monitor terminal connected to the device.
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 Configuring the Level of Logs Displayed on theMonitor Terminal

 (Optional) By default, the level of logs displayed on themonitor terminal is debugging (Level 7).

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the level of logs displayed on the monitor
terminal.

Verification

 Run the show logging config command to display the level of logs displayed on themonitor terminal.

Related Commands

 Allowing theMonitor Terminal toDisplay Logs

Command terminal monitor

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Configuration

Usage

Bydefault, the currentmonitor terminal isnot allowed todisplay logsafteryou access thedevice remotely.Youneed

to manually run the terminal monitor command to allow the current monitor terminal to display logs.

 Configuring the Level of Logs Displayed on theMonitor Terminal

Command logging monitor [ level ]

Parameter

Description

level: Indicates the log level.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, the level of logs displayed on the monitor terminal is debugging (Level 7).

Youcan run the show loggingconfig command in privilegedEXECmode to display the level of logs displayed on

the monitor terminal.

Configuration Example

 Sending Syslogs to theMonitor Terminal

Scenario It is required to configure the function of displaying syslogs on the monitor terminal as follows:

1. Display logs on themonitor terminal.

2. Set the level of logs that can be displayed on themonitor terminal to informational (Level 6).

Configuration

Steps

 Configure parameters for displaying syslogs on the monitor terminal.

FS# configureterminal

FS(config)# logging monitor informational

FS(config)# line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)# monitor
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Verification  Run the show logging config command to display the configuration.

FS#show logging config

Syslog logging: enabled

Console logging: level informational, 1304 messages logged

Monitor logging: level informational, 0 messages logged

Buffer logging: level debugging, 1304 messages logged

File logging: level informational, 119 messages logged

File name:syslog_test.txt, size 128 Kbytes, havewritten 5 files

Standard format:false

Timestamp debug messages: datetime

Timestamp log messages: datetime

Sequence-number log messages: enable

Sysname log messages: enable

Count log messages: enable

Trap logging: level informational, 119 message lines logged,0 fail

Common Errors

 Todisable this function, run the terminal nomonitor command, instead of theno terminalmonitor command.

17.4.4 Writing Syslogs into theMemory Buffer

Configuration Effect

 Write syslogs into thememory buffer so that the administrator can view recent syslogs by running theshow logging command.

Notes

 If the buffer is full, old logs will be overwritten by new logs that are written into thememory buffer.

Configuration Steps

 Writing Logs into theMemory Buffer

 (Optional) By default, the systemwrites logs into thememory buffer, and the default level of logs is debugging (Level 7).

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device towrite logs into thememory buffer.

Verification

 Run the show logging config command to display the level of logs written into thememory buffer.

 Run the show logging command to display the level of logs written into thememory buffer.

Related Commands

 Writing Logs into theMemory Buffer
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Command logging buffered [ buffer-size ] [ level ]

Parameter

Description

buffer-size: Indicates the size of the memory buffer.

level: Indicates the level of logs that can be written into the memory buffer.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, the level of logs written into the memory buffer is debugging (Level 7).

Run theshowloggingcommand inprivilegedEXECmode todisplay the level of logswritten into thememorybuffer

and the buffersize.

Configuration Example

 WritingSyslogs into theMemory Buffer

Scenario It is required to configure the function of writing syslogs into the memory buffer as follows:

1. Set the log buffer size to 128 KB (131,072 bytes).

2. Set the information level of logs that can bewritten into thememory buffer to informational (Level 6).

Configuration

Steps

 Configure parameters for writing syslogs into thememory buffer.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging buffered 131072 informational

Verification  Run the show loggingconfig command to display the configuration and recent syslogs.

FS#show logging

Syslog logging: enabled

Console logging: level informational, 1306 messages logged

Monitor logging: level informational, 0 messages logged

Bufferlogging: level informational,1306messageslogged

File logging: level informational,121messages logged

File name:syslog_test.txt, size 128 Kbytes, havewritten 5 files

Standard format:false

Timestamp debug messages: datetime

Timestamp log messages: datetime

Sequence-number log messages: enable

Sysname log messages: enable

Count log messages: enable

Trap logging: level informational, 121 message lines logged,0 fail

Log Buffer (Total 131072 Bytes): have written 4200

001301: *Jun 14 2013 19:01:09.488: FS %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by admin on console
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Scenario It is required to configure the function of writing syslogs into the memory buffer as follows:

1. Set the log buffer size to 128 KB (131,072 bytes).

2. Set the information level of logs that can bewritten into thememory buffer to informational (Level 6).

Configuration

Steps

 Configure parameters for writing syslogs into thememory buffer.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging buffered 131072 informational

Verification  Run the show loggingconfig command to display the configuration and recent syslogs.

001302: *Jun 14 2013 19:01:40.293: FS %SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by admin on console

//Logs displayed are subject to the actual output of the show logging command.

17.4.5 SendingSyslogs to theLogServer

Configuration Effect

 Send syslogs to the log server to facilitate the administrator tomonitor logs on the server.

Notes

 If the device has a MGMT interface and is connected to the log server through the MGMT interface, you must add the oob
option (indicating that syslogs are sent to the log server through the MGMT interface) when configuring the logging server

command.

 To send logs to the log server, you must add the timestamp and sequence number to logs.Otherwise, the logs are not sent to
the logserver.

Configuration Steps

 Sending Logs to a Specified Log Server

 (Mandatory) By default, syslogs are not sent to any log server.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on every device.

 Configuring the Level of Logs Sent to the Log Server

 (Optional) By default, the level of logs sent to the log server is informational (Level 6).

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the level of logs sent to the log server.

 Configuring the Facility Value of Logs Sent to the Log Server

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the facility value of logs sent to the log server.

 Configuring theSource Interface of Logs Sent to the LogServer

 (Optional) By default, the source interface of logs sent to the log server is the interface sending the logs.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the source interface of logs sent to the log
server.
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 Configuring theSource Address of Logs Sent to the LogServer

 (Optional) By default, the source addressof logs sent to the log server is the IP address of the interface sending the logs.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the source address of logs sent to the log
server.

Verification

 Run the show logging config command to display the configurations related to the log server.

Related Commands

 Sending Logs to a Specified Log Server

Command logging server [ oob ] { hostname | ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ via mgmt-name ] [ udp-port port ] [ vrf

vrf-name ] [ facility facility-type ] [ level level ]

Or logging { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ udp-prot port ] [ vrf vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicates that logs are sent to the log server through the MGMT interface.

hostname: Specifies the hostname of the host that receives log information.

ip-address: Specifies the IP address of the host that receives logs.

ipv6 ipv6-address: Specifies the IPv6 address of the host that receives logs.

via mgmt-name: Specifies the MGMT interface used by the log server when the oob option is included in the

command.

vrf vrf-name: Specifies the VPN routing and forwarding (VRF) instance connected to the log server.

udp-port port: Specifies the port ID of the log server. The default port ID is 514.

facility facility-type: If theRFC5424 log format isdisabled, the facilityvalueof logssent to the logserver is local7 (23)

by default. If the RFC5424 log format is enabled, the facility value of logs sent to the log server is local0 (16) by

default.

level level: Level of the logs allowed to be received by the host (Default level: informational).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommandisusedtospecify theaddressof thelogserverthatreceiveslogs.Youcanspecifymultiple logservers,

and logs will be sent simultaneously to all these log servers.

Youcanspecifyviaonlywhenoob is includedinthecommand.Inthiscase,vrfcannotbeused.

Youcannot configure the server by running the logginghostname name.

You can configure up to five log servers on a FS product.

 Configuring the Level of Logs Sent to the Log Server

Command logging trap [ level ]

Parameter

Description

level: Indicates the log level.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, the level of logs sent to the log server is informational (Level 6).

Youcan run theshow loggingconfig command inprivilegedEXECmode todisplay the level of logs sent to the log

server.
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If the device supports log level settings on the server, the sever settings will prevail.

 Configuring the Facility Value of Logs Sent to the Log Server

Command logging facility facility-type

Parameter

Description

facility-type: Indicates the facility value of logs.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

N/A

 Configuring theSource Interface of Logs Sent to the LogServer

Command logging source [ interface ] interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

interface-type: Indicates the interface type.

interface-number: Indicates the interface number.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, the source interface of logs sent to the log server is the interface sending the logs.

Tofacilitatemanagement, you canuse thiscommand to set thesource interfaceof all logs toan interfaceso that the

administrator can identify the device that sends the logs based on the unique address.

 Configuring theSource Address of Logs Sent to the LogServer

Command logging source { ip ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }

Parameter

Description

ip ip-address: Specifies the source IPv4 address of logs sent to the IPv4 log server.

ipv6 ipv6-address: Specifies the source IPv6 address of logs sent to the IPv6 log server.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Bydefault, the source IPaddressof logssent to the logserver is the IPaddressof the interfacesending the logs.

Tofacilitatemanagement, you canuse this command to set the source IP address of all logs to the IPaddress of an

interfaceso that the administrator can identify thedevice that sends the logsbased on the uniqueaddress..

Configuration Example

 Sending Syslogs to the Log Server

Scenario It is required to configure the function of sending syslogs to the log server as follows:

1. Set the IPv4 address of the log server to 10.1.1.100.

2. Set the level of logs that can be sent to the log server to debugging (Level 7).

3. Set the source interface to Loopback 0.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure parameters for sending syslogs to the log server.
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FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging server 10.1.1.100

FS(config)# logging trap debugging

FS(config)# logging source interface Loopback 0

Verification  Run the show logging config command to display the configuration.

FS#show logging config

Syslog logging: enabled

Console logging: level informational, 1307 messages logged

Monitor logging: level informational, 0 messages logged

Bufferlogging: level informational,1307messageslogged

File logging: level informational,122messages logged

File name:syslog_test.txt, size 128 Kbytes, havewritten 5 files

Standard format:false

Timestamp debug messages: datetime

Timestamp log messages: datetime

Sequence-number log messages: enable

Sysname log messages: enable

Count log messages: enable

Trap logging: level debugging, 122 message lines logged,0 fail

logging to 10.1.1.100

17.4.6 WritingSyslogs intoLogFiles

Configuration Effect

 Write syslogs into log files at the specified interval so that the administrator can view history logs anytime on the local device.

Notes

 Sylsogs are not immediately written into log files. They are first buffered in the memory buffer, and then written into log files
either periodically (at the interval of one hour by default) or when the buffer is full.

Configuration Steps

 Writing Logs into Log Files

 (Mandatory) By default, syslogs are not written to any log file.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on every device.

 Configuring the Number of Log Files
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 (Optional) By default, syslogs are written to 16 log files.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on thedevice to configure the number of files which logs are
written into. Configuring the Interval at Which LogsAreWritten intoLog Files

 (Optional) By default, syslogs are written to log files every hour.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the interval at which logs are written into log
files.

 Configuring theStorage Time of Log Files

 (Optional) By default, no storage time is configured.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the storage time of log files.

 ImmediatelyWriting Logs in theBuffer intoLog Files

 (Optional) By default, syslogs are stored in the buffer and then written into log files periodically or when the buffer is full.

 Unlessotherwisespecified, perform thisconfiguration towrite logs in thebuffer into log files immediately.This command takes
effect only once after it is configured.

Verification

 Run the show logging config command to display the configurations related to the log server.

Related Commands

 Writing Logs into Log Files

Command logging file { flash:filename | usb0:filename | usb1:filename } [ max-file-size ] [ level ]

Parameter

Description flash: Indicates that log files will be stored on the extended Flash.

usb0: Indicates that log fileswillbestoredonUSB0.Thisoption issupportedonlywhen thedevicehasoneUSBport

and a USB flash drive is inserted into the USB port.

usb1: Indicates that log files will be stored on USB 1. This option is supported only when the device has two USB

ports and USB flash drives are inserted into the USB ports.

filename: Indicatesthe log filename,whichdoesnotcontainafilenameextension.Thefilenameextensionisalways

txt.

max-file-size: Indicatesthemaximumsizeofa logfile.Thevaluerangesfrom128KBto6MB.Thedefaultvalue is128

KB.

level: Indicates the level of logs that can be written into a log file.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommand isused tocreatea log filewith thespecified filenameon thespecified filestoragedevice.The filesize

increaseswith the amount of logs, but cannot exceed the configuredmaximum size. If not specified, the maximum

size of a log file is 128 KB by default.

After this command is configured, the system saves logs to log files. A log file name does not contain any file name

extension.The file name extension is always txt, which cannot be changed.

After this command is configured, logs will be written into log files every hour. If you run the logging flie

flash:syslog command, a total of 16 log files will be created, namely, syslog.txt,syslog_1.txt, syslog_2.txt,…,
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syslog_14.txt,andsyslog_15.txt. Logsarewritten into the16 log files insequence.Forexample, thesystemwrites

logs into syslog_1.txt after syslog.txt is full. When syslog_15.txt is full, logs are written into syslog.txt again,

 Configuring theNumber of Log Files

Command logging file numbers numbers

Parameter

Description

numbers: Indicates the number of log files. The value ranges from 2 to 32.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to configure the number of log files.

If thenumberof log files ismodified, thesystemwillnot delete thelog files thathavebeengenerated.Therefore,you

needtomanuallydelete theexisting log files tosave thespaceof theextended flash. (Beforedeletingexisting log

files,youcantransfer these log files toanexternal server throughTFTP.)Forexample,after the functionofwriting

logs into log files isenabled,16 log fileswill be createdbydefault. If thedevicehas generated16 log filesand you

change thenumberof log files to2,new logswillbewritten intosyslog.txtandsyslog_1.txtby turns.Theexisting

log files fromsyslog_2.txt tosyslog_15.txtwill be preserved. You canmanually delete these log files.

 Configuring the Interval atWhich Logs AreWritten into Log Files

Command logging flash interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the interval at which logs are written into log files. The value ranges from 1s to 51,840s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to configure the interval atwhich logs arewritten into log files.The countdownstarts after the

command is configured.

 Configuring theStorage Time of Log Files

Command logging life-time level level days

Parameter

Description

level: Indicates the log level.

days: Indicates the storage time of log files. The unit is day. The storage time is not less than seven days.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

After the log storage time is configured, the systemwrites logs of the same level that are generated in the same day

into the same log file. The log file is named yyyy-mm-dd_filename_level.txt, where yyyy-mm-dd is the absolute

time of the day when the logs are generated, filename is the log file named configured by the logging file flash

command, and level is the log level.

After you specify the storage time for logs of a certain level, the system deletes the logs after the storage time

expires. Currently, the storage time ranges from 7days to 365 days.

If the log storage time is not configured, logs are stored based on the file size to ensure compatibility with old

configuration commands.

 ImmediatelyWriting Logs in theBuffer intoLog Files

Command logging flash flush

Parameter N/A
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Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

After this command is configured, syslogs are stored in thebuffer and thenwritten into log files periodically or when

the buffer is full. Youcan run this command to immediately write logs into log files.

The logging flash flush command takes effect once after it is configured. That is, after this command is
configured, logs in the buffer are immediately written to log files.

Configuration Example

 WritingSyslogs into Log Files

Scenario It is required to configure the function of writing syslogs into log files as follows:

1. Set the log file name to syslog.

2. Set the level of logs sent to the Console to debugging (Level 7).

3. Set the interval at which device logs arewritten into files to 10 minutes (600s).

Configuration

Steps

 Configure parameters for writing syslogs into log files.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging file flash:syslog debugging

FS(config)# logging flash interval 600

Verification  Run the show logging config command to display the configuration.

FS(config)#show logging config

Syslog logging: enabled

Console logging: level informational, 1307 messages logged

Monitor logging: level informational, 0 messages logged

Bufferlogging: level informational,1307messageslogged

File logging: level debugging, 122messages logged

File name:syslog.txt, size 128 Kbytes, havewritten 1 files

Standard format:false

Timestamp debug messages: datetime

Timestamp log messages: datetime

Sequence-number log messages: enable

Sysname log messages: enable

Count log messages: enable

Trap logging: level debugging, 122 message lines logged,0 fail

logging to 10.1.1.100
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17.4.7 ConfiguringSyslogFiltering

Configuration Effect

 Filter out a specified type of syslogs if the administrator does not want to display these syslogs.

 Bydefault, logsgeneratedby allmodulesare displayedon theConsole or other terminals. You canconfigure log filtering rules
to display only desired logs.

Notes

 Two filteringmodes are available: contains-only and filter-only.Youcan configure only one filteringmode at a time.

 If the same module, level, or mnemonic is configured in both the single-match and exact-match rules, the single-match rule
prevails over the exact-match rule.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Log Filtering Direction

 (Optional) By default, the filtering direction is all, that is, all logs are filtered out.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the log filtering direction.

 Configuring the Log FilteringMode

 (Optional) By default, the log filtering mode is filter-only.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the log filteringmode.

 Configuring the Log Filtering Rule

 (Mandatory) By default, no filtering rule is configured.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the device to configure the log filtering rule.

Verification

 Run the show running command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Log Filtering Direction

Command logging filter direction { all | buffer | file | server | terminal }

Parameter

Description

all: Filters out all logs.

buffer: Filters out logs sent to the log buffer, that is, the logs displayed by the show logging command.

file: Filters out logs written into log files.

server: Filters out logs sent to the log server.

terminal: Filters out logs sent to the Console and VTY terminal (including Telnet and SSH).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

The default filtering direction is all, that is, all logs are filtered out.

Run the default logging filter direction command to restore the default filtering direction.

 Configuring the Log FilteringMode
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Command logging filter type { contains-only | filter-only }

Parameter

Description

contains-only: Indicates that only logs that contain keywords specified in the filtering rules are displayed.

filter-only: Indicates that logs that contain keywords specified in the filtering rules are filtered out and will not be

displayed.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Log filtering modes include contains-only and filter-only. The default filtering mode is filter-only.

 Configuring the Log Filtering Rule

Command logging filter rule { exact-matchmodulemodule-namemnemonicmnemonic-name level level | single-match

{ level level | mnemonic mnemonic-name | module module-name } }

Parameter

Description

exact-match: If exact-match is selected, you must specify all three filtering options.

single-match: If single-match isselected,youmayspecifyonlyoneof thethree filteringoptions.

module module-name: Indicates the module name. Logs of this module will be filtered out.

mnemonicmnemonic-name:Indicatesthemnemonic.Logswiththismnemonicwillbefilteredout.

level level: Indicates the log level. Logs of this level will be filtered out.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Log filtering rules include exact-match and single-match.

The no logging filter rule exact-match [ module module-name mnemonic mnemonic-name level level ] command

isusedtodelete theexact-match filteringrules.Youcandeleteall exact-match filteringrulesata timeoronebyone.

The no logging filter rule single-match [ level level | mnemonic mnemonic-name | module module-name ]

command isused todelete thesingle-match filtering rules.Youcandelete all single-match filtering rulesat a timeor

one byone.

Configuration Example

 Configuring SyslogFiltering

Scenario It is required toconfigure thesyslog filtering functionas follows:

1. Set the filteringdirectionsof logs to terminalandserver.

2. Set the log filteringmode to filter-only.

3. Set the log filtering rule to single-match to filter out logs that contain themodule name "SYS".

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the syslog filtering function.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging filterdirectionserver

FS(config)#loggingfilterdirectionterminal

FS(config)# logging filter type filter-only

FS(config)# logging filter rule single-match module SYS
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Verification  Run the show running-config | include loggging command to display the configuration.

 Enter and exit global configurationmode, and verify that the system displays logs accordingly.

FS#configure

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#exit

FS#

FS#show running-config | include logging

logging filter direction server

logging filter direction terminal

logging filter rule single-match module SYS

17.4.8 ConfiguringSyslogRedirection

Configuration Effect

 On theVSU, logs on the secondary or standby device aredisplayed on itsConsolewindow,and redirected to the activedevice
for display on theConsole orVTY window, or stored in thememory buffer, extended flash, or syslog server.

 Ona box-typeVSU, after the log redirection function is enabled, logs on the secondary or standby devicewill be redirected to
the active device, and the role flag (*device ID)will be added to each log to indicate that the log is redirected. Assume that four

devices formaVSU.The IDof theactivedevice is1, the IDof thesecondarydevice is2, and the IDsof twostandbydevicesare3

and 4. The role flag is not added to logs generated by the active device. The role flag (*2) is added to logs redirected from the

secondarydeviceto theactivedevice.The role flags(*3)and (*4)areaddedrespectively to logs redirected fromthe twostandby

devices to the active device.

 Ona card-type VSU, after the log redirection function is enabled, logs on the secondary or standby supervisor module will be
redirected to the active supervisormodule, and the role flag "(device ID/supervisormodule name)will be added to each log to

indicate that the log is redirected. If four supervisor modules form a VSU, the role flags are listed as follows: (*1/M1), (*1/M2),

(*2/M1), and (*2/M2).

Notes

 The syslog redirection function takes effect only on theVSU.

 You can limit the rate of logs redirected to the active device to prevent generating a laFSe amount of logs on the secondary or
standby device.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling LogRedirection

 (Optional) By default, log redirection is enabled on theVSU.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the active device ofVSUor active supervisor module.

 Configuring theRate Limit

 (Optional) By default, amaximumof 200 logs canbe redirected from the standby device to the activedevice ofVSUper second.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on the active device ofVSUor active supervisor module.
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Verification

 Run the show running command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling LogRedirection

Command logging rd on

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, log redirection is enabled on the VSU.

 Configuring theRate Limit

Command logging rd rate-limit number [ except level ]

Parameter

Description

rate-limitnumber: Indicatesthemaximumnumberof logsredirectedpersecond.Thevaluerangesfrom1to10,000.

except level: Rate limit is not applied to logs with a level equaling to or lower than the specified severity level. By

default, the severity level is error (Level 3), that is, rate limit is not applied to logs of Level 3 or lower.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Bydefault,amaximumof200 logscanberedirected fromthestandbydevice totheactivedeviceofVSUpersecond.

Configuration Example

 Configuring SyslogRedirection

Scenario It is required to configure the syslog redirection function on the VSU as follows:

1. Enable the log redirection function.

2.Set themaximumnumberof logswitha level higher thancritical (Level 2) thatcanbe redirectedper second to100.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the syslog redirection function.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging rd on

FS(config)# logging rd rate-limit 100 except critical

Verification  Run the show running-config | include logging command to display the configuration.

 Generate a log on the standby device, and verify that the log is redirected to and displayed on the active

device.

FS#show running-config | include logging

logging rd rate-limit 100 except critical
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17.4.9 Configuring SyslogMonitoring

Configuration Effect

 Record login/exit attempts. After logging of login/exit attempts is enabled, the related logs are displayed on the device when
usersaccess the device through Telnet or SSH. This helps the administratormonitor the device connections.

 Record modification of device configurations. After logging of operations is enabled, the related logs are displayed on the
devicewhenusersmodifythedeviceconfigurations.Thishelpstheadministratormonitor thechangesindeviceconfigurations.

Notes

 If both the logginguserinfocommandand the logginguserinfocommand-logcommandareconfiguredon thedevice,only
theconfigurationresultof the logginguserinfocommand-logcommandisdisplayedwhenyouruntheshowrunning-config

command.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Logging of Login/Exit Attempts

 (Optional) By default, logging of login/exit attempts is disabled.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on every line of the device to enable logging of login/exit attempts.

 Enabling logging of Operations

 (Optional) By default, logging of operations is disabled.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on every line of the device to enable logging of operations.

Verification

 Run the show running command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling Logging of Login/Exit Attempts

Command logging userinfo

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, a device does not generate related logs when users log into or exit the device.

 Enabling Logging of Operations

Command logging userinfo command-log

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration Thesystemgenerates related logswhenusers runconfigurationcommands.Bydefault,a devicedoesnotgenerate
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Usage logs when users modify device configurations.

Configuration Example

 Configuring SyslogMonitoring

Scenario It is required to configure the syslog monitoring function as follows:

1. Enable logging of login/exit attempts.

2. Enable logging ofoperations.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the syslog monitoring function.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# logging userinfo

FS(config)# logging userinfo command-log

Verification  Run the show running-config | include logging command to display the configuration.

 Run a command in global configurationmode, and verify that the system generates a log.

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet0/0

*Jun 1615:03:43:%CLI-5-EXEC_CMD:Configured fromconsole by admincommand: interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/0

FS#show running-config | include logging

logging userinfo command-log

17.4.10 Synchronizing User Input with LogOutput

Configuration Effect

 By default, the user input is not synchronized with the log output. After this function is enabled, the content input during log
output is displayed after log output is completed, ensuring integrity and continuity of the input.

Notes

 This command is executed in line configurationmode. You need to configure this command on every line as required.

Configuration Steps

 SynchronizingUser Input with Log Output

 (Optional) By default, the synchronization function is disabled.

 Unless otherwise specified, perform this configuration on every line to synchronize user input with log output.

Verification

 Run the show running command to display the configuration.
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Related Commands

 SynchronizingUser Input with Log Output

Command logging synchronous

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Line configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to synchronize the user input with log output to prevent interrupting the user input.

Configuration Example

 SynchronizingUser Input with Log Output

Scenario It is required to synchronize the user input with log output as follows:

1. Enable the synchronization function.

Configuration

Steps

 Configurethe synchronization function.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# line console 0

FS(config-line)# logging synchronous

Verification  Run the show running-config | begin line command to display the configuration.

FS#show running-config | begin line

line con 0

logging synchronous

login local

As shown in the following output, when a user types in "vlan", the state of interface 0/1 changes and the related log

is output. After log output is completed, the logmodule automatically displays the user input "vlan" so that the user

can continue typing.

FS(config)#vlan

*Aug 20 10:05:19: %LINK-5-CHANGED: Interface GigabitEthernet 0/1, changed state to up

*Aug2010:05:19:%LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN: Line protocol on InterfaceGigabitEthernet 0/1, changed state to up

FS(config)#vlan

17.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commands may lose vital information and thus interrupt services.
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Description Command

Clears logs in the memory buffer. clear logging

Displaying

Description Command

Displays log statistics and logs in the memory buffer based on the

timestamp from oldest to latest.
show logging

Displays log statistics and logs in the memory buffer based on the

timestamp from latest to oldest.
show logging reverse

Displays syslog configurations and statistics. show logging config

Displays log statistics of each module in the system. show logging count

Displays the last N logs. show logging last

18 ConfiguringMONITOR

18.1 Overview

Smart monitoring is the smart hardware management of FS Network devices, including fan speed adjustment, and peripheral

monitoring. The smart monitoring performs the following tasks:

 Automatic fan speed adjustment based on ambient temperature changes

 Real-timeperipheral monitoring of boards to alert users, including fan status, power status and temperaturemonitoring.

By default, the smart monitoring function is enabled after the device is powered on. It does not require any manual configuration.

Protocol Specification

18.2 N/Features

Basic Concepts

N/A

Features

Feature Function

Smart Speed

Adjustment of Fans

and Monitoring

The rotating speed of fans is automatically adjusted as the temperature changes to address the heat

dissipation needs of the system. The system monitors the fan status.

Smart Temperature

Monitoring

Thesystemautomaticallymonitors the temperature.Whenthe temperatureexceedsacertain threshold, the

systemautomatically generatesanalarm.When the temperatureexceeds the thresholdgreatly, thesystem

will reboot.

Power Monitoring The system automatically monitors the power. When the power is insufficient or cannot be identified, the

system automatically generates an alarm.

Power Input Mode DC/AC input mode is configured
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18.2.1 Smart SpeedAdjustment of Fans andMonitoring

As the ambient temperature rises or drops, the fans automatically raise or reduce their rotating speed to dissipate heat and ensure

that the noise is low.The systemmonitors the fan status and displays fan status.

Working Principle

The system specifies a fan rotating speed. As the ambient temperature rises or drops, the fans automatically raise or reduce their

rotating speed to dissipate heat and ensure that the noise is low.

The system checks the fan status periodically and displays fan status.

Verification

 Run the show fan command to display working status of all fans.

 Run the show fan speed command to display rotating speed.

 Run the show fan attribute command to display fan attribute.

18.2.2 Smart TemperatureMonitoring

Thesystemautomaticallymonitors the temperature.Whenthe temperaturechanges, thesystemautomaticallynotifiesusers.When

the temperature exceeds the threshold greatly, the systemwill reboot.

Working Principle

Thesystemmonitorsthetemperatureonceperminute.Whenthetemperatureexceedsacertainthreshold, thesystemtakesacertain

action. The temperature and action vary with different devices.

Verification

Run the show temperature command to display system temperature.

18.2.3 Power Monitoring

The system checks power status periodically and displays power status.

Working Principle

The system checks power status periodically. If there is a power failure, an alarm will be generated.

The systemchecks fan channel of thepowermodule. If the fan channel of the powermodule does notmatchwith the fan channel of

the system, an alarm will be generated.

Verification

Run the show power command to display power status.

19 Configuring PKG_MGMT

19.1 Overview

Package management (pkg_mgmt) is a package management and upgrade module. This module is responsible for installing,

upgrading/degrading, querying and maintaining various components of the device, among which upgrade is the main function.
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Throughupgrade, users can install new version of software that ismore stableor powerful. Adopting amodular structure, theFSOS

system not only supports overall upgrade and subsystem upgrade but also supports separate upgrade of a feature package. In

addition, the FSOS system supports upgrade through hot patches.

This document is for only version 11.0 and later, excluding those upgraded from earlier versions.

Protocols and Standards

N/A

19.2 Applications

Application Scenario

Upgrading/Degrading Subsystem Upgrade subsystem firmware like boot, kernel, and rootfs on the device.

Upgrading/Degrading a Single Feature

Package

Upgrade a single feature package on the device.

Installing a Hot Patch Package Install a hot patch, and repair a certain part of the feature component.

Auto-Sync for Upgrade Configure the auto sync policy, range and path.

19.2.1 Upgrading/Degrading Subsystem

Scenario

After the upgrade of a subsystem firmware is complete, all system software on the device is updated, and the overall software is

enhanced. Generally, the subsystem firmware of the box-type device is calledmain package.

The main features of this upgrade mode are as follows: All software on the device is updated after the upgrade is completed; all

known software bugs are fixed. It takes a long time to finish upgrade.

Deployment

You can store the main package in the root directory of the TFTP server, download the package to the device, and then run an

upgradecommand toupgrade thepackage locally.Youcanalsostore themainpackage in aUSB flashdriveorSDcard, connect the

USB flash drive to the device, and then run an upgrade command to upgrade the package.

Youmust store the rack package in a USB flash drive before performing the upgrade because the rack package is too laFSe to be

stored in the memory space of the device.

19.2.2 UpgradingSubsystembyOne-click

Scenario

Upgradethefirmwareautomaticallywithout interruptingservicesonadual-deviceVSUsystem.WhileeitherinVSUmodeorin

standalonemode, one single devicewill restart after this configuration, thus interrupting services.

Deployment

You can store the main package in the root directory of the TFTP server, download the package to the device, and then run an

upgradecommand toupgrade thepackage locally.Youcanalsostore themainpackage in aUSB flashdriveorSDcard, connect the

USB flash drive or SD card to the device, and then run an upgrade command to upgrade the package.
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19.2.3 Upgrading/Degrading a Single Feature Package

Scenario

Devicesoftwareconsistsofseveralcomponents,andeachcomponent isanindependentfeaturemodule.Afteranindependent

featurepackageisupgraded,onlythefeaturebugcorrespondingtothispackageisfixed.Besides,thisfeatureisenhancedwiththe

other featuresunchanged.

Thefeaturesof thisupgrademodeareasfollows:Generally,afeaturepackageissmallandtheupgradespeedishigh.After the

upgradeiscompleted,onlythecorrespondingfunctionalmoduleisimproved,andother functionalmodulesremainunchanged.

Deployment

Youcan store thispackage in the root directory of theTFTPserver, download the package to the local device, and thencomplete the

upgrade.Youcanalsostorethepackage inaUSBflashdriveorSDcard,connect theUSBflashdriveorSDcardtothedevice,andthen

complete theupgrade.

19.2.4 Installing a Hot Patch Package

Scenario

To fix software bugs without restarting the device, you can install hot patch packages. Hot patch packages are only applicable to

fixing a specific software version. Generally, hot patch packages are released to fix the software of a certain version only when the

device cannot be started in the user's environment.

The most significant feature of hot patch upgrade is that all bugs can be fixed without device restart after the upgrade is completed.

Deployment

Youcan store thispackage in the root directory of theTFTPserver, download the package to the local device, and thencomplete the

upgrade.Youcanalsostorethepackage inaUSBflashdriveorSDcard,connect theUSBflashdriveorSDcardtothedevice,andthen

complete theupgrade.

19.2.5 Auto-Sync for Upgrade

Scenario

Auto-syncupgradeaimstoensurethecoordinationofmultiplemodules(linecardsandchassis)withinasystemonarack-typedevice

orVSU.Specifically,theupgradefirmwareispushedtoall taFSetmembersautomaticallyandthesoftwareversionofnewmembersis

upgraded automatically based on the auto-sync policy.

Deployment

 Configure the policy for auto-sync upgrade.

 Configure the path of firmware for auto-sync upgrade.

19.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Subsystem
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A subsystem exists on a device in the form of images. The subsystems of the FSOS include:

 boot: After being powered on, the device loads and runs the boot subsystem first.This subsystem is responsible for initializing
the device, and loading and running system images.

 kernel: kernel is the OS core part of the system. This subsystem shields hardware composition of the system and provides
applications with abstract running environment.

 rootfs: rootfs is the collection of applications in the system.

 Main Package

Mainpackage isoftenused toupgrade/degradeasubsystemof thebox-typedevice.Themainpackage isacombination packageof

theboot, kernel, and rootfs subsystems.Themain package canbe used for overall systemupgrade/degradation.

 Feature Package of FSOS

The feature package of FSOS refers to a collection which enables a certain feature. When the device is delivered, all supported

functionsarecontained in the rootfssubsystem.Youcanupgradeonlyaspecific featurebyupgradingasingle featurepackage.

"Firmware" in this document refers to an installation file that contains a subsystem or featuremodule.

Overview

Feature Description

Upgrading/Degrading and Managing

Subsystem Components

Upgrades/degrades a subsystem.

Upgrading/Degrading and Managing

Functional Components

Upgrades/degrades a functional component.

Auto-Sync for Upgrade Ensures uniform upgrade upon member change.

19.3.1 Upgrading/Degrading andManaging Subsystem Components

Subsystem upgrade/degradation aims to upgrade the software by replacing the subsystem components of the device with the

subsystemcomponents in the firmware.The subsystemcomponent contains redundancy design. Subsystemsof thedevicearenot

directly replacedwith the subsystems in the package during upgrade/degradation inmost cases. Instead, subsystemsare added to

the device and then activated during upgrade/degradation.

Working Principle

 Upgrade/Degradation

Various subsystems exist on the device in different forms. Therefore, upgrade/degradation varies with different subsystems.

 boot: Generally, this subsystem exists on the norflash device in the form of images. Therefore, upgrading/degrading this
subsystem is to write the image into the norflash device.

 kernel:Thissubsystemexists inaspecificpartitioninthe formoffiles.Therefore,upgrading/degradingthissubsystemistowrite
the file.

 rootfs: Generally, this subsystem exists on the nandflash device in the form of images. Therefore, upgrading/degrading this
subsystem is to write the image into the nandflash device.

 Management
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Query the subsystem components that are available currently and then load subsystem components as required.

Each subsystemcomponent contains redundancy design. During the upgrade/degradation:

 boot: The boot subsystem always contains a master boot subsystem and a slave boot subsystem. Only the master boot
subsystem is involved in theupgrade, and the slave boot subsystemserves as the redundancy backupall along.

 kernel: as the kernel subsystem contains at least one redundancy backup. More redundancy backups are allowed if there is
enough space.

 rootfs: The rootfs subsystem always contains a redundancy backup.

The boot component is not included in the scope of subsystemmanagement due to its particularity. During upgrade of the kernel or

rootfs subsystem component, the upgrade/degradation module always records the subsystem component in use, the redundant

subsystem component, and management information about various versions.

Relevant Configuration

 Upgrade

 Store the upgrade file on the local device, and then run the upgrade command for upgrade.

19.3.2 Upgrading/Degrading and Managing FunctionalComponents

Working Principle

In fact, upgrading a feature is replacing feature files on the device with the feature files in the package.

Managing featurecomponentsandhotpatches isaimedat recording the informationof featurecomponentsandhot patchesby

usingadatabase.Infact, installing,displayinganduninstallingacomponent is theresultofperformingtheAdd,QueryandDelete

operation on the database.

After package upgrade, component upgrade cannot be performed.

Relevant Configuration

 Upgrade

 Store the upgrade file on the local device, and then run the upgrade command for upgrade.

19.3.3 Upgrading/Degrading and Managing Hot Patch Packages

Working Principle

In fact, upgrading a feature component is replacing feature files on the device with the feature files in the package.

Upgrading hot patch packages is similar to upgrading features.The difference is that only files to be revisedare replaced during hot

patch package upgrade. In addition, after the files are replaced, the new files take effect automatically.

After package upgrade, component upgrade cannot be performed.

 Management

Similartofeaturecomponentmanagement,hotpatchmanagementalsoincludesthequery, installation,anduninstallationoperation,

which is the result of adding, querying and deleting data respectively.
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Hot patches and feature components are managed based on the same technology. The difference is that the hot patches involve

three different states, that is, Not installed, Installed, andActivated.These states are describedas follows:

Thehot patch in Installedstateonly indicates that thishot patchexistson thedevice,but ithasnot takeneffect yet.

Only the hot patch in Activated state is valid.

Relevant Configuration

 Upgrade

 Store the upgrade file in the local file system, and then run the upgrade command for upgrade.

 Activating a Hot Patch

 Youcan run thepatchactivecommand toactivateapatch temporarily.The patchbecomes invalid after device restart.Touse
this patch after device restart, you need to activate it again.

 Youcanalso run thepatch running command to activate a patch already permanently.The patch is still valid after device start.

 The patch not activated will never become valid.

 Deactivating a Hot Patch

 Todeactivate an activated patch, run thepatch deactive command.

 Uninstalling a Hot Patch

 Youcan run the patch delete command to uninstall a hot patch.

19.3.4 Auto-Sync for Upgrade

WorkingPrinciple

Auto-syncupgradeaimstoensure thecoordinationofmultiplemodules(linecardsandchassis)withinasystem.Specifically, the

upgradefirmwareispushedtoalltaFSetmembersautomaticallyandthesoftwareversionofnewmembersisupgradedautomatically

based on the auto-sync policy.

There are three policies available.

None: No auto-sync upgrade.

Compatible: Performs auto-synchronization based on the sequential order of versions.

Coordinate:Synchronizeswiththeversionbasedonthefirmwarestoredonthesupervisormodule.

Auto-sync is performed in the following scenarios:

If no upgrade taFSet is specified, the firmware is pushed to all matching members(including line cards and chassis) for auto-sync.

Everymember is checkedwhen the device is restarted and auto-sync is performed accordingly.

Every new member is checked when added into the system and auto-sync is performed accordingly.

 Management

Auto-upgrade policy, range and path should be configured in advance.

Relevant Configuration

Configuring Auto-Sync Policy
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To perform upgrade as expected, check the configuration in advance, such as the path.

If some line cards are not checked for upgrade because the system is not configured with auto-sync policy.Youcan upgrade them

manually.

19.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Upgrading/Degrading a

Firmware

The basic function of the configuration is installing and upgrading/degrading a subsystem
firmware, feature package, and hot patch package. This command is valid on both the box-type

device and rack-type device.

upgrade url [ patch-active | patch-running ]

[ force ]

url is a local path where the firmware is stored.

This command is used to upgrade the firmware

stored on the device.

upgrade download tftp:/ path [ patch-active |

patch-running ] [ force ] [ vrf vrf-name ]

path is thepathof the firmwareon theserver.This

command is used to download afirmware from

the server and upgrade the package

automatically.

upgradedownloadoob_tftp://path [patch-active

| patch-running ] [ force ]

path is the path of the firmware on the server.

viamgmtnumber: If the transfermode isoob_tftp

and there are multiple MGMT ports, you can

select a specific port.

This command is used to download afirmware

from the server and upgrade the package

automatically.

patch active Activates a patch temporarily.

patch running Activates a patch permanently,

Deactivating and Uninstalling

a Hot Patch

(Optional) Deactivates or uninstalls a hot patch.

upgrade deactivate [ slot { num | M1 | M2 | all } ] Deactivates an activated patch.

patch delete [ slot { num | M1 | M2 | all } ] Uninstalls a hot patch.

Auto-Sync for Upgrade

(Optional) Configures auto-sync policy.

upgrade auto-sync policy [ none | compatible |

coordinate ]
Configures the auto-sync policy.

upgrade auto-sync range [ chassis ] Configures the auto-sync range.

upgrade auto-sync package url Configures the auto-sync path for package.

upgrade auto-sync patch url Configures the auto-sync path for path.

19.4.1 Upgrading/Degrading a Firmware

Configuration Effect

Available firmware includes the main package.

 After the upgrade of themain package is complete, all system softwareon the line card is updated, and the overall software is
enhanced.
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 Afteranindependentfeaturepackageisupgraded,onlythefeaturebugcorrespondingtothispackageisfixed.Besides,this
feature is enhanced, with other features remain unchanged.

 Upgradinghotpatchpackages isaimedatfixingsoftwarebugswithoutrestartingthedevice.Hotpatchpackagesareonly
applicable to fixing bugs for a specific version of software.

Generally a main package is released to upgrade a box-type device.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Upgrading theMain Package for a Single Device

 Optional configuration. This configuration is requiredwhen all system software on the device needs to be upgraded.

 Downloadthefirmwaretothelocaldeviceandrun theupgradecommand.

Generally amain package ispushed toupgradeabox-type device.

 Upgrading aMain Package on a VSU

 Optional configuration.Thisconfiguration is requiredwhenall systemsoftwareonaVSUneeds tobeupgradedwithoutservice
interruption.

 Download the firmware to the local device and run theupgrade auto command.

Generally a rack/main package is pushed to upgradeVSUmember devices.

 Upgrading Each Feature Package

 Optional configuration. The configuration is used to fix bugs of a certain feature and enhance the function of this feature.

 Download the firmware to the local device and run theupgrade command.

 Upgrading aHot Patch Package

 Optional configuration. The configuration is used to fix software bugs without restarting the device.

 Download the firmware to the local device and run the upgrade command.

 After beingupgraded, thehot patchcanbe usedafter it is activated.The configuration in this step ismandatory.Twoactivation
modes are available: Run the patch active command to activate a patch temporarily, or run the patch running command to

activate a patch permanently.

Generally, the patch running command must be used to activate a patch permanently in the user scenario. The patch active
command can be used to activate a patch only when a user intends to verify the patch.

Verification

 After upgrading a subsystemcomponent, you can run the showupgrade history command to checkwhether the upgrade is
successful.

 After upgrading a feature component, you can run the show component command to check whether the upgrade is
successful.

 After upgrading a hot patch package, you can run the showpatch command to checkwhether the upgrade is successful.
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Commands

 Upgrade

Command upgrade url [ patch-active | patch-running ] [ [ force ]

Parameter

Description

force indicates forced upgrade.

patch-active: Activates the patch actively.

patch-running: Activates the patch actively and permanently.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command upgrade download tftp:/path [ patch-active | patch-running ] [ force ] [ vrf vrf-name ]

upgrade download oob_tftp:/path [ patch-active | patch-running ] [ force ] [ vrf vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

force indicates forced upgrade.

patch-active: Activates the patch actively.

patch-running: Activates the patch actively and permanently.

vrf vrf-name: Downloads an installation package from the specified VRF.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying the Firmware Stored on the Device

Command show upgrade file url

Parameter

Description

url indicates the path of the firmware in the device file system.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Viewing theDevice Upgrade Process

Command show upgrade status

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isavailableononly the rack-typedevice, and it isused todisplay theupgradestatusof each line card.

 Displaying UpgradeHistory

Command show upgrade history

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode
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Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying the Feature ComponentsAlready Installed

Command show component [ slot { num | M1 | M2 | all } ]

Parameter

Description

slot indicates that this command is executed on the device in the specified slot; num indicates the slot number of the

specified line card; M1 and M2 indicate the supervisor modules; all indicates all devices.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying thePatch Packages Already Installed

Command show patch [package _name ]

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Activating thePatches Temporarily

Command patch active

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Thisoperationcanbeperformedonlyonthedevicealready installedwithapatch.Thiscommandcanbeusedtoactivate

a patch temporarily, and the activated patch becomes invalid after device restart.

 Activating thePatches Permanently

Command patch running

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Thisoperationcanbeperformedonlyonthedevicealready installedwithapatch.Thiscommandcanbeusedtoactivate

a patchpermanently.
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Configuration Example

 Example of Upgrading a Subsystem Firmware on the Box-TypeDevice

Network

Environment

Before theupgrade,youmustcopy the firmware tothedevice.Theupgrademoduleprovides thefollowingsolutions.

 Run some file system commands like copy tftp and copy xmodem to copy the firmware on the server to the

device filesystem, and then run theupgradeurlcommand toupgrade the firmware in the local filesystem.

 Run the upgrade download tftp://path command directly to upgrade the firmware file stored on the tftp

server.

 Copy the firmware to aUSB flashdrive, insert theUSB flashdrive to the device, and then run theupgradeurl

command to upgrade the firmware in the USB flash drive or SD card.

Configuration

Steps

 Run the upgradecommand.

 After upgrading the subsystem, restart the device.

Verification  Checkthesystemversiononthecurrentdevice. If theversioninformationchanges, theupgradeissuccessful.

 Example of Upgrading a Feature Package on theBox-TypeDevice

Network

Environment

Before theupgrade,youmustcopy the firmware tothedevice.Theupgrademoduleprovides thefollowingsolutions.

 Run some file system commands like copy tftp and copy xmodem to copy the firmware on the server to the
device filesystem, and then run theupgradeurlcommand toupgrade the firmware in the local filesystem.

 Run the upgrade download tftp://path command directly to upgrade the firmware file stored on the tftp
server.

 Copy the firmware to aUSB flash drive or SD card, connect the USB flash drive or SDcard to the device, and
then run theupgradeurlcommand to upgrade the firmware in theUSB flashdrive or SD card.

Configuration

Steps
 Run the upgradecommand.

 Checkwhether the deviceneeds to be restarted based on the prompt displayed after the upgrade.

FS#upgrade sata0://bridge_eg1000m_2.3.1.1252ea-1.mips.rpm

FS#upgrade sata0://bridge_eg1000m_2.3.1.1252ea-1.mips.rpm

Upgrade processing is 10%

Upgrade processing is 60%

Upgradeprocessing is90%

Upgrade info [OK]

bridge version[2.0.1.37cd5cda ->2.3.1.1252ea] [OK]

Upgrade processing is 100%

Reload system to take effect!

Reload system?(Y/N)y

Restarting system.

Verification  Check the version of the feature component on the current device. If the version information changes, the
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upgrade is successful.

FS# show component

Package :sysmonit

Version:1.0.1.23cd34aa Build time: Wed Dec 7 00:58:56 2011

Size:12877 Install time :Wed Mar 5 14:23:12 2012

Description:this is a system monit package

Required packages: None

-------------------------------------------------------------------

package:bridge

Version: 2.3.1.1252ea Buildtime:WedDec 700:54:562011

Size:26945 Install time :Wed Mar 19:23:15 2012

Description:this is a bridge package

Required packages: None

 Example of Upgrading aMain Package for a VSU

Network

Environment

Before theupgrade,youmustcopy the firmware tothedevice.Theupgrademoduleprovides thefollowingsolutions.

1 Runsomefilesystemcommandslikecopytftpandcopyxmodem tocopythefirmwareontheserver tothe

device file system, and then run theupgradeautourl command toupgrade the firmware in the local file

system.

2 Copythe firmware toaUSBflashdriveorSDcard, Insert theUSBflashdriveorSDcardtothedevice,andthen

run the upgrade auto url command to upgrade the firmware in the USB flash drive or SD card.

Configuration

Steps

Run the upgrade auto command.

The VSU active and standby devices are restarted in sequence.

2015-04-09_09-56-23 FS#upgrade auto usb0:N5860_FSOS11.0(5)B1_install.bin

2015-04-09_09-56-24 FS#*Jan 1 00:23:40: %7:

2015-04-09_09-56-24 *Jan 1 00:23:40: %7: [Slot 1/0]:Upgrade processing is 10%

2015-04-09_09-56-26 FS#show upgrade status

2015-04-09_09-56-26 [Slot 1/0]

2015-04-09_09-56-26 dev_type: s6k

2015-04-09_09-56-26 status :upgrading

2015-04-09_09-56-26 [Slot 2/0]

2015-04-09_09-56-26 dev_type: s6k

2015-04-09_09-56-26 status :transmission

2015-04-09_09-58-20 *Jan 1 00:25:36: %7: [Slot 2/0]:Upgrade processing is 10%

2015-04-09_09-58-30 FS#show upgrade status

2015-04-09_09-58-30 [Slot 1/0]

2015-04-09_09-58-30 dev_type: s6k

2015-04-09_09-58-30 status :upgrading

2015-04-09_09-58-30 [Slot 2/0]

2015-04-09_09-58-30 dev_type: s6k

2015-04-09_09-58-30 status :upgrading

2015-04-09_09-58-39 *Jan 1 00:25:56: %7:

2015-04-09_09-58-39 *Jan 1 00:25:56: %7: [Slot 2/0]:Upgrade processing is 60%

2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 1 00:26:35: %7:
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2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 1 00:26:35: %7: [Slot 2/0]:Upgrade processing is 90%

2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 1 00:26:35: %7:

2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 1 00:26:35: %7: [Slot 2/0]:

2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 1 00:26:35: %7: Upgrade info [OK]

2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 100:26:36:%7: Kernel version[2.6.32.6b311610a8eb91->2.6.32.6b31161115502c]

2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 100:26:36:%7: Rootfs version[1.0.0.eb75cd01->1.0.0.3d978b6c]

2015-04-09_09-59-19*Jan 100:26:36:%7:

2015-04-09_09-59-19 *Jan 100:26:36:%7: [Slot 2/0]:Reload system to take effect!

2015-04-09_09-59-21 *Jan 1 00:26:37:%7:

2015-04-09_09-59-21 *Jan 100:26:37:%7: [Slot 2/0]:Upgrade processing is100%

2015-04-09_10-00-28 FS#show upgrade status

2015-04-09_10-00-28 [Slot 1/0]

2015-04-09_10-00-28 dev_type: s6k

2015-04-09_10-00-28 status : upgrading

2015-04-09_10-00-28 [Slot2/0]

2015-04-09_10-00-28 dev_type: s6k

2015-04-09_10-00-28 status : success

2015-04-09_10-01-39*Jan 100:28:56:%7:

2015-04-09_10-01-39 *Jan 1 00:28:56: %7: [Slot 1/0]:Upgrade processing is 60%

2015-04-09_10-02-17 *Jan 1 00:29:33: %7:

2015-04-09_10-02-17 *Jan 1 00:29:33: %7: [Slot 1/0]:Upgrade processing is 90%

2015-04-09_10-02-17 *Jan 1 00:29:33: %7:

2015-04-09_10-02-17 *Jan 1 00:29:33: %7: [Slot 1/0]:

2015-04-09_10-02-17 *Jan 1 00:29:34: %7: Upgrade info [OK]

2015-04-09_10-02-17 *Jan 100:29:34:%7: Kernel version[2.6.32.6b311610a8eb91->2.6.32.6b31161115502c]

2015-04-09_10-02-17 *Jan 100:29:34:%7: Rootfs version[1.0.0.eb75cd01->1.0.0.3d978b6c]

2015-04-09_10-02-17*Jan 100:29:34:%7:

2015-04-09_10-02-18 *Jan 100:29:34:%7: [Slot 1/0]:Reload system to take effect!

2015-04-09_10-02-19 *Jan 1 00:29:35:%7:

2015-04-09_10-02-19 *Jan 1 00:29:35: %7: [Slot 1/0]:Upgrade processing is 100%

2015-04-09_10-02-19*Jan 100:29:36:%7:%PKG_MGMT:auto-sync config synchronization,Pleasewait for a

moment....

2015-04-09_10-02-20 *Jan 1 00:29:36: %7:

2015-04-09_10-02-20 [ 1784.116069] rtc-pcf8563 6-0051: retrieved date/time is not valid.

2015-04-09_10-02-20 *Jan 1 00:29:36: %7: [Slot 2/0]:auto sync config: space not enough left 57229312, need

114597815

2015-04-09_10-02-20 *Jan 1 00:29:36: %7:

2015-04-09_10-02-20 *Jan 1 00:29:36: %7: [Slot 2/0]:auto sync package config err

2015-04-09_10-02-20 *Jan 1 00:29:37: %7: [Slot 1/0]

2015-04-09_10-02-21 *Jan 100:29:37:%7: device_name: s6k

2015-04-09_10-02-21 *Jan 100:29:37:%7: status: SUCCESS

2015-04-09_10-02-21 *Jan 1 00:29:37: %7: [Slot 2/0]

2015-04-09_10-02-21 *Jan 100:29:37:%7: device_name: s6k

2015-04-09_10-02-21 *Jan 100:29:37:%7: status: SUCCESS
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2015-04-09_10-02-21 *Jan 1 00:29:38: %7: %Do with dtm callback....

2015-04-09_10-02-21*Jan 100:29:38:%VSU-5-DTM_AUTO_UPGRADE:Upgradingthesystem,waitamoment

please.

Verification If the version information changes, the upgrade is successful.

FS-VSU#show version detail

Systemdescription :FSFull 10GRoutingSwitch(N5860)ByFSNetworks

Systemstart time : 1970-02-0700:33:24

Systemuptime : 0:00:47:28

Systemhardwareversion : 2.00

System software version : N5860_FSOS 11.0(5)B1

Systempatchnumber : NA

System software number : M01181304092015

Systemserialnumber 1234942570019

Systembootversion :1.2.9.f23dcbe(150317)

System core version : 2.6.32.6b31161115502c

Module information:

Slot 2/0 : FS-N5860

Hardwareversion : 2.00

Systemstart time : 1970 02-07 00:33:24

Bootversion : 1.2.9.f23dcbe(150317)

Softwareversion : N5860_FSOS 11.0(5)B1

Softwarenumber : M01181304092015

Serialnumber 1234942570019

Slot 1/0 : FS-N5860

Hardwareversion : 2.00

Systemstart time : 1970 02-07 00:33:47

Bootversion : 1.2.9.f23dcbe(150317)

Softwareversion : N5860_FSOS 11.0(5)B1

Softwarenumber : M01181304092015

Serialnumber 1234942570018

 Example of Installing aPatch Package on theBox-TypeDevice

Network

Environment

Before theupgrade,youmustcopy the firmware tothedevice.Theupgrademoduleprovides thefollowingsolutions.

 Run some file system commands like copy tftp and copy xmodem to copy the firmware on the server to the

device filesystem, and then run theupgradeurlcommand toupgrade the firmware in the local filesystem.

 Run the upgrade download tftp://path command directly to upgrade the firmware file stored on the tftp

server.

 Copy the firmware toaUSBflashdrive,connect theUSBflashdrive to thedevice,and thenrun theupgradeurl

command to upgrade the firmware in the USB flash drive.

Configuration

Steps

 Run the upgradecommand.

 Activate the hotpatch.

FS#upgrade download tftp://192.168.201.98/eg1000m_FSOS11.0(1C2)_20131008_patch.bin
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Upgrade info [ERR]

Reason:creat config file err(217)

Accessing tftp://192.168.201.98/eg1000m_FSOS11.0(1C2)_20131008_patch.bin...

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Transmission finished, file length 9868 bytes.

Upgrade processing is 10%

Upgrade processing is 60%

Upgrade info [OK]

patch_bridge version[1.0.0.1952]

Upgrade processing is 90%

Upgrade info [OK]

patch_install version[1.0.0.192e35a]

FS#patch running

The patch on the system now is in running status

Verification  Check the hot patches installed on the current device.

:patch package patch_install installed in the system, version:pa1

Package : patch_bridge

Status：running
Version:pa1 Build time:Mon May 13 09:03:07 2013

Size:277 Install time:TueMay 2103:07:17 2013

Description: a patch for bridge

Required packages: None

Common Errors

If an error occurs during the upgrade, the upgrade module displays an error message. The following provides an example:

The following describes several types of common error messages:

 Invalid firmware:The cause is that the firmwaremaybe damagedor incorrect. It is recommended toobtain the firmwareagain
and perform the upgrade operation.

 Firmware not supported by the device: The cause is that you may use the firmware of other devices by mistake. It is
recommended to obtain the firmware again, verify the package, and perform the upgrade operation.

 Insufficientdevicespace:It isrecommendedtocheckwhetherthedeviceissuppliedwithaUSBflashdriveorSDcard.Generally,
this device has a USB flash drive.

19.4.2 Deactivating and Uninstalling a Hot Patch

Configuration Effect

An activated hot patch is deactivated or uninstalled.
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Notes

A hot patch that is not activated does not take effect; therefore, you cannot deactivate it.

Configuration Steps

 Deactivating an Activated Patch

 Optional configuration. Todeactivate an activated patch, run thepatch deactive command.

 Uninstalling a Hot Patch

 Optional configuration. Touninstall a hot patch already installed, run the patch delete command.

Verification

 Youcan run the show patch command to checkwhether a patch is activated or uninstalled.

Commands

 Deactivating an Activated Patch

Command patch deactive

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

 Deleting a Hot Patch

Command patch delete

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide This command is used to remove the hot patch package from the device.

Configuration Example

 Deactivating and Uninstalling a Patch on theBoxDevice

Configuration

Steps





Run the patch deactivation command.

Run the patch deletion command.

FS#patch deactive

Deactive thepatch package success

FS# patchdelete

Clear the patch patch_bridge success

Clear the patch success

Verification  Display patch status.
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Configuration

Steps





Run the patch deactivation command.

Run the patch deletion command.

FS#patch deactive

Deactive thepatch package success

FS# patchdelete

Clear the patch patch_bridge success

Clear the patch success

Verification  Display patch status.

FS#show patch

No patch package installed in the system

Common Errors

 Run thepatch deactive commandwhen the patch is not activated. It is recommended to check the patch status.Youcan run
thepatch deactive command only when the patch is in the status:running state.

19.4.3 Auto-Sync for Upgrade

ConfigurationEffect

Auto-sync policy, range and path is configured.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Auto-SyncPolicy

Run the upgrade auto-sync policy command to configure the auto-sync policy. There are three modes available:

None: No auto-sync upgrade.

 Compatible: Performs auto-synchronization based on the sequential order of versions.

 Coordinate: Synchronizes with the version based on the firmware stored on the supervisor module.

 Configuring Auto-SyncRange

Run the upgrade auto-sync range command to configure the auto-sync range. There are two ranges available:

 chassis: Performs auto-sync on a chassis.

 vsd: Performs auto-sync in the VSU system.

 Configuring Auto-Sync Path for Package

Every time the system is upgraded, the package path is recorded automatically for later auto-sync upgrade. Alternatively, use the

upgrade auto-sync package command to set a path.

 Configuring Auto-Sync Path for Patch

Every time the system is upgraded, the patch path is recorded automatically for later auto-sync upgrade. Alternatively, use the
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upgrade auto-sync patch command to set a path.

Verification

Run the upgrade auto-sync command to check the configuration.

Commands

 Configuring Auto-Sync Policy

command upgrade auto-sync policy [ compatible | coordinate ]

Parameter

Description

compatible: Performs auto-synchronization based on the sequential order of versions.

coordinate: Synchronizes with the version based on the firmware stored on the supervisor module.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEX mode

Usage Guide It is recommended to set coordinate.

 Configuring Auto-Sync Range

command upgrade auto-sync range [ chassis]

Parameter

Description

chassis: Performs auto-sync on a chassis.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEX mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Auto-Sync Path for Package

command upgrade auto-sync package url

Parameter

Description
url indicates the path of the firmware in the device file system.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEX mode

Usage Guide The path is not set generally.

 Configuring Auto-Sync Path for Patch

command upgrade auto-sync patch url

Parameter

Description
url indicates the path of the firmware in the device file system.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEX mode

Usage Guide The path is not set generally.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Auto-SyncPolicy
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Configuration

Steps

Configure the auto-sync policy.

FS# upgrade auto-sync policy coordinate

Upgrade auto-sync policy is set as coordinate

Verification Check the auto-sync policy.

FS#show upgrade auto-sync

auto-sync policy: coordinate

auto-sync range: vsu

auto-sync package: flash:/eg1000m_main_1.0.0.0f328e91.bin

 Configuring Auto-SyncRange

Configuration

Steps

Configure the auto-sync range.

FS# upgrade auto-sync range vsu

Upgrade auto-sync range is set as vsu.

Verification Check the auto-sync range.

FS#show upgrade auto-sync

auto-sync policy: coordinate

auto-sync range: vsu

auto-sync package: flash:/eg1000m_main_1.0.0.0f328e91.bin

Common Errors

url is not valid.

19.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Deletes a hot patch package already

installed.

patch delete

Displaying

Description Command

Displays all components already installed on the

current device and their information.

show component [ slot { num | M1 | M2 | all } ]

Displays the information about the hot patch

packages already installed on the device.

show patch [ patch _name ]

Displays the upgrade status of various line cards on a

rack-type device.

show upgrade status

Displays the upgrade history. show upgrade history
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20 Configuring PythonShell

20.1 Overview

Python is an object-oriented interpreted computer programming language. It is totally free software and its source code and

interpreternamedCPythoncomplywiththeGNUGeneralPublicLicense(GPL)protocol.ThePythonshellcomponentcanimplement

simple debugging and Python script execution via CLI commands. It mainly provides the following functions:

 In privilegedEXECmode, you can run aPython CLI command to access the Python console to conduct debugging.

 In privileged EXECmode, you canadd a file name to aPython CLI command and run the command to run the script in the flash:
and tmp: directories of the device.

 ThePython commands and scripts can be executed only on files in the flash: and tmp: directories due topermission control.

 Highly risky functions such as popen and system functions cannot be executed in Python scripts due to permission control.

20.2 Applications

Application Scenario

Debugging and Running a Python Script Run thecopy command to copy a localPython script to thedeviceand then run thepython

flash:test.py command to run the Python script on the device.

20.2.1 PythonScriptExecutionApplicationScenario

Scenario

To debug and run a Python script, do as follows:

 Compile a Python script (such as test.py) on the local PCand set up aTrivial FileTransfer Protocol (TFTP) server.

 Run the copy tftp://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/test.py flash: command to copy the script to the device.

 In privilegedEXECmode, run the python flash:test.py command to run the Python script on the device.

Deployment

 The PC can be pinged from the device and theTFTP server is installed on the PC.

20.3 Features

20.3.1 Python ScriptDebugging

Python script debugging is to test or execute a script that is to be uploaded to the device. The debugging can be performed by

accessing the Python console or copying the script to the device.

Working Principle

Open-sourcePython commands are actually executed regardless of which debuggingmethod is used, and all debuggingmethods

areconsistentwiththoseforopen-sourcePythoncommandsonotherplatforms.ThePythonshellcomponentonly redirects the input

and output of open-sourcePython processes to the current STA.
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Run the python file_name aFSs command to debug and run the Python script.

20.3.2 Permission Control

Permission control means that Python CLI commands can be executed only on files in the flash: and tmp: directories, and the

execution of popen, system, and other highly risky functions is prohibited inside scripts.

Working Principle

Permissioncontrolis toconductcontrolatthePythoningress.PermissionsarecontrolledforPythonscriptsexecutedonthedevice,to

control risks brought by Python script execution.

20.4 Monitoring

N/A

Ethernet Switching Configuration

1. Configuring Interface

2. Configuring SingleFiber

3. Configuring MACAddress

4. Configuring AggregatePort

5. ConfiguringVLAN

6. Configuring MACVLAN

7. Configuring SuperVLAN

8. Configuring ProtocolVLAN

9. Configuring PrivateVLAN

10. Configuring MSTP

11. Configuring GVRP

12. Configuring LLDP

13. Configuring QinQ

14. Configuring HASHSimulator

15. Configuring L3-PKT-COUNTERENABLE

16. Configuring Positioning Lamp

17. Configuring Port ModuleType
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21 Configuring Interfaces

21.1 Overview

Interfacesare important in implementingdataswitchingonnetworkdevices.FSdevicessupport twotypesof interfaces:physical

portsand logical interfaces.Aphysicalport isahardwareportonadevice,suchasthe100MEthernet interfaceandgigabitEthernet

interface.A logical interface is not ahardwareport on thedevice. A logical interface, suchas the loopback interfaceand tunnel

interface,canbeassociatedwithaphysicalportor independentofanyphysicalport.Fornetworkprotocols,physicalportsandlogical

interfaces serve the same function.

21.2 Applications

Application Description

L2DataSwitchingThroughthePhysical

Ethernet Interface

Implement Layer-2 (L2) data communication of network devices through the physical L2

Ethernet interface.

L3 Routing Through the Physical

Ethernet Interface

Implement Layer-3 (L3) data communication of network devices through the physical L3

Ethernet interface.

21.2.1 L2Data Switching Through thePhysical Ethernet Interface

Scenario

Figure 1- 1

As shown in Figure 1- 1, Switch A, Switch B, and Switch C form a simple L2 data switching network.

Deployment

 Connect Switch A to Switch B through physical ports GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 2/0/1.
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 Connect Switch B to SwitchC through physical ports GigabitEthernet 2/0/2 and GigabitEthernet 3/0/1.

 ConfigureGigabitEthernet 1/0/1, GigabitEthernet 2/0/1, GigabitEthernet 2/0/2, andGigabitEthernet3/0/1 asTrunkports.

 Create a switch virtual interface (SVI), SVI 1, on Switch A and Switch C respectively, and configure IP addresses from a network

segmentfor thetwoSVIs.TheIPaddressofSVI1onSwitchAis192.168.1.1/24,andtheIPaddressofSVI1onSwitchCis

192.168.1.2/24.

 Run theping192.168.1.2commandonSwitchAand theping192.168.1.1commandonSwitchCto implementdata
switching through SwitchB.

21.2.2 L3Routing Through thePhysical Ethernet Interface

Scenario

Figure 1- 2

As shown in Figure 1- 2, Switch A, Switch B, and Switch C form a simple L3 data communication network.

Deployment

 ConnectSwitchAtoSwitchBthroughphysicalportsGigabitEthernet1/0/1andGigabitEthernet2/0/1.

 Connect Switch B to Switch C through physical ports GigabitEthernet 2/0/2 and GigabitEthernet 3/0/1.

 ConfigureGigabitEthernet 1/0/1, GigabitEthernet 2/0/1, GigabitEthernet 2/0/2, andGigabitEthernet3/0/1 as L3 routed ports.

 Configure IP addresses from a network segment for GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 2/0/1. The IP address of

GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is 192.168.1.1/24, and the IPaddressofGigabitEthernet 2/0/1 is192.168.1.2/24.

 Configure IP addresses from a network segment for GigabitEthernet 2/0/2 and GigabitEthernet 3/0/1. The IP address of

GigabitEthernet 2/0/2 is 192.168.2.1/24, and the IPaddressofGigabitEthernet 3/0/1 is192.168.2.2/24.

 Configure a static route entry on Switch C so that Switch C can directly access the network segment 192.168.1.0/24. Configure a

static route entry onSwitchAso that SwitchC candirectly access the network segment 192.168.1.0/24.

 Run theping192.168.2.2commandonSwitchAand theping192.168.1.1commandonSwitchC toimplementL3 routing
through SwitchB.

21.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Interface Classification

6. Interfaces on FS devices fall into three categories:

 L2 interface (Switches or gateway bridge)

 L3 interface (supported by L3 devices)

7. Common L2 interfaces are classified into the following types:
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 Switch port

 L2 aggregate port (AP)

8. Common L3 interfaces are classified into the following types:

 Routed port

 L3 APport

 SVI

 Loopback interface

 Tunnel interface

 Switch Port

Aswitchport isan individual physicalport on thedevice, and implementsonly theL2switching function.Theswitchport isused to

manage physical ports and L2 protocols related to physical ports.

 L2 APPort

AnAPport is formedbyaggregatingmultiplephysicalports.Multiplephysical linkscanbebound together to formasimple logical

link. This logical link is called an AP port.

For L2switching, anAPport is equivalent toaswitchport that combines bandwidths ofmultipleports, thus expanding the link

bandwidth.FramessentovertheL2APportarebalancedamongtheL2APmemberports.Ifonemember linkfails, theL2APport

automatically transfers the traffic on the faulty link to othermember links, improving reliability of connections.

 SVI

TheSVIcanbeusedas themanagement interfaceof thelocaldevice, throughwhichtheadministratorcanmanagethedevice.You

canalsocreateanSVIasagateway interface,which ismappedto thevirtual interfaceofeachVLAN to implement routingacross

VLANsamongL3devices.YoucanruntheinterfacevlancommandtocreateanSVIandassignanIPaddresstothisinterfacetosetup

a route between VLANs.

AsshowninFigure1-3,hosts inVLAN20candirectlycommunicatewitheachotherwithoutparticipationofL3devices. IfHostAin

VLAN20wants tocommunicatewithHostB inVLAN30, SVI1 ofVLAN20andSVI 2 ofVLAN30must beused.

Figure 1- 3

 Routed Port

AphysicalportonaL3devicecanbeconfiguredasaroutedport,which functionsas thegatewayinterfaceforL3switching.Arouted

port isnot relatedwithaspecificVLAN. Instead, it is justanaccessport.The routedport cannotbeusedforL2switching.Youcanrun
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thenoswitchport command tochangeaswitchport toa routedport andassignan IPaddress to thisport tosetupa route.Note that

youmust delete all L2 features of a switch port before running the no switchport command.

If a port is a L2APmember port or aDOT1X port that is not authenticated, you cannot run the switchport or noswitchport
command to configure the switch port or routed port.

 L3 APPort

LiketheL2APport, aL3APport isa logicalport thataggregatesmultiplephysicalmemberports.Theaggregatedportsmustbe the

L3portsof thesametype.TheAPport functionsasagatewayinterfaceforL3switching.Multiplephysical linksarecombined intoone

logical link,expanding thebandwidthofa link.Framessentover theL3APportarebalancedamong theL3APmemberports. Ifone

member link fails, the L3APport automatically transfers the traffic on the faulty link toothermember links, improving reliability of

connections.

AL3APport cannotbeusedforL2switching.Youcan run thenoswitchportcommand tochangeaL2APport thatdoesnot contain

anymemberport intoaL3APport, addmultiple routedports to thisL3APport, and thenassignan IPaddress to thisL3APport toset

up a route.

 Loopback Interface

TheloopbackinterfaceisalocalL3logicalinterfacesimulatedbythesoftwarethatisalwaysUP.Packetssenttotheloopbackinterface

areprocessedonthedevice locally, including the route information.The IPaddressof the loopback interfacecanbeusedas the

device ID of the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing protocol, or as the source address used by Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to

setupaTCPconnection.Theprocedure forconfiguringa loopback interface issimilar tothat forconfiguringanEthernet interface,

and you can treat the loopback interface as a virtual Ethernet interface.

 Tunnel Interface

TheTunnel interfaceimplementsthetunnel function.Over theTunnel interface, transmissionprotocols(e.g., IP)canbeusedto

transmitpacketsofanyprotocol.Likeother logical interfaces,thetunnelinterfaceisalsoavirtual interfaceof thesystem. Insteadof

specifyinganytransmissionprotocolor loadprotocol, thetunnel interfaceprovidesastandardpoint-to-point(P2P) transmission

mode. Therefore, a tunnel interfacemust be configured for every individual link.

Overview

Feature Description

Interface Configuration

Commands

You can configure interface-related attributes in interface configuration mode. If you enter

interface configuration mode of a non-existing logical interface, the interface will be created.

Interface Description and

Administrative Status

Youcanconfigureaname foran interface to identify the interfaceandhelpyou remember the

functions of the interface.

You can also configure the administrative status of the interface.

MTU You can configure the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of a port to limit the length of a frame

that can be received or sent over this port.

Bandwidth You can configure the bandwidth of an interface.

Load Interval You can specify the interval for load calculation of an interface.

Carrier Delay Youcanconfigure thecarrier delay of an interface toadjust thedelay afterwhich the statusof an

interface changes from Down to Up or from Up to Down.

Link Trap Policy You can enable or disable the link trap function on an interface.

Interface Index Persistence You can enable the interface index persistence function so that the interface index remains

unchanged after the device is restarted.
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Feature Description

Routed Port Youcanconfigureaphysicalport onaL3deviceasa routedport,which functionsas thegateway

interface for L3 switching.

L3 AP Port You can configure an AP port on a L3 device as a L3 AP port, which functions as the gateway

interface for L3 switching.

Interface Speed, Duplex Mode,

FlowControlMode,andAuto

NegotiationMode

Youcanconfigure thespeed,duplexmode, flowcontrolmode,andautonegotiationmodeofan

interface.

Automatic Module Detection If the interfacespeed issettoauto, theinterfacespeedcanbeautomaticallyadjustedbasedonthe

type of the inserted module.

Protected Port Youcanconfiguresomeportsasprotectedportstodisablecommunicationbetweentheseports.

Youcan also disable routing between protected ports.

Port Errdisable Recovery Afteraport is shut downdue toaviolation, youcanrun theerrdisablerecoverycommand in

globalconfigurationmode torecoverall theports inerrdisablestateandenable theseports.

Port Flapping Protection Youcanconfigure theport flappingprotection functionso that thesystemcanautomaticallyshut

down the port when flapping occurs on the port.

21.3.1 Interface ConfigurationCommands

Runthe interfacecommand inglobalconfigurationmodetoenter interfaceconfigurationmode.Youcanconfigureinterface-related

attributes in interface configuration mode.

Working Principle

Run the interface command in global configurationmode toenter interfaceconfigurationmode. If youenter interfaceconfiguration

modeofanon-existinglogical interface, theinterfacewillbecreated.Youcanalsorunthe interfacerangeor interfacerangemacro

command inglobalconfigurationmodetoconfigure therange (IDs)of interfaces. Interfacesdefined in thesamerangemustbeof the

same type and have the same features.

You can run the no interface command in global configuration mode to delete a specified logical interface.

 Interface Numbering Rules

Instand-alonemode, the IDofaphysicalport consistsof twoparts: slot IDandport IDon theslot.Forexample, if the slot IDof the

port is 2, and port ID on the slot is 3, the interface ID is 2/3.

Theslotnumber rulesareas follows:Thestaticslot IDis0,whereas theIDofadynamicslot (pluggablemoduleor linecard) ranges

from1 tothenumberofslots.Assumethatyouare facing thedevicepanel.Dynamicslotarenumberedfrom1sequentially fromfront

to rear, from left to right, and from top to bottom.

The IDof a port on the slot ranges from1 to thenumber of ports on the slot, and is numbered sequentially from left to right.

The ID of an AP port ranges from 1 to the number of AP ports supported by the device.

The ID of an SVI is the VID of the VLAN corresponding to this SVI.

 Configuring InterfacesWithin a Range
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Youcanrun the interfacerangecommand inglobal configurationmode toconfiguremultiple interfacesat a time.Attributes

configured in interface configuration mode apply to all these interfaces.

The interface range command can be used to specify several interface ranges.

Themacro parameter is used to configure the macro corresponding to a range. For details, see "Configuring Macros of Interface

Ranges."

Ranges can be separated by commas (,).

The types of interfaces within all ranges specified in a command must be the same.

Payattention to the formatof the rangeparameterwhenyou run the interfacerangecommand.

The following interface range formats are valid:

 FastEthernet device/slot/{first port} - {last port};

 GigabitEthernet device/slot/{first port} - {last port};

 TenGigabitEthernet device/slot/{first port} - {last port};

 FortyGigabitEthernet device/slot/{first port} - {last port};

 AggregatePortAggregate-port ID (TheAP ID ranges from1 to themaximumnumber of AP ports supported by the device.)

 vlan vlan-ID-vlan-ID (TheVLAN ID ranges from 1 to 4,094.)

 Loopback loopback-ID (The loopback ID ranges from 1 to 2,147,483,647.)

 Tunnel tunnel-ID(The tunnel IDrangesfrom0tothemaximumnumberof tunnel interfacessupportedby thedeviceminus1.)

Interfaces in an interface rangemust be of the same type, namely, FastEthernet orGigabitEthernet.

 ConfiguringMacros of Interface Ranges

Youcandefinesomemacrostoreplacetheinterfaceranges.Beforeusingthemacroparameterintheinterfacerangecommand,you

must first run the define interface-range command in global configurationmode to define thesemacros.

Run the no define interface-range macro_name command in global configuration mode to delete the configured macros.

21.3.2 Interface Description and Administrative Status

Youcanconfigureaname foran interface to identify the interfaceandhelpyou remember the functionsof the interface.

Youcan enter interface configuration mode to enable or disable an interface.

Working Principle

 Interface Description

Youcanconfigurethenameofan interfacebasedonthepurposeof theinterface.Forexample, ifyouwant toassignGigabitEthernet

1/1 for exclusive use by user A, you can describe the interface as "Port for User A."

 Interface AdministrativeStatus

Youcanconfigure theadministrativestatusofan interfacetodisable the interfaceasrequired. If the interfaceisdisabled,no frame

willbereceivedorsenton this interface,andthe interfacewill lossall its functions.Youcanenableadisabledinterfacebyconfiguring

theadministrativestatusof theinterface.Twotypesof interfaceadministrativestatusaredefined:UpandDown.Theadministrative

status of an interface is Downwhen the interface is disabled, and Upwhen the interface is enabled.
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21.3.3 MTU

Youcanconfigure theMTUof aport to limit the lengthof a frame that canbe receivedor sent over thisport.Some chipsdonot

support interface-basedMTUconfiguration, but support only the global Ethernet interface-basedMTU.

Working Principle

WhenalaFSeamountofdataisexchangedoveraport,framesgreaterthanthestandardEthernetframemayexist.Thistypeofframe

iscalled jumbo frame.TheMTU is the lengthof thevaliddatasegment ina frame. It doesnot include theEthernet encapsulation

overhead.

Ifaport receivesorsendsaframewitha lengthgreater than theMTU, this framewillbediscarded.

The MTU ranges from 64 bytes to 9,216 bytes, at a step of four bytes. The default MTU is 1500 bytes.

Themtu command takes effect only on a physical or AP port.

21.3.4 Bandwidth

Working Principle

Thebandwidthcommandcanbeconfiguredsothatsomeroutingprotocols(forexample,OSPF)cancalculatetheroutemetricand

the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) can calculate the reserved bandwidth. Modifying the interface bandwidth will not affect the

data transmission rate of the physical port.

The bandwidth command is a routing parameter, and does not affect the bandwidth of a physical link.

21.3.5 LoadInterval

WorkingPrinciple

You can run the load-interval command to specify the interval for load calculation of an interface. Generally, the interval is 10s.

21.3.6 Carrier Delay

WorkingPrinciple

Thecarrierdelayrefers tothedelayafterwhichthedatacarrierdetect (DCD)signalchangesfromDowntoUpor fromUptoDown. If

theDCDstatuschangesduring thedelay, thesystemwill ignore thischange toavoidnegotiationat theupperdata link layer.If this

parameter isset toagreatvalue,nearlyeveryDCDchange isnotdetected.Onthecontrary, if theparameter isset to0,everyDCD

signal change will be detected, resulting in poor stability.

If theDCDcarrier isinterruptedforalongtime,thecarrierdelayshouldbeset toasmallervaluetoaccelerateconveFSenceof
thetopologyor route.On thecontrary, if theDCDcarrier interruption time isshorter than the topologyor routeconveFSence

time, the carrier delay should be set to a greater value to avoid topology or route flapping.

21.3.7 Link TrapPolicy

You can enable or disable the link trap function on an interface.

Working Principle

Whenthelinktrapfunctiononaninterfaceisenabled, theSimpleNetworkManagementProtocol(SNMP)sendslinktrapswhenthe

link status changes on the interface.
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21.3.8 Interface IndexPersistence

Like the interface name, the interface index also identifies an interface.When an interface is created, the system automatically assigns

aunique index tothe interface.The indexofan interfacemaychangeafter thedevice isrestarted.Youcanenable theinterface index

persistence function so that the interface index remains unchanged after the device is restarted.

Working Principle

After interface index persistence is enabled, the interface index remains unchanged after the device is restarted.

21.3.9 Routed Port

Working Principle

Aphysical port onaL3devicecanbeconfiguredasa routedport,which functionsas thegateway interface forL3switching.The

routedport cannotbe used forL2switching.Youcan run thenoswitchportcommand tochangeaswitchport toa routedport and

assignan IPaddress to thisport toset up a route.Note that youmustdeleteall L2 featuresof a switchport before running theno

switchport command.

21.3.10 L3 APPort

Working Principle

LikeaL3 routedport, youcan run thenoswitchportcommand tochangeaL2APport intoaL3APport onaL3device,and then

assignan IPaddress to thisAPport tosetuparoute.Note thatyoumustdeleteall L2 featuresof theAPport before running theno

switchport command.

AL2APportwithoneormorememberportscannotbeconfiguredasaL3APport.Similarly,aL3APportwithoneormore
member ports cannot be changed to a L2 AP port.

21.3.11 Interface Speed, Duplex Mode, FlowControlMode, and AutoNegotiationMode

Youcanconfigure the interfacespeed,duplexmode, flowcontrolmode,andautonegotiationmodeofanEthernetphysicalportor

AP port.

Working Principle

 Speed

Generally, thespeedofanEthernetphysicalport isdeterminedthroughnegotiationwiththepeerdevice.Thenegotiatedspeedcan

beanyspeedwithintheinterfacecapability.YoucanalsoconfigureanyspeedwithintheinterfacecapabilityfortheEthernetphysical

port.

Whenyouconfigure thespeedofanAPport, theconfiguration takeseffectonallof itsmemberports. (All thesememberportsare

Ethernet physicalports.)

 Duplex Mode

 The duplexmode of an Ethernet physical port or AP port can be configured as follows:

 Set the duplexmode of the interface to full-duplex so that the interface can receive packets while sending packets.

 Set the duplexmode of the interface to half-duplex so that the interface can receive or send packets at a time.
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 Set theduplexmodeof the interface toauto-negotiation so that the duplexmode of the interface isdetermined throughauto
negotiation between the local interface and peer interface.

 Whenyouconfigure theduplexmodeofanAPport, theconfiguration takeseffectonall of itsmemberports. (All thesemember
ports are Ethernet physical ports.)

 FlowControl

Two flow control modes are defined for an interface:

 Symmetricflowcontrolmode:Generally,afterflowcontrol isenabledonaninterface,theinterfaceprocessesthereceivedflow
controlframes,andsendstheflowcontrolframeswhencongestionoccursontheinterface.Thereceivedandsentflowcontrol

frames are processed in the same way. This is called symmetric flow control mode.

 Asymmetricflowcontrolmode:Insomecases,aninterfaceonadeviceisexpectedtoprocessthereceivedflowcontrolframes
toensure that no packet isdiscardeddue tocongestion, and not to send the flowcontrol frames toavoiddecreasing the

networkspeed. Inthiscase,youneedtoconfigureasymmetricflowcontrolmodetoseparatetheprocedure forreceiving flow

control frames from the procedure for sending flow control frames.

 Whenyouconfigure the flowcontrolmodeofanAPport, theconfiguration takeseffectonall of itsmemberports. (All these
member ports are Ethernet physical ports.)

Asshown inFigure1-4,PortAof thedevice isanuplinkport, andPortsB,CandDaredownlinkports.Assume thatPortA isenabled

withthefunctionsofsendingandreceivingflowcontrol frames.PortBandPortCareconnected todifferentslownetworks. Ifa laFSe

amountofdata issentonPortBandPortC,PortBandPortCwillbecongested,andconsequentlycongestionoccurs inthe inbound

directionofPortA.Therefore,PortAsendsflowcontrolframes.Whentheuplinkdevicerespondstotheflowcontrolframes,it reduces

thedata flow sent toPort A,which indirectly slowsdown the network speedonPort D.At this time,you candisable the function of

sending flow control frames on Port A to ensure the bandwidth usage of the entire network.

Figure 1- 4

 Auto NegotiationMode

 The auto negotiation mode of an interface can be On or Off. The auto negotiation state of an interface is not completely
equivalent to theautonegotiationmode.Theautonegotiationstateof an interface is jointlydeterminedby the interfacespeed,

duplex mode, flow control mode, and auto negotiation mode.

 Whenyouconfigure theautonegotiationmodeofanAPport, the configuration takeseffectonall of itsmemberports. (All
thesemember ports are Ethernet physical ports.)

Generally, if oneof the interfacespeed,duplexmode,and flowcontrolmode isset toauto,or the autonegotiationmodeofan
interface isOn, theautonegotiationstateof the interface isOn, that is, theautonegotiation functionof the interface isenabled.
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If noneof the interfacespeed, duplexmode,and flowcontrolmode isset toauto, and theautonegotiationmodeof an

interface isOff, theautonegotiationstateof the interface isOff, that is, theauto negotiation functionof the interface is

disabled.

Fora100Mfiberport, theautonegotiation function isalwaysdisabled, that is, theautonegotiationstateofa100M fiberport is
alwaysOff.ForaGigabit copperport, theautonegotiation function isalwaysenabled, that is, theautonegotiationstateof a

Gigabit copper port is always On.

21.3.12 Automatic Module Detection

If the interface speed is set to auto, the interface speed can be automatically adjusted based on the type of the inserted module.

Working Principle

Currently,theautomaticmoduledetectionfunctioncanbeusedtodetectonlytheSFPandSFP+modules.TheSFPisaGigabit

module,whereasSFP+isa10Gigabitmodule.If theinsertedmoduleisSFP,theinterfaceworksinGigabitmode.Iftheinserted

module is SFP+, the interface works in 10 Gigabit mode.

The automatic module detection function takes effect only when the interface speed is set to auto.

21.3.13 Protected Port

Insomeapplicationenvironments,it isrequiredthatcommunicationbedisabledbetweensomeports.Forthispurpose,youcan

configure someports as protected ports.Youcan also disable routing between protected ports.

Working Principle

 Protected Port

Afterportsareconfiguredasprotectedports,protectedportscannot communicatewitheachother,butcancommunicatewith

non-protected ports.

Protectedportswork ineither of the twomodes. In the firstmode,L2switching isblockedbut routing isallowedbetweenprotected

ports. In thesecondmode,both L2switchingand routingareblockedbetweenprotectedports. If a protectedport supports both

modes, the first mode is used by default.

When twoprotectedportareconfiguredasapairofmirroringports, framessentor receivedby thesourceport canbemirrored to the

destination port.

Currently,onlyanEthernetphysicalportorAPportcanbeconfiguredasaprotectedport.WhenanAPport isconfiguredasa

protected port, all of its member ports are configured as protected ports.

 Blocking L3 Routing Between Protected Ports

Bydefault,L3routingbetweenprotectedports isnotblocked. Inthiscase,youcanruntheprotected-portsroute-denycommandto

block routing between protected ports.

21.3.14 Port ErrdisableRecovery

Someprotocolssupport theporterrdisable recovery functiontoensuresecurityandstabilityof thenetwork.Forexample, in theport

securityprotocol,when youenable port securityand configure themaximumnumber of security addresseson theport, a port

violationevent isgenerated if thenumberofaddresseslearnedonthisportexceedsthemaximumnumberofsecurityaddresses.
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Other protocols, such as the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), DOT1X and REUP,support the similar functions, and a violating port will be

automatically shut down to ensure security.

Working Principle

Afteraport isshut downdue toaviolation, youcan run theerrdisable recoverycommand inglobalconfigurationmode torecovery

all theports inerrdisablestateandenabletheseports.Youcanmanuallyrecoveraport,orautomaticallyrecoveraportatascheduled

time.Onsomemodels,youcanrun theshutdownornoshutdowncommandtorecoverall theports inerrdisablestateandenable

these ports.

21.3.15 SplitandCombinationofthe100GPort

WorkingPrinciple

Forexample, the100GEthernetport isahigh-bandwidthport. It ismainlyusedondevicesat theconveFSencelayerorcorelayerto

increase the port bandwidth. Port splitmeans that a high-bandwidth port is split intomultiple low-bandwidth ports. At this time, the

100Gport becomesunavailable,and the low-bandwidthports forwarddata independently.Port combinationmeans thatmultiple

low-bandwidthports arecombined intoa100Gport.At this time, the low-bandwidthportsbecomeunavailable,andonly the100G

port forwards data.You can flexibly adjust the bandwidth by combining or splitting ports.

21.3.16 SVI or Sub-Interface Sampling

Bydefault,theSVIorsub-interfacedoesnotsupportpacketstatistics.Information,suchasthenumberofpacketsreceivedorsenton

theSVIorsub-interfaceandthepacketsending/receivingrate,cannotbedisplayed.YoucanenableSVIorsub-interfacesamplingto

display thesestatistics.

21.3.17 EnablingStatistics of IP Packets on Interfaces

By default, statistics of IP packets is disabled on physical ports, APs, and sub-interfaces. But by running the show interface

interface-type interface-number command, you can enable statistics of IP packets and to display numbers and rates of input and

output IPpackets.

This feature is not supported on all models.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Statistics of IP Packets on Interfaces

By default, statistics of IP packets are disabled.

In interface configuration mode, use the ip-sample enable command to enable statistics of IP packets on interfaces.

In interface configuration mode, use the ip-sample enable brief command to enable statistics of IP packets on interfaces. The brief

parameter indicates that the IP packets including unicast and multicast are counted.

21.3.18 Port FlappingProtection

Whenflappingoccursonaport,a lotofhardwareinterruptionsoccur,consumingalotofCPUresources.Ontheotherhand, frequent

port flapping damages the port. Youcan configure the flapping protection function to protect ports.

Working Principle
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Bydefault, theport flappingprotection functionisenabled.Youcandisable this functionasrequired.Whenflappingoccursonaport,

theport detects flappingevery2sor10s. If flappingoccurssix timeswithin2sonaport, thedevicedisplaysaprompt. If 10prompts

aredisplayedcontinuously, that is,port flapping isdetectedcontinuouslywithin20s, theport isshutdown(theviolationcauseshows

LinkDither). If flapping occurs 10 timeswithin 10s on aport, the device displays a prompt without shutting down the port.

21.3.19 Syslog

You can enable or disable the syslog function to determine whether to display information about the interface changes or exceptions.

Working Principle

Youcanenableordisablethesyslogfunctionasrequired.Bydefault,thisfunctionisenabled.Whenaninterfacebecomesabnormal,

forexample,theinterfacestatuschanges,ortheinterfacereceiveserrorframes,orflappingoccurs,thesystemdisplayspromptsto

notify users.

21.3.20 Global MTU

Users can set the global MTU to control the maximum length of frames that can be sent and received over all ports.

Working Principle

WhenlaFSe-throughputdataexchange isperformedoveraport, frameswhose length is longer than thatofastandardEthernet

framemayexist,andtheseframesarecalledjumboframes.TheMTUindicatesthelengthofvaliddatafieldsinaframe,excludingthe

Ethernet encapsulationoverhead.

If the lengthofa framereceivedor forwardedbyaportexceedstheMTUvalue, theframewillbediscarded.

TheMTUvaluerangesfrom64to9216bytes.Thegranularityisfourbytes.Thedefaultvalueis1500bytes.

The IPMTUautomatically changes to the value of the linkMTUof an interfacewhen the globally set linkMTUchanges.

TheMTUofaninterfacetakesprecedenceovertheglobalMTU.AftertheglobalMTUisconfigured, theMTUofaninterface
cannot be set to the default value.

21.3.21 InterfaceMACAddress

WorkingPrinciple

By default, each Ethernet interface has a globally unique MAC address. The MAC addresses of Ethernet interfaces can bemodified if

required. However, MACaddresses in the same LANmust be unique.

To configure the MAC address of an Ethernet interface, run themac-address command in interface configuration mode:

Configuration of MAC addresses may affect internal communication in a LAN. Therefore, it is recommended that users do not
configureMACaddresses by themselves if unnecessary.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringMACAddresses for Interfaces

By default, each interface has a globally unique MAC address.

You can run the mac-address mac-address command in interface configuration mode to modify the MAC address of an interface.
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21.3.22 VLANEncapsulationFlagonInterfaces

WorkingPrinciple

Virtual localareanetwork(VLAN)isa logicalnetworkdividedonaphysicalnetworkandcorrespondstothelayer-2networkintheISO

model. In 1999, IEEE released the 802.1Q protocol draft for standardizing theVLAN implementation solution.

TheVLANtechnologyenablesthenetworkadministratortodivideaphysicalLANintomultiplebroadcastdomains(orVLANs).Each

VLANcontainsagroupofworkstationswiththesamerequirementsandeachVLANhasthesameattributesasthephysicalLAN.As

VLANsare logicallydivided,workstations inthesameVLANdonotneed tobeplaced in thesamephysical space, that is, these

workstationsmaybelongtodifferentphysicalLANnetworksegments.Multicastandunicast traffic inaVLANwillnotbe forwardedto

otherVLANs.Thishelpscontroltraffic,reducedeviceinvestment,simplifynetworkmanagement,andimprovethenetworksecurity.

VLANisaprotocolusedtosolveEthernetbroadcastandsecurityproblems.Duringpackettransmission,aVLANheaderisaddedto

Ethernet frames. In addition, VLAN IDs are used to classify users to different work groups to restrict layer-2 exchange between users in

differentworkgroups.EachworkgroupisaVLAN.VLANscanbeusedtorestrictthebroadcastscopeandformvirtualworkgroupsto

manage networksdynamically.

ToensurecommunicationwithhostsinaVLAN,userscanconfigurethe802.1Q(VLANprotocol)VLANencapsulationflagonthe

Ethernet interface or sub-interface. In this case, when packets are sent over the Ethernet interface, the corresponding VLAN header

will be encapsulated.Whenpackets are received, theVLAN header will be deleted from the packet.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theVLAN Encapsulation Flag for Interfaces

By default, the 802.1Q encapsulation protocol is disabled for interfaces.

You can run the encapsulation dot1Q VlanID command in interface mode for 802.1Q encapsulation for an interface. VlanID

indicates the encapsulated VLAN ID.

21.3.23 InterfaceFECMode

WorkingPrinciple

ForwardErrorCorrection(FEC)isanerrorcodecorrectionmethodemployingthefollowingworkingprinciple:Thesenderaddsa

redundancyerror-correctingcode to thedata for sending.The receiver performserror detectionon the databasedon the

error-correcting code. If an error is found, the receiver corrects the error. FEC improves signal quality but also causes signal delay.

Users can enable or disable this function according to the actual situation.

There are three types of FECmodes: BASE-Rmode, RSmode and Automode. Different types of ports support different FECmodes,

which depends on the specific product.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Interface FECMode

Bydefault,FECmode is relatedwiththeport typeanddependsontheproductmodel.Andwhether theFECmode isenabledor

disabled on a port is determined by the inserted optical module and rate.

Run the fec mode {rs | base-r | none | auto} command in interface mode to configure the FEC mode on an interface.
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21.3.24 StatisticsSamplingCycleonEthernetPorts

WorkingPrinciple

ThedefaultstatisticssamplingcycleofEthernetportsis5seconds,whichmeansthattheinterfacestatisticsareupdatedevery5

seconds. In scenarios with high requirements for real-time statistics, you can prolong the sampling cycle.

A shorter sampling cycle indicates higher system performance consumption. Therefore, the sampling cycle must be adjusted as
required. If the number of physical port exceeds 500, it is recommended to set the sampling cycle toover 10s.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringStatistics Sampling Cycle on Ethernet Ports

The default statistics sampling cycle of Ethernet ports is 5 seconds.

Runtheethernet-portcountersample-period[seconds]commandinglobalconfigurationmodetoadjust thesamplingcycleon

Ethernet ports.

21.3.25 StatisticsSamplingCycleonEthernetSub-Ports

Working Principle

Thedefault statisticssamplingcycleofEthernetsub-ports is5seconds,whichmeans that the interfacestatisticsareupdatedevery5

seconds. In scenarios with high requirements for real-time statistics, you can prolong the sampling cycle.

Ashortersamplingcycleindicateshighersystemperformanceconsumption.Therefore,thesamplingcyclemustbeadjustedas
required.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringStatisticsSamplingCycleonEthernetSub-Ports

The default statistics sampling cycle of Ethernet sub-ports is 5 seconds.

Runtheethernet-subportcounter route-sample-period [seconds ] command inglobalconfigurationmode toadjust thesampling

cycle on Ethernet sub-ports.

21.3.26 Enhanced Name Display for Interfaces in the Standard MIB Node

Working Principle

Bydefault, the interfacename in thestandardMIBnodeandsyslogof port statusandLACPstatus contain thespace,and the ifName

node shows the short name of the interface.After enhancednamedisplay is enabled, no space is contained, and the full name of the

interface is shown. The involved standardMIBmodes include but are not limited to ifDescr and ifName nodes.

Related Configuration

 EnablingEnhancedNameDisplay for Interfaces in theStandardMIBNode

By default, the interface name in the standard MIB node contains the space, and the ifName node shows the short name of the

interface.

Run the snmp-server if-name enhance global configuration command to enhance name display for interfaces.
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21.3.27 Including the Interframe Gap in the Flow Statistics

Working Principle

By default, the interframe gap is not counted in the flow statistics.Youcan enable including of interframe gap in the flow statistics, if

youwant to view the flowstatisticsat the physical layer,which contains thenumber of bytes of packets and the interframe gap.

After this feature is enabled, the size of the interframe gap is fixed, which is 20 bytes. (The interframe gap is 12-byte and the
preamble is8-byte.)

Related Configuration

 Including the InterframeGap in the FlowStatistics

By default, the interframe gap is not counted in the flow statistics.

Run the flow-statistics include-interframe enable global configuration command to include the interframe gap in the flow

statistics.

21.4 Limitations

 Optical ports do not support the speed of 100 Mbps.

 10Goptical port:Whena10Goptical transceiver is inserted intoa10Goptical port, theauto-negotiationmode isdisabled.

Whena1000Moptical transceiver is inserted intoa10Goptical port, theauto-negotiationmode isenabledby default.

 40G optical port: When an optical transceiver is inserted into a 40G optical port, the auto-negotiation mode is disabled.
Whena copper cable is connected to a 40G optical port, the auto-negotiationmode is enabled.

 TheMTU is converted into a packet length for calculation in chips.The converted packet length used for calculation is 26
bytes (including a 14-byte Ethernet header, a 4-byte FCS, and two tags) greater than the configuredMTU.

 Whenmodeswitchingisconfiguredon25GportsoftheN5860/N8560/NC8200(portspeed-mode10G/25G), themodesof
four consecutive ports of the configured port are changed at the same time, and no speed can be configured for the 25G

ports.

 Ensurethat theIPMTU,IPv6MTU,andlinkMTUoflayer-3interfacesaresetproperlyandtheIP/IPv6MTUisnotgreaterthan
the interfaceMTU. Layer-3 interfaces include routing ports, layer-3 APs, and SVIs.

21.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command
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Configuration Description and Command

Performing Basic

Configurations

(Optional)Itisusedtomanageinterfaceconfigurations,forexample,creating/deletingan
interface, or configuring the interface description.

interface
Creates an interface and enters configuration mode of the

created interface or a specified interface.

interface range
Enters an interface range, creates these interfaces (if not

created), and enters interface configuration mode.

define interface-range Creates a macro to specify an interface range.

snmp-server if-index persist
Enables the interface index persistence function so that the

interfaceindexremainsunchangedafter thedeviceisrestarted.

description
Configures the interface description of up to 80 characters in

interface configuration mode.

snmp trap link-status Configures whether to send the link traps of the interface.

shutdown Shuts down an interface in interface configuration mode.

split interface Splits a 40G port in global configuration mode.

split compatible mode
Configures thecompatiblenamingmode for splitmember ports

in global configuration mode.

physical-port dither protect
Configures interface flapping protection in global configuration

mode.

physical-port dither period Configures port oscillation detection.

logging [link-updown |

error-frame | link-dither |

res-lack-frame]

Enablesloggingofstatusinformationonan interfaceinglobal

configuration mode.

Configuring Interface

Attributes

(Optional) It is used to configure interface attributes.

bandwidth
Configures the bandwidth of an interface in interface

configuration mode.

carrier-delay
Configures the carrier delay of an interface in interface

configuration mode.

load-interval Configures the interval for load calculation of an interface.

duplex Configures the duplex mode of an interface.

flowcontrol Enables or disables flow control of an interface.

mtu Configures the MTU of an interface.

ethernet-port mtu Configures the MTU of Ethernet interfaces globally.

negotiation mode Configures the auto negotiation mode of an interface.

speed Configures the speed of an interface.

port speed-mode Configures the speed mode for a 25G port.

switchport

Configures an interface as a L2 interface in interface

configurationmode.(Runthenoswitchportcommandto

configure an interface as a L3 interface.)

switchport protected Configures a port as a protected port.

protected-ports route-deny
Blocks L3 routing between protected ports in global

configuration mode.

errdisable recovery [cause Recoversaport inerrdisablestate inglobal configurationmode
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Configuration Description and Command

link-state] or privileged EXEC mode.

route-sample enable
Enables thesampling functionofaSVI/subinterfacein interface

configuration mode.

mtu forwarding Sets the global MTU and IP MTU.

mac-address Sets the MAC address of an interface.

encapsulation dot1Q Sets the VLAN tag for an interface.

fec mode Configures the FEC mode for an interface.

ethernet-port counter

sample-period
Configures the statistics sampling period for an Ethernet port.

ethernet-subport

counter route-sample-period

Configures statistics sampling cycle on Ethernet sub-ports.

snmp-server if-name enhance Configuresenhancednamedisplay for interfaces inthestandard

MIB node and syslog of port status and LACP status.

flow-statistics

include-interframe enable

Includes the interframe gap in the flow statistics.

21.5.1 Performing Basic Configurations

Configuration Effect

 Createaspecified logical interfaceandenterconfigurationmodeofthis interface,orenterconfigurationmodeofanexisting
physical or logical interface.

 Createmultiplespecified logical interfacesandenter interfaceconfigurationmode,orenterconfigurationmodeofmultiple
existing physical or logical interfaces.

 The interface indexes remain unchanged after the device is restarted.

 Configure the interface description so that users can directly learn information about the interface.

 Enable or disable the link trap function of an interface.

 Enable or disable an interface.

 Split a 100G port or combine four 25G ports into a 100G port.

Notes

 Theno formof thecommandcanbeusedtodeleteaspecified logical interfaceor logical interfacesinaspecifiedrange,but
cannot be used to delete a physical port or physical ports in a specified range.

 Thedefault formof thecommandcanbeusedin interfaceconfigurationmodetorestoredefaultsettingsofaspecifiedphysical
or logical interface, or interfaces in a specified range.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aSpecified Interface

 Optional.

 Run this command to create a logical interface or enter configurationmode of a physical port or an existing logical interface.

Command interface interface-type interface-number
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Parameter

Description

interface-typeinterface-number: Indicates thetypeandnumberof the interface.The interfacecanbeanEthernet

physical port, AP port, SVI, or loopback interface.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide  Ifa logical interfaceisnot createdyet, run thiscommand tocreate thisinterfaceandenterconfigurationmode

of this interface.

 Foraphysicalport oranexisting logical interface, run thiscommand toenter configurationmodeof this

interface.

 Use the no form of the command to delete a specified logical interface.

 Usethedefault formof thecommand torestoredefault settingsof the interfacein interfaceconfiguration

mode.

 Configuring InterfacesWithin a Range

 Optional.

 Run thiscommand tocreatemultiple logical interfacesorenterconfigurationmodeofmultiplephysicalportorexisting logical
interfaces.

Command interface range { port-range | macro macro_name }

Parameter

Description

port-range: Indicates the type and ID range of interfaces. These interfaces can be Ethernet physical ports, AP ports,

SVIs, or loopback interfaces.

macro_name: Indicates the name of the interface range macro.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide  If logical interfacesarenotcreatedyet, runthiscommandtocreatetheseinterfacesandenterinterface

configurationmode.

 Formultiplephysicalportsorexistinglogical interfaces,runthiscommandtoenter interfaceconfiguration

mode.

 Usethedefault formof thecommand torestoredefaultsettingsof theseinterfacesin interfaceconfiguration

mode.

 Beforeusingamacro,runthedefineinterface-rangecommandtodefinetheinterfacerangeasamacroname

inglobal configurationmode,and then run the interfacerangemacromacro_namecommand toapply the

macro.

 Configuring Interface Index Persistence

 Optional.

 Run this command when the interface indexes must remain unchanged after the device is restarted.

Command snmp-server if-index persist

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, interface index persistence is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide After thiscommand isexecuted, current indexesofall interfaceswillbesaved,and the indexes remainunchanged

after thedeviceis restarted.Youcanusethenoordefault formof thecommandtodisablethe interface index

persistence function.

 Configuring theDescription of an Interface

 Optional.

 Run this command to configure the description of an interface.

Command description string

Parameter

Description

string: Indicates a string of up to 80 characters.

Defaults By default, no description is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the description of an interface. You can use the no or default form of the

command to delete the description of an interface.-

 Configuring the Link Trap Function of an Interface

 Optional.

 Run this command to obtain the link traps through SNMP.

Command snmp trap link-status

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the link trap function is enabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure the linktrapfunctiononan interface.Whenthis function isenabled, theSNMP

sends link trapswhen the linkstatuschangeson the interface.Youcanusethenoordefault formof thecommand

to disable the link trap function.

 Configuring the Administrative Status of an Interface

 Optional.

 Run this command to enable or disable an interface.

 An interface cannot send or receive packets after it is disabled.

Command shutdown

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the administrative status of an interface is Up.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcanrun theshutdowncommandtodisablean interface,or thenoshutdowncommand toenablean interface.

You can use the no or default form of the command to enable the interface.
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According to the productmodel, when the port is in the errdisable state, there are twopossible cases:
1. The no shutdown command cannot be run on the port.

2. The errdisbale ports can be recovered by running the shutdown commands in the following sequence: 1.

shutdown, 2. no shutdown.

 Splitting or Combining Ports

 Optional.

 Run this command to split a high-bandwidth port or combine multiple low-bandwidth ports into a high-bandwidth port.

Command [no] split interface interface-type interface-number [ split-type split-type ]

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the type and number of a port.

split-type: Indicates the split type, for example, 4x25G, 4x10G and 2x50G.

Defaults By default, the ports are combined.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcanrun thesplitcommandtosplita40G/100Gport, or thenosplitcommand tocombine thesplit40G/100G

port.

After this command is configured, you generally need to restart the line card or the entire device so that the

configuration can take effect.

 Configuring theCompatible NamingMode for Split Member ports

 Optional.

 Configure the compatible naming mode for split member ports.

Command [no] split compatible mode

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the compatible naming mode is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The configuration takes effect after a device restart. After the device restart, the split member ports will lose their

original configurations and need to be re-configured.

Before the configuration takes effect, the port ID in a split member port's name is in the format of slot ID/port

ID:split member port ID (for example: FortyGigabitEthernet 0/54:4) by default.

After the configuration takes effect, the port ID is in the format of slot ID/port ID/split member port ID (for

example: FortyGigabitEthernet 0/54/4).

In VSU mode, this command is not supported and the configuration will not take effect.

 Configuring theSVI or Sub-Interface Sampling Function

 Optional.

 Run this command to enable the SVI or sub-interface sampling function.

Command [no] route-sample enable

Parameter N/A
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Description

Defaults By default, the SVI or sub-interface does not support sampling.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring IP Packets Statistics on Interface

 Optional.

 Run this command to enable statistics of IP packets on interfaces.

Command [ no ] route-sample enable [ brief ]

Parameter

Description

brief: Indicates that the IP packets including unicast and multicast are counted.

Defaults By default, statistics of IP packets on interfaces is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Port Flapping Protection

 Optional.

 Run this command to protect the port against flapping.

Command physical-port dither protect

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, port flapping protection is enabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring OscillationDetection

 Optional.

 Run this command to detect port oscillations.

Command physical-port dither period seconds threshold number period-times times

Parameter

Description

seconds: Specifies the duration of a period in the unit of second ranging from 2 to 60.

number: Specifies the amount of detected flapping for a period. Once the configured value is reached for certain

consecutive periods, operations may be taken against the port. The configurable value is from 5 to 10.

times:Specifies thenumberofsuccessiveperiods forwhichthe threshold isreached.Youcanchooseanynumber from1

to 10.

Defaults The default value of seconds is 2, threshold 6, and period times 10.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To shut down violating ports, you need to configure this command first.
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 Configuring theSyslog Function

 Optional.

 Run this command to enable or disable the syslog function on an interface.

Command [no] logging [link-updown | error-frame | link-dither | res-lack-frame | crc-frame ]

Parameter

Description

link-updown: prints the status change information.

error-frame: prints the error frame information.

link-dither: prints the port flapping information.

res-lack-frame: prints the error frame information received by an inteface due to lack of resource.

crc-frame: prints information indicating CRC failures.

Defaults By default, the syslog function is enabled on an interface.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 EnablingEnhancedNameDisplay for Interfaces in theStandardMIBNode

 Optional.

 Runthiscommandtoenableordisableenhancednamedisplayfor interfacesinthestandardMIBmodeandsyslogofport
status and LACPstatus.

Command [no | default] snmp-server if-name enhance

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, name display for interfaces in the standard MIB node and syslog of port status and LACP status is not

enhanced.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Configuring aSpecified Interface

 Run the interface command. If you can enter interface configurationmode, the configuration is successful.

 Foralogicalinterface,afterthenointerfacecommandisexecuted,runtheshowrunningorshowinterfacescommandto
checkwhether the logical interface exists. If not, the logical interface is deleted.

 After thedefault interfacecommand isexecuted, runtheshowrunningcommandtocheckwhetherthedefaultsettingsof
the corresponding interface are restored. If yes, the operation is successful.

 Configuring InterfacesWithin a Range

 Run the interface range command. If you can enter interface configuration mode, the configuration is successful.

 Afterthedefault interfacerangecommandisexecuted, runtheshowrunningcommandtocheckwhether thedefault
settings of the corresponding interfaces are restored. If yes, the operation is successful.
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 Configuring Interface Index Persistence

 Afterthesnmp-serverif-indexpersistcommandisexecuted,runthewritecommandtosavetheconfiguration,restartthe
device,andrun theshowinterfacecommandtochecktheinterfaceindex. If theindexofaninterfaceremainsthesameafter

the restart, interface index persistence is enabled.

 Configuring the Link Trap Function of an Interface

 Removeandtheninsertthenetworkcableonaphysicalport,andenabletheSNMPserver.IftheSNMPserverreceiveslinktraps,
the link trap function is enabled.

 Runtheno formof thesnmptraplink-statuscommand.Removeand then insert thenetworkcableonaphysicalport. If the
SNMP server does not receive link traps, the link trap function is disabled.

 Configuring the Administrative Status of an Interface

 Insert thenetwork cable onaphysical port, enable the port, and run theshutdown commandon this port. If the syslog is
displayedon theConsole indicating that thestateof the port changes toDown, and the indicator on theport is off, the port is

disabled. Run the show interfaces command, and verify that the interface state changes to Administratively Down. Then, run

thenoshutdown command toenable theport. If the syslog is displayedon theConsole indicating that thestateof theport

changes toUp, and the indicator on the port is on, the port is enabled.

 Splitting or Combining a Port

 Runthesplitcommandona100Gport inglobalconfigurationmode.Verifythat therelatedsyslogisdisplayedontheConsole.
Run thewritecommand tosavetheconfiguration,and restart thedeviceor linecardaccording to themethoddescribed in the

syslog.The low-bandwidthportscanbeconfiguredasL2orL3ports,but thesplit100Gport cannotbeconfiguredasaL2orL3

port. If the port supports hot splitting (splitting ports without restarting the device), run the split command and syslog is

printed tosuggest theongoingsplitting.Then,afterawhile, thesyslog indicatingsuccessful splitting isgenerated.Thesplit

ports are automatically shut down.

 Run thenosplit command on a split 100G port.Verify that the related syslog is displayed on theConsole. Run thewrite
commandtosave theconfiguration, and restart thedeviceor linecardaccording tothemethoddescribed in thesyslog.The

low-bandwidthportscannotbeconfiguredasL2orL3ports,but thecombined100Gport canbeconfiguredasaL2orL3port.

If the port supports hot splitting, use thenosplit commandand syslog isprinted tosuggest the ongoing combining.After a

while, the syslog is generated to indicate that successful combining.And thecombinedport isautomatically shut down.

To prevent loops, the split/combined ports are automatically shut down upon successful splitting/combining. During hot
splitting, if the device restarts due to some exceptions, auto shutdownmay not take effect.

With cold splitting, after the splitting type is switched and the new splitting type takes effect, an interface inherits previous
configuration if the interface has the same name as a previous interface. Therefore, clear the interface configuration before

restart.

 Configuring theSVI or Sub-Interface Sampling Function

 Run the route-sample enable command in SVI or sub-interface configuration mode. Then, run the show interface command
andverify that thenumberof sent or receivedpacketsand thepacketsending/receiving ratearedisplayed.Run theno

route-sampleenablecommand.Then,runtheshowinterfacecommandandverifythat thenumberofsentorreceived

packets and the packet sending/receiving rate are not displayed.
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 Configuring IP Packet Statistics on Interface

 Run the ip-sample enablecommand in interfaceconfigurationmode.Then, run theshow interface commandand verify that
the number of sent or received packets and the packet sending/receiving rate are displayed. Run the no ip-sample enable

command. Then, run the show interface command and verify that the number of sent or received packets and the packet

sending/receiving rate are not displayed.

 Configuring Port Flapping Protection

 Runthephysical-portditherprotectcommand inglobalconfigurationmode.Frequentlyremoveand insert thenetworkcable
onaphysicalport tosimulateport flapping.Verify thatasyslog indicatingport flapping isdisplayedon theConsole.Aftersucha

syslog is displayed for several times, the system prompts that the port will be shutdown.

 Run the physical-port dither period command in global configuration mode to enable flapping detection. You can define
violatingports byconfiguringdetectionperiod duration, threshold for flapping and thenumber of consecutiveviolating period.

 Configuring theSyslog Function

 Run the logging link-updowncommand inglobal configurationmode todisplay the interfacestatus information.Removeand
then insert thenetworkcableonaphysicalport.The interfacestatewill change twice.Verify that the information isdisplayedon

the Console, indicating that the interface state changes from Up to Down, and then from Down to Up. Run the no logging

link-updown command. Remove and then insert the network cable. Verify that the related information is no longer displayed

on the Console. This indicates that the syslog function is normal.

 EnablingEnhancedNameDisplay for Interfaces in theStandardMIBNode

 Runthesnmp-serverif-nameenhanceglobalconfigurationcommand,andthenusetheSNMPtool toreadinterfacenamesin
thestandardMIBnode,suchas ifDescrand ifName.Andnospaceiscontainedintheresult, likeGigabitEthernet0/1.Usetheno

snmp-serverif-nameenhancecommand,andthenreadifDescragain.Thistime,theresultshowsaspaceandtheshortname

of the interface,which isGigabitEthernet 0/1. It indicates that the enhanced namedisplay functionality is normal.

 Run thesnmp-server if-nameenhance command, then there is no space in thesyslog of port statusand LACPstatus.Then,
perform thenosnmp-server if-nameenhance command, and spaces are contained in the syslog output. It indicates normal

functionality.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Basic Attributes of Interfaces

Scenario

Figure 1- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Connect two devices through the switch ports.

 ConfigureanSVIrespectivelyontwodevices,andassignIPaddressesfromanetworksegmenttothetwoSVIs.

 Enable interface index persistence on the two devices.

 Enable the link trap function on the two devices.

 Configure the interface administrative status on the two devices.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)# snmp-server if-index persist

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

A(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# snmp trap link-status

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# shutdown

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

A# write

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# snmp-server if-index persist

B(config)# interface vlan 1

B(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# snmp trap link-status

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# shutdown

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

B# write

Verification Perform verification on Switch A and Switch B as follows:

 RuntheshutdowncommandonportGigabitEthern0/1,andcheckwhetherGigabitEthern0/1andSVI1are

Down.

 RuntheshutdowncommandonportGigabitEthern0/1, andcheckwhethera trapindicatingthat this

interface is Down is sent.

 Restart thedevice,andcheckwhether the indexofGigabitEthern0/1 is thesameas thatbefore the restart.

A A# show interfaces gigabitEthernet 0/1

Index(dec):1 (hex):1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is administratively down , line protocol is DOWN

Hardware isGigabitEthernet, address is00d0.f865.de9b (bia00d0.f865.de9b)

Interface address is: no ip address

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 1000000 Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Bridge, loopback not set
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Keepalive interval is 10 sec , set

Carrier delay is 2 sec

Rxload is 1/255, Txload is 1/255

Queue Transmitted packets Transmittedbytes Droppedpackets Dropped bytes

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0

7 4 440 0 0

Switchport attributes:

interface's description:""

lastchange time:0 Day:20 Hour:15 Minute:22 Second

Priority is 0

admin speed is AUTO, oper speed is Unknown

flow control admin status is OFF, flow control oper status is Unknown

admin negotiation mode is OFF, oper negotiation state is ON

Storm Control: Broadcast is OFF, Multicast is OFF, Unicast is OFF

Port-type: access

Vlan id: 1

10 seconds input rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

10 seconds output rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

4 packets input, 408 bytes, 0 no buffer, 0 dropped

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 abort

4 packets output, 408 bytes, 0 underruns , 0 dropped

0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets

A# show interfaces vlan 1

Index(dec):4097 (hex):1001

VLAN 1 is UP , line protocol is DOWN

Hardware is VLAN, address is 00d0.f822.33af (bia 00d0.f822.33af)
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Interface address is: 192.168.1.1/24

ARP type: ARPA, ARP Timeout: 3600 seconds

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 1000000 Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Ethernet, loopback not set

Keepalive interval is 10 sec , set

Carrier delay is 2 sec

Rxload is 0/255, Txload is 0/255

B B# show interfaces gigabitEthernet 0/1

Index(dec):1 (hex):1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is administratively down , line protocol is DOWN

Hardware is GigabitEthernet

Interface address is: no ip address, address is 00d0.f865.de9b (bia 00d0.f865.de9b)

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 1000000 Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Bridge, loopback not set

Keepalive interval is 10 sec , set

Carrier delay is 2 sec

Rxload is 1/255, Txload is 1/255

Queue Transmitted packets Transmittedbytes Droppedpackets Dropped bytes

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0

7 4 440 0 0

Switchport attributes:

interface's description:""

lastchange time:0 Day:20 Hour:15 Minute:22 Second

Priority is 0

admin duplex mode is AUTO, oper duplex is Unknown

admin speed is AUTO, oper speed is Unknown

flow control admin status is OFF, flow control oper status is Unknown
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adminnegotiationmode isOFF,opernegotiationstate isON

StormControl:Broadcast isOFF,Multicast isOFF,Unicast isOFF

Port-type: access

Vlan id: 1

10 seconds input rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

10 seconds output rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

4 packets input, 408 bytes, 0 no buffer, 0 dropped

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 abort

4 packets output, 408 bytes, 0 underruns , 0 dropped

0outputerrors,0collisions,0interfaceresets

B# show interfaces vlan 1

Index(dec):4097 (hex):1001

VLAN 1 is UP , line protocol is DOWN

Hardware is VLAN,address is00d0.f822.33af (bia00d0.f822.33af)

Interface address is: 192.168.1.2/24

ARPtype:ARPA,ARPTimeout:3600seconds

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 1000000 Kbit

Encapsulationprotocol isEthernet, loopbacknotset

Keepalive interval is 10 sec , set

Carrier delay is 2 sec

Rxload is 0/255, Txload is 0/255

21.5.2 Configuring InterfaceAttributes

Configuration Effect

 Enable the device to connect and communicate with other devices through the switch port or routed port.

 Adjust various interface attributes on the device.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Routed Port

 Optional.

 Run this command to configure a port as a L3 routed port.

 After a port is configured as a L3 routed port, L2 protocols running on the port do not take effect.

 This command is applicable to a L2 switch port.

Command no switchport

Parameter N/A
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Description

Defaults By default, an Ethernet physical port is a L2 switch port.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide OnaL3device,youcanrun thiscommand toconfigureaL2switchport asaL3 routedport.Youcan run theswitchport

command to change a L3 routed port into a L2 switch port.

 Configuring a L3AP Port

 Optional.

 Run thenoswitchport command in interfaceconfigurationmode to configure a L2AP port as a L3AP port. Run theswitchport
command to configure a L3 AP port as a L2 AP port.

 After a port is configured as a L3 routed port, L2 protocols running on the port do not take effect.

 This command is applicable to a L2 AP port.

Command no switchport

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, an AP port is a L2 AP port.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterenteringconfigurationmodeofaL2APport onaL3device,youcan run thiscommand toconfigureaL2APport as

aL3APport.AfterenteringconfigurationmodeofaL3APport,youcanrun theswitchportcommandtochangeaL3AP

port into a L2 AP port.

 Configuring theSpeed of an Interface

 Optional.

 Port flapping may occur if the configured speed of a port changes.

 This command is applicable to an Ethernet physical port or AP port.

 A same speedmodemust be configured on four consecutive 25 Gbps ports.

Command speed [ 10 | 100 | 1000 | 10G | 40G | 100G | auto ]

Parameter

Description

10: Indicates that the speed of the interface is 10 Mbps.

100: Indicates that thespeedof the interface is100Mbps.

1000: Indicatesthat thespeedof theinterfaceis1000Mbps.

10G: Indicates that thespeedof the interface is10Gbps.

40G:Indicatesthatthespeedoftheinterfaceis40Gbps.

100G: Indicates that the speed of the interface is 100 Gbps.

Defaults By default, the speed of an interface is auto.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If an interface isanAPmemberport, the speedof this interface is determinedby thespeedof theAPport.When the

interfaceexits theAPport, it uses itsownspeedconfiguration.Youcan runshowinterfaces todisplay thespeed

configurations.Thespeedoptionsavailabletoaninterfacevarywiththetypeof theinterface.Forexample,youcannot

set the speed of an SFP interface to 10Mbps.

The speed of a 40G physical port can only be set to 40 Gbps or auto.
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Command port speed-mode [ 10G | 25G]

Parameter

Description

10G:Indicatesthatthespeedoftheinterfaceis10Gbps.

25G:Indicatesthatthespeedoftheinterfaceis25Gbps.

Defaults The speed of the interface is 25G by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Only25Gbpsportssupport thisspeedmode.Asamespeedmodemustbeconfiguredonfourconsecutive25Gbps

ports.

Only 25Gbps ports with the same speedmode are allowed to join the same aggregation group.

Running thedefault interfacecommand doesnot clear the speedmode configuration on 25Gbps ports.

 Configuring theDuplex Mode of an Interface

 Optional.

 Port flapping may occur if the configured duplexmode of a port changes.

 This command is applicable to an Ethernet physical port or AP port.

Command duplex { auto | full | half }

Parameter

Description

auto: Indicates automatic switching between full duplex and half duplex.

full: Indicates full duplex.

half: Indicates half duplex.

Defaults By default, the duplex mode of an interface is auto.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The duplex mode of an interface is related to the interface type. You can run show interfaces to display the

configurations of the duplex mode.

 Configuring the FlowControl Mode of an Interface

 Optional.

 Generally, the flow controlmode of an interface is off by default. For some products, the flow controlmode is on by default.

 After flowcontrol isenabledonan interface, the flowcontrol frameswillbe sent or received toadjust thedatavolumewhen
congestion occurs on the interface.

 Port flapping may occur if the configured flow control mode of a port changes.

 This command is applicable to an Ethernet physical port or AP port.

Command flowcontrol { auto | off | on }

Parameter

Description

auto: Indicates automatic flow control.

off: Indicatesthatflowcontrolisdisabled.

on: Indicatesthat flowcontrol isenabled.

Defaults By default, flow control is disabled on an interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

 Configuring theAutoNegotiationMode of an Interface

 Optional.
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 Port flapping may occur if the configured auto negotiationmode of a port changes.

 This command is applicable to an Ethernet physical port or AP port.

Command negotiation mode { on | off }

Parameter

Description

on: Indicates that theautonegotiationmode ison.

off: Indicates that theautonegotiationmode isoff.

Defaults By default, the auto negotiation mode is off.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theMTUof an Interface

 Optional.

 Youcan configure theMTU of a port to limit the length of a frame that can be received or sent over this port.

 This command is applicable to an Ethernet physical port or SVI.

Command mtu num

Parameter

Description

num: 64–9216

Defaults By default, the MTU of an interface is 1500 bytes.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the interface MTU, that is, the maximum length of a data frame at the link layer.

Currently, you can configure MTU for only a physical port or an AP port that contains one or more member ports.

 Configuring theMTUof Ethernet InterfaceGlobally

 Optional.

 Youcan configure theMTUof a port to limit the length of a frame that can be received or sent over the Ethernet port.

 This command is applicable to an Ethernet physical port.

Command ethernet-port mtu num

Parameter

Description

num: 64–9216

Defaults By default, the MTU of an interface is 1500 bytes.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtogloballyconfigure theEthernet interfaceMTU, that is, themaximum lengthofadata frameat

thelink layer.Currently,youcanconfigureMTUforonlyaphysicalportoranAPport thatcontainsoneormoremember

ports.Some chips do not support interface-basedMTU configuration, but support only the global Ethernet

interface-based MTU.

 Configuring GlobalMTU

 Optional.

 Users can set the globalMTUand IPMTU tocontrol themaximum length of frames that can be sent and received over all ports.
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 Support physical Ethernetport.

Command mtu forwarding num

Parameter

Description

num: 64–9216

Defaults By default, the MTU of an interface is 1500 bytes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide TheIPMTUautomaticallychanges to thevalueof the linkMTUofan interfacewhen thegloballyset linkMTUchanges.

 Configuring theBandwidth of an Interface

 Optional.

 Generally, the bandwidth of an interface is the same as the speed of the interface.

Command bandwidth kilobits

Parameter

Description

kilobits: The value ranges from 1 to 2,147,483,647. The unit is kilo bits.

Defaults Generally, the bandwidth of an interface matches the type of the interface. For example, the default bandwidth of a

gigabit Ethernet physical port is 1,000,000, and that of a 10G Ethernet physical port is 10,000,000.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theCarrier Delay of an Interface

 Optional.

 If theconfiguredcarrierdelay is long, it takesa long timetochange theprotocolstatuswhen thephysical statusofan interface
changes.Ifthecarrierdelayissetto0,theprotocolstatuschangesimmediatelyafterthephysicalstatusofaninterfacechanges.

Command carrier-delay {[milliseconds] num | up [milliseconds] num down [milliseconds] num}

Parameter

Description

num: The value ranges from 0 to 60. The unit is second.

milliseconds: Indicates the carrier delay. The value ranges from 0 to 60,000. The unit is millisecond.

up: Indicates the delay after which the state of the DCD changes from Down to Up.

down: Indicates the delay after which the state of the DCD changes from Up to Down.

Defaults By default, the carrier delay of an interface is 2s.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If millisecond is used as the unit, the configured carrier delay must be an integer multiple of 100 milliseconds.

 Configuring the Load Interval of an Interface

 Optional.

 Theconfiguredloadintervalaffectscomputationof theaveragepacketrateonaninterface. If theconfiguredload interval is
short, the average packet rate can accurately reflect the changes of the real-time traffic.

Command load-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: The value ranges from 5 to 600. The unit is second.
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Defaults By default, the load interval of an interface is 10s.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring a Protected Port

 Optional.

 L2 packets cannot be forwarded between protected ports.

 This command is applicable to an Ethernet physical port or AP port.

Command switchport protected

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, no protected port is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Blocking L3 Routing Between Protected Ports

 Optional.

 After this command is configured, L3 routing between protected ports are blocked.

Command protected-ports route-deny

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the function of blocking L3 routing between protected ports is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, L3 routingbetweenprotectedports is not blocked. In this case, you can run this command toblock routing

between protected ports.

 Configuring Port Errdisable Recovery

 Optional.

 Bydefault,aportwillbedisabledandwillnotberecoveredafteraviolationoccurs.Afterporterrdisable recovery isconfigured,
a port in errdisable state will be recovered and enabled.

Command errdisable recovery [interval time | cause link-state]

Parameter

Description

time: Indicates the automatic recovery time. The value ranges from 30 to 86,400. The unit is second.

link-state: Restores the port that is set to the errdisable state by the REUP link state tracking function.

Defaults By default, port errdisable recovery is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode, privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide By default, a port in errdisable state is not recovered. You can recover the port manually or run this command to

automatically recover the port.

 ConfiguringMACAddresses for Interfaces
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 Optional. If this function is required, run themac-address command in interface configurationmode.

 By default, MAC addresses of interfaces have fixed values.

Command mac-address mac-address

Parameter

Description

mac-address: Indicates a valid MAC address.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This feature is supported on L3 ports and SVIs (on some models).

 Configuring theVLAN Encapsulation Flag for Interfaces

 Optional. If this function is required, run the encapsulation dot1Q command in interface configurationmode.

 By default, theVLAN encapsulation protocol is disabled for interfaces.

Command encapsulation dot1Q VlanID

Parameter

Description

vlanID: Indicates the VLAN ID. The value range is from 1 to 4094.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Interface FECMode

 Optional.

 By default, FECmode is related with the port type and depends on the product model.

Command fec mode {rs | base-r | none | auto}

Parameter

Description

rs: Enable FEC mode by rs.

base-r:EnableFECmodebybase-r.

none:DisableFEC function.

auto: Whether the FEC mode is enabled or disabled is determined by the inserted optical module.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide When one end runs FEC function, the other end should enable it, too.

On the premise of not affecting the negotiation status of the two ends, we suggest you NOT to:

 enableFECfunctionontheQSFP28-100G-LR4opticalmodule,onwhichFECfunction isdisabledbydefault.

 disable FEC function onQSFP28modules (exceptQSFP28-100G-LR4), onwhich FEC function is enabled by default.

 ConfiguringStatistics SamplingCycle on Ethernet Port

 Optional.

 The default statistics sampling cycle of Ethernet ports is 5 seconds.

Command ethernet-port counter sample-period [ seconds ]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Unit of the sampling cycle.

Defaults rs: Enable FEC mode by rs. Supported by 100 Gbps port.

base-r: Enable FEC mode by base-r. Supported by 25 Gbps port.
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none: Enable FEC function.

auto:WhethertheFECmodeisenabledordisabledisdeterminedbytheinsertedopticalmodule.Supportedby100

Gbps port.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Ashortersamplingcycle indicateshighersystemperformanceconsumption.Therefore, thesamplingcyclemust be

adjusted as required.

 ConfiguringStatistics SamplingCycle on Ethernet Sub-Port

 Optional.

 The default statistics sampling cycle of Ethernet sub-ports is 5 seconds.

Command ethernet-subport counter route-sample-period [ seconds ]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Unit of the sampling cycle.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A shorter sampling cycle indicates higher system performance consumption. Therefore, the sampling cycle must be

adjusted as required.

 Inclduing the InterframeGap in the Flow Statistics

 Optional.

 By default, the interframe gap is not counted.

Command flow-statistics include-interframe enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After you run this command, all port rates are cleared and then recounted.

Verification

 Run the show interfaces command to display the attribute configurations of interfaces.

Command show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] [ description | switchport | trunk ]

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the type and number of the interface.

description: Indicates the interface description, including the link status.

switchport: Indicates the L2 interface information. This parameter is effective only for a L2 interface.

trunk: Indicates the Trunk port information. This parameter is effective for a physical port or an AP port.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Use this command without any parameter to display the basic interface information.

SwitchA#show interfaces GigabitEthernet 0/1

Index(dec):1 (hex):1
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GigabitEthernet 0/1 is DOWN, line protocol is DOWN

Hardware is Broadcom 5464 GigabitEthernet, address is 00d0.f865.de9b (bia 00d0.f865.de9b)

Interface address is: no ip address

Interface IPv6 address is:

No IPv6 address

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 1000000 Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Ethernet, loopback not set

Keepalive interval is 10 sec, set

Carrier delay is 2 sec

Ethernet attributes:

Last link state change time: 2012-12-22 14:00:48

Time duration since last link state change: 3 days, 2 hours, 50 minutes, 50 seconds

Priority is 0

Medium-type is Copper

Admin duplex mode is AUTO, oper duplex is Unknown

Admin speed is AUTO, oper speed is Unknown

Flow receive control admin status is OFF,flow send control admin status is OFF

Flow receive control oper status is Unknown,flow send control oper status is Unknown

Storm Control: Broadcast is OFF, Multicast is OFF, Unicast is OFF

Bridge attributes:

Port-type: trunk

Native vlan:1

Allowed vlan lists:1-4094 //Allowed VLAN list of the Trunk port

Activevlanlists:1,3-4 //ActiveVLANlist(indicatingthatonlyVLAN1,VLAN3,andVLAN4arecreatedonthe

device)

Rxload is 1/255,Txload is 1/255

5 minutes input rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

5 minutes output rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

0 packets input, 0 bytes, 0 no buffer, 0 dropped

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 abort

0 packets output, 0 bytes, 0 underruns, 0 dropped

0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets

 Run the showeee interfaces status command to display the EEE status of an interface.
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Command show eee interfaces { interface-type interface-number | status }

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the type and number of an interface.

status: Indicates the EEE status of all interfaces.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Iftheinterfaceisspecified,theEEEstatusofthespecifiedinterfaceisdisplayed;otherwise,theEEEstatusofall interfaces

is displayed.

1. Display the EEE status of GigabitEthernet 0/1.

FS#show eee interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface : Gi0/1

EEESupport : Yes

AdminStatus : Enable

OperStatus : Disable

RemoteStatus : Disable

TroubleCause : RemoteDisable

2. Display the EEE status of all interfaces.

FS#show eee interface status

InterfaceEEE Admin Oper Remote Trouble

SupportStatus Status Status Cause

--------- ------- -------- -------- -------- --------------------

Gi0/1 Yes Enable Disable Disable Remote Disable

Gi0/2 Yes Enable Disable Unknown None

Gi0/3 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Gi0/4 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Gi0/5 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Gi0/6 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Gi0/7 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Gi0/8 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Gi0/9 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Gi0/10 Yes Enable Enable Enable None

Interface Indicates the interface information.

Interface Indicates the interface information.

EEE Support Indicates whether EEE is supported.

Admin Status Indicates the administrative status.

Oper Status Indicates the operational status.

Trouble Cause IndicatesthereasonwhytheEEEstatusofan interfaceis

abnormal.
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EEE Support Indicates whether EEE is supported.

Admin Status Indicates the administrative status.

Oper Status Indicates the operational status.

Trouble Cause IndicatesthereasonwhytheEEEstatusofan interfaceis

abnormal.

 Run the show interfaces counters rate command to display transmission rates of ports.
Command show interfaces counters rate [ up | down ]

Parameter

Description

up: Displays transmission rates of ports that are up.

down: Displays transmission rates of ports that are down.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide If the interface is not specified, the transmission rates of all physical ports and aggregation ports are displayed.

1.Displaythetransmissionratesofallupports.

FS#show interfaces counters rateup

Interface SamplingTime InputRate InputRate OutputRate Output Rate

(bits/sec) (packets/sec) (bits/sec) (packets/sec)

------------ --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------- -----------------

Te1/21 5seconds 0 0 762 0

Te1/22 5seconds 0 0 212 0

Te1/23 5seconds 511546 999 762 0

Te1/24 5seconds 0 0 762 0

Te8/1 5seconds 0 0 546946

1004

Ag4 5seconds 0 0 834 0

 Run the show interfaces brief command to display transmission rates of ports.
Command show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] brief [ up | down ]

Parameter

Description

interface-typeinterface-number:Specifiesaninterface.If thisfieldisnotspecified, informationofallportsaredisplayed.

up: Indicates connected ports.

down: indicates disconnected ports.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide By running thiscommand, brief informationof ports is displayed, including port status, interfacestatus, output and input

bandwidth usage, and the number of output and input packet errors.

1. Display the brief information of the TenGigabitEthernet 0/1 port.

FS#show interfaces TenGigabitEthernet 0/1 brief

down: link down

*down: administratively down

disabled: err-disabled(Please reference to command [show interface status err-disabled] for detail.)

Interface LinkStat ProtocolStat OutputUsage InputUsage inErrors outErrors

-------- --------- -------------- -------------- ------------- ---------- ----------
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Te0/1 disabled down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

2. Display the brief information of all connected ports.

FS#show interfaces brief up

down: link down

*down: administratively down

disabled: err-disabled(Please reference to command [show interface status err-disabled] for detail.)

Interface Link Stat ProtocolStat OutputUsage InputUsage inErrors outErrors

-------- --------- -------------- -------------- ------------- ---------- ----------

Te0/1 up up 83.40% 78.20% 0 0

Te0/2 up up 82.00% 73.40% 0 0

3. Displays the brief information of all the ports.

FS#show interfaces brief

down: link down

*down: administratively down

disabled: err-disabled(Please reference to command [show interface status err-disabled] for detail.)

Interface Link Stat ProtocolStat OutputUsage InputUsage inErrors outErrors

-------- --------- -------------- -------------- ------------- ---------- ----------

Te0/1 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/2 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/3 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/4 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/5 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/6 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/7 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/8 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/9 down down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Te0/10 disabled down 0.00% 0.00% 0 0

Configuration Example
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 Configuring InterfaceAttributes

Scenario

Figure 1- 6

Configuration

Steps

 OnSwitch A, configureGigabitEthernet 0/1 as an accessmode, and the defaultVLAN ID is 1. Configure SVI 1, assign

an IP address to SVI 1, and set up a route to Switch D.

 OnSwitchB,configureGigabitEthernet0/1andGigabitEthernet0/2asTrunkports,andthedefaultVLANIDis1.

Configure SVI 1, and assign an IP address to SVI 1. ConfigureGigabitEthernet 0/3 as a routed port, and assign an IP

address from another network segment to this port.

 OnSwitch C, configure GigabitEthernet 0/1 as an Access port, and the default VLAN ID is 1. Configure SVI 1, and

assign an IP address to SVI 1.

 OnSwitchD,configureGigabitEthernet 0/1asa routedport, assignan IPaddress tothisport, andsetupa route to

Switch A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode access

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport access vlan 1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

A(config)# ip route 192.168.2.0 255.255.255.0 VLAN 1 192.168.1.2

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode trunk

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# switchport mode trunk
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B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

B(config)# interface vlan 1

B(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# no switchport

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# port-group 1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface aggregateport 1

C(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode access

C(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport access vlan 1

C(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

C(config)# interface vlan 1

C(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip address 192.168.1.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

D D# configure terminal

D(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no switchport

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.2.1255.255.255.0

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# ip route 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 GigabitEthernet 0/1 192.168.2.2

Verification Perform verification on Switch A, Switch B, Switch C, and Switch D as follows:

 OnSwitchA,pingtheIPaddressesofinterfacesoftheotherthreeswitches.Verifythatyoucanaccesstheother

three switches on Switch A..

 Verify that switch B and Switch D can be pingedmutually.

 Verify that the interface status is correct.

A A# show interfaces gigabitEthernet 0/1

Index(dec):1 (hex):1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is UP, line protocol is UP

Hardware is GigabitEthernet, address is 00d0.f865.de90 (bia 00d0.f865.de90)
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Interfaceaddressis:noipaddress

MTU1500bytes,BW100000Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Ethernet, loopback not set

Keepalive interval is 10 sec, set

Carrier delay is2 sec

Ethernetattributes:

Last link state change time: 2012-12-22 14:00:48

Time duration since last link state change: 3 days, 2 hours, 50 minutes, 50 seconds

Priority is0

Adminmedium-typeisCopper,opermedium-typeisCopper

Admin duplexmode isAUTO,oper duplex is Full

Admin speed is AUTO, oper speed is 100M

Flow control admin status is OFF, flow control oper status is OFF

Adminnegotiationmode isOFF,opernegotiationstate isON

StormControl:Broadcast isOFF,Multicast isOFF,Unicast isOFF

Bridge attributes:

Port-type: access

Vlan id: 1

Rxload is 1/255, Txload is 1/255

10 seconds input rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

10 seconds output rate 67 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

362 packets input, 87760 bytes, 0 no buffer, 0 dropped

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 abort

363 packets output, 82260 bytes, 0 underruns, 0 dropped

0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets

B B# show interfaces gigabitEthernet 0/1

Index(dec):1 (hex):1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is UP, line protocol is UP

Hardware isGigabitEthernet, address is00d0.f865.de91 (bia00d0.f865.de91)

Interface address is: no ip address

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 100000 Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Ethernet, loopback not set

Keepalive interval is 10 sec, set
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Carrier delay is2 sec

Ethernetattributes:

Last link state change time: 2012-12-22 14:00:48

Time duration since last link state change: 3 days, 2 hours, 50 minutes, 50 seconds

Priority is0

Adminmedium-typeisCopper,opermedium-typeisCopper

Admin duplexmode isAUTO,oper duplex is Full

Admin speed is AUTO, oper speed is 100M

Flow control admin status is OFF, flow control oper status is OFF

Adminnegotiationmode isOFF,opernegotiationstate isON

StormControl:Broadcast isOFF,Multicast isOFF,Unicast isOFF

Bridge attributes:

Port-type: trunk

Nativevlan: 1

Allowed vlan lists: 1-4094

Active vlan lists: 1

Rxload is 1/255, Txload is 1/255

10 seconds input rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

10 seconds output rate 67 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

362 packets input, 87760 bytes, 0 no buffer, 0 dropped

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 abort

363 packets output, 82260 bytes, 0 underruns, 0 dropped

0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets

C C# show interfaces gigabitEthernet 0/1

Index(dec):1 (hex):1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is UP, line protocol is UP

Hardware isGigabitEthernet, address is00d0.f865.de92 (bia00d0.f865.de92)

Interface address is: no ip address

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 100000 Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Ethernet, loopback not set

Keepalive interval is 10 sec, set

Carrier delay is 2 sec

Ethernet attributes:
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Last link state change time: 2012-12-22 14:00:48

Time duration since last link state change: 3 days, 2 hours, 50 minutes, 50 seconds

Priority is0

Adminmedium-typeisCopper,opermedium-typeisCopper

Admin duplexmode isAUTO,oper duplex is Full

Admin speed is AUTO, oper speed is 100M

Flow control admin status is OFF, flow control oper status is OFF

Adminnegotiationmode isOFF,opernegotiationstate isON

StormControl:Broadcast isOFF,Multicast isOFF,Unicast isOFF

Rxload is 1/255, Txload is 1/255

10 seconds input rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

10 seconds output rate 67 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

362 packets input, 87760 bytes, 0 no buffer, 0 dropped

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 abort

363 packets output, 82260 bytes, 0 underruns, 0 dropped

0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets

D D# show interfaces gigabitEthernet 0/1

Index(dec):1 (hex):1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is UP, line protocol is UP

Hardware is GigabitEthernet, address is 00d0.f865.de93 (bia 00d0.f865.de93)

Interface address is: 192.168.2.1/24

MTU 1500 bytes, BW 100000 Kbit

Encapsulation protocol is Ethernet, loopback not set

Keepalive interval is 10 sec, set

Carrier delay is2 sec

Ethernetattributes:

Last link state change time: 2012-12-22 14:00:48

Time duration since last link state change: 3 days, 2 hours, 50 minutes, 50 seconds

Priority is0

Adminmedium-typeisCopper,opermedium-typeisCopper

Admin duplexmode isAUTO,oper duplex is Full

Admin speed is AUTO, oper speed is 100M

Flow control admin status is OFF, flow control oper status is OFF
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Adminnegotiationmode isOFF,opernegotiationstate isON

StormControl:BroadcastisOFF,Multicast isOFF,Unicast isOFF

Rxload is 1/255, Txload is 1/255

10 seconds input rate 0 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

10 seconds output rate 67 bits/sec, 0 packets/sec

362 packets input, 87760 bytes, 0 no buffer, 0 dropped

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 abort

363 packets output, 82260 bytes, 0 underruns, 0 dropped

0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets

21.6 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the counters of a specified

interface.

clear counters [ interface-type interface-number ]

Resets the interface hardware. clear interface interface-type interface-number

Clearsthestatisticsoflinkstatuschange. clear link-state-change statistics [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displaying

 Displaying Interface Configurations and Status

Description Command

Displays all the status and configuration

information of a specified interface.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays the interface status. show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] status

Displays the interface errdisable status. show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] status err-disable

Displays the linkstatuschange timeandcountof a

specified port.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] link-state-change statistics

Displaystheadministrativeandoperationalstates

of switch ports (non-routed ports).

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] switchport

Displays the description and status of a specified

interface.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] description

Displaysthecountersofaspecifiedport,among

whichthedisplayedspeedmayhaveanerrorof

±0.5%.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] counters

Displaysthenumberofpacketsincreased ina load

interval.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] counters increment

Displays statistics about error packets. show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] counters error
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Description Command

Displays the packet sending/receiving rate of an

interface.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] counters rate

Displaysthepacketsending/receivingrateofan

interface at the physical layer. The packet

sending/receiving rate at the physical layer refers

to the sending/receiving rate of packets that

contain interframe spacing.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] counters rate physical-layer

Displays a summary of interface information. show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] counters summary

Displays the bandwidth usage of an interface. show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] usage [up | down]

Displays brief information of ports. show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] brief [ up | down ]

Displays the global MTU information. show interface [interface-type interface-number ] mtu forwarding

Displays the sub VLAN interface information. show vlans

 DisplayingOptical Module Information

Description Command

Displays basic information about the optical

module of a specified interface.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] transceiver

Displays the faultalarmsof theopticalmoduleon

aspecified interface. Ifno faultoccurs,"None" is

displayed.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] transceiver alarm

Displays theopticalmodulediagnosisvaluesofa

specified interface.

show interfaces [ interface-type interface-number ] transceiver diagnosis

22 Configuring SingleFiber

22.1 Overview

Single Fiber (SF) is a function developed to meet the special requirement for only receiving packets but not sending packets. In

normalcases,whenEthernetstandarddevices interworkwitheachotherbyusingoptical transceivers,dual-fiberoptical transceivers

must beusedso that the linkbecomesupandpacketsare forwardednormally.Thedisadvantage,however, is that physical isolation

cannotbesmoothlyachievedinthe transmissiondirectionwhenEthernetstandarddevicessenddatathroughdual fibers.Asaresult,

the peer switch may receive unpredictable packets, affecting the switch security. For this, the SF mode can be configured to

physically isolate data in the transmission direction to ensure data security. The application of SF-mode ports does not conform to

the link specifications of Ethernet device ports. Therefore, for the implementation of SF receiving, a single-core fiber needs to be

connected to theRxend of a switch port so that data from theTxendof the peeroptical transceiver canbe received normally.

22.2 Applications

Application Description
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SF Receiving The Rx end of a switch port is connected to the Tx end of an optical splitter through a

single-core fiber.

22.2.1 SFReceiving

Scenario

TheRxend of a switch port is connected to theTx end of an optical splitter through a single-core fiber, and theRx end of the optical

splitter is not connected to theTx end of the connected switch, to ensure physical isolation.

Figure 2-1

Deployment

 The switch can only receive packets from the optical splitter but cannot send packets to the optical splitter.

22.3 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the SF Mode

(Mandatory) It is used to configure the SF mode.

transport mode { rx } Configures the SF Rx mode.

no transport mode
Restores the default mode, that is, dual-fiber

bidirectional Rx/Tx mode.

22.3.1 Configuring the SF Mode

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure a port of the switch to support the SFmode and the Rx direction only.

Notes

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the SFMode

 Mandatory.

 The SFmode should be configured on the port that requires the SFRx function unless otherwise stated.
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Command transport mode {rx}

Parameter

Description

rx: Indicates the mode in which only packets are received.

Defaults The SF mode is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

Verify the SF configuration:

 Check whether the port on which the SFRx function is configured can be up normally.

 Checkwhether the light emission function is disabled for the port on which the SFRx function is configured.

 Verify that the port on which the SFRx function is configured can only receive packets but cannot send packets.

22.4 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displaysinformationabout theportonwhichtheSFRx

function isconfigured.

show transport mode {rx}

23 Configuring MACAddress

23.1 Overview

A MAC address table contains the MAC addresses, interface numbers and VLAN IDs of the devices connected to the local device.

Whenadeviceforwardsapacket, it findsanoutputport fromitsMACaddresstableaccordingtothedestinationMACaddressandthe

VLAN ID of the packet.

After that, the packet is unicast, multicast or broadcast.

This document covers dynamicMACaddresses, staticMACaddresses and filteredMACaddresses. For themanagement of
multicastMACaddresses, please seeConfiguring IGMPSnoopingConfiguration.

Protocols and Standards

 IEEE802.3:Carrier sensemultipleaccesswithcollisiondetection (CSMA/CD)accessmethodandphysical layer specifications

 IEEE 802.1Q: Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks
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23.2 Applications

Application Description

MAC Address Learning Forward unicast packets through MAC addresses learning.

MAC Address Change Notification Monitorchangeof thedevicesconnected toanetworkdevicethroughMACaddresschange

notification.

23.2.1 MACAddressLearning

Scenario

Usually a devicemaintains aMAC address table by learningMAC addresses dynamically.The operating principle is described as

follows:

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,theMACaddresstableoftheswitchisempty.WhenUserAcommunicateswithUserB,itsendsa

packet to theportGigabitEthernet 0/2of theswitch,and theswitch learns theMACaddressofUserAandstores it in the table.

AsthetabledoesnotcontaintheMACaddressofUserB, theswitchbroadcaststhepacket totheportsofallconnecteddevices

except User A, including User B and User C.

Figure 3-1 Step 1ofMACAddress Learning

Figure 3-2 MAC Address Table 1

Status VLAN MAC address Interface

Dynamic 1 00d0.f8a6.5af7 GigabitEthernet 0/2

WhenUserBreceives thepacket, it sendsareplypacket toUserA throughportGigabitEthernet0/3ontheswitch.As theMAC

addressofUserAisalreadyintheMACaddresstable, theswitchsendthereplyunicastpackettoportGigabitEthernet0/2portand

learns theMACaddress of User B.User C does not receive the reply packet fromUser B toUser A.

Figure 3-3 Step 2 of MAC Address Learning
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Figure 3-4 MAC Address Table 2

Status VLAN MAC address Interface

Dynamic 1 00d0.f8a6.5af7 GigabitEthernet 0/2

Dynamic 1 00d0.f8a4.e9b6 GigabitEthernet 0/3

Through the interaction between User A and User B, the switch learns the MAC addresses of User A and User B. After that, packets

betweenUser A andUser Bwill be exchanged via unicast without being received byUser C.

Deployment

 WithMACaddress learning, a layer-2 switch forwards packets throughunicast, reducing broadcast packetsandnetwork load.

23.2.2 MACAddress ChangeNotification

MACaddresschangenotificationprovidesamechanismforthenetworkmanagementsystem(NMS)tomonitorthechangeof

devices connected to a network device.

Scenario

Figure 3-5 MAC Address Change Notification

After MAC address change notification is enabled on a device, the device generates a notification message when the device learns a

newMAC address or finishes aging a learnedMAC address, and sends themessage in an SNMPTrapmessage to a specifiedNMS.

AnotificationofaddingaMACaddressindicatesthatanewuseraccessesthenetwork,andthatofdeletingaMACaddressindicates

that a user sends no packets within an aging time and usually the user exits the network.

Whenanetworkdeviceisconnectedtoanumberofdevices,a lotofMACaddresschangesmayoccur inashort time,resultinginan

increaseintraffic.Toreducetraffic,youmayconfigureaninterval forsendingMACaddresschangenotifications.Whentheinterval

expires, all notifications generated during the interval are encapsulated into amessage.

Whenanotificationisgenerated,itisstoredinthetableofhistoricalMACaddresschangenotifications.Theadministratormayknow

recent MACaddress changes by checking the table of notification history evenwithout NMS.

AMAC address change notification is generated only for a dynamic MAC address.

Deployment

 EnableMACaddress change notification on a layer-2 switch tomonitor thechange of devices connected to a network device.

23.3 Features

Basic Concepts
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 Dynamic MACAddress

A dynamic MAC address is a MAC address entry generated through the process of MAC address learning by a device.

 Address Aging

A device only learns a limited number of MAC addresses, and inactive entries are deleted through address aging.

AdevicestartsagingaMACaddresswhen it learns it. If thedevicereceivesnopacketcontainingthesourceMACaddress, itwill

delete the MACaddress from the MACaddress table when the time expires.

 Forwarding viaUnicast

Ifadevice finds in itsMACaddresstableanentrycontainingtheMACaddressand theVLANIDofapacketand theoutputport is

unique, it will send the packet through the port directly.

 Forwarding viaBroadcast

Ifadevicereceivesapacketcontainingthedestinationaddressffff.ffff.fffforanunidentifieddestinationaddress,itwillsendthe

packet through all the ports in theVLANwhere the packet is from, except the input port.

Overview

Feature Description

Dynamic Address Limit for VLAN Limit the number of dynamic MAC addresses in a VLAN.

Dynamic Address Limit for Interface Limit the number of dynamic MAC addresses on an interface.

23.3.1 DynamicAddressLimit forVLAN

WorkingPrinciple

The MAC address table with a limited capacity is shared by all VLANs. Configure the maximum number of dynamic MAC addresses for

eachVLAN to prevent one singleVLAN fromexhausting theMACaddress table space.

AVLANcanonlylearnalimitednumberofdynamicMACaddressesafterthelimitisconfigured.Thepacketsexceedingthelimitare

broadcast.

IfthenumberoflearnedMACaddressesisgreater thanthelimit,adevicewillstoplearningtheMACaddressesfromtheVLAN
and will not start learning again until the number drops below the limit after address aging.

The MACaddresses copied to a specificVLAN are not subject to the limit.

23.3.2 DynamicAddress Limit for Interface

WorkingPrinciple

Aninterfacecanonly learnalimitednumberofdynamicMACaddressesafter thelimit isconfigured.Thepacketsexceedingthelimit

are broadcast

If thenumberof learnedMACaddressesisgreater thanthelimit,adevicewillstoplearningtheMACaddressesfromthe
interface and will not start learning again until the number drops below the limit after address aging.
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23.4 Limitations

The products do not learn or forward packets whose source MAC address and destination MAC address is all 0.

23.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Dynamic MAC

Address

(Optional) It is used to enable MAC address learning.

mac-address-learning
ConfiguresMACaddresslearninggloballyoron

an interface.

mac-address-table aging-time
Configures an aging time for a dynamic MAC

address.

Configuring a Static MAC

Address
(Optional) It is used to bind theMACaddress of a devicewith a port of a switch.

mac-address-table static Configures a static MAC address.

Configuring a MAC Address for

Packet Filtering
(Optional) It is used to filter packets.

mac-address-table filtering Configures a MAC address for packet filtering.

Configuring MAC Address

Change Notification

(Optional) It is used tomonitor change of devices connected toa network device.

mac-address-table notification
Configures MAC address change notification

globally.

snmp trap mac-notification
ConfiguresMACaddresschangenotificationon

an interface.

Configuring a Management

VLAN for an AP Port
(Optional) It is used to configure amanagement VLAN for an AP port.

aggregateport-admin vlan ConfiguresamanagementVLANforanAPport.

ConfiguringtheAlarmLogging

Function for MAC Address Drift
(Optional) It is used toconfigure thealarm logging function for detectedMACaddressdrift.

mac-address-table flapping-logging

Configuring the Maximum

Number of Learned MAC

Addresses

(Optional) It is used to configure themaximumnumber of learnedMACaddresses.

max-dynamic-mac-count count

Configuring PacketDiscarding

WhentheNumberofLearned

MAC Addresses Exceeds the

Address Limit

(Optional) It isusedtoconfigure thepacketprocessingmethodwhen thenumberof learned
MACaddresses exceeds the address limit.

max-dynamic-mac-count exceed-action

forward | discard

23.5.1 ConfiguringDynamicMACAddress

Configuration Effect

Learn MAC addresses dynamically and forward packets via unicast.

Configuration Steps
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 ConfiguringGlobal MACAddress Learning

 Optional.

 Youcan perform this configuration to disable global MAC address learning.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-learning { enable | disable }

Parameter

Description

enable:EnablesglobalMACaddress learning.

disable:DisableglobalMACaddress learning.

Defaults Global MAC address learning is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

By default, global MAC address learning is enabled.When global MAC address learning is enabled, theMAC address learning
configurationonan interface takeseffect;when the function isdisabled,MACaddressescannot be learnedglobally.

 ConfiguringMACAddress Learning on Interface

 Optional.

 Youcan perform this configuration to disable MACaddress learning on an interface.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-learning

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults MAC address learning is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Perform this configuration on a layer-2 interface, for example, a switch port or an AP port.

Whenthecommanddefault interface is runinglobalconfigurationmode, if there isanylayer-2sub-interface, the

MAC address learning cannot restore the default settings.

By default,MACaddress learning is enabled. If DOT1X, IP SOURCEGUARD, or a port security function is configured ona port,
MACaddresslearningcannotbeenabled.AccesscontrolcannotbeenabledonaportwithMACaddresslearningdisabled.

 Configuring anAging Time for aDynamicMACAddress

 Optional.

 Configure an aging time for dynamic MAC addresses.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-table aging-time value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the aging time. The value is either 0 or in the range from 10 to 1000,000.

Defaults The default is 300s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide If the value is set to 0, MAC address aging is disabled and learned MAC addresses will not be aged.

The actual aging time may be different from the configured value, but it is not more than two times of the configured value.

Verification

 Check whether a device learns dynamic MAC addresses.

 Run the showmac-address-table dynamic command to display dynamicMACaddresses.

 Run theshowmac-address-table aging-time command to display the aging time for dynamicMACaddresses.

Command show mac-address-table dynamic [ address mac-address ] [ interface interface-id ] [ vlan vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

address mac-address: Displays the information of a specific dynamic MAC address.

interface interface-id: Specifies a physical interface or an AP port.

vlan vlan-id: Displays the dynamic MAC addresses in a specific VLAN.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show mac-address-table dynamic

Vlan MACAddress Type Interface

---- ------------ ------ ------------------

1 0000.0000.0001 DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

1 0001.960c.a740 DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

1 0007.95c7.dff9 DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

1 0007.95cf.eee0 DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

1 0007.95cf.f41f DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet1/1

1 0009.b715.d400 DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

1 0050.bade.63c4 DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

Field Description

Vlan Indicates the VLAN where the MAC address resides.

MAC Address Indicates a MAC Address.

Type Indicates a MAC address type.

Interface IndicatestheinterfacewheretheMACaddressresides.

Command show mac-address-table aging-time

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show mac-address-table aging-time

Aging time 300
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Configuration Example

 Configuring DynamicMACAddress

Scenario

Figure 3- 6

Configuration

Steps

 Enable MAC address learning on an interface.

 Configure the aging time for dynamic MAC addresses to 180s.

 Delete all dynamic MACaddresses inVLAN 1 on port GigabitEthernet 0/1.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# mac-address-learning

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

FS(config)# mac aging-time 180

FS# clear mac-address-table dynamic interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 vlan 1

Verification  CheckMAC address learning on an interface.

 Display the aging time for dynamic MAC addresses.

 Display all dynamic MACaddresses inVLAN 1 on port GigabitEthernet 0/1.

FS# show mac-address-learning

GigabitEthernet0/1 learning ability:enable

FS# show mac aging-time

Aging time :180seconds

FS# showmac-address-table dynamic interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 vlan 1

Vlan MACAddress Type Interface

---------- -------------------- -------- -------------------

1 00d0.f800.1001 STATIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

Common Errors

ConfigureMACaddresslearningonaninterfacebeforeconfiguringtheinterfaceasalayer-2interface,forexample,aswitchportoran

AP port.

23.5.2 ConfiguringaStaticMACAddress

Configuration Effect

 Bind the MAC address of a network device with a port of a switch.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring aStaticMAC address

 Optional.

 Bind the MAC address of a network device with a port of a switch.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-table static mac-address vlan vlan-id interface interface-id

Parameter

Description

address mac-address: Specifies a MAC address.

vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN where the MAC address resides.

interface interface-id: Specifies a physical interface or an AP port.

Defaults By default, no static MAC address is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide When the switch receives a packet containing the specified MAC address on the specified VLAN, the packet is

forwarded to the bound interface.

Verification

 Run the showmac-address-table static command to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Command show mac-address-table static [ address mac-address ] [ interface interface-id ] [ vlan vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

address mac-address: Specifies a MAC address.

interface interface-id: Specifies a physical interface or an AP port.

vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN where the MAC address resides.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode /Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show mac-address-table static

Vlan MACAddress Type Interface

----- ----------- -------- ------------------

1 00d0.f800.1001 STATIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

1 00d0.f800.1002 STATIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

1 00d0.f800.1003 STATIC GigabitEthernet 1/1

Configuration Example

 Configuring aStaticMAC address

In the above example, the relationship of MAC addresses, VLAN and interfaces is shown in the following table.

Role MAC Address VLAN ID Interface ID

Web Server 00d0.3232.0001 VLAN2 Gi0/10

Database Server 00d0.3232.0002 VLAN2 Gi0/11

Administrator 00d0.3232.1000 VLAN2 Gi0/12
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Scenario

Figure 3- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Specify destinationMAC addresses (mac-address).

 Specify theVLAN (vlan-id) where theMAC addresses reside.

 Specify interface IDs (interface-id).

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# mac-address-table static 00d0.f800.3232.0001 vlan 2 interface gigabitEthernet 0/10

A(config)# mac-address-table static 00d0.f800.3232.0002 vlan 2 interface gigabitEthernet 0/11

A(config)#mac-address-table static 00d0.f800.3232.1000 vlan 2 interface gigabitEthernet 0/12

Verification Display the static MAC address configuration on a switch.

A A# show mac-address-table static

Vlan MACAddress Type Interface

---------- -------------------- -------- -------------------

2 00d0.f800.3232.0001 STATIC GigabitEthernet 0/10

2 00d0.f800.3232.0002 STATIC GigabitEthernet 0/11

2 00d0.f800.3232.1000 STATIC GigabitEthernet 0/12

Common Errors

 ConfigureastaticMACaddressbeforeconfiguringthespecificportasalayer-2interface,forexample,aswitchportoranAP
port.

23.5.3 ConfiguringaMACAddress for Packet Filtering

Configuration Effect

 If a device receives packets containing a sourceMAC address or destinationMAC address specified as the filteredMACaddress,
the packets are discarded.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aMACAddress for Packet Filtering
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 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to filter packets.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-table filtering mac-address vlan vlan-id

Parameter

Description

address mac-address: Specifies a MAC address.

vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN where the MAC address resides.

Defaults By default, no filtered MAC address is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IfadevicereceivespacketscontainingasourceMACaddressordestinationMACaddressspecifiedasthefiltered

MAC address, the packets are discarded.

Verification

 Run the showmac-address-table filter command to display the filteredMACaddress.

Command show mac-address-table filter [ address mac-address ] [ vlan vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

address mac-address: Specifies a MAC address.

vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN where the MAC address resides.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode /Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show mac-address-table filtering

Vlan MACAddress Type Interface

------ -------------------- -------- -----------

1 0000.2222.2222 FILTER

Configuration Example

 Configuring aMACAddress for Packet Filtering

Configuration

Steps

 Specify a destinationMAC address (mac-address) for filtering.

 Specify aVLANwhere theMAC addresses resides.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mac-address-table static 00d0.f800.3232.0001 vlan 1

Verification Display the filtered MAC address configuration.

FS# show mac-address-table filter

Vlan MACAddress Type Interface

---------- -------------------- -------- -------------------

1 00d0.f800.3232.0001 FILTER
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23.5.4 ConfiguringMACAddressChangeNotification

Configuration Effect

 Monitor change of devices connected to a network device.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring NMS

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to enable an NMS to receiveMAC address change notifications.

 Configuration:

Command snmp-server host host-addr traps [ version { 1 | 2c | 3 [ auth | noauth | priv ] } ] community-string

Parameter

Description

host host-addr: Specifies the IP address of a receiver.

 version { 1 | 2c | 3 [auth |noauth |priv ] }: Specifies the version of SNMPTRAPmessages.Youcan also specify

authentication and a security level for packets of Version 3.

community-string: Indicates an authentication name.

Defaults By default, the function is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling SNMPTrap

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to send SNMPTrapmessages.

 Configuration:

Command snmp-server enable traps

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the function is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringGlobal MACAddress ChangeNotification

 Optional.

 If MAC address change notification is disabled globally, it is disabled on all interfaces.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-table notification

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, MAC address change notification is disabled globally.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringMACAddress ChangeNotificationOn Interface

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to enableMAC address change notification on an interface.

 Configuration:

Command snmp trap mac-notification { added | removed }

Parameter

Description
added: Generates a notification when an MAC address is added.

removed: Generates a notification when an MAC address is deleted.

Defaults By default, MAC address change notification is disabled on an interface.

Command

Mode
Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Interval forGeneratingMACAddressChangeNotifications andVolumeofNotificationHistory

 Optional.

 Performthisconfiguration tomodify theinterval forgeneratingMACaddresschangenotificationsand thevolumeof

notification history.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-table notification { interval value | history-size value }

Parameter

Description

interval value: (Optional) Indicates the interval for generating MAC address change notifications. The value ranges

from 1 to 3600 seconds,.

history-sizevalue: Indicates themaximumnumberof entries inthe tableofnotificationhistory.Thevalue ranges

from 1 to 200.

Defaults The default interval is 1 second. The default maximum amount of notifications is 50.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run the showmac-address-table notification command to check whether the NMS receivesMAC address change
notifications.

Command show mac-address-table notification [ interface [ interface-id ] | history ]

Parameter

Description

Interface:Displays the configuration of MAC address change notification on all interfaces.

interface-id: Displays the configuration of MAC address change notification on a specified interface.

history: Displays the history of MAC address change notifications.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode /Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Usage Guide Display the configuration of global MAC address change notification.
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FS#show mac-address-table notification

MAC Notification Feature : Enabled

Interval(Sec): 300

Maximum History Size : 50

Current History Size : 0

Field Description

Interval(Sec) Indicates the interval for generating MAC address change

notifications.

Maximum History Size Indicates themaximumnumber of entries in the table of notification

history.

Current History Size Indicates the current notification entry number.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 3- 8

Thefigureshowsanintranetofanenterprise.UsersareconnectedtoAviaportGi0/2.

The Perform the configuration to achieve the following effects:

 Whenport Gi0/2 learns a newMACaddress or finishes aging a learnedMAC address, aMAC address change

notification isgenerated.

 Meanwhile,Asends theMACaddresschangenotification inanSNMPTrapmessage toaspecifiedNMS.

 InascenariowhereAisconnectedtoanumberofUsers,theconfigurationcanpreventMACaddresschange

notification burst in a short time so as to reduce the network flow.

Configuration

Steps

 Enable global MAC address change notification on A, and configure MAC address change notification on port

Gi0/2.

 ConfiguretheIPaddressof theNMShost,andenableAwithSNMPTrap.AcommunicateswiththeNMSviarouting.

 Configure the interval for sendingMACaddresschange notifications to300 seconds (1 secondbydefault).

A FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mac-address-table notification

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# snmp trap mac-notification added
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# snmp trap mac-notification removed

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

FS(config)# snmp-serverhost 192.168.1.10 traps version 2ccomefrom2

FS(config)# snmp-server enable traps

FS(config)# mac-address-table notification interval 300

Verification  Check t whether MAC address change notification is enabled globally .

 Check whetherMACaddress change notification is enabled on the interface.

 Display theMAC addresses of interfaces, and run the clearmac-address-table dynamic command to simulate

aging dynamic MAC addresses.

 Check whether global MACaddress change notification is enabled globally.

 Display the history of MAC address change notifications.

A FS# show mac-address-table notification

MAC Notification Feature : Enabled

Interval(Sec): 300

Maximum History Size : 50

Current History Size : 0

FS# show mac-address-table notification interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

Interface MACAddedTrap MACRemovedTrap

----------- -------------- --------------

GigabitEthernet0/2 Enabled Enabled

FS# showmac-address-table interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

Vlan MACAddress Type Interface

---------- -------------------- -------- -------------------

1 00d0.3232.0001 DYNAMIC GigabitEthernet 0/2

FS# showmac-address-table notification

MAC Notification Feature : Enabled

Interval(Sec): 300

Maximum History Size : 50

Current History Size : 1

FS# show mac-address-table notification history

History Index : 0

Entry Timestamp: 221683

MAC Changed Message :

Operation:DEL Vlan:1 MAC Addr: 00d0.3232.0003 GigabitEthernet 0/2
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23.5.5 Configuring a Management VLAN for an AP Port

Configuration Effect

 Enable an AP port to process the packets from a management VLAN as management packets, and those from a
non-managementVLAN as data packets.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aManagement VLAN for an AP Port

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to enable an AP port to distinguishmanagement packets fromdata packets.

 Configuration:

Command aggregateport-admin vlan vlan-list

Parameter

Description

vlan-list: Indicates a VLAN or a range of VLANs separated by "-".

Defaults By default, no management VLAN is configured for an AP port.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide An AP port processes the packets received on the management VLAN as management packets.

Verification

 An AP port processes the packets from a management VLAN asmanagement packets, and those from a non-management VLAN
as datapackets.

Configuration Example

 Configuring aManagement VLAN for an AP Port

Configuration

Steps

 Specifymanagement VLANs for an AP port.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# aggregateport-admin vlan 1-20

Verification Run the show running command to display the configuration.

23.5.6 ConfiguringMACAddressFlappingCheck

Configuration Effect

 PrintasyslogalarmwhenMACaddressflappingoccurs,that is,aMACaddressisleanedbymorethanoneport inashort timein
aVLAN.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringMACAddress Flapping Check

 Optional.
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 Configure this configuration to print a syslog alarm uponMAC address flapping.

 Configuration:

Command mac-address-table flapping-logging

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the function is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run the show run command to display the configuration.

 Print syslog to check the MAC address flapping.

 Run theshowmac-address-table flapping record todisplay thedynamicMACaddress flapping record.The firstpart shows
information of the port where flapping occurs, and the second shows the current port policy.

Command show mac-address-table flapping record

Parameter

Description

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface mode

Usage Guide -

Command

Display
FS# show mac-address-table flapping record

Macaddressflappingdetectstatus : on

Macaddress flappingdetect interval : 1s

Macaddress flapping syslog supress time : 1800s

Macaddress flapping recordmaxcount 300

Macaddress flapping record total count 2

(D):error down

Move-Time VLAN MAC-Address Original-Port

--------------------- ----- -------------- ------------------ ------------------

2019.7.158:53:46 1 0026.8b06.6241Te0/2

2019.7.158:53:46 1 0026.8b06.6241Te0/2(D)

Move-Ports

Te0/1

Te0/1

Field Description

Move-Time Flapping time

VLAN VLAN of the MAC address

MAC-Address MAC address

Original-Port Interfaces that learn the MAC address before address
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flapping

(D) followed by the current port policy

Move-Ports Interfaces that learn the MAC address after address

flapping

(D) followed by the current port policy

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringSyslogPrinting uponMACAddress Flapping

Configuration

Steps

 Enable syslog printing uponMAC address flapping.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mac-address-table flapping-logging

Verification Run the show running command to display the configuration.

23.5.7 Configuring theMACAddressFlappingProtectionPolicy

Configuration Effect

 WhenMACaddress flapping isdetectedonaportwith theMACaddressflappingprotectionpolicyconfigured, theportwillbe
shut down.

Notes

 TheMAC address flapping detection functionmust be enabled.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMACAddress Flapping Protection Policy

 Optional

 Perform this operation to prevent MAC address flapping between different ports.

 Perform this operation on the switch.

Command mac-address-table flapping action [error-down | priority priotiry-num]

Parameter

Description

error-down: Specifies the policy that a port is shut down if MAC address flapping is detected on the port.

prioritypriotiry-num: Indicates thepriorityof theport shutdownpolicy.Thedefaultvalue is0 (the lowestpriority).

The value ranges from 0 to 5. A laFSer value indicates a higher priority.

Defaults By default, the MAC address flapping protection function is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheMACaddress flappingcheckfunctionmustbeenabled first.Otherwise, theconfigurationdoesnot takeeffect.

Whenthecommanddefault interface isruninglobalconfigurationmode, if thereisanyLayer-2sub-interface, the

MAC-flapping protection cannot restore the default settings.

Verification
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 Run show run to query the configuration result.

 Run showmac-address-table flapping record to display the dynamic MAC address flapping record. The first part shows
information of the port where flapping occurs, and the second shows the current port policy.

Command show mac-address-table flapping record

Parameter Description

Command Mode Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface mode

Usage Guide -

Command Display FS# show mac-address-table flapping record

Macaddressflappingdetectstatus : on

Macaddressflappingdetect interval : 1s

Mac address flapping syslog supress time : 1800s

Macaddress flapping recordmax count 300

Macaddress flapping record total count 2

(D):error down

Move-Time VLAN MAC-Address Original-Port Move-Ports

--------------------- ----- -------------- ------------------ ------------------

2019.7.158:53:46 1 0026.8b06.6241Te0/2 Te0/1

2019.7.158:53:46 1 0026.8b06.6241Te0/2(D) Te0/1

Field Description

Move-Time Flapping time

VLAN VLAN of the MAC address

MAC-Address MAC address

Original-Port Interfaces that learn theMACaddressbefore

address flapping

(D) followed by the current port policy

Move-Ports Interfaces that learn the MAC address after

address flapping

(D) followed by the current port policy



Configuration Example

 Configuring theMACAddress Flapping Protection Policy

Configuration

Steps

 Enable theMAC address flapping detection function.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mac-address-table flapping-logging

 Configure the MACaddress flapping protection policy.
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FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)# mac-address-table flapping action error-down

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet1/1)#mac-address-tableflappingactionpriority2

Verification Run show running on the switch to query the configuration.

Common Errors

None

23.5.8 Configuring theMaximumNumber of MACAddresses Learned by a Port

Configuration Effect

 Only a limited number of dynamic MAC addresses can be learned by a port.

Notes

None

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMACAddresses Learned by a Port

 Optional

 Perform this operation on the switch.

Command max-dynamic-mac-count count

Parameter

Description

count: Indicates the maximum number of MAC addresses learned by a port.

Defaults Bydefault, thenumberofMACaddresses learnedbyaport isnot limited.After thenumberofMACaddresses

learnedbyaport is limitedandafterthemaximumnumberofMACaddressesexceedsthelimit,packetsfromsource

MAC addresses are forwarded by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run show run to query the configuration result.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMACAddresses Learned by a Port

Configuration

Steps

 Configure themaximum number of MACaddresses learned by a port.

 ConfigurethemaximumnumberofMACaddresseslearnedbyaportandthecountermeasureforthecasethat

the number of MAC addresses exceeds the limit.

FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 1/1
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)# max-dynamic-mac-count 100

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)# max-dynamic-mac-count exceed-action discard

Verification Run show running on the switch to query the configuration.

Common Errors

None

23.5.9 Configuring theMaximumNumber of MACAddresses Learned by a VLAN

Configuration Effect

 Only a limited number of dynamic MAC addresses can be learned by aVLAN.

Notes

None

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMACAddresses Learned by a VLAN

 Optional

 Perform this operation on the switch.

Command max-dynamic-mac-count exceed-action forward | discard

Parameter

Description

forward/discard: IndicatesthatpacketsareforwardedordiscardedwhenthenumberofMACaddresseslearnedby

a VLAN exceeds the limit.

Defaults Bydefault, thenumberofMACaddresses learnedbyaVLAN isnot limited.After thenumberofMACaddresses

learnedbyaVLANislimitedandafterthemaximumnumberofMACaddressesexceedsthelimit,packetsfrom

sourceMAC addresses are forwarded by default.

Command

Mode

VLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run show run to query the configuration result.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMACAddresses Learned by a VLAN

Configuration

Steps

 Configure themaximum number of MACaddresses learned by aVLAN.

 Configure the maximum number of MAC addresses learned by a VLAN and the countermeasure for the case

that the number of MAC addresses exceeds the limit.

FS(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#max-dynamic-mac-count 100

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#max-dynamic-mac-count exceed-action discard
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FS(config)# vlan 2

FS(config-vlan)#max-dynamic-mac-count 100

FS(config-vlan)# max-dynamic-mac-count exceed-action discard

Verification Run show running on the switch to query the configuration.

Common Errors

None

23.6 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears dynamic MAC addresses. clearmac-address-tabledynamic [addressmac-address][ interface interface-id][vlan

vlan-id ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the MAC address table. showmac-address-table {dynamic |static | filter } [addressmac-address ] [ interface

interface-id ] [ vlan vlan-id ]

Displays the aging time for dynamic

MAC addresses.

show mac-address-table aging-time

Displays the maximum number of

dynamic MAC addresses.

show mac-address-table max-dynamic-mac-count

Displays theconfigurationandhistoryof

MAC address change notifications.

show mac-address-table notification [ interface [ interface-id ] | history ]

Displays the MAC address flapping

record.

show mac-address-table flapping record

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs MAC address operation. debug bridge mac

24 Configuring AggregatePort

24.1 Overview

Anaggregateport (AP) isused tobundlemultiplephysical links intoone logical link to increasethe linkbandwidthand improve

connection reliability.
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AnAPportsupports loadbalancing,namely,distributesloadevenlyamongmemberlinks.Besides,anAPportrealizeslinkbackup.

Whenamember linkof theAPport isdisconnected, the loadcarriedby the link isautomaticallyallocated toother functionalmember

links. Amember link does not forward broadcast or multicast packets to other member links.

Forexample, thelinkbetweentwodevicessupportsamaximumbandwidthof1,000Mbps.Whentheservicetrafficcarriedby thelink

exceeds1,000Mbps, thetrafficinexcesswillbediscarded.Portaggregationcanbeusedtosolvetheproblem.Forexample,youcan

connect the twodeviceswithnetwork cablesand combinemultiple links to forma logical link capable ofmultiplesof 1,000Mbps.

For example, there are two devices connected by a network cable. When the link between the two ports of the devices is

disconnected, theservicescarriedby thelinkwillbe interrupted.After theconnectedportsareaggregated,theserviceswillnotbe

affected as long as one link remains connected.

Protocols and Standards

 IEEE 802.3ad

24.2 Applications

Applications Description

AP Link Aggregation and Load

Balancing

A laFSenumberofpacketsare transmittedbetweenanaggregationdeviceandacore

device,whichrequiresagreaterbandwidth.Tomeet thisrequirement,youcanbundlethe

physical linksbetweenthedevicesintoone logical linkto increasethe linkbandwidth,and

configurea proper loadbalancing algorithm todistribute thework load evenly to each

physical link, thus improving bandwidth utilization.

24.2.1 APLinkAggregationand Load Balancing

Scenario

InFigure4-1, theswitchcommunicateswith therouter throughanAPport.All thedeviceson the intranet (suchas the twoPCson the

left)usetherouterasagateway.All thedevicesontheextranet(suchasthetwoPCsontheright)sendpacketstotheinternetdevices

throughtherouter,with thegateway’sMACaddressas itssourceMACaddress.Todistributethe loadbetweentherouterandother

hoststootherlinks,configuredestinationMACaddress-basedloadbalancing.Ontheswitch,configuresourceMACaddress-based

load balancing.

Figure 4-1 AP Link Aggregation and Load Balancing

Deployment

 Configure thedirectlyconnectedportsbetweentheswitchandrouterasastaticAPportoraLinkAggregationControlProtocol
(LACP) APport.
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 On the switch, configure a sourceMAC address-based load balancing algorithm.

 On the router, configure a destinationMAC address-based load balancing algorithm.

 Features

24.3 Features

BasicConcepts

 Static AP

ThestaticAPmodeisanaggregationmode inwhichphysicalportsaredirectlyaddedtoanAPaggregationgroupthroughmanual

configuration to allow the physical ports to forward packetswhen the ports are proper in link state and protocol state.

An AP port in static AP mode is called a static AP, and its member ports are called static AP member ports.

 LACP

LACPisaprotocolaboutdynamiclinkaggregation.ItexchangesinformationwiththeconnecteddevicethroughLACPdataunits

(LACPDUs).

An AP port in LACP mode is called an LACP AP port, and its member ports are called LACP AP member ports.

 APMember Port Mode

There are three aggregation modes available, namely, active, passive, and static.

AP member ports in active mode initiate LACP negotiation. AP member ports in passive mode only respond to received LACPDUs. AP

memberports instaticmodedonotsendLACPDUs fornegotiation.The following table lists therequirements forpeerportmode.

Port Mode Peer Port Mode

Active mode Active or passive mode

Passive mode Active mode

Static Mode Static Mode

 APMember Port State

There are two kinds of AP member port state available:

 When amember port is Down, the port cannot forward packets.The Down state is displayed.

 When amember port is Up and the link protocol is ready, the port can forward packets.The Up state is displayed.

There are three kinds of LACP member port state:

 When the link of a port is Down, the port cannot forward packets. The Down state is displayed.

 When the link of a port is Up and the port is added to an aggregation group, the bndl state is displayed.

 When the linkof aport isUpbut theport issuspendedbecause thepeerend isnot enabledwithLACPor theattributesof the
ports are inconsistentwith thoseof themaster port, thesuspstate isdisplayed. (Theport in suspstatedoesnot forward

packets.)

Only full-duplex ports are capable of LACP aggregation.
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LACPaggregationcanbeimplementedonlywhentherates,flowcontrolapproaches,mediumtypes,andLayer-2/3attributesof
member ports are consistent.

If you modify the preceding attributes of a member port in the aggregation group, LACP aggregation will fail.

The portswhich areprohibited fromjoining or exitinganAPport cannot be added toor removed fromastaticAPport or an
LACP APport.

 AP CapacityMode

Themaximumnumber ofmember ports is fixed, which is equal to themaximumnumber of APportsmultipliedby themaximum

number ofmember ports supported by asingleAPport. If youwant to increase themaximumnumber of APports, themaximum

numberofmemberportssupportedbyasingleAPportmustbe reduced, and viceversa.This concerns theAPcapacitymode

concept.SomedevicessupporttheconfigurationoftheAPcapacitymode.Forexample,ifthesystemsupports16,384memberports,

youcanselect the1024x16, 512 x32, andotherAPcapacitymodes (Maximumnumber of APportsmultipliedby themaximum

number of member ports supported by a single AP port).

 LACP SystemID

By default, all the LACP ports on a device belong to the same LACP aggregation system.

One device can be configured with only one LACP aggregation system. The system is identified by a system ID and each system has a

priority,whichisaconfigurablevalue.ThesystemIDconsistsof theLACPsystempriorityandMACaddressof thedevice.Alower

systempriorityindicatesahigherpriorityof thesystemID.If thesystemprioritiesarethesame,asmallerMACaddressof thedevice

indicatesahigherpriorityof thesystem ID.The systemwithan IDofahigherprioritydetermines theport state.Theport stateof a

systemwith an ID of a lower priority keeps consistent with that of a higher priority.

TheLACPsystemIDcanbeconfiguredwhenLACPportsofmultiple (amaximumof four) independentdevicesneed tonegotiatewith

theLACPportofaspecificdevice(forexample,LACPportsof twoindependentASWsneedtonegotiatewiththeLACPportof theNC).

Youcanset the system IDsof theLACPports of independent devices to thesameMACaddressand configure different device IDs to

implement normal negotiation.

 LACP Device ID

The LACPdevice ID can be configuredwhen LACPports of multiple independent devices need to negotiate with the LACPport of a

specific device. It must be configured together with the system ID.

 LACP Port ID

EachporthasanindependentLACPportpriority,whichisaconfigurablevalue.Theport IDconsistsof theLACPportpriorityandport

number.A smaller port priority indicates a higher priority of theport ID. If theport priorities are the same, asmaller port number

indicates a higher priority of the port ID.

 LACP MasterPort

WhendynamicmemberportsareUp,LACPselectsoneof thoseports tobethemasterportbasedontheratesandduplexmodes,ID

prioritiesof the ports in theaggregation group, and the bundlingstateof themember ports in theUp state.Only theports that have

thesameattributesas themaster port are inBundle stateandparticipate indata forwarding.When theattributesof ports are

changed,LACPreselectsamasterport.Whenthenewmasterport isnotinBundlestate,LACPdisaggregatesthememberportsand

performs aggregationagain.

 MinimumNumber of APMember Ports
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AnAPcanbeconfiguredwithaminimumnumberofAPmemberports.Whenamemberportexits theAPaggregationgroup,causing

thenumber ofmemberports to be smaller than theminimumnumber, the othermember ports in thegroup are unbundled (Down

Status).Whenthememberport rejoins thegroup,causing thenumberofmemberports tobegreater than theminimumnumber, the

member ports in the group are automatically bundled (Up Status).

 LACP IndependentPorts

Innormalcases,LACPindependentportsareusedforinterworkingbetweenaccessswitchesandserverswithtwoNICs.If theOSis

notpre-installedwhenaserverwithtwoNICsstarts,theOSneedstobeinstalledviatheremotePXEOSinstallationdevice.Beforethe

OSis installed, theserverwithtwoNICscannotperformLACPnegotiationwiththeaccessdevice,andonlyoneNICcanwork. Inthis

case, the port on theaccessdevicemustbe able tochange toacommonEthernet physical port automatically toensurenormal

communicationbetweentheserverandtheremotePXEOSinstallationdevice.After theOSis installedandbothNICscanrun the

LACP, the port on the access devicemust be able to enable the LACP again for negotiation.

LACPindependentportscanworkonlyat layer2.AfteranLACPindependentport isenabled,if theLACPindependentport
doesnot receiveLACPpackets, itautomaticallychangestoacommonEthernetport,whichautomaticallycopiestherate,

duplex mode, flow control, and VLAN configuration from the AP port to ensure port forwarding capabilities.

AnLACPindependentportautomaticallychangestoacommonEthernetportonly if itdoesnot receiveLACPpacketswithin
theset time-out period. After the port receives LACPpackets, it changes to an LACPmember port again.

Overview

Overview Description

Link Aggregation Aggregates physical links statically or dynamically to realize bandwidth extension and link backup.

Load Balancing Balances the load within an aggregation group flexibly by using different load balancing methods.

24.3.1 Link Aggregation

WorkingPrinciple

There are two kinds of AP link aggregation. One is static AP, and the other is dynamic aggregation through LACP.

 Static AP

ThestaticAPconfiguration issimple.Runacommand toadd thespecifiedphysicalport to theAPport.After joining theaggregation

group, amember port can receive and transmit data and participate in load balancingwithin the group.

 Dynamic AP(LACP)

An LACP-enabled port sends LACPDUs to advertise its system priority, system MAC address, port priority, port number, and operation

key.WhenreceivingtheLACPDUfromthepeerend,thedevicecomparesthesystemprioritiesofbothendsbasedonthesystemIDin

thepacket.The endwithahigher system IDpriority sets theports in the aggregation group toBundle statebased on the port ID

priorities in a descending order, and sends an updated LACPDU.When receiving the LACPDU, the peer end sets corresponding ports

toBundlestateso thatbothendsmaintainconsistencywhenaportexitsor joins theaggregationgroup.Thephysical linkcanforward

packets only after the ports at both ends are bundled dynamically.

Afterlinkaggregation, theLACPmemberportsperiodicallyexchangeLACPDUs.Whenaportdoesnot receiveanLACPDUinthe

specifiedtime,a timeoutoccursandthe linksareunbundled. Inthiscase, thememberportscannot forwardpackets.Therearetwo

timeoutmodes: long timeoutandshort timeout. In long timeoutmode,aport sendsapacketevery30s. If itdoesnot receiveapacket

fromthepeerend in90s,a timeoutoccurs. In short timeoutmode,aport sendsapacketevery1s. If itdoesnot receiveapacket from

thepeerend in3s,a timeoutoccurs. (Thedefault timeout timeinLACPshort timeoutmode is3seconds.Thevalue ischangeable.)
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Figure 4-2 LACP Negotiation

InFigure4-2,SwitchA isconnected toSwitchBthroughthreeports.Set thesystemprioritiesofSwitchAandSwitchBto61440and

4096respectively.EnableLACPonthePorts1–6,set theaggregationmodetotheactivemode,andsettheportpriority tothedefault

value 32768.

WhenreceivinganLACPDUfromSwitchA,SwitchBfinds that ithasahighersystemIDpriority thanSwitchA(thesystempriorityof

SwitchBishigher thanthatofSwitchA).SwitchBsetsPort4,Port5,andPort6 toBundlestatebasedon theorderofport IDpriorities

(or inanascendingorderofport numbers if theport prioritiesare thesame).WhenreceivinganupdatedLACPDUfromSwitchB,

SwitchAfindsthatSwitchBhasahighersystemIDpriorityandhassetPort4,Port5,andPort6 toBundlestate.ThenSwitchAalso

sets Port 1, Port 2, and Port 3 to Bundle state.

24.3.2 Load Balancing

WorkingPrinciple

APportssegregatepacketflowsbyusingloadbalancingalgorithmsbasedonpacket features,suchasthesourceanddestination

MACaddresses,sourceanddestinationIPaddresses,andLayer-4sourceanddestinationportnumbers.Thepacketflowwiththe

consistentfeatureistransmittedbyonememberlink,anddifferentpacketflowsareevenlydistributedtomemberlinks.Forexample,

in source MAC address-based load balancing, packets are distributed to the member links based on the source MAC addresses of the

packets. Packets with different source MAC addresses are evenly distributed to member links. Packets with the identical source MAC

address are forwarded by one member link.

Currently, there are several AP load balancing modes as follows:

 SourceMAC address or destination MACaddress

 SourceMAC address + destination MAC address

 Source IP address or destination IP address

 Source IP address + destination IP address

 Layer-4 source port number or Layer-4 destination port number

 Layer-4 source port number + Layer-4 destination port number

 Source IP address + Layer-4 source port number

 Source IP address + Layer-4 destination port number

 Destination IP address + Layer-4 source port number

 Destination IP address + Layer-4 destination port number

 Source IP address + Layer-4 source port number + Layer-4 destination port number

 Destination IP address + Layer-4 source port number + Layer-4 destination port number
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 Source IP address + destination IP address + Layer-4 source port number

 Source IP address + destination IP address + Layer-4 destination port number

 Source IP address+ destination IP address + Layer-4 source port number + Layer-4 destination port number

 Panel port for incoming packets

 Labels of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) packets

 Aggregation member portpolling

 Enhancedmode

LoadbalancingbasedonIPaddressesorportnumbersisapplicableonlytoLayer-3packets.Whenadeviceenabledwiththis
loadbalancingmethod receivesLayer-2packets, it automatically switches to thedefault loadbalancingmethod.

All the loadbalancingmethodsusea loadalgorithm(hashalgorithm) tocalculate themember linksbasedon the input
parameters of themethods.The input parameters include the sourceMAC address, destinationMAC address, source MAC

address+destinationMACaddress, source IP address, destination IP address, source IP address + destination IP addresses+

Layer-4portnumberandsoon.Thealgorithmensures thatpacketswithdifferent inputparametersareevenlydistributed to

member links. It doesnot indicate that thesepacketsarealwaysdistributed todifferentmember links.Forexample, in IP

address-based load balancing, two packets with different source and destination IP addresses may be distributed to the same

member link through calculation.

Different productsmay support different load balancing algorithms.

 Enhanced LoadBalancing

Enhancedloadbalancingallowsthecombinationofmultiplefieldsindifferenttypesofpackets.Thesefieldsincludesrc-mac,dst-mac,

l2-protocol, and src-port in Layer-2 packets, src-ip,dst-ip,protocol, l4-src-port, l4-dst-port, and src-port, in IPv4 packets, src-ip,

dst-ip,protocol, l4-src-port, l4-dst-port, and src-port in IPv6 packets; top-label, 2nd-label, 3rd-label, src-ip, dst-ip, vlan, src-port,

src-mac,dst-mac,protocol, l4-src-port, l4-dst-port, and l2-etype inMPLS packets; and vlan,src-port,src-id, rx-id,ox-id, fabric-id,

and dst-id in FCoE packets.

Adeviceenabledwithenhanced loadbalancing firstdetermines thetypeofpacketstobetransmittedandperforms loadbalancing

basedonthespecified fields in thepackets.Forexample, theAPport performssource IP-basedloadbalancingonthepackets

containing an ever-changing source IPv4 address.

All theloadbalancingmethodsareapplicabletoLayer-2andLayer-3APports.Youneedtoconfigureproper loaddistribution
methods based on different network environments to fully utilize network bandwidth.

Performenhancedloadbalancingbasedonthesrc-mac,dst-mac,andvlanfieldsinLayer-2packets,andthesrc-ipfieldinIPv4
packets. If the incoming packet is an IPv4 packet with an ever-changing source MAC address, the enhanced balancing algorithm

doesnot takeeffect,becausethedevicewillperform loadbalancingonlybasedon thesrc-ip field inthe IPv4packetafter

finding that it is an IPv4 packet.

In enhanced load balancing, the MPLS balancing algorithm takes effect only for MPLS Layer-3 VPN packets, but does not take
effect for MPLS Layer-2VPN packets.

 Hash Load Balancing Control

Hash load balancing enables users to control load balancing flexibly in different scenarios. Currently, FS adopts the following hash

load balancing controlfunctions:

 Hashdisturbancefactor:TrafficoverAPportsishashedforbalancing.Fortwodevicesofthesametype,thesamepathwillbe
calculatedfor loadbalancingfor thesamestream.WhentheECMPisdeployed,thesamestreamofthetwodevicesmaybe
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balancedtothesamedestinationdevice,resultinginhashpolarization.Thehashdisturbancefactorisusedtoaffecttheload

balancingalgorithm.Differentdisturbancefactorsareconfigured fordifferent devices toensure thatdifferent pathsare

provided for the same stream.

 Hash synchronization: To ensure network security, a firewall cluster is deployed between the internal and external networks for
traffic cleaning.This requires that both theuplink anddownlink trafficof a session is transmitted to thesamedevice in the

firewallcluster forprocessing.Thesourceanddestination IPaddressescontained intheuplinkanddownlinkstreamsofa

sessionarereversed.Theuplinkanddownlinkstreamswillbedirectedtodifferentfirewallsinthefirewallclusterbasedonthe

traditionalhashalgorithm.Thehashsynchronization functionensures thatuplinkanddownlinkstreamsofasessionbe

transmitted over the same path.

 Hash algorithm mode: Apply the most appropriate hash algorithm mode to different traffic, so that when traffic changes,
balance can still be kept. For example, if the source and destinationMACaddresses of a stream increase 1 at the same time,

configure the algorithm based on the source and destinationMACaddresses cannot keep stream balance. At themoment, a

suitable hash algorithmmode needs to be applied.

 Hashfactoracquisitionmode:Thereareaninner layerandanouter layer intheheader ineachofVXLANpackets,GREpackets,
and other tunnel packets. It can be specified to obtain the hash factor from the inner layer or outer layer, to achieve a better

balancing effect. For example, in some scenarios, tunnel packets share the same outer IP address but have different inner IP

addresses. In this case, the inner IPaddress canbe specified as the hash factor tooptimize traffic balancing.

24.3.3 Member Port BFDDetection

WorkingPrinciple

Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) is a protocol that delivers fast detection of path failures. According to RFC7130, LACP takes

3s todetect link failureseven inshort timeoutmode.Thepacketsdistributed to the faulty linkduring the3-secondperiodwillbe lost.

BFDdelivers faster failuredetection.YoucanconfigureBFDonmemberports todetect linkfailureandswitchload toothermember

links in case of a link failure.

BecauseBFDisaLayer-3protocol,youneedtoconfigureBFDonLayer-3APports.BFDisclassifiedintoIPv4detectionandIPv6

detection,whichdetect IPv4andIPv6pathsrespectively.WhenBFDdetectsthat thepathonamemberport fails, thepacketswillnot

be distributed to the member port.

After BFD is enabled on an AP port, BFD sessions are set up on its member ports in forwarding state independently.

24.4 Limitations

 EachAP of the product contains up to eight member ports, and eachdevice supports up to 256 APs bydefault.

 Tecapacitymode of APs can be set to any one of the following: 255*16, 127*32, 63*64, and 31*128. In thesemodes, the
maximumnumber ofmemberportssupportedbyeachAP is16, 32, 64, and128 respectively,and themaximumnumberof

supported APs is 255, 127, 63, and 31 respectively. The default configuration is 255*16.

 When the products adopt load balancing that is based on the source MAC address, destination MAC address, or source MAC
address + destination MAC address, the devices also use the Ethernet type field and VLAN field of unicast packets as

balancing factors by default.

 The products adopt the non-enhanced load balancing mode. With the Internet Group Management Protocol snooping
(IGMP snooping) or multicast routing enabled, the keywords for load balancing of multicast packets are src-ip, dst-ip, or
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src-ip+dst-ip.Thekeywordsfor loadbalancingofothermulticastpackets,unknownunicastpackets,andbroadcastpackets

are src-mac, dst-mac, or src-mac+dst-mac. For example, when layer-3 packets (unknown unicast, multicast, and broadcast

packets)are forwardedat layer 2, load balancingcannot be performedbasedonsrc-ip or dst-ip. In this case, theenhanced

mode can be adopted because load balancing is performed based on the packet type in thismode.

 In load balancingmode basedon src-dst-ip-l4port, L4port changeson the products are valid only to unicast packets.

 The products support AP-based load balancing algorithms. AP-based load balancing algorithms support load balancing
based only onSMAC, DMAC, SMAC+DMAC,SIP,DIP,and SIP+DIP.

 The products do not support the Round Robin (RR) load balancing algorithm.

 Enhancedloadbalancingtemplatesof theproductssupport thefollowing fields:

L2 template: src-mac dst-mac vlan l2-protocol src-port

IPv4template:src-ipdst-ipprotocolvlanl4-src-port l4-dst-portsrc-port

IPv6template:src-ipdst-ipprotocolvlanl4-src-port l4-dst-portsrc-port

24.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Static AP Ports

(Mandatory) It is used to configure link aggregationmanually.

interface aggregateport Creates an Ethernet AP port.

interface san-port-channel Creates an FC AP port.

port-group Configures static AP member ports.

Configuring LACP AP Ports

(Mandatory) It is used to configure link aggregation dynamically.

port-group mode Configures LACP member ports.

lacp system-priority Configures the LACP system priority.

lacp short-timeout period
Configures the timeout time of the LACP system in

short timeout mode.

lacp port-priority Configures the port priority.

lacp short-timeout Configures the short timeout mode on a port.

Enabling LinkTrap
(Optional) It is used to enable LinkTrap.

snmp trap link-status Enables LinkTrap advertisement for an AP port.

aggregateport member linktrap Enables LinkTrap t for AP member ports.

Configuring a Load Balancing

Mode

(Optional) It is used to configure a load balancingmode for an aggregated link.

aggregateport load-balance
Configuresa loadbalancingalgorithm foranAPport

or AP member ports.

(Optional) It is used to configure the profile of enhanced load balancing.

load-balance-profile Renames the profile of enhanced load balancing.

l2 field
Configures a load balancing mode for Layer-2

packets.

ipv4 field Configuresa loadbalancingmode for IPv4packets.

ipv6 field Configuresa loadbalancingmode for IPv6packets.
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Configuration Description and Command

mpls field ConfiguresaloadbalancingmodeforMPLSpackets.

trill field ConfiguresaloadbalancingmodeforTRILLpackets.

fcoe field ConfiguresaloadbalancingmodeforFCoEpackets.

(Optional) It is used to control load balancing policy.

hash-disturb {string | seed seed-value

offset offset-value}
Configures hash disturbance factor.

hash-symmetrical[ipv4|ipv6| fcoe|on] Configures hash synchronization.

aggregateport hash-header {inner |

outer | inner-outer}

Configures thebalancing factoracquisitionmode for

tunnel packet.

aggregateport algorithm mode number
Configures the global load balancing algorithm

mode.

ConfiguringanAPCapacityMode
(Optional) It is used to configure the AP capacitymode.

aggregateport capacity mode
Configures an AP capacity mode in global

configuration mode.

Enabling BFD for AP Member

Ports
(Optional) It is used to enable BFD for APmember ports.

aggregate bfd-detect ipv4 Enables IPv4 BFD for AP member ports.

Configuring a Preferred AP

Member Port
(Optional) It is used to configure an APmember port as the preferred port.

aggregateport primary-port ConfiguresanAPmemberport as thepreferredport.

Configuring the Minimum

Number of AP Member Ports
aggregateport member minimum

Configures the minimum number of AP member

ports.

Configuring the Minimum

Number of AP Member Ports

(Action)

aggregateport member minimum

action

TriggersactionwhenthenumberofAPmember

ports in theUp state is less than theminimum

number of the AP member ports.

Enabling the LACP Independent

Port Function
lacp individual enable Enables the LACP independent port function.

Configuring the Time-out Period

of Independent Port
lacp individual-timeout period time

Configures the time-out period of an independent

port.

24.5.1 ConfiguringStaticAPPorts

Configuration Effect

 Configure multiple physical ports as APmember ports to realize link aggregation.

 The bandwidth of the aggregation link is equal to the sum of the member link bandwidths.

 Whenamember linkof theAPport isdisconnected, the loadcarriedby the link isautomaticallyallocated toother functional
member links.

Notes

 Only physical ports can be added to an AP port.

 The ports of different media types or port modes cannot be added to the same AP port.
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 Layer-2portscanbeaddedtoonlyaLayer-2APport,andLayer-3portscanbeaddedtoonlyaLayer-3APport.TheLayer-2/3
attributes of an AP port that contains member ports cannot be modified.

 After a port is added to an AP port, the attributes of the port are replaced by those of the AP port.

 After a port is removed from an AP port, the attributes of the port are restored.

Afteraport is added toanAPport, theattributesof theport are consistentwith thoseof theAPport.Therefore, donot perform
configurationontheAPmemberportsorapplyconfiguration toaspecificAPmemberport.However,someconfigurations(the

shutdownandnoshutdowncommands)canbeconfiguredonAPmemberports.WhenyouuseAPmemberports,check

whether the function thatyouwant toconfigure cantakeeffectonaspecificAPmemberport, andperform thisconfiguration

properly.

The static aggregation has no error detection. Member ports are bound if linked up, so the user needs to ensure topology
accuracy and consistency amongmember ports’negotiation attributes.

Configuration Steps

 Creating an Ethernet AP Port

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration on an AP-enabled device.

Command interface aggregateport ap-number

Parameter

Description

ap-number: Indicates the number of an AP port.

Defaults By default, no AP port is created.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide TocreateanEthernetAPport, run interfacesaggregateport inglobalconfigurationmode.Todelete thespecified

Ethernet AP port, run no interfaces aggregateport ap-number in global configuration mode.

Runport-group toaddaphysical port to astaticAPport in interfaceconfigurationmode. If theAPport doesnot exist, itwill be
created automatically.

Runport-groupmode toaddaphysicalport toanLACPAPport in interfaceconfigurationmode. If theAPportdoesnotexist,
it will be created automatically.

TheAPfeaturemustbeconfiguredonthedevicesatbothendsofa linkandtheAPmodemustbethesame(staticAPorLACP
AP).

 Configuring Static APMember Ports

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration on AP-enabled devices.

Command port-group ap-number

Parameter

Description

port-group ap-number: Indicates the number of an AP port.

Defaults By default, no ports are added to any static AP port.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified Ethernet port
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Usage Guide Toaddmemberports toanAPport, runport-group in interfaceconfigurationmode.Toremovememberports from

an AP port, run no port-group in interface configuration mode.

The static APmember ports configured on the devices at both ends of a linkmust be consistent.

Afteramemberport exits theAPport, the default settingsof thememberport are restored.Different functionsdealwith the
default settings of thememberports differently. It is recommended that youcheck and confirm theport settings after a

member port exits an AP port.

Afteramemberport exitsanAPport, theport isdisabledbyusing theshutdowncommand toavoid loops.Afteryouconfirm
that the topology is normal, run no shutdown in interface configuration mode to enable the port again.

 Converting Layer-2 APs to Layer-3 APs

 Optional.

 WhenyouneedtoenableLayer-3routingonanAPport,forexample,toconfigureIPaddressesorstaticrouteentries,convert
the Layer-2 AP port to a Layer-3 AP port and enable routing on the Layer-3AP port.

 Perform this configuration on AP-enabled devices that support Layer-2 and Layer-3 features, such as Layer-3 switches or
wireless access controllers (ACs).

Command no switchport

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the AP ports are Layer-2 AP ports.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified AP port

Usage Guide The Layer-3 AP feature is supported by only Layer-3 devices.

TheAPportcreatedonaLayer-3devicethatdoesnotsupportLayer-2featureisaLayer-3APport.Otherwise,theAPport isa
Layer-2 APport.

 Creating an Ethernet AP Subinterface

 Optional.

 Onadevice that supports subinterface configuration, run interfaceaggregateport sub-ap-number to create a subinterface.

 Perform this configuration onAP-enabled devices that support Layer-2 and Layer-3 features, such as Layer-3 switches.

Command interface aggregateport sub-ap-number

Parameter

Description

sub-ap-number: Indicates the number of an AP subinterface.

Defaults By default, no subinterfaces are created.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified AP port

Usage Guide You need to convert the master port of the AP port to a Layer-3 port before creating a subinterface.

Verification

 Run show running to display the configuration.
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 Run show aggregateport summary to display the AP configuration.

Command show aggregateport aggregate-port-number [ load-balance | summary ]

Parameter

Description

aggregate-port-number: Indicates the number of an AP port.

load-balance: Displays the load balancing algorithm.

summary: Displays the summary of each link.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide The information on all AP ports is displayed if you do not specify the AP port number.

FS# show aggregateport 1 summary

AggregatePort MaxPorts SwitchPortMode Loadbalance Ports

------------- --------------- ---------- ------ ---------------------------- ------------------------

Ag1 8 Enabled ACCESS dst-mac Gi0/2

Configuration Example

 Configuring an Ethernet Static AP Port

Scenario

Figure 3-2

Configuration

Steps

 AddtheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAtostaticAPport3.

 AddtheGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBtostaticAPport3.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3

Verification  Runshowaggregateportsummary tocheckwhetherAPport3containsmemberportsGigabitEthernet1/1

and GigabitEthernet 1/2.

Switch A SwitchA# show aggregateport summary

AggregatePort MaxPortsSwitchPort Mode Ports

------------- -------- ---------- ------ -----------------------------------

Ag3 8 Enabled ACCESSGi1/1,Gi1/2

Switch B SwitchB# show aggregateport summary
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Enabled ACCESSGi2/1,Gi2/28Ag3

AggregatePort MaxPortsSwitchPort Mode Ports

------------- -------- ---------- ------ -----------------------------------

24.5.2 Configuring LACP AP Ports

Configuration Effect

 Connected devices perform autonegotiation through LACP to realize dynamic link aggregation.

 The bandwidth of the aggregation link is equal to the sum of the member link bandwidths.

 Whenamember linkof theAPport isdisconnected, the loadcarriedby the link isautomaticallyallocated toother functional
member links.

 It takes LACP 90s to detect a link failure in long timeout mode and 3s in short timeout mode.

Notes

 Afteraport exitsanLACPAPport, thedefault settingsof theportmaybe restored.Different functionsdealwith thedefault
settingsof thememberports differently. It is recommended that youcheckandconfirm theport settingsafter amemberport

exits an LACP AP port.

 Changing the LACP system prioritymay causeLACPmember ports tobe disaggregated and aggregated again.

 Changing the priority of an LACPmember portmay cause the othermember ports to be disaggregated and aggregated again.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring LACPMember Ports

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration on LACP-enabled devices.

Command port-group key-number mode { active | passive }

Parameter

Description

Key-number: Indicates the management key of an AP port. In other words, it is the LACP AP port number.The

maximum value is subject to the number of AP ports supported by the device.

active: Indicates that ports are added to a dynamic AP port actively.

passive: Indicates that ports are added to a dynamic AP port passively.

Defaults By default, no physical ports are added to any LACP AP port.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified physical port

Usage Guide Use this command in interface configuration mode to add member ports to an LACP AP port.

The LACPmember port configuration at both ends of a link must be consistent.

 Configuring the LACPSystem ID

 Optional.

 ConfiguretheLACPsystemIDwhenLACPportsofmultiple(amaximumoffour) independentdevicesneedtonegotiatewith
theLACP port of a specific device.Configure the LACP system ID togetherwith the LACP device ID.

Command lacp system-id system-id
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Parameter

Description

system-id: Indicates the system ID of an aggregation group. It must be a valid unicast MAC address.

Defaults The LACP system ID is the MAC address of device by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command in interface configuration mode to configure the LACP system ID.

 Configuring the LACPDevice ID

 Optional.

 ConfiguretheLACPdeviceIDwhenLACPportsofmultiple(amaximumoffour) independentdevicesneedtonegotiatewith
theLACPport of a specific device. Configure the LACPdevice ID together with the LACPsystem ID.

Command lacp device number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the device ID of an aggregation group. The value ranges from 0 to 3.

Defaults The LACP device ID is 0 by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command in interface configuration mode to configure the LACP device ID.

 Configuring the LACPSystem Priority

 Optional.

 Performthisconfigurationwhenyouneedtoadjust thesystemIDpriority.AsmallervalueindicatesahighersystemIDpriority.
The devicewith a higher system ID priority selects an AP port.

 Perform this configuration on LACP-enabled devices.

Command lacp system-priority system-priority

Parameter

Description

system-priority: Indicates the LACP system priority. The value ranges from 0 to 65535.

Defaults By default, the LACP system priority is 32768.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand inglobalconfigurationmodetoconfiguretheLACPsystempriority.All thedynamicmember links

shareoneLACPsystempriority.ChangingtheLACPsystemprioritywillaffectallmemberlinks.Torestorethedefault

settings, run no lacp system-priority in interface configuration mode.

 Configuring thePriority of an LACPMember Port

 Optional.

 Performthisconfigurationwhenyouneedtospecify theport IDpriority.Asmallervalue indicatesahigherport IDpriority.The
port with the highest port ID priority will be selected as themaster port.

 Perform this configuration on LACP-enabled devices.

Command lacp port-priority port-priority

Parameter port-priority: Indicates the priority of an LACP member port. The value ranges from 0 to 65535.
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Description

Defaults By default, the priority of an LACP member port is 32768.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified physical port

Usage Guide Use this command inglobal configurationmode to configure the priorityof an LACPmember port.Torestore the

settings, run no lacp port-priority in interface configuration mode.

 Configuring the Timeout Mode of LACPMember Ports

 Optional.

 Whenyouneed to implement real-timelink failuredetection,configure theshort timeoutmode. It takesLACP90s todetecta
link failure in long timeoutmodeand 3s in short timeoutmode. (Thedefault timeout time inLACP short timeoutmode is3

seconds. The value is changeable.)

 Perform this configuration on LACP-enabled devices, such as switches.

Command lacp short-timeout

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the timeout mode of LACP member ports is long timeout.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The timeout mode is supported only by physical ports.

To restore the default settings, run no lacp short-timeout in interface configuration mode.

 Configuring the Timeout Timeof the LACPSystem in Short Timeout Mode

 Optional.

 Configure this function when the timeout time of a device in LACP short timeout mode needs to be adjusted.

 Configure this function on devices that support the LACP function.

Command lacp short-timeout period value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the timeout time in short timeout mode. The value ranges from 3 seconds to 90 seconds.

Defaults The default timeout time in LACP short timeout mode is 3 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In global configuration mode, run the command to configure the timeout time in LACP short timeout mode. All dynamic

link groups configured on a device share the same timeout time in LACP short timeout mode. Changing the value will

affect all aggregate groups on the switch. In interface configuration mode, run the no lacp short-timeout period

command to restore the timeout time in LACP short timeout mode to the default value.

Verification

 Run show running to display the configuration.

 Run show lacp summary to display LACP link state.

Command show lacp summary [ key-number ]
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Parameter

Description

key-name: Indicates the number of an LACP AP port.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide The information on all LACP AP ports is displayed if you do not specify key-name.

The system ID and device ID are displayed if configured.

FS#show lacp summary

System Id:32768, 0000.1236.54aa

Flags: S -Device is requesting Slow LACPDUs F - Device is requesting Fast LACPDUs.

A-Device is inactivemode. P - Device is in passivemode.

Aggregate port 2:

SystemId:0000.1236.54aa Devicenum:1

Local information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags State Priority Key Number State

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Te1/0/1 SA down 32768 0x2 0x4001 0x45

Partner information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags Priority Dev ID Key Number State

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Te1/0/1 SP 0 0000.0000.0000 0x0 0x0 0x0

ConfigurationExample

 Configuring LACP

Scenario

Figure 4-3

Configuration

Steps

 OnSwitch A, set the LACP system priority to 4096.

 EnabledynamiclinkaggregationontheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAandadd

the ports to LACP AP port 3.

 OnSwitch B, set the LACP system priority to 61440.
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 Enabledynamic linkaggregationontheGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBandadd

the ports to LACP AP port 3.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# lacp system-priority 4096

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchA(config-if-range)# end

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# lacp system-priority 61440

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchB(config-if-range)# end

Verification  Runshowlacpsummary3 tocheckwhetherLACPAPport3containsmemberportsGigabitEthernet2/1and

GigabitEthernet2/2.

Switch A SwitchA#showLACPsummary 3

System Id:32768, 00d0.f8fb.0001

Flags: S -Device is requestingSlowLACPDUs

F-Device is requestingFastLACPDUs.

A -Device is inactivemode. P -Device is in passivemode.

Aggregated port3:

Local information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags State Priority Key Number State

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi1/1 SA bndl 32768 0x3 0x1 0x3d

Gi1/2 SA bndl 32768 0x3 0x2 0x3d

Partner information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags Priority Dev ID Key Number State

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi1/1 SA 32768 00d0.f800.0002 0x3 0x1 0x3d

Gi1/2 SA 32768 00d0.f800.0002 0x3 0x2 0x3d

Switch B SwitchB#showLACPsummary3
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0x3d0x200d0.f800.0001 0x332768SAGi2/2

0x3d0x100d0.f800.0001 0x332768SAGi2/1

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Number StateKeyDevIDPriorityFlagsPort

Oper Port PortLACPport

Partner information:

0x3d0x20x332768bndlSAGi2/2

0x3d0x10x332768bndlSAGi2/1

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Number StateKeyPriorityStateFlagsPort

Port

Aggregated port 3:

Local information:

LACPport Oper Port

P-Deviceisinpassivemode.A-Device is inactivemode.

System Id:32768, 00d0.f8fb.0002

Flags: S -Device is requestingSlowLACPDUs

F-Device is requestingFastLACPDUs.

24.5.3 Enabling LinkTrap

ConfigurationEffect

Enable the system with LinkTrap to send LinkTrap messages when aggregation links are changed.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling LinkTrap for an AP Port

 Optional.

 Enable LinkTrap in interface configuration mode. By default, LinkTrap is enabled. LinkTrap messages are sent when the link state
or protocol state of the AP port is changed.

 Perform this configuration on AP-enabled devices.

Command snmp trap link-status

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, LinkTrap is enabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified AP port

Usage Guide Usethiscommand in interfaceconfigurationmode toenableLinkTrap for thespecifiedAPport.AfterLinkTrap is

enabled, LinkTrapmessages are sent when the link state of the AP port is changed. Otherwise, LinkTrapmessages are

not sent. By default, LinkTrap is enabled. To disable LinkTrap for an AP port, run no snmp trap link-status in interface
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configuration mode.

LinkTrap cannot be enabled for a specific AP member port. To enable LinkTrap for all AP member ports, run

aggregateport member linktrap in global configuration mode.

 Enabling LinkTrap forAPMember Ports

 Optional.

 By default, LinkTrap is disabled for APmember ports.

 Perform this configuration on AP-enabled devices.

Command aggregateport member linktrap

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, LinkTrap is disabled for AP member ports.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandinglobalconfigurationmodetoenableLinkTrapforallAPmemberports.Bydefault,LinkTrap

messagesarenotsentwhenthelinkstateofAPmemberportsischanged.TodisableLinkTrapforallAPmember

ports, run no aggregateport member linktrap in global configuration mode.

Verification

 Run show running to display the configuration.

 After LinkTrap is enabled, you canmonitor this feature on AP ports or theirmember ports by using theMIB software.

Configuration Example

 Enabling LinkTrap forAPMember Ports

Scenario

Figure 3-4

Configuration

Steps

 AddtheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAtostaticAPport3.

 AddtheGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBtostaticAPport3.

 OnSwitchA,disableLinkTrapforAPport3andenableLinkTrapforitsmemberports.

 OnSwitch B, disable LinkTrap for AP port 3 and enable LinkTrap its AP member ports.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)# aggregateport member linktrap
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SwitchA(config)# interface Aggregateport 3

SwitchA(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# no snmp trap link-status

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3

SwitchB(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchB(config)# aggregateport member linktrap

SwitchB(config)# interface Aggregateport 3

SwitchB(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# no snmp trap link-status

Verification  Run show running to checkwhether LinkTrap is enabled for AP port 3 and itsmember ports.

Switch A SwitchA# show run | include AggregatePort 3

Building configuration...

Current configuration: 54bytes

interface AggregatePort3

nosnmptraplink-status

SwitchA# show run | include AggregatePort

aggregateport member linktrap

Switch B SwitchB# show run | include AggregatePort 3

Building configuration...

Current configuration: 54bytes

interface AggregatePort3

nosnmptraplink-status

SwitchB# show run | include AggregatePort

aggregateport member linktrap

24.5.4 Configuring a Load BalancingMode

Configuration Effect

 Thesystemdistributesincomingpacketsamongmemberlinksbyusingthespecifiedloadbalancingalgorithm.Thepacketflow
withtheconsistent feature is transmittedbyonemember link,whereasdifferentpacket flowsareevenlydistributed tovarious

links.Adeviceenabledwithenhanced loadbalancing firstdetermines the typeofpackets tobe transmittedandperforms load

balancingbasedonthespecifiedfieldsinthepackets.Forexample,theAPportperformssourceIP-basedloadbalancingonthe

packets containing an ever-changing source IPv4 address.

 Inenhancedloadbalancingmode,configure thehashdisturbancefactortoensurethatsamepacketsfromtwodevicesof the
same type will be balanced to different links.
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 Inenhanced loadbalancingmode,enablehashsynchronization toensure thatuplinkanddownlinkpacketsof thesametype
willbetransmittedoverthesamelink.Forexample,inloadbalancingbasedonthesourceanddestinationIPaddresses,enable

hashsynchronizationforIPv4packetstoensurethat theuplinkanddownlinkIPv4packetswillbetransmittedoverthesame

path.

Notes

 Different disturbance factorsmay lead to the same disturbance effect.

 Enable or disable hash synchronization for IPv4, IPv6, FCoE and On as required.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theGlobal Load Balancing Algorithm of anAP port

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when you need to optimize load balancing.

 Perform this configuration on AP-enabled devices.

Command aggregateport load-balance {dst-mac |src-mac |src-dst-mac |dst-ip |src-ip |src-dst-ip|src-dst-ip-l4port |

enhanced profile profile-name }

Parameter

Description

dst-mac: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination MAC addresses of incoming packets.

src-mac: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source MAC addresses of incoming packets.

src-dst-ip: Indicatesthat load isdistributedbasedonsourceanddestination IPaddressesof incomingpackets.

dst-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination IP addresses of incoming packets.

src-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source IP addresses of incoming packets.

src-dst-mac: Indicates that load is distributed based on source and destination MAC addresses of incoming packets.

src-dst-ip-l4port: Indicates that load is distributed based on source IP and destination IP addresses as well as Layer-4

source and destination port numbers.

enhanced profile profile-name: Indicates the name of the enhanced load balancing profile.

Defaults LoadbalancingcanbebasedonsourceanddestinationMACaddresses(applicable toswitches),sourceand

destination IP addresses (applicable to gateways), or the profile of enhanced load balancing (applicable to switches

with CB line cards).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no aggregateport load-balance in global configuration mode.

Youcanrunaggregateport load-balance in interfaceconfigurationmodeofanAPportondevices thatsupport

loadbalancingconfigurationonaspecificAPport.Theconfiguration ininterfaceconfigurationmodeprevails.To

disabletheloadbalancingalgorithm,runnoaggregateport load-balance in interfaceconfigurationmodeofthe

AP port. After that, the load balancing algorithm configured in global configurationmode takes effect.

Youcanrunaggregateport load-balance in interfaceconfigurationmodeofanAPportondevicesthat
support load balancing configuration on a specific AP port.

 Renaming the Profile of Enhanced Load Balancing

 Bydefault, ifadevicesupportsenhanced loadbalancing, thesystemcreatesaprofilenameddefault forenhanced load
balancing.Performthisconfigurationwhenyouneedtorenametheprofileorrestorethedefaultsettings. Inothercases,the

configuration is optional.

 Perform this configuration ondevices that support enhanced loadbalancing, suchas aggregation switches and core switches.
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Command load-balance-profile profile-name

Parameter

Description

profile-name: Indicates the profile name, which contains up to 31 characters.

Defaults The default profile name is default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Toenterdefaultprofilemode,runload-balance-profiledefault.Torenametheenhancedloadbalancingprofile,run

load-balance-profileprofile-nam.Torestorethedefaultprofilename,rundefault load-balance-profile inglobal

configuration mode. To restore the default load balancing settings, run default load-balance-profile profile-name in

global configurationmode.

Only one profile is supported globally. Please do not delete the profile. To display the enhanced load balancing

profile, run show load-balance-profile.

 Configuring the Layer-2 Packet Load BalancingMode

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to specify the Layer-2 packet load balancing mode.

 Perform this configuration ondevices that support enhanced loadbalancing, suchas aggregation switches and core switches.

Command l2 field { [ src-mac ] [ dst-mac ] [ l2-protocol ] [src-port ] }

Parameter

Description

src-mac: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source MAC addresses of incoming Layer-2 packets.

dst-mac: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination MAC addresses of incoming Layer-2 packets.

l2-protocol:IndicatesthatloadisdistributedbasedontheLayer-2protocoltypesof incomingLayer-2packets.

src-port: Indicates that load is distributed based on the panel port for incoming Layer-2packets.

Defaults By default, the load balancing mode is src-mac, dst-mac and vlan.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no l2 field in profile configuration mode.

 Configuring the IPv4 Packet Load BalancingMode

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to specify the IPv4 packet load balancing mode.

 Perform this configuration ondevices that support enhanced loadbalancing, suchas aggregation switches and core switches.

Command ipv4 field {[ src-ip ] [ dst-ip ] [ protocol ] [ l4-src-port ][ l4-dst-port ] [ src-port ] }

Parameter

Description

src-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source IP addresses of incoming IPv4 packets.

dst-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination IP addresses of incoming IPv4 packets.

protocol: Indicates that load is distributed based on the protocol types of incoming IPv4 packets.

l4-src-port:IndicatesthatloadisdistributedbasedontheLayer-4sourceportnumbersofincomingIPv4packets.

l4-dst-port: Indicates that load isdistributedbasedon theLayer-4destinationport numbersof incoming IPv4

packets.

src-port: Indicates that load is distributed based on the panel port for incoming IPv4 packets.

Defaults By default, the load balancing mode is src-ip and dst-ip.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no ipv4 field in profile configuration mode.
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 Configuring the IPv6 Packet Load BalancingMode

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to specify the IPv6 packet load balancing mode.

 Perform this configuration ondevices that support IPv6 packet load balancing, suchas aggregation switchesand coreswitches.

Command ipv6 field { [ src-ip ] [ dst-ip ] [ protocol ] [ l4-src-port ][ l4-dst-port ] [ src-port ]}

Parameter

Description

src-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source IP addresses of incoming IPv6 packets.

dst-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination IP addresses of incoming IPv6 packets.

protocol: Indicates that load is distributed based on the protocol types of incoming IPv6 packets.

l4-src-port:IndicatesthatloadisdistributedbasedontheLayer-4sourceportnumbersofincomingIPv6packets.

l4-dst-port: Indicates that load isdistributedbasedon theLayer-4destinationport numbersof incoming IPv6

packets.

src-port: Indicates that load is distributed according to the source port numbers of incoming IPv6 packets.

Defaults By default, the load balancing mode is src-ip and dst-ip.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no ipv6 field in profile configuration mode.

 Configuring theMPLS Packet Load BalancingMode

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to specify theMPLS packet load balancing mode.

 Perform this configuration on devices that support MPLS packet load balancing, such as aggregation switches and core
switches.

Command mpls field { [ top-label ] [ 2nd-label ] [3rd-label] [ src-ip ] [ dst-ip ] [ vlan ] [ src-port ] [dst-port] [src-mac]

[dst-mac] [protocol] [l4-src-port] [l4-dst-port] [l2-etype] }

Parameter

Description

src-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source IP addresses of incoming MPLS packets.

dst-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination IP addresses of incoming MPLS packets.

top-label: Indicates that load isdistributedbasedon the top labelsof incomingMPLSpackets.

2nd-label: Indicates that load is distributed based on the second labels of incoming MPLS packets.

3rd-label: Indicatesthat load isdistributedbasedon the thirdlabelsof incomingMPLSpackets.

vlan: Indicates that load isdistributedbasedon theVLAN IDsof incomingMPLSpackets.

src-port: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source port numbers of incoming MPLS packets.

dst-port: Indicates that load is distributed based on the panel port for outgoing MPLS packets.

src-mac: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source MAC addresses of incoming MPLS packets.

dst-mac: Indicatesthat load isdistributedbasedonthedestinationMACaddressesof incomingMPLSpackets.

protocol: Indicates that load is distributed based on the protocol types of incoming MPLS packets.

l4-src-port: Indicates that load is distributed based on the Layer-4 source port numbers of incoming MPLS packets.

l4-dst-port: Indicates that loadisdistributedbasedon theLayer-4destinationport numbersof incomingMPLS

packets.

l2-etype: Indicates that load is distributed based on the Ethernet types of MPLS packets.

Defaults By default, the load balancing mode of MPLS packets is top-label and 2nd-label.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode
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Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no mpls field in profile configuration mode.

TheMPLS load balancing algorithm takes effect only for MPLS Layer-3VPN packets.

 Configuring the TRILL Packet Load BalancingMode

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to specify theTRILL packet load balancingmode.

 Perform this configuration on devices that support TRILL packet load balancing, such as aggregation switches and core
switches.

Command trill field { [vlan] [src-ip] [dst-ip ] [src-port] [dst-port] [src-mac] [dst-mac] [l4-src-port] [l4-dst-port] [l2-etype]

[protocol] [ing-nick] [egr-nick] }

Parameter

Description

vlan: Indicates that load is distributed based on the VLAN IDs of incoming TRILL packets.

src-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source IP addresses of incoming TRILL packets.

dst-ip: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination IP addresses of incoming TRILL packets.

src-port: Traffic is distributed according to the source port numbers of the incoming TRILL packets.

src-mac: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source MAC addresses of incoming TRILL packets.

dst-mac: Indicatesthat load isdistributedbasedonthedestinationMACaddressesof incomingTRILLpackets.

l4-src-port: Indicates that load is distributed based on the Layer-4 source port numbers of incoming TRILL packets.

l4-dst-port: Indicatesthat loadisdistributedbasedontheLayer-4destinationport numbersof incomingTRILL

packets.

l2-etype: Indicates that load is distributed based on the Ethernet types of TRILL packets.

protocol: Indicates that load is distributed based on the protocol types of incoming TRILL packets.

Ing-nick: Indicates that load isdistributedbasedon the IngressRbridgeNicknamesof incomingTRILLpackets.

egr-nick: Indicates that load isdistributedbasedon theEgressRbridgeNicknamesof incomingTRILLpackets.

Defaults By default, the load balancing mode of TRILL packets is src-mac, dst-mac and vlan.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no trill field in profile configuration mode.

TRILLTransit RBridge packet flowsare balancedbased on the following fields: ing-nick,egr-nick,src-mac,
dst-mac, vlan, andl2-etype.

TRILL Egress RBridge packet flows are balanced based on the following fields:

Layer-2packets:src-mac,dst-mac,vlan, and l2-protocol.

Layer-3 packets: src-ip, dst-ip, l4-src-port, l4-dst-port, protocol, and vlan.

Thesrc-portanddst-port fieldscanbeused tobalanceallTRILLTransitRBridgeandTRILLEgressRBridge
packet flows.

 Configuring the FCoE Packet Load BalancingMode

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to specify the FCoE packet load balancingmode.

 Perform this configuration on devices that support FCoE packet load balancing, such as aggregation switches and core
switches.
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Command fcoe field {[vlan] [src-port] [dst-port] [src-id] [dst-id] [rx-id] [ox-id] [fabric-id]}

Parameter

Description

vlan: Indicates that load is distributed based on the VLAN IDs of incoming FCoE packets.

src-port: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source port numbers of incoming FCoE packets.

src-id: Indicates that load is distributed based on the source IDs of FCoE packets.

dst-id: Indicates that load is distributed based on the destination IDs of FCoE packets.

rx-id: Indicates that load is distributed based on the Responder Exchange IDs of FCoE packets.

ox-id: Indicates that load is distributed based on the Originator Exchange IDs of FCoE packets.

fabric-id: Indicates that load is distributed based on the FC network fabric IDs of FCoE packets.

Defaults By default, the load balancing mode of FCoE packets is src-id, dst-id and ox-id.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no fcoe field in profile configuration mode.

 Configuring theHash Disturbance Factor

 Optional

 Perform this operation to balance packets of the same type over the AP port for devices of the same type.

Command hash-disturb {string | { [ seed seed_value ] [ offset offset ] ｝}
Parameter

Description

string: Indicates the character string used to calculate the hash disturbance factor.

seed_value: Indicates the seed value of hash disturbance.

offset: Indicates the offset value of hash disturbance.

Defaults By default, no hash disturbance factor is set.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the default settings, run no hash-disturb in profile configuration mode.

ToconfigureHASHdisturbance, you can run either thehash-disturb stringcommandor thehash-disturb { [ seed

seed_value ] [ offset offset ] } command. The latter is supported on few models. And these two commands are

mutually excluded. Thus, you need to remove the first configuration before adopting a second configuration.

 Enabling or Disabling Hash Synchronization

 Optional

 Perform this operation toensure that uplink and downlink streams of the same packet type are transmitted over the same path.

Command hash-disturb {ipv4 | ipv6 | fcoe }

Parameter

Description

ipv4: Indicates that hash synchronization is enabled for IPv4 packets.

ipv6: Indicates that hash synchronization is enabled for IPv6 packets.

fcoe: Indicates that hash synchronization is enabled for FCoE packets.

Defaults Set it as required.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide When hash synchronization is enabled for IPv4, IPv6, and FCoE packets as required, if uplink and downlink streams of

thesamepacket type do not need tobe transmittedover thesamepath, run theno formof this command inprofile

configuration mode.

 ConfiguringGlobal Traffic BalanceAlgorithmMode onAP
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 Optional

 Perform this operation when traffic changes to keep traffic balance.

Command aggregateport algorithm mode number

Parameter

Description

Number: Indicates algorithm mode.

Defaults The default mode varies from product. Run command show aggregateport load-balance to check the default

setting.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runcommandnoaggregateportalgorithmmode inglobalconfigurationmode torestore thedefaultsetting.Run

command show running and show aggregateport load-balance to check whether it takes effect.

 Configuring theBalancing Factor AcquisitionMode for Tunnel Packets

 Optional. When performing load balancing, use this command to specify the balancing factor acquisition mode for specific
tunnel packets, to optimize traffic balancing.

Command aggregateport hash-header {inner | outer | inner-outer}

Parameter

Description

inner:Specifiestheinnerlayer intheheaderoftunnelpacketsasthesourceforacquiringthebalancingfactor.

outer:Specifiestheouter layerintheheaderoftunnelpacketsasthesourceforacquiringthebalancingfactor.

inner-outer: Specifies both the inner and outer layers in the header of tunnel packets as the source for acquiring the

balancing factor.

Defaults The default configuration varies with products.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use the default form of this command to restore the default acquisition mode.

Afterconfiguration, if theshowrunningcommanddoesnotdisplaytheconfiguration, theconfiguredmode isthesame

as the default value.

The supported configuration options and types of tunnel packets vary with products. N5860 and N8560 series
products support the outer configuration.

Verification

 Run show running to display the configuration.

 Runshowaggregateportload-balancetodisplaytheloadbalancingconfiguration.Ifadevicesupportsloadbalancing
configuration on a specific AP port, run showaggregateport summary to display the configuration.

 Run show load-balance-profile to display the enhanced load balancing profile.

Command show aggregateport aggregate-port-number [ load-balance | summary ]

Parameter

Description

aggregate-port-number: Indicates the number of an AP port.

load-balance: Displays the load balancing algorithm.

summary: Displays the summary of each link.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide The information on All AP ports is displayed if you do not specify the AP port number.
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Gi0/2Enabled ACCESS dst-mac8Ag1

------------- --------------- ---------- ------ ---------------------------- ------------------------

Ports

FS# show aggregateport 1 summary

AggregatePort MaxPorts SwitchPortMode Loadbalance

Command show load-balance-profile [ profile-name ]

Parameter

Description

profile-name: Indicates the profile name.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide All enhanced profiles are displayed if you do not specify the profile number.

FS# show load-balance-profile module0

Load-balance-profile: module0

Packet Hash Field:

IPv4: src-ip dst-ip

IPv6: src-ip dst-ip

L2 : src-mac dst-mac vlan

MPLS: top-labe l2nd-label

Configuration Example

 Configuring a Load BalancingMode

Scenario

Figure 4-4

Configuration

Steps

 AddtheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAtostaticAPport3.

 AddtheGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBtostaticAPport3.

 OnSwitchA,configuresourceMACaddress-basedloadbalancingforAPport3 inglobalconfigurationmode.

 OnSwitchB,configuredestinationMACaddress-basedloadbalancingforAPport3inglobalconfiguration

mode.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit
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SwitchA(config)# aggregateport load-balance src-mac

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3

SwitchB(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchB(config)# aggregateport load-balance dst-mac

Verification  Run showaggregateport load-balance to check the loadbalancing algorithm configuration.

Switch A SwitchA# show aggregatePort load-balance

Load-balance : SourceMAC

Switch B SwitchB# show aggregatePort load-balance

Load-balance : DestinationMAC

 Configuring Hash LoadBalancingControl

Scenario

Figure 4-5

Configuration

Steps

 AddtheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAtostaticAPport3.

 AddtheGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBtostaticAPport3.

 OnSwitchA, disable hash synchronization forFCoEpackets.

 OnSwitchB, disablehash synchronization forFCoEpackets.

 On Switch A, configure the hash disturbance factor A.

 On Switch B, configure the hash disturbance factor B.

 OnSwitch A, enable flexible hash.

 OnSwitch B, enable flexible hash.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)#load-balance-profile

SwitchA(config-load-balance-profile)#no hash-symmetrical fcoe

SwitchA(config-load-balance-profile)#hash-disturb A
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SwitchA(config-load-balance-profile)#exit

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3

SwitchB(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchB(config)#load-balance-profile

SwitchB(config-load-balance-profile)# no hash-symmetrical fcoe

SwitchA(config-load-balance-profile)#hash-disturb B

SwitchB(config-load-balance-profile)#exit

Verification  Run show running to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

Common Errors

A user enables hash synchronization for IPv4, IPv6, FCoE and On packets. However, no configuration is displayed when the user runs

showrunning. This is because hash synchronization for IPv4, IPv6, and FCoE packets is enabled by default. After the user disables the

function, the configuration is displayed.

24.5.5 Configuring an APCapacity Mode

Configuration Effect

 Change the maximumnumber of configurable AP ports and themaximum number of member ports in each AP port.

Notes

 The systemhas adefault AP capacitymode.Youcan runshowaggregateport capacity to display the current capacitymode.

 If thecurrentconfiguration (maximumnumberofAPportsor thenumberofmemberports ineachAPport) exceeds the
capacity to be configured, the capacitymode configuration will fail.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anAP Capacity Mode

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to change the AP capacity.

 Perform this configuration on devices that support AP capacity change, such as core switches.

Command aggregateport capacity mode capacity-mode

Parameter

Description

capacity-mode: Indicates a capacity mode.

Defaults Bydefault,APcapacitymodesvarywithdevices.Forexample,256x16 indicatesthat thedevicehasamaximumof

256 AP ports and 16 member ports in each AP port.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thesystemprovidesseveral capacitymodes fordevices thatsupport capacitymodeconfiguration.Torestorethe

default settings, run no aggregateport capacity mode in global configuration mode.

Verification
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 Run show running to display the configuration.

 Run showaggregateport capacity to display the current AP capacitymode and AP capacity usage.

Command show aggregateport capacity

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show aggregateport capacity

AggregatePort Capacity Information:

Configuration Capacity Mode: 128*16.

Effective Capacity Mode : 256*8.

Available Capacity :128*8.

Total Number: 128, Used: 1, Available: 127.

Configuration Example

 Configuring anAP Capacity Mode

Scenario

Figure 4-6

Configuration

Steps

 AddtheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAtostaticAPport3.

 AddtheGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBtostaticAPport3.

 OnSwitch A, configure the 128 x128 AP capacity mode.

 OnSwitch B, configure the 256 x 64 AP capacitymode.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)# aggregateport capacity mode 128*128

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3
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SwitchB(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchB(config)# aggregateport capacity mode 256*64

Verification  Run showaggregateport capacity to check the AP capacitymode configuration.

Switch A SwitchA# show aggregatePort capacity

AggregatePort Capacity Information:

Configuration Capacity Mode: 128*128.

Effective Capacity Mode : 128*128.

Available Capacity Mode :128*128.

Total Number : 128, Used: 1, Available: 127.

Switch B SwitchB# show aggregatePort capacity

AggregatePort Capacity Information:

Configuration Capacity Mode: 256*64.

Effective Capacity Mode : 256*64.

Available Capacity Mode :256*64.

Total Number : 256, Used: 1, Available: 255.

24.5.6 EnablingBFD forAPMember Ports

Configuration Effect

 Enable BFD for all the member ports of a specified AP port.

 AfterBFDisenabledforanAPport,eachmemberportperformsBFDtodeterminewhetherthepacketsshouldbedistributed
tothememberport to realize loadbalancing.WhenBFDdetectsamemberportDown, thepacketsarenot distributed to the

port. When BFD detects that the member port is restored to Up, the packets are distributed to the port again.

Notes

 After BFD is enabled for an AP port, BFD sessions are set up. Tomake the sessions take effect, you need to configure BFD
parameters. For details, seeConfiguringBFD.

 Enabling or disablingBFD for a singleAPmember port is not supported.Youmust enable or disableBFD for the entireAPgroup.

 Onlymemberports in the forwardingstateareenabledwithBFD. If amemberport isnot in the forwardingstatebecause the
link or LACP is down, the BFD session on themember port is automatically deleted.

 Ifonlyonememberport isavailable(intheforwardingstate),allpacketsaredistributed tothisport. In thiscase,BFDfails.When
there aremore than one available member port, BFD takes effect again.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling BFD for AP Member Ports

 (Optional)EnableBFDwhenyouneedtodetectpath failureonmemberports inmilliseconds.Trafficon thefaulty linkwillbe
switched to other member links in case of a link failure.
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 Perform this configuration on devices that support AP-BFD correlation.

Command aggregate bfd-detect {ipv4 | ipv6} src_ip dst_ip

Parameter

Description

ipv4: Enables IPv4 BFD if the AP port is configured with an IPv4 address.

ipv6: Enables IPv6 BFD if the AP port is configured with an IPv6 address.

src_ip: Indicates the source IP address, that is, the IP address configured on the AP port.

dst_ip: Indicates the destination IP address, that is, the IP address configured on the peer AP port.

Defaults By default, BFD is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified AP port

Usage Guide 1. TomakeBFDsessionstakeeffect,youneedtoconfigureBFDparameters.Fordetails,seeConfiguringBFD.

2. Different productsmay support different IPv4/IPv6 BFD.

3. Both IPv4 BFDand IPv6BFD can be enabled for an AP port if both are supported.

4. AfterBFDisenabledforanAPport,BFDsessionsareautomaticallysetuponitsmemberports intheforwarding

state.

Verification

 Run show running to display the configuration.

 Run show interface aggregateport to display the BFD state of the APmember ports.

Command show interface aggregateport ap-num

Parameter

Description

ap-num: Indicates the number of an AP port.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS#showinterfaceaggregateport11

…

Aggregate Port Informations:

Aggregate Number: 11

Name: "AggregatePort 11"

Members: (count=2)

GigabitEthernet 0/1

GigabitEthernet 0/2

…

Link Status: Up

Link Status: Up

Lacp Status: bndl

Lacp Status: susp

BFD Status: UP

BFD Status: Invalid

Configuration Example

 Enabling IPv4 BFD for APMember Ports
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Scenario

Figure 4-7

Configuration

Steps

 EnableLACPfortheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAandaddtheportstoLACP

AP port 3.

 EnableLACPfortheGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBandaddtheportstoLACP

AP port 3.

 Configure IP address 1.0.0.1 for AP port 3 on Switch Aand enable IPv4 BFD.

 Configure IP address 1.0.0.2 for AP port 3 on SwitchB and enable IPv4BFD.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# no switchport

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)# interface aggregateport 3

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# ip address 1.0.0.1

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# aggregate bfd-detect ipv4 1.0.0.1 1.0.0.2

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# bfd interval 50 min_rx 50 multiplier 3

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# no switchport

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchB(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchB(config)# interface aggregateport 3

SwitchB(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# ip address 1.0.0.2

SwitchB(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# aggregate bfd-detect ipv4 1.0.0.2 1.0.0.1

SwitchB(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# bfd interval 50 min_rx 50 multiplier 3

Verification  Run show run to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

 Run show interface aggregateport to display theBFD state of the APmember ports.

Switch A SwitchA# show run | include AggregatePort 3

Building configuration...
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Current configuration: 54 bytes

interface AggregatePort 3

no switchport

ip address 1.0.0.1

aggregatebfd-detect ipv41.0.0.1 1.0.0.2

bfd interval 50 min_rx 50 multiplier 3

SwitchA# show interface aggregateport3

…

Aggregate Port Informations:

Aggregate Number: 3

Name: "AggregatePort 3"

Members: (count=2)

GigabitEthernet1/1 LinkStatus:Up

GigabitEthernet1/2 LinkStatus:Up

…

Lacp Status: bndl

Lacp Status: bndl

BFD Status: UP

BFD Status: UP

Switch B SwitchB# show run | include AggregatePort 3

Building configuration...

Current configuration: 54 bytes

interface AggregatePort 3

no switchport

ip address 1.0.0.2

aggregatebfd-detect ipv41.0.0.2 1.0.0.1

bfd interval 50 min_rx 50 multiplier 3

SwitchB# show interface aggregateport 3

…

Aggregate Port Informations:

Aggregate Number: 3

Name: "AggregatePort 3"

Members: (count=2)

GigabitEthernet1/1 LinkStatus:Up

GigabitEthernet1/2 LinkStatus:Up

…

Lacp Status: bndl

Lacp Status: bndl

BFD Status: UP

BFD Status: UP

Common Errors

1. If BFD is enabled for an AP port without BFD parameters, BFD does not take effect.
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2. After BFD is enabled for an AP port, the BFDneighbormust be a directly connected AP port enabled withBFD.

24.5.7 Configuring a Preferred APMember Port

Configuration Effect

 Configure a member port as the preferred APmember port.

 After the preferredmember port is configured, themanagementVLAN packets on the AP port are forwarded by this port.

Notes

 For details about management VLAN configuration, seeConfiguringMAC.

 Only one preferredmember port can be configured for one AP port.

 AfteranLACPAPmemberport isconfiguredasthepreferredAPmemberport, if theLACPnegotiationonallAPmemberports
fails, the preferred port is automatically downgraded to a static APmember port.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aPreferred APMember Port

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to specify an APmember port dedicated to forwardingmanagementVLAN packets.

 Theconfigurationisapplicabletodual-systemservers.ConfiguretheportconnectedtothemanagementNICoftheserveras
the preferred APmember port.

Command aggregateport primary-port

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, No AP member port is a preferred port.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of an AP member port

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run show running to display the configuration.

 Run show interface aggregateport to display the preferred APmember port.

Command show interface aggregateport ap-num

Parameter

Description

ap-num: Indicates the number of an AP port.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show interface aggregateport 11

…

Aggregate Port Informations:

Aggregate Number: 11
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…

LinkStatus:Up LacpStatus: bndlGigabitEthernet0/2

LinkStatus:Up LacpStatus: bndlGigabitEthernet0/1

Name: "AggregatePort 11"

Members: (count=2)

Primary Port: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Configuration Example

 Configuring aPreferred APMember Port

Scenario

Figure 4-8

Configuration

Steps

 EnableLACPfor theGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAandaddtheports to

LACP AP port3.

 Configure the GigabitEthernet 1/1 port on Switch A as a preferred port.

 ConfigureVLAN 10 on Switch A as the managementVLAN.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 1/1

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1) aggregateport primary-port

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#exit

SwitchA(config)# aggregateport-admin vlan 10

SwitchA(config)# interfaceaggregateport 3

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# switchport mode trunk

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)#

Verification  Run show run to check whether the configuration takes effect.

 Run show interface aggregateport to display the preferredAPmember port.

Switch A SwitchA# show run | include GigabitEthernet 1/1

Building configuration...
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…

LinkStatus:Up LacpStatus: bndlGigabitEthernet1/2

LinkStatus:Up LacpStatus: bndlGigabitEthernet1/1

Current configuration: 54 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

aggregateport primary-port

portgroup 3 mode active

SwitchA# show interface aggregateport 3

…

Aggregate Port Informations:

Aggregate Number: 3

Name: "AggregatePort 3"

Members: (count=2)

Primary Port: GigabitEthernet 1/1

24.5.8 Configuring the MinimumNumber of LACPAPMember Ports

Configuration Effect

 After theminimumnumberofAPmemberports isconfigured, theaggregationgroup takeseffect onlywhen thenumberof
member ports is greater than theminimum number.

Notes

 If thenumberofLACPAPmemberports foranLACPaggregationgroup islessthantheminimumnumberofAPmemberports
configured, all APmember ports are in the unbinding state.

 After theminimumnumber ofstaticAPmemberports isconfigured, if thenumberof staticAPmemberports in theUpstate is
lessthan theminimumnumber, thestaticAPmemberports in theUpstatecannot forwarddataand thecorrespondingAP is

down. However, the state of the peer is not affected. Therefore, corresponding functions must be configured on the peer.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMinimumNumber of APMember Ports

 (Optional) Perform this configuration to specify theminimumnumber of APmember ports.

Command aggregateport member minimum number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the minimum number of member ports.

Defaults By default, the minimum number of member ports is 1.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified AP port

Usage Guide N/A
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 Configuring theMinimumNumber of APMember Ports (Action)

 (Optional)Performthisconfigurationwhen thenumberofAPmemberports in theUpstate is lessthan theminimumnumber
of the APmember ports.

Command aggregateport member minimum action [shutdown]

Parameter

Description

Shutdown: shutsdown the aggregatedportwhen the number of APmember ports in theUp state is less than the

minimum number of the AP member ports.

Defaults By default, no action is triggered.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the specified AP port

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run show running to display the configuration.

 Run show interface aggregateport to display the state of the APmember ports.

Command show interface aggregateport ap-num

Parameter

Description

ap-num: Indicates the number of an AP port.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show interface aggregateport 3

…

Aggregate Port Informations:

Aggregate Number: 3

Name: "AggregatePort 3"

Members: (count=2)

GigabitEthernet0/1 LinkStatus:Up Lacp Status: bndl

GigabitEthernet0/2 LinkStatus:Up Lacp Status: bndl

…

Configuration Example

 Configuring theMinimum Number of LACPAPMember Ports, with the Number of LACP APMember Ports Less Than the
MinimumNumber of LACP APMember Ports
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Scenario

Figure 4-9

Configuration

Steps

 EnableLACPfor theGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsonSwitchAandaddtheports to

LACP AP port3.

 EnableLACPfor theGigabitEthernet2/1andGigabitEthernet2/2portsonSwitchBandaddtheports to

LACP AP port3.

 OnSwitch A, set the minimum number of the member ports of AP port 3 to 3.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# no switchport

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)# interface aggregateport 3

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# aggregateport minimum member 3

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-2

SwitchB(config-if-range)# no switchport

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchB(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchB(config)# interface aggregateport 3

SwitchB(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# aggregateport minimum member 3

Verification  Run show run to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

 Run show lacpsummery to display the aggregation state of eachAPmember port.

Switch A SwitchA#showLACPsummary 3

System Id:32768, 00d0.f8fb.0001

Flags: S -Device is requestingSlowLACPDUs

F -Device is requestingFastLACPDUs.

A-Device is inactivemode. P - Device is in passive mode.
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0x3d0x200d0.f800.0002 0x332768SAGi1/2

0x3d0x100d0.f800.0002 0x332768SAGi1/1

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Number StateKeyDevIDPriorityFlagsPort

Oper Port PortLACPport

Partner information:

0x3d0x20x332768bndlSAGi1/2

0x3d0x10x332768bndlSAGi1/1

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Number StateKeyPriorityStateFlagsPort

Port

Aggregate port 3:

Local information:

LACPport Oper Port

 Configuring theMinimum Number of LACPAPMember Ports, with theNumber of LACPAPMember Ports Not Less Than
theMinimumNumber of LACP APMember Ports

Scenario

Figure 4-10

Configuration

Steps

 Enable LACP for the GigabitEthernet 1/1, GigabitEthernet 1/2 and GigabitEthernet 1/3 ports on Switch A

and add the ports to LACP AP port 3.

 Enable LACP for the GigabitEthernet 2/1, GigabitEthernet2/2 and GigabitEthernet 2/3 ports on Switch B

and add the ports to LACP AP port 3.

 Set theminimum number of member ports of LACP AP port 3 to 2.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-3

SwitchA(config-if-range)# no switchport

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)# interface aggregateport 3

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# aggregateport member minimum 2

Switch B SwitchB# configure terminal
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SwitchB(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 2/1-3

SwitchB(config-if-range)# no switchport

SwitchB(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchB(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchB(config)# interface aggregateport 3

SwitchB(config-if-Aggregateport 3)# aggregateport member minimum 2

Verification  Run show run to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

 Run show lacp summery to query the status of eachmember port of the AP port.

Switch A SwitchA# show LACP summary 3

System Id:32768, 00d0.f8fb.0001

Flags: S -Device is requestingSlowLACPDUs

F-Device is requestingFastLACPDUs.

A-Device is inactivemode. P - Device is in passive mode.

Aggregate port 3:

Local information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags State Priority Key Number State

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi1/1 SA bndl 32768 0x3 0x1 0x3d

Gi1/2 SA bndl 32768 0x3 0x2 0x3d

Gi1/3 SA bndl 32768 0x3 0x3 0x3d

Partner information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags Priority Dev ID Key Number State

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi1/1 SA 32768 00d0.f800.0002 0x3 0x1 0x3d

Gi1/2 SA 32768 00d0.f800.0002 0x3 0x2 0x3d

Gi1/3 SA 32768 00d0.f800.0002 0x3 0x3 0x3d

Common Errors

ThenumberofLACPAPmemberportsofanLACPaggregationgroupislessthantheminimumnumberofAPmemberports

configured, the LACP aggregation group is not in the binding state.
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24.5.9 Enabling the LACP Independent Port Function

Configuration Effect

 Afterthe independentLACPport functionisenabled,anLACPmemberportautomaticallychangestoacommonphysicalport
iftheLACPmemberportdoesnotreceiveLACPpacketswithinthesettime-outperiod.TheLACPmemberportstateischanged

to individual and the LACP member port can forward packets properly.

 After the LACPmember port receives LACP packets, it changes to an LACP independent port again to perform LACP packet
negotiation.

 The time-out period of an independent port can be adjusted by configuration.

Notes

 After the LACP independent port function is enabled, an LACP member port will not change to a common physical port
immediately.AnLACPmemberportchangestoanindependentport (acommonphysicalport)only if itdoesnotreceiveLACP

packets within the set time-out period,

 Thetime-outperiodconfigurationofLACP independentportonlyaffectsLACPmemberports thathavenot turned into
independent ports. After the time-out period is configured, the period calculation will restart.

 In the long time-outmode, theLACPpacket issent every 30s.The time-out periodshouldbe longer than30s soasnot toaffect
the normal LACP negotiation. It is recommended to configure the time-out period at least twice the period of LACP packet

sending. In the short time-out period, there is no limit.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the LACP Independent Port Function

 Optional

 PerformthisoperationsothatanmemberportofLACPaggregategroupcanforwardpacketsnormallywhentheLACPmember
port cannot perform LACP negotiation.

Command lacp individual-port enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the LACP independent port function is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the Time-out Period of LACP Independent Port

 Optional

 Perform this operation when an LACP independent port needs to adjust the time-out period.

Command lacp individual-timeout period time

Parameter

Description

Time: Time-out period. The range is 10-90, and the unit is second.

Defaults The time-out period of LACP independent port is 90s by default.

Command Global configurationmode
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Mode

Verification

 Run show running to query the corresponding configuration.

 Run show interface aggregateport to query the APmember port status.

Command show interface aggregateport ap-num

Parameter

Description

ap-num: Indicates the AP number.

Command

Mode

All modes

Usage Guide N/A

Command

Presentation
FS# show interface aggregateport 3

…

Aggregate Port Informations:

Aggregate Number: 3

Name: "AggregatePort 3"

Members: (count=2)

GigabitEthernet0/1 LinkStatus:Up LacpStatus: individual

GigabitEthernet0/2 LinkStatus:Up LacpStatus: individual

…

Configuration Example

 Enabling the LACP Independent Port Function

Scenario

Figure 4-11

Description As shown in Figure 4-11, the server uses NIC 1 and NIC 2 as the communication ports to access to the

Gigabitethernet1/1 and Gigabitethernet1/2 ports of the access device. The Gigabitethernet1/1 and

Gigabitethernet1/2portsareaddedtotheLACPaggregationgroup,forexample,APport3.AspecificVLAN,for

example,VLAN10isallocated.TheLACPindependentportfunctionisenabledfortheGigabitethernet1/1and

Gigabitethernet1/2ports.WhentheOSisnotinstalledontheserver,LACPnegotiationbetweentheserverand

theaccessdevicefails.Inthiscase,theGigabitethernet1/1andGigabitethernet1/2portsoftheaccessdevice

changetocommonphysicalportsandareallocatedtoVLAN10automatically.TheserverusesNIC1orNIC2to

communicatewiththeremoteOSinstallationdevice.AftertheOSisinstalled,theserverconnectstotheaccess
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device in LACP mode.

Configuration

Steps

 EnableLACPfortheGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portsontheaccessdeviceandaddthe

ports to LACP AP port 3.

 EnabletheLACPindependentport functionfor theGigabitEthernet1/1andGigabitEthernet1/2portson

the accessdevice.

 Allocate AP port 3 on the access device toVLAN 10.

Switch A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 1/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# port-group 3 mode active

SwitchA(config-if-range)# lacp individual-port enable

SwitchA(config-if-range)# exit

SwitchA(config)# interface aggregateport 3

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)#switch access vlan 10

SwitchA(config-if-Aggregateport 3)#

Verification  Run show run to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

 Run show lacp summery to query the status of eachmember port of the AP port.

Switch A SwitchA# show LACP summary 3

System Id:32768, 00d0.f8fb.0001

Flags: S -Device is requestingSlowLACPDUs

F-Device is requestingFastLACPDUs.

A-Device is inactivemode. P - Device is in passive mode.

Aggregate port 3:

Local information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags State Priority Key Number State

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi1/1 SA individual 32768 0x3 0x1 0x3d

Gi1/2 SA individual 32768 0x3 0x2 0x3d

Partner information:

LACPport Oper Port Port

Port Flags Priority Dev ID Key Number State

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi1/1 SA 32768 00d0.f800.0002 0x3 0x1 0x3d

Gi1/2 SA 32768 00d0.f800.0002 0x3 0x2 0x3d
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24.6 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

ClearsthestatisticsofLACPpacketsona

LACP member port.

clear lacp counters [key-number | interface-type interface-number ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays theconfigurationofanenhanced

load balancing profile.

show load-balance-profile [ profile-name ]

DisplaystheLACPaggregationstate.You

candisplaytheinformationonaspecified

LACP AP port by specifying key-number.

show lacp summary [ key-numebr ]

Displays the statisticsof LACPpacketson

LACP member ports. You can display the

information on a specified LACP AP port

by specifying key-number.

show lacp counters [ key-numebr ]

Displays the summary or load balancing

algorithm of an AP port.

show aggregateport [ ap-number ] { load-balance | summary }

Displays the capacity mode and usage of

an AP port.

show aggregateport capacity

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs an AP port. debug lsm ap

Debugs LACP. debug lacp { packet | event | database | ha | realtime | stm | timer | all}

25 Configuring VLAN

25.1 Overview

AVirtual Local Area Network (VLAN) is a logical network created based on a physical network. A VLAN can be categorized into Layer-2

networks of the OSI model.

A VLAN has the same properties as a common LAN, except for physical location limitation. Unicast, broadcast and multicast frames of

Layer 2 are forwarded and transmittedwithin aVLAN, keeping traffic segregated.

WemaydefineaportasamemberofaVLAN,andall terminalsconnected to thisportarepartsof avirtualnetwork thatsupports

multipleVLANs.Youdonotneedtoadjust thenetworkphysicallywhenadding, removingandmodifyingusers.Communication

amongVLANs is realized through Layer-3 devices, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 5- 1
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Protocols and Standards

 IEEE 802.1Q

25.2 Applications

Application Description

Isolating VLANs at Layer 2 and

Interconnecting VLANs at Layer 3

An intranet is divided into multiple VLANs, realizing Layer-2 isolation and Layer-3

interconnection with each other through IP forwarding by core switches.

25.2.1 IsolatingVLANs at Layer 2 and Interconnecting VLANs at Layer 3

Scenario

AnintranetisdividedintoVLAN10,VLAN20andVLAN30,realizingLayer-2isolationfromeachother.ThethreeVLANscorrespond

respectively to the IP sub-networks 192.168.10.0/24, 192.168.20.0/24, and 192.168.30.0/24, realizing interconnection with each other

through IP forwarding by Layer-3 core switches.

Figure 5- 2
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Switch A, Switch B and Switch C are access switches.

ConfigurethreeVLANsonacoreswitchandtheportconnectedtotheaccessswitchesasaTrunkport,andspecifyalist

of allowed-VLANs to realize Layer-2 isolation;

ConfigurethreeSVIsonthecoreswitch,whicharethegatewayinterfacesoftheIPsub-networkscorrespondingtothe

threeVLANs, and configure the IP addresses for these interfaces.

CreateVLANs respectively on the three access switches, assign Access ports for theVLANs, and specify Trunk ports of the

core switch.

Description

Deployment

 Divide an intranet intomultipleVLANs to realize Layer-2 isolation among them.

 Configure SVIs on a Layer-3 switch to realize Layer-3 communication amongVLANs.

25.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 VLAN

AVLAN isa logicalnetworkcreatedbasedonaphysicalnetwork.AVLANhasthesamepropertiesasacommonLAN,except for

physicallocationlimitation.Unicast,broadcastandmulticastframesofLayer2areforwardedandtransmittedwithinaVLAN,keeping

traffic segregated.

TheVLANs supported by FSproducts complywith the IEEE802.1Q standard. Amaximumof 4094VLANs (VLAN ID 1-4094) are
supported, among which VLAN 1 cannot be deleted.

The configurable VLAN IDs are from 1 to 4094.

In case of insufficient hardware resources, the system returns information onVLAN creation failure.

 Port Mode

Youcandetermine the framesallowed topassaportand theVLANswhich theportbelongs tobyconfiguring theportmode.See the

following table fordetails.

Port Mode

Remarks:
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Access port An Access port belongs to only one VLAN, which is specified manually.

Trunk port (802.1Q)
A Trunk port belongs to all the VLANs of an access switch by default, and it can forward the

frames of all the VLANs or the frames of allowed-VLANs.

Uplink port
AnUplinkport belongs toall theVLANsof an accessswitchby default, and it can forward the

frames of all the VLANs and tag the native VLAN egress traffic.

Hybrid port

A Hybrid port belongs to all the VLANs of an access switch by default, and it can forward the

frames of all theVLANs and send frames of VLANs untagged. It can also transmit frames of

allowed-VLANs.

Servicechain Port
Aservicechainportdoesnot learnMACaddressesandcanforwardpacketsfromanyVLANby

default. In addition, no other configuration is allowed.

Ptrunk Port
A ptrunk port is the same as a trunk port except that it only joins VLAN 1 by default. Youcan run

theswitchport trunkallowed command toadd the port to or remove it fromaspecificVLAN.

Overview

Feature Description

VLAN VLAN helps realize Layer-2 isolation.

25.3.1 VLAN

Every VLAN has an independent broadcast domain, and different VLANs are isolated on Layer 2.

Working Principle

Every VLAN has an independent broadcast domain, and different VLANs are isolated on Layer 2.

Layer-2 isolation: If noSVIsare configured forVLANs,VLANs are isolated onLayer 2.Thismeansusers in theseVLANs cannot

communicate with eachother.

Layer-3 interconnection: If SVIs are configured on a Layer-3 switch for VLANs, theseVLANs can communicate with each other on Layer

3.

25.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic VLAN

(Mandatory) It is used to create aVLAN.
vlan Enters a VLAN ID.

(Optional) It is used to configurean Accessport to transmit the flows fromasingleVLAN.
switchport mode access Defines a port as a Layer-2 Access port.

switchport access vlan Assigns a port to a VLAN.

add interface
AddsoneAccessport or a groupof suchports to the

current VLAN.

(Optional) It is used to rename aVLAN.
name Names a VLAN.

Configuring a Trunk Port
(Mandatory) It is used to configure the port as aTrunk port.

switchport mode trunk Defines a port as a Layer-2 Trunk port.

(Optional) It is used to configure Trunk ports to transmit flows from multiple VLANs.
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switchport trunk allowed vlan Configures allowed-VLANs for a Trunk port.

switchport trunk native vlan Specifies a native VLAN for a Trunk port.

Configuring an Uplink Port

(Mandatory) It is used to configure the port as an Uplink port.
switchport mode uplink Configures a port as an Uplink port.

(Optional) It is used to restore the port mode.
no switchport mode Restores the port mode.

Configuring a Hybrid Port

(Mandatory) It is used to configure a port as a Hybrid port.
switchport mode hybrid Configures a port as a Hybrid port.

(Optional) It is used to transmit the frames of multipleVLANs untagged.
no switchport mode Restores the port mode.

switchport hybrid allowed vlan Configures allowed-VLANs for a Hybrid port.

switchport hybrid native vlan Configures a default VLAN for a Hybrid port.

Configuring a Service Chain

Port
(Mandatory) It is used to configure a port as a service chain port.

switchport mode servicechain Configures a port as a service chain port.

Configuring a Ptrunk Port

(Mandatory) It is used to configure a port as a ptrunk port.

switchport mode ptrunk Configures a port as a ptrunk port.

(Optional) It is used to restore the port mode.

no switchport mode Restores the port mode.

Configuringan Inherited

VLANforanIndependent

Port

(Mandatory)Afteraport isconfiguredasanAP,if itsmemberport ischangedto independent
port, then the independentport uses the inheritedVLANconfiguredon theAPas itsallowed

VLAN list. IfAPdoesnotconfigure the inheritedVLANfor theindependentport, thememberport

inherits the allowedVLAN list of AP as its allowedVLAN list.

switchport mode servicechain Configures a port as a service chain port.

25.4.1 Configuring BasicVLAN

Configuration Effect

 AVLANisidentifiedbyaVLANID.Youmayadd,delete,modifyVLANs2to4094,butVLAN1iscreatedautomaticallyand
cannot be deleted. Youmay configure the port mode, and add or remove a VLAN.

Notes

 N/A

Configuration Steps

 Creating andModifying a VLAN

 Mandatory.

 In case of insufficient hardware resources, the system returns information onVLAN creation failure.

 Use the vlan vlan-id command to create a VLAN or enter VLANmode.

 Configuration:

Command vlan vlan-id
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Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates VLAN ID ranging from 1 to 4094.

Defaults VLAN 1 is created automatically and is not deletable.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IfyouenteranewVLANID,thecorrespondingVLANwillbecreated. IfyouenteranexistingVLANID,thecorresponding

VLAN will be modified. Youmay use the no vlan vlan-id command to delete a VLAN. The undeletable VLANs include

VLAN1, theVLANs configured with SVIs, and SubVLANs.

 Renaming aVLAN

 Optional.

 Youcannot rename aVLAN the same as the default name of anotherVLAN.

 Configuration:

Command name vlan-name

Parameter

Description

vlan-name: indicates a VLAN name.

Defaults By default, the name of a VLAN is its VLAN ID. For example, the default name of the VLAN 4 is VLAN 0004.

Command

Mode

VLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the VLAN name to defaults, use the no name command.

 AssigningCurrent Access port to aSpecified VLAN

 Optional.

 Use the switchportmode access command to specify Layer-2 ports (switch ports) as Access ports.

 Usetheswitchportaccessvlanvlan-idcommandtoaddanAccessporttoaspecificVLANsothattheflowsfromtheVLANcan
be transmitted through the port.

Command switchport mode access

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults A switch port is an Access port by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command switchport access vlan vlan-id

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates a VLAN ID.

Defaults An Access port is added to VLAN 1 by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide If a port is assigned to a non-existent VLAN, the VLAN will be created automatically.

 Adding an Access Port toCurrent VLAN

 Optional.

 ThiscommandtakeseffectonlyonanAccessport.AfteranAccessport isaddedtoaVLAN,theflowsoftheVLANcanbe
transmittedthrough the port.

 Configuration:

Command add interface { interface-id | range interface-range }

Parameter

Description

interface-id: indicates a single port.

interface-id: indicates multiple ports.

Defaults By default, all Layer-2 Ethernet ports belong to VLAN 1.

Command

Mode

VLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide InVLANconfigurationmode,addaspecificAccessport toaVLAN.Thiscommandtakesthesameeffectascommand

switchport access vlan vlan-id.

For the two commands of adding a port to aVLAN, the command configured later will overwrite the other one.

Verification

 Send untagged packets to an Access port, and they are broadcast within theVLAN.

 Use commands showvlan and show interface switchport to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.
Command show vlan [ id vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

vlan-id : indicates a VLAN ID.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command FS(config-vlan)#show vlan id 20
Display

VLANName Status Ports

---- -------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------

20VLAN0020 STATIC Gi0/1

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBasic VLAN and Access Port

Configuration

Steps

 Create a VLAN and rename it.

 Add an Access port to theVLAN.There are two approaches. One is:

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# vlan 888

FS(config-vlan)# name test888

FS# (config-vlan)# exit
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FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# switchport mode access

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# switchport access vlan 20

The other approach is adding an Access port (GigabitEthernet 0/3) to VLAN20:

FS# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)#vlan 20

SwitchA(config-vlan)#add interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

Verification Check whether the configuration is correct.

FS(config-vlan)#show vlan

VLANName Status Ports

---- -------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------

1VLAN0001 STATIC

20VLAN0020 STATIC Gi0/3

888 test888 STATIC

FS(config-vlan)#

FS# show interface GigabitEthernet 0/3 switchport

Interface SwitchportMode AccessNative ProtectedVLAN lists

-------------------------------- ---------- --------- ------ ------ --------- --------------

GigabitEthernet0/3 enabled ACCESS 20 1 Disabled ALL

FS# show run

!

25.4.2 Configuring a Trunk Port

ConfigurationEffect

A Trunk is a point-to-point link connecting one Ethernet interface or multiple ones to other network devices (for example, a router or

switch) and it may transmit the flows from multiple VLANs.

The Trunk of Ruije devices adopts the 802.1Q encapsulation standard. The following figure displays a network adopting a Trunk

connection.
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Figure 5- 3

You may configure an Ethernet port or Aggregate Port (See Configuring Aggregate Port for details) as a Trunk port.

YoushouldspecifyanativeVLANforaTrunkport.TheuntaggedpacketsreceivedbyandsentfromtheTrunkportareconsideredto

belong to the native VLAN. The default VLAN ID (PVID in the IEEE 802.1Q) of this Trunk port is the native VLAN ID. Meanwhile, frames

of the native VLAN sent via the Trunk are untagged. The default native VLAN of a Trunk port is VLAN 1.

When configuring a Trunk link, make sure the Trunk ports at the two ends of the link adopt the same native VLAN.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a TrunkPort

 Mandatory.

 Configure a Trunk port to transmit the flows frommultipleVLANs.

 Configuration:

Command switchport mode trunk

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The default mode is Access, which can be modified to Trunk.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore all properties of a Trunk port to defaults, use the no switchport mode command.

 Defining Allowed-VLANs for a Trunk Port

 Optional.

 Bydefault,a trunkport transmits theflowsfromall theVLANs(1 to4094).Youmayconfigurealistofallowed-VLANstoprohibit
flows of some VLANs from passing through a Trunk port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport trunk allowed vlan {all | [add | remove | except | only ] } vlan-list

Parameter

Description

The parameter vlan-list can be aVLAN or someVLANs, and theVLAN IDs are connected by "-" in order. For example: 10–

20.

all indicates allowed-VLANs include all VLANs;

add indicates adding a specific VLAN to the list of allowed-VLANs;
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remove indicates removing a specific VLAN from the list of allowed-VLANs;

except indicates adding all VLANs except those in the listed VLAN to the list of allowed-VLANs.

only indicates adding the listed VLANs to the list of allowed-VLANs, and removing the other VLANs from the list.

Defaults The Trunk port and the Uplink port belong to all VLANs.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the configuration on a Trunk port to defaults (all), use the no switchport trunk allowed vlan command.

 Configuring a Native VLAN

 Optional.

 ATrunkportreceivesandsendstaggedoruntagged802.1Qframes.UntaggedframestransmittheflowsfromthenativeVLAN.
The default native VLAN is VLAN 1.

 If a frame carries the VLAN IDof a native VLAN, its tagwill be stripped automatically when it passes a Trunk port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport trunk native vlan vlan-id

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates a VLAN ID.

Defaults The default VALN for a Trunk/Uplink port is VLAN 1.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the native VLAN of a Trunk port back to defaults, use the no switchport trunk native vlan command.

Whenyouset thenativeVLANofaporttoanon-existentVLAN,thisVLANwillnotbecreatedautomatically.Besides,thenative
VLANcanbeoutof the listofallowed-VLANsfor thisport. In thiscase, the flowsfromthenativeVLANcannotpass throughthe

port.

Verification

 Send tag packets to aTrunk port, and they are broadcast within the specifiedVLANs.

 Use commands showvlan and show interface switchport to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Command show vlan [ id vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

vlan-id : indicates a VLAN ID.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command FS(config-vlan)#show vlan id 20
Display

VLANName Status Ports

---- -------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------

20VLAN0020 STATIC Gi0/1

Configuration Example
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 ConfiguringBasic VLAN toRealize Layer-2 Isolation and Layer-3 Interconnection

Scenario

Figure 5- 4

Configuration

Steps

Networking Requirements:

Asshowninthefigureabove,anintranetisdividedintoVLAN10,VLAN20andVLAN30,realizingLayer-2isolationfrom

each other. The three VLANs correspond respectively to the IP sub-networks 192.168.10.0/24, 192.168.20.0/24, and

192.168.30.0/24, realizing interconnectionwitheachother through IP forwardingby Layer-3coreswitches.

Key Points:

The following example describes the configuration steps on a core switch and an access switch.

 ConfigurethreeVLANsonacoreswitchandtheportconnectedtotheaccessswitchesasaTrunkport,andspecify

a list of allowed-VLANs to realize Layer-2 isolation.

 ConfigurethreeSVIsonthecoreswitch,whicharethegatewayinterfacesoftheIPsub-networkscorrespondingto

the threeVLANs, and configure the IP addresses for these interfaces.

 CreateVLANs respectively on the three access switches, assign Access ports for theVLANs, and specifyTrunk ports

of the core switch. The following example describes the configuration steps on Switch A.

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#vlan 10

D(config-vlan)#vlan 20

D(config-vlan)#vlan 30

D(config-vlan)#exit

D(config)#interface range GigabitEthernet 0/2-4

D(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk

D(config-if-range)#exit

D(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport trunk allowed vlan remove 1-4094

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport trunk allowed vlan add 10,20

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport trunk allowed vlan remove 1-4094
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D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport trunk allowed vlan add 10,20,30

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/4

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)#switchport trunk allowed vlan remove 1-4094

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)#switchport trunk allowed vlan add 20,30

D#configure terminal

D(config)#interface vlan 10

D(config-if-VLAN 10)#ip address 192.168.10.1 255.255.255.0

D(config-if-VLAN10)#interface vlan 20

D(config-if-VLAN 20)#ip address 192.168.20.1 255.255.255.0

D(config-if-VLAN20)#interface vlan 30

D(config-if-VLAN 30)#ip address 192.168.30.1 255.255.255.0

D(config-if-VLAN 30)#exit

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#vlan 10

A(config-vlan)#vlan 20

A(config-vlan)#exit

A(config)#interface range GigabitEthernet 0/2-12

A(config-if-range)#switchport mode access

A(config-if-range)#switchport access vlan 10

A(config-if-range)#interface range GigabitEthernet 0/13-24

A(config-if-range)#switchport mode access

A(config-if-range)#switchport access vlan 20

A(config-if-range)#exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode trunk

Verification Display the VLAN configuration on the core switch.

 DisplayVLAN information includingVLAN IDs,VLAN names, status and involved ports.

 Display the status of ports Gi 0/2, Gi 0/3 and Gi 0/4.

D D#show vlan

VLAN Name Status Ports

---- -------- -------- -------------------------------

1VLAN0001 STATIC Gi0/1, Gi0/5, Gi0/6, Gi0/7

Gi0/8, Gi0/9, Gi0/10, Gi0/11
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Disabled 20,3011enabled TRUNKGigabitEthernet 0/4

------------------------------------------ --------------------- -----------------------

AccessNativeProtectedVLANlistsSwitchportModeInterface

D#show interface GigabitEthernet 0/4 switchport

Disabled 10,20,301enabled TRUNK 1GigabitEthernet 0/3

------------------------------------------ --------------------- -----------------------

AccessNativeProtectedVLANlistsSwitchportModeInterface

D#show interface GigabitEthernet 0/3 switchport

Disabled 10,201enabled TRUNK 1GigabitEthernet 0/2

------------------------------------------ --------------------- -----------------------

AccessNativeProtectedVLANlistsSwitchportModeInterface

D#show interface GigabitEthernet 0/2 switchport

Gi0/3,Gi0/430 VLAN0030 STATIC

Gi0/2,Gi0/3,Gi0/420 VLAN0020 STATIC

Gi0/2,Gi0/310 VLAN0010 STATIC

Gi0/12,Gi0/13,Gi0/14,Gi0/15

Gi0/16,Gi0/17,Gi0/18,Gi0/19

Gi0/20,Gi0/21,Gi0/22,Gi0/23

Gi0/24

Common Errors

 N/A

25.4.3 Configuring an UplinkPort

Configuration Effect

 AnUplinkportisusuallyusedinQinQ(theIEEE802.1adstandard)environment,andissimilartoaTrunkport.Theirdifferenceis
that anUplink port only transmits tagged frameswhile aTrunk port sends untagged framesof the nativeVLAN.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anUplink Port

 Mandatory.

 Configure an Uplink port to transmit the flows frommultipleVLANS, but only tagged frames can be transmitted.

 Configuration:

Command switchport mode uplink

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Defaults The default mode is Access, which can be modified to Uplink.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore all properties of an Uplink port to defaults, use the no switchport mode command.

 Defining Allowed-VLANs for a Trunk Port

 Optional.

 Youmay configure a list of allowed-VLANs to prohibit flows of some VLANs frompassing through an Uplink port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport trunk allowed vlan { all | [ add | remove | except | only ] } vlan-list

Parameter

Description

The parameter vlan-list can be aVLAN or someVLANs, and theVLAN IDs are connected by "-" in order. For example: 10–

20.

all indicates allowed-VLANs include all VLANs;

add indicates adding a specific VLAN to the list of allowed-VLANs;

remove indicates removing a specific VLAN from the list of allowed-VLANs;

except indicates adding all VLANs except those in the listed VLAN to the list of allowed-VLANs; and

only indicates adding the listed VLANs to the list of allowed-VLANs, and removing the other VLANs from the list.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the allowed-VLANs to defaults (all), use the no switchport trunk allowed vlan command.

 Configuring a Native VLAN

 Optional.

 Ifa framecarriestheVLANIDofanativeVLAN, its tagwillnotbestrippedwhen itpassesanUplinkport.This iscontrarytoa
Trunk port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport trunk native vlan vlan-id

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates a VLAN ID.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the native VLAN of an Uplink to defaults, use the no switchport trunk native vlan command.

Verification

 Send tag packets to an Uplink port, and they are broadcast within the specifiedVLANs.

 Use commands showvlan and show interface switchport to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Command show vlan [ id vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

vlan-id : indicates a VLAN ID.

Command

Mode

Any mode
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Usage Guide N/A

Command FS(config-vlan)#show vlan id 20
Display

VLANName Status Ports

---- -------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------

20VLAN0020 STATIC Gi0/1

Configuration Example

 Configuring anUplink Port

Configuration

Steps

The following is an example of configuring Gi0/1 as an Uplink port.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gi 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode uplink

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

Verification Check whether the configuration is correct.

FS# show interfaces GigabitEthernet 0/1 switchport

Interface SwitchportMode AccessNative ProtectedVLAN lists

-------------------------------- ---------- --------- ------ ------ --------- -----------------

GigabitEthernet0/1 enabled UPLINK 1 1 disabled ALL

25.4.4 Configuring a HybridPort

Configuration Effect

 AHybridportisusuallyusedinSHAREVLANenvironment.Bydefault,aHybridport isthesameasaTrunkport.Theirdifference
is that aHybrid port can send the frames from theVLANs except the default VLAN in the untagged format.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Hybrid Port

 Mandatory.

 Configure a Hybrid port to transmit the flows frommultipleVLANs.

 Configuration:

Command switchport mode hybrid

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The default mode is Access, which can be modified to Hybrid.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore all properties of a Hybrid port to defaults, use the no switchport mode command.

 Defining Allowed-VLANs for a Hybrid Port

 Optional.

 Bydefault,aHybridport transmitstheflowsfromalltheVLANs(1to4094).Youmayconfigurealistofallowed-VLANsto
prohibit flows of someVLANs from passing through a Hybrid port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport hybrid allowed vlan [ [add | only ] tagged | [ add ] untaged | remove ] vlan_list

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates a VLAN ID.

Defaults Bydefault aHybrid port belongs toallVLANs.Theport is added to thedefaultVLAN inuntagged formand to the other

VLANs in the tagged form.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring a Native VLAN

 Optional.

 If a frame carries theVLAN ID of a nativeVLAN, its tagwill be stripped automatically when it passes a Hybrid port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport hybrid native vlan vlan_id

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates a VLAN ID.

Defaults The default native VLAN is VLAN 1.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the native VLAN of a Hybrid port to defaults, use the no switchport hybrid native vlan command.

Verification

 Send tagged packets to an Hybrid port, and they are broadcast within the specifiedVLANs.

 Use commands showvlan and show interface switchport to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Command show vlan [ id vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

vlan-id : indicates a VLAN ID.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command

Display
FS(config-vlan)#showvlan id20
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---- -------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------

Status PortsVLAN Name

20VLAN0020 STATIC Gi0/1

Configuration Example

 Configuring a Hybrid Port
Configuration

Steps

The following is an example of configuring Gi0/1 as a Hybrid port.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode hybrid

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport hybrid native vlan 3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport hybrid allowed vlan untagged 20-30

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

Verification Check whether the configuration is correct.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show run interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 166 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport

switchport mode hybrid

switchport hybridnative vlan3

switchport hybrid allowed vlan add untagged 20-30

25.4.5 ConfiguringaServiceChainPort

Configuration Effect

 Innormalcases,theservicechainport isusedat layer2diversionenvironment.Bydefault, theservicechainportdoesnot learn
MACaddressesandcanforwardpacketsfromanyVLAN. Inaddition, it isdeployed intransparentmodetodivert layer-2and

layer-3 packets.

ConfigurationSteps

 Configuring aService Chain Port
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 Mandatory.

 Perform this operation to configure a port as a service chain port.

 Perform this operation on the switch.

Command switchport mode servicechain

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The default mode is ACCESS.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration model

Usage Guide Beforechangingaport fromanaccess, trunk, hybrid, uplink, or 802.1Q tunnelport toaservicechainport, clear other

configurationsontheportandchangestheport toanaccessport first.Torestorethedefaultsettings,runnoswitchport

mode in interface configuration mode.

Verification

 Theservicechainportdoesnot learntheMACaddresswhenpacketswithtagsaresentovertheservicechainport. Inaddition,
packets are transmitted regardless of the carried tag and whether theVLAN is created.

Configuration Example

 Configuring aService Chain Port

Only configuration related to the service chain port is described.

Configuration

Steps

Configure the Gi0/1 port as a service chain port.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode servicechain

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

Verification Run show run to check whether the configuration is correct.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show run interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 166 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport

switchport mode servicechain

25.4.6 Configuring a PtrunkPort

Configuration Effect

A ptrunk port is the same as a trunk port except that it only joins VLAN 1 by default. You can run the switchport trunk allowed

command to add the port to or remove it from a specific VLAN.
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Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Ptrunk Port

 Mandatory.

 Configure a Ptrunk port to transmit the flows fromVLAN 1.

 Configuration:

Command switchport mode ptrunk

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The default mode is Access, which can be modified to Ptrunk.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore all properties of a Ptrunk port to defaults, use the no switchport mode command.

This command is forbidden if there is a layer-2 sub-interface on this interface. If the default interface command is run

globallyand there is any layer-2 sub-interface, then the interfacemode cannot restore the default settings.

 Defining Allowed-VLANs for a Ptrunk Port

 Optional.
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 Youmay configure a list of allowed-VLANs to prohibit flows of some VLANs frompassing through aPtrunk port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport trunk allowed vlan { all | [add | remove | except | only ] } vlan-list

Parameter

Description

vlan list: The parameter vlan-list can be a VLAN or someVLANs, and the VLAN IDs are connected by "-" in order. For

example: 10–20.

all indicates allowed-VLANs include all VLANs;

add indicates adding a specific VLAN to the list of allowed-VLANs;

remove indicates removing a specific VLAN from the list of allowed-VLANs;

except indicates adding all VLANs except those in the listed VLAN to the list of allowed-VLANs.

only indicates adding the listed VLANs to the list of allowed-VLANs, and removing the other VLANs from the list.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide You can run the no switchport trunk allowed vlan command to restore the default setting that a Ptrunk port

exclusively belongs to VLAN 1.

 Configuring a Native VLAN

 Optional.

 If a frame carries the VLAN IDof a native VLAN, its tagwill be stripped automatically when it passes a Trunk port.

 Configuration:

Command switchport trunk native vlan vlan-id

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates a VLAN ID.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To restore the native VLAN of a Ptrunk port back to the default VLAN 1, use the no switchport trunk native vlan

command.

Verification

 Send tag packets to aTrunk port, and they are broadcast within the specifiedVLANs.

 Use commands showvlan and show interface switchport to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Command show vlan [ id vlan-id ]

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: indicates a VLAN ID.

Command

Mode

Any mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command FS(config-vlan)#show vlan id 20

Display VLANName Status Ports

---- -------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------

20VLAN0020 STATIC Gi0/1
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Configuration Example

 Configuring A Ptrunk Port

Configuration

Steps

The following example configures the Gi0/1 port as a Ptrunk port.

D FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gi 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode ptrunk

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

Verification Run the show interface switchport command to verify the confgiuration.

D FS# show interfaces GigabitEthernet 0/1 switchport

Interface SwitchportMode AccessNative ProtectedVLAN lists

-------------------------------- ---------- --------- ------ ------ --------- -----------------

GigabitEthernet0/1 enabled PTRUNK 1 1 Disabled 1

Common Errors

 N/A

25.4.7 Configuring an Inherited VLAN for an Independent Port

Configuration Effect

 Only trunk, uplink, and hybrid ports support this configuration. After the extendVLAN list of a trunk or uplink port is specified,
when this port is an AP and a member port of the AP is changed to an independent port, the member port uses the extend

VLAN list configured on the AP as the allowedVLAN list. Likewise, after the extendVLAN list of a hybrid port is specified, the

extend VLAN list is used as the allowed VLAN list of a member hybrid port, and a member hybrid port that is changed to an

independent port will also inherit the tagVLAN list of the AP.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an Inherited VLAN for an Independent Port

 Mandatory.

 Perform this operation on the switch. In PXEOS installation scenarios, perform this operation on an AP.

Command switchport individual-port extend-vlan vlan-list

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults No inherited VLAN is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of a switch port

Usage Guide To disable this function, use the no switchport individual-port extend-vlan or default switchport individual-port

extend-vlan command. Only trunk, uplink, and hybrid ports support this configuration.

Verification

 Run theshow run command to checkwhether theswitchport individual-port extend-vlan command exists on the interface.
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Configuration Example

 Configuring an Inherited VLAN for an Independent Port

Only the configuration related to inheritedVLANs of independent ports is described.

Configuration

Steps
The following is an example of this command:

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1) switchport mode trunk

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1) switchport individual-port extend-vlan 10

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the configuration is correct.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show run

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 166 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport individual-port extend-vlan 10

25.5 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays VLAN configuration. show vlan

Displays configuration of switch ports. show interface switchport

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Disable the debugging switch immediately after use.
Description Command

Debugs

VLANs.

debug bridge vlan
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26 Configuring MACVLAN

26.1 Overview

TheMACVLAN function refers to assigning VLANs based onMAC addresses, which is a newmethod ofVLAN assignment. This function

is often used with 802.1Xdynamic VLAN assignment to implement secure and flexible access of 802.1Xterminals. After an 802.1Xuser

passes authentication, the access switch automatically generates aMACVLAN entry based on theVLAN and userMAC address pushed

bytheauthenticationserver.AnetworkadministratorcanalsoconfiguretheassociationbetweenaMACaddressandaVLANonthe

switch inadvance.

Protocols

 IEEE 802.1Q: Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks and Standards

26.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring MAC VLAN Configures theMACVLAN function toassignVLANsbasedonusers’MACaddresses.When

thephysical locationof auser changes, i.e. switching fromone switch toanother, it is

unnecessary to re-configure the VLAN of the port used by the user.

26.2.1 ConfiguringMACVLAN

Scenario

Withpopularizationofmobileoffice, terminaldevicesusuallydonotuse fixedports fornetworkaccess.A terminaldevicemayuse

portA toaccessthenetwork this time,but useportB toaccessthenetworknext time. If theVLANconfigurationsofportsAandBare

different, theterminaldevicewillbeassignedtoadifferentVLANinthesecondaccess,andfail tousetheresourcesof theprevious

VLAN. If theVLANconfigurationsofportsAandBarethesame,security issuesmaybeintroducedwhenportBisassignedtoother

terminaldevices.HowtoallowhostsofdifferentVLANstoaccessthenetworkonthesameport?TheMACVLANfunctionishereby

introduced.
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ThebiggestadvantageofMACVLAN lies in thatwhen thephysical locationofauserchanges, i.e.switching fromoneswitch to

another, it is unnecessary to re-configure theVLAN of the port used by the user. Therefore, MAC address-basedVLAN assignment can

be regardedas user-based.

Deployment

 Configure orpushMACVLANentries ona layer-2 switchorwirelessdevice toassignVLANsbasedonusers’MACaddresses.

26.3 Overview

Feature

Feature Description

Configuring MAC VLAN Configures the MAC VLAN function to assign VLANs based on users’ MAC addresses.

26.3.1 ConfiguringMACVLAN

WorkingPrinciple

Whenaswitchreceivesapacket,theswitchcomparethesourceMACaddressofthepacketwiththeMACaddressspecifiedinaMAC

VLANentry. If theymatch,theswitchforwardsthepacket totheVLANspecifiedintheMACVLANentry. If theydon’tmatch,theVLAN

towhich the data stream belongs is still determined by theVLAN assignment rule of the port.

Toensure thataPCisassignedtoaspecifiedVLANnomatterwhichswitch it isconnected to,youcanperformconfigurationbyusing

the followingapproaches:

 Static configuration by using commands. You can configure the association between a MAC address and aVLAN on a local
switch by using commands.

 Automatic configuration by using an authentication server (802.1Xdynamic VLAN assignment). After a user passes
authentication, a switch dynamically creates an association between the MAC address and aVLAN based on the information

providedby theauthenticationserver.Whentheusergoesoffline, theswitchautomaticallydeletes theassociation.This

approach requires that the MAC-VLAN association be configured on the authentication server. For details about 802.1Xdynamic

VLAN assignment, refer to the Configuring 802.1X.

MACVLANentriessupport bothof the twoapproaches, that is, theentriescanbeconfiguredonbotha localswitchandan

authenticationserver.Theconfigurationscantakeeffectonly if theyareconsistent. If theconfigurationsaredifferent, the

configuration performed earlier takes effect.

The MACVLAN function can be configured on hybrid ports only.

MACVLAN entries are effective only for untagged packets, but not effective for tagged packets.

ForMACVLAN entries statically configured or dynamically generated, the specifiedVLANsmust exist.

VLANsspecified inMACVLANentries cannotbeSuperVLANs (but canbeSubVLANs),RemoteVLANs,orPrimaryVLANs (but can
be SecondaryVLANs).

MAC addresses specified inMACVLAN entriesmust be unicast addresses.

MAC VLANs are effective for all hybrid ports that are enabled with the MAC VLAN function.
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26.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Enabling MAC VLAN on a Port (Mandatory) It is used to enable theMACVLAN function on a port.

mac-vlan enable Enables MAC VLAN on a port.

Adding a StaticMACVLANEntry

Globally
(Optional) It is used to bind MACaddresses withVLANs.

mac-vlan mac-address Configures a static MAC VLAN entry.

26.4.1 EnablingMACVLANonaPort

Configuration Effect

Enable the MAC VLAN function on a port so that MAC VLAN entries can take effect on the port.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 EnablingMACVLAN on a Port

 Mandatory.

 By default, the MACVLAN function is disabled on ports and all MACVLAN entries are ineffective on the ports.

 Enable MACVLAN on a switch.

Command mac-vlan enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The MAC VLAN function is disabled on a port.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run theshowmac-vlan interface command to display information about the ports enabledwith theMACVLAN function.

Command show mac-vlan interface

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged configuration mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command

Display
FS# show mac-vlan interface

MAC VLAN is enabled on following interface:

---------------------------------------
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FastEthernet 0/1

Configuration Example

 EnablingMACVLAN on a Port

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the MACVLAN function on the Fast Ethernet 0/10 port.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface FastEthernet0/10

FS(config-if-FastEthernet 0/10)# mac-vlan enable

Verification  Check the information about the port enabled with theMACVLAN function.

FS# show mac-vlan interface

MAC VLAN is enabled on following interface:

---------------------------------------

FastEthernet 0/10

Common Errors

WhentheMACVLANfunction isenabledonaport, theport isnotconfiguredasa layer-2port (suchasswitchport orAPport) in

advance.

26.4.2 Adding aStaticMACVLANEntryGlobally

Configuration Effect

 ConfigureastaticMACVLANentrytobindaMACaddresseswithaVLAN.The802.1pprioritycanbeconfigured,whichis0by
default.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Adding a Static MAC VLAN Entry

 Optional.

 TobindaMACaddresseswithaVLAN,youshouldperformthisconfiguration.The802.1pprioritycanbeconfigured,whichis0
by default.

 Add a static MACVLAN entry on a switch.

Command mac-vlan mac-address mac-address [mask mac-mask] vlan vlan-id [ priority pri_val ]

Parameter

Description

mac-address mac-address: Indicates a MAC address.

mask mac-mask: Indicates a mask.

vlan vlan-id: Indicates the associated VLAN.

priority pri_val: Indicates the priority.
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Defaults No static MAC VLAN entry is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

IfanuntaggedpacketismatchedwithaMACVLANentry, thepacketismodifiedtotheVLANspecifiedby theMACVLANentry
oncearrivingat theswitchsince theMACVLANentryhas thehighestpriority.Subsequent functionsandprotocolsare

implemented based on the modified VLAN. Possible influences are as follows:

Ifan802.1Xuserfailstobeauthenticated,thehybridport jumpstoVLAN100specifiedbytheFAILVLANfunction;however,the
MACVLANentrystaticallyconfiguredredirectsallpacketsofthisusertoVLAN200.Consequently,theusercannotimplement

normal communication in FAILVLAN 100.

AfteranuntaggedpacketismatchedwithaMACVLANentry,theVLANthattriggersMACaddresslearningistheVLAN
redirected based on the MACVLAN entry.

Foraport that isenabledwiththeMACVLANfunction, if receivedpacketsarematchedwithbothMACVLANentrieswithfullF
masksand thosewithout fullFmasks, thepacketsareprocessedbasedon theMACVLANentrieswithout fullFmasks.

IfanuntaggedpacketismatchedwithbothaMACVLANentryandaVOICEVLANentry, thepacketpriorityismodified
simultaneously.The priority of theVOICEVLAN entry is used as that of the packet.

If an untagged packet is matched with both aMACVLAN entry and a PROTOCOLVLAN entry, theVLAN carried in the packet
should be the MACVLAN.

The MACVLAN function is applied only to untagged packets, but not applied to PRIORITY packets (packets whose VLAN tag is 0
and carrying COSPRIORITY information) and the processing actions are uncertain.

TheQoSpackettrustmodelonaswitchisdisabledbydefault,whichwillchangePRIORITYofallpacketsto0andoverwritethe
modificationonpacketprioritiesbytheMACVLANfunction.Runthemlsqostrustcoscommandintheinterfaceconfiguration

mode to enable the QoS trust model and trust packet priorities.

 Deleting All StaticMAC VLANEntries

 Optional.

 Todelete all staticMACVLAN entries, you should perform this configuration.

 Perform this configuration on a switch.

Command no mac-vlan all

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Deleting the StaticMACVLAN Entry of a SpecifiedMACAddress

 Optional.

 Todelete the MACVLAN entry of a specifiedMACaddress, you should perform this configuration.

 Perform this configuration on a switch.

Command no mac-vlan mac-address mac-address [ mask mac-mask ]
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Parameter

Description

mac-address mac-address: Indicates a MAC address.

mask mac-mask: Indicates a mask.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Deleting the StaticMAC VLAN Entry of a Specified VLAN

 Optional.

 Todelete the MACVLAN entry of a specifiedVLAN, you should perform this configuration.

 Perform this configuration on a switch.

Command no mac-vlan vlan vlan-id

Parameter

Description

vlan vlan-id: Indicates a VLAN.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run theshowmac-vlan static command to checkwhether all staticMACVLAN entries are correct.

 Run the showmac-vlan vlan vlan-idcommand to checkwhether theMACVLANentry of a specifiedVLAN is correct.

 Run the showmac-vlanmac-addressmac-address [maskmac-mask ] command to display theMACVLAN entry of a specified
MAC address.

Command show mac-vlan static

show mac-vlan vlan vlan-id

show mac-vlan mac-address mac-address [ mask mac-mask ]

Parameter

Description

vlan vlan-id: Indicates a specified VLAN.

mac-address mac-address: Indicates a specified MAC address.

mask mac-mask: Indicates a specified mask.

Command

Mode

Privileged configuration mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command
Display

FS# show mac-vlan all

The following MAC VLAN address exist:

S:Static D: Dynamic

MACADDR MASK VLAN ID PRIO STATE

-------------------------------------------------------

0000.0000.0001 ffff.ffff.ffff 2

0000.0000.0002 ffff.ffff.ffff 3

0000.0000.0003 ffff.ffff.ffff 3

TotalMACVLANaddresscount:3

0

3

3

D

S

S&D
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Configuration Example

 Adding a Static MACVLAN Entry Globally

AsshowninFigure6-1,PC-A1andPC-A2belongtodepartmentAandareassignedtoVLAN100.PC-B1andPC-B2belongto

departmentBandareassignedtoVLAN200.Duetoemployeemobility, thecompanyprovidesatemporaryofficeat themeeting

roombut requiresthataccessedemployeesbeassignedtotheVLANsoftheirowndepartments.Forexample,PC-A1mustbe

assigned toVLAN 100 and PC-B1must be assigned toVLAN 200 after access.

SincetheaccessportsforPCsatthemeetingroomarenotfixed,theMACVLANfunctioncanbeusedtoassociatethePCMAC

addresseswiththeVLANsoftheirdepartments.Nomatterwhichportstheemployeesuseforaccess,theMACVLANfunction

automatically assigns theVLANs of their departments.

Scenario

Figure 6- 1

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the port connecting Switch C andRouter 1 as aTrunk port.

 ConfigureallportsconnectingPCsonSwitchCashybridports,enabletheMACVLANfunctionandmodifythe

default untaggedVLAN list.

 ConfigureMACVLAN entries on Switch C.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface interface_name

A(config-if)#switchportmode trunk

A(config-if)# exit

A(config)# interface interface_name

A(config-if)#switchportmodehybrid

A(config-if)# switchport hybrid allowed vlan add untagged 100,200

A(config-if)# mac-vlan enable
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A(config-if)# exit

A(config)#mac-vlanmac-addressPC-A1-macvlan100

A(config)#mac-vlanmac-addressPC-B1-macvlan200

Verification Check the configured static MAC VLAN entries on Switch C.

A A# FS# show mac-vlan static

The following MAC VLAN address exist:

S:Static D: Dynamic

MACADDR MASK VLAN ID PRIO STATE

-------------------------------------------------------

PC-A1-macffff.ffff.ffff 100 0 S

PC-B1-macffff.ffff.ffff 200 3 S

TotalMACVLAN addresscount: 2

26.5 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays all the MAC VLAN entries,

including static and dynamic.

show mac-vlan all

Displays the dynamic MAC VLAN entries. show mac-vlan dynamic

Displays the static MAC VLAN entries. show mac-vlan static

Displays the MAC VLAN entries of a

specified VLAN.

show mac-vlan vlan vlan-id

Displays the MAC VLAN entries of a

specified MAC address.

show mac-vlan mac-address mac-address [mask mac-mask]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the MAC VLAN function. debug bridge mvlan
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27Configuring Super VLAN

28Overview

Super virtual local area network (VLAN) is an approach to dividingVLANs.SuperVLAN is also calledVLAN aggregation, and is a

management technology tailored for IP address optimization.

Using super VLAN can greatly save IP addresses. Only one IP address needs to be assigned to the superVLAN that consists of multiple

subVLANs, which greatly saves IP addresses and facilitates networkmanagement.

28.1 Application

Application Description

Sharing One IP Gateway Among

Multiple VLANs

VLANs are divided to implement layer-2 (L2) isolation of access users. All VLAN users share

one IPgateway to implement layer-3 (L3) communication and communicationwith

external networks.

28.1.1 Sharing One IPGatewayAmongMultiple VLANs

Scenario

MultipleVLANsareisolatedatL2onaL3device,butusersoftheseVLANscanperformL3communicationwitheachother inthesame

network segment.

Figure 7- 1

Switch A is a gateway or core switch.

Switch B, Switch C, and Switch D are access switches.

OnSwitchA,asuperVLANandmultiplesubVLANsareconfigured,andaL3interfaceandtheIPaddressoftheL3

interface are configured for the super VLAN.

VLAN10isconfiguredonSwitchB,VLAN20isconfiguredonSwitchC,andVLAN30isconfiguredonSwitchD.Different

departments of the company reside in different VLANs.

Deployment

Remarks
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On the intranet, use the super VLAN so that multiple sub VLANs can share one IP gateway and meanwhile VLANs are mutually isolated

at L2.

Users in sub VLANs can perform L3 communication through the gateway of the super VLAN.

28.2 Features

Basic Concepts

 Super VLAN

SuperVLANisalsocalledVLANaggregation,and isamanagement technologytailoredfor IPaddressoptimization. Itaggregates

multipleVLANstooneIPnetworksegment.NophysicalportcanbeaddedtoasuperVLAN.Theswitchvirtual interface(SVI)isusedto

manage the cross-VLAN communication of subVLANs.The super VLAN cannot be used as a common 802.1QVLAN, but can be treated

as the primary VLAN of subVLANs.

 Sub VLAN

A subVLAN is an independent broadcast domain. SubVLANs are mutually isolated at L2. Users of sub VLANs of the same or different

superVLANs communicatewith each other through the L3 SVIs of their own superVLANs.

 ARP Proxy

AL3SVIcanbecreatedonlyforasuperVLAN.UsersinasubVLANcommunicateswithusersinothersubVLANsofthesamesuper

VLANorusersinothernetworksegmentsthroughtheARPproxyandtheL3SVIofthesuperVLAN.WhenauserofasubVLANsends

anARPrequesttoauserofanothersubVLAN,thegatewayofthesuperVLANusesitsownMACaddresstosendorrespondtotheARP

requests.The process is called ARP proxy.

 IP Address Range of the Sub VLAN

Based on the gateway IP address configured for the super VLAN, an IP address range can be configured for each sub VLAN.

Overview

Feature Description

Super VLAN CreateaL3interfaceasanSVI toallowallsubVLANstosharethesameIPnetworksegment throughthe

ARP proxy.

28.2.1 Super VLAN

Users of all subVLANs of a superVLAN can be allocated IP addresses in the same IP address range, and share the same IP gateway.

Users can implement cross-VLAN communication through this gateway. It is unnecessary to allocate a gateway for every VLAN, which

saves the IP addresses.

Working Principle

IP addresses in a network segment are allocated to different sub VLANs that belong to the same super VLAN. Each subVLAN has an

independentbroadcastdomainoftheVLAN,anddifferentsubVLANsareisolatedfromeachotheratL2.WhenusersinsubVLANs

needtoperformL3communication,theIPaddressof theSVIofthesuperVLANisusedasthegatewayaddress.Inthisway,multiple

VLANsshare thesameIPgateway,and it isunnecessary toconfigureagatewayforeveryVLAN. Inaddition, to implementL3
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communicationbetweensubVLANsandbetweensubVLANsandothernetworksegments,theARPproxyfunctionisusedtoforward

and process the ARP requests and responses.

L2communicationofsubVLANs:IftheSVIisnotconfiguredforthesuperVLAN,subVLANsofsuperVLANaremutuallyisolatedatL2,

thatis,usersindifferentsubVLANscannotcommunicatewitheachother.If theSVIisconfiguredforthesuperVLAN,andthegateway

ofthesuperVLANcanfunctionastheARPproxy,usersindifferentsubVLANsofthesamesuperVLANcancommunicatewitheach

other.This is because IP addresses of users in different sub VLANs belong to the same network segment, and communication between

these users is still treated as L2 communication.

L3 communication of sub VLANs: If users in sub VLANs of a super VLAN need to perform L3 communication across network segments,

thegatewayof this superVLAN functions as theARPproxy to respond to theARP requests inplace of subVLANs.

28.3 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

the Super VLAN

Mandatory.

supervlan Configures a super VLAN.

subvlanvlan-id-list Configures a sub VLAN.

proxy-arp Enables the ARP proxy function.

interface vlanvlan-id Creates a virtual interface for a super VLAN.

ip addressip mask
Configures the IP address of the virtual interface of a

super VLAN.

Optional.

subvlan-address-range start-ip

end-ip
Specifies the IP address range in a sub VLAN.

28.3.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsof theSuperVLAN

ConfigurationEffect

Enable the super VLAN function and configure an SVI for the super VLAN to implement L2/L3 communication between sub VLANs

acrossVLANs.

Users in all subVLANs of a superVLAN share the same IP gateway. It is unnecessary to specify a network segment for every VLAN,

which saves the IP addresses.

Notes

AsuperVLANdoesnotbelongtoanyphysicalport.Therefore,thedeviceconfiguredwiththesuperVLANcannotprocess
packets that contain the superVLAN tag.

Both the super VLAN function and the ARP proxy function of each subVLANmust be enabled.

AnSVIandanIPaddressmustbeconfiguredforasuperVLAN.TheSVIisavirtualinterfaceusedforcommunicationofusersin
all subVLANs.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aSuper VLAN
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 Mandatory.

 No physical port exists in a super VLAN.

 The ARP proxy functionmust be enabled. This function is enabled by default.

 Youcan run the supervlan command to change a commonVLAN into a superVLAN.

 AfteracommonVLANbecomesasuperVLAN,portsaddedtothisVLANwillbedeletedfromthisVLANbecausenophysicalport
exists in a superVLAN.

A superVLAN is valid only after you configure sub VLANs for this super VLAN.

VLAN 1 cannot be configured as a superVLAN.

AsuperVLANcannot be configured asa subVLANof another superVLAN.AsubVLANof asuperVLANcannot be configuredas
a super VLAN.

Command supervlan

Parameter

Description
N/A

Defaults By default, a VLAN is a common VLAN.

Command

Mode
VLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, the super VLAN function is disabled.

NophysicalportcanbeaddedtoasuperVLAN.

Once a VLAN is not a super VLAN, all its sub VLANs become common static VLANs.

 Configuring aVirtual Interface for a Super VLAN

 Mandatory.

 Nophysical port can be added to a superVLAN.Youcan configure the L3 SVI for a VLAN.

WhenasuperVLANisconfigurewithanSVI, itallocatesaL3interfaceitoeachsubVLANs.IfasubVLANisnotallocatedaL3
interfacedue to resource deficiency, the subVLAN becomes a commonVLAN again.

Command interface vlanvlan-id

Parameter

Description
vlan-id: Indicates the ID of the super VLAN.

Defaults By default, no super VLAN is configured.

Command

Mode
Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A L3 interface must be configured as the virtual interface of a super VLAN.

 Configuring theGateway of a Super VLAN

 Mandatory.

 The IPgateway on the L3SVI is configured as the proxy for all users in subVLANs to respond to ARP requests.

Command ip addressip mask

Parameter ip: Indicates the IP address of the gateway on the virtual interface of a super VLAN.
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Description Mask: Indicates the mask.

Defaults By default, no gateway is configured for a super VLAN.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide RunthiscommandtoconfigurethegatewayforasuperVLAN.UsersofallsubVLANsofthesuperVLANsharethis

gateway.

 ConfiguringaSubVLAN

 Mandatory.

 Physical ports can be added to subVLANs. SubVLANs of a superVLAN share the gateway address of the superVLAN and reside
in the same network segment.

 The ARP proxy functionmust be enabled. This function is enabled by default.

 Youcan run the subvlanvlan-id-list command to change a commonVLAN into a sub VLAN of a super VLAN. Physical ports can
be added to subVLANs.

 Communication of users in a subVLAN ismanaged by the super VLAN.

YoumustchangeasubVLANintoacommonVLANbeforeyoucandeletethissubVLANbyrunningthenovlancommand.

One subVLAN belongs to only one super VLAN.

 Configuring theARPProxy

 (Mandatory) The ARP proxy function is enabled by default.

 Users in sub VLANs can implement L2/L3 communication across VLANs through the gateway proxy only after the ARP proxy
function is enabled on both the super VLAN and subVLANs.

 UsersinsubVLANscancommunicatewithusersofotherVLANsonlyaftertheARPproxyfunctionisenabledonboththesuper
VLAN and subVLANs.

The ARP proxy function must be enabled on both the super VLAN and sub VLANs.Otherwise, this function does not take effect.

Command proxy-arp

Command subvlanvlan-id-list

Parameter

Description

vlan-id-list : Specifies multiple VLANs as sub VLANs of a super VLAN.

Defaults By default, a VLAN is a common VLAN.

Command

Mode

VLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Connection interfaces can be added to a sub VLAN.

YoumustchangeasubVLAN intoacommonVLANbeforeyoucandelete thissubVLANby running thenovlan

[ id]command.

You cannot configure a L3 SVI of the VLAN for a sub VLAN.

IfyouhaveconfiguredaL3SVIforasuperVLAN,theattemptofaddingmoresubVLANsmayfaildue to
resource deficiency.

If you configure subVLANs to a super VLAN, and then configure a L3SVI of theVLAN for a super VLAN, some
subVLANsmay become commonVLANs again due to resource deficiency.
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Parameter

Description
N/A

Defaults By default, the ARP proxy function is enabled.

Command

Mode
VLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, the ARP proxy function is enabled.

Run this command to enable the ARP proxy function on both the super VLAN and sub VLANs.

Users in sub VLANs can implement L2/L3 communication acrossVLANs only after the ARP proxy function is

enabled on both the superVLAN and subVLANs.

 Configuring the IP AddressRange of theSub VLAN

 Youcan allocate an IP address range to each subVLAN. Users in a subVLAN can communicate with users of other VLANs only
when their IP addresses are in the specified range.

 Unless otherwise specified, you do not need to configure the IP address range.

IP addresses dynamically allocated to users through DHCPmay not be in the allocated IP address range. If the IP addresses
allocated through DCHP are not in the specified range, users in a subVLAN cannot communicate with users of other VLANs.

Therefore, be cautious in using the subvlan-address-range start-ip end-ipcommand.

TheIPaddressrangeofasubVLANmustbewithintheIPaddressrangeofthesuperVLANtowhichthesubVLAN
belongs.Otherwise, users in subVLANs cannot communicate with each other.

IP addresses of users in a subVLANmust bewithin the IP address range of the subVLAN.Otherwise, users in the subVLAN
cannot communicate with each other.

Command subvlan-address-range start-ip end-ip

Parameter

Description

start-ip: Indicates the start IP address of a sub VLAN.

end-ip: Indicates the end IP address of a sub VLAN.

Defaults By default, no IP address range is configured.

Command

Mode

VLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Optional.

Run this command to configure the IP address range of users in a sub VLAN.

IP address ranges of different sub VLANs of a super VLAN cannot overlap with each other.

TheIPaddressrangeofasubVLANmustbewithintheIPaddressrangeof thesuperVLANtowhichthesub
VLANbelongs.Otherwise, users in subVLANs cannot communicatewith each other.

Users in a sub VLAN can communicate with users of other VLANs only when their IP addresses (either
dynamically allocated through DHCP or statically configured) are in the configured IP address range.

IPaddressesallocatedthroughDHCPmaynotbeintheconfiguredIPaddressrange.Inthiscase,usersina
sub VLAN cannot communicate with users of other VLANs. Therefore, be cautious when using this command.

Verification

After each sub VLAN is correlated with the gateway of the super VLAN, users in sub VLANs can ping each other.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring aSuper VLANon the Network so That Users in its Sub VLANsUse theSameNetwork Segment andShare the
Same IPGateway toSave IP Addresses

Scenario

Figure 7- 2

Configuration

Steps

Perform the related super VLAN configuration on the core switch.

On the access switches, configure the common VLANs corresponding to the sub VLANs on the core switch.

A SwitchA#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchA(config)#vlan 2

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 10

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 20

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 30

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 2

SwitchA(config-vlan)#supervlan

SwitchA(config-vlan)#subvlan10,20,30

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interfacevlan 2

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 2)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

SwitchA(config)#vlan 10

SwitchA(config-vlan)#subvlan-address-range 192.168.1.10 192.168.1.50
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SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 20

SwitchA(config-vlan)#subvlan-address-range 192.168.1.60 192.168.1.100

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 30

SwitchA(config-vlan)#subvlan-address-range 192.168.1.110 192.168.1.150

SwitchA(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/1,0/5,0/9

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk

Verification Verify that the source host (192.168.1.10) and the destination host (192.168.1.60) can ping each other.

A SwitchA(config-if-range)#show supervlan

supervlan id supervlan arp-proxy subvlan id subvlan arp-proxy subvlan ip range

------------ ------------------- ---------- ----------------- ---------

2 ON 10 ON192.168.1.10 -192.168.1.50

20 ON 192.168.1.60 - 192.168.1.100

30 ON 192.168.1.110 - 192.168.1.150

Common Errors

The SVI and IP gateway are not configured for the super VLAN. Consequently, communication fails between sub VLANs and between

subVLANs and other VLANs.

The ARP proxy function is disabled on the super VLAN or sub VLANs. Consequently, users in sub VLANs cannot communicate with

users of other VLANs.

The IP address range of the sub VLAN is configured, but IP addresses allocated to users are not in this range.

28.4 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the super VLAN configuration. show supervlan

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command
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Debugs the super VLAN. debug bridge svlan

29 Configuring ProtocolVLAN

29.1 Overview

TheprotocolVLANtechnology isaVLANdistribution technologybasedon thepacketprotocol type. It candistributepacketsofa

certainprotocol typewithanullVLANIDtothesameVLAN.That is, theswitch,basedontheprotocol typeandencapsulation format

ofpacketsreceivedbyports,matchesthereceiveduntaggedpacketswithprotocolprofiles.If thematchingissuccessful, theswitch

automaticallydistributesthepacketstoarelevantVLANfortransmission.TherearetwotypesofprotocolVLANs:IPaddress-based

protocolVLANandprotocolVLANbasedonthepackettypeandEthernet typeonports.TheprotocolVLANbasedonthepackettype

andEthernet typeonportsiscalledprotocolVLANforshortandtheIPaddress-basedprotocolVLANiscalledsubnetVLANforshort.

The protocol VLAN is applicable only toTrunk ports and Hybrid ports.

Protocols and Standards

IEEE standard 802.1Q

29.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuration and Application of

Protocol VLAN

Implements Layer-2 communication isolation of user hosts that use different protocol

packets for communication to reduce the network traffic.

ConfigurationandApplicationofSubnet

VLAN

Specifies theVLANrangebasedon the IPnetworksegment towhichuserpacketsbelong.

29.2.1 Configuration and Application of Protocol VLAN

Scenario

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,thenetworkarchitectureiscomposedof theinterconnectedWindowsNTserverandNovellNetware

serverandtheofficeareaisconnectedtotheLayer-3deviceSwitchAthroughahub.TherearedifferentPCsintheofficearea.Some

PCsusetheWindowsNToperatingsystem(OS)andsupport theIPprotocol,andsomePCsusetheNovellNetwareOSandsupport

the IPXprotocol. PCs in theoffice area communicatewith theexternal network and servers through the uplink portGi 0/3.

The main requirements are as follows:

 The Layer-2 communication of PCs using theWindows NT OS is isolated from that of PCs using the Novell Netware OS, so as to
reduce the network traffic.
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SwitchA isaswitchandPortGi0/3 isaHybridport.PortGi0/1 isanAccessport andbelongs toVLAN2.PortGi0/2 isalso

an Access port and belongs to VLAN 3.

Figure 8- 1

Deployment

 Configureprofilesof thepacket typeandEthernet type(inthisexample,configureProfile1for IPprotocolpacketsand
configure Profile 2 for IPX protocol packets).

 Applytheprofilestotheuplinkport (PortGi0/3 inthisexample)andassociatethemwithVLANs(inthisexample,associate
Profile 1 withVLAN 2 and associate Profile 2 withVLAN 3).

The configured protocol VLANs take effect only on theTrunk ports and Hybrid ports.

29.2.2 Configuration and Application of Subnet VLAN

Scenario

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,PCsinOfficeAandOfficeBareconnectedtotheLayer-3deviceSwitchAthroughhubs.InOfficeA,

thePCsbelong toa fixednetworksegment and theyaredistributed to thesameVLANbyport. InOfficeB, thePCsbelong to two

network segments, but they cannot be distributed toVLANs by fixed port.

The main requirements are as follows:

ForPCsinOfficeB,SwitchAcandeterminetheVLANrangeofthePCsbasedontheIPnetworksegmenttowhichtheirpackets

belong.

Remarks
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SwitchA isaswitch.PortG0/1 isanAccessportandbelongstoVLAN2.PortG0/2 isalsoanAccessport andbelongs to

VLAN 3. Port G0/3 is a Hybrid port.

Figure 8- 2

Deployment

 Globally configure subnet VLANs (in this example, allocate the IP network segment 192.168.1.1/24 to VLAN 3 and the IP network
segment192.168.2.1/24 toVLAN2)andenable thesubnetVLAN functionon theuplinkport (PortGi0/3 in thisexample).

The configured subnet VLANs take effect only on theTrunk ports and Hybrid ports.

29.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Protocol VLAN

TheprotocolVLANtechnology isaVLANdistributiontechnologybasedonthepacketprotocol type. Itcandistributepacketsofa

certain protocol type with a null VLAN ID to the sameVLAN.

VLANsneedtobespecifiedforpacketsreceivedbydeviceportssothatapacketbelongstoauniqueVLAN.Therearethreepossible

cases:

 IfapacketcontainsanullVLANID(untaggedorprioritypacket)andthedevicesupportsonlyport-basedVLANdistribution, the
VLAN ID in the tag added to the packet is the PVID of the input port.

 IfapacketcontainsanullVLANID(untaggedorprioritypacket)andthedevicesupportsVLANdistributionbasedonthepacket
protocol type, theVLAN ID in the tag added to the packet is selected from theVLAN IDsmapped to the protocol suite

configuration of the input port. If the protocol type of the packet does not match all protocol suite configuration of the input

port, aVLAN ID is allocated according to the port-basedVLAN distribution.

 If a packet is a tagged packet, theVLAN to which the packet belongs is determined by theVLAN ID in the tag.

Remarks
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SubnetVLANscanbeconfiguredonlyglobally that is,only theprotocolVLANfunctioncanbeenabledordisabledonports.The

matchingconfigurationisgloballyperformedfor theprotocolVLAN, thematchingconfigurationisselectedonportsandtheVLAN

IDs are specified for packets that arematched successfully.

 Ifan inputpacketcontainsanullVLANIDandtheIPaddressof theinputpacketmatchesanIPaddress,thepacket isdistributed
to the subnet VLAN.

 Ifan input packetcontainsanullVLAN IDand thepacket typeandEthernet typeof the input packetmatch thepacket typeand
Ethernet type of an input port, the packet is allocated to the protocol VLAN.

 Protocol VLANPriority

ThepriorityofasubnetVLANishigherthanthatofaprotocolVLAN.That is, ifasubnetVLANandprotocolVLANareconfiguredat the

same timeand an input packet conforms to both the subnetVLAN and protocolVLAN, the subnetVLAN prevails.

Overview

Feature Description

Automatic VLAN

Distribution Based on

Packet Type

TheservicetypessupportedonanetworkareboundwithVLANsorpacketsfromaspecifiedIPnetwork

segment are transmitted in aspecifiedVLAN to facilitatemanagement andmaintenance.

29.3.1 Automatic VLANDistributionBased onPacket Type

Working Principle

Set rulesonthehardwareandenable therulesonports.Therulestakeeffectonlyaftertheyareenabledonports.Therules include

thepacket typeandIPaddressofpackets.Whenaport receivesuntaggeddatapacketsthatmeet therules, theportautomatically

distributesthemtotheVLANspecifiedintherulesfortransmission.Whentherulesaredisabledonports,untaggeddatapacketsare

distributed to the Native VLAN according to the port configuration.

Related Configuration

29.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the Protocol

VLAN Function

(Mandatory) It isusedtoenabletheVLANdistribution functionbasedon thepacket typeand
Ethernet type of the protocol VLAN.

protocol-vlan profile num frame-type [ type ]

ether-type [ type ]

Configures theprofileof thepacket typeand

Ethernet type.

protocol-vlan profile num ether-type [ type ]
Configures the profile of the Ethernet type (some

models do not support frame identification).

protocol-vlan profile num vlan vid
(Interfaceconfigurationmode)Appliestheprotocol

VLAN on a port.

Configuring the Subnet

VLAN Function

(Mandatory) It isusedtoenable IPaddress-basedVLANdistribution functionof theprotocolVLAN.

protocol-vlan ipv4 address mask address vlan vid ConfiguresanIPaddress,subnetmask,andVLAN
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Configuration Description and Command

distribution.

protocol-vlan ipv4
(Interface configuration mode) Enables the subnet

VLAN on a port.

29.4.1 Configuring theProtocol VLANFunction

Configuration Effect

Bind service types supported in a network with VLANs to facilitate management and maintenance.

Notes

 ItisrecommendedthattheprotocolVLANbeconfiguredafterVLANs,andtheTrunk,Hybrid,Access,andAPattributesofports
are configured.

 IfprotocolVLAN isconfiguredonaTrunkportorHybridport,allVLANsrelevant totheprotocolVLANneedtobecontained in
the permitted VLAN list of theTrunk port or Hybrid port.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the ProtocolVLANGlobally

 Mandatory.

 The protocol VLAN can be applied on an interface only in global configuration mode.

Command protocol-vlan profile num frame-type [type] ether-type [type]

Parameter

Description

num: Indicates the profile index.

type: Indicates the packet type and Ethernet type.

Defaults The protocol VLAN is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide TheprotocolVLANcanbeconfiguredonan interfaceonlywhen theprotocolVLAN isgloballyconfigured.When the

globalconfigurationofaprotocolVLANprofile isdeleted, theprotocolVLANconfigurationisdeleted fromall

interfaces corresponding to the profile of the protocol VLAN.

 Switching thePort Mode to Trunk/HybridMode

 Mandatory.The protocol VLAN function takes effect only on ports that are inTrunk/Hybrid mode.

 Enabling the ProtocolVLAN on a Port

 Mandatory.The protocol VLAN is disabled by default.

 The protocol VLAN is truly enabled only when it is applied on interfaces.

Command protocol-vlan profile num vlan vid

Parameter

Description

num: Indicates the profile index.

vid: Indicates the VLAN ID. The value 1 indicates the maximum VLAN ID supported by the product.

Defaults The protocol VLAN is disabled by default.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide An interface must work in Trunk/Hybrid mode.

Verification

Run the show protocol-vlan profile command to check the configuration.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the Protocol VLAN Function in the Topological Environment

Scenario

Figure 8- 3

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureVLAN 2 and VLAN 3 for user communication on Switch A.

 ConfiguretheprotocolVLANgloballyonSwitchA(in thisexample,configureProfile1for IPprotocolpackets

andconfigureProfile2 forIPXprotocolpackets),enable theprotocolVLANfunctionontheuplinkport (PortGi

0/3 inthisexample),andcompletetheprotocol-VLANassociation(inthisexample,associateProfile1with

VLAN 2 and associate Profile 2 withVLAN 3).

 PortGi0/1 isanAccessport andbelongstoVLAN2.PortGi0/2 isalsoanAccessportandbelongstoVLAN3.

PortGi0/3 isaHybridport.Ensurethat theusercommunicationVLANsarecontainedinthepermitted

untaggedVLAN list of the Hybrid port.

A 1. Create VLAN 2 and VLAN 3 for user network communication.

# configure terminal

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

A(config)# vlan range 2-3
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2. Configure the portmode.

A(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport access vlan 2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport access vlan 3

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# switchport mode hybrid

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# switchport hybrid allowed vlan untagged 2-3

3. Configure the protocol VLAN globally.

Configure Profile 1 for IP protocol packets and Profile 2 for IPX protocol packets (in this example, assume that packets

are encapsulated using Ethernet II and the Ethernet types of IP protocol packets and IPX protocol packets are 0X0800

and 0X8137 respectively).

A(config)#protocol-vlan profile 1 frame-type ETHERII ether-type 0x0800

A(config)#protocol-vlan profile 2 frame-type ETHERIIether-type 0x8137

4. Apply Profile 1 andProfile 2 toPort Gi 0/3 and allocateProfile 1toVLAN2 andProfile 2 toVLAN3.

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3) #protocol-vlan profile 1 vlan 2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3) #protocol-vlan profile 2 vlan 3

Verification Check whether the protocol VLAN configuration on the device is correct.

A A(config)#show protocol-vlan profile

profile frame-type ether-type/DSAP+SSAP

------- ---------------- ---------------------- --------------- ----

1 ETHERII 0x0800

interface

Gi0/3

vlan

2
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2 ETHERII 0x8137

Gi0/3 3

Common Errors

 Aport connected to the device is not in Trunk/Hybrid mode.

 The permittedVLAN list of the port connected to the device does not contain the user communicationVLANs.

 The protocol VLAN function is disabled on a port.

29.4.2 Configuring theSubnet VLANFunction

Configuration Effect

Distribute packets from a specified network segment or IP address to a specified VLAN for transmission.

Notes

 ItisrecommendedthattheprotocolVLANbeconfiguredafterVLANs,andtheTrunk,Hybrid,Access,andAPattributesofports
are configured.

 IfprotocolVLAN isconfiguredonaTrunkportorHybridport,allVLANsrelevant totheprotocolVLANneedtobecontained in
the permitted VLAN list of theTrunk port or Hybrid port.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the SubnetVLAN Globally

 Mandatory.

 The subnet VLAN can be applied on an interface only in global configurationmode.

Command protocol-vlan ipv4 address mask address vlan vid

Parameter

Description

address: Indicates the IP address.

vid: Indicates the VLAN ID. The value 1 indicates the maximum VLAN ID supported by the product.

Defaults The subnet VLAN is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide ThesubnetVLANcanbeenabledonaninterfaceeveniftheprotocolVLANisnotenabledglobally.Nevertheless,the

subnetVLAN takes effect only when the protocol VLAN is configured globally.

 Switching thePort Mode toTrunk/HybridMode

 Mandatory.The subnet VLAN function takes effect only on ports that are inTrunk/Hybrid mode.

 Enabling the SubnetVLAN on a Port

 Mandatory.The subnet VLAN is disabled by default.

 The subnet VLAN is truly enabled only when it is applied on interfaces.
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Command protocol-vlan ipv4

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The subnet VLAN is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide An interface must work in Trunk/Hybrid mode.

Verification

Run the show protocol-vlan ipv4 command to check the configuration.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the Subnet VLAN Function in theTopological Environment

Scenario

Figure 8- 4

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureVLAN 2 and VLAN 3 for user communication on Switch A.

 Globally configure subnet VLANs on Switch A (in this example, allocate the IP network segment 192.168.1.1/24

toVLAN3andtheIPnetworksegment192.168.2.1/24toVLAN2)andenablethesubnetVLANfunctiononthe

uplink port (Port Gi 0/3 in this example).

 PortGi0/1 isanAccessport andbelongstoVLAN2.PortGi0/2 isalsoanAccessportandbelongstoVLAN3.

PortGi0/3 isaHybridport.Ensurethat theusercommunicationVLANsarecontainedinthepermitted

untaggedVLAN list of the Hybrid port.

A 1. Create VLAN 2 and VLAN 3 for user network communication.

A# configure terminal
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Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

A(config)# vlan range 2-3

2. Configure the portmode.

A(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport access vlan 2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport access vlan 3

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# switchport mode hybrid

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# switchport hybrid allowed vlan untagged 2-3

3. Configure the subnet VLAN globally.

A(config)#protocol-vlan ipv4192.168.1.0mask255.255.255.0 vlan3

A(config)#protocol-vlan ipv4192.168.2.0mask255.255.255.0 vlan2

4. Enable the subnet VLAN on interfaces. The subnet VLAN is disabled by default.

(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# protocol-vlan ipv4

Verification Check whether the subnet VLAN configuration on the device is correct.

A A# show protocol-vlan ipv4

ip mask vlan

--------------- --------------- ----

192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 3

192.168.2.0 255.255.255.0 2

interface ipv4 status

-------------------- -----------
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Gi0/3 enable

Common Errors

 Aport connected to the device is not in Trunk/Hybrid mode.

 The permittedVLAN list of the port connected to the device does not contain the user communicationVLANs.

 The subnet VLAN is disabled on a port.

29.5 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the protocol VLAN content. show protocol-vlan

Debugging

System resources are occupiedwhendebugging information is output.Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the protocol VLAN. debug bridge protvlan

30 Configuring PrivateVLAN

30.1 Overview

Private VLAN divides the Layer-2 broadcast domain of a VLAN into multiple subdomains. Each subdomain is composed of one private

VLAN pair: primary VLAN and secondary VLAN.

One private VLAN domain may consist of multiple private VLAN pairs and each private VLAN pair represents one subdomain. In a

privateVLAN domain, all privateVLAN pairs share the same primary VLAN. The secondary VLAN IDs of subdomains are different.

IfaserviceproviderallocatesoneVLANtoeachuser,thenumberofusersthatcanbesupportedbytheserviceprovider isrestricted

becauseonedevicesupportsamaximumof4,096VLANs.OnaLayer-3device,onesubnetaddressoraseriesofaddressesare

allocatedtoeachVLAN,whichresultsinthewasteofIPaddresses.TheprivateVLANtechnologyproperlysolvestheprecedingtwo

problems. PrivateVLAN is hereinafter called PVLAN for short.

30.2 Applications

Application Description

Cross-Device Layer-2 Application of

PVLAN

Usersofanenterprisecancommunicatewitheachotherbut theusercommunicationbetween

enterprises is isolated.

Layer-3ApplicationofPVLANonaSingle

Device

Allenterpriseusersshare thesamegatewayaddressandcancommunicatewiththeexternal

network.

30.2.1 Cross-DeviceLayer-2ApplicationofPVLAN

Scenario
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Switch A and Switch B are access switches.

PVLANrunsacrossdevices.TheportsforconnectingthedevicesneedtobeconfiguredasTrunkports,thatis,PortGi0/5of

Switch A and Port Gi 0/1 of Switch B are configured as Trunk ports.

Port Gi 0/1 for connecting Switch A to the gateway needs to be configured as a promiscuous port.

PortGi0/1of thegatewaycanbeconfiguredasaTrunkport orHybridport andtheNativeVLANis theprimaryVLANof

PVLAN.

Asshownin the following figure, in thehostingserviceoperationnetwork,enterpriseuserhostsareconnected tothenetwork

through Switch A or Switch B.The main requirements are as follows:

 Users of an enterprise can communicatewith each other but the user communication between enterprises is isolated.

 All enterprise users share the same gateway address and can communicatewith the external network.

Figure 9- 1

Deployment

 Configure all enterprises to be in the same PVLAN (primary VLAN 99 in this example). All enterprise users share the same Layer-3
interface through thisVLAN to communicate with the external network.

 Ifanenterprisehasmultipleuserhosts,allocatetheuserhostsofdifferententerprisestodifferentcommunityVLANs.Thatis,
configuretheportsconnected to theenterpriseuserhostsas thehostportsofacommunityVLAN,soas to implementuser

communication inside an enterprise but isolate the user communication between enterprises.

 Ifanenterprisehasonlyoneuserhost,configuretheportsconnectedtotheuserhostsofsuchenterprisesas thehostportsof
an isolatedVLAN so as to implement isolation of user communication between the enterprises.

Remarks
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Switch A is a gateway switch.

Whenuserhostsareconnectedtoasingledevice,PortGi0/7forconnectingtotheserverisconfiguredasapromiscuous

port so that enterprise users can communicate with the server.

Layer-3mappingneeds tobeperformedontheprimaryVLANandsecondaryVLANssothat theuserscancommunicate

with the external network.

30.2.2 Layer-3Application of PVLAN on a SingleDevice

Asshownin the following figure, in thehostingserviceoperationnetwork,enterpriseuserhostsareconnected tothenetwork

through the Layer-3 device Switch A. Themain requirements are as follows:

 Users of an enterprise can communicatewith each other but the user communication between enterprises is isolated.

 All enterprise users can access the server.

 All enterprise users share the same gateway address and can communicatewith the external network.

Figure 9- 2

Deployment

 Configuretheportthatisdirectlyconnectedtotheserverasapromiscuousport.Then,allenterpriseuserscancommunicate
with the server through the promiscuous port.

 ConfigurethegatewayaddressofPVLANontheLayer-3device(SwitchAinthisexample)(inthisexample,settheSVIaddressof
VLAN 2 to 192.168.1.1/24) and configure the mapping between the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs on the Layer-3 interface.

Then, all enterprise users can communicate with the external network through the gateway address.

30.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 PVLAN

Remarks
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PVLAN supports three types of VLANs: primary VLANs, isolated VLANs, and community VLANs.

APVLANdomain has only one primaryVLAN. Secondary VLANs implement Layer-2 isolation in the samePVLAN domain. There are

two types of secondary VLANs.

 Isolated VLAN

Ports in the same isolated VLAN cannot mutually make Layer-2 communication. A PVLAN domain has only one isolated VLAN.

 Community VLAN

PortsinthesamecommunityVLANcanmakeLayer-2communicationwitheachotherbutcannotmakeLayer-2communicationwith

ports in other communityVLANs. APVLAN domain can havemultiple communityVLANs.

 Layer-2 Association of PVLAN

PVLAN pairs exist only after Layer-2 association is performed among the three types ofVLANs of PVLAN.Then, a primary VLAN has a

specified secondary VLAN and a secondary VLAN has a specified primary VLAN. A primary VLAN and secondary VLANs are in the

one-to-many relationship.

 Layer-3 Association of PVLAN

In PVLAN, Layer-3 interfaces, that is, switched virtual interfaces (SVIs) can be created only in a primary VLAN. Users in a secondary

VLAN can make Layer-3 communication only after Layer-3 association is performed between the secondary VLAN and the primary

VLAN. Otherwise, the users can make only Layer-2 communication.

 Community Port

Communityportsareports inacommunityVLAN.Communityports inthesamecommunityVLANcancommunicatewitheachother

andcancommunicatewithpromiscuousports.Theycannot communicatewithcommunityports inother communityVLANsor

isolated ports in an isolatedVLAN.

 Promiscuous Port

PromiscuousportsareportsinaprimaryVLAN.Theycancommunicatewithanyports, includingisolatedportsandcommunityports

in secondary VLANs of the same PVLAN domain.

InPVLAN,SVIscan be created only inaprimaryVLANandSVIscannot be created in secondaryVLANs.

PortsinPVLANcanbeusedasmirroringsourceportsbutcannotbeusedasmirroringdestinationports.

Overview

Feature Description

PVLAN Layer-2 Isolation

and IP Address Saving

Portsof differentPVLANtypescanbeconfigured to implement interworkingand isolationofVLAN intermediate

user hosts.

After Layer-2 mapping is performed between a primary VLAN and secondary VLANs, only Layer-2 communication

issupported. IfLayer-3communicationisrequired,users inasecondaryVLANneedtouseSVIsof theprimary

VLAN to make Layer-3 communication.

30.3.1 PVLAN Layer-2 Isolation and IPAddress Saving

Add users to subdomains of PVLAN to isolate communication between enterprises and between enterprise users.
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Working Principle

ConfigurePVLAN, configureLayer-2associationandLayer-3associationbetweenaprimaryVLANandSubVLANsofPVLAN,and

configureportsconnectedtouserhosts,externalnetworkdevices,andserversasdifferenttypesofPVLANports.Inthisway,

subdomaindivisionandcommunicationofusers insubdomainswiththeexternal networkandserverscanbe implemented.

 Packet Forwarding RelationshipBetween Ports of Different Types

Output Port

Input Port

Promiscuous

Port

Isolated Port Community

Port

Isolated Trunk Port

(in the Same VLAN)

Promiscuous

Trunk Port

(in the Same

VLAN)

Trunk Port

(in the Same

VLAN)

Promiscuous Port Supported Supported Supported Supported Supported Supported

Isolated Port Supported Unsupported Unsupported Unsupported Supported Supported

Community Port Supported Unsupported Supported Supported Supported Supported

 VLANTagChanges After Packet Forwarding Between Ports of Different Types
Output Port

Input Port

Promiscuous

Port

Isolated

Port

Community

Port

Isolated Trunk Port

(in the Same VLAN)

Promiscuous Trunk

Port

(in the Same VLAN)

Trunk Port

(in the

Same

VLAN)

Promiscuous

Port

Unchanged Unchanged Unchanged AsecondaryVLAN ID is

added.

A primary VLAN ID

tag is added and the

VLAN tag keeps

unchanged in the

non-PVLAN.

A primary

VLAN ID tag

is added.

Isolated Port Unchanged NA NA NA A primary VLAN ID

tag is added and the

VLAN tag keeps

unchanged in the

non-PVLAN.

An isolated

VLAN ID tag

is added.

Community Port Unchanged NA Unchanged A community VLAN ID

tag is added.

A primary VLAN ID

tag is added and the

VLAN tag keeps

unchanged in the

non-PVLAN.

A

community

VLAN ID tag

is added.

Switch CPU Untag Untag Untag AsecondaryVLAN ID tag

is added.

A primary VLAN ID

tag is added and the

VLAN tag keeps

unchanged in the

non-PVLAN.

A primary

VLAN ID tag

is added.
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30.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

PVLAN

(Mandatory) It is used to configure a primaryVLAN and secondaryVLANs.

private-vlan {community | isolated | primary} Configures the PVLAN type.

(Mandatory) It is used to configure Layer-2 association between a primary VLAN and secondary
VLANs of PVLAN to form PVLAN pairs.

private-vlan association {svlist | add svlist |

remove svlist}

ConfiguresLayer-2associationbetweenaprimary

VLANandsecondaryVLANstoformPVLANpairs.

(Optional) It is used toallocate users to an isolatedVLAN or communityVLAN.

switchport mode private-vlan host Configures a PVLAN host port.

switchport private-vlan host-association p_vid

s_vid

Associates Layer-2 ports with PVLAN and allocates

ports to subdomains.

(Optional) It is used to configure a port as a promiscuous port.

Switchport mode private-vlan promiscuous Configures a PVLAN promiscuous port.

switchport private-vlan mapping p_vid { svlist |

add svlist | remove svlist }

ConfigurestheprimaryVLANtowhichaPVLAN

promiscuousportbelongsandalistofsecondary

VLANs. PVLAN packets can be transmitted or

received through this port only after the

configuration is performed.

(Optional) It is used toconfigureLayer-3 communication forusers inasecondaryVLAN.

private-vlanmapping {svlist |addsvlist | remove

svlist }

Configures the SVI of the primary VLAN and

configures Layer-3 association between the

primaryVLANandsecondaryVLANsafterPVLAN

is created and Layer-2 association is performed.

Users in a SubVLAN can make Layer-3

communication through theSVI of theprimary

VLAN.

30.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofPVLAN

Configuration Effect

 Enable PVLAN subdomains to form to implement isolation between enterprises and between enterprise users.

 Implement Layer-3 mapping between multiple secondary VLANs and the primary VLAN so that and multiple VLANs uses the
same IP gateway, thereby helping save IP addresses.

Notes

 After a primary VLAN and a secondary VLAN are configured, a PVLAN subdomain exist only after Layer-2 association is
performed betweenthem.

 Aport connected toausehostmustbeconfiguredasaspecificPVLANport so that theuserhost joinsasubdomain to
implement the real user isolation.

 Theport connected totheexternalnetworkand theport connected toaservermustbeconfiguredaspromiscuousportsso
that upstream and downstream packets are forwarded normally.
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 Users in a secondary VLAN can make Layer-3 communication through the SVI of the primary VLAN only after Layer-3 mapping is
performed between the secondary VLAN and the primary VLAN.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringPVLAN

 Mandatory.

 AprimaryVLAN and a secondaryVLANmust be configured.The two types ofVLANs cannot exist independently.

 Runtheprivate-vlan{community|isolated |primary}commandtoconfigureaVLANastheprimaryVLANofPVLANand
otherVLANs as secondary VLANs.

Command private-vlan { community | isolated | primary }

Parameter

Description
community: Specifies that the VLAN type is community VLAN.

isolated: Specifies that the VLAN type is isolated VLAN.

primary: Specifies that the VLAN type is the primary VLAN of a PVLAN pair.

Defaults VLANs are common VLANs and do not have the attributes of PVLAN.

Command

Mode

VLAN mode

Usage Guide This command is used to specify the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs of PVLAN.

 Configuring Layer-2 Association of PVLAN

 Mandatory.

 PVLAN subdomains form, and isolated ports, community ports, and Layer-3 association can be configured only after Layer-2
association is performed between the primaryVLAN and secondaryVLANs of PVLAN.

 By default, after various PVLANs are configured, the primary VLANs and secondary VLANs are independent of each other. A
primaryVLANhas a secondary VLAN and a secondaryVLANhas aprimary VLAN only after Layer-2 association is performed.

 Run the private-vlan association { svlist | add svlist | remove svlist } command to configure or cancel the Layer-2 association
betweentheprimaryVLANandsecondaryVLANsofPVLAN.APVLANsubdomainformsonlyafterLayer-2associationis

configured,. The PVLAN subdomain does not exist after Layer-2 association is cancelled. If Layer-2 association is not performed,

when isolatedportsandpromiscuousportsareusedtoconfigureassociatedPVLANpairs, theconfigurationwill fail or the

association between ports and VLANs will be cancelled.

Command private-vlan association { svlist | add svlist | remove svlist }

Parameter

Description
svlist: Specifies the list of secondary VLANs to be associated or disassociated.

add svlist: Adds the secondary VLANs to be associated.

remove svlist: Cancels the association between svlist and the primary VLAN.

Defaults By default, the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs are not associated.

Command

Mode

Primary VLAN mode of PVLAN

Usage Guide This command is used to configure Layer-2 association between a primary VLAN and secondary VLANs to form PVLAN

pairs.

Each primary VLAN can be associated with only one isolated VLAN but can be associated with multiple community
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VLANs.

 Configuring Layer-3 Association of PVLAN

 If users in a secondary VLAN domain needs to make Layer-3 communication, configure a Layer-3 interface SVI for the primary
VLANand thenconfigure Layer-3associationbetween theprimaryVLANand secondaryVLANson theSVI.

 By default, SVIs can be configured only in a primaryVLAN. SecondaryVLANs do not support Layer-3 communication.

 If users in a secondary VLAN of PVLAN need tomake Layer-3 communication, the SVI of the primary VLAN needs to be used to
transmit and receivepackets.

 Runtheprivate-vlanmapping {svlist |addsvlist |removesvlist}commandtoconfigureorcancel theLayer-3association
between the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs of PVLAN. Users in a secondary VLAN canmake Layer-3 communication with

the external network only after Layer-3 association is configured. After Layer-3 association is cancelled, users in a secondary

VLAN cannot make Layer-3 communication.

Command private-vlan mapping { svlist | add svlist | remove svlist }

Parameter

Description
svlist: Indicates the list of secondary VLANs, for which Layer-3 mapping needs to be configured.

add svlist: Adds the secondary VLANs to be associated with a Layer-3 interface.

remove svlist: Cancels the secondary VLANs associated with a Layer-3 interface.

Defaults By default, the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs are not associated.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode of the primary VLAN

Usage Guide ALayer-3SVImustbeconfiguredfortheprimaryVLANfirst.

Layer-3 interfaces can be configured only in a primary VLAN.

Layer-2 association must be performed between associated secondary VLANs and the primary VLAN.

 Configuring Isolated Ports andCommunity Ports

 After the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs of PVLAN aswell as Layer-2 association are configured, allocate the device ports
connected to user hosts so as to specify the subdomains towhich the user hosts belong.

 If an enterprise has only one user host, set the port connected to the user host as an isolated port.

 If an enterprise hasmultiple user hosts, set the ports connected to the user hosts as community ports.

Command switchport mode private-vlan host

switchport private-vlan host-association p_vid s_vid

Parameter

Description
p_vid: Indicates the primary VLAN ID in a PVLAN pair.

s_vid: Indicates the secondary VLAN ID in a PVLAN pair.The port is an associated port if theVLAN is an isolatedVLANand

the port is a community port if theVLAN is a communityVLAN.

Defaults By default, the interface works in Access mode; no private VLAN pairs are associated.

Command

Mode

Both commands run in interface configuration mode.

Usage Guide Boththeprecedingcommandsneedtobeconfigured.Beforeaport isconfiguredasanisolatedportorpromiscuous

port, and the port mode must be configured as the host port mode.

Whether a port is configured as an isolated port or community port depends on the s_vid parameter.
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p_vid and s_vidmust be respectively the IDs of the primary VLAN and secondary VLAN in a PVLAN pair, on which Layer-2

association isperformed.

One host port can be associated with only one PVLAN pair.

 Configuring a Promiscuous Port

 Accordingtothetable listingportpackettransmissionandreceivingrules insection"Features",thesingleport typeofPVLAN
cannotensuresymmetric forwardingofupstreamanddownstreampackets.Ports forconnectingtotheexternalnetworkor

server need to be configured as promiscuous ports to ensure that users can successfully access the external network or server.

Command switchport mode private-vlan promiscuous

switchport private-vlan mapping p_vid{ svlist | add svlist | remove svlist }

Parameter

Description
p_vid: Indicates the primary VLAN ID in a PVLAN pair.

svlist: Indicates the secondary VLAN associated with a promiscuous port. Layer-2 association must be performed between

it andp_vid.

add svlist: Adds a secondary VLAN to be associated with a port.

remove svlist: Cancels the secondary VLAN associated with a port.

Defaults By default, an interface works in Access mode; a promiscuous port is not associated with a secondary VLAN.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The port mode must be configured as the promiscuous mode.

Ifaport isconfiguredasapromiscuousport, itmustbeassociatedwithPVLNpairs.Otherwise, theportcannotbearor

forward services.

Onepromiscuousport canbeassociatedwithmultiplePVLANpairswithinoneprimaryVLANbutcannotbeassociated

with multiple primary VLANs.

Verification

MakeuserhostsconnectedtoPVLANportstransmitandreceivepacketsasperPVLANport forwardingrulestoimplementisolation.

Configure Layer-3 association tomake users in the primary VLAN and secondaryVLANs of the samePVLAN to share the same gateway

IP address andmake Layer-3 communication.

Configuration Example

 Cross-Device Layer-2 Application of PVLAN
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Figure 9- 3

Configuration

Steps
 Configure all enterprises to be in the same PVLAN (primary VLAN 99 in this example). All enterprise users share the

same Layer-3 interface through thisVLAN to communicatewith the external network.

 Ifanenterprisehasmultipleuserhosts,allocateeachenterprisetoadifferentcommunityVLAN(inthisexample,

allocate Enterprise A to Community VLAN 100) to implement user communication inside an enterprise and isolate

user communication between enterprises.

 If anenterprisehasonlyoneuserhost, allocatesuchenterprises to thesame isolatedVLAN(in thisexample,

allocateEnterpriseBandEnterpriseCtoIsolatedVLAN101)toisolateusercommunicationbetweenenterprises.

A SwitchA#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchA(config)#vlan 99

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan primary

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 100

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan community

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 101

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan isolated

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 99

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan association 100-101

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit
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SwitchA(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/2-3

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport mode private-vlan host

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport private-vlan host-association 99 100

SwitchA(config-if-range)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/4

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)#switchport mode private-vlan host

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)#switchport private-vlan host-association 99 101

B SwitchB#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchB(config)#vlan 99

SwitchB(config-vlan)#private-vlan primary

SwitchB(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchB(config)#vlan 100

SwitchB(config-vlan)#private-vlan community

SwitchB(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchB(config)#vlan 101

SwitchB(config-vlan)#private-vlan isolated

SwitchB(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchB(config)#vlan 99

SwitchB(config-vlan)#private-vlan association 100-101

SwitchB(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchB(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport mode private-vlan host

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# switchport private-vlan host-association 99 101

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

SwitchB(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport mode private-vlan host

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# switchport private-vlan host-association 99 100

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

Verification CheckwhetherVLANsandportsarecorrectlyconfigured,andcheckwhetherpacket forwarding iscorrectaccording to

packet forwarding rules in section "Features".

A SwitchA#show running-config

!
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vlan 99

private-vlan primary

private-vlan association add 100-101

!

vlan 100

private-vlan community

!

vlan 101

private-vlan isolated

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode private-vlan promiscuous

switchportprivate-vlanmapping99add100-101

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

switchportmodeprivate-vlanhost

switchport private-vlan host-association 99 100

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

switchportmodeprivate-vlanhost

switchport private-vlan host-association 99 100

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/4

switchportmodeprivate-vlanhost

switchport private-vlan host-association 99 101

!

B SwitchB#show running-config

!

vlan 99

private-vlan primary

private-vlan association add 100-101

!

vlan 100

private-vlan community
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!

vlan 101

private-vlan isolated

!

Common Errors

 Layer-2 association is not performed between the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs of PVLAN, and a port VLAN list fails to be
addedwhen isolated ports, promiscuous ports, and community ports are configured.

 One host port fails to be associated withmultiple PVLAN pairs.

Configuration Example

 Layer-3Application of PVLAN on a Single Device

Figure 9- 4

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigurethePVLANfunctiononthedevice(SwitchAinthisexample).Fordetailsabouttheconfiguration,see

configuration tips in "Cross-Device Layer-2 Application of PVLAN."

 Set theport that isdirectlyconnected totheserver(PortGi0/7 in thisexample)asapromiscuousport.Then,all
enterprise users can communicate with the server through the promiscuous port.

 Configure the gateway address of PVLAN on the Layer-3 device (Switch A in this example) (in this example, set the
SVI address of VLAN 2 to 192.168.1.1/24) and configure the Layer-3 interface mapping between the primary VLAN

(VLAN2 in this example) and secondaryVLANs (VLAN10,VLAN20, andVLAN30 in this example).Then, all

enterpriseusers can communicatewith the external network through the gateway address.

A SwitchA#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchA(config)#vlan 2

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan primary
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SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 10

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan community

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 20

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan community

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 30

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan isolated

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#vlan 2

SwitchA(config-vlan)#private-vlan association 10,20,30

SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/1-2

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport mode private-vlan host

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport private-vlan host-association 2 10

SwitchA(config-if-range)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/3-4

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport mode private-vlan host

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport private-vlan host-association 2 20

SwitchA(config-if-range)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/5-6

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport mode private-vlan host

SwitchA(config-if-range)#switchport private-vlan host-association 2 30

SwitchA(config-if-range)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/7

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/7)#switchport mode private-vlan promiscuous

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/7)#switchport private-vlan maping 2 10,20,30

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/7)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 2

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 2)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 2)#private-vlan mapping 10,20,30

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 2)#exit
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Verification Ping the gateway address 192.168.1.1 from user hosts in different subdomains. The ping operation is successful.

A SwitchA#show running-config

!

vlan 2

private-vlan primary

private-vlan association add 10,20,30

!

vlan 10

private-vlan community

!

vlan 20

private-vlan community

!

vlan 30

private-vlan isolated

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchportmodeprivate-vlanhost

switchport private-vlan host-association 2 10

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

switchportmodeprivate-vlanhost

switchport private-vlan host-association 2 10

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

switchportmodeprivate-vlanhost

switchport private-vlan host-association 2 20

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/4

switchportmodeprivate-vlanhost

switchport private-vlan host-association 2 20

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/5
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SwitchA#show vlan private-vlan

VLAN Type Status Routed Ports Associated VLANs

------------------------------ ------------------

!

interfaceVLAN2

noipproxy-arp

ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

private-vlanmappingadd10,20,30

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/7

switchport mode private-vlan promiscuous

switchport private-vlan mapping 2 add 10,20,30

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/6

switchport mode private-vlan host

switchport private-vlan host-association 2 30

!

switchport mode private-vlan host

switchport private-vlan host-association 2 30

2 primary active Enabled Gi0/7 10,20,30

10 community active Enabled Gi0/1, Gi0/2 2

20 community active Enabled Gi0/3, Gi0/4 2

30 isolated active Enabled Gi0/5, Gi0/6 2

 CommonErrors

 No Layer-2 association is performed on the primary VLAN and secondary VLANs of PVLAN and the Layer-3 association fails to be
configured.

 ThedeviceisconnectedtotheexternalnetworkbeforeLayer-3associationisconfigured.Asaresult,thedevicecannot
communicate with the external network.

 Theinterfacesforconnectingtotheserverandtheexternalnetworkarenotconfiguredaspromiscuousinterfaces,whichresults
in asymmetric forwarding of upstream and downstream packets.

30.5 Monitoring

Displaying
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Description Command

Displays PVLAN configuration. show vlan private-vlan

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs PVLAN. debug bridge pvlan

31 ConfiguringMSTP

31.1 Overview

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) is a Layer-2 management protocol. It cannot only selectively block redundant links to eliminate Layer-2

loops but also can back up links.

Similar to many protocols, STP is continuously updated fromRapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) toMultiple Spanning Tree Protocol

(MSTP) as the network develops.

FortheLayer-2Ethernet,onlyoneactivelinkcanexistbetweentwolocalareanetworks(LANs).Otherwise,abroadcaststormwill

occur.Toenhance thereliabilityofaLAN, it isnecessary toestablisharedundant linkandkeepsomepaths inbackupstate. If the

network is faultyandalinkfails,youmustswitchtheredundant link totheactivestate.STPcanautomaticallyactivatetheredundant

link without any manual operations. STP enables devices on a LAN to:

 Discover and start the best tree topology on the LAN.

 Troubleshoot a fault and automatically update the network topology so that the possiblebest tree topology is always selected.

TheLANtopologyisautomaticallycalculatedbasedonasetofbridgeparametersconfiguredbytheadministrator.Thebesttopology

tree can be obtained by properly configuring these parameters.

RSTPiscompletelycompatiblewith802.1DSTP.SimilartotraditionalSTP,RSTPprovidesloop-freeandredundancyservices.It is

characterizedbyrapidspeed.IfallbridgesinaLANsupportRSTPandareproperlyconfiguredbytheadministrator,ittakeslessthan1

second (about 50 seconds if traditional STP isused) to re-generatea topology treeafter thenetwork topology changes.

STP and RSTP have the following defects:

 STPmigration isslow.Evenonpoint-to-point linksoredgeports, it still takes twotimesof the forwarddelay for ports toswitch
to the forwarding state.

 RSTP can rapidly conveFSe but has thesame defect with STP: Since all VLANs in a LAN share the same spanning tree, packets
of all VLANs are forwarded along this spanning tree. Therefore, redundant links cannot be blocked according to specific VLANs

and data traffic cannot be balanced among VLANs.

MSTP,defined by the IEEE in 802.1s, resolves defects of STP andRSTP.It cannot only rapidly conveFSebut also can enable traffic of

differentVLANstobeforwardedalongrespectivepaths,therebyprovidingabetterloadbalancingmechanismforredundant links.

In general, STP/RSTPworks based onports whileMSTPworks based on instances. An instance is a set ofmultipleVLANs. Binding

multipleVLANs to one instance can reduce the communication overhead and resource utilization.

FS devices support STP, RSTP, and MSTP, and comply with IEEE 802.1D, IEEE 802.1w, and IEEE 802.1s.
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The topology is divided into two layers: core layer (Devices A and B) and access layer (Devices C and D).

Protocols and Standards

 IEEE 802.1D: Media Access Control (MAC) Bridges

 IEEE802.1w: Part 3: MediaAccessControl (MAC) Bridges—Amendment 2: RapidReconfiguration

 IEEE 802.1s: Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks—Amendment 3: MultipleSpanning Trees

31.2 Applications

Application Description

MSTP+VRRP Dual-Core Topology Withahierarchicalnetworkarchitecturemodel,theMSTP+VRRPmodeisusedtoimplement

redundancy and load balancing to improve system availability of the network.

BPDU Tunnel In QinQ network environment, Bridge Protocol Data Unit (BPDU) Tunnel is used to

implement tunnel-based transparent transmission of STP packets.

31.2.1 MSTP+VRRP Dual-Core Topology

Scenario

ThetypicalapplicationofMSTPistheMSTP+VRRPdual-coresolution.Thissolutionisanexcellentsolutiontoimprovesystem

availabilityof thenetwork.Usingahierarchicalnetworkarchitecturemodel, it isgenerallydivided into three layers (core layer,

conveFSence layer, and access layer) or two layers (core layer and access layer). They form the core network system to provide data

exchange service.

Themainadvantageofthisarchitectureisitshierarchicalstructure.Inthehierarchicalnetworkarchitecture,allcapacityindicators,

characteristics,andfunctionsofnetworkdevicesateachlayerareoptimizedbasedontheirnetworklocationsandroles,enhancing

their stability andavailability.

Figure 10- 1 MSTP+VRRP Dual-Core Topology

Deployment

Remarks
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Asshownin theabovefigure, theupperpart istheSPnetworkand thelowerpart is thecustomernetwork.TheSPnetwork

consistsoftwoprovideredges(PEs):ProviderS1andProviderS2.CustomerNetworkA1andCustomerNetworkA2area

user'stwositesindifferentregions.CustomerS1andCustomerS2,accessdevicesfromthecustomernetworktotheSP

network, access the SP network respectively through Provider S1 and Provider S2.

UsingBPDUTunnel,CustomerNetworkA1andCustomerNetworkA2 indifferent regionscanperformunifiedspanning

tree calculation across the SP network, not affecting the spanning tree calculation of the SP network.

 Core layer: Multiple MSTP instances are configured to realize load balancing. For example, two instances are created: Instance 1
andInstance2. Instance1mapsVLAN10whileInstance2mapsVLAN20.DeviceA isthe rootbridgeof Instances0and1

(Instance 0 is CIST, which exists by default). Device B is the root bridge of Instance 2.

 Core layer: Devices A and Bare the activeVRRPdevices respectively onVLAN 10andVLAN 20.

 Access layer: Configure the port directly connected to the terminal (PC or server) as a PortFast port, and enable BPDU guard to
prevent unauthorized users from accessing illegal devices.

31.2.2 BPDUTunnel

Scenario

TheQinQnetwork isgenerallydividedintotwoparts:customernetworkandserviceprovider (SP)network.YoucanenableBPDU

Tunnel to calculate STP packets of the customer network independently of the SP network, thereby preventing STP packets between

the customer network from affecting the SP network.

Figure 10- 2 BPDU Tunnel Topology

Deployment

 Enable basic QinQ on the PEs (Provider S1/Provider S2 in this example) so that data packets of the customer network are
transmittedwithin the specifiedVLAN on the SP network.

 Enable STP transparent transmission on the PEs (Provider S1/Provider S2 in this example) so that the SP network can transmit
STP packets of the customer network through BPDUTunnel.

Remarks
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31.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 BPDU

To generate a stable tree topology network, the following conditions must be met:

 Each bridge has a unique ID consisting of the bridge priority and MAC address.

 The overhead of the path from the bridge to the root bridge is called root path cost.

 A port ID consists of the port priority and port number.

Bridges exchange BPDU packets to obtain information required for establishing the best tree topology. These packets use the

multicast address 01-80-C2-00-00-00 (hexadecimal) as the destination address.

A BPDU consists of the following elements:

 Root bridge ID assumed by the local bridge

 Root path cost of the local bridge

 Bridge ID (ID of the local bridge)

 Message age (age of a packet)

 Port ID (ID of the port sending this packet)

 Forward-DelayTime,HelloTime,Max-AgeTime are timeparameters specified in theMSTP.

 Other flags, such as flags indicating network topology changes and local port status.

IfabridgereceivesaBPDUwithahigherpriority(smallerbridgeIDand lowerrootpathcost)ataport, itsaves theBPDUinformation

at this port and transmits the information to all other ports. If the bridge receives a BPDU with a lower priority, it discards the

information.

Suchamechanismallowsinformationwithhigherprioritiestobetransmittedacrosstheentirenetwork.BPDUexchangeresultsareas

follows:

 A bridge is selected as the root bridge.

 Except the root bridge, each bridge has a root port, that is, a port providing the shortest path to the root bridge.

 Each bridge calculates the shortest path to the root bridge.

 EachLANhasadesignatedbridge located intheshortestpathbetweentheLANandthe rootbridge.Aportdesignated to
connect the bridge and the LAN is called designated port.

 The root port and designated port enter the forwarding status.

 Bridge ID

AccordingtoIEEE802.1W,eachbridgehasauniqueID.ThespanningtreealgorithmselectstherootbridgebasedonthebridgeID.

ThebridgeIDconsistsofeightbytes,ofwhich thelastsixbytesaretheMACaddressof thebridge. In its first twobytes(as listed inthe

following table), the first fourbits indicate thepriority; the lasteight bits indicatethesystemIDforuse inextendedprotocol. InRSTP,

the system ID is 0. Therefore, the bridge priority should be a integral multiple of 4,096.

Bit Value

Priority value 16 32,768
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15 16,384

14 8,192

13 4,096

System ID

12 2,048

11 1,024

10 512

9 256

8 128

7 64

6 32

5 16

4 8

3 4

2 2

1 1

 Spanning-Tree Timers

The following three timers affect the performance of the entire spanning tree:

 Hello timer: Interval for periodically sending a BPDU packet.

 Forward-Delay timer: Interval for changing theport status, that is, interval foraport tochange fromthe listeningstateto the
learning stateor from the learning state to the forwarding statewhenRSTP runs inSTP-compatiblemode.

 Max-Age timer:The longest time-to-live (TTL) of a BPDU packet.When this timer elapses, the packet is discarded.

 Port Roles and Port States

Each port plays a role on a network to reflect different functions in the network topology.

 Root port: Port providing the shortest path to the root bridge.

 Designated port: Port used by each LAN to connect the root bridge.

 Alternateport:Alternativeport of the root port.Once the root port loseseffect, thealternateport immediately changes to the
root port.

 Backupport:Backupport of thedesignatedport.Whenabridgehas twoportsconnected toaLAN, theportwith thehigher
priority is the designated port while the port with the lower priority is the backup port.

 Disabledport: Inactiveport.All portswith theoperationstatebeingdownplay this role.

The following figures show the roles of different ports:

R=Root port D=Designated port A =Alternate port B=Backupport

Unless otherwise specified, port priorities decrease from left to right.

Figure 10- 3
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Figure 10- 4

Figure 10- 5

Each port has three states indicating whether to forward data packets so as to control the entire spanning tree topology.

 Discarding: Neither forwards received packets nor learns the sourceMACaddress.

 Learning: Does not forward received packets but learns the sourceMACaddress, which is a transitive state.

 Forwarding: Forwards received packets and learns the sourceMAC address.

Fora stablenetwork topology, only the rootport anddesignatedport canenter the forwardingstatewhileotherports arealways in

discarding state.

 HopCount

Internal spanning trees (ISTs) and multiple spanning tree instances (MSTIs) calculate whether the BPDU packet time expires based on

an IPTTL-alikemechanismHop Count, instead of Message Age andMax Age.

It is recommended torun thespanning-treemax-hopscommand inglobal configurationmode to configure thehop count. In a

region,everytimeaBPDUpacketpassesthroughadevicefromtherootbridge, thehopcountdecreasesby1.Whenthehopcount

becomes 0, the BPDU packet time expires and the device discards the packet.

To be compatible with STP and RSTP outside the region, MSTP also retains the Message Age and Max Age mechanisms.

Overview
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Feature Description

STP STP, defined by the IEEE in 802.1D, is used to eliminate physical loops at the data link layer in a LAN.

RSTP RSTP,definedbytheIEEEin802.1w,isoptimizedbasedonSTPtorapidlyconveFSethenetworktopology.

MSTP MSTP,definedby the IEEE in802.1s,resolvesdefectsofSTP,RSTP,andPer-VLANSpanningTree (PVST). It

cannot only rapidly conveFSe but also can forward traffic of different VLANs along respective paths, thereby

providing a better load balancing mechanism for redundant links.

MSTP Optical

Features

MSTP includes the following features: PortFast, BPDU guard, BPDU filter,TCprotection, TC guard,TC filter,

BPDU check based on the sourceMAC address, BPDU filter based on the illegal length, Auto Edge, root guard,

and loop guard.

31.3.1 STP

STP is used to prevent broadcast storms incurred by loops and provide link redundancy.

Working Principle

FortheLayer-2Ethernet,onlyoneactivelinkcanexistbetweentwoLANs.Otherwise,abroadcaststormwilloccur.Toenhancethe

reliabilityofaLAN, it isnecessary toestablisharedundant linkandkeepsomepaths inbackupstate. If thenetwork is faultyanda link

fails,youmustswitch the redundant link to theactivestate.STPcanautomaticallyactivate the redundant linkwithoutanymanual

operations. STP enables devices on a LAN to:

 Discover and start the best tree topology on the LAN.

 Troubleshoot a fault and automatically update the network topology so that the possiblebest tree topology is always selected.

TheLANtopologyisautomaticallycalculatedbasedonasetofbridgeparametersconfiguredbytheadministrator.Thebesttopology

tree can be obtained by properly configuring these parameters.

Related Configuration

 Enabling spanning-tree

 By default, the spanning-tree function is disabled.

 Run the spanning-tree [ forward-time seconds |hello-time seconds |max-age seconds ] command to enable STP and configure
basic attributes.

 The forward-time ranges from 4 to 30.The hello-time ranges from 1 to 10. Themax-age ranges from6 to 40.

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.The value ranges of forward-time,
hello-time,andmax-agearerelated. Ifoneof themismodified, theother tworangesareaffected.Thethreevaluesmustmeet

thefollowingcondition:2x(HelloTime+1second)<=Max-AgeTime<=2x(Forward-DelayTime–1second).Otherwise, the

configuration will fail.

31.3.2 RSTP

RSTPiscompletelycompatiblewith802.1DSTP.SimilartotraditionalSTP,RSTPprovidesloop-freeandredundancyservices.It is

characterizedbyrapidspeed.IfallbridgesinaLANsupportRSTPandareproperlyconfiguredbytheadministrator,ittakeslessthan1

second (about 50 seconds if traditional STP isused) to re-generatea topology treeafter thenetwork topology changes.

Working Principle
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 Fast RSTPConveFSence

RSTP has a special feature, that is, to make ports quickly enter the forwarding state.

STPenablesaporttoentertheforwardingstate30seconds(twotimesoftheForward-DelayTime;theForward-DelayTimecanbe

configured,withadefault valueof 15 seconds)after selectingaport role.Every time the topologychanges, the rootport and

designatedportreselectedbyeachbridgeentertheforwardingstate30secondslater.Therefore,ittakesabout50secondsforthe

entire network topology to become a tree.

RSTPdiffers greatly fromSTP in the forwarding process. As shown in Figure 10- 6, Switch A sends anRSTPProposal packet to Switch B.

IfSwitchB finds thepriorityofSwitchAhigher, it selectsSwitchAas the rootbridgeand theport receiving thepacket as the rootport,

enters the forwarding state, and then sends anAgreepacket from the root port toSwitchA. If thedesignated port of SwitchA is

agreed, theport enters the forwardingstate.SwitchB'sdesignatedport resendsaProposalpacket toextendthespanning treeby

sequence.Theoretically,RSTPcanrecover thenetwork tree topology to rapidlyconveFSeoncethenetwork topologychanges.

Figure 10- 6

Theabovehandshakeprocessis implementedonlywhentheconnectionbetweenports is inpoint-to-pointmode.Togivethe
devices their full play, it is recommended not to enable point-to-point connection between devices.

Figure10-7andFigure10-8showtheexamplesofnonpoint-to-pointconnection.

Example of non point-to-point connection:

Figure 10- 7
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Figure 10- 8

Figure10-9showsanexampleofpoint-to-pointconnection.

Figure 10-9

 Compatibility Between RSTP and STP

RSTP is completely compatiblewithSTP.RSTP automatically checkswhether the connected bridge supports STP orRSTP based on the

receivedBPDUversionnumber. If theport connectstoanSTPbridge, theportenters theforwardingstate30seconds later,which

cannot give RSTP its full play.

Another problemmay occur when RSTP and STP are used together. As shown in the following figures, Switch A (RSTP) connects to

Switch B (STP). If Switch A finds itself connected to an STP bridge, it sends an STPBPDU packet. However, if Switch B is replaced with

SwitchC (RSTP) but Switch A still sends STPBPDU packets, SwitchCwill assume itself connected to the STP bridge. As a result, two

RSTP devices work under STP,greatly reducing the efficiency.
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RSTP provides the protocolmigration feature to forcibly sendRSTP BPDU packets (the peer bridge must support RSTP). In this case,

Switch A is enforced to send an RSTPBPDU and SwitchC then finds itself connected to the RSTP bridge. As a result, two RSTPdevices

work under RSTP,as shown in Figure 10- 11.

Figure10-10

Figure10-11

Related Configuration

 Configuring ProtocolMigration

 Run the clear spanning-tree detected-protocols [ interface interface-id ] command to enforce version check on a port. For
details, see "Compatibility BetweenRSTP and STP".

31.3.3 MSTP

MSTP resolves defects of STP andRSTP. It cannot only rapidly conveFSe but also can forward traffic of differentVLANs along respective

paths, thereby providing a better load balancing mechanism for redundant links.

Working Principle

FSdevicessupport MSTP.MSTP is a newspanning tree protocol developed from traditional STP andRSTPand includes the fast RSTP

forwarding mechanism.

Since traditional spanning tree protocols are irrelevant to VLANs, problems may occur in specific network topologies:

Asshown inFigure10-12,DevicesAandBare inVLAN1whileDevicesCandDare inVLAN2, forminga loop.

Figure 10- 12
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If the link fromDeviceA toDeviceB throughDevicesCandDcosts less than the link fromDeviceAdirect toDeviceB, the link

betweenDeviceAandDeviceBentersthediscardingstate(asshowninFigure10-13).SinceDevicesCandDdonotincludeVLAN1

and cannot forward data packetsofVLAN1,VLAN1of DeviceA fails to communicatewithVLAN1of DeviceB.

Figure 10- 13

MSTPisdevelopedtoresolvethisproblem.ItdividesoneormultipleVLANsofadeviceintoaninstance.Devicesconfiguredwiththe

sameinstanceformanMSTregiontorunanindependentspanningtree(calledIST).ThisMSTregion,likeabigdevice,implements

thespanning treealgorithmwithotherMSTregions togenerateacompletespanning treecalledcommonspanning tree(CST).

Basedonthisalgorithm,theabovenetworkcanformthetopologyshowninFigure10-14undertheMSTPalgorithm:DevicesAandB

areinMSTPregion1inwhichno loopoccurs,and thereforenolinkentersthediscardingstate.Thisalsoapplies toMSTPRegion2.

Region1andRegion2, liketwobigdeviceshavingloops,selectalinktoenter thediscardingstatebasedonrelatedconfiguration.

Figure 10-14

This prevents loops to ensure proper communication between devices in the same VLAN.

 MSTP RegionDivision

TogiveMSTPitsdueplay,properlydivideMSTPregionsandconfigurethesameMSTconfigurationinformationfordevicesinthe

same MSTP region.

MST configuration information include:

 MST configuration name: Consists of at most 32 bytes to identify an MSTP region.
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 MSTRevision Number: Consists of 16 bits to identify an MSTP region.

 MSTinstance-VLANmapping table:Amaximumnumberof64 instances(withtheir IDsranging from1to64)arecreatedfor
each device and Instance 0 exists mandatorily.Therefore, the system supports amaximum number of 65 instances. Users can

assign1 to4,994VLANsbelonging todifferent instances(ranging from0 to64)as required.UnassignedVLANsbelong to

Instance0bydefault.Inthiscase,eachMSTIisaVLANgroupandimplementsthespanningtreealgorithmoftheMSTIspecified

in the BPDU packet, not affected by CIST and other MSTIs.

Runthespanning-treemstconfigurationcommand inglobalconfigurationmodetoenter theMSTconfigurationmodeto

configure the above information.

MSTP BPDUs carry the above information. If the BPDU received by a device carries the same MST configuration information with the

informationon thedevice, it regards that theconnecteddevicebelongs tothesameMSTregionwith itself.Otherwise, it regards the

connected device originated from another MST region.

It is recommended to configure the instance-VLAN mapping table after disabling MSTP. After the configuration, re-enable MSTP
to ensure stability and conveFSence of the network topology.

 IST (Spanning Tree in an MSTP Region)

AfterMSTPregionsaredivided,eachregionselectsan independent rootbridgeforeachinstancebasedonthecorresponding

parameterssuchasbridgepriorityandportpriority,assignsrolestoeachportoneachdevice,andspecifieswhether theport is in

forwarding or discarding state in the instance based on the port role.

ThroughMSTP BPDU exchange, an IST is generated and each instance has their own spanning trees (MSTIs), in which the spanning

tree corresponding to Instance 0 andCST are uniformly calledCommon Instance SpanningTree (CIST). That is, each instance provides

a single and loop-free network topology for their ownVLAN groups.

As shown in Figure 100- 15, Devices A, B, and C form a loop in Region 1.

AsshowninFigure100-15,DeviceAhasthehighestpriorityintheCIST(Instance0)andtherebyisselectedastheregionroot.Then

MSTPenablesthelinkbetweenAandCtoenter thediscardingstatebasedonotherparameters.Therefore, fortheVLANgroupof

Instance 0, only links fromA toB and fromB toC are available, interrupting the loop of thisVLAN group.

Figure 100- 15
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AsshowninFigure10-16,DeviceBhasthehighestpriorityintheMSTI1(Instance1)andtherebyisselectedastheregionroot.Then

MSTPenablesthelinkbetweenBandCtoenter thediscardingstatebasedonotherparameters.Therefore, for theVLANgroupof

Instance 1, only links fromA to B and fromA toC are available, interrupting the loop of thisVLAN group.

Figure 10- 16

AsshowninFigure10-17,DeviceChasthehighestpriorityintheMSTI2(Instance2)andtherebyisselectedastheregionroot.Then

MSTPenables thelinkbetweenBandCtoenter thediscardingstatebasedonotherparameters.Therefore, for theVLANgroupof

Instance 2, only links fromB to C and fromA to Care available, interrupting the loop of this VLAN group.

Figure 10- 17

NotethatMSTPdoesnotcarewhichVLANaportbelongsto.Therefore,usersshouldconfigurethepathcostandpriorityofarelated

port based on the actual VLAN configuration to prevent MSTP from interrupting wrong loops.

 CST (Spanning TreeBetweenMSTPRegions)

EachMSTPregionis likeabigdevicefor theCST.DifferentMSTPregions formabitnetworktopology treecalledCST.Asshownin

Figure10-18,DeviceA,ofwhichthebridgeIDisthesmallest, isselectedastheroot intheentireCSTandtheCISTregional root inthis

region. InRegion2,sincetherootpathcost fromDeviceBtotheCSTroot is lowest,DeviceBisselectedas theCISTregionalroot in

this region. For the same reason, DeviceC is selected as the CIST regional root.
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Figure 10- 18

TheCIST regional rootmaynot be thedeviceofwhich thebridgeID is thesmallest in the regionbut indicates thedeviceofwhich the

root path cost from this region to the CST root is the smallest.

For theMSTI, therootport of theCIST regional roothasanewrole"masterport".Themasterport actsas theoutboundport ofall

instancesand is inforwardingstateforall instances.Tomakethe topologymorestable,wesuggest that themasterportofeach

region to the CST root be on the same device of the region if possible.

 Compatibility AmongMSTP, RSTP, andSTP

SimilartoRSTP,MSTPsendsSTPBPDUstobecompatiblewithSTP.Fordetails,see"CompatibilityBetweenRSTPandSTP".

SinceRSTPprocessesMSTPBPDUsoftheCIST,MSTPdoesnotneedtosendRSTPBPDUstobecompatiblewithit.

Each STP or RSTP device is a single region and does not form the same region with any devices.

Related Configuration

 Configuring STP

 By default, the STPmode isMSTPmode.

 Run spanning-treemode [stp | rstp | mstp] to modify the STPmode.

31.3.4 MSTP OptionalFeatures

MSTP optional features mainly include PortFast port, BPDU guard, BPDU filter, TC guard, and guard. The optional features are mainly

usedtodeployMSTPconfigurationsbasedon thenetwork topologyandapplicationcharacteristics in theMSTPnetwork.This

enhances the stability, robustness, and anti-attack capability of MSTP,meeting application requirements of MSTP in different customer

scenarios.

Working Principle
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 PortFast

If a port of adeviceconnectsdirectly to thenetwork terminal, thisport isconfiguredasaPortFastport todirectly enter the forwarding

state. If thePortFastport isnot configured, theport needs towait for 30seconds toenter the forwardingstate.Figure10-19shows

which ports of a device can be configured as PortFast ports.

Figure 10- 19

IfaPortFastportstillreceivesBPDUs,itsPortFastOperationalStateisDisabledandtheportenterstheforwardingstateaccordingto

the normal STPalgorithm.

 BPDUGuard

BPDU guard can be enabled globally or enabled on an interface.

It isrecommended torun thespanning-treeportfastbpduguarddefaultcommand inglobalconfigurationmode toenableglobal

BPDUguard. IfPortFast isenabledonaportor thisport isautomaticallyidentifiedasanedgeport, thisportenterstheerror-disabled

stateto indicate theconfigurationerror immediatelyafter receivingaBPDU.At thesametime, theport isdisabled, indicating thata

network devicemay be added by an unauthorized user to change the network topology.

Itisalsorecommendedtorunthespanning-treebpduguardenablecommandininterfaceconfigurationmodetoenableBPDU

guardonaport (whetherPortFast isenabledornot on theport). In thiscase, theport enters theerror-disabledstate immediately

after receivinga BPDU.

 BPDUFilter

BPDU filter can be enabled globally or enabled on an interface.

It is recommended torun thespanning-treeportfastbpdufilterdefaultcommand inglobal configurationmode toenableglobal

BPDU filter. In this case, the PortFast port neither receives nor sends BPDUs and therefore the host connecting directly to the PortFast

port receives no BPDUs. If the port changes its Port Fast Operational State to Disabled after receiving a BPDU, BPDU filter

automatically loseseffect.

It isalsorecommendedtorunthespanning-treebpdufilterenablecommandininterfaceconfigurationmodetoenableBPDUfilter

onaport (whetherPortFast isenabledornoton theport). In thiscase, theportneither receivesnorsendsBPDUsbutdirectlyenters

the forwardingstate.

 TC Protection
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TCBPDUsareBPDUpacketscarryingtheTC.Ifaswitchreceivessuchpackets,it indicatesthenetworktopologychangesandthe

switchwilldeletetheMACaddresstable.ForLayer-3switchesinthiscase,theforwardingmoduleisre-enabledandtheportstatusin

the ARP entry changes.When a switch is attacked by foFSed TC BPDUs, it will frequently perform the above operations, causing heavy

load and affecting network stability.Toprevent this problem, you can enableTC protection.

TCprotectioncanonlybegloballyenabledordisabled.Thisfunctionisdisabledbydefault.

WhenTCprotectionisenabled,theswitchdeletesTCBPDUswithinaspecifiedperiod(generally4seconds)afterreceivingthemand

monitors whether any TC BPDU packet is received during the period. If a device receives TC BPDU packets during this period, it deletes

themwhen theperiod expires.This canprevent thedevice from frequentlydeletingMACaddressentriesandARPentries.

 TCGuard

TC protection ensures less dynamic MAC addresses and ARP entries removed when a laFSe number ofTC packets are generated on

thenetwork.However,adevicereceivingTCattackpacketsstillperformsmanyremovaloperationsandTCpacketscanbespread,

affecting theentirenetwork.UserscanenableTCguard topreventTCpacketsfromspreadinggloballyor onaport. IfTCguardis

enabledgloballyoronaport,aport receivingTCpacketsfilterstheseTCpacketsorTCpacketsgeneratedbyitselfsothatTCpackets

willnotbespreadtootherports.ThiscaneffectivelycontrolpossibleTCattacksinthenetworktoensurenetworkstability.Particularly

onLayer-3devices, this functioncaneffectively prevent theaccess-layer device fromflapping and interrupting thecore route.

If TC guard is used incorrectly, the communication between networks is interrupted.

It is recommended to enable this function only when illegalTC attack packets are received in the network.

IfTCguard is enabledglobally, no port spreadsTCpackets toothers.This functioncanbeenabled onlyon laptop accessdevices.

IfTCguard isenabledonaport, thetopologychanges incurredandTCpackets receivedon theportwill notbespreadtoother
ports.This function can be enabled only on uplink ports, particularly on ports of the conveFSence core.

 TCFilter

IfTCguard isenabledonaport, theport doesnot forwardTCpackets receivedandgeneratedby theport tootherportsperforming

spanning treecalculationon the device.Whenthestatus of aport changes (forexample, fromblocking to forwarding), theport

generatesTC packets, indicating that the topologymay have changed.

Inthiscase,sinceTCguardpreventsTCpacketsfromspreading,thedevicemaynotcleartheMACaddressesoftheportwhenthe

network topology changes, causing a data forwarding error.

Toresolve this problem,TC filter is introduced.TC filter does not process TC packets received by ports but processesTC packets in case

of normal topologychanges. IfTC filter is enabled, theaddress removal problemwill be avoidedand thecore routewill not be

interruptedwhen ports not enabledwithPortFast frequently goupor down,and thecore routingentries canbeupdated ina timely

manner when the topology changes.

TC filter is disabled by default.

 BPDUSourceMACAddress Check

BPDU sourceMACaddress check preventsBPDU packets frommaliciously attacking switchesand causingMSTPabnormal.When the

switchconnectedtoaportonapoint-to-pointlinkisdetermined,youcanenableBPDUsourceMACaddresschecktoreceiveBPDU

packetssentonlybythepeerswitchanddiscardallotherBPDUpackets, therebypreventingmaliciousattacks.Youcanenablethe

BPDUsourceMACaddresscheckininterfaceconfigurationmodeforaspecificport.OneportcanonlyfilteroneMACaddress.Ifyou

run the nobpdu src-mac-check command to disable BPDU source MAC address check on a port, the port receives all BPDU packets.

 BPDUFilter
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If the Ethernet length of a BPDU exceeds 1,500, this BPDU will be discarded, preventing receipt of illegal BPDU packets.

 AutoEdge

If thedesignatedportof adevicedoesnot receiveaBPDU fromthedownlinkportwithinaspecificperiod (3seconds), thedevice

regardsanetworkdeviceconnected to thedesignatedport, configures theport asanedgeport, andswitches theport directly into

the forwarding state.The edge port will be automatically identified as a non-edge port after receiving aBPDU.

You can run the spanning-tree autoedge disabled command to disable Auto Edge.

This function is enabled by default.

If Auto Edge conflicts with themanually configured PortFast, themanual configuration prevails.

Since this function isused forrapidnegotiationand forwardingbetweenthedesignatedport and thedownlinkport,STPdoes
not support this function. If thedesignatedport is in forwardingstate, theAutoEdge configurationdoesnot takeeffecton this

port. It takes only when rapid negotiation is re-performed, for example, when the network cable is removed and plugged.

IfBPDUfilterhasbeenenabledonaport, theport directlyenters the forwardingstateand isnotautomatically identifiedasan
edge port.

This function applies only to the designated port.

 RootGuard

In the network design, the root bridge and backup root bridge are usually divided into the same region. Due to incorrect

configurationofmaintenancepersonnel ormaliciousattacks inthenetwork, therootbridgemayreceiveconfiguration information

withahigherpriorityand therebyswitches tothebackup rootbridge,causing incorrectchanges in thenetwork topology.Rootguard

is to resolve this problem.

If rootguardisenabledonaport, itsrolesonall instancesareenforcedas thedesignatedport.Oncetheport receivesconfiguration

information with a higher priority, it enters the root-inconsistent (blocking) state. If the port does not receive configuration

information with a higher priority within a period, it returns to its original state.

If a port enters theblockingstatedue to root guard, you canmanually restore theport to thenormal statebydisabling root guardon

this port or disabling spanning tree guard (running spanning-treeguardnone in interface configurationmode).

If root guard is used incorrectly, the network link will be interrupted.

If rootguard isenabledonanon-designatedport, thisportwillbeenforcedasadesignatedport andenter theBKNstate.This
indicates that the port enters the blocking state due to root inconsistency.

If a port enters theBKNstatedue to receipt of configuration informationwithahigherpriority inMST0, this portwill be
enforced in the BKN state in all other instances.

Root guard and loop guard cannot take effect on a port at the same time.

 LoopGuard

Due to theunidirectional link failure, the root port or backupport becomes thedesignated port and enters the forwardingstate if it

does not receive BPDUs, causing a network loop. Loop guard is to prevent this problem.

IfaportenabledwithloopguarddoesnotreceiveBPDUs,theportswitchesitsrolebutstays indiscardingstatetill it receivesBPDUs

and recalculates the spanning tree.

Youcan enable loop guard globally or on a port.

Root guard and loop guard cannot take effect on a port at the same time.
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BeforeMSTPisrestartedonaport, theportenterstheblockingstateinloopguard. If theportstill receivesnoBPDUafterMSTP
isrestarted, theportwillbecomeadesignatedportandenter the forwardingstate.Therefore, it is recommendedto identify the

causewhyaportenterstheblockingstateinloopprotectionandrectifythefaultassoonaspossiblebeforerestartingMSTP.

Otherwise, the spanning tree topology will still become abnormal afterMSTP is restarted.

 BPDU TransparentTransmission

In IEEE802.1Q, thedestinationMACaddress01-80-C2-00-00-00of theBPDU isusedasa reservedaddress.That is, devicescompliant

with IEEE 802.1Q do not forward the BPDU packets received. However, devicesmay need to transparently transmit BPDU packets in

actual network deployment. For example, if STP is disabled on a device, the device needs to transparently transmit BPDU packets so

that the spanning tree between devices is properly calculated.

BPDU transparent transmission is disabled by default.

BPDU transparent transmission takes effect only when STP is disabled. If STP is enabled on a device, the device does not
transparently transmit BPDU packets.

 BPDUTunnel

 TheQinQnetworkisgenerallydividedintotwoparts:customernetworkandSPnetwork.BeforeauserpacketenterstheSP
network,it isencapsulatedwiththeVLANtagofanSPnetworkandalsoretainstheoriginalVLANtagasdata.Asaresult, the

packetcarriestwoVLANtagstopassthroughtheSPnetwork.IntheSPnetwork,packetsaretransmittedonlybasedonthe

outer-layerVLAN tag.When packets leave the SPnetwork, the outer-layerVLAN tag is removed.

 TheSTP packet transparent transmission feature, namely BPDUTunnel, can be used to realize the transmission of STP packets
betweenthecustomernetworkwithoutany impactontheSPnetwork. IfanSTPpacketsent fromthecustomernetworkenters

aPE,thePEchangesthedestinationMACaddressof thepackettoaprivateaddressbeforethepacket isforwardedbytheSP

network.When the packet reaches the PE at the peer end, the PE changes the destination MAC address to a public address and

returnsthepacket tothecustomernetworkat thepeerend,realizing transparent transmissionacrosstheSPnetwork. In this

case, STP on the customer network is calculated independently of that on the SP network.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringPortFast

 PortFast is disabled by default.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode, runthespanning-treeportfastdefaultcommandtoenablePortFastonallportsandtheno
spanning-treeportfast default command to disable PortFast on all ports.

 In interface configurationmode, run the spanning-tree portfast command to enable PortFast on a port and the
spanning-tree portfast disabled command to disable PortFast on a port.

 Configuring BPDUGuard

 BPDU guard is disabled by default.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode,runthespanning-treeportfastbpduguarddefaultcommandtoenableBPDUguardonall
ports and thenospanning-treeportfast bpduguarddefault command to disableBPDUguardon all ports.

 Ininterfaceconfigurationmode,runthespanning-treebpduguardenabledcommandtoenableBPDUguardonaportand
the spanning-tree bpduguarddisabled command to disable BPDU guard on a port.

 Configuring BPDUFilter
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 BPDU Filter is disabled by default.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode, run thespanning-treeportfastbpdufilterdefaultcommand toenableBPDUfilteronallports
and the nospanning-tree portfast bpdufilter default command to disable BPDU filter on all ports.

 In interfaceconfigurationmode, run the spanning-treebpdufilter enabled command to enable BPDU filter on a port and the
spanning-tree bpdufilter disabled command to disable BPDU filter on a port.

 Configuring TCProtection

 TC protection is disabled by default.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode, run thespanning-treetc-protectioncommandtoenableTCprotectiononallportsand theno
spanning-tree tc-protection command to disableTC protection on all ports.

 TC protection can only be enabled or disabled globally.

 Enabling TCGuard

 TC guard is disabled by default.

 In global configurationmode, run thespanning-tree tc-protection tc-guard command toenableTCguardon all ports and the
no spanning-tree tc-protection tc-guard command to disable TC guard on all ports.

 In interfaceconfigurationmode, runthespanning-treetc-guardcommand toenableTCguardonaportandtheno
spanning-tree tc-guard command to disable TC guard on a port.

 Configuring TCFilter

 TC filter is disabled by default.

 In interfaceconfigurationmode, run thespanning-tree ignoretccommand toenableTCfilteronaport andtheno
spanning-tree ignore tc command to disable it on a port.

 EnablingBPDU SourceMACAddress Check

 BPDUSourceMAC Address Check is disabled by default.

 In interface configuration mode, run thebpdu src-mac-checkH.H.H command to enable BPDU sourceMAC address check on a
port and the nobpdu src-mac-check command to disable it on a port.

 Configuring AutoEdge

 Auto Edge is disabled by default.

 In interface configurationmode, run the spanning-tree autoedge command to enable Auto Edge on a port and the
spanning-tree autoedge disabled command to disable it on a port.

 Configuring RootGuard

 Root Guard is disabled by default.

 In interfaceconfigurationmode, run thespanning-treeguardrootcommand toenable root guardonaport and theno
spanning-tree guard root command to disable it on a port.

 Configuring LoopGuard

 Loop Guard is disabled by default.
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 In global configurationmode, run the spanning-tree loopguard default command to enable loop guard on all ports and the
no spanning-tree loopguard default command to disable it on all ports.

 In interfaceconfigurationmode, run thespanning-treeguard loopcommand toenable loopguardonaport and theno
spanning-tree guard loop command to disable it on a port.

 ConfiguringBPDUTransparent Transmission

 BPDUTransparent Transmission is disabled by default.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode,runthebridge-frameforwardingprotocolbpducommandtoenableBPDUtransparent
transmission and thenobridge-frame forwardingprotocol bpdu command to disable it.

 BPDU transparent transmission takes effect only when STP is disabled. If STP is enabled on a device, the device does not
transparently transmit BPDU packets.

 Configuring BPDUTunnel

 BPDUTunnel is disabled by default.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode,runthe l2protocol-tunnelstpcommandtogloballyenableBPDUTunnelandtheno
l2protocol-tunnel stp command to globally disable it.

 Ininterfaceconfigurationmode, runthe l2protocol-tunnelstpenablecommandtoenableBPDUTunnelonaportandtheno
l2protocol-tunnel stp enable command to disable it on a port.

 BPDUTunnel takes effect only when it is enabled in both global configurationmode and interface configurationmode.

31.3.5 VSTP

Virtual Spanning Tree Protocol (VSTP) is used for loop prevention in the Multichassis Link Aggregation (M-LAG) scenario. VSTP

virtualizes theM-LAGenableddevices intoonebridgedevice.And thebridge ID isautomaticallychosenby theM-LAGsystem.

Currently, VSTP only applies to the M-LAG network to meet the following requirements:

1. Multiple-layer M-LAGinterconnection;

2. The M-LAGmember devices to act as non-root bridges.

Working Principle

VSTP virtualizes two devices running the STP into one device.

STP isable to learn thenegotiationstatusof theM-LAGactive-standbydevices.WithVSTPenabled,after theM-LAGactive-standby

negotiation is completed, the active and standby devices are virtualized to one device for port designation and conveFSence

calculation.

1. STP synchronizes the bridgeMAC address and instancepriority of theM-LAGactive and standby devices.

2. M-LAG active-standbynegotiation.

3. Upon successful negotiation, the M-LG standby device uses the bridge MAC address and instance priority learned from the

M-LAGactive device to perform the virtual STP calculation and packet transmission.
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31.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Enabling STP
(Mandatory) It is used to enable STP.

spanning-tree Enables STP and configures basic attributes.

spanning-tree mode Configures the STP mode.

Configuring STP Compatibility
(Optional) It is used to be compatible with competitor devices.

spanning-tree compatible enable Enables the compatibility mode of a port.

clear spanning-tree detected-protocols PerformsmandatoryversioncheckforBPDUs.

Configuring an MSTP Region (Optional) It is used to configure an MSTP region.

spanning-tree mst configuration Enters the MST configuration mode.

Enabling Fast RSTP

ConveFSence
(Optional) It is used to configurewhether the link type of a port is point-to-point connection.

spanning-tree link-type Configures the link type.

Configuring Priorities
(Optional) It is used to configure the switch priority or port priority.

spanning-tree priority Configures the switch priority.

spanning-tree port-priority Configures the port priority.

Configuring the Port Path Cost

(Optional) It isused toconfigure thepath costof a port or the defaultpath costcalculation
method.

spanning-tree cost Configures the port path cost.

spanning-tree pathcost method
Configures the default path cost calculation

method.

ConfiguringtheMaximumHop

Count of a BPDUPacket

(Optional) It is used to configure themaximum hop count of a BPDUpacket.

spanning-tree max-hops
Configures themaximumhopcount of aBPDU

packet.

Enabling PortFast-related

Features

(Optional) It is used to enable PortFast-related features.

spanning-tree portfast Enables PortFast.

spanning-tree portfast bpduguard default Enables BPDU guard on all ports.

spanning-tree bpduguard enabled Enables BPDU guard on a port.

spanning-tree portfast bpdufilter default Enables BPDU filter on all ports.

spanning-tree bpdufilter enabled Enables BPDU filter on a port.

Enabling TC-related Features

(Optional) It is used to enableTC-related features.

spanning-tree tc-protection Enables TC protection.

spanning-tree tc-protection tc-guard Enables TC guard on all ports.

spanning-tree tc-guard Enables TC guard on a port.

spanning-tree ignore tc Enables TC filter on a port.

Enabling BPDU Source MAC

Address Check

(Optional) It is used to enable BPDU sourceMACaddress check.

bpdu src-mac-check
EnablesBPDUsourceMACaddresscheckona

port.
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Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Auto Edge
(Optional) It is used to configure Auto Edge.

spanning-tree autoedge
Enables Auto Edge on a port. This function is

enabled by default.

Enabling Guard-related

Features

(Optional) It is used to enable port guard features.

spanning-tree guard root Enables root guard on a port.

spanning-tree loopguard default Enables loop guard on all ports.

spanning-tree guard loop Enables loop guard on a port.

spanning-tree guard none Disables the guard feature on a port.

Enabling BPDU Transparent

Transmission
(Optional) It is used to enable BPDU transparent transmission

bridge-frame forwarding protocol bpdu Enables BPDU transparent transmission.

Enabling BPDU Tunnel

(Optional) It is used to enable BPDUTunnel.

l2protocol-tunnel stp Enables BPDU Tunnel globally.

l2protocol-tunnel stp enable Enables BPDU Tunnel on a port.

l2protocol-tunnel stp tunnel-dmac
Configures the transparent transmission

address of BPDU Tunnel.

Enabling VSTP
(Optional) It is used to enable VSTP.

spanning-tree v-stp enable Enables the VSTP function.

31.4.1 Enabling STP

Configuration Effect

 Enable STP globally and configure the basic attributes.

 Configure the STPmode.

Notes

 STP is disabled by default.OnceSTP is enabled, the device starts to run STP.The device runsMSTPbydefault.

 The default STPmode is MSTPmode.

 STPandTransparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL) of the data center cannot be enabled at the same time.

 STPtimerparameterstakeeffectonlywhenthedeviceisselectedastherootbridgeof thespanningtree.That is,thetimer
parameters of a non-root bridge should use the timer values of the root bridge.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling STP

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, enable STP on each device.

 Run the spanning-tree [ forward-time seconds |hello-time seconds |max-age seconds ] command to enable STP and configure
basic attributes.
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Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.The value ranges of forward-time,
hello-time,andmax-agearerelated. Ifoneof themismodified, theother tworangesareaffected.Thethreevaluesmustmeet

thefollowingcondition:2x(HelloTime+1second)<=Max-AgeTime<=2x(Forward-DelayTime–1second).Otherwise, the

topologymay become unstable.

Command spanning-tree [ forward-time seconds | hello-time seconds | max-age seconds | tx-hold-count numbers]

Parameter

Description

forward-time seconds: Indicates the interval when the port status changes. The value ranges from 4 to 30 seconds.

The default value is 15 seconds.

hello-time seconds: Indicates the interval when a device sends a BPDU packet. The value ranges from 1 to 10

seconds.The default value is 2 seconds.

max-age second: Indicates the longest TTL of a BPDU packet. The value ranges from 6 to 40 seconds. The default

value is 20 seconds.

tx-hold-countnumbers: IndicatesthemaximumnumberofBPDUssentpersecond.Thevaluerangesfrom1to10.

The default value is 3.

Defaults STP is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thevaluerangesof forward-time,hello-time,andmax-agearerelated. Ifoneof themismodified, theother two

ranges are affected. The three values mustmeet the following condition:

2 x (Hello Time + 1 second) <= Max-Age Time <= 2 x (Forward-Delay Time – 1 second)

Otherwise, the topology may become unstable.

 Configuring theSTPMode

 Optional.

 According to related 802.1 protocol standards, STP,RSTP,and MSTP are mutually compatible, without any configuration by the
administrator.However, somevendors'devicesdonotworkaccording to802.1protocolstandards,possiblycausing

incompatibility.Therefore,FSprovidesacommandfortheadministratortoswitchtheSTPmodetoalowerversionifother

vendors' devices are incompatible with FS devices.

 Run the spanning-treemode [ stp | rstp |mstp ] command tomodify the STPmode.

Command spanning-tree mode [ stp | rstp | mstp ]

Parameter

Description

stp: Spanning Tree Protocol (IEEE 802.1d)

rstp: Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (IEEE 802.1w)

mstp: Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (IEEE 802.1s)

Defaults The default value is mstp.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide However,somevendors'devicesdonotworkaccordingto802.1protocolstandards,possiblycausingincompatibility.

Ifothervendors'devicesareincompatiblewithFSdevices,runthiscommandtoswitchtheSTPmodetoalower

version.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands
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 Configuring STP

Command spanning-tree [ forward-time seconds | hello-time seconds | max-age seconds | tx-hold-count numbers]

Parameter

Description

forward-time seconds: Indicates the interval when the port status changes. The value ranges from 4 to 30 seconds.

The default value is 15 seconds.

hello-time seconds: Indicates the interval when a device sends a BPDU packet. The value ranges from 1 to 10

seconds.The default value is 2 seconds.

max-age second: Indicates the longest TTL of a BPDU packet. The value ranges from 6 to 40 seconds. The default

value is 20 seconds.

tx-hold-countnumbers: IndicatesthemaximumnumberofBPDUssentpersecond.Thevaluerangesfrom1to10.

The default value is 3.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thevaluerangesof forward-time,hello-time,andmax-agearerelated. Ifoneof themismodified, theother two

ranges are affected. The three values mustmeet the following condition:

2 x (Hello Time + 1 second) <= Max-Age Time <= 2 x (Forward-Delay Time – 1 second)

Otherwise, the topology may become unstable and the configuration will fail.

 Configuring theSTPMode

Command spanning-tree mode [ stp | rstp | mstp ]

Parameter

Description

stp: Spanning Tree Protocol (IEEE 802.1d)

rstp: Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (IEEE 802.1w)

mstp: Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (IEEE 802.1s)

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide However, some vendors' devices do not work according to 802.1 protocol standards, possibly causing

incompatibility.Ifothervendors'devicesareincompatiblewithFSdevices,runthiscommandtoswitchtheSTP

mode to a lower version.

Configuration Example

 EnablingSTP andConfiguring Timer Parameters

Scenario

Figure 10- 20

Configuration

Steps
 Enable STP and set the STPmode to STP on the devices.

 Configure the timer parameters of root bridge DEV A as follows: Hello Time=4s, Max Age=25s, Forward

Delay=18s.
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DEV A Step1:EnableSTPandset theSTPmode toSTP.

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)#spanning-tree mode stp

Step2:ConfigurethetimerparametersofrootbridgeDEVA.

FS(config)#spanning-tree hello-time4

FS(config)#spanning-tree max-age 25

FS(config)#spanning-tree forward-time 18

DEV B EnableSTPandset theSTPmode toSTP.

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)#spanning-tree mode stp

Verification  Run theshowspanning-treesummary command todisplay thespanning tree topology andprotocol

configuration parameters.

DEV A FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolstp

Root ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 4 sec Forward Delay 18 sec Max Age 25 sec

Bridge ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

HelloTime 4 sec Forward Delay 18 sec Max Age 25 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

DEV B FS#showspanning-treesummary
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False P2p Bound(STP)128RootFWD20000Gi0/1

False P2p Bound(STP)128AltnBLK20000Gi0/2

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

OperEdge TypePrioRoleStsCostInterface

HelloTime 2sec ForwardDelay15sec MaxAge20sec

001a.a917.78ccAddress

Bridge ID Priority 32768

this bridge is root

HelloTime 4sec ForwardDelay18sec MaxAge25sec

00d0.f822.3344Address

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolstp

Root ID Priority 0

Common Errors

N/A

31.4.2 ConfiguringSTPCompatibility

Configuration Effect

 Enable the compatibility mode of a port to realize interconnection between FS devices and other SPs' devices.

 Enable protocol migration to perform forcible version check to affect the compatibility between RSTP and STP.

Notes

 If thecompatibilitymode isenabledonaport, thisportwill adddifferentMSTI information into the to-be-sentBPDUbasedon
the current port to realize interconnection between FS devices and other SPs' devices.

 Whenenablingcompatibilityonaport,ensurecorrectVLANtrimming informationof theport. It is recommended toconfigure
consistent VLAN lists for ports at both ends of the link.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the Compatibility Mode on a Port

 Optional.

 Configuring ProtocolMigration

 Optional.

 If thepeerdevice supportsRSTP,youcanenforceversioncheckonthe local device to force the twodevices torunRSTP.
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Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 Enabling the Compatibility Mode on a Port

Command spanning-tree compatible enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The compatibility mode is disabled on a port by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the compatibilitymode isenabled onaport, thisport will add differentMSTI information into the to-be-sentBPDU

based on the current port to realize interconnection between FS devices and other SPs' devices.

 Enabling ProtocolMigration

Command clear spanning-tree detected-protocols [ interface interface-id ]

Parameter

Description

interface interface-id: Indicates a port.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide This command is used to enforce a port to send RSTP BPDU packets and perform forcible check on them.

Configuration Example

 Enabling STPCompatibility

Scenario

Figure 10- 21

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureInstances1and2onDevicesAandB,andmapInstance1withVLAN10andInstance2withVLAN

20.

 ConfigureGi0/1andGi0/2 torespectivelybelongtoVLAN10andVLAN20,andenableSTPcompatibility.

DEV A Step 1: Configure Instances 1 and 2, and map Instances 1 and 2 respectively with VLANs 10 and 20.

FS#configure terminal
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Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#spanning-tree mstconfiguration

FS(config-mst)#instance1vlan10

FS(config-mst)#instance2vlan20

Step2:ConfiguretheVLANtheportbelongs to,andenableSTPcompatibilityon theport.

FS(config)#int gi0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport access vlan 10

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#spanning-tree compatible enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#int gi 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport access vlan 20

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#spanning-tree compatible enable

DEV B Perform the same steps as DEV A.

Verification  Run theshowspanning-treesummarycommand tocheckwhether thespanning tree topology iscorrectly

calculated.

DEV A FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST0vlansmap : 1-9,11-19, 21-4094

Root ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is root

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

MST 1 vlans map : 10
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RegionRootPriority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/1 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

MST 2 vlans map : 20

RegionRootPriority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

DEV B FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST0vlansmap : 1-9,11-19, 21-4094

Root ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is root

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 00d0.f822.3344

HelloTime 4 sec Forward Delay 18 sec Max Age 25 sec
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---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 AltnBLK20000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 RootFWD20000 128 False P2p

MST 1 vlans map : 10

RegionRootPriority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 00d0.f822.3344

Interface Role StsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/1 RootFWD20000 128 False P2p

MST 2 vlans map : 20

RegionRootPriority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 00d0.f822.3344

Interface Role StsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 RootFWD20000 128 False P2p

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

Common Errors

N/A

31.4.3 ConfiguringanMSTPRegion

Configuration Effect
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 Configure anMSTP region to adjust which devices belong to the sameMSTP region and thereby affect the network topology.

Notes

 Tomake multiple devices belong to the same MSTP region, configure the same name, revision number, and instance-VLAN
mapping table forthem.

 Youcan configure VLANs for Instances 0 to 64, and then the remaining VLANs are automatically allocated to Instance 0. One
VLAN belongs to only one instance.

 It is recommended to configure the instance-VLAN mapping table after disabling STP.After the configuration, re-enable MSTP
to ensure stability and conveFSence of the network topology.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anMSTPRegion

 Optional.

 Configure anMSTP region whenmultiple devices need to belong to the sameMSTP region.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 EnteringMSTPRegion ConfigurationMode

 Optional.

 Configure anMSTP region whenmultiple devices need to belong to the sameMSTP region.

 Run the spanning-treemst configuration command to enter theMST configuration mode.

 Run the instance instance-idvlan vlan-range command to configure theMSTI-VLANmapping.

 Run the name name command to configure the MST name.

 Run the revision version command to configure theMST version number.

Command spanning-tree mst configuration

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to enter the MST configuration mode.

 Configuring Instance-VLANMapping

Command instance instance-id vlan vlan-range

Parameter

Description

instance-id: Indicates the MSTI ID, ranging from 0 to 64.

vlan-range: Indicates the VLAN ID, ranging from 1 to 4,094.

Defaults The default instance-VLAN mapping is that all VLANs are in Instance 0.

Command

Mode

MST configuration mode
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Usage Guide ToaddaVLANgrouptoanMSTI,runthiscommand.

For example,

instance 1 vlan 2-200: Adds VLANs 2 to 200 to Instance 1.

instance 1 vlan 2,20,200: Adds VLANs 2, 20, and 200 to Instance 1.

You can use the no form of this command to remove VLANs from an instance. Removed VLANs are automatically

forwarded to Instance 0.

 ConfiguringMSTVersion Name

Command name name

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the MST name. It consists of a maximum of 32 bytes.

Defaults The default name is an empty character string.

Command

Mode

MST configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringMSTVersion Number

Command revision version

Parameter

Description

version: Indicates the MST revision number, ranging from 0 to 65,535.

Defaults The default revision number is 0.

Command

Mode

MST configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

 Run the showspanning-treemst configuration command to display theMSTP region configuration.

Configuration Example

 EnablingMSTP toAchieve VLANLoad Balancing in theMSTP+VRRPTopology
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Scenario

Figure 10- 22

Configuration

Steps
 EnableMSTP and create Instances 1 and 2on SwitchesA, B, C, and D.

 ConfigureSwitchAas the root bridge of Instances0 and1andSwitchBas the root bridge of Instance 2.

 ConfigureSwitch Aas theVRRPmaster deviceofVLANs 1and10 andSwitchB as theVRRPmaster device of

VLAN 20.

A Step 1: Configure VLANs 10 and 20, and configure ports as Trunk ports.

A(config)#vlan 10

A(config-vlan)#vlan 20

A(config-vlan)#exit

A(config)#int range gi 0/1-2

A(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk

A(config-if-range)#int ag 1

A(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

Step2:EnableMSTPand create Instances1and2.

A(config)#spanning-tree

A(config)# spanning-tree mst configuration

A(config-mst)#instance 1 vlan 10

A(config-mst)#instance 2 vlan 20

A(config-mst)#exit

Step3:ConfigureSwitchAastherootbridgeof Instances0and1.

A(config)#spanning-treemst 0 priority 4096

A(config)#spanning-tree mst 1 priority 4096

A(config)#spanning-tree mst 2 priority 8192
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Step 4: ConfigureVRRP priorities to enable Switch A to act as theVRRPmaster device ofVLAN 10, and configure the

virtual gateway IP address of VRRP.

A(config)#interface vlan 10

A(config-if-VLAN 10)ip address 192.168.10.2 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-VLAN 10) vrrp 1 priority 120

A(config-if-VLAN 10) vrrp 1 ip 192.168.10.1

Step5SettheVRRPprioritytothedefaultvalue100toenableSwitchAtoactastheVRRPbackupdeviceofVLAN20.

A(config)#interface vlan20

A(config-if-VLAN 20)ip address 192.168.20.2 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-VLAN 20) vrrp 1 ip 192.168.20.1

B Step 1: Configure VLANs 10 and 20, and configure ports as Trunk ports.

B(config)#vlan 10

B(config-vlan)#vlan 20

B(config-vlan)#exit

B(config)#int range gi 0/1-2

B(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk

B(config-if-range)#int ag 1

B(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

Step2:EnableMSTPand create Instances1and2.

B(config)#spanning-tree

B(config)# spanning-tree mst configuration

B(config-mst)#instance 1 vlan 10

B(config-mst)#instance 2 vlan 20

B(config-mst)#exit

Step3:ConfigureSwitchAastherootbridgeofInstance2.

B(config)#spanning-treemst 0 priority 8192

B(config)#spanning-tree mst 1 priority 8192

B(config)#spanning-tree mst 2 priority 4096

Step 4: Configure the virtual gateway IP address of VRRP.
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B(config)#interface vlan 10

B(config-if-VLAN 10)ip address 192.168.10.3 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-VLAN 10) vrrp 1 ip 192.168.10.1

Step 5Set theVRRP priority to 120 to enable Switch B to act as theVRRP backup device ofVLAN 20.

B(config)#interface vlan20

B(config-if-VLAN 20)vrrp 1 priority 120

B(config-if-VLAN 20)ip address 192.168.20.3 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-VLAN 20) vrrp 1 ip 192.168.20.1

C Step 1: Configure VLANs 10 and 20, and configure ports as Trunk ports.

C(config)#vlan 10

C(config-vlan)#vlan 20

C(config-vlan)#exit

C(config)#int range gi 0/1-2

C(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk

Step2:EnableMSTPand create Instances1and2.

C(config)#spanning-tree

C(config)# spanning-tree mst configuration

C(config-mst)#instance 1 vlan 10

C(config-mst)#instance 2 vlan 20

C(config-mst)#exit

Step 3: Configure the port connecting Device C directly to users as a PortFast port and enable BPDU guard.

C(config)#int gi0/3

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#spanning-tree portfast

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#spanning-tree bpduguard enable

D Perform the same steps as Device C.

Verification  Runtheshowspanning-treesummarycommandtocheckwhetherthespanningtreetopologyiscorrectly

calculated.

 Run the show vrrp brief command to check whether theVRRPmaster/backup devices are successfully created.

A FS#show spanning-tree summary
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Spanning tree enabled protocol mstp

MST0vlansmap :1-9,11-19,21-4094

Root ID Priority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 4 sec Forward Delay 18 sec Max Age 25 sec

Bridge ID Priority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

HelloTime 4 sec Forward Delay 18 sec Max Age 25 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdgeType

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Ag1 Desg FWD 19000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 Desg FWD 200000 128 False P2p

Gi0/2 Desg FWD 200000 128 False P2p

MST 1 vlans map : 10

RegionRootPriority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdgeType

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Ag1 Desg FWD 19000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 Desg FWD 200000 128 False P2p

Gi0/2 Desg FWD 200000 128 False P2p

MST 2 vlans map : 20

RegionRootPriority 4096

Address 001a.a917.78cc
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this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 8192

Address 00d0.f822.3344

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdgeType

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Ag1 RootFWD19000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

Gi0/2 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

B FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST0vlansmap :1-9,11-19, 21-4094

Root ID Priority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 4 sec Forward Delay 18 sec Max Age 25 sec

Bridge ID Priority 8192

Address 001a.a917.78cc

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdgeType

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Ag1 RootFWD19000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

Gi0/2 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

MST 1 vlans map : 10

RegionRootPriority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is region root
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Bridge ID Priority 8192

Address 001a.a917.78cc

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdgeType

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Ag1 RootFWD19000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

Gi0/2 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

MST 2 vlans map : 20

RegionRootPriority 4096

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 4096

Address 001a.a917.78cc

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdgeType

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Ag1 DesgFWD 19000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

Gi0/2 DesgFWD200000 128 False P2p

C FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST0vlansmap :1-9,11-19, 21-4094

Root ID Priority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 4 sec Forward Delay 18 sec Max Age 25 sec

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a979.00ea

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec
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Interface RoleStsCost Prio Type OperEdge

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- ----- ---------------

Fa0/2 AltnBLK200000 128 P2p False

Fa0/1 RootFWD200000 128 P2p False

MST 1 vlans map : 10

RegionRootPriority 4096

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a979.00ea

Interface RoleStsCost Prio Type OperEdge

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- ----- ---------------

Fa0/2 AltnBLK200000 128 P2p False

Fa0/1 RootFWD200000 128 P2p False

MST 2 vlans map : 20

RegionRootPriority 4096

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is region root

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a979.00ea

Interface RoleStsCost Prio Type OperEdge

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- ----- ---------------

Fa0/2 RootFWD200000 128 P2p False

Fa0/1 AltnBLK200000 128 P2p False

D Omitted.

Common Errors

 MST region configurations are inconsistent in the MSTP topology.
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 VLANs are not created before you configure themapping between the instanceandVLAN.

 A device runs STP or RSTP in the MSTP+VRRP topology, but calculates the spanning tree according to the algorithms of different
MST regions.

31.4.4 Enabling Fast RSTPConveFSence

Configuration Effect

 Configure the link type tomake RSTP rapidly conveFSe.

Notes

 If the link type of a port is point-to-point connection, RSTP can rapidly conveFSe. For details, see "Fast RSTPConveFSence". If the

link type is not configured, the deviceautomatically sets the link type based on the duplexmode of the port. If a port is in full

duplexmode, the devicesets the link type topoint-to-point. If a port is in half duplexmode, the device sets the link type to

shared.Youcanalso forcibly configure the link type todeterminewhether theport connection ispoint-to-point connection.

 The link type of a port is related to the rate and duplex mode. If the port is in half duplexmode, the link type is shared.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Link Type

 Optional.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

 Run the show spanning-tree [mst instance-id] interface interface-id command to display the spanning tree configuration of
the port.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Link Type

Command spanning-tree link-type [ point-to-point | shared ]

Parameter

Description

point-to-point: Forcibly configures the link type of a port to be point-to-point.

shared: Forcibly configures the link type of a port to be shared.

Defaults If a port is in full duplexmode, the link type of the port is point-to-point. If a port is in half duplexmode, the link type

of the port is shared.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the link typeofaport ispoint-to-point connection,RSTPcanrapidlyconveFSe. If the link type isnot configured, the

device automatically sets the link type based on the duplex mode of the port.

Configuration Example

 Enabling Fast RSTPConveFSence

Configuration

Steps

Set the link type of a port to point-to-point.
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FS(config)#int gi 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#spanning-tree link-type point-to-point

Verification  Run the showspanning-tree summary command to display the link type of the port.

FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST 0 vlansmap : ALL

Root ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

this bridge is root

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 00d0.f822.3344

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/1 RootFWD20000 128 False P2p

Common Errors

N/A

31.4.5 ConfiguringPriorities

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure the switch priority todetermine a device as the root of the entire network and todetermine the topologyof the
entire network.

 Configure the port priority to determine which port enters the forwarding state.

Notes

 It is recommended toset thepriority of the coredevicehigher (toasmallervalue) toensurestabilityof theentirenetwork.You
canassigndifferentswitchprioritiestodifferentinstancessothateachinstancerunsanindependentSTPbasedontheassigned

priorities.Devicesindifferentregionsusethepriorityonlyof theCIST(Instance0).AsdescribedinbridgeID,theswitchpriority

has16optionalvalues:0,4,096,8,192,12,288,16,384,20,480,24,576,28,672,32,768,36,864,40,960,45,056,49,152,53,248,

57,344, 61,440. They are integral multiples of 4,096. The default value is 32,768.
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 If twoports are connected toashareddevice, thedeviceselectsaportwithahigherpriority (smallervalue) toenter the
forwardingstateandaportwitha lowerpriority(laFServalue) toenter thediscardingstate. If the twoports havethesame

priority, thedeviceselects theportwithasmallerport ID toenter the forwardingstate.Youcanassigndifferentport priorities to

different instances on aport so that each instance runs an independent STPbased on the assignedpriorities.

 Similartotheswitchpriority,theportpriorityalsohas16optionalvalues:0,16,32,48,64,80,96,112,128,144,160,176,192,
208, 224, 240. They are integral multiples of 16. The default value is 128.

 The modified port priority takes effect only on the designated port.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the SwitchPriority

 Optional.

 Tochange the root or topology of a network, configure the switch priority.

 Configuring the Port Priority

 Optional.

 Tochange the preferred port entering the forwarding state, configure the port priority.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

 Run the show spanning-tree [mst instance-id] interface interface-id command to display the spanning tree configuration of
the port.

Related Commands

 Configuring the SwitchPriority

Command spanning-tree [ mst instance-id ] priority priority

Parameter

Description

mst instance-id: Indicates the instance ID, ranging from 0 to 64.

prioritypriority: Indicates the switch priority.There are 16 optional values: 0, 4,096, 8,192, 12,288, 16,384, 20,480,

24,576, 28,672, 32,768, 36,864, 40,960, 45,056, 49,152, 53,248, 57,344, 61,440. They are integral multiples of 4,096.

Defaults The default value of instance-id is 0 while that of priority is 32,768.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the switchpriority todetermine a device as the root of the entire network and to determine the topology

of the entire network.

 Configuring the Port Priority

Command spanning-tree [ mst instance-id ] port-priority priority

Parameter

Description

mst instance-id: Indicates the instance ID, ranging from 0 to 64.

port-prioritypriority: Indicatestheportpriority.Thereare16optionalvalues:0,16,32,48,64,80,96,112,128,144,

160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240. They are integral multiples of 4,096.

Defaults The default value of instance-id is 0.

The default value of priority is 128.

Command Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide If a loop occurs ina region, theport with a higher priority ispreferred toenter the forwardingstate. If twoports have

the same priority, the port with a smaller port ID is selected to enter the forwarding state.

Run this command to determine which port in the loop of a region enters the forwarding state.

Configuration Example

 Configuring thePort Priority

Scenario

Figure 10- 23

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the bridge priority so that DEV Abecomes the root bridge of the spanning tree.

 Configure the priority ofGi0/2 onDEVA is16 so thatGi0/2 onDEVBcanbe selectedas the root port.

DEV A Step 1: Enable STP and configure the bridge priority.

FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)#spanning-tree mst 0 priority 0

Step 2: Configure the priority of Gi 0/2.

FS(config)# int gi 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#spanning-tree mst 0 port-priority 16

DEV B FS(config)#spanning-tree

Verification
 Runtheshowspanning-treesummarycommandtodisplaythetopologycalculationresultof thespanning

tree.

DEV A FS# FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST 0 vlansmap : ALL

Root ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec
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Bridge ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 DesgFWD20000 16 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

DEV B FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST 0 vlansmap : ALL

Root ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Address 001a.a917.78cc

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 RootFWD20000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 AltnBLK20000 128 False P2p

Common Errors

N/A

31.4.6 Configuring the Port Path Cost

Configuration Effect

 Configure the path cost of a port to determine the forwarding state of the port and the topology of the entire network.

 If the path cost of a port uses its default value, configure the path cost calculationmethod to affect the calculation result.

Notes
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 Adeviceselectsa port as the root port if thepath cost from this port to the root bridge is the lowest.Therefore, theport path
costdetermines therootport of the localdevice.Thedefaultport pathcost isautomaticallycalculatedbasedon theport rate

(MediaSpeed).Aportwithahigher ratewillhavealowpathcost.Sincethismethodcancalculate themostscientificpathcost,

donotchange thepathcostunless required.Youcanassigndifferentpathcosts todifferent instancesonaport so thateach

instance runs an independent STP based on the assigned path costs.

 If the port path cost uses thedefault value, the deviceautomatically calculates theport path cost basedon theport rate.
However, IEEE 802.1d-1998 and IEEE 802.1t define different path costs for the same link rate. The value is a short integer ranging

from1to65,535 in802.1d-1998while isa long integer ranging from1to200,000,000 in IEEE802.1t.Thepathcostofan

aggregateport (AP)has twosolutions:1.FSsolution:PortPathCostx95%;2.Solutionrecommended instandards:

20,000,000,000/Actual linkbandwidthof theAP,inwhichActual linkbandwidthof theAP=Bandwidthofamemberport x

Numberofactivememberports.Theadministratormustunify thepathcostcalculationmethod in theentirenetwork.The

default standard is the private long integer standard.

 The following table lists path costs automatically configured for different link rate in two solutions.

Port Rate Port
IEEE 802.1d

(short)

IEEE 802.1t

(long)

IEEE 802.1t

(long standard)

10M
Common port 100 2000000 2000000

AP 95 1900000 2000000÷linkupcnt

100M
Common port 19 200000 200000

AP 18 190000 200000÷linkupcnt

1000M
Common port 4 20000 20000

AP 3 19000 20000÷linkupcnt

10000M
Common port 2 2000 2000

AP 1 1900 20000÷linkupcnt

 FS's long integerstandard isusedbydefault.After thesolution ischangedtothepathcostsolutionrecommendedby the
standards, thepathcostofanAPchangeswiththenumberofmemberports inUPstate. If theportpathcostchanges, the

network topology also will change.

 IfanAP isstatic, linkupcnt in the table is thenumberofactivememberports. IfanAP isanLACPAP,linkupcnt in the table is the

numberofmember ports forwardingAPdata. If nomemberport in theAPgoesup, linkupcnt is 1.Fordetails aboutAPand

LACP,see the Configuring AP.

 The modified port path cost takes effect only on the Rx port.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Port Path Cost

 Optional.

 Todetermine which port or path data packets prefer to pass through, configure the port path cost.

 Configuring theDefault Path Cost Calculation Method

 Optional.

 Tochange the path cost calculationmethod, configure the default path cost calculationmethod.

Verification
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 Display theconfiguration.

 Run the show spanning-tree [mst instance-id] interface interface-id command to display the spanning tree configuration of
the port.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Port Path Cost

Command spanning-tree [ mst instance-id ] cost cost

Parameter

Description

mst instance-id: Indicates the instance ID, ranging from 0 to 64.

cost cost: Indicates the path cost, ranging from 1 to 200,000,000.

Defaults The default value of instance-id is 0.

Thedefaultvalueisautomaticallycalculatedbasedontheportrate.

1000Mbps—20000

100Mbps—200000

10Mbps—2000000

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide A laFSer value of cost indicates a higher path cost.

 Configuring theDefault Path Cost Calculation Method

Command spanning-tree pathcost method { long [ standard ] | short }

Parameter

Description

long: Uses the path cost specified in 802.1t.

standard: Uses the cost calculated according to the standard.

short: Uses the path cost specified in 802.1d.

Defaults The path cost specified in 802.1t is used by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If theport path costuses thedefault value, thedeviceautomatically calculates the port path cost basedon theport

rate.

Configuration Example

 Configuring thePort Path Cost

Scenario

Figure 10- 24

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the bridge priority so that DEV Abecomes the root bridge of the spanning tree.
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 Configure the path cost of Gi 0/2 onDEV B is 1 so thatGi 0/2 canbe selected as the root port.

DEV A FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)#spanning-tree mst 0 priority 0

DEV B FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)# int gi 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# spanning-tree cost 1

Verification  Runtheshowspanning-treesummarycommandtodisplaythetopologycalculationresultof thespanning
tree.

DEV A FS# FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST 0 vlansmap : ALL

Root ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Bridge ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec

Interface RoleStsCost Prio OperEdge Type

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

Gi0/2 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

Gi0/1 DesgFWD20000 128 False P2p

DEV B FS#show spanning-tree summary

Spanningtreeenabledprotocolmstp

MST 0 vlansmap : ALL

Root ID Priority 0

Address 00d0.f822.3344

this bridge is root

HelloTime 2 sec Forward Delay 15 sec Max Age 20 sec
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False P2p128AltnBLK20000Gi0/1

False P2p128Root FWD1Gi0/2

---------------- ---- --- ---------- -------- -------- ----------------

OperEdge TypePrioRoleStsCostInterface

HelloTime 2sec ForwardDelay15sec MaxAge20sec

001a.a917.78ccAddress

Bridge ID Priority 32768

Common Errors

 N/A

31.4.7 Configuring the MaximumHop Count of a BPDU Packet

Configuration Effect

 Configure themaximumhop count of a BPDU packet to change theBPDUTTL and thereby affect the network topology.

Notes

 The defaultmaximum hop count of a BPDU packet is 20. Generally, it is not recommended to change the default value.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumHopCount

 (Optional)If thenetworktopologyissolaFSethataBPDUpacketexceedsthedefault20hops, itisrecommendedtochangethe
maximum hopcount.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMaximumHopCount

Command spanning-tree max-hops hop-count

Parameter

Description

hop-count: Indicates thenumberofdevicesaBPDUpasses throughbeforebeingdiscarded. It rangesfrom1to40.

Defaults The default value of hop-count is 20.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Inaregion, theBPDUsentbytherootbridgeincludesahopcount.EverytimeaBPDUpassesthroughadevicefrom

therootbridge, thehopcountdecreasesby1.Whenthehopcountbecomes0, theBPDUtimesoutand thedevice

discards the packet.
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ThiscommandspecifiesthenumberofdevicesaBPDUpassesthroughinaregionbeforebeingdiscarded.Changing

the maximum hop count will affect all instances.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theMaximum HopCount of a BPDU Packet

Configuration

Steps
 Set the maximum hop count of a BPDU packet to 25.

FS(config)#spanning-treemax-hops25

Verification  Run the show spanning-tree command to display the configuration.

FS# show spanning-tree

StpVersion : MSTP

SysStpStatus : ENABLED

MaxAge : 20

HelloTime : 2

ForwardDelay : 15

BridgeMaxAge : 20

BridgeHelloTime : 2

BridgeForwardDelay : 15

MaxHops: 25

TxHoldCount : 3

PathCostMethod : Long

BPDUGuard : Disabled

BPDUFilter : Disabled

LoopGuardDef : Disabled

######mst 0 vlansmap : ALL

BridgeAddr : 00d0.f822.3344

Priority: 0

TimeSinceTopologyChange : 2d:0h:46m:4s

TopologyChanges : 25

DesignatedRoot : 0.001a.a917.78cc

RootCost : 0

RootPort : GigabitEthernet 0/1

CistRegionRoot : 0.001a.a917.78cc
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CistPathCost : 20000

31.4.8 EnablingPortFast-related Features

Configuration Effect

 AfterPortFastisenabledonaport,theportdirectlyenterstheforwardingstate.However,sincethePortFastOperationalState
becomesdisableddue to receipt ofBPDUs, theport canproperly run theSTPalgorithmandenter the forwardingstate.

 If BPDU guard is enabled on a port, the port enters the error-disabled state after receiving aBPDU.

 If BPDU filter is enabled on a port, the port neither sends nor receives BPDUs.

Notes

 The global BPDU guard takes effect only when PortFast is enabled on a port.

 IfBPDUfilterisenabledglobally,aPortFast-enabledportneithersendsnorreceivesBPDUs.Inthiscase,thehostconnecting
directly to the PortFast-enabled port does not receive any BPDUs. If the port changes its Port Fast Operational State to Disabled

after receiving a BPDU, BPDU filter automatically fails.

 The global BPDU filter takes effect only when PortFast is enabled on a port.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling PortFast

 Optional.

 If a port connects directly to the network terminal, configure this port as a PortFast port.

 EnablingBPDUGuard

 Optional.

 Ifdeviceportsconnectdirectlytonetworkterminals,youcanenableBPDUguardontheseports topreventBPDUattacksfrom
causingabnormality in thespanning tree topology.Aport enabledwithBPDUguardenters theerror-disabledstateafter

receiving a BPDU.

 Ifdeviceportsconnectdirectly tonetwork terminals,youcanenableBPDUguardtoprevent loopsontheports.The
prerequisite is that the downlink device (such as the hub) can forward BPDU packets.

 Enabling BPDUFilter

 Optional.

 TopreventabnormalBPDUpacketsfromaffectingthespanning treetopology,youcanenableBPDUfilteronaport tofilter
abnormal BPDUpackets.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

 Run the show spanning-tree [mst instance-id] interface interface-id command to display the spanning tree configuration of
the port.

Related Commands
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 ConfiguringPortFast

Command spanning-tree portfast

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults PortFast is disabled on a port by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterPortFast isenabledonaport, theport directlyenters the forwardingstate.However, since thePort Fast

OperationalStatebecomesdisabledduetoreceiptofBPDUs,theportcanproperlyruntheSTPalgorithmandenter

the forwarding state.

 Configuring BPDUGuard for all Ports

Command spanning-tree portfast bpduguard default

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults BPDU guard is globally disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IfBPDUguard isenabledonaport, theport enters theerror-disabledstateafter receivingaBPDU.Run theshow

spanning-tree command to display the configuration.

 Configuring BPDUGuard for a Port

Command spanning-tree bpduguard enabled

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults BPDU guard is disabled on a port by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If BPDU guard is enabled on a port, the port enters the error-disabled state after receiving a BPDU.

 Configuring BPDUFilter for all Ports

Command spanning-tree portfast bpdufilter default

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults BPDU filter is globally disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If BPDU filter is enabled, corresponding ports neither send nor receive BPDUs.

 Configuring BPDUFilter for a Port

Command spanning-tree bpdufilter enabled

Parameter N/A
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Description

Defaults BPDU filter is disabled on a port by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If BPDU filter is enabled on a port, the port neither sends nor receives BPDUs.

Configuration Example

 Enabling PortFast on a Port

Scenario

Figure 10- 25

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureGi 0/3 of DEV Cas a PortFast port and enable BPDU guard.

DEV C FS(config)# int gi 0/3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# spanning-tree portfast

%Warning:portfastshouldonlybeenabledonportsconnectedtoasingle

host.Connectinghubs,switches,bridgestothisinterfacewhenportfast is

enabled,can cause temporary loops.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#spanning-tree bpduguard enable

Verification  Run the showspanning-tree interface command to display the port configuration.

DEV C FS#show spanning-tree int gi 0/3

PortAdminPortFast : Enabled

PortOperPortFast : Enabled

PortAdminAutoEdge : Enabled

PortOperAutoEdge : Enabled

PortAdminLinkType : auto

PortOperLinkType : point-to-point
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PortBPDUGuard : Enabled

PortBPDUFilter : Disabled

PortGuardmode : None

######MST0vlansmapped:ALL

PortState : forwarding

PortPriority :128

PortDesignatedRoot : 0.00d0.f822.3344

PortDesignatedCost : 0

PortDesignatedBridge :0.00d0.f822.3344

PortDesignatedPortPriority : 128

PortDesignatedPort : 4

PortForwardTransitions : 1

PortAdminPathCost:20000

PortOperPathCost : 20000

Inconsistent states : normal

PortRole : designatedPort

31.4.9 EnablingTC-relatedFeatures

Configuration Effect

 IfTCprotectionisenabledonaport, theportdeletesTCBPDUpacketswithinaspecifiedtime(generally4seconds)after
receiving them, preventing MAC and ARP entry from being removed.

 If TC guard is enabled, a port receiving TC packets filters TC packets received or generated by itself so that TC packets are not
spread to other ports. In thisway, possibleTCattacks are efficiently prevented to keep the network stable.

 TC filter does not processTCpackets received by ports but processesTCpackets in case of normal topology changes.

Notes

 It is recommended to enableTC guard only when illegalTC attack packets are received in the network.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingTCProtection

 Optional.

 TC protection is disabled by default.

 Enabling TCGuard

 Optional.

 TC guard is disabled by default.
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 Tofilter TC packets received or generated due to topology changes, you can enableTC guard.

 Enabling TCFilter

 Optional.

 TC filter is disabled by default.

 To filter TC packets received on a port, you can enable TC filter on the port.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 Enabling TCProtection

Command spanning-tree tc-protection

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults TC protection is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring TCGuard for all Ports

Command spanning-tree tc-protection tc-guard

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults TC guard is globally disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable TC guard to prevent TC packets from spreading.

 Configuring TCGuard for a Port

Command spanning-tree tc-guard

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults TC guard is disabled on a port by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable TC guard to prevent TC packets from spreading.

 Configuring TC Filter for a Port

Command spanning-tree ignore tc

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults TC filter is disabled by default.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If TC filter is enabled on a port, the port does not process received TC packets.

Configuration Example

 Enabling TCGuard on a Port

Configuration

Steps

Enable TC guard on a port.

FS(config)#int gi 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#spanning-tree tc-guard

Verification  Run the show run interface command to display theTC guard configuration of the port.

FS#show run int gi 0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 134 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode trunk

spanning-tree tc-guard

Common Errors

 IfTCguardorTCfilter is incorrectlyconfigured,anerrormayoccurduringpacket forwardingof thenetworkdevice.Forexample,
when the topology changes, thedevice fails toclearMACaddress ina timelymanner, causingpacket forwardingerrors.

31.4.10 Enabling BPDU Source MAC Address Check

Configuration Effect

 Enable BPDU sourceMACaddress check. After this, a device receives only BPDU packetswith the sourceMACaddress being the
specifiedMAC address and discards other BPDU packets.

Notes

 Whentheswitchconnectedtoaportonapoint-to-point linkisdetermined,youcanenableBPDUsourceMACaddresscheckso
that the switch receives the BPDU packets sent only by the peer switch.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBPDU SourceMACAddress Check

 Optional.
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 BPDU source MACaddress check is disabled by default.

 Toprevent malicious BPDU attacks, you can enable BPDU sourceMAC address check.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 EnablingBPDU SourceMACAddress Check

Command bpdu src-mac-check H.H.H

Parameter

Description

H.H.H: IndicatesanMACaddress.ThedevicereceivesonlyBPDUpacketswiththisaddressbeingthesourceMAC

address.

Defaults BPDU source MAC address check is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide BPDU source MAC address check prevents BPDU packets from maliciously attacking switches and causing MSTP

abnormal.Whentheswitchconnected toaportonapoint-to-point link isdetermined,youcanenableBPDUsource

MAC address check to receive BPDU packets sent only by the peer switch and discard all other BPDU packets, thereby

preventing maliciousattacks.

YoucanenableBPDUsourceMACaddresscheckin interfaceconfigurationmodeforaspecificport.Oneport can

only filter one MAC address.

Configuration Example

 EnablingBPDUSource MACAddress Check on a Port

Configuration

Steps

Enable BPDU source MAC address check on a port.

FS(config)#int gi 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#bpdu src-mac-check 00d0.f800.1234

Verification  Run the show run interface command to display the spanning tree configuration of the port.

FS#show run int gi 0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 170 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode trunk

bpdu src-mac-check 00d0.f800.1234
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spanning-tree link-type point-to-point

Common Errors

 If BPDU sourceMAC address check is enabled on a port, the port receives only BPDU packets with the configured MAC address
being the sourceMAC address and discards all other BPDU packets.

31.4.11 Configuring AutoEdge

ConfigurationEffect

 EnableAutoEdge.IfadesignatedportdoesnotreceiveanyBPDUswithinaspecifiedtime(3seconds),itisautomatically
identifiedasanedgeport.However, if theport receivesBPDUs, itsPortFastOperationalStatewillbecomeDisabled.

Notes

 Unless otherwise specified, do not disable Auto Edge.

 Bydefault, theport isautomatically identifiedasanedgeport andenters the forwardingstate if adesignatedport doesnot
receive any BPDUs within 3 seconds. If packet loss or packet Tx/Rx delay occurs in the network, it is recommended to disable

Auto Edge.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringAutoEdge

 Optional.

 Auto Edge is enabled by default.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 Configuring AutoEdge

Command spanning-tree autoedge

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Auto Edge is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If thedesignatedport of adevicedoesnot receive aBPDU from thedownlink portwithinaspecificperiod (3

seconds),thedeviceregardsanetworkdeviceconnectedtothedesignatedport,configurestheportasanedge

port, and switches theport directly into the forwardingstate.Theedgeport will be automatically identifiedas a

non-edge port after receiving a BPDU.

You can run the spanning-tree autoedge disabled command to disable Auto Edge.
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Configuration Example

 DisablingAuto Edge on a Port

Configuration

Steps

Disable Auto Edge on a port.

FS(config)#int gi 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#spanning-tree autoedge disabled

Verification  Run theshowspanning-tree interfacecommand todisplay the spanning treeconfigurationof theport.

FS#show spanning-tree interface gi 0/1

PortAdminPortFast : Disabled

PortOperPortFast : Disabled

PortAdminAutoEdge : Disabled

PortOperAutoEdge : Disabled

PortAdminLinkType : point-to-point

PortOperLinkType : point-to-point

PortBPDUGuard : Disabled

PortBPDUFilter : Disabled

PortGuardmode : None

######MST0vlansmapped:ALL

PortState : forwarding

PortPriority :128

PortDesignatedRoot : 0.00d0.f822.3344

PortDesignatedCost : 0

PortDesignatedBridge :0.00d0.f822.3344

PortDesignatedPortPriority : 128

PortDesignatedPort : 2

PortForwardTransitions : 6

PortAdminPathCost : 20000

PortOperPathCost : 20000

Inconsistent states : normal

PortRole : designatedPort

Common Errors
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31.4.12 EnablingGuard-related Features

Configuration Effect

 If rootguard isenabledonaport, its rolesonall instancesareenforcedas thedesignatedport.Oncetheport receives
configuration informationwithahigherpriority, it enters the root-inconsistent (blocking) state. If theport doesnot receive

configuration information with a higher priority within a period, it returns to its original state.

 Due to theunidirectional link failure, the root port or backupport becomes thedesignatedport andenters the forwardingstate
if it does not receive BPDUs, causing a network loop. Loop guard is to prevent this problem.

Notes

 Root guard and loop guard cannot take effect on a port at the same time.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling RootGuard

 Optional.

 Therootbridgemayreceiveconfigurationwithahigherprioritydueto incorrectconfigurationbymaintenancepersonnelor
maliciousattacksinthenetwork.Asaresult, thecurrentrootbridgemayloseitsrole,causingincorrecttopologychanges.To

prevent this problem, you can enable root guard on a designated port of a device.

 Enabling LoopGuard

 Optional.

 Youcanenable loopguardonaport (rootport,masterport, orAP) toprevent it fromfailing to receiveBPDUssentby the
designatedbridge, increasingdevicestability.Otherwise, thenetwork topologywill change,possiblycausinga loop.

 DisablingGuard

 Optional.

 Guard is disabled by default.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 Enabling RootGuard

Command spanning-tree guard root

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Root guard is disabled by default.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If root guard is enabled, the current root bridge will not change due to incorrect configuration or illegal packet

attacks.

 Enabling LoopGuard of all Ports

Command spanning-tree loopguard default

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Loop guard is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Enabling loop guard on a root port or backup port will prevent possible loops caused by BPDU receipt failure.

 Enabling LoopGuard of a Port

Command spanning-tree guard loop

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Loop guard is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Enabling loop guard on a root port or backup port will prevent possible loops caused by BPDU receipt failure.

 DisablingGuard

Command spanning-tree guard none

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Guard is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Enabling LoopGuard on a Port
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Scenario

Figure 10- 26

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureDEVA as the root bridge and DEVBas anon-root bridge on a spanning tree.

 Enable loop guard on ports Gi 0/1 and Gi 0/2 of DEV B.

DEV A FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)#spanning-tree mst 0 priority 0

DEV B FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)# int range gi 0/1-2

FS(config-if-range)#spanning-tree guard loop

Verification  Run theshowspanning-tree interfacecommand todisplay the spanning treeconfigurationof theport.

DEV A Omitted.

DEV B FS#show spanning-tree int gi 0/1

PortAdminPortFast : Disabled

PortOperPortFast : Disabled

PortAdminAutoEdge : Enabled

PortOperAutoEdge : Disabled

PortAdminLinkType : auto

PortOperLinkType : point-to-point

PortBPDUGuard : Disabled

PortBPDUFilter : Disabled

PortGuardmode : Guard loop

######MST0vlansmapped:ALL

PortState : forwarding

PortPriority :128
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PortDesignatedRoot : 0.001a.a917.78cc

PortDesignatedCost : 0

PortDesignatedBridge :0.001a.a917.78cc

PortDesignatedPortPriority : 128

PortDesignatedPort : 17

PortForwardTransitions : 1

PortAdminPathCost : 20000

PortOperPathCost : 20000

Inconsistent states : normal

PortRole : rootPort

FS#show spanning-tree int gi 0/2

PortAdminPortFast : Disabled

PortOperPortFast : Disabled

PortAdminAutoEdge : Enabled

PortOperAutoEdge : Disabled

PortAdminLinkType : auto

PortOperLinkType : point-to-point

PortBPDUGuard : Disabled

PortBPDUFilter : Disabled

PortGuardmode : Guard loop

###### MST 0 vlans mapped :ALL

PortState : discarding

PortPriority : 128

PortDesignatedRoot : 0.001a.a917.78cc

PortDesignatedCost : 0

PortDesignatedBridge :0.001a.a917.78cc

PortDesignatedPortPriority : 128

PortDesignatedPort : 18

PortForwardTransitions : 1

PortAdminPathCost : 20000

PortOperPathCost : 20000
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Inconsistent states : normal

PortRole : alternatePort

Common Errors

 If root guard is enabled on the root port, master port, or AP, the port may be incorrectly blocked.

31.4.13 Enabling BPDU Transparent Transmission

Configuration Effect

 IfSTPisdisabledonadevice,thedeviceneedstotransparentlytransmitBPDUpacketssothatthespanningtreebetween
devices is properly calculated.

Notes

 BPDU transparent transmission takes effect only when STP is disabled. If STP is enabled on a device, the device does not
transparently transmit BPDU packets.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBPDU Transparent Transmission

 Optional.

 If STP isdisabled onadevice that needs to transparently transmit BPDUpackets, enableBPDU transparent transmission.

Verification

 Display theconfiguration.

Related Commands

 EnablingBPDU Transparent Transmission

Command bridge-frame forwarding protocol bpdu

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults BPDU transparent transmission is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In IEEE802.1Q, thedestinationMACaddress 01-80-C2-00-00-00of theBPDU isusedasa reservedaddress.That is,

devicescompliantwithIEEE802.1Qdonot forwardtheBPDUpacketsreceived.However,devicesmayneedto

transparently transmit BPDU packets in actual network deployment. For example, if STP is disabled on a device, the

deviceneeds to transparently transmitBPDUpacketsso that thespanning treebetweendevices isproperly

calculated.

BPDUtransparenttransmissiontakeseffectonlywhenSTPisdisabled.IfSTPisenabledonadevice,thedevicedoes

not transparently transmit BPDU packets.
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Configuration Example

 EnablingBPDU Transparent Transmission

Scenario

Figure 10- 27

STP is enabled on DEV A and DEV C while is disabled on DEV B.

Configuration

Steps
 EnableBPDU transparent transmission onDEVB so thatSTP betweenDEVAandDEVCcan be correctly

calculated.

DEV B FS(config)#bridge-frame forwarding protocol bpdu

Verification
 Run the show run command to checkwhether BPDU transparent transmission is enabled.

DEV B FS#show run

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 694 bytes

bridge-frame forwarding protocol bpdu

31.4.14 EnablingBPDUTunnel

ConfigurationEffect

 Enable BPDU Tunnel so that STP packets from the customer network can be transparently transmitted across the SP network.
STP packet transmission between the customer network does not affect the SP network, causing STP on the customer network

to be calculated independently of that on the SP network.

Notes

 BPDUTunnel takes effect only when it is enabled in both global configurationmode and interface configurationmode.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling BPDUTunnel

 (Optional) In a QinQ network, you can enable BPDU Tunnel if STP needs to be calculated separately between customer networks
and SPnetworks.

Verification

 Run the show l2protocol-tunnel stp command to display the BPDUTunnel configuration.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringBPDUTunnel inGlobal Configuration Mode

Command l2protocol-tunnel stp
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Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults BPDU Tunnel is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide BPDU Tunnel takes effect only when it is enabled in both global configuration mode and interface configuration

mode.

 ConfiguringBPDUTunnel in Interface Configuration Mode

Command l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults BPDU Tunnel is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide BPDU Tunnel takes effect only when it is enabled in both global configuration mode and interface configuration

mode.

 ConfiguringBPDUTunnel Transparent TransmissionAddress

Command l2protocol-tunnel stp tunnel-dmac mac-address

Parameter

Description

mac-address: Indicates the STP address for transparent transmission.

Defaults The default MAC address is 01d0.f800.0005.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If an STP packet sent from a customer network enters a PE, the PE changes the destination MAC address of the packet

toaprivateaddressbeforethepacket is forwardedby theSPnetwork.Whenthepacket reaches thePEat thepeer

end, the PE changes the destination MAC address to a public address and returns the packet to the customer

network at the peer end, realizing transparent transmission across the SP network. This private address is the

transparent transmission address of BPDUTunnel.

Optional transparent transmissionaddressesofSTPpacketsinclude01d0.f800.0005,011a.a900.0005,
010f.e200.0003, 0100.0ccd.cdd0, 0100.0ccd.cdd1, and 0100.0ccd.cdd2.

Ifnotransparenttransmissionaddressisconfigured,BPDUTunnelusesthedefaultaddress01d0.f800.0005.

Configuration Example

 Enabling BPDUTunnel
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Scenario

Figure 10- 28

Configuration

Steps
 Enable basic QinQ on the PEs (Provider S1/Provider S2 in this example) so that data packets of the customer

network are transmitted withinVLAN 200 on the SP network.

 EnableSTPtransparent transmissiononthePEs(ProviderS1/ProviderS2 inthisexample)sothat theSP

network can transmit STP packets of the customer network through BPDU Tunnel.

Provider S1 Step1:CreateVLAN200 on theSP network.

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#vlan 200

FS(config-vlan)#exit

Step2:EnablebasicQinQontheportconnectedtothecustomernetworkanduseVLAN20for tunneling.

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 200

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged200

Step 3: Enable STP transparent transmission on the port connected to the customer network.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Step 4: Enable STP transparent transmission in global configuration mode.

FS(config)#l2protocol-tunnel stp

Step 5: Configure an Uplink port.

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/5

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#switchport mode uplink

Provider S2 Configure Provider S2 by performing the same steps.
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Verification  Check whether the BPDUTunnel configuration is correct.

 Verify theTunnel port configurationbycheckingwhether: 1.Theport type isdot1q-tunnel;2.Theouter tag

VLANisconsistentwiththenativeVLANandaddedtotheVLANlistof theTunnelport;3.Theport thataccesses

the SP network is configured as an Uplink port.

Provider S1 Step 1: Check whether the BPDU Tunnel configuration is correct.

FS#show l2protocol-tunnelstp

L2protocol-tunnel: stp Enable

L2protocol-tunnel destination mac address: 01d0.f800.0005

GigabitEthernet 0/1 l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

Step 2: Check whether the QinQ configuration is correct.

FS#show running-config

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged200

switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 200

l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

spanning-tree bpdufilter enable

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/5

switchport mode uplink

Provider S2 Verify Provider S2 configuration by performing the same steps.

Common Errors

 In the SP network, BPDU packets can be correctly transparently transmitted only when the transparent transmission addresses
of BPDUTunnel are consistent.

31.4.15 Configuring VSTP

ConfigurationEffect

 Enable the VSTP function to prevent layer-2 loop in the M-LAG scenario.

Notes

 VSTP is only applicable to theM-LAG scenario.

ConfigurationSteps

 Enabling VSTP

 Optional.
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FS#show running-config

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 7359 bytes

spanning-tree v-stp enable

spanning-tree

 In global configuration mode, run the spanning-tree v-stp enable command to enable the VSTP function and the no
spanning-tree v-stp enable command to disableVSTP.

Command spanning-tree v-stp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults VSTP is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide VSTP isused toprevent the layer-loop in theM-LAGscenario.VSTP issupportedbySTP,RSTPandMSTP.TomakeVSTP

take effect, the following conditions should be met:

1. EnableVSTP on all M-LAGmember devices.

2. Configure the identical STP configuration on all M-LAG member devices, for example, device priority, MSTP field

configuration, port cost and port priority.

3. Interconnect all M-LAGmember devices.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display theVSTP configuration.

 Run the showspanning-tree v-stp information command to display theVSTP status.

:NoneMST0RootPort

Mlag Remote device connected : Y

:4095CalculateVirtrual Index

: AggregatePort4PeerlinkPort

: 5869.6c7b.b4a2Selected bridgemac

: 00d0.f822.33edLocalbridgemac

:enableV-STPstatus

FS#show spanning-tree v-stp information
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Configuration Example

 Enabling VSTP

Scenario

Figure 10-29

Configuration

Steps


Device A, B, C Step1:EnableRSTPondeviceA,BandC.

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#spanning-tree

FS(config)#spanning-tree mode rstp

Device A, B Step 2: Enable VSTP on device A and B.

FS(config)#spanning-tree v-stpenable

Verification FS#show run

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 694 bytes

spanning-tree v-stp enable

Common Errors

 VSTP is disabled on someM-LAGmember device, leading toVSTP calculation error.
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 STP configuration of theM-LAGmember device is not identical, leading toVSTP calculation error.

 TheM-LAGmember devices are not interconnected, leading to STP virtualization failure.

31.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears thestatisticsofpacketssentand

received on a port.

clear spanning-tree counters [ interface interface-id ]

Clears the STP topology change

information.

clear spanning-tree mst instance-id topochange record

Displaying

Description Command

Displays MSTP parameters and spanning tree topology

information.
show spanning-tree

Displays the count of sent and received MSTP packets. show spanning-tree counters [ interface interface-id ]

DisplaysMSTPinstancesandcorrespondingport forwarding

status.
show spanning-tree summary

Displays the ports that are blocked by root guard or loop

guard.
show spanning-tree inconsistentports

Displays the configuration of an MST region. show spanning-tree mst configuration

Displays MSTP information of an instance. show spanning-tree mst instance-id

DisplaysMSTPinformationoftheinstancecorrespondingtoa

port.
show spanning-tree mst instance-id interface interface-id

Displays topology changes of a port in an instance. show spanning-tree mst instance-id topochange record

DisplaysMSTPinformationofallinstancescorrespondingtoa

port.
show spanning-tree interface interface-id

Displays the forwarding time. show spanning-tree forward-time

Displays the hello time. show spanning-tree hello time

Displays the maximum hop count. show spanning-tree max-hops

Displays the maximum number of BPDU packets sent per

second.
show spanning-tree tx-hold-count

Displays the path cost calculation method. show spanning-tree pathcost method

Displays BPDU Tunnel information. show l2protocol-tunnel stp

Displays the VSTP configuration. show spanning-tree v-stp information

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable the debugging switch immediately
after use.
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Description Command

Debugs all STPs. debug mstp all

Debugs MSTP Graceful Restart (GR). debug mstp gr

Debugs BPDU packet receiving. debug mstp rx

Debugs BPDU packet sending. debug mstp tx

Debugs MSTP events. debug mstp event

Debugs loop guard. debug mstp loopguard

Debugs root guard. debug mstp rootguard

Debugs the bridge detection state machine. debug mstp bridgedetect

Debugs the port information state machine. debug mstp portinfo

Debugs the port protocol migration state

machine.

debug mstp protomigrat

Debugs MSTP topology changes. debug mstp topochange

Debugs the MSTP receiving state machine. debug mstp receive

Debugs the port role transition state machine. debug mstp roletran

Debugs the port state transition state machine. debug mstp statetran

Debugs the MSTP sending state machine. debug mstp transmit

Debugs the VSTP message. Debug mstp vstp msg

Debugs the VSTP message sending. debug mstp vstp send

Debugs the VSTP message receiving. debug mstp vstp recv

32 ConfiguringGVRP

33Overview

TheGARPVLANRegistrationProtocol (GVRP) is an applicationof theGenericAttributeRegistrationProtocol (GARP)used to

dynamically configure and proliferateVLANmemberships.

GVRP simplifies VLAN configuration and management. It reduces the workload of manually configuring VLANs and adding ports to

VLANs,andreducesthepossibilityofnetworkdisconnectionduetoinconsistentconfiguration.WithGVRP,youcandynamically

maintainVLANs and add/remove ports to/fromVLANs to ensureVLAN connectivity in a topology.

Protocols and Standards

IEEE standard 802.1D

IEEE standard 802.1Q

33.1 Applications

Application Description

GVRP Configuration in a LAN Connect two switches in a local area network (LAN) and realize VLAN synchronization.

GVRP PDUs Tunnel Application UsetheGVRPProtocolDataUnits(PDUs)Tunnel featuretotransparentlytransmitGVRP

packets through a tunnel in a QinQ network environment.

33.1.1 GVRPConfiguration inaLAN

Scenario
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DeviceA, DeviceB, DeviceC, DeviceD,Device E, and DeviceF are switches.The ports connected between two devices are

Trunk ports.

On Device A and Device F, configure static VLANs used for communication.

Enable GVRP on all switches.

Enable GVRP and set the GVRP registration mode to Normal to register and deregister all dynamic and static VLANs between Device A

and DeviceF.

Figure 11- 1

Deployment

 Oneach device, enable theGVRP and dynamic VLAN creation features, and ensure that dynamic VLANs can be created on
intermediate devices.

 OnDevice A and Device F,configure staticVLANs used for communication. Device B, DeviceC, Device D, andDevice Ewill
dynamically learn theVLANs through GVRP.

It is recommended that theSpanning TreeProtocol (STP) be enabled to avoid loops in the customer network topology.

33.1.2 GVRPPDUsTunnelApplication

Scenario

A QinQ network environment is generally divided into a customer network and a service provider (SP) network. The GVRP PDUs

Tunnel feature allows GVRP packets to be transmitted between customer networks without impact on SP networks. The GVRP

calculation in customer networks is separated from that inSP networks without interference.

Remarks
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Figure11-2showsanSPnetworkandacustomernetwork.TheSPnetworkcontains theprovideredge(PE)devices

ProviderS1andProviderS2.CustomerNetworkA1andCustomerNetworkA2are thesamecustomer's twosites in

different locations. Customer S1 and Customer S2 are the access devices in the customer network, which are connected to

the SP network through Provider S1 and Provider S2 respectively.

The GVRP PDUs Tunnel feature allows Customer Network A1 and Customer Network A2 to perform unified GVRP

calculation across the SP network, without impact on the SP network's GVRP calculation.

Figure 11- 2 GVRP PDUs Tunnel Application Topology

Deployment

 Enable basic QinQ on the PEs (Provider S1 and Provider S2) in the SP network to transmit data packets from the customer
network through a specifiedVLAN in the SP network.

 Enable GVRP transparent transmission on the PEs (Provider S1 and Provider S2) in the SP network to allow the SP network to
tunnel GVRPpackets from the customer network via theGVRPPDUsTunnel feature.

33.2 Features

Basic Concepts

 GVRP

GVRP is an application of GARP used to register and deregister VLAN attributes in the following modes:

 Whenaport receivesaVLANattributedeclaration, theportwillregister theVLANattributescontained inthedeclaration(that is,
the port will join the VLAN).

 WhenaportreceivesaVLANattributerevocationdeclaration, theportwillderegister theVLANattributescontainedinthe
declaration (that is, the port will exit theVLAN).

Remarks
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Figure 11- 3

 Dynamic VLAN

AVLANthatcanbedynamicallycreatedanddeletedwithout theneedformanualconfigurationiscalledadynamicVLAN.

Youcanmanually convert a dynamicVLAN to a staticVLAN, but not theway around.

AprotocolstatemachinecontrolsthejoiningofportstodynamicVLANscreatedthroughGVRP.OnlytheTrunkportsthatreceive

GVRPVLANattribute declarationcan join theseVLANs.Youcannotmanually addports todynamicVLANs.

 Message Types

(1) Joinmessage

WhenaGARPapplicationentityhopesotherGARPentitiestoregisteritsattributes,itwillsendaJoinmessage.WhenaGARPentity

receivesaJoinmessagefromanotherentityorrequiresotherentitiestoregisteritsstaticattributes,itwillsendaJoinmessage.There

are two types of Joinmessage: JoinEmpty and JoinIn.

 JoinEmpty message: Used to declare an unregistered attribute

 JoinInmessage: Used to declare a registered attribute

(2) Leavemessage

WhenaGARPapplicationentityhopesotherGARPentitiestoderegisteritsattributes,itwillsendaLeavemessage.WhenaGARP

entityreceivesaLeavemessagefromanotherentityorrequiresotherentitiestoderegister itsstaticallyderegisteredattributes,itwill

senda Leavemessage.There are two types of Leavemessage: LeaveEmpty and LeaveIn.

 LeaveEmptymessage: Used to deregister an unregistered attribute

 LeaveIn message: Used to deregister a registered attribute

(3) LeaveAll message

EachGARPapplicationentitystartsitsLeaveAlltimerduringstartup.Whenthetimertimesout,theentitysendsaLeaveAllmessageto

deregisterallattributestoenableotherGARPentitiestoreregisterattributes.WhentheGARPapplicationentityreceivesaLeaveAll

message from another entity, it also sends a LeaveAll message.The LeaveAll timer is restarted when a LeaveAll message is sent again

to initiate a new cycle.

 Timer Types

GARP defines four timers used to control GARP message sending.

(1) Hold timer

The Hold timer controls the sending ofGARPmessages (including Join and Leave messages).When aGARP application entity has its

attributeschangedor receivesaGARPmessagefromanotherentity, itstartstheHoldtimer.During thetimeoutperiod, theGARP

application entity encapsulates all GARP messages to be sent into packets as few as possible, and sends the packets when the timer

times out. This reduces the quantity of sent packets and saves bandwidth resources.
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(2) Join timer

TheJointimercontrolsthesendingofJoinmessages.AfteraGARPapplicationentitysendsaJoinmessage, itwaitsforonetimeout

interval of the Join timer toensure that theJoinmessage is reliably transmitted toanother entity. If theGARPapplicationentity

receivesaJoinInmessagefromanotherentitybeforethetimertimesout, itwillnotresendtheJoinmessage;otherwise, itwill resend

theJoinmessage.Not eachattribute has its own Join timer, but eachGARPapplication entity has one Join timer.

(3) Leave timer

TheLeavetimercontrolsattributederegistration.WhenaGARPapplicationentityhopesotherentitiestoderegisteroneof its

attributes, it sends a Leave message. Other entities which receive the Leave message start the Leave timer. The attribute will be

deregistered only if these entities receive no Joinmessagemapped to the attribute during the timeout period.

(4) LeaveAll timer

EachGARPapplicationentitystartsitsownLeaveAlltimeruponstartup.Whenthetimertimesout,theentitysendsaLeaveAll

message toenableother entities to reregister attributes.Then theLeaveAll timer is restarted to initiatea newcycle.

 GVRP AdvertisingModes

GVRP allows a switch to inform other interconnected devices of its VLANs and instruct the peer device to create specific VLANs and

add the ports that transmit GVRP packets to correspondingVLANs.

Two GVRP advertising modes are available:

 Normalmode: A device externally advertises itsVLAN information, including dynamic and staticVLANs.

 Non-applicant mode: A device does not externally advertise itsVLAN information.

 GVRP RegistrationModes

AGVRP registrationmode specifies whether the switch that receives a GVRP packet processes theVLAN information in the packet,

such as dynamically creating a newVLAN and adding the port that receives the packet to theVLAN.

Two GVRP registration modes are available:

 Normal mode: Process theVLAN information in the receivedGVRP packet.

 Disabledmode: No to process theVLAN information in the receivedGVRPpacket.

Overview

Feature Description

Intra-Topology VLAN

Information

Synchronization

Dynamically creates VLANs and adds/removes ports to/from VLANs, which reduces the manual configuration

workload and the probability of VLAN disconnection due tomissing configuration.

33.2.1 Intra-Topology VLAN Information Synchronization

Working Principle

GVRP is an application of GARP based on the GARP working mechanism. GVRPmaintains the dynamic registration information of

VLANs on a device and propagates the information to other devices. A GVRP-enabled device receives VLAN registration information

fromotherdevicesanddynamicallyupdatesthelocalVLANregistrationinformation.ThedevicealsopropagatesthelocalVLAN

registrationinformationtootherdevicessothatalldevicesinaLANmaintainconsistentVLANinformation.TheVLANregistration
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informationpropagatedbyGVRPincludesthemanually-configuredstaticregistrationinformationonthelocaldeviceandthe

dynamic registration information from other devices.

 External VLAN Information Advertising

TheTrunkportonaGVRP-enableddeviceperiodicallycollectsVLANinformationwithintheport, includingtheVLANsthat theTrunk

port joinsorexits.ThecollectedVLANinformationisencapsulatedinaGVRPpacket tobesenttothepeerdevice.After theTrunkport

on the peer device receives the packet, it resolves the VLAN information. Then corresponding VLANs will be dynamically created, and

theTrunkportwill join thecreatedVLANsorexitotherVLANs.Fordetailsabout theVLAN information,see theabovedescriptionof

GVRP messagetypes.

Related Configurations

 GVRP is disabled by default.

 Run [no] gvrp enable to enable or disable GVRP.

 AfterGVRP isenabled on adevice, the device sendsGVRPpackets carryingVLAN information. If GVRP isdisabled on the device,
thedevicedoesnot sendGVRPpackets carryingVLAN informationor process receivedGVRPpackets.

 VLANRegistration andDeregistration

UponreceivingaGVRPpacket,theswitchdetermineswhethertoprocesstheVLANinformationinthepacketaccordingtothe

registrationmode of the correspondingport. Fordetails, see theabovedescriptionofGVRP registrationmodes.

Related Configurations

 If GVRP is enabled, the port inTrunkmode is enabled with dynamic VLAN registration by default.

 Toenable dynamic VLAN registration on a port, run the gvrp registration mode normal command. To disable dynamic VLAN
registration on a port, run the gvrp register mode disable command.

 If dynamic VLAN registration is enabled, dynamic VLANs will be created on the local device when the port receives a GVRP
packet carrying VLAN information from the peer end.

 IfdynamicVLANregistrationisdisabled,nodynamicVLANwillbecreatedonthelocaldevicewhentheportreceivesaGVRP
packet from the peer end.Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic GVRP

Features and VLAN

Information

Synchronization

(Mandatory) It is used to enable GVRPand dynamicVLAN creation.

gvrp enable Enables GVRP.

gvrp dynamic-vlan-creation enable Enables dynamic VLAN creation.

switchport mode trunk
Switches to Trunk port mode. GVRP take effects

only in Trunk mode.

switchport trunk allowed vlan all Allows the traffic from all VLANs to pass through.

gvrp applicant state

Configures the advertising mode of a port. The

Normal mode indicates to advertise VLAN

information externally by sending a GVRP packet.

TheNon-applicantmode indicatesnot toadvertise
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Configuration Description and Command

VLAN information externally.

gvrp registration mode

Configures the registration mode of a port. The

Normal mode indicates to process the VLAN

informationinthereceivedGVRPpacket,suchas

dynamicallycreatingVLANsandaddingports to

VLANs.The Disabledmode indicates not to process

theVLAN information in the received GVRP packet.

(Optional) It is used to configure timersand the registrationmode andadvertisingmodeof aport.

gvrp timer Configures timers.

Configuring GVRP PDUs

Transparent Transmission
(Optional) It is used to configureGVRPPDUs transparent transmission.

bridge-frame forwarding protocol gvrp Enables GVRP PDUs transparent transmission.

Configuring the GVRP

PDUs Tunnel Feature

(Optional) It is used to configure theGVRPPDUsTunnel feature.

l2protocol-tunnel gvrp
Enables theGVRPPDUsTunnel feature inglobal

configuration mode.

l2protocol-tunnel gvrp enable
Enables theGVRPPDUsTunnel feature in interface

configuration mode.

l2protocol-tunnel gvrp tunnel-dmac
Configures the transparent transmission address

used by the GVRP PDUs Tunnel feature.

33.3 Configuration

33.3.1 ConfiguringBasicGVRPFeaturesandVLANInformationSynchronization

Configuration Effect

 Dynamically create/deleteVLANs and add/remove ports to/fromVLANs.

 SynchronizeVLAN information between devices to ensure normal intra-topology communication.

 Reduce themanual configuration workload and simplify VLANmanagement.

Notes

 GVRPmustbeenabledonbothconnecteddevices.GVRPinformationistransmittedonlybyTrunkLinks.Thetransmitted
informationcontainstheinformationofallVLANsonthecurrentdevice,includingdynamicallylearnedVLANsandmanually

configured VLANs.

 If STP is enabled, only ports in Forwarding state participate inGVRP (such as receiving and sendingGVRP PDUs) and have their
VLAN information propagated by GVRP.

 All VLAN ports added by GVRP are tagged ports.

 ThesystemdoesnotsavetheVLANinformationthatisdynamicallylearnedbyGVRP.Theinformationwillbelostwhenthe
device is reset and cannot be savedmanually.

 All devices that need to exchange GVRP information must maintain consistent GVRP timers (Join timer, Leave timer, and Leaveall
timer).
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 IfSTP isnot enabled,all availableportscanparticipate inGVRP.IfSingleSpanningTree(SST) isenabled,onlyports in
Forwarding state in the SSTContext participate inGVRP. If Multi Spanning Tree (MST) is enabled, GVRP can run in the Spanning

Tree Context to which VLAN1 belongs. You cannot specify other Spanning Tree Context for GVRP.

ConfigurationSteps

 Enabling GVRP

 Mandatory.

 OnlyGVRP-enabled devices can processGVRP packets.

 Enabling DynamicVLAN Creation

 Mandatory.

 After dynamic VLAN creation is enabled on a device, the device will dynamically createVLANs upon receiving GVRP Join
messages.

 ConfiguringTimers

 Optional.

 Thereare threeGVRP timers: Join timer,Leave timer, andLeaveall timer,whichare used tocontrolmessage sending intervals.

 Thetimer interval relationshipsareasfollows:The intervalof theLeavetimermustbe threetimesormoregreater than thatof
the Join timer; the interval of the Leaveall timermust be greater than that of the Leave timer.

 The three timers are controlled by theGVRP statemachine and can be triggered by each other.

 Configuring the AdvertisingMode of a Port

 Optional.

 TwoGVRP advertisingmodes are available: Normal (default) andNon-applicant.

 Normal mode: Indicates that a device externally advertises its VLAN information.

 Non-applicant mode: Indicates that a device does not externally advertise itsVLAN information.

 Configuring the RegistrationMode of a Port

 Optional.

 TwoGVRP registrationmodes are available: Normal and Disabled.

 Switching toTrunk Port Mode

 Mandatory.

 GVRP takes effect only on ports inTrunk mode.

Verification

 Run the show gvrp configuration command to check the configuration.

 Check whether a dynamic VLAN is configured and the corresponding port joins theVLAN.

Related Commands
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 EnablingGVRP

Command gvrp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, GVRP is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide GVRPcanbeenabledonly inglobalconfigurationmode.IfGVRPisnotenabledglobally,youcanstillsetotherGVRP

parameters, but the parameter settings take effect only when GVRP starts running.

 Enabling DynamicVLAN Creation

Command gvrp dynamic-vlan-creation enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, dynamic VLAN creation is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenaport receivesaJoinInorJoinEmptymessagethat indicatesanon-existentVLANonthelocaldevice,GVRP

may create this VLAN, depending on the configuration of this command.

The parameters of a dynamic VLAN created through GVRP cannot be modifiedmanually.

 ConfiguringTimers

Command gvrp timer { join timer-value | leave timer-value | leaveall timer-value }

Parameter

Description

timer-value : 1–2,147,483,647 ms

Defaults Join timer: 200ms, leave timer: 600ms, leaveall timer: 10,000ms

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The intervalof theLeave timermustbe three timesorgreater than that of the Join timer.

The interval of the Leaveall timermust be greater than that of the Leave timer.

The time unit is milliseconds.

The following timer intervals are recommended in actual networking:

Join timer: 6,000 ms (6s)

Leavetimer:30,000ms(30s)

Leaveall timer: 120,000 ms (2 minutes)

Ensure that theGVRP timer settings on all interconnectedGVRP devices are consistent; otherwise,GVRPmay
work abnormally.

 Configuring the AdvertisingMode of a Port

Command gvrp applicant state { normal | non-applicant }

Parameter

Description

normal: Indicates that a port externally advertises VLAN information.

non-applicant: Indicates that a port does not externally advertise VLAN information.
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Defaults By default, ports are allowed to send GVRP notification.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the GVRP advertising mode of a port.

 Configuring the RegistrationMode of a Port

Command gvrp registration mode { normal | disabled }

Parameter

Description

normal: Indicates that the port is allowed to join a dynamic VLAN.

disabled: Indicates that the port is not allowed to join a dynamic VLAN.

Defaults If GVRP is enabled, the port in Trunk mode is enabled with dynamic VLAN registration by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the GVRP registration mode of a port.

Configuration Example

 EnablingGVRP in aTopology andDynamicallyMaintainingVLANs and theVLAN-Port Relationship

Scenario

Figure 11- 4

Configuration

Steps
 OnSwitchA andSwitchC, configureVLANsused for communication in the customer network.

 Enable theGVRPand dynamicVLANcreation features onSwitchA, SwitchB,and SwitchC.

 ConfiguretheportsconnectedbetweenswitchesasTrunkports,andensurethattheVLANlistsofTrunkports

includethecommunicationVLANs.Bydefault,aTrunkportallowsthetrafficfromallVLANstopass through.

 It is recommended that STP be enabled to avoid loops.

A 1. CreateVLAN 1–200 used for communication in the customer network.

A# configure terminal

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

A(config)# vlan range 1-200

2. Enable theGVRP and dynamicVLAN creation features.

A(config)# gvrp enable

A(config)# gvrp dynamic-vlan-creation enable

3. Configuretheport connectedtoSwitchBasaTrunkport.Bydefault,aTrunkportallowsthetrafficfromallVLANs

to pass through.

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode trunk

4. Configuretheadvertisingmodeand registrationmodeoftheTrunkport.TheNormalmode isusedbydefaultand

does not need to be configuredmanually.
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A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# gvrp applicant state normal

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# gvrp registration mode normal

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

C  The configuration on SwitchC is the same as that on Switch A.

B 1. Enable theGVRP and dynamicVLAN creation features.

B# configure terminal

B(config)# gvrp enable

B(config)# gvrp dynamic-vlan-creation enable

2. Configure the ports connected to Switch A and SwitchC asTrunk ports.

B(config)# interface range GigabitEthernet 0/2-3

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# switchport mode trunk

Verification Check whether the GVRP configuration on each device is correct. Check whether VLAN 2–100 are dynamically

created on Switch B and whether Port G 0/2 and Port G 0/3 on Switch B join the dynamic VLANs.

A A#showgvrpconfiguration

GlobalGVRPConfiguration:

GVRP Feature:enabled

GVRP dynamic VLAN creation:enabled

Join Timers(ms):200

Leave Timers(ms):600

Leaveall Timers(ms):1000

Port based GVRP Configuration:

PORT ApplicantStatus Registration Mode

----------------------- -------------------- ---------------------

GigabitEthernet0/1 normal normal

B B#showgvrpconfiguration

Global GVRP Configuration:

GVRPFeature:enabled

GVRP dynamic VLAN creation:enabled

Join Timers(ms):200

Leave Timers(ms):600

Leaveall Timers(ms):1000

Port based GVRP Configuration:
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PORT ApplicantStatus Registration Mode

----------------------- -------------------- ---------------------

GigabitEthernet0/2 normal normal

GigabitEthernet0/3 normal normal

C C#showgvrpconfiguration

Global GVRP Configuration:

GVRP Feature:enabled

GVRP dynamic VLAN creation:enabled

Join Timers(ms):200

Leave Timers(ms):600

Leaveall Timers(ms):1000

Port based GVRP Configuration:

PORT ApplicantStatus Registration Mode

----------------------- -------------------- ---------------------

GigabitEthernet0/1 normal normal

Common Errors

 The ports connected between devices are not inTrunk mode.

 TheVLANlistsof theportsconnectedbetweendevicesdonot includetheVLANsusedforcommunicationinthecustomer
network.

 The GVRP advertisingmodes and registration modes ofTrunk ports are not set to Normal.

33.3.2 Enabling GVRP PDUs Transparent Transmission

ConfigurationEffect

Enable devices to transparently transmit GVRP PDU frames to realize normal inter-device GVRP calculation when GVRP is not enabled.

Notes

GVRPPDUs transparent transmission takeseffect onlywhenGVRP is disabled.AfterGVRP is enabled, deviceswill not transparently

transmit GVRP PDU frames.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringGVRP PDUsTransparentTransmission

 Optional.

 Perform thisconfigurationwhenyouneed toenabledevices to transparently transmitGVRPPDUframeswhenGVRP isdisabled.

Verification

Run the show run command to check whether GVRP PDUs transparent transmission is enabled.
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Related Commands

 ConfiguringGVRP PDUsTransparentTransmission

Command bridge-frame forwarding protocol gvrp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Defaults The function is disabled by default.

Usage Guide In the IEEE802.1Q standard, thedestinationMACaddress 01-80-C2-00-00-06 forGVRPPDUs is reserved.Devices

compliantwithIEEE802.1QdonotforwardreceivedGVRPPDUframes.However,inactualnetworkdeployment,

devicesmay need to transparently transmit GVRP PDU frames to realize normal inter-deviceGVRP calculation when

GVRP is not enabled.

GVRPPDUs transparent transmission takes effect only whenGVRP is disabled. After GVRP is enabled, deviceswill not

transparently transmit GVRP PDU frames.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringGVRP PDUsTransparentTransmission

Scenario

Figure 11- 5

Enable GVRP on DEV A and DEV C. (DEV B is not enabled with GVRP.)

Configuration

Steps

ConfigureGVRPPDUs transparent transmissiononDEVB to realizenormalGVRPcalculationbetweenDEVAandDEV

C.

DEV B FS(config)#bridge-frame forwarding protocol gvrp

Verification Run the show run command to check whether GVRP PDUs transparent transmission is enabled.

DEV B FS#show run

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 694 bytes

bridge-frame forwarding protocol gvrp
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33.3.3 Configuring theGVRPPDUsTunnel Feature

Configuration Effect

TransparentlytransmitGVRPpacketsbetweencustomernetworksthroughtunnelsinSPnetworkswithoutimpactontheSPnetworks,

and thereby separate the GVRP calculation in customer networks from that in SP networks.

Notes

The GVRP PDUs Tunnel feature takes effect after it is enabled in global configuration mode and interface configuration mode.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theGVRP PDUsTunnel Feature

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when you need to separate GVRP calculation between customer networks and SP
networks in aQinQ environment.

Verification

Run the show l2protocol-tunnel gvrp command to check the GVRP PDUs Tunnel configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring theGVRPPDUsTunnel Feature inGlobal ConfigurationMode

Command l2protocol-tunnel gvrp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The GVRP PDUs Tunnel feature takes effect after it is enabled in global configuration mode and interface

configuration mode.

 Configuring theGVRPPDUsTunnel Feature in Interface ConfigurationMode

Command l2protocol-tunnel gvrp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The GVRP PDUs Tunnel feature takes effect after it is enabled in global configuration mode and interface

configuration mode.

 Configuring theGVRP PDUsTunnelTransparent Transmission Address

Command l2protocol-tunnel gvrp tunnel-dmac mac-address

Parameter

Description

mac-address: Indicates the GVRP address used by transparent transmission.

Defaults The default address is 01d0.f800.0006.
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In GVRPPDUsTunnel application, when aGVRP packet from a customer network enters the PE in anSP network, the

destinationMACaddressof thepacket ischangedtoaprivateaddressbefore thepacket is forwarded intheSP

network.WhenthepacketreachesthepeerPE,thedestinationMACaddressischangedtoapublicaddressbefore

thepacket issent to thecustomer networkat theotherend. In thisway, theGVRPpacketcanbe transparently

transmitted across the SP network. The private address is the transparent transmission address used by the GVRP

PDUs Tunnel feature.

Addressrange for transparent transmissionofGVRPpackets:01d0.f800.0006,011a.a900.0006

Whenno transparent transmissionaddress isconfigured, thedefaultaddress01d0.f800.0006 isused.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theGVRP PDUs Tunnel Feature

Scenario

Figure 11- 6

Configuration

Steps
 Enable basic QinQ on the PEs (Provider S1 and Provider S2) in the SP network to transmit data packets from the

customer network throughVLAN 200 in the SP network.

 EnableGVRPtransparenttransmissiononthePEs(ProviderS1andProviderS2)intheSPnetworktoallowthe

SP network to tunnel GVRP packets from the customer network via the GVRP PDUs Tunnel feature.

Provider S1 Step1:CreateVLAN200 of the SP network.

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#vlan 200

FS(config-vlan)#exit

Step2:EnablebasicQinQontheport connected tothecustomernetwork totunneldata fromthecustomernetwork

through VLAN200.

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 200

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged200

Step 3: Enable GVRP transparent transmission on the port connected to the customer network.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#l2protocol-tunnel gvrp enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Step4:EnableGVRPtransparent transmissionglobally.

FS(config)#l2protocol-tunnel gvrp

Step 5: Configure an uplink port.

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/5

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#switchport mode uplink

Provider S2 The configuration on Provider S2 is similar to that on Provider S1.

Verification  Check whether theGVRP PDUsTunnel configuration is correct.

 Check whether theTunnel port is configured correctly. Pay attention to the following:

- The port type is dot1q-tunnel.
- The outer tagVLAN is the NativeVLANand added to theVLAN list of theTunnel port.

- The ports on the PEs in the uplink direction are configured as Uplink ports.

Provider S1 1. Check whether theGVRP PDUsTunnel configuration is correct.

FS#show l2protocol-tunnel gvrp

L2protocol-tunnel: Gvrp Enable

L2protocol-tunnel destination mac address: 01d0.f800.0006

GigabitEthernet 0/1 l2protocol-tunnel gvrp enable

2. Check whether the QinQ configuration is correct.

FS#show running-config

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged200

switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 200

l2protocol-tunnel gvrp enable

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/5

switchport mode uplink
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Provider S2 The verification on Provider S2 is the same as that on Provider S1.

Common Errors

In an SP network, transparent transmission addresses are not configured consistently, which affects the transmission of GVRPPDU

frames.

33.4 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears port counters. clear gvrp statistics { interface-id | all }

Displaying

Description Command

Displays port counters. show gvrp statistics { interface-id | all }

Displays the current GVRP status. show gvrp status

Displays the current GVRP configuration. show gvrp configuration

Displaysthe informationof theGVRPPDUsTunnel feature. show l2protocol-tunnel gvrp

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Enables GVRP event debugging. debug gvrp event

Enables GVRP timer debugging. debug gvrp timer

34 Configuring LLDP

34.1 Overview

TheLinkLayerDiscoveryProtocol (LLDP),definedinthe IEEE802.1ABstandard, isusedtodiscoverthe topologyand identify

topological changes. LLDP encapsulates local information of a device into LLDP data units (LLDPDUs) in the type/length/value (TLV)

format and then sends the LLDPDUs to neighbors. It also stores LLDPDUs from neighbors in the management information base (MIB)

to be accessed by the network management system (NMS).
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FSSwitchA,SwitchB,and IP-PhonesupportLLDPandLLDP-MED.

LLDP on switch ports works inTxRxmode.

The LLDP transmission interval is 30 seconds and transmission delay is 2 seconds by default.

WithLLDP,theNMScanlearnabout topology,forexample,whichportsofadeviceareconnectedtootherdevicesandwhetherthe

ratesandduplexmodesat bothendsof a linkareconsistent.Administratorscanquickly locateand rectifya fault basedon the

information.

A FS LLDP-compliant device is capable of discovering neighbors when the peer is either of the following:

 FS LLDP-compliantdevice

 Endpoint device that complieswith the Link Layer Discovery Protocol-Media Endpoint Discovery (LLDP-MED)

Protocols and Standards

 IEEE 802.1AB 2005: Station and Media Access Control ConnectivityDiscovery

 ANSI/TIA-1057: Link Layer Discovery Protocol for Media Endpoint Devices

34.2 Applications

Application Description

Displaying Topology Multiple switches, a MED device, and an NMS are deployed in the network topology.

Conducting Error Detection Two switches are directly connected and incorrect configuration will be displayed.

34.2.1 DisplayingTopology

Scenario

Multiple switches, a MED device, and an NMS are deployed in the network topology.

As shown in the following figure, the LLDP function is enabled by default and no additional configuration is required.

 Switch A and Switch B discover that they are neighbors.

 Switch A discovers its neighbor MED device, that is, IP-Phone, through port GigabitEthernet 0/1.

 TheNMSaccessesMIBofswitchA.

Figure 12-1

Deployment

 Run LLDP on a switch to implement neighbor discovery.

Remarks
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FSSwitchAandSwitchBsupportLLDP.

LLDP on switch ports works inTxRxmode.

The LLDP transmission interval is 30 seconds and transmission delay is 2 seconds by default.

 Run the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) on the switch so that the NMS acquires and sets LLDP-relevant
information on theswitch.

34.2.2 ConductingErrorDetection

Scenario

Two switches are directly connected and incorrect configuration will be displayed.

Asshowninthe following figure, theLLDPfunctionandLLDPerrordetection functionareenabledbydefault,andnoadditional

configuration is required.

 After you configure a virtual local area network (VLAN), port rate and duplex mode, link aggregation, and maximum
transmissionunit (MTU)of aport onSwitchA,anerrorwill beprompted if theconfigurationdoesnotmatch thatonSwitchB,

and vice versa.

Figure 12- 2

Deployment

 Run LLDP on a switch to implement neighbor discovery and detect link fault.

34.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 LLDPDU

LLDPDU is a protocol data unit encapsulated into an LLDP packet. Each LLDPDU is a sequence ofTLVstructures.TheTLVcollection

consists of three mandatory TLVs, a series of optional TLVs,and one EndOf TLV.The following figure shows the format of an LLDPDU.

Figure 12- 3 LLDPDU Format

In the preceding figure:

 M indicates amandatory TLV.

 InanLLDPDU,Chassis IDTLV,Port IDTLV,TimeToLiveTLV,andEndOfLLDPDUTLVaremandatoryandTLVsofotherTLVsare
optional.

 LLDP EncapsulationFormat

LLDP packets can be encapsulated in two formats: Ethernet II and Subnetwork Access Protocols (SNAP).

Remarks
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ThefollowingfigureshowstheformatofLLDPpacketsencapsulatedintheEthernetIIformat.

Figure 12- 4 Ethernet II Format

In the preceding figure:

 DestinationAddress: Indicates thedestinationMACaddress,which is theLLDPmulticast address01-80-C2-00-00-0E.

 SourceAddress: Indicates the sourceMAC address, which is the port MAC address.

 Ethertype: Indicates the Ethernet type, which is 0x88CC.

 LLDPDU: Indicates the LLDP protocol data unit.

 FCS: Indicates the frame check sequence.

Figure 12-5 shows the format of LLDP packets encapsulated in the SNAP format.

Figure 12- 5 SNAP Format

In the preceding figure:

 DestinationAddress: Indicates thedestinationMACaddress,which is theLLDPmulticast address01-80-C2-00-00-0E.

 SourceAddress: Indicates the sourceMAC address, which is the port MAC address.

 SNAP-encodedEthertype: Indicates theEthernet type of theSNMPencapsulation,which isAA-AA-03-00-00-00-88-CC.

 LLDPDU: Indicates the LLDP protocol data unit.

 FCS: Indicates the frame check sequence.

 TLV

TLVs encapsulated into an LLDPDU can be classified into two types:

 Basic managementTLVs

 OFSanizationally specificTLVs

BasicmanagementTLVsare a collection of basic TLVsused for network management. OFSanizationally specificTLVsare defined by

standardoFSanizations and other institutions, for example, the IEEE802.1 oFSanization and IEEE802.3 oFSanization define their own

TLVcollections.

9. Basic managementTLVs

The basicmanagement TLVcollection consists of two types ofTLVs:mandatory TLVsand optional TLVs.Amandatory TLVmust be

contained in an LLDPDU for advertisement and an optional TLV is contained selectively.

The following table describes basic management TLVs.

TLV Type Description Mandatory/Optional

End Of LLDPDU TLV Indicates the end of an LLDPDU, occupying two bytes. Mandatory

Chassis ID TLV Identifies a device with a MAC address. Mandatory

Port ID TLV Identifies a port sending LLDPDUs. Fixed

Time To Live TLV Indicates the timeto live (TTL) of local informationonaneighbor.When Mandatory
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a device receives a TLV containing TTL 0, it deletes the neighbor

information.

Port Description TLV Indicates the descriptor of the port sending LLDPDUs. Optional

System Name TLV Describes the device name. Optional

System Description TLV
Indicates the device description, including the hardware version,

software version, and operating system information.
Optional

System Capabilities TLV
Describesmain functionsof thedevice,suchas thebridge, routing,and

relay functions.
Optional

Management Address TLV
Indicatesthemanagementaddress,whichcontainstheinterfaceIDand

object identifier (OID).
Optional

FS LLDP-compliant switches support advertisement of basic management TLVs.

10. OFSanizationally specificTLVs

DifferentoFSanizations, such as the IEEE802.1, IEEE802.3, IETF anddevice suppliers, define specificTLVsto advertise specific

information about devices. The oFSanizationally unique identifier (OUI) field in a TLV is used to distinguish different oFSanizations.

 OFSanizationallyspecificTLVsareoptionalandareadvertisedinanLLDPDUselectively.Currently,therearethreetypesof
common oFSanizationally specific TLVs: IEEE 802.1 oFSanizationally specific TLVs, IEEE 802.3 oFSanizationally specific TLVs, and

LLDP-MED TLVs.

The following table describes IEEE 802.1 oFSanizationally specific TLVs.

TLV Type Description

Port VLAN ID TLV Indicates the VLAN identifier of a port.

Port And Protocol VLAN ID TLV Indicates the protocol VLAN identifier of a port.

VLAN Name TLV Indicates the VLAN name of a port.

Protocol Identity TLV Indicates the protocol type supported by a port.

FS LLDP-compliant switches do not send the Protocol Identity TLV but receive this TLV.

 IEEE 802.3 oFSanizationally specific TLVs

The following table describes IEEE 802.3 oFSanizationally specific TLVs.

TLV Type Description

MAC/PHY Configuration//Status TLV
Indicates the rate and duplex mode of a port, and whether to

support and enable auto-negotiation.

Power Via MDI TLV Indicates the power supply capacity of a port.

Link Aggregation TLV
Indicates the link aggregation capacity of a port and the current

aggregation state.

Maximum Frame Size TLV Indicates the maximum size of the frame transmitted by a port.

FS LLDP-compliant devices support advertisement of IEEE 802.3 oFSanizationally specific TLVs.

 LLDP-MED TLV

LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP based on IEEE 802.1AB LLDP.It enables users to conveniently deploy theVoice Over IP (VoIP)

network and detect faults. It provides applications including the network configuration policies, device discovery, PoE management,

and inventorymanagement,meeting requirements for low cost, effectivemanagement, and easy deployment.

The following table describes LLDP-MED TLVs.
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TLV Type Description

LLDP-MED Capabilities TLV
Indicates the type of the LLDP-MEDTLVencapsulated into an LLDPDU and device type

(network connectivity device or endpoint device), and whether to support LLDP-MED,.

Network Policy TLV
Advertises theportVLANconfiguration, supportedapplication type (suchasvoiceor

video services), and Layer-2 priority information.

Location Identification TLV Locates and identifies an endpoint device.

Extended Power-via-MDI TLV Provides more advanced power supply management.

Inventory – Hardware Revision TLV Indicates hardware version of a MED device.

Inventory – Firmware Revision TLV Indicates the firmware version of the MED device.

Inventory – Software Revision TLV Indicates the software version of the MED device.

Inventory – Serial Number TLV Indicates the serial number of the MED device.

Inventory – Manufacturer Name TLV Indicates the name of the manufacturer of the MED device.

Inventory – Model Name TLV Indicates the module name of the MED device.

Inventory – Asset ID TLV
Indicates theasset identifierof theMEDdevice,usedfor inventorymanagementand

asset tracking.

FS LLDP-compliant FS devices support advertisement of LLDP-MED TLVs.

Overview

Feature Description

LLDP Work Mode Configures the mode of transmitting and receiving LLDP packets.

LLDP Transmission

Mechanism

Enables directly connected LLDP-compliant devices to send LLDP packets to the peer.

LLDP Reception

Mechanism

Enables directly connected LLDP-compliant devices to receive LLDP packets from the peer.

34.3.1 LLDP WorkMode

Configure the LLDP work mode so as to specify the LLDP packet transmission and reception mode.

Working Principle

LLDP provides three work modes:

 TxRx: Transmits and receives LLDPDUs.

 RxOnly: Only receives LLDPDUs.

 TxOnly: Only transmits LLDPDUs.

WhentheLLDPworkmodeischanged, theport initializestheprotocolstatemachine.Youcansetaport initializationdelay toprevent

repeated initialization of a port due to frequent changes of the LLDP work mode.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the LLDPWorkMode

The default LLDP work mode is TxRx.

You can run the lldp mode command to configure the LLDP work mode.
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If theworkmodeissettoTxRx, thedevicecanbothtransmitandreceiveLLDPpackets.If theworkmode issettoRxOnly, thedevice

canonly receiveLLDPpackets. If theworkmode isset toTxOnly, thedevicecanonly transmitLLDPpackets. If theworkmode is

disabled, the device cannot transmit or receive LLDP packets.

34.3.2 LLDP TransmissionMechanism

LLDP packets inform peers of their neighbors.When the LLDP transmissionmode is cancelled or disabled, LLDP packets cannot be

transmitted toneighbors.

Working Principle

LLDP periodically transmits LLDP packets when working in TxRx or Tx Only mode. When information about the local device changes,

LLDP immediately transmits LLDP packets. You can configure a delay time to avoid frequent transmission of LLDP packets caused by

frequent changes of local information.

LLDP provides two types of packets:

 Standard LLDP packet, which containsmanagement and configuration information about the local device.

 Shutdownpacket:WhentheLLDPworkmodeisdisabledortheport isshutdown,LLDPShutdownpacketswillbetransmitted.
AShutdownpacketconsistsof theChassis IDTLV,Port IDTLV,TimeToLiveTLV,andEndOFLLDPTLV.TTL in theTime toLiveTLV

is0.WhenadevicereceivesanLLDPShutdownpacket,itconsidersthattheneighborinformationisinvalidandimmediately

deletes it.

WhentheLLDPworkmodeischangedfromdisabledorRxtoTxRxorTx,orwhenLLDPdiscoversanewneighbor (that is,adevice

receivesanewLLDPpacketandtheneighborinformationisnotstoredlocally),thefasttransmissionmechanismisstartedsothatthe

neighbor quickly learns the device information. The fast transmission mechanism enables a device to transmit multiple LLDP packets

at an interval of 1 second.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the LLDPWorkMode

The default work mode is TxRx.

Runthe lldpmodetxrxor lldpmodetxcommand toenabletheLLDPpacket transmission function.Runthe lldpmoderxornolldp

mode command to disable the LLDP packet transmission function.

Inorder toenableLLDPpacketreception,settheworkmodetoTxRxorRxOnly. If theworkmode isset toRxOnly, thedevicecanonly

receive LLDPpackets.

 Configuring the LLDP Transmission Delay

The default LLDP transmission delay is 2 seconds.

Run the lldp timer tx-delay command to change the LLDP transmission delay.

If thedelay isset toaverysmallvalue, the frequentchangeof local informationwillcausefrequenttransmissionofLLDPpackets.If

thedelay is set toa very laFSe value, no LLDPpacketmaybe transmitted even if local information is changed.

 ConfiguringtheLLDPTransmissionInterval

Thedefault LLDP transmission interval is 30 seconds.

Run the lldp timer tx-interval command to change the LLDP transmission interval.
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If theinterval issettoaverysmallvalue,LLDPpacketsmaybetransmittedfrequently. If the interval isset toavery laFSevalue,the

peer may not discover the local device in time.

 Configuring theTLVs toBeAdvertised

By default, an interface is allowed to advertise TLVsof all types except Location Identification TLV.

Run the lldp tlv-enable command to change theTLVs to be advertised.

 Configuring the LLDP Fast Transmission Count

By default, three LLDP packets are fast transmitted.

Run the lldp fast-count command to change the number of LLDP packets that are fast transmitted.

34.3.3 LLDP ReceptionMechanism

A device can discover the neighbor and determine whether to age the neighbor information according to received LLDP packets.

Working Principle

A device can receive LLDP packets when working inTxRx or Rx Only mode. After receiving an LLDP packet, a device conducts validity

check.After thepacketpassesthecheck,thedevicecheckswhetherthepacketcontainsinformationaboutanewneighbororabout

anexistingneighborandstores theneighbor information locally.Thedevicesets theTTLofneighbor informationaccording tothe

value ofTTL TLV in the packet. If the value ofTTLTLV is 0, the neighbor information is aged immediately.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the LLDPWorkMode

The default LLDP work mode is TxRx.

Run the lldpmodetxrxor lldpmoderxcommand toenable theLLDPpacket reception function.Run the lldpmodetxornolldp

mode command to disable the LLDP packet reception function.

Inorder toenableLLDPpacketreception,settheworkmodetoTxRxorRxOnly. If theworkmodeisset toTxOnly, thedevicecanonly

transmit LLDPpackets.

34.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the LLDP Function

(Optional) It isusedtoenableordisable theLLDPfunctioninglobalor interfaceconfiguration
mode.

lldp enable Enables the LLDP function.

no lldp enable Disables the LLDP function.

Configuring the LLDP Work

Mode

(Optional) It is used to configure the LLDP work mode.

lldp mode {rx | tx | txrx } Configures the LLDP work mode.

no lldp mode Shuts down the LLDP work mode.

Configuring the TLVs to Be

Advertised
(Optional) It is used to configure theTLVs to be advertised.

lldp tlv-enable Configures the TLVs to be advertised.
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Configuration Description and Command

no lldp tlv-enable Cancels TLVs.

Configures the Management

Address to Be Advertised

(Optional) It isused toconfigure themanagementaddress tobeadvertised inLLDPpackets.

lldp management-address-tlv [ip-address]
Configures the management address to be

advertised in LLDP packets.

no lldp management-address-tlv Cancels the management address.

Configuring the LLDP Fast

Transmission Count

(Optional) It is used to configure the number of LLDP packets that are fast transmitted.

lldp fast-count value Configures the LLDP fast transmission count.

no lldp fast-count
Restores the default LLDP fast transmission

count.

ConfiguringtheTTLMultiplier

andTransmission Interval

(Optional) It is used to configure theTTLmultiplier and transmission interval.

lldp hold-multiplier value
Configures the TTL multiplier.

no lldp hold-multiplier Restores the default TTL multiplier.

lldp timer tx-interval seconds Configures the transmission interval.

no lldp timer tx-interval Restores the default transmission interval.

Configuring the Transmission

Delay

(Optional) It is used to configure the delay time for LLDP packet transmission.

lldp timer tx-delay seconds Configures the transmission delay.

no lldp timer tx-delay Restores the default transmission delay.

Configuring the Initialization

Delay

(Optional) It is used to configure the delay time for LLDP to initialize on any interface.

lldp timer reinit-delay seconds Configures the initialization delay.

no lldp timer reinit-delay Restores the default initialization delay.

Configuring the LLDP Trap

Function

(Optional) It is used to configure the LLDPTrap function.

lldp notification remote-change enable Enables the LLDP Trap function.

no lldp notification remote-change enable Disables the LLDP Trap function.

lldp timer notification-interval ConfigurestheLLDPTraptransmissioninterval.

no lldp timer notification-interval
Restores the default LLDP Trap transmission

interval.

Configuring the LLDP Error

Detection Function

(Optional) It is used to configure the LLDP error detection function.

lldp error-detect Enables the LLDP error detection function.

no lldp error-detect Disables the LLDP error detection function.

Configuring the LLDP

Encapsulation Format

(Optional) It is used to configure the LLDP encapsulation format.

lldp encapsulation snap Sets the LLDP encapsulation format to SNAP.

no lldp encapsulation snap
SetstheLLDPencapsulation format toEthernet

II.

Configuring the LLDP Network

Policy

(Optional) It is used to configure the LLDPNetwork Policy.

lldp network-policy profile profile-num Configures an LLDP Network Policy.

no lldp network-policy profile profile-num Deletes an LLDP Network Policy.
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Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the Civic Address

(Optional) It is used to configure the civic address of a device.

{country|state |county|city |division |

neighborhood | street-group |

leading-street-dir | trailing-street-suffix |

street-suffix | number | street-number-suffix |

landmark | additional-location-information |

name | postal-code | building | unit | floor |

room | type-of-place |

postal-community-name | post-office-box |

additional-code } ca-word

Configures the civic address of a device.

no {country |state|county|city|division|

neighborhood | street-group |

leading-street-dir | trailing-street-suffix |

street-suffix | number | street-number-suffix |

landmark | additional-location-information |

name | postal-code | building | unit | floor |

room | type-of-place |

postal-community-name | post-office-box |

additional-code } ca-word

Deletes civic address of a device.

Configuring the EmeFSency

Telephone Number

(Optional) It is used to configure the emeFSency telephone number of a device.

lldp location elin identifier id elin-location

tel-number

ConfigurestheemeFSencytelephonenumberof

a device.

no lldp location elin identifier id
Deletes the emeFSency telephone number of a

device.

Configuring the Function of

Ignoring PVID Detection

(Optional) It is used to ignore PVID detection.

lldp ignore pvid-error-detect Enables the functionof ignoringPVIDdetection.

no lldp ignore pvid-error-detect Disables the functionof ignoringPVIDdetection.

Configuring the Type of the

Management Address in the

LLDP Packets

(Optional) It is used toconfigure the typeof themanagement address in theLLDPpackets.

lldp management-address-tlv global-ip type

{interface | loopback}

Specifying the type of the management address

in the LLDP packets.

no lldp management-address-tlv global-ip

type

Restores the default type of the management

address in the LLDP packets.

34.4.1 Configuring theLLDPFunction

Configuration Effect

 Enable or disable the LLDP function.

Notes

 Tomake the LLDP function take effect on an interface, you need toenable the LLDP function globally and on the interface.
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Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Configure the LLDP function in global or interface configuration mode.

Verification

Display LLDP status

 Check whether the LLDP function is enabled in global configurationmode.

 Check whether the LLDP function is enabled in interface configurationmode.

Related Commands

 Enabling the LLDP Function

Command lldp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheLLDP function takeseffecton an interfaceonlyafter it is enabled inglobal configurationmodeand interface

configuration mode.

 Disabling the LLDP Function

Command no lldp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Disabling the LLDP Function

Configuration

Steps

Disable the LLDP function in global configuration mode.

FS(config)#no lldp enable

Verification Display global LLDP status.

FS(config)#show lldp status

Global status of LLDP: Disable

Common Errors

 If theLLDPfunctionisenabledonan interfacebut disabledinglobalconfigurationmode, theLLDPfunctiondoesnot take
effect on theinterface.
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 A port can learn a maximum of five neighbors.

 Ifaneighbordoesnot supportLLDPbut it isconnected toanLLDP-supporteddevice,aportmay learn informationabout the
device that is not directly connected to the port because the neighbormay forward LLDP packets.

34.4.2 Configuring the LLDPWorkMode

Configuration Effect

 If you set the LLDPworkmode toTxRx, the interface can transmit and receive packets.

 IfyousettheLLDPworkmodetoTx, theinterfacecanonlytransmitpacketsbutcannotreceivepackets.

 IfyousettheLLDPworkmodetoRx,theinterfacecanonlyreceivepacketsbutcannottransmitpackets.

 If you disable the LLDP workmode, the interface can neither receive nor transmit packets.

Notes

 LLDP runs on physical ports (APmember ports for AP ports). Stackedports andVSL ports do not support LLDP.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Set the LLDP work mode toTx or Rx as required.

Verification

Display LLDP status information on an interface

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring the LLDPWorkMode

Command lldp mode { rx | tx | txrx }

Parameter

Description

rx: Only receives LLDPDUs.

tx: Only transmits LLDPDUs.

txrx: Transmits and receives LLDPDUs.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TomakeLLDP takeeffectonan interface,makesuretoenableLLDPgloballyandset theLLDPworkmodeon the

interface to Tx, Rx or TxRx.

 Disabling the LLDPWorkMode

Command no lldp mode

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After the LLDP work mode on an interface is disabled, the interface does not transmit or receive LLDP packets.
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Configuration Example

 Configuring the LLDPWorkMode

Configuration

Steps

Set the LLDP work mode to Tx in interface configuration mode.

FS(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#lldp mode tx

Verification Display LLDP status information on the interface.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show lldp status interface gigabitethernet 0/1

Port [GigabitEthernet 0/1]

PortstatusofLLDP : Enable

Port state : UP

Portencapsulation : Ethernet II

Operationalmode :TxOnly

Notificationenable : NO

Errordetectenable :YES

Numberof neighbors 0

NumberofMEDneighbors 0

34.4.3 Configuring the TLVs toBeAdvertised

Configuration Effect

 Configure the type of TLVs to be advertised to specify the LLDPDUs in LLDP packets.

Notes

 If youconfigure theallparameter for thebasicmanagementTLVs,IEEE802.1oFSanizationally specificTLVs,and IEEE802.3
oFSanizationally specificTLVs,all optionalTLVsof these types are advertised.

 If youconfigure theallparameter for theLLDP-MEDTLVs,all LLDP-MEDTLVsexcept Location IdentificationTLVareadvertised.

 If youwant to configure the LLDP-MEDCapability TLV,configure the LLDP 802.3 MAC/PHYTLV first; If you want to cancel the
LLDP 802.3MAC/PHYTLV,cancel the LLDP-MEDCapabilityTLVfirst.

 If you want to configure LLDP-MEDTLVs,configure the LLDP-MEDCapability TLVbefore configuring other types of LLDP-MED
TLVs.If youwant tocancelLLDP-MEDTLVs,cancel theLLDP-MEDCapabilityTLVbeforecancelingother typesofLLDP-MEDTLVs

If a device is connected to an IP-Phone that supports LLDP-MED, you can configure the Network Policy TLV to push policy

configuration to the IP-Phone.

 If a device supports the DCBX function by default, ports of the device are not allowed to advertise IEEE 802.3 oFSanizationally
specificTLVsand LLDP-MEDTLVsby default.

Configuration Steps
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 Optional.

 Configure the type of TLVs to be advertised on an interface.

Verification

Display the configuration of TLVs to be advertised on an interface

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring TLVs toBeAdvertised

Command lldptlv-enable {basic-tlv {all |port-description |system-capability|system-description |system-name }

|dot1-tlv {all |port-vlan-id |protocol-vlan-id [vlan-id ] |vlan-name [vlan-id ] } |dot3-tlv {all | link-aggregation|

mac-physic|max-frame-size|power}|med-tlv{all |capability| inventory| location {civic-location|elin }

identifier id | network-policy profile [ profile-num ] | power-over-ethernet } }

Parameter

Description

basic-tlv: Indicates thebasicmanagementTLV.

port-description: Indicates the Port Description TLV.

system-capability: Indicates theSystemCapabilitiesTLV.

system-description: IndicatestheSystemDescriptionTLV.

system-name: Indicates theSystemNameTLV.

dot1-tlv: Indicates the IEEE 802.1 oFSanizationally specific TLVs.

port-vlan-id: Indicates the Port VLAN ID TLV.

protocol-vlan-id: Indicates the Port And Protocol VLAN ID TLV.

vlan-id: Indicates the Port Protocol VLAN ID, ranging from 1 to 4,094.

vlan-name: Indicates the VLAN Name TLV.

vlan-id: Indicates the VLAN name, ranging from 1 to 4,094.

dot3-tlv: Indicates the IEEE 802.3 oFSanizationally specific TLVs.

link-aggregation: Indicates the Link Aggregation TLV.

mac-physic: Indicates the MAC/PHY Configuration/Status TLV.

max-frame-size: Indicates the Maximum Frame Size TLV.

power: Indicates the Power Via MDI TLV.

med-tlv: Indicates the LLDP MED TLV.

capability: Indicates the LLDP-MED Capabilities TLV.

Inventory: Indicates the inventory management TLV,which contains the hardware version, firmware version,

software version, SN,manufacturer name,module name, and asset identifier.

location: Indicates the Location Identification TLV.

civic-location: Indicates the civic address information and postal information.

elin: Indicates the emeFSency telephone number.

id: Indicates thepolicy ID,ranging from1to1,024.

network-policy: Indicates theNetwork Policy TLV.

profile-num: Indicates the Network Policy ID, ranging from 1 to 1,024.

power-over-ethernet: Indicates the Extended Power-via-MDI TLV.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A
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 Canceling TLVs

Command no lldp tlv-enable {basic-tlv { all | port-description | system-capability | system-description | system-name } |

dot1-tlv {all |port-vlan-id |protocol-vlan-id | vlan-name } |dot3-tlv {all | link-aggregation |mac-physic |

max-frame-size |power } |med-tlv {all | capability | inventory | location {civic-location | elin } identifier id |

network-policy profile [ profile-num ] | power-over-ethernet } }

Parameter

Description

basic-tlv: Indicates thebasicmanagementTLV.

port-description: Indicates the Port Description TLV.

system-capability: Indicates theSystemCapabilitiesTLV.

system-description: IndicatestheSystemDescriptionTLV.

system-name: Indicates theSystemNameTLV.

dot1-tlv: Indicates the IEEE 802.1 oFSanizationally specific TLVs.

port-vlan-id: Indicates the Port VLAN ID TLV.

protocol-vlan-id: Indicates the Port And Protocol VLAN ID TLV.

vlan-name: Indicates the VLAN Name TLV.

dot3-tlv: Indicates the IEEE 802.3 oFSanizationally specific TLVs.

link-aggregation: Indicates the Link Aggregation TLV.

mac-physic: Indicates the MAC/PHY Configuration/Status TLV.

max-frame-size: Indicates the Maximum Frame Size TLV.

power: Indicates the Power Via MDI TLV.

med-tlv: Indicates the LLDP MED TLV.

capability: Indicates the LLDP-MED Capabilities TLV.

Inventory: Indicates the inventory management TLV,which contains the hardware version, firmware version,

software version, SN,manufacturer name,module name, and asset identifier.

location: Indicates the Location Identification TLV.

civic-location: Indicates the civic address information and postal information.

elin: Indicates the emeFSency telephone number.

id: Indicates thepolicy ID,ranging from1to1,024.

network-policy: Indicates theNetwork Policy TLV.

profile-num: Indicates the Network Policy ID, ranging from 1 to 1,024.

power-over-ethernet: Indicates the Extended Power-via-MDI TLV.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring TLVs toBeAdvertised

Configuration

Steps

Cancel the advertisement of the IEEE 802.1 oFSanizationally specific Port And Protocol VLAN ID TLV.

FS(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no lldp tlv-enable dot1-tlv protocol-vlan-id

Verification Display LLDP TLV configuration in interface configuration mode.
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show lldp tlv-config interface gigabitethernet 0/1

LLDP tlv-config of port [GigabitEthernet 0/1]

NAME STATUS DEFAULT

------------------------------ ------ -------

Basic optional TLV:

PortDescriptionTLV YES YES

System NameTLV YES YES

SystemDescriptionTLV YES YES

System Capabilities TLV YES YES

ManagementAddressTLV YES YES

IEEE 802.1 extend TLV:

Port VLAN ID TLV YES YES

Port And Protocol VLAN IDTLV NO YES

VLAN NameTLV YES YES

IEEE 802.3 extend TLV:

MAC-Physic TLV YES YES

PowerviaMDITLV YES YES

Link AggregationTLV YES YES

MaximumFrameSizeTLV YES YES

LLDP-MED extend TLV:

Capabilities TLV YES YES

NetworkPolicyTLV YES YES

Location IdentificationTLV NO NO

ExtendedPowerviaMDITLV YES YES

InventoryTLV YES YES

34.4.4 Configures theManagement Address toBeAdvertised

Configuration Effect

 Configure themanagement address to be advertised in LLDP packets in interface configurationmode.

 Afterthemanagementaddresstobeadvertisediscancelled,themanagementaddressinLLDPpacketsissubjecttothedefault
settings.
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Notes

 LLDP runs on physical ports (APmember ports for AP ports). Stackedports andVSL ports do not support LLDP.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Configure themanagement address to be advertised in LLDP packets in interface configurationmode.

Verification

Display LLDP information on a local interface

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring theManagement Address to BeAdvertised

Command lldp management-address-tlv [ ip-address ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the management address to be advertised in an LLDP packet.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Amanagement address is advertised through LLDP packets by default. The management address is the IPv4 address

oftheminimumVLANsupportedbytheport. IfnoIPv4addressisconfiguredfortheVLAN,LLDPkeepssearchingfor

the qualified IP address.

If no IPv4 address is found, LLDP searches for the IPv6 address of the minimum VLAN supported by the port.

If no IPv6 address is found, the loopback address 127.0.0.1 is used as the management address.

 Canceling theManagement Address

Command no lldp management-address-tlv

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AmanagementaddressisadvertisedthroughLLDPpacketsbydefault. ThemanagementaddressistheIPv4

addressoftheminimumVLANsupportedbytheport.IfnoIPv4addressisconfiguredfortheVLAN,LLDPkeeps

searching for the qualified IP address.

If no IPv4 address is found, LLDP searches for the IPv6 address of the minimum VLAN supported by the port.

If no IPv6 address is found, the loopback address 127.0.0.1 is used as the management address.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theManagement Address to BeAdvertised

Configuration

Steps

Set the management address to 192.168.1.1 on an interface.

FS(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/1
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#lldp management-address-tlv 192.168.1.1

Verification Display configuration on the interface.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show lldp local-information interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

Lldp local-information of port [GigabitEthernet 0/1]

Port ID type : Interfacename

Port id : GigabitEthernet0/1

Port description : GigabitEthernet0/1

Management address subtype : ipv4

Management address : 192.168.1.1

Interfacenumberingsubtype : ifIndex

Interfacenumber 1

Object identifier :

802.1 oFSanizationally information

PortVLANID 1

Port and protocolVLAN ID(PPVID) 1

PPVIDSupported :YES

PPVIDEnabled :NO

VLANnameofVLAN1 :VLAN0001

Protocol Identity :

802.3 oFSanizationally information

Auto-negotiationsupported :YES

Auto-negotiationenabled :YES

PMDauto-negotiationadvertised : 1000BASE-T full duplex mode, 100BASE-TX full duplex mode, 100BASE-TX

half duplexmode, 10BASE-T full duplexmode, 10BASE-Thalf duplexmode

OperationalMAUtype : speed(100)/duplex(Full)

PoEsupport :NO

Linkaggregationsupported :YES

Linkaggregationenabled :NO

Aggregation port ID 0

Maximum frameSize 1500
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:ModelnameModelname

:Power-via-MDI power value

:Power-via-MDI power priority

: LocalPower-via-MDI power source

:PDPower-via-MDI device type

LLDP-MED oFSanizationally information

34.4.5 ConfiguringtheLLDPFastTransmissionCount

Configuration Effect

 Configure the number of LLDP packets that are fast transmitted.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Configure the number of LLDP packets that are fast transmitted in global configuration mode.

Verification

Displaying the global LLDP status information

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring the LLDP Fast Transmission Count

Command lldp fast-count value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates thenumberofLLDPpacketsthatare fast transmitted.Thevalue ranges from1 to10.Thedefault

value is 3.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Restoring theDefault LLDP Fast TransmissionCount

Command no lldp fast-count

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring the LLDP Fast Transmission Count
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Configuration

Steps

Set the LLDP fast transmission count to 5 in global configuration mode.

FS(config)#lldp fast-count 5

Verification Display the global LLDP status information.

FS(config)#show lldp status

GlobalstatusofLLDP :Enable

Neighbor information last changed time :

Transmit interval : 30s

Hold multiplier 4

Reinitdelay : 2s

Transmitdelay : 2s

Notification interval :5s

Fast start counts 5

34.4.6 Configuring the TTLMultiplier and Transmission Interval

Configuration Effect

 Configure theTTL multiplier.

 Configure the LLDP packet transmission interval.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

Display LLDP status information on an interface

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring the TTLMultiplier

Command lldp hold-multiplier value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the TLL multiplier. The value ranges from 2 to 10. The default value is 4.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In an LLDP packet. the value ofTime ToLiveTLV is calculated based on the following formula: Time to Live TLV=TTL

multiplierxPacket transmission interval+1.Therefore,youcanmodify theTimetoLiveTLVinLLDPpacketsby

configuring the TTL multiplier.
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 Restoring theDefault TTLMultiplier

Command no lldp hold-multiplier

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In an LLDP packet, the value ofTime ToLiveTLV is calculated based on the following formula: Time to Live TLV=TTL

multiplierxPacket transmissioninterval +1.Therefore,youcanmodify theTimetoLiveTLVinLLDPpacketsby

configuring the TTL multiplier.

 Configuring the Transmission Interval

Command lldp timer tx-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the LLDP packet transmission interval. The value ranges from 5 to 32,768.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Restoring theDefault Transmission Interval

Command no lldp timer tx-interval

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring the TTLMultiplier and Transmission Interval

Configuration

Steps

Set the TTL multiplier to 3 and the transmission interval to 20 seconds. The TTL of local device information on

neighbors is 61 seconds.

FS(config)#lldp hold-multiplier 3

FS(config)#lldp timer tx-interval 20

Verification Display the global LLDP status information.

FS(config)#lldp hold-multiplier 3

FS(config)#lldp timer tx-interval 20

FS(config)#show lldp status

GlobalstatusofLLDP :Enable

Neighbor information last changed time :

Transmit interval : 20s
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:3Fast start counts

:5sNotification interval

:2sTransmit delay

:2sReinit delay

: 3Hold multiplier

34.4.7 ConfiguringtheTransmissionDelay

Configuration Effect

 Configure the delay time for LLDP packet transmission.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

Displaying the global LLDP status information

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Transmission Delay

Command lldp timer tx-delay seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the transmission delay. The value ranges from 1 to 8,192.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenlocal informationofadevicechanges, thedeviceimmediately transmitsLLDPpackets to itsneighbors.

Configure the transmission delay to prevent frequent transmission of LLDP packets caused by frequent changes of

local information.

 Restoring theDefault Transmission Delay

Command no lldp timer tx-delay

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide When local information of a device changes, the device immediately transmits LLDP packets to its neighbors.

Configure the transmission delay to prevent frequent transmission of LLDP packets caused by frequent changes of

local information.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring the Transmission Delay

Configuration

Steps

Set the transmission delay to 3 seconds.

FS(config)#lldp timer tx-delay3

Verification Display the global LLDP status information.

FS(config)#show lldp status

GlobalstatusofLLDP :Enable

Neighbor information last changed time :

Transmit interval : 30s

Hold multiplier 4

Reinitdelay : 2s

Transmitdelay : 3s

Notification interval :5s

Fast start counts 3

34.4.8 Configuring the Initialization Delay

Configuration Effect

 Configure the delay time for LLDP to initialize on any interface.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Configure the delay time for LLDP to initialize on any interface.

Verification

Display the global LLDP status information

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Initialization Delay

Command lldp timer reinit-delay seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the initialization delay . The value ranges from 1 to 10 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the initializationdelay toprevent frequent initializationof thestatemachinecausedby frequentchanges

of the port work mode.
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 Restoring theDefault Initialization Delay

Command no lldp timer reinit-delay

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the initializationdelay toprevent frequent initializationof thestatemachinecausedby frequentchanges

of the port work mode.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Initialization Delay

Configuration

Steps

Set the initialization delay to 3 seconds.

FS(config)#lldp timer reinit-delay3

Verification Display the global LLDP status information.

FS(config)#show lldp status

GlobalstatusofLLDP :Enable

Neighbor information last changed time :

Transmit interval : 30s

Hold multiplier 4

Reinitdelay : 3s

Transmitdelay : 2s

Notification interval :5s

Fast start counts 3

34.4.9 Configuring theLLDPTrapFunction

Configuration Effect

 Configure the interval for transmitting LLDPTrapmessages.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the LLDP Trap Function

 Optional.

 Perform the configuration in interface configuration mode.

 Configuring the LLDP Trap Transmission Interval

 Optional.
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 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

Display LLDP status information

 Check whether the LLDPTrap function is enabled.

 Check whether the interval configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling the LLDP Trap Function

Command lldp notification remote-change enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The LLDP Trap function enables a device to send its local LLDP information (such as neighbor discovery and

communication link fault) to the NMS server so that administrators learn about the network performance

 Disabling the LLDP Trap Function

Command no lldp notification remote-change enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The LLDP Trap function enables a device to send its local LLDP information (such as neighbor discovery and

communication link fault) to the NMS server so that administrators learn about the network performance.

 Configuring the LLDP Trap Transmission Interval

Command lldp timer notification-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds:IndicatestheintervalfortransmittingLLDPTrapmessages.Thevaluerangesfrom5to3,600seconds.The

default value is 5 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the LLDP Trap transmission interval to prevent frequent transmission of LLDP Trap messages. LLDP

changes detected within this interval will be transmitted to the NMS server.

 Restoring the LLDP Trap Transmission Interval

Command no lldp timer notification-interval

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the LLDP Trap transmission interval to prevent frequent transmission of LLDP Trap messages. LLDP

changes detected within this interval will be transmitted to the NMS server.
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Configuration Example

 Enabling the LLDP Trap Function andConfiguring the LLDP Trap Transmission Interval

Configuration

Steps

Enable the LLDP Trap function and set the LLDP Trap transmission interval to 10 seconds.

FS(config)#lldp timer notification-interval 10

FS(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#lldp notification remote-change enable

Verification Display LLDP status information.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show lldp status

GlobalstatusofLLDP : Enable

Neighbor information last changed time :

Transmit interval : 30s

Hold multiplier 4

Reinitdelay : 2s

Transmitdelay : 2s

Notification interval : 10s

Faststartcounts 3

------------------------------------------------------------

Port [GigabitEthernet 0/1]

------------------------------------------------------------

PortstatusofLLDP : Enable

Port state : UP

Portencapsulation : Ethernet II

Operationalmode :RxAndTx

Notificationenable :YES

Errordetectenable :YES

Numberof neighbors 0

NumberofMEDneighbors 0

34.4.10 Configuring theLLDPErrorDetectionFunction

Configuration Effect

 Enable the LLDP error detection function.When LLDP detects an error, the error is logged.

 Configure theLLDPerrordetectionfunctiontodetectVLANconfigurationatbothendsofa link,portstatus,aggregateport
configuration, MTU configuration, and loops.
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Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Enable or disable the LLDP error detection function in interface configurationmode.

Verification

Display LLDP status information on an interface

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling the LLDPError Detection Function

Command lldp error-detect

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheLLDPerrordetectionfunctionreliesonspecificTLVsinLLDPpacketsexchangedbetweendevicesatbothendsof

a link. Therefore, a device needs to advertise correct TLVs to ensure the LLDP error detection function.

 Disabling the LLDP Error Detection Function

Command no lldp error-detect

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheLLDPerrordetectionfunctionreliesonspecificTLVsinLLDPpacketsexchangedbetweendevicesatbothendsof

a link. Therefore, a device needs to advertise correct TLVs to ensure the LLDP error detection function.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the LLDPError Detection Function

Configuration

Steps

Enable the LLDP error detection function on interface GigabitEthernet 0/1.

FS(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#lldp error-detect

Verification Display LLDP status information on the interface.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show lldp status interface gigabitethernet 0/1

Port [GigabitEthernet 0/1]
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: 0Number of MEDneighbors

: 0Numberofneighbors

:YESError detect enable

:NONotification enable

: RxAndTxOperational mode

:EthernetIIPort encapsulation

:UPPortstate

:EnablePort status of LLDP

34.4.11 ConfiguringtheLLDPEncapsulationFormat

Configuration Effect

 Configure the LLDP encapsulation format.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Configure the LLDP encapsulation format on an interface.

Verification

Display LLDP status information of an interface

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Setting the LLDP Encapsulation Format to SNAP

Command lldp encapsulation snap

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide
The LLDPencapsulation format configuration on adevice and its neighborsmust be consistent.

 Restoring theDefault LLDP Encapsulation Format (Ethernet II)

Command No lldp encapsulation snap

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide
The LLDPencapsulation format configuration on adevice and its neighborsmust be consistent.

Configuration Example
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 Setting the LLDP Encapsulation Format to SNAP

Configuration

Steps

Set the LLDP encapsulation format to SNAP.

FS(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#lldp encapsulation snap

Verification Display LLDP status information on the interface.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show lldp status interface gigabitethernet 0/1

Port [GigabitEthernet 0/1]

PortstatusofLLDP : Enable

Port state : UP

Portencapsulation : Snap

Operationalmode : RxAndTx

Notificationenable : NO

Errordetectenable :YES

Numberof neighbors 0

NumberofMEDneighbors 0

34.4.12 Configuring the LLDPNetwork Policy

Configuration Effect

 Configure the LLDP Network Policy.

 Ifadeviceisconnected toan IP-Phone thatsupportsLLDP-MED,youcanconfigure theNetworkPolicyTLVtopushpolicy
configurationtotheIP-Phone,,whichenablestheIP-PhonetochangethetagandQoSofvoicestreams.InadditiontotheLLDP

NetworkPolicy,performthefollowingstepsonthedevice:1.Enable theVoiceVLANfunctionandaddtheport connectedtothe

IP-PhonetotheVoiceVLAN.2.ConfiguretheportconnectedtotheIP-PhoneasaQoStrustedport(thetrustedDSCPmodeis

recommended).3. If 802.1Xauthentication isalsoenabledontheport, configureasecurechannel for thepacketsfrom the

VoiceVLAN.If theIP-PhonedoesnotsupportLLDP-MED,enable thevoiceVLANfunctionandadd theMACaddressof the

IP-Phone to the Voice VLAN OUI list manually.

 For the configuration of the QoS trust mode, see Configuring IPQoS; for the configuration of the Voice VLAN, see Configuring
VoiceVLAN; for the configuration of the secure channel, seeConfiguring ACL.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Configure the LLDP Network Policy.

Verification

Displaying the LLDP network policy configuration.
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 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring the LLDP Network Policy

Command lldp network-policy profile profile-num

Parameter

Description

profile-num: Indicates the ID of an LLDP Network Policy. The value ranges from 1 to 1,024.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to enter the LLDP network policy mode after specifying a policy ID.

AfterenteringtheLLDPnetworkpolicymode,runthe{voice|voice-signaling}vlancommandtoconfigurea

specific networkpolicy.

 Deleting the LLDP NetworkPolicy

Command no lldp network-policy profile profile-num

Parameter

Description

profile-num: Indicates the LLDP Network Policy ID. The value ranges from 1 to 1,024.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to enter the LLDP network policy mode after specifying a policy ID.

AfterenteringtheLLDPnetworkpolicymode,runthe{voice|voice-signaling}vlancommandtoconfigurea

specific networkpolicy.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the LLDP Network Policy

Configuration

Steps

Set theNetworkPolicyTLVto1 forLLDPpacketstobeadvertisedbyportGigabitEthernet0/1andset theVLANIDof

the Voice application to 3, COS to 4, and DSCP to 6.

FS#config

FS(config)#lldp network-policy profile 1

FS(config-lldp-network-policy)# voice vlan 3 cos 4

FS(config-lldp-network-policy)# voice vlan 3 dscp 6

FS(config-lldp-network-policy)#exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# lldp tlv-enable med-tlv network-policy profile 1

Verification Display the LLDP network policy configuration on the local device.

network-policy information:

--------------------------

network policy profile :1
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voice vlan 3 cos 4

voice vlan 3 dscp 6

34.4.13 ConfiguringtheCivicAddress

Configuration Effect

 Configure the civic address of a device.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration in LLDP Civic Address configuration mode.

Verification

Display the LLDP civic address of the local device

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring theCivic Address of a Device

Command Configure the LLDP civic address. Use the no option to delete the address.

{country|state|county|city|division|neighborhood|street-group|leading-street-dir |

trailing-street-suffix | street-suffix | number | street-number-suffix | landmark |

additional-location-information | name | postal-code | building | unit | floor | room | type-of-place |

postal-community-name | post-office-box | additional-code } ca-word

Parameter

Description

country: Indicates the country code, with two characters. CH indicates China.

state: Indicates the CA type is 1.

county: Indicatesthat theCAtype is2.

city: Indicates that the CA type is 3.

division:IndicatesthattheCAtypeis4.

neighborhood: Indicates that the CA type is 5.

street-group: Indicates that the CA type is 6.

leading-street-dir: Indicates that the CA type is 16.

trailing-street-suffix: Indicates that the CA type is 17.

street-suffix: Indicates that the CA type is 18.

number: Indicates that the CA type is 19.

street-number-suffix: Indicates that the CA type is 20.

landmark: Indicates that the CA type is 21.

additional-location-information: Indicates that the CA type is 22.

name: Indicates that the CA type is 23.

postal-code: Indicates that the CA type is 24.

building: Indicates that the CA type is 25.

unit: Indicates that theCA type is 26.

floor: Indicates that the CA type is 27.

room: Indicates that the CA type is 28.
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type-of-place: Indicates that the CA type is 29.

postal-community-name: Indicates that the CA type is 30.

post-office-box: Indicates that the CA type is 31.

additional-code: Indicates that the CA type is 32.

ca-word: Indicates the address.

Command

Mode

LLDP Civic Address configuration mode

Usage Guide After entering the LLDP Civic Address configuration mode, configure the LLDP civic address.

 Deleting the CivicAddress of a Device

Command no{country|state|county|city|division|neighborhood|street-group|leading-street-dir|

trailing-street-suffix | street-suffix | number | street-number-suffix | landmark |

additional-location-information | name | postal-code | building | unit | floor | room | type-of-place |

postal-community-name | post-office-box | additional-code }

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

LLDP Civic Address configuration mode

Usage Guide After entering the LLDP Civic Address configuration mode, configure the LLDP civic address.

 Configuring theDevice Type

Command device-type device-type

Parameter

Description

device-type: Indicates the device type. The value ranges from 0 to 2. The default value is 1.

0 indicates that the device type is DHCP server.

1 indicates that the device type is switch.

2 indicates that the device type is LLDPMED .

Command

Mode

LLDP Civic Address configuration mode

Usage Guide After entering the LLDP Civic Address configuration mode, configure the device type.

 Restoring theDevice Type

Command no device-type

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

LLDP Civic Address configuration mode

Usage Guide After entering the LLDP Civic Address configuration mode, restore the default settings.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theCivic Address of a Device

Configuration

Steps

Set theaddressofportGigabitEthernet0/1as follows:setcountry toCH,city toFuzhou,andpostal codeto350000.

FS#config
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FS(config)#lldp location civic-location identifier 1

FS(config-lldp-civic)# countryCH

FS(config-lldp-civic)# cityFuzhou

FS(config-lldp-civic)# postal-code 350000

Verification Display the LLDP civic address of port GigabitEthernet 0/1 1.

civic location information:

--------------------------

Identifier 1

country :CH

device type 1

city :Fuzhou

postal-code 350000

34.4.14 Configuring theEmeFSencyTelephoneNumber

Configuration Effect

 Configure the emeFSency telephone number of a device.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

Display the emeFSency telephone number of the local device

 Check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring theEmeFSency TelephoneNumber of aDevice

Command lldp location elin identifier id elin-location tel-number

Parameter

Description

id: Indicates the identifier of an emeFSency telephone number. The value ranges from 1 to 1,024.

tel-number: Indicates emeFSency telephone number, containing 10-25 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the emeFSency telephone number.

 Deleting the EmeFSency TelephoneNumber of a Device

Command no lldp location elin identifier id

Parameter id: Indicates the identifier of an emeFSency telephone number. The value ranges from 1 to 1,024.
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Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theEmeFSency TelephoneNumber of aDevice

Configuration

Steps

Set the emeFSency telephone number of port GigabitEthernet 0/1 to 085285555556.

FS#config

FS(config)#lldp location elin identifier 1 elin-location 085283671111

Verification Display the emeFSency telephone number of port GigabitEthernet 0/1.

elin location information:

-------------------------

Identifier 1

elin number 085283671111

34.4.15 Configuring the Function of Ignoring PVID Detection

Configuration Effect

 Ignores the PVID detection.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 According to the real condition, select whether to enable the function..

Verification

Display the LLDP information.

 Check whether the status of PVID detection in global LLDP is the same as your configuration.

Related Commands

 Ignoring PVIDDetection

Command lldp ignore pvid-error-detect

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use the command to ignore PVID detection.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring the Function of IgnoringPVID Detection

Configuration

Steps

Ignores PVID detection in global configuration mode.

FS#config

FS(config)#lldp ignore pvid-error-detect

Verification Display the global LLDP information.

uijie(config)#show lldp status

GlobalstatusofLLDP :Enable

Neighbor information last changed time :

Transmit interval : 30s

Hold multiplier 4

Reinitdelay : 2s

Transmitdelay : 2s

Notification interval :5s

Faststartcounts 5

IgorePVIDerrordetect :YES

34.4.16 Configuring the Type of theManagement Address in LLDP Packets

Configuration Effect

 Changes the priority order of the addresses chosen to be themanagement address in LLDP packets.

 Restores the default priority order of the addresses chosen to be themanagement address.

Notes

 LLDP runs on physical ports (APmember ports for AP ports). Stacked ports andVSL ports do not support LLDP.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Configure the type of the management address in LLDP packets.

Verification

 Display the management address in LLDP packets.

 Checkwhether the candidate addresses are chosen as themanagement address in the configured order.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Type of theManagement Address in LLDP Packets
Command lldp management-address-tlv global-ip type { interface | loopback }

Parameter interface: Uses the IP address of the interface as the management address.
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Description loopback: Uses the IP address of the Loopback interface as the management address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, themanagement address inLLDPpackets ischosen in the following order: the configuredmanagement

addressforLLDPpackets, the IPaddressof theMGMTport, the IPaddressof theSVI (IPaddressof theroutedport),

the local IP address 127.0.0.1, and the MACaddress of the system.

If the interface parameter is adopted, the management address, in the order of priority, is: the configured LLDP

address for LLDP packets, the IP address of the SVI (IP address of the routed port), the local IP address 127.0.0.1, and

theMAC address of the system.

If the loopback parameter is adopted, the management address, in the order of priority, is: the configured LLDP

address for LLDP packets, the IP address of the Loopback port, the local IP address 127.0.0.1, and the MAC address of

the system.

 Restoring theDefault Priority Order of Candidate Addresses
Command {no | default} lldp management-address-tlv global-ip

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, themanagementaddress inLLDPpackets ischosen in the followingorder: theconfiguredmanagement

addressforLLDPpackets, the IPaddressof theMGMTport, the IPaddressof theSVI(IPaddressof theroutedport),

the local IP address 127.0.0.1, and the MAC address of the system.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Type of theManagement Address in LLDP Packets
Configuration

Steps

Uses the IP address of the interface as the management address.

FS(config)#lldp management-address-tlv global-ip type interface

Verification ConfiguretheIPaddressofMGMTport,anddisplaytheLLDPconfigurationinformation.Themanagementaddressis

the IP address of MGMT port.

FS(config)#show lldp local-information int gi1/0/1

LLDP local-information of port [TenGigabitEthernet 1/0/1]

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Port ID type : Interfacename

Port ID : TenGigabitEthernet1/0/1

Port description : TenGigabitEthernet1/0/1

Management address subtype : ipv4
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Management address :172.30.32.217

Interfacenumberingsubtype : ifIndex

Interface number 8194

Object identifier :

802.1 oFSanizationally information

Port VLAN ID 1

Port and protocolVLAN ID(PPVID) 0

PPVIDSupported :YES

PPVIDEnabled :NO

VLANnameofVLAN1 :VLAN0001

Protocol Identity :

Usethe IPaddressof theinterfaceas themanagementaddress,anddisplaytheLLDPconfigurationinformation.The

management address is the IP address of the SVI.

FS(config)# lldp management-address-tlv global-ip type interface

FS(config)#show lldp local-information int gi1/0/1

LLDP local-information of port [TenGigabitEthernet 1/0/1]

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Port ID type : Interfacename

Port ID : TenGigabitEthernet1/0/1

Port description : TenGigabitEthernet1/0/1

Management address subtype : ipv4

Management address :172.30.32.235

Interfacenumberingsubtype : ifIndex

Interface number 4097

Object identifier :

802.1 oFSanizationally information

Port VLAN ID 1

Port and protocolVLAN ID(PPVID) 0

PPVIDSupported :YES

PPVIDEnabled :NO

VLANnameofVLAN1 :VLAN0001
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Protocol Identity :

Use the IP address of the Loopback interface as the management address, and display the LLDP configuration

information. The management address is the IP address of the Loopback interface.

FS(config)# lldp management-address-tlv global-ip type loopback

FS(config)#show lldp local-information int gi1/0/1

LLDP local-information of port [TenGigabitEthernet 1/0/1]

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Port ID type : Interfacename

Port ID : TenGigabitEthernet1/0/1

Port description : TenGigabitEthernet1/0/1

Management address subtype : ipv4

Management address : 7.1.1.1

Interfacenumberingsubtype : ifIndex

Interfacenumber 16385

Object identifier :

802.1 oFSanizationally information

Port VLAN ID 1

Port and protocolVLAN ID(PPVID) 0

PPVIDSupported :YES

PPVIDEnabled :NO

VLANnameofVLAN1 :VLAN0001

Protocol Identity :

34.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears LLDP statistics. clear lldp statistics [ interface interface-name ]

Clears LLDP neighbor information. clear lldp table [ interface interface-name ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays LLDP information on the local show lldp local-information [ global | interface interface-name ]
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Description Command

device,whichwillbeoFSanizedasTLVs

and sent to neighbors.

Displays the LLDP civic address or

emeFSency telephone number of a local

device.

showlldplocation{civic-location|elin-location}{identifier id| interface interface-name

| static }

Displays LLDP information on a

neighbor.

show lldp neighbors [ interface interface-name ] [ detail ]

Displays the LLDP network policy

configurationofthelocaldevice.

show lldp network-policy { profile [ profile-num ] | interface interface-name }

Displays LLDP statistics. show lldp statistics [ global | interface interface-name ]

Displays LLDP status information. show lldp status [ interface interface-name ]

Displays theconfigurationofTLVstobe

advertised by a port.

show lldp tlv-config [interface interface-name ]

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs LLDP error processing. debug lldp error

Debugs LLDP event processing. debug lldp event

Debugs LLDP hot backup processing. debug lldp ha

Debugs the LLDP packet reception. debug lldp packet

Debugs the LLDP state machine. debug lldp stm

35 ConfiguringQinQ

35.1 Overview

QinQisusedto insertapublicvirtual localareanetwork(VLAN) tag intoapacketwithaprivateVLANtag toallowthedouble-tagged

packet to be transmitted over a service provider (SP) network.

Users on ametropolitan area network (MAN)must be separated byVLANs. IEEE 802.1Q supports only 4,094VLANs, far from enough.

Throughthedouble-tagencapsulationprovidedbyQinQ,apacket is transmittedover theSPnetworkbasedon theuniqueouter

VLANtagassignedbythepublicnetwork.Inthisway,privateVLANscanbereused,whichincreasesthenumberofavailableVLAN

tags and provides a simple Layer-2 virtual private network (VPN) feature.

Figure13-1showsthedouble-taginsertionprocess.TheentrancetoanSPnetwork iscalledadot1q-tunnelport,orTunnelport for

short. All frames entering provider edges (PEs) are considered untagged. All tags, whether untagged frames or frames with customer

VLANtags,areencapsulatedwith thetagsof theSPnetwork.TheVLANIDof theSPnetwork is the IDof thedefaultVLANfor the

Tunnel port.

Figure 13-1 Outer Tag Encapsulation
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Protocols and Standards

 IEEE 802.1ad

35.2 Applications

Application Description

Implementing Layer-2 VPN Through

Port-Based Basic QinQ

Data is transmitted fromCustomerAandCustomerBto thepeerendwithout conflict on theSP

network even if the data comes from the same VLAN.

ImplementingLayer-2VPNandService

Flow Management Through C-TAG-Based

Selective QinQ

Outer tags are inserted into frames flexibly based on different customer VLANs to achieve

Layer-2VPN, segregate service flows (e.g., broadband Internet access and IPTV), and implement

variousQoS policies. Customer tag (C-TAG)-basedQinQ ismore flexible than port-based QinQ.

Implementing Layer-2VPNand Service

FlowManagementThroughACL-Based

Selective QinQ

Thedifferent service flows, such as broadband Internet access and IPTV, are segregated based

onaccesscontrol lists(ACLs).DifferentQoSpoliciesareapplied toserviceflowsthrough

selective QinQ.

Implementing VLAN Aggregation for

Different Services Through VLAN

Mapping

Different service flows (PC, IPTV,andVoIP) are transmitted throughdifferentVLANs.TheVLANs

areaggregatedonacampusnetworksothatonlyoneVLANisusedtocarry thesameservice

flows, thus saving VLAN resources.

Implementing QinQ-Based Layer-2

Transparent Transmission

CustomerNetworkAandCustomerNetworkBindifferentareascanperformunifiedMultiple

Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) calculation or VLAN deployment across the SP network without

affecting the SP network.

35.2.1 ImplementingLayer-2VPNThroughPort-BasedBasicQinQ

Scenario

An SP provides the VPN service to Customer A and Customer B.

 Customer A and Customer B belong to different VLANs on the SP network and achieve communication through respective SP
VLANs.

 TheVLANs ofCustomer AandCustomerBare transparent to theSP network.TheVLANscanbe reusedwithout conflicts.

 TheTunnel port encapsulates a native VLAN tag in each packet. Packets are transmitted through the nativeVLAN over the SP
networkwithout impact on theVLANsofCustomerAandCustomerB, thus implementingsimpleLayer-2VPN.
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CustomerA1 and Customer A2 are the customer edges (CEs) for Customer A network. Customer B1 andCustomer B2 are

the CEs for Customer B network.

Provider A and Provider B are the PEs on the SP network. Customer A and Customer B access the SP network through

Provider A and Provider B.

TheVLAN of Customer A ranges from 1 to100.

TheVLAN of Customer B ranges from 1 to 200.

Figure 13-2

Deployment

 Enable basic QinQ on PEs to implement Layer-2VPN.

 Thetagprotocolidentifiers(TPIDs)usedbymanyswitches(includingFSswitches)aresetto0x8100,buttheswitchesofsome
vendorsdonotuse0x8100. Inthelattercase,youneedtochangetheTPIDvalueontheUplinkportsofPEstothevaluesof the

TPIDs used by third-party switches.

 Configurepriorityreplicationandprioritymappingforclassofservice(CoS)ontheTunnelportsofPEs,andconfiguredifferent
QoS policies for different service flows (for details, seeConfiguringQoS).

35.2.2 ImplementingLayer-2 VPNandService FlowManagement ThroughC-TAG-BasedSelectiveQinQ

Scenario

BasicQinQencapsulatesanouter tagofthenativeVLANinapacket.That is,theencapsulationofouter tagsdependsonthenative

VLANonTunnelports.SelectiveQinQencapsulatesanouter taginapacketbasedonitsinner tagtoimplementVPNtransparent

transmission and apply QoS policies flexibly.

 Broadband Internet access and IPTV are important services carried by MANs. The SPsmanage different service flows through
differentVLANs and providesQoSpolicies for theVLANs orCoS.Youcan enableC-TAG-basedQinQ onPEs to encapsulate outer

VLAN tags in the service flows to achieve transparent transmission based on the QoS policies of the SP network.

 Important services and regular services are separated within different VLAN ranges. The customer can transmit service flows
transparentlyoveranSPnetworkthroughC-TAG-basedselectiveQinQandensurepreferentialtransmissionofimportant

service flows by using the QoS policies of the SP network.

In Figure 13-3, the CEs are aggregated by the floor switches inside residential buildings. The broadband Internet access and IPTV

services are segregated byVLANswith different QoS policies.

 The service flowsof broadband Internet accessand IPTV are transmitted transparently by differentVLANsover theSPnetwork.

Remarks
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CE 1 and CE 2 access the SP network through PE1 and PE2.

OnCE 1 and CE 2, the broadband Internet access flows are transmitted through VLAN 1–100, and IPTV flows are transmitted

through VLAN101–200.

PE 1 and PE 2 are configured with Tunnel ports and VLAN mappings to segregate service flows.

 The SP network providesQoS policies based onVLANs or CoS.On the PEs, you can encapsulate an outer tag in the service flow
basedon its innerVLAN tagor set aCoS toensurepreferential transmission of service flowsover theSPnetwork.

 TheCoSvaluesofservicepacketscanbechangedthroughprioritymappingorreplicationsothattheQoSpoliciesoftheSP
network are applied flexibly.

Figure 13-3

Deployment

 Configure C-TAG-basedselectiveQinQ on the ports (G0/1) of PE 1and PE 2 connected to CE 1 and CE 2 respectively to realize
the segregation and transparent transmission of service flows.

 IftheSPnetworkprovidesQoSpoliciesbasedonVLANsorCoS,youcanencapsulateanoutertagintheserviceflowbasedon
itsinnertagorsetaCoSthroughpriorityreplicationormappingonPE1andPE2toensurepreferential transmissionofservice

flows over the SP network.

35.2.3 ImplementingLayer-2 VPNandService FlowManagement ThroughACL-BasedSelectiveQinQ

Scenario

The service flows from the customer network may be classified by MAC address, IP address, or protocol type, instead of by VLAN. The

customernetworkmaycontainmanylow-endaccessdevicesunabletosegregateserviceflowsbyVLANIDs.Intheprecedingtwo

situations, the packets from thecustomer network cannot be encapsulatedwithouter tagsbasedon their inner tags to realize

transparent transmission and implement QoS policies. Service flows may be classified by MAC address, IP address, or protocol type

through ACLs. Selective QinQ uses ACLs to segregate service flows and add or modify outer tags in order to implement Layer-2 VPN

and QoS policies based on different service flows.

In Figure 13-4, differentVLANs are configured on PE 1 and PE 2 to transmit different service flows classified through ACLs. If the SP

network providesQoSpolicies basedon different services, certain services canbe transmittedpreferentially.

 Outer VLAN tags are encapsulated based on different service flows. The service flows of a customer network can be transmitted
transparently, and its branch offices can access each other.

 The SP network providesQoS policies based on the VLAN tags or CoS values to ensure preferential transmission of certain
service flows.

Figure 13-4

Remarks
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CE 1 and CE 2 access the SP network through PE1 and PE2.

PE1andPE2classify flowsbasedonACLs:ACL1matches thePoint-to-PointProtocol overEthernet (PPPoE) flows,andACL

2matches the IPTV flows.

PE1andPE2areconfiguredwithTunnel ports,aswell asouter tagencapsulationpoliciesapplicable toservice flows

recognized by different ACLs.

Deployment

 Configure ACLs on PE 1 and PE 2 to segregate service flows.

 Configure ACL-based selective QinQ on the ports (G0/1) of PE 1 and PE 2 connected toCE 1 and CE 2 respectively to realize the
segregation and transparent transmission of service flows.

 IftheSPnetworkprovidesQoSpoliciesbasedonVLANsorCoS,youcanencapsulateanoutertagintheserviceflowbasedon
itsinnertagorsetaCoSthroughpriorityreplicationormappingonPE1andPE2toensurepreferential transmissionofservice

flows over the SP network.

35.2.4 Implementing VLAN Aggregation for Different Services Through VLANMapping

Scenario

The different service flows of different users are segregated on a campus network.

 The different service flows are transmitted through different VLANs on the home gateway.

 The same service flows fromdifferent users are segregated on the floor switch.

 The same service flows from different users are sent by a campus switch through one singleVLAN.

Remarks
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PC, IPTV, and VoIP are different user services.

Switch A and Switch B are the gateway devices of different users.

SwitchC is a floor switch.

Switch D is a campus switch.

Figure 13-5

Deployment

 On the home gateway devices, configureVLANs for different services to segregate service flows. For example, configureVLAN
10 for the PC service,VLAN 11 for IPTV, andVLAN 12 forVoIP.

 Ontheportsof thefloorswitch(SwitchD)connected tothehomegatewaydevices,configureVLANmapping tosegregatethe
service flows of different users.

 On the campus switch, configureVLANmapping to segregate the service flows.

 Through the preceding deployment, the different service flows of different users are segregated.

35.2.5 ImplementingQinQ-BasedLayer-2TransparentTransmission

Scenario

The Layer-2 transparent transmission between customer networks has no impact on the SP network.

 The Layer-2 packets on customer networks are transparent to SP networks and can be transmitted between the customer
networks without impact on the SP networks.

Remarks
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Customer S1 and Customer S2 access the SP network through Provider S1 and Provider S2.

Provider S1 and Provider S2 are enabled with Layer-2 transparent transmission globally, and the Gi 0/1 and Gi 0/10 ports

are enabled with Layer-2 transparent transmission.

Figure 13-6

Deployment

 On the ports of the PEs (Provider S1 and Provider S2) connected to Customer S1 and Customer S2 respectively, configure Layer-2
transparent transmissionbetweenCustomerNetworkA1andCustomerNetworkA2without impact on theSPnetwork.

 Configure STP transparent transmission based on user requirements to realize transparent transmission of bridge protocol data
unit (BPDU) packets between Customer Network A1 and Customer Network A2 and to perform unified MSTP calculation across

the SP network.

 ConfigureGARPVLANRegistrationProtocol (GVRP) transparent transmission basedonuser requirements to realize transparent
transmission of GVRP packets between Customer Network A1 and Customer Network A2 and dynamic VLAN configuration on

the customer networks across the SP network.

35.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Basic QinQ

ConfigurebasicQinQonaTunnelport andconfigureanativeVLAN for theport.Packetsentering theport areencapsulatedwith

outer tags containing the nativeVLAN ID. Basic QinQ does not segregate service flows and cannot encapsulate packets flexibly based

onVLANs.

 SelectiveQinQ

Selective QinQ is classified into two types: selective QinQ based on C-TAGs and selective QinQ based on ACLs.

In C-TAG-based selective QinQ, outer tags are encapsulated in packets based on the inner tags to segregate service flows and realize

transparent transmission.

In ACL-based selective QinQ, outer tags are encapsulated in packets based on the ACLs to segregate service flows.

Remarks
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 TPID

An Ethernet frame tag consists of four fields: TPID, User Priority, Canonical Format Indicator (CFI), and VLAN ID.

By default, the TPID is 0x8100 according to IEEE802.1Q.On the switches of some vendors, theTPID is set to 0x9100 or other values. The

TPIDconfigurationaimstoensurethat theTPIDsofpacketstobeforwardedarecompatiblewiththeTPIDssupportedbythird-party

switches.

 Priority Mapping and Priority Replication

ThedefaultvalueofUserPriorityinEthernet frametagsis0,indicatingregular flows.Youcansetthisfieldtoensurepreferential

transmission of certainpackets.Youcan specifyUser Priority by setting the value of CoS in aQoSpolicy.

Priorityreplication:If theSPnetworkprovidesaQoSpolicycorrespondingtoaspecifiedCoSintheinnertag,youcanreplicatethe

CoSof the inner tag to theouter tag toenable transparent transmissionbasedon theQoSpolicyprovidedby theSPnetwork.

Priority mapping: If the SP network provides various QoS policies corresponding to specified CoS values for different service flows, you

canmaptheCoSvalueof the inner tag totheCoSvalueof theouter tag toensurepreferential transmissionofservice flowsbasedon

theQoS policies provided by the SP network.

 Layer-2 TransparentTransmission

STPandGVRPpacketsmayaffect the topologyof theSPnetwork. Ifyouwant tounify the topologyof twocustomernetworks

separatedbytheSPnetworkwithoutaffectingtheSPnetworktopology,transmittheSTPandGVRPpacketsfromthecustomer

networks over the SP network transparently.

Overview

Feature Description

Basic QinQ Configures the Tunnel port and specifies whether packets sent from the port are tagged.

Selective QinQ Encapsulates different outer tags in data flows based on ACLs.

VLAN Mapping Replacesthe inner tagsofpacketswithouter tags,andthen restores theouter tags to inner tagsbasedon the

same rules.

TPID Configuration By default, theTPID is 0x8100 according to IEEE802.1Q.On the switchesof somevendors, theTPIDs of outer

tagsaresetto0x9100orothervalues.TheTPIDconfigurationaimstoensurethattheTPIDsofpacketstobe

forwarded are compatible with the TPIDs supported by third-party switches.

MAC Address Replication InACL-basedselectiveQinQ,theVLANIDsfortheMACaddressesthatswitcheslearnbelongtothenative

VLAN. If VLAN conversion is implemented based on ACLs, upon receiving packets from the peer end, the local

endmayfail toqueryMACaddresses,causingaflood.Toaddressthisproblem,MACaddressreplicationis

provided to replicate the MAC addresses of the native VLAN to the VLAN where the outer tag is located.

Layer-2 Transparent

Transmission

Transmits Layer-2 packets between customer networks without impact on SP networks.

Priority Replication If theSPnetworkprovidesaQoSpolicy corresponding toaspecifiedCoSvalue in the inner tag,youcan

replicatetheCoSof theinner tagtotheouter tagtoenable transparent transmissionbasedontheQoSpolicy

provided by the SP network.

Priority Mapping If the SP network provides various QoS policies corresponding to specified CoS values for different service

flows,youcanmap theCoSvalueof the inner tag to theCoSvalueof theouter tag toensurepreferential

transmission of service flows based on the QoS policies provided by the SP network.

35.3.1 Basic QinQ

Basic QinQ can be used to implement simple Layer-2 VPN, but it lacks flexibility in encapsulating outer tags.
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Working Principle

AfteraTunnelport receivesapacket, theswitchadds theouter tagcontaining thedefaultVLANIDtothepacket. If the received

packetalreadycarriesaVLANtag, it isencapsulatedasadouble-taggedpacket.If itdoesnothaveaVLANtag, it isaddedwiththe

VLAN tag containing the default VLAN ID.

35.3.2 Selective QinQ

Selective QinQ adds different outer tags to data flows flexibly.

Working Principle

SelectiveQinQcanbeusedtoencapsulatedifferentouter tagsbasedoninnertags,MACaddresses,protocolnumbers,source

addresses, destination addresses, priorities, or the port numbers of applications. In this way, packets of different users, services, and

priorities are encapsulated with different outerVLAN tags.

You can configure the following selective QinQ policies:

 Add an outerVLAN tag based on the inner VLAN tag.

 ModifyanouterVLANtagbasedontheouterVLANtag.

 ModifyanouterVLANtagbasedontheinnerVLANtag.

 Modify an outer VLAN tag based on the inner and outer VLAN tags.

 Add an outerVLAN tag based on the ACL.

 Modify an outer VLAN tag based on the ACL.

 Modify an inner VLAN tag based on the ACL.

35.3.3 VLAN Mapping

WorkingPrinciple

The inner tagof apacket is replacedby anouter tag toallow thepacket tobe transmittedbasedon thepublic network topology.

When thepacket is transmitted to thecustomernetwork, theouter tag is restored totheoriginal inner tagbasedonthesamerule.

VLANmapping supports the following mapping rule:

 1:1VLANmapping: Changes aVLAN ID to the specifiedVLAN ID.

 1:1 VLANMappingMode 1

1:1VLANmappingismainlyappliedonfloorswitchestousedifferentVLANstocarrythesameservicesfromdifferentusers,asshown

in Figure13-7.

Figure 13-7

 Configure theDownlink port with aVLANmapping policy in the inbound direction tomap the inner tag of the uplink flow to an
outer tag.
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 Configure theUplink port with aVLANmapping policy in the outbound direction tomap the outer tag of the downlink flow to
the original innertag.

 1:1 VLANMappingMode 2

Figure 13-8

 Configure theDownlink port with aVLANmapping policy in the inbound direction tomap the inner tag of the uplink flow to an
outer tag.

 Fordownstreamdata flows,Configure theUplinkport withaVLANmapping policy in the inbounddirection to theouter tagof
the downlink flow to the original inner tag.

35.3.4 TPIDConfiguration

WorkingPrinciple

An Ethernet frame tag consists of four fields, namely, TPID, User Priority, CFI, and VLAN ID. By default, the TPID is 0x8100 according to

IEEE802.1Q.On the switches of some vendors, theTPIDs of outer tags are set to 0x9100 or other values. TheTPID configuration feature

allowsyou toconfigureTPIDsonports,whichwill replace theTPIDsof theouterVLANtags inpacketswiththeconfiguredTPIDs to

realize TPIDcompatibility.

35.3.5 MAC Address Replication

WorkingPrinciple

In ACL-based selective QinQ, the MAC address learned by a switch belongs to the native VLAN. The Tunnel port tags the packet with

thespecifiedouterVLANIDbasedontheselectiveQinQpolicy.UponreceivingareplypacketcontainingthesameouterVLANtag,

theTunnel port fails to find theMACaddress in the outerVLAN as it is in the nativeVLAN, causing a flood.

Figure 13-9
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AsinFigure13-9, thecustomernetwork isconnected totheTunnelportof theswitch.ConfiguredwithnativeVLAN4, theTunnelport

tagsthepacketwhosesourceMACaddressisAwithouterVLAN5.Uponreceivingapacketwith innertagVLAN3andsourceMAC

addressA,theswitchtagsthepacketwithouterVLAN5.Becausetheport isconfiguredwithnativeVLAN4,MACaddressAislearned

byVLAN4.Upon receiving thereplypacket, theswitch looks forMACaddressAonVLAN5because theouter tagof thepacket

containsVLAN ID5. However,MACaddress A is not learned byVLAN 5, causing floods.

Youcanconfigure theTunnel port to replicatetheMACaddressof thenativeVLANto theouterVLANtoavoidcontinuousfloodingof

thepackets fromtheSPnetwork.Youcanalsoconfigure theTunnelport toreplicatetheMACaddressof theouterVLANfortheouter

tag to the nativeVLAN to avoid continuous flooding of the packets from the customer network.

35.3.6 Layer-2 Transparent Transmission

WorkingPrinciple

The Layer-2 transparent transmission feature is designed to realize the transmission of Layer-2 packets between customer networks

withoutimpactonSPnetworks.WhenaLayer-2packet fromacustomernetworkentersaPE, thePEchangesthedestinationMAC

addressofthepackettoaprivateaddressbeforeforwardingthepacket.ThepeerPEchangesthedestinationMACaddresstoapublic

address tosend the packet to thecustomernetworkat theother end, realizing transparent transmissionon theSPnetwork.

35.3.7 PriorityReplication

WorkingPrinciple

IftheSPnetworkprovidesaQoSpolicycorrespondingtoaspecifiedUserPriority(CoS)intheinnertag,youcanreplicatetheCoSof

the inner tag to the outer tag toenable transparent transmission based on theQoS policy providedby the SPnetwork.

35.3.8 PriorityMapping

WorkingPrinciple

If the SP network provides various QoS policies corresponding to specified CoS values for different service flows, you can map the CoS

valueof theinner tag totheCoSvalueof theouter tag toensurepreferential transmissionofservice flowsbasedontheQoSpolicies

provided by the SP network.

35.4 Limitations

 The N8560 series products support four global TagProtocol Identifier (TPID) values. One of the TPID values must be
0x8100, and the other three are random.

35.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring QinQ

Mandatory.
switchport mode dot1q-tunnel Configures a Tunnel port.

switchport dot1q-tunnel allowed vlan { [ add ]

tagged vlist | [add ]untagged vlist | removevlist }

Adds theVLANs to theTunnel port in taggedor

untagged mode.

switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan VID
Configures the default VLAN for the Tunnel

port.

Configuring C-TAG-Based (Mandatory) ItisusedtoconfigureC-TAG-basedselectiveQinQbasedonbasicQinQ.Selective
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Configuration Description and Command

Selective QinQ QinQ prevails over basic QinQ.

dot1q outer-vid VID register inner-vid v_list
Configures the policy to add the VLAN IDs of

outer tags based on inner tags.

Configuring ACL-Based

Selective QinQ

(Mandatory) It is used to configure ACL-based selective QinQ based on basic QinQ.Selective QinQ
prevails over basic QinQ.

traffic-redirect access-group acl nested-vlan VID

in

Configures the policy to add the VLAN IDs of

outer tags based on ACLs.

Configuring VLAN Mapping

(Mandatory) It is used to enable VLANmapping.

vlan-mapping-in vlan cvlan remark svlan

Configures1:1VLANmappingintheinbound

direction. This feature changes the inner VLAN

IDof thepacket entering aport toa specified

outer VLAN ID.

vlan-mapping-out vlan svlan remark cvlan

Configures1:1VLANmappingintheoutbound

direction. This feature changes the outer VLAN

IDof the packet exiting a port to a specified

inner VLAN ID.

vlan-mapping-in vlan cvlan-list remark svlan

ConfiguresN:1VLANmapping intheinbound

direction. This feature changes the inner VLAN

IDof thepacket entering aport toa specified

outer VLAN ID.

Configuring TPIDs

(Optional) It is used to realizeTPID compatibility.

frame-tag tpid tpid

ConfigurestheTPIDofaframetag. Ifyouwant

to set it to 0x9100, configure the frame-tag

tpid9100command.Bydefault, theTPIDis in

hexadecimalformat.Youneedtoconfigurethis

feature on an egress port.

Configuring MAC Address

Replication

(Optional) It is used to configureMAC address replication to prevent floods.
mac-address-mapping x source-vlan src-vlan-list

destination-vlan dst-vlan-id

Replicates the dynamic MAC address of the

source VLAN to the destination VLAN.

Configuring an Inner/Outer

VLAN Tag Modification Policy

(Optional) It isusedtoadjust theouterandinnerVLANtagsof thepacketstransmittedoverSP
networks based on network topologies.

dot1q relay-vid VID translate local-vid v_list
Configures the policy to change the VLAN IDs

of outer tags based on the outer tags.

dot1q relay-vid VID translate inner-vid v_list
Configures the policy to change the VLAN IDs

of outer tags based on inner tags.

dot1q new-outer-vlan VID translate

old-outer-vlan vid inner-vlan v_list

Configures the policy to change the VLAN IDs

of outer tags based on outer and inner tags.

traffic-redirect access-group acl outer-vlan VID in
Configures the policy to change the VLAN IDs

of outer tags based on an ACL.

traffic-redirect access-group acl inner-vlan VID

out

Configures the policy to change the VLAN IDs

of inner tags based on an ACL.

Configuring Priority Mapping

and Priority Replication
(Optional) It is used toapply theQoSpolicyprovidedby theSPnetwork bypriority replication.

inner-priority-trust enable Replicates thevalueof theUserPriority field in
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Configuration Description and Command

the inner tag (C-TAG)to theUserPriority fieldof

the outer tag (S-TAG).

(Optional) It is used toapply theQoSpolicy providedby the SPnetwork by prioritymapping.

dot1q-Tunnel cos inner-cos-value remark-cos

outer-cos-value

Sets thevalueof theUserPriority field in the

outertag(S-TAG)basedontheUserPriority

field of the inner tag (C-TAG).

Configuring Layer-2

Transparent Transmission

(Optional) It is used to transmit MSTP and GVRP packets transparently based on the customer
network topology without affecting the SP network topology.

l2protocol-tunnel stp
Enables STP transparent transmission in global

configuration mode.

l2protocol-tunnel stp enable
Enables STP transparent transmission in

interface configuration mode.

l2protocol-tunnel gvrp
Enables GVRP transparent transmission in

global configuration mode.

l2protocol-tunnel gvrp enable
Enables GVRP transparent transmission in

interface configuration mode.

l2protocol-tunnel{STP|GVRP}tunnel-dmac

mac-address
Configures a transparent transmission address.

Pay attention to the following limitations when you configure QinQ:

Donot configurea routedport as theTunnel port.

Do not enable 802.1X on theTunnel port.

Do not enable the port security function on the Tunnel port.

WhentheTunnelport isconfiguredasthesourceportoftheremoteswitchedportanalyzer(RSPAN),thepacketswhoseouter
tags containVLAN IDs consistent with the RSPANVLAN IDs aremonitored.

If you want to match the ACL applied to the Tunnel port with the VLAN IDs of inner tags, use the inner keyword.

Configure theegressportof thecustomernetworkconnected totheSPnetworkasanUplinkport. If youconfiguretheTPIDof
the outer tag on aQinQ-enabled port, set theTPID of the outer tag on theUplink port to the same value.

Bydefault, themaximumtransmissionunit (MTU)onaport is1,500bytes.AfteraddedwithanouterVLANtag,apacket isfour
bytes longer. It is recommended to increase the port MTUon theSP networks to at least 1,504 bytes.

After a switch port is enabled with QinQ, you must enable SVGL sharing before enabling IGMP snooping. Otherwise, IGMP
snooping will not work on the QinQ-enabled port.

IfapacketmatchestwoormoreACL-basedselectiveQinQpolicieswithoutpriority,onlyonepolicyisexecuted. It is
recommended to specify the priority.

35.5.1 ConfiguringQinQ

Configuration Effect

 Implement Layer-2VPN based on a port-based QinQ policy.

Notes

 It isnot recommendedtoconfigurethenativeVLANof theTrunkporton thePEasitsdefaultVLAN,becausetheTrunkport
strips off the tags containing the native VLAN IDs when sending packets.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring the Tunnel port

 (Mandatory) Configure theTunnel port in interface configuration mode.

 Run the switchportmodedot1q-tunnel command in interface configurationmode to configure theTunnel port.

Command switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, no Tunnel port is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theNative VLAN

 Mandatory.

 Configure the nativeVLAN for theTunnel port.

 After you configure the nativeVLAN, add it to theVLAN list of theTunnel port in untaggedmode.

 Runtheswitchportdot1q-tunnelnativevlanVIDcommandininterfaceconfigurationmodetoconfigurethedefaultVLANfor
the Tunnelport.

 If thenativeVLAN isadded to theVLAN list inuntaggedmode, theoutgoingpacketson theTunnel port arenot tagged. If the
nativeVLAN isaddedtotheVLAN list in taggedmode, theoutgoingpacketsontheTunnel portare taggedwiththenativeVLAN

ID. To ensure the uplink and downlink transmission, add the native VLAN to the VLAN list in untagged mode.

Command switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan VID

Parameter

Description

VID: Indicates the ID of the native VLAN. The value ranges from 1 to 4,094. The default value is 1.

Defaults By default, the native VLAN is VLAN 1.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure the VLAN of the SP network.

 Adding theVLANs on the Tunnel port

 Mandatory.

 After you configure the nativeVLAN, add it to theVLAN list of theTunnel port in untaggedmode.

 If port-basedQinQ is enabled, you donot need toadd theVLANs of the customer network to theVLAN list of theTunnel port.

 If selectiveQinQisenabled,add theVLANsof thecustomernetwork totheVLAN listof theTunnelport in taggedoruntagged
mode based onrequirements.

 Run theswitchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlan { [add ] tagged vlist | [add ]untaggedvlist | removevlist }command in
interfaceconfigurationmodetoaddVLANstotheVLANlistof theTunnelport.Uponreceivingpacketsfromcorresponding

VLANs, the Tunnel port adds or removes tags based on the settings.

Command switchport dot1q-tunnel allowed vlan { [ add ] tagged vlist | [ add ] untagged vlist | remove vlist }

Parameter

Description

v_list: Indicates the list of the VLANs on the Tunnel port.
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Defaults By default, VLAN 1 is added to the VLAN list of the Tunnel port in untagged mode. Other VLANs are not added.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandtoaddor removeVLANsontheTunnelportandspecifywhether theoutgoingpacketsaretaggedor

untagged.

If basic QinQ is enabled, add the native VLAN to the VLAN list of the Tunnel port in untagged mode.

Verification

Check the Tunnel port configuration.

 Check whether theTunnel port is configured properly on a switch.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBasic QinQ to Implement Layer-2 VPN

Scenario

Figure 13-10

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureTunnel ports on the PEs and connect the CEs to theTunnel ports.

 ConfigurethenativeVLANsfortheTunnelportsandaddthenativeVLANstotheVLANlistsof theTunnelports
respectively in untaggedmode.

 ConfigureVLANs on the customer networks based on requirements.
3 QinQ-enabled switches encapsulate outer tags in packets for transmission over the SP network. Therefore, you do

not need to configure customerVLANs on the PEs.

4 TheTPID is 0x8100 by default according to IEEE802.1Q.On some third-party switches, theTPID is set to a different

value. Ifsuchswitchesaredeployed,set theTPIDsontheportsconnected tothethird-partyswitchestorealize

TPID compatibility.

If thePEsareconnected throughTrunkportsorHybridports,donotconfigure thenativeVLANs for theTrunkports
orHybridports as thedefaultVLANs for theTunnel ports.TheTrunkports orHybridports stripoff theVLAN tags

containing the Native VLAN IDs when sending packets.

Provider A Step 1: CreateVLAN 10 andVLAN 20 on the SP network to segregate the data of Customer A and Customer B.

ProviderA#configure terminal

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

ProviderA(config)#vlan 10

ProviderA(config-vlan)#exit
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ProviderA(config)#vlan 20

ProviderA(config-vlan)#exit

Step2:EnablebasicQinQontheportconnectedtothenetworkofCustomerAtouseVLAN10for tunneling.

ProviderA(config)#interface gigabitEthernet0/1

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 10

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport dot1q-tunnel allowed vlan add untagged 10

Step3:EnablebasicQinQontheportconnectedtothenetworkofCustomerBtouseVLAN20for tunneling.

ProviderA(config)#interface gigabitEthernet0/2

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 20

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport dot1q-tunnel allowed vlan add untagged 20

Step 4: Configure an Uplink port.

ProviderA(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/5

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#switchport mode uplink

Step5:ChangetheTPIDoftheoutgoingpacketsontheUplinkport toavalue(forexample,0x9100)recognizableby

third-party switches.

ProviderA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#frame-tag tpid 9100

Step 6: Configure Provider B by performing the same steps.

Verification Customer A1 sends a packet containing VLAN ID 100 destined to Customer A2. The packet through Provider A is tagged

withtheouter tagspecifiedby theTunnelport.Thepacket thatreachesCustomerA2carriestheoriginalVLANID100.

Check whether theTunnel port is configured correctly.

Check whether the TPID is configured correctly.

Provider A ProviderA#show running-config

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged10

switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 10

spanning-tree bpdufilter enable

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged20

switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 20

spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
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!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/5

switchport mode uplink

frame-tag tpid 0x9100

ProviderA#show interfaces dot1q-tunnel

========Interface Gi0/1========

Native vlan: 10

Allowed vlan list:1,10,

Tagged vlan list:

========Interface Gi0/2========

Native vlan: 20

Allowed vlan list:1,20,

Tagged vlan list:

ProviderA#show frame-tag tpid

Ports Tpid

------- -------------

Gi0/5 0x9100

Provider B Check Provider B by performing the same steps.

Common Errors

 The nativeVLAN is not added to theVLAN list of theTunnel port in untaggedmode.

 NoTPID isconfiguredontheportconnectedtothe third-partyswitchonwhichTPIDisnot0x8100.Asaresult,packetscannot
be recognized by the third-party switch.

35.5.2 Configuring C-TAG-Based Selective QinQ

Configuration Effect

 Encapsulate outerVLAN tags (S-TAGs) in packets based on inner tags to ensure preferential transmission and management of
Layer-2VPN and service flows.

Notes

 C-TAG-basedselective QinQmust be configured based on basic QinQ.

 Some selective QinQ policies are not supported on some products due to limitations of chips.

 If youneed tocontinue toadopt theVLAN tagpriorityspecifiedby thecustomernetwork, youcanconfigurepriority replication
to configure an outer tag the same as the inner tag.

 If theSPnetwork requires the transmissionofpacketsbasedon thepriorityof theouter tag,youneedtoconfigurepriority
replication to set the CoS of the outer tag to the specified value.
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Configuration Steps

 Configuring aPolicy to Add theVLAN IDs ofOuter TagsBased on Inner Tags

 Mandatory.

 Uponreceivingapacket, theTunnelport addstheVLANIDof theouter tagbasedontheVLANIDofthe inner tag.This function
enables theTunnel port to add theVLAN IDof the inner tag to the outer tagand adds theport to theVLAN inuntaggedmode.

In this way, the outgoing packets carry the original inner tags.

5 The ACL-basedQinQ policy prevails over the port-based andC-TAG-basedQinQ policy.

6 Whenamember port is added toor removed fromanaggregateport (AP), theQinQpolicyconfigured on theAPport will be

deleted.Youneedtoconfigure thepolicyagain. It is recommended thatyouconfigureaselectiveQinQpolicyon theAPport

after you configure its member ports.

Youmustconfigure theTunnel port and theport connected to thepublicnetwork topermitpacketswithspecifiedVLANIDs
(including the nativeVLAN ID) in the outer tag to pass through.

Command dot1q outer-vid VID register inner-vid v_list

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, no policy is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Check whether the users within theVLANs can communicatewith each other.

 Check whether Layer-2VPN is implemented.

 Checkwhetherdifferentservicetraffic istransmittedbasedontheselectiveQinQpolicy,suchasoutertaginsertion,priority
replication, and prioritymapping.

Configuration Example

 ImplementingLayer-2 VPNandService FlowManagement ThroughC-TAG-BasedSelectiveQinQ

Scenario

Figure 13-11

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the ports on PE 1 and PE 2 connected toCE 1 andCE 2 asTunnel ports.

 Configure a selective QinQpolicy to add an outer tag to the packet based on its inner tag.
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 If theSPnetworkprovidesaVLAN-basedQoSpolicy,thepolicyenablestheport toaddtheouter tagswiththe
correspondingVLAN ID to the specified service flow packets.

 IftheSPnetworkprovidesaCoS-basedQoSpolicyandtheCoSvalueisthesameasthatoftheinnertag,youcan
configureprioritymapping to replicate theCoSvalueof the inner tag to the outerVLAN tagso that thepacket is

transmitted based on the priority policy for the inner tag.

 IftheSPnetworkprovidesaCoS-basedQoSpolicy,youcanconfigureprioritymappingtosettheCoSvalueof the
outerVLAN tag to a specified value so that the packet is transmitted based on the priority policy.

PE1 Step 1: Configure the VLAN for transparent transmission.

PE1#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

PE1(config)#vlan 100

PE1(config-vlan)#exit

PE1(config)#vlan 200

PE1(config-vlan)#exit

Step2:OntheDownlinkportof theaccessswitch,configureaselectiveQinQpolicy toaddouter tagsbasedon inner

tags.

Configure port Gi 0/1 as a Tunnel port.

PE1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

PE1(config-if)# switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

AddVLAN101andVLAN201of theSPtotheVLANlistof theTunnelport andconfiguretheTunnel port tostripoff the

outer tag from incoming packets.

PE1(config-if)# switchport dot1q-tunnel allowed vlan add untagged 100,200

ConfiguretheTunnelport toaddouter tagVLAN100toincomingdataframescontaininginnertagVLAN1–100.

PE1(config-if)# dot1q outer-vid 100 register inner-vid 1-100

ConfiguretheTunnelport toaddouter tagVLAN200toincomingdataframescontaining innertagVLAN101-200.

PE1(config-if)# dot1q outer-vid 200 register inner-vid 101-200

Step3:ConfiguretheportthataccessestheSPnetworkasanUplinkport.

PE1(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

PE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport mode uplink

PE2  Perform the same configuration on PE 2.

Verification Verify the configuration by checking whether:

 The Downlink port is configured as aTunnel port.

 TheVLAN specified by the outer tag is added to theVLAN list of theTunnel port.

 The selective QinQ policy on theTunnel port is correct.

 The Uplink port is configured correctly.

Step 1: Check whether the VLAN mapping policy is correct.

PE1 PE1#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/1
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101-200200Add-outerGi0/1

1-200100Add-outerGi0/1

---------- -------------------- ----------

Outer-VID Inner-VID-listTypePorts

Step 2: Check the C-TAG-based selective QinQ policy. Check whether the mapping relationship between the inner and

outer VLAN tags is correct.

PE1#show registration-table

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged100,200

dot1q outer-vid 100 register inner-vid 1-200

dot1qouter-vid200register inner-vid101-200

spanning-tree bpdufilter enable

!

35.5.3 ConfiguringACL-Based Selective QinQ

Configuration Effect

 Encapsulate outer VLAN tags (S-TAGs) in packets based on the ACL-based flow classification to allow the SP network to manage
different services.

Notes

 ACL-based selective QinQmust be configured based on basic QinQ.

 Some selective QinQ policies are not supported on some products due to limitations of chips.

 If youneed tocontinue toadopt theVLAN tagpriorityspecifiedby thecustomernetwork, youcanconfigurepriority replication
to configure an outer tag the same as the inner tag.

 If theSPnetwork requires the transmissionofpacketsbasedon thepriorityof theouter tag,youneedtoconfigurepriority
replication to set the CoS of the outer tag to the specified value.

7 The ACL-basedQinQ policy prevails over the port-based andC-TAG-basedQinQ policy.

8 When an ACL is deleted, the related policy will be automatically deleted.

9 Upon receivingapacketwith twoormore tags, theTunnelport cannotaddanouter tag tothepacketbasedon theACL-based

selective QinQpolicy.

10 IfapacketmatchestwoormoreACL-basedselectiveQinQpolicieswithoutpriority,onlyonepolicyisexecuted. Itis

recommended to specify the priority.

Youmustconfigure theTunnel port and theport connected to thepublicnetwork topermitpacketswithspecifiedVLANIDs
(including the nativeVLAN ID) in the outer tag to pass through.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring aPolicy toAdd theVLAN IDs ofOuter TagsBased onACLs

 Mandatory.

 TheTunnel port adds outer tags with differentVLAN IDs to incoming packets based on the packet content.

Command traffic-redirect access-group acl nested-vlan VID in

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, no policy is added.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Checkwhethertheusersof thesameserviceindifferentbranchofficescancommunicatewitheachotherandwhether
specifiedservicedata is transmittedpreferentially throughvirtual privateLANsegment (VPLS) configuration.

 Check whether Layer-2VPN is implemented.

 CheckwhetherdifferentservicetrafficistransmittedbasedontheselectiveQinQpolicy,suchasouter taginsertion,priority
replication, and prioritymapping.

Configuration Example

 ImplementingLayer-2 VPNandService FlowManagement ThroughACL-BasedSelectiveQinQ

Scenario

Figure 13-12

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the ports on PE 1 and PE 2 connected toCE 1 andCE 2 asTunnel ports.

 ConfigureACLpoliciesonPE1 andPE2 to segregate the service flows from the customer network.

 OntheTunnel ports, configureaselectiveQinQpolicy toaddanouter tag to thepacket basedonACLpolicies.

 IftheSPnetworkprovidesaVLAN-basedQoSpolicy,thepolicyenablestheporttoaddthecorrespondingVLANID
to the outer tags of the specified service flow.

 If theSPnetworkprovidesaCoS-basedQoSpolicy,youcanconfigureprioritymapping toset theCoSvalueof the
outer VLAN tag to a specified value so that the packet is transmitted based on the priority policy.

PE 1 Step 1: Create an ACL to permit flows of PPPoE type (0x8863/0x8864) and IPoE type (0x0800) to pass through.

PE1#configure terminal

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

PE1(config)# expert access-list extended acl1
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PE1(config-exp-nacl)# permit 0x8863 any any

PE1(config-exp-nacl)# permit 0x8864 any any

PE1(config-exp-nacl)#exit

PE1(config)#expertaccess-listextendedacl2

PE1(config-exp-nacl)#permit 0x0800anyany

Step 2: ConfigureVLAN 100 andVLAN 200 on the SP network to segregate data.

PE#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

PE1(config)#vlan 100

PE1(config-vlan)#exit

PE1(config)#vlan 200

PE1(config-vlan)#exit

Step3:OntheDownlinkportof theaccessswitch,configureaselectiveQinQpolicytoaddouterVLANtagsbasedon

ACLs.

Configure port Gi 0/1 as a Tunnel port.

PE1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

PE1(config-if)# switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

AddVLAN100andVLAN200of theSPtotheVLANlistof theTunnelport andconfiguretheTunnel port tostripoff the

outer tag from incoming packets.

PE1(config-if)#switchport dot1q-tunnel allowed vlan add untagged 100,200

ConfiguretheTunnelport toaddouter tagVLAN100 totheincomingdataframeswhichmatchACL1.

PE1(config-if)# traffic-redirect access-group acl1 nested-vlan 100 in

ConfiguretheTunnelport toaddouter tagVLAN200 totheincomingdataframeswhichmatchACL2.

PE1(config-if)# traffic-redirect access-group acl1 nested-vlan 200 in

Step4:Configuretheport connectedtotheSPnetworkasanUplinkport.

PE1(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

PE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport mode uplink

Verification Checkwhethertheusersof thesameserviceindifferentbranchofficescancommunicatewitheachotherandwhether

specified service data is transmitted preferentially.

 Check whether Layer-2VPN is implemented.

 Check whether the ACL is correct.

 Check whether the service priority is correct.

 Checkwhether theDownlinkport isconfiguredasaTunnelport,whether theouter tagVLAN isaddedtotheVLAN
list of theTunnel port, and whether themapping policy on theTunnel port is correct.

PE1 Step 1: Check whether the Tunnel port is configured correctly.
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FS#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged100,200

traffic-redirectaccess-groupacl1nested-vlan 100 in

traffic-redirect access-group acl2 nested-vlan 200 in

spanning-tree bpdufilter enable

!

PE1#showtraffic-redirect

Ports Type VID Match-filter

------- ---------- ----- ------------

Gi0/1 Nested-vid 101 acl1

Gi0/1 Nested-vid 201 acl2

Step 2: Check the ACL-based selective QinQ policy. Check whether the mapping relationship between the inner and

outerVLAN tags is correct.

Common Errors

 No ACL policy is configured.

 ACL policies are used to segregate flows based on MAC addresses. Packet floods will occur if MAC address replication is not
configured.

35.5.4 Configuring VLANMapping

Configuration Effect

 Replace the inner tagsof thepacketswith theouter tags toallowthepackets tobe transmittedbasedontheVLANplanningon
the SPnetwork.

Notes

 VLANmapping can be configured only on Access ports, Trunk ports, Hybrid ports, or Uplink ports.

After VLAN mapping is configured, theVLAN IDs of the packets sent to the CPU are changed to the specified VLAN ID.

It is not recommended to configureVLANmapping and selective QinQ on one port.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring 1:1 VLANMapping

 Mandatory if the 1:1 mode is used. Configure a 1:1 VLANmapping rule.

 Run the vlan-mapping-in vlanCVID remarkSVID command or the vlan-mapping-out vlanSVID remarkCVID command on a
Trunk port or an Uplink port to enable 1:1VLANmapping.
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Command vlan-mapping-in vlan src-vlan-list remark dest-vlan

Parameter

Description

src-vlan-list: Indicates the customer VLAN.

dest-vlan: Indicates the service VLAN, which is the VLAN where the SP network is located.

Defaults

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure 1:1 VLAN mapping in the inbound direction.

Command vlan-mapping-out vlan src-vlan remark dest-vlan

Parameter

Description

src-vlan: Indicates the service VLAN, which is the VLAN where the SP network is located.

dest-vlan: Indicates the customer VLAN.

Defaults

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure 1:1 VLAN mapping in the outbound direction.

Verification

Check whether VLAN mapping is configured correctly.

 Run the show interfaces[ intf-id ] vlan-mapping command to display theVLANmapping.

Configuration Example

 ImplementingVLANAggregation for Different Services ThroughVLANMapping

Scenario

Figure 13-13

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureHome Gateway 1 and Home Gateway 2.

Step 1: On the home gateways, configure the original VLANs for different services.

FS#configure terminal

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

FS(config)#vlan range 10-12
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FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport mode uplink

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#vlan-mapping-in vlan 10 remark 100

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#vlan-mapping-in vlan 11 remark 101

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#vlan-mapping-in vlan 12 remark 102

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#vlan-mapping-out vlan 100 remark 10

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#vlan-mapping-out vlan 101 remark 11

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#vlan-mapping-out vlan 102 remark 12

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport access vlan 10

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport access vlan 11

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/4

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)#switchport access vlan 12

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)#exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode uplink

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#vlan range10-12

FS(config-vlan-range)#exit

FS(config)#vlan range 100-102

FS(config-vlan-range)#exit

FS(config)#vlan range 200-202

FS(config-vlan-range)#exit

FS(config-vlan-range)#exit

Step2:ConfiguretheattributesoftheportsconnectedtoPC,IPTV,andVoIP.AssumethattheconnectedportsareGi0/2,

Gi 0/3, and Gi 0/4 respectively.

Step 3: Configure an Uplink port.

 Configure a floor switchwith 1:1VLANmapping policies.
Step 1: On the home gateways, configure the original VLANs and mapped VLANs for different services.

Step2:OntheDownlinkportofHomeGateway1,configure1:1VLANmappingpoliciesin theinboundandoutbound

directions.
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Step3:OntheDownlinkportofHomeGateway2,configure1:1VLANmappingpolicies inthe inboundandoutbound

directions.

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport mode uplink

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#vlan-mapping-in vlan 10 remark 200

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#vlan-mapping-in vlan 11 remark 201

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#vlan-mapping-in vlan 12 remark 202

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#vlan-mapping-out vlan 200 remark 10

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#vlan-mapping-out vlan 201 remark 11

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#vlan-mapping-out vlan 202 remark 12

Step 4: Configure an Uplink port.

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode uplink

Verification Displaythe1:1VLANmappingpoliciesconfiguredonthefloorswitch.

FS#show interfacesvlan-mapping

Ports type Status Service-Vlan Customer-Vlan-list

----------- ----- --------- ----------- ----------------

Gi0/2 in active 100 10

Gi0/2 in active 101 11

Gi0/2 in active 102 12

Gi0/2 out active 100 10

Gi0/2 out active 101 11

Gi0/2 out active 102 12

Gi0/3 in active 200 10

Gi0/3 in active 201 11

Gi0/3 in active 202 12

Gi0/3 out active 200 10

Gi0/3 out active 201 11

Gi0/3 out active 202 12

35.5.5 Configuring TPIDs

Configuration Effect

Configure the TPIDs in the tags on SP network devices to realize TPID compatibility.

Notes

IfaPEconnected toa third-partyswitchonwhichtheTPID isnot0x8100,youneedtoconfigure theTPIDontheportof thePE

connected to the third-party switch.
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Donotset theTPIDs toanyof the followingvalues:0x0806 (ARP),0x0200 (PUP),0x8035 (RARP),0x0800 (IP),0x86DD (IPv6),
0x8863/0x8864 (PPPoE), 0x8847/0x8848 (MPLS), 0x8137 (IPX/SPX), 0x8000 (IS-IS), 0x8809 (LACP), 0x888E (802.1X), 0x88A7

(clusters), and 0x0789 (reserved by FS Networks).

Configuration Steps

 IfaPEconnected toa third-partyswitchonwhichtheTPID isnot0x8100,youneedtoconfigure theTPIDontheportof thePE
connected to the third-party switch.

 TPIDscanbeconfiguredininterfaceconfigurationmodeandglobalconfigurationmode.Thefollowingexampleadopts
interface configurationmode.

Configuretheframe-tagtpid0x9100commandininterfaceconfigurationmodetochangetheTPIDto0x9100.Fordetailsaboutthe

TPID value, see section 1.4.5.

Command frame-tag tpid tpid

Parameter

Description

tpid: Indicates the new value of the TPID.

Defaults The default value of the TPID is 0x8100.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IfaPE isconnected toa third-partyswitchonwhich theTPID isnot 0x8100,use thiscommand toconfigure theTPIDon

the port connected to the third-party switch.

Verification

Check whether the TPID is configured.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the TPID on a port

Configuration

Steps

Configure the TPID on a port.

FS(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if)# frame-tag tpid 9100

Verification Display the TPID on the port.

FS# show frame-tag tpid interfaces gigabitethernet 0/1

Port tpid

------- -------------

Gi0/1 0x9100

35.5.6 ConfiguringMACAddressReplication

Configuration Effect

 Replicate the dynamic address learned on a port from oneVLAN to another.

 Avoid packet floods when service flows are segregated throughMAC-based ACLs.

Notes

11 AfterMACaddress replication is disabled, the systemwill delete all the learnedMACaddressentries from the destinationVLAN.
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MACaddressreplicationcanbeconfiguredonaportonlyonce. Ifyouneedtomodify theconfiguration,delete thecurrent
configuration and configure it again.

VLAN MAC address replication cannot be used together with VLAN sharing, and the MAC addresses cannot be replicated to
dynamic VLANs.

UptoeightdestinationVLANscanbeconfiguredoneachport.MACaddressreplicationtakeseffecteveniftheportdoesnot
belong to the specified destination VLAN.

MACaddressreplicationcannotbeconfiguredontheHostandPromiscuousports,monitoringports,andport
security-/802.1X-enabled ports.

Only dynamic addresses can be replicated. Address replication is disabled when the address table is full. If source addresses
already exist before replication is enabled, correspondingMACaddresseswill not be replicated.

Replicatedaddresses havea higher priority than dynamic addresses but have a lower priority than other types of addresses.

When aMAC address ages, the replicatedMACaddress will also age.When theMAC address is deleted, the replicated address
will be deleted automatically.

Hot backup is not supported. After primary/secondary switchover occurs, it is recommended that you disable MAC address
replication and then enable it again.

12 TheMACaddressentriesobtainedthroughMACaddressreplicationcannotbedeletedmanually.Ifyouneedtodeletethese

entries, disableMAC address replication.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringMACAddressReplication

 Perform this configuration to replicateMACaddresses from oneVLAN to another to avoid packet floods.

 Run themac-address-mapping <1-8> source-vlan src-vlan-list destination-vlan dst-vlan-id command on a Trunk port to
enableMACaddress replication. src-vlan-listand dst-vlan-id specify theVLAN range.

Command mac-address-mapping x source-vlan src-vlan-list destination-vlan dst-vlan-id

Parameter

Description

x: Indicates the index number for MAC address replication. The value ranges from 1 to 8.

src-vlan-list: Indicates the source VLAN list.

dst-vlan-id: Indicates the destination VLAN list.

Defaults By default, MAC address replication is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Check whether theMAC address of the specifiedVLAN is replicated to anotherVLAN.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringMACAddressReplication
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Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureMAC address replication.

FS(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if)# switchport mode trunk

FS(config-if)#mac-address-mapping 1 source-vlan 1-3 destination-vlan 5

Verification  Check whether the configuration takes effect on the port.

 SendapacketfromthesourceVLANandcheckwhetherthesourceMACaddressofthepacketisreplicatedto
the destinationVLAN.

FS# show interfaces mac-address-mapping

Ports destination-VID Source-VID-list

----------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 5 1-3

Common Errors

 See "Notes".

35.5.7 Configuring an Inner/Outer VLAN TagModification Policy

Configuration Effect

 Modify outer or inner tags based on the actual networking requirements.

Notes

13 The ACL-basedQinQ policy prevails over the port-based andC-TAG-basedQinQ policy.

14 When an ACL is deleted, the related policy will be automatically deleted.

15 Tagmodification policies take effect only on Access ports,Trunk ports, Hybrid ports, and Uplink ports.

16 Tagmodification policies aremainly used tomodify inner and outer tags on the SP network.

17 IfapacketmatchestwoormoreACL-basedselectiveQinQpolicieswithoutpriority,onlyonepolicyisexecuted. Itis

recommended to specify the priority.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring thePolicy toChange the VLAN IDs ofOuter TagsBased on Inner Tags

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to change theVLAN IDs of outer tags based on theVLAN IDs of inner tags.

 YoucanchangetheVLANIDsof theouter tagsinthepacketsthatenterAccessports,Trunkports,Hybridports,andUplinkports
based on theVLAN IDs of the inner tags in these packets.

Command dot1q relay-vid VID translate inner-vid v_list

Parameter

Description

VID: Indicates the modified VLAN ID of the outer tag.

v_list: Indicates the VLAN ID of the inner tag.

Defaults By default, no policy is configured.

Command Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring thePolicy toChange theVLAN IDsofOuter TagsBasedon theVLAN IDsofOuter and Inner Tags

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to change theVLAN IDs of outer tags based on theVLAN IDs of inner and outer tags.

 YoucanchangetheVLANIDsof theouter tagsinthepacketsthatenterAccessports,Trunkports,Hybridports,andUplinkports
based on theVLAN IDs of the inner and outer tags in these packets.

Command dot1q new-outer-vlan new-vid translate old-outer-vlan vid inner-vlan v_list

Parameter

Description

new-vid:IndicatesthemodifiedVLANIDoftheoutertag.

vid: Indicates theoriginal VLAN IDof the outer tag.

v_list: Indicates the VLAN ID of the inner tag.

Defaults By default, no policy is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring thePolicy toChange theVLAN IDs of Outer TagsBased on theOuter Tags

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration to change theVLAN IDs of outer tags based on theseVLAN IDs.

 YoucanchangetheVLANIDsof theouter tagsinthepacketsthatenterAccessports,Trunkports,Hybridports,andUplinkports
based on theseVLAN IDs.

Command dot1q relay-vid VID translate local-vid v_list

Parameter

Description

VID:IndicatesthemodifiedVLANIDoftheoutertag.

v_list:IndicatestheoriginalVLANIDoftheoutertag.

Defaults By default, no policy is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aPolicy to Change theVLAN IDsof Inner TagsBased onACLs

 Optional.

 YoucanchangetheVLANIDsof theinnertagsinthepacketsthatexitAccessports,Trunkports,Hybridports,andUplinkports
based on the packet content.

 Before you configure such a policy, configure an ACL.

Command traffic-redirect access-group acl inner-vlan vid out

Parameter

Description

acl: Indicates the ACL.

vid: Indicates the modified VLAN ID of the inner tag.

Defaults By default, no policy is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aPolicy to Change theVLAN IDsof Outer TagsBased onACLs

 Optional.

 YoucanchangetheVLANIDsof theouter tagsinthepacketsthatexitAccessports,Trunkports,Hybridports,andUplinkports
based on the packet content.

 Before you configure such a policy, configure an ACL.

Command traffic-redirect access-group acl outer-vlan vid in

Parameter

Description

acl: Indicates the ACL.

vid: Indicates the modified VLAN ID of the outer tag.

Defaults By default, no policy is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

Check whether the configuration takes effect and whether the port modifies the tags in received packets based on the policy.

Configuration Example

 Configuring thePolicy toChange theVLAN IDs of Outer TagsBased on theOuter Tags

Configuration

Steps
 Configure inner/outer tagmodification policies on aport based on the actual networking requirements.

 ThefollowingexampleshowshowtochangeVLANIDsofoutertagsbasedonoutertagsandACLs
respectively. For details about other policies, see the description above.

ConfigureapolicytochangeouterVLANtagsbasedontheouterVLANtags.

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if)# switchport mode trunk

FS(config-if)#dot1qrelay-vid100translatelocal-vid10-20

Configure a policy to change outer VLAN tags based on ACLs.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip access-list standard 2

FS(config-acl-std)#permithost1.1.1.1

FS(config-acl-std)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if)# switchport mode trunk

FS(config-if)# traffic-redirect access-group 2 outer-vlan 3 in

Verification  Check whether the configuration takes effect on the port.

 CheckwhethertheportchangestheVLANIDsof theouter tagsinreceivedpacketsbasedontheconfigured
policy.
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35.5.8 Configuring Priority Mapping and Priority Replication

Configuration Effect

 IfanSPnetworkprovidesaQoSpolicybasedontheUserPriority fieldof the inner tag,configurepriorityreplication toapply the
QoS policy to the outer tag.

 IfanSPnetworkprovidesaQoSpolicybasedon theUserPriority fieldof the inner tag,configureprioritymapping toapply the
User Priority field provided by the SP network to the outer tag.

Notes

OnlyaTunnel port canbe configuredwithpriority replication,whichhasahigherpriority than trustedQoSbut lower than
ACL-based QoS.

Priority replication and priority mapping cannot be both enabled on one port.

Only a Tunnel port can be configured with priority mapping, which prevails over QoS.

The configurationof prioritymapping doesnot takeeffect if no trustmode is configured (trust none) or the trustmode isnot
matched with prioritymapping.

Configuration Steps

 Only aTunnel port can be configured with priority mapping or priority replication.

 Configure priority replication to apply the inner tag-basedQoS policy provided by the SP network.

 Configureprioritymapping toconfigure theUserPriority fieldof theouterVLANtagbasedonthe inner tagandapply theQoS
policy flexibly.

 Toenable priority replication, run the inner-priority-trust enable command on theTunnel port.

 Toenable priority mapping, run the dot1q-Tunnel cos inner-cos-value remark-cos outer-cos-value command on the Tunnel
port.

inner-cos-value and outer-cos-value range from 0 to 7.

18 The following priority mapping is used when no priority mapping is configured:

Command inner-priority-trust enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, priority replication is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command dot1q-Tunnel cos inner-cos-value remark-cos outer-cos-value

Parameter

Description

inner-cos-value: Indicates theCoS value of the inner tag.

outer-cos-value: Indicates theCoS value of the outer tag.
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Defaults By default, priority mapping is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run the show inner-priority-trust interfaces type intf-id command and the show interfaces type intf-id remark command to
check whether priority mapping or priority replication takes effect.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringPriority Mapping and Priority Replication

Configuration

Steps
 Tomaintain the packet priority, you need to replicate thepriority of the inner tag ina packet to the outer tag

on theTunnel port.

 Toflexibly control the packet priority on theTunnel port, youcanaddouter tags of different priorities to
packets based on the priorities of the inner tags in the packets.

Configure priority replication.

FS(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1

FS(config-if)#mls qos trust cos

FS(config-if)# inner-priority-trust enable

FS(config)# end

Configure priority mapping.

FS(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2

FS(config-if)#dot1q-Tunnelcos 3 remark-cos 5

Verification  Display the priority configuration on the port.

Checkwhetherpriorityreplicationisenabledon theTunnelport.

FS#show inner-priority-trust interfacesgigabitethernet0/1

Port inner-priority-trust

------ -------------------

Gi0/1 enable

Display theprioritymappingconfiguredontheTunnel port.

FS# show interfaces gigabitethernet 0/1 remark

Ports Type From value Tovalue

------------ ----------- ----------- --------

Gi0/1 Cos-To-Cos 3 5

Common Errors
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See "Notes".

35.5.9 ConfiguringLayer-2TransparentTransmission

Configuration Effect

Transmit Layer-2 packets transparently without impact on the SP network and the customer network.

Notes

IfSTPisnotenabled,youneedtorunthebridge-frameforwardingprotocolbpducommandtoenableSTPtransparent
transmission.

Transparent transmission enabled on a port takes effect only after enabled globally.When transparent transmission takes effect
on theport, theport doesnot participate in relatedprotocol calculation. If theport receivesapacketwhosedestinationMAC

address is the special broadcast address, it determines that a networking error occurs and discards the packet.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringSTPTransparent Transmission

 Mandatory if you need to transparently transmit BPDU packets through STP.

 Enable STP transparent transmission in global configurationmode and interface configuration mode.

 Run the l2protocol-tunnel stp command in global configurationmode to enable STP transparent transmission.

 Run the l2protocol-tunnel stpenable command in interface configurationmode to enable STP transparent transmission.

Command l2protocol-tunnel stp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, STP transparent transmission is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, STP transparent transmission is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringGVRP Transparent Transmission

 Mandatory if you need to transparently transmit GVRP packets.

 Enable GVRP transparent transmission in global configuration mode and interface configurationmode.

 Run the l2protocol-tunnel gvrp command in global configurationmode to enableGVRP transparent transmission.

 Run the l2protocol-tunnel gvrpenable command in interfaceconfigurationmode toenableGVRP transparent transmission.

Command l2protocol-tunnel gvrp

Parameter N/A
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Description

Defaults By default, GVRP transparent transmission is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command l2protocol-tunnel gvrp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, GVRP transparent transmission is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring a Transparent Transmission Address

 Optional.

 Configure a transparent transmission address.

Command l2protocol-tunnel { stp | gvrp } tunnel-dmac mac-address

Parameter

Description

mac-address: Indicates the address used to transparently transmit packets.

Defaults Bydefault, thefirstthreebytesof thetransparent transmissionaddressis01d0f8,andthelastthreebytesare000005and

000006 for STP and GVTP respectively.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide 19 The following addresses are available for STP: 01d0.f800.0005, 011a.a900.0005, 010f.e200.0003, 0100.0ccd.cdd0,

0100.0ccd.cdd1, and 0100.0ccd.cdd2. The following addresses are available for GVRP: 01d0.f800.0006 and

011a.a900.0006.

20 Whenno transparent transmission address is configured, the default settings are used.

Verification

Runtheshowl2protocol-tunnelstpcommandandtheshowl2protocol-tunnelgvrpcommandtocheckwhetherthetransparent

transmission address is configured correctly.

Configuration Example

The following example shows how to configure STP transparent transmission.

 ConfiguringSTPTransparent Transmission
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Scenario

Figure 13-14

Configuration

Steps

 On the PEs (Provider S1 and Provider S2), enable STP transparent transmission in global configurationmode and

interface configurationmode.

 BeforeyouenableSTPtransparenttransmission,enableSTPinglobalconfigurationmodetoallowtheswitchesto

forward STP packets.

Provider S1 Step 1: Enable STP.

bridge-frame forwarding protocol bpdu

Step 2: Configure the VLAN for transparent transmission.

ProviderS1#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

ProviderS1(config)#vlan 200

ProviderS1(config-vlan)#exit

Step3:EnablebasicQinQontheportconnectedtothecustomernetworkanduseVLAN200fortunneling.

ProviderS1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet0/1

ProviderS1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

ProviderS1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 200

Step 4: Enable STP transparent transmission on the port connected to the customer network.

ProviderS1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

ProviderS1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Step 5: Enable STP transparent transmission in global configuration mode.

ProviderS1(config)#l2protocol-tunnel stp

Step 4: Configure an Uplink port.

ProviderS1(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/5

ProviderS1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#switchport mode uplink
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Provider S2 Configure Provider S2 by performing the same steps.

Verification Step 1: Check whether STP transparent transmission is enabled in global configuration mode and interface configuration

mode.

ProviderS1#show l2protocol-tunnel stp

L2protocol-tunnel: Stp Enable

GigabitEthernet 0/1 l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

Step2:Verifytheconfigurationbycheckingwhether:

 The port type is dot1q-tunnel.

 Theouter tagVLAN is consistent with the nativeVLANand added to theVLAN list of theTunnel port.

 The port that accesses the SP network is configured as an Uplink port.

ProviderS1#show running-config

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode dot1q-tunnel

switchportdot1q-tunnelallowedvlanadduntagged200

switchport dot1q-tunnel native vlan 200

l2protocol-tunnel stp enable

spanning-tree bpdufilter enable

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/5

switchport mode uplink

Common Errors

 STP is not enabled in global configurationmode.

 Transparent transmission is not enabled in global configurationmode and interface configurationmode.

35.6 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays whether the specified port is a Tunnel port. show dot1q-tunnel [ interfaces intf-id ]

Displays the configuration of the Tunnel port. show interfaces dot1q-tunnel

DisplaystheC-TAG-basedselectiveQinQpolicieson

the Tunnel port.
show registration-table [ interfaces intf-id ]

DisplaystheC-TAG-basedselectiveQinQpolicieson

the Access port, Trunk port or Hybrid port.
show translation-table [ interfaces intf-id ]

Displays VLAN mapping on ports. show interfaces [ intf-id ] vlan-mapping

Displays the ACL-based selective QinQ policies. show traffic-redirect [ interfaces intf-id ]

Displays the TPID configuration on ports. show frame-tag tpid interfaces [ intf-id ]

Displays the configuration of priority replication. show inner-priority-trust
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Displays the configuration of priority mapping. show interface intf-name remark

DisplaystheconfigurationofMACaddressreplication. show mac-address-mapping

Displays the configuration of Layer-2 transparent

transmission.
show l2protocol-tunnel { gvrp | stp }

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.
Description Command

Debugs QinQ. debug bridge qinq

36 Configuring HASHSimulator

36.1 Overview

HASH simulator is a program that simulates the HASH algorithm of the switch. HASH simulator supports Aggregate Port (AP)

load-balancing and Equal-CostMultipath Routing (ECMP) load-balancing modes.

 APHASHsimulatorsimulatestheHASHalgorithmtocalculatetheAPmemberportforpacketforwardingbasedonthepacket
field, load-balancingmodeand specifiedAP information.The calculation result conforms to the real forwarding port.

If youconfigureAPonaswitch,usetheAPsimulator tocalculatetheAPmemberport forpacket forwardingbyspecifying the
packet field.

 ECMPHASHsimulatorsimulatestheHASHalgorithmtocalculatethenexthopforpacketforwardingbasedonthepacketfield
and load balancemode.The calculation result conforms to the real forwarding next hop.

IfyouconfigureECMPonaswitchandwant toknowthenexthopforspecifiedpacketswithoutdoing tests,usetheECMP
simulator to calculate the hit next hop.

HASHsimulatorcanbeusedtotrackandmonitor theforwardingpathofspecifiedpackets,facilitatingusermanagementand

troubleshooting.

Protocols and Standards

 IEEE 802.3ad

36.2 Applications

Application Description

AP HASH Simulator Combiningmultiplephysical links intoone logical link isan effectiveway to increaseport

bandwidthand improvereliabilityonaL3switch.Packetsareforwardedthroughaphysical

linkaccordingtoloadbalancealgorithm.APsimulatorcalculationenablesuserstocheckthe

member link, which serves as reference for troubleshooting and topology deployment.

ECMP HASH Simulator OnaL3switchconfiguredwithECMP,packetsareforwardthroughanECMPload-balanced

next hop. ECMP simulator calculation enables users to check the member link, which serves

as reference for troubleshooting and topology deployment.
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36.2.1 APHASHSimulator

Scenario

With HASH simulator, you can calculate the AP load-balanced forwarding port.

 AP load balancing: The dual-NIC server is aggregated into one logical link to share service data flow.

 Youshould know which NIC on the server receives the packets with destination IP addresses of 2.2.2.1/24, 4.4.4.1/24, and
9.9.9.1/24 sent by the uplinked server.

Figure 14- 1

Note N/A

Deployment

 The ports connecting the dual NIC server and N5860 are aggregated into an AP to share service data flow.

 UseVLAN 2,VLAN 499 andVLAN 999 to separate the network and undertake different types of service.

 YoucanidentifytheAPload-balancedforwardingportonN5860accordingtopacketfeatures.

Thepacket featurecanbeSourceIP,Destination IP,SourceL4port,orDestinationL4port.

36.2.2 ECMP HASH Simulator

Scenario

With HASH simulator, you can calculate the ECMP load-balanced next hop.

 SW1 is uplinked to network segment 1.0.0.0/24 and downlinked to network segment 2.2.2.0/24. The uplink PC can communicate
with the downlink clients via SW1.
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 Youshouldknowwhichdownlinkportcanreceiveorforwardpacketscontainingdifferent IPaddressessentbytheuplinkPC.

Figure 14-2

Deployment

 Configure an ECMP route to 3.0.0.0/8 on SW1andmultiple ECMPnext hops connect with the downlink.

 Youcan identify the ECMP load-balanced next hop on SW1 according to packet features.

The packet feature can be Source IP,Destination IP,Source L4 port, or Destination L4 port.

36.3 Features

Basic Concepts

AP

AP is a logical port that consists of several physical ports. AP can be divided into static AP and dynamic AP (LACP AP) based on

protocol or into L2 AP and L3 AP based on port feature.

L2 AP

L2 AP is a logical port that consists of several L2 ports with the same L2 features.

L3 AP

L3 AP is a logical port that consists of several L3 ports with the same L3 features.

Load-balancing Mode

Packets are forwarded by an AP member port based on its load-balancing mode. The following AP load-balancing modes are

available:
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 SourceMAC address/ destinationMACaddress (Src-mac/Dst-mac)

 SourceMAC address + destinationMAC address (Src-dst-mac)

 Source IP address/ destination IP address (Src-ip/Dst-ip)

 Source IP address + destination IP address (Src-dst-ip)

 Source IP address + destination IP address + source L4 port + destination L4 port (Src-dst-ip-l4port)

 Panel port of incoming packets

 Enhanced Mode(Enhanced)

ECMP

ECMPisaroutingstrategywherenext-hoppacket forwarding toasingledestinationcanoccurovermultiple"bestpaths"whichtie for

top place in routingmetric calculations.Whenanext hopbecomes unreachable, traffic is switched to the other next hops.

The ECMP next hop is also selected based on the load-balancing mode.

HASH Simulator

HASH simulator is a program that simulates the HASH algorithm of the switch.

Quintuple

The quintuple refers to the source IP address, destination IP address, protocol, source L4 port and destination L4 port.

Overview

Overview Description

AP HASH Simulator Calculates theAPmemberport forpacket forwardingaccording to thepacket field,AP loadbalancemode

and specified AP information.

ECMP HASH Simulator Calculatesthenexthopforpacket forwardingaccordingtothepacket field, loadbalancemodeand

destination IPaddress.

36.3.1 AP HASHSimulator

AP HASH simulator is used to calculate the AP member port for packet forwarding by specifying the packet field.

Working Principle

HASH simulator simulates the HASH algorithm on the switch. The process of AP load-balancing calculation on a switch follows the

following steps:

Figure 14- 3
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 Step1: Field Selection. Fields are extracted according to the configured load-balancingmode.

Different fields are selected as HASH factors based on the configured load-balancing mode:

Load-balancing Mode HASH Factor

Src-mac mac address source

Dst-mac mac address destination

Src-dst-mac mac address source and destination

Src-ip IP address source

Dst-ip IP address destination

Src-dst-ip IP address source and destination

Src-dst-ip-l4port IPaddresssourceanddestination，L4portsourceanddestination

Enhanced Fields are extracted according to load-balance profile.

Usetheshowload-balanceprofileprofile-namecommandto

displayallpacketfieldscorrespondingtosupportedpackettypes.

APHASH simulator supports src-mac, dst-mac, src-dst-mac, src-ip, dst-ip, src-dst-ip, src-dst-ip-l4port and enhanced

load-balancing modes.

Selected HASH factors for AP load-balancing may vary with different products.

 Step2: HASHComputation

HASH algorithm is used to compute the HASH lb-key (load-balance key) based on the HASH factor selected in step 1. HASH

algorithms vary with different switches, such asXOR, CRCand CRC+ scramble.

HASH simulator simulates the HASH algorithm on the switch.

 Step3: MemberSelection
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DividetheAPmembernumberbyHASHlb-key,andtheremainder istheforwardingport index.TheindexisuniqueonFSBCM

series switch (including coreswitch and accessswitch).Therefore, it can be used to identify the forwarding port.

Related Configuration

Displaying AP simulator calculation result

Users can check the IPv4 AP load-balanced forwarding port by specifying the quintuple feature of IPv4 packets.

Users can check the IPv6 AP load-balanced forwarding port by specifying the quintuple feature of IPv6 packets.

APHASH simulator supports simulative calculation of unicast packet forwarding only.

36.3.2 ECMP HASHSimulator

ECMP HASH simulator is used to calculate the next hop for packet forwarding by specifying the packet field.

Working Principle

ECMP HASH simulator simulates the HASH algorithm, similar to AP HASH simulator.

 Step1: Field Selection. Fields are extracted according to the configured load balancemode.

ECMP load-balancing modes share configuration with AP load-balancing modes. Load-balancing modes correspond to HASH factors

are as follows:

Load-balancing Mode HASH Factor

Src-mac IP address source

Dst-mac IP address source

Src-dst-mac IP address source

Src-ip IP address source

Dst-ip IP address source and destination

Src-dst-ip IP address source and destination

Src-dst-ip-l4port IPaddresssourceanddestination，L4portsourceanddestination

Enhanced Fields are extracted according to load-balance profile.

Usetheshowload-balanceprofileprofile-namecommand to

displayallpacketfieldscorrespondingtosupportedpackettypes.

ECMP HASH simulator supports src-ip, dst-ip, src-dst-ip, src-dst-ip-l4port and enhanced load-balancing modes.

Selected HASH factors for ECMP load balancing vary with different products.

For some products like N18000-CB, load-balancing modes correspond to HASH factors. For example, the src-mac mode

corresponds to the HASH factor of source MAC address; the dst-mac mode corresponds to the HASH factor of destination MAC

address.

 Step2: HASHComputation

HASH algorithm is used to compute the HASH lb-key (load-balance key) based on the HASH factor selected in step 1. ECMP load

balance supports HASH algorithms of CRC and CRC+ scramble.

 Step3: MemberSelection
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DividetheECMPnext hopnumberbyHASH lb-key,and the remainder is thenext-hop index.Theunique indexcanbeusedto identify

the next hop.

Related Configuration

 Displaying ECMP simulator calculation result

Users can check the IPv4 ECMP load-balanced next hop by specifying the quintuple feature of IPv4 packets.

Users can check the IPv6 ECMP load-balanced next hop by specifying the quintuple feature of IPv6 packets.

IftheECMPnexthopisanAP,theforwardingport isselectedbasedonAPloadbalancemode.Userscanenter thecommandto

display the packet forwarding port.

36.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Displaying AP load-balanced

forwarding port

Optional

show aggregate load-balance to interface

aggregateport ap-id ip [source source-ip]

[destination dest-ip] [ip-protocol protocol-id]

[l4-source-portsrc-port] [l4-dest-portdest-port]

Displays the IPv4 AP load-balanced forwarding

port.

show aggregate load-balance to interface

aggregateport ap-id ipv6 [source source-ip]

[destination dest-ip] [ip-protocol protocol-id]

[l4-source-portsrc-port] [l4-dest-portdest-port]

Displays the IPv6 AP load-balanced forwarding

port.

show aggregate load-balance interface

interface-type interface-number to interface

aggregateport ap-id forward [L2 | L3] mac

[src-mac source-mac] [dst-mac dest-mac] [vlan

vlan-id] [etype value]

Displays the layer-2AP load-balanced

forwarding port.

Displaying ECMP load-balanced

forwarding port

show ip ecmp-nexthop address destination

dest-ip [source source-ip] [protocol protocol-id]

[l4-source-port src-port] [l4-dest-port dst-port]]

[vrf vrf-name]

Displays the IPv4 ECMP next hop.

showipv6ecmp-nexthopaddressdestination

dest-ip [source source-ip] [next-header

protocol-id] [l4-source-port src-port]

[l4-dest-port dst-port]] [vrf vrf-name]

Displays the IPv6 ECMP next hop.

36.4.1 DisplayingAPLoad-BalancedForwardingPort

Configuration Effect

 Display the APmember port for packet forwarding.
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Notes

 AP hash simulator works based on the AP load-balancing mode. Therefore, use the aggregate load-balance command to
configure the AP load-balancingmode first.

 Create AP and add member ports.

See Configuring Aggregate Port in Ethernet Switching ConfigurationGuide.

Configuration Steps

 Displaying Layer-2 AP load-balanced forwarding port

 Monitor forwarding path and troubleshooting.

 Enter the command to display AP forwarding ports on the switch.

 Displaying IPv4 AP load-balanced forwarding port

 The same asabove.

 Displaying IPv6 AP load-balanced forwarding port

 The same asabove.

Verification

 Verify the configuration by pumping real traffic. Observe and record the forwarding port.

 Check whether the real forwarding port conforms to the displayed port.

Related Commands

 Displaying Layer-2 AP load-balanced forwarding port

Command show aggregate load-balance interface interface-type interface-number to interface aggregateport ap-id forward

[L2 | L3] mac [src-mac source-mac] [dst-mac dest-mac] [vlan vlan-id] [etype value]

Parameter interface interface-type interface-number: Traffic ingress.

aggregateport ap-id: Destination AP ID.

forward [L2 | L3]: Layer-2 or layer-3 forwarding mode.

src-mac source-mac: Source MAC address.

dst-mac dest-mac: Destination MAC address

vlan vlan-id: TAG ID

etype value: Ethernet type of packet.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying IPv4 AP load-balanced forwarding port

Command show aggregate load-balance interface interface-type interface-number to interface aggregateport ap-id forward

[L2|L3]ip[sourcesource-ip][destinationdest-ip][ip-protocolprotocol-id][l4-source-portsrc-port][l4-dest-port

dest-port]

Parameter interface interface-type interface-number: Traffic ingress.

aggregateport ap-id: Destination AP ID.
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forward [L2 | L3]: Layer-2 or layer-3 forwarding mode.

source source-ip: Source IPv4 address

destination dest-ip: Destination IPv4 address

ip-protocolprotocol-id: IPprotocol ID.Forexample, theprotocol IDofTCPandUDPare6and17 respectively.

l4-source-port src-port: L4 source port ID

l4-dest-port dst-port: L4 destination port ID

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying IPv6 AP load-balanced forwarding port

Command show aggregate load-balance interface interface-type interface-number to interface aggregateport ap-id forward

[L2 | L3] ipv6 [source source-ip] [destination dest-ip] [ip-protocolprotocol-id] [l4-source-port src-port] [l4-dest-port

dest-port]

Parameter interface interface-type interface-number: Traffic ingress.

aggregateport ap-id: Destination AP ID.

forward [L2 | L3]: Layer-2 or layer-3 forwarding mode.

source source-ip: Source IPv6 address

destination dest-ip: Destination IPv6 address

ip-protocolprotocol-id: IPprotocol ID.Forexample, theprotocol IDofTCPandUDPare6and17 respectively.

l4-source-port src-port: L4 source port ID

l4-dest-port dst-port: L4 destination port ID

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Common Errors

 APHASH simulator does not support the configured load-balancingmode.

 The current switch does not support AP HASH simulator.

 AP is not created or does not have member ports.

Configuration Example

 Displaying Layer-2 AP load-balanced forwarding port

Configures load-balancing mode.
Configuration

Steps
FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#aggregateport load-balance dst-mac

FS(config)# showagg load-balance

Load-balance :DestinationMAC

FS# end
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aggregateportload-balancemode: DestinationMAC

balance to port :

GigabitEthernet0/47

FS# show aggregate load-balance interface gigabitethernet 0/1 to interface aggregateport 1 forward L2 mac dst-mac

0000.2000.0002

aggregateportload-balancemode: Destination MAC

balance to port :

Verification Run theshowaggregate load-balance to command to display AP forwarding port according to packet dmac

 Display AP load-balanced forwarding port for packets destined to MAC address 0000.2000.0002.

 Display AP load-balanced forwarding port for packets destined to MAC address 0000.2000.0003.

GigabitEthernet0/48

FS# show aggregate load-balance interface gigabitethernet 0/1 to interface aggregateport 1 forward L2 mac dst-mac

0000.2000.0002

aggregateport load-balancemode: Destination MAC

balance to port :
 If the specified AP does not havemember ports, the forwarding port is displayed as NULL.

FS# show aggregate load-balance interface gigabitethernet 0/1 to interface aggregateport 1 forward L2 mac

dst-mac 0000.2000.0002

Displaying IPv4 AP load-balanced forwarding port

Network

Environment

Figure 14- 4
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Configuration

Steps

Configure the load-balancing mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# aggregate load-balance dst-ip

FS(config)# show agg load-balance

Load-balance : Destination IP

FS# end

Verification Use the show aggregate load-balance to command to display AP forwarding port.

 DisplayAP load-balanced forwarding port for packets destined to IP address 2.2.2.2.

FS#showaggregateload-balanceinterfacegigabitethernet0/1tointerfaceaggregateport1forwardL3ip

destination 2.2.2.2

aggregateport load-balancemode: Destination IP

balance to port : GigabitEthernet0/47

 DisplayAP load-balanced forwarding port for packets destined to IP address 4.4.4.4.

FS#showaggregateload-balanceinterfacegigabitethernet0/1tointerfaceaggregateport1forwardL3ip

destination 4.4.4.4

aggregateport load-balancemode: Destination IP

 balance to port : GigabitEthernet0/48If thespecifiedAPdoesnothavememberports,the
forwarding port is displayed as NULL.

FS# show aggregate load-balance interface gigabitethernet 0/1 to interface aggregateport 1 forward L3 ip source

1.1.1.1

aggregateport load-balancemode: Destination IP

balance to port :

36.4.2 DisplayingECMPLoad-BalancedForwardingPort

Configuration Effect

 Display the ECMP next hop for packet forwarding.

Notes

 Only reachable next hops are load-balanced.

Configuration Steps

 Displaying IPv4 ECMP next hop

 Monitor forwarding path and troubleshooting.

 Enter the command to display AP forwarding ports on the switch.

 Displaying IPv6 ECMP next hop

The same as above
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Verification

 Verify the configuration by pumping real flows. Observe and record the forwarding next hop.

 Check whether the real next hop conforms to the displayed next hop.

Related Commands

 Displaying IPv4ECMPnext hop

Command showipecmp-nexthopaddressdestinationdest-ip [sourcesource-ip] [protocolprotocol-id] [l4-source-port

src-port] [l4-dest-port dst-port] [vrf vrf-name]

Parameter source source-ip: Source IPv4 address

destination dest-ip: Destination IPv4 address

protocolprotocol-id: IPprotocol ID.Forexample, theprotocol IDofTCP,UDPandICMPare6,17and1respectively.

l4-source-port src-port: L4 source port ID

l4-dest-port dst-port: L4 destination port ID

vrf vrf-name: VRF name

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying IPv6ECMPnext hop

Command show ipv6ecmp-nexthopaddress destination dest-ip [source source-ip] [next-header protocol-id] [l4-source-port

src-port] [l4-dest-port dst-port] [vrf vrf-name]

Parameter source source-ip: Source IPv6 address

destination dest-ip: Destination IPv6 address

next-header protocol-id: IP protocol ID. For example, the protocol ID ofTCP,UDP and ICMP are 6,17 and 1

respectively.

l4-source-port src-port: L4 source port ID

l4-dest-port dst-port: L4 destination port ID

vrf vrf-name: VRF name

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Common Errors

 ECMPHASH simulator does not support the configured load-balancingmode.

 The current switch does not support ECMPHASH simulator.

 ECMP is not configured or no reachable next hop is available.

Configuration Example

 Displaying IPv4 ECMPNext Hop
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Network

Environment

Figure 14-5

Configuration

Steps
1. Configure ECMP.

2. Configure the load-balancing mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# aggregate load-balance src-dst-ip

FS(config)# show agg load-balance

Load-balance : Source IP and Destination IP

FS(config)# end
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Verification Usetheshowipecmp-nexthopcommandtodisplay theroute invrf0.Thehitnexthop ismarkedby"*".TheDIP

parameterismandatorywhetheritisnecessaryfortheHASHcalculation. ECMPHASHsimulatorcanbeusedto

calculate one single next hop for a uni-route.

 DisplaytheECMPload-balancednexthopforpacketsfrom1.0.0.1 to3.0.0.1.ChangethedestinationIP

address to 3.0.0.2 and display the next hop again.

FS#show ipecmp-nexthop address destination 3.0.0.1 source 1.0.0.1

balance mode: Source IP and Destination IP

route table: vrf 0

hit ip route, actual nexthop marked by "*":

3.0.0.0/8

via 2.2.2.10 weight 1

via 2.2.2.11 weight 1 *

via 2.2.2.12 weight 1

FS#show ipecmp-nexthopaddress destination3.0.0.2 source1.0.0.1

balancemode: Source IP and Destination IP

route table: vrf 0

hit ip route, actual nexthop marked by "*":

3.0.0.0/8

via 2.2.2.10 weight 1

via 2.2.2.11 weight 1

via 2.2.2.12 weight 1 *

 If theDIPin theenteredCLIcommanddoesnothit therouting table,anerror isdisplayed.

FS#show ipecmp-nexthop address destination 5.0.0.1 source 1.0.0.7

%ecmpHASH failed, for lookup timeout orno routehitted

 DisplaytheECMPload-balancednexthopforpacketsfrom1.0.0.1to3.0.0.1.ChangethesourceIPaddressto

1.0.0.3 and display the next hop again.

FS#show ipecmp-nexthopaddress destination3.0.0.1 source1.0.0.1

balancemode: Source IP and Destination IP

route table: vrf 0

hit ip route, actual nexthop marked by "*":

3.0.0.0/8

via 2.2.2.10 weight 1

via 2.2.2.11 weight 1 *

via 2.2.2.12 weight 1

FS#show ipecmp-nexthopaddress destination3.0.0.1 source1.0.0.3

balancemode: Source IP and Destination IP

route table: vrf 0

hit ip route, actual nexthopmarkedby "*":

3.0.0.0/8

via 2.2.2.10 weight 1 *

via 2.2.2.11 weight 1

via 2.2.2.12 weight 1
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 The ECMP next hop is down. Display the simulatively calculated next hop again.

FS#show arp

Protocol Address Age(min) Hardware Type Interface

Internet 2.2.2.11 <static> 0000.0000.0011 arpa VLAN 2

Internet 2.2.2.12 <static> 0000.0000.0012 arpa VLAN 2

Internet 1.0.0.1 -- 00d0.f822.33b2 arpa VLAN 1

Internet 2.2.2.1 -- 00d0.f822.33b2 arpa VLAN 2

Internet 2.2.2.10 <---> <Incomplete> arpa VLAN 2

 DisplaytheECMPload-balancednext hop for thepackets from1.0.0.1to3.0.0.1, to3.0.0.2and to3.0.0.6

respectively again.

FS#show ip ec ad de 3.0.0.1 so 1.0.0.1

balancemode: Source IP andDestination IP

route table: vrf 0

hit ip route, actual nexthopmarkedby "*":

3.0.0.0/8

via 2.2.2.10 weight 1

via 2.2.2.11 weight 1 *

via 2.2.2.12 weight 1

FS#show ip ec ad de 3.0.0.2 so 1.0.0.1

balancemode: Source IP andDestination IP

route table: vrf 0

hit ip route, actual nexthopmarkedby "*":

3.0.0.0/8

via 2.2.2.10 weight 1

via 2.2.2.11 weight 1

via 2.2.2.12 weight 1 *

FS#show ip ec ad de 3.0.0.6 so 1.0.0.1

balancemode: Source IP andDestination IP

route table: vrf 0

hit ip route, actual nexthopmarkedby "*":

3.0.0.0/8

via 2.2.2.10 weight 1

via 2.2.2.11 weight 1 *

via 2.2.2.12 weight 1

37 Configuring L3-PKT-COUNTERENABLE

37.1 Overview

Generally, the traffic statistics function involves all trafficon the port.The IP traffic statistics functionenables thedevice to count only

IP traffic on layer-3 interfaces.

Protocols and Standards

 N/A
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37.2 Applications

N/A

37.3 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring IP traffic Statistics

on the Layer-3 Interface

(Optional) It is used to configure the traffic statistics function on the Layer-3 interface.

l3-pkt-counter enable
Enables IP (including IPv4 and IPv6) traffic

statistics on the Layer-3 interface.

37.3.1 Enabling IP Traffic Statistics on the Layer-3 Interface

Configuration Effect

Enable IP traffic statistics on the Layer-3 interface.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IP Traffic Statistics on the Layer-3 Interface

Command [no] l3-pkt-counter enable

Parameter Description no: Disables IP traffic statistics on the Layer-3 interface.

Defaults IP traffic statistics is disabled by default.

Command Mode Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run the show run | in l3-pkt-counter enable command to checkwhether the IP traffic statistics function is enabled.

37.4 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the device configuration. show running-config

38 Configuring PositioningLamp

38.1 Overview

The positioning lamp function is used to pinpoint the actual physical location of a port to be controlled. Youcan just run a command

to enable the LED indicator of a port to be solid red for positioning. When building or altering the scenario environment, O&M

personnel may easily remove and insert the cable from or into a false port due to complex scenario topology and existence of

excessive cables.Thismisoperationcancausescenarioerrorsanddelay the projectmaintenanceordelivery progress.For this, the

positioning means is a good solution to pinpoint the actual location of a required port.
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38.2 Applications

Application Description

Port positioning Pinpoints thephysical locationofaport convenientlyandaccurately incomplexenvironment.

38.2.1 Port Positioning

Scenario

Switch A and switch B are connected through multiple links. A port on switch A needs to be controlled but another port may be

manipulated due to misoperations. With the positioning means, when a port on switch A needs to be controlled, you can run a

command to enable the positioning lamp on the port. Then, the LED indicator of the port is solid red. In this way, you can accurately

find out the physical location of the required port.

Figure 16-1

Deployment

 The positioning lamp function is disabled by default. Topinpoint a port, enable the positioning lamp function on the port.

38.3 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the Basic Function

for an Indicator

(Mandatory) It is used to enable the positioning lamp.

posit-lamp enable Enables the positioning lamp.

no posit-lamp enable Restores the default mode, that is, disables the positioning lamp.

38.3.1 Configuring theBasic Function for an Indicator

Configuration Effect

 Enable the positioning lamp function on a port so that the physical LED indicator of the port is solid red.

Notes

1. The port indicator is solid red to indicate the positioning state and green to indicate the link state (whether the green indicator

blinks depends on data transmission).

2. The positioning state is prior to the link state. When the positioning lamp function is enabled, the link state change cannot

switch the status of the port indicator.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theIndicator
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 Mandatory. The positioning lamp function is disabled by default.

 The positioning lamp function can be configured on APmembers, split ports, andVSL ports.

Command posit-lamp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

Configure the positioning lamp function on a port.

 Check whether the LED indicator of the port is solid red.

 Run theshut or noshut command on the port or remove and then insert the cable.The indicator status should not change.
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Common Errors

 N/A

38.4Monitoring

N/A

39 Configuring PortModule Type

39.1 Overview

Different module types need to be configured for ports using different modules so that the modules can normally transmit and

receive signals and forward traffic.

39.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring the Module Type for Ports Configuretheportmodule typebasedon insertedopticalmodules,AOCs,andcoppercables.

39.2.1 Configuring the Module Type for Ports

Scenario

A single switch with 100G/25G physical ports is used.

Deployment

 Theportmodule type is not configuredby default.Thesoftwareautomatically adapts to themodule type basedon the inserted
modules. It configures theopticalmodule type foropticalmodules,backplane type forAOCmodules,andcoppercable type for

copper cables.

 If a module cannot be identified and consequently the port link cannot go up, you can use this function to forcibly set the
module type forrepair.

39.3 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring theModuleType for

100G Ports

(Optional) It is used to configure the module type based on inserted modules.

transceiver { module_type} Sets the module type for 100G ports.

Configuring theModuleType for

25G Ports

(Optional) It is used to configure the module type based on inserted modules.

transceiver { module_type } Sets the module type for 25G ports.
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39.3.1 Configuring the Module Type for Ports

Configuration Effect

 If the module type is configured after modules are inserted into a port, flapping will occur on the port. Therefore, perform the
configuration when the port is down.

Notes

 Configure themodule type basedon insertedmodules. If amodule is inconsistentwith theconfiguration, asyslog isdisplayed.
The inconsistencycan result inport signal deterioration, packetCRCerror or packet loss, and evenport going down.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theModule Type for 100G Ports

Command transceiver { 100GBASE-Activecable | 100GBASE-COPPER | 100GBASE-FIBER | 40GBASE-Activecable |

40GBASE-COPPER | 40GBASE-FIBER }

Parameter

Description

100GBASE-Activecable:Indicatesthe100GAOCmoduletype.

100GBASE-COPPER: Indicates the100Gcoppercablemodule type.

100GBASE-FIBER: Indicatesthe100Gopticalmodule type.

40GBASE-Activecable: Indicates the 40G AOC module type.

40GBASE-COPPER: Indicates the 40G copper cable module type.

40GBASE-FIBER: Indicates the 40G optical module type.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The module type needs to be configured based on actual modules. You can use the default form of this command to

restore the default configuration.

 Configuring theModule Type for 25G Ports

Command transceiver {10GBASE-Activecable

25GBASE-COPPER | 25GBASE-FIBER}

| 10GBASE-COPPER | 10GBASE-FIBER | 25GBASE-Activecable |

Parameter

Description

10GBASE-Activecable:Indicatesthe10GAOCmoduletype.

10GBASE-COPPER: Indicates the10Gcoppercablemodule type.

10GBASE-FIBER: Indicates the10Gopticalmodule type.

25GBASE-Activecable: Indicates the 25G AOC module type.

25GBASE-COPPER: Indicates the 25G copper cable module type.

25GBASE-FIBER: Indicates the 25G optical module type.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The module type needs to be configured based on actual modules. You can use the default form of this command to

restore the default configuration.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theModule Type for 100G Ports

Configuration

Steps

 Set the module type of the 100G port to AOCmodule type.
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FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49)#transceiver 100GBASE-Activecable

Verification Run the show running-config | include TfGigabitEthernet 0/1 command to display the port configuration.

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49)#show run in hundredGigabitEthernet 0/49

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 67 bytes

interface hundredGigabitEthernet 0/49

transceiver 100GBASE-Activecable

 Configuring theModule Type for 25G Ports

Configuration

Steps

 Set the module type of the 25G port to AOCmodule type.

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#transceiver 25GBASE-Activecable

Verification Run the show running-config interface TfGigabitEthernet 0/1 command to display the port configuration.

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show run in TFGigabitEthernet0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 67 bytes

interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

transceiver 25GBASE-Activecable

Common Errors

e

t

39.4 Monitoring

N/A

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#transceiver 25GBASE-cOPPER

*Apr 4 22:15:48: %PORT-3-ERROR: Transceiver configuration(25GBASE-COPPER) on Interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1 cannot match th

inserted transceiver(25GBASE-Activecable).

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49)#transceiver 100GBASE-cOPPER

*Apr 4 22:15:48: %PORT-3-ERROR: Transceiver configuration(100GBASE-COPPER) on Interface HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49 canno

match the inserted transceiver(100GBASE-Activecable).

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49)#
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IP Address & Application Configuration

1. Configuring IP Address and Service

2. Configuring ARP

3. Configuring IPv6

4. Configuring DHCP

5. Configuring DHCPv6

6. Configuring DNS

7. Configuring FTP Server

8. ConfiguringFTPClient

9. Configuring Tunnel Interface

10. Configuring Network Connectivity Test Tool

11. Configuring TCP
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12. Configuring IPv4/IPv6REF

13. Configuring ECMPCLUSTER

1 Configuring IPAddresses and Services

1.1 Overview

InternetProtocol (IP)sendspackets tothedestination fromthesourcebyusinglogical(orvirtual)addresses,namely IPaddresses.At

the network layer, routers forward packets based on IP addresses.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 1918: Address Allocation for Private Internets

 RFC 1166: Internet Numbers

1.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring an

Communication

IP Address for Two networks communicate through one switch interface.

1.2.1 Configuring an IPAddress forCommunication

Scenario

A switch is connected to a Local Area Network (LAN), which is divided into two network segments, namely, 172.16.1.0/24 and

172.16.2.0/24. Computers in the two network segments can communicate with the Internet through switches and computers

between the two network segments can communicate with each other.
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Figure 1- 1 Configuring IP Addresses

Deployment

 Configure two IP addresses onVLAN1. One is a primary IP address and the other is a secondary IP address.

 Onhostsinthenetworksegment172.16.1.0/24,set thegatewayto172.16.1.1;onhosts inthenetworksegment172.16.2.0/24,
set the gateway to 172.16.2.1.

1.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 IP Address

AnIPaddressconsistsof32bits inbinary.Tofacilitatewritinganddescription,an IPaddress isgenerallyexpressed indecimal.When

expressed indecimal, an IPaddress is divided into four groups,witheight bits in eachgroup.The value range of eachgroup is from0

to255, andgroups areseparated bya full stop ".".For example, "192.168.1.1" isan IPaddressexpressed in decimal.

IP addresses are used for interconnection at the IP layer. A 32-bit IP address consists of twoparts, namely, the network bits and the

hostbits.Basedon thevaluesof the firstseveral bits in thenetworkpart, IPaddresses inusecanbeclassified into four classes.

ForaclassAaddress, themostsignificantbit is0.7bits indicateanetworkID,and24bits indicatealocaladdress.Thereare128classA

networks in total.

Figure 1- 2

8 16 24 32

Class A IP address 0 Network ID Host ID

ForaclassBaddress, the first twomostsignificantbitsare10.14bits indicateanetwork ID,and16bits indicatea localaddress.There

are 16,348 class B networks in total.

Figure 1- 3

8 16 24 32

Class B IP address 1 0 Network ID Host ID
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ForaclassCaddress, thefirst threemostsignificantbitsare110.21bits indicateanetworkID,and8bits indicatealocaladdress.There

are 2,097,152 class C networks in total.

Figure 1- 4

8 16 24 32

Class C IP address 1 1 0 Network ID Host ID

ForaclassDaddress,thefirstfourmostsignificantbitsare1110andotherbitsindicateamulticastaddress.

Figure 1-5

The addresses with the first four most significant bits 1111 cannot be assigned. These addresses are called class E addresses and
are reserved.

WhenIPaddressesareplannedduringnetworkconstruction, IPaddressesmustbeassignedbasedon thepropertyof thenetwork to

be built. If the network needs to be connected to the Internet, users should apply for IP addresses to the corresponding agency. In

China, you can apply to China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) for IP addresses. Internet Corporation for Assigned Names

andNumbers (ICANN) is the final oFSanization responsible for IPaddressassignment. If thenetwork tobe built is an internal private

network, users do not need to apply for IP addresses. However, IP addresses cannot be assigned at random. It is recommended to

assign dedicated private network addresses.

The following table lists reserved and available addresses.

Class Address Range Status

Class A network

0.0.0.0 - 0.255.255.255 Reserved

1.0.0.0 - 126.255.255.255 Available

127.0.0.0 - 127.255.255.255 Reserved

Class B network
128.0.0.0 - 191.254.255.255 Available

191.255.0.0 - 191.255.255.255 Reserved

Class C network

192.0.0.0 - 192.0.0.255 Reserved

192.0.1.0 - 223.255.254.255 Available

223.255.255.0 - 223.255.255.255 Reserved

Class D network 224.0.0.0 - 239.255.255.255 Multicast address

Class E network
240.0.0.0 - 255.255.255.254 Reserved

255.255.255.255 Broadcast address

Threeaddress rangesarededicated toprivatenetworks.Theseaddressesarenot used in the Internet. If thenetworks towhich these

addressesareassignedneed tobeconnected to the Internet, these IPaddressesneed tobeconverted intovalid Internetaddresses.

The following table lists private address ranges. Privatenetwork addresses are defined in RFC1918.

Class Address Range Status

Class A network 10.0.0.0 - 10.255.255.255 1 class A network

Class B network 172.16.0.0 - 172.31.255.255 16 class B networks

Class C network 192.168.0.0 - 192.168.255.255 256 class C networks

For assignment of IP addresses, TCP/UDP ports, and other codes, refer to RFC 1166.

8 16 24 32

Class D IP address 1 1 1 0 Multicast address
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 Subnet Mask

Asubnetmask isalsoa32-bit value.Thebits that identify the IPaddressarethenetworkaddress. Inasubnetmask, theIPaddressbits

correspondingtothebitswhosevaluesare1sarethenetworkaddress,andthe IPaddressbitscorresponding tothebitswhosevalues

are0sarethehostaddress.Forexample, forclassAnetworks,thesubnetmaskis255.0.0.0.Byusingnetworkmasks,youcandividea

network into several subnets. Subnetting means to use some bits of the host address as the network address, thus decreasing the

host capacity, and increasing the number of networks. In this case, networkmasks are called subnetmasks.

 Broadcast Packet

Broadcast packets refer to the packets destined for all hosts on a physical network. FS products support two types of broadcast

packets: (1) directed broadcast, which indicates that all hosts on the specified network are packet receivers and the host bits of a

destinationaddressareall 1s; (2) limitedbroadcast,which indicates that all hostsonall networksarepacket receiversand the32bits

of a destination address are all 1s.

 ICMPPacket

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is a sub-protocol in the TCP/IP suite for transmitting control messages between IP hosts and

network devices. It ismainly used to notify corresponding deviceswhen the network performancebecomes abnormal.

 TTL

TimeToLive(TTL) referstothenumberofnetworksegmentswherepacketsareallowedtopassbeforethepacketsarediscarded.The

TTL is a value in an IP packet. It informs the network whether packets should be discarded as the packets stay on the network for a

long time.

Features

Feature Description

IP Address The IP protocol can run on an interface only after the interface is configured with an IP address.

Broadcast Packet

Processing

Broadcast addresses are configured and broadcast packets are forwarded and processed.

Sending ICMP Packets ICMP packets are sent and received.

Limiting Transmission

Rate of ICMP Error

Packets

This function prevents Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.

IP MTU Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of IP packets on an interface is configured.

IP TTL The TTL of unicast packets and broadcast packets is configured.

IP Source Route Source routes are checked.

1.3.1 IP Address

IP addresses are obtained on an interface in the following ways:

11. Manually configuring IP addresses

12. Obtaining IP addresses through DHCP

13. Obtaining IP addresses through PPP negotiation

These approaches are mutually exclusive. If you configure a new approach to obtain an IP address , the old IP address will be

overwritten.
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For details on how to obtain IP addresses through DHCP, see the “DHCP” chapter. The following describes the other three
approaches for obtaining IP addresses.

 Configuring the IP Address for an Interface

Adevicecan receiveandsend IPpacketsonlyafter thedevice isconfiguredwithan IPaddress.Only the interfaceconfiguredwithan

IP address can run the IP protocol.

 ConfiguringMultiple IP Addresses for an Interface

FS products support multiple IP address configuration on one interface, of which one is a primary IP address and the others are

secondary IP addresses. Theoretically, the number of secondary IP addresses is not limited. However, secondary IP addresses must

belong to different networks and secondary IP addresses must be in different networks from primary IP addresses. In network

construction, secondary IP addresses are often used in the following circumstances:

 Anetworkdoesnothaveenoughhostaddresses.Forexample,aLANnowneedsoneclassCnetworktoallocate254addresses.
However,whenthenumberofhostsexceeds254,oneclassCnetwork isnotenoughandanotherclassCnetwork isneeded. In

this case, two networks need to be connected. Therefore, more IP addresses are needed.

 Manyold networksarebasedonL2bridgednetworkswithout subnetting.Youcanusesecondary IPaddresses toupgrade the
network toa routing network basedon IP layer. For each subnet, one device is configuredwith one IP address.

 When twosubnets of one networkare isolated by another network, you can connect the isolated subnets by creatinga subnet
of the isolated network and configuringa secondary address.One subnet cannot be configuredon twoormore interfacesof a

device.

 Obtaining an IPAddresses throughPPP Negotiation

This command is supported on point-to-point interfaces only.

Through this configuration, a point-to-point interface accepts the IP address assigned by the peer end through PPP negotiation.

 Borrowingan IP Addresses fromAnother Interface

One interface may not be configured with an IP address. To enable the interface, it must borrow an IP address from another

interface.

IP addresses of Ethernet interfaces, tunnel interfaces, and loopback interfaces can be borrowed. However, these interfaces
cannot borrow IP addresses from other interfaces.

The IP addresses of borrowed interfaces cannot be borrowed from other interfaces.

If a borrowed interface has multiple IP addresses, only the primary IP address can be borrowed.

The IP address of one interface can be lent to multiple interfaces.

IP addresses of borrowing interfacesare always consistent with and varywith IP addresses of borrowed interfaces.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an InterfacewithOne orMore IP Addresses

 By default, an interface is not configured with an IP address.

 The ip address command is used to configure an IP address for an interface.

 After an IP address is configured, the IP address can be used for communicationwhen it passes conflict detection.
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 The ip address ip-addressmasksecondary command canbe used to configuremultiple secondary IP addresses.

 Borrowing an IP Address fromOther Interfaces

 By default, an interface is not configured with an IP address.

 The ip unnumbered command can be used to borrow IP addresses from other interfaces.

1.3.2 Broadcast Packet Processing

WorkingPrinciple

Broadcast is divided into two types. One is limited broadcast, and the IP address is 255.255.255.255. Because the broadcast is

prohibitedbyrouters, thebroadcast iscalled localnetworkbroadcast.Theother isdirectedbroadcast.Allhostbitsare1s, forexample,

192.168.1.255/24.The broadcast packets with these IP addresses can be forwarded.

If IPnetworkdevices forwardlimitedbroadcastpackets(destinationIPaddressis255.255.255.255), thenetworkmaybeoverloaded,

which severely affects network performance. This circumstance is called broadcast storm. Devices provide some approaches to

confine broadcast stormswithin the local network and prevent continuous spread of broadcast storms. L2 network devices such as

bridges and switches forward and spread broadcast storms.

Thebestway toavoidbroadcaststormistoassignabroadcastaddresstoeachnetwork,whichisdirectedbroadcast.Thisrequires the

IP protocol to use directed broadcast rather than limited broadcast to spread data.

For details about broadcast storms, see RFC 919 and RFC 922.

Directedbroadcastpackets refer to thebroadcastpacketsdestined forasubnet. For example, packetswhosedestinationaddress is

172.16.16.255arecalleddirectedbroadcastpackets.However,thenodethatgeneratesthepacketsisnotamemberof thedestination

subnet.

After receiving directed broadcast packets, the devices not directly connected to the destination subnet forward the packets. After

directed broadcast packets reach the devices directly connected to the subnet, the devices convert directed broadcast packets to

limited broadcast packets (destination IP address is 255.255.255.255) and broadcast the packets to all hosts on the destination subnet

at the linklayer.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IPBroadcast Address

 By default, the IP broadcast address of an interface is 255.255.255.255.

 Todefine broadcast packets of other addresses, run the ip broadcast-address command on the interface.

 Forwarding Directed Broadcast Packets

 By default, directed broadcast packets cannot be forwarded.

 Onthespecified interface,youcan run the ipdirected-broadcastcommand toenabledirectedbroadcastpackets forwarding.
Inthisway, theinterfacecanforwarddirectedbroadcastpacketstonetworksthataredirectlyconnected.Broadcastpacketscan

be transmitted within the destination subnet without affecting forwarding of other directed broadcast packets.

 On an interface, you can define an Access Control List (ACL) to transmit certain directed broadcast packets. After an ACL is
defined, only directed broadcast packets that match the ACL are forwarded.
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1.3.3 SendingICMPPackets

WorkingPrinciple

 ICMPProtocol UnreachableMessage

Adevice receives non-broadcast packets destined for itself, and hepackets contain the IP protocol that cannot be processedby the

device.Thedevicesendsan ICMPprotocol unreachablemessage to thesourcehost.Besides, if thedevicedoesnot knowaroute to

forward packets, it also sends an ICMP host unreachablemessage.

 ICMP RedirectionMessage

Sometimes,aroutemaybe less thanoptimal,whichmakesadevicesendpackets fromthe interfacethat receivespackets. Ifadevice

sends packets from an interface on which it receives the packets, the device sends an ICMP redirection message to the source,

informing the source that the gateway is another device on the same subnet. In this way, the source sends subsequent packets

according to the optimal path.

 ICMPMask ResponseMessage

Sometimes,anetworkdevicesendsanICMPmaskrequestmessagetoobtainthemaskofasubnet..Thenetworkdevicethatreceives

the ICMPmask request message sends amask responsemessage.

 ErrorMessage for TTL Timeout

When forwardingan IPpacketofwhichTTLexpires,adevice responds to thesourceendwithanerrormessage indicatingexceeded

TTL.Toprevent attacksafter the route is traced, the functionality of sending such errormessages canbe disabled.

 TimestampQuery

RFC792 requires the system, after receiving an ICMP timestamp request querymessage, to return its current time.Youcandisable

sending of such reply messages to avoid attacks aimed at time-based protocols. By this means, once received, ICMP timestamp

request query messages are discarded.

Related Configuration

 Enabling ICMP Protocol Unreachable Message

 By default, the ICMPProtocol unreachable message function is enabled on an interface.

 Youcan run the [no] ip unreachables command to disable or enable the function.

 Enabling ICMPRedirection Message

 By default, the ICMP redirectionmessage function is enabled on an interface.

 Youcan run the [no] ip redirects command to disable or enable the function.

 Enabling ICMPMaskResponseMessage

 By default, the ICMPmask responsemessage function is enabled on an interface.

 Youcan run the [no] ipmask-reply command to disable or enable the function.

 Enabling ErrorMessage for TTL Timeout

 By default, the error message for TTL timeout function is enabled.
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 Youcan run the [no] ip ttl-expires enable command to disable or enable the function.

 Enabling TimestampQuery

 By default, the timestamp query function is enabled on an interface.

 Youcan run the [no] ip icmp timestamp command to disable or enable the function.

1.3.4 LimitingTransmissionRateof ICMPErrorPackets

WorkingPrinciple

This function limits the transmission rate of ICMP error packets to prevent DoS attacks by using the token bucket algorithm.

If an IPpacketneeds tobe fragmentedbut theDon’t Fragment (DF)bit in theheader isset to1, thedevicesendsan ICMPdestination

unreachable packet (code 4) to the source host. This ICMPerror packet is used to discover the pathMTU.When there are toomany

other ICMPerror packets, the ICMPdestination unreachable packet (code 4) may not be sent. As a result, the path MTU discovery

function fails.Toavoid this problem, youshould limit the transmission rateof ICMPdestinationunreachable packetsand other ICMP

error packetsrespectively.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theTransmissionRateof ICMPDestinationUnreachablePacketsTriggeredbyDFBit in the IPHeader

 The default transmission rate is 10 packets every 100 milliseconds.

 The ip icmp error-interval DF command can be used to configure the transmission rate.

 Configuring the TransmissionRate of Other ICMPError Packets

 The default transmission rate is 10 packets every 100 milliseconds.

 The ip icmp error-interval command can be used to configure the transmission rate.

1.3.5 IPMTU

Working Principle

IfanIPpacketexceedstheIPMTUsize,theFSOSsoftwaresplitsthepacket.Foralldevicesinthesamephysicalnetworksegment, the

IPMTUof interconnected interfacesmustbe thesame.Youcanadjust the linkMTUof interfacesonFSproducts.After the linkMTUof

interfaces ischanged, the IPMTUof interfaceswill be changed.The IPMTUof interfacesautomaticallykeepsconsistentwith the link

MTUof interfaces.However, if the IPMTUof interfaces is adjusted, the linkMTUof interfaceswill not be changed.

Related Configuration

 Setting the IP MTU

 By default, the IPMTU of an interface is 1500.

 The ipmtu command can be used to set the IP packet MTU.

1.3.6 IP TTL

Working Principle
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An IPpacket is transmitted fromthesourceaddress to thedestinationaddress through routers.AfteraTTLvalue isset, theTTLvalue

decreasesby1every timewhen the IPpacket passesa router.When theTTLvaluedrops tozero, therouter discards thepacket.This

prevents infinite transmission of useless packets and waste of bandwidth.

Related Configuration

 Setting the IP TTL

 By default, the IPTTL of an interface is 64.

 The ip ttl command can be used to set the IPTTL of an interface.

1.3.7 Protecting IPRoutedPorts

WorkingPrinciple

This command is used to forbid packets to come in and go out via the same routed port.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Protection of IPRouted Ports

 By default, protection of IP routed ports is disabled.

 The ip redirect-drop command can be used to enable or disable the function.

1.3.8 IPSourceRoute

WorkingPrinciple

FSproducts support IPsource routes.Whenadevice receivesan IPpacket, it checks theoptionssuchassource route, loosesource

route, and record route in the IP packet header. Theseoptions are detailed inRFC791. If the device detects that the packet enables

one option, it responds; if the device detects an invalid option, it sends an ICMP parameter error message to the source and then

discards thepacket.

After the IP source route is enabled, the source route option is added to an IP packet to test the throughput of a specific network or

help the packet bypasses the failed network. However, this may cause network attacks such as source address spoofing and IP

spoofing.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IPSource Route

 By default, the IP source route function is enabled.

 The ip source-route command can be used to enable or disable the function.

1.3.9 SpecifyingtheSourceAddressof ICMPPackets

WorkingPrinciple

Inanetworkwitha laFSenumberof IPaddressesconfigured, it iscomplex for receiversto recognize fromwhichdeviceICMPpackets

are sent. To simplify the judgement, you can choose a specified address, like the address of the loopback interface, as the source

address for ICMP packets.
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Related Configuration

 Specifying the SourceAddress of ICMP Packets

 By default, no source address is configured for ICMP packets.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode,usetheipicmpsource[vrfvrf-name] ip-addresscommandtospecifythesourceaddressofICMP
packets.

1.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the IP Addresses of

an Interface

(Mandatory) It isused toconfigurean IPaddressandallow the IPprotocol to runonan interface.

ip address
Manually configures the IP address of an

interface.

ip unnumbered Borrows an IP address from another interface.

Configuring Broadcast

Forwarding

(Optional) It isused tosetan IPbroadcast addressandenabledirectedbroadcast forwarding.

ip broadcast-address Configures an IP broadcast address.

ip directed-broadcast Enables directed broadcast forwarding.

Configuring ICMP Forwarding

(Optional) It is used to enable ICMP packet forwarding.

ip unreachables
Enables ICMP unreachable messages and host

unreachable messages.

ip redirects Enables ICMP redirection messages.

ip mask-reply Enables ICMP mask response messages.

ip ttl-expires enable Enables error messages for TTL timeout.

ip icmp timestamp Enables Timestamp Query.

Configuring the Transmission

Rate of ICMP Error Packets

Optional.

ip icmp error-interval DF

Configures the transmission rate of ICMP

destinationunreachablepackets triggeredby the

DF bit in the IP header.

ip icmp error-interval
Configures the transmission rate of ICMP error

packets and ICMP redirection packets.

Setting the IP MTU (Optional) It is used to configure the IPMTU on an interface.

ip mtu Sets the MTU value.

Setting the IP TTL (Optional) It is used to configure theTTL of unicast packets and broadcast packets.

ip ttl Sets the TTL value.

Configuring an IP Source Route (Optional) It is used to check the source routes.

ip source-route Enables the IP source route function.

Specifying the Source Address of

ICMP Packets
(Optional) It is used to configure the source address of ICMP packets.

ip icmp source [ vrf vrf-name ] ip-address Specifies the source address for ICMP packets.
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1.4.1 Configuring the IP Addresses of an Interface

Configuration Effect

Configure the IP address of an interface for communication.

Notes

 N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the IP Address of an Interface

 Mandatory

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

 Obtaining the IPAddress of an Interface throughPPP Negotiation

 Optional

 If a point-to-point interface is not configured with an IP address, obtain an IP address through PPP negotiation.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

 Borrowingan IP Addresses fromAnother Interface

 Optional

 If a point-to-point interface is not configured with an IP address, borrow an IP address fromanother interface.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Manually Configuring the IP Address of an Interface

Command ip address ip-address network-mask [ secondary ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address:32-bit IPaddress,with8bitsforeachgroup.TheIPaddressisexpressedindecimalandgroupsareseparated

by a full stop (.).

network-mask: 32-bit network mask. Value 1 indicates the mask bit and 0 indicates the host bit. Every 8 bits form one

group.The networkmask is expressed in decimal and groups are separated by a full stop (.).

secondary: Secondary IP address.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Borrowingan IP Addresses fromAnother Interface

Command ip unnumberedinterface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

interface-type: Interface type.

interface-number: Interface ID.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Anunnumbered interface indicates that the interface is enabledwith the IP protocol without an IPaddress assigned.An

unnumberedinterfaceneedstobeassociatedwithaninterfaceconfiguredwithanIPaddress.ForanIPpacketgenerated

onanunnumbered interface, thesourceIPaddressof thepacket is theIPaddressof theassociated interface. Inaddition,

the routing protocol process decides whether to send a route update packet to the unnumbered interface according to

itsassociated IPaddress. If youwant touse anunnumbered interface, pay attention to the following limitations:

An Ethernet interface cannot be set to an unnumbered interface.

When a serial interface encapsulates SLIP,HDLC, PPP,LAPB, and Frame-Relay, the serial interface can be set to an

unnumbered interface. During Frame

-Relay encapsulation, however, only a point-to-point interface can be configured as an unnumbered interface. AnX.25

interface cannot be configured as an unnumbered interface.

The ping command cannot be used to check whether an unnumbered interface is working properly because an

unnumbered interface is not configured with an IP address. However, you can monitor the status of an unnumbered

interface remotely through SNMP.

A device cannot be cold started through an unnumbered interface.

Configuration Example

 Configuring an IPAddress for an Interface

Configuration

Steps

Configure IP address 192.168.23.110 255.255.255.0 on interface GigabitEthernet 0/0.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# no switchport

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.23.110 255.255.255.0

Verification Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS# show ip interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

GigabitEthernet 0/0

IP interface state is: UP

IP interface type is: BROADCAST

IP interface MTU is: 1500

IP address is:

192.168.23.110/24 (primary)

1.4.2 ConfiguringBroadcastForwarding

Configuration Effect

Set the broadcast address of an interface to 0.0.0.0 and enable directed broadcast forwarding.
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Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an IPBroadcast Address

 (Optional) Some old hostsmay identify broadcast address 0.0.0.0 only. In this case, set the broadcast address of the taFSet
interface to0.0.0.0.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

 Enabling Directed Broadcast Forwarding

 (Optional) If you want to enable a host to send broadcast packets to all hosts in a domain that it is not in, enable directed
broadcast forwarding.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show running-config interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring an IPBroadcast Address

Command ip broadcast-address ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Broadcast address of an IP network.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Generally, thedestinationaddressof IPbroadcast packets isall 1s,which isexpressedas255.255.255.255.TheFSOS

software can generate broadcast packets of other IP addresses through definition and receive self-defined broadcast

packets and the broadcast packets with address 255.255.255.255.

 Allowing Forwarding of Directed Broadcast Packets

Command ip directed-broadcast [ access-list-number ]

Parameter

Description

access-list-number:Accesslistnumber,rangingfrom1to199andfrom1300to2699.AfteranACLisdefined,onlydirected

broadcast packets that match the ACL are forwarded.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the no ip directed-broadcast command is run on an interface, the FSOS software will discard directed broadcast

packets received from the network that is directly connected.

Configuration Example
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Configuration

Steps

On interface gigabitEthernet 0/1, set the destination address of IP broadcast packets to 0.0.0.0 and enable directed

broadcast forwarding.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no switchport

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip broadcast-address 0.0.0.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip directed-broadcast

Verification Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

ip directed-broadcast

ip broadcast-address 0.0.0.0

1.4.3 ConfiguringICMP Forwarding

Configuration Effect

Enable ICMP unreachable messages, ICMP redirection messages, and mask response messages on an interface.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Enabling ICMPUnreachableMessages

 By default, ICMP unreachable messages are enabled.

 Optional)Theno ipunreachables command can be used to disable ICMPunreachable messages.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

 Enabling ICMPRedirection Messages

 By default, ICMP redirection messages are enabled.

 Optional)Theno ip redirects command can be used to disable ICMP redirectionmessages.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

 Enabling ICMPMaskResponseMessages

 By default, ICMPmask responsemessages are enabled.

 Optional)Theno ipmask-reply command can be used to disable ICMPmask responsemessages.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

 Enabling ErrorMessages for TTL Timeout

 By default, error messages for TTL timeout are enabled.

 (Optional)The no ip ttl-expires enable command can be used to disable errormessages forTTL timeout.
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 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

 Enabling TimestampQuery

 By default, timestamp query is enabled.

 (Optional) The no ip icmp timestamp command can be used to disable timestamp query.

 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Run the show running-config command to check whether error messages for TTL timeout are disabled.

Run theshowrunning-config command to checkwhether timestamp query is disabled.

Related Commands

 Enabling ICMPUnreachableMessages

Command ip unreachables

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling ICMPRedirection Messages

Command ip redirects

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling ICMP Mask Response Messages

Command ip mask-reply

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 EnablingErrorMessagesforTTLTimeout

Command no ip ttl-expires enable

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling TimestampQuery

Command no ip icmp timestamp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

Enable ICMP unreachable messages, ICMP redirection messages, and mask response messages on interface

gigabitEthernet 0/1.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# no ip ttl-expires enable

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no switchport

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip unreachables

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip redirects

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip mask-reply

Verification Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config | include ip ttl-expires enable

no ip ttl-expires enable

FS#show ip interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

GigabitEthernet 0/1

ICMPmaskreplyis:ON

SendICMPredirect is:ON

Send ICMP unreachabled is: ON

1.4.4 ConfiguringtheTransmissionRateof ICMPErrorPackets

Configuration Effect

Configure the transmission rate of ICMP error packets.

Notes
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N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theTransmissionRateof ICMPDestinationUnreachablePacketsTriggeredby theDFBit in the IPHeader

 Optional

 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

 Configuring the TransmissionRate of Other ICMPError Packets

 Optional

 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring theTransmissionRateof ICMPDestinationUnreachablePacketsTriggeredby theDFBit in the IPHeader

Command ip icmp error-interval DF milliseconds [bucket-size]

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Refresh cycle of a token bucket. The value range is from 0 to 2,147,483,647 and the default value is 100

milliseconds.When the value is 0, the transmission rate of ICMPerror packets is not limited.

bucket-size:Numberof tokenscontained ina tokenbucket.Thevalue range is from1to200andthedefaultvalue is10.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode.

Usage Guide This function limits the transmission rate of ICMP error packets to prevent DoS attacks by using the token bucket

algorithm.

If an IP packet needs to be fragmented but the DF bit in the header is set to 1, the device sends an ICMP destination

unreachablepacket (code4) tothesourcehost.This ICMPerrorpacket isusedtodiscover thepathMTU.Whenthereare

toomany other ICMPerror packets, the ICMPdestination unreachable packet (code 4)may not be sent. As a result, the

path MTU discovery function fails. To avoid this problem, you should limit the transmission rate of ICMP destination

unreachable packets and other ICMP error packets respectively.

It is recommended to set the refresh cycle to integral multiples of 10 milliseconds. If the refresh cycle is set to a value

greater than 0 and smaller than 10 milliseconds, the refresh cycle that actually takes effect is 10 milliseconds. For

example, if therefreshrate isset to1per5milliseconds, the refreshrate thatactually takeseffect is2per10milliseconds.

If the refresh cycle is not integralmultiplesof 10milliseconds, the refreshcycle that actually takes effect is automatically

converted to integral multiples of 10 milliseconds. For example, if the refresh rate is set to 3 per 15 milliseconds, the

refresh rate that actually takes effect is 2 per 10milliseconds.

 Configuring the TransmissionRate of Other ICMPError Packets

Command ip icmp error-interval milliseconds [bucket-size]

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Refresh cycle of a tokenbucket. The value range is 0to 2,147,483,647, and the default value is 100 (ms).

When the value is 0, the transmission rate of ICMPerror packets is not limited.

bucket-size: Number of tokens contained in a token bucket. The value range is 1to 200 and the default value is 10.

Command Global configuration mode.
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Mode

Usage Guide This function limits the transmission rate of ICMP error packets to prevent DoS attacks by using the token bucket

algorithm.

It is recommended to set the refresh cycle to integral multiples of 10 milliseconds. If the refresh cycle is set to a value

greater than 0 and smaller than 10 milliseconds, the refresh cycle that actually takes effect is 10 milliseconds. For

example, if therefreshrate isset to1per5milliseconds, the refreshrate thatactually takeseffect is2per10milliseconds.

If the refresh cycle is not integralmultiplesof 10milliseconds, the refreshcycle that actually takes effect is automatically

converted to integral multiples of 10 milliseconds. For example, if the refresh rate is set to 3 per 15 milliseconds, the

refresh rate that actually takes effect is 2 per 10 milliseconds.

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

Set the transmission rate of ICMPdestination unreachable packets triggered the DFbit in IP header to 100 packets per

second and the transmission rate of other ICMP error packets to 10 packets per second.

FS(config)# ip icmp error-interval DF 1000 100

FS(config)# ip icmp error-interval 1000 10

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#showrunning-config|includeipicmperror-interval

ip icmp error-interval 1000 10

ip icmp error-interval DF 1000 100

1.4.5 SettingtheIPMTU

Configuration Effect

Adjust the IP packet MTU.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 (Optional)Whenthe IPMTUof interconnected interfaces isdifferent ondevices in thesamephysical networksegment, set the
IPMTU to the same value.

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Setting the IP MTU

Command ip mtubytes

Parameter

Description

bytes: IP packet MTU. The value range is from 68 to 1,500 bytes.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

Set the IP MTU of interface gigabitEthernet 0/1 to 512 bytes.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no switchport

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip mtu 512

Verification Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS# show ip interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

IP interface MTU is: 512

1.4.6 Setting the IP TTL

ConfigurationEffect

Modify the IP TTL value of an interface.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional

 Perform the configuration in L3 interface configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show run-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Setting the IP TTL

Command ip ttl value

Parameter

Description

value: TTL value. The value range is from 0 to 255.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode.

Usage Guide N/A

ConfigurationExample
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Configuration

Steps

 Set theTTL of unicast packets to 100.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ip ttl 100

Verification Run the show run-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config

ip ttl 100

1.4.7 ConfiguringProtection of IPRouted Ports

Configuration Effect

Enable or disable protection of IP routed ports.

Notes

This configuration is supported on Layer 3 routed ports.

Configuration Steps

 By default, protection of IP routed ports is disabled.

 (Optional) The ip redirect-drop command can be used to enable or disable the function.

Verification

Run the show run-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring Protection of IP Routed Ports

Command ip redirect-drop

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode.

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

 Requries packets coming in via the fastEthernet 0/1 interface to go out via other routed ports .

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip redirect-drop

Verification Run the show run-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config

ip redirect-drop
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1.4.8 Configuringan IPSourceRoute

Configuration Effect

Enable or disable the IP source route function.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 By default, the IP source route function is enabled.

 Optional) The no ip source-route command can be use to disable the IP source route function.

Verification

Run the show run-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring an IPSource Route

Command ip source-route

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode.

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

 Disable the IP source route function.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#no ip source-route

Verification Run the show run-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config

no ip source-route

1.4.9 SpecifyingtheSourceAddressof ICMPPackets

Configuration Effect

Choose a specific address as the source address for ICMP packets.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps
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 Specifying the SourceAddress of ICMP Packets

 Optional

 Set a source address for ICMP packets in global configurationmode.

Verification

After the configuration, the specified address is used as the source address for ICMP reply packets.

Related Commands

 Specifying the SourceAddress of ICMP Packets

Command ip icmp source [ vrf vrf-name ] ip-address

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In a networkwitha laFSe number of IPaddresses configured, it is complex for receivers to recognize fromwhich device

ICMPpacketsaresent.Tosimplify the judgement, you canchooseaspecifiedaddress, like theaddressof the loopback

interface, as the source address for ICMP packets.

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the source address for ICMP packets.

FS(config)#ip icmpsource192.168.1.1

Verification Run the show run-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.
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Building configuration...

Current configuration : 4438 bytes

version 11.0(5)B9P23

hostname N5860-48SC_2

!

load-balance-profile FS

hash-disturb 5

!

no spanning-tree

!

expert access-list extended2704

!

expert access-list extended2705

!

ip vrf VRF-A

rd 100:1

route-taFSet both 100:1

!

username FS privilege 15 password FS

!

install 0FS-N5860-48SC

!

sysmac 5869.6c9d.b47c

!

nfpp

!

ip icmp source 192.168.1.1

!

……

1.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command
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Displays the IP address of an interface. show ip interface [interface-typeinterface-number | brief]

Displays IP packet statistics. show ip packet statistics [total | interface-name]

Displays statistics of IP packets on an interface. show ip interface-statistics [ interface-name ] { ipv4 | ipv6 }

Displaysstatisticsonsentand receivedIPpackets in

the protocol stack.
show ip packet queue

2 Configuring ARP

2.1 Overview

Ina localareanetwork (LAN),each IPnetworkdevicehas twoaddresses:1) localaddress.Since the localaddress iscontained in the

headerof the data link layer (DLL) frame, it isaDLLaddress.However, it is processedby theMACsublayerat theDLLand thereby is

usually called the MAC address. MAC addresses represent IP network devices on LANs. 2) network address. Network addresses on the

Internet represent IP network devices and also indicate the networks where the devices reside.

InaLAN, two IPdevicescancommunicatewitheachother onlyafter they learn the48-bitMACaddressof eachother.Theprocessof

obtaining the MAC address based on the IP address is called address resolution. There are two types of address resolution protocols: 1)

AddressResolutionProtocol(ARP);2)ProxyARP.ARPandProxyARParedescribedrespectivelyinRFC826andRFC1027.

ARP is used to bind the MAC address with the IP address.When you enter an IP address, you can learn the corresponding MAC address

throughARP.OncetheMACaddress isobtained, the IP-MACmappingwillbesaved totheARPcacheof thenetworkdevice.Withthe

MAC address, the IP device can encapsulate DLL frames and send them to the LAN. By default, IP and ARP packets on the Ethernet are

encapsulated in Ethernet II frames.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 826: An Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol

 RFC 1027: Using ARP to implement transparent subnet gateways

2.2 Applications

Application Description

LAN-based ARP Auser learns theMACaddressesofotherusers in thesamenetworksegment throughARP.

Proxy ARP-based Transparent

Transmission

With Proxy ARP, a user can directly communicate with users in another network without

knowing that it exists.

2.2.1 LAN-based ARP

Scenario

ARP is required in all IPv4 LANs.

 Auser needs to learn theMAC addresses of other users through ARP to communicate with them.
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A is a router.

Bisaswitch.Itactsasthegateway.

C, D, and E are hosts.

Figure 2- 1

Deployment

 Enable ARP in a LAN to implement IP-MACmapping.

2.2.2 Proxy ARP-based Transparent Transmission

Scenario

Transparent transmission across IPv4 LANs is performed.

 Enable Proxy ARP on the router to achieve direct communication betweenusers in different network segments.

Figure 2- 2

A is a router connecting two LANs.

B and C are hosts in different subnets. No default gateway is configured for them.

Deployment

 EnableProxyARPonthesubnetgateway.Afterconfiguration, thegatewaycanactasaproxy toenableahostwithoutanyroute
information to obtain MAC addresses of IP users in other subnets.

2.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

Remarks

Remarks
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Static ARP Users can manually specify IP-MAC mapping to prevent the device from learning incorrect ARP entries.

ARP Attributes Users can specify the ARP entry timeout, ARP request retransmission times and interval, and maximum

number of unresolved ARP entries.

Gratuitous ARP GratuitousARPisusedtodetect IPaddressconflictsandenableperipheraldevicestoupdateARPentries.

Proxy ARP A proxy replies to the ARP requests from other devices in different subnets.

Local Proxy ARP A proxy replies to the ARP requests from other devices in the same subnet.

Any IP ARP Users can access the network without changing the IP address and gateway.

ARP Trustworthiness

Detection

Neighbor Unreachable Detection (NUD) is used to ensure that correct ARP entries are learned.

Scheduled Automatic ARP

Scanning

Enable scheduled automatic ARP scanning on neighbors in the LAN.

ARP-based IP Guard Youcan set thenumber of IPpackets for triggeringARPdrop toprevent a laFSenumber of unknownunicast

packets from being sent to the CPU.

Refraining from Sending

ARP Requests to

AuthenticationVLANs

Thedevice refrains fromsendingARPbroadcast requests toauthenticationVLANs to reduce thenumber of

ARP broadcast requests in the network.

ARP VXLAN-related

Functions

Enable automatic ARP entry learning, ARP requests, and gratuitous ARP request suppression.

Fast Aging of ARP Entries Enable fast aging of fast aging of ARP entries on an interface.

FastRemovalofARPEntries Enable fast removal of ARP entries when L2 ports get down.

Passive ARP Response

Packet Learning

Users can enable active ARP response packet learning

ARP Probe upon MAC

Address Flapping

Users can enable ARP probe upon MAC address flapping.

2.3.1 Static ARP

StaticARPentriescanbeconfiguredmanuallyorassignedbytheauthenticationserver.Themanuallyconfiguredonesprevail.Static

ARP can prevent the device from learning incorrect ARP entries.

Working Principle

If static ARP entries are configured, the device does not actively update ARP entries and these ARP entries permanently exist.

When the device forwards Layer-3 packets, the staticMACaddress is encapsulated in the Ethernet header as the destinationMAC

address.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Static ARP

Run the arp [vrf name] ip-address mac-address type command in global configuration mode to configure static ARP entries. By default,

no static ARP entry is configured. Users can bind static ARP entries to individual VRF instances or the global VRF instance. ARP

encapsulation supports only the Ethernet II type, which is represented by ARPA.

2.3.2 ARPAttributes

Users can specify the ARP timeout, ARP request retransmission interval and times, maximum number of unresolved ARP entries, and

maximum number of ARP entries on an interface.
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Working Principle

 ARP Timeout

TheARP timeoutonly applies to thedynamically learned IP-MACmapping.When theARPentry timeout expires, thedevicesendsa

unicast ARP request packet to detect whether the peer end is online. If it receives anARP reply from the peer end, it does not delete

this ARP entry. Otherwise, the device deletes this ARP entry.

WhentheARP timeout isset toasmallervalue, themapping tablestored in theARPcache ismoreaccuratebutARPconsumesmore

network bandwidth.

 ARPRequest Retransmission Interval and Times

The device consecutively sends ARP requests to resolve an IP address to a MAC address. The shorter the retransmission interval is, the

faster the resolution is. The more times the ARP request is retransmitted, the more likely the resolution will succeed and the more

bandwidth ARP willconsume.

 MaximumNumber of Unresolved ARPEntries

InaLAN,ARPattacksandscanningmaycausea laFSenumberofunresolvedARPentriesgeneratedonthegateway.Asaresult, the

gateway fails to learn the MAC addresses of the users. To prevent such attacks, users can configure the maximum number of

unresolved ARPentries.

 MaximumNumber of ARPEntries on an Interface

Configure the maximum number of ARP entries on a specified interface to prevent ARP entry resource waste.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theARP Timeout

Run the arp timeout seconds command in interface configurationmode to configure the ARP timeout. The default timeout is 3,600

seconds.You can change it based on actual situations.

 Configuring theARPRequest Retransmission Interval and Times

 RunthearpretryintervalsecondscommandinglobalconfigurationmodetoconfiguretheARPrequestretransmissioninterval.
The default interval is 1 second.Youcan change it based on actual situations.

 RunthearpretrytimesnumbercommandinglobalconfigurationmodetoconfiguretheARPrequestretransmissiontimes.The
default number of retransmission times is 5. Youcan change it based on actual situations.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Unresolved ARPEntries

Runthearpunresolvenumbercommand inglobalconfigurationmodetoconfigure themaximumnumberofunresolvedARPentries.

Thedefaultvalue is themaximumnumberofARPentriessupportedby thedevice.Youcanchange itbasedonactual situations.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ARPEntries on an Interface

Run the arpcache interface-limit limit command in interface configurationmode to configure themaximumnumberof ARP entries

learned on an interface. The default number is 0. Youcan change it based on actual situations. This command also applies to static

ARP entries.
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2.3.3 Gratuitous ARP

WorkingPrinciple

Gratuitous ARP packets are a special type of ARP packets. In a gratuitous ARP packet, the source and destination IP addresses are the

IP address of the local device. Gratuitous ARP packets have two purposes:

1. IPaddressconflictdetection. If thedevicereceivesagratuitouspacketandfindsthe IPaddressinthepacket thesameasitsown

IP address, it sends an ARP reply to notify the peer end of the IP address conflict.

2. ARPupdate.WhentheMACaddressofaninterfacechanges,thedevicesendsagratuitousARPpackettonotifyotherdevicesto

update ARPentries.

ThedevicecanlearngratuitousARPpackets.AfterreceivingagratuitousARPpacket, thedevicecheckswhether thecorresponding

dynamicARPentryexists. Ifyes, thedeviceupdates theARPentrybasedonthe informationcarried inthegratuitousARPpacket.

Related Configuration

 Enabling GratuitousARP

Run the arp gratuitous-send interval seconds [number] command in interface configurationmode to enable gratuitous ARP.This

function is disabled on interfaces by default. Generally you need to enable this function on the gateway interface to periodically

update theMACaddress of the gateway on the downlink devices,which prevents others from faking the gateway.

2.3.4 Proxy ARP

Working Principle

The device enabled with Proxy ARP can help a host without any route information to obtain MAC addresses of IP users in other

subnets. For example, if the device receiving an ARP request finds the source IP address in a different network segment from the

destination IP address and knows the route to the destination address, the device sends an ARP reply containing its own Ethernet

MAC address.This is how Proxy ARP works.

Related Configuration

 Enabling ProxyARP

 Run the ip proxy-arp command in interface configuration mode to enable Proxy ARP.

 This function is disabled by default.

2.3.5 Local ProxyARP

WorkingPrinciple

Local Proxy ARP means that a device acts as a proxy in the local VLAN (common VLAN or sub VLAN).

After local Proxy ARP is enabled, the device can help users to obtain the MAC addresses of other users in the same subnet. For

example, when port protection is enabled on the device, users connected to different ports are isolated at Layer 2. After local Proxy

ARPisenabled, thedevicereceivinganARPrequestactsasaproxytosendanARPreplycontainingitsownEthernetMACaddress.In

thiscase, different users communicatewitheachother throughLayer-3 routes.This is how local ProxyARPworks.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Local Proxy ARP
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 Run the local-proxy-ar command in interface configuration mode to enable local Proxy ARP.

 This function is disabled by default.

 This command is supported only on switch virtual interfaces (SVIs).

2.3.6 Any IPARP

Working Principle

Ifany IPARP isenabled,userscanaccess thenetworkwithany IPaddress.Thisapplieswhenauser isusinghisown laptop inahotel

and wants to access the network without changing the IP address and gateway. If the gateway receiving an ARP request finds the

source IPaddress inadifferentsubnet and thedestinationaddresspossiblynot itsownaddress, thegatewaystill sendsanARPreply

and creates a direct route for the user.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Any IP ARP

Run the arp any-ip command in interface configuration mode to enable any IP ARP. This function is disabled on interfaces by default.

2.3.7 ARPTrustworthinessDetection

WorkingPrinciple

The arp trust-monitor enable command is used to enable anti-ARP spoofing to prevent excessive useless ARP entries from

occupyingdeviceresources.AfterARPtrustworthinessdetection isenabledonaLayer-3 interface, thedevicereceivesARPrequest

packets from this interface:

1. If thecorrespondingentrydoesnotexist, thedevicecreatesadynamicARPentryandperformsNUDafter1to5seconds.That is,

the device begins to age the newly learned ARPentry and sends a unicast ARP request. If the device receives an ARP update

packet from the peer end within the aging time, it stores the entry. If not, it deletes the entry.

2. If the corresponding ARP entry exists, NUD is not performed.

3. If theMACaddress in the existing dynamic ARP entry is updated, the device also performs NUD.

SincethisfunctionaddsastrictconfirmationprocedureintheARPlearningprocess,itaffectstheefficiencyofARPlearning.

After this function is disabled, NUD is not required for learning and updating ARP entries.

Related Configuration

 Enabling ARP Trustworthiness Detection

Run thearptrust-monitorenablecommand in interfaceconfigurationmode toenableARPtrustworthinessdetection.This function

is disabled by default.

2.3.8 ScheduledAutomaticARPScanning

WorkingPrinciple

When scheduled automatic ARP scanning is enabled, the network segment configured on the interface is scanned in a scheduled

manner to learn theARPentriesofneighbors.Thescanning interval rangesfrom1 to30minutes,and thedefault interval is5minutes.

The scanning rate ranges from 1 to 100 pps, and the default rate is 20 pps.

Related Configuration
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 Configuring ARPScanning

 Run the arp scan auto start-ip-address end-ip-address command in interface configuration mode to enable scheduled
automatic ARP scanning. By default, this function is disabled.

 Run the arp scan intervalminutes command in global configurationmode to configure the scanning interval.

 Run the arp scan rate rate-value command in global configuration mode to configure the scanning rate.

2.3.9 ARP-based IP Guard

WorkingPrinciple

When receiving unresolved IP packets, the switch cannot forward them through the hardware and thereby need to send them to the

CPUforaddressresolution. IfalaFSenumberofsuchpacketsaresenttotheCPU,theCPUwillbecongested,affectingotherservices

on theswitch.

AfterARP-basedIPguardisenabled, theswitchreceivingARPrequestpacketscountsthenumberofpacketsinwhichthedestination

IP address hits this ARP entry. If this number is equal to the configured number, the switch sets a drop entry in the hardware so that

thehardwarewillnotsend thepacketswiththisdestination IPaddress totheCPU.After theaddress resolution iscomplete, theswitch

continues to forward the packets with this destination IP address.

Related Configuration

 Enabling ARP-based IPGuard

 Run the arp anti-ip-attack command in global configuration mode to configure the number of IP packets for triggering ARP
drop.

 By default, the switch discards the corresponding ARP entry after it receives three unknown unicast packets containing the
same destination IPaddress.

2.3.10 Refraining fromSendingARPRequests toAuthenticationVLANs

Working Principle

In gateway authentication mode, all sub VLANs in a Super VLAN are authentication VLANs by default. Users in an authentication VLAN

havetopassauthenticationtoaccessthenetwork.Afterauthentication,astaticARPentryisgeneratedonthedevice.Therefore,when

accessinganauthenticateduser, thedevicedoesnotneedtosendARPrequeststotheauthenticationVLAN. If thedeviceattempts to

accessusers inanauthentication-exemptionVLAN, itonlyneedstosendARPrequests to theauthentication-exemptionVLAN.

In gateway authentication mode, this function is enabled on the device by default. If the device needs to access

authentication-exemption users in an authentication VLAN, disable this function.

Related Configuration

 Refraining fromSending ARPRequests toAuthentication VLANs

 Run the arp suppress-auth-vlan-req command in interface configuration mode to refrain from sending ARP requests to
authentication VLANs.

 This function is enabled by default.
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2.3.11 ARP VXLAN-related Functions

WorkingPrinciple

In the VXLAN+SDN environment, the ARP module provides the following functions to adapt to the SDN controller:

1. Enabling/disabling automaticARP entry learning onOverlay router interfaces:When theSDNcontroller is used todeliver ARP

entries to the device in a unifiedmanner, run the no arp vxlan learning-enable command to disable the function. In this case,

the device does not learn or update ARP entries based on the received ARP packets.

2. Enabling/disabling SDN controller response to ARP requests: When the SDN controller needs to manage ARP packets in a unified

manner, run the arp vxlan sdn-reply command to enable the function. In this case, ARP requests are copied to the SDN

controller for responses.

3. Enabling/disabling gratuitous ARP request suppression on Overlay router interfaces: To prevent the problem that some terminals

no longer sendARP requests to theSDNcontrollerafter learning theARPentries from thegratuitousARP requestpackets sent

by the Overlay network gateway, run the arp vxlan suppress gratuitous arp command to enable gratuitous ARP request

suppression on Overlay router interfaces.

4. Enabling/disablingOverlay router interfacestoactivelysendgratuitousARPrequestpackets:Toprevent theproblemthataging

of thevirtualMACaddress of theoverlaynetworkgateway could lead to flooding ofVXLAN-related traffic and thusaffect device

performance, enable Overlay router interfaces to actively send gratuitous ARP request packets.

5. Enabling/disabling generating of host routes after EVPN synchronizes ARPorNDentries toOverlay router interfaces.

For details about how to configure VXLAN, see VXLAN-SCG.doc.

2.3.12 ARP Packet Statistics Collection

WorkingPrinciple

Thedevicecounts the total numbersof sent/receivedARP requests/responses andpacketsof unknown types onall interfaces from

power-on.

2.3.13 ARP Packet Rate Statistics Collection

WorkingPrinciple

The device measures, at a minimum interval of 1s, the rate of ARP requests, ARP responses, and packets of unknown types received on

each interface in a period of time.

2.3.14 EnablingFastAgingofARPEntries

WorkingPrinciple

ARP entries cannot be learned under unusual circumstances. After MAC addresses age, ARP entries age fast so as to achieve fast route

conveFSence.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Fast Aging of ARP Entries

 In interface configurationmode, run the arp fast-aging enable command to enable fast aging of ARP entries.

 By default, this function is disabled.
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2.3.15 EnablingFastRemovalofARPEntries

WorkingPrinciple

When L2 ports get down, their corresponding ARP entries are fast deleted for fast routing conveFSence.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Fast Removal of ARP Entries

 In interface configurationmode, run the arp l2port-down fast-delete command to enable fast removal of ARP entries.

 By default, this function is disabled.

2.3.16 Enabling Passive ARP Response Packet Learning

WorkingPrinciple

The device does not learn ARP response packets when it does not send ARP request packets by default. Run the arp reply-

auto-learning enable command to enable passive ARP response packet learning.

Related Configuration

 EnablingPassive ARPResponse Packet Learning

 Run the arp reply-auto-learning enable command in global configuration mode to enable passive ARP response packet
learning.

2.3.17 EnablingARPProbeuponMACAddressFlapping

WorkingPrinciple

IfMACaddressflappingoccurs,namely, thelayer-2interfacechangesand isinconsistentwiththeinterfacerecordedintheARPentry,

the devicewill continue to sendARP request packets to probe the actual interface until the probe succeeds.

Related Configuration

 EnablingARP Probe uponMACAddress Flapping

 Run the arpmac-flapping resolve enable command in global configurationmode to enable ARP probe uponMACaddress
flapping.

 ConfiguringARPProbe Interval uponMACAddress Flapping

 Runthearpmac-flappingresolve interval [seconds ] command inglobalconfigurationmode toconfigureARPprobe interval
upon MAC address flapping.

 ConfiguringARPProbeCount uponMACAddress Flapping

 Run the arp mac-flapping resolve times [ number ] command in global configuration mode to configure ARP probe count
upon MAC address flapping.

2.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command
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Configuration Description and Command

Enabling Static ARP (Optional) It is used to enable static IP-MAC binding.

arp Enables static ARP.

Configuring ARP Attributes

(Optional) It is used to specify the ARP timeout, ARP request retransmission interval and times,
maximum number of unresolved ARP entries, and maximum number of ARP entries on an

interface.

arp timeout Configures the ARP timeout.

arp retry interval
Configures the ARP request retransmission

interval.

arp unresolve
Configures the maximum number of unresolved

ARP entries.

arp cache interface-limit
Configures the maximum number of ARP entries

on an interface.

Enabling Gratuitous ARP
(Optional) It is used to detect IP address conflicts and enables peripheral devices to update ARP
entries.

arp gratuitous-send interval Enables gratuitous ARP.

Enabling Proxy ARP (Optional) It isused toactasaproxy toreply toARPrequests fromthedevices indifferentsubnets.

ip proxy-arp Enables Proxy ARP.

Enabling Local Proxy ARP
(Optional) It is used to act as a proxy to reply to ARP requests from other devices in the same
subnet.

local-proxy-arp Enables local Proxy ARP.

Enabling Any IP ARP
(Optional) It is used to allow users to access the network without changing the IP address and
gateway.

arp any-ip Enables any IP ARP.

Enabling ARP Trustworthiness

Detection
(Optional)It isusedtounicastARPrequestpacketstoensurethatcorrectARPentriesarelearned.

arp trust-monitor enable Enables ARP trustworthiness detection.

Configuring Scheduled

Automatic ARPScanning

(Optional) It is used toenable scheduled automaticARP scanning on an interface.

arp scan auto
Enables scheduled automatic ARP scanning on an

interface.

arp scan interval
Configures the scheduled automatic ARP

scanning interval in global configuration mode.

arp scan rate
Configures the scheduled automatic ARP

scanning rate in global configuration mode.

Enabling ARP-based IP Guard
(Optional) It is used toprevent a laFSe number of IP packets frombeing sent to theCPU.

arp anti-ip-attack
Configures the number of IP packets for

triggering ARP drop.

Refraining from Sending ARP

Requests to Authentication

VLANs

(Optional) It is used to refrain fromsendingARP requests to authenticationVLANs.

arp suppress-auth-vlan-req Refrains from sending ARP requests to
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Configuration Description and Command

authentication VLANs.

Enabling ARP VXLAN-related

Functions

(Optional) It is used to enable ARPVXLAN to support network deployment.

arp vxlan arp vxlan

arp vxlan gratuitous-send interval arp vxlan gratuitous-send interval

Configuring ARP Packet Rate

Statistics Collection

(Optional) It is used to enable ARP packet rate statistics collection and configure the interval for
collecting ratestatistics.

arp rate-statistic enable Enables ARP packet rate statistics collection.

arp rate-statistic compute interval
Configures the interval for collecting ARP packet

rate statistics.

Enabling Fast Aging of ARP

Entries
(Optional) It is used to enable fast aging of ARP entries.

arp fast-aging enable Enables fast aging of ARP entries.

Enabling Fast Removal of ARP

Entries
(Optional) It is used to enable fast removal of ARP entries.

arp l2port-down fast-delete Enables fast removal of ARP entries.

Enabling Active ARP Response

Packet Learning
(Optional) It is used to enable active ARP response packet learning.

arp reply-auto-learning enable Enables active ARP response packet learning.

Enabling ARP Probe upon MAC

Address Flapping

(Optional) It is used to enable ARP probe uponMAC address flapping.

arp mac-flapping resolve enable EnablesARPprobeuponMACaddressflapping.

arp mac-flapping resolve interval Configures the ARP probe interval.

arp mac-flapping resolve times Configures the ARP probe count.

2.4.1 EnablingStaticARP

ConfigurationEffect

Users can manually specify IP-MAC mapping to prevent the device from learning incorrect ARP entries.

Notes

AfterastaticARPentry isconfigured, theLayer-3switch learns thephysical port corresponding totheMACaddress in thestaticARP

entry before it performs Layer-3 routing.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringStatic ARPEntries

 Optional.

 Youcan configure a static ARPentry to bind the IP address of the uplink devicewith itsMACaddress to prevent MAC change
caused by ARP attacks.

 Configure static ARP entries in global configurationmode.

Verification

Run the show running-config command to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.Or run the showarp static command to

checkwhether a static ARP cache table is created.
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Related Commands

 Configuring Static ARPEntries

Command arp [vrf name | oob] ip-address mac-address type

Parameter

Description

vrf name: Specifies a VRF instance. The name parameter indicates the name of the VRF instance.

oob: Configures a static ARP entry for a management port.

ip-address: Indicates the IP address mapped to a MAC address, which is in four-part dotted-decimal format.

mac-address: Indicates the DLL address, consisting of 48 bits.

type: Indicates the ARP encapsulation type. For an Ethernet interface, the keyword is arpa.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS queries a 48-bit MAC address based on a 32-bit IP address in the ARP cache table.

Sincemost hosts support dynamic ARP resolution, usually the static ARP mapping are not configured. Use the clear

arp-cache command to delete the dynamic ARP entries.

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

Configure a static ARP entry on B to statically bind the IP address of A with the MAC address.

FS(config)#arp 192.168.23.1 00D0.F822.334B arpa

Verification Run the show arp static command to display the static ARP entry.

FS(config)#show arpstatic

Protocol Address Age(min) Hardware Type Interface

Internet 192.168.23.1 <static> 00D0.F822.334B arpa

1 static arp entries exist.

Common Errors

 TheMAC address in static ARP is incorrect.

2.4.2 ConfiguringARPAttributes

Configuration Effect

Users can specify the ARP timeout, ARP request retransmission interval and times, maximum number of unresolved ARP entries, and

maximum number of ARP entries on an interface.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theARP Timeout

 Optional.

 InaLAN, ifausergoesonline/offline frequently, it is recommended toset theARPtimeoutsmall todelete invalidARPentriesas
soon aspossible.

 Configure the ARP timeout in interface configurationmode.
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 Configuring theARPRequest Retransmission Interval and Times

 Optional.

 If the network resources are insufficient, it is recommended to set the ARP request retransmission interval great and the
retransmission times small to reduce the consumption of network bandwidths.

 Configure the ARP request retransmission interval and times in global configurationmode.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Unresolved ARPEntries

 Optional.

 If the network resources are insufficient, it is recommended to set the maximum number of unresolved ARP entries small to
reduce the consumption of network bandwidths.

 Configure themaximum number of unresolvedARP entries in global configuration mode.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ARPEntries on an Interface

 Optional.

 Configure themaximumnumber of ARP entries on an interface in interface configurationmode.

Verification

Runtheshowarptimeoutcommandtodisplaythetimeoutsofall interfaces.

Run the show running-config command to display the ARP request retransmission interval and times, maximum number of

unresolved ARP entries, and maximum number of ARP entries on an interface.

Related Commands

 Configuring theARP Timeout

Command arp timeout seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the timeout in seconds, ranging from 0 to 2,147,483. The default value is 3,600.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The ARP timeout only applies to the dynamically learned IP-MACmapping.When the ARP timeout is set to a smaller

value, themapping tablestored intheARPcache ismoreaccuratebutARPconsumesmorenetworkbandwidth.Unless

otherwise specified, do not configure the ARP timeout.

 Configuring theARPRequest Retransmission Interval and Times

Command arp retry interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: IndicatestheARPrequest retransmissioninterval inseconds,rangingfrom1to3,600.Thedefaultvalue is1.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If a device frequentlysendsARP requests, affectingnetworkperformance, you canset theARP request retransmission

interval longer. Ensure that this interval does not exceed the ARP timeout.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Unresolved ARPEntries
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Command arp unresolve number

Parameter

Description

number: IndicatesthemaximumnumberofunresolvedARPentries,rangingfrom1to8,192.Thedefaultvalue is8,192.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If a large number of unresolved entries exist in the ARP cache table and remain in the table after a while, it is

recommended to use this command to limit the number of unresolved ARP entries.

Themaximumnumberof theunresolvedARPentries limits thenumberofneighbors thatcanberesolvedata time.
If thedeviceneeds to resolvea largenumber of neighbors, itwill takea long time to finish resolvingall neighbors if

the arp unresolve number is set to a small value.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ARPEntries on an Interface

Command arp cache interface-limit limit

Parameter

Description

limit: Indicates the maximum number of ARP entries that can be learned on an interface, including configured ARP

entriesanddynamicallylearnedARPentries.Thevaluerangesfrom0totheARPentrycapacitysupportedbythedevice.

0 indicates no limit on this number.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Limiting the number of ARP entries on an interface can preventmalicious ARPattacks fromgenerating excessiveARP

entrieson thedevice and occupying entry resources.The configured valuemust be equal to or greater than the number

of theARPentries learnedbytheinterface.Otherwise, theconfigurationdoesnot takeeffect.Theconfigurationissubject

to the ARP entry capacity supported by the device.

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

 Set the ARP timeout to 60 seconds on port GigabitEthernet 0/1.

 Set themaximum number of learned ARP entries to 300 on port GigabitEthernet 0/1.

 Set the ARP request retransmission interval to 3 seconds.

 Set the ARP request retransmission times to 4.

 Set themaximum number of unresolved ARP entries to 4,096.

 Set themaximum number of learned ARP entries to 1,000 on Sub Slot 2 of Slot 1.

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#arp timeout 60

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#arp cache interface-limit 300

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

FS(config)#arp retry interval 3

FS(config)#arp retry times 4

FS(config)#arp unresolve 4096

Verification  Run the show arp timeout command to display the timeout of the interface.

 Run the show running-config command to display the ARP request retransmission interval and times, and

maximumnumber of unresolved ARP entries.
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interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

arp cache interface-limit 300

!

FS(config)# show running-config

arp unresolve 4096

arp retry times 4

arp retry interval 3

3600Mgmt 0

3600VLAN 111

3600VLAN 100

3600GigabitEthernet0/7

3600GigabitEthernet0/5

3600GigabitEthernet0/4

3600GigabitEthernet0/2

60GigabitEthernet0/1

FS#show arp timeout

Interface arp timeout(sec)

---------------------- ----------------



2.4.3 EnablingGratuitousARP

ConfigurationEffect

The interface periodically sends gratuitous ARP packets.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 When a switch acts as the gateway, enable gratuitous ARP on an interface to prevent other users from learning incorrect
gatewayMACaddress in case of ARP spoofing.

 Enable gratuitous ARP in interface configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show running-config interface [ name ] command to check whether the configuration is successful.

Related Commands

 Enabling GratuitousARP
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Command arp gratuitous-send interval seconds [number]

Parameter

Description

seconds:Indicatestheinterval forsendingagratuitousARPrequest.Theunit issecond.Thevaluerangesfrom1to3,600.

number: Indicates thenumberofgratuitousARPrequeststhataresent.Thedefaultvalue is1.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

100.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a network interface of a device acts as the gateway for downstreamdevices but a downstreamdevice pretends to be

the gateway, enable gratuitous ARP on the interface to advertise itself as the real gateway.

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

Configure the GigabitEthernet 0/0 interface to send a gratuitous ARP packet every 5 seconds.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#arp gratuitous-send interval 5

Verification Run the show running-config interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#sh running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 127 bytes

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

duplex auto

speed auto

ip address 30.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

arp gratuitous-send interval 5

2.4.4 EnablingProxyARP

ConfigurationEffect

The device acts as a proxy to reply to ARP request packets from other users.

Notes

By default, Proxy ARP is disabled.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Ifauserwithoutanyroute informationneedstoobtain theMACaddressesof theIPusers inothersubnets,enableProxyARPon
the device so that the device can act as a proxy to send ARP replies.

 Enable Proxy ARP in interface configuration mode.
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Verification

Run the show ip interface [ name ] command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling ProxyARP

Command ip proxy-arp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

Enable Proxy ARP on port GigabitEthernet 0/0.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip proxy-arp

Verification Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show ip interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

GigabitEthernet 0/0

IP interface state is: DOWN

IP interface type is: BROADCAST

IP interface MTU is: 1500

IP address is:

No address configured

IPaddressnegotiate is:OFF

Forwarddirect-broadcast is:OFF

ICMPmask reply is:ON

Send ICMP redirect is: ON

SendICMPunreachable is:ON

DHCP relay is:OFF

Fast switch is: ON

Help address is: 0.0.0.0

Proxy ARP is: ON

ARP packet input number: 0

Request packet 0
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Routing redirect : 0

:0Source quench

: 0Unreachable

: 0Echo reply

: 0Echo request

TTL invalid packet number: 0

ICMP packet input number: 0

: 0Unknown packet

: 0Reply packet

2.4.5 EnablingLocalProxyARP

ConfigurationEffect

The device acts as a proxy to reply to ARP request packets from other users in the same subnet.

Notes

Local Proxy ARP is supported only on SVIs.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 If a user enabledwithport protection needs to communicatewith users in theVLAN, enable local Proxy ARP on the device.

 Enable local Proxy ARP in interface configurationmode.

Verification

Run the show run interface [ name ] command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling Local Proxy ARP

Command local-proxy-arp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

Enable local Proxy ARP on the VLAN 1 interface.

FS(config-if-VLAN 1)#local-proxy-arp
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Verification Run the show ip interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config interface vlan 1

Building configuration...

Currentconfiguration:53bytes

interface VLAN 1

ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0

local-proxy-arp

2.4.6 EnablingAny IPARP

ConfigurationEffect

Users can access the network with any IP address.

Notes

Any IP ARP is supported only on egress gateway products.

In the following two scenarios, users must modify the configuration before they can access the network.

14. Theuser's IPaddressis inthesamenetworksegmentas theinterfacedirectlyconnected tothedevice.However, theIPaddress

configured on the interface directly connected to the device is not the gateway address.

15. The user's IP address is not in the same network segment as the interface directly connected to the device, but in the network

segment of another interface.That means an IP address conflict occurs.

As theuser' IPaddress isnot in thesamenetworksegmentas the interfacedirectlyconnected to thedevice, thedynamicARPentries

anddirect routes aregenerated onlywhen theuser initiatesARP requests.Therefore, in somescenarios (including but not limited to

thefollowingones), theuserwillnotbeable toaccess thenetworkunless itclearstheARPentriesandrelearnthegatewayaddress.

16. ThedeviceactsasaproxytorespondtoARPrequests.AftertheuserlearnstheMACaddressofthedevice,dynamicARPentries

areclearedonthedevice.Asaresult, theuser'sdynamicARPentriesanddirectroutesareremovedand theusercannot receive

the replypackets.

17. The device acts as a proxy to respond to ARP requests. After the user learns the MAC address of the device, any IP ARP is

disabled and then enabled again on the interface.

Note: Disabling any IP ARP on an interface will cause users' dynamic ARP entries and direct routes to be removed. Consequently, users

cannot receive responsepackets.

On the other hand, if static ARP entries or ARP entries with VRRP IP addresses exist, dynamic ARP entries generated by any IP ARP will

be overwritten or fail to be added, disabling the any IP ARP function.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 In a hotel, enable any IPARP on the gateway so that users can access the networkwithout changing the IP address.
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 Enable any IP ARP in interface configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show running-config interface [ name ] command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling Any IPARP

Command arp any-ip

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide
Disabling any IP ARP on an interface will cause users' dynamic ARP entries and direct routes to beremoved.
Consequently, users cannot receive response packets.

If static ARP entries or ARP entries with VRRP IP addresses exist, dynamic ARP entries generated by any IP ARP will
be overwritten or fail to be added, disabling the any IP ARP function.

Configuration Example

Scenario See Figure 2-1.

Configuration

Steps

Enable any IP ARP on port GigabitEthernet 0/0.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#arp any-ip

Verification Run the show running-config interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#sh run int gi0/0

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 140 bytes

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

duplex auto

speed auto

ip address 30.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

arp gratuitous-send interval 5

arp any-ip

2.4.7 EnablingARPTrustworthinessDetection

Configuration Effect
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EnableARPtrustworthinessdetection. If thedevicereceivinganARPrequestpacket fails tofind thecorrespondingentry, itperforms

NUD.IftheMACaddressintheexistingdynamicARPentryisupdated,thedeviceimmediatelyperformsNUDtopreventARPattacks.

Notes

Since this function adds a strict confirmation procedure in the ARP learning process, it affects the efficiency of ARP learning.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 If there is a need for learning ARPentries, enable ARP trustworthinessdetectionon thedevice. If thedevice receiving anARP
request packet fails to find the corresponding entry, it needs to send a unicast ARP request packet to checkwhether the peer

endexists. If yes, thedevicelearns theARPentry. If not, thedevicedoesnot learn theARPentry. If theMACaddress intheARP

entry changes, the devicewill immediately perform NUD to prevent ARP spoofing.

 Enable ARP trustworthiness detection in interface configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show running-config interface [ name ] command to check whether the configuration take effect

Related Commands

 Enabling ARP Trustworthiness Detection

Command arp trust-monitor enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide
Enable this function. If the corresponding ARPentry exists and theMACaddress is not updated, the device does
not performNUD.

Enable this function. If the MAC address of the existing dynamic ARP entry is updated, the device immediately
performsNUD.

After this function is disabled, the device does not performNUD for learning or updating ARPentries.

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

Enable ARP trustworthiness detection on port GigabitEthernet 0/0.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#arp trust-monitor enable

Verification Run the show running-config interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 184 bytes
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!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

duplex auto

speed auto

ip address 30.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

arp trust-monitor enable

2.4.8 ConfiguringScheduledAutomaticARPScanning

Configuration Effect

Afterscheduled automaticARPscanning is configuredonan interface, thedevice scansneighbors in thespecified rangeand learns

ARPentries fromtheneighbors.Aftera timeperiodof thescanning interval (5minutesbydefault), thedevicestarts thenext scanning

and learns the remaining ARPentries.The device repeats these operations until all ARP entries are learnt.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration in interface configurationmode.

Verification

Run the show running-config interface [name] command to display configurations.

Related Commands

 EnablingScheduled Automatic ARPScanning

Command arp scan auto start-ip-address end-ip-address

Parameter

Description

start-ip-address: Specifies the start IP address of the ARP scan range. The start IP address must be smaller than or equal to

the end IP address.

end-ip-address:SpecifiestheendIPaddressof theARPscanrange.TheendIPaddressmustbegreater thanorequal to

the start IP address.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ThisfunctionisenabledtoperformscheduledautomaticARPscanningonceevery5minutesbydefault.

The IP address with existing neighboring ARP entries is not scanned.

Ifyouknowtheallocated IPaddressrange inaLAN, youcanspecify theARPscan range.Thenumberof thespecified IP

addresses cannot be greater than 1,024.

The start/end IP address of the ARP scan range must be in the same network segment as the interface IP address.

ARP scanning takes effect on UP interfaces only.

Configuration Example
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Scenario See figure 2-1.

Configuration

Steps

Enable ARP scanning on an SVI.

FS(config-if-VLAN 20)# arp scan auto 192.168.23.1 192.168.23.100

Verification Run the show running-config interface command to display configurations.

FS#sho running-config interface vlan 20

Building configuration...

Currentconfiguration:57bytes

interface VLAN 20

arp scan auto 192.168.23.1 192.168.23.100

dut4(config-if-VLAN 20)#

Common Errors

1. The start IP address is greater than the end IP address in the configuredARP scanning range.

2. The start/end IP address is not in the same network segment as the interface IP address.

2.4.9 EnablingARP-basedIPGuard

Configuration Effect

When theCPU receives thespecified number of packets inwhich the destination IP addresshits theARPentry, all packetswith this

destination IP address will not be sent to the CPU afterwards.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Bydefault,whenthreeunknownunicastpacketsaresent totheCPU,thedropentry isset.Userscanrunthiscommandtoadjust
thenumber of packets for triggeringARPdropbasedon thenetworkenvironment.Users canalsodisable this function.

 Configure ARP-based IP guard in global configuration mode.

Verification

Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling ARP-based IPGuard

Command arp anti-ip-attack num

Parameter

Description

num: Indicates the number of IP packets for triggering ARP drop. The value ranges from 0 to 100.

0 indicates that ARP-based IP guard is disabled. The default value is 3.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide If hardware resources are sufficient, run the arpanti-ip-attacknum command to set the number of IP packets for
triggering ARP drop to a small value. If hardware resources are insufficient, run the arp anti-ip-attack num

command to set the number of IP packets for triggering ARP drop to a laFSe value, or disable this function.

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

Enable ARP-based IP guard on B.

FS(config)#arp anti-ip-attack 10

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config

Building configuration...

Currentconfiguration:53bytes

arp anti-ip-attack10

2.4.10 RefrainingfromSendingARPRequests toAuthenticationVLANs

Configuration Effect

The device does not send ARP request packets to authentication VLANs.

Notes

This function is supported only on SVIs.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 In gateway authentication mode, the device does not send ARP request packets to authentication VLANs by default. If the
device needs to send ARP request packets to authentication VLANs, run the no arp suppress-auth-vlan-req command to

disable this function.

 Perform this configuration in interface configurationmode.

Verification

Run the show run interface [ name ] command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Refraining fromSending ARPRequests toAuthentication VLANs

Command arp suppress-auth-vlan-req

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Scenario For the network topology, see Figure 2- 1.

Configuration

Steps

Disable the VLAN 2 interface from refraining from sending ARP requests to authentication VLANs.

FS(config-if-VLAN 2)#no arp suppress-auth-vlan-req

Verification Run the show running-config interface [ name ] command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config interface vlan 2

Building configuration...

Currentconfiguration:53bytes

interface VLAN 2

ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0

no arp suppress-auth-vlan-req

2.4.11 ARP VXLAN-related Functions

WorkingPrinciple

In the VXLAN+SDN environment, the ARP module provides the following functions to adapt to the SDN controller:

6. Enabling/disabling automaticARP entry learning onOverlay router interfaces:When theSDNcontroller is used todeliver ARP

entries to the device in a unifiedmanner, run the no arp vxlan learning-enable command to disable the function. In this case,

the device does not learn or update ARP entries based on the received ARP packets.

7. Enabling/disabling SDN controller response to ARP requests: When the SDN controller needs to manage ARP packets in a unified

manner, run the arp vxlan sdn-reply command to enable the function. In this case, ARP requests are copied to the SDN

controller for responses.

8. Enabling/disabling gratuitous ARP request suppression on Overlay router interfaces: To prevent the problem that some terminals

no longer sendARP requests to theSDNcontrollerafter learning theARPentries from thegratuitousARP requestpackets sent

by the Overlay network gateway, run the arp vxlan suppress gratuitous arp command to enable gratuitous ARP request

suppression on Overlay router interfaces.

9. Enabling/disablingOverlay router interfacestoactivelysendgratuitousARPrequestpackets:Toprevent theproblemthataging

of thevirtualMACaddress of theoverlaynetworkgateway could lead to flooding ofVXLAN-related traffic and thusaffect device

performance, enable Overlay router interfaces to actively send gratuitous ARP request packets.

10. Enabling/disabling generating of host routes after EVPN synchronizes ARPorNDentries toOverlay router interfaces.

For details about how to configure VXLAN, see VXLAN-SCG.doc.

Related Configuration

 Enabling ARP VXLAN to Support the VXLAN+SDN Deployment
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 In global configuration mode, run the no arp vxlan learning-enable command to disable automatic ARP entry learning on
Overlay router interfaces; run thearpvxlansdn-replycommand toenable theSDNcontroller to respond toARPrequests; run

the arp vxlan suppress gratuitous_arp command to enable gratuitous arp request sending on Overlay router interfaces.

 Bydefault,automaticARPentry learning isenabled, thefunctionofSDNcontrollerrespondingtoARPrequests isdisabled,and
gratuitous ARP request suppression is disabled.

 By default, Overlay router interfaces does not actively send gratuitous ARP request packets.

 EnablingGeneratingofHostRoutesAfterEVPNSynchronizesARPorNDEntries toOverlayRouter Interfaces

 In interfaceconfigurationmode, run thenoarpvxlan remote-arp inactivecommand toenablegeneratingof host routesafter
EVPN synchronizes ARP or ND entries toOverlay router interfaces.

 By default, host routes are not generatedwhenEVPN synchronizes ARPorNDentries toOverlay router interfaces.

2.4.12 ConfiguringARPPacketRateStatisticsCollection

Configuration Effect

Measure the rate of receiving/sending ARP packets on each interface.

Notes

The default sampling interval is 5s, but the rate is measured at an interval of 1s.

Configuration Steps

 (Optional) Configure ARP packet rate statistics collection when needed.

 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

Command arp rate-statistic enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults ARP packet rate statistics collection is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide ARPpacket rate statistics collection is disabled by default. If the command result of showarp rate-statistic shows that

statistics are all 0s, run the show run-config command to display configurations. If the function is not enabled, run the

arprate-statisticenablecommand toenable the function.Todisable the function, run thenoarprate-statisticenable

command.

 Configuring the Interval for Collecting ARPPacket Rate Statistics

 (Optional)Configure the interval for collectingARPpacket rate statistics if the default value (5s) does notmeet requirements.

 Perform the configuration in global configuration mode.

Command arp rate-statistic compute interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the interval in seconds, which cannot be less than 1s.

Defaults The default value is 5s.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide IfARPpacketsare received/sent at an undesired rateonmany interfaces,appropriately adjust the interval for collecting

ARP packet rate statistics.

Verification

Run the show running-config command to display configurations.

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

Enable ARP packet rate statistics collection in global configuration mode.

FS(config)#arp rate-statistic enable

Verification Run the show running-config command to display configurations.

FS(config)#arp rate-statistic enable

FS(config)#show running-config

!

arp rate-statistic enable

arp rate-statistic timeout 10

!

FS(config)#

Configuration

Steps

Configure the interval for collecting ARP packet rate statistics in global configuration mode.

FS(config)#arp rate-statistic compute interval 10

Verification Run the show running-config command to display configurations.

FS(config)#arp rate-statistic enable

FS(config)#show running-config

!

arp rate-statistic enable

arp rate-statistic compute interval 10

!

FS(config)#

2.4.13 EnablingFastAgingofARPEntries

Configuration Effect

ARP entries cannot be learned under unusual circumstances. After MAC addresses age, ARP entries age fast.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Perform the configuration in interface configuration mode.
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 Only SVI and Overlay Router interfaces are supported.

Verification

Run the show run command to check whether the configuration is successful.

Related Commands

 Enabling Fast Aging of ARPEntries

Command arp fast-aging enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault,dynamicARPentriesstartagingonehouraftertheagingof theircorrespondingMACaddresses.If thisfeature

is configured, after their correspondingMACaddress age, thedynamic ARPentries age immediately.

This command is supported on SVI and Overlay Router interfaces.

WhenARP-to-host conversion is configured, it is recommended to enable this function at the same time, to help
achieve fast route conveFSence.

Configuration Example

Scenario See Figure 2-1.

Configuration

Steps

Enabling fast aging of ARP entries on the SVI 2 interface.

FS(config-if-VLAN 2)#arp fast-aging enable

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration is successful.

FS#show running-config

interface VLAN 2

!

arp fast-aging enable

!

Common Errors

N/A

2.4.14 EnablingFastRemovalofARPEntries

Configuration Effect

When L2 ports get down, corresponding ARP entries are fast deleted.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional.
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 Perform the configuration in interface configuration mode.

 Only SVIs are supported.

Verification

Run the show run command to check whether the configuration is successful.

Related Commands

 Enabling Fast Removal of ARP Entries

Command arp l2port-down fast-delete

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthearpl2port-downfast-deletecommandonanSVI,soARPentriesareremovedassoonasL2portsunderthisSVI

get down. Without configuring this feature, ARP entries are deleted only after their aging time is reached.

Configuration Example

Scenario See Figure 2-1.

Configuration

Steps

Enabling fast removal of ARP entries on the SVI 2 interface.

FS(config-if-VLAN 2)#arp l2port-down fast-delete

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration is successful.

FS#show running-config

interface VLAN 2

!

arp l2port-down fast-delete

!

Common Errors

N/A

2.4.15 Enabling Passive ARP Response Packet Learning

Configuration Effect

The device will learn ARP response packets even when it does not send ARP request packets.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Enable passive ARP response packet learning in global configurationmode.

Verification
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Run the show run command to check whether the configuration is successful.

Related Commands

 EnablingPassive ARPResponse Packet Learning

Command
arp reply-auto-learning enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After this function is enabled, the device will learn ARP response packets even when it does not send ARP request

packets.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 2- 3

A: Router

B: Switch serving as the gateway for the users

C, D and E: Users

Configuration

Steps

Enabling passive ARP response packet learning. .

FS(config)#arp reply-auto-learning enable

Verification Run show running-config command to check whether the configuration is successful.

FS#show running-config

!

arp reply-auto-learning enable

!

Common Errors

N/A

2.4.16 EnablingARPProbeuponMACAddressFlapping

Configuration Effect

IfMACaddressflappingoccurs,namely, thelayer-2interfacechangesand isinconsistentwiththeinterfacerecordedintheARPentry,

the devicewill continue to sendARP request packets to probe the actual interface until the probe succeeds.
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Notes

N/A.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.

 Enable ARP probe uponMAC address flapping in global configurationmode.

Verification

Run the show run command to check whether the configuration is successful.

Related Commands

 EnablingARP Probe uponMACAddress Flapping

Command
arp mac-flapping resolve enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IfMACaddress flapping occurs,namely, the layer-2 interfacechangesand is inconsistentwith the interface recorded in

the ARP entry, the device will continue to send ARP request packets to probe the actual interface until the probe

succeeds.

The interfacewill not be updated immediatelywhenMACaddress flappingoccurs. Instead, itwill beupdated after
the probe finishes or after the device receives ARP response packets to learn the interface again. If there is

consistentattackflow,theinterfacerecordedintheARPentrymaynotbeconsistentwiththeactualMACaddress.

If you want to update the interface immediately when MAC address flapping occurs, please disable this command.

 Configuring ARP Probe Interval

Command
arp mac-flapping resolve interval [ seconds ]

Parameter

Description

The default interval is 2 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the ARP probe interval upon MAC address flapping.

 Configuring ARP ProbeCount

Command
arp mac-flapping resolve times [ number ]

Parameter

Description

The default count is 5.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide This command is used to configure the ARP probe count upon MAC address flapping.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 2- 4

A: Router

B: Switch serving as the gateway for the users

C, D and E: Users

Configuration

Steps

Enabling ARP probe uponMAC address flapping.

FS(config)#arp mac-flapping resolve enable

Setting ARP probe interval to 5s.

FS(config)# arp mac-flapping resolve interval 5

Setting ARP probe count to 1.

FS(config)# arp mac-flapping resolve times 1

FS(config)#arp reply-auto-learning enable

Verification Run show running-config command to check whether the configuration is successful.

FS#show running-config

!

arp mac-flapping resolve enable

!

!

arp mac-flapping resolve interval 5

!

!

arp mac-flapping resolve times 1

!

Common Errors

N/A

2.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commands may lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears dynamic ARP entries. In gateway clear arp-cache
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authentication mode, dynamic ARP

entries in authentication VLANs are not

cleared.

Clears ARP packet statistics. clear arp-cache packet statistics [ interface ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the ARP table in detail.
showarp [detail] [ interface-typeinterface-number | [vrfvrf-name] [ip [mask] |mac-address |

static | complete | incomplete ]

Displays the ARP table. show ip arp [ vrf vrf-name ]

Displays the ARP entry counter. show arp counter

Displays the timeout of dynamic ARP

entries.
show arp timeout

Displays ARP packet statistics. show arp packet statistics [interface]

Displays ARP packet rate statistics. show arp rate-statistic [interface]

Debugging

System resources are occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable the debugging switch immediately
after use.

Description Command

Debugs

receiving.

ARP packet sending and debug arp

Debugs the creation and deletion of ARP

entries.

debug arp event

3 Configuring IPv6

3.1 Overview

Asthe Internetdevelopsrapidlyand IPv4addressspace isbecomingexhausted, IPv4 limitationsbecomemoreandmoreobvious.At

present, many researches and practices on Internet Protocol Next Generation (IPng) have been conducted. The IPng working group of

the Internet EngineeringTaskForce (IETF) has formulated an IPng protocol named IPVersion 6 (IPv6), which is described in RFC 2460.

Main Features

 LaFSer Address Space

Compared with 32 bits in an IPv4 address, the length of an IPv6 address is extended to 128 bits. Therefore, the address space has

approximately 2128 addresses. IPv6 adopts a hierarchical address allocationmode to support address allocationof multiple subnets

from the Internet core network to intranet subnet.

 Simpler Packet Header Format

Since the design principle of the IPv6 packet header is to minimize the overhead of the packet header, some non-key fields and

optional fieldsareremoved fromthepacketheader to theextendedpacket header.Therefore,although the lengthof an IPv6address

is four times of that of an IPv4 address, the IPv6 packet header is only two timesof the IPv4 packet header.The IPv6 packet header
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makesdevice forwardingmoreefficient. For example,withno checksum in the IPv6packet header, the IPv6 devicedoesnot need to

process fragments (fragmentation is completed by the initiator).

 Efficient Hierarchical Addressing andRouting Structure

IPv6 uses a convergencemechanism and defines a flexible hierarchical addressing and routing structure. Multiple networks at the

same layer are represented as a uniform network prefix on the upstream device, greatly reducing routing entriesmaintained by the

device and routing and storage overheads of the device.

 EasyManagement: Plug and Play (PnP)

IPv6providesautomaticdiscoveryandauto-configuration functions tosimplifymanagementandmaintenanceofnetworknodes.For

example, Neighbor Discovery (ND), MTUDiscovery, Router Advertisement (RA), Router Solicitation (RS), and auto-configuration

technologiesproviderelatedservicesforPnP.Particularly,IPv6offerstwotypesofauto-configuration:statefulauto-configurationand

stateless auto-configuration. In IPv4, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) realizes auto-configuration of the host IP address

and related parameters. IPv6 inherits this auto-configuration service from IPv4 and called it stateful auto-configuration (see DHCPv6).

Besides, IPv6 also offers the stateless auto-configuration service.During stateless auto-configuration, a host automatically obtains the

local address of the link, address prefix of the local device, and other related configurations.

 Security

As an optional extension protocol of IPv4, Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) is a part of IPv6 to provide security for IPv6 packets. At

present, IPv6 provides twomechanisms:AuthenticationHeader (AH) andEncapsulatedSecurityPayload (ESP). AHprovides data

integrityandauthenticates IPpacket sources toensure that thepacketsoriginate from thenodes identifiedby thesourceaddresses.

ESP provides data encryption to realize end-to-end encryption.

 Better QoSSupport

Anew field in the IPv6packetheaderdefineshow to identifyandprocessdatastreams.TheFlowLabel field in the IPv6packetheader

is used to authenticate a data flow. Using this field, IPv6 allows users to propose requirements on the communication quality. , A

device can identify all packets belonging to a specific data stream based on this field and process these packets according to user

requirements.

 New Protocol for Neighboring Node Interaction

IPv6 Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) uses a series of Internet Control Message Protocol Version 6 (ICMPv6) packets to implement

interactivemanagement of neighboring nodes (nodes on the same link). IPv6 usesNDPpackets and efficient multicast/unicast ND

packets instead of broadcast-based AddressResolution Protocol (ARP) and Control Message Protocol Version 4 (ICMPv4) router

discovery packets.

 Extensibility

Withstrongextensibility, IPv6featurescanbeaddedtotheextendedpacketheader followingtheIPv6packetheader.UnlikeIPv4, the

IPv6packetheadercansupport atmost40bytesofoptions.Foran IPv6packet, the lengthof theextendedpacketheader is restricted

only by the maximum number of bytes in the packet.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 4291 - IPVersion 6Addressing Architecture

 RFC 2460 - Internet Protocol,Version 6 (IPv6) Specification

 RFC4443 - Internet ControlMessageProtocol (ICMPv6) for the Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) Specification
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 RFC 4861 - Neighbor Discovery for IP version 6 (IPv6)

 RFC 4862 - IPv6 Stateless Address Auto-configuration

 RFC 5059 - Deprecation of Type 0 Routing Headers in IPv6

3.2 Applications

Application Description

Communication

Addresses

Based on IPv6 Two PCs communicate with each other using IPv6 addresses.

3.2.1 CommunicationBasedonIPv6Addresses

Scenario

AsshowninFigure3-1,Host1andHost2communicatewitheachotherusingIPv6addresses.

Figure 3-1

Deployment

Hosts can use the stateless address auto-configuration or DHCPv6 address assignment mode. After addresses are configured, hosts

can communicate with each other using IPv6 addresses.

3.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

IPv6 Address Format TheIPv6addressformatmakes IPv6havealargeraddressspaceandflexiblerepresentationapproach.

IPv6 Address Type IPv6 identifies network applications based on addresses.

IPv6 Packet Header

Format

IPv6simplifies the fixedandextendedpacketheaders to improve thedatapacket processingand forwarding

efficiency of the device.

IPv6 PMTUD A host dynamically discovers and adjusts the MTU size on the data Tx path, saving router resources and

improving IPv6 network efficiency.

IPv6 Neighbor

Discovery

ND functions include router discovery, prefix discovery, parameter discovery, address auto-configuration,

addressresolution(likeARP),next-hopdetermination,NeighborUnreachabilityDetection(NUD),Duplicate

AddressDetection (DAD), and redirection.

IPv6 Source Routing This feature is used to specify the intermediate nodes that a packet passes through along the path to the

destination address. It is similar to the IPv4 loose source routing option and loose record routing option.
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Feature Description

Restricting the Sending

Rate of ICMPv6 Error

Messages

This feature prevents DoS attacks.

IPv6 HOP-LIMIT This featurepreventsuselessunicastpackets frombeingunlimitedly transmittedon thenetworkandwasting

network bandwidth.

Refraining from

SendingNSPackets to

Authentication VLANs

Ingatewayauthenticationmode,adevice is refrainedfromsendingNSpackets toauthenticationVLANs.

Default Gateway on the

Management Interface

Thedefaultgateway isconfiguredonthemanagement interfacetogenerateadefault route for this interface.

Enabling Statistics of

ND Packets

This feature enables the statistics of received and sent ND packets and their rates on all IPv6 interfaces.

Enabling Fast Removal

of ND Entries

The feature enables fast removal of ND entries when L2 ports get down.

EnablinganInterface

toLearnNDEntriesVia

DAD NS Packets

The features enables an interface to learn ND entries via DAD packets

Enabling Generating of

Host Routes After EVPN

Synchronizes ARP or

ND Entries to Overlay

Router Interfaces

This feature enables generating of host routes after EVPN synchronizes ND entries to Overlay Router

interfaces.

3.3.1 IPv6 AddressFormat

An IPv6 address is represented in the X:X:X:X:X:X:X:X format, where X is a 4-digit hexadecimal integer (16 bits). Each address consists of

8 integers, with a total of 128 bits (each integer contains 4 hexadecimal digits and each digit contains four bits). The following are

three valid IPv6 addresses:

2001:ABCD:1234:5678:AAAA:BBBB:1200:2100

800:0:0:0:0:0:0:1

1080:0:0:0:8:800:200C:417A

Theseintegersarehexadecimal,whereAtoFrepresent10to15.Eachinteger intheaddressmustberepresented,except theleading

zeros ineach integer. If an IPv6addresscontainsastringofzeros (asshown in thesecondand thirdexamplesabove), adoublecolon

(::) can be used to represent these zeros.That is, 800:0:0:0:0:0:0:1 canbe represented as 800::1.

A double colon indicates that this address can be extended to a complete 128-bit address. In this approach, only when the 16-bit

integers are all 0s, can theycan be replaced witha double colon. A double colon canexist once in an IPv6 address.

InIPv4/IPv6mixedenvironment,anaddresshasamixedrepresentation. Inan IPv6address,theleastsignificant32bitscanbeusedto

represent an IPv4 address. This IPv6 address can be represented in a mixed manner, that is, X:X:X:X:X:X:d.d.d.d, where X is a

hexadecimal integer and d is a 8-bit decimal integer. For example, 0:0:0:0:0:0:192.168.20.1 is a valid IPv6 address. It can be abbreviated

to :::192.168.20.1. Typical applications are IPv4-compatible IPv6 addresses and IPv4-mapped IPv6 addresses. If the first 96 bits are 0 in

an IPv4-compatible IPv6 address, this address can be represented as ::A.B.C.D, e.g., ::1.1.1.1. IPv4-compatible addresses have been
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abolishedatpresent. IPv4-mapped IPv6addressesare representedas ::FFFF:A.B.C.D to represent IPv4addressesas IPv6addresses.For

example, IPv4 address 1.1.1.1mapped to an IPv6 address is represented as ::FFFF:1.1.1.1.

Sincean IPv6address is divided into twoparts: subnet prefix and interface ID, it can be represented as an addresswithan additional

value according to an address allocation method like Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR). The additional value indicates how many

bits (subnet prefix) in the address represent the network part. That is, the IPv6 node address contains the prefix length. The prefix

length is separated from the IPv6 address byaslash. For example, in 12AB::CD30:0:0:0:0/60, the prefix length used for routing is 60

bits.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IPv6 Address

 No IPv6 address is configured on interfaces by default.

 Run the ipv6 address command to configure an IPv6 address on an interface.

 After configuration, a host can communicate with others using the configured IPv6 address based on DAD.

3.3.2 IPv6 AddressType

RFC 4291 defines three types of IPv6 addresses:

 Unicastaddress: IDof a single interface.Packetsdestined toaunicast addressare sent to the interface identifiedby this address.

 Multicastaddress: IDof an interfacegroup (the interfacesgenerally belong todifferent nodes).Packetsdestined toamulticast
address are sent to all interfaces included in this address.

 Anycast address: ID of an interface group. Packets destined to an anycast address are sent to one interface included in this
address (the nearest interface according to the routing protocol).

IPv6 does not define broadcast addresses.

These three types of addresses are described as follows:

 Unicast Addresses

Unicast addresses fall into five types: unspecified address, loopback address, link-local address, site-local address, and global unicast

address. At present, site-local addresses have been abolished. Except unspecified, loopback, and link-local addresses, all other

addresses are global unicast addresses.

 Unspecified address

The unspecified address is 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0, which is usually abbreviated to ::. It has two general purposes:

18. If a host has no unicast address when started, it uses the unspecified address as the source address to send an RSpacket to

obtain prefix information from the gateway and thereby generate a unicast address.

19. WhenanIPv6address isconfigured forahost, thedevicedetectswhether theaddressconflictswithaddressesofotherhosts in

thesamenetworksegmentandusestheunspecifiedaddressas thesourceaddresstosendaNeighborSolicitation(NS)packet

(similar to a free ARP packet).

 Loopback address

The loopback address is 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1, which is usually abbreviated to ::1. Similar to IPv4 address 127.0.0.1, the loopback address is

generally used by a node to send itself packets.

 Link-local address
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The format of a link-local address is as follows:

Figure 3- 2

The link-local address is used on a single network link to assign IDs to hosts. The address identified by the first 10 bits in the prefix is

thelink-localaddress.Adevicenever forwardspacketsinwhichthesourceordestinationaddresscontainsthelink-localaddress.The

intermediate54bits in theaddressareall 0s.The last64bits represent the interface ID,whichallowsasinglenetwork toconnect 264-1

hosts.

 Site-local address

The format of a site-local address is as follows:

Figure 3- 3

Asite-local address is used to transmit datawithinasite.Adevicenever forwards packets inwhich the sourceor destination address

containsthesite-localaddresstothe Internet.That is,thesepacketscanbeforwardedonlywithinthesite.Asitecanbeassumedasan

enterprise's local areanetwork (LAN).Suchaddressesaresimilar to IPv4 privateaddresses suchas 192.168.0.0/16.RFC3879has

abolished site-local addresses. New addresses do not support the first 10 bits as the prefix and are all regarded as global unicast

addresses. Existing addresses can continue to use this prefix.

 Global unicastaddress

The format of a global unicast address is as follows:

Figure 3- 4

Amongglobal unicast addresses, there isa type of IPv4-embedded IPv6addresses, including IPv4-compatible IPv6addressesand

IPv4-mapped IPv6addresses.They are used for interconnection between IPv4 nodes and IPv6 nodes.

The format of an IPv4-compatible IPv6 address is as follows:

Figure 3-5

The format of an IPv4-mapped IPv6 address is as follows:

Figure 3-6
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IPv4-compatible IPv6 addresses are mainly used on automatic tunnels. Nodes on automatic tunnels support both IPv4 and IPv6. Using

these addresses, IPv4 devices transmit IPv6 packets over tunnels. At present, IPv4-compatible IPv6 addresses have been abolished.

IPv4-mappedIPv6addressesareusedbyIPv6nodestoaccessIPv4-onlynodes.Forexample, if theIPv6applicationonanIPv4/IPv6

host requests to resolve the name of an IPv4-only host, the name server dynamically generates an IPv4-mapped IPv6 address and

returns it to the IPv6 application.

 Multicast Addresses

The format of an IPv6 multicast address is as follows:

| 8 | 4 | 4 | 112 bits |

+--------+----+----+---------------------------------------------+

|11111111|flgs|scop| group ID |

+--------+----+----+---------------------------------------------+

The first byte in the address is all 1s, representing a multicast address.

 Flag field

The flag field consists of four bits. Currently only the fourth bit is specified to indicate whether this address is a known multicast

addressassignedbytheInternetAssignedNumbersAuthority(IANA)oratemporarymulticastaddressinacertainscenario. If theflag

bit is0, thisaddress isaknownmulticastaddress. If the flagbit is1, thisaddress isa temporarymulticastaddress.Theremaining three

flag bits are reserved for future use.

 Scope field

The scope field consists of four bits to indicate themulticast range. That is, amulticast group includes the local node, local link, local

site, and any node in the IPv6 global address space.

 Group IDfield

The group ID consists of 112 bits to identify a multicast group. A multicast ID can represent different groups based on the flag and

scope fields.

IPv6multicast addresses are prefixedwith FF00::/8. One IPv6multicast address usually identifies interfaces ona series of different

nodes. After a packet is sent to a multicast address, the packet is then forwarded to the interfaces on each node identified by this

multicast address. For a node (host or device), youmust add the followingmulticast addresses:

1. Multicast address for all nodes on the local link, that is, FF02::1

2. Solicited-nodemulticast address, prefixed with FF02:0:0:0:0:1:FF00:0000/104

If the node is a device, it also has to be added to the multicast address of all devices on the local link, that is, FF02::2.

The solicited-node multicast address corresponds to the IPv6 unicast and anycast address. You must add a corresponding

solicited-node multicast address for each configured unicast and anycast address of an IPv6 node. The solicited-node multicast

address is prefixed with FF02:0:0:0:0:1:FF00:0000/104. The remaining 24 bits are composed of the least significant 24 bits of the
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unicast or anycast address. For example, if the unicast address is FE80::2AA:FF:FE21:1234, the solicited-node multicast address is

FF02::1:FF21:1234.

The solicited-nodemulticast address is usually used in NS packets. Its address format is as follows:

Figure 3-7

 Anycast Addresses

Similar to amulticast address, an anycast address can also be shared bymultiple nodes.The difference is that only one node in the

anycast address receives data packets while all nodes included in the multicast address receive data packets. Since anycast addresses

are allocated to the normal IPv6 unicast address space, they have the same formats with unicast addresses. Every member in an

anycast addressmust be configured explicitly for easier recognition.

Anycast addresses can be allocated only to devices and cannot be usedas source addresses of packets.

RFC 2373 redefines an anycast address called subnet-router anycast address. Figure 3- 8 shows the format of a subnet-router anycast

address. Such an address consists of the subnet prefix and a series of 0s (interface ID).

The subnet prefix identifies a specified link (subnet). Packets destined to the subnet-router anycast address will be forwarded to a

deviceon this subnet. Asubnet-router anycast address isusually usedby theapplicationonanode tocommunicatewithadeviceon

a remotesubnet.

Figure 3- 8

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IPv6 Address

 No IPv6 address is configured on interfaces by default.

 Run the ipv6 address command to configure the IPv6 unicast address and anycast address of an interface.

 After an interface goes up, it will automatically join the corresponding multicast group.

3.3.3 IPv6 Packet Header Format

Figure3-9showstheformatoftheIPv6packetheader.

Figure 3-9
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The IPv4 packet header is in unit of four bytes. The IPv6 packet header consists of 40 bytes, in unit of eight bytes. The IPv6 packet

header has the following fields:

 Version

This field consists of 4 bits. In an IPv6 address, this field must be 6.

 Traffic Class

This field consists of 8 bits. This field indicates the service provided by this packet, similar to the TOS field in an IPv4 address.

 Flow Label

This field consists of 20 bits to identify packets belonging to the same service flow. One node can act as the Tx source of multiple

service flows.The flow label and source address uniquely identify one service flow.

 Payload Length

This field consists of 16 bits, including the packet payload length and the length of IPv6 extended options (if available). That is, it

includes the IPv6 packet length except the IPv6 packet header.

 Next Header

This field indicates the protocol type in the header field following the IPv6 packet header. Similar to the Protocol field in the IPv4

address header, the Next Header field is used to indicate whether the upper layer usesTCP or UDP. It can also be used to indicate

existence of the IPv6 extension header.

 Hop Limit

This fieldconsistsof 8bits.Every timeadevice forwardsapacket, the fieldvalue reducedby1. If the fieldvalue reaches0, thispacket

will be discarded. It is similar to the Lifetime field in the IPv4 packet header.

 Source Address
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This field consists of 128 bits and indicates the sender address in an IPv6 packet.

 Destination Address

This field consists of 128 bits and indicates the receiver address in an IPv6 packet.

At present, IPv6 defines the following extension headers:

 Hop-By-Hop Options

This extension header must follow the IPv6 packet header. It consists of option data to be checked on each node along the path.

 Routing Options (Type 0 routing header)

Thisextensionheader indicatesthenodesthatapacketpassesthroughfromthesourceaddresstothedestinationaddress.Itconsists

of the address list of the passerby nodes. The initial destination address in the IPv6 packet header is the first address among the

addresses in the routing header, but not the final destination address of the packet. After the node corresponding to the destination

address inthe IPv6packetheader receivesapacket, itprocessesthe IPv6packetheaderandroutingheader,andsendsthepacket to

thesecondaddress, the thirdaddress, and soon in the routing header list till the packet reaches the final destination address.

 Fragment

The source node uses this extension header to fragment the packets of which the length exceeds the path MTU (PMTU).

 Destination Options

This extension header replaces the option fields of IPv4. At present, the Destination Options field can only be filled with integral

multiplesof 64 bits (eight bytes) if required.This extension header can be used to carry information tobe checked by the destination

node.

 Upper-layer header

This extension header indicates the protocol used at the upper layer, such asTCP (6) and UDP (17).

Another twoextensionheadersAHandESPwill be described in theConfiguring IPSec.

3.3.4 IPv6 PMTUD

SimilartoIPv4PathMTUDiscovery(PMTUD), IPv6PMTUDallowsahost todynamicallydiscoverandadjust theMTUsizeonthedata

Tx path. If the length of a data packet to be sent by a host is greater than the PMTU, the host performs packet fragmentation on its

own. In this manner, the IPv6 device does not need to perform fragmentation, saving device resources and improving the IPv6

network efficiency.

Figure 3- 10
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As shown in Figure 3-10, if the length of a packet tobe sent by the host is greater than thePMTU, the router discards this packet and

sends an ICMPv6 Packet TooBigmessage containing its PMTU to the host. The host then fragments the packet based on the new

PMTU. In thismanner, the router does not need to perform fragmentation, saving router resources and improving the IPv6 network

efficiency.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the IPv6 MTU of an Interface

 The default IPv6 MTU is 1500 on an Ethernet interface.

 To reduce traffic caused by dropping packets, a proper MTU value needs to be set according to the actual networking
environment. Run the ipv6mtu command tomodify the IPv6MTU of an interface.

3.3.5 IPv6 NeighborDiscovery

NDP is a basic part of IPv6. Its main functions include router discovery, prefix discovery, parameter discovery, address auto-

configuration, address resolution (like ARP), next-hop determination, NUD, DAD, and redirection. NDP defines five ICMP packets: RS

(ICMP type: 133), RA (ICMP type: 134), NS (similar to ARP request, ICMP type: 135), NA (similar to ARP reply, ICMP type: 136), ICMP

Redirect (ICMP type:137).

All theabove ICMPpacketscarryoneormultipleoptions.Theseoptionsareoptional insomecasesbut aresignificant inother cases.

NDP mainly defines five options: Source Link-Layer Address Option, Type=1; TaFSet Link-Layer Address Option, Type=2; Prefix

InformationOption, Type=3; RedirectionHeader Option, Type=4; MTUOption, Type=5.

 Address Resolution

When a node attempts to communicate with another, the node has to obtain the link-layer address of the peer end by sending it an

NS packet. In this packet, the destination address is the solicited-node multicast address corresponding to the IPv6 address of the

destination node. This packet also contains the link-layer address of the source node. After receiving this NS packet, the peer end

replieswithanNApacket inwhich thedestinationaddress is thesourceaddressof theNSpacket, that is, the link-layeraddressof the

solicited node. After receiving thisNA packet, the source node can communicate with the destination node.

Figure 3- 11 shows the address resolution process.

Figure 3-11
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 NUD

If thereachable timeofaneighborhaselapsedbutanIPv6unicastpacketneedstobesent to it, thedeviceperformsNUD.

While performing NUD, the device can continue to forward IPv6 packets to the neighbor.

 DAD

To know whether the IPv6 address configured for a host is unique, the device needs to perform DAD by sending an NS packet in

which the source IPv6 address is the unspecified address.

If a device detects an address conflict, this address is set to the duplicate status so that the device cannot receive IPv6 packetswith

thisaddressbeing thedestinationaddress.Meanwhile, thedevicealsostartsa timer for thisduplicateaddress toperiodicallyperform

DAD. If no address conflict is detected in re-detection, this address can be properly used.

 Router, Prefix, and Parameter Discovery

AdeviceperiodicallysendsRApacketstoall localnodesonthelink.

Figure 3-12 shows theRApacket sending process.

Figure 3- 12

An RA packet usually contains the following content:

 One ormultiple IPv6 address prefixes (used for on-link determination or stateless address auto-configuration)

 Validity of the IPv6 address prefix

 Host auto-configuration method (stateful or stateless)
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 Default device information (whether the device acts as the default device; if yes, the interval for acting as the default device is
also included.)

 Other information provided for host configuration, such as hop limit, MTU, and NS retransmission interval

 Routing priority

RA packets can also be used as replies to the RS packets sent by a host. Using RS packets, a host can obtain the auto-configured

information immediately after started rather thanwait for the RA packets sent by the device. If no unicast address is configured for a

newlystartedhost, thehost includes theunspecifiedaddress(0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0)as thesourceaddress intheRSpacket.Otherwise, the

hostuses theconfiguredunicastaddressas thesourceaddressand themulticastaddressofall local routingdevices(FF02::2) as the

destination address in theRS packet. As an reply to the RS packet, the RA packet uses the source address of the RS packet as the

destinationaddress(if thesourceaddress is theunspecifiedaddress, ituses themulticastaddressofall localnodes (FF02::1).

In an RA packet, the following parameters can be configured:

 Ra-interval: Interval for sending the RA packet.

 Ra-lifetime: Lifetimeof a router, that is, whether the deviceacts as the default router on the local link and the interval for acting
as the defaultrouter.

 Prefix: Prefix of an IPv6 address on the local link. It is used for on-link determination or stateless address auto-configuration,
including other parameter configurations related to the prefix.

 Ns-interval: NS packet retransmission interval.

 Reachabletime:Periodwhen thedevice regards a neighbor reachable after detecting aConfirmNeighborReachability event.

 Ra-hoplimit: Hops of the RA packet, used to set the hop limit for a host to send a unicast packet.

 Ra-mtu: MTU of the RA packet.

 Managed-config-flag:Whether a host receiving this RA packet obtains the address through stateful auto-configuration.

 Other-config-flag:WhetherahostreceivingthisRApacketusesDHCPv6toobtainother informationexcepttheIPv6addressfor
auto-configuration.

Configure the above parameters when configuring IPv6 interface attributes.

 TheRDNSSandDNSSLoptions provide IPv6 terminalswith theaddressesof recursiveDNSservers andasearch list ofDNS
domain names.

 The URL options offers URLs to IPv6 terminals.

 Redirection

If a router receivingan IPv6packet findsabetter next hop, it sends the ICMPRedirect packet to inform thehost of thebetter next hop.

The host will directly send the IPv6 packet to the better next hop next time.

 MaximumNumber of Unresolved NDEntries

 You can configure the maximum number of unresolved ND entries to prevent malicious scanning network segments from
generating a large number of unresolvedNDentries and occupying excessivememory space.

 MaximumNumber of Neighbor Learning Entries on an Interface

 Youcanconfigure themaximumnumber of neighbor learningentriesonan interface toprevent neighbor learning attacks from
occupyingNDentries andmemory space of the device and affecting forwarding efficiency of the device.
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Related Configuration

 Enabling IPv6Redirection

 By default, ICMPv6 Redirect packets can be sent on IPv6 interfaces.

 Run theno ipv6 redirects command in interface configurationmode to prohibit an interface fromsending Redirect packets.

 Configuring IPv6DAD

 By default, an interface sends one NS packet to perform IPv6 DAD.

 Run the ipv6 nd dad attempts value command in interface configuration mode to configure the number of NS packets
consecutively sent byDAD.Value 0 indicates disablingDAD for IPv6 addresses on this interface.

 Run the no ipv6 nd dad attempts command to restore the default configuration.

 By default, the device performsDAD on duplicate IPv6 addresses every 60 seconds.

 Run the ipv6 nd dad retry value command in global configuration mode to configure the DAD interval. Value 0 indicates
disabling DAD for the device.

 Run the no ipv6 nd dad retry command to restore the default configuration.

 Configuring the Reachable Time of a Neighbor

 The default reachable time of an IPv6 neighbor is 30s.

 Run the ipv6 nd reachable-time milliseconds command in interface configuration mode to modify the reachable time of a
neighbor.

 Configuring the StaleTimeof a Neighbor

 The default stale timeof an IPv6 neighbor is 1 hour. After the timeelapses, the device performs NUD.

 Run the ipv6 ndstale-time seconds command in interface configurationmode tomodify the stale timeof a neighbor.

 Configuring Prefix Information

 By default, the prefix in an RA packet on an interface is the prefix configured in the ipv6 address command on the interface.

 Run the ipv6 nd prefix command in interface configurationmode to add or delete prefixes and prefix parameters that can be
advertised.

 Enabling/disabling RASuppression

 By default, an IPv6 interface does not send RA packets.

 Run theno ipv6 ndsuppress-ra command in interface configurationmode to disableRA suppression.

 Configuring theMaximum Number of Unresolved NDEntries

 The default value is 0, indicating no restriction. It is only restricted to the NDentry capacity supported by the device.

 Run the ipv6 ndunresolved number command in global configurationmode to restrict the number of unresolved neighbors.
After the entries exceed this restriction, the device does not actively resolve subsequent packets.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of NDEntries Learned on an Interface
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 Run the ipv6 nd cache interface-limit value command in interface configuration mode to restrict the number of neighbors
learned on an interface. The default value is 0, indicating no restriction.

3.3.6 IPv6SourceRouting

WorkingPrinciple

Similar to the IPv4 loose source routingand loose record routing options, the IPv6 routingheader is used to specify the intermediate

nodes that the packet passes through along the path to the destination address. It uses the following format:

Figure 3- 13

The Segments Left field is used to indicate howmany intermediate nodes are specified in the routing header for the packet to pass

through from the current node to the final destination address.

Currently, tworouting typesaredefined:0and2.TheType2 routingheader isused formobilecommunication.RFC2460defines the

Type0 routing header (similar to the loosesource routingoptionof IPv4).The format of theType0 routing header is as follows:

Figure 3- 14
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Thefollowingexampledescribestheapplicationof theType0routingheader,asshowninFigure3-15.

Figure 3-15

Host1 sendsHost 2apacket specifying the intermediatenodesRouter 2andRouter 3.The following table lists thechangesof fields

related to the IPv6 header and routing header during the forwarding process.

Transmission

Node

Fields in the IPv6 Header Fields Related to the Type 0 Routing Header

Host 1 Source address=1000::2

Destination address=1001::1 (Address of Router 2)

Segments Left=2

Address 1=1002::1 (Address of Router 3)

Address 2=1003::2 (Address of Host 2)

Router 1 No change

Router 2 Source address=1000::2

Destination address=1002::1 (Address of Router 3)

Segments Left=1

Address 1=1001::1 (Address of Router 2)

Address 2=1003::2 (Address of Host 2)

Router 3 Source address=1000::2

Destination address=1003::2 (Address of Host 2)

Segments Left=0

Address1=1001::1 (AddressofRouter2)

Address1=1002::2 (AddressofRouter3)
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Host 2 No change

The forwarding process is as follows:

1. Host 1 sends a packet in which the destination address is Router 2's address 1001::1, the Type 0 routing header is filled with

Router 3's address 1002::1 andHost 2's address 1003::2, and the value of the SegmentsLeft field is 2.

2. Router 1 forwards this packet to Router 2.

3. Router2changesthedestinationaddress in the IPv6header toAddress1 in the routingheader.That is, thedestinationaddress

becomesRouter3'saddress1002::1,Address1intheroutingheaderbecomesRouter2'saddress1001::1,andthevalueof the

Segments Left field becomes 1. Aftermodification, Router 2 forwards the packet to Router 3.

4. Router3changesthedestinationaddress in the IPv6header toAddress2 in the routingheader.That is, thedestinationaddress

becomesHost 2's address1003::2, Address 2 in the routing header becomesRouter 3's address1002::1, and thevalue of the

Segments Left field becomes 0. Aftermodification, Router 3 forwards the packet toHost 2.

TheType0routingheadermaybeusedto initiateDoSattacks.Asshown inFigure3-16,Host1sendspacketstoHost2at1Mbpsand

forges a routing header to cause multiple round-trips between Router 2 and Router 3 (50 times from Router 2 to Router 3 and 49

times fromRouter 3 toRouter 2). At the time, the routing header generates the traffic amplification effect:" 50Mbps fromRouter 2 to

Router 3and49Mbps fromRouter3 toRouter 2."Due to thissecurityproblem,RFC5095abolished theType0 routingheader.

Figure 3- 16

Related Configuration

 Enabling IPv6 Source Routing

 TheType 0 routing header is not supported by default.

 Run the ipv6 source-route command in global configuration mode to enable IPv6 source routing.

3.3.7 Restricting theSendingRateof ICMPv6ErrorMessages

Working Principle
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The destination node or intermediate router sends ICMPv6 error messages to report the errors incurred during IPv6 data packet

forwarding and transmission. There are mainly four types of error messages: Destination Unreachable, Packet Too Big, Time Exceeded,

and ParameterProblem.

When receiving an invalid IPv6 packet, a device discards the packet and sends back an ICMPv6 error message to the source IPv6

address. In thecaseof invalid IPv6packetattacks, thedevicemaycontinuouslyreply to ICMPv6errormessages tilldeviceresources

are exhausted and thereby fail to properly provide services. Tosolve this problem, you can restrict the sending rate of ICMPv6 error

messages.

If the length of an IPv6 packet to be forwarded exceeds the IPv6MTUof the outbound interface, the router discards this IPv6 packet

andsendsbackan ICMPv6PacketTooBigmessagetothesourceIPv6address.Thiserrormessageismainlyusedaspartof the IPv6

PMTUDprocess. If thesending rateof ICMPv6errormessages is restricteddue toexcessiveother ICMPv6errormessages, ICMPv6

PacketTooBigmessagesmaybe filtered,causing failureof IPv6PMTUD.Therefore, it is recommendedtorestrict thesending rateof

ICMPv6 PacketTooBigmessages independently of other ICMPv6 errormessages.

Although ICMPv6 Redirect packets are not ICMPv6 error messages, FS recommends restricting their rates together with ICMPv6 error

messages except Packet TooBig messages.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theSending Rate of ICMPv6 Packet TooBigMessages

 The default rate is 10 per 100 ms.

 Run the ipv6 icmperror-interval too-big command to configure the sending rate of ICMPv6 PacketTooBigmessages.

 Configuring theSending Rate of Other ICMPv6 ErrorMessages

 The default rate is 10 per 100 ms.

 Run the ipv6 icmp error-interval command to configure the sending rate of other ICMPv6 errormessages.

3.3.8 IPv6HopLimit

WorkingPrinciple

AnIPv6datapacketpasses through routers fromthesourceaddressanddestinationaddress. If ahop limit isconfigured, itdecreases

by one every time the packet passes through a router.When the hop limit decreases to 0, the router discards the packet to prevent

this useless packet frombeing unlimitedly transmitted on the network and wasting network bandwidth. The hop limit is similar to the

TTL of IPv4.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the IPv6 Hop Limit

 The default IPv6 hop limit of a device is 64.

 Run the ipv6 hop-limit command to configure the IPv6 hop limit of a device.

3.3.9 Refraining fromSendingNSPackets toAuthentication VLANs

Working Principle

Ingatewayauthenticationmode,allsubVLANsinasuperVLANareauthenticationVLANsbydefault.UsersinanauthenticationVLAN

havetopassauthenticationtoaccessthenetwork.Afterauthentication,astaticNDentry isgeneratedonthedevice.Therefore,when
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accessing an authenticateduser, the devicedoesnot need to sendNSpackets to the authenticationVLAN. If the device attempts to

accessusers inan authentication-freeVLAN, it only needs tosendNS requests to the authentication-freeVLAN.

Ingatewayauthenticationmode, the functionof refraining fromsendingNSpackets toauthenticationVLANsisenabledon thedevice

bydefault. If the device needs to accessauthentication-free users inan authenticationVLAN, disable this function.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the Function ofRefraining fromSendingNSPackets toAuthentication VLANs

 Run the ipv6 nd suppress-auth-vlan-ns command in interface configuration mode to enable the function of refraining from
sending NS packets to authenticationVLANs.

 This function is enabled by default.

 This function is supported only on switch virtual interfaces (SVIs) and takes effect only in gateway authenticationmode.

3.3.10 Default Gateway on the Management Interface

WorkingPrinciple

The default gateway is configured on the management interface to generate a default route for this interface.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theDefault Gateway on theManagement Interface

 Run the ipv6 gateway ipv6-address command in interface configuration mode to configure the default gateway on the
management interface.

 No default gateway is configured on themanagement interface by default.

3.3.11 Configuring theSourceAddressof ICMPv6Packets

Working Principle

In a network with a large number of IPv6 addresses configured, it is complex for receivers to recognize from which device ICMPv6

packets are sent. Tosimplify the judgement, you can choose a specified address, like the address of the loopback interface, as the

source address for ICMPv6 packets.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theSource Address of ICMPv6 Packets

 Run the ipv6 icmp source [ vrf vrf-name ] ipv6-address command in global configurationmode.

3.3.12 EnablingStatisticsofNDPackets

WorkingPrinciple

After this feature is enabled, the number of ND packets received by or sent from the gateway is counted, and their rates within the

specified period are calculated.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Interval Between TwoSamplings of NDPackets
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 Run the ipv6 nd rate-statistics interval seconds command in global configurationmode.

3.3.13 EnablingFastRemoval ofNDEntries

WorkingPrinciple

When L2 ports get down, their corresponding ND entries are fast deleted for fast routing convergence.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Fast Removal of ND Entries

 Run the ipv6 nd l2port-down fast-delete command in interface configuration mode.

 By default, this feature is disabled.

3.3.14 Enablingan Interface to Learn NDEntries ViaDADNSPackets

Working Principle

After this command is run, when the interface receives DAD NS packets, ND entries with the status of Stale will be created.

Related Configuration

 Enabling an Interface to Learn NDEntries ViaDADNSPackets

 Run the ipv6 nd dad learning enable command in interface configuration mode.

3.3.15 EnablingGenerating ofHostRoutes After EVPNSynchronizesNDEntries toOverlayRouter Interfaces

Working Principle

By default, host routes are not generated when EVPN synchronizes ARP or ND entries to Overlay router interfaces. Therefore, L3

packets are not forwarded based on those entries. You can perform the no arp vxlan remote-arp inactive command to enable

forwarding of L3 packets.

Related Configuration

 EnablingGeneratingofHostRoutesAfter EVPNSynchronizesNDEntries toOverlayRouter Interfaces

 Run the no ipv6 nd remote inactive command in interface configuration mode.

 By default, host routes are not generatedwhenEVPN synchronizes ARPorNDentries toOverlay router interfaces.

3.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring an IPv6 Address
(Mandatory) It is used to configure IPv6 addresses and enable IPv6.

ipv6 enable Enables IPv6 on an interface.

ipv6 address Configures the IPv6 unicast address of an interface.

Configuring IPv6 NDP (Optional) It is used to enable IPv6 redirection on an interface.

ipv6 redirects Enables IPv6 redirection on an interface.
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Configuration Description and Command

(Optional) It is used to enable DAD.

ipv6 nd dad attempts
Configures the number of consecutive NS packets sent during

DAD.

(Optional) It is used to configure ND parameters.

ipv6 nd reachable-time Configures the reachable time of a neighbor.

ipv6 nd prefix Configures theaddressprefix tobeadvertised inanRApacket.

ipv6 nd suppress-ra Enables RA suppression on an interface.

(Optional) It is used to configure themaximumnumber of unresolvedNDentries.

ipv6 nd unresolved Configures the maximum number of unresolved ND entries.

(Optional) It is used to configure the RDNSSand DNSSL options in theRA.

ipv6 nd ra dns server Configures the RDNSS option.

ipv6 nd ra dns search-list Configures the DNSSL option.

(Optional) It is used to configure the URL for RA.

ipv6 nd ra-url ipv6 nd ra-url

(Optional) It is used to configure themaximumnumber of neighbors learned onan interface.

ipv6 nd cache interface-limit
Configures the maximum number of neighbors learned on an

interface.

Enabling MTD on an Interface (Optional) It is used to restrict theMTU of IPv6 packets sent on an interface.

ipv6 mtu Configures the IPv6 MTU.

Enabling IPv6 Source Routing
(Optional) It is used to enable IPv6 source routing.

ipv6 source-route
Configures the device to forward IPv6 packets carrying the

routing header.

Configuring the Sending Rate

of ICMPv6 Error Messages

Optional.

ipv6 icmp error-interval

too-big
Configures the sending rate of ICMPv6PacketTooBigmessages.

ipv6 icmp error-interval
Configures the sending rates of other ICMPv6 error messages

and ICMPv6 Redirect packets.

Configuring the IPv6 Hop Limit (Optional) It is used to restrict the hop limit of IPv6 unicast packets sent on an interface.

ipv6 hop-limit Configures the IPv6 hop limit.

Enabling Refraining from

Sending NS Packets to

Authentication VLANs

(Optional) It is used to restrict sending NS packets to authentication VLANs in gateway
authenticationmode.

ipv6ndsuppress-auth-vlan-ns Enables NS broadcast suppression in authentication VLANs.

Configuring the Default

Gateway on the Management

Interface

(Optional) It is used to configure the default gateway on themanagement interface.

ipv6 gateway ipv6-address Configures the default gateway on the management interface.

Enabling Statistics of ND
(Optional) It is used to configure the interval between two samplings of ND packets.
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Configuration Description and Command

Packets ipv6 nd rate-statistics interval

seconds

Sets the interval between two samplings of ND packets and

enables statistics.

Enabling FastRemoval ofND

Entries

(Optional) It is used to delete NDentries as soon as L2 ports get down.

ipv6 nd l2port-down

fast-delete
Enables fast removal of ND entries when L2 ports get down.

EnablinganInterfacetoLearn

ND Entries Via DAD NS Packets
(Optional) It is used toenable learning of NDentries throughDADNSpackets.

ipv6 nd dad learning enable Enables an interface to learn ND entries via DAD NS packets.

Enabling Generating of Host

Routes After EVPN

Synchronizes ND Entries to

Overlay Router Interfaces

(Optional) It isused toenablegeneratingof host routesafterEVPNsynchronizesNDentries to
Overlay router interfaces.

no ipv6 nd remote inactive
Enables generating of host routes after EVPN synchronizes ND

entries to Overlay router interfaces.

3.4.1 Configuringan IPv6Address

Configuration Effect

Configure the IPv6 address of an interface to implement IPv6 network communication.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv6 on an Interface

 (Optional) If you do not want to enable IPv6 by configuring an IPv6 address, run the ipv6 enable command.

 Configuring the IPv6 Unicast Address of an Interface

 Mandatory.

Verification

Run the show ipv6 interface command to check whether the configured address takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv6 on an Interface

Command ipv6 enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IPv6 can be enabled on an interface by two methods: 1) running the ipv6 enable command in interface

configuration mode; 2) configuring an IPv6 address on the interface.

If an interface isbound toamultiprotocolVRF instanceconfiguredwithno IPv6address family, IPv6cannotbe
enabledonthis interface.Youcanenable IPv6onthis interfaceonlyafterconfiguringanIPv6address family for

the multiprotocol VRF.

If an IPv6 address is configured on an interface, IPv6 is automatically enabled on this interface. In this case, IPv6
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cannot be disabled even when you run the no ipv6 enable command.

 Configuring the IPv6 Unicast Address of an Interface

Command ipv6 address ipv6-address / prefix-length

ipv6 address ipv6-prefix / prefix-length eui-64

ipv6 address prefix-name sub-bits / prefix-length [ eui-64 ]

Parameter

Description

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address, which must comply with the address format defined in RFC 4291. Separated

by a colon (:), each address field consists of 16 bits and is represented by hexadecimal digits.

ipv6-prefix: Indicates the IPv6 address prefix, which must comply with the address format defined in RFC 4291.

prefix-length: Indicates the length of the IPv6 address prefix, that is, the part representing the network in the IPv6

address.

prefix-name: Indicates the nameof theuniversal prefix.This specifieduniversal prefix isused to create the interface

address.

sub-bits: Indicates the subprefix bits and host bits of the address to be concatenated with the prefixes provided by

thegeneralprefixspecifiedwith theprefix-nameparameter.Thisvalue iscombinedwiththeuniversalprefix tocreate

the interface address.This value must be in the form documented inRFC 4291.

eui-64: Indicates the created IPv6 address, consisting of the configured address prefix and 64-bit interface ID.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide
If an interface is bound to a multiprotocol VRF instance configured with no IPv6 address family, the IPv6
addresscannot be configured for this interface.Youcan configure the IPv6address of this interfaceonly after

configuring an IPv6 address family for the multiprotocol VRF.

IfanIPv6interfaceiscreatedandisUpstate,thesystemautomaticallygeneratesalink-localaddressforthisinterface.

The IPv6 address of an interface can also be created by the universal prefix mechanism. That is, IPv6 address =

Universal prefix + Sub prefix +Host bits.The universal prefix can be configured by running the ipv6general-prefix

commandorlearnedbytheprefixdiscoveryfunctionoftheDHCPv6client(seetheConfiguringDHCPv6).Subprefix+

Host bits are specified by the sub-bitsand prefix-length parameters in the ipv6 address command.

If you run theno ipv6 address command without specifying an address, all manually configured addresses will be

deleted.

Run the no ipv6 address ipv6-prefix/prefix-length eui-64 command to delete the configured address.

Configuration Example

 Configuring an IPv6 Address on an Interface

Configuration

Steps

Enable IPv6 on the GigabitEthernet 0/0 interface and add IPv6 address 2000::1 to the interface.

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ipv6 enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ipv6 address 2000::1/64

Verification Run the show ipv6 interface command to verify that an address is successfully added to theGigabitEthernet 0/0

interface.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#show ipv6 interface gigabitEthernet 0/0
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interfaceGigabitEthernet0/0isDown,ifindex:1,vrf_id0

address(es):

Mac Address: 00:00:00:00:00:00

INET6: FE80::200:FF:FE00:1 [ TENTATIVE ], subnet is FE80::/64

INET6: 2000::1 [ TENTATIVE ], subnet is 2000::/64

Joined group address(es):

MTU is 1500 bytes

ICMP error messages limited to one every 100 milliseconds

ICMP redirects are enabled

NDDADisenabled,numberofDADattempts:1

ND reachable time is 30000milliseconds

NDadvertisedreachabletimeis0milliseconds

ND retransmit interval is 1000 milliseconds

ND advertised retransmit interval is 0 milliseconds

ND router advertisements are sent every 200 seconds<160--240>

ND router advertisements live for 1800 seconds

3.4.2 Configuring IPv6NDP

ConfigurationEffect

Configure NDP-related attributes, for example, enable IPv6 redirection and DAD.

Notes

RA suppression is enabled on interfaces by default. To configure a device to send RA packets, run the no ipv6 nd suppress-ra

command in interface configuration mode.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv6 Redirection on an Interface

 (Optional) IPv6 redirection is enabled by default.

 Todisable IPv6 redirection on an interface, run the no ipv6 redirects command.

 Configuring theNumber of Consecutive NSPackets Sent During DAD

 Optional.

 TopreventenablingDADfor IPv6addressesonan interfaceormodify thenumberofconsecutiveNSpacketssentduringDAD,
run the ipv6 nd dad attempts command.

 Configuring theReachable Time of a Neighbor
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 Optional.

 Tomodify the reachable time of a neighbor, run the ipv6 nd reachable-time command.

 Configuring theAddress Prefix toBeAdvertised in anRAPacket

 By default, the prefix in an RA packet on an interface is the prefix configured in the ipv6 address command on the interface.

 (Optional) Run the ipv6nd prefix command to add or delete prefixes and prefix parameters that can be advertised.

 Enabling/DisablingRA Suppression on an Interface

 Optional.

 If a device needs to send RA packets, run the no ipv6 nd suppress-ra command.

 Configuring theMaximum Number of Unresolved NDEntries

 Optional.

 If a large number of unresolvedNDentries are generated due to scanning attacks, run the ipv6 ndunresolved command to
restrict the number of unresolved neighbors.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of NDEntries Learned on an Interface

 Optional.

 If the numberof IPv6 hosts is controllable, run the ipv6ndcache interface-limitcommand to restrict thenumber of neighbors
learnedonaninterface.ThispreventsNDlearningattacksfromoccupyingthememoryspaceandaffectingdeviceperformance.

Verification

Run the following commands to check whether the configuration is correct:

 show ipv6 interface interface-type interface-num: Check whether the configurations such as the redirection function, reachable
time of a neighbor, and NS sending interval take effect.

 show ipv6 interface interface-type interface-num ra-inifo: Checkwhether the prefix and other information configured for RA
packets arecorrect.

 show run

RelatedCommands

 Enabling IPv6 Redirection on an Interface

Command ipv6 redirects

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide All ICMPv6 error messages are transmitted at a limited transmission rate. By default, a maximum number of 10

ICMPv6 error messages are transmitted per second (10 pps).

 Configuring theNumber of Consecutive NSPackets Sent During DAD

Command ipv6 nd dad attempts value
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Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the number of NS packets.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Youneed toenableDADbeforeconfiguringan IPv6addressonan interface.Then theaddress is in tentativestate. If

noaddress conflict is detected byDAD, thisaddresscanbe correctly used. If an addressconflict is detectedand the

interface ID of this address uses EUI-64, duplicate link-layer addresses exist on this link. In this case, the system

automatically disables this interface to prevent IPv6-related operations on this interface). At the time, you must

configureanewaddressand restart theinterface to re-enableDAD.Whenan interfacechanges fromthedownstate

to the up state, DAD is re-enabled for the addresses on this interface.

 Configuring theReachable Time of a Neighbor

Command ipv6 nd reachable-time milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Indicates the reachable time of a neighbor, ranging from 0 to 3,600,000. The unit is millisecond. The

default value is 30s.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide A device detects unreachable neighbors based on the configured reachable time. The shorter the configured

reachable time, the faster the device detects unreachable neighbors but themore it consumes network bandwidth

and device resources.Therefore, it is not recommended to set this time too small.

Theconfiguredvalue isadvertised inanRApacketand isalsousedon thedevice. If thevalue is0, thereachable time

is not specified on the device and it is recommended to use the default value.

 Configuring theAddress Prefix toBeAdvertised in anRAPacket

Command ipv6 nd prefix {ipv6-prefix/prefix-length | default} [ [ valid-lifetime { infinite | preferred-lifetime } ] | [ at valid-date

preferred-date ] | [infinite {infinite | preferred-lifetime}]] [no-advertise] | [[ off-link ] [ no-autoconfig ]]

Parameter

Description

ipv6-prefix:IndicatesthenetworkIDofIPv6,whichmustcomplywiththeaddressrepresentationformatinRFC4291.

prefix-length: Indicates the length of the IPv6 address prefix. A slash (/) must be added before the prefix.

valid-lifetime: Indicatestheperiodwhenahost receivingtheprefixofanRApacketregards theprefixvalid.Thevalue

ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,295. The default value is 30 days.

preferred-lifetime: Indicates thepreferredperiodwhenahost receiving theprefix of anRApacket regards theprefix

valid. The value ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,295. The default value is 7 days.

atvalid-datepreferred-date: Indicates the valid date andpreferreddeadline configured for theRAprefix. It uses the

format ofdd+mm+yyyy+hh+mm.

infinite: Indicates that the prefix is permanently valid.

default: Indicates that the default parameter configuration is used.

no-advertise:Indicatesthattheprefixisnotadvertisedbyarouter.

off-link: If the prefix of the destination address in the IPv6 packet sent by a host matches the configured prefix, the

device regards the destination address on the same link and directly reachable. This parameter indicates that this

prefix does not require on-link determination.

no-autoconfig: Indicates that the prefix in the RA packet received by a host cannot be used for address

auto-configuration.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide Thiscommandcanbeused toconfigureparameters related toeachprefix, includingwhether toadvertise thisprefix.

By default, anRApacket uses the prefixconfigured by running the ipv6address command.Run the ipv6ndprefix

command to add other prefixes.

Run the ipv6 nd prefix default command to configure the default parameters for an interface. That is, if no

parameter is specified when a prefix is added, use the parameters configured in the ipv6 nd prefix default

command as the parameters of the new prefix. The default parameter configurations are abandoned once a

parameter is specified for the prefix. That is, when you use the ipv6 nd prefix default command to modify the

default parameter configurations, only the prefix configured for the default parameters changes and configurations

of the prefix remain the same.

atvalid-datepreferred-date:Youcanspecify the valid date of the prefix in twomethods: 1) specifying a fixed time for

eachprefix in anRApacket; 2) specifying the deadline. In thesecondmethod, thevalid dateof theprefix ineachRA

packet decreases till it becomes 0.

 Enabling/DisablingRA Suppression on an Interface

Command ipv6 nd suppress-ra

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To enable RA suppression on an interface, run the ipv6 suppress-ra command.

 Configuring theMaximum Number of Unresolved NDEntries

Command ipv6 nd unresolved number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of unresolved ND entries.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Topreventmalicious scanning attacks fromcreating a largenumber of unresolvedNDentries andoccupyingentry

resources, you can restrict the number of unresolved ND entries.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of NDEntries Learned on an Interface

Command ipv6 nd cache interface-limit value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the maximum number of neighbors learned by an interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Restricting the number of NDentries learned onan interfacecanpreventmalicious neighbor attacks. If this number

isnot restricted, a largenumber ofNDentrieswill be generatedon the device, occupying excessivememory space.

The configured value must be equal to or greater than the number of the ND entries learned by the interface.

Otherwise, theconfigurationdoesnot takeeffect.Theconfiguration issubject to theNDentrycapacitysupportedby

the device.

Configuration Example

 Enabling IPv6 Redirection on an Interface
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Configuration

Steps

Enable IPv6 redirection on interface GigabitEthernet 0/0.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ipv6 redirects

Verification Run the show ipv6 interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show ipv6 interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

interfaceGigabitEthernet0/0isDown, ifindex:1,vrf_id0

address(es):

Mac Address: 00:00:00:00:00:00

INET6: FE80::200:FF:FE00:1 [ TENTATIVE ], subnet is FE80::/64

Joined group address(es):

MTU is 1500 bytes

ICMP error messages limited to one every 100 milliseconds

ICMP redirects are enabled

NDDADisenabled,numberofDADattempts:1

ND reachable time is30000milliseconds

ND advertised reachable time is 0 milliseconds

ND retransmit interval is 1000 milliseconds

ND advertised retransmit interval is 0 milliseconds

ND router advertisements are sent every 200 seconds<160--240>

ND router advertisements live for 1800 seconds

 Configuring IPv6DAD

Configuration

Steps

Configure the interface to send three consecutive NS packets during DAD.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 nd dad attempts 3

Verification Run the show ipv6 interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show ipv6 interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

interfaceGigabitEthernet0/0isDown, ifindex:1,vrf_id0

address(es):

Mac Address: 00:00:00:00:00:00

INET6: FE80::200:FF:FE00:1 [ TENTATIVE ], subnet is FE80::/64

Joined group address(es):

MTU is 1500 bytes
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ICMP error messages limited to one every 100 milliseconds

ICMP redirects are enabled

NDDADisenabled,numberofDADattempts:3

ND reachable time is 30000milliseconds

NDadvertisedreachabletimeis0milliseconds

ND retransmit interval is 1000 milliseconds

ND advertised retransmit interval is 0 milliseconds

ND router advertisements are sent every 200 seconds<160--240>

ND router advertisements live for 1800 seconds

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#

 Configuring Prefix Information in an RAPacket

Configuration

Steps

Add a prefix 1234::/64 to interface GigabitEthernet 0/0.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ipv6 nd prefix1234::/6

Verification Run the show ipv6 interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show ipv6 interface gigabitEthernet 0/0 ra-info

GigabitEthernet 0/0: DOWN (RA is suppressed)

RAtimerisstopped

waits:0, initcount:0

statistics: RA(out/in/inconsistent): 0/0/0, RS(input): 0

Link-layer address: 00:00:00:00:00:00

Physical MTU: 1500

ND router advertisements live for 1800 seconds

ND router advertisements are sent every 200 seconds<160--240>

Flags: !M!O,Adv MTU: 1500

ND advertised reachable time is 0 milliseconds

ND advertised retransmit time is 0 milliseconds

NDadvertisedCurHopLimit is 64

Prefixes: <total: 1>

1234::/64(Def, CFG, vltime: 2592000, pltime: 604800, flags: LA)

 ConfiguringRAPackets toObtain Prefixes from the Prefix Pool
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Configuration

Steps

Configure RA packets to obtain prefixes from the prefix pool "ra-pool".

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#peel default ipv6 pool ra-pool

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#show run interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 125 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

ipv6 enable

no ipv6 nd suppress-ra

peel default ipv6 pool ra-pool

!

 Disabling RASuppression

Configuration

Steps

Disable RA suppression on an interface.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# no ipv6 nd suppress-ra

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#show run interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 125 bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

ipv6 enable

no ipv6 nd suppress-ra

!

 Configuring theMaximum Number of Unresolved NDEntries

Configuration

Steps

Set the maximum number of unresolved ND entries to 200.

FS(config)# ipv6 nd unresolved 200

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.
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Configuration

Steps

Set the maximum number of unresolved ND entries to 200.

FS(config)# ipv6 nd unresolved 200

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show run

ipv6 nd unresolved 200

!

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of NDEntries Learned on an Interface

Configuration

Steps

Set the maximum number of ND entries learned on an interface to 100.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 nd cache interface-limit 100

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show run

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ipv6ndcacheinterface-limit100

!

3.4.3 Configuring IPv6 MTU on an Interface

Configuration Effect

According to the actual networking environment, configure a proper IPv6 to avoid package loss.

Notes

The IPv6MTUof an interfacemust be less than or equal to the interfaceMTU.Generally, the rangeof the IPv6MTU is from1,280 to

1,500.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the IPv6MTUof an Interface

 Optional.

 When the internetminimumMTU is less than the IPv6MTUof the interface, use this configuration to set a proper interfaceMTU.

Verification

 Run the show run or show ipv6 interface command to check whether the configuration is correct.

 Capture the locallysent IPv6packetsofwhich the lengthexceeds the IPv6MTU.Thepacketcapture resultshows that the IPv6
packet is fragmented based on the IPv6MTU of the interface.
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Related Commands

 Configuring the IPv6MTUof an Interface

Command ipv6 mtu bytes

Parameter

Description

bytes: Indicates the MTU of an IPv6 packet, ranging from 1,280 to 1,500. The unit is byte.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring the IPv6MTUof an Interface

Configuration

Steps

Change the IPv6 MTU of interface GigabitEthernet 0/0 to 1,300.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ipv6 mtu 1300

Verification Run the show ipv6 interface command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#show ipv6 interface

interfaceGigabitEthernet0/ isDown,ifindex:1,vrf_id0

address(es):

Mac Address: 00:d0:f8:22:33:47

INET6: FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:3347 [ TENTATIVE ], subnet is FE80::/64

INET6: 1020::1 [ TENTATIVE ], subnet is 1020::/64

INET6: 1023::1 [ TENTATIVE ], subnet is 1023::/64

Joined group address(es):

MTU is 1300 bytes

ICMP error messages limited to one every 100 milliseconds

ICMP redirects are enabled

NDDADisenabled,numberofDADattempts:1

ND reachable time is30000milliseconds

ND advertised reachable time is 0 milliseconds

ND retransmit interval is 1000 milliseconds

ND advertised retransmit interval is 0 milliseconds

ND router advertisements are sent every 200 seconds<160--240>

ND router advertisements live for 1800 seconds
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3.4.4 Enabling IPv6SourceRouting

Configuration Effect

RFC5095abolishedtheType0routingheader.FSdevicesdonotsupport theType0routingheaderbydefault.Theadministratorcan

run the ipv6 source-route command to in global configurationmode to enable IPv6 source routing.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv6 Source Routing

 Optional.

 Toenable IPv6 source routing, run the ipv6 source-route command.

Verification

The device can properly forward packets carrying the Type 0 routing header.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv6 Source Routing

Command ipv6 source-route

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Since the Type 0 header may cause the device prone to DoS attacks, the device does not forward IPv6 packets

carrying the routingheader bydefault, but still processes IPv6packetswith itself being the final destinationaddress

and the Type 0 routing header.

Configuration Example

 Enabling IPv6 Source Routing

Configuration

Steps

Enable IPv6 source routing.

FS(config)#ipv6source-route

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show run | inc ipv6 source-route

ipv6 source-route

3.4.5 Configuring theSendingRateof ICMPv6ErrorMessages

Configuration Effect

Configure the sending rate of ICMPv6 error messages.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the SendingRate of ICMPv6 Packet TooBigMessages
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 Optional.

 If a device receivesmany IPv6 packetswith the packet length exceeding the IPv6MTUof the outbound interface and thereby
sendsmany ICMPv6PacketTooBigmessages to consumemuchCPU resources, run the ipv6 icmperror-interval too-big

command to restrict the sending rate of this error message.

 Configuring the Sending Rate of Other ICMPv6 ErrorMessages

 Optional.

 If a device receives many illegal IPv6 packets and thereby generates many ICMPv6 error messages, run the ipv6 icmp
error-intervalcommandtorestrict thesendingrateof ICMPv6errormessages.(Thiscommanddoesnotaffectthesendingrate

of ICMPv6 Packet Too Big messages.)

Verification

Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring theSending Rate of ICMPv6 Packet TooBigMessages

Command ipv6 icmp error-interval too-big milliseconds [bucket-size]

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Indicatesthe refreshperiodofa tokenbucket, ranging from0 to2,147,483,647.Theunit ismillisecond.

Thedefault value is 100. If the value is 0, the sending rateof ICMPv6errormessages is not restricted.

bucket-size: Indicates the number of tokens in a token bucket, ranging from 1 to 200. The default value is 10.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To prevent DoS attacks, use the token bucket algorithm to restrict the sending rate of ICMPv6 error messages.

If the length of an IPv6 packet to be forwarded exceeds the IPv6MTUof the outbound interface, the router discards

this IPv6 packet and sends back an ICMPv6 Packet TooBig message to the source IPv6 address. This error message is

mainly used as part of the IPv6 PMTUD process. If other ICMPv6 error messages are excessive, ICMPv6 Packet TooBig

messagescannotbesent,causingfailureof IPv6PMTUD.Therefore, it isrecommendedtorestrict thesendingrateof

ICMPv6PacketTooBigmessages independently of other ICMPv6 errormessages.

Since theprecisionof the timer is 10milliseconds, it is recommended toset the refreshperiodof a tokenbucket toan

integermultiple of 10milliseconds. If the refresh period of the token bucket is between 0 and 10, the actual refresh

periodis10milliseconds.Forexample, if thesendingrateissetto1every5milliseconds, twoerrormessagesaresent

every 10 milliseconds in actual situations. If the refresh period of the token bucket is not an integer multiple of 10

milliseconds, it isautomaticallyconverted toan integermultipleof10milliseconds.Forexample, if thesendingrate is

set to 3 every 15 milliseconds, two tokens are refreshed every 10 milliseconds in actual situations.

 Configuring theSending Rate of Other ICMPv6 ErrorMessages

Command ipv6 icmp error-interval milliseconds [bucket-size]

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Indicatesthe refreshperiodofa tokenbucket, ranging from0 to2,147,483,647.Theunit ismillisecond.

Thedefault value is 100. If the value is 0, the sending rateof ICMPv6errormessages is not restricted.

bucket-size: Indicates the number of tokens in a token bucket, ranging from 1 to 200. The default value is 10.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To prevent DoS attacks, use the token bucket algorithm to restrict the sending rate of ICMPv6 error messages.
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Since theprecisionof the timer is 10milliseconds, it is recommended toset the refreshperiodof a tokenbucket toan

integermultiple of 10milliseconds. If the refresh period of the token bucket is between 0 and 10, the actual refresh

periodis10milliseconds.Forexample, if thesendingrateissetto1every5milliseconds, twoerrormessagesaresent

every 10 milliseconds in actual situations. If the refresh period of the token bucket is not an integer multiple of 10

milliseconds, it isautomaticallyconverted toan integermultipleof10milliseconds.Forexample, if thesendingrate is

set to 3 every 15 milliseconds, two tokens are refreshed every 10 milliseconds in actual situations.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theSending Rate of ICMPv6 ErrorMessages

Configuration

Steps

SetthesendingrateoftheICMPv6PacketTooBigmessageto100ppsandthatofotherICMPv6errormessagesto10

pps.

FS(config)#ipv6 icmp error-interval too-big 1000 100

FS(config)#ipv6 icmp error-interval 1000 10

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config | include ipv6 icmp error-interval

ipv6 icmp error-interval 1000 10

ipv6 icmp error-interval too-big 1000 100

3.4.6 Configuring the IPv6 Hop Limit

Configuration Effect

Configure the number of hops of a unicast packet to prevent the packet from being unlimitedly transmitted.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the IPv6 Hop Limit

 Optional.

 Tomodify the number of hops of a unicast packet, run the ipv6 hop-limit value command.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration is correct.

 Capture theIPv6unicastpacketssentbyahost.Thepacketcaptureresultshowsthat thehop-limit fieldvalue inthe IPv6header
is the same as the configured hop limit.

Related Commands

 Configuring the IPv6 Hop Limit

Command ipv6 hop-limit value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the number of hops of a unicast packet sent by the device. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring the IPv6 Hop Limit

Configuration

Steps

Change the IPv6 hop limit of a device to 250.

FS(config)#ipv6 hop-limit 250

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config

ipv6 hop-limit 254

3.4.7 Enabling/Disabling the Function of Refraining fromSendingNS Packets to Authentication VLANs

Configuration Effect

Enable or disable the function of refraining from sending NS packets to authentication VLANs on an SVI.

Notes

The configuration is supported only on SVIs and takes effect only in gateway authentication mode.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling/Disabling the FunctionofRefraining fromSendingNSPackets toAuthenticationVLANs

 Optional.

 Ingatewayauthenticationmode,runthenoipv6ndsuppress-auth-vlan-nscommandsothat thedevicecansendNSpackets
to authenticationVLANs.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration is correct.

Related Commands

 Enabling/Disabling the Function ofRefraining fromSending NSPackets toAuthenticationVLANs

Command ipv6 nd suppress-auth-vlan-ns

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use the no form of this command to disable this function.

Configuration Example

 Disabling the Function of Refraining fromSending NSPackets toAuthentication VLANs
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Configuration

Steps

Disable the function of refraining from sending NS packets to authentication VLANs.

FS(config-if-VLAN2)#no ipv6ndsuppress-auth-vlan-ns

Verification Run the show running-config interface vlan 2 command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config interface vlan 2

no ipv6 nd suppress-auth-vlan-ns

3.4.8 Configuring the Default Gateway on the ManagementInterface

Configuration Effect

Configure the default gateway on the management interface. A default route is generated, with the outbound interface being the

management interface and the next hop being the configured gateway.

Notes

The configuration is supported only on the management interface.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Default Gateway on theManagement Interface

 Optional.

 Toconfigure a default route and the next hop for the management interface, run the ipv6 gateway command.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration is correct.

Related Commands

 Configuring theDefault Gateway on theManagement Interface

Command ipv6 gateway ipv6-address

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is supported only on the management interface.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theDefault Gateway on theManagement Interface

Configuration

Steps

Sett the default gateway of the management interface to 2000::1.

FS(config)# interface mgmt 0

FS(config-mgmt)# ipv6 gateway 2000::1

Verification Run the show running-config interface vlan 2 command to check whether the configuration takes effect.
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Configuration

Steps

Sett the default gateway of the management interface to 2000::1.

FS(config)# interface mgmt 0

FS(config-mgmt)# ipv6 gateway 2000::1

Verification Run the show running-config interface vlan 2 command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config interface mgmt 0

Ipv6 gateway 2000::1

3.4.9 ConfiguringtheSourceAddressof ICMPv6Packets

Configuration Effect

Specifying the source address of ICMPv6 packets.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theSource Address of ICMPv6 Packets

 Optional.

 Toset the sourceaddress for ICMPv6 packets, run the ipv6 icmpv6 source [ vrf vrf-name ] ipv6-address command in global
configurationmode.

Verification

 After the source address is enabled, the address is used in ICMPv6 reply packets.

Related Commands

 Configuring theSource Address of ICMPv6 Packets

Command ipv6 icmp source [ vrf vrf-name ] ipv6-address

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In a networkwith a laFSe number of IPv6 addresses configured, it is complex for receivers to recognize fromwhich

device ICMPv6packetsaresent.Tosimplify the judgement, youcanchooseaspecifiedaddress, like theaddressof

the loopback interface, as the source address for ICMPv6 packets.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theSource Address of ICMPv6 Packets

Configuration

Steps

Configure the source address of ICMPv6 packets.

FS(config)# ipv6 icmp source 1001::1

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.
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Configuration

Steps

Configure the source address of ICMPv6 packets.

FS(config)# ipv6 icmp source 1001::1

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

ipv6 icmp source 1001::1

3.4.10 EnablingStatisticsofNDPackets

Configuration Effect

Calculating the rate of ND packets.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Interval Between TwoSamplings of NDPackets

 Optional.

 To set the source address for ICMPv6 packets, run the ipv6 nd rate-statistics interval seconds command in interface
configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show run-config command to display the configuration or the show ipv6 nd-packet [ interface interface-name ]
statistics command to display the rate of ND packets.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Interval Between TwoSamplings of NDPackets

Command ipv6 nd rate-statistics interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Specifies the interval between two samplings of ND packets in the unit of second. The range is from60 to

86,400.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The default value for seconds is 0, which means disabled statistics.

You can run the no ipv6 nd rate-statistics interval command to disabled the statistics.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Interval Between TwoSamplings of NDPackets

Configuration

Steps

Set the interval to 100s.

FS(config)# ipv6 nd rate-statistics interval 100

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

ipv6 nd rate-statistics interval 100
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3.4.11 EnablingFastRemoval ofNDEntries

Configuration Effect

When L2 ports get down, corresponding ND entries are fast deleted.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Fast Removal of ND Entries

 Optional.

 Perform the configuration in interface configuration mode.

 Only SVIs are supported.

Verification

 Run the show run command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling Fast Removal of ND Entries

Command ipv6 nd l2port-down fast-delete

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the ipv6 nd l2port-down fast-delete command on an SVI, so ARP entries are removed as soon as L2 ports

under this SVI get down. Without configuring this feature, ARP entries are deleted only after their aging time is

reached.

Configuration Example

 Enabling Fast Removal of ND Entries

Configuration

Steps

Enable fast removal of ND entries as soon as L2 ports get down.

FS(config-if-VLAN 2)#ipv6 nd l2port-down fast-delete

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show running-config

interface VLAN 2

!

ipv6 nd l2port-down fast-delete

!

3.4.12 Enablingan Interface to LearnNDEntries via DADNSPackets

Configuration Effect

The enabled interface can learn ND entries via DAD NS packets.
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Configuration Steps

 Enabling an Interface to Learn NDEntries viaDADNS Packets

 Optional.

Verification

 Run the show run-config command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling an Interface to Learn NDEntries viaDADNS Packets

Command ipv6 nd dad learning enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is run, when the interface receives DADNS packets, ND entries with the status of Stale will be

created.

Configuration Example

 Enabling an Interface to Learn NDEntries viaDADNS Packets

Configuration

Steps

Enable the SVI 1 interface to learn ND entries via DAD NS packets.

FS(config-if-VLAN 1)# ipv6 nd dad learning enable

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

ipv6 nd dad learning enable

3.4.13 EnablingGeneratingofHostRoutesAfter EVPNSynchronizesNDEntries toOverlayRouter Interfaces

Configuration Effect

L3 traffic can be routed after this feature is enabled.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingGeneratingofHostRoutesAfter EVPNSynchronizesNDEntries toOverlayRouter Interfaces

 Optional.

 Perform the no ipv6 nd remote inactive command in interface configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show run-config command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 EnablingGeneratingofHostRoutesAfter EVPNSynchronizesNDEntries toOverlayRouter Interfaces
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Command no ipv6 nd remote inactive

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide In theVXLANEVPNenvironment,BGP isadopted formost forwardingscenarios,andL3 forwardingbasedonARP

entries isnotusuallyneeded.So, toavoidawasteofhardwareresources,bydefault,hostroutesareconfigurednot to

be generated when EVPN synchronizes ARP or ND entries to Overlay router interfaces. But when BGP is not available,

you should perform this command so traffic can be routed.

Configuration Example

 EnablingGeneratingofHostRoutesAfter EVPNSynchronizesNDEntries toOverlayRouter Interfaces

Configuration

Steps

Enabling generating of host routes after EVPN synchronizes ND entries to the Overlay router interface, OverlayRouter

1.

FS(config-if-OverlayRouter 1)#no ipv6 nd remote inactive

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

!

interface OverlayRouter 1

no ipv6nd remote inactive

!

3.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the dynamically learned

neighbors.

clrear ipv6 neighbors [ vrf vrf-name ] [ oob ] [interface-id]

Clears statistics of ND packets. clear ipv6 nd-packet [ interface-name | statistics ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays IPv6 information of an

interface.
show ipv6 interface [[interface-id] [ra-info] ] [brief [interface-id]]

Displays neighbor information. show ipv6 neighbors [vrf vrf-name] [verbose] [interface-id] [ipv6-address] [static] [oob]

Displays information of the IPv6 routing

table.
show ipv6 route [vrf vrf-name] [ static | local | connected | bgp | rip | ospf | isis ]

Displays statistics of ND packets. show ipv6 nd-packet [ interface interface-name ] statistics

Debugging
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System resources are occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable the debugging switch immediately
after use.

Description Command

Debugs ND entry learning. debug ipv6 nd

4 Configuring DHCP

4.1 Overview

The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a LAN protocol based on the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for dynamically

assigning reusable network resources, for example, IP addresses.

TheDHCPworks inClient/Servermode.ADHCPclientsendsarequestmessagetoaDHCPserver toobtainan IPaddressandother

configurations.When a DHCP client and a DHCP server are not in a same subnet, they need a DHCP relay to forward DHCP request and

reply packets.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2131: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

 RFC2132: DHCPOptions and BOOTPVendor Extensions

 RFC3046: DHCPRelay Agent Information Option

4.2 Applications

Application Description

Providing DHCP Service in a LAN Assigns IP addresses to clients in a LAN.

Enabling DHCP Client Enable DHCP Client.

Applying AM Rule on DHCP Server Apply DHCP Server in Super VLAN environment.

Deploying DHCP Relay in Wired Network In a wired network, users from different network segments requests IP addresses.

Applying AM Rule on DHCP Relay In a Super VLAN, users from different network segments requests IP addresses.

4.2.1 ProvidingDHCPService inaLAN

Scenario

Assign IP addresses to four users in a LAN.

For example, assign IP addresses to User 1, User 2, User 3 and User 4, as shown in the following figure.

 The four users are connected to Server S through A, B, C andD.
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S is an egress gateway working as a DHCP server.

A,B,C andDare access switchesachieving layer-2 transparent transmission.

User 1, User 2, User 3 and User 4 are LANusers.

S is an egress gateway working as a DHCP server.

A, B, C and D are access switches with DHCP Client enabled on the interfaces.

Figure 4- 1

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Server on S.

 Deploy layer-2 VLAN transparent transmission on A, B, C and D.

 User 1, User 2, User 3 and User 4 initiate DHCP client requests.

4.2.2 EnablingDHCPClient

Scenario

Access switches A, B, C and D in a LAN request server S to assign IP addresses.

For example, enable DHCP Client on the interfaces of A, B, C and D to request IP addresses, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 4-2

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Server on S.

Remarks

Remarks
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A is a core device.

B is an aggregation device.

C is a wired access device.

D is a wireless access device.

 Enable DHCPClient on the interfaces of A, B, C and D.

4.2.3 ApplyingAMRuleonDHCPServer

Scenario

AsshowninFigure4-3,createaSuperVLAN,configureanAMruleandenableDHCPServeronthecoreswitchA.Bisanaggregation

switch,C an accessswitch, and Dawireless accessdevice.The requirements are listed as follows:

 Assign IP addresses dynamically based on theVLAN and port;

 Assign IP addresses statically based on theVLAN;

 Assign IP addresses dynamically based on the default AM rule.

Figure 4- 3 Applying AM Rule on a DHCP Server

Deployment

 Configure an AM rule, enable DHCPServer and create a SuperVLAN on A.

 CreateVLANs onB andC to transparently transmitDHCPpackets fromwired users toA to request IP addresses.

 Enable thewireless functiononD to transparently transmitDHCPpackets fromwirelessusers toA to request IPaddresses.

4.2.4 DeployingDHCP Relay inWired Network

Scenario

Remarks
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SwitchCandSwitchDareaccess devices.

Switch B is a gateway.

Switch A is a core device.

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,SwitchCandSwitchDareaccessdevicesfortheusersinVLAN10andVLAN20respectively.SwitchB

is a gateway, and Switch A a core device.The requirements are listed as follows:

Switch Aworks as aDHCP server to assign IP addresses of different network segments dynamically to users in differentVLANs.

Users inVLAN 10 andVLAN 20 obtain IP addresses dynamically.

Figure 4- 4 DHCP Relay

Deployment

 Configure layer-2 communication betweenSwitch Band SwitchC aswell as between Switch B and SwitchD.

 OnSwitch B, specify aDHCP server address and enable DHCPRelay.

 OnSwitchA, createDHCP address pools forVLAN 10 andVLAN20 respectively, and enableDHCPServer.

4.2.5 ApplyingAMRuleonDHCPRelay

Scenario

As shown in Figure 4- 5, A is a DHCP server, B a core switch configured with Super VLAN, an AM rule and DHCP Relay, C an aggregation

switch,D an access switch, and Eawireless access device.The requirements are listed as follows:

 BasedontheVLAN-portAMrule, theDHCPrelayagentchoosesasubnetaddressasGiaddressof relaypacketsand forwards
them to the DHCP server to request an IP address for the client.

 BasedondefaultAMrule, theDHCPrelayagentchoosesasubnetaddressasGiaddressofrelayingpacketsandforwardsthem
to theDHCP server to request an IP address for the client.

Remarks
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Figure 4- 5 Applying AM Rule on DHCP Relay

A is a core device.

B is a core device.

C isanaggregationdevice.

D is awired accessdevice.

E is a wireless access device.

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Server on A.

 Configure an AM rule, enable DHCPRelay and create a SuperVLAN on B.

 CreateVLANs onC andD to transparently transmit DHCPpackets fromwired users toB to request IP addresses.

 Enable thewireless function onE to transparently transmitDHCPpackets fromwirelessusers toB to request IPaddresses.

Remarks
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4.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 DHCPServer

Based on the RFC 2131, FS DHCP server assigns IP addresses to clients and manages these IP addresses.

 DHCPClient

DHCP Client enables a device to automatically obtain an IP address and configurations from a DHCP server.

 DHCPRelay

When a DHCP client and a DHCP server are not in a same subnet, they need a DHCP relay to forward DHCP request and reply packets.

 Lease

Leaseisaperiodof timespecifiedbyaDHCPserverforaclient touseanassignedIPaddress.AnIPaddressisactivewhen leasedtoa

client.Beforea leaseexpires,a clientneeds to renew the leasethroughaserver.Whena leaseexpiresor isdeleted fromaserver, the

lease becomes inactive.

 Excluded Address

An excluded address is a specified IP address not assigned to a client by a DHCP server.

 Address Pool

An address pool is a collection of IP addresses that a DHCP server may assign to clients.

 Option Type

Anoptiontype isaparameterspecifiedbyaDHCPserverwhen itprovidesleaseservicetoaDHCPclient.Forexample,apublicoption

include the IP addresses of a default gateway (router),WINS server and a DNS server. DHCP server allows configuration of other

options.Thoughmost options are defined in the RFC 2132, you can add user-defined options.

Overview

Feature Description

DHCP Server Enable DHCP Server on a device, and it may assign IP addresses dynamically and pushes configurations

to DHCP clients.

DHCP Relay EnableDHCPRelay ona device, and itmay forwardDHCP request and reply packets across different

network segments.

DHCP Client EnableDHCPClientonadevice,and itmayobtainIPaddressesandconfigurationsautomaticallyfroma

DHCP server.

AM Rule Enable an AM rule on a device, and it may assign IP addresses according to the rule.

4.3.1 DHCPServer

Working Principle

 DHCP WorkingPrinciple

Figure 4- 6
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A host requests an IP address through DHCP as follows:

1. A host broadcasts a DHCP discover packet to findDHCP servers in a network.

2. DHCP servers unicast/broadcast (based on the property of the host packet)DHCP offer packets to the host, containing an IP

address, a MAC address, a domain name and a lease.

3. The host broadcasts a DHCP request packet to formally request an IP address.

4. A DHCP server sends a DHCPACK unitcast packet to the host to acknowledge the request.

A DHCP client may receive DHCPOFFER packets from multiple DHCP servers, but usually it accepts only the first DHCPOFFER
packet. Besides, the address specified in a DHCPOFFER packet is not necessarily assigned. Instead, it is retained by the DHCP

server until a client sends a formal request.

Toformally request an IP address, a client broadcasts aDHCPREQUEST packet so that all DHCP servers sendingDHCPOFFER packets

may receive the packet and releaseOFFER IP addresses.

If a DHCPOFFER packet contains invalid configuration parameters, a client will send a DHCPDECLINE packet to the server to decline

the configuration.

During the negotiation, if a client does not respond to theDHCPOFFERpackets in time, serverswill sendDHCPNAKpackets to the

client and the client will reinitiate the process.

During network construction, FS DHCP servers have the following features:

 Low cost. Usually the static IP address configuration costsmore than DHCP configuration.

 Simplified configuration. Dynamic IP address assignment dramatically simplifies device configuration

 Centralized management. You can modify the configuration for multiple subnets by simply modifying the DHCP server
configuration.

 Address Pool

After a server receives a client's request packet, it chooses a valid address pool, determines an available IP address from the pool

through PING, and pushes the pool and address configuration to the client. The lease information is saved locally for validity check

upon lease renewal.

An address pool may carry various configuration parameters as follows:

 An IP address range, which is the range of IP addresses that are available.

 A gateway address. Amaximum of 8 gateway addresses are supported.

 ADNS address. Amaximum of 8 DNS addresses are supported.

 A lease period notifying clients of when to age an address and request a lease renewal.

 VRRP Monitoring
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InaVirtualRouterRedundancyProtocol (VRRP) scenario,FSdevicesenabledwithDHCPprovide acommand tomonitor theVRRP

status of the interface. To an interface configured with VRRP address and VRRP monitoring, a DHCP server only processes the DHCP

clients' request packets from the interface in Master state, and other packets are discarded. If no VRRP address is configured, the DHCP

server does not monitor the VRRP status, and all DHCP packets are processed. VRRPmonitoring is configured on only layer-3 interfaces.

It is disabled by default, namely, only theMaster device processes theDHCP service.

 IP Address Assignment Basedon VLANs, Ports and IP Range

After an IP address pool is deployed, the specified IP address range is assigned based on VLANs and ports. There are three scenarios. 1.

Globalconfiguration.2.ConfigurationbasedonVLANs,portsandIPrange.3.Both1and2. Inscenario1, theaddressesareassigned

globally. In scenario 2, the addresses in the specified IP range are assigned only to the clients of the specified VLANs and ports. In

scenario3, theclientsof thespecifiedVLANsandportsareassigned theaddresses in thespecified IPrange,and theother clientsare

configured with default global addresses.

Related Configuration

 Enabling DHCPServer Globally

 By default, DHCP Server is disabled.

 Run the service dhcp command to enable the DHCP Server.

 Run the service dhcp command globally to enable DHCP service.

 Configuring AddressPool

 By default, no address pool is configured.

 Run the ip dhcp pool command to configure an IP address range, a gateway and a DNS.

 If no address pool is configured, no addresses will be assigned.

4.3.2 DHCPRelayAgent

WorkingPrinciple

The destination IP address of DHCP request packets is 255.255.255.255, and these packets are forwarded within a subnet. To achieve

IP address assignment across network segments, a DHCP relay agent is needed. The DHCP relay agent unicasts DHCP request packets

toaDHCPserverandforwardsDHCPreplypacketstoaDCHPclient.TheDHCPrelayagentservesasarepeaterconnectingaDHCP

client and a DHCP server of different network segments by forwarding DHCP request packets and DHCP reply packets. The

Client-Relay-Server mode achieves management of IP addresses across multiple network segments by only one DHCP server. See the

following figure.
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Figure 4- 7 DHCP Relay Scenario

VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 correspond to the segments 10.0.0.1/16 and 20.0.0.1/16 respectively. A DHCP server with IP address 30.0.0.2 is

in segment 30.0.0.1/16. To achieve management of dynamic IP addresses in VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 by the DHCP server, you only need

toenable DHCPRelay on a gateway and configure IP address 30.0.0.2 for the DHCP server.

 DHCP Relay Agent Information (Option 82)

Asdefined inRFC3046, an option canbeadded to indicateaDHCPclient's network informationwhenDHCPRelay is performed, so

thataDHCPservermayassignIPaddressesofvariousprivilegesbasedonmoreaccurateinformation.Theoption iscalledOption82.

Currently,FSdevicessupport four schemesof relayagent information,which aredescribed respectively as follows:

20. Relay agent information option dot1x: This scheme should be implemented with 802.1X authentication and the FS-SAM

products.Specifically,FS-SAMproductspushtheIPprivilegeduring802.1Xauthentication.ADHCPrelayagent formsaCircuit

IDsub-optionbasedon the IPprivilegeand theVLAN IDofaDHCPclient.Theoption format isshown in the following figure.

Figure 4- 8 Option Format

21. Relay agent information option82: This scheme serves without correlation with other protocol modules. A DHCP relay agent

formsanOption82basedon thephysical port receivingDHCPrequest packetsand theMACaddressof thedevice.Theoption

format is shown in the following figure.

Figure 4- 9 Agent Circuit ID

Figure 4- 10 Agent Remote ID
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22. Relay agent information optionVPN:This scheme should be implementedwithMPLSVPN functions.

Figure 4- 11 Application in MPLS VPN Environment

AsshowninFigure4-11, inMPLSVPNenvironment,DHCPClient1 isconnectedtofa0/1onaDHCPrelayagentandDHCPClient2to

fa1/1. Interfaces fa0/1 and fa1/1 belongs to different VRFs. DHCP Client 1 and DHCPClient 2 obtain IP addresses through DHCP.

According to network planning, VPN Department I and VPN Department II are in a same segment 192.168.4.0/24. In this case,

conventional DHCP application cannot meet the demand. To support DHCP Relay in MPLS VPN environment, option vpn is

introduced,which includes the threesub-options, namely,VPN-ID,Subnet-Selection andServer-Identifier-Override.

 VPN-ID:When a DHCP relay agent receives a DHCP request packet, it adds the information of the VPN the DHCP client resides to
thepacketasanoption.TheDHCPserverkeepstheVPN-IDinareplypacket,and theDHCPrelayagent forwards thepacket to

the corresponding VRF according to the option. The option format is shown in the following figure.

Figure 4- 12 VPN-ID

 Subnet-Selection: In conventionalDHCPRelay, the informationof a client network and the addresses of aDHCPserver anda
DHCPrelayagentareindicatedbythegatewayaddress[giaddr ] field.InMPLSVPNenvironment,setgiaddr totheIPaddress

of the interfaceof aDHCP relay agent connected toaDHCPserver, so that the servermay communicatedirectlywith the relay

agent.Besides, the informationof theclient subnet is indicatedby aSubnet-Selectionoption.Theoption format isshown in the

following figure.

Figure 4- 13 Subnet-Selection
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 Server-Identifier-Override: InMPLSVPNenvironment, request packets fromaDHCPclient cannot besent directly toaDHCP
server. A DHCP relay agent use this option to carry the information of the interface connecting the relay agent and the DHCP

server.When theserver sends a replymessage, this option overrides theServer-Identifier option. In thisway, theDHCPclient

sendspacketstoDHCPrelayagent,andtheDHCPrelayagent forwardsthemtotheDHCPserver.Theoptionformat isshownin

the following figure.

Figure 4- 14 Server-Identifier-Override

 DHCPRelay Check Server-ID

InDHCPenvironment,multipleDHCPserversaredeployed foranetwork, achievingserverbackup toensureuninterruptednetwork

operation. After this function is enabled, the DHCP request packet sent by a client contains a server-id option specifying a DHCP

server. In alleviating the burden on servers in specific environments, you need to enable this function on a relay agent to send a

packet to a specified DHCP server rather than all DHCP servers.

 DHCP Relaysuppression

Afteryouconfigure the ipDHCPRelaysuppression commandonan interface,DHCP requestpackets receivedon the interfacewill

be filtered, and the other DHCP request packets will be forwarded.

Related Configuration

 Enabling DHCPRelay

 By default, DHCP Relay is disabled.

 Youmay run theservice dhcp command to enable DHCP Relay.

 Youneed to enable DHCP Relay before it works.

 Configuring IP Address for DHCPServer

 By default, no IP address is configured for a DHCP server.

 Youmay run the iphelper-addresscommand toconfigurean IPaddress foraDHCPserver.The IPaddresscanbeconfigured
globally or on a layer-3 interface. Amaximumof 20 IPaddresses canbe configured for aDHCP server.

 When an interface receives a DHCP request packet, the DHCP server configuration on the interface prevails over that configured
globally. If the interface is not configuredwithDHCP server addresses, the global configuration takes effect.

 Enabling DHCPOption 82

 By default, DHCP Option 82 is disabled.

 Youmay run the ip dhcp relay information option82 command to enable DHCPOption 82.

 Enabling DHCPRelay Check Server-ID

 By default, DHCP Relay check server-id is disabled.

 Youmay run the ip dhcp relay check server-id command to enable DHCPRelay check server-id.
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 Enabling DHCPRelay Suppression

 By default, DHCP Relay suppression is disabled on all interfaces.

 Youmay run the ip dhcp relay suppression command to enable it on an interface.

 Enabling the Function ofMultipleGateway IPAddresses

 By default, the function of multiple gateway IP addresses is enabled.

 Youmay run the ip dhcp relaymultiple-giaddr command to enable the function of multiple gateway IP addresses.

 Enabling theAutomatic Gateway Address Switching of theDHCPRelay

 By default, the automatic gateway address switching of the DHCP relay is disabled.

 Youcan run the ip dhcp smart-relay command to enable the automatic gateway address switching.

 Forcing theDHCPRelay to Send theReply Message

 By default, the DHCPRelay is not forced to send the reply message.

 Youcan run the ipdhcp relay force-send-reply-pack command to force theDHCPRelay to send the replymessages.

4.3.3 DHCP Client

Working Principle

ADHCP client broadcasts a DHCP discover packet after entering the Init state. Then it may receivemultiple DHCP offer packets. It

choosesoneof themandresponds tothecorrespondingDHCPserver.Afterthat, itsendsleaserenewalrequestpacketsintheRenew

and Rebind processes of an aging period to request lease renewal.

Related Configuration

 Enabling DHCPClient on Interface

 By default, DHCP Client is disabled.

 In interface configurationmode, youmay run the ip address dhcp command to enable DHCPClient.

 Youneed to enable DHCP Client to enable DHCP service.

 The configuration takes effect on a layer-3 interface, for example, an SVI or a routed port.

4.3.4 AMRule

Working Principle

AnAMruledefines the rangeof IPaddressesassigned toDHCPclients indifferentVLANsandports. It canbeused toquickly identify

theVLANandportofafaultyDHCPclientandeffectivelyassignaddresses.AfteranAMruleisconfigured,allDHCPclientsfromtheset

VLANandportsmayobtain IP addresses. If noAMrule isconfigured, thereare two followingcases: If a defaultAM rule is configured,

theclient obtains an IPaddress from thedefault range; if no defaultAMrule isconfigured, theclient cannot obtain an IPaddress.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringAMRule inGlobal Configuration Mode

 In global configuration mode, run the address-manage command to enter AM rule configuration mode.
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 Run thematch ip default command to configure a default AM rule.

 Run thematch ip command to configure an AM rule based onVLAN & port or port.

4.4 Configuration

 Configuring DHCPServer

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Dynamic IP Address

(Mandatory) It is used to enable DHCP Server to achieve dynamic IP address
assignment.

service dhcp Enables DHCP Server.

ip dhcp pool Configures an address pool.

network
Configures the network number and subnet

mask of a DHCP address pool.

(Optional) It is used to configure the properties of an address pool.

default-router Configures a default gateway of a client.

lease Configures an address lease.

next-server Configures a TFTP server address

bootfile Configures a boot file of a client.

domain-name Configures a domain name of a client.

dns-server Configures a domain name server.

netbios-name-server Configures a NetBIOS WINS server.

netbios-node-type Configures a NetBIOS node type on a client.

lease-threshold Configures an alarm threshold of an address

pool.

option Configures a user-defined option.

pool-status Enables or disables an address pool.

Configuring Static IP Address

(Optional) It is used to statically assign an IP address to a client.

ip dhcp pool
Configures an address pool name and enters

address pool configuration mode.

host Configures the IPaddress andsubnetmaskof a

client host.

hardware-address Configures a client hardware address.

client-identifier Configures a unique client identifier.

client-name Configures a client name.

Configuring AM Rule for DHCP Server

(Optional) It is used to configure the properties of aDHCP server.

ip dhcp excluded-address Configures an excluded IP address.

ip dhcp force-send-nak Configures Compulsory NAK reply by a DHCP

server.

ip dhcp monitor-vrrp-state Configures VRRP status monitoring.

ip dhcp ping packets Configures ping times.

ip dhcp ping timeout Configures a ping timeout.
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Configuration Description and Command

ip dhcp server arp-detect ConfiguresaDHCPservertodetectuseroffline.

Configuring Global Properties of DHCP

Server

(Optional) It is used to configure the AM rule of aDHCP server.

match ip default Configures a default AM rule.

match ip ip-address Configures an AM rule based on theVLAN and

port.

 Configuring DHCPRelay

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic DHCP Relay Functions
(Mandatory) It is used to enable DHCPRelay.

service dhcp Enables DHCP Relay.

ip helper-address Configures an IP Address of a DHCP Server.

Configuring DHCP Relay Option 82

(Optional) It is used to assign IP addresses of different privileges to clients in
combination with the information of a physical port. This function cannot be used

together with the dhcp option dot1x command.

ip dhcp relay information option82 Enables DHCP option82.

(Optional) It is used to configure user-definedOption 82 information.

ip dhcp relay information option82

user-defined {circuit-id | remote-id}

text

Configures option 82 user-definition function

for a port.

ip dhcp relay information option82

user-defined mac-format type
Configures the MAC address format.

ConfiguringDHCPRelayCheckServer-ID

(Optional) It is used to enable aDHCPRelay agent to sendDHCP request packets
only to a specified server.

ip dhcp relay check server-id
Enables a DHCP Relay agent to send DHCP

request packets only to a specified server

Configuring DHCP Relay Suppression (Optional) It is used to shieldDHCP request packets on an interface.

ip dhcp relay suppression Enables DHCP Relay Suppression.

Configuring the Multi-giaddr IP Address

Function

(Optional) It is used to enable themulti-gateway rela.

ip dhcp relay multiple-giaddr Configuresthemulti-giaddrIPaddressfunction.

Configuring the Automatic Gateway IP

Address Switching Function

(Optional) It is used toenable the automatic gatewayaddressswitching.

ip dhcp smart-relay
Configures the automatic gateway address

switching.

ForcingtheDHCPRelaytoSendtheReply

Message

(Optional) It isused to force theDHCPRelay tosend the replymessage.

ipdhcprelayforce-send-reply-pack
Forces the DHCP Relay to send the reply

message.
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 Configuring DHCPClient

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring DHCP Client

(Mandatory) It is used to enable DHCPClient.

ip address dhcp

Enables an Ethernet interface, a

PPP/HDLC-encapsulated or FR-encapsulated

interfacetoobtainIPaddresses throughDHCP.

4.4.1 ConfiguringDynamic IPAddress

Configuration Effect

Provide all DHCP clients with DHCP service including assigning IP addresses and gateways.

Notes

ADHCPserverandaDHCP relayshare theservicedhcp command,but adevicecannot functionasaDHCPserverand relayat the

same time.Whenadevice is configuredwith a valid address pool, it acts as a server and forwards packets.Otherwise, it serves as a

relay agent.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling DHCPServer

 Mandatory. It achieves dynamic IP address assignment.

 Run the service dhcp command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring AddressPool

 Mandatory. It is used to create an IP address pool.

 Run the ip dhcp pool command in global configuration mode.

 ConfiguringNetworkNumber and SubnetMask of DHCPAddress Pool

 Mandatory. It defines a range of dynamically assigned addresses.

 Run the network command in DHCP address pool configuration mode.

 Configuring Default Gateway of Client

 Optional. It is used to configure a gateway address.

 Run the default-router command in DHCP address pool configuration mode.

 Configuring AddressLease

 Optional. It is used to configure an IP address lease, which is 24h by default.

 Run the lease command in DHCP address pool configurationmode.

 Configuring TFTPServer Address

 Optional. It is used to configure aTFTP server address.

 Run the next-server command in DHCP address pool configurationmode.
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 Configuring Domain Name of Client

 Optional. It is used to configure the domain name of a client.

 Run the domain-name command in DHCP address pool configurationmode.

 Configuring DNS

 Optional. It is used to configure a DNS address.

 Run the dns command in DHCP address pool configuration mode.

 Configuring NetBIOSWINSServer

 Optional. It is used to configure a NetBIOSWINS server address.

 Run thenetbios-name-server command in DHCP address pool configurationmode.

 Configuring NetBIOSNode Type onClient

 Optional. It is used to configure a NetBIOS node type.

 Run thenetbios-name-type command inDHCP address pool configuration mode.

 ConfiguringAlarmThreshold of Address Pool

 Optional. It is used tomanage the number of leases.When a threshold (90%by default) is reached, an alarmwill be printed.

 Run the lease-threshold command inDHCP address pool configuration mode.

 Configuring User-DefinedOption

 Optional. It is used to configure user-defined options.

 Run the option command in DHCP address pool configuration mode.

 Enabling or Disabling Address Pool

 Optional. It is used to enable or disable an address pool. It is enabled by default.

 Run the pool-status command in DHCP address pool configurationmode.

Verification

Connect a DHCP client and a DHCP server.

 Check whether the client obtains configurations on the server.

Related Commands

 Enabling DHCPServer

Command service dhcp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable DHCP Server and DHCP Relay. A DHCP server and a DHCP relay share the service dhcp command. When a

deviceisconfiguredwithavalidaddresspool, itactsasaserverandforwardspackets.Otherwise, itservesasarelay
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agent.

 Configuring AddressPool

Command ip dhcp pool dhcp-pool

Parameter

Description

pool-name: Indicates the name of an address pool.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide BeforeassigninganIPaddresstoaclient,youneedtoconfigureanaddresspoolnameandenterDHCPaddresspool

configuration mode.

 ConfiguringNetworkNumber and SubnetMask of DHCPAddress Pool

Command network network-number mask [low-ip-address high-ip-address]

Parameter

Description

network-number: Indicates the network number of an IP address pool.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask of an IP address pool. If no subnet mask is defined, the natural subnet mask is

applied.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Toconfiguredynamicaddressassignment,youneed toconfigureanetworknumberandsubnetmaskof anaddress

pool to provide a DHCP server with a range of addresses. The IP addresses in a pool are assigned in order. If an

address is assignedorexists in the target network segment, the next addresswill be checkeduntil a valid address is

assigned.

FS wireless products provide available network segments by specifying start and end addresses. The configuration is

optional. If thestartandendaddressarenot specified, all IPaddresses inthenetwork segmentareassignable.

For FS products, addresses are assigned based on the client’s physical address and ID. Therefore, one client will not be

assignedtwoleasesfromoneaddresspool.Incaseof topologicalredundancybetweenaclientandaserver,address

assignment mayfail.

To avoid such failures, a network administrator needs to prevent path redundancy in network construction, for

example, by adjusting physical links or network paths.

 Configuring Default Gateway of Client

Command default-router address [address2…address8]

Parameter

Description

address: Indicates the IP address of a default gateway. Configure at least one IP address.

ip-address2…ip-address8: (Optional) A maximum of 8 gateways can be configured.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure a default gateway of a client, and a server will push the gateway configuration to the client. The IP

addresses of the default gateway and the client should be in a same network.

 Configuring AddressLease

Command lease {days [hours] [ minutes] | infinite}

Parameter

Description

days: Defines a lease in the unit of day.

hours: (Optional) Defines a lease in the unit of hour. Please define days before hours.

minutes: (Optional) Defines a lease in the unit of minute. Please define days and hours before minutes.
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infinite: Defines an unlimited lease.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Thedefault leaseofanIPaddressassignedbyaDHCPserveris1day.Whenaleaseisexpiringsoon,aclientneedsto

request a lease renewal. Otherwise the IP address cannot be used after the lease is expired.

 Configures Boot File on Client

Command bootfile filename

Parameter

Description

file-name: Defines a boot file name.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide A boot file is a bootable image file used when a client starts up. The file is usually an OS downloaded by a DHCP

client.

 Configuring Domain Name of Client

Command domain-name domain

Parameter

Description

domain-name: Defines a domain name of a DHCP client.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Youmay define a domain name for a client.When the client accesses network through the host name, the domain

name will be added automatically to complete the host name.

 Configuring DNS

Command dns-server { ip-address [ ip-address2…ip-address8 ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Defines an IP address of a DNS server. Configure at least one IP address.

ip-address2…ip-address8: (Optional) A maximum of 8 DNS servers can be configured.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide If a client accessesnetwork resources through thedomain name, you need toconfigureaDNSserver to resolve the

domain name.

 Configuring NetBIOSWINSServer

Command netbios-name-server address [address2…address8]

Parameter

Description

address: Defines an IP address of a WINS server. Configure at least one IP address.

ip-address2…ip-address8: (Optional) A maximum of 8 WINS servers can be configured.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide WINS is a domain name service through which a Microsoft TCP/IP network resolves a NetNBIOS name to an IP

address.AWINSserver isaWindowsNTserver.WhenaWINSserverstarts, it receivesaregistration request froma

WINS client. When the client shuts down, it sends a name release message, so that the computers in the WINS

database and on the network are consistent.
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 Configuring NetBIOSNode Type onClient

Command netbios-node-type type

Parameter type: Defines a NetBIOS node type with one of the following approaches.

Description 1. A hexadecimal number, ranging from 0 to FF. Only followings values are available.

 b-node

 p-node

 m-node

 8 forh-node

2. A character string.

 b-node for a broadcast node;

 p-node for a peer-to-peer node;

 m-nodeforamixednode;

 h-node forahybridmode.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide There are four types ofNetBIOS nodesof aMicrosoft DHCPclient. 1) A broadcast node. For such anode, NetBIOS

name resolution is requested throughbroadcast.2)Apeer-to-peernode.Theclient sendsa resolutionrequest to the

WINS server. 3) Amixed node. The client broadcasts a resolution request and sends the resolution request to the

WINSserver.. 4) A hybrid node. The client sends a resolution request to theWINSserver. If no reply is received, the

clientwill broadcast the resolution request.By default, aMicrosoft operatingsystem isabroadcastor hybridnode. If

no WINS server is configured, it is a broadcast node. Otherwise, it is a hybrid node.

 Configuring User-DefinedOption

Command option code { ascii string | hex string | ip ip-address }

Parameter

Description

code: Defines a DHCP option code.

ascii string: Defines an ASCII character string.

hex string: Defines a hexadecimal character string.

ip ip-address: Defines an IP address.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide TheDHCP allows transmitting configuration information to a host via aTCP/IP network. DHCPpackets contain the

option field of definable content. ADHCPclient should be able to receiveaDHCPpacket carrying at least 312 bytes

option. Besides, the fixed data field in a DHCP packet is also called an option.

In aWLAN, a DHCP client on an AP dynamically requests the IP address of an AC.Youmay configure on a DHCP server

the option command specifying the AC address.

 Enabling or Disabling Address Pool

Command pool-status {enable | disable}

Parameter

Description

enable: Enables an address pool.

disable:Disablean address pool.

It is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode
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Usage Guide A FS wireless product provides a command for you to enable/disable a DHCP address pool.

Configuration Example

 Configuring AddressPool

Configuration

Steps

 Define an address pool net172.

 The network segment is 172.16.1.0/24.

 The default gateway is 172.16.1.254.

 The address lease is 1 day.

 xcluded addresses range from 172.16.1.2 to 172.16.1.100.

FS(config)# ip dhcp excluded-address 172.16.1.2 172.16.1.100

FS(dhcp-config)# ip dhcp pool net172

FS(dhcp-config)# network 172.16.1.0 255.255.255.0

FS(dhcp-config)# default-router 172.16.1.254

FS(dhcp-config)# lease 1

Verification Run the show run command to display the configuration.

FS(config)#show run | begin ip dhcp

ip dhcp excluded-address 172.16.1.2 172.16.1.100

ip dhcp pool net172

network 172.16.1.0 255.255.255.0

default-router 172.16.1.254lease 1

4.4.2 ConfiguringStatic IPAddress

ConfigurationEffect

Assign specific IP addresses and push configuration to specific DHCP clients.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringAddressPool Name andEntering Address Pool ConfigurationMode

 Mandatory. It is used to create an IP address pool.

 Run the ip dhcp pool command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring IP Address and Subnet Mask of Client

 Mandatory. It is used to configure a static IP address and a subnet mask.

 Run the host command in DHCP address pool configuration mode.
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 ConfiguringHardware Address of Client

 Optional. It is used to configure aMAC address.

 Run thehardware command in DHCP address pool configuration mode.

 Configures Unique Client Identifier

 Optional. It is used to configure a static user identifier (UID).

 Run the client-identifier command in DHCP address pool configuration mode.

 Configuring ClientName

 Optional. It is used to configure a static client name.

 Run the host-name command in DHCP address pool configurationmode.

Verification

Check whether the client obtains the IP address when it is online.

Related Commands

 Configuring AddressPool

Command ip dhcp pool dhcp-pool

Parameter

Description

pool-name: Indicates the name of an address pool.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Before assigning an IP address to a client, you need to configure an address pool name and enter address pool

configuration mode.

 Manual IP Address Binding

Command host ip-address [ netmask ]

client-identifier unique-identifier

client-name name

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Defines the IP address of a DHCP client.

netmask: Defines the subnet mask of a DHCP client.

unique-identifier: Defines the hardware address (for example, aabb.bbbb.bb88) and identifier (for example,

01aa.bbbb.bbbb.88) of a DHCP client.

name: (Optional) It definesaclient nameusingASCII characters.Thenameexcludesadomainname.Forexample,

name a host mary rather than mary.FS.com.

Command

Mode

DHCP address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Addressbindingmeansmapping betweenan IPaddressandaclient'sMACaddress.Thereare twokindof address

binding.1)Manualbinding.ManualbindingcanbedeemedasaspecialDHCPaddresspoolwithonlyoneaddress.2)

Dynamicbinding.ADHCPserverdynamically assignsan IPaddress fromapool toaclientwhen it receivesaDHCP

request, creatingmapping between the IP address and the client's MACaddress.

To configure manual binding, you need to define a host pool and then specify a DHCP client's IP address and
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hardwareaddressor identifier.Ahardwareaddress isaMACaddress.Aclient identifier includes anetworkmedium

type and aMACaddress. AMicrosoft client is usually identified by a client identifier rather than aMACaddress. For

the codes of medium types, refer to the Address Resolution Protocol Parameters section in the RFC 1700. The Ethernet

type is 01.

Configuration Example

 Dynamic IP Address Pool

Configuration

Steps

 Configure address poolVLAN1with IPaddress20.1.1.0 and subnetmask 255.255.255.0.

 The default gateway is 20.1.1.1.

 The lease time is 1 day.

FS(config)# ip dhcp pool vlan1

FS(dhcp-config)# network 20.1.1.0 255.255.255.0

FS(dhcp-config)# default-router 20.1.1.1

FS(dhcp-config)# lease 1 0 0

Verification Runtheshowruncommandtodisplaytheconfiguration.

FS(config)#showrun|beginipdhcp

ip dhcp pool vlan1

network 20.1.1.0 255.255.255.0

default-router 20.1.1.1

lease 1 0 0

 Manual Binding

Configuration

Steps

 The host address is 172.16.1.101 and the subnetmask is 255.255.255.0.

 The host name is Billy.FS.com.

 Thedefaultgatewayis172.16.1.254.

 The MAC address is00d0.df34.32a3.

FS(config)# ip dhcp pool Billy

FS(dhcp-config)# host 172.16.1.101 255.255.255.0

FS(dhcp-config)# client-name Billy

FS(dhcp-config)# hardware-address 00d0.df34.32a3 Ethernet

FS(dhcp-config)# default-router 172.16.1.254

Verification Run the show run command to display the configuration.

FS(config)#show run | begin ip dhcp

ip dhcp pool Billy
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host 172.16.1.101 255.255.255.0

client-name Billy

hardware-address 00d0.df34.32a3 Ethernet

default-router 172.16.1.254

4.4.3 ConfiguringAMRule forDHCPServer

ConfigurationEffect

Assign IP addresses according to an AM rule based on a port and a VLAN.

Notes

FS products support AM rule configuration on Ethernet, GB, FR, PPP and HDLC interfaces.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring AddressManagement

 Mandatory. Enter address management mode.

 Run the address-manage command in addressmanagement configuration mode.

 Configuring AMRule

 Mandatory. Configure an AM rule based on a port and aVLAN.

 Run thematch ip command in address management configuration mode.

Verification

Check whether clients in different VLANs and ports obtain the valid IP addresses.

Related Commands

 Configuring DefaultRange

Command match ip default ip-address netmask

Parameter

Description

ip-address:Defines an IP address.

netmask:Definesasubnetmask.

Command

Mode

Address management mode

Usage Guide Afterconfiguration,allDHCPclientsareassignedIPaddresses fromthedefault rangebasedontheVLANandport. If

this command is not configured, IP addresses will be assigned through the regular process.

 AssigningDynamic IP Address Basedon VLAN andPort

Command match ip ip-address netmask interface [add/remove] vlan vlan-list

Parameter

Description

ip-address:Defines an IP address.

netmask:Definesasubnetmask.

interface: Defines an interface name.
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add/remove: Adds or deletes a specific VLAN.

vlan-list: Indicates a VLAN index.

Command

Mode

Address management mode

Usage Guide Afterconfiguration,DHCPclientsareassigned IPaddresses fromthedefaultaddress rangebasedontheVLANand

port.

 AssigningStatic IP Address Based on VLAN

Command match ip ip-address netmask [add/remove] vlan vlan-list

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Defines an IP address.

netmask: Defines a subnet mask.

add/remove:AddsordeletesaspecificVLAN.

vlan-list: Indicates aVLAN index.

Command

Mode

Address management mode

Usage Guide InaSuperVLAN,aclientmaybeassignedafixedstaticaddressnomatterwhichSuperVLANtheclientresidesin.You

donot need to configure anAM rule for this IPaddress basedon all sub-VLANs and ports, but only configure anAM

rule based on theVLAN.This rule takes effect for only static address assignment.

Configuration Example

 Configuring AMRule

Configuration

Steps
 Configure a default rule.

 Configure a rule based on a specific VLAN + port + address range.

 Configure a rule based on a specific VLAN + address range.

FS(config)# address-manage

FS(config-address-manage)# match ip default 172.50.128.0 255.255.128.0

FS(config-address-manage)# match ip 10.1.5.0 255.255.255.0 Gi5/3 vlan 1005

FS(config-address-manage)# match ip 10.1.6.0 255.255.255.0 vlan 1006

Verification 1: Run the show run command to display the configuration.

address-manage

match ip default 172.50.128.0 255.255.128.0

match ip 10.1.5.0 255.255.255.0 Gi5/3 vlan 1005

match ip 10.1.6.0 255.255.255.0 vlan 1006

4.4.4 ConfiguringGlobal PropertiesofDHCPServer

ConfigurationEffect

Enable a server with specific functions, for example, ping and compulsory NAK.

Notes
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Configuring the command may cause exceptions on other servers.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringExcluded IP Address

 Optional. Configure some addresses or address ranges as unavailable.

 Run the ip dhcp excluded-address command in global configuration mode.

 ConfiguringCompulsory NAKReply

 Optional. A server replies to a wrong address request with a NAK packet.

 Run the ip dhcp force-send-nak command in global configuration mode.

 ConfiguringVRRPStatusMonitoring

 Optional. After configuration, DHCP packets are processed by theMaster server.

 Run the ip dhcpmonitor-vrrp-state command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring PingTimes

 Optional. Check the address reachability with the ping command. The default is 2.

 Run the ip dhcp ping packet command in global configurationmode.

 Configuring PingTimeout

 Optional. Check the address reachability with theping command. The default is 500 ms.

 Run the ip dhcp ping timeout command in global configuration mode.

 Detecting User Offline Detection

 Configure a DHCP server to detect whether the client is offline or not. If a client does not get online after being offline for a
period, the address assigned to the client will be retrieved.

 Run the ip dhcp server arp-detect command in global configurationmode.

Verification

Run the dhcp-server command, and check the configuration during address assignment.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringExcluded IP Address

Command ip dhcp excluded-address low-ip-address [ high-ip-address ]

Parameter

Description

low-ip-address: Indicates a start IP address.

high-ip-address: Indicates an end IP address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Unless otherwise specified, aDHCP server assigns all the addresses froman IP address pool toDHCP clients. To

reserve some addresses(e.g., addresses already assigned to the server or devices), you need to configure these

addresses as excluded addresses. To configure a DHCP server, it is recommended to configure excluded addresses to
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avoid address conflict and shorten detection time during address assignment.

 Configuring Compulsory NAKReply

Command ip dhcp force-send-nak

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide InaWLAN,aDHCPclient oftenmoves fromonenetwork toanother.WhenaDHCPserver receivesa lease renewal

request from a client but finds that the client crosses the network segment or that the lease is expired, it replieswith

a NAK packet to require the client to obtain an IP address again. This prevents the client from sending request

packets continually before obtaining an IP address again after timeout.

TheserversendsaNAKpacketonlywhenitfindstheclient'sleaserecord.WhenaDHCPclientcrossesthenetwork,a

DHCP server cannot find lease record of the client and will not reply with a NAK packet. The client sends request

packets continually before obtaining an IPaddress again after timeout. Consequently, it takes a long toobtain an IP

address.ThisalsooccurswhenaDHCPserver losesa leaseafter restart andaclient requests lease renewal. In this

case, youmay configureacommand to force theDHCPserver to replywithaNAKpacket even though it cannot find

the lease record so that the client may obtain an IP address rapidly. Please note that the command is disabled by

default. To enable it, only one DHCP server can be configured in a broadcast domain.

 Configuring PingTimes

Command ip dhcp ping packets [ number ]

Parameter

Description

number: (Optional) Ranges from 0 to 10. 0 indicates the ping function is disabled. The default is two pings.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault,whenaDHCPserverassigns an IPaddress fromapool, it runs thePingcommand twice (onepacket per

time). If there is no reply, the server takes the address as idle and assigns it to a client. If there is a reply, the server

takes the address as occupied and assigns another address.

 Configuring PingTimeout

Command ip dhcp ping timeout milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milli-seconds: Indicates the timethat it takes foraDHCPserver towait foraping reply.Thevalue ranges from100ms

to 10,000 ms.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, ifaDHCPserver receivesnoPingreplywithin500ms, theIPaddress isavailable.Youmayadjust theping

timeout to change the time for a server to wait for a reply.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Ping

Configuration

Steps

 Set ping times to 5.

 Set ping timeout to 800 ms.
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FS(config)# ip dhcp ping packet 5

FS(config)# ip dhcp ping timeout 800

Verification Run the show run command to display the configuration.

FS(config)#showrun|beginipdhcp

ip dhcp ping packet 5

ip dhcp ping timeout 800

 Configuring Excluded IP Address

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the excluded IP address from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255.

FS(config)# ip dhcp excluded-address 192.168.0.0 192.168.255.255

Verification Run the show run command to display the configuration.

FS(config)#show run | begin ip dhcp

ip dhcp excluded-address 192.168.0.0 192.168.255.255

4.4.5 Configuring Basic DHCP Relay Functions

Configuration Effect

 Deploydynamic IPmanagement inClient–Relay–ServermodetoachievecommunicationbetweenaDHCPclientandaDHCP
server, which are in different network segments.

Notes

 Toenable DHCPRelay, you need to configure IPv4 unicast routing in a network.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling DHCPRelay

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, you need to enable DHCPRelay on a device.

 Configuring IP Address for DHCPServer

 Mandatory.

 Youneed to configure an IP address for a DHCP server.

 DisablingDHCPRelay on Interface

 Optional.

 DHCP relay is enabled on the interface by default. Run the ip dhcp relay disable command to disable DHCP relay on the
interface
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Verification

 Check whether a client obtains an IP address through DHCP Relay.

Related Commands

 Enabling DHCPRelay

Command service dhcp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring IP Address for DHCPServer

Command ip helper-address { cycle-mode | [ vrf { vrf-name }] A.B.C.D }

Parameter

Description

cycle-mode: Indicates that DHCP request packets are forwarded to all DHCP servers.

vrf-name: Indicates a VPN Routing & Forwarding (VRF) name.

A.B.C.D: Indicates the IP address of a server.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode/interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Youmayconfigurethefunctiononalayer-3 interface,suchasaroutedport,aL3APport,SVIand loopbackinterface.

The configured interface must be accessible via IPv4 unicast routing.

 DisablingDHCPRelay on Interface

Command ip dhcp relay disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The function should be configured on a layer-3 interface. DHCP Relay function will be disabled on the interface.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringDHCPRelay inWired Connection

Scenario

Figure 4- 15

Configuration

Steps

 Enable a client with DHCP to obtain an IP address.

 Enable the DHCPRelay function on a DHCP relay agent.

 Configure DHCPServer.

A Enable a client with DHCP to obtain an IP address.

B Enable DHCP Relay.
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FS(config)# service dhcp

Configureaglobal IP address ofaDHCP server.

FS(config)# iphelper-address172.2.2.1

ConfigureanIPaddressfor theportconnected totheclient.

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if)# ip address 192.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

ConfigureanIPaddressfortheportconnectedtotheserver.

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 172.2.2.2 255.255.255.0

C Enable DHCP Server.

FS(config)# service dhcp

Configure an address pool.

FS(config)# ip dhcp pool relay

FS (dhcp-config)#network 192.1.1.0 255.255.255.0

FS (dhcp-config)#default-router 192.1.1.1

ConfigureanIPaddressfortheportconnectedtotherelayagent.

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 172.2.2.1 255.255.255.0

Verification Check whether the client obtains an IP address.

 Check whether the client obtains an IP address.

 Check the DHCP Relay configuration.

A The user device obtains an IP address.

B After login to the DHCP relay agent, run the show running-config command in privileged EXECmode to display

DHCP Relay configuration.

FS# show running-config

service dhcp

ip helper-address 172.2.2.1

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ip address 192.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

ip address 172.2.2.2 255.255.255.0

!
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Common Errors

 IPv4 unicast routing configuration is incorrect.

 DHCP Relay isdisabled.

 No routing between DHCP relay agent and DHCP server is configured.

 No IP address is configured for the DHCP server.

4.4.6 ConfiguringDHCPRelayOption 82

Configuration Effect

 ThroughaDHCPrelayagent,aservermayassignIPaddressesofdifferentprivilegestotheclientsmoreaccuratelybasedonthe
option information.

Notes

 Youneed to enable the DHCP Relay function.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBasic DHCPRelay Functions

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, you need to enable DHCPRelay on a device.

 Enables DHCPOption82

 By default, DHCP Option 82 is disabled.

 Youmay run the ip dhcp relay information option82 command to enable or disable DHCPOption 82.

 Configuring theDHCPOption 82 User-definition Function for a Port

 Run the ip dhcp relay information option82 user-defined {circuit-id | remote-id} text command to configure the DHCP
Option 82 user-definition function.

 Optional. The configuration takes effect in global configuration mode.

 Configuring the Format of theMACAddress inDHCPOption 82 for a Port

 Run the ipdhcp relay informationoption82user-defineduser-definedmac-format typecommand toconfigure the format
of theMAC address in DHCPOption 82.

 Optional. The configuration takes effect in global configuration mode.

 Enabling DHCPOption 82 on Interface

 Optional. The configuration takes effect in interface configuration mode.

 Run the ip dhcp relay-information enable command to enable DHCPOption 82 on the interface.

 DefiningCircuit-ID of DHCPOption 82 on Layer-3 Interface

 Optional. The configuration takes effect in interface configuration mode.
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 Run the ip dhcp relay-information layer3 circuit-id format {hex | ascii} string command to define the circuit-ID of DHCP
Option 82 on the layer-3 interface.

 DefiningRemote-ID of DHCPOption 82 on Layer-3 Interface

 Optional. The configuration takes effect in interface configuration mode.

 Run the ip dhcp relay-information layer3 remote-id format {hex | ascii} string command to define the remote-ID of DHCP
Option 82 on the layer-3 interface.

Verification

 Check whether the client obtains an IP address based on Option 82.

Related Commands

 Enabling DHCPOption 82

Command ip dhcp relay information option82

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theDHCPOption 82 User-definition Function for a Port

Command ip dhcp relay information option82 user-defined {circuit-id | remote-id} text

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the Format of theMACAddress inDHCPOption 82 for a Port

Command ip dhcp relay information option82 user-defined mac-format type

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Enabling DHCPOption 82

Configuration

Steps

 Enable DHCP Option 82.
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FS(config)# ip dhcp relay information option82

FS(config)# ip dhcp relay information option82 user-defined circuit“%hostname-portname”

FS(config)# ip dhcp relay infotmation option82 user-defined remote-id “%sysmac:%svlan”

FS(config)# ip dhcp relay infotmation option82 user-defined mac-format 1

Verification After login to the DHCP relay agent, run the show running-config command in privileged EXECmode to display

DHCP Relay configuration.

FS#show ru | incl ip dhcp relay

ip dhcp relay information option82

ipdhcprelayinformationoption82user-definedcircuit“%hostname-portname”

ipdhcprelayinfotmationoption82user-definedremote-id“%sysmac:%svlan”

ip dhcp relay infotmation option82 user-defined mac-format 1

Common Errors

 Basic DHCPRelay functions are not configured.

4.4.7 ConfiguringDHCPRelayCheckServer-ID

Configuration Effect

 After you configure the ip dhcp relay check server-id, a DHCP Relay agent will forward DHCP request packets only to the
server specified by theoption server-id command. Otherwise, they are forwarded to all DHCP servers.

Notes

 Youneed to enable basic DHCP Relay functions.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling DHCPRelay Check Server-ID

 By default, DHCP Relay check server-id is disabled.

 Youmay run the ip dhcp relay check server-id command to enable DHCPRelay check server-id.

Verification

Check whether a DHCP Relay agent sends DHCP request packets only to the server specified by the option server-id command.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringDHCPRelay Check Server-ID

Command ip dhcp relay check server-id

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringDHCPRelay Check Server-ID

Configuration

Steps

 Enable DHCPRelay.Omitted.

 EnableDHCPRelay check server-id on an interface.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip dhcp relay check server-id

Verification After login to the DHCP relay agent, run the show running-config command in privileged EXECmode to display

DHCP Relay configuration.

FS# show running-config | include check server-id

ip dhcp relay check server-id

FS#

Common Errors

 Basic DHCPRelay functions are not configured.

4.4.8 Configuring DHCP Relay Suppression

Configuration Effect

 After you configure the ip DHCP Relay suppression command on an interface, DHCP request packets received on the interface
will be filtered, and the other DHCP requests will be forwarded.

Notes

 Youneed to enable basic DHCP Relay functions.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling DHCPRelay Suppression

By default, DHCP Relay suppression is disabled on all interfaces.

You may run the ip dhcp relay suppression command to enable DHCP Relay suppression.

Verification

 Check whether theDHCP request packets received on the interface are filtered.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringDHCPRelay Suppression

Command ip dhcp relay suppression

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringDHCPRelay Suppression

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic DHCPRelay functions.

 ConfigureDHCPRelay suppression on an interface.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip dhcp relay suppression

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#end

FS#

Verification After login to the DHCP relay agent, run the show running-config command in privileged EXECmode to display

DHCP Relay configuration.

FS# show running-config | include relay suppression

ip dhcp relay suppression

FS#

Common Errors

Basic DHCP Relay functions are not configured.

4.4.9 ConfiguringMultipleGateway IPAddresses onDHCPRelay

ConfigurationEffect

Enable the function of multiple gateway IP addresses by running the ip dhcp relay multiple-giaddr command.

Notes

Basic DHCP Relay functions should be configured.

Configuration Steps

By default, this function is disabled.

Run the ip dhcp relay multiple-giaddr command to enable this function.

Verification

When more than one IP address is configured on a specified interface, check whether the DHCP request packet forwarded to the

DHCP server contains different IP addresses.

Related Commands
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 ConfiguringMultipleGateway IP Addresses

Command ip dhcp relay multiple-giaddr

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringMultipleGateway IP Addresses

Configuration

Steps

 1: Configure basic DHCPRelay functions.

 2: Configure the function of multiple gateway IP addresses.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip dhcp relay multiple-giaddr

Verification  1: Log in theDHCPRelay Agent; and then inPrivileged EXECmode, run the show running-config command to

display the DHCP Relay configuration.

FS# show running-config

ip dhcp relay multiple-giaddr

Common Errors

Basic DHCP Relay functions are not configured.

4.4.10 Configuring the AutomaticGatewayAddress Switching of theDHCPRelay

Configuration Effect

 Configure the ip dhcp smart-relay command to enable the automatic gateway address switching function.

Notes

 Basic functions of the DHCP relaymust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling theAutomaticGateway Address Switching Function of theDHCPRelay

The function is disabled by default.

Run the ip dhcp smart-relay command to enable the function.

Verification

 Configuremultiple IP addresses on an interface. If theDHCP relay fails to receive a response after forwarding threeDiscover
packets, the DHCP relay switches the gateway address.

Related Commands
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 Configuring theAutomaticGateway Address Switching Function of theDHCPRelay

Command ip dhcp smart-relay

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theAutomaticGateway Address Switching Function of theDHCPRelay

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of the DHCP relay. Omitted.

 Configure the automatic gateway address switching function of the DHCP relay.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# ip dhcp smart-relay

Verification Log in to theDHCP relayagent. InprivilegedEXECmode, run theshowrunning-configcommand todisplay theDHCP

relay configuration.

FS# show running-config

ip dhcp smart-relay

Common Errors

Basic functions of the DHCP relay are not configured or the configuration fails.

4.4.11 Forcing theDHCPRelay toSend theReplyMessage

ConfigurationEffect

Run the ip dhcp relay force-send-reply-pack command to force the DHCP Relay to send the reply message.

Notes

 Basic DHCPRelay functions should be enabled.

Configuration Steps

 Forcing theDHCPRelay to Send theReply Message

 By default, the DHCPRelay is not forced to send the reply message.

 Run the ip dhcp relay force-send-reply-pack command to enable this functionality.

Verification

TheDHCPRelaydoesnot receivetheDiscovermessagebutreceivestheOffermessage,andtheOffermessagecanbeforwardedto

the gateway interface.
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Related Commands

 Forcing theDHCPRelay to Send theReply Message

Command ip dhcp relay force-send-reply-pack

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Forcing theDHCPRelay to Send theReply Message

Configuration

Steps

1: Enable basic DHCP Relay functions.

2: Forcing the DHCP Relay to send the reply message.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip dhcp relay force-send-reply-pack

Verification 1: Login the DHCP Relay Agent.

2: Enter the Privileged EXEC mode.

3: Run the show running-config command to display DHCP Relay configurations.

Common Errors

Basic DHCP Relay functions are not configured.

4.4.12 ConfiguringtheSource IPAddressofDHCPRelayPackets

ConfigurationEffect

Run the ip dhcp relay source command on an interface to configure the source IP address of DHCP Relay packets.

Notes

 Basic DHCPRelay functions should be enabled.

 Only one source IP address of DHCPRelay packets can be configured on one interface.

 Toassign correct subnet addresses to users, this function should be used withOption 82.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of DHCPRelay Packets

 By default, no source IP address of DHCPRelay packets is configured.

 Run the ipdhcp relay source ip-addresscommandonan interface to configure thesource IPaddress ofDHCPRelay packets.

Verification

After this function is enabled, the source IP address of Relay packets sent to the DHCP server is the configured address.
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Related Commands

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of DHCPRelay Packets

Command ip dhcp relay source ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Specifies the source IP address of DHCP Relay packets.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of DHCPRelay Packets

Configuration

Steps

1: Enable basic DHCP Relay functions.

2: Configure the source IP address of DHCP Relay packets.

FS(config-if)# ipdhcp relay source 1.1.1.1

Verification 1: Login the DHCP Relay Agent.

2: Enter the Privileged EXEC mode.

3: Run the show running-config command to display DHCP Relay configurations.

Common Errors

Basic DHCP Relay functions are not configured.

4.4.13 ConfiguringDHCPClient

ConfigurationEffect

Enable DHCP Client on a device so that it obtains IP addresses and configurations dynamically.

Notes

FS products support DHCP Client configuration on Ethernet, FR, PPP and HDLC interfaces.

Configuration Steps

Run the ip address dhcp command on an interface.

Verification

Check whether the interface obtains an IP address.

Related Commands

 Configuring DHCPClient

Command ip address dhcp

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide  FSproducts support dynamic IP address obtainment by an Ethernet interface.

 FSproducts support dynamic IP address obtainment by a PPP-encapsulated interface.

 FS products support dynamic IP address obtainment by an FR-encapsulated interface.

 FSproducts support dynamic IP address obtainment by anHDLC-encapsulated interface.

Configuration Example

 Configuring DHCPClient

Configuration

Steps

1: Enable port FastEthernet 0/0 with DHCP to obtain an IP address.

FS(config)# interface FastEthernet0/0

FS(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)#ip address dhcp

Verification 1: Run the show run command to display the configuration.

FS(config)#show run | begin ip address dhcp

ip address dhcp

4.4.14 ConfiguringDHCPRelayLinkSelection

ConfigurationEffect

Run the ip dhcp relay link-selection command on an interface to cofigure an IP address for Link Selection in Relay packets.

Notes

 Basic DHCPRelay functions should be enabled.

 Only one source IP address can be specfied for Relay packets.

 Beforeenabling this feature,youneed toenableDHCPOption82and configure thesource IPaddressofDHCPRelaypackets
first.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring DHCPRelay Link Selection

 By default, the primary IP address of the interface is used for DHCP Link Selection.

 Run the ipdhcp relay link-selection ip-addresscommand to specify an IP address for LinkSelection inRelay packets.

Verification

Configure an IP address for Link Selection after enabling DHCP Option 82 and configuring the source IP address of DHCP Relay

packets.TheLinkSelection address in theRelaypackets sent to theDHCP server is the confgired IPaddress.

Related Commands

 Configuring DHCPRelay Link Selection
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Command ip dhcp relay link-selection ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Specifies an IP address for Link Selection in Relay packets.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring DHCPRelay Link Selection

Configuration

Steps

1: Enable basic DHCP Relay functions.

2: Configrue an IP address for DHCP Relay Link Selection on an interface.

FS(config-if)# ip dhcp relay link-selection 1.1.1.1

Verification 1: Login the DHCP Relay Agent.

2: Enter the Privileged EXEC mode.

3: Run the show running-config command to display DHCP Relay configurations.

Common Errors

 Basic DHCPRelay functions are not configured.

 DHCPOption 82 is not enabled.

 The source IP address of DHCP Relay packets is not configured.

4.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears DHCP address binding. clear ip dhcp binding { address | *}

Clears DHCP address conflict. clear ip dhcp conflict { address | *}

Clears statistics of a DHCP server. clear ip dhcp server statistics

Clears statistics of a DHCP relay. clear ip dhcp relay statistics

Clears statistics of DHCP server

performance.

clear ip dhcp server rate

Displaying

Description Command

Displays DHCP lease. show dhcp lease

Displays DHCP sockets. show ip dhcp socket

Displays assigned IP addresses. show ip dhcp binding

Displays created address pools. show ip dhcp pool

Displays statistics of DHCP Server. show ip dhcp server statistic
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Displays statistics of DHCP Relay. show ip dhcp relay statistic

Displays conflicted addresses. show ip dhcp conflict

Displays DHCP lease history. show ip dhcp history

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs DHCP agent. debug ip dhcp server agent

Debugs DHCP hot backup. debug ip dhcp server ha

Debugs DHCP address pools. debug ip dhcp server pool

Debugs DHCP VRRP. debug ip dhcp server vrrp

Debugs all DHCP servers. debug ip dhcp server all

Debugs DHCP packets. debug ip dhcp client

Debugs DHCP Relay events. debug ip dhcp relay

5 Configuring DHCPv6

5.1 Overview

The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6) is a protocol that allows a DHCP server to transfer configurations (such as

IPv6 addresses) to IPv6 nodes.

As compared with other IPv6 address allocation methods, such as manual configuration and stateless automatic address

configuration, DHCPv6 provides the address allocation, prefix delegation, and configuration parameter allocation.

 DHCPv6isastatefulprotocolforautomaticallyconfiguringaddressesandflexiblyaddingandreusingnetworkaddresses,which
can record allocated addresses and enhance networkmanageability.

 Byusing the prefix delegation of DHCPv6, uplink network devices canallocateaddress prefixes todownlink network devices,
which implements flexible station-level automatic configuration and flexible control of station address space.

 TheDHCPv6 configuration parameter allocation solves the problem that parameters cannot be obtained through a stateless
automatic address configuration protocol and allocatesDNSserver addresses anddomain names tohosts.

DHCPv6 isaprotocolbasedon theclient/servermodel.ADHCPv6client isusedtoobtain variousconfigurationswhereasaDHCPv6

server is used toprovide various configurations. If theDHCPv6client andDHCPv6 serverarenot on thesamenetwork link, they can

interact with each other by using a DHCPv6 relay agent.

TheDHCPv6clientusuallydiscovers theDHCPv6serverbyreservingmulticastaddresseswithina link; therefore, theDHCPv6client

and DHCPv6 server must be able to directly communicatewith each other, that is, theymust be deployed within the same link.This

may cause management inconvenience, economic waste (a DHCPv6 server is deployed for each subnet) and upgrade inconvenience.

TheDHCPv6 relay agent function can solve these problems by enabling aDHCPv6 client to send packets to aDHCPv6 server on a

different link. TheDHCP relay agent is often deployed within the linkwhere a DHCPv6 client resides and is used to relay interaction

packetsbetween theDHCPv6 client andDHCPv6 server.TheDHCP relayagent is transparent to theDHCPv6 client.

Figure 5- 1
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Protocols and Standards

 RFC3315: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6

 RFC3633: IPv6 Prefix Options for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)Version 6

 RFC3646: DNSConfigurationOptions forDynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6)

 RFC3736: Stateless DHCP Service for IPv6

 RFC5417: Control AndProvisioning ofWirelessAccessPoints (CAPWAP)AccessController DHCPOption

5.2 Applications

Application Description

Requesting/Allocating Addresses

and Configuration Parameters

ADHCPv6 client requests addresses from aDHCPv6 server. The DHCPv6 server allocates addresses

and configuration parameters to the DHCPv6 client.

Requesting/Allocating Prefixes The DHCPv6 client requests a prefix from the DHCPv6 server. The DHCPv6 server allocates a prefix to

the DHCPv6 client and then the DHCPv6 client configures IPv6 addresses by using this prefix.

Relay Service The DHCPv6 relay is used to enable communication between the DHCPv6 client and DHCPv6 server

on different links.

5.2.1 Requesting/AllocatingAddressesandConfigurationParameters

Scenario

In a subnet, a DHCPv6 client requests addresses from a DHCPv6 server. The DHCPv6 server allocates addresses and configuration

parameters to the DHCPv6 client.

As shown in Figure 5- 2:

 TheDHCPv6server isconfiguredwithIPv6addresses,DNSservers,domainnamesandotherconfigurationparameters tobe
allocated.

 AhostworksasaDHCPv6client to requestan IPv6address fromtheDHCPv6server.After receiving therequest, theDHCPv6
server selects an available address and allocates the address to the host.

 The host can also request aDNS server, domain name and other configuration parameters from theDHCPv6 server.
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The Provider Edge (PE) works as a DHCPv6 server for providing prefixes and is also called a delegating router.

The Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) works as a DHCPv6 client for requesting prefixes and is also called a requesting

router.

A, B and C are various hosts.

Figure 5- 2

Deployment

 Run the DHCPv6 client on a host in the subnet to obtain an IPv6 address and other parameters.

 Run the DHCPv6 server on a device and configure the IPv6 address and other parameters to allocate the IPv6 address and
parameters.

5.2.2 Requesting/Allocating Prefixes

Scenario

AsshowninFigure5-3,anuplinkdevice(PE)allocatesanIPv6addressprefix foradownlinkdevice(CPE).TheCPEgeneratesanew

address prefix for the internal subnet based on the obtained prefix. Hosts in the internal subnet of the CPE are configured with

addresses through Router Advertisement (RA) by using the new address prefix.

 The PE provides the prefix delegation service as a DHCPv6 server.

 The CPE requests an address prefix from the PE as a DHCPv6 client. After obtaining the address prefix, the CPE generates a new
address prefix for the internal subnet and sends an RAmessage to hosts in the internal subnet.

 The hosts in the internal subnetwhere CPE resides configure their addresses based on the RAmessage sent by theCPE.

Figure 5-3

Deployment

 Run theDHCPv6 server on the PE to implement the prefix delegation service.

Remarks
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 Run the DHCPv6 client on the CPE to obtain address prefixes.

 Deploy IPv6NDbetween theCPE and the hosts to configure the host addresses in the subnet through RA.

5.2.3 Relay Service

Scenario

The DHCPv6 relay agent provides the relay service for the DHCPv6 client ad DHCPv6 server on different links to enable

communication between them.

As shown in Figure 5- 4:

 Device 1 is enabled with the DHCPv6 relay agent and destined to 3001::2.

 Device2wantstoforwardpacketstootherserversthroughanext-levelrelayservice.EnabletheDHCPv6relayagentonDevice
2, set the destination address toFF02::1:2 (all servers andRelaymulticast addresses)and specify theegress interfaceas the

layer-3 interface gi 0/1.

Figure 5- 4

Deployment

 Enable the DHCPv6 relay agent on device 1 and specify the address as 3000::1.

 Enable theDHCPv6 relay agent on device 2 and specify the address as FF02::1:2.

5.3 Features

Basic Concept

 DUID

The DHCP Unique Identifier (DUID) identifies a DHCPv6 device. As defined in RFC3315, each DHCPv6 device (DHCPv6 client, relay or

server)must have aDUID, which is used formutual authentication during DHCPv6messageexchange.

RFC3315 defines three types of DUIDs:

 DUID Based on Link-Layer address plusTime (DUID-LLT).
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 DUID Assigned byVendor Based on EnterpriseNumber (DUID-EN).

 Link-Layer address(DUID-LL).

FS DHCPv6 devices use DUID-LLs. The structure of a DUID-LL is as follows:

ThevaluesofDUID-LL,Hardware type, andLink-layeraddressare0x0003, 0x0001 (indicating theEthernet), andMACaddressof a

device respectively.

 Identity Association (IA)

ADHCPv6 serverallocates IAs toDHCPv6 clients.Each IA isuniquely identifiedbyan identityassociation identifier (IAID). IAIDsare

generatedbyDHCPv6 clients.A one-to-onemapping is establishedbetween IAs and clients.An IAmay contain several addresses,

which can be allocated by the client to other interfaces. An IAmay contain one of the following types of addresses:

 Non-temporary Addresses (NAs), namely, globally unique addresses.

 Temporary Addresses (TAs), which are hardly used.

 Prefix Delegation (PD).

Basedon the address type, IAs are classified into IA_NA, IA_TA,and IA_PD (three IA-Types). FSDHCPv6 servers support only IA_NAand

IA_PD.

 Binding

ADHCPv6binding isamanageableaddress informationstructure.TheaddressbindingdataonaDHCPv6server records the IAand

otherconfigurations ofevery client.Aclient canrequestmultiplebindings.Theaddressbindingdataonaserver is present in the form

ofanaddressbinding tablewithDUID,IA-Typeand IAIDastheindexes.AbindingcontainingconfigurationsusesDUIDastheindex.

 DHCPv6 Conflict

When an address allocated by a DHCPv6 client is in conflict, the client sends a Decline packet to notify theDHCPv6 server that the

address is rebound.Then, theserveradds theaddress to theaddressconflictqueue.Theserverwill not allocate theaddresses in the

address conflict queue.The server supports viewing and clearing of address information in the addressconflict queue.

 Packet Type

RFC3315stipulates thatDHCPv6usesUDPports 546and547 for packetexchange.Specifically,aDHCPv6client usesport 546 for

receiving packets, while a DHCPv6 server and DHCPv6 relay agent use port 547 for receiving packets. RFC3315 defines the following

types of packets that can be exchanged among the DHCPv6 server, client, and relay agent:

 Packets thatmaybesent byaDHCPv6 client toaDHCPv6 server includeSolicit,Request,Confirm,Renew,Rebind,Release,
Decline, and Information-request.

 Packets thatmay be sent by a DHCPv6 server to aDHCPv6 client includeAdvertise, Reply, and Reconfigure.

 Packets thatmaybe sent byaDHCPv6 relayagent toanotherDHCPv6 relayagentor aDHCPv6 server includeRelay-forward.
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 Packets thatmaybe sent by aDHCPv6 relay agent toanotherDHCPv6 relayagent or aDHCPv6 server includeRelay-reply.

FS DHCPv6 servers do not support the Reconfigure packet.

FS DHCPv6 clients do not support the Confirm and Reconfigure packets.

Overview

Feature Description

Requesting/Allocating Addresses Dynamically obtains/allocates IPv6 addresses in a network in the client/server mode.

Requesting/Allocating Prefixes Dynamically obtains/allocates IPv6 prefixes in a network in the client/server mode.

Stateless Service Provides stateless configuration service for hosts in a network.

Relay Service Provides theDHCPv6serverservice forhosts indifferentnetworksbyusing the relayservice.

5.3.1 Requesting/AllocatingAddresses

A DHCPv6 client can request IPv6 addresses from a DHCPv6 server.

After being configured with available addresses, a DHCPv6 server can provide IPv6 addresses to hosts in the network, record the

allocated addresses and improve the networkmanageability.

Working Principle

Network hosts serve as DHCPv6 clients and DHCPv6 servers to implement address allocation, update, confirmation, release and other

operations throughmessage exchange.

 Four-Message Exchange

Figure5-5 shows the four-messageexchangeprocess.

Figure 5-5

 ADHCPv6clientsendsaSolicitmessagewhosedestinationaddress isFF02::1:2anddestinationport number is547withinthe
local link to requestaddress,prefixandconfigurationparameterallocation.AllDHCPv6serversorDHCPv6relayagentswithin

the link will receive the Solicit message.

 After receiving the Solicitmessage, aDHCPv6 server will send anAdvertisemessage in the unicastmode if it can provide the
information requested in the Solicit message. The Advertise message includes the address, prefix and configuration parameters.

 The DHCPv6 client may receive the Advertise message from multiple DHCPv6 servers. After selecting the most suitable DHCPv6
server, the DHCPv6 client sends a Request message whose destination address is FF02::1:2 and destination port number is 547

to request address, prefix and configuration parameter allocation.
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 After receiving theRequestmessage, theDHCPv6 server creates a binding locally and sendsaReplymessage in theunicast
mode.TheReplymessageincludestheaddress,prefixandconfigurationparametersthat theDHCPv6serverwillallocatetothe

DHCPv6 client. TheDHCPv6 client obtains address, prefix or configuration parameters based on the information in theReply

message.

 Two-Message Exchange

Two-message exchange can be used to complete address, prefix and parameter configuration for DHCPv6 clients more quickly.

Figure 5-6

 ADHCPv6clientsendsaSolicitmessagewhosedestinationaddressisFF02::1:2anddestinationport number is547withinthe
local link to requestaddress,prefixandconfigurationparameterallocation.TheSolicitmessagecontainsRapidCommit.

 IfaDHCPv6serversupportstheRapidCommitoption, theDHCPv6servercreatesabindinglocallyandsendsaReplymessage
in the unicast mode.The Reply message includes the address, prefix and configuration parameters to be allocated to the

DHCPv6 client. The DHCPv6 client completes configuration based on the information in the Reply message.

 Update andRebinding

TheDHCPv6serverprovidesthecontroladdressandtheupdatedT1andT2intheIAofthemessagesenttotheDHCPv6client.

Figure 5-7

 The DHCPv6 client will send a Renew multicast message to the DHCPv6 server for updating the address and prefix after T1
seconds.TheRenewmessage contains theDUIDof theDHCPv6 server and the IA information tobe updated.

 After receiving theRenewmessage, theDHCPv6servercheckswhether theDUIDvalue in theRenewmessage isequal to the
DUIDvalue of the local device. If yes, theDHCPv6 server updates the local binding and sends aReplymessage in the unicast

mode. The Reply message contains the new T1 and other parameter s.
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Figure 5- 8

 IfnoresponseisreceivedaftertheDHCPv6clientsendsaRenewmessagetotheDHCPv6server,theDHCPv6clientwillsenda
Rebindmulticast message to theDHCPv6 server for rebinding the address and prefix afterT2 expires.

 After receiving the Rebindmessage, the DHCPv6 server (perhaps a newDHCPv6 server) sends a Replymessage according to the
content of the Rebind message.

 Release

IfaDHCPv6clientneedstoreleaseanaddressoraprefix, theDHCPv6clientneedstosendaReleasemessagetoaDHCPv6serverto

notify the DHCPv6 server of the released addresses or prefixes. In this way, the DHCPv6 server can allocate these addresses and

prefixes to other DHCPv6 clients.

Figure 5- 9

 After receiving the Release message, the DHCPv6 server removes the corresponding bindings based on the addresses or
prefixes in theReleasemessage,and sends aReplymessage carrying the stateoption to theDHCPv6 client.

 Confirmation

Aftermoving toanew link (forexample,after restart),aDHCPv6clientwill sendaConfirmmessage to theDHCPv6serveron thenew

link to check whether the original addresses are still available.

Figure 5- 10
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 After receiving the Confirm message, the DHCPv6 server performs confirmation based on the address information in the
Confirm message, and sends a Reply message carrying the state option to the DHCPv6 client. If the confirmation fails, the

DHCPv6 client may initiate a new address allocation request.

 DHCPv6 Conflict

If theDHCPv6client finds that theallocatedaddresseshavebeenusedonthe linkafteraddressallocation iscompleted, theDHCPv6

client sends a Declinemessage to notify the DHCPv6 server of the address conflict.

Figure 5- 11

 TheDHCPv6 client includes the IA information of the conflicted addresses in theDecline message.

 AfterreceivingtheDeclinemessage,theDHCPv6servermarkstheaddressesintheDeclinemessageas"declined"andwillnot
allocate these addresses. Then, the DHCPv6 server sends a Reply message carrying the state option to the DHCPv6 client. You

can manually clear addresses marked as "declined" to facilitate re-allocation.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the DHCPv6 Server Function on an Interface

 By default, an interface is not enabled with the DHCPv6 server function.

 Youcanrunthe ipv6dhcpservercommandtoenabletheDHCPv6serverfunctionfortheinterface.

The DHCPv6 server functionmust be enabled on a layer-3 interface.

 AllocatingAddresses Through theDHCPv6 Server

 By default, the DHCPv6 server has no configuration pool and is not configuredwith addresses to be allocated.

 Youcan run the ipv6 dhcp pool command to create a configuration pool.

 Youcan run the iana-address command to configure addresses to be allocated and the preferred lifetime and valid lifetime
values.

 ClearingConflicted Addresses Through the DHCPv6 Server

 By default, the DHCPv6 server does not clear conflicted addresses that are detected.

 Youcan run theclear ipv6 dhcpconflict command to clear conflicted addresses so that theseaddresses canbe reused.

 Enabling theDHCPv6Client AddressRequest Function on an Interface

 By default, an interface is not enabled with the DHCPv6 client address request function.

 Youcan run the ipv6dhcp client ia command to enable theDHCPv6 client address request function for the interface.

The DHCPv6 client address request function is effective only on a layer-3 interface.
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5.3.2 Requesting/AllocatingPrefixes

Configure available prefixes on theDHCPv6 server. By using the prefix delegation of DHCPv6, uplink network devices can allocate

addressprefixes todownlinknetwork devices,which implements flexiblestation-level automaticconfiguration and flexible control of

station addressspace.

Working Principle

Downlink network devices serve as DHCPv6 clients to exchange messages with the DHCPv6 server to implement address allocation,

update, release and other operations. Downlink network devices obtain, update, rebind and release prefixes by using the four-

/two-message exchange mechanism similar to that for allocating addresses. However, prefix allocation is different from address

allocation in the following aspects:

 In message exchange using the prefix delegation, the Confirm andDeclinemessages are not used.

 If aDHCPv6 clientmoves toa new linkandneeds to checkwhether theprefix information isavailable, it performsconfirmation
through Rebind and Reply message exchange.

 The IA type in various messages is IA_PD.

For themessage exchange using the prefix delegation, refer to the section "Requesting/Allocating Addresses".

Related Configuration

 Enabling the DHCPv6 Server Function on an Interface

 By default, an interface is not enabled with the DHCPv6 server function.

 Youcanrunthe ipv6dhcpservercommandtoenabletheDHCPv6serverfunctionfortheinterface.

The DHCPv6 server function is effective only on a layer-3 interface.

 Prefix Delegation of the DHCPv6 Server

 By default, the DHCPv6 server has no configuration pool and is not configured with prefixes.

 Youcan run the ipv6 dhcp pool command to create a configuration pool.

 Youcan run the prefix-delegation command to allocate specified prefixes to a specific DHCPv6 client.

 Youcanruntheprefix-delegationpoolcommandtoconfigureaprefixpoolsothatallprefixes requestedby theDHCPv6client
are allocated from this pool.

 Enabling the DHCPv6Client Prefix Request Function on an Interface

 By default, an interface is not enabled with the DHCPv6 client prefix request function.

 Youcan run the ipv6dhcp client pd command to enable or disable theDHCPv6 client prefix request function for the interface.

 The DHCPv6 client prefix request function is effective only on a layer-3 interface.

5.3.3 Stateless Service

When a DHCPv6 client needs only configuration parameters, the DHCPv6 stateless service can be used to obtain related configuration

parameterswhichcannotbeobtainedthroughastatelessautomaticaddressconfigurationprotocol,suchastheDNSserveraddress.

Working Principle
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Network hosts serve as DHCPv6 clients to exchange messages with the DHCPv6 server to obtain and update configuration

parameters.

 Message ExchangeUsing the Stateless Service

Figure 5- 12

 ADHCPv6 client sends an Information-requestmessage to aDHCPv6 server to request statelessmessages. Usually, thismessage
does not contain the DUID of the specified DHCPv6 server.

 TheDHCPv6 server sends aReply message containing the configuration parameters to theDHCPv6 client.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the DHCPv6 Server Function on an Interface

 By default, an interface is not enabled with the DHCPv6 server function.

 Youcanrunthe ipv6dhcpservercommandtoenableordisabletheDHCPv6serverfunctionfortheinterface.

The DHCPv6 server function is effective only on a layer-3 interface.

 Stateless Service of a DHCPv6 Server

 By default, the DHCPv6 server has no configuration pool and is not configuredwith configuration parameters.

 Youcan run the ipv6 dhcp pool command to create a configuration pool.

 Youcan run the dns-server command to add a DNS server.

 Youcan run the domain-name command to add a domain name.

 Youcan run the option52 command to add the IPv6 address of the CAPWAPAC.

 Youcan run the bootfile-url command to configure the BOOT file URL.

5.3.4 Relay Service

When the DHCPv6 client and DHCPv6 server are on different links, the DHCPv6 client can relay related messages to the DHCPv6 server

throughtheDHCPv6 relayagent.TheDHCPv6serveralso relays the response to theDHCPv6client through the relayagent.

Working Principle

When receiving a message from the DHCPv6 client, the DHCPv6 relay agent creates a Relay-forward message. This message contains

the original message from the DHCPv6 client and some options added by the relay agent. Then, the relay agent sends the

Relay-forwardmessage toa specifiedDHCPv6 server or a specifiedmulticast addressFF05::1:3.
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After receiving the Relay-forward message, the DHCPv6 server extracts the original message from the DHCPv6 client f for processing.

Then, the DHCPv6 server constructs a response to the original message, encapsulates the response in a Relay-reply message, and then

sends the Relay-reply message to the DHCPv6 relay agent.

After receiving the Relay-reply message, the DHCPv6 relay agent extracts the original message from the DHCPv6 server for processing,

and forwards the message to the DHCPv6 client.

Multi-level relay agents are allowed between the DHCPv6 client and DHCPv6 server.

 DHCPv6 Relay Agent

Figure 5- 13

 The DHCPv6 relay agent performs message encapsulation and decapsulation between the DHCPv6 client and DHCPv6 server to
enable communication between the DHCPv6 client and DHCPv6 server on different links.

5.3.5 Specifying the Source Interface of DHCPv6Relay-Forward Packets

The DHCPv6 server may fail, based on the IP address of the uplink port, to identify a particular DHCPv6 relay agent. To solve this

problem, you can specify the source interfaceofDHCPv6 relayed packets toensure normal forwarding of packets.

Working Principle

By specifying the source interface, when DHCPv6 relay packets are forwarded to the DHCPv6 server, the source IP address of the those

packetsaremodifiedwhile the IPaddressof theDHCPv6 server remains tobe their destination address. After receiving the packets

withthespecifiedsourceaddress,theDHCPv6serverrecordsthisaddressandusesitas thedestinationaddressof thereplypackets.

In this way, theDHCPv6 server can clearly identify DHCPv6 relay agents.

Related Configuration

 Specifying the Source Interface of DHCPv6 Relay-Forward Packets in Global or Interface Configuration Mode

 By default, no source interface is specified.

 Run the ipv6 dhcp relay source command to configure or remove a specified source interface.

 Run the show ipv6 dhcp relay source command to display the specified source interface and its configuration information.

In interface configurationmode, only a L3 interface can be configured as the source interface.

5.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

ConfiguringtheDHCPv6Server (Mandatory) It is used to create a configuration pool.

ipv6 dhcp pool Configuresaconfigurationpool foraDHCPv6server.
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Configuration Description and Command

(Optional) It is used to allocate addresses.

iana-address prefix
Configures the address prefixes to be allocated on

the DHCPv6 server.

(Optional) It is used to allocate prefixes.

prefix-delegation
Configures prefixes of statically bound addresses on

the DHCPv6 server.

prefix-delegation pool
Configures the DHCPv6 server to allocate prefixes

from a local prefix pool.

ipv6 local pool Configures a local IPv6 prefix pool.

(Optional) It is used to allocate configuration parameters.

dns-server Configures the DNS server on the DHCPv6 server.

domain-name Configuresthedomainnameof theDHCPv6server.

option52
Configures the IPv6 address of the CAPWAP AC on

the DHCPv6 server.

bootfile-url ConfigurestheBOOTfileURLoftheDHCPv6server.

(Mandatory) It is used to enable theDHCPv6 server service.

ipv6 dhcp server EnablestheDHCPv6serverserviceonaninterface.

Configuring the DHCPv6 Relay

(Mandatory) It is used to enable theDHCPv6 relay agent service.

ipv6 dhcp relay destination Configures the DHCPv6 relay agent function.

ipv6 dhcp relay source
Configures the source interface of DHCPv6

Relay-Forward packets.

Configuring the DHCPv6 Client

(Mandatory) It is used to request addresses or prefixes.

ipv6 dhcp client ia
Enables the DHCPv6 client and requests IANA

addresses.

ipv6 dhcp client pd
Enables the DHCPv6 client and requests address

prefixes.

5.4.1 Configuring theDHCPv6Server

Configuration Effect

 Anuplink devicecanautomatically allocateDHCPv6addresses, prefixes and configuration parameters to a downlink device.

Notes

 Toprovide theDHCPv6 server service, youmust specify aDHCPv6 server configuration pool.

 The name of the configuration pool cannot be too long.

 When enabling the DHCPv6 server service, you must specify a configuration pool.

 Only the SwitchVirtual Interface (SVI), routed port and L3 aggregate port (AP) support this configuration.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring a DHCPv6 Server Configuration Pool

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, you should configure aDHCPv6 server configuration pool on all devices that need to provide the
DHCPv6 serverservice.

 Configuring theAddress Prefixes toBeAllocated on theDHCPv6 Server

 Optional.

 To provide the address allocation service, you should configure address prefixes to be allocated on all devices that need to
provide the DHCPv6 server service.

 ConfiguringPrefixes of Static Addresses on theDHCPv6 Server

 Optional.

 To provide the prefix delegation service for statically bound addresses, you should configure prefixes of statically bound
addresses on all devices that need to provide the DHCPv6 server service.

 Configuring theDHCPv6Server toAllocate Prefixes fromaLocal Prefix Pool

 Optional.

 Toprovide the prefix delegation service, you should specify a local prefix pool on all devices that need toprovide theDHCPv6
server service.

 Configuring a Local IPv6 Prefix Pool

 Optional.

 Toprovide the prefix delegation service through a prefix pool, you should specify a local prefix pool on all devices that need to
provide the DHCPv6 server service.

 Configuring theDNS Server on theDHCPv6 Server

 Optional.

 ToallocateDNSservers, you should configure theDNSserver on all devices that need toprovide theDHCPv6 server service.

 ConfiguringDomain Names on theDHCPv6 Server

 Optional.

 Toallocate domain names, youshould configure domain namesonall devices that need toprovide theDHCPv6 server service.

 Configuring the IPv6Address of theCAPWAPAC on theDHCPv6 Server

 Optional.

 Toallocate CAPWAPAC information, you should configure the IPv6 address of the CAPWAPAC on all devices that need to
provide the DHCPv6 server service.

 Configuring theBOOTFile URL of theDHCPv6Server

 Optional.

 Toprovide the URL of the BOOT file, you should specify a BOOT file URL on all devices that need to provide the DHCPv6 server
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service.

 Enabling the DHCPv6 Server Service

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, you should enable the DHCPv6 server service on specific interfaces of all devices that need to
provide the DHCPv6 server service.

Verification

The DHCPv6 server allocates addresses, prefixes or configuration parameters for the DHCPv6 client.

 The DHCPv6 client obtains the required information.

 The DHCPv6 server successfully creates a local binding.

Related Commands

 Configuring a DHCPv6 Server Configuration Pool

Command ipv6 dhcp pool poolname

Parameter

Description

poolname: Indicates the name of a user-defined DHCPv6 configuration pool.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the ipv6 dhcppool command to create aDHCPv6 server configuration pool. After configuring this command,

you may enter the DHCPv6 pool configuration mode, in which you can configure the pool parameters such as the

prefixand DNS server.

After creating a DHCPv6 server configuration pool, you can run the ipv6 dhcp server command to associate the

configuration pool with the DHCPv6 server service on an interface.

 Configuring the IA_NAAddress Prefix for theDHCPv6 Server

Command iana-address prefix ipv6-prefix/prefix-length [ lifetime { valid-lifetime | preferred-lifetime } ]

Parameter

Description

ipv6-prefix/prefix-length: Indicates an IPv6 address prefix and the prefix length.

lifetime: Sets the valid time of the address allocated to a client. This keyword must be configured together with

valid-lifetime and preferred-lifetime.

valid-lifetime: Indicates the valid time of the address allocated to a client.

preferred-lifetime: Indicates the time when an address is preferentially allocated to a client.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the iana-address prefix command to configure IA_NA address prefixes for a DHCPv6 server, some of which are

allocated tothe client.

When receiving an IA_NA address request from a client, the DHCPv6 server selects an available address according to

the IA_NA address range and allocates the address to the client. When the client does not use this address, the

DHCPv6 server marks this address as available for another client.

 ConfiguringPrefixes of Statically BoundAddresses on theDHCPv6 Server

Command prefix-delegation ipv6-prefix/prefix-length client-DUID [ lifetime ]

Parameter ipv6-prefix/prefix-length: Indicates an IPv6 address prefix and the prefix length.
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Description client-DUID: Indicates the DUID of a client.

lifetime: Sets the time when the client can use this prefix.

Command

Mode

DHCPv6 pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcan run theprefix-delegation command tomanually configure a prefix list for an IA_PDof a client and specify

the valid time of these prefixes.

Usetheclient-DUIDparameter tospecify theclient towhich theaddressprefix isallocated.Theaddressprefixwillbe

allocated to the first IA_PD of the client.

After receivinga request for theaddressprefix fromtheclient, theDHCPv6 servercheckswhetherastatic binding is

available. If yes, the DHCPv6 server directly returns the static binding. If not, the DHCPv6 server allocates the address

prefix from another prefix source.

 Configuring theDCHPv6 Server toAllocate Prefixes froma local prefix pool

Command prefix-delegation pool poolname [lifetime { valid-lifetime | preferred-lifetime } ]

Parameter

Description

poolname: Indicates the name of a user-defined local prefix pool.

lifetime: Sets the valid time of the prefix allocated to a client. This keyword must be configured together with

valid-lifetime and preferred-lifetime.

valid-lifetime: Indicates the valid time of the prefix allocated to the client.

preferred-lifetime: Indicates the time when a prefix is preferentially allocated to a client.

Command

Mode

DHCPv6 pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the prefix-delegation pool command to configure a prefix pool for a DHCPv6 server to allocate prefixes to

clients. The ipv6 local pool command is used to configure a prefix pool.

Whenreceivingaprefix request fromaclient, theDHCPv6serverselectsanavailableprefix from theprefixpool and

allocates theprefix to theclient.When theclient doesnot use thisprefix, theDHCPv6server retrieves theprefix .

 Configuring a Local IPv6 Prefix Pool

Command ipv6 local pool poolname prefix/prefix-length assigned-length

Parameter

Description

poolname: Indicates the name of a local prefix pool.

prefix/prefix-length: Indicates the prefix and prefix length.

assigned-length: Indicates the length of the prefix allocated to a user.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthe ipv6 localpoolcommandtocreatealocalprefixpool. If theDHCPv6serverneedsprefixdelegation,youcan

run the prefix-delegation pool command to specify a local prefix pool. Afterwards, prefixes will be allocated from

the specified local prefix pool.

 Configuring theDNS Server on theDHCPv6 Server

Command dns-server ipv6-address

Parameter

Description

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of the DNS server.

Command

Mode

DHCPv6 pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcan run the dns-server command for multiple times to configure multiple DNS server addresses. A new DNS
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server address will not overwrite old DNS server addresses.

 ConfiguringDomain Names on theDHCPv6 Server

Command domain-name domain

Parameter

Description

domain: Defines a domain name to be allocated to a user.

Command

Mode

DHCPv6 pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcan run thedomain-name command formultiple times to createmultiple domain names.A newdomain name

will not overwrite old domain names.

 Configuring the option52 on the DHCPv6Server

Command option52 ipv6-address

Parameter

Description

ipv6-address: Specifies the IPv6 address of the CAPWAP AC.

Command

Mode

DHCPv6 pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcanruntheoption52commandtoconfigureIPv6addressesfor themultipleCAPWAPACs.AnewCAPWAPAC

IPv6 address will not overwrite old IPv6 addresses.

 Configuring theBOOTFile URL

Command bootfile-url url-string

Parameter

Description

url-string: Specifies the URL of the BOOT file.

Command

Mode

DHCPv6 address pool configuration mode

Usage Guide Only the latest configured BOOT file URL is valid. New BOOT file URL overlays the old one.

 Enabling the DHCPv6 Server Service

Command ipv6 dhcp server poolname [rapid-commit] [preference value]

Parameter

Description

poolname: Indicates the name of a user-defined DHCPv6 configuration pool.

rapid-commit: Permits the two-message exchange process.

preferencevalue:Configures thepriorityof theadvertisemessage, ranging from0 to255.Thedefault value is0.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the ipv6 dhcp server command to enable the DHCPv6 service on an interface.

When the rapid-commit keyword is configured, the two-message exchange with a client is permitted during

allocationofaddressprefixesandother configurations.After thiskeyword isconfigured, if theSolicitmessage froma

client contains the rapid-commit option, theDHCPv6 serverwill send aReplymessage directly.

If preference is set to a non-0 value, the advertise message sent by the DHCPv6 server contains the preference

option. The preference field affects the server selection by a client. If an advertise message does not contain this

field, thevalueofpreference isconsidered0. If thevalueofpreference receivedby theclient is255, theclient sends

a request to the server immediately to obtain configurations.

TheDHCPv6client, server,and relay functionsaremutually exclusive.An interfacecanbe configuredwithonlyone
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function at a time.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theDHCPv6 Server

Configuration

Steps

 Configure a configuration pool named "pool1".

 Configure the IA_NA address prefix for the DHCPv6 server.

 Configure prefixes of statically bound addresses on the DHCPv6 server.

 Configure two DNS servers.

 Configure the domainname.

 Enable the DHCPv6 server service on an interface.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ipv6 dhcp pool pool1

FS(config-dhcp)# iana-address prefix 2008:50::/64 lifetime 2000 1000

FS(config-dhcp)# prefix-delegation 2008:2::/64 0003000100d0f82233ac

FS(config-dhcp)# dns-server 2008:1::1

FS(config-dhcp)# dns-server 2008:1::2

FS(config-dhcp)# domain-name example.com

FS(config-dhcp)#exit

FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if)# ipv6 dhcp server pool1

Verification  Run the show ipv6 dhcp pool command to display the created configuration pool.

FS#showipv6dhcppool

DHCPv6pool: pool1

Static bindings:

Binding for client 0003000100d0f82233ac

IA PD prefix: 2008:2::/64

preferred lifetime 3600, valid lifetime 3600

IANAaddress range:2008:50::1/64 ->2008:50::ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff/64

preferred lifetime 1000, valid lifetime2000

DNS server: 2008:1::1

DNS server: 2008:1::2

Domain name: example.com

Common Errors

 The specified pool name is too long.

 The number of the configuration pools exceeds the system limit (256).
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 The configuration is performed on other interfaces than the SwitchVirtual Interface (SVI), routed port and L3AP port.

 The number of interfaces configured with the DHCPv6 server service exceeds the system limit (256).

 The specified value of valid lifetime is smaller than that of preferred lifetime.

 An invalid IA_NA address is specified.

 The number of address ranges exceeds the system limit (20).

 When prefixes of statically bound addresses are configured, the specifiedDUIDs are too long.

 The number of prefixes of statically bound addresses exceeds the system limit (1024).

 When a local prefix pool is configured, the specified value of valid lifetime is larger than that of preferred lifetime.

 The number of DNS servers exceeds the system limit (10).

 The number of domain names exceeds the system limit (10).

 The number of option52 addresses exceeds the system limit (10).

5.4.2 Configuring theDHCPv6Relay

Configuration Effect

 A DHCPv6 relay agent can be configured for address allocation, prefix delegation and parameter allocation to enable
communication between the DHCPv6 client and server on different links.

Notes

 Adestinationaddressmustbespecified. If thedestinationaddress isamulticastaddress (suchasFF05::1:3), youalsoneed to
specify an egress interface.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theDHCPv6Relay Agent Function

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, you should configure the DHCPv6 relay agent function on all devices that need to provide the
DHCPv6 relay agent service.

Verification

TheDHCPv6 clientandDHCPv6 server exchangemessages through the relay agent.

 Check whether the interface is enabled with the DHCPv6 relay.

 Check whether theDHCPv6 relay agent can receive and sendmessages.

Related Commands

 Configuring theDHCPv6Relay Agent Function

Command ipv6 dhcp relay destination ipv6-address [interface-type interface-number]

Parameter

Description

ipv6-address: Specifies the destination address of the relay agent.

interface-type: Specifies the type of the destination interface (optional).

interface-number: Specifies the destination interface number (optional).
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide All DHCPv6 packets from clients received by an interface enabled with the DHCPv6 relay function will be

encapsulated and sent to a specified destination address (or multiple destination addresses) through a specified

interface (optional).

Configuration Example

 Configuring theDHCPv6 Relay

Configuration

Steps

Specify an interface enabled with the relay service to forward received DHCPv6 client packets to a specified

destination address through the specified interface (optional).

FS#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#interface vlan1

FS(config-if)#ipv6 dhcp relay destination 3001::2

FS(config-if)#ipv6 dhcp relay destination ff02::1:2 vlan 2

Verification Run the show ipv6 dhcp relay destination all command to display the configured destination addresses.

Interface:VLAN 1

Destinationaddress(es) OutputInterface

3001::2

ff02::1:2 VLAN 2

Common Errors

 The configuration is performed on other interfaces than the SwitchVirtual Interface (SVI), routed port and L3AP port.

5.4.3 Configuring the DHCPv6 Client

Configuration Effect

 Enable a device to automatically request IPv6 addresses or related parameters from a server.

Notes

 The configuration must be performed on layer-3 interfaces.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the DHCPv6Client and Requesting IANAAddresses

 Mandatory.

 Unlessotherwisespecified, youshouldenable theDHCPv6 clientaddress request functiononall devices that need to request
addresses.

 Enabling the DHCPv6Client andRequesting Address Prefixes
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 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise specified, you should enable the DHCPv6 client prefix request function on all devices that need to request
prefixes.

 Enabling the Stateless Service of theDHCPv6Client

 It is mandatory if the DHCPv6 client needs to obtain configuration parameters.

Verification

CheckwhethertheinterfaceisenabledwiththeDHCPv6clientandchecktheaddresses,prefixesandotherconfigurationobtainedon

the interface.

Related Commands

 Enabling the DHCPv6Address Request Function

Command ipv6 dhcp client ia [ rapid-commit ]

Parameter

Description

rapid-commit: Permits the simplified message exchange process.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If theDHCPv6clientmode isnotenabled, thiscommandwillenable theDHCPv6clientmodeon the interface.

Aftertheipv6dhcpclientiacommandisconfigured,anIANAaddressrequestwillbesenttotheDHCPv6server.

The rapid-commit keyword permits the two-message exchange process between the client and server. If this

keyword is configured, the Solicit message sent by the client contains the rapid-commit option.

 Enabling the DHCPv6Client Prefix Request

Command ipv6 dhcp client pd prefix-name [ rapid-commit ]

Parameter

Description

prefix-name: Indicates an IPv6 general prefix.

rapid-commit: Permits the simplified message exchange process.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the DHCPv6 client mode is not enabled, this command will enable the DHCPv6 client mode on the interface.

After the ipv6 dhcp client pd command is configured, a prefix request will be sent to the DHCPv6 server. After

receiving the prefix, the client will save the prefix in the IPv6 general prefix pool. Then, other commands and

applications can use this prefix.

The rapid-commit keyword permits the two-message exchange process between the client and server. If this

keyword is configured, the Solicit message sent by the client contains the rapid-commit option.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the DHCPv6Address Request Function

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the DHCPv6 client address request function on an interface.

FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if)# ipv6 dhcp client ia
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Verification  Run the show ipv6 dhcp interface command to display whether the interface is enabled with the DHCPv6

client.

FS#show ipv6 dhcp interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is in client mode

Rapid-Commit: disable

 Enabling the DHCPv6Client Prefix Request

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the DHCPv6 client prefix request function on an interface.

FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if)# ipv6 dhcp client pd pd_name

Verification  Run the show ipv6 dhcp interface command to display whether the interface is enabled with the DHCPv6

client.

FS#show ipv6 dhcp interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is in client mode

Rapid-Commit: disable

Common Errors

 The DHCPv6 client address request is enabled on non-layer-3 interfaces.

 TheDHCPv6 address request is enabled on interfaces enabledwith theDHCPv6 relay or DHCPV6 server.

 The DHCPv6 client prefix request is enabled on non-layer-3 interfaces.

 TheDHCPv6 prefix request is enabled on interfaces enabled with theDHCPv6 relay or DHCPV6 server.

5.4.4 Specifying theSource InterfaceofDHCPv6Relay-ForwardPackets

Configuration Effect

 Configure the source IP address ofDHCPv6Relay-Forward packets and add apadding to their link-address field.

Notes

 Whenspecifyinga local interfaceas thesource interface,makesure the local interface is aL3 interface. If it becomesanon-L3
interface, it is not the source interface any more.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theSource IPAddress as theSource Interface

 Optional.

 If you just need to change the source IP address of DHCP Relay-Forward packets, you can set the source IP address as the source
interface on an interface or globally.
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 Configuring theGateway IPAddress as theSource Interface

 Optional.

 If you need to change the segment information DHCPv6 clients obtain, you can set the gateway IP address as the source
interface on an interface or globally.

Verification

Check whether the related fields in the DHCPv6 Relay-Forward packets are specified:

 Capture packets to check if the parameters in corresponding fields are the same as they are specified.

 Check if DHCPv6 relay agent can send and receive packets normally.

Related Commands

 Specifying theSource Interface of DHCPv6Relay-Forward Packets

Command ipv6 dhcp relay source {source-ip-address | gateway-address} {ipv6 address | interface-type interface- number }

Parameter

Description

source-ip-address: Specifies the source IP address, and adds padding to the source IP field.

gateway-address: Specifies the gateway address, and adds padding to the source IP and link address fields.

ipv6-address: Specifies the IPv6 address of the source interface.

interface-type: Specifies the interface type of the source interface.

interface-number:Specifiesthenumberofthesourceinterface.

Command

Mode

Interface/Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Enabling the functionality of specifying the source interface of DHCPv6 Relay-Forward packets changes the source IP

address and link address fields of the DHCPv6 Relay-Forward packets. By specifying the source IP address, the source

IP address of the DHCPv6 Relay-Forward packets is changed; by specifying the gateway address, the source IP

address and the link address fields are changed.

This command can be run in both global configuration mode and interface configuration mode with configurations

in interface configuration mode takes higher priority.When in the samemode, new configurations override the old

ones.

Configuration Example

 Specifying theSource Interface of DHCPv6Relay-Forward Packets

Configuration

Steps

 Specify, in interface VLAN 1, the source interface of DHCPv6 Relay-Forward packets by choosing the gateway IP

address as the source interface and configuring an IPv6 address.

 Specify, globally, the source interface of DHCPv6 Relay-Forward packets by choosing the source IP address as

the source interface and configuring a local interface as the source interface.

FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# interface vlan 1

FS(config-if)# ipv6 dhcp relay source gateway-address 1000::1

FS(config-if)# exit
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FS(config)# ipv6 dhcp relay source source-ip-address loopback 0

FS(config)#

Verification  Runtheshowipv6dhcprelaysourcecommandtodisplay thespecifiedsourceinterfaceand itsconfiguration

information.

FS#show ipv6 dhcp relay source

Interface-Name Source-Intf-Type Source-Intf-Parameter

Global SourceAddress Loopback 0

VLAN1 GatewayAddress 1000::1

Common Errors

 This feature is enabled on ports that are not SVIs, routed ports, or L3 interfaces.

5.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears DHCPv6 bindings. clear ipv6 dhcp binding [ ipv6-address ]

Clears DHCPv6 server statistics. clear ipv6 dhcp server statistics

Clears conflicted

DHCPv6 server.

addresses on the clear ipv6 dhcp conflict { ipv6-address | * }

Clears the statistics on sent and received

packets after the DHCPv6 relay is

enabled on the current device.

clear ipv6 dhcp relay statistics

Restarts the DHCPv6 client. clear ipv6 dhcp client interface-type interface-number

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the DUID of a device. show ipv6 dhcp

Displays address

DHCPv6 server.

bindings on the show ipv6 dhcp binding [ ipv6-address ]

Displays DHCPv6 interface. show ipv6 dhcp interface [ interface-name ]

Displays DHCPv6 pool. show ipv6 dhcp pool [ poolname ]

Displays conflicted DHCPv6 addresses. show ipv6 dhcp conflict

Displays the statistics on the DHCPv6

server.

show ipv6 dhcp server statistics

Displays the destination address of the

DHCPv6 relay agent.

show ipv6 dhcp relay destination { all | interface-type interface-number }

Displays the statistics on sent and

received packets after the DHCPv6 relay

is enabled on a device.

show ipv6 dhcp relay statistics
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Displays the local IPv6 prefix pool. show ipv6 local pool [ poolname ]

Displays the specified source interface

and its configuraton information.

show ipv6 dhcp relay source

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs DHCPv6. debug ipv6 dhcp [ detail ]

6 Configuring DNS

6.1 Overview

A Domain Name System (DNS) is a distributed database containing mappings between domain names and IP addresses on the

Internet,which facilitateusers toaccess the Internetwithout remembering IPstrings thatcanbedirectlyaccessedbycomputers.The

processofobtaininganIPaddress throughthecorrespondinghostnameiscalleddomainnameresolution(orhostnameresolution).

Protocols and Standards

 RFC1034: DOMAIN NAMES - CONCEPTS AND FACILITIES

 RFC1035: DOMAIN NAMES - IMPLEMENTATION AND SPECIFICATION

6.2 Applications

Application Description

Static Domain Name Resolution Performs domain name resolution directly based on the mapping between a domain name

and an IP address on a device.

Dynamic Domain Name Resolution Obtains the IP address mapped to a domain name dynamically from a DNS server on the

network.

6.2.1 StaticDomain NameResolution

Scenario

 Preset themapping between a domain name and an IP address on a device.

 Whenyou performdomainname operations (such asPing andTelnet) through application programs, the systemcan resolve
the IP address without being connected to a server on the network.

Deployment

 Preset themapping between a domain name and an IP address on a device.

6.2.2 DynamicDomainNameResolution

Scenario

 DNSServer is deployed on the network to provide the domain name service.
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 Domain name "host.com" is deployed on the network.

 Device-A applies to DNS Server for domain name "host.com".

Figure 6- 1 Dynamic Domain Name Resolution

Deployment

 Deploy DNS Server as the DNS server of Device-A.

6.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 DNS

The DNS consists of a resolver and a DNS server. The DNS server stores the mappings between domain names and IP addresses of all

hostson thenetwork,and implementsmutual conversionbetween thedomainnamesand IPaddresses.Both theTCPandUDPport

IDs of DNS are 53, and generally a UDP port is used.

Features

Feature Description

Domain Name Resolution IP addresses are obtained based on domain names from a DNS server or a local database.

6.3.1 Domain NameResolution

WorkingPrinciple

 Static Domain Name Resolution

Staticdomainname resolutionmeans thatauserpresets themappingbetweenadomainnameandan IPaddressonadevice.When

youperformdomainnameoperations(suchasPingandTelnet) throughapplicationprograms, thesystemcanresolve the IPaddress

without being connected to a server on the network.

 Dynamic Domain NameResolution

Dynamicdomainname resolutionmeans thatwhenauserperformdomainnameoperations throughapplicationprograms, theDNS

resolver of the systemqueries an external DNS server for the IP addressmapped to the domain name.

The procedure of dynamic domain name resolution is as follows:
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1. Auserapplicationprogram(suchasPingorTelnet)requeststheIPaddressmappedtoadomainnamefromtheDNSresolverof

the system.

2. The DNS resolver queries the dynamic cache at first. If the domain name on the dynamic cache does not expire, the DNS

resolver returns the domain name to the application program.

3. If all domain names expire, the DNS resolver initiates a request for domain name-IP address conversion to the external DNS

server.

4. After receivinga response from theDNSserver, theDNS resolver cachesand transfers the response to theapplication program.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Domain Name Resolution

 By default, domain name resolution is enabled.

 Run the ip domain-lookup command to enable or disable domain name resolution.

 Configuring the IP AddressMapped to aStatic Domain Name

 By default, no mapping between a domain name and an IP address is configured.

 Run the ip host command to specify the IPv4 addressmapped to a domain name.

 Configuring aDNS Server

 By default, no DNS server is configured.

 Run the ip name-server command to configure a DNS server.

6.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Static Domain

NameResolution

Optional.

ip domain-lookup [oob [ via mgmt-name ] | vrf

vrf-name ]
Enables domain name resolution.

ip host [ oob [ via mgmt-name] | vrf vrf-name ]
Configures the IPv4 address mapped to a

domain name.

Configuring Dynamic Domain

Name Resolution

Optional.

ip domain-lookup [oob [ via mgmt-name] | vrf

vrf-name ]
Enables domain name resolution.

ip name-server [oob [via mgmt-name] ] Configures a DNS server.

6.4.1 ConfiguringStatic DomainNameResolution

Configuration Effect

The system resolver resolves the IP address mapped to a domain name on a local device.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Domain Name Resolution
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 The domain name resolution function is enabled by default.

 If this function is disabled, static domain name resolution does not take effect.

 Configuring the IPv4 AddressMapped to aDomain Name

 (Mandatory) Domain names to be usedmust be configured withmapped IP addresses.

Verification

 Run the show run command to check the configuration.

 Run theshowhosts [oob [viamgmt-name ] |vrfvrf-name ] command to check themapping between thedomainname and
the IPaddress.

Related Commands

 Configuring the IPv4 AddressMapped to aDomain Name

Command ip host [ oob | vrf vrf-name ] host-name ip-address [ via mgmt-name ]

Parameter

Description

vrfvrf-name:specifies thenameofaVRFinstance. If thisparameter isnotspecified, it indicatesthepublicnetwork.

oob: enables the out-band channel. It must be set when MGMT is specified as the source port.

via: configures MGMT port.

mgmt-name: specifies the MGMT port in oob mode.

host-name: indicates a domain name.

ip-address: indicates a mapped IPv4 address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringStatic Domain NameResolution

Configuration

Steps

 OnaMVRF,set the IP address of static domain namewww.test.com to 192.168.1.1.

 OnanMGMTport, set the IP address of static domain namewww.test.com to192.168.1.1.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# iphostvrfVRFMwww.test.com192.168.1.1

FS(config)# ip oob host www.test.com 192.168.1.1

FS(config)# exit

Verification RuntheshowhostsvrfVRFMcommandtocheckwhetherthestaticdomainnameentry isconfigured.

Run theshowhostsoob command tocheckwhether thestatic domainnameentry isconfigured.

Run the show hosts command to check whether the static domain name entry is configured.

FS#show hosts vrf VRFM

Name servers are:

Host type Address TTL(sec)
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www.test.com static 192.168.1.1 ---

FS#show hosts oob

Name servers are:

Host

www.test.com

FS#show hosts

Name servers are:

type

static

Address

192.168.1.1

TTL(sec)

---

Host

www.test.com

type

static

Address

192.168.1.1

TTL(sec)

---

6.4.2 ConfiguringDynamic Domain NameResolution

Configuration Effect

The system resolver resolves the IP address mapped to a domain name through a DNS server.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Domain Name Resolution

 Domain name resolution is enabled by default.

 If this function is disabled, dynamic domain name resolution does not take effect.

 Configuring a DNS Server

 (Mandatory) Tousedynamic domain name resolution, youmust configure an external DNS server.

Verification

 Run the show run command to check the configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring aDNS Server

Command ip name-server [ oob | vrf vrf-name ] { ip-address } [ via mgmt-name ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: indicates the IPv4 address of the DNS server.

oob: indicates that the DNS server supports an out-of-band management interface (interface of mgmt).

via: configures an egress management interface.

mgmt-name: specifies the egress management interface for packets in oob mode.

vrfvrf-name:specifies thenameofaVRFinstance. If thisparameter isnotspecified, it indicatesthepublicnetwork.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringDynamic Domain Name Resolution

Scenario

Figure 6- 2

Device resolves the domain name through the DNS server (192.168.10.1) on the network.

Configuration

Steps

Set the IP address of the DNS server of theMGMT port to 192.168.10.1 on the device.

Set theIPaddressof theDNSserverof theVRFMto192.168.10.1onthedevice.

Set the IP address of the DNS server to 192.168.10.1 on the device.

DEVICE#configure terminal

DEVICE(config)# ip name-server oob 192.168.10.1

DEVICE(config)# ip name-server vrf VRFM 192.168.10.1

DEVICE(config)# ip name-server 192.168.10.1

DEVICE(config)# exit

Verification Run the show hosts oob command to check whether the DNS server is specified.

Run the showhosts vrf VRFM command to check whether the DNS server is specified.

Run theshowhostscommand to checkwhether theDNSserver is specified.

FS(config)#show hosts

Name servers are:

192.168.10.1 static

2001::1 static

Host type Address TTL(sec)

FS(config)#show hostsoob

Name servers are:

192.168.10.1 static

2001::1 static

Host type Address TTL(sec)

FS(config)#show hosts vrf VRFM

Name servers are:

192.168.10.1 static

2001::1 static

Host type Address TTL(sec)

6.4.3 Configuring theSource IPAddress forDNSQuery

Configuration Effect
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The prime IP address of the interface is configured as the source IP address of DNS query.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theSource IPAddress for DNSQuery

 (Optional)Youcan configure the source IP address of DNSquery.

 By default, no source IP address is specified for DNS query.

Verification

 Run the show run command to check the configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring theSource IPAddress for DNSQuery

Command ip domain-lookup [oob [via mgmt-name] | vrf vrf-name] [source {interface | ip ip-address } ]

Parameter

Description

oob: indicates that the DNS server supports an out-of-band management interface (interface of mgmt).

via: configures an egress management interface.

mgmt-name: specifies the egress management interface for packets in oob mode.

vrfvrf-name:specifies thenameofaVRFinstance. If thisparameter isnotspecified, it indicatesthepublicnetwork.

interface: indicates a Layer 3 interface.

ip-address: indicates the IPv4 address of the DNS server.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault,nosourceIPaddressofDNSqueryisconfigured,sothesourceIPaddressofDNSqueryisdecidedthrough

the routingprocess.

Ifthe interfaceparameterisspecified,whenIPv4DNSqueryissent, itssourceaddressistheprimeIPv4addressofthe

source interface.

Iftheipv4 ip-address fieldisspecified, theconfiguredIPv4addressservesasthesourceaddressofIPv4DNSquery.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theSource IPAddress for DNSQuery

Scenario

Figure 6- 3

The source address configured on the device is 10.1.1.1.

Configuration

Steps

Set 10.1.1.1 as the source IP address for DNS query on the device.

Set 10.1.1.1 as the source IP address forDNS query on theMGMT port.

Set10.1.1.1as thesource IPaddress forDNSqueryon theVRFMofVRF.

DEVICE#configure terminal

DEVICE(config)# ip domain-lookup source ip 10.1.1.1
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DEVICE(config)# exit

DEVICE#configure terminal

DEVICE(config)# ip domain-lookup oob source ip10.1.1.1

DEVICE(config)# exit

DEVICE#configure terminal

DEVICE(config)# ipdomain-lookupvrfVRFMsource ip10.1.1.1

DEVICE(config)# exit

Verification Run the show run command to check whether the source IP address is specified.

FS(config)#show run | include domain-lookup

ip domain-lookup source ip 10.1.1.1

ip domain-lookup oob source ip 10.1.1.1

ip domain-lookup vrf VRFM source ip 10.1.1.1

6.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear command during device operationmay cause data loss or even interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the dynamic host name cache

table.

clear host [ host-name ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays DNS parameters. show hosts [ oob [ via mgmt-name] | vrf vrf-name ] [ host-name ]

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the DNS function. debug ip dns

7 Configuring FTPServer

7.1 Overview

The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server function enables a device to serve as an FTP server. In this way, a user can connect an FTP client

to the FTP server and upload files to and download files from the FTP server through FTP.

Auser can use the FTP server function to easily obtain files such as syslog files from adevice and copy files to the file systemof the

device throughFTP.

Protocols and Standards
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 RFC959: FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP)

 RFC3659: Extensions to FTP

 RFC2228: FTP Security Extensions

 RFC2428: FTP Extensions for IPv6 and NATs

 RFC1635: How to Use Anonymous FTP

7.2 Applications

Application Description

Providing FTP Services in a LAN Providestheuploadinganddownloadingservices forauser inaLocalAreaNetwork(LAN).

7.2.1 ProvidingFTPServices inaLAN

Scenario

Providetheuploadinganddownloadingservicesforauser inaLAN.

AsshowninFigure7-1,enabletheFTPserverfunctiononlyinaLAN.

 Gand Sare enabled with the FTP server function and layer-2 transparent transmission function respectively.

 A user initiates a request for FTP uploading and downloading services.

Figure 7- 1

Remarks G is an egress gateway device.

S is an access device.

Deployment

 G is enabled with the FTP server function.

 As a layer-2 switch, S provides the function of layer-2 transparent transmission.

7.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 FTP

FTPisastandardprotocoldefinedby the IETFNetworkWorkingGroup. It implements file transferbasedontheTransmissionControl

Protocol (TCP). FTP enables a user to transfer files between two networked computers and is the most important approach to

transferring files on the Internet. A user can obtain abundant Internet for free through anonymous FTP. In addition, FTP provides

functions such as login, directory query, file operation, and other session control. Among the TCP/IP protocol family, FTP is an

application-layer protocol and uses TCP ports 20 and 21 for transmission. Port 20 is used to transmit data and port 21 is used to

transmit control messages. Basic operations of FTP are described inRFC959.

 User Authorization
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ToconnectanFTPclient toanFTPserver,youshouldhaveanaccountauthorizedbytheFTPserver.That is,ausercanenjoyservices

provided by the FTP server after logging in to the FTP server with a user name and password. A maximum of 10 accounts can be

configured, a maximum of 2 connections are allowed for each account, and a maximum of 10 connections are supported by the

server.

 FTP File Transmission Modes

FTP provides two file transmission modes:

 Texttransmissionmode(ASCIImode): It isusedtotransfer text files (suchas .txt, .bat,and .cfg files).Thismode isdifferent from
the binarymode in carriage return and line feed processing. In ASCIImode, carriage return and line feed are changed to local

CRCcharacters, for example, \n inUnix, \r\n inWindows,and \r inMac.Assume that a filebeing copiedcontainsASCII text. If a

remote computer does not runUnix, FTP automatically converts the file format to suit the remote computer.

 Binary transmissionmode: It isused to transferprogram files (for example, .app, .binand .btmfiles), includingexecutable files,
compressedfilesand imagefileswithoutprocessingdata.Therefore,Binarymode facilitates faster transferofall filesandmore

reliable transfer of ASCII files.

 FTP WorkingModes

FTP provides two working modes:

Figure 7- 2

Figure 7- 3

 Figure7-2showstheactive(PORT)mode.TheFTPclientusesport1026toconnect totheFTPserverthroughport21.Theclient
sendscommandsthroughthischannel.Beforereceivingdata, theclientsends thePORTcommandonthischannel.ThePORT
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commandcontains information on thechannel port (1027) of theclient for receiving data.Theserver usesport 20 toconnect to

the client through port 1027 for establishing a data channel to receiveand transmit data. The FTPservermust establisha new

connection with the client for data transmission.

 Figure7-3 shows thepassive (PASV)mode.Theprocess forestablishingacontrol channel issimilar to that in thePORTmode.
However, after the connection is established, the client sends the PASV command rather than the PORT command. After

receiving thePASVcommand, theFTPserver enablesa high-end port (2024) at randomand notifies theclient that datawill be

transmittedon this port. The client usesport 1027 toconnect theFTPserver throughport 2024.Then, the client and server can

transmit and receive data on this channel. In this case, the FTP server does not need to establish a new connection with the

client.

 Supported FTP Commands

After receiving an FTP connection request, the FTP server requires the client to provide the user name and password for

authentication.

If theclientpasses theauthentication, theFTPclientcommandscanbeexecuted foroperations.TheavailableFTPclient commands

are listedas follows:

ascii delete mdelete mput quit send

bin dir mdir nlist recv size

bye mget rename system

cd get mkdir passive type

cdup mls put rmdir user

close ls pwd

For usage of these FTP client commands, please refer to your FTP client software document. In addition, many FTP client tools (such as

CuteFTP and FlashFXP) provide the graphic user interface.These tools facilitate operations by freeing users fromconfiguring FTP

commands.

Overview

Feature Description

Enabling the FTP

Server Function

Provides the functionsof uploading,downloading,displaying, creatinganddeleting files foranFTPclient.

7.3.1 Enabling theFTPServer Function

WorkingPrinciple

Thebasicworkingprincipleisdescribedinthepreviouschapter.FSdevicesprovideFTPservicesafter theusername,password,and

top-level directory areconfigured.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the FTPServer FunctionGlobally

The FTP server function is disabled by default.

Runtheftp-serverenablecommandtoenabletheFTPserverfunction.

Youmust enable theFTPserver functionglobally before using it.
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 Configuring aUser Name, Password, and Top-Level Directory

There is no authorized user or top-level directory by default.

Run the ftp-server user password and ftp-server topdir commands to set an authorized user and top-level directory.

The three configurations above aremandatory; otherwise, the FTPserver function cannot be enabled.

 Specifying an AAAMethod

The default method is enabled if no method is specified.

Run the ftp-server authentication { default | username } command to enable a specific AAA method.

GlobalenablingoftheFTPserver,enablingofAAAauthentication,andconfigurationofAAAmethodsaremandatory.Otherwise,AAA

methods cannotbe specified.

7.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to enable an FTP server.

ftp-server enable Enables the FTP server function.

ftp-server login timeout Configures Login timeout for an FTP session.

ftp-server login times Configures the valid login count.

ftp-server topdir
Configures the top-level directory of the FTP

server.

ftp-server username password Configures a username and password.

ftp-server timeout Configures the idle timeout of an FTP session.

ftp-serverauthentication {default |username } Specifies an AAA method.

7.4.1 Configuring Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Create an FTP server to provide FTP services for an FTP client.

Notes

 The user name, password, and top-level directory need to be configured.

 Toenable the server to close an abnormal sessionwithin a limited period, you need to configure the idle timeout of a session.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the FTPServer Function

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise noted, enable the FTP server function on every router.

 Configuring a Top-Level Directory

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise noted, configure the top-level directory as the root directory on every router.
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 Configuring a User Name and Password for Login

 Mandatory.

 The lengths of the user name and password are restricted.

 Configuring the Login Timeout for an FTP Session

 Optional.

 Whena client is disconnected from the server due toan error or other abnormal causes, theFTPservermaynot know that the
user isdisconnectedand continues tokeep the connection.Consequently, theFTPconnection is occupied for a long timeand

theservercannot respond tothe login requestsofotherusers.Thisconfigurationcanensurethatotheruserscanconnect to the

FTP server within a period of time upon an error.

Verification

Connect an FTP client to the FTP server.

 Check whether the client is connected.

 Check whether operations on the client are normal.

Related Commands

 Enabling the FTPServer Function

Command ftp-server enable

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The client cannot access the FTP server unless the top-level directory, user name and password are configured.

Therefore, it is recommended that you configure the top-level directory, user name and password for login by

referring to the subsequent chapters before enabling the service for the first time.

 Configuring theValid LoginCount

Command ftp-server login timestimes

Parameter

Description

times: Indicates the valid login count, ranging from 1 to 10.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The valid login count refers to the number of times you canperformaccount verification during anFTPsession.The

default value is 3, whichmeans that your sessionwill be terminated if you enter an incorrect user name or password

for three times and other users can go online.

 Configuring the Login Timeout for an FTP Session

Command ftp-server login timeouttimeout
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Parameter

Description

timeout: Indicates the login timeout, ranging from 1 to 30 minutes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The login timeout refers to themaximum duration that the session lasts since being established. If you do not pass

the password verification again during the login timeout, the session will be terminated to ensure that other users

can log in.

 Configuring the Top-Level Directory of the FTPServer

Command ftp-servertopdirdirectory

Parameter

Description

directory: Indicates the user access path.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If the top-level directory of theserver is set to "/syslog", theFTP client can accessonly the files and directories in the

"/syslog" directory on the device after login. Due to restriction on the top-level directory, the client cannot return to

the upper directory of "/syslog".

 Configuring a User Name and Password for Server Login

Command ftp-server username username password [type] password

Parameter

Description

username: Indicates a user name.

type: 0 or 7. 0 indicates that thepassword isnot encrypted (plaintext) and7 indicates that thepassword is encrypted

(cipher text).

password: Indicates a password.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The FTP server does not support anonymous login; therefore, a user name must be configured.

A user name consists of up to 64 characters including letters, half-width digits and symbols without spaces.

A passwordconsists of only letters or digits. Spaces at the beginning and end of the password are ignored. Spaces

inside the password are viewed as part of the password.

A plaintext password consists of 1 to 25 characters. A cipher text password consists of 4 to 52 characters.

User names and passwords must match. A maximum of 10 users can be configured.

 Configuring the Idle Timeout for an FTP Session

Command ftp-Server timeout time

Parameter

Description

time: Indicates the idle timeout, ranging from 1 to 3,600 minutes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The idle timeout of a session refers to the duration from the end of an FTP operation to the start of the next FTP

operationinanFTPsession.AftertheserverrespondstoanFTPclientcommandoperation(forexample,afterafileis

completely transferred), the serverstarts tocount the idle timeagain, and stopswhen thenext FTPclient command
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operationarrives.Therefore, theconfigurationof the idle timeouthasnoeffectonsome time-consuming file transfer

operations.

 Configuring anAAAMethod on the FTPServer

Command ftp-server authentication { default | username }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates the default AAA method.

username: Enters the name of an AAA method.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to specify an AAA method that applies to clients logging in the FTP server.

 Displaying ServerStatus

Command show ftp-server

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Run this command to display FTP server status.

 Debugging

Command debug ftp-server pro/err

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Run this command to debug message/error events of the FTP server.

Configuration Example

 Creating an FTPServer on an IPv4 Network

Configuration

Steps

 EstablishTCP connections between the server and the client.

 Configure the top-leveldirectory/syslog.

 Set the user name user and password topassword.

 Set the session idle timeout to 5minutes.

 Specify anAAA method.

FS(config)#ftp-server username user

FS(config)#ftp-server password password

FS(config)#ftp-server timeout 5

FS(config)#ftp-server topdir /

FS(config)#ftp-server enable

FS(config)# ftp-server authentication name
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Verification Run the show ftp-server command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS#show ftp-server

ftp-server information

===================================

enable : Y

topdir : tmp:/

timeout: 10min

username:aaaa password:(PLAINT)bbbb connectnum[2]

[0]trans-type:BINARY(ctrl)server IP:192.168.21.100[21]

client IP:192.168.21.26[3927]

[1]trans-type:ASCII (ctrl)server IP:192.168.21.100[21]

client IP:192.168.21.26[3929]

username:a1 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a2 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a3 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a4 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a5 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a6 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a7 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a8 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

username:a9 password:(PLAINT)bbbb connect num[0]

Common Errors

 No user name is configured.

 No password is configured.

 No top-level directory is configured.

7.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the FTP server configuration. show ftp-server

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the FTP server error events. debug ftp-server err
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Debugs the FTP server message events. debug ftp-server pro

8 Configuring FTPClient

8.1 Overview

The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is an application of TCP/IP. By establishing a connection-oriented and reliable TCP connection between

theFTP client and server, a user can access a remote computer that runs the FTP server program.

An FTP client enables file transfer between a device and the FTP server over the FTP protocol. A user uses the client to send a

command to the server. The server responds to the command and sends the execution result to the client. By means of command

interaction, theuser canview files in theserver directory, copy files froma remote computer toa local computer, or transfer local files

to aremote computer.

FTP is intended to facilitatesharingof program/data filesandencourage remoteoperation (byusingprograms).Usersdonot need to

beconcernedwithdifferencesofdifferent filessystemsondifferenthosts.Data is transmitted inanefficientand reliablemanner.FTP

enables remote file operation securely.

FSFTPclientsaredifferent fromstandardFTPclients that run interactivecommands. Instead,youenter thecopycommand inCLI to

perform control-connection instructions such as open, user, and pass. After a control connection is established, the file transfer

process starts, and then a data connection is established to upload or download files.

Old devices support TFTP.However, TFTP is used to transfer small files whereas FTP is used to transfer large files. Implementing
FTP on a device enables the file transfer between the local device and other clients or servers.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC959: FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP)

8.2 Applications

Application Description

Uploading a Local File to a Remote

Server

Local and remote files need to be shared, for example, uploading a local file to a remote

server.

Downloading a File from a Remote

Server to a Local Device
Local and remote files need to be shared, for example, downloading a file from a remote

server to a local device.

8.2.1 Uploading a Local File to aRemote Server

Scenario

Localandremotefilesneedtobeshared, forexample,uploadingalocal filetoaremoteserver.

As shown in Figure 8- 1, resources are shared only on the Intranet.

Figure 8- 1
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Deployment

 Implement only communication on the Intranet.

 Enable file uploading on the FTP client.

 Enable file uploading on the FTP server.

8.2.2 Downloading a File from aRemote Server to a Local Device

Scenario

Localand remotefilesneedtobeshared, forexample,downloadingafile fromaremoteservertoalocaldevice.

As shown in Figure 8- 2, resources are shared only on the Intranet.

Figure 8- 2

Deployment

 Implement only communication on the Intranet.

 Enable file downloading on the FTP client.

 Enable file downloading on the FTP server.

8.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Uploading FTPFiles

Upload files from an FTP client to an FTP server.

 Downloading FTPFiles

Download files from an FTP server to an FTP client.

 FTP ConnectionMode

An FTP client and an FTP server can be connected in the active or passive mode.

 FTP TransmissionMode

The transmission between an FTP client and an FTP server is available in two modes, namely, text (ASCII) and binary (Binary).

 Specifying theSource Interface IPAddress for FTPTransmission
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An FTP client is configured with a source IP address for communication with an FTP server.

Overview

Feature Description

Uploading FTP Files Uploads files from an FTP client to an FTP server.

Downloading FTP Files Downloads files from an FTP server to an FTP client.

FTP Connection Mode Specifies the connection mode between an FTP client and an FTP server.

FTP Transmission Mode Specifies the transmission mode between an FTP client and an FTP server.

Specifying the Source

Interface IP Address for FTP

Transmission

Configures a source IP address of an FTP client for communication with an FTP server.

Checking FTP File Size Disabling size check of files downloaded from an FTP server.

8.3.1 Uploading FTPFiles

FTP enables file uploading. Start the FTP client and FTP server simultaneously, and upload files from the FTP client to the FTP server.

8.3.2 Downloading FTPFiles

FTPenables filedownloading.Start theFTPclientandFTPserversimultaneously,anddownloadfiles fromtheFTPserver totheFTP

client.

8.3.3 FTP ConnectionMode

FTPneedstousetwoTCPconnections:one isacontrol link(commandlink) that isusedtotransfercommandsbetweentheFTPclient

and server; the other one is a data link that is used to upload or download data.

1. Control connection:Somesimplesessions areenabledwith thecontrol connectiononly.A client sendsacommand toaserver.

After receiving the command, the server sends a response.The process is shown in Figure 8-3.

Figure 8- 3 Control Connection

2. Control connection and data connection:Whena client sends a command for uploading or downloading data, both the control

connection and data connection need to be established.

FTP supports two data connection modes: active (PORT) and passive (PASC). The twomodes are different in establishing a data

connection.

 Activemode

In this mode, an FTP server connects to an FTP client actively when a data connection is established. This mode comprises four steps:
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1. The client uses source port 5150 to communicatewith the server through port 21 as shown in Figure 1-1 to send a connection

request and tell the server that the port to be used is port 5151.

2. Afterreceivingtherequest,theserversendsaresponseOK(ACK).Theclientandserverexchangescontrolsignalingbyconsole

ports.

3. The server enables port 20 as the source port to send data to port 5151 of the client.

4. The client sends a response. Data transmission ends.

Figure 8- 4 Active (PORT) Mode

 Passivemode

Figure 8- 5 Passive (PASV) Mode

Thismodeisoftensetbythepassivecommand.Whenadataconnection isestablished,theFTPserver isconnectedtotheFPTclient

passively.This mode comprises four steps:

1. In the passive mode, the client initializes the control signaling connection. The client uses source port 5150 to connect to the

server throughport21asshown inFigure1-5, and runs thepassivecommand torequest theserver toenter thePASVmode.

2. Theserveragrees toenter thePASVmode, selectsaport number greater than 1024at random,and tells theport number to the

client.

3. After receiving themessage, theclient usesport5151asshown inFigure1-5 tocommunicatewiththeserver throughport 3268.

Here, port 5151 is the source port and port 3268 is the destination port.

4. After receiving themessage, the server sends data and responds an ACK(OK) response.
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After thedataconnection isestablished,youcanperformfileuploadinganddownloading.Besides,youcanperformsomeoperations

on the server file from the client.

Thecontrolconnection forcommandand feedback transmission isalwayspresentwhereas thedataconnection isestablished
as required. Only an FTP client has the right to select and set the PASVor PORTmode. The FTP client sends a command to

establish a data connection. FS FTP clients use the PASV mode by default.

8.3.4 FTP TransmissionMode

FTPprovides twotransmissionmodes: text (ASCII)andbinary (Binary).Atpresent,FSFTPclientssupport both theASCIIandBinary

modes and use the BINARYmode by default.

 ASCII mode

The difference between the ASCII and Binary modes lies in carriage return and line feed processing. In ASCII mode, carriage return and

line feedarechanged toa localCarriageReturnCharacter (CRC), for example, \n inUnix, \r\n inWindows, and \r inMac.

 Binary mode

TheBinarymode canbeused to transfer executable files, compressed filesand image fileswithout processing data. Forexample, a

text file needs to be transferred fromUnix toWindows.When the Binary mode is used, the line breaks in Unix will not be converted

from \r to \r\n; therefore inWindows, this file has no line feeds and displays many black squares. Therefore, Binary mode facilitates

faster transfer of all files andmore reliable transfer of ASCII files.

8.3.5 Specifying the Source Interface IPAddress for FTPTransmission

AnFTPclient isconfiguredwithasource IPaddress forcommunicationwithanFTPserver. In thisway, theFTPclient connects to the

server and shares files with the server through the specified source IP address.

8.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions
(Mandatory) It is used to configure the functions of an FTP client.

copy flash Uploads a file.

copy ftp Downloads a file.

Configuring Optional Functions

(Optional) It is used to configure the workingmode of the FTP client.

ftp-client port Sets the connection mode to active (port).

ftp-client ascii Sets the transmission mode to ASCII.

ftp-client source-address
Configures the source IP address of the FTP

client.

default ftp-client

Restores the default settings, namely,

connection mode set to passive (PASV),

transmission mode to Binary and source IP

address removed.

ftp-client disable-size-check Disables size check of FTP files.
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8.4.1 Configuring Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Implement file uploading and downloading.

Notes

 Pay attention to the command formats for uploading and downloading.

Configuration Steps

 Uploading aFile

 This configuration is mandatory when a file needs to be uploaded.

 Configure the FTPURL as the destination address of copy in Privileged EXECmode.

 Downloading aFile

 This configuration is mandatory when a file needs to be downloaded.

 Configure the FTPURL as the source address of copy in PrivilegedEXECmode.

Verification

 Check whether the uploaded file exists on the FTP server.

 Check whether the downloaded file exists at the destination address.

Related Commands

 Uploading aFile

Command copy flash:[ local-directory/ ]local-file

ftp: //username:password@dest-address[ /remote-directory ]/remote-file

Parameter

Description

local-directory: Specifies a directory on the local device. If it is not specified, it indicates the current directory.

local-file: Specifies a local file to be uploaded.

username: Specifies a user name for accessing theFTP server, consisting of nomore than32 bytes and excluding

delimiters such as /, :, @ and space.This parameter ismandatory.

password:Specifies a password for accessing the FTP server, consisting of no more than 32 bytes and excluding

delimiters such as /, :, @ and space.This parameter ismandatory.

dest-address: Specifies an IP address for the FTP server.

remote-directory:Specifiesadirectoryontheserver.

remote-file:Renames the file on theserver.

The directory specified by the local-directory fieldmust have been created on the device. This command will
not automatically create a directory.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to upload a file from the flash of a local device to an FTP server.

 Downloading an FTP File
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Command copy ftp://username:password@dest-address[ /remote-directory ]/remote-file

flash:[ local-directory/ ]local-file

Parameter

Description

username: Specifiesa user name for accessing theFTP server, consisting of nomore than 32 bytes and excluding

delimiters such as /, :, @ and space.This parameter ismandatory.

password:Specifies a password for accessing the FTP server, consisting of no more than 32 bytes and excluding

delimiters such as /, :, @ and space.This parameter ismandatory.

dest-address: Specifies an IP address for the FTP server.

remote-directory:Specifiesadirectoryontheserver.

remote-file:Specifiesa file to be downloaded.

local-directory: Specifies a directory on the local device. If it is not specified, it indicates the current directory.

local-file: Renames the file in the local flash.

The directory specified by the local-directory fieldmust have been created on the device. This command will
not automatically create a directory.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to download a file from an FTP server to the flash of a local device.

Configuration Example

 Uploading aFile

Configuration

Steps

Upload the local-file file in thehomedirectoryof a device to the rootdirectoryof anFTPserverwhoseuser name is

user, password is pass and IP address is 192.168.23.69 and name the file as remote-file.

FS# copy flash: home/local-file ftp://user:pass@192.168.23.69/root/remote-file

Verification Check whether the remote-file file exists on the FTP server.

 Downloading aFile

Configuration

Steps

Download the remote-file file from the rootdirectory of an FTPserverwhose user name isuser, password ispass

and IP address is 192.168.23.69 to the home directory of a device and save the file as local-file.

FS# copy ftp://user:pass@192.168.23.69/root/remote-file flash: home/local-file

Verification Check whether the remote-file file exists in the home directory of the flash.

Common Errors

 The command formats for uploading and downloading are incorrect.

 The user name or password is incorrect.

8.4.2 ConfiguringOptional Functions

Configuration Effect

 Set the connection and transmissionmodes and configure a source IP address of the client for file uploading and download.
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Notes

 If an FTP client needs to be configured based onVRF,specify aVRF first.

Configuration Steps

 Setting the ConnectionMode toActive (Port)

 Optional.

 Configure the connection mode of FTP.

 Setting the TransmissionMode toASCII

 Optional.

 Configure the transmissionmode of FTP.

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of theFTPClient

 Optional.

 Configure the source IP address of the FTP client.

 Restoring theDefault Settings

 Optional.

 Restore the default settings of the FTP client.

Verification

Run the show run command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Setting the ConnectionMode toActive (Port)

Command ftp-client [ vrf vrf-name ] port

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf-name: Specifies a VRF.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand to set theconnectionmode toactive (port).The default connectionmode ispassive (PASV).

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of the FTPClient

Command ftp-client [ vrf vrfname ] source-address {ip-address | ipv6-address}

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf-name: Specifies a VRF.

ip-address: Specifies the IPv4 address of a local interface.

ipv6-address: Specifies the IPv6 address of a local interface.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toconfigurean interface IPaddressof theclient forconnection to theserver.Bydefault, theclient

is not configured with a local IP address. Instead, the route selects an IP address for the client.
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 Setting the TransmissionMode toASCII

Command ftp-client [ vrf vrf-name ] ascii

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf-name: Specifies a VRF.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to set the transmission mode to ASCII. The default transmission mode is Binary.

 Restoring theDefault Settings

Command default ftp-client [ vrf vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf-name: Specifies a VRF.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to restore the default settings, namely, connection mode set to passive (PASV), transmission

mode to Binary and source IP address removed.

 DisablingSize Check of FTP Files

Command ftp-client disable-size-check

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to disable size check of FTP files downloaded from an FTP server.

Configuration Example

 Configuring OptionalFunctions

Configuration

Steps

 Set the connection mode of FTP to port.

 Set the transmission mode to ASCII.

 Setthesource IPaddressto192.168.23.167.

 Set theconnectionmodeof vrf 123 toport.

 Set the transmissionmode of vrf 123 to ASCII.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ftp-client ascii

FS(config)# ftp-client port

FS(config)# ftp-client source-address 192.168.23.167

FS(config)# ftp-client vrf 123 port

FS(config)# ftp-client vrf 123 ascii

FS(config)# end
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Verification Runtheshowruncommandonthedevicetocheckwhethertheconfigurationtakeseffect.

FS# showrun

!

ftp-client ascii

ftp-client port

ftp-client source-address 192.168.23.167

!

Common Errors

 The source IP address is not a local IP address.

 Before configuring the ftp-client vrf command, configure the vrf command.

8.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the FTP client configuration. show run

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the FTP Client. debug ftp-client

9 Configuring TunnelInterfaces

9.1 Overview

Tunnel interfacesarevirtual interfacesusedto implement tunneling.A tunnel interfaceprovidesastandard transmission linkandyou

donot need to specify a transport protocol or payload protocol. Each tunnel interface represents a transmission link.

Tunneling function includes the following parts:

 Payload protocol: Is used to encapsulate the data transmitted in tunnels. For example, the IPv4 and IPv6 protocols work as
payload protocols. Generic routing encapsulation (GRE) tunnels can carry IPv4 or IPv6 data.

 Bearer protocol: Is used for secondary encapsulation and identification of the data to be transmitted. Among the tunnels
describedinthisdocument,onlytheGREtunnelusesabearerprotocol, that is,theGREprotocol.TheothertunnelsusetheIPv4

and IPv6 protocols. Packets are encapsulated with outer IPv4 and IPv6 headers.

 Transport protocol: Is used to transmit the data encapsulated for the second time through a bearer protocol. FS products use
thewidely applied IPv4 and IPv6 protocols as transport protocols.
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The tunnel mode can be used to set up communication between two private networks running the same protocol through a

heterogeneous public network.

Tunneling is applicable to the following scenarios:

 Because tunneling supports different payload protocols, it allows the communication between local networks running non-IP
protocols through a single network (IP network). Because tunneling operates on routes running transport protocols (IP

protocols), it allows wider application of the protocols with hop limit.

 Tunneling allows discrete subnets to be connected through a single network (IP network).

 Tunneling allows the virtual private network (VPN) feature to be enabled on wide area networks (WANs).

Encapsulated data is transmitted through tunnels, which is a complex process. In some cases, you need to pay attention to the

following changes:

 Becausea tunnel is a logical link, it appears tobe a single hop in routing.However, actually its pathcostmaybemore than one
hop.When you use a tunnel for transmission, note that the route of the tunnel link is different from the actual route.

 Whenyouconfigureafirewall oranaccesscontrol list (ACL), takethe tunnelconfiguration intoconsideration.Thetransmission
bandwidthandmaximum transmissionunit (MTU)allowedbypayloadprotocolsare smaller than the theoretical values.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2784: Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)

 RFC2890: Key and SequenceNumber Extensions toGRE

 RFC3056: Connection of IPv6 Domains via IPv4 Clouds

 RFC3068: An Anycast Prefix for 6to4 Relay Routers

 RFC3964: Security Considerations for 6to4

 RFC4023: EncapsulatingMPLS in IP or GenericRouting Encapsulation (GRE)

 RFC4087: IPTunnel MIB

 RFC4213: BasicTransitionMechanisms for IPv6 Hosts and Routers

 RFC4797:UseofProviderEdgetoProviderEdge(PE-PE)GenericRoutingEncapsulation(GRE)or IP inBGP/MPLSIPVirtualPrivate
Networks

 RFC5158: 6to4Reverse DNS Delegation Specification

 RFC5214: Intra-Site AutomaticTunnel Addressing Protocol (ISATAP)

 RFC5332: MPLSMulticast Encapsulations

 RFC5579:Transmissionof IPv4Packetsover Intra-SiteAutomaticTunnel AddressingProtocol (ISATAP) Interfaces

 RFC5845: GenericRouting Encapsulation (GRE) KeyOption for ProxyMobile IPv6

 RFC6245: Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) Key Extension for Mobile IPv4

 RFC6343: Advisory Guidelines for 6to4 Deployment

 RFC6372: 6to4 Provider Managed Tunnels

 draft-zhou-dhc-gre-option-00 DHCPv4 and DHCPv6 options for GRE

 draft-templin-v6ops-isops-18Operational Guidance for IPv6 Deployment in IPv4Sites using ISATAP
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9.2 Applications

Application Description

Accessing the IPv6 Sites on a Campus

Network

Accesses the IPv6 sites on a campus network.

Connecting a Campus Network to an

IPv6 Backbone Network

Connects a campus network to an IPv6 backbone network.

9.2.1 Accessing the IPv6SitesonaCampusNetwork

Scenario

IPv6 servers are deployed on some campus networks, and PCs need to access the servers. The Intra-Site Automatic Tunnel Addressing

Protocol (ISATAP) can be used to realize the access.

Figure 9-1

ISATAP-RELAYsupports tunneling. Users on the campus network can access IPv4 servers directly through the IPv4 network,

but need to access IPv6 servers through the ISATAP tunnel.

Deployment

 IPv4 and IPv6 users access the IPv4 network by using IPv4 addresses.

 IPv4 and IPv6 users access the IPv6 network through the ISATAP tunnel.

 The ISATAP tunnel is established between PCs and the ISATAP-RELAYrouter.

9.3 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Tunnel Interfaces
(Mandatory) It is used to create tunnels.

Interface tunnel Creates a tunnel interface.

tunnel source Configures the local address of a tunnel.

Configuring a Tunnel Mode (Optional) It is used to configure a tunnel mode.

tunnel mode Configures a tunnel encapsulation mode.

Configuring a Local Address (Optional) It is used to configure the local address of a tunnel.

tunnel source Configures the address of a tunnel.

Remarks
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Configuration Description and Command

Configuring a Peer Address (Optional) It is used to configure the peer address of a tunnel.

tunnel destination Configures the peer address of a tunnel.

ConfiguringtheTOSofaTunnel (Optional) It is used to configure the type of service (TOS) of a tunnel.

tunnel tos Configures the TOS of a tunnel.

Configuring theTTLofaTunnel (Optional) It is used to configure the time to live (TTL) of a tunnel.

tunnel ttl Configures the TTL of a tunnel.

9.3.1 ConfiguringTunnel Interfaces

Configuration Effect

 Create a tunnelinterface.

Configuration Steps

 Creating aTunnel Interface

 Run the interface tunnel number command in global configuration mode to create a tunnel interface.

 The tunneling service is available only after a tunnel interface is created.

Verification

 Run theshow interfaces tunnel number command to checkwhether the tunnel interface is created successfully.

Related Commands

 Configuring a Tunnel Interface

Command interface tunnel number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the number of a tunnel interface.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Checking the Tunnel Configuration

Command show interfaces tunnel number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the number of a tunnel interface.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Creating aTunnel Interface
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Configuration

Steps

 Create a tunnel interface.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface tunnel 1

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# end

Verification  Check the configuration of the tunnel interface.

FS# show interfaces tunnel 1

……

Tunnel attributes:

……

Tunnel protocol/transport is gre ip

Common Errors

 A tunnel interface cannot be created due tomemory deficiency.

 A tunnel interface cannot be created due to insufficient hardware resource deficiency.

9.3.2 Configuring a TunnelMode

Configuration Effect

 Configure a tunnel encapsulation mode in tunnel interface configuration mode when you need to use a tunnel in non-default
encapsulation mode.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aTunnelMode

 Optional.

 The default encapsulation mode for switches is tunnel mode ipv6ip.

 Tochange the default encapsulationmode, run the tunnelmode command in tunnel interface configurationmode.

Verification

 Run theshow interfaces tunnel number command to checkwhether the tunnel encapsulationmode is configured.

Related Commands

 Configuring a TunnelMode

Command tunnel mode { gre {ip | ipv6} | ipv6 | ipip | ipv6ip [6to4 | isatap ] }

Parameter

Description

Each mode corresponds to different encapsulation format of the packets sent out by the tunnel interface.

gre ip indicates that a packet is encapsulated with a GRE header and an IPv4 header in sequence and then is

transmitted over a new IPv4 network.

gre ipv6 indicates that a packet is encapsulated with a GRE header and an IPv6 header in sequence and then is
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transmittedoveranewIPv6network.

ipv6 indicates that a packet sent out by the tunnel interface is encapsulated with an IPv6 header and then

transmitted over a new IPv6 network.

ipip indicates that the tunnel interface carries only IPv4 packets and a packet sent out by the tunnel interface is

encapsulated with an IPv4 header and then transmitted over a new IPv4 network.

ipv6ip indicates that the tunnel interface carries only IPv6 packets and a packet sent out by the tunnel interface is

encapsulated with an IPv4 header and then transmitted over a new IPv4 network.

Thepreceding tunnelsaremanual tunnels,whereas IPv6IP,6to4, and ISATAPareautomatic tunnels.Duringpacket

encapsulation, the destination IPv4 address is mapped from the destination IPv6 address.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Bothendsof a tunnelmust be configuredwith thesame encapsulationmode.Otherwise, the tunnel cannot work.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the IPv4 over IPv4 EncapsulationMode

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the IPv4 over IPv4 encapsulation mode on a tunnel interface.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface tunnel 1

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel mode ipip

FS(config)# end

Verification  Check the configuration of the tunnel interface.

FS# show interfaces tunnel 1

……

Tunnel attributes:

……

Tunnel protocol/transport is ipv6ip

Common Errors

 A6to4 tunnel or ISATAPtunnel isconfigured foravirtual routingand forwarding (VRF) instancethat isalreadyconfiguredwitha
6to4/ISATAP tunnel.

9.3.3 ConfiguringaLocalAddress

Configuration Effect

 Configure the local address of a tunnel.

Notes
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 The local address of a tunnel mustmatch the transport protocol used by the tunnel. Otherwise, the tunnel interfacewill not be
up (bedisabled).

 When the localaddress isspecified indirectlyby configuringanother interface, the local address is theprimary IPv4addressor
the first global public IPv6 address of IPv6.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Local Address

 Mandatory.

 Run the tunnel source command in tunnel interface configuration mode to specify the local address of a tunnel.

Verification

 Run the show interfaces tunnel number command to display the local address of the tunnel.

Related Commands

 Configuring a Local Address

Command tunnel source { ip-address | interface-name interface-number }

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates an IPv4 or IPv6 address.

Interface-name interface-number: Indicates a Layer-3 interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If you specify an IPv4 or IPv6 address directly, you need to configure the address of the device.

Configuration Example

 Configuring a Local Address

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the local address of a tunnel as 1.1.1.1.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface tunnel 1

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel mode ipv6ip

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel source 1.1.1.1

Verification  Check the configuration of the tunnel interface.

FS# show interfaces tunnel 1

……

Tunnel attributes:

Tunnelsource1.1.1.1,destinationUNKNOWN,unrouteable

TunnelTOS/TrafficClassnot set,TunnelTTL254

Tunnel config nested limit is 0, current nested number is 0
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Tunnel protocol/transport ipv6ip

Tunnel transport VPN is no set

……

9.3.4 ConfiguringaPeerAddress

Configuration Effect

 Amanual tunnel can be used (the tunnel interface is up) only after its peer address is configured.

Notes

 Peer addresses cannot be configured for automatic tunnels.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aPeer Address

 The peer addresses must be configured for all tunnels except 6to4, and ISATAP tunnels.

 Run the tunnel destination command in interface configurationmode to configure the peer address of a tunnel.

Verification

 Run the show interfaces tunnel command to checkwhether the destination address is configured.

Related Commands

 Configuring aPeer Address

Command tunnel destination { ip-address }

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates an IPv4 or IPv6 address.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The peer address of a manual tunnel must be configured.

The protocol suite type of the configured peer address must be consistent with the transport protocol used by the

tunnel. If they are not consistent, the tunnel interfacewill be disabled (down).

Configuration Example

 Configuring aPeer Address

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the peer address of a tunnel as 2.2.2.2.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface tunnel 1

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel mode ipv6ip

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel destination 2.2.2.2
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Verification  Check the configuration of the tunnel interface.

FS# show interfaces tunnel 1

……

Tunnel attributes:

Tunnelsource:UNKNOWN,destination2.2.2.2,unrouteable

TunnelTOS/TrafficClassnot set,TunnelTTL254

Tunnelconfignested limit is0, currentnestednumber is0

Tunnel protocol/transport ipv6ip

……

Common Errors

 A peer address is configured for an automatic tunnel.

 The peer address configured for a tunnel is the same as that of another tunnel.

9.3.5 Configuring the TTL of a Tunnel

Configuration Effect

 Specify theTTL or hop limit of tunnel encapsulation protocol headers.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the TTLof a Tunnel

 Optional.

 By default, the TTL is 254.

 Tochange the tunnel link length limit, run the tunnel ttl command.

Verification

 Run the show interfaces tunnel command to checkwhether theTTL is configured.

Related Commands

 Configuring the TTLof a Tunnel

Command tunnel ttl hop-limit

Parameter

Description

hop-limit: Indicates the hop limit of a tunnel.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thehop limitspecifies themaximumnumberof routers thatapacketcanpass through.Thedefaultvalue is254.This

command is used to change the hop quantity limit.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the TTLof a Tunnel
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Configuration

Steps

 Configure theTTL of a tunnel.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface tunnel 1

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel mode ipv6ip

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel ttl 3

Verification  Check the configuration of the tunnel interface.

FS# show interfaces tunnel 1

……

Tunnel attributes:

Tunnelsource1.1.1.1,destinationUNKNOWN,unrouteable

TunnelTOS/TrafficClass 0x2,TunnelTTL 3

Tunnelconfignested limit is0, currentnestednumber is0

Tunnel protocol/transport ipv6ip

Tunnel transport VPN is VPN1

9.3.6 Configuring the TOS of a Tunnel

Configuration Effect

 Specify theTOS or Traffic Class field in the transport protocol header.

Notes

 If theTOSor Traffic Class field in the transport protocol header is not specified, theTOS orTrafficClass field of the protocol is
copied to the header.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the TOSof a Tunnel

 Optional.

 Tochange the priority of tunnel data on a network, run the tunnel tos command in interface configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show interfaces tunnel command to checkwhether theTOS is configured.

Related Commands

 Configuring the TOSof a Tunnel

Command tunnel tos number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the TOS of a tunnel.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, if the IPv4 protocol is used for the inner bearer and outer encapsulation in a tunnel, theTOSbytes in the

inner IPv4 header are copied to the outer IPv4 header. If the IPv6 protocol is used for the inner bearer and outer

encapsulation in a tunnel, theTraffic Class 8 bit in the inner IPv6 header is copied to the outer IPv6 header. In other

cases, the TOS field in the outer IPv4 header and the Traffic Class field in the IPv6 header are 0.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the TOSof a Tunnel

Configuration

Steps

 Configure theTOS of a tunnel.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface tunnel 1

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel mode ipv6ip

FS(config-if-Tunnel 1)# tunnel tos 2

Verification  Check the configuration of the tunnel interface.

Tunnelsource1.1.1.1,destinationUNKNOWN,unrouteable

TunnelTOS/TrafficClass0x2,TunnelTTL254

Tunnelconfignested limit is0, currentnestednumber is0

Tunnel protocol/transport ipv6ip

Tunnel transport VPN is VPN1

……

9.4Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the information about a tunnel

interface.

show interfaces tunnel number

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Enables tunnel interface debugging. debug tunnel
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10 ConfiguringNetworkCommunicationTest Tools

10.1 Overview

Network communication test tools can be used to check the connectivity of a network and helps you analyze and locate network

faults.NetworkcommunicationtesttoolsincludePacket InternetGroper(PING)andTraceroute.Pingisusedtochecktheconnectivity

anddelay of a network.A greater delay indicates a slower network speed.Traceroute helps you learn about the topology of physical

and logical links and transmission rate. On a network device, you can run the ping and traceroute commands to use the two tools

respectively.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC792: Internet Control Message Protocol

 RFC4443: InternetControlMessage Protocol (ICMPv6) for the Internet ProtocolVersion 6 (IPv6) Specification

10.2 Applications

Application Description

End-to-End Connectivity Test Both the network device and the destination host are connected to the IP network and

configured with IP addresses.

Host Route Test Both the network device and the destination host are connected to the IP network and

configured with IP addresses.

10.2.1 End-to-EndConnectivityTest

Scenario

As shown in Figure 10- 1, Network Device A and Target Host B are connected to the IP network.

If both the network device and the target host are connected to the IP network, the end-to-end connectivity test aims to check

whether IP packets can be transmitted between the two ends. The target host can be the network device itself. In this case, the

connectivity test aims to check the network interface and TCP/IP configurations on the device.

Figure 10- 1

Deployment

Execute the ping function on the network device.

10.2.2 HostRouteTest

Scenario

As shown in Figure 10- 2, Network Device A and Target Host B are connected to the IP network.
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If both thenetwork deviceand the target host are connected to the IPnetwork, thehost route test aims to checkgateways (or routers)

that IP packets pass through between the two ends. Generally, the target host is not within the same IP network segment as the

network device.

Figure 10- 2

Deployment

Execute the traceroute function on the network device.

10.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

Ping Test Testwhether thespecified IPv4orIPv6addressisreachableanddisplaytherelated information.

Traceroute Test Display thegateways that IPv4or IPv6packetspass throughwhen transmitted from thesource to

the destination.

10.3.1 Ping Test

Working Principle

ThepingtoolsendsanInternetControlMessageProtocol(ICMP)Requestmessagetothedestinationhost torequesttheforan ICMP

EchoReplymessage. In thisway, the ping tool determines the delay and theconnectivity between the twonetworkdevices.

Related Configuration

 Run the pingcommand.

10.3.2 Traceroute Test

WorkingPrinciple

The traceroute tool uses theTimeToLive (TTL) field in theheadersof the ICMPand IPmessages for the testFirst, the traceroute tool

onthenetworkdevicesendsanICMPRequestmessagewithTTL1tothedestinationhost.Afterreceivingthemessage,thefirstrouter

onthepathdecreasestheTTLby1.AstheTTLbecomes0,therouterdropsthepacketsandreturnsanICMPtimeexceededmessage

to the network device. After receiving this message, the traceroute tool learns that this router exists on this path, and then sends an

ICMPRequestpacketwithTTL2tothedestinationhost todiscover thesecond router.Eachtimethetraceroutetool increases theTTL

in the ICMPRequestmessageby 1 todiscoveronemore router.This process is repeated until a data packet reaches thedestination

host. After the packet reaches the destination host, the host returns an ICMP Echo message instead of an ICMP time exceeded

message to the network device. Then, the traceroute tool finishes the test and displays the path from the network device to the

destination host.

Related Configuration

 Run the traceroute command.
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10.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Ping Test (Optional) It is used to checkwhether an IPv4 or IPv6 address is reachable.

ping Executes the Ping function.

Traceroute Test
(Optional) It is used to display the gateways that IPv4 or IPv6 packets pass through when
transmitted from the source to the destination.

traceroute Executes the traceroute function.

10.4.1 Ping Test

Configuration Effect

After conducting a ping test on a network device, you can learnwhether the network device is connected to thedestination host and

whether packets can be transmitted between the network device and the destination host.

Notes

The network device must be configured with an IP address.

Configuration Steps

 Tocheck whether an IPv4 address is reachable, use the ping IPv4 command.

 Tocheck whether an IPv6 address is reachable, use the ping IPv6 command.

Verification

Run the ping command to display related information on the command line interface (CLI) window.

Related Commands

 Ping IPv4

Command ping [oob |vrfvrf-name | ip] [address [viamgmt-name ] [length length ] [ntimes times] [timeoutseconds] [datadata]

[source source] [df-bit] [validate] [detail] [interval millisecond]]

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicates out-of-band management. This parameter must be configured if the MGMT port is specified as the

source port.

vrf-name: Indicates the VPN routing and forwarding (VRF) name.

address: Specifies the destination IPv4 address or domain name.

mgmt-name:Specifies theMGMTport inOOBmode.

length: Specifies the length of the data packet. The value ranges from 36 to 18,024. The default length is 100.

times: Specifies the number of probes. The value ranges from 1 to 4,294,967,295

seconds: Specifies the timeout. The value ranges from 1s to 10s.

data: Specifies the data in the packet. The data is a string of 1 to 255 bytes. By default, the string is "abcd".

source:SpecifiesthesourceIPv4addressorsourceportof thepacket.The loopback interfaceaddress, forexample,

127.0.0.1, cannot be used as the source address.

df-bit: Configures theDF bit of the IP address.When theDF bit is set to 1, the packet is not fragmented.By default,

the DF bit is 0.
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validate: Configures whether to verify the response packet.

detail: Configureswhether todisplay theEchoReplymessage indetail. By default, only the exclamationmark (!)

and dot (.) are displayed.

millisecond:Specifies the interval atwhich the ping packet is sent.The value ranges from10ms to300,000ms.The

default interval is 100 ms.

Command

Mode

In User EXECmode, you can execute only the basic ping function. In PrivilegedEXECmode, you can execute the

extended ping function.

Inother configurationmodes, youcan run thedo command toexecute theextendedping function. Fordetails about

the configuration, see the description about the do command.

Configuration

Usage

When the ping function is executed, information about the response (if any) will be displayed, and then related

statistics will be output. Using the extended ping function, you can specify the number, length and timeout of

packets to be sent. Like the basic ping function, related statistics will be output.

Tousethedomainname,youmustfirstconfigure thedomainnameserver (DNS).Fordetailsabout theconfiguration,

see Configuring DNS.

 Ping IPv6

Command ping [vrf vrf-name | [oob] ipv6] [address [viamgmt-name ] [length length ] [ntimes times] [timeoutseconds] [data

data] [source source] [detail] [interval millisecond] [out-interface interface]]

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicates out-of-band management. This parameter must be configured if the MGMT port is specified as the

source port.

vrf-name: Indicates the VRF name.

address: Specifies the destination IPv6 address or domain name.

mgmt-name: Specifies the MGMT port in OOB mode.

length: Specifies the length of data packet. The value ranges from 16 to 18,024. The default length is 100.

times: Specifies the number of probes. The value ranges from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

seconds: Specifies the timeout. The value ranges from 1s to 10s.

data: Specifies the data in the packet. The data is a string of 1 to 255 bytes.

source: Specifies the source IPv6 address or source port of the packet. The loopback interface address, for

example, ::1, cannot be used as the source address.

detail:Configureswhether todisplay theEchoReplymessageindetail.Bydefault,only theexclamationmark(!)and

dot (.) are displayed.

millisecond:Specifies the interval atwhich the ping packet is sent.The value ranges from10ms to300,000ms.The

default interval is 100 ms.

Command

Mode

In User EXEC mode, you can execute only the basic ping IPv6 function. In Privileged EXEC mode, you can execute the

extended ping IPv6 function.

Inother configurationmodes, youcan run thedo command toexecute theextendedping function. Fordetails about

the configuration, see the description about the do command.

Configuration

Usage

When theping IPv6 function is executed, information about the response (if any)will be displayed, and then related

statistics will be output.

Using the extended ping IPv6 function, you can specify the number, length and timeout of packets to be sent. Like

the basic ping IPv6 function, related statistics will be output.

Tousethedomainname,youmustfirstconfiguretheDNS.Fordetailsabouttheconfiguration,seeConfiguringDNS.

Configuration Example
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 Executing theCommonPingFunction

Configuration

Steps

In Privileged EXEC mode, run the ping 192.168.21.26 command.

Common ping command:

FS# ping 192.168.21.26

Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to 192.168.21.26, timeout is 2 seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

!!!!!

Successrateis100percent(5/5),round-tripmin/avg/max=1/2/10ms

Detailed pingcommand:

FS#ping 192.168.21.26 detail

Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to 192.168.21.26, timeout is 2 seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=100 time=4msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=100 time=3msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=100 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=100 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=100 time=1msTTL=64

Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/2/4 ms.

Verification Send five 100-byte packets to the specified IP address, and the response information will be displayed in the

specified time (2s by default). Finally the statistics is output.

 Executing theExtendedPingFunction

Configuration

Steps

In Privileged EXEC mode, run the ping 192.168.21.26 command. In addition, specify the length, number, and

timeout of the packets.

Common ping command:

FS# ping 192.168.21.26 length 1500 ntimes 100 data ffff source 192.168.21.99 timeout 3

Sending100,1500-byte ICMPEchoes to192.168.21.26, timeout is3seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Success rate is 100 percent (100/100), round-trip min/avg/max = 2/2/3 ms

Detailed ping command:

ping 192.168.21.26 length 1500 ntimes 20 data ffff source 192.168.21.99 timeout 3 detail

Sending 20, 1500-byte ICMP Echoes to 192.168.21.26, timeout is 3 seconds:
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< press Ctrl+C to break >

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=2msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=3msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Reply from192.168.21.26:bytes=1500 time=1msTTL=64

Success rate is 100 percent (20/20), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/3 ms.

Verification Sendtwenty1500-bytepackets to thespecified IPaddress, and the response information (if any)willbedisplayed in

the specified time (3s by default). Finally the statistics is output.

 Executing the CommonPing IPv6 Function

Configuration

Steps

In Privileged EXEC mode, run the ping ipv6 2001::1 command.

Common ping command:

FS# ping ipv6 2001::1

Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to 2001::1, timeout is 2 seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

!!!!!
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Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/2/10 ms

Detailed ping command:

FS#ping 2001::1 detail

Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to 2001::1, timeout is 2 seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

Reply from 2001::1: bytes=100 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::1: bytes=100 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::1: bytes=100 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::1: bytes=100 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::1: bytes=100 time=1ms

Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/1 ms.

Verification Send five 100-byte packets to the specified IP address, and the response information will be displayed in the

specified time (2s by default). Finally the statistics is output.

 Executing the Extended Ping IPv6 Function

Configuration

Steps

InPrivilegedEXECmode, run theping ipv62001::5command. Inaddition, specify the length, number,and timeout

of the packets.

Common ping command:

FS#ping ipv62001::5 length1500ntimes100dataffffsource2001::9timeout3

Sending100,1500-byte ICMPEchoes to2000::1, timeout is3seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Success rate is 100 percent (100/100), round-trip min/avg/max = 2/2/3 ms

Detailed ping command:

FS#ping 2001::5 length 1500 ntimes 10 data ffff source 2001::9 timeout 3

Sending10,1500-byteICMPEchoesto2001::5,timeoutis3seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms
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Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Reply from 2001::5: bytes=1500 time=1ms

Success rate is 100 percent (10/10), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/1 ms.

Verification Send one hundred 1500-byte packets to the specified IPv6 address, and the response information (if any) will be

displayed in the specified time (3s by default). Finally the statistics is output.

10.4.2 TracerouteTest

ConfigurationEffect

After conducting a traceroute test on a network device, you can learn about the routing topology between the network device and

the destination host, and the gateways through which packetsare sent from the network device to the destination host.

Notes

The network device must be configured with an IP address.

Configuration Steps

 TotracetherouteanIPv4packetwould followtothedestinationhost, run the tracerouteIPv4command.

 TotracetherouteanIPv6packetwould followtothedestinationhost, runthe tracerouteIPv6command.

Verification

Run the traceroute command to display related information on the CLI window.

Related Commands

 Traceroute IPv4

Command traceroute [oob |vrfvrf-name | ip] [adress [viamgmt-name ] [probenumber ] [sourcesource] [timeoutseconds] [ttl

minimum maximum]]

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicates out-of-band management. This parameter must be configured if the MGMT port is specified as the

source port.

vrf-name: Indicates the VRF name.

address: Specifies the destination IPv4 address or domain name.

mgmt-name: Specifies the MGMT port in OOB mode.

number: Specifies the number of probes. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

source:SpecifiesthesourceIPv4addressorsourceportof thepacket.The loopback interfaceaddress, forexample,

127.0.0.1, cannot be used as the source address.

seconds: Specifies the timeout. The value ranges from 1s to 10s.

minimum maximum: Specifies the minimum and maximum TTL values. The value ranges from 1 to 255.
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Command

Mode

InUserEXECmode, youcanexecuteonly thebasic traceroute function. In privilegedEXECmode, you canexecute

the extended traceroute function.

Configuration

Usage

The traceroute command is used to test the network connectivity and accurately locate a fault when the fault

occurs. To use the domain name, you must first configure the DNS. For details about the configuration, see

Configuring DNS.

 Traceroute IPv6

Command traceroute [ vrf vrf-name | [ oob ] ipv6 ] [ address [ viamgmt-name ] [ probe number ] [ timeout seconds ] [ ttl

minimum maximum ]

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicates out-of-band management. This parameter must be configured if the MGMT port is specified as a

source port.

vrf-name: Indicates the VRF name.

address: Specifies the destination IPv6 address or domain name.

mgmt-name: Specifies the MGMT port in OOB mode.

number: Specifies the number of probes. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

seconds: Specifies the timeout. The value ranges from 1s to 10s.

minimum maximum: Specifies the minimum and maximum TTL values. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

Command

Mode

In User EXEC mode, you can execute only the basic traceroute IPv6 function. In privileged EXEC mode, you can

execute the extended traceroute IPv6 function.

Configuration

Usage

The traceroute IPv6 command is used to test the network connectivity and accurately locate a fault when the fault

occurs. To use the domain name, you must first configure the DNS. For details about the configuration, see

Configuring DNS.

Configuration Example

 Executing the Traceroute Function on aProperly Connected Network

Configuration

Steps

In Privileged EXEC mode, run the traceroute 2002::1 command.

FS#

FS#traceroute ipv63004::1

<pressCtrl+Ctobreak>

Tracing the route to 3004::1

1 3000::1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec

2 3001::1 4 msec 4 msec 4msec

3 3002::1 8 msec 8 msec 4 msec

The preceding test result indicates that the network device accesses host 2002::1 by transmitting packets through

gateways 1–3. In addition, the time required to reach each gateway is displayed.

 Executing the Traceroute Function on a Faulty Network

Configuration

Steps

In Privileged EXEC mode, run the traceroute 202.108.37.42 command.
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FS# traceroute 202.108.37.42

< press Ctrl+C to break >

Tracing the route to 202.108.37.42

1 192.168.12.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec

2 192.168.9.2 0 msec 4 msec 4msec

3 192.168.110.1 16 msec 12 msec 16msec

4 * * *

5 61.154.8.129 12 msec 28 msec 12 msec

6 61.154.8.17 8 msec 12 msec 16msec

7 61.154.8.250 12 msec 12 msec 12 msec

8 218.85.157.222 12 msec 12 msec 12 msec

9 218.85.157.130 16 msec 16 msec 16 msec

10 218.85.157.77 16 msec 48 msec 16 msec

11 202.97.40.65 76 msec 24 msec 24 msec

12 202.97.37.65 32 msec 24 msec 24 msec

13 202.97.38.162 52 msec 52 msec 224 msec

14 202.96.12.38 84 msec 52 msec 52 msec

15 202.106.192.226 88 msec 52 msec 52 msec

16 202.106.192.174 52 msec 52 msec 88 msec

17 210.74.176.158 100 msec 52 msec 84 msec

18 202.108.37.42 48 msec 48 msec 52 msec

The preceding test result indicates that the network device accesses host 202.108.37.42 by transmitting packets

through gateways 1–17, and Gateway 4 is faulty.

 Executing the Traceroute IPv6 Function on a ProperlyConnected Network

Configuration

Steps

In Privileged EXEC mode, run the traceroute ipv6 3004::1 command.

FS#traceroute ipv63004::1

<pressCtrl+Ctobreak>

Tracing the route to 3004::1

1 3000::1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec

2 3001::1 4 msec 4 msec 4msec

3 3002::1 8 msec 8 msec 4 msec

4 3004::1 4 msec 28 msec 12 msec
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The preceding test result indicates that the network device accesses host 3004::1 by transmitting packets through

gateways 1-4. In addition, the time required to reach each gateway is displayed.

 Executing the Traceroute IPv6 Function on a Faulty Network

Configuration

Steps

In Privileged EXEC mode, run the traceroute ipv6 3004::1 command.

FS#traceroute ipv63004::1

<pressCtrl+Ctobreak>

Tracing the route to 3004::1

1 3000::1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec

2 3001::1 4 msec 4 msec 4msec

3 3002::1 8 msec 8 msec 4msec

4 * * *

5 3004::1 4 msec 28 msec 12 msec

The preceding test result indicates that the network device accesses host 3004::1 by transmitting packets through

gateways 1–5, and Gateway 4 is faulty.

11 Configuring TCP

11.1 Overview

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a transport-layer protocol providing reliable connection-oriented and IP-based services to

for the application layer.

Internetwork data flows in 8-bit bytes are sent from the application layer to theTCP layer,and then fragmented intopacket segments

ofaproper lengthvia theTCP.TheMaximumSegmentSize (MSS) is usually limitedby theMaximumTransmissionUnit (MTU)of the

data link layer.After that, the packetsare sent to the IP layer and then to theTCP layer of a receiver through the network.

Topreventpacket loss, everybyte is identifiedbyasequencenumber via theTCP,and thisensures that packetsdestined for thepeer

arereceived inorder.Then, thereceiverrespondswithaTCPACKpacketuponreceivingapacket. If thesenderdoesnot receiveACK

packets ina reasonableRound-TripTime (RTT), the corresponding packets (assumed lost)will be retransmitted.

 TCPuses the checksum function to checkdata integrity.Besides,MD5-based authentication can be used to verify data.

 Timeout retransmission and piggybackmechanism are adopted to ensure reliability.

 The Sliding Window Protocol is adopted to control flows. As documented in the Protocol, unidentified groups in a window
should be retransmitted.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 793: Transmission Control Protocol

 RFC1122: Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication Layers

 RFC 1191: Path MTUDiscovery

 RFC1213:Management Information Base forNetwork Management ofTCP/IP-based Internets:MIB
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A, B, C and D are routers.

 RFC2385: Protection of BGPSessions via theTCPMD5Signature Option

 RFC4022: Management Information Base for theTransmission Control Protocol (TCP)

11.2 Applications

Application Description

Optimizing TCP Performance ToavoidTCPpacketfragmentationonalinkwithasmallMTU,PathMTUDiscovery(PMTUD)

is enabled.

Detecting TCP Connection Exception TCP checks whether the peer works normally.

11.2.1 OptimizingTCPPerformance

Scenario

Forexample,TCPconnection isestablishedbetweenAandD,asshowninthe followingfigure.TheMTUof thelinkbetweenAandBis

1500 bytes, 1300 bytes between B and C, and 1500 bytes between C and D. To optimize TCP transmission performance, packet

fragmentation should be avoided between B and C.

Figure 11- 1

Deployment

 Enable PMTUD on A and D.

11.2.2 DetectingTCPConnectionException

Scenario

For example, in the following figure, User logs in toA through telnet but is shut down abnormally, as shown in the following figure. In

caseofTCP retransmission timeout, theUser'sTCPconnection remains for a long period. Therefore,TCPkeepalive canbe used to

rapidly detect TCP connection exception.

Figure 11- 2

Remarks:
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A is a router.

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|data|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Padding |Options|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|UFSentPointer|Checksum|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

||G|K|H|T|N|N|||

|Window|Offset|Reserved |R|C|S|S|Y|I|

||U|A|P|R|S|F|| Data |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|Acknowledgment Number|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|SequenceNumber|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|DestinationPort|SourcePort|

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

3210

Deployment

 EnableTCP keepalive on A.

11.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 TCP HeaderFormat

Remarks:
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 Source Port is a 16-bit source port number.

 Destination Port is a 16-bit destination port number.

 Sequence Number is a 32-bit sequence number.

 Acknowledgment Number is a 32-bit number that identifies the next sequence number that the receiver is expecting to
receive.

 DataOffset is a 4-bit number that indicates the total number of bytes in theTCP header (option included) divided by 4.

 A flag bit is 6-bit. UFS: the urgent pointer field is significant; ACK: the acknowledgment field is significant; PSH: indicates the
push function; RST: resets TCP connection; SYN: synchronizes the sequence number (establishing a TCP connection); FIN: no

more data from the sender (closing a TCP connection).

 A16-bitWindow value is used to control flows. It specifies the amount of data that may be transmitted from the peer between
ACK packets.

 Checksum is a 16-bit checksum.

 UrgentPointer is16-bit andshows theendof theurgent dataso that interrupteddata flowscancontinue.When theUFSbit is
set, the data is given priority over other data flows.

 TCP Three-WayHandshake

 The process of TCP three-way handshake is as follows:

23. A client sends a SYN packet to the server.

24. The server receives the SYN packet and responds with a SYNACKpacket.

25. The client receives the SYN packet from the server and responds with an ACK packet.

 After the three-way handshake, the client and server are connected successfully and ready for data transmission.

Overview

Feature Description

Configuring SYN Timeout Configure a timeout waiting for a response packet after an SYN or SYN ACK packet is sent.

Configuring Window Size Configure a window size.

Configuring Reset Packet

Sending

Configure the sending of TCP reset packets after receiving port unreachable messages.

Configuring MSS Configure an MSS for TCP connection.

Path MTU Discovery DiscoverthesmallestMTUonTCPtransmissionpath,andadjust thesizeofTCPpacketsbasedonthis

MTU to avoid fragmentation.

TCP Keepalive Check whether the peer works normally.

11.3.1 ConfiguringSYNTimeout

WorkingPrinciple

ATCPconnection isestablishedafter three-wayhandshake:The sender sendsanSYNpacket, the receiver replieswithaSYNACK

packet, and then the sender replies with an ACK packet.

 If thereceiverdoesnot replywithaSYNACKpacketafter thesendersendsanSYNpacket, thesenderkeepsretransmitting the
SYN packet for certain times or until timeout period expires.
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 If the receiver replieswithaSYNACKpacket after thesender sendsanSYNpacket but the sender doesnot replywithanACK
packet, the receiver keeps retransmitting theSYNACKpacket for certain times or until timeout period expires. (This occurs in

the case of SYN flooding.)

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringTCPSYNTimeout

 The default TCP SYN timeout is 20 seconds.

 Run the ip tcp synwait-time seconds command in global configuration mode to configure an SYN timeout ranging from 5 to
300 seconds.

 IncaseofSYNflooding,shorteningSYNtimeout reduces resourceconsumption.However, it doesnotwork incontinuousSYN
flooding. When a device actively makes a request for a connection with an external device, through telnet for example,

shortening SYN timeout reduces user's wait time. You may prolong SYN timeout properly on a poor network.

In version 11.0 or later, it applies to both IPv4TCP and IPv6TCP.

11.3.2 ConfiguringWindowSize

WorkingPrinciple

Data from the peer is cached in theTCP receiving buffer and subsequently read by applications.TheTCPwindow size indicates the

sizeof freespaceof thereceivingbuffer.Forwide-bandwidthbulk-dataconnection,enlarging thewindowsizedramaticallypromotes

TCP transmissionperformance.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringWindowSize

 Run the ip tcp window-size size command in global configuration mode to configure a window size ranging from 128 to
(65535<< 14) bytes. The default is 65535 bytes. If the window size is greater than 65535 bytes, window enlarging will be

enabled automatically.

 The window size advertised to the peer is the smaller value between the configured window size and the free space of the
receiving buffer.

In version 11.0 or later, it applies to both IPv4TCP and IPv6TCP.

11.3.3 ConfiguringResetPacketSending

WorkingPrinciple

WhenTCPpacketsaredistributed toapplications, if theTCPconnectionapacketbelongs tocannotbe identified, the localendsends

aresetpacket to thepeer to terminate theTCPconnection.Attackersmayuseport unreachablemessages toattackthedevice.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theSending ofTCPReset PacketsAfter Receiving PortUnreachableMessages

By default, TCP reset packet sending upon receiving port unreachable messages is enabled.

Run the no ip tcp send-reset command in global configuration mode to disable TCP reset packet sending upon receiving port

unreachable messages.
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After this function is enabled, attackers may use port unreachable messages to attack the device.

In version 11.0 or later, it applies to both IPv4TCPand IPv6TCP.

11.3.4 ConfiguringMSS

WorkingPrinciple

The MSS refers to the total amount of data contained in a TCP segment t excluding TCP options.

Three-way handshake is implemented through MSS negotiation. Both parties add the MSS option to SYN packets, indicating the

largest amount of data that the local end canhandle, namely, theamount of data allowed from the peer. Both parties take the smaller

MSS between them as the advertisedMSS.

The MSS value is calculated as follows:

 IPv4TCP:MSS=Outgoing interfaceMTU–IP header size (20-byte)–TCP header size (20-byte).

 IPv6 TCP: MSS = IPv6 Path MTU –IPv6 header size (40-byte)–TCP header size (20-byte).

In version 11.0 or later, it applies to both IPv4TCPand IPv6TCP.

The effectiveMSS is the smaller one between the calculatedMSS and the configured MSS.

If a connection supports certain options, the option length (with data offset taken into consideration) should be deducted
fromanMSSvalue.Forexample,20bytes forMD5digest (withdataoffset taken intoconsideration)shouldbesubtracted from

the MSS.

Related Configuration

 Configuring MSS

 Runthe iptcpmssmax-segment-sizecommandinglobalconfigurationmodetosetanMSS.Itrangesfrom68to1000bytes.By
default, the MSS is calculated based on MTU. If an MSS is configured, the effective MSS is the smaller one between the

calculated MSS and the configured MSS.

 An excessively small MSS reduces transmission performance.Youcan promoteTCP transmission by increasing theMSS. Choose
an MSS value by referring to the interface MTU. If the former is bigger, TCP packets will be fragmented andtransmission

performance will be reduced.

11.3.5 Path MTUDiscovery

WorkingPrinciple

ThePathMTUDiscoveryfstipulatedinRFC1191isusedtodiscoverthesmallestMTUinaTCPpathtoavoidfragmentation,enhancing

network bandwidth utilization. The process ofTCPv4PathMTUDiscovery is described as follows:

1. The source sendsTCPpackets with theDon’t Fragment (DF) bit set in the outer IP header.

2. If theoutgoing interfaceMTUvalue of a router in theTCPpath is smaller than the IPpacket length, thepacketwill be discarded

and an ICMP error packet carrying this MTUwill be sent to the source.

3. Through parsing the ICMPerror packet, the source knows the smallestMTU in the path (pathMTU) is.

4. Thesizeofsubsequent data segments sentby thesourcewill not surpass theMSS,which iscalculatedas follows:TCPMSS=

PathMTU – IP header size –TCP header size.

Related Configuration
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 Enabling PathMTUDiscovery

By default, Path MTU Discovery is disabled.

Run the ip tcp path-mtu-discovery command to enable PMTUD in global configuration mode.

In version 11.0 or later, it applies to only IPv4TCP.TCPv6PMTUD is enabled permanently and cannot be disabled.

11.3.6 TCPKeepalive

WorkingPrinciple

Youmay enableTCP keepalive to checkwhether the peerworks normally. If aTCPend does not send packets to the other end for a

period of time (namely idle period), the latter starts sending keepalive packets successively to the former for several times. If no

response packet is received, theTCP connection is considered inactive and then closed.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Keepalive

 By default, TCP keepalive is disabled.

 Run the ip tcp keepalive [interval num1] [times num2] [idle-period num3] command to in global configuration mode to
enableTCP keepalive. SeeConfiguration for parameter description.

In version 11.0 or later, it applies to both IPv4TCPand IPv6TCP.

This commandapplies tobothTCPserver and client.

11.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Optimizing TCP Performance

(Optional) It is used to optimizeTCP connection performance.

ip tcp synwait-time Configures a timeout for TCP connection.

ip tcp window-size Configures a TCP window size.

ip tcp send-reset
Configures the sending of TCP reset packets

after receiving port unreachable messages.

ip tcp mss Configures an MSS for TCP connection.

ip tcp path-mtu-discovery Enables Path MTU Discovery.

Detecting TCP Connection

Exception
(Optional) It is used to detect whether the peer works normally.

ip tcp keepalive Enables TCP keepalive.

11.4.1 OptimizingTCPPerformance

Configuration Effect

 Ensure optimal TCP performance and prevent fragmentation.

Notes

N/A
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Configuration Steps

 Configuring SYNTimeout

 Optional.

 Configure this on the both ends of TCP connection.

 ConfiguringTCPWindowSize

 Optional.

 Configure this on the both ends of TCP connection.

 Configuring theSendingof TCPReset Packets After ReceivingPortUnreachableMessages.

 Optional.

 Configure this on the both ends of TCP connection.

 ConfiguringMSS

 Optional.

 Configure this on the both ends of TCP connection.

 Enabling PathMTUDiscovery

 Optional.

 Configure this on the both ends of TCP connection.

Verification

N/A

Related Commands

 Configuring SYNTimeout

Command ip tcp synwait-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates SYN packet timeout. It ranges from 5 to 300 seconds. The default is 20 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In case of SYN flooding, shortening SYN timeout reduces resource consumption. However, it does not work in

continuousSYN flooding.Whenadeviceactivelymakesa request for a connectionwithanexternal device, through

telnet for example, shortening SYN timeout reduces user's wait time.Youmay prolong SYN timeout properly on a

poor network.

 Configuring TCPWindow Size

Command ip tcp window-size size

Parameter

Description

size: Indicates a TCP window size. It ranges from 128 to (65535 << 14) bytes. The default is 65535 bytes.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theSending of TCPReset Packets After ReceivingPort UnreachableMessages

Command ip tcp send-reset

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, TCP reset packet sending upon receiving port unreachable messages is enabled.

 ConfiguringMSS

Command ip tcp mss max-segment-size

Parameter

Description

max-segment-size: Indicates themaximum segment size. It ranges from68 to 10000 bytes. By default, theMSS is

calculated based on MTU.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command defines the MSS for a TCP communication to be established. The negotiated MSS for a new

connection should be smaller than this MSS. If you want to reduce theMSS, run this command. Otherwise, do not

perform the configuration.

 Configuring PathMTUDiscovery

Command ip tcp path-mtu-discovery [ age-timer minutes | age-timer infinite ]

Parameter

Description

age-timerminutes: Indicates the interval for a new probe after a path MTU is discovered. It ranges from 10 to 30

minutes.The default is 10 minutes.

age-timer infinite: No probe is implemented after a path MTU is discovered.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The PMTUD is an algorithm documented in RFC1191 aimed to improve bandwidth utilization. When the TCP is

applied to bulk data transmission, this functionmay facilitate transmission performance.

If theMSS used for the connection is smaller than what the peer connection can handle, a larger MSS is tried every

time the age timer expires. The age timer is a time interval for how often TCP estimates the path MTUwith a larger

MSS.Thediscoveryprocessisstoppedwheneither thesendMSSisas largeas thepeernegotiated,or theuserhas

disabled the timer on the router. You may turn off the timer by setting it to infinite.

Configuration Example

 Enabling Path MTUDiscovery

Configuration

Steps

Enable PMTUD for a TCP connection. Adopt the default age timer settings.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip tcp path-mtu-discovery

FS(config)# end
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Verification Run the show tcp pmtu command to display the IPv4 TCP PMTU.

FS# show tcp pmtu

Number Local Address

1 192.168.195.212.23

Foreign Address

192.168.195.112.13560

PMTU

1440

Run the show ipv6 tcp pmtu command to display the IPv6 TCP PMTU.

FS#showipv6 tcppmtu

Number Local Address

1 1000::1:23

Foreign Address

1000::2.13560

PMTU

1440

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.2 DetectingTCPConnectionException

Configuration Effect

 Check whether the peer works normally.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Enabling TCPKeepalive

 Optional.

Verification

N/A

Related Commands

 Enabling TCPKeepalive

Command ip tcp keepalive [interval num1] [times num2] [idle-period num3]

Parameter

Description

interval num1: Indicates the interval to send keepalive packets. Ranging from 1 to120 seconds. The default is 75

seconds.

timesnum2: Indicates themaximumtimesforsendingkeepalivepackets. It ranges from1to10.Thedefault is6.

idle-period num3: Indicates the time when the peer sends no packets to the local end, It ranges from 60 to 1800

seconds.The default is15minutes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Youmay enable TCP keepalive to check whether the peer works normally. The function is disabled by default.

Suppose a user enables TCP keepalive function with the default interval, times and idle period settings. The user does

not receive packets from the other end within 15 minutes and then starts sending Keepalive packets every 75
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secondsfor6times.If theuserreceivesnoTCPpackets,theTCPconnectionisconsideredinactiveandthenclosed.

Configuration Example

 Enabling TCPKeepalive

Configuration

Steps

EnableTCPkeepaliveonadevicewith intervaland idle-periodset to3minutesand60seconds respectively. If the

user receivesnoTCPpackets from theother endafter sending keepalivepackets four times, theTCPconnection is

considered inactive.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#iptcpkeepaliveinterval60times4idle-period180

FS(config)# end

Verification Auser logs in toadevice through telnet,and thenshutsdown the localdevice.Run theshowtcpconnectcommand

on the remote device to observe when IPv4 TCP connection is deleted.

Common Errors

N/A

11.5 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays basic information on IPv4 TCP

connection.

show tcp connect [local-ip a.b.c.d] [local-port num] [peer-ip a.b.c.d] [peer-port nu

m]

DisplaysIPv4TCPconnectionstatistics. show tcp connect statistics

Displays IPv4 TCP PMTU. show tcp pmtu [local-ip a.b.c.d] [local-port num] [peer-ip a.b.c.d] [peer-port num]

Displays IPv4 TCP port information. show tcp port [num]

Displays IPv4 TCP parameters. show tcp parameter

Displays IPv4 TCP statistics. show tcp statistics

Displays basic information on IPv6 TCP

connection.

show ipv6 tcp connect [local-ipv6 X:X:X:X::X] [local-port num] [peer-ipv6 X:X:X:X::X]

[peer-port num]

DisplaysIPv6TCPconnectionstatistics. show ipv6 tcp connect statistics

Displays IPv6 TCP PMTU.
show ipv6 tcp pmtu [local-ipv6 X:X:X:X::X] [local-port num] [peer-ipv6 X:X:X:X::X] [pe

er-port num]

Displays IPv6 TCP port information. show ipv6 tcp port [num]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Displays the debugging information on

IPv4 TCP packets.

debug ip tcp packet [ in | out] [local-ip a.b.c.d] [peer-ip a.b.c.d] [global | vrf vrf-name]

[local-port num] [peer-port num] [deeply]

Displays the debugging information on debug ip tcp transactions [local-ip a.b.c.d] [peer-ip a.b.c.d] [local-port num] [peer-port
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IPv4 TCP connection. num]

Displays the debugging information on

IPv6 TCP packets.

debugipv6tcppacket [ in |out] [local-ipv6X:X:X:X::X] [peer-ipv6X:X:X:X::X] [global |vrf

vrf-name] [local-port num] [peer-port num] [deeply]

Displays the debugging information on

IPv6 TCP connection.

debug ipv6 tcp transactions [local-ipv6 X:X:X:X::X] [peer-ipv6 X:X:X:X::X] [local-port num]

[peer-port num]

12 Configuring IPv4/IPv6REF

12.1 Overview

On products incapable of hardware-based forwarding, IPv4/IPv6 packets are forwarded through the software. To optimize the

software-based forwarding performance, FS introduces IPv4/IPv6 express forwarding through software (FS Express Forwarding,

namely REF).

REF maintains two tables: forwarding table and adjacency table. The forwarding table is used to store route information. The

adjacency table is derived from theARP table and IPv6neighbor table, and it contains Layer 2 rewrite(MAC) information for the next

hop..

REF is used to actively resolve next hops and implement load balancing.

Protocols and Standards

N/A

12.2 Applications

Application Description

Load Balancing During network routing, when a route prefix is associated withmultiple next hops, REF can implement

load balancing among the multiple next hops.

12.2.1 Load Balancing

Scenario

Asshown inFigure12-1, a routeprefix isassociatedwith threenext hops on routerA, namely, link1, link2, and link3. By default,REF

implements loadbalancingbasedonthedestination IPaddress.Loadbalancingcanbe implementedbasedonthesourceIPaddress

and destination IP address as well.
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Figure 12- 1

A is a router that runs REF.

B, C and D are forwarding devices.

Deployment

 Run REF on router A.

12.3 Features

Basic Concepts

IPv4/IPv6 REF involves the following basic concepts:

 Routing table

AnIPv4/IPv6 routing tablestores routes to thespecificdestinationsandcontains the topology information.Duringpacket forwarding,

IPv4/IPv6 REF selects packet transmission paths based on the routing table.

 Adjacent node

An adjacent node contains output interface information about routed packets, for example, the next hop, the next component to be

processed,andthelink layerencapsulation.Whenapacket ismatchedwithanadjacentnode, thepacket isdirectlyencapsulatedand

then forwarded. For the sake of query and update, an adjacent node table is often organized into a hash table. To support routing

load balancing, the next hop information is organized into a load balance entry. An adjacent node may not contain next hop

information. Itmay contain indexes of next components (suchas other linecardsandmulti-servicecards) tobe processed.

 Active resolution

REFsupports next hop resolution. If theMACaddress of the next hop is unknown,REFwill actively resolve the next hop. IPv4REF

requests the ARPmodule for next hop resolutionwhile IPv6REF applies theNDmodule to resolution.

 Packet forwardingpath

Packets are forwarded based on their IPv4/IPv6 addresses. If the source and destination IPv4/IPv6 addresses of a packet are specified,

the forwarding path of this packet is determined.

Remarks
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12.3.1 Load BalancingPolicies

Load balancing is configured to distribute traffic load among multiple network links.

Working Principle

So far, the switch supports two load balancing policies based on destination IP addresses. In the REF model, a route prefix is

associatedwithmultiple next hops, in other words, it is amulti-path route. The routewill be associatedwitha load balance table and

implementweight-based loadbalancing.Whenan IPv4/IPv6packet ismatchedwitha loadbalanceentry basedon the longestprefix

match,REFperformshashcalculationbasedon the IPv4/IPv6addressof thepacketandselectsapath toforward thepacket.

12.4 Configuration

By default, the switch supports destination address-based load balancing. Run the following commands for monitoring.

Displaying REF Packet

Statistics

REFpacketstatistics includes thenumberof forwardedpacketsand thenumberofpacketsdiscardeddue tovariouscauses.Youcan

determine whether packets are forwarded as expected by displaying and clearing REF packet statistics.

Command Description

show ip ref packet statistics Displays IPv4 REF packet statistics.

clear ip ref packet statistics Clears IPv4 REF packet statistics.

show ipv6 ref packet statistics Displays IPv6 REF packet statistics.

clear ipv6 ref packet statistics Clears IPv6 REF packet statistics.

Displaying Adjacency

Information

You can run the following commands to display adjacency information:

Command Description

show ip ref adjacency [glean | local | ip-address | {interface

interface_type interface_number ) | discard | statistics]

Displays the gleaned adjacencies, local adjacencies, adjacencies

of a specified IP address, adjacencies associated with a specified

interface, and all adjacent nodes in IPv4 REF.

show ipv6 ref adjacency [glean | local | ipv6-address | (interface

interface_type interface_number) | discard | statistics]

Displays the gleaned adjacencies, local adjacencies, adjacencies

of a specified IPv6 address, adjacencies associated with a

specified interface, and all adjacent nodes in IPv6 REF.

Displaying Active

Resolution Information

You can run the following commands to display next hops to be resolved:

Command Description

show ip ref resolve-list Displays the next hop to be resolved .

show ipv6 ref resolve-list Displays the next hop to be resolved.
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Displaying Packet

Forwarding Path

Information

Packets are forwarded based on their IPv4/IPv6 addresses. If the source and destination IPv4/IPv6 addresses of a packet are specified,

the forwarding path of this packet is determined. Run the following commands and specify the IPv4/IPv6 source and destination

addresses of a packet. The forwarding path of the packet is displayed, for example, the packet is discarded, submitted to aCPU, or

forwarded. Furthermore, the interface that forwards the packet is displayed.

Command Description

show ip ref exact-route [oob | vrf vrf_name] source-ipaddress

dest_ipaddress

Displays the forwarding path of a packet. oob indicates out-

of-band management network. oob indicates out-of-band

management network.

show ipv6 ref exact-route [ oob | vrf vrf-name ] src-ipv6-address

dst-ipv6-address

Displays the forwarding path of an IPv6 packet. oob indicates

out-of-band,management network. oob indicates out-of-band

management network.

Displaying Route

Information in anREF Table

Run the following commands to display the route information in an REF table:

Command Description

show ip ref route [ oob | vrf vrf_name] [default | {ip mask}|

statistics]

Displaysroute informationintheIPv4REFtable.Theparameter

default indicates a default route. oob indicates out-of-band

management network.

show ipv6 ref route [ oob |vrf vrf-name ] [ default | statistics |

prefix/len ]

Displaysroute informationintheIPv6REFtable.Theparameter

default indicates a default route. oob indicates out-of-band

management network.

13 Configuring ECMPCLUSTER

13.1 Overview

Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP)-CLUSTER is a technology for implementing load balancing when the next-hop path of ECMP changes.

A load balancing cluster in a data center is usually interconnected to a Top of Rack (TOR) device via ECMP, and the TOR device

distributes data traffic in a balancedway tomembers of the load balancing cluster via ECMP.

If an ECMP route is generated between the TOR device and the load balancing cluster through a dynamic routing protocol, the

dynamic routing protocol enables route re-convergence when a link of the ECMP route fails. The traffic from the TOR device to the

loadbalancingcluster isre-balanced,whichdisturbstheoriginalsessionstatusofmembers inthecluster.Asaresult, theentirecluster

needs to re-establish sessions, causing interruption of some sessions.

ECMP-CLUSTER overcomes traffic re-balancing caused by changes in the ECMP path quantity. After ECMP-CLUSTER is configured, if

ECMPpathsdecrease, only traffic carriedona failed link isbalanced toactive linksandoriginal traffic carriedon theactive links keep

unchanged. If ECMPpaths increase, some traffic carried on the active links is distributed to the new links.

When thenext hopofECMP is session-sensitive, that is, thenext-hopegressof traffic isa terminal serving device (suchas aserver),

ECMP-CLUSTER is recommended. If the next-hop egress is an intermediate network node, ECMP-CLUSTER is not advantageous.
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13.2 Applications

Application Description

Interconnecting LVS Load Balancing

Cluster to TOR Device Via ECMP

The TOR device is interconnected to a session-sensitive server via ECMP.

13.2.1 InterconnectingLVSLoadBalancingCluster toTORDeviceViaECMP

Scenario

As shown in Figure 13- 1, theTOR device is interconnected to the LinuxVirtual Server (LVS) load balancing cluster via ECMP.

Figure 13-1 InterconnectionBetweenTORDevice and LVSLoadBalancingCluster viaECMP

WhenthelinkbetweenDeviceAandDeviceCfails,thetraffic isforwardedasshowninFigure13-2.

Figure 13- 2 Traffic Forwarding
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A is a TOR device, and B, C, and D are members of a load balancing cluster.

Deployment

 Run the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol between the TOR device and members of a load balancing cluster, to
implement multipath routing.

 Enable ECMP-CLUSTER on theTOR device.

13.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 ECMPRouting

Therearemultiple routes toanext hopdestined for thedestinationnetwork, forexample, the IPaddressof thedestinationnetwork is

192.168.0.0/24, and the IP addresses of routers to the next hop include 1.1.1.1, 2.2.2.2, and 3.3.3.3.

Overview

Feature Description

ECMP CLUSTER When the next-hop link of an ECMP route changes, maintain load balancing and evenly

distributes traffic carried by a failed link to other active links while keeping original traffic

carried by the active links unchanged.

Working Principle

Keep the modulo of the hash function used in route calculation unchanged during ECMP routing of packets. Ensure that the total

number of next hops remains unchangedduringECMPhardware routing andwhen anext-hop linkof an ECMP route fails, an active

link is used to replace the failed link.
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FS(config)#ecmp cluster enable

FS(config)#show run | in ecmp

ecmp cluster enable

FS(config)#

13.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring ECMP-CLUSTER
(Mandatory) It is used to enable ECMP-CLUSTER.

ecmp cluster enable Enables ECMP-CLUSTER.

13.4.1 Configuring ECMP-CLUSTER

Configuration Effect

 Increaseor decreaseECMPnext hops tominimize impact of original forwarded traffic afterECMP-CLUSTER is enabled.

Notes

 ECMP-CLUSTER is effective to ECMP.Therefore, ECMPmust be configured on the network.

 VSU scenario limitation: it requires active-standby NIC, or the ECMP egress is connected with an APwhich is up both on the
active andstandby device.

 ECMPCLUSTERonly supports one port to be shut down.When the port is up, the balancingmode does not change.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling ECMP-CLUSTER

 Mandatory.

Command ecmp cluster enable

Parameter Description N/A

Defaults ECMP-CLUSTER is disabled by default.

Command Mode Global configuration mode

Usage Guide RunthenoformofthiscommandtodisableECMP-CLUSTER:noecmpclusterenable.

Verification

 After ECMP-CLUSTER is enabled, checkwhether traffic forwarded bymultiple paths is balanced.

 After a link fails, check whether traffic carried by the failed link is balanced to other active links, and whether original traffic
carried by the active links keeps unchanged.

Configuration Examples

 Enable ECMP-CLUSTER on a device and checkwhether the function is enabled successfully.

13.5 Monitoring

Displaying
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Description Command

Displays

enabled.

whether ECMP-CLUSTER is show run

IP Routing Configuration

1. Configuring RoutingPolicies

2. Configuring Keys

3. Configuring RIP

4. Configuring OSPFv2

5. Configuring OSPFv3

6. Configuring IS-IS

7. Configuring BGP

8. Configuring RIPng

9. Configuring PBR
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10. Managing Routes

11. Configuring VRF

12. Configuring L3MAC

13. Configuring Hardware Capacity Query

1 Configuring Routing Policies

1.1 Overview

Routingpoliciesareapolicyset forchanging thepacket forwardingpathor routing informationandareoften implementedby a

filtering list and a routemap. Routing policies are flexibly and widely applied in the followingmethods:

 Use a filtering list in a routing protocol to filter or modify routing information.

 Usea routemap ina routingprotocol to filterormodify routing information.Where, the routemapcan further usea filtering
list.

 Usea routemap in policy-based routing (PBR) to control packet forwarding ormodify packet fields.

1.2 Applications

Application Description

Route Filtering Use a filtering list in a routing protocol to filter the routing information sent or received by the

protocol.

Route Re-distribution Use a route map in a routing protocol to filter or modify routing information and re-distribute RIP

routes to OSPF. Only RIP routes with 4 hops can be re-distributed.

PBR Usea routemap inPBR tocontrol packet forwardingormodify packet fieldsand specifyoptimum

output interfaces for packets from different subnets.
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1.2.1 Route Filtering

Bydefault,aroutingprotocoladvertisesand learnsall routinginformation.Whenafilteringlist isused, theroutingprotocoladvertises

only required routes or receives only required routing information.

Scenario

Figure 1- 1

As shown in Figure 1-1, routerA has routes to 3networks: 10.0.0.0, 20.0.0.0 and 30.0.0.0.

Configure a filtering list on the routers to achieve the following purposes:

 Filter the sent routing information on router A to filter routes that router A does not need to send.

 Filter the received routing information on router B to filter routes that router B does not need to learn.

Deployment

 Filter the sent routing information 30.0.0.0 on router A.

 Filter the received routing information 20.0.0.0 on router B to ensure that router B learns only routing information 10.0.0.0.

1.2.2 Route Re-distribution

By default, route re-distributionwill re-distribute all routing information in a routing protocol to another routing protocol. All routing

attributeswill also be inherited.Youcan usea routemap toperform conditional control for re-distribution between two routing

protocols, including:

 Specify the range for re-distributing routes and re-distribute only routing information that meets certain rules.

 Set the attributes of routes generated by re-distribution.

Scenario

Figure 1- 2

As shown in Figure 1- 2, configure route re-distribution on the devices to achieve the following purposes:

 Re-distribute only RIP routes with 4 hops to OSPF.

 In theOSPF routingdomain, the initialmetricof this route is40, the route type is theexternal route type-1 and the route tag

value is set to 40.

Deployment
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 Configure a routewith4hops in the routemap rip_to_ospf: match, and set the initialmetricof this route to 40, the route type to

the external route type-1 and the route tag value to 40.

 Configure route re-distribution to re-distributeRIP routes to OSPF and use the route map rip_to_ospf.

1.2.3 PBR

PBR is implemented by applying a route map including policies to interfaces and devices.

Similar to static routing, PBR is also manually configured, where recursive routing supports automatic update with network changes.

Ascomparedwithstaticanddynamicrouting,PBRismoreflexible.Staticanddynamicroutingcanforwardpacketsonlybasedon

destination addresses. PBR can forward packets based on the source and destination addresses, packet length and input interface.

Scenario

Figure 1- 3

Configure PBR on the layer-3 device DEV1 to achieve the following purposes:

 Packets fromsubnet 1 (200.24.16.0/24) are sent fromGE0/1 first.

 Packets fromsubnet 2 (200.24.17.0/24) are sent fromGE0/2 first.

Deployment

 Configure two different ACLs to match packets from subnets 1 and 2 respectively.

 Configure the route map RM_FOR_PBR: policy 10 is used to ensure that "packets from subnet 1 are sent fromGE0/1 first"; policy

20 is used to ensure that "packets from subnet 2 are sent fromGE0/2 first".

 PerformPBR for packets received fromGE0/3 and use the routemapRM_FOR_PBR.

1.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

Filtering List Define a group of lists based on a route attribute, which can be used by a routing protocol for route

filtering.
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A policy defines "if certain conditions are matched, you can perform certain processing actions".

1.3.1 Filtering List

Filtering listsareagroupof listsdefined basedona routingattributeandarea tool for filtering routingpolicies. Independent filtering

lists aremeaningless and can be used to filter routes only when they are applied in a routing protocol.

Working Principle

Based on different routing attributes, filtering lists are classified into the following types:

 AccessControl List (ACL)

ACLs comprise IPv4 and IPv6ACLs.WhendefiningACLs, you can specify IPv4/IPv6 addresses andmasks tomatch the destination

network segment or next-hop addresses of routing information.

For description about ACLs, see the ACL Configuration Guide.

 Address Prefix List (prefix-list)

Similar to ACLs, prefix-lists, including IPv4 prefix-lists and IPv6 prefix-lists, are used to match destination network segments of routing

information during routefiltering.

 AS-Path List

AS-path lists are used only for BGP. They are used to match AS paths during BGP route filtering.

 Community Attribute Filtering List (Community-List)

Community-lists are used only for BGP. They are used to match community attributes during BGP route filtering.

 ExtendedCommunity Attribute Filtering List (Extcommunity-List)

Extcommunity-lists are used only for BGP. They are used to match extended community attributes during BGP route filtering.

Related Configuration

 Creating anACL

By default, no ACL is configured and no policy is set.

Intheglobalconfigurationmode,runthe ipaccess-list {extended |standard} { id |name }commandtocreateanIPv4ACL.

YoucansetmultiplepoliciesinanACL,sortedbytheirsequencenumbers.Policieshavetwoworkingmodes:permitanddeny.

 Creating aPrefix-List

By default, no prefix-list is configured and no entry is set.

In the global configuration mode, run the ip prefix-list prefix-list-name [ seq seq-number ] { deny | permit } ip-prefix [ ge

minimum-prefix-length ] [ le maximum-prefix-length ] command to create an IPv4 prefix-list and add a prefix entry to the list.

Youcansetmultipleentriesintheprefix-list,sortedbytheirsequencenumbers.Entrieshavetwoworkingmodes:permitanddeny.

Run the ipprefix-listprefix-list-name descriptiondescripton-text command toadd description to the prefix-list.

Run the ip prefix-list sequence-number command to enable the sorting function for the prefix-list.

 Creating an AS-Path List

Route Map
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By default, no AS-path list is configured and no entry is set.

In the global configuration mode, run the ip as-path access-list path-list-num { permit | deny } regular-expression command to create

an AS-path list and add an entry to the list.

You can set multiple entries in the AS-path list. Entries have two working modes: permit and deny.

 Creating aCommunity-List

By default, no community-list is configured and no entry is set.

In the global configuration mode, run the ip community-list { { standard | expanded } community-list-name | community-list-number }

{permit |deny } [community-number.. ] commandtocreateacommunity-listandaddanentry tothe list.

Youcansetmultipleentries in thecommunity-list.Entrieshave twoworkingmodes: permitand deny.

 Creating anExtcommunity-List

By default, no excommunity-list is configured and no entry is set.

In the global configuration mode, run the ip extcommunity-list {standard-list | standard list-name } { permit | deny } [ rt value] [ soo

value ] command to create a standard extcommunity list and add an entry to the list.

Run the ip extcommunity-list {expanded-list | expanded list-name } { permit | deny } [ regular-expression ] command to create an

extcommunity list and add an entry to the list.

Youcan also run the ip extcommunity-list {expanded-list | expanded list-name| standard-list | standard list-name } command to

create an extcommunity list and enter the configurationmode of ip extcommunity-list to add entries.

You can set multiple entries in the extcommunity-list. Entries have two working modes: permit and deny.

1.3.2 RouteMap

Apolicyisa"match…,set…"statement,whichindicatesthat"ifcertainconditionsarematched,youcanperformsomeprocessing

actions".

Working Principle

 Executing policies

A route map may contain multiple policies. Each policy has a corresponding sequence number. A smaller sequence number means a

higher priority. Policies are executed based on their sequence numbers. Once the matching condition of a policy is met, the

processingaction for this policyneeds tobe performedand the routemapexits. If nomatchingcondition of anypolicy ismet, no

processing action will be performed.

 WorkingModes Of Policies

Policies have two working modes:

 permit:When thematchingcondition of apolicy ismet, the processingaction for this policywill be performedand the route

map will exit.

 deny:When thematching conditionof apolicy ismet, theprocessingaction for this policywill not be performedand the route

map will exit.

 Matching Conditions Of Policies

The matching condition of a policy may contain 0, 1 or more match rules.
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 If thematching condition contains 0 match rule, no packet will bematched.

 If thematching condition contains one or morematch rules, all rules must be matched.

 Processing Action for a Policy

The processing action of a policy may contain 0, 1 or more set rules.

 If the processing action contains 0 set rule, no processing actionwill be performed and the routemap will directly exit.

 If theprocessingactioncontainsoneormoresetrules,allprocessingactionswillbeperformedand thentheroutemapwillexit.

If set rules have different priorities, the set rule with the highest priority will take effect.

Related Configuration

 Creating a RouteMap (Policy)

By default, no route map is configured and no policy is set.

Intheglobalconfigurationmode,youcanruntheroute-maproute-map-name [permit |deny ] [sequence-number ]commandto

create a routemap and add a policy to the routemap.

You can set multiple policies in a route map. Each policy uses different sequence numbers.

 SettingMatching Conditions of a Policy

By default, no match rule is set (that is, the matching condition of a policy contains 0 match rule).

In theroutemapmode, run thematchcommand tosetmatchrules.Onematchcommand ismappedtoonematchrule.

FSOSprovides abundantmatch commands for setting flexible matching conditions.

 Setting theProcessing Actions of a Policy

By default, no set rule is configured (that is, the processing action of a policy contains 0 set rule).

In theroutemapmode,run thesetcommandtoconfigureset rules.Onesetcommandismapped tooneset rule.

FSOSprovides abundant set commands for setting flexible processing actions.

Command Description

match as-path Uses the AS_PATH attribute of a BGP route as the matching condition.

match community Uses the community attribute of a BGP route as the matching condition.

match extcommunity Uses the extended community attribute of a BGP route as the matching condition.

match interface Uses the output interface of a route as the matching condition.

match ip address Uses the destination IPv4 address of a route as the matching condition.

match ip next-hop Uses the next-hop IPv4 address of a route as the matching condition.

match ip route-source Uses the source IPv4 address of a route as the matching condition.

match ipv6 address Uses the destination IPv6 address of a route as the matching condition.

match ipv6 next-hop Uses the next-hop IPv6 address of a route as the matching condition.

match ipv6 route-source Uses the source IPv6 address of a route as the matching condition.

match metric Uses the metric of a route as the matching condition.

match origin Uses the source of a route as the matching condition.

match route-type Uses the type of a route as the matching condition.

match tag Uses the tag value of a route as the matching condition.
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Command Description

set aggregator as Modifies the AS attribute value of a route aggregator.

set as-path prepend Adds a specified as-path attribute value.

set as-path replace Replace the specified as-path attribute value.

set atomic-aggregate Sets the atomic-aggregate attribute of a route.

set comm-list delete Deletes all community attribute values from the community attribute list for a route

matching the match rules.

set community Sets the community attribute value of a route.

set dampening Sets the flapping parameters of a route.

set extcomm-list delete Deletes all extendedcommunity attribute values from the extcommunity attribute list for a

route matching the match rules.

set extcommunity Sets the extended community attribute value of a route.

set fast-reroute Sets the backup output interface and next hop of a fast reroute.

set ip default nexthop Specifies thedefaultnext hopof a route.Thiscommandhasa lowerpriority thanacommon

route and a higher priority than set default interface.

set ip dscp Modifies the dscp field of an IP packet.

set ip global next-hop Specifies the next hop of a route.

set ip global default next-hop Specifies the default next hop of a route.

set ip nexthop Specifies thenext hopof a route.This commandhasahigherpriority thanset interface.

set ip next-hop recursive Specifies the recursive next-hop IP address of a route.

set ip next-hop verify-availability Specifies thenext-hopIPaddressofa routeandcheckstheaccessibilityof thenext hopby

using BFD.

set ip precedence Modifies the precedence field of an IP packet.

set ip tos Modifies the tos field of an IP packet.

set ipv6 fast-reroute Specifies the backup egress and backup next hop of FRR.

set ipv6 default next-hop Specifies thedefaultnext hopof a route.Thiscommandhasa lowerpriority thanacommon

route and a higher priority than the default route.

set ipv6 global next-hop Specifies the IPv6 next hop of a route.

set ipv6 global default next-hop Specifies the default IPv6 next hop of a route.

set ipv6 next-hop Specifies the IPv6next hopofa route.Thiscommandhasahigherpriority thanacommon

route.

set ipv6 next-hop verify-availability Specifies thenext-hopIPaddressofa routeandcheckstheaccessibilityof thenext hopby

using BFD.

set ipv6 precedence Sets the priority of an IPv6 packet header.

set level Sets the destination area type to which a route will be directed.

set local-preference Sets the local-preference attribute value of a route.

set metric Modifies the metric value of a route.

set metric-type Sets the metric type of a route.

set next-hop Sets the next-hop IP address of a route.

set ip next-hop verify-availability Specifies thenext-hopIPaddressofa routeandcheckstheaccessibilityof thenext hopby

using a third-party protocol.

set origin Sets the source attribute of a route.

set originator-id Sets the originator IP address of a route.
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Command Description

set tag Sets the tag value of a route.

set distance Sets the administrative distance.

set weight Sets the weight value of a route.

1.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring a Route Map

(Optional) It is used to define a policy.

route-map Creates a policy (route map).

match Sets the matching conditions of the policy.

set Sets the processing actions of the policy.

Statement-name
Sets the statement name of route map (not

associated with policy).

Configuring a Filtering List

(Optional) It is used to define a filtering list.

ip as-path Defines AS path filtering rules.

ip community-list Defines a community list.

ip extcommunity-list Defines an extcommunity list.

ip prefix-list Creates a prefix-list.

ip prefix-list description Adds description to a prefix-list.

ip prefix-list sequence-number Enables the sorting function for a prefix-list.

Ipv6 prefix-list Creates an IPv6 prefix-list.

ipv6 prefix-list description Adds description to an IPv6 prefix-list.

ipv6 prefix-list sequence-number
Enables the sorting function for an IPv6

prefix-list.

1.4.1 Configuring a Route Map

ConfigurationEffect

 Define a set of routing policies to be used by routing protocols or PBR.

Notes

 If amatch command uses an ACL to define packetmatching conditions, the ACLmust be configured.

 The followingmatch commands cannot be configured at the same time:

The Following match

Commands

Cannot Be Configured with the Following match Commands At the Same Time

match ipv6 address match ipv6 prefix-list

match ip next-hop match ip next-hop prefix-list

match ipv6 next-hop match ipv6 next-hop prefix-list

match ip route-source match ip route-source prefix-list

match ipv6 route-source match ipv6 route-source prefix-list

 The following set commands cannot be configured at the same time:
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The Following set Commands Cannot Be Configured with the Following set Commands At the Same Time

set ip next-hop set ip next-hop verify-availability

set ip dscp set ip tos

set ip dscp set ip precedence

Configuration Steps

 Creating a Policy (Route Map)

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration on a device to which a policy needs to be applied.

 SettingMatching Conditions of a Policy

 Optional.

 If no match rule is configured, no packet will be matched.

 If multiple match rules are configured, all thematch rules must bematched.

 Perform this configuration on a device to which a policy needs to be applied.

 Setting theProcessing Actions of a Policy

 Optional.

 If no set rule is configured, no processing action will be performed.

 Ifmultipleset rulesareconfigured,all set rulesmustbeexecuted (if theset ruleshavedifferentpriorities, theset rulewiththe
highest priority takes effect).

 Perform this configuration on a device to which a policy needs to be applied.

Verification

 Check the configurations of the route map.

Related Commands

 Creating a Policy (Route Map)

Command route-map route-map-name [ { permit | deny } sequence ]

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map, comprising not more than 32 characters. (200 characters for

some versions)

permit:Specifies theworkingmodeof thispolicyaspermit,which is thedefaultmode.

deny:Specifies theworkingmodeof thispolicyasdeny.Thedefaultmode ispermit.

sequence:Specifiesthesequencenumberofthispolicy.Asmallervaluemeansahigherpriority.Thedefaultvalueis

10.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If this route map is unavailable, this command will create a route map and add a policy to the route map.

If this route map is available, this command will add a policy to the route map.

 SettingMatching Conditions of a Policy
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Command match as-path as-path-acl-list-number [ as-path-acl-list-number….. ]

Parameter

Description

as-path-acl-list-number: Indicates the AS-PATH list number, ranging from 1 to 500.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the AS-PATH attribute of a BGP route.

Run the ip as-path access-listpath-list-num {permit |deny } regular-expression command to configure theAS-PATH

list.

Command matchcommunity {community-list-number |community-list-name } [exact-match ] [ {community-list-number |

community-list-name } [ exact-match ] … ]

Parameter

Description

community-list-number: Indicates the community list number. For a standard community list, the value ranges from 1

to 99. For an extcommunity list, the value ranges from 100 to 199.

community-list-name: Indicates the community list name, comprising not more than 80 characters.

exact-match: Indicates theexactmatchlist. It isanon-exactmatchlistbydefault, that is,thematchrule ismetas

long as the routing attributes contain the attributes specified by a community list.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the community attribute specified in a community list.

Command match extcommunity { standard-list-number | standard-list-name | expanded-list-num | expanded-list-name }

Parameter

Description

standard-list-number: IndicatesanID,rangingfrom1to99.It isusedtoidentifyastandardextcommunitylist.One

extcommunity list may containmultiple extcommunity values.

standard-list-name: Indicatesthenameofastandardextcommunitylist. It isusedtoidentifythenameofastandard

extcommunity list. One extcommunity list may containmultiple extcommunity values.

expanded-list-num: IndicatesanID,rangingfrom100to199.Itisusedtoidentifyanextcommunitylist.One

extcommunity list may containmultiple extcommunity values.

expanded-list-name: Indicates thenameofanextcommunity. It isusedto identify thenameofanextcommunity list.

One extcommunity list may contain multiple extcommunity values.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the extended community attribute specified in an extcommunity list.

Command match interface interface-type interface-number […interface-type interface-number ]

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface type and interface number.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the next-hop output interface of a route or a packet.

Command match ip address { access-list-number [ access-list-number... | access-list-name... ] | access-list-name

[ access-list-number...| access-list-name ] | prefix-list prefix-list-name [ prefix-list-name... ] }

Parameter

Description

access-list-number: Indicates the access list number. For a standard access list, the value ranges are 1 to 99 and 1300

to 1999. For an extended access list, the value ranges are 100 to 199 and 2000 to 2699.
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access-list-name: Indicates the access list name.

prefix-list prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of a prefix-list to be matched.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule matches the destination IPv4 address of a packet or route by using an ACL or a prefix-list.

Command match ip next-hop { access-list-number [ access-list-number... | access-list-name... ] | access-list-name

[ access-list-number... | access-list-name ] | prefix-list prefix-list-name [ prefix-list-name... ] }

Parameter

Description

access-list-number: Indicates the access list number. For a standard access list, the value rangesare 1 to 99 and1300

to1999. For an extendedaccess list, the value ranges are 100 to 199 and 2000 to 2699.

access-list-name: Indicates the access list name.

prefix-list prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of a prefix-list to be matched.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide Thismatchrulematchesthenext-hopIPv4addressofaroutebyusinganACLoraprefix-list.AnACLandaprefix-list

cannot be configured at the same time.

Command match ip route-source { access-list-number [ access-list-number... | access-list-name... ] | access-list-name

[ access-list-number... | access-list-name ] | prefix-list prefix-list-name [ prefix-list-name... ] }

Parameter

Description

access-list-number: Indicates the access list number. For a standard access list, the value rangesare 1 to 99 and1300

to1999. For an extendedaccess list, the value ranges are 100 to 199 and 2000 to 2699.

access-list-name: Indicates the access list name.

prefix-list prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of a prefix-list to be matched.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide ThismatchrulematchesthesourceIPv4addressofa routebyusinganACLoraprefix-list.AnACLandaprefix-list

cannot be configured at the same time.

Command match ipv6 address { access-list-name | prefix-list prefix-list-name }

Parameter

Description

access-list-name: Indicates the access list name.

prefix-list prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of an IPv6 prefix-list to be matched.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide ThismatchrulematchesthedestinationIPv6addressofapacketorroutebyusinganACLoraprefix-list.AnACLand

a prefix list cannot be configured at the same time.

Command match ipv6 next-hop { access-list-name | prefix-list prefix-list-name }

Parameter

Description

access-list-name: Indicates the access list name.

prefix-list prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of an IPv6 prefix-list to be matched.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide Thismatchrulematchesthenext-hopIPv6addressofaroutebyusinganACLoraprefix-list.AnACLandaprefix-list

cannot be configured at the same time.
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Command match ipv6 route-source { access-list-name | prefix-list prefix-list-name }

Parameter

Description

access-list-name: Indicates the access list name.

prefix-list prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of an IPv6 prefix-list to be matched.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide ThismatchrulematchesthesourceIPv6addressofa routebyusinganACLoraprefix-list.AnACLandaprefix-list

cannot be configured at the same time.

Command match metric metric

Parameter

Description

metric: Indicates the metric value of a route, ranging from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the metric value of a route.

Command match origin { egp | igp | incomplete }

Parameter

Description

egp: Indicates the source is remote EGP.

igp: Indicates the source is local IGP.

incomplete: Indicates that the source is an incomplete type.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the source of a route.

Command match route-type { local | internal | external [ type-1 | type-2 ] | level-1 | level-2 }

Parameter

Description

local: Indicates a route locally generated.

Internal: Indicates an internal OSPF route.

external: Indicates an external route (that of BGP or OSPF).

type-1 | type-2: Indicates type-1 or type-2 external route of OSPF.

level-1 | level-2: Indicates level-1 or level-2 route of ISIS.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the type of a route.

Command match tag tag […tag ]

Parameter

Description

tag: Indicates the tag value of a route.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This match rule is used to match the tag value of a route.

 Setting theProcessing Actions of a Policy

Command set aggregator as as-number ip-address
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Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates the AS number of an aggregator.The AS number ranges from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which can be

indicated by 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

ip-address: Indicates the address of an aggregator.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to modify the AS attribute value of a route's aggregator.

Command set as-path prepend as-number

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates the AS number to be added to the AS_PATH attribute. The AS number ranges from 1 to

4,294,967,295, which can be indicated by 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to add a specified as-path attribute value.

Command set as-path replace as-number

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates theASnumberwhichwill replacetheAS_PATHattribute.TheASnumber ranges from1to

4,294,967,295, which can be indicated by 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to replace the specified as-path attribute value.

Command set atomic-aggregate

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the atomic-aggregate attribute of a route.

Command set comm-list { community-list-number | community-list-name } delete

Parameter

Description

community-list-number: Indicates the community list number. For a standard community list, the value ranges from 1

to 99. For an extcommunity list, the value ranges from 100 to 199.

community-list-name: Indicates the community list name, comprising not more than 80 characters.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This rule is used todelete all community attribute values from the community list for a routematching thematch

rules.

Command set community { community-number [ community-number … ] additive | none }

Parameter

Description

community-number: Indicates the community attribute value.

additive: Adds a number based on the original community attribute.

none: Keeps the community attribute empty.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode
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Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the community attribute value of a route.

Command set dampening half-life reuse suppress max-suppress-time

Parameter

Description

half-life:half-lifewhenarouteisaccessibleornotaccessible,rangingfrom1to45minutes.Thedefaultvalueis15

minutes.

reuse:Whenthepenaltyvalueofarouteissmallerthanthisvalue,routesuppressionwillbecanceled.Thevalue

ranges from 1 to 20,000 and the default value is 750.

suppress:When the penalty value of a route is greater than this value, the route will be suppressed. The value ranges

from1 to 20,000 and the default value is 2,000.

max-suppress-time: Indicates thelongest timethata routecanbesuppressed,ranging from1to255minutes.The

default value is 4 x half-life.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the flapping parameters of a route.

Command set extcomm-list { extcommunity-list-number | extcommunity-list-name } delete

Parameter

Description

extcommunity-list-number: Indicates the extcommunity list number. For a standard extcommunity list, the value

ranges from 1 to 99. For an extended extcommunity list, the value ranges from 100 to 199.

extcommunity-list-name: Indicates the extcommunity list name, comprising not more than 80 characters.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to delete all extended community attribute values from the extcommunity attribute list for a

route matching the match rules.

Command set extcommunity { rt extend-community-value | soo extend-community-value }

Parameter

Description

rt: Sets the RT attribute value of a route.

soo: Sets the SOO attribute value of a route.

extend-community-value: Indicates the value of an extended community.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the extended community attribute value of a route.

Command set fast-reroute backup-interface interface-type interface-number [ backup-nexthop ip-address ]

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Specifies a backup output interface.

backup-nexthop ip-address: Specifies a backup next hop. For a non-point-to-point interface, a backup next hop

must bespecified.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the backup output interface and next hop of a fast reroute.

Command set ip default next-hop ip-address [ weight ] […ip-address [ weight ] ]

Parameter ip-address: Indicates the next-hop IP address.
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Description weight: Indicates the weight of this next hop.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to specify the default next hop of a route.

Command set ip dscp dscp_value

Parameter

Description

dscp_value: Sets the DSCP value in the IP header of an IP packet.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to modify the dscp field of an IP packet.

Command set ip next-hop recursive ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the recursive next-hop IP address.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used only for PBR configuration.

Thisset ruleisusedtospecify therecursivenexthopofaroute.AnIPaddresscanrecurtoastaticordynamic route

thathasanoutput interfaceandanext-hopIPaddress.Amaximumof32nexthopsaresupported. If a recursive

route is a static route, only one next hop is supported for the static recursive route.

Command set ip next-hop verify-availability ip-address [track track-obj-number | bfd interface-type interface-number

gateway ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the next-hop IP address.

track:JudgeswhetherthenexthopiseffectivebyusingTrack.

bfd: Indicates that BFD is used for neighbor detection.

interface-type: Configures the interface type.

interface-number: Configures the interface number.

gateway: Configures the gateway IP address, which is the neighbor IP address of BFD. If the next hop is configured as

the neighbor, BFDwill be used to detect the accessibility of the forwarding path.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide Thisset rule isused tospecify thenext hop of a route, andBFD isused to fast detect theeffectivenessof thenext

hop.

Command set ipprecedence {number |critical | flash | flash-override | immediate | internet |network |priority | routine }

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates thepriorityof the IPheaderwithanumber, ranging from0to7.

7: critical

6: flash

5: flash-override

4: immediate

3:internet

2: network
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1:priority

0: routine

critical | flash | flash-override | immediate | internet | network | priority | routine: priority of an IP header.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to modify the precedence field of an IP packet header.

Command set ip tos { number |max-reliability | max-throughput | min-delay | min-monetary-cost | normal }

Parameter

Description

number:IndicatestheTOSvalueofanIPheaderwithanumber,rangingfrom0to15.

2:max-reliability

4: max-throughput

8: min-delay

1: min-monetary-cost

0: normal

max-reliability | max-throughput | min-delay | min-monetary-cost | normal: priority of an IP header.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to modify the tos field of an IP packet.

Command set ipv6 default next-hop global-ipv6-address [ weight ] [ global-ipv6-address [ weight ] ... ]

Parameter

Description

global-ipv6-address: Indicates the next-hop IPv6 address for packet forwarding. The next-hop router must be a

neighbor router.

weight: Indicates theweight in the loadbalancingmode, ranging from1 to8.A largervaluemeans largerpacket

traffic to be shared by the next hop.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to specify the default next hop IPv6 address of a route.

Command set ipv6 next-hop global-ipv6-address [ weight ] [ global-ipv6-address [ weight ] ... ]

Parameter

Description

global-ipv6-address: Indicates the next-hop IPv6 address for packet forwarding. The next-hop router must be a

neighbor router.

weight: Indicates theweight in the loadbalancingmode, ranging from1 to8.A largervaluemeans largerpacket

traffic to be shared by the next hop.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to specify the next hop IPv6 address of a route.

Command set ipv6 next-hop verify-availability global-ipv6-address bfd interface-type interface-number gateway

Parameter

Description

global-ipv6-address: Indicates thenext-hopIPv6address.

bfd: Indicates that BFD is used for neighbor detection.

interface-type: Configures the interface type.

interface-number: Configures the interface number.

gateway: Configures the gateway IPv6 address, which is the neighbor IPv6 address of BFD. If the next hop is

configured as the neighbor, BFDwill be used to detect the accessibility of the forwarding path.
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Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide Thisset rule isusedtospecify thenext hopof a routeandBFD isusedto fastdetect theeffectivenessof thenext hop.

Command set ipv6 fast-reroute backup-interface interface-type interface-number [ backup-nexthop ip-address ]

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Specifies the backup egress.

backup-nexthop ip-address: Specified the backup next hop, which is mandatory for non-P2P interfaces.

Command

Mode

Routing map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to specify the backup egress and next hop of FRR.

Command setipv6precedence {number |critical | flash |flash-override | immediate | internet |network |priority |routine}

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates thepriorityof the IPheaderwithanumber, ranging from0to7.

7: critical

6: flash

5: flash-override

4: immediate

3:internet

2: network

1:priority

0: routine

critical | flash | flash-override | immediate | internet | network | priority | routine: priority of an IP header.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the priority of an IPv6 packet header.

Command set level { level-1 | level-2 | level-1-2 | stub-area | backbone }

Parameter

Description

level-1: Indicates that the re-distribution route is advertised to ISIS Level 1.

level-2: Indicates that the re-distribution route is advertised to ISIS Level 2.

level-2: Indicates that there-distribution route isadvertised to ISISLevel1andLevel 2.

stub-area: Indicates that the re-distribution route is advertised to OSPF Stub Area.

backbone: Indicates that the re-distribution route is advertised to the OSPF backbone area.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the destination area type to which a route will be redirected.

Command set local-preference number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicatesthemetricvalueofalocalpriority,ranging from0to4,294,967,295.Alargervaluemeansahigher

priority.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the local-preference attribute value of a route.

Command set metric [ + metric-value | - metric-value | metric-value ]
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Parameter

Description

+:Increases(basedonthemetricvalueoftheoriginalroute).

-: Decreases (based on the metric value of the original route).

metric-value: Sets the metric value of a re-distribution route. A larger value means a lower priority.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to modify the metric value of a route.

Command set metric-type type

Parameter

Description

type: Sets the type of a re-distribution route. The default type of an OSPF re-distribution route is type-2.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the metric type.

Command set next-hop ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the next-hop IP address.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the next-hop IP address.

Command set origin { egp | igp | incomplete }

Parameter

Description

egp: Indicates the source is remote EGP.

igp: Indicates the source is local IGP.

incomplete: Indicatesthat thesourceistheincompletetypeandgenerallyreferstoaroutegenerateddueto

re-distribution.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the source attribute of a route.

Command set originator-id ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the address of an originator.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the originator IP address of a route.

Command set tag tag

Parameter

Description

tag: Sets the tag of a re-distribution route.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the tag value of a route.
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Command set distance number

Parameter

Description

number: The greater the administrative value, the lower the priority.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the administrative distance.

Command set weight number

Parameter

Description

number: Sets the weight of a route, ranging from 0 to 65,535. A larger value means a higher priority.

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide This set rule is used to set the weight of a route.

 SettingConfiguration not Associated with Policy

Command statement-name [ name ]

Parameter

Description

name: Statement name

Command

Mode

Route map configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the show route-map command to display the configurations of a route map.

IfanACLisusedwhenaroutemapisconfigured,youcanruntheshowaccess-listcommandtodisplaythe

configurations of theACL.

 Displaying the Configurations of a Route Map

Command show route-map [ name ]

Parameter

Description

name: Specifies a route map.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide Run the show route-map command to display the configurations of a route map.

IfanACLisusedwhenaroutemapisconfigured,youcanruntheshowaccess-listcommandtodisplaythe

configurations of the ACL.

Configuration Example

 Using aRouteMap in RouteRe-distribution to Filter andModify Routing Information

Scenario

Figure 1- 4

As shown in Figure 1- 4, a device is connected to both an OSPF routing domain and RIP routing domain.

 Re-distributeonlyRIProuteswith4hopstoOSPF.IntheOSPFroutedomain, iftheroutetypeistheexternal

route type-1, set the tag value of the route to 40.

 Re-distributeonlyOSPFrouteswiththe tagvalue10 toRIP.In theRIProutedomain,set the initialmetricvalue
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of this route to 10.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the routemap redrip: Matcha routewith4 hours, set the initialmetric value of the route to40, set

the route type to the external route type-1, and set the tag value of the route to 40.

 Configure the routemap redospf:matcha routewith the tagvalue10and set the initialmetric value of the

route to10.

 Configure re-distribution of theRIP route toOSPF and apply the routemap redrip.

 Configure re-distribution of theOSPF route toRIP and apply the routemap redospf.

FS(config)# route-map redrip permit 10

FS(config-route-map)# match metric 4

FS(config-route-map)# set metric-type type-1

FS(config-route-map)# set tag 40

FS(config-route-map)# exit

FS(config)# route-map redospf permit 10

FS(config-route-map)# match tag 10

FS(config-route-map)# set metric 10

FS(config-route-map)# exit

FS(config)# router ospf 1

FS(config-router)# redistribute rip subnets route-map redrip

FS(config-router)# exit

FS(config)# router rip

FS(config-router)# redistribute ospf 1 route-map redospf

FS(config-router)# exit

Verification  Check the configurations of the routemap to verify the policy rules.

 Check theOSPFrouting information library toverify that the rulesmatching thepolicy rulesare re-distributed.

FS# show route-map

route-map redrip, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

metric 4

Set clauses:

metric 40

metric-type type-1

tag 40

route-map redospf, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

tag 10
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Setclauses:

metric 10

FS# show ip ospf database external

OSPF Router with ID (192.100.1.9) (Process ID 1)

AS External Link States

LS age: 5

Options: 0x2 (-|-|-|-|-|-|E|-)

LS Type: AS-external-LSA

LinkState ID: 192.168.199.0 (ExternalNetworkNumber)

Advertising Router:192.100.1.9

LS Seq Number: 80000001

Checksum: 0x554d

Length: 36

Network Mask: /24

Metric Type: 1

TOS: 0

Metric: 4

Forward Address: 0.0.0.0

External Route Tag: 40

 Applying a Route Map in PBR

Scenario

Figure 1- 5
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Configure PBR on the device DEV1 to achieve the following purposes:

 Packets fromsubnet 1 (200.24.16.0/24) are sent fromGE0/1 first.

 Packets fromsubnet 2 (200.24.17.0/24) are sent fromGE0/2 first.

 The two output links work in the mutual backup mode.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure two different ACLs tomatch packets from subnets 1 and 2 respectively.

 Configure the routemap RM_FOR_PBR: policy 10 is used to ensure that "packets from subnet 1 are sent from

GE0/1 first"; policy 20 isused to ensure that "packets fromsubnet 2 are sent fromGE0/2 first".

 ConfigurePBR for packets received fromGE0/3 andapply the routemapRM_FOR_PBR.

 Set PBR to implement redundant backup among multiple next hops.

In theredundantbackupmode, thesequenceofmultiplesetnext hops is thesequenceof thepriorities for
taking effect.

FS(config)# access-list 1 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

FS(config)# access-list 2 permit 200.24.17.0 0.0.0.255

FS(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 10

FS(config-route-map)# match ip address 1

FS(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.18.1

FS(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

FS(config-route-map)# exit

FS(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 20

FS(config-route-map)#match ip address 2

FS(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

FS(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.18.1

FS(config-route-map)# exit

FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

FS(config-if)# ip policy route-map RM_FOR_PBR

FS(config)# ip policy redundance

Verification  Check the configurations of PBR to verify that the routemap is applied to the interfaces.

 Check the configurations of the routemap to verify the policy rules.

 Check the ACL configurations to verify the packet filtering rules.

FS# show ip policy

Balance mode: redundance

Interface Routemap

GigabitEthernet0/3 RM_FOR_PBR

!

FS# show route-map
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route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

ip address 1

Set clauses:

ip next-hop 200.24.18.1

ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 20

Match clauses:

ip address 2

Set clauses:

ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

ip next-hop 200.24.18.1

FS# show access-lists

ip access-list standard 1

10 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

10 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

ip access-list standard 2

10 permit 200.24.17.0 0.0.0.255

Common Errors

 Aftermatching of ACLs and prefix-lists is configured, the corresponding ACLs and prefix lists are not defined.

1.4.2 Configuring a Filtering List

Configuration Effect

 Define a set of route filtering rules to be used by routing protocols.

Notes

 A configured filtering list can take effect only after it is associated with a routing protocol.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aPrefix-List

 To filter address prefixes, you should perform this configuration.

 If there isnospecial requirement,youshouldperform thisconfigurationona route forwhich filteringbasedonaprefix-list

needs to be performed.

 Configuring anAS Path List

 To filter address prefixes, you should perform this configuration.
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 If there isnospecial requirement, youshouldperformthisconfigurationona route forwhich filteringbasedonanASpath

needs to be performed.

 Configuring aCommunity List

 To filter community attributes, you should perform this configuration.

 If there is nospecial requirement, youshouldperform thisconfigurationona route forwhichcommunityattributesneed tobe

filtered.

 Configuring an Extcommunity List

 To filter extended community attributes, you should perform this configuration.

 If there isnospecial requirement, youshouldperformthisconfigurationona route forwhichextendedcommunityattributes
need to be filtered.

Verification

 Check whether the filtering list is correctly configured.

 Check the routing table to verify that routes can be correctly filtered.

Related Commands

 Defining ASPath Filtering Rules

Command ip as-path access-list path-list-num { permit | deny } regular-expression

Parameter

Description

path-list-num: Indicates an AS-path ACL name based on a regular expression and is an AS path list identifier, ranging

from 1 to 500.

permit: Permits access.

deny: Denies access.

regular-expression: Indicates a regular expression, ranging from 1 to 255.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Defining aCommunity List

Command ip community-list { { standard | expanded } community-list-name | community-list-number } { permit | deny }

[ community-number.. ]

Parameter

Description

standard: Indicates a standard community list.

expanded: Indicates an extended community list.

community-list-name: Indicates the community list name, comprising not more than 80 characters.

community-list-number: Indicates the community list number. For a standard community list, the value ranges from

1 to 99. For an extended community list, the value ranges from 100 to 199.

permit: Permits access.

deny: Denies access.

community-number: Indicates the community attribute value.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to define a community list used for BGP.
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 Defining an Extcommunity List

Command ip extcommunity-list {expanded-list | expanded list-name } { permit | deny } [ regular-expression ]

Parameter

Description

expand-list:Indicatesanextendedextcommunitylist,rangingfrom100to199.Oneextcommunitylistmaycontain

multiple rules.

standard-list:Indicatesastandardextcommunitylist,rangingfrom1to99.Oneextcommunitylistmaycontain

multiple rules.

expanded list-name: Indicates the name of an extended extcommunity, comprising not more than 32 characters.

Whenusing this parameter, you enter the extcommunity list configurationmode.

standard list-name: Indicates the name of a standard extcommunity list, comprising not more than 32 characters.

Whenusing this parameter, you enter the extcommunity list configurationmode.

permit: Defines an extcommunity rule for permitting.

deny: Defines an extcommunity rule for denying.

regular-expression: (optional) Defines a matching template that is used to match an extcommunity.

sequence-number: (Optional)Defines thesequencenumberofa rule,ranging from1to2,147,483,647. Ifno

sequence number is specified, the sequence number automatically increases by 10 when a rule is added by default.

The initial number is 10.

rt:(Optional)SetstheRTattributevalue.Thiscommandcanbeusedonlyforthestandardextcommunity

configuration, but not for the extended extcommunity configuration.

soo: (Optional) Sets the SOO attribute value. This command can be used only for the standard extcommunity

configuration, but not for the extended extcommunity configuration.

value: Indicates the value of an extended community (extend_community_value).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode and ip extcommunity-list configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating aPrefix-List

Command ip prefix-list prefix-list-name [ seq seq-number ] { deny | permit } ip-prefix [ ge minimum-prefix-length ] [ le

maximum-prefix-length ]

Parameter

Description

prefix-list-name: Indicates the prefix-list name.

seq-number:Assignsasequencenumber toanprefix-listentry, rangingfrom1to2,147,483,647. If thiscommand

doesnotcontainthesequencenumber,thesystemwillassignadefaultsequencenumbertotheprefix-listentry.The

default sequence number of the first entry is 5. Subsequently, the default sequence number of each entry not

assignedwith a value is the firstmultiple of 5 greater than the previous sequence number.

deny: Denies access when certain conditions are matched.

permit: Permits access when certain conditions are matched.

ip-prefix: Configures the IP address and mask, ranging from 0 to 32 digits.

minimum-prefix-length: Specifies the minimum range (namely, the start length of a range).

maximum-prefix-length:Specifies the maximum range (namely, the end length of a range).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Adding Description to a Prefix-List

Command ip prefix-list prefix-list-name description descripton-text
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Parameter

Description

prefix-list-name: Indicates the prefix-list name.

descripton-text: Describes the prefix-list.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Enabling the Sorting Function for a Prefix-List

Command ip prefix-list sequence-number

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating an IPv6 Prefix-List

Command ipv6prefix-listprefix-list-name [seqseq-number ] {deny |permit } ipv6-prefix [geminimum-prefix-length ] [ le

maximum-prefix-length ]

Parameter

Description

prefix-list-name: Indicates the prefix-list name.

seq-number:Assignsasequencenumber toanprefix-listentry,rangingfrom1to2,147,483,647. If thiscommand

doesnotcontainthesequencenumber,thesystemwillassignadefaultsequencenumbertotheprefix-listentry.The

default sequence number of the first entry is 5. Subsequently, the default sequence number of each entry not

assignedwith a value is the firstmultiple of 5 greater than the previous sequence number.

deny: Denies access when certain conditions are matched.

permit: Permits access when certain conditions are matched.

ipv6-prefix: Configures the IP address and mask, ranging from 0 to 128 digits.

minimum-prefix-length:Specifies the minimum range (namely, the start length of a range).

maximum-prefix-length:Specifies the maximum range (namely, the end length of a range).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Adding Description to an IPv6 Prefix List

Command ipv6 prefix-list prefix-list-name description descripton-text

Parameter

Description

prefix-list-name: Indicates the prefix list name.

descripton-text: Describes the prefix list.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Enabling the Sorting Function for an IPv6 Prefix-List

Command ipv6 prefix-list sequence-number

Parameter

Description

-

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Configuring aPrefix-List

Scenario

Figure 1- 6

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IBGP neighbor and advertise the neighbor to the three connected subnets.

 Configure aprefix-list.

 Associate a prefix-list with A to filter sent routes.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip prefix-list pre1 permit 192.168.1.0/24

A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.2 prefix-list pre1 out

A(config-router)# end

Verification  Run the show command to display the prefix-list.

 Run theshowcommand todisplay theBGP routing table to checkwhether the filteringbehavior iscorrect.
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A A# show ip prefix-list

ip prefix-list pre1: 1 entries

seq 5 permit 192.168.1.0/24

A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 2, local router ID is 1.1.1.1

Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*> 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.0 0 32768 i

*> 192.168.2.0 0.0.0.0 0 32768 i

*> 192.168.3.0 0.0.0.0 0 32768 i

Total number of prefixes 3

B B# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 4, local router ID is 1.1.1.2

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>i192.168.1.0 1.1.1.1 0 100 0 i

Total number of prefixes 1

 Configuring anAS Path List
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Scenario

Figure 1- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Create an AS-path filtering rule tomatch path information including only AS 200.

 EstablishEBGP neighborship on Awith B and C.

 Associate an AS-path list with A to filter the routes received fromB and C.

A A(config)# ip as-path access-list 123 permit

^200$ A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 filter-list 123 in

A(config)# neighbor 192.168.2.2 filter-list 123 in

Verification  Run the show command to display the AS-path list.

 Run theshowcommand todisplay theBGP routing table to checkwhether the filteringbehavior iscorrect.

A A# show ip as-path-access-list

AS path access list 123

permit ^200$

//WhennoAS-path list isassociatedwithA,runtheshowcommandtochecktheBGProutingtable.

A(config)# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 1.1.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>10.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>20.0.0.0/24 192.168.2.2 0 0300 i

Total number of prefixes 2
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Totalnumberofprefixes1

0200 i0192.168.1.2*>10.0.0.0/24

Weight PathLocPrfMetricNextHopNetwork

//WhenanAS-path list isassociatedwithA,runtheshowcommandtodisplaytheBGProutingtableandcheck

whether thefilteringbehavior iscorrect.

A(config)# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 1.1.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

 Configuring aCommunity List

Scenario

Figure 1- 8

Configuration

Steps

 Define a standard community list tomatch the community attribute 100: 20.

 EstablishEBGP neighborship between A and B.

 Advertise a route with the community attribute on B.

 Associatethecommunity listonA(BGPcanbeappliedonly througharoutemap) tofilter routesreceivedonB.

A A(config)# ip community-list standard test permit 100:20

A(config)# route-map COM

A(config-route-map)# match community test

A(config-route-map)# exit

A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 route-map COM in

B B(config)# route-map comm1

B(config-route-map)# set community 100:20 200:20

B(config-route-map)# route-map comm2

B(config-route-map)# set community 100:20
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B(config-route-map)# route-map comm3

B(config-route-map)# set community200:20

B(config-route-map)# exit

B(config)# router bgp200

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 send-community

B(config-router)# network 10.0.0.0 mask 255.255.255.0 route-map comm1

B(config-router)# network 20.0.0.0 mask 255.255.255.0 route-map comm2

B(config-router)# network 30.0.0.0mask255.255.255.0 route-map comm3

B(config-router)# network 40.0.0.0 mask 255.255.255.0

Verification  Run the show command to display the community list.

 Run theshowcommand todisplay theBGP routing table to checkwhether the filteringbehavior iscorrect.

A A# show ip community-list

Named Community standard list test

permit 100:20

//Whennocommunity list isassociatedwithA, runtheshowcommandtochecktheBGProuting table.

A# show ipbgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 192.168.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>10.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>20.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>30.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>40.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

Total number of prefixes 4

A# show ip bgp 10.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 10.0.0.0/24

Paths: (1 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)
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Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Community: 100:20 200:20

Last update: Wed Nov 6 18:58:18 2013

A# show ip bgp 20.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 20.0.0.0/24

Paths: (1 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Community: 100:20

Last update: Wed Nov 6 18:58:18 2013

A# show ip bgp 30.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 30.0.0.0/24

Paths: (1 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Community: 200:20

Last update: Wed Nov 6 18:58:18 2013

A# show ip bgp 40.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 40.0.0.0/24

Paths: (1 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best
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Last update: Wed Nov 6 18:58:18 2013

//Whenacommunity list isassociatedwithA, runtheshowcommandtodisplaytheBGProutingtableandcheck

whether the filtering behavior is correct.

A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 192.168.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>10.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>20.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

Totalnumberofprefixes2

A#

A# show ip bgp 10.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 10.0.0.0/24

Paths:(1available,best#1, tableDefault-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Community: 100:20200:20

Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:02:49 2013

A# show ip bgp 20.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 20.0.0.0/24

Paths:(1available,best#1, tableDefault-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Community: 100:20
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Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:02:49 2013

 Configuring an Extcommunity List

Scenario

Figure 1- 9

Configuration

Steps

 Define an extcommunity list tomatch the extcommunity attributeRT 1: 100.

 EstablishEBGP neighborship between A and B.

 Advertise a route with the extcommunity attribute on B.

 Associatetheextcommunity listwithA(BGPcanbeappliedonlythrougharoutemap) tofilter routesreceived

on B.

A A(config)#ipextcommunity-list10permitrt1:100

A(config)# route-mapEXTCOM

A(config-route-map)# match extcommunity 10

A(config-route-map)# exit

A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 route-map EXTCOM in

B B(config)# route-map ecomm1

B(config-route-map)# set extcommunity rt 1:100 2:200

B(config-route-map)# route-map ecomm2

B(config-route-map)# set extcommunity rt 1:100

B(config-route-map)# route-map ecomm3

B(config-route-map)# set extcommunity rt 2:200

B(config-route-map)# exit

B(config)# router bgp200

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 send-community both

B(config-router)# network 10.0.0.0 mask 255.255.255.0 route-map ecomm1

B(config-router)# network 20.0.0.0 mask 255.255.255.0 route-map ecomm2

B(config-router)# network 30.0.0.0 mask 255.255.255.0 route-map ecomm3

B(config-router)# network 40.0.0.0 mask 255.255.255.0
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Verification Run the show command to display the extcommunity list.

Run the show command to display the BGP routing table to check whether the filtering behavior is correct.

A EG1000M(config)#show ip extcommunity-list

Extended community standard list 10

10 permit RT:1:100

//Whennoextcommunity list isassociatedwithA, run theshowcommandtochecktheBGProutingtable.

A# show ipbgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 192.168.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>10.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>20.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>30.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

*>40.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0200 i

Totalnumberofprefixes4

A#

A# show ip bgp 10.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 10.0.0.0/24

Paths:(1available,best#1, tableDefault-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

ExtendedCommunity:RT:1:100RT:2:200

Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:15:12 2013

A# show ip bgp 20.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 20.0.0.0/24

Paths: (1 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)
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Notadvertisedtoanypeer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Extended Community:RT:1:100

Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:15:12 2013

A# show ip bgp 30.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 30.0.0.0/24

Paths:(1available,best#1, tableDefault-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Extended Community:RT:2:200

Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:15:12 2013

A# show ip bgp 40.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 40.0.0.0/24

Paths:(1available,best#1, tableDefault-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:15:12 2013

//Whenanextcommunitylist isassociatedwithA, runtheshowcommand todisplaytheBGProutingtableand

checkwhether the filtering behavior is correct.

A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 192.168.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete
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Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>10.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0 200 i

*>20.0.0.0/24 192.168.1.2 0 0 200 i

Total number of prefixes 2

A#

A# show ip bgp 10.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 10.0.0.0/24

Paths: (1 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Extended Community: RT:1:100 RT:2:200

Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:17:04 2013

A# show ip bgp 20.0.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 20.0.0.0/24

Paths:(1available,best#1, tableDefault-IP-Routing-Table)

Not advertised to any peer

200

192.168.1.2 from 192.168.1.2 (192.168.1.2)

Origin IGP,metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best

Extended Community:RT:1:100

Last update: Wed Nov 6 19:17:04 2013

Common Errors

 A filtering list is configuredbut isnot correctlyapplied ina routing protocol,which causes that the filtering list cannot take
effect.

1.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the configurations of a route

map.

show route-map [ route-map-name ]
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Displays the configurations of an ACL. show access-lists [ id | name ]

Displays the configurations of an IPv4

prefix-list.

show ip prefix-list [ prefix-name ]

Displays the configurations of an IPv6

prefix-list.

show ipv6 prefix-list [ prefix-name ]

Displays the configurations of an

AS-path list.

show ip as-path-access-list [ num ]

Displays the configurations of a

community list.

show ip community-list [ community-list-number | community-list-name ]

Displays the configurations of an

extcommunity list.

show ip extcommunity-list [ extcommunity-list-num | extcommunity-list-name ]

2 Configuring Keys

2.1 Overview

Keysareakind of parameters that areused inalgorithms for conversion fromplain text to cipher text or fromcipher text to plain text.

Plain text and cipher text authenticationare supported for packet authentication ina routing protocol, duringwhich keysneed tobe

used.

At present, keys are used only for RIP and ISIS packet authentication.

2.2 Applications

Application Description

RIP Authentication RIP uses keys for packet authentication.

2.2.1 RIPAuthentication

Scenario

NetworkdevicesrunRIPandusetheMD5authenticationmodetoincreasetheprotocolsecurity.

Figure 2-1

Deployment

 Configure a key chain on A. Configure RIP to enable packet authentication and use the key chain.

 Configure a key chain on B. Configure RIP to enable packet authentication and use the key chain.
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2.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

Key Chain Provide a tool for authentication in a routing protocol.

2.3.1 Key Chain

Working Principle

A key chain may contain multiple different keys. Each key contains the following attributes:

 Key ID: Identifies a key. In the current key chain, keys and IDs aremapped in the one-to-onemanner.

 Authenticationstring: Indicatesasetofkeycharactersusedforverifyingtheconsistencyofauthenticationstringsinarouting

protocol.

 Lifetime:Specifiesthelifetimeofthecurrentkeyforsendingorreceivingpackets.Differentauthenticationkeyscanbeusedin

different periods.

Related Configuration

 Creating a Key Chain and a Key

Intheglobalconfigurationmode,run thekeychainkey-chain-namecommandtodefineakeychainandenter thekeychain

configurationmode.

In the key chain configuration mode, run the key key-id command to define a key and enter the key chain key configuration mode.

 Configuring an Authentication String

In the key chain key configuration mode, run the key-string [0|7] text command to specify an authentication string.

 Aplain textauthenticationstring isconfiguredbydefault.Thevalue0 indicates thataplain textauthenticationkey is
configured.

 The value 7 indicates that a cipher text authentication string is configured.

 The encryption authentication service is disabled by default. You can run the service password-encryption command to
enable the encryption service to forcibly convert plain text authentication into cipher text.

 Configuring Lifetime

In the key chain key configuration mode, you can configure the lifetime of a key chain in the receiving and sending directions.

 accept-lifetimestart-time{infinite|end-time|durationseconds}:Configuresthelifetimeofakeychaininthereceiving
direction.

 send-lifetimestart-time { infinite |end-time | duration seconds }: Configures the lifetimeof a keychain in the sending direction.

2.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring a Key Chain (Mandatory) It is used to create a key.

key chain Creates a key chain.
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key Configures a key ID.

key-string Configures a key string.

accept-lifetime
Configures the lifetime in the receiving

direction.

send-lifetime Configures the lifetime in thesendingdirection.

2.4.1 ConfiguringaKeyChain

ConfigurationEffect

 Define a key chain to be used by a routing protocol.

Notes

 A key chain can take effect only after it is associated with a routing protocol.

Configuration Steps

 Creating a Key Chain

 This configuration is mandatory if a key chain needs to be used.

 If there isnospecial requirement,youshouldperformthisconfigurationonall routers forwhich routingprotocolauthentication

needs to be performed.

 Configuring a Key ID

 This configuration is mandatory if a key chain needs to be used.

 If there isnospecial requirement,youshouldperformthisconfigurationonall routers forwhich routingprotocolauthentication

needs to be performed.

 Configuring a Key String

 This configuration is mandatory if a key chain needs to be used.

 If there isnospecial requirement,youshouldperformthisconfigurationonall routers forwhich routingprotocolauthentication

needs to be performed.

 Configure the Lifetime in theReceiving Direction

 Optional.

 If the lifetime in the sending direction is not configured, the key chain will be always effective.

 Configure the Lifetime in the Sending Direction

 Optional.

 If the lifetime in the sending direction is not configured, the key chain will be always effective.

Verification

 Usekeysinaroutingprotocolandobserve theneighborshipestablishedbytheroutingprotocol. If thekeysareinconsistent,
the neighborship fails to be established.

Related Commands
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 Configuring a Key Chain

Command key chain key-chain-name

Parameter

Description

key-chain-name: Indicates the name of a key chain.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To make a key chain take effect, you must configure at least one key.

 Configuring a Key ID

Command key key-id

Parameter

Description

key-id: Indicates the authentication key ID in a key chain, ranging from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Command

Mode

Key chain configuration mode.

Usage Guide -

 Configuring aKey Authentication String

Command key-string [0|7] text

Parameter

Description

0: Specifies that the key is displayed in plain text.

7: Specifies that the key is displayed in cipher text.

text: Specifies the authentication string characters.

Command

Mode

Key chain key configuration mode.

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the Lifetime in theSending Direction

Command send-lifetime start-time {infinite | end-time | duration seconds}

Parameter

Description

start-time: Indicatesthestarttimeof thelifetime.

infinite: Indicates that the key is always effective.

end-time: Indicates the end time of the lifetime, which must be later than start-time.

duration seconds: Specifies the duration from the start time to the end time, ranging from 1 to 2,147,483,646.

Command

Mode

Key chain key configuration mode.

Usage Guide Run this command to define the lifetime of the key in the sending direction.

 Configuring the Lifetime in theReceiving Direction

Command accept-lifetime start-time {infinite | end-time | duration seconds}

Parameter

Description

start-time: Indicatesthestarttimeof thelifetime.

infinite: Indicates that the key is always effective.

end-time: Indicates the end time of the lifetime, which must be later than start-time.

duration seconds: Specifies the duration from the start time to the end time, ranging from 1 to 2,147,483,646.

Command

Mode

Key chain key configuration mode.
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Usage Guide Run this command to define the lifetime of the key in the receiving direction.

Configuration Example

 Configuring aKey Chain andUsing theKeyChain inRIP Packet Authentication

Scenario

Figure 2- 2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure a key on all routers.

 Configure RIP on all routers.

 Enable RIP authentication on all routers.

A A>enable

A#configure terminal

A(config)#key chain ripchain

A(config-keychain)#key 1

A(config-keychain-key)#key-string Hello

A(config-keychain-key)#accept-lifetime 16:30:00 Oct 1 2013 duration 43200

A(config-keychain-key)#send-lifetime 16:30:00Oct 1 2013 duration 43200

A(config-keychain-key)#exit

A(config-keychain)#key 2

A(config-keychain-key)#key-string World

A(config-keychain-key)#accept-lifetime 04:00:00 Oct 2 2013 infinite

A(config-keychain-key)#send-lifetime 04:00:00 Oct 2 2013 infinite

A(config-keychain-key)#exit

A(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)#ip address192.168.27.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if)#ipripauthenticationkey-chainripchain

A(config-if)#ip rip authentication mode md5

A(config-if)#exit

A(config)#router rip

A(config-router)#version 2

A(config-router)#network 192.168.27.0
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B B>enable

B#configure terminal

B(config)#key chain ripchain

B(config-keychain)#key 1

B(config-keychain-key)#key-string Hello

B(config-keychain-key)#accept-lifetime 16:30:00 Oct 1 2013 duration 43200

B(config-keychain-key)#send-lifetime 16:30:00 Oct 1 2013 duration 43200

B(config-keychain-key)#exit

B(config-keychain)#key 2

B(config-keychain-key)#key-string World

B(config-keychain-key)#accept-lifetime 04:00:00 Oct 2 2013 infinite

B(config-keychain-key)#send-lifetime 04:00:00 Oct 2 2013 infinite

B(config-keychain-key)#exit

B(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if)#ip address 192.168.27.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if)#ip rip authentication key-chain ripchain

B(config-if)#ip rip authentication mode md5

B(config-if)#exit

B(config)#router rip

B(config-router)#version 2

B(config-router)#network 192.168.27.0

B(config-router)#redistribute static

Verification Run the show ip route rip command to check whether router A can receive an RIP route from router B.

A A(config)#show ip route rip

R 172.168.0.0/16 [120/1] via 192.168.27.2, 00:05:16, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 A key is not correctly associated with a routing protocol, which causes that authentication does not take effect.

 The keys configured onmultiple routers are not consistent, which causes authentication failure.

2.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the configurations of a key show key chain [ key-chain-name ]
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chain.
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3Configuring RIP

3.1 Overview

Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is a unicast routing protocol applied on IPv4 networks. RIP-enabled routers exchange routing

information to obtain routes to remote networks.

As an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), RIP can run only within the autonomous system (AS) and is applicable to small-sized networks

whose longest path involves less than 16 hops.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC1058: Defines RIPv1.

 RFC2453: Defines RIPv2.

3.2 Applications

Application Description

Basic RIP Application The routing information isautomaticallymaintainedthroughRIPonasmall-sizednetwork.

Interworking Between RIP and BGP SeveralASs are interconnected.RIP runswithin eachAS, andBorderGatewayProtocol (BGP)

runs between ASs.

3.2.1 Basic RIP Application

Scenario

Onanetworkwithasimplestructure,youcanconfigureRIP to implementnetwork interworking.ConfiguringRIPissimpler than

configuring other IGP protocols like Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Compared with static routes, RIP can dynamically adapt to the

network structure changes and is easier to maintain.

As shown in Figure 3- 1, to implement interworking between PC1, PC2, and PC3, you can configure RIP routes on R1, R2, and R3.
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RIP and BGP run concurrently on Router A and Router D.

Figure 3- 1

Deployment

 Configure IP addresses and gateways on three PCs.

 Configure IP addresses and subnet masks on three routers.

 Configure RIP on three routers.

3.2.2 InterworkingBetweenRIP andBGP

Scenario

SeveralASsare interconnected.RIP runswithineachAS, andBGP runsbetweenASs.Generally,RIPandBGP learn the routing

information from each other.

AsshowninFigure3-2,unicastroutingisimplementedwithinAS100andAS200usingRIP,andbetweenthetwoASsusingBGP.

Figure 3- 2 Interworking BetweenRIP and BGP

Remarks
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Deployment

 RIP runs within AS 100 and AS 200 to implement unicast routing.

 BGP runs between the two ASs to implement unicast routing.

3.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 IGP andEGP

IGP runs within an AS. For example, RIP is a type of IGP.

Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) runs between ASs. For example, BGP is a type of EGP.

 Classful Routing Protocol andClassless Routing Protocol

Protocols can be classified based on the type of routes supported:

 Classful routing protocol: It supports classful routes. For example, RIPv1 is a classful routing protocol.

 Classless routing protocol: It supports classless routes. For example,RIPv2 is a classless routing protocol.

Overview

Feature Description

RIPv1 and RIPv2 RIP is available in two versions: RIPv1 and RIPv2.

Exchanging Routing

Information

Byexchangingroutinginformation,RIP-enableddevicescanautomaticallyobtainroutestoaremotenetwork

and update the routes in real time.

Routing Algorithm RIP isaprotocol basedon thedistance-vectoralgorithm. It uses thevector additionmethod tocompute the

routing information.

Avoiding Route Loops RIP uses functions, such as split horizon and poison reverse, to avoid route loops.

Security Measures RIP uses functions, such as authentication and source address verification, to ensure protocol security.

Reliability Measures RIPuses functions,suchasbidirectional forwardingdetection(BFD)correlation, fastreroute,andgraceful

restart (GR), to enhance reliability of the protocol.

Multiple Instances RIP supports multiple instances and VPN applications.

3.3.1 RIPv1 andRIPv2

Two RIP versions are available: RIPv1 and RIPv2.

Working Principle

 RIPv1

RIPv1 packets are broadcast.The broadcast address is 255.255.255.255, and theUDP port ID is 520. RIPv1 cannot identify the subnet

mask, and supports only classful routes.

 RIPv2

RIPv2packetsaremulticast.Themulticastaddressis224.0.0.9,andtheUDPportIDis520.RIPv2canidentifythesubnetmask,and

supports classless routes, summarized route, and supernetting routes. RIPv2 supports plain text authentication and message digest 5

(MD5) authentication.
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Related Configuration

 Enabling the RIP Process

The RIP process is disabled by default.

Run the router rip command to enable the RIP process.

You must enable the RIP process on a device; otherwise, all functions related to RIP cannot take effect.

 Running RIP on an Interface

By default, RIP does not run on an interface.

Run the network command to define an address range. RIP runs on interfaces that belong to this address range.

After RIP runs on an interface, RIP packets can be exchanged on the interface and RIP can learn routes to the network segments

directly connected to the device.

 Defining theRIPVersion

By default, an interface receives RIPv1 and RIPv2 packets, and sends RIPv1 packets.

RuntheversioncommandtodefinetheversionofRIPpacketssentorreceivedonallinterfaces.

Runthe ipripsendversioncommandtodefinetheversionofRIPpacketssentonaninterface.

Run the ip rip receive version command to define the version of RIP packets received on an interface.

If the versions of RIP running on adjacent routers are different, theRIPv1-enabled router will learn incorrect routes.

 Preventing an Interface fromSending or ReceivingPackets

By default, a RIP-enabled interface is allowed to send and receive RIP packets.

RunthenoipripreceiveenablecommandtopreventaninterfacefromreceivingRIPpackets.

Runtheno ipripsendenablecommandtoprevent an interfacefromsendingRIPpackets.

Run the passive-interface command to prevent an interface from sending broadcast or multicast RIP packets.

 Configuring theMode for Sending RIP Packets

By default, broadcast RIPv1 packets and multicast RIPv2 are sent.

Run the ip rip v2-broadcast command to send broadcast RIPv2 packets on an interface.

RuntheneighborcommandtosendunicastRIPpacketstoaspecifiedneighborrouter.

3.3.2 Exchanging RoutingInformation

Comparedwithstaticrouting, thedynamicroutingprotocolhasasignificantadvantage, that is,byexchangingroutinginformation,

devices can automatically obtain routes to a remote network and update the routes in real time.

WorkingPrinciple

 Initialization

AfterRIPisenabledonarouter, theroutersendsarequestpacket toitsneighbor router,requesting forall routing information, that is,

therouting table.After receiving therequestmessage, theneighbor router returnsa responsepacketcontaining the local routing

table.After receiving theresponsepacket, the router updates the local routing table, andsends anupdatepacket to theneighbor
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router, informing theneighbor routerof the routeupdate information.After receiving theupdatepacket, theneighbor router updates

the local routing table,andsends theupdatepacket tootheradjacent routers.After aseriesof updates,all routers canobtainand

retain the latest routing information.

 Periodical Update

Bydefault,periodicalupdate isenabledforRIP.Adjacent routersexchangecompleteroutinginformationwitheachotherevery30s

(updatetimer), that is,theentireroutingtableissent toneighbor routers.Oneupdatepacketcontainsatmost25routes.Therefore,a

lotof updatepacketsmaybe required tosend theentire routing table.Youcanset thesendingdelay betweenupdatepackets to

avoid loss of routing information.

Foreverynon-local route, if the route is not updatedwithin180s (invalid timer), themetricof the route is changedto16
(unreachable). If the route isstill not updated in thenext 120s (flush timer), the route isdeleted from the routing table.

 Triggered Updates

After the triggeredupdates functionisenabled,periodicalupdate isautomaticallydisabled.Whenrouting informationchangesona

router, therouter immediately sends routes related to thechange (insteadof thecomplete routing table) to theneighbor router,and

usetheacknowledgmentand retransmissionmechanismstoensure that theneighbor router receives theroutessuccessfully.

Compared with periodical update, triggered updates help reduce flooding and accelerates route convergence.

Eventsthatcantriggerupdateincluderouterstartup,interfacestatuschange,changesinroutinginformation(suchasthemetric),

and reception of a request packet.

 Route Summarization

Whensendingroutinginformationtoaneighborrouter, theRIP-enabledroutersummarizessubnet routesthatbelongtothesame

classfulnetwork intoa route,andsends theroute totheneighbor router.Forexample, summarize80.1.1.0/24 (metric=2)and

80.1.2.0/24 (metric=3) into 80.0.0.0/8 (metric=2), and set themetric of the summarized route to the optimummetric.

OnlyRIPv2supportsroutesummarization.Routesummarizationcanreducethesizeoftheroutingtableandimprovetheefficiencyof

routing informationexchange.

 Supernetting Route

If thesubnetmask lengthofa route issmaller than thenaturalmask length, this route iscalledsupernetting route.Forexample, in the

80.0.0.0/6 route,as80.0.0.0 isaClassAnetworkaddressandthenaturalmask is8bits,80.0.0.0/6 route isasupernettingroute.

Only RIPv2 supports supernetting routes.

 Default Route

In therouting table, a route to thedestinationnetwork0.0.0.0/0 iscalleddefault route.

Thedefault routecanbe learned fromaneighbor router,or sent toaneighbor router.

 Route Redistribution

ForRIP,othertypesofroutes(suchasdirectroutes,staticroutes,androutesofotherroutingprotocols)arecalledexternalroutes.

External routes (excluding the default route) can be redistributed toRIP and advertised to neighbors.

 Route Filtering

Filteringconditionscanbeconfigured to limit therouting informationexchangedbetweenadjacent routers.Only therouting

information that meets filtering conditions can be sent or received.
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Related Configuration

 Sending Delay Between Update Packets

By default, the update packets are sent continuously without any delay.

Run the output-delay command to set the sending delay between update packets.

 RIP Timers

Bydefault, theupdatetimer is30s, theinvalid timeris180s,and theflushtimer is120s.

Run the timers basic command tomodify durations of theRIP timers.

Increasingthedurationof the flushtimercanreducetherouteflapping.Decreasingthedurationof the flushtimerhelpsaccelerate

route convergence.

ThedurationsofRIPtimersmustbeconsistentonadjacentrouters.Unlessotherwiserequired,youareadvisednottomodifytheRIP

timers.

 Triggered Updates

By default, periodical update is enabled.

Run the ip rip triggered command to enable triggered updates on the interface and disable periodical update.

Run the ip rip triggered retransmit-timer command to modify the retransmission interval of update packets. The default value is 5s.

Runthe ipriptriggeredretransmit-countcommandtomodifythemaximumretransmissiontimesofupdatepackets.Thedefault

value is36.

 Route Summarization

By default, route summarization is automatically enabled if an interface is allowed to send RIPv2 packets.

Run the no auto-summary command to disable route summarization.

Run the ip rip summary-address command to configure route summarization on an interface.

 Supernetting Route

By default, supernetting routes can be sent if an interface is allowed to send RIPv2 packets.

Run the no ip rip send supernet-routes command to prevent the sending of supernetting routes.

 Default Route

Run the ip rip default-information command to advertise the default route to neighbors on an interface.

Run the default-information originate command to advertise the default route to neighbors from all interfaces.

 Route Redistribution

Run the redistribute command to redistribute external routes (excluding the default route) to RIP and advertise them to neighbors.

 Route Filtering

Run thedistribute-list out command to set filtering rules to limit the routing information sent by the device.

Run thedistribute-list incommand toset filtering rules to limit the routing information receivedby thedevice.
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3.3.3 Routing Algorithm

RIP is a protocol based on the distance-vector algorithm. It uses the vector addition method to compute the routing information.

Working Principle

 Distance-Vector Algorithm

RIPisaprotocolbasedonthedistance-vectoralgorithm.Thedistance-vectoralgorithmtreatsarouteasavector thatconsistsof the

destinationnetworkanddistance(metric).The routerobtainsaroute fromitsneighborandaddsthedistancevector fromitself to the

neighbor to the route to form its own route.

RIPuses the hopcount toevaluate thedistance (metric) to the destinationnetwork. By default, thehop count froma router to its

directlyconnectednetwork is0, thehop count fromarouter toanetwork that canbe reached through the router is1, and soon.That

is, themetric isequal to thenumberof routers fromthe localnetwork to thedestinationnetwork.Torestrict theconvergence time,

RIPstipulates that themetricmust be an integer between0 and15. If themetric is equal to or greater than 16, the destination

network or host is unreachable. For this reason, RIP cannot be applied on a large-scale network.

AsshowninFigure3-3,RouterAisconnectedtothenetwork10.0.0.0.RouterBobtainstheroute(10.0.0.0,0)fromRouterAandadds

themetric 1 to the route to obtain its own route ((10.0.0.0,1), and the next hop points to Router A.

Figure 3- 3

 Selecting theOptimum Route

RIPselectsanoptimumroutebasedonthe followingprinciple: Ifmultipleroutes tothesamedestinationnetwork isavailable,arouter

preferentially selects the route with the smallest metric.

AsshowninFigure3-4,RouterAisconnectedtothenetwork10.0.0.0.RouterCobtainstheroute(10.0.0.0,0)fromRouterAandthe

route(10.0.0.0,1) fromRouterB.RouterCwillselect theroute that isobtainedfromRouterAandaddmetric1 tothis routeto formits

own route (10.0.0.0,1), and the next hop points to Router A.

Figure 3- 4

When routes coming from different sources exist on a router, the route with the smallest distance is preferentially selected.

Route Source Default Distance
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Directly-connected network 0

Static route 1

OSPF route 110

IS-IS route 115

RIP route 120

Unreachable route 255

Related Configuration

 Modifying theDistance

By default, the distance of a RIP route is 120.

Run the distance command to modify the distance of a RIP route.

 Modifying theMetric

ForaRIProute that isproactivelydiscoveredbyadevice, thedefaultmetric isequal tothenumberofhops fromthe localnetwork to

thedestinationnetwork.ForaRIP router that ismanuallyconfigured (default routeor redistributed route), thedefaultmetric is1.

Runtheoffset-listincommandtoincreasethemetricofareceivedRIProute.

Runtheoffset-listoutcommandto increasethemetricofasentRIProute.

Run the default-metric command to modify the default metric of a redistributed route.

Run the redistribute command to modify the metric of a route when the route is redistributed.

Run thedefault-informationoriginatecommand tomodify themetricofadefault routewhen thedefault route is introduced.

Run the ip ripdefault-information command tomodify themetric of a default routewhen the default route is created.

3.3.4 Avoiding RouteLoops

RIP uses functions, such as split horizon and poison reverse, to avoid route loops.

Working Principle

 Route Loop

A RIP route loop occurs due to inherent defects of the distance-vector algorithm.

AsshowninFigure3-5,RouterAisconnectedtothenetwork10.0.0.0,andsendsanupdatepacketevery30s.RouterBreceivesthe

route10.0.0.0 fromRouterAevery30s. IfRouterAisdisconnectedfrom10.0.0.0, therouteto10.0.0.0willbedeletedfromtherouting

tableonRouterA.Next time, theupdatepacket sent byRouterAno longer contains this route.AsRouterBdoesnot receivean

updatepacket relatedto10.0.0.0,RouterBdetermines that therouteto10.0.0.0 isvalidwithin180sanduses theUpdatepacket to

sendthis routetoRouterA.As therouteto10.0.0.0doesnot existonRouterA, theroute learnedfromRouterB isaddedtotherouting

table.RouterBdetermines thatdatacanreach10.0.0.0 throughRouterA,andRouterAdetermines thatdatacan reach10.0.0.0

through Router B. In this way, a route loop is formed.

Figure 3- 5
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 Split Horizon

Splithorizoncanprevent route loops.Aftersplithorizon isenabledonan interface,a routereceivedon this interfacewillnot besent

out from thisinterface.

As shown in Figure 3- 6, after split horizon is enabled on the interface between Router A and Router B, Router B will not send the route

10.0.0.0 back to Router A. Router B will learn 180s later that 10.0.0.0 is not reachable.

Figure 3- 6

 PoisonReverse

Poisonreversecanalsopreventrouteloops.Comparedwithslithorizon,poisonreverseismorereliable,butbringsmoreprotocol

packets, which makes network congestion more severe.

Afterpoisonreverse isenabledonan interface,a route receivedfromthis interfacewillbesentout fromthis interfaceagain,but the

metric of this router will be changed to 16 (unreachable).

AsshowninFigure3-7,afterlearning theroute10.0.0.0 fromRouterA,RouterBsetsthemetricof thisrouteto16andsendstheroute

backtoRouterA.After thisroutebecomes invalid,RouterBadvertisestheroute10.0.0.0 (metric=16) toRouterAtoacceleratethe

process of deleting the route from the routing table.

Figure 3- 7

Related Configuration

 Split Horizon

By default, split horizon is enabled.

Run the no ip rip split-horizon command to disable split horizon.

 PoisonReverse

By default, poison reverse is disabled.

Run the ip rip split-horizon poisoned-reverse command to enable poison reverse. (After poison reverse is enabled, split horizon is

automatically disabled.)
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3.3.5 SecurityMeasures

RIP uses functions, such as authentication and source address verification, to ensure protocol security.

Working Principle

 Authentication

RIPv2 supports authentication, but RIPv1 does not.

After authentication is enabled on an interface, the routing information cannot be exchanged between adjacent devices if

authentication fails. The authentication function is used to prevent unauthorized devices from accessing the RIP routing domain.

RIPv2 supports plain text authentication and MD5 authentication.

 Source AddressVerification

When a RIP-enabled device receives an Update packet, it checks whether the source IP address in the packet and the IP address of the

inboundinterfaceareinthesamenetworksegment. Ifnot, thedevicedropsthepacket.Sourceaddressverificationisusedtoensure

that RIP routing information is exchanged only between adjacent routing devices.

On an unnumbered IP interface, source address verification is not performed (not configurable).

If the triggered updates function is enabled, source address verification is automatically enabled (not configurable).

If split horizon is disabled, source address verification is automatically enabled (not configurable).

Related Configuration

 Authentication

By default, authentication is disabled.

Runthe ipripauthenticationmodetextcommand toenableplain textauthenticationonan interface.

Run the ipripauthenticationmodemd5command toenableMD5authenticationonan interface.

Run the ip rip authentication text-password command to set the password for plain text authentication on an interface.

Runthe ipripauthenticationkey-chaincommandtoreferencethekeyintheconfiguredkeychainastheauthenticationkeyonan

interface.

 Source AddressVerification

By default, source address verification is enabled.

Run the no validate-update-source command to disable source address verification.

3.3.6 Reliability Measures

RIP uses functions, such as BFD correlation, fast reroute, and GR to enhance reliability of the protocol.

Working Principle

 BFDCorrelation and Fast Reroute

When a link or a device is faulty on the network, packets transmitted through this route will be lost until the route is converged again.
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AsshowninFigure3-8,after thelinkbetweenRouterAandRouterSisfaulty,RouterBmaywait180sbefore itcandetect thefailure

of the route (Destination network: 10.0.0.0; Next hop: Router A). Later, Router B may need to wait 30s to re-obtain the route

(Destination network: 10.0.0.0;Next hop: Router C) fromRouterC.Therefore, the traffic is interrupted for 210s.

Figure 3- 8

Quick detection of a route failure or fast switchover to the standby route helps shorten the traffic interruption time.

 ABFDsessioncanbesetupbetweenRouterAandRouterB,andcorrelatedwithRIP.BFDcanquicklytesttheconnectivity

between adjacent routers.Once a link is faulty, RIP can detect the route failurewithin 1s.

 Thefastreroutefunctioncanbeenabled.Astandbyroute(Destinationnetwork:10.0.0.0;Nexthop:RouterC)canbeconfigured

onRouter B in advance. OnceRIPdetects a route failure, the standby route is immediately enabled.

 GR

GR ensures uninterrupted data transmission when the protocol is restarted. If RIP is restarted on a GR-enabled device, the forwarding

tablebefore restartwill be retainedandarequest packetwill be sent to theneighbor so that the routecanbe learnedagain.During

theGRperiod,RIPcompletesre-convergenceof theroute.After theGRperiodexpires,RIPupdates the forwardingentryand

advertises the routing table to the neighbor.

Related Configuration

 BFDCorrelation

By default, RIP is not correlated with BFD.

Run the bfd all-interfaces command to set up the correlation between RIP and BFD. This configuration takes effect on all interfaces.

Run the ip rip bfd command to set up the correlation betweenRIP and BFD on the current interface.

 Fast Reroute

By default, fast reroute is disabled.

Run the fast-reroute route-map command to enable fast reroute and reference the route map.

Run the set fast-reroute backup-interface backup-nexthop command to configure a standby route in the route map.

3.3.7 Multiple Instances

WorkingPrinciple

Multiple VPN instances may exist on a device.
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RIP supports multiple instances.Youcan enable theRIP process inVPN routing and forwarding (VRF) address family mode to run RIP

onVPN instances.OneVRF address family ismapped to oneVPN instance.

VPNinstancescannotbedistinguishedfromeachotherwhenyouperformRIPoperationsusingSNMP.Youmustbindthe

management information base (MIB) of RIP with aVPN instance before the SNMP operations take effect on the VPN instance.

Related Configuration

 VRF AddressFamily

By default, the RIP process runs on a public network instance.

Run the address-family command to create aVRF address family and enterVRF address familymode.

Run theexit-address-family command to exit fromVRFaddress familymode.

Run the no address-family command to delete a VRF address family.

 MIBBinding

By default, the RIP MIB is bound with a public network instance.

Run the enable mib-binding command to bind the RIP MIB with a VPN instance.

3.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring RIP Basic Functions (Mandatory) It is used to build a RIP routing domain.

router rip Enables a RIP routing process and enters routing

process configuration mode.

network Runs RIP on interfaces in the specified address

range.

version Defines the RIP version.

ip rip split-horizon Enables split horizon or poison reverse on an

interface.

passive-interface Configures a passive interface.

Controlling Interaction of RIP

Packets
(Optional)Thisconfigurationisrequiredifyouwishtochangethedefaultmechanismfor
sending or receiving RIP packets.

neighbor SendsunicastRIPpacketstoaspecifiedneighbor.

ip rip v2-broadcast Sends broadcast RIPv2 packets on an interface.

ip rip receive enable Allows the interface to receive RIP packets.

ip rip send enable Allows the interface to send RIP packets.

ip rip send version Defines the version of RIP packets sent on an

interface.

ip rip receive version Defines theversionofRIPpackets receivedonan

interface.

Enabling Triggered Updates Optional.

ip rip triggered Enables triggered updates on an interface.

Enabling Source Address Optional.
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Configuration Description and Command

Verification validate-update-source Enables source address verification.

Enabling Authentication (Optional) Only RIPv2 supports authentication.

ip rip authentication mode Enablesauthenticationandsetstheauthentication

mode on an interface.

ip rip authentication text-password Configures the password for plain text

authentication on an interface.

ip rip authentication key-chain Configures the authentication key chain on an

interface.

Enabling Route Summarization (Optional) Only RIPv2 supports route summarization.

auto-summary Enables automatic summarization of RIP routes.

ip rip summary-address Configures route summarization on an interface.

Enabling Supernetting Routes (Optional) Only RIPv2 supports supernetting routes.

ip rip send supernet-routes EnablesadvertisementofRIPsupernettingroutes

on an interface

Advertising the Default Route

or External Routes
Optional.

ip rip default-information Advertises the default route to neighbors on an

interface.

default-information originate Advertises the default route to neighbors.

redistribute Redistributesroutesandadvertisesexternalroutes

to neighbors.

Setting Route Filtering Rules Optional.

distribute-list in Filters the received RIP routing information.

distribute-list out Filters the sent RIP routing information.

Modifying Route Selection

Parameters
Optional.

distance Modifiestheadministrativedistance(AD)ofaRIP

route.

offset-list IncreasesthemetricofareceivedorsentRIProute.

default-metric Configures the default metric of an external route

redistributed to RIP.

Modifying Timers Optional.

timers basic Modifies the update timer, invalid timer, and flush

timer.

output-delay Sets thesendingdelaybetweenRIProuteupdate

packets.

Enabling BFD Correlation Optional.

bfd all-interfaces Correlates RIP with BFD on all interfaces.

ip rip bfd Correlates RIP with BFD on an interface.

Enabling Fast Reroute Optional.

fast-reroute route-map Enablesfastrerouteandreferencestheroutemap.

set fast-reroute backup-interface

backup-nexthop

Configures thestandby interfaceandstandbynext

hop for fast reroute in the route map.
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Configuration Description and Command

Enabling GR Optional.

graceful-restart Configures the GR restarter capability.

Enabling Multiple Instances (Optional) It is used to run RIP onVPN instances.

address-family ipv4 vrf CreatesaVRFaddressfamilyandentersIPv4VRF

address family mode.

exit-address-family Exits from an IPv4 VRF address family.

enable mib-binding Binds RIP MIB with a VPN instance.

3.4.1 Configuring RIP Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Build a RIP routing domain on the network.

 Routers in the domain obtain routes to a remote network through RIP.

Notes

 IPv4 addresses must be configured.

 IPv4 unicast routesmust be enabled.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling a RIP Routing Process

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise required, this configurationmust be performed on every router in theRIP routing domain.

 Associatingwith the Local Network

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise required, this configurationmust be performed on every router in theRIP routing domain.

 Unless otherwise required, the local network associatedwithRIP should cover network segments of all L3 interfaces.

 Defining theRIP Version

 If RIPv2 functions (such as the variable length subnet mask and authentication) are required, enable theRIPv2.

 Unless otherwise required, you must define the same RIP version on every router.

 Enabling Split Horizon or PoisonReverse

 By default, split horizon is enabled and poison reverse is disabled.

 Unlessotherwiserequired,enablesplithorizononeveryinterfaceconnectedtothebroadcastnetwork,suchastheEthernet.

(Retain the default setting.)

 Unlessotherwiserequired,enablesplithorizononeveryinterfaceconnectedtothepoint-to-point(P2P)network,suchasthe

PPP and HDLC. (Retain the default setting.)

 It isrecommendedthatsplithorizonandpoisonreversebedisabledonaninterfaceconnectedtoanon-broadcastmulti-access

(NBMA)network, suchasFRandX.25; otherwise, somedevicesmay fail to learn the complete routing information.
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 If thesecondaryIPaddressisconfiguredforaninterfaceconnectedtoanon-broadcast, it isrecommendedthatsplithorizon

and poison reverse be disabled.

 Configuring aPassive Interface

 If youwant to suppressUpdate packets on aRIP interface, configure the interface as a passive interface.

 UsethepassiveinterfacetosettheboundaryoftheRIProutingdomain.Thenetworksegmentofthepassiveinterfacebelongs

to theRIP routing domain, but RIP packets cannot sent over the passive interface.

 IfRIProutesneedtobeexchangedonaninterface(suchastherouter interconnectinterface)intheRIProutingdomain, this
interface cannot be configured as a passive interface.

Verification

 Check the routing table on a router to verify that the route to a remote network can be obtained through RIP.

Related Commands

 Enabling a RIP Routing Process

Command

Syntax

router rip

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to create a RIP routing process and enter routing process configuration mode.

 Associatingwith the Local Network

Command

Syntax

network network-number [ wildcard ]

Parameter

Description

network-number: Indicates the number of a network.

wildcard: Defines the IP address comparison bit. 0 indicates accurate matching, and 1 indicates that no comparison is

performed.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

RIP can run and learn direct routes and RIP packets can be exchanged only on an interface covered by network.

Ifnetwork 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255 is configured, all interfaces are covered.

Ifwildcard isnotconfigured, theclassfuladdressrange isusedbydefault, that is, theinterfaceswhoseaddressesfall

into the classful address range participate in RIP operations.

 Defining theRIP Version

Command

Syntax

version { 1 | 2 }

Parameter

Description

1: IndicatesRIPv1.

2: IndicatesRIPv2.
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommand takeseffecton theentire router.Youcanrun thiscommandtodefine theversionofRIPpacketssent

or received on all interfaces.

 Enabling SplitHorizon

Command

Syntax

ip rip split-horizon [ poisoned-reverse ]

Parameter

Description

poisoned-reverse: Indicates poison reverse.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

After poison reverse is enabled, split horizon is automatically disabled.

 Configuring aPassive Interface

Command

Syntax

passive-interface { default | interface-type interface-num }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates all interfaces.

interface-type interface-num: Specifies an interface.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

First, run the passive-interface default command to configure all interfaces as passive interfaces.

Then, run the no passive-interface interface-type interface-num command to cancel the interfaces used for

interconnection between routers in the domain.

Configuration Example

 Building a RIPRouting Domain

Scenario

Figure 3- 9

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE0/1 110.11.2.1/24 GE0/2 155.10.1.1/24

B: GE0/1 110.11.2.2/24 GE0/2 196.38.165.1/24

C: GE0/1 110.11.2.3/24 GE0/2 117.102.0.1/16

Configuration  Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers.

Steps  Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress110.11.2.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress155.10.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# version 2

A(config-router)# network 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255

A(config-router)# passive-interface default

A(config-router)# no passive-interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress110.11.2.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 196.38.165.1 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# version 2

B(config-router)# network 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255

B(config-router)# passive-interface default

B(config-router)# no passive-interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 110.11.2.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress117.102.0.1255.255.0.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

C(config)# router rip

C(config-router)# version 2

C(config-router)#no auto-summary
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C(config-router)# network 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255

C(config-router)# passive-interface default

C(config-router)# no passive-interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

Verification Checktherouting tablesonRouterA,RouterB,andRouterC.VerifythatRIP learns the routes toremotenetworks

(contents marked in blue).

A A# show ip route

Codes: C -connected,S - static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF inter area

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su- IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2-IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

C 110.11.2.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 110.11.2.1/32 is local host.

R 117.0.0.0/8 [120/1]via110.11.2.2,00:00:47,GigabitEthernet0/1

C 155.10.1.0/24 isdirectly connected,GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 155.10.1.1/32 is local host.

C 192.168.217.0/24 isdirectly connected,VLAN1

C 192.168.217.233/32 is local host.

R 196.38.165.0/24 [120/1] via 110.11.2.3, 00:19:18, GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# show ip route

Codes: C -connected,S - static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF inter area

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su- IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2-IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set
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C 110.11.2.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 110.11.2.2/32 is local host.

R 155.10.0.0/16[120/1]via110.11.2.1,00:15:21,GigabitEthernet0/1

C 196.38.165.0/24 isdirectly connected,GigabitEthernet0/2

C 196.38.165.1/32 is local host.

R 117.0.0.0/8 [120/1] via 110.11.2.2, 00:00:47, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C C# show ip route

Codes: C -connected,S - static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF inter area

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su- IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2-IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

C 110.11.2.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 110.11.2.3/32 is local host.

C 117.102.0.0/16 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 117.102.0.1/32 is local host.

R 155.10.0.0/16 [120/1] via 110.11.2.1, 00:20:55, GigabitEthernet 0/1

R 196.38.165.0/24 [120/1] via 110.11.2.3, 00:19:18, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 The IPv4 address is not configured on an interface.

 TheRIP version is not defined on a device, or theRIP version on the device is different from that on other routers.

 The address range configured by the network command does not cover a specific interface.

 Thewildcardparameterinthenetworkcommandisnotcorrectlyconfigured.0 indicatesaccuratematching,and1 indicates
that no comparison is performed.

 The interface used for interconnection between devices is configured as a passive interface.

3.4.2 Controlling Interactionof RIPPackets

Configuration Effect

ChangethedefaultrunningmechanismofRIPthroughconfigurationandmanuallycontroltheinteractionmodeofRIPpackets,

including:
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 Allowing or prohibiting the sending of unicast RIP packets to a specified neighbor on an interface

 AllowingorprohibitingthesendingofunicastRIPv2packetsinsteadofbroadcastpacketstoaspecifiedneighboronan
interface

 Allowing or prohibiting the receiving of RIP packets on an interface

 Allowing or prohibiting the sending of RIP packets on an interface

 Allowing or prohibiting the receiving of RIP packets of a specified version on an interface

 Allowing or prohibiting the sending of RIP packets of a specified version on an interface

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 Onaninterfaceconnectingtoaneighbordevice,theconfiguredversionofsentRIPpacketsmustbethesameastheversionof

received RIPpackets.

Configuration Steps

 Sending Unicast RIPRoute Update Packets to a SpecifiedNeighbor

 Configure this function ifyouwish thatonlysomeofdevicesconnected toan interfacecanreceive theupdatedrouting
information.

 By default,RIPv1 uses the IPbroadcast address (255.255.255.255) to advertise the routing information, whereasRIPv2 uses the

multicastaddress(224.0.0.9) toadvertisetherouting information. Ifyoudonotwishalldevicesonthebroadcastnetworkor

NBMAnetworktoreceiveroutinginformation,configuretherelatedinterfaceasthepassiveinterfaceandspecifytheneighbors

that can receive the routing information. This command does not affect the receiving of RIP packets. RIPv2 packets are

broadcast on aninterface.

 Unless otherwise required, this functionmust be enabled on a router that sends the unicast Update packets.

 BroadcastingRIPv2 Packets on an Interface

 This functionmust be configured if the neighbor router does not support the receiving of multicast RIPv2 packets.

 Unless otherwise required, this functionmust be configured on every router interface that broadcastsRIPv2 packets.

 Allowing an Interface toReceive RIP Packets

 This function is enabled by default, andmust be disabled if an interface is not allowed to receiveRIP packets.

 Unless otherwise required, this functionmust be configured on every router interface that is not allowed to receiveRIP packets.

 Allowing an Interface to Send RIP Packets

 This function is enabled by default, andmust be disabled if an interface is not allowed to send RIP packets.

 Unless otherwise required, this functionmust be configured on every router interface that is not allowed to sendRIPpackets.

 Allowing an Interface toSend RIP Packets of a Specified Version

 This functionmustbeconfigured if theversionofRIPpackets thatcanbesentonan interface isrequired tobedifferent from

the global configuration.
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 Unlessotherwiserequired, thisfunctionmustbeconfiguredoneveryrouter interfacethatisallowedtosendRIPpacketsofa

specified version.

 Allowing an Interface toReceive RIP Packets of a Specified Version

 Thisfunctionmustbeconfigured if theversionofRIPpacketsthatcanbe receivedonan interfaceis required tobedifferent

from the globalconfiguration.

 Unlessotherwiserequired, thisfunctionmustbeconfiguredoneveryrouterinterfacethatisallowedtoreceiveRIPpacketsofa
specified version.

Verification

Run the debug ip rip packet command to verify the packet sending result and packet type.

Related Commands

 Sending Unicast RIPRoute Update Packets to a SpecifiedNeighbor

Command

Syntax

neighbor ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: IndicatestheIPaddressof theneighbor. Itshouldbetheaddressof thenetworkdirectlyconnected tothe

local device.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Generally,youcanfirstrunthepassive-interfacecommandinroutingprocessconfigurationmodetoconfigurethe

relatedinterfaceasapassiveinterface,andthenspecifytheneighborsthatcanreceivetheroutinginformation.This

commanddoesnotaffect thereceivingofRIPpackets.Afteraninterfaceisconfiguredasapassiveinterface, the

interface does not send the request packets even after the device is restarted.

 BroadcastingRIPv2 Packets on an Interface

Command

Syntax

ip rip v2-broadcast

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thedefaultbehavior isdeterminedby theconfigurationof theversion command.Theconfiguration resultof this

commandcanoverwrite thedefault configurationof theversioncommand.Thiscommandaffects thebehaviorof

sending RIP packets on the current interface, and the interface is allowed to send RIPv1 and RIPv2 packets

simultaneously. If this command does not contain any parameter, the behavior of receiving RIP packets is determined

by the configuration of the version command.

 Allowing an Interface toReceive RIP Packets

Command

Syntax

ip rip receive enable

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

ToprohibitthereceivingofRIPpacketsonaninterface,usetheno formofthiscommand.Thiscommandtakeseffect

onlyon thecurrent interface.Youcanuse thedefault formof thecommand to restore the default setting, that is,

allowing the interface to receive RIP packets.

 Allowing an Interface to Send RIP Packets

Command

Syntax

ip rip send enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Toprohibit thesending ofRIPpacketson an interface,use theno formof this command in interfaceconfiguration

mode.Thiscommandtakeseffectonlyon thecurrent interface.Youcanusethedefault formof thecommandto

restore the default setting, that is, allowing the interface to send RIP packets.

 Allowing an Interface toSend RIP Packets of a Specified Version

Command

Syntax

ip rip send version [ 1 ] [ 2 ]

Parameter

Description

1: Indicates that only RIPv1 packets are sent.

2: Indicates that only RIPv2 packets are sent.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thedefaultbehavior isdeterminedby theconfigurationof theversion command.Theconfiguration resultof this

commandcanoverwrite thedefault configurationof theversioncommand.Thiscommandaffects thebehaviorof

sending RIP packets on the current interface, and the interface is allowed to send RIPv1 and RIPv2 packets

simultaneously. If this command does not contain any parameter, the behavior of receiving RIP packets is determined

by the configuration of the version command.

 Allowing an Interface toReceive RIP Packets of a Specified Version

Command

Syntax

ip rip receive version [ 1 ] [ 2 ]

Parameter

Description

1: Indicates that only RIPv1 packets are received.

2: Indicates that only RIPv2 packets are received.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thedefaultbehavior isdeterminedby theconfigurationof theversion command.Theconfiguration resultof this

commandcanoverwrite thedefault configurationof theversioncommand.Thiscommandaffects thebehaviorof

receivingRIPpacketson thecurrent interface,and the interfaceisallowed toreceiveRIPv1andRIPv2packets

simultaneously. If this command does not contain any parameter, the behavior of receiving RIP packets is determined

by the configuration of the version command.

Configuration Example
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 Prohibiting an Interface fromSending RIP Packets

Scenario

Figure 3- 10

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Prohibit the sending of RIP packets on an interface of Router A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no ip rip send enable

Verification Run the debug ip rip packet send command on Router A, and verify that packets cannot be sent.

A A# debug ip rip packet recv

*Nov 4 08:19:31: %RIP-7-DEBUG: [RIP] Prepare to send BROADCAST response...

*Nov 4 08:19:31: %RIP-7-DEBUG: [RIP] Building update entries on GigabitEthernet 0/1

*Nov 4 08:19:31:%RIP-7-DEBUG: 117.0.0.0/8 via 0.0.0.0metric 1 tag 0

*Nov 4 08:19:31: %RIP-7-DEBUG: [RIP] Interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 is disabled to send RIP packet!

Common Errors

A compatibility error occurs because the RIP version configured on the neighbor is different from that configured on the local device.

3.4.3 Enabling TriggeredUpdates

Configuration Effect

 Enable theRIP triggered updates function, after whichRIP does not periodically send the route update packets.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 It is recommended that split horizon with poisoned reverse be enabled; otherwise, invalid routing informationmay exist.

 This function cannot be enabled together with the function of correlating RIP with BFD.

 Ensure that the triggeredupdates function isenabledoneveryrouter on thesame link;otherwise, therouting information
cannot be exchangedproperly.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling TriggeredUpdates
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 This functionmust be enabled if demand circuits are configured on theWAN interface.

 Thetriggeredupdatesfunctioncanbeenabledineitherof thefollowingcases:(1)The interfacehasonlyoneneighbor;(2)The
interface has multiple neighbors but the device interacts with these neighbors in unicastmode.

 It is recommended that triggered updates be enabled on aWAN interface (running the PPP,Frame Relay, or X.25 link layer

protocol) to meet the requirements of demand circuits.

 If thetriggeredupdates function isenabledonan interface,sourceaddressverificationisperformednomatterwhetherthe

source address verification function is enabled by the validate-update-source command.

 Unless otherwise required, triggered updatesmust be enabled on demand circuits of every router.

Verification

When the RIP triggered updates function is enabled, RIP cannot periodically send the route update packets. RIP sends the route

update packets to theWAN interface only in one of the following cases:

 A route request packet is received.

 The RIP routing information changes.

 The interface statechanges.

 The router isstarted.

Related Commands

 Enabling TriggeredUpdates

Command

Syntax

ip rip triggered { retransmit-timer timer | retransmit-count count }

Parameter

Description

retransmit-timertimer:Configurestheintervalatwhichtheupdaterequestorupdateresponsepacketis

retransmitted.The default value is 5s.The value ranges from1 to 3,600.

retransmit-countcount:Configuresthemaximumretransmissiontimesof theupdaterequestorupdateresponse

packet. The default value is 36. The value ranges from 1 to 3,600.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

You can run the ip rip triggered command to enable the RIP triggering function.

When this function is enabled, the RIP periodical update function is automatically disabled. Therefore, the

acknowledgment and retransmission mechanisms must be used to ensure that the Update packets are successfully

sentorreceivedontheWAN.Youcanusetheretransmit-timerandretransmit-countparameterstospecifythe

retransmission interval andmaximum retransmission timesof the request and update packets.

Configuration Example

 Enabling TriggeredUpdates
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Scenario

Figure 3- 11

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouterA,enabletheRIPtriggeredupdatesfunction,andsettheretransmissionintervalandmaximum

retransmission timesof the request and update packets to 10s and 18, respectively.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# encapsulation ppp

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip triggered

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipriptriggeredretransmit-timer10

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#ipriptriggeredretransmit-count18

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip split-horizon poisoned-reverse

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# network 192.168.1.0

A(config-router)# network 200.1.1.0

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# encapsulation ppp

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip triggered

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip split-horizon poisoned-reverse

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# network 192.168.1.0

B(config-router)# network 201.1.1.0

Verification On Router A and Router B, check the RIP database and verify that the corresponding routes are permanent.

A A# sho ip rip database

201.1.1.0/24 auto-summary

201.1.1.0/24
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[1]via192.168.12.2GigabitEthernet0/1 06:25 permanent

B B# sho ip rip database

200.1.1.0/24 auto-summary

200.1.1.0/24

[1]via192.168.12.1GigabitEthernet0/1 06:25 permanent

Common Errors

 The triggered updates function is enabled when the RIP configurations at both ends of the link are consistent.

 Both the triggered updates and BFD functions are enabled.

 The triggered updates function is not enabled on all routers on the same link.

3.4.4 EnablingSourceAddressVerification

Configuration Effect

 The source address of the received RIP route update packet is verified.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Source Address Verification

 This function is enabled by default, andmust be disabled when source address verification is not required.

 Aftersplithorizonisdisabledonaninterface,theRIProutingprocesswillperformsourceaddressverificationontheUpdate

packetnomatterwhether thevalidate-update-sourcecommand isexecuted in routingprocessconfigurationmode.

 ForanIPunnumberedinterface,theRIProutingprocessdoesnotperformsourceaddressverificationontheUpdatepacketno

matter whether thevalidate-update-source command is executed in routing processconfigurationmode.

 Unless otherwise required, this functionmust be disabled on every router that does not requires source address verification.

Verification

Only the route update packets coming from the same IP subnet neighbor are received.

Related Commands

Command

Syntax

validate-update-source

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Sourceaddressverificationof theUpdatepacket isenabledbydefault.After this function isenabled, thesource

addressof theRIProuteupdatepacketisverified.Thepurposeistoensurethat theRIProutingprocessreceivesonly
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the route update packets coming from the same IP subnet neighbor.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 3- 12

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Disable source address verification of Update packets on all routers.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# no validate-update-source

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# no validate-update-source

Verification  OnRouterA,checktheroutingtableandverifythattheentry201.1.1.0/24isloaded.

 OnRouterB,checktheroutingtableandverifythattheentry200.1.1.0/24isloaded.

A A# show ip route rip

R 201.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.2.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# show ip route rip

R 200.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.1, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

3.4.5 Enabling Authentication

ConfigurationEffect

 Preventlearningunauthenticatedandinvalidroutesandadvertisingvalidroutestounauthorizeddevices,ensuringstabilityof

the system and protecting the system against intrusions.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 OnlyRIPv2 supports authentication of RIP packets, and RIPv1 does not.

Configuration Steps
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 EnablingAuthentication andSpecifying theKeyChain Used forRIP Authentication

 This configuration is mandatory if authenticationmust be enabled.

 If thekeychain isalreadyspecified in the interfaceconfiguration, run thekeychaincommand inglobalconfigurationmode to
define the key chain; otherwise, authentication of RIP packetsmay fail.

 Unless otherwise required, this configurationmust be performed on every router that requires authentication.

 Defining theRIP Authentication Mode

 This configuration is mandatory if authenticationmust be enabled.

 TheRIPauthenticationmodesconfiguredonalldevicesthatneedtodirectlyexchangeRIProutinginformationmustbethe

same; otherwise, RIP packetsmay fail to be exchanged.

 Ifplain textauthentication isused,but thekeychain forplain textauthentication isnotconfiguredorassociated,authentication

isnotperformed.Similarly, ifMD5authenticationisused,but thekeychainisnotconfiguredorassociated,authenticationisnot

performed.

 Unless otherwise required, this configurationmust be performed on every router that requires authentication.

 EnablingRIP Plain Text Authentication andConfiguring the KeyChain

 This configuration is mandatory if authenticationmust be enabled.

 IfRIPplain textauthenticationshouldbeenabled,use thiscommandtoconfigurethekeychain forplain textauthentication.

Alternatively,youcanobtain thekeychain forplain textauthenticationbyassociatingthekeychain.Thekeychainobtained

using the second method takes precedence over that obtained using the first method.

 Unless otherwise required, this configurationmust be performed on every router that requires authentication.

Verification

 RIPplain text authentication provides only limited security because the password transferred through the packet is visible.

 RIP MD5 authentication can provide higher security because the password transferred through the packet is encrypted using

the MD5algorithm.

 Routes can be learned properly if the correct authentication parameters are configured.

 Routes cannot be learned if the incorrect authentication parameters are configured.

Related Commands

 Enabling Source Address Verification

Command

Syntax

ip rip authentication key-chain name-of-keychain

Parameter

Description

name-of-keychain: Specifies the name of the key chain used for RIP authentication.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

The specified key chain must be defined by the key chain command in global configuration mode in advance.

 Defining theRIP Authentication Mode
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Command

Syntax

ip rip authentication mode { text | md5 }

Parameter

Description

text: Indicates that the RIP authentication mode is plain text authentication.

md5: Indicates that the RIP authentication mode is MD5 authentication.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Forall devices thatneed todirectlyexchange theRIP routing information, theRIPauthenticationmodeof these

devices must be the same.

 EnablingRIP Plain Text Authentication andConfiguring the KeyChain

Command

Syntax

ip rip authentication text-password [ 0 | 7 ] password-string

Parameter

Description

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plain text.

7: Indicates that the key is displayed in cipher text.

password-string: Indicatesthekeychainusedforplain text authentication.Thekeychain isastringof1 to16bytes.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This commands takes effect only in plain text authentication mode.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringRIPBasic Functions andEnablingMD5Authentication

Scenario

Figure 3- 13

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the authentication type andMD5 authentication key on all routers.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)# key chain hello

A(config-keychain)# key 1

A(config-keychain-key)# key-string world

A(config-keychain-key)# exit

A(config-keychain)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip authentication mode md5

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip authentication key-chain hello

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# key chain hello

B(config-keychain)# key 1

B(config-keychain-key)# key-string world

B(config-keychain-key)# exit

B(config-keychain)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip authentication mode md5

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip rip authentication key-chain hello

Verification  OnRouterA,checktheroutingtableandverifythattheentry201.1.1.0/24isloaded.

 OnRouterB,checktheroutingtableandverifythattheentry200.1.1.0/24isloaded.

A A# show ip route rip

R 201.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

B A# show ip route rip

R 200.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.1, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 The keys configured on routers that need to exchange RIP routing information are different.

 The authenticationmodes configured on routers that need to exchangeRIP routing information are different.

3.4.6 EnablingRoute Summarization

Configuration Effect

Reducethesizeof therouting table, improve theroutingefficiency,avoid routeflapping tosomeextent,andimprovescalabilityand

effectiveness of the network.
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Ifasummarizedrouteexists,subroutesincludedbythesummarizedroutecannotbeseenintheroutingtable,whichgreatly
reduces the size of the routing table.

Advertising a summarized route is more efficient than advertising individual routes because: (1) A summarized route is
processed first when RIP looks through the database; (2) All subroutes are ignored when RIP looks through the database, which

reduces the processing time required.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 Therangeofsupernettingroutesislargerthanthatoftheclassful network.Therefore,theautomaticroutesummarization

function is invalid for supernetting routes.

 RIPv1 always performs automatic route summarization. If the detailed routes should be advertised, you must set the RIP version
to RIPv2.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Automatic Route Summarization

 This function is enabled by default.

 Tolearn specific subnet routes instead of summarized network routes, youmust disable automatic route summarization.

 Youcandisable automatic route summarization only inRIPv2. RIPv1 always performs automatic route summarization.

 ConfiguringRIPRoute Summarization on an Interface

 This functionmust be configured if it is required to summarize classful subnets.

 The ip rip summary-address command is used to summarize an address or a subnet under a specified interface. RIP
automaticallysummarizestotheclassfulnetworkboundary.Eachclassfulsubnetcanbeconfiguredonlyintheiprip

summary-address command.

 Thesummaryrangeconfiguredinthiscommandcannotbesupernettingroutes, that is, theconfiguredsubnetmasklength

cannot be smaller than the natural mask length of the network.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performedon a router that requires classful subnet summarization.

Verification

Verify that the routes are summarized in the routing table of the peer end.

Related Commands

 Enabling Automatic Route Summarization

Command

Syntax

auto-summary

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Route summarization is enabled by default for RIPv1 and RIPv2.

You can disable automatic route summarization only in RIPv2. RIPv1 always performs automatic route
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summarization.

 ConfiguringRIPRoute Summarization on an Interface

Command

Syntax

ip rip summary-address ip-address ip-network-mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address to be summarized.

ip-network-mask: Indicates the subnet mask of the IP address to be summarized.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to summarize an address or a subnet under a specified interface.

Configuration Example

 Configuring RouteSummarization

Scenario

Figure 3- 14

Remarks The interface IPaddressesareas follows:

A: GE0/1192.168.1.1

B: GE0/1 192.168.1.2 GE0/2 172.16.2.1 GE0/3 172.16.3.1

C:GE0/2 172.16.2.2GE0/3 172.16.4.2

D: GE0/2 172.16.3.2 GE0/3 172.16.5.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure route summarization on Router B.

B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ip ripsummary-address 172.16.0.0255.255.0.0

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# version 2

B(config-router)# no auto-summary
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Verification Check the routing table on Router A, and verify that the entry 172.16.0.0/16 is generated.

A# show ip route rip

R 172.16.0.0/16 [120/2] via 192.168.1.2, 00:01:04, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 RIP basic functions are not configured or fail to be configured.

3.4.7 EnablingSupernettingRoutes

Configuration Effect

 AllowRIP to send RIP supernetting routes on a specified interface.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling SupernettingRoutes

 IfasupernettingrouteisdetectedwhenaRIPv1-enabledroutermonitorstheRIPv2routeresponsepackets,therouterwill learn

an incorrect routebecauseRIPv1 ignores thesubnetmaskin therouting informationof thepacket. In thiscase, theno formof

thecommandmustbeusedontheRIPv2-enabled router toprohibitadvertisementofsupernettingroutesontherelated

interface.This command takes effect only on the current interface.

 ThecommandiseffectiveonlywhenRIPv2packetsaresentontheinterface,andisusedtocontrol thesendingofsupernetting

routes.

Verification

Verify that the peer router cannot learn the supernetting route.

Related Commands

Command

Syntax

ip rip send supernet-routes

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, an interface is allowed to send RIP supernetting routes.

Configuration Example

 Disabling SupernettingRoutes
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Scenario

Figure 3- 15

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Prohibit the sending ofRIP supernetting routes on theGigabitEthernet 0/1 interfaceof Router B.

B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip route 207.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 Null 0

B(config)# ip route 208.1.1.0255.255.255.0Null 0

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# redistribute static

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no ip rip send supernet-routes

Verification Checktherouting tableonRouterA,andverify thatRouterAcanlearnonly thenon-supernettingroute208.1.1.0/24,

but not the supernetting route 207.0.0.0/8.

A#show ip route rip

R 208.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

3.4.8 Advertising the Default Route or External Routes

Configuration Effect

 In theRIPdomain, introduceaunicast routeofanotherASsothat theunicast routingservice tothisAScanbeprovidedfor

users in the RIP domain.

 In theRIPdomain, injectadefault route toanotherASsothat theunicast routingservicetothisAScanbeprovidedforusers in

the RIPdomain.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 Route redistribution cannot introduce default routes of other protocols to the RIP routing domain.

Configuration Steps

 Advertising theDefault Route to Neighbors

This functionmustbe enabled if it is required toadvertise thedefault route toneighbors.

By default, a default route is not generated, and themetric of the default route is 1.

If the RIP process can generate a default route using this command, RIP does not learn the default route advertised by the neighbor.
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Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on a router that needs to advertise the default route.

 Advertising theDefault Route toNeighbors on an Interface

This functionmustbeenabled if it is required toadvertisethedefault route toneighborsonaspecified interface.

By default, a default route is not configured and themetric of the default route is 1.

After thiscommand isconfiguredonan interface,adefault route isgeneratedandadvertised through this interface.

Unlessotherwiserequired, thisconfigurationshouldbeperformedonarouter thatneedstoadvertise thedefault route.

 RedistributesRoutes and Advertises External Routes toNeighbors

This functionmustbeenabled if routesof otherprotocolsneed tobe redistributed.

By default,

 If OSPF redistribution is configured, redistribute the routes of all sub-types of theOSPF process.

 If IS-IS redistribution is configured, redistribute the level-2 routes of the IS-IS process.

 In other cases, redistribute all external routes.

 The metric of a redistributed route is 1 by default.

 The routemap is not associated by default.

During route redistribution, it is not necessary to convert themetric of one routing protocol to themetric of another routing protocol

becausedifferentroutingprotocolsusecompletelydifferentmetricmeasurementmethods.RIPmeasuresthemetricbasedonthe

hopcount,andOSPFmeasuresthemetricbasedonthebandwidth.Therefore,thecomputedmetricscannotbecomparedwitheach

other.During routeredistribution, however, it isnecessary toconfigureasymbolicmetric; otherwise, route redistribution fails.

Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on a router that needs to redistribute routes.

Verification

 On a neighbor device, verify that a default route exists in theRIP routing table.

 On the local and neighbor devices, verify that external routes (routes to other ASs) exist in theRIP routing table.

Related Commands

 Advertising theDefault Route to Neighbors

Command

Syntax

default-information originate [ always ] [ metric metric-value ] [ route-map map-name ]

Parameter

Description

always: Enables RIP to generate a default route no matter whether the local router has a default route.

metric metric-value: Indicates the initial metric of the default route. The value ranges from 1 to 15.

route-map map-name: Indicates the associated route map name. By default, no route map is associated.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Ifadefault routeexists in the routing tableofa router,RIPdoesnot advertise thedefault route toexternal entitiesby

default.Youneed to run thedefault-informationoriginatecommand in routingprocessconfigurationmode to

advertise the default route to neighbors.

Ifthealwaysparameterisselected,theRIProutingprocessadvertisesadefaultroutetoneighborsnomatterthe

default routeexists,but thisdefault route isnot displayed in the local routing table.Tocheckwhether thedefault
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route is generated, run the show ip rip database command to check the RIP routing information database.

TofurthercontrolthebehaviorofadvertisingtheRIPdefaultroute,usetheroute-mapparameter.Forexample,run

the set metric rule to set the metric of the default route.

You can use the metric parameter to set the metric of the advertised default value, but the priority of this

configuration is lower than thatof the setmetric ruleof the route-mapparameter. If themetricparameter isnot

configured, the default route uses the default metric configured for RIP.

Youstill need to run thedefault-informationoriginate command to introduce thedefault routegenerated by ip

default-network to RIP.

 Advertising theDefault Route toNeighbors on an Interface

Command

Syntax

ip rip default-information { only | originate } [ metric metric-value ]

Parameter

Description

only: Indicates that only the default route is advertised.

originate: Indicates that the default route and other routes are advertised.

metric metric-value: Indicates the metric of the default route. The value ranges from 1 to 15.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

If youconfigure the ipripdefault-informationcommand for the interface,and thedefault-informationoriginate

command for the RIP process, only the default route configured for the interface is advertised.

Sofaras ipripdefault-information isconfiguredforoneinterface,RIPdoesnot learnthedefaultrouteadvertised

by theneighbor.

 RedistributesRoutes and Advertises External Routes toNeighbors

Command

Syntax

redistribute {bgp |connected | isis [area-tag ] |ospfprocess-id |static } [ { level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2 } ] [match

{ internal | external [ 1 | 2 ] | nssa-external [ 1 | 2 ] } ] [ metric metric-value ] [ route-map route-map-name ]

Parameter

Description

bgp: Indicates redistribution from BGP.

connected: Indicates redistribution from direct routes.

isis area-tag: Indicates redistribution from IS-IS. area-tag indicates the IS-IS process ID.

ospfprocess-id: Indicates redistribution fromOSPF.process-id indicates theOSPFprocess ID.Thevalue rangesfrom1

to 65535.

static: Indicates redistribution from static routes.

level-1|level-1-2 |level-2:UsedonlywhenIS-ISroutesareredistributed.Onlytheroutesofthespecifiedlevelare

redistributed.

match:UsedonlywhenOSPFroutesareredistributed.Onlytheroutesthatmatchthefilteringconditionsare

redistributed.

metric metric-value: Sets the metric of the redistributed route. The value ranges from 1 to 16.

route-map route-map-name: Sets the redistribution filtering rules.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Whenyouconfigureredistributionof IS-ISrouteswithoutspecifyingthe levelparameter,only level-2routescanbe

redistributedbydefault. If youspecify the levelparameterduring initial configurationof redistribution, routesof the

specified level canbe redistributed. If both level-1and level-2areconfigured, the two levelsare combinedand

saved as level-1-2 for the convenience sake.

IfyouconfigureredistributionofOSPFrouteswithoutspecifyingthematchparameter,OSPFroutesofallsub-types
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canbedistributedbydefault.The latestsettingof thematchparameter isusedasthe initialmatchparameter.Only

routesthatmatchthesub-typescanbe redistributed.Youcanusetheno formof thecommand torestore thedefault

value ofmatch.

The configuration rules for the no form of the redistribute command are as follows:

1. Ifsomeparametersarespecified intheno formofthecommand,defaultvaluesof theseparameterswillbe

restored.

2. If no parameter is specified in theno form of the command, the entire commandwill be deleted.

Forexample, if redistribute isis112 level-2 is configured,youcan run thenoredistribute isis112 level-2

command to restore the default value of level-2. As level-2 itself is the default value of the parameter, the

configurationsavedisstillredistributeisis112level-2after theprecedingno formofthecommandisexecuted.

Todelete the entire command, run the no redistribute isis 112 command.

Configuration Example

 RedistributingRoutes and AdvertisingExternal Routes toNeighbors

Scenario

Figure 3- 16

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter B, configure redistribution of static routes.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# redistribute static

Verification On Router A, check the routing table and verify that the entry 172.10.10.0/24 is loaded.

A# show ip route rip

R 172.10.10.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

3.4.9 SettingRouteFilteringRules

Configuration Effect

 Routes thatdonotmeet filteringcriteriacannotbe loaded to therouting table,or advertised toneighbors. In thisway,users
within the network can be prevented from accessing specified destination networks.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 In regard to the filtering rulesof sent routes, youmustconfigure route redistribution first, and then filter the redistributed
routes.
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Configuration Steps

 Filtering the Received RIP Routing Information

 This function must be configured if it is required to filter received routing information.

 Torefusereceivingsomespecifiedroutes,youcanconfiguretheroutedistributioncontrol list toprocessall thereceivedroute

updatepackets. If no interface is specified, routeupdate packets receivedon all interfaceswill be processed.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on a router that requires route filtering.

 Filtering the Sent RIP Routing Information

 This functionmust be configured if it is required to filter the redistributed routing information that is sent.

 If thiscommanddoesnotcontainanyoptionalparameter, routeupdateadvertisementcontrol takeseffectonall interfaces. If

thecommandcontainstheinterfaceparameter,routeupdateadvertisementcontroltakeseffectonlyonthespecifiedinterface.

If thecommandcontainsother routingprocessparameters,routeupdateadvertisementcontroltakeseffectonlyonthe

specified routingprocess.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on a router that requires route filtering.

Verification

 Run the show ip route rip command to verify that the routes that have been filtered out are not loaded to the routing table.

Related Commands

 Filtering the Received RIP Routing Information

Command

Syntax

distribute-list{[access-list-number |name] |prefixprefix-list-name [gatewayprefix-list-name ]}in[ interface-type

interface-number ]

Parameter

Description

access-list-number | name: Specifies the access list. Only routes permitted by the access list can be received.

prefix prefix-list-name: Uses the prefix list to filter routes.

gateway prefix-list-name: Uses the prefix list to filter the route sources.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates that the distribution list is applied to the specified interface.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

N/A

 Filtering the Sent RIP Routing Information

Command

Syntax

distribute-list { [access-list-number |name ] |prefixprefix-list-name }out [ interface | [bgp|connected | isis

[ area-tag ] | ospf process-id | rip | static ] ]

Parameter

Description

access-list-number | name: Specifies the access list. Only routes permitted by the access list can be sent.

prefix prefix-list-name: Uses the prefix list to filter routes.

Interface: Applies route update advertisement control only on the specified interface.

bgp: Applies route update advertisement control only on the routes introduced from BGP.

connected:Appliesrouteupdateadvertisementcontrolonlyondirectroutesintroducedthroughredistribution.

isis [area-tag ]:Appliesrouteupdateadvertisementcontrolonlyon theroutesintroducedfromIS-IS.area-tag

specifies an IS-IS process.
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ospfprocess-id:Appliesrouteupdateadvertisementcontrolonlyon theroutesintroducedfromOSPF.process-id

specifies an OSPF process.

rip: Applies route update advertisement control only on RIP routes.

static: Applies route update advertisement control only on static routes introduced through redistribution.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

N/A

Configuration Example

 Filtering the Received RIP Routing Information

Scenario

Figure 3- 17

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 EnabletheRIProutingprocesstocontrolroutesreceivedovertheGigabitEthernet0/1portandreceiveonly

the route200.1.1.0.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# distribute-list 10 in GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-router)# no auto-summary

A(config)# access-list 10 permit 200.1.1.0 0.0.0.255

Verification On Router A, check the routing table and verify that only the entry 200.1.1.0/24 exists.

A A# show ip route rip

R 200.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

 Filtering the Sent RIP Routing Information
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Scenario

Figure 3- 18

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Enable the RIP routing process to advertise only the route 200.1.1.0/24.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# redistribute connected

B(config-router)# distribute-list 10 out

B(config-router)# version 2

B(config)# access-list 10 permit 200.1.1.0 0.0.0.255

Verification Check the routing table on Router A, and verify that route in the 200.1.1.0 network segment exists.

A A# show ip route rip

R 200.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 Filtering fails because the filtering rules of the access list are not properly configured.

3.4.10 ModifyingRoute Selection Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Change the RIP routes to enable the traffic pass through specified nodes or avoid passing through specified nodes.

 Change the sequence that a router selects various types of routes so as to change the priorities of RIP routes.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Modifying the Administrative Distance of a RIP Route

 Optional.

 Thisconfiguration ismandatory if youwish tochange theprioritiesofRIProutesonarouter that runsmultipleunicast routing

protocols.
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 Increasing theMetric of a Received or Sent RIP Route

 Optional.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performedon a router where themetrics of routes need tobe adjusted.

 Configuring theDefault Metric of an External Route Redistributed toRIP

 Optional.

 Unless otherwise required, this configurationmust be performed on anASBR towhich external routes are introduced.

Verification

Runtheshowipripcommandtodisplaytheadministrativedistancecurrentlyconfigured.Runtheshowipripdatacommandto

display themetrics of redistributed routes to verify that the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Modifying the Administrative Distance of a RIP Route

Command

Syntax

distance distance [ ip-address wildcard ]

Parameter

Description

distance: Sets the administrative distance of a RIP route. The value is an integer ranging from 1 to 255.

ip-address: Indicates the prefix of the source IP address of the route.

wildcard: Defines the IP address comparison bit. 0 indicates accurate matching, and 1 indicates that no comparison is

performed.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Run this command to configure the administrative distance of a RIP route.

 Increasing theMetric of aReceived orSentRIPRoute

Command

Syntax

offset-list { access-list-number | name } { in | out } offset [ interface-type interface-number ]

Parameter

Description

access-list-number | name: Specifies the access list.

In: Uses the ACL to modify the metric of a received route.

out: Uses the ACL to modify the metric of a sent route.

offset: Indicates the offset of the modified metric. The value ranges from 0 to 16.

interface-type: Uses the ACL on the specified interface.

interface-number: Specifies the interface number.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

RunthiscommandtoincreasethemetricofareceivedorsentRIProute. If the interfaceisspecified, theconfiguration

takes effect only on the specified interface; otherwise, the configuration takes effect globally.

 Configuring theDefault Metric of an External Route Redistributed toRIP

Command

Syntax

default-metric metric-value
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Parameter

Description

metric-value: Indicatesthedefaultmetric.Thevalidvalue ranges from1 to16. If thevalue isequal toorgreater than

16, the FSOS determines that this route is unreachable.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command must be used together with the routing protocol configuration command redistribute.

Configuration Example

 Increasing theMetric of a Received or Sent RIP Route

Scenario

Figure 3- 19

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Increase by 7 themetric of each RIP route in the range specified by ACL 7.

 Increaseby 7 themetric of each learned RIP route in the range specified by ACL 8.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# access-list 7 permit host 200.1.1.0

A(config)#access-list 8 permit host 201.1.1.0

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# offset-list 7 out 7

A(config-router)# offset-list 8 in 7

Verification Check the routing table on Router A and Router B to verify that the metrics of RIP routes are 8.

A A# show ip route rip

R 201.1.1.0/24 [120/8] via 192.168.1.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# show ip route rip

R 200.1.1.0/24 [120/8] via 192.168.1.1, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

3.4.11 Modifying Timers

ConfigurationEffect

 Change the duration of RIP timers to accelerate or slowdown the change of the protocol stateor occurrence of an event.

Notes
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 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 Modifyingtheprotocolcontrolparametersmayresult inprotocol running failures.Therefore,youareadvisednot tomodify the
timers.

Configuration Steps

 Modifying the Update Timer, Invalid Timer, and Flush Timer

This configuration must be performed if you need to adjust the RIP timers.

Byadjusting the timers, youcanreduce theconvergence timeand fault rectification timeof the routingprotocol.For routers

connectedtothesamenetwork,valuesof thethreeRIPtimersmustbethesame.Generally,youareadvisednottomodifytheRIP

timers unless otherwiserequired.

Settingtimerstosmallvaluesonalow-speedlinkbringsrisksbecausealotofUpdatepacketsconsumethebandwidth.Youcanset

timers tosmall valuesgenerallyon theEthernetora2Mbps (orabove) link toreducetheconvergencetimeofnetwork routes.

Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on a router where RIP timers need to be modified.

 Setting theSending Delay BetweenRIP Route Update Packets

This configuration must be performed if you need to adjust the sending delay between RIP Update packets.

Runtheoutput-delaycommandtoincreasethesendingdelaybetweenpacketsonahigh-speeddevicesothatalow-speeddevice

can receive and process all Update packets.

Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on a router where the sending delay needs to be adjusted.

Verification

Run the show ip rip command to display the current settings of RIP timers.

Related Commands

 Modifying the Update Timer, Invalid Timer, and Flush Timer

Command

Syntax

timers basic update invalid flush

Parameter

Description

update: Indicates therouteupdatetimeinsecond. Itdefines the intervalatwhichthedevicesendstherouteupdate

packet.Each timeanUpdatepacket is received, the invalid timerand flush timerarereset.Bydefault, a routing

update packet is sent every 30s.

invalid: Indicatestheroute invalid timeinsecond,countedfromthelasttimewhenavalidupdatepacket isreceived.

It defines the timeafterwhich the route in the routing list becomes invalid because the route is not updated.The

durationof the invalid timermust be at least three times the duration of the update timer. If noUpdate packet is

receivedbefore the invalid timerexpires, thecorresponding routeenters the invalidstate. If theUpdatepacket is

receivedbefore the invalid timer expires, the timer is reset.The default duration of the invalid timer is 180s.

flush: Indicates the route flushing time insecond,counted fromthe timewhen theRIProuteenters the invalidstate.

Whenthe flush timerexpires, the route in the invalidstatewill bedeleted from the routing table.Thedefault

duration of the flush timer is 120s.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration By default, the update timer is 30s, the invalid timer is 180s, and the flush timer is 120s.
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Usage

 Setting theSending Delay BetweenRIP Route Update Packets

Command

Syntax

output-delay delay

Parameter

Description

delay: Sets the sending delay between packets in ms. The value ranges from 8 to 50.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Normally,aRIProuteupdatepacket is512bytes longandcancontain25routes. If thenumberof routestobe

updated exceeds 25, more than one update packet will be sent as fast as possible.

Whenahigh-speeddevicesendsalotofupdatepackets toa low-speeddevice, the low-speeddevicemaynotbe

able toprocessall updatepackets in time,causinga lossof routing information. In thiscase,you need to run the

output-delaycommandtoincreasethesendingdelaybetweenpacketsonahigh-speeddevicesothatalow-speed

device can receive and process all update packets.

Configuration Example

 Setting theSending Delay BetweenRIP Route Update Packets

Scenario

Figure 3- 20

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the sending delay of update packets on Router A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# output-delay 30

Verification CapturepacketsonRouterAandcompare thesending timeofupdatepacketsbeforeandafter theconfiguration,

and verify that a delay of 30 ms is introduced.

Common Errors

For routers connected to the same network, values of the three RIP timers are not the same.

3.4.12 EnablingBFDCorrelation

Configuration Effect
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 Oncea link is faulty, RIP can quickly detect the failure of the route.This configuration helps shorten the traffic interruption time.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 The BFD correlation configured in interface configuration mode takes precedence over the global configuration.

Configuration Steps

 Correlating RIPwith BFD onAll Interfaces

 This configuration must be performed if you need to enable BFD correlation.

 After BFD is enabled on RIP,a BFD session will be set up for the RIP routing information source (that is, the source address of RIP
routeupdatepackets).OncetheBFDneighbor fails, thecorrespondingRIProutedirectlyenters the invalidstateand isnot

forwarded.

 Youcanalsorun the ipospfbfd [disable] command in interfaceconfigurationmodetoenableordisabletheBFDfunctionona
specified interface,and thisconfiguration takesprecedenceover thebfdall-interfacescommandused in routingprocess

configuration mode.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on every router.

 Correlating RIPwith BFD on an Interface

 This configurationmust be performed if you need to enable or disable BFD correlation on a specified interface.

 The interface-based configuration takes precedence over the bfd all-interfaces command used in routing process
configurationmode.

 Based on the actual environment, you can run the ip ospf bfd command to enable BFD on a specified interface for link

detection,orrunthebfdall-interfacescommandinRIPprocessconfigurationmodetoenableBFDonall interfaceoftheOSPF

process, or run the ospf bfd disable command to disable BFD on a specified interface.

 Unlessotherwise required, configure this function on a router interfacewhereBFD correlation should be configured separately.

Verification

 Verify that the BFD session is properly set up with RIP.

 After a link fails, the RIP route can quickly converges.

Related Commands

 Correlating RIPwith BFD onAll Interfaces

Command

Syntax

bfd all-interfaces

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

N/A
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 Correlating RIPwith BFD on an Interface

Command

Syntax

ip rip bfd [ disable ]

Parameter

Description

disable: Disables BFD for link detection on a specified RIP-enabled interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

By default, BFD correlation is not configured for a specified interface, and the configuration is subject to that

configured in routing process configuration mode.

Configuration Example

 Enabling BFDCorrelation with RIP

Scenario

Figure 3- 21

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the BFD parameters for interfaces of all routers.

 CorrelateRIP with BFD on all routers.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# bfd all-interfaces

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# bfd all-interfaces

Verification  On routers A and B, verify that the BFD session is in Up state.

 Disconnect Router B from the switch, and verify that theRIP route is deleted on Router A.

A A# show ip rip peer

Peer 192.168.1.2:

Local address: 192.168.1.1
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Input interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Peer version: RIPv2

Received bad packets: 0

Received bad routes: 0

BFD session state up

B A# show ip rip peer

Peer 192.168.1.1:

Local address: 192.168.1.2

Input interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Peer version: RIPv2

Received bad packets: 0

Received bad routes: 0

BFD session state up

Common Errors

 The preceding two commands are executed in RIP before the BFD function is enabled.

3.4.13 EnablingFastReroute

ConfigurationEffect

 OnceRIPdetectsaroutefailure,theroutercanimmediatelyswitchtothesecond-bestroute.Thisconfigurationhelpsshorten

the traffic interruptiontime.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 The routemap and the standby next hop must be configured.

 Toaccelerate the convergence, set carrier-delay of the interface to 0 and enable BFD correlationwith RIP.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Fast Reroute andReferencing the RouteMap

This configuration must be performed if you need to enable fast reroute.

If route-map is configured, a standby path can be specified for a successfully matched route through the route map.

WhentheRIP fast reroute function isused, it is recommendedthatBFDbeenabledat thesame timeso that thedevicecanquickly

detect any link failureand thereforeshorten the forwarding interruption time. If the interface is upor down, toshorten the forwarding

interruption timeduringRIP fast reroute,youcanconfigurecarrier-delay0 in interfaceconfigurationmode toachieve the fastest

switchover speed.

Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on every router.

Verification
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 The standby route can be correctly computed and generated.

 When the active link fails, the data can be quickly switch over to the standby link for forwarding.

Related Commands

 Enabling Fast Reroute andReferencing the RouteMap

Command

Syntax

fast-reroute route-map route-map-name

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Specifies a standby path through the route map.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Currently, theRIP fast reroute function issubject to the followingconstraints: (1)Onlyonestandbynext hopcanbe

generated forone route; (2)Nostandbynext hopcanbegenerated forequalandequal-costmulti-pathrouting

(ECMP).

Configuration Example

 Enabling Fast Reroute andReferencing the RouteMap

Scenario

Figure 3- 22

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A:GE0/1192.168.1.1 GE0/2 192.168.2.1]

B: GE0/1 192.168.1.2 GE0/2192.168.3.1 GE0/3 192.168.4.1

C: GE0/1 192.168.3.2 GE 0/2192.168.2.2

Configuration  Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

Steps  Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure fast re-route on Router A.

 Configure carrier-delay 0 for the interface on Router A.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)# route-map fast-reroute

A(config-route-map)# match interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-route-map)# set fast-reroute backup-interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 backup-nexthop 192.168.1.1

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# fast-reroute route-map fast-reroute

A(config)# interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# carrier-delay 0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# carrier-delay 0

Verification On Router A, check the routing table and verify that a standby route exists for the entry 192.168.4.0/24.

A A# show ip route fast-reroute | begin 192.168.4.0

R 192.168.4.0/24 [ma] via 192.168.1.2, 00:39:28, GigabitEthernet 0/1

[b] via 192.168.2.2, 00:39:28, GigabitEthernet 0/2

Common Errors

 The standby next hop is not properly configured for the routemap.

 Thecarrier-delayisnotconfiguredfortheinterfaceorBFDcorrelationisnotconfigured.Consequently,theswitchoverspeedof

the forwarding line is slow.

3.4.14 Enabling GR

Configuration Effect

 Whenadistributedrouteswitchesservices fromtheactiveboard tothestandbyboard, trafficforwardingcontinuesand isnot

interrupted.

 When the RIP process is being restarted, traffic forwarding continues and is not interrupted.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions must be configured.

 The GR period is at least twice the RIP route update period.

 During the RIPGR process, ensure that the network environment is stable.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theGRRestarter Capability

Thisconfigurationmustbeperformed ifRIPneedstobegracefullyrestartedtoensuredataforwardingduringhotstandby

switchover.
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The GR function is configured based on the RIP process. You can configure different parameters for different RIP processes based on

the actual conditions.

TheGRperiodis themaximumtimefromrestartof theRIPprocess tocompletionofGR.During thisperiod, the forwarding table

beforetherestart isretained,andtheRIProute isrestoredsoastorestoretheRIPstatebeforetherestart.After therestartperiod

expires, RIP exits from theGR state and performs commonRIP operations.

Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on every router that needs to be gracefully restarted.

Verification

 Run the show ip rip command to display theGR state and configured time.

 Trigger a hot standby switchover, and verify that data forwarding is not interrupted.

Related Commands

 Configuring theGRRestarter Capability

Command

Syntax

graceful-restart [ grace-period grace-period ]

Parameter

Description

graceful-restart: Enables the GR function.

grace-period: Explicitly configures the grace period.

grace-period: Indicates the GR period. The value ranges from 1s to 1800s.

The default value is twice the update time or 60s, whichever is the smaller.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommandallowsyoutoexplicitlymodify theGRperiod.NotethatGRmustbecompletedafter theupdate timer

of theRIP routeexpiresandbefore the invalid timerof theRIP routeexpires.An inappropriateGRperiodcannot

ensureuninterrupteddataforwardingduringtheGRprocess.Atypicalcaseisas follows:If theGRperiodis longer

than the duration of the invalid timer,GR is not completedwhen the invalid timer expires.The route is not

re-advertised to the neighbor, and forwarding of the route of the neighbor stops after the invalid timer expires,

causinginterruptionofdata forwardingonthenetwork.Unlessotherwiserequired,youareadvisednot toadjust the

GRperiod. If it isnecessary toadjust theGRperiod, ensure that theGRperiod is longer than thedurationof the

update timer but shorter than the duration of the invalid timer basedon the configuration of the timers basic

command.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theGRRestarter Capability
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Scenario

Figure 3- 23

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1

B:GE0/1192.168.1.1 GE0/2192.168.2.1 GE 0/3 192.168.3.1

C: GE 0/1 192.168.4.2 GE 0/3 192.168.3.2

D:GE0/1192.168.5.2 GE0/2192.168.2.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter B, enable the GR function.

B# configure terminal

B(config)# router rip

B(config-router)# graceful-restart grace-period 90

Verification  Triggerahot standbyswitchoveronRouterB,andverify that therouting tablesofdestinationNetwork1and

Network 2 remain unchanged on Router A during the switchover.

 Triggerahot standbyswitchoveronRouterB, pingdestinationNetwork1 fromRouterA, andverify that traffic

forwarding is not interrupted during the switchover.

3.4.15 Enabling MultipleInstances

Configuration Effect

 Run RIP onVPN instances.

Notes

 The RIP basic functions (with theVRF parameter) must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Creating aVRF Instance and Entering the IPv4 VRFAddress Family

 This configuration must be performed if you need to configure RIP multiple instances and associate these RIP instances with

VRF.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performedon every router that requires theRIPmultiple instances.
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 Binding theRIPMIBwith a VPN Instance

 ThisconfigurationmustbeperformedifyouconfigureRIPmultipleinstancesandwishtomanagenon-defaultRIPinstances

using theMIB.

 The RIP MIB does not have the RIP instance information. Therefore, you must perform operations only on one instance through

SNMP.Bydefault, theRIPMIBisboundwiththeRIP instanceof thedefaultVRF,andalluseroperations takeeffecton this

instance.

 If youwishtoperformoperationsonaspecifiedRIPinstancethroughSNMP,run thiscommand tobind theMIBwiththe
instance.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performedon a router where the instance ismanaged using theMIB.

Verification

 Check theVRF routing table on a router to verify that the route to a remote network can be obtained through RIP.

 Use the MIBmanagement software tomanage the bound instance.

Related Commands

 Creating aVRF Instance and Entering the IPv4 VRFAddress Family

Command

Syntax

address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf-name: Specifies the name of the VRF associated with the address family configuration sub-mode.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Run the address-family command to enter address family configuration sub-mode, the prompt of which is

(config-router-af)#. When the VRF associated with the address family configuration sub-mode is specified for the first

time,theRIPinstancecorrespondingtotheVRFwillbecreated. Inthissubmode,youcanconfiguretheRIProuting

information for the relatedVRF.

To exit from address family configuration sub-mode and return routing process configuration mode, run the

exit-address-family or exit command.

 Exiting From an IPv4 VRFAddress Family

Command

Syntax

exit-address-family

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Address family configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Run this command in address family configuration mode to exit from this configuration mode.

This command can be abbreviated as exit.

 Binding theRIPMIBwith a VPN Instance

Command enable mib-binding
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Syntax

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

N/A

Configuration Example

 Creating aVRF Instance and EnablingNetworkManagement of This Instance

Scenario

Figure 3- 24

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIP basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Create aVRF named "vpn1" and create a RIP instance for thisVRF.

 OnRouter A, bind the MIBwith the RIP vpn1 instance.

A# configure terminal

A(config)# snmp-server community public rw

A(config)# ipvrf vpn1

A(config-vrf)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ip vrf forwarding vpn1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

A(config)# router rip

A(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vpn1

A(config-router)# enable mib-binding

A(config-router-af)# network 192.168.1.0

A(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

Verification  Check the routing table onRouter A, and verify that theVRF route 201.1.1.0/24 canbe learned.

 Read and configure parameters of theRIP vpn1 instanceusing theMIB tool.

A# show ip route vrf vpn1 rip
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R 201.1.1.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.2, 00:06:11, GigabitEthernet 0/1

3.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the basic information about a

RIP process.

show ip rip

Displays the RIP routing table. show ip rip database [ vrf vrf-name ] [ network-number network-mask ] [ count ]

Displays information about external

routes redistributed by RIP.

showipripexternal [bgp |connected | isis [process-id ] |ospfprocess-id |static] [vrf

vrf-name]

Displays the RIP interface information. show ip rip interface [ vrf vrf-name ] [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays the RIP neighbor information. show ip rip peer [ ip-address ] [ vrf vrf-name ]

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugsevents thatoccurwhen theRIP

process is running.

debug ip rip event

Debugs interaction with the NSM

process.

debug ip rip nsm

Debugs the sent and received packets. debug ip rip packet [ interface interface-type interface-number | recv | send ]

Debugs the RIP GR process. debug ip rip restart

Debugs the route changes of the RIP

process.

debug ip rip route

4 Configuring OSPFv2

4.1 Overview

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) that is used within the Autonomous System (AS) to allow routers

to obtain a route to a remote network.

OSPFVersion2(OSPFv2) isapplicable to IPv4,andOSPFVersion3 (OSPFv3) isapplicable to IPv6.Theprotocol running
mechanism and most configurations are the same.

OSPF has the following characteristics:

 Wide scope of application:OSPF is applicable to a larger-scale network that supports hundreds of routers.

 Fast convergence:Once thenetwork topology changes, notifications can be quickly sent between routers to update routes.

 No self-loop: Only the link status information is synchronized between routers. Each router computes routes independently, and

a self-loop will not occur.
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 Areadivision:Alargeroutingdomainisdividedintomultiplesmallareastosavesystemresourcesandnetworkbandwidthand

ensure stability and reliability of routes.

 Route classification: Routes are classified into several types to support flexible control.

 Equivalent routes: OSPF supports equivalent routes.

 Authentication: OSPF supports packet authentication to ensure security of protocol interaction.

 Multicasttransmission:Protocolpacketsaresentusingthemulticastaddresstoavoidinterferingwithirrelevantentitiesand

save systemresources.

Inthischapter, theterm"router" referstoanynetworkdevicethatsupports therouting function.Thesenetworkdevicescanbe
L3 switches, routers, or firewall.

Unless otherwise specified, "OSPF" in the following descriptions refers toOSPFv2.

Protocols and Standards

RFC2328 This memo documents version 2 of the OSPFprotocol. OSPF is a link-state routing protocol.

RFC 2370 Thismemo defines enhancements to the OSPFprotocol to support a new class of link-stateadvertisements (LSA) called

OpaqueLSAs.OpaqueLSAsprovide ageneralizedmechanismtoallow for the futureextensibilityofOSPF.

RFC3137 Thismemodescribesabackward-compatibletechniquethatmaybeusedbyOSPF(OpenShortestPathFirst)

implementations toadvertiseunavailability toforward transit trafficor to lowerthepreference level for thepaths

through sucharouter.

RFC3623 This memo documents an enhancement to theOSPF routing protocol, whereby an OSPF routercan stay on the

forwarding path even as itsOSPFsoftware is restarted.

RFC3630 This document describes extensions to the OSPFprotocol version 2 to support intra-areaTrafficEngineering (TE), using

Opaque LinkStateAdvertisements.

RFC3682 The use of a packet's Time to Live (TTL) (IPv4)or Hop Limit (IPv6) to protect a protocol stackfrom CPU-utilization based

attacks has beenproposed inmany settings.

RFC3906 Thisdocumentdescribeshowconventionalhop-by-hoplink-stateroutingprotocolsinteractwithnewTraffic

Engineering capabilities to createInteriorGatewayProtocol (IGP) shortcuts.

RFC4576 This document specifies the necessary procedure,using one of the options bits in the LSA (Link StateAdvertisements) to

indicate that an LSAhasalreadybeen forwardedbyaPEand shouldbeignoredbyany otherPEs that see it.

RFC4577 ThisdocumentextendsthatspecificationbyallowingtheroutingprotocolonthePE/CEinterfacetobetheOSPF

protocol.

RFC4750 ThismemodefinesaportionoftheManagementInformationBase(MIB)forusewithnetworkmanagementprotocolsin

TCP/IP-based Internets.In particular, it defines objects for managingversion 2 of the Open Shortest Path First

RoutingProtocol.Version 2 of the OSPF protocol isspecific to the IPv4 address family.

4.2 Applications

Application Description

Intra-Domain Interworking OSPF runs within the AS, which is divided into several areas.

Inter-Domain Interworking SeveralASsareinterconnected.OSPFrunswithineachAS,andBorderGatewayProtocol
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A, B, C, D, E, and H are located in the backbone area, and are backbone routers.

Area 3 is configured as a stub area.

(BGP) runs between ASs.

4.2.1 Intra-Domain Interworking

Scenario

OSPFrunswithintheAS.Ifthenumberofroutersexceeds40,itisrecommendedthattheASbedividedintoseveralareas.Generally,

high-enddevices featuring reliableperformanceand fastprocessingspeedaredeployed inabackbonearea, and low-endor

medium-rangedeviceswithrelativelylowerperformancecanbedeployedinanormalarea.Allnormalareasmustbeconnected to

thebackbonearea. It isrecommendedthatanormalarealocatedonthestubbeconfiguredasastubarea.AsshowninFigure4-1, the

network is divided into four areas.Communicationbetween theseareasmust go through thebackbone area, that is area0.

Figure 4- 1 Division of the OSPF Areas

Deployment

 OSPF runs on all routers within the AS to implement unicast routing.

4.2.2 Inter-Domain Interworking

Scenario

SeveralASsare interconnected.OSPFrunswithineachAS,andBGP runsbetweenASs.Generally,OSPFandBGP learn the routing

information from each other.

As shown in Figure 4- 2, unicast routing is implemented within AS 100 and AS 200 using OSPF, and between the two ASs using BGP.

Remarks
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OSPF and BGP run concurrently on Router A and Router D.

Figure 4- 2Interworking Between OSPF and BGP

Deployment

 OSPF runs within AS 100 and AS 200 to implement unicast routing.

 BGP runs between the two ASs to implement unicast routing.

4.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Routing Domain

AllroutersinanASmustbeinterconnectedandusethesameroutingprotocol.Therefore,theASisalsocalledroutingdomain.

AnAS onwhichOSPF runs is also calledOSPF routing domain, or OSPF domain for short.

 OSPF Process

OSPF supports multiple instances, and each instance corresponds to an OSPF process.

OneormoreOSPFprocesses can be startedon a router.EachOSPFprocess runsOSPF independently, and theprocessesaremutually

isolated.

The process ID takes effect only on the local router, and does not affect exchange of OSPF packets on adjacent interfaces.

 RouterID

The router ID uniquely identifies a router in an OSPF domain. Router IDs of any two routers cannot be the same.

IfmultipleOSPFprocessesexist on a router, eachOSPFprocessusesone router ID.Router IDs ofany twoOSPFprocesses cannot be

the same.

 Area

OSPF supports multiple areas. An OSPF domain is divided into multiple areas to ease the computing pressure of a large-scale

network.

Anareaisa logicalgroupof routers,andeachgroup is identifiedbyanarea ID.Theborderbetweenareas isarouter.Aroutermay

belongtooneareaormultipleareas.Onenetworksegment(link)canbelongtoonlyonearea,oreachOSPF-enabledinterfacemust

belong to a specified area.

Remarks
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Area 0 is the backbone area, and other areas are normal areas. Normal areas must be directly connected to the backbone area.

Figure 4- 3Division of the OSPF Areas

 OSPF Router

The following types of routers are defined in OSPF, and assigned with different responsibilities:

 Internal router

AllinterfaceofanintervalrouterbelongtothesameOSPFarea.AsshowninFigure1-3,A,C,F,G,I,M,J,K,andLareinternal

routers.

 Area border router (ABR)

AnABRisusedtoconnect thebackboneareawithanormalarea.AnABRbelongstotwoormoreareas,andoneof theareas

must be the backbone area. As shown in Figure 1-3, B, D, E, and H are ABRs.

 Backbone router

Abackbonerouterhasatleastoneinterfacethatbelongstothebackbonearea.AllABRsandallroutersinarea0arebackbone

routers. As shown in Figure 4-3, A, B, C, D,E, and H are backbone routers.

 AS boundary router(ASBR)

AnASBRisusedtoexchangeroutinginformationwithotherASs.AnASBRisnotnecessarilylocatedontheborderofanAS.It

maybe a router inside an area, or an ABR. As shown in Figure 1-3, A is an ASBR.

 Virtual Link

OSPFsupportsvirtual links.Avirtual link isa logical linkthatbelongs tothebackbonearea. It isusedtoresolvetheproblemssuchasa

discontinuousbackboneareaora failuretodirectlyconnectanormalareato thebackboneareaonthephysicalnetwork.Avirtual link

supports traversal ofonly onenormal area, and thisarea iscalled transit area.Routersonbothendsof avirtual linkareABRs.

Figure 4- 4Discontinuous Backbone Area on the Physical Network
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AsshowninFigure4-4,avirtual linkissetupbetweenAandBtoconnect twoseparatedarea0s.Area1isa transitarea,andAandB

are ABRs of area 1.

Figure 4- 5Failure to Directly Connect a Normal Area to the Backbone Areaon the Physical Network

Asshown inFigure4-4,avirtual link issetupbetweenAandB toextendarea0toBsothatarea0canbedirectlyconnected toarea2

onB. Area 1 is a transit area, A is an ABR of area 1, and B is anABR of area 0 and area 2.

 LSA

OSPF describes the routing information by means of Link State Advertisement (LSA).

LSA Type Description

Router-LSA(Type 1) ThisLSA isoriginatedbyevery router. It describes the linkstateand costof the router,and is

advertised only within the area where the originating router is located.

Network-LSA(Type 2) ThisLSAisoriginatedbyadesignatedrouters (DR)ontheNBMAnetwork. It describes the link

statein thecurrentnetworksegment,and isadvertisedonlywithin theareawheretheDRis

located.

Network-summary-LSA(Type 3) ThisLSAisoriginatedbyanABR. Itdescribesaroutetoanotherarea,andisadvertisedtoareas

except totally stub areas or Not-So-Stubby Area (NSSA) areas.

ASBR-summary-LSA(Type 4) ThisLSAisoriginatedbyanABR. It describesaroute toanASBR,and isadvertised toareas

except areas where the ASBR is located.

AS-external-LSA(Type 5) ThisLSA isoriginatedbyanABR. It describesa route toadestinationoutside theAS,and is

advertised to all areas except the stub and NSSA areas.

NSSA LSA(Type 7) ThisLSA isoriginatedbyanABR. It describesa route toadestinationoutside theAS,and is

advertised only within the NASSA areas.

Opaque LSA(Type 9/Type 10/Type

11)

Opaque LSAs provide a generalized mechanism to allow for the future extensibility of OSPF,

wherein,

 Type9LSAsareonlyadvertisedwithinthenetworksegmentwhereinterfacesresides.The
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LSA Type Description

Grace LSA used to support graceful restart (GR) is one of Type 9 LSAs.

 Type 10 LSAs are advertisedwithin an area.The LSA used to support Traffic Engineering

(TE) is one ofType 10 LSAs.

 Type11LSAsareadvertisedwithinanAS.Atpresent,therearenoapplicationexamplesof

Type 11 LSAs.

Stub areas, NSSAareas, totally stub areas, and totally NSSA areas are special forms of normal areas and help reduce the load of
routers and enhance reliability of OSPF routes.

 OSPF Packet

The following table lists the protocol packets used by OSPF.TheseOSPF packets are encapsulated in IP packets and transmitted in

multicast or unicastmode.

Packet Type Description

Hello Hello packets are sent periodically to discover and maintain OSPF neighbor

relationships.

Database Description (DD) DDpacketscarrybrief informationabout thelocalLink-StateDatabase(LSDB)andare

used to synchronize the LSDBs between OSPF neighbors.

Link State Request (LSR) LSR packets are used to request the required LSAs from neighbors. LSR packets are sent

only after DD packets are exchanged successfully between OSPF neighbors.

Link State Update (LSU) LSU packets are used to send the required LSAs to peers.

Link State Acknowledgment (LSAck) LSAck packets are used to acknowledge the received LSAs.

Overview

Feature Description

Link-State Routing Protocols Run OSPF on the router to obtain routes to different destinations on the network.

OSPF Route Management Plan or optimize OSPF routes through manual configuration to implement management of OSPF

routes.

Enhanced Security and

Reliability

Use functions such as authentication and bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) correlation to

enhance security, stability, and reliability of OSPF.

Network Management Use functions such as the management information base (MIB) and Syslog to facilitate OSPF

management.

4.3.1 Link-State RoutingProtocols

OSPF is a type of link-state routing protocols. Its working process is as follows:

 Neighbor discovery Bidirectional communication

An OSPF neighbor relationship is set up between adjacent routers, and bidirectional communication is maintained.

 Database synchronization Full adjacency

A router uses LSAs to advertise all its link states. LSAs are exchanged between neighbors and the link state database (LSDB) is

synchronized to achieve full adjacency.

 Shortest PathTree (SPT) computation Formation of a routing table

The router computes the shortest path to each destination network based on the LSDB and forms an OSPF routing table.

Working Principle
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 Neighbor DiscoveryBidirectional Communication

RouterssendHellopacketsthroughallOSPF-enabledinterfaces(orvirtual links).IfHellopacketscanbeexchangedbetweentwo

routers, and parameters carried in the Hello packets can be successfully negotiated, the two routers become neighbors. Routers that

aremutuallyneighbors findtheirownrouter IDsfromHellopacketssent fromneighbors,andbidirectionalcommunicationissetup.

A Hello packet includes, but is not limited to, the following information:

 Router ID of the originating router

 Area ID of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 Subnet mask of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 Authentication information of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 Hello interval of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 Neighbor dead interval of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 Priority of the originating router interface (used for DR/BDR election)

 IP addresses of the DR and Backup Designated Router (BDR)

 Router ID of the neighbor of the originating router

 Database Synchronization Full Adjacency

After bidirectional communication is set up between neighbor routers, the DD, LSR, LSU, and LSAck packets are used to exchange

LSAs and set up the adjacency. The brief process is as follows:

 A router generates an LSA to describe all link states on the router.

 The LSA is exchanged between neighbors.When a router receives the LSA from its neighbor, it copies the LSA and saves the
copy in the local LSDB, and then advertises the LSA to other neighbors.

 When the router and its neighbors obtain the same LSDB, full adjacency is achieved.

OSPFwillbeveryquietwithoutchangesin linkcostsornetworkadditionordeletion. Ifanychangetakesplace, thechanged
link states are advertised to quickly synchronize the LSDB.

 SPTComputation Formation of a Routing Table

After thecompleteLSDB isobtained from therouter, theDijkstraalgorithm is run togenerateanSPTfromthe local router toeach

destination network. TheSPT records the destination networks, next-hop addresses, and costs. OSPF generates a routing table based

on theSPT.

Ifchangesin linkcostsornetworkadditionordeletion takeplace, theLSDBwillbeupdated.TherouteragainrunstheDijkstra

algorithm, generates a new SPT, and updates the routing table.

The Dijkstra algorithm is used to find a shortest path from a vertex to other vertices in a weighted directed graph.

 OSPF NetworkTypes

ArouterdoesnotnecessarilyneedtoexchangeLSAswitheveryneighborandsetupanadjacencywitheveryneighbor.Toimprove

efficiency, OSPF classifies networks that use various link layer protocols into five types so that LSAs are exchanged in different ways to

set upanadjacency:

 Broadcast

Neighbors are discovered, and the DR and BDR are elected.
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A#show ip route

Codes: C -connected,S - static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O -OSPF, IA -OSPF inter area

N1 - OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 - OSPF NSSA external type 2

The DR (or BDR) exchanges LSAswith all other routers to set up an adjacency. Except the DR and BDR, all other routers do not

exchange LSAswith each other, and the adjacency is not set up.

Ethernet and fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) belong to the broadcast network type by default.

 Non-broadcast multiple access (NBMA)

Neighbors are manually configured, and the DR and BDR are elected.

The DR (or BDR) exchanges LSAswith all other routers to set up an adjacency. Except the DR and BDR, all other routers do not

exchange LSAswith each other, and the adjacency is not set up.

X.25, frame relay, and ATM belong to NBMA networks by default.

 Point-to-point (P2P)

Neighbors are automatically discovered, and the DR or BDR is not elected.

LSAsareexchangedbetweenroutersatbothendsof thelink,andtheadjacencyissetup.

PPP,HDLC,and LAPBbelongs to theP2P network type by default.

 Point-to-multipoint(P2MP)

Neighbors are automatically discovered, and the DR or BDR is not elected.

LSAs are exchanged between any two routers, and the adjacency is set up.

Networkswithoutanylink layerprotocolbelongtotheP2MPnetworktypebydefault.P2MPbroadcast

Neighbors aremanually configured, and the DR or BDR is not elected.

LSAs are exchanged between any two routers, and the adjacency is set up.

Networks without any link layer protocol belong to the P2MP network type by default.

 OSPF RouteTypes

Figure 4- 6

Display the OSPF routes (marked in red) in the routing table of Router A.
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E1 - OSPF external type 1, E2 - OSPF external type 2

i- IS-IS,su-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2- IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

ON2172.10.10.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.3.2,00:01:00,GigabitEthernet0/3

OE2191.10.10.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,01:11:26,GigabitEthernet0/1

C 192.168.1.0/24 is directly connected,GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 192.168.1.1/32 is local host.

C 192.168.2.0/24 is directly connected,GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 192.168.2.1/32 is local host.

C 192.168.3.0/24 is directly connected,GigabitEthernet 0/3

C 192.168.3.1/32 is local host.

O 192.168.4.0/24 [110/2] via 192.168.2.2, 00:00:02,GigabitEthernet 0/2

O IA 192.168.5.0/24 [110/3] via 192.168.1.2, 00:01:02,GigabitEthernet 0/1

A mark is displayed in front of each OSPF route to indicate the type of the route. There are six types of OSPF routes:

 O: Intra-arearoute

This typeof routedescribeshow toarriveatadestinationnetwork in the localarea.Thecostof this typeof route isequal to the

cost of the route from the local router to the destination network.

 IA: Inter-area route

This typeof routedescribeshow toarriveatadestinationnetwork inanotherarea.The costof this type of route isequal to the

cost of the route from the local router to the destination network.

 E1: Type 1 external route
This type of routedescribeshow toarriveat adestinationnetworkoutside theAS.The costof this type of route isequal to the

costof theroute fromthe local router to theASBRplus thecostof theroute fromtheASBR tothedestinationnetwork.This type

of route does not exist on routers in the stub or NSSA area.

 E2: Type 2 external route

This type of routedescribeshow toarriveat adestinationnetworkoutside theAS.The costof this type of route isequal to the

costof theroute fromtheASBRtothedestinationnetwork.This typeof routedoesnotexistonrouters in thestuborNSSAarea.

 N1:Type 1 external route of the NSSA area

Thistypeof routedescribeshowtoarriveatadestinationnetworkoutsidetheASthroughtheASBRintheNSSAarea.Thecost

of this type of route isequal to thecost of the route from the local router to theASBRplus the cost of the route fromtheASBR to

the destination network. This type of route exists only on routers in the NSSA area.

 N2:Type 2 external route of the NSSA area

ThistypeofroutedescribeshowtoarriveatadestinationnetworkoutsidetheASthroughtheASBRintheNSSAarea.Thecost

of this type of route isequal to thecost of the route from theASBR to thedestinationnetwork.This type of routeexistsonlyon

routers in the NSSA area.
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ReliabilityofE2andN2routes ispoor.OSPFbelievesthat thecostof theroutefromtheASBRtoadestinationoutsideanASis
fargreater than thecostof theroute to theASBRwithintheAS.Therefore,when theroutecost iscomputed,only thecostof the

route from the ASBR to a destination outside an AS is considered.

Related Configuration

 EnablingOSPF

OSPF is disabled by default.

Run the router ospf 1 command to create an OSPF process on the router.

Run the network area command to enable OSPF on the interface and specify the area ID.

Run the area virtual-link command to create a virtual link on the router. The virtual link can be treated as a logical interface.

 Router ID

By default, the OSPFprocess elects the largest IP address among the IP addresses of all the loopback interfaces as the router ID. If the

loopbackinterfacesconfiguredwithIPaddressesarenotavailable,theOSPFprocesselectsthelargestIPaddressamongtheIP

addresses of all the loopback interfaces as the router ID.

Alternatively, you can run the router-id command to manually specify the router ID.

 Protocol ControlParameters

Runthe ipospfhello-intervalcommandtomodify theHello intervalontheinterface.Thedefaultvalue is10s(or30s forNBMA

networks).

Run the ipospfdead-intervalcommandtomodify theneighbordead interval on the interface.Thedefault value is four times the

Hello interval.

Usethepoll-intervalparameter intheneighborcommandtomodify theneighborpolling intervalon theNBMAinterface.The

default value is 120s.

Run the ip ospf transmit-delay command to modify the LSU packet transmission delay on the interface. The default value is 1s.

Runtheipospfretransmit-intervalcommandtomodifytheLSUpacketretransmissionintervalontheinterface.Thedefaultvalueis

5s.

Usethehello-intervalparameter intheareavirtual-linkcommand tomodify theHello intervalon thevirtual link.Thedefault value

is 10s.

Usethedead-intervalparameter in theareavirtual-linkcommand tomodify theneighbordead intervalon thevirtual link.The

default value is four times the Hello interval.

Usethetransmit-delayparameterintheareavirtual-linkcommandtomodifytheLSUpackettransmissiondelayonthevirtual link.

The default value is 1s.

Usetheretransmit-intervalparameterintheareavirtual-linkcommandtomodifytheLSUpacketretransmissionintervalonthe

virtual link. The default value is 5s.

RunthetimersthrottlelsaallcommandtomodifyparametersoftheexponentialbackoffalgorithmthatgeneratesLSAs.Thedefault

values of these parameters are 0ms, 5000ms, and 5000 ms.

Run the timerspacinglsa-group command to modify the LSA group update interval. The default value is 30s.

Runthetimerspacinglsa-transmitcommandtomodifytheLS-UPDpacketsendingintervalandthenumberofsentLS-UPDpackets.

The default values are 40ms and 1.
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Run the timers lsa arrival command to modify the delay after which the same LSA is received. The default value is 1000 ms.

RunthetimersthrottlespfcommandtomodifytheSPTcomputationdelay,minimumintervalbetweentwoSPTcomputations,and

maximum interval between twoSPT computations.Thedefault values are 1000ms,5000ms,and 10000ms.

 OSPF NetworkTypes

By default, Ethernet and FDDI belong to the broadcast type, X.25, frame relay, and ATMbelong to the NBMA type, and PPP,HDLC, and

LAPB belong to the P2P type.

Run the ip ospf network command to manually specify the network type of an interface.

Run the neighbor command to manually specify a neighbor. For the NBMA and P2MP non-broadcast types, you must manually

specify neighbors.

Runtheipospfprioritycommandtoadjusttheprioritiesofinterfaces,whichareusedforDR/BDRelection.TheDR/BDRelectionis

required for the broadcastandNBMA types.The routerwith thehighestprioritywins in theelection, and the routerwith thepriority

of 0 does not participate in the election. The default value is 1.

4.3.2 OSPF RouteManagement

Plan or optimize OSPF routes through manual configuration to implement management of OSPF routes.

Working Principle

 (Totally) Stub Area and (Totally)NSSAArea

The (totally) stub and (totally)NSSA areas help reduce the protocol interaction load and the size of the routing table.

 If an appropriate area is configured as a (totally) stub or NSSA area, advertisement of a large number of Type 5 andType 3 LSAs
can be avoided within the area.

Area Type1 and

Type2 LSAs

Type 3 LSA Type 4 LSA Type 5 LSA Type 7 LSA

Non (totally) stub area and NSSA

area

Allowed Allowed Allowed Allowed Not allowed

Stub area Allowed Allowed (containing one

default route)

Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed

Totally stub area Allowed Only one default route is

allowed.

Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed

NSSA area Allowed Allowed (containing one

default route)

Allowed Not allowed Allowed

Totally NSSA area Allowed Only one default route is

allowed.

Allowed Not allowed Allowed

The ABR usesType 3LSAs to advertise a default route to the (totally) stub or NSSA area.

TheABRconvertsType 7LSAs in the totallyNSSAarea toType5LSAs, andadvertiseType5LSAs to the backbone area.

 Ifanareaisappropriatelyconfiguredasa(totally)stubareaoranNSSAarea,alargenumberofE1,E2,andIArouteswillnotbe

added to the routing table of a router in the area.

Area Routes Available in the Routing Table of a Router Inside the Area

Non (totally) stub area and NSSA O: a route to a destination network in the local area
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area IA: a route to a destination network in another area

E1orE2:arouteordefaultroutetoadestinationnetworksegmentoutsidetheAS(viaanyASBRin

the AS)

Stub area O: a route to a destination network in the local area

IA: a route or a default route to a destination network in another area

Totally stub area O: a route to a destination network in the local area

IA: a default route

NSSA area O: a route to a destination network in the local area

IA: a route or a default route to a destination network in another area

N1orN2:arouteordefault routetoadestinationnetworksegmentoutsidetheAS(viaanyASBR

in the local area)

Totally NSSA area O:a route toadestinationnetwork in the localarea

IA: a default route

N1orN2:a routeordefault route toadestinationnetworksegmentoutside theAS(viaanyASBR

in the local area)

 Route Redistribution

Routeredistribution refersto theprocessof introducingroutesofother routingprotocols, routesofotherOSPFprocesses,static

routes,anddirectroutesthatexistonthedevicetoanOSPFprocesssothattheseroutescanbeadvertisedtoneighborsusingType5

and Type 7 LSAs. A default route cannot be introduced during route redistribution.

RouteredistributionisoftenusedforinterworkingbetweenASs.YoucanconfigurerouteredistributiononanASBRtoadvertise

routes outside an AS to the interior of the AS, or routes inside an AS to the exterior of the AS.

 Default Route Introduction

ByconfiguringacommandonanASBR,youcanintroduceadefaultroutetoanOSPFprocesssothat theroutecanbeadvertisedto

neighbors usingType 5 and Type 7 LSAs.

Default route introductionisoftenusedfor interworkingbetweenASs.Onedefault route isusedtoreplaceall theroutesoutsidean

AS.

 Route Summarization

Routesummarization isaprocessofsummarizingrouting informationwiththesameprefix intoone route,andadvertising the

summarized route (replacing a large number of individual routes) to neighbors. Route summarization helps reduce the protocol

interaction load and the size of the routing table.

By default, the ABR advertises inter-area routing information by using Type3 LSAs within a network segment, and advertises

redistributedroutinginformationbyusingType5andType7LSAs.Ifcontinuousnetworksegmentsexist, it isrecommendedthatyou

configure route summarization.

Whenconfiguringroutesummarization, thesummarizationrangemayexceedtheactualnetworkscopeofroutes.Ifdataissenttoa

networkbeyond thesummarizationrange,aroutingloopmaybeformedandtherouterprocessing loadmayincrease.Toprevent

theseproblems, theABRorASBRautomaticallyaddsadiscard route to the routing table.This routewillnot be advertised.

 Route Filtering

OSPFsupportsroutefilteringtoensuresecurityandfacilitatecontrolwhentheroutinginformationisbeinglearned,exchanged,or

used.
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Using configuration commands, you can configure route filtering for the following items:

 Interface: The interface is prevented from sending routing information (any LSAs) or exchanging routing information (any LSAs)
with neighbors.

 Routing informationadvertisedbetweenareas:Only therouting informationthatmeets the filteringconditionscanbe

advertised to another area (Type 3 LSAs).

 Routing informationoutsideanAS:Only the routing information thatmeets the filteringconditionscanbe redistributed to the

OSPF process(Type 5 and Type 7 LSAs).

 LSAsreceivedbyarouter: IntheOSPFroutingtable,onlytheroutesthatarecomputedbasedontheLSAsmeetingthefiltering

conditions can beadvertised.

 Route Cost

If redundancylinksordevicesexistonthenetwork,multiplepathsmayexist fromthelocaldevicetothedestinationnetwork.OSPF

selects thepathwith theminimum total cost to formanOSPF route.The total cost of apath is equal to thesumof the costs of

individual linksalong thepath.The total costof apath canbeminimizedbymodifying thecostsof individual linksalong thepath. In

this way, OSPF selects this path to form a route.

Using configuration commands, you can modify the link costs:

 Cost from an interface to a directly connected network segment and cost from the interface to a neighbor

 CostfromanABR to the inter-area summarization network segment and cost from the ABR to the default network segment

 CostfromanASBRtoanexternalnetworksegmentandcostfromtheASBRtothedefaultnetworksegment

Both the cost and themetric indicate the cost and are not differentiated from eachother.

 OSPF AdministrativeDistance

Theadministrativedistance(AD)evaluatesreliabilityofaroute,andthevalueisanintegerrangingfrom0to255.AsmallerADvalue

indicates that the route ismore trustworthy. Ifmultiplesexist to thesamedestination, the routepreferentiallyselectsaroutewitha

smallerADvalue.The routewithagreaterADvalue becomesa floating route, that is, a standby routeof theoptimumroute.

Bydefault, theroutecomingfromonesourcecorrespondstoanADvalue.TheADvalueisalocalconcept.ModifyingtheADvalue

affects route selection only on the current router.

Route

Source

Directly-Co

nnected

Network

Static Route EBGP Route OSPF Route IS-IS Route RIP Route IBGP Route Unreachabl

e Route

Default AD 0 1 20 110 115 120 200 255

Related Configuration

 Stub Area and NSSA Area

No stub or NSSA area is configured by default.

Runtheareastubcommand toconfigureaspecifiedareaasastubarea.

Run the areanssa command to configure a specified area as an NSSAarea.

The backbone area cannot be configured as a stub or an NSSA area.

A transit area (with virtual links going through) cannot be configured as a stub or an NSSA area.
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An area containing an ASBR cannot be configured as a stub area.

 Route Redistribution and Default Route Introduction

Bydefault, routesarenot redistributedand thedefault route isnot introduced.

Run the redistribute command to configure route redistribution.

Run the default-information originate command to introduce the default route.

After configuring route redistribution and default route introduction, the route automatically becomes an ASBR.

 Route Summarization

Bydefault,routesarenotsummarized. Ifroutesummarizationisconfigured,adiscardroutewillbeautomaticallyadded.

Run thearearangecommand to summarize routes distributed betweenareas (Type 3LSA) on theABR.

Run the summary-address command to summarize redistributed routes (Type 5 andType 7 LSAs) on the ASBR.

Run thediscard-route command to add a discard route to the routing table.

 Route Filtering

By default, routes are not filtered.

Run the passive-interface command to configure a passive interface. Routing information (any LSAs) cannot be exchanged on a

passive interface.

Run the ip ospfdatabase-filter all out command to prohibit an interface from sending routing information (any LSAs).

Runtheareafilter-listcommandtofilter routinginformationadvertisedbetweenareasontheABR.Onlytheroutinginformation

thatmeets the filtering conditions can be advertised to another area (Type 3 LSAs).

Usethe route-mapparameter in the redistributecommand,oruse thedistribute-listoutcommand to filter theexternal routing

informationof theASon theASBR.Only theroutinginformation thatmeets the filteringconditionscanberedistributed totheOSPF

process (Type 5 and Type 7 LSAs).

Runthedistribute-listincommandtofilterLSAsreceivedbytherouter.In theOSPFroutingtable,only theroutes thatarecomputed

based on the LSAsmeeting the filtering conditions can be advertised.

 Route Cost

 Costfromtheinterfacetothedirectly-connectednetworksegment (coston theinterface)

Thedefaultvalue is theautocost.Autocost=Referencebandwidth/Interfacebandwidth

Runtheauto-costreference-bandwidthcommandtosetthereferencebandwidthofautocost.Thedefaultvalueis100Mbps.

Run the ipospfcostcommand tomanually set thecostof the interface.Theconfigurationpriorityof this itemishigher than

that of the auto cost.

 Costfromthe interfacetoaspecifiedneighbor (that is,cost fromthelocaldevicetoaspecifiedneighbor)
The default value is the auto cost.

Usethecostparameter intheneighborcommandtomodify thecost fromtheinterfacetoaspecifiedneighbor.The

configuration priority of this item is higher than that of the cost of the interface.

This configuration item is applicable only to P2MP-type interfaces.

 Cost from theABR to the inter-area summarization network segment (that is, the cost of the summarized inter-area route)

IfOSPFroutingiscompatiblewithRFC1583,thedefaultvalueistheminimumcostamongallcostsofthesummarizedlinks;

otherwise, the default value is themaximum cost among all costs of the summarized links.
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Run the compatible rfc1583 command to make OSPF routing compatible with RFC1583. By default, OSPF routing is compatible

with RFC1583.

Use the cost parameter in the area range command to modify the cost of inter-area route summarization.

 Cost fromtheABR tothedefault networksegment (that is, the costof thedefault route that isautomaticallyadvertisedby the

ABR to the stub or NSSA areas)

The default value is 1.

Run theareadefault-costcommand tomodify thecostof thedefault route that theABRautomaticallyadvertise to thestubor

NSSA areas.

 Cost from theASBR to an external network segment (that is, the metric of an external route)

Bydefault, themetricofa redistributedBGProute is1, themetricofother typesof redistributedroutes is20, and the route type

isType 2 External.

Run the default-metric command to modify the default metric of the external route.

Usethemetric,metric-typeand route-mapparameters inthe redistributecommandtomodify themetricand routetypeof

the external route.

 CostfromtheASBRto thedefaultnetworksegment (that is, themetricof thedefault route that ismanually introduced)

By default, themetric is 1, and the route type isType 2 External.

Usethemetric,metric-typeandroute-mapparametersinthedefault-informationoriginatecommandtomodifythemetric

and route type of the default route that is manually introduced.

Usethemetricandmetric-typeparametersofdefault-informationoriginateintheareanssacommandtomodifythemetric

and type of the default route that is manually introduced to the NSSA area.

 Runthemax-metricrouter-lsacommandtosetmetricsofall routesadvertisedontherouter tothemaximumvalue. In this

way, the totalcostofanypath thatpasses through this routerwillbecomevery large,and thepathcanhardlybecomethe

shortest path.

 OSPF AdministrativeDistance

By default, the OSPF AD is 110.

Run the distance command to set the AD of an OSPF route.

4.3.3 Enhanced Security andReliability

Use functions such as authentication and BFD correlationto enhance security, stability, and reliability of OSPF.

Working Principle

 Authentication

Authenticationpreventsroutersthat illegallyaccessthenetworkandhoststhat forgeOSPFpacket fromparticipatingintheOSPF

process. OSPF packets received on the OSPF interface (or at both ends of the virtual link) are authenticated. If authentication fails, the

packets are discarded and the adjacency cannot be set up.

Enabling authentication can avoid learning unauthenticated or invalid routes, thus preventing advertising valid routes to

unauthenticated devices. In the broadcast-type network, authentication also prevents unauthenticated devices from becoming

designated devices, ensuring stability of the routing system and protecting the routing system against intrusions.

 MTUVerification
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OnreceivingaDDpacket,OSPFcheckswhethertheMTUoftheneighbor interfaceisthesameastheMTUofthelocalinterface.If the

MTUof the interfacespecified in the receivedDDpacket is greater than theMTUof the interface that receives thepacket, the

adjacency cannot be set up. Disabling MTU verification can avoid this problem.

 Source AddressVerification

Generally, the source address of a packet received byOSPF is in the same network segment as the receiving interface.The addresses

atbothendsofaP2Plinkareconfiguredseparatelyandarenotnecessarilyinthesamenetworksegment. Inthisscenario,asthepeer

addressinformationwillbenotifiedduringtheP2Plinknegotiationprocess,OSPFcheckswhetherthesourceaddressofthepacketis

theaddressadvertisedbythepeerduringnegotiation. Ifnot,OSPFdetermines that thepacket is invalidanddiscardsthispacket. In

particular,OSPF does not verify the address of an unnumbered interface.

Insomescenarios, thesourceaddressofapacket receivedbyOSPFmaynotbe in thesamenetworksegmentas thereceiving

interface, and therefore OSPF address verification fails. For example, the negotiated peer address cannot be obtained on a P2P link. In

thisscenario, sourceaddressverificationmust be disabled toensure that theOSPFadjacency canbeproperly set up.

 Two-WayMaintenance

OSPFroutersperiodicallysendHellopacketstoeachothertomaintaintheadjacency.Onalargenetwork,alotofpacketsmaybe

sent or received, occupying too much CPU andmemory. As a result, some packets are delayed or discarded. If the processing time of

Hello packets exceeds the dead interval, the adjacency will be destroyed.

If the two-way maintenance function is enabled, in addition to the Hello packets, the DD, LSU, LSR, and LSAck packets can also be

used tomaintain the bidirectional communication between neighbors,whichmakes the adjacencymore stable.

 Concurrent Neighbor Interaction Restriction

Whenaroutersimultaneouslyexchangesdatawithmultipleneighbors,itsperformancemaybeaffected. If themaximumnumberof

neighborsthatconcurrently initiateoraccept interactionwiththeOSPFprocess, theroutercaninteractwithneighborsbybatches,

which ensures data forwarding and other key services.

 Overflow

OSPF requires that routers in the same area store the same LSDB. The number of routers keeps increasing on the network. Some

routers,however,cannotstoresomuchrouting informationduetothelimitedsystemresources.The largeamountof routing

informationmay exhaust the system resources of routers, causing failures of the routers.

The overflow function limit the number of external routes in the LSDB to control the size of the LSDB.

Whenthenumberofexternal routesonarouterexceedstheupper limit, therouterenters theoverflowstate.The routerdeletes the

external routesgeneratedby itself fromtheLSDB,anddoesnotgeneratenewexternal routes. Inaddition, therouterdiscardsthe

newly receivedexternal routes.After theoverflowstate timer (5s)expires, if thenumberofexternal routes is lower than theupper

limit, the normal state is restored.

 GR

The control and forwarding separated technology is widely used among routers. On a relatively stable network topology, when a

GR-enabledrouter isrestartedonthecontrolplane,dataforwardingcancontinueontheforwardingplane. Inaddition,actions(such

asadjacency re-forming and routecomputation)performedon thecontrolplane donot affect functionsof the forwardingplane. In

thisway, service interruption causedby route flapping canbe avoided, thus enhancing reliability of the entire network.

Currently, the GR function is used only during active/standby switchover and system upgrade.
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Figure 4- 7Normal OSPF GR Process

 The GR process requires collaboration between the restarter and the helper. The restarter is the router where GR occurs. The

helper is a neighbor of the restarter.

 WhenenteringorexitingtheGRprocess, therestartersendsaGrace-LSAtotheneighbor,notifyingtheneighbortoenterorexit

the helperstate.

 When theadjacency between the restarter and thehelper reaches theFull state, the router canexit theGRprocesssuccessfully.

 NSR

Duringnonstoprouting(NSR),OSPF-relatedinformationisbackedupfromtheactivesupervisormoduleofadistributeddevicetothe

standbysupervisormodule. In thisway, thedevicecanautomaticallyrecover thelinkstateandre-generaterouteswithout thehelpof

theneighbor devicesduring theactive/standbyswitchover. Information that shouldbebackedup includes theadjacencyand link

state.

 Fast Hello, BFDCorrelation, and Fast Reroute

Afteralinkfaultoccurs,OSPFsensesthedeathoftheneighboronlyafteraperiodoftime(about40s).Then,OSPFadvertisesthe

information and re-computes the SPT. During this period, traffic is interrupted.

 Afterthe fastHellofunctionisenabled(that is, theneighbordead interval isset to1s),OSPFcansensethedeathofaneighbor

within1s oncea link is faulty.This greatly accelerates route convergenceand prevents traffic interruption.

 BFDisusedtotestconnectivitybetweendevices.Alinkfaultcanbedetectedinasshortas150ms.AfterOSPFiscorrelatedwith

BFD,OSPFcansensethedeathof aneighbor inasshort as150msoncea link is faulty.Thisgreatlyacceleratesroute

convergence and prevents traffic interruption.
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 Fast reroute prepares a standby route for OSPF.Once the OSPF senses the death of a neighbor, the traffic is immediately

switched over to the standby route, thus preventing traffic interruption.

 iSPF

 TheOSPFtopologyisareabased.TheSPFalgorithmisrunforindependentcomputationineacharea.ThestandardSPF

algorithmre-computes the topologyof theentireareaeach timeeven ifonly the leavenodeschange in thearea topology.

 Whencomputingthenetworktopology, theincrementalSPF(iSPF)correctsonlythenodesontheSPTthatareaffectedbythe
topologicalchanges,anddoesnotre-buildtheentireSPT.Thiscaneffectivelyeasethepressureontherouterprocessorsona

large network, especially when the network is not stable.

Related Configuration

 OSPF PacketAuthentication

By default, authentication is disabled.

 Runtheareaauthenticationcommand toenable theauthentication function intheentireareaso that thefunction takeseffect
on all interfaces in this area. If authentication is enabled in area 0, the function takes effect on the virtual link.

 Run the ip ospf authentication command to enable authentication on an interface. This configuration takes precedence over

the area-basedconfiguration.

 Run the ip ospf authentication-key command to set the text authentication key on an interface.

 Run the ip ospfmessage-digest-key command to set themessagedigest 5 (MD5) authentication key onan interface.

 Usetheauthenticationparameter intheareavirtual-linkcommandtoenableauthenticationatbothendsofavirtual link.
This configuration takes precedence over the area-based configuration.

 Usetheauthentication-keyparameter intheareavirtual-linkcommand toset the textauthenticationkeyatbothendsofa
virtual link.

 Usethemessage-digest-keyparameter intheareavirtual-linkcommandtosettheMD5authenticationkeyatbothendsofa
virtual link.

 MTUVerification

By default, MTU verification is disabled.

Run the ip ospf mtu-ignore command to disable MTU verification on an interface.

 Source addressverification

By default, source address verification is enabled on a P2P interface.

Run the ip ospf source-check-ignore command to disable source address verification on an interface.

 Two-WayMaintenance

By default, bidirectional maintenance is enabled.

Run the two-way-maintain command to enable two-way maintenance.

 Concurrent neighbor Interaction Restriction

Runthemax-concurrent-ddcommandtomodify themaximumnumberofneighbors thatareconcurrently interactingwiththe

current OSPF process.The default value is 5.
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Runthe ipv6routerospfmax-concurrent-ddcommandtomodify themaximumnumberofneighborsthatareconcurrently

interacting with all OSPF processes on the router. The default value is 10.

 Overflow

Runtheoverflowmemory-lackcommandtoallowtherouter toenter theoverflowstatewhen thememory is insufficient.Bydefault,

the router is allowed to enter the overflow state when the memory is insufficient.

Runtheoverflowdatabasecommandtoallowtherouter toenter theoverflowstatewhenthenumberofLSAs istoolarge.By

default, the router is not allowed to enter the overflow state when the number of LSAs is too large.

Runtheoverflowdatabaseexternalcommandtoallowtherouter toenter theoverflowstatewhen thenumberofexternalLSAs is

too large.By default, the router isnot allowed toenter theoverflowstatewhen thenumberof external-LSAs is too large.

 GR

Bydefault, therestarter functionisdisable,andthehelperfunctionisenabled.

Run thegraceful-restart command to configure the restarter function.

Run the graceful-restart helper command to configure the helper function.

 NSR

By default, NSR is disabled.

Run the nsr command to enable NSR on the current OSPF process.

 Fast Hello

By default, the neighbor dead interval on the interface is 40s.

Runthe ipospfdead-intervalminimalhello-multipliercommandtoenabletheFastHellofunctiononan interface,that is,the

neighbor dead interval is 1s.

 Correlating OSPFwithBFD

By default, OSPF is not correlated with BFD.

Run thebfd intervalmin_rxmultipliercommand toset theBFDparameters.

Run the bfd all-interfaces command to correlate OSPFwith BFD on all interfaces.

Run the ip ospf bfd command to correlate OSPF with BFD on the current interface.

 Fast Reroute

By default, fast reroute is disabled.

Runthefast-rerouteroute-mapcommandtoenablefastrerouteonanOSPFprocesssothat thestandbyroutedefinedintheroute

map can beused.

Runthefast-reroutelfacommandtoenablefastrerouteonanOSPFprocesssothat thestandbyroutecanbecomputedbyusing

the loop-free standby path.

Run the fast-reroute lfadownstream-paths command to enable fast reroute on an OSPF process so that the standby route can be

computed by using the downstream path.

Run the set fast-reroute backup-interfacebackup-nexthop command to define a standby route in the route map.
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Run the ip ospf fast-reroute protection command to specify theloop-freealternate(LFA) protection mode of an interface.

Runthe ipospf fast-rerouteno-eligible-backupcommandtopreventaninterfacefrombecomingastandbyinterface.

 iSPF

By default, iSPF is disabled.

Run the ispf enable command to enable iSPF on the OSPF process.

4.3.4 NetworkManagement

Use functions such as the MIB and Syslog to facilitate OSPF management.

Working Principle

 MIB

MIBisthedevicestatusinformationsetmaintainedbyadevice.YoucanusethemanagementprogramtoviewandsettheMIBnode.

MultipleOSPFprocessescanbesimultaneouslystartedonarouter,buttheOSPFMIBcanbeboundwithonlyoneOSPFprocess.

 Trap

ATrapmessageisanotificationgeneratedwhenthesystemdetectsafault.Thismessagecontainstherelatedfaultinformation.

If theTrap function is enabled, the router canproactively send theTrapmessages to thenetworkmanagement device.

 Syslog

The Syslog records the operations (such as command configuration) performed by users on routers and specific events (such as

network connection failures).

If theSyslogisallowedtorecordtheadjacencychanges, thenetworkadministratorcanviewthelogstolearntheentireprocessthat

theOSPF adjacency is set up and maintained.

Related Configuration

 MIB

By default, the MIB is bound with the OSPF process with the smallest process ID.

Run the enable mib-binding command to bind the MIB with the current OSPF process.

 Trap

Bydefault,alltrapsaredisabled,andthedeviceisnotallowedtosendOSPFtraps.

RuntheenabletrapscommandtoenableaspecifiedtrapforanOSPFprocess.

Run the snmp-server enable traps ospf command to allow the device to send OSPF traps.

 SYSLOG

By default, the Syslog is allowed to record the adjacency changes.

Run the log-adj-changes command to allow the Syslog to record the adjacency changes.
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4.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring OSPF Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to build an OSPF routing domain.

routerospf Creates an OSPF process.

router-id Configures a router ID.

network area
EnablesOSPFonaninterfaceandspecifiesan

area ID.

ip ospf area

Sameconfigurationeffectswiththelast

command.

Configuration on interface takes effect first.

area virtual-link Creates a virtual link.

Setting the Network Type

(Optional) The configurations are mandatory if the physical network is the X.25, frame relay, or ATM
network.

ip ospf network Defines the network type.

neighbor Specifies a neighbor.

ip ospf priority Configures the DR priority.

Configuring Route

Redistribution and Default

Route

(Optional)TheconfigurationsarerecommendediftheOSPFroutingdomainisconnectedwithan
external network.

redistribute Configures route redistribution.

router ospf redistribute Route redistribution based on VRF.

default-information originate Introduces a default route.

Configuring Stub Area and

NSSA Area

(Optional) It isused to reduce interactionof routing informationand thesizeof routing table, and
enhance stability of routes.

areastub Configures a stub area.

areanssa Configures an NSSA area.

(Optional) It isused to reduce interactionof routing informationand thesizeof routing table, and
enhance stability of routes.

Configuring Route

Summarization

area range
Summarizesroutesthatareadvertisedbetween

areas.

summary-address
Summarizesroutes thatare introducedthrough

redistribution.

discard-route Adds a discard route to the routing table.

Configuring Route Filtering

(Optional)It isusedtomanuallycontrol interactionofroutinginformationandfilteravailableOSPF
routes.

passive-interface Configures a passive interface.

ip ospfdatabase-filter all out Prohibits an interface from sending LSAs.

area filter-list Filters routes that are advertised between areas..

distribute-list out
Filters routes that are introduced through

redistribution.
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Configuration Description and Command

distribute-listin
Filters routes that are calculated based on the

received LSAs.

Modifying Route Cost and

AD

(Optional)It isusedtomanuallycontrol theshortestroutecomputedbyOSPFanddetermine
whether to select an OSPF route preferentially.

auto-costreference-bandwidth
Modifies the reference bandwidth of the auto

cost.

ip ospf cost
Modifies the cost in the outbound direction of

an interface.

areadefault-cost
Modifies the cost of the default route in a stub

or an NSSA area.

default-metric
Modifies the default metric of a redistributed

route.

max-metric router-lsa Configures the maximum metric.

compatible rfc1583
Enables the routing rules tobe compatiblewith

RFC1583.

distance Modifies the OSPF AD.

Enabling Authentication

(Optional)ItisusedtopreventroutersthatillegallyaccessthenetworkandhoststhatforgeOSPF
packets from participating in theOSPF protocol process.

areaauthentication
Enables authentication and sets the

authentication mode in an area.

ip ospf authentication
Enables authentication and sets the

authentication mode on an interface.

ip ospf authentication-key Sets the text authenticationkeyonan interface.

ip ospfmessage-digest-keymd5
Sets the MD5 authentication key on an

interface.

Enabling Overflow

(Optional)It isusedtoprevent theproblemthatOSPFprocessesstoprunningdueto
over-consumption of the memory.

overflow memory-lack
Allows the router to enter the overflow state

when the memory is insufficient.

overflow database

Allows the router to enter theoverflowstate

when the number of LSAs exceeds the preset

limit.

overflow database external

Allows the router to enter the overflow state

when the number of external LSAs exceeds the

preset limit.

Modifying the Maximum

Number of Concurrent

Neighbors

(Optional) It isusedtoprevent theproblemofperformancedeteriorationcausedby
over-consumption of the CPU.

max-concurrent-dd
Modifies the maximum number of con current

neighbors on the current OSPF process.

router ospf max-concurrent-dd
Modifies the maximum number of con current

neighbors on all OSPF processes.
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Disabling Source Address

Verification

(Optional) It isused toprevent theproblem that theadjacencycannot beset updue to the failure
to obtain the peer address.

ip ospf source-check-ignore
Disables source address verification on an

interface.

Disabling MTU Verification
(Optional) It isused toprevent theproblem that theadjacencycannot besetupdue toMTU
inconsistency on the neighbor interface.

ip ospf mtu-ignore Disables MTU verification on an interface.

Enabling Two-Way

Maintenance
(Optional) It isused toprevent terminationof theadjacencydue tothedelayor lossofHellopackets.

two-way-maintain Enables two-way maintenance.

Enabling GR

(Optional)ItisusedtoretainOSPFroutingforwardingduringrestartoractive/standbyswitchover
of the OSPF processes to prevent traffic interruption.

graceful-restart Configures the restarter function.

graceful-restart helper Configures the helper function.

Enabling NSR
(Optional)It isusedtoretainOSPFroutingforwardingduringactive/standbyswitchoverof the
OSPF processes to prevent traffic interruption.

nsr Enables NSR.

Enabling Fast Hello
(Optional) It isused toquicklydiscover thedeathof aneighbor toprevent traffic interruptionwhen
a link is faulty.

ip ospf dead-intervalminimal hello-multiplier Enabling Fast Hello.

CorrelatingOSPFwithBFD

(Optional) It isused toquicklydiscover thedeathof aneighbor toprevent traffic interruptionwhen
a link is faulty.

bfd interval min_rx multiplier Sets BFD parameters.

bfd all-interfaces Correlates OSPF with BFD on all interfaces.

ip ospf bfd
Correlates OSPF with BFD on the current

interface.

Enabling Fast Reroute

(Optional) It isusedtoquicklyswitchoverservices to thestandby route toprevent traffic
interruption.

fast-reroute route-map

Enables fast reroute on the OSPFprocess so that

the standby routedefined in the routemap can

be used.

fast-reroute lfa

EnablesfastrerouteonanOSPFprocesssothat

thestandby routecanbecomputedbyusing

the loop-free standby path.

fast-reroute lfadownstream-paths

Enables fast reroute onanOSPFprocess so that

the standby route canbe computed by using

the downstream path.

set fast-reroute backup-interface backup-nexthop Defines a standby route in the route map.

ip ospf fast-reroute protection Specifies the LFA protection mode of an
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interface.

ip ospf fast-reroute no-eligible-backup
Preventsan interface frombecomingastandby

interface.

Enabling iSPF
(Optional) It isusedtoenablethe incremental topologycomputation toeasethepressureon the
processor.

ispf enable Enables iSPF on an OSPF process.

Configuring the Network

Management Function

(Optional) The configurations enable users to use the SNMP network management software to
manage OSPF.

enable mib-binding Binds the MIB with the current OSPF process.

enable traps Enables a specified trap for an OSPF process.

snmp-server enable traps ospf Allows the device to send OSPF traps.

log-adj-changes
Allows the Syslog to record the adjacency

changes.

Modifying Protocol Control

Parameters

(Optional)Youareadvisednot tomodify protocol control parametersunless necessary.

ip ospf hello-interval Modifies the Hello interval.

ip ospf dead-interval Modifies the neighbor death interval.

timers throttle lsa all
Modifiesparametersof theexponential backoff

algorithm that generates LSAs.

timers throttle route inter-area
Modifies the inter-area route computation

delay.

timers throttle route ase Modifies the external route computation delay.

timerspacinglsa-group Modifies the LSA group update interval.

timers pacing lsa-transmit Modifies the LS-UPD packet sending interval.

ip ospf transmit-delay Modifies the LSU packet transmission delay.

ip ospf retransmit-interval ModifiestheLSUpacketretransmissioninterval.

timers lsa arrival
Modifies thedelayafterwhich thesameLSA is

received.

timers throttlespf Modifies the SPT computation timer.

4.4.1 Configuring OSPF Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Set up an OSPF routing domain on the network to provide IPv4 unicast routing service for users on the network.

Notes

 Ensure that the IP unitcast routing function is enabled, that is, ip routing is not disabled; otherwise,OSPFcannot be enabled.

 It is strongly recommended that you manually configure the router ID.

 After ip ospf disable all is configured, the interface neither sends or receives any OSPF packet, nor participates in OSPF
computation even if the interface belongs to the network.

Configuration Steps
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 Creating an OSPF Process

 Mandatory.

 The configuration is mandatory for every router.

 Configuring a Router ID

 (Optional) It is strongly recommended that youmanually configure the router ID.

 IftherouterIDisnotconfigured,OSPFselectsaninterfaceIPaddress.If theIPaddressisnotconfiguredforanyinterface,orthe
configured IPaddresses havebeenusedbyotherOSPF instances, youmustmanually configure the router ID.

 Adding Interface IP to OSPF and Specifying Area ID

 Mandatory, unless OSPF is enabled by command on interface.

 The configuration is mandatory for every router.

 EnablingOSPF on an Interface andSpecifying an Area ID

 Mandatory, unless the interface is added toOSPF on instance.

 The configuration is mandatory for every router.

Verification

 Run the show ip route ospf command to verify that the entries of the OSPF routing table are correctly loaded.

 Run theping command to verify that the IPv4 unicast service is correctly configured.

Related Commands

 Creating an OSPF Process

Command router ospf process-id [ vrf vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

process-id: Indicates the OSPF process ID. If the process ID is not specified, the process ID is 1.

vrf-name: Specifies the VPN routing and forwarding (VRF) to which the OSPF process belongs.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Different OSPF processes are independent of each other, and can be treated as different routing protocols that run

independently.

 Configuring a Router ID

Command router-idrouter-id

Parameter

Description

router-id: Indicates the router ID to be configured. It is expressed in the IP address.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide DifferentOSPFprocessesareindependentofeachother,andcanbetreatedasdifferentroutingprotocolsthatrun

independently.

Each OSPF process uses a unique router ID.

 Adding Interface IP to OSPF and Specifying Area ID
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Command network ip-address wildcard area area-id

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the interface.

wildcard: Indicates the IP address comparison mode. 0 indicates accurate matching, and 1 indicates that no comparison is

performed.

area-id: Indicates the ID of an OSPF area. An OSPF area is always associated with an address range. To facilitate

management, you can use a subnet as the ID of an OSPF area.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefining ip-addressandwildcard,youcanuseonecommandtoassociatemultipleinterfaceswithoneOSPFarea.To

runOSPFonone interface,youmust includetheprimary IPaddressof the interfacein theIPaddressrangedefinedby

networkarea. If theIPaddressrangedefinedbynetworkareacontainsonlythesecondary IPaddressof theinterface,

OSPFdoesnot runon this interface. If the interfaceaddressmatches the IPaddressrangesdefined in thenetwork

commands of multiple OSPF processes, the OSPF process that the interface is associated with is determined based on the

best matchmethod.

Youcanalsoaddan interface toOSPFinstanceby the ipospfareacommandon interface. It twocommandsarerunat

the same time, the configuration on interface takes effect first.

 EnablingOSPFon an Interface andSpecifying anArea ID

Command ip ospf process-id area area-id

Parameter

Description

process-id: OSPF instance ID

area-id: OSPF area ID

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Running this command will add all IPs on the interface to OSPF instance. Youcan also add an interface to OSPF instance

withnetworkcommandon instance. It twocommandsare runat thesame time, theconfigurationon interface takes

effect first.

 EnablingOSPFon an Interface andSpecifying anArea ID

Command networkip-addresswildcardareaarea-id

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the interface.

wildcard: Indicates the IP address comparison mode. 0 indicates accurate matching, and 1 indicates that no comparison is

performed.

area-id: Indicates the ID of an OSPF area. An OSPF area is always associated with an address range. To facilitate

management, you can use a subnet as the ID of an OSPF area.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefining ip-addressandwildcard,youcanuseonecommandtoassociatemultipleinterfaceswithoneOSPFarea.To

runOSPFonone interface,youmust includetheprimary IPaddressof the interfacein theIPaddressrangedefinedby

networkarea. If theIPaddressrangedefinedbynetworkareacontainsonlythesecondary IPaddressof theinterface,

OSPFdoesnot runon this interface. If the interfaceaddressmatches the IPaddressrangesdefined in thenetwork

commands of multiple OSPF processes, the OSPF process that the interface is associated with is determined based on the

best match method.

 Creating a Virtual Link
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Command area area-id virtual-link router-id [ authentication [ message-digest | null ] ] [ dead-interval { seconds|minimal

hello-multipliermultiplier } ] [ hello-interval seconds ] [ retransmit-interval seconds ] [ transmit-delay seconds ]

[ [ authentication-key [ 0 | 7 ] key ] | [message-digest-key key-idmd5 [ 0 | 7 ] key ] ]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the ID of the OSPF transit area. The area ID can be a decimal integer or an IP address.

router-id: Indicates the ID of a neighborrouter on the virtual link.

dead-intervalseconds:Indicatesthetimethattheneighborisdeclaredlost.Theunitissecond.Thevaluerangesfrom0to

2,147,483,647. The setting of this parameter must be consistent with that on a neighbor.

minimal: Indicates that the Fast Hello function is enabled to set the dead interval to 1s.

hello-multiplier: Indicates the result of the dead interval multiple by the Hello interval in the Fast Hello function.

multiplier:IndicatesthenumberofHellopacketssentpersecondintheFastHellofunction.Thevaluerangesfrom3to20.

hello-intervalseconds:IndicatestheintervalatwhichOSPFsendstheHellopackettothevirtuallink.Theunitissecond.

The value ranges from1 to 65,535.The setting of this parametermust be consistentwith that on a neighbor.

retransmit-intervalseconds: Indicates theOSPF LSA retransmission time.The unit is second.The value ranges from 1 to

65,535.

transmit-delay seconds: Indicates the delay afterwhichOSPF sends the LSA.The unit is second.The value ranges from 1

to 65,535.

authentication-key [ 0 | 7 ]key: Defines the key for OSPF plain text authentication.

message-digest-key key-idmd5 [ 0 | 7 ]key: Defines the key ID and key for OSPF MD5 authentication.

authentication:Setstheauthenticationtypetoplaintextauthentication.

message-digest:Sets theauthentication type toMD5authentication.

null: Indicates that authentication is disabled.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide IntheOSPFroutingdomain,allareasmustbeconnectedtothebackbonearea. If thebackboneareaisdisconnected,a

virtual linkmustbeconfigured toconnect to thebackbonearea;otherwise,networkcommunicationproblemswilloccur.

Avirtual linkmustbecreatedbetweentwoABRs,and theareatowhichbothABRsbelong isthetransitarea.Astubarea

oranNSSAareacannotbeusedasatransitarea.Avirtual linkcanalsobeusedtoconnectothernon-backboneareas.

router-id is theIDofanOSPFneighbor router.Ifyouaresureabout thevalueofrouter-id, runtheshowipospf

neighborcommand to confirm the value.Youcan configure the loopbackaddress as the router ID.

Theareavirtual-linkcommanddefinesonlytheauthenticationkeyof thevirtual link.ToenableOSPFpacket

authentication in theareasconnected to thevirtual link, youmust run theareaauthentication command.

OSPF supports the Fast Hello function.

After the OSPF Fast Hello function is enabled, OSPF finds neighbors and detects neighbor failures faster.Youcan enable

theOSPFFastHellofunctionbyspecifyingtheminimalandhello-multiplierkeywordsandthemultiplierparameter.

Theminimalkeyword indicates that thedeath interval isset to1s,andhello-multiplier indicates thenumberofHello

packetssent per second. In thisway, the interval at which theHellopacket is sent decreases to less than1s.

If theFastHello function isconfigured foravirtual link, theHello interval fieldof theHellopacket advertisedon the

virtual link is set to0, and theHello interval field of theHello packet received on this virtual link is ignored.

Nomatterwhether theFastHello functionisenabled, thedeath intervalmustbeconsistentandthehello-multiplier

valuescanbe inconsistenton routersat bothendsof thevirtual link.Ensure that at leastoneHellopacket canbe

received within the death interval.

Run theshow ipospf virtual-linkscommand tomonitor thedeath interval andFastHello interval configured for the
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virtual link.

The dead-interval minimal hello-multiplier and hello-interval parameters introduced for the Fast Hello function

cannot be configured simultaneously.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 4-8

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1 GE 0/2 192.168.2.1

B: GE 0/1 192.168.1.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.1

C:GE 0/3 192.168.2.2

D: GE 0/3 192.168.3.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers.

 Enable the IPv4 unicast routing function on all routers. (This function is enabled by default.)

 Configure theOSPF instances and router IDs on all routers.

 Enable OSPF on the interfaces configured on all routers.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)#router ospf 1

A(config-router)#router-id192.168.1.1

A(config-router)#network 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255 area 0

A(config-router)#network 192.168.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 1

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0
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B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

B(config)#router ospf 1

B(config-router)#router-id192.168.1.2

B(config-router)#network 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255 area 0

B(config-router)#network 192.168.3.0 0.0.0.255 area 2

C C#configure terminal

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ip address 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

C(config)#router ospf 1

C(config-router)#router-id192.168.2.2

C(config-router)#network 192.168.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 1

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ip address 192.168.3.2 255.255.255.0

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

D(config)#router ospf 1

D(config-router)#router-id192.168.3.2

D(config-router)#network 192.168.3.0 0.0.0.255 area 2

Verification  Verify that the OSPF neighbors are correct on all routers.

 Verify that the routing table is correctly loaded on all routers.

 OnRouter D, verify that the IP address 192.168.2.2 canbe pinged successfully.

A A# show ip ospf neighbor

OSPF process 1, 2 Neighbors, 2 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime Address Interface

192.168.1.2 1 Full/DR 00:00:40192.168.1.2 GigabitEthernet 0/1

192.168.2.2 1 Full/BDR00:00:34 192.168.2.2 GigabitEthernet 0/2

A# show ip route ospf

O IA 192.168.3.0/24 [110/2] via 192.168.1.2, 00:18:03, GigabitEthernet 0/1
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B B# show ip ospf neighbor

OSPF process 1, 2 Neighbors, 2 is Full:

Neighbor IDPri StateDeadTime Address Interface

192.168.1.1 1 Full/BDR 00:00:32 192.168.1.1 GigabitEthernet 0/1

192.168.3.2 1 Full/BDR00:00:30 192.168.3.2 GigabitEthernet 0/2

B# show ip route ospf

O IA 192.168.2.0/24 [110/2] via 192.168.1.2, 00:18:03, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C C# show ip ospf neighbor

OSPF process 1,1 Neighbors,1 is Full:

Neighbor IDPri StateDeadTime Address Interface

192.168.1.1 1 Full/BDR 00:00:32 192.168.2.1 GigabitEthernet 0/3

C# show ip route ospf

OIA192.168.1.0/24 [110/2] via192.168.2.1,00:19:05,GigabitEthernet0/3

OIA192.168.3.0/24 [110/3] via192.168.2.1,00:19:05,GigabitEthernet0/3

D D# show ip ospf neighbor

OSPF process 1,1 Neighbors,1 is Full:

Neighbor IDPri StateDeadTime Address Interface

192.168.1.21 Full/BDR00:00:30 192.168.3.1 GigabitEthernet 0/3

D# show ip route ospf

OIA192.168.1.0/24 [110/2] via192.168.3.1,00:19:05,GigabitEthernet0/3

OIA192.168.2.0/24 [110/3] via192.168.3.1,00:19:05,GigabitEthernet0/3

D# ping 192.168.2.2

Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to 192.168.2.2, timeout is 2 seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

!!!!!

Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/1 ms.

Common Errors

 OSPF cannot be enabled because the IP unicast routing function is disabled.

 The network segment configured by thenetwork command does not include the interface IP addresses.
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 The area IDs enabled on adjacent interfaces are inconsistent.

 The same router ID is configured onmultiple routers, resulting in a router ID conflict.

 The same interface IP address is configured onmultiple routers, resulting in a running error of theOSPF network.

4.4.2 SettingtheNetworkType

ConfigurationEffect

 RunOSPF to provide the IPv4 unicast routing serviceif the physical network is X.25, frame relay, or ATM.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The broadcast network sendsOSPF packets inmulticast mode. Neighbors are automatically discovered, and theDR/BDR

election is required.

 The P2P network sendsOSPF packets inmulticast mode. Neighbors are automatically discovered.

 The NBMA network sends OSPF packets in unicast mode. Neighborsmust bemanually specified, and the DR/BDR election is
required.

 The P2MP network (without the non-broadcast parameter) sends OSPF packets in multicast mode. Neighbors are automatically
discovered.

 The P2MP network (with the non-broadcast parameter) sends OSPF packets in unicast mode. Neighbors must be manually
specified.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Interface Network Type

 Optional.

 The configuration is required on routers at both ends of the link.

 Configuring Neighbors

 (Optional)If theinterfacenetworktypeissettoNBMAorP2MP(withthenon-broadcastparameter),neighborsmustbe
configured.

 Neighbors are configured on routers at both ends of theNBMAor P2MP (with thenon-broadcast parameter) network.

 Configuring the Interface Priority

 (Optional)Youmust configure the interface priority if a routermust be specified as aDR, or a router cannot be specified as aDR.

 Configure the interface priority on a router thatmust be specified as a DR, or cannot be specified as aDR.

Verification

 Run the show ip ospf interface command to verify that the network type of each interface is correct.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Interface Network Type
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Command ip ospf network { broadcast| non-broadcast| point-to-multipoint[ non-broadcast] | point-to-point}

Parameter

Description

broadcast: Sets the interface network type to broadcast.

non-broadcast: Sets the interface network type to non-broadcast.

point-to-multipoint[non-broadcast ]:SetstheinterfacenetworktypetoP2MP.If theinterfacedoesnothavethe

broadcast capability, the non-broadcast parameter must be available.

point-to-point: Sets the interface network type to P2P.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thebroadcasttyperequiresthat theinterfacemusthavethebroadcastcapability.

The P2P type requires that the interfaces are interconnected in one-to-one manner.

The NBMA type requires full-meshed connections, and all interconnected routers can directly communicate with each

other.

The P2MP type does not raise any requirement.

 Configuring Neighbors

Command neighbor ip-address [ poll-intervalseconds ] [ prioritypriority ] [ cost cost ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the neighbor interface.

poll-intervalseconds: Indicates the neighbor polling interval. The unit is second. The value ranges from 0 to

2,147,483,647. This parameter is applicable only to theNBMA interface.

prioritypriority: Indicatestheneighborpriority.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Thisparameterisapplicableonlytothe

NBMA interface.

costcost:Indicatesthecostrequiredtoreacheachneighbor.Thereisnodefaultvalue.Thevaluerangesfrom0to65,535.

This parameter is applicable only to the P2MP interface.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Neighbors must be specified for the NBMA or P2MP (non-broadcast) interfaces. The neighbor IP address must be the

primary IP address of this neighbor interface.

Ifaneighbor routerbecomesinactiveontheNBMAnetwork,OSPFstillsendsHellopacketstothisneighborevenifno

Hellopacket is receivedwithin the router death time.The interval atwhich theHellopacket issent is calledpolling

interval.Whenrunning for thefirsttime,OSPFsendsHellopacketsonlytoneighborswhoseprioritiesarenot0. In this

way,neighborswithprioritiessetto0donotparticipateintheDR/BDRelection.AfteraDR/BDRiselected,theDR/BDR

sends the Hello packets to all neighbors to set up the adjacency.

The P2MP (non-broadcast) network cannot dynamically discover neighbors because it does not have the broadcast

capability.Therefore,youmustusethiscommandtomanuallyconfigureneighborsfortheP2MP(non-broadcast)

network. Inaddition, youcanusethecostparameter tospecify thecost to reacheachneighboron theP2MPnetwork.

 Configuring the Interface Priority

Command ip ospf priority priority

Parameter

Description

priority: Indicates the OSPF priority of an interface. The value ranges from 0 to 255.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheOSPF interface priority is contained in the Hello packet.When the DR/BDR election occurs on the OSPF broadcast

network, the routerwith thehighestprioritybecomes theDRorBDR. If theprioritiesare thesame, therouterwith the
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largest router IDbecomestheDRorBDR.Arouterwiththepriorityset to0doesnotparticipate intheDR/BDRelection.

This command is applicable only to the OSPF broadcast and NBMA interfaces.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Setting the Interface Network Type to P2MP

Scenario

Figure 4-9

Remarks The interface IPaddressesareas follows:

A: S1/0192.168.1.2

B: S1/0 192.168.1.3

C: S1/0 192.168.1.4

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Set the interface network type to P2MP on all routers.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)# interface Serial1/0

A(config-Serial1/0)# encapsulation frame-relay

A(config-Serial1/0)# ip ospf network point-to-multipoint

B B#configure terminal

B(config)# interface Serial1/0

B(config-Serial1/0)# encapsulation frame-relay

B(config-Serial1/0)# ip ospf network point-to-multipoint

C C#configure terminal

C(config)# interface Serial1/0

C(config-Serial1/0)# encapsulation frame-relay

C(config-Serial1/0)# ip ospf network point-to-multipoint
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VerifythattheinterfacenetworktypeisP2MP.Verification

A#show ipospf interfaceSerial1/0

Serial1/0 is up, line protocol is up

InternetAddress192.168.1.2/24, Ifindex2,Area0.0.0.1,MTU1500

Matching network config: 192.168.1.0/24

Process ID 1, Router ID 192.168.1.2, Network Type POINTOMULTIPOINT, Cost: 1

Transmit Delay is 1 sec, State Point-To-Point

Timer intervals configured, Hello 10, Dead 40,Wait 40, Retransmit 5

Hello due in 00:00:02

NeighborCountis1,Adjacentneighborcount is0

Crypt Sequence Number is 4787

Hello received 465 sent 466, DD received 8 sent 8

LS-Req received 2 sent 2, LS-Upd received 8 sent 21

LS-Ack received 14 sent 7, Discarded 3

Common Errors

 The network types configured on interfaces at twoends are inconsistent, causing abnormal route learning.

 The network type is set to NBMAor P2MP (with thenon-broadcast parameter), but neighbors are not specified.

4.4.3 ConfiguringRoute Redistribution and Default Route

Configuration Effect

 IntheOSPFdomain, introduceaunicastroutetootherASdomainssothattheunicastroutingservicetootherASdomainscan

be provided for users in the OSPF domain.

 In theOSPFdomain, injectadefault routetootherASdomainssothat theunicastroutingservicetootherASdomainscanbe

provided for users in theOSPF domain.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring External Route Redistribution

 (Optional)This configuration is required if external routes of theOSPF domain should be introduced to an ASBR.

 This configuration is performed on an ASBR.

 Generating a Default Route

 (Optional)Thisconfigurationisrequiredif thedefaultrouteshouldbeintroducedtoanASBRsothatotherroutersintheOSPF
domain access other AS domains through this ASBR by default.

 This configuration is performed on an ASBR.
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Verification

 Onarouter insidetheOSPFdomain, runtheshowiproutecommandtoverify that theunicastroutestootherASdomainsare
loaded.

 Ona router inside theOSPF domain, run theshow ip route command to verify that the default route to the ASBR is loaded.

 Run theping command to verify that the IPv4 unicast service to other AS domains is correct.

Related Commands

 Configuring External Route Redistribution

Command redistribute {bgp | connected |isis[ area-tag ] |ospfprocess-id | rip | arp-host | static}[ { level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2} ]

[match {internal |external [1|2]|nssa-external [1|2]} ] [metricmetric-value] [metric-type {1|2} ] [ route-map

route-map-name] [ subnets ] [ tagtag-value ]

Parameter

Description

bgp: Indicates redistribution from BGP.

connected: Indicates redistribution from direct routes.

isis [ area-tag ]: Indicates redistribution from IS-IS.area-tag specifies the IS-IS instance.

ospfprocess-id: Indicatesredistribution fromOSPF.process-idspecifiesanOSPFprocess.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

65,535.

rip: Indicates redistribution from RIP.

static: Indicates redistribution from static routes.

arp-host: Indicates redistribution from arp routes.

level-1 |level-1-2 |level-2:UsedonlywhenIS-ISroutesareredistributed.Onlytheroutesofthespecifiedlevelare

redistributed. By default, only level-2 IS-IS routes can be redistributed.

match:UsedonlywhenOSPFroutesareredistributed.Onlytheroutesmeetingthefilteringconditionsareredistributed.

By default, all OSPF routes can be redistributed.

metricmetric-value:Specifies themetric of theOSPF external LSA.metric-value specifies the size of themetric.The value

ranges from 0 to 16,777,214.

metric-type{1 |2}:Setstheexternalroutetype,whichcanbeE-1orE-2.

route-map route-map-name: Setsthe redistribution filtering rules.

subnets:Specifiesthenon-standardnetworks for redistribution.

tag tag-value:Specifies the tagvalueof the route that is redistributed intotheOSPFroutingdomain.Thevalue ranges

from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Afterthiscommandisconfigured, therouterbecomesanASBR,importsrelatedroutinginformationtotheOSPFdomain,

and advertises the routing information asType 5 LSAs to other OSPF routers in the domain.

If you configure redistribution of IS-IS routes without specifying the level parameter, only level-2 routes can be

redistributedby default. If you specify the levelparameter during initial configuration of redistribution, routes of the

specifiedlevelcanberedistributed. Ifboth level-1and level-2areconfigured, thetwolevelsarecombinedandsavedas

level-1-2. For details, see the configuration example.

If you configure redistribution of OSPF routes without specifying thematch parameter, OSPF routes of all sub-types can

bedistributedbydefault.The latestsettingof thematchparameter isusedas theinitialmatchparameter.Onlyroutes

thatmatch thesub-typescanbe redistributed.Youcanuse theno formof thecommand torestore thedefault valueof

match. For details, see the configuration example.

If route-map is specified, the filtering rules specified in route-map are applicable to original parameters of
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redistribution.ForredistributionofOSPForIS-ISroutes,theroutemapisusedforfilteringonlywhentheredistributed

routesmeet criteria specified bymatch or level.

Thesetmetricvalueassociatedwithroute-mapshouldfall intotherangeof0to16,777,214.Ifthevalueexceedsthis

range, routes cannot be introduced.

The configuration rules for the no form of the redistribute command are as follows:

1. If someparametersarespecified in theno formof thecommand,default valuesof theseparameterswill be restored.

2. If no parameter is specified in the no form of the command, the entire commandwill be deleted.

Forexample, ifredistributeisis112level-2 isconfigured,youcanrunthenoredistributeisis112level-2commandto

restore the default value of level-2.

Aslevel-2 itself isthedefaultvalueof theparameter,theconfigurationsavedisstillredistributeisis112level-2afterthe

preceding no form of the command is executed. To delete the entire command, run the no redistribute isis 112

command.

IfVRF redistributionconfiguration (routerospf redistribute)and instance redistributionareconfiguredat thesame

time, the later one takes effect first.

 ConfiguringRoute Redistribution based onVRF

Command router ospf redistribute { bgp |connected | isis |ospf | rip | arp-host |static } [ route-map route-map-name ] [ vrf

vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

bgp: Indicates redistribution from BGP.

connected: Indicates redistribution from direct routes.

isis [area-tag ]: Indicates redistribution from IS-IS.area-tag specifies the IS-IS instance.

ospf process-id: Indicates redistribution from OSPF.process-id specifies an OSPF process.

rip: Indicates redistribution fromRIP.

static: Indicates redistribution from static routes.

arp-host: Redistribute from arp-host routes

route-map route-map-name: Sets the redistribution filtering rules.

vrf vrf-name: Redistribution VRF. Global VRF if not specified.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Afterthiscommandisconfigured, therouterbecomesanASBR,importsrelatedroutinginformationtotheOSPFdomain,

and advertises the routing information asType 5 LSAs to other OSPF routers in the domain.

If this command and redistribute on instance are configured at the same time, the later one takes effect.

 Introducing aDefault Route

Command default-information originate [always] [metric metric] [metric-type type] [route-mapmap-name]

Parameter

Description

always: Enables OSPF to generate a default route regardless of whether the local router has a default route.

metric metric: Indicates the initial metric of the default route. The value ranges from 0 to 16,777,214.

metric-typetype:Indicatesthetypeofthedefaultroute.OSPFexternalroutesareclassifiedintotwotypes:Type1:The

metricvarieswithrouters;Type2:Themetricisthesameforallrouters.Type1externalroutesaremoretrustworthythan

Type 2 externalroutes.

route-map map-name: Indicates the associated route-map name. By default, no route-map is associated.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When the redistribute or default-information command is executed, the OSPF router automatically becomes an ASBR.
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The ASBR, however, does not automatically generate or advertise a default route to all routers in the OSPF routing

domain.TohavetheASBRgeneratesadefaultroute,configurethedefault-informationoriginatecommand.

If always is specified, the OSPF routing process advertises an external default route to neighbors regardless of whether a

defaultrouteexists.Thisdefault route,however, isnotdisplayedonthelocalrouter.Toconfirmwhether thedefault route

isgenerated,runtheshowipospfdatabasecommandtodisplaytheOSPFlinkstatusdatabase.Theexternal linkwith

theID0.0.0.0describes thedefault route.OnanOSPFneighbor,youcanrun theshowiproutecommand toseethe

default route.

Themetricof theexternaldefault routecanonlybedefined inthedefault-informationoriginatecommand, insteadof

the default-metriccommand.

OSPFhas two typesof external routes.Themetricof theType1external routechanges,but themetricof theType2

external route is fixed. If twoparallel paths tothesamedestinationhave thesameroutemetric, thepriorityof theType1

route ishigher than that of theType2route.Therefore, theshow iproutecommanddisplays only theType1 route.

A router in the stub area cannot generate an external default route.

Thesetmetricvalueassociatedwithroute-mapshouldfall intotherangeof0to16,777,214.Ifthevalueexceedsthis

range, routes cannot be introduced.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring Static Route Redistribution

Scenario

Figure 4-10

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1 GE 0/2 192.168.2.1

B: GE 0/1 192.168.1.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.1

C:GE 0/2 192.168.2.2

D: GE 0/1 192.168.6.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Introduce an external static route to Router D.
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D D# configure terminal

D(config)# ip route 172.10.10.0 255.255.255.0 192.168.6.3

D(config)#router ospf 1

D(config-router)# redistribute staticsubnets

Verification  OnRouterD,runtheshowipospfdatabaseexternalbriefcommandtoverifythatanLSAcorrespondingtoan

external route is generated.

 OnRouterC, run theshowiprouteospf command toverify that theexternal static routehas been introduced.

D D# show ip ospf database external brief

OSPF Router with ID (192.168.22.30) (Process ID 1)

AS External Link States

Link ID ADVRouter Age Seq# CkSum Route Tag

172.10.10.0 192.168.22.30 11 0x800000010xa4bbE2172.10.10.0/24 0

C C# show ip route ospf

O E2 172.10.10.0/24 [110/20] via 192.168.2.1, 00:18:03, GigabitEthernet 0/2

 Configuring theDefault Route

Scenario

Figure 4-11

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1 GE 0/2 192.168.2.1

B: GE 0/1 192.168.1.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.1

C:GE 0/2 192.168.2.2

D: GE 0/2 192.168.3.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the default route on Router D.
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D D# configure terminal

D(config)#router ospf 1

D(config-router)#default-information originate always

Verification  OnRouterD,runtheshowipospfdatabaseexternalbriefcommandtoverifythatanLSAcorrespondingtothe

default route is generated.

 OnRouter C, run the show ip routeospf command to verify that theOSPFdefault route exists.

D D#show ip ospf database external brief

OSPF Router with ID (192.168.22.30) (Process ID 1)

AS External Link States

Link ID ADVRouter Age Seq# CkSum Route Tag

0.0.0.0 192.168.22.30 565 0x80000002 0xa190 E2 0.0.0.0/0 1

C C# show ip route ospf

O E20.0.0.0/0 [110/20] via 192.168.2.1, 00:18:03, GigabitEthernet 0/2

Common Errors

 The subnet route is not introduced because the subnets parameter in the redistribute command is not configured.

 A routing loop is formedbecause the default-informationoriginate always command is configured onmultiple routers.

 Routes cannot be introduced because route redistribution is configured on a router in the stub area.

4.4.4 ConfiguringStubAreaandNSSAArea

Configuration Effect

 Configureanarea locatedonthestubasastubarea toreduce interactionof routing informationand thesizeof routing table,

and enhance stability of routes.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 A backbone or transit area cannot be configured as a stub or an NSSA area.

 A router in the stub area cannot introduceexternal routes, but a router in theNSSAarea can introduceexternal routes.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a StubArea

 (Optional) This configuration is required if you wish to reduce the size of the routing table on routers in the area.

 The area must be configured as a stub area on all routers in this area.

 Configuring anNSSAArea
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 (Optional)Thisconfiguration is required ifyouwish to reducethesizeof the routing tableonrouters in theareaand introduce

OSPF external routes to the area.

 The areamust be configured as an NSSA area on all routers in this area.

Verification

 Verifying the Stub Area

 Ona router in the stub area, run the show ip route command to verify that the router is not loadedwith any external routes.

 Verifying the NSSAArea

 Onarouter intheNSSAarea,runtheshowipospfdatabasecommandtoverifythat theintroducedexternalroutegenerates
Type 7LSAs.

 Onarouter in thebackbonearea, run theshowiproutecommand toverify that the router is loadedwithexternal routes
introduced from the NSSA area.

Related Commands

 Configuring a StubArea

Command area area-id stub [ no-summary ]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the ID of the stub area.

no-summary:ProhibitstheABRfromsendingnetworksummaryLSAs.Atthistime,thestubcanbecalledtotallystub

area.This parameter is configured only when the router is an ABR.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Youmustruntheareastubcommandonall routersintheOSPFstubarea.TheABRsendsonlythreetypesofLSAstothe

stub area: (1) Type 1: Router LSA; (2) Type 2: Network LSA; (3) Type 3: Network Summary LSA. From the routing table point

of view,a router in thestubareacan learnonly the internal routes of theOSPF routingdomain, including the internal

default routegeneratedbyanABR.Arouter in thestubareacannot learnexternal routesof theOSPFroutingdomain.

Toconfigureatotallystubarea,addtheno-summarykeywordwhenrunningtheareastubcommandontheABR.A

router in the totally stubareacan learnonly the internal routes of the local area, including the internal default route

generated by an ABR.

Youcanruneithertheareastuborareadefault-costcommandtoconfigureanOSPFareaasastubarea.Ifareastub is

used,youmustconfigurethiscommandonall routersconnected tothestubarea. Ifareadefault-cost isused, runthis

commandonlyon theABR in thestubarea.Theareadefault-costcommanddefines the initial cost (metric) of the

internal default route.

 Configuring anNSSAArea

Command areaarea-id nssa [ no-redistribution] [default-information-originate[metricvalue] [ metric-typetype ]] [no-summary]

[ translator [ stability-intervalseconds | always] ]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the ID of the NSSA area.

no-redistribution:Select thisoptionif therouter isanNSSAABRandyouwanttouseonlytheredistributecommandto

introduce the routing information into a common area instead of an NSSA area.

default-information-originate: Indicates that a default Type 7 LSA is generated and introduced to the NSSA area. This

option takes effect only on an NSSA ABR or ASBR.

metricvalue:Specifies the metric of the generated default LSA. The value ranges from 0 to 16,777,214. The default value is
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1.

metric-typetype:SpecifiestheroutetypeofthegenerateddefaultLSA.Thevaluesinclude1and2.1representsN-1,and

2 represents N-2. The default value is 2.

no-summary: Prohibits the ABR in the NSSA area from sending summary LSAs (Type-3 LSA).

translator: Indicatesthat the NSSA ABR is a translator.

stability-intervalseconds: Indicates the stability interval after the NSSA ABR is changed from a translator to a

non-translator.Theunit is second.Thedefault value is40.Thevalue ranges from0to2,147,483,647.

always: Indicatesthat thecurrentNSSAABRalwaysactsasatranslator.Thedefaultvalue isthestandby translator.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The default-information-originate parameter is used to generate a default Type 7 LSA. This parameter has different

functions on the ABR and the ASBR in theNSSAarea. On the ABR, aType 7LSA default route is generated regardless of

whetherthedefaultrouteexistsintheroutingtable.OntheASBR(notanABR),aType7LSAdefaultrouteisgenerated

only when the default route exists in the routing table.

If the no-redistribution parameter is configured on the ASBR, other external routes introduced by OSPF through the

redistributecommandcannotbeadvertisedtotheNSSAarea.Thisparameterisgenerallyusedwhenarouterinthe

NSSA area acts both as the ASBR and the ABR. It prevents external routing information from entering the NSSA area.

To further reduce the number of LSAs sent to the NSSA area, you can configure the no-summary parameter on the ABR

to prevent the ABR fromsending the summary LSAs (Type 3LSA) to theNSSAarea.

areadefault-cost isusedonanABRorASBRconnectedtotheNSSAarea.Thiscommandconfigures thecostof the

defaultroutesentfromtheABR/ASBRtotheNSSAarea.Bydefault,thecostofthedefaultroutesenttotheNSSAareais1.

IfanNSSAareahas twoormoreABRs, theABRwiththe largest router ID iselectedbydefaultas the translator for

converting Type 7 LSAs into Type 5 LSAs. If the current device is always the translator ABR for converting Type 7 LSAs into

Type 5 LSAs, use the translator always parameter.

If the translator roleof thecurrentdevice is replacedbyanotherABR, theconversioncapability is retainedduring the

timespecifiedbystability-interval.If therouterdoesnotbecomeatranslatoragainduringstability-interval,LSAsthat

are converted fromType 7 toType 5 will be deleted from the AS after stability-interval expires.

Topreventaroutingloop,LSAsthatareconverted fromType7toType5willbedeleted fromtheASimmediatelyafter

the current device loses the translator role even if stability-interval does not expire.

In the same NSSA area, it is recommended that translator always be configured on only one ABR.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring a StubArea
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Scenario

Figure 4-12

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1 GE 0/2 192.168.2.1

B: GE 0/1 192.168.1.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.1

C:GE 0/2 192.168.2.2

D: GE 0/1 192.168.6.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Introduce an external static route to Router D.

 Configure area 1 as the stub area on Router A and Router C.

D D# configure terminal

D(config)#router ospf 1

D(config-router)# redistribute staticsubnets

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#router ospf 1

A(config-router)#area 1 stubno-summary

C C# configure terminal

C(config)#router ospf 1

C(config-router)#area 1 stub

Verification OnRouterC, run theshow ip routeospf command todisplay the routing table.Verify that there is only onedefault

inter-area route, and no external static route is introduced from Router D.

C#show ip route ospf

O*IA 0.0.0.0/0 [110/2] via 192.168.2.1, 00:30:53, GigabitEthernet 0/2

 Configuring anNSSAArea
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Scenario

Figure 4-13

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1 GE 0/2 192.168.2.1

B: GE 0/1 192.168.1.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.1

C: GE 0/2 192.168.2.2

D: GE 0/1 192.168.6.2 GE 0/2 192.168.3.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Introduce an external static route to Router D.

 Configure area 2 as theNSSA area on Router B andRouter D.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#router ospf 1

B(config-router)#area 2 nssa

D D# configure terminal

D(config)#ip route 172.10.10.0 255.255.255.0 192.168.6.2

D(config)#router ospf 1

D(config-router)#redistribute static subnets

D(config-router)#area 2 nssa

Verification  OnRouter D, verify that theType 7 LSA, 172.10.10.0/24, is generated.

 OnRouter B, verify thatType 5and Type 7 LSAs coexist on 172.10.10.0/24.

 OnRouter B, verify that the N-2 route of 172.10.10.0/24 is generated.

D D# show ip ospf database nssa-external

OSPF Router with ID (192.168.6.2) (Process ID 1)

NSSA-external Link States (Area 0.0.0.1 [NSSA])

LS age: 61

Options: 0x8 (-|-|-|-|N/P|-|-|-)

LS Type: AS-NSSA-LSA

Link State ID: 172.10.10.0 (External Network Number For NSSA)
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Advertising Router: 192.168.6.2

LS Seq Number: 80000001

Checksum: 0xc8f8

Length: 36

Network Mask: /24

Metric Type: 2 (Larger than any link state path)

TOS: 0

Metric: 20

NSSA: Forward Address: 192.168.6.2

External Route Tag: 0

B B# show ip ospf database nssa-external

OSPF Router with ID (192.168.3.1) (Process ID 1)

NSSA-external Link States (Area 0.0.0.1 [NSSA])

LS age: 314

Options: 0x8 (-|-|-|-|N/P|-|-|-)

LS Type: AS-NSSA-LSA

LinkState ID:172.10.10.0(ExternalNetworkNumberForNSSA)

Advertising Router:192.168.6.2

LS Seq Number: 80000001

Checksum: 0xc8f8

Length: 36

Network Mask: /24

Metric Type: 2 (Larger than any link state path)

TOS: 0

Metric: 20

NSSA: Forward Address: 192.168.6.2

External Route Tag: 0

B# show ip ospf database external

OSPF Router with ID (192.168.3.1) (Process ID 1)

AS External Link States

LS age: 875

Options: 0x2 (-|-|-|-|-|-|E|-)

LS Type: AS-external-LSA

Link State ID: 172.10.10.0 (External Network Number)
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Advertising Router: 192.168.3.1

LS Seq Number: 80000001

Checksum: 0xd0d3

Length: 36

Network Mask: /24

MetricType: 2 (LaFSer than any link state path)

TOS: 0

Metric: 20

Forward Address: 192.168.6.2

External Route Tag: 0

B# show ip route ospf

O N2 172.10.10.0/24 [110/20] via 192.168.3.2, 00:06:53, GigabitEthernet 0/2

Common Errors

 Configurations of the area type are inconsistent on routers in the same area.

 External routes cannot be introduced because route redistribution is configured on a router in the stub area.

4.4.5 Configuring RouteSummarization

Configuration Effect

 Summarize routes to reduce interaction of routing information and the size of routing table, and enhance stability of routes.

 Shield or filter routes.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Theaddressrangeofsummarizedroutesmayexceedtheactualnetworkrange intheroutingtable. Ifdata issent toanetwork

beyondthesummarizationrange,aroutingloopmaybeformedandtherouterprocessingloadmayincrease.Toprevent these

problems, a discard route must be added to the routing table or shield or filter routes.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Inter-Area Route Summarization

 (Optional) This configuration is required when routes of theOSPF area need to be summarized.

 Unlessotherwiserequired,thisconfigurationshouldbeperformedonanABRintheareawhereroutestobesummarizedare
located.

 Configuring External Route Summarization

 (Optional)This configuration is required when routes external to theOSPFdomain need to be summarized.
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 Unlessotherwiserequired,thisconfigurationshouldbeperformedonanASBRtowhichroutestobesummarizedare

introduced.

Verification

Run the show ip route ospf command to verify that individual routes do not exist and only the summarized route exists.

Related Commands

 Configuring Inter-Area Route Summarization

Command area area-idrange ip-address net-mask [ advertise | not-advertise ] [ cost cost ]

Parameter

Description

area-id:SpecifiestheIDoftheOSPFareatowhichthesummarizedrouteshouldbeinjected.TheareaIDcanbea

decimal integer or an IP address.

ip-address net-mask: Defines the network segment of the summarized route.

advertise | not-advertise: Specifies whether the summarized route should be advertised.

cost cost: Indicates the metric of the summarized route. The value ranges from 0 to 16777215.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandcanbeexecutedonlyon theABR. It isusedtocombineorsummarizemultipleroutesofanareainto

one route, and advertise the route to other areas. Combination of the routing information occurs only on the

boundaryofanarea.Routersinsidetheareacanlearnspecificroutinginformation,whereasroutersinotherareas

canlearnonlyonesummarizedroute. Inaddition,youcansetadvertiseornot-advertise todeterminewhetherto

advertisethesummarizedroutetoshieldandfilterroutes.Bydefault, thesummarizedrouteisadvertised.Youcan

use the cost parameter to set the metric of the summarized route.

You can configure route summarization commands for multiple areas. This simplifies routes in the entire OSPF

routingdomain,and improve thenetwork forwardingperformance,especially fora large-sizednetwork.

Whenmultiple routesummarizationcommandsareconfiguredandhave the inclusiverelationshipwitheachother,

the area range to be summarized is determined based on the maximum match principle.

 Configuring External Route Summarization

Command summary-address ip-address net-mask [ not-advertise | tag value ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the summarized route.

net-mask: Indicates the subnet mask of the summarized route.

not-advertise: Indicatesthatthesummarizedrouteisnotadvertised.Ifthisparameterisnotspecified,the

summarized route is advertised.

tagvalue: Indicates the tag of the summarized route. The value ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide WhenroutesareredistributedfromotherroutingprocessesandinjectedtotheOSPFroutingprocess,eachrouteis

advertised to the OSPF routers using an external LSA. If the injected routes are a continuous address space, the ABR

canadvertised only one summarized route to significantly reduce the size of the routing table.

area range summarizesthe routes betweenOSPF routes, whereas summary-address summarizes external routes of

theOSPF routing domain.

When configured on the NSSA ABR translator, summary-address summarizes redistributed routes and routes

obtained based on the LSAs that are converted fromType 7 to Type 5.When configured on the ASBR (not an NSSA

ABR translator), summary-address summarizes only redistributed routes.
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 Configuring aDiscard Route

Command discard-route { internal | external }

Parameter

Description

internal: Indicates that the discard route generated by the area range command can be added.

external: Indicates that the discard route generated by the summary-address command can be added.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Theaddressrangeofsummarizedroutesmayexceedtheactualnetworkrange intheroutingtable. Ifdata issent toa

network beyond the summarization range, a routing loop may be formed and the router processing load may

increase.Toprevent theseproblems,adiscardroutemustbeaddedtotheroutingtableontheABRorASBR.This

route is automatically generated, and is not advertised.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

Scenario

Figure 4-14

Remarks The interface IPaddressesareas follows:

A: GE0/1192.168.1.1

B: GE0/1 192.168.1.2 GE0/2 172.16.2.1 GE0/3 172.16.3.1

C:GE0/2 172.16.2.2GE0/1 172.16.4.2

D: GE0/2 172.16.3.2 GE0/1 172.16.5.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Summarize routes of area 2 on Router B.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#router ospf 1

B(config-router)#area 2 range 172.16.0.0 255.255.0.0

Verification On Router A, verify that the entry 172.16.0.0/16 is added to the routing table.

A A#show ip route ospf

O IA 172.16.0.0/16 [110/2] via 192.168.1.2, 00:01:04, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors
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 Inter-area route summarization cannot be implementedbecause thearea range command is configured onanon-ABRdevice.

4.4.6 Configuring RouteFiltering

Configuration Effect

 Routes thatdonotmeet filteringconditionscannotbe loaded to therouting table, oradvertised toneighbors.Networkusers
cannot access specified destination network.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Filtering routesby using thedistribute-list incommandaffects forwardingof local routes,but doesnot affect route
computationbasedonLSAs.Therefore,ifroutefilteringisconfiguredontheABR,Type3LSAswillstillbegeneratedand

advertised to other areas because routes can still be computed based on LSAs. As a result, black-hole routes are generated. In

thiscase,youcanruntheareafilter-listorarearange (containing thenot-advertiseparameter)commandontheABRto

prevent generation of black-hole routes.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Inter-Area Route Filtering

 (Optional)This configuration is recommended if users should be restricted fromaccessing thenetwork in a certainOSPFarea.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performedon anABR in the areawhere filtered routes are located.

 Configuring Redistributed Route Filtering

 (Optional) This configuration is required if external routes introduced by the ASBR need to be filtered.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performedon anASBR towhich filtered routes are introduced.

 Configuring Learned Route Filtering

 (Optional)This configuration is required if users should be restricted fromaccessing a specified destination network.

 Unless otherwise required, this configuration should be performed on a router that requires route filtering.

Verification

 Run the show ip route command to verify that the router is not loadedwith routes that have been filtered out.

 Run theping command to verify that the specified destination network cannot be accessed.

Related Commands

 Configuring aPassive Interface

Command passive-interface{ default | interface-type interface-number | interface-type interface-numberip-address}

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface that should be configured as a passive interface.

default: Indicates that all interface will be configured as passive interfaces.

interface-type interface-numberip-address: Specifies an address of the interface as the passive address.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Toprevent other routers on the network from learning the routing information of the local router, you can configure a
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specifiednetwork interfaceof the localrouteras thepassiveinterface,oraspecified IPaddressofanetwork interfaceas

the passive address.

 Configuring the LSAUpdate Packet Filtering

Command ip ospf database-filter all out

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable this functiononan interface toprevent sending the LSAupdatepacket on this interface.After this function is

enabled, thelocalrouterdoesnotadvertisetheLSAupdatepacket toneighbors,butstillsetsuptheadjacencywith

neighbors and receives LSAs from neighbors.

 Configuring Inter-Area Route Filtering

Command areaarea-idfilter-list {accessacl-name| prefix prefix-name} {in | out}

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the area ID.

access acl-name: Indicates the associated ACL.

prefix prefix-name: Indicates the associated prefix list.

in | out: Filters routes that are received by or sent from the area.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide This command can be configured only on an ABR.

Use this command when it is required to configure filtering conditions for inter-area routes on the ABR.

 Configuring Redistributed Route Filtering

Command distribute-list { [ access-list-number | name ] | prefix prefix-list-name } out [bgp | connected |isis[area-tag] | ospf

process-id | rip | arp-host | static]

Parameter

Description

access-list-number | name: Uses the ACL for filtering.

prefix prefix-list-name: Uses the prefixlist for filtering.

bgp|connected| isis [area-tag ] |ospfprocess-id | rip |arp-host |static: Indicates thesourceof routes tobe filtered.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide distribute-listout is similar toredistribute route-map, and isused to filter routes that are redistributed fromother

protocolstoOSPF.Thedistribute-listoutcommand itselfdoesnot redistributeroutes,and isgenerallyusedtogether

withtheredistributecommand.TheACLandtheprefixlistfilteringrulesaremutuallyexclusiveintheconfiguration.That

is, if theACLisusedfor filteringroutescoming fromacertainsource, theprefixlist cannotbeconfigured to filter thesame

routes.

 Configuring Learned Route Filtering

Command distribute-list {[access-list-number | name] | prefixprefix-list-name [gateway prefix-list-name] | route-map

route-map-name } in [interface-typeinterface-number]

Parameter

Description

access-list-number | name: Uses the ACL for filtering.

gatewayprefix-list-name: Uses the gateway for filtering.

prefixprefix-list-name: Uses the prefixlist for filtering.
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route-map route-map-name: Uses the route map for filtering.

interface-type interface-number: Specifies the interface for which LSA routes are filtered.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide FilterroutesthatarecomputedbasedonreceivedLSAs.Onlyroutesmeetingthefilteringconditionscanbeforwarded.

Thecommanddoesnotaffect theLSDBor therouting tablesofneighbors.TheACL,prefixlist,and routemapfiltering

rulesaremutuallyexclusiveintheconfiguration.That is, if theACLisusedforfilteringroutesofaspecifiedinterface,the

prefix list or router map cannot be configured for filtering routes of the same interface.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

Scenario

Figure 4-15

Remarks The interface IPaddressesareasfollows:

A: GE0/1192.168.1.1

B: GE0/1 192.168.1.2 GE0/2 172.16.2.1 GE0/3 172.16.3.1

C:GE0/2 172.16.2.2 GE0/3 172.16.4.2

D: GE0/2 172.16.3.2 GE0/3 172.16.5.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure route filtering.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#access-list 3 permit host 172.16.5.0

A(config)#router ospf 1

A(config-router)#distribute-list 3 in GigabitEthernet 0/1

Verification  OnRouter A, check the routing table. Verify that only the entry 172.16.5.0/24 is loaded.

A A# show ip route ospf

O 172.16.5.0/24 [110/2] via 192.168.1.2, 10:39:40, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors
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 Filtering routesby using thedistribute-list incommandaffects forwardingof local routes,but doesnot affect route
computationbasedonLSAs.Therefore,ifroutefilteringisconfiguredontheABR,Type3LSAswillstillbegeneratedand

advertised to other areas because routes can still be computed based on LSAs. As a result, black-hole routes are generated.

4.4.7 Modifying Route Cost and AD

Configuration Effect

 Change theOSPF routes toenable the traffic pass through specified nodesor avoid passing through specified nodes.

 Change the sequence that a router selects routes so as to change the priorities of OSPF routes.

Notes

 TheOSPFbasic functionsmust be configured.

 If you run the ipospfcostcommand toconfigure thecostofan interface, theconfiguredcostwill automaticallyoverwrite the
cost that is computed based on the auto cost.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theReferenceBandwidth

 Optional.

 Arouter isconnectedwith lineswithdifferentbandwidths.Thisconfiguration isrecommended ifyouwishtopreferentially

select the line with a larger bandwidth.

 Configuring theCost of an Interface

 Optional.

 A router is connectedwithmultiple lines.This configuration is recommended if you wish tomanually specify a preferential line.

 Configuring theDefault Metric for Redistribution

 Optional.

 Thisconfigurationismandatoryif thecostofexternal routesof theOSPFdomainshouldbespecifiedwhenexternalroutesare

introduced to an ASBR.

 Configuring theMaximumMetric

 Optional.

 Aroutermaybeunstableduring the restartprocessoraperiodof timeafter therouter is restarted,andusersdonotwant to
forward data through this router. In this case, this configuration is recommended.

 Configuring theAD

 Optional.

 Thisconfiguration ismandatory if youwishtochange theprioritiesofOSPFroutesonarouter that runsmultipleunicast routing
protocols.

Verification

 Run the show ip ospf interface command to verify that the costs of interfaces are correct.
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 Run the show ip route command to verify that the costs of external routes introduced to the ASBR are correct.

 Restart the router.Within a specified period of time, data is not forwarded through the restarted router.

Related Commands

 Configuring theReferenceBandwidth

Command auto-costreference-bandwidth ref-bw

Parameter

Description

ref-bw: Indicates the reference bandwidth. The unit is Mbps. The value ranges from 1 to 4,294,967.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, thecostofanOSPFinterfaceisequal tothereferencevalueof theautocostdividedbytheinterface

bandwidth.

Runtheauto-costcommandtoobtainthereferencevalueoftheautocost.Thedefaultvalueis100Mbps.

Run the bandwidth command to set the interface bandwidth.

The costs of OSPF interfaces on several typical lines are as follows:

64Kbpsserial line:Thecost is 1562.

E1 line:The cost is 48.

10MEthernet:The cost is 10.

100MEthernet: The cost is 1.

If you run the ip ospf cost command to configure the cost of an interface, the configured cost will automatically

overwrite the cost that is computed based on the auto cost.

 Configuring theCost of an Interface

Command ip ospf costcost

Parameter

Description

cost: Indicates the cost of an OSPF interface. The value ranges from 0 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, thecostofanOSPFinterfaceisequal tothereferencevalueof theautocostdividedbytheinterface

bandwidth.

Runtheauto-costcommandtoobtainthereferencevalueoftheautocost.Thedefaultvalueis100Mbps.

Run the bandwidth command to set the interface bandwidth.

The costs of OSPF interfaces on several typical lines are as follows:

64Kbpsserial line:Thecost is 1562.

E1 line:The cost is 48.

10MEthernet:The cost is 10.

100MEthernet: The cost is 1.

If you run the ip ospf cost command to configure the cost of an interface, the configured cost will automatically

overwrite the cost that is computed based on the auto cost.

 Configuring theCost of theDefault Route in a Stub or an NSSAArea

Command areaarea-id default-costcost

Parameter area-id: Indicates the ID of the stub or NSSA area.
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Description cost: Indicates thecostof thedefaultsummarized route injected to thestuborNSSAarea.Thevalue ranges from0 to

16,777,215.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide This command takes effect only on an ABR in a stub area or an ABR/ASBR in an NSSA area.

AnABRinastubareaoranABR/ASBRinanNSSAareaisallowedtoadvertiseanLSAindicatingthedefaultrouteinthe

stuborNSSAarea.Youcan run theareadefault-cost command tomodify the costof theadvertisedLSA.

 Configuring theDefault Metric for Redistribution

Command default-metric metric

Parameter

Description

metric: Indicates the default metric of the OSPF redistributed route. The value ranges from 1 to 16,777,214.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Thedefault-metriccommandmustbeusedtogetherwiththe redistributecommand tomodify the initialmetricsofall

redistributed routes.

Thedefault-metriccommanddoesnot takeeffectonexternal routes thatare injected totheOSPFroutingdomainby the

default-information originate command.

 Configuring theMaximumMetric

Command max-metric router-lsa [external-lsa [max-metric-value]] [include-stub] [on-startup[ seconds] ] [summary-lsa

[max-metric-value]]

Parameter

Description

router-lsa: Sets the metrics of non-stub links in the Router LSA to the maximum value (0xFFFF).

external-lsa:AllowsaroutertoreplacethemetricsofexternalLSAs(includingType5andType7LSAs)withthe

maximummetric.

max-metric-value: Indicates the maximummetric of the LSA. The default value is 16711680. The value ranges from 1 to

16,777,215.

include-stub: Sets the metrics of stub links in the Router LSA advertised by the router to the maximum value.

on-startup: Allows a router to advertises the maximum metric when started.

seconds: Indicates the interval at which the maximummetric is advertised. The default value is 600s. The value ranges

from 5 to 86,400.

summary-lsa:Allowsa router to replace themetricsofsummaryLSAs (includingType3andType4LSAs)with the

maximum metric.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Afterthemax-metricrouter-lsacommandisexecuted,themetricsofthenon-stublinksintheRouterLSAsgeneratedby

therouterwill be set to themaximumvalue (0xFFFF). If youcancel thisconfiguration or the timerexpires, thenormal

metrics of the links are restored.

Bydefault, if themax-metricrouter-lsacommandisexecuted, thestublinksstilladvertisecommonmetrics,thatis,the

costsofoutbound interfaces. If the include-stubparameter isconfigured, thestub linkswilladvertise themaximum

metric.

IfanABRdoesnotwishtotransferinter-areatraffic,usethesummary-lsaparametertosetthemetricoftheSummary

LSA to the maximummetric.

IfanASBRdoesnotwishtotransferexternal traffic,use theexternal-lsaparameter toset themetricof theexternalLSA
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to the maximum metric.

The max-metric router-lsa command is generally used in the following scenarios:

Restart a device. After the device is restarted, IGP generally converges faster, and other devices attempt to forward traffic

through the restarteddevice. If thecurrent device isstill building theBGProuting tableandsomeBGProutesarenot

learnedyet,packetssent thesenetworkswillbediscarded. Inthiscase,youcanusetheon-startupparametertoseta

delay after which the restarted device acts as the transmissionmode.

 Addadevice to the network but thedevice is not used to transfer traffic.The device is added to the network. If a

candidatepathexists, thecurrentdeviceisnotusedtotransfer traffic. Ifacandidatepathdoesnotexist, thecurrent

device is still used to transfer traffic.

 Deleteadevicegracefully fromthenetwork.After themax-metricrouter-lsacommandisexecuted, thecurrent

deviceadvertisesthemaximummetricamongallmetricsofroutes. In thisway,otherdevicesonthenetworkcan

select the standby path for data transmission before the device is shut down.

In the earlier OSPF version (RFC1247 or earlier), the links with the maximummetric (0xFFFF) in the LSAs do not participate

in the SPF computation, that is, no traffic is sent to routers that generate these LSAs.

 Configuring RFC1583Compatibility

Command compatible rfc1583

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When there are multiple paths to an ASBR or the forwarding address of an external route, RFC1583 and RFC2328 define

different routing rules. IfRFC1583compatibilityisconfigured, apath in thebackboneareaoran inter-areapath is

preferentiallyselected. IfRFC1583compatibilityisnot configured,apath inanon-backbonearea ispreferentially

selected.

 Configuring theAD

Command distance{distance[route-mapmap-name ] |ospf{ intra-areadistance [route-mapmap-name ] |inter-areadistance

[ route-map map-name ] |external distance [ route-map map-name ] } }

Parameter

Description

distance: Indicates the AD of a route. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

intra-area distance: Indicates the AD of an intra-area route. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

inter-area distance: Indicates the AD of an inter-area route. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

externaldistance: IndicatestheADofanexternal route.Thevaluerangesfrom1to255.

route-mapmap-name: Indicates the AD of a specified route by policy.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to specify different ADs for different types of OSPF routes.

Configuretheroute-mapparametertosettheADforaspecifiedroutebypolicy. Ifroute-maphasconfiguredset

distance,

through matched route: AD is set by set distance

through unmatched route: AD is set by the distance command

Configuration Example
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The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring theCost of an Interface

Scenario

Figure 4-16

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A:GE0/1192.168.1.1 GE0/2 192.168.2.1

B: GE0/1 192.168.1.2 GE0/2 192.168.3.2

C: GE0/1 192.168.4.2 GE0/2192.168.2.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure the cost of each interface.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip ospf cost 10

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip ospf cost 20

Verification On Router A, check the routing table. The next hop of the optimum path to 172.16.1.0/24 is Router B.

A A# show ip route ospf

O E2172.16.1.0/0 [110/20] via 192.168.1.2, 00:18:03, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 If thecostofan interface isset to0 inthe ipospfcostcommand,aroutecomputationerrormayoccur.Forexample,a routing
loop isobtained.

4.4.8 Enabling Authentication

ConfigurationEffect

 All routers connected to the OSPF network must be authenticated to ensure stability of OSPF and protect OSPF against
intrusions.

Notes
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 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 If authentication is configured for an area, the configuration takes effect on all interfaces that belong to this area.

 If authentication isconfigured for bothan interfaceand thearea towhich the interfacebelongs, theconfiguration for the
interface takes effect preferentially.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theAuthentication Type of an Area

 (Optional)This configuration is recommended if the same authentication type should be usedonall interfaces in the samearea.

 This configuration is required if a router accesses a network that requires authentication.

 Configuring theAuthentication Type of an Interface

 (Optional)Thisconfigurationisrecommendedif thedifferentauthentication typesshouldbeusedondifferent interfacesinthe

same area.

 This configuration is required if a router accesses a network that requires authentication.

 Configuring a Plain Text Authentication Key for an Interface

 Optional.

 This configuration is required if a router accesses a network that requires plain text authentication.

 Configuring anMD5 Authentication Key for an Interface

 (Optional)MD5authenticationfeaturesahighsecurity,andthereforeisrecommended.Youmustconfigureeitherplaintext

authentication or MD5authentication.

 This configuration is required if a router accesses a network that requiresMD5 authentication.

Verification

 If routersareconfiguredwithdifferentauthenticationkeys, run theshowipospfneighborcommand toverify that there isno
OSPF neighbor.

 If routersareconfiguredwiththesameauthenticationkey, runtheshowipospfneighborcommandtoverify that thereare
OSPF neighbors.

Related Commands

 Configuring theAuthentication Type of an Area

Command area area-idauthentication [message-digest]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicatesthe ID of the area where OSPF authentication is enabled. The area ID can be a decimal integer or an IP

address.

message-digest: Enables MD5 authentication.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS supports three authentication types:

(1)Type0:Noauthenticationisrequired. If thiscommandisnotconfiguredtoenableOSPFauthentication,the

authentication type in the OSPF data packet is 0.
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(2) Type 1:The authentication type isplain text authentication if this command is configuredbut does not contain the

message-digest parameter.

(3) Type 3:The authentication type isMD5 authentication if this command is configured and contains the

message-digest parameter.

AllroutersinthesameOSPFareamustusethesameauthenticationtype.Ifauthenticationisenabled, theauthentication

keymustbeconfiguredon interfacesthatareconnected toneighbors.Youcanrunthe interfaceconfigurationcommand

ipospfauthentication-key toconfiguretheplaintextauthenticationkey,or ipospfmessage-digest-key toconfigure

the MD5 authentication key.

 Configuring theAuthentication Type of an Interface

Command ip ospfauthentication [ message-digest | null ]

Parameter

Description

message-digest: Indicates that MD5 authentication is enabled on the current interface.

null: Indicates that authentication is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the ipospfauthenticationcommanddoesnotcontainanyoption, it indicates thatplain textauthentication isenabled.

If you usetheno formof thecommand torestore thedefaultauthenticationmode,whetherauthentication isenabled is

determinedby theauthentication type that isconfigured in the area towhich the interfacebelongs. If theauthentication

type isset tonull,authentication isdisabled forcibly.Whenauthenticationisconfigured forbothan interfaceand thearea

to which the interface belongs, the authentication type configured for the interface is used preferentially.

 Configuring a Plain Text Authentication Key for an Interface

Command ip ospf authentication-key[0 |7 ]key

Parameter

Description

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plain text.

7: Indicates that the key is displayed in cipher text.

key: Indicates the key. The key is a string of up to eight characters.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thekeyconfiguredbytheipospfauthentication-keycommandwillbe insertedtotheheadersofallOSPFpackets.If

thekeysare inconsistent, twodirectlyconnecteddevicescannotsetup theOSPFadjacencyand thereforecannot

exchange the routing information.

Differentkeyscanbeconfiguredfordifferent interface,butall routersconnectedtothesamephysicalnetworksegment

must be configured with the same key.

You can enable or disable authentication in an OSPF area by running the areaauthentication command in OSPF routing

process configurationmode.

You can also enable authentication on an individual interface by running the ip ospf authentication command in

interfaceconfigurationmode.Whenauthenticationisconfigured forbothan interfaceand thearea towhich the

interface belongs, the authentication type configured for the interface is usedpreferentially.

 Configuring anMD5 Authentication Key for an Interface

Command ip ospf message-digest-key key-id md5[0 |7 ]key

Parameter

Description

key-id: Indicates the key ID. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plain text.

7: Indicates that the key is displayed in cipher text.
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key: Indicates the key. The key is a string of up to 16 characters.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The key configured by the ip ospf message-digest-key command will be inserted to the headers of all OSPF packets. If

thekeysareinconsistent, twodirectlyconnecteddevicescannotsetup theOSPFadjacencyand thereforecannot

exchange the routing information.

Differentkeyscanbeconfiguredfordifferent interface,butall routersconnectedtothesamephysicalnetworksegment

must beconfiguredwith thesamekey.The samekey IDonneighbor routersmust correspond to thesamekey.

YoucanenableordisableauthenticationinanOSPFareabyrunningtheareaauthenticationcommandinOSPFrouting

process configuration mode. You can also enable authentication on an individual interface by running the ip ospf

authenticationcommand in interfaceconfigurationmode.Whenauthenticationisconfiguredforbothan interfaceand

thearea towhich the interfacebelongs, theauthentication type configured for the interface is usedpreferentially.

TheFSOSsoftwaresupportssmoothmodificationoftheMD5authenticationkey.AnewMD5authenticationkeymustbe

firstaddedbefore theoldkeycanbedeleted.WhenanOSPFMD5authenticationkey isadded toarouter, the router

determinesthatotherroutersdonotusethenewkeyyetandthereforeusesdifferentkeystosendmultipleOSPFpackets

until it confirms that thenewkey hasbeenconfiguredonneighbors.After configuring thenewkeyall routers, you can

delete the old key.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

Scenario

Figure 4-17

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the authentication type andMD5 authentication key on all routers.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#router ospf 1

A(config-router)#area 0 authentication message-digest

A(config-router)#exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip ospf message-digest-key 1 md5 hello
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B B# configure terminal

B(config)#router ospf 1

B(config-router)#area 0 authentication message-digest

B(config-router)#exit

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ip ospf message-digest-key 1 md5 hello

Verification On Router A and Router B, verify that the OSPF neighbor status is correct.

A A#show ip ospf neighbor

OSPFprocess1,1Neighbors,1 isFull:

Neighbor ID Pri State

192.168.1.2 1 Full/DR

DeadTime Address

00:00:32 192.168.1.2

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

B A#show ip ospf neighbor

OSPFprocess1,1Neighbors,1 isFull:

Neighbor ID Pri State

192.168.1.1 1 Full/DR

DeadTime Address

00:00:32 192.168.1.1

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 The authenticationmodes configured on routers are inconsistent.

 The authentication keys configured on routers are inconsistent.

4.4.9 EnablingOverflow

ConfigurationEffect

 New routes are not loaded to routers when the router memory is insufficient.

 New routes are not loaded to routers when the usage of the database space reaches the upper limit.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Afterarouterenterstheoverflowstate,youcanruntheclearipospfprocesscommand,orstopandthenrestart theOSPFto
exit the overflowstate.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMemoryOverflowFunction

 Optional.

 Thisconfigurationisrecommendedifalargenumberofroutesexist inthedomainandmaycauseinsufficiencyoftherouter
memory.
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 Configuring theDatabase OverflowFunction

 Optional.

 Thisconfigurationisrecommendedifalargenumberofroutesexist inthedomainandmaycauseinsufficiencyoftherouter

memory.

 Configuring theExternal LSA Database OverflowFunction

 Optional.

 ThisconfigurationisrecommendediftheASBRintroducesalargenumberofexternalroutesandtheroutermemorymaybe

insufficient.

Verification

 After thememorybecomes insufficient,addnewrouters to thenetwork,and run theshowiproutecommand toverify that
new routes are not loaded.

 After the usage of the database space reaches the upper limit, add new routers to the network, and run the show ip route
command to verify that new routes are not loaded.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMemoryOverflowFunction

Command overflow memory-lack

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide TheOSPF process enters the overflow state to discard newly-learned external routes. This behavior can effectively ensure

that the memory usage does not increase.

After the overflow function is enabled, the OSPF process enters the overflow state and discards newly-learned external

routes,whichmaycausea routing loopon theentirenetwork.Toreducetheoccurrenceprobabilityof thisproblem,

OSPFgenerates a default route to the null interface, and this route always exists in the overflowstate.

Youcan run the clear ipospf process command to reset the OSPF process so that the OSPF process can exit the overflow

state.Youcanusetheno formof thecommand toprevent theOSPFprocess fromentering theoverflowstatewhen the

memory is insufficient.This,however,may lead toover-consumptionof thememory resource,afterwhich theOSPF

process will stop and delete all the learned routes.

 Configuring theDatabase OverflowFunction

Command overflow databasenumber [hard | soft]

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of LSAs. The value ranges from 1 to 4,294,967,294.

hard: Indicates that the OSPF process will be stopped if the number of LSAs exceeds the limit.

soft: Indicates that a warning will be generated if the number of LSAs exceeds the limit.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If thenumberofLSAsexceedsthelimit,usethehardparameter if theOSPFprocessshouldbestopped,andusethesoft

parameter if a warning should be generated without stopping the OSPF process.
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 Configuring theExternal LSA Database OverflowFunction

Command overflow database external max-dbsize wait-time

Parameter

Description

max-dbsize: Indicates the maximum number of external LSAs. This valuemust be the same on all routers in the same AS.

The value ranges from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

wait-time: Indicates the waiting time after a router in overflow state attempts to restore the normal state. The value

ranges from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide WhenthenumberofexternalLSAsofarouterexceedstheconfiguredmax-dbsize, therouterenterstheoverflowstate.

In this state, the router no longer loads external LSAs and deletes external LSAs that are generated locally. After wait-time

elapses,thedevicerestoresthenormalstate,andloadsexternalLSAsagain.Whenusingtheoverflowfunction,ensure

that thesamemax-dbsize isconfiguredonall routers intheOSPFbackboneareaandcommonareas;otherwise, the

following problemsmay occur:

Inconsistent LSDBs throughout network are inconsistent, and the failure to achieve the full adjacency

Incorrect routes, including routing loops

Frequent retransmission of AS external LSAs

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring theExternal LSA Database OverflowFunction

Scenario

Figure 4-18

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter B, configure redistribution and introduce external static routes.

 OnRouter B, configure the maximum number of external LSAs.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router ospf 1

B(config-router)# redistribute static subnets

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router ospf 1

A(config-router)# overflow database external 10 3
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Verification OnRouterB,configure11staticroutes(192.100.1.0/24to192.100.11.0/24).OnRouterA,verifythatonly10staticroutes

are loaded.

A A# show ip route ospf

OE2192.100.1.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.2.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.3.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.4.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.5.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.6.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.7.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.8.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

OE2192.100.9.0/24 [110/20]via192.168.1.2,00:18:03,GigabitEthernet0/1

O E2 192.100.10.0/24 [110/20] via 192.168.1.2, 00:18:03, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 TheOSPF adjacency is abnormal because themaximumnumber of LSAs is inconsistent on different routers.

4.4.10 Modifying the Maximum Number of Concurrent Neighbors

Configuration Effect

 Control themaximumnumber of concurrent neighbors on theOSPF process to ease the pressure on the device.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofConcurrent Neighbors on theOSPFProcess

 (Optional)ThisconfigurationisrecommendedifyouwishtosetuptheOSPFadjacencymorequicklywhenarouter isconnected

with a lot of other routers.

 This configuration is performed on a core router.

Verification

 RuntheshowipospfneighborcommandtodisplaythenumberofneighborsthatareconcurrentlyinteractingwiththeOSPF
process.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Concurrent Neighbors on theCurrent Process

Command max-concurrent-ddnumber
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Parameter

Description

number:SpecifiesthemaximumnumberofneighborsthatareconcurrentlyinteractingwiththeOSPFprocess.Thevalue

ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When the performance of a router is affected because the router exchanges data with multiple neighbors, you can

configurethiscommandtorestrict themaximumofneighborswithwhichoneOSPFprocesscanconcurrentlyinitiatesor

accepts interaction.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofConcurrent Neighbors onAll Processes

Command router ospf max-concurrent-ddnumber

Parameter

Description

number:SpecifiesthemaximumnumberofneighborsthatareconcurrentlyinteractingwiththeOSPFprocess.Thevalue

ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Whentheperformanceof a router isaffectedbecause the router exchangesdatawithmultipleneighbors, youcan

configurethiscommandtorestrict themaximumofneighborswithwhichallOSPFprocessescanconcurrentlyinitiateor

accept interaction.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofConcurrent Neighbors on theOSPFProcess

Scenario

Figure 4-19

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 On the router Core, set the maximum number of concurrent neighbors to 4.

Core Core# configure terminal

Core(config)# router ospf max-concurrent-dd 4
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Verification OntherouterCore,checktheneighborstatusandverify thatatmosteightneighborsconcurrently interactwiththeOSPF

process.

4.4.11 DisablingSourceAddressVerification

Configuration Effect

 Theunicastroutingservicecanbeprovidedevenif theinterfaceIPaddressesofneighborroutersarenot in thesamenetwork
segment.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Source address verification cannot be disabled on a broadcast or NBMA network.

Configuration Steps

 DisablingSource Address Verification

 (Optional)ThisconfigurationismandatoryifanadjacencyshouldbesetupbetweenrouterswithinterfaceIPaddressesin

different networksegments.

 This configuration is performed on routers with interface IP addresses in different network segments.

Verification

 An adjacency can be set up between routers in different network segments.

Related Commands

 DisablingSource Address Verification

Command ip ospf source-check-ignore

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Generally, the source address of a packet received byOSPF is in the same network segment as the receiving interface. The

addressesatbothendsofaP2Plinkareconfiguredseparatelyandarenotnecessarily inthesamenetworksegment. In

thisscenario,as thepeeraddressinformationwillbenotifiedduring theP2Plinknegotiationprocess,OSPFchecks

whether the source address of the packet is the address advertised by the peer during negotiation. If not, OSPF

determines that thepacket is invalidanddiscards thispacket. Inparticular,OSPFdoesnot verify theaddressofan

unnumberedinterface.Insomescenarios,thesourceaddressmaynotmeet theprecedingrequirement,andtherefore

OSPFaddressverification fails.Forexample, thenegotiatedpeeraddresscannotbeobtainedonaP2P link. In this

scenario, source address verification must be disabled to ensure that the OSPF adjacency can be properly set up.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 DisablingSource Address Verification
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Scenario

Figure 4-20

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Set the network types of interfaces on all routers to P2P.

 Disable source address verification on all routers.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipospfnetworkpoint-to-point

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#ipospfsource-check-ignore

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#ipospfnetworkpoint-to-point

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#ipospfsource-check-ignore

Verification On Router A, verify that the OSPF neighbor information is correct.

A A# show ip ospfneighbor

OSPF process 1, 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime Address Interface

192.100.2.2 1 Full/- 00:00:34 192.100.2.2 GigabitEthernet0/1

4.4.12 Disabling MTUVerification

Configuration Effect

 The unicast routing service can be provided even if theMTUs of interfaces on neighbor routers are different.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Disabling MTUVerification

 (Optional) MTU verification is disabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 This configuration is performed on two routers with different interfaceMTUs.

Verification
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The adjacency can be set up between routers with different MTUs.

Related Commands

 Disabling MTUVerification

Command ip ospf mtu-ignore

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Onreceivingthedatabasedescriptionpacket,OSPFcheckswhethertheMTUoftheinterfaceontheneighboristhesame

astheMTUof itsowninterface.If the interfaceMTUspecifiedinthereceiveddatabasedescriptionpacketisgreater than

theMTUofthelocalinterface,theadjacencycannotbesetup.Toresolvethisproblem,youcandisableMTUverification.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

Scenario

Figure 4-21

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure different MTUs for interfaces on two routers.

 DisableMTUverification onall routers. (By default, the functionof disablingMTUverification is enabled.)

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip mtu 1400

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip ospf mtu-ignore

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip mtu 1600

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip ospf mtu-ignore

Verification  OnRouter A, verify that the OSPF neighbor information is correct.

A A# show ip ospfneighbor

OSPF process 1, 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime Address Interface

192.168.1.2 1 Full/DR 00:00:34 192.168.1.2 GigabitEthernet0/1
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4.4.13 Enabling Two-WayMaintenance

Configuration Effect

 Non-Hello packets can also be used tomaintain the adjacency.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Two-WayMaintenance

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

Verification

Non-Hello packets can also be used to maintain the adjacency.

Related Commands

 Enabling Two-WayMaintenance

Command two-way-maintain

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Onalargenetwork,a lotofpacketsmaybesentorreceived,occupying toomuchCPUandmemory.Asaresult,some

packetsaredelayedordiscarded.If theprocessingtimeofHellopacketsexceedsthedeadinterval, theadjacencywillbe

destroyedduetotimeout.If the two-waymaintenancefunctionisenabled, inaddition totheHellopackets, theDD,LSU,

LSR,andLSAckpacketscanalsobeusedtomaintainthebidirectionalcommunicationbetweenneighborswhenalarge

numberofpacketsexistonthenetwork.ThispreventsterminationoftheadjacencycausedbydelayedordiscardedHello

packets.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

Scenario

Figure 4-22

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, enable the two-waymaintenance function. (This function is enabled by default.)
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)#routerospf 1

A(config-router)#two-way-maintain

Verification Whentheadjacency isbeingsetup,RouterAchecks theneighbor dead interval andupdates thedead intervalwithout

waiting for Router B to send a Hello packet.

A A# show ip ospfneighbor

OSPF process 1, 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime Address Interface

192.168.1.2 1 Full/BDR 00:00:40 192.168.1.2 GigabitEthernet0/1

4.4.14 Enabling GR

Configuration Effect

 Whenadistributedrouterswitchesservicesfromtheactiveboardtothestandbyboard,data forwardingcontinuesand isnot

interrupted.

 When theOSPF process is being restarted, data forwarding continues and is not interrupted.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The neighbor router must support the GR helper function.

 The grace period cannot be shorter than the neighbor dead time of the neighbor router.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theOSPFGRFunction

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

 Configuring theOSPFGRHelper Function

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

Verification

 Whenadistributedrouterswitchesservicesfromtheactiveboardtothestandbyboard,data forwardingcontinuesand isnot

interrupted.

 When theOSPF process is being restarted, data forwarding continues and is not interrupted.

Related Commands

 Configuring theOSPFGRFunction
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Command graceful-restart [ grace-period grace-period | inconsistent-lsa-checking ]

Parameter

Description

grace-period grace-period: Indicates the grace period, which is the maximum time from occurrence of an OSPF failure to

completionof theOSPFGR.Thevalue of thegraceperiodvaries from1s to1800s.Thedefault value is 120s.

inconsistent-lsa-checking: Enables topological change detection. If any topological change is detected, OSPF exits the

GR process to complete convergence.After GR is enabled, topological change detection is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide TheGRfunctionisconfiguredbasedontheOSPFprocess.YoucanconfiguredifferentparametersfordifferentOSPF

processes based on the actual conditions. This command is used to configure the GR restarter capability of a device. The

graceperiod is themaximumtimeof theentireGRprocess,duringwhich linkstatus is rebuilt so that theoriginal stateof

theOSPFprocessisrestored.After thegraceperiodexpires,OSPFexitstheGRstateandperformscommonOSPF

operations.

Run thegraceful-restart command to set the grace period to 120s. The graceful-restart grace-period command allows

you to modify the grace period explicitly.

ThepreconditionforsuccessfulexecutionofGRanduninterruptedforwardingisthatthetopologyremainsstable.If the

topologychanges,OSPFquicklyconvergeswithoutwaiting for furtherexecutionofGR, thusavoiding long-time

forwarding black-hole.

Disablingtopologydetection:IfOSPFcannotconvergeintimewhenthetopologychangesduringthehotstandby

process, forwarding black-holemay appear in a long time.

Enabling topologydetection: Forwardingmaybe interruptedwhen topologydetection isenabled, but the interruption

time is far shorter than that when topology detection is disabled.

Inmostcases, it is recommended that topologydetectionbeenabled. Inspecialscenarios, topologydetectioncanbe

disabled if the topologychangesafter thehot standbyprocess,but itcanbeensured that the forwardingblack-holewill

not appearin a long time.This canminimize the forwarding interruption time during the hot standby process.

If the Fast Hello function is enabled, the GR function cannot be enabled.

 Configuring theOSPFGRHelper Function

Command graceful-restart helper { disable | strict-lsa-checking | internal-lsa-checking}

Parameter

Description

disable: Prohibits a device from acting as a GR helper for another device.

strict-lsa-checking:IndicatesthatchangesinType1toType5andType7LSAswillbecheckedduringtheperiodthat

thedeviceactsasaGRhelper todeterminewhether thenetworkchanges. If thenetworkchanges, thedevicewillstop

acting as theGR helper.

internal-lsa-checking:IndicatesthatchangesinType1toType3LSAswillbecheckedduringtheperiodthatthedevice

actsasaGRhelper todeterminewhetherthenetworkchanges. If thenetworkchanges, thedevicewillstopactingasthe

GR helper.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommandisusedtoconfiguretheGRhelpercapabilityofarouter.Whenaneighborrouter implementsGR, itsends

a Grace-LSA to notify all neighbor routers. If the GR helper function is enabled on the local router, the local router

becomes the GR helper on receiving the Grace-LSA, and helps the neighbor to complete GR. The disable option indicates

that GR helper is not provided for any device that implements GR.

AfteradevicebecomestheGRhelper,thenetworkchangesarenotdetectedbydefault. Ifanychangetakesplaceonthe

network, thenetwork topologyconvergesafterGR iscompleted. If youwish thatnetwork changescanbequickly

detectedduringtheGRprocess,youcanconfigurestrict-lsa-checking tocheckType1to5andType7LSAsthatindicate
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thenetworkinformationor internal-lsa-checking tocheckType1to3LSAsthatindicateinternalroutesof theAS

domain.When thenetwork scale is large, it is recommended thatyou disable theLSAchecking options

(strict-lsa-checkingandinternal-lsa-checking)becauseregionalnetworkchangesmaytriggerterminationofGRand

consequently reduce the convergence of the entire network.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

Scenario

Figure 4-23

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1

B:GE0/1 192.168.1.1 GE0/2192.168.2.1 GE 0/3192.168.3.1

C: GE 0/1 192.168.4.2 GE 0/3 192.168.3.2

D:GE0/1192.168.5.2 GE0/2192.168.2.2

Configuration  Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

Steps  Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 On Router A, Router C, and Router D, enable the GR helper function. (This function is enabled by default.)

 On Router B, enable the GR function.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router ospf1

B(config-router)# graceful-restart

Verification  Triggerahot standbyswitchoveronRouterB,and verify that the routing tablesof destinationnetworks1and 2

remain unchanged on Router A during the switchover.

 Trigger a hot standby switchover on Router B, ping destination network 1 from Router A, and verify that data

forwarding is not interrupted during the switchover.

Common Errors

 TrafficforwardingisinterruptedduringtheGRprocessbecausetheconfiguredgraceperiodisshorterthantheneighbordead

time of the neighbor router.
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4.4.15 Enabling NSR

Configuration Effect

 During the active/standby switchover of a distributed router, data forwarding continues and is not interrupted.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling theOSPF NSRFunction

 (Optional) This function is disabled by default and enabled only when the function needs to be used.

Verification

 During the active/standby switchover of a distributed router, data forwarding continues and is not interrupted.

Related Commands

 Enabling NSR

Command nsr

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to enable theNSR function. Enable either NSRorGR for the sameOSPFprocess. That is, whenGR is

enabled, NSR is automatically disabled.When NSR is enabled, GR is automatically disabled, but the GR helper capability is

not affected.

Theswitchoverofadistributedrouter takessometime. If theOSPFneighbordead time isshorter than theswitchover

time, the OSPF adjacency will be destroyed, causing service interruption during the switchover. Therefore, when enabling

theNSRfunction,youareadvised toconfigureanOSPFneighbordead timethat isequal toorgreater than thedefault

value.When theFastHello function is enabled, theOSPFneighbordead time isshorter than1s,and therefore it is

recommended that the NSR function be disabled.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."
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Scenario

Figure 4-24

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 192.168.1.1

B:GE0/1192.168.1.2 GE0/2192.168.2.1 GE 0/3 192.168.3.1

C: GE 0/1 192.168.4.2 GE 0/3 192.168.3.2

D:GE0/1192.168.5.2 GE0/2192.168.2.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter B, enable theNSR function.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router ospf1

B(config-router)# nsr

Verification  Triggerahot standbyswitchoveronRouterB,andverify that theroutingtablesofdestinationnetworks1and2

remain unchanged on Router A during the switchover.

 Trigger ahot standbyswitchover onRouter B, ping destinationnetwork1 fromRouter A, and verify that data

forwarding is not interrupted during the switchover.

Common Errors

 TheconfiguredOSPFneighbordeadinterval istooshort.IftheFastHellofunctionisenabled,theOSPFadjacencywillbe

destroyed during the switchover, causing interruption of data forwarding.

4.4.16 CorrelatingOSPFwithBFD

Configuration Effect

 Oncealinkis faulty,OSPFcanquicklydetect thefailureof theroute.Thisconfigurationhelpsshortenthetraffic interruption

time.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The BFD parametersmust be configured for the interface in advance.
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 If BFD is configured for both a process and an interface, the configuration for the interface takes effect preferentially.

Configuration Steps

 CorrelatingOSPFwith BFD

 (Optional) This configuration is required if you wish to accelerateOSPF network convergence.

 The configurationmust be performed on routers at both ends of the link.

Verification

 Run the showbfd neighbor command to verify that the BFD neighbors are normal.

Related Commands

 Correlating an OSPF Interface withBFD

Command ip ospf bfd [ disable ]

Parameter

Description

disable: Disables BFD for link detection on a specified OSPF-enabled interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The interface-based configuration takes precedence over the bfd all-interfaces command used in process configuration

mode.

Basedon theactual environment, youcan run the ipospfbfdcommand toenableBFDonaspecified interface for link

detection,orrunthebfdall-interfacescommandinOSPFprocessconfigurationmodetoenableBFDonallinterfaceof

theOSPF process, or run theospf bfddisable command to disableBFD ona specified interface.

 CorrelatinganOSPF Process withBFD

Command bfd all-interfaces

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF process configuration mode

Usage Guide OSPFdynamically discovers neighbors through theHello packets. After OSPFenables the BFD function, aBFD sessionwill

beset up toachieve the full adjacency, anduse theBFDmechanism todetect the neighbor status.Onceaneighbor

failure is detected through BFD,OSPF performs network convergence immediately.

Youcanalso run the ipospfbfd [disable] command in interfaceconfigurationmode toenableor disable theBFD

functiononaspecifiedinterface,andthisconfigurationtakesprecedenceoverthebfdall-interfacescommandusedin

OSPF process configuration mode.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."
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Scenario

Figure 4-25

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the BFD parameters for interfaces of all routers.

 CorrelateOSPF with BFD on all routers.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

A(config)# router ospf 1

A(config-router)#bfd all-interfaces

B B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#bfd interval 200 min_rx 200 multiplier 5

B(config)# router ospf 1

B(config-router)#bfd all-interfaces

Verification  OnRouter A and Router B, verify that the BFD state is Up.

 DisconnectRouterAfromtheswitch.OnRouterA,verifythataneighborisfounddisconnectedduringBFD,and

the corresponding OSPF route is deleted.

A A# show ip ospf neighbor

OSPFprocess1,1Neighbors,1 isFull:

Neighbor ID Pri State

192.168.1.2 1 Full/BDR

BFD State

Up

Dead Time

00:00:40

Address

192.168.1.2

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# show ip ospf neighbor

OSPFprocess1,1Neighbors,1 isFull:

Neighbor ID Pri State

192.168.1.1 1 Full/BDR

BFD State

Up

Dead Time

00:00:40

Address

192.168.1.1

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

4.4.17 EnablingFastReroute

ConfigurationEffect
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 Once OSPF detects a route failure, the router can immediately switch to the second-best route. This configuration helps shorten

the traffic interruptiontime.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The LAF configuration for fast reroute is mutually exclusive with the virtual link configuration.

 Youmust set carrier-delay of an interface to 0.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring FastReroute

 (Optional)This configuration is required if youwish to increase theOSPFnetwork convergence speed to themillisecond level.

 This configuration is performed on a router that has multiple paths to a destination network.

 Preventing an Interface FromBecoming a Standby Interface

 (Optional)Thisconfiguration ismandatory if youwish that data traffic isnot switchedover toaspecifiedpathafter thebestpath

fails.After thebest path fails, the trafficwill be switchedover another second-best path, but anewbest pathwill be selected

based on the interface costs after OSPF converges again.

 This configuration is performed on a devicewhere fast reroute is enabled.

Verification

Run the show ip route fast-reroute command to verify that both the best and second-best paths exist.

Related Commands

 Configuring FastReroute

Command fast-reroute{ lfa [downstream-paths] | route-map route-map-name }

Parameter

Description

lfa: Enables computation of the loop-free standby path.

downstream-paths: Enables computation of the downstream path.

route-map route-map-name: Specifies a standby path through the route map.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If the ifaparameter isconfigured,computationof the loop-freestandbypath isenabled. Inthiscase,youcanusethe

interfacemode command to specify the path protectionmode of the interface.

It is recommended that computationof the loop-freestandbypathbedisabled if anyof the followingcaseexistson the

network:

1. Virtual linksexist.

2. Alternative ABRsexist.

3. An ASBR is also an ABR.

4. Multiple ABSRs advertise the same external route.

If both lfa and downstream-paths are configured, computation of the downstream path is enabled.

If route-map is configured, a standby path can be specified for a matched route through the route-map.

WhentheOSPFfastreroutefunctionisused, it isrecommendedthatBFDbeenabledat thesametimesothat thedevice

canquicklydetect any link failureand thereforeshorten the forwarding interruption time. If the interface is upor down,
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toshorten the forwarding interruption timeduringOSPF fast reroute,youcanconfigurecarrier-delay0 inL3 interface

configuration mode to achieve the fastest switchover speed.

 Configuring the Interface LFA Protection

Command ip ospf fast-reroute protection { node | link-node | disable}

Parameter

Description

node: Enables the LFA node protection.

link-node: Enables the LFA link node protection.

disable: Disables LFA protection.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the fast-reroutelfa command is executed in OSPF route process configuration mode, the OSPF fast reroute

computation functionwill be generated, andastandby routewill begenerated for theactive routebasedon theLFA

protectionmodespecifiedininterfaceconfigurationmode.LinkprotectionisenabledbydefaultforeachOSPFinterface.

Under this protectionmode, the failure of the active link does not affect data forwarding on the standby route.

Usethenodeparameter toenablenodeprotection for the interface, that is,data forwardingon thestandbyroutewill

not be affected by the failure of a neighbor node corresponding to the active link.

Use the link-node parameter to protect both the link and neighbor node corresponding to the active link.

Usethedisableparameter todisable theLFAprotection functionof the interface, that is,not togenerateastandbyentry

for the route whose next hop is the interface.

This command does not take effect if fast-rerotue route-map is configured.

 Preventing an Interface FromBecoming a Standby Interface

Command ip ospf fast-reroute no-eligible-backup

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If theremainingbandwidthof an interface issmall or if the interfaceand itsactive interfacemay fail at thesame time, the

interfacecannot beusedasastandby interface.Therefore,youneed torun thiscommand in interfaceconfiguration

mode toprevent this interface frombecomingastandby interfaceduringOSPF fast reroute computation. After this

command is executed, the standby interface is selected from other interface.

Thiscommanddoesnottakeeffectiffast-rerotueroute-map isconfigured.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring FastReroute
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Scenario

Figure 4-26

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A:GE0/1192.168.1.1 GE0/2 192.168.2.1

B: GE0/1 192.168.1.2 GE0/2192.168.3.1 GE0/3 192.168.4.1

C: GE0/1 192.168.3.2 GE 0/2192.168.2.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure fast reroute on Router A.

 Configure carrier-delay 0 for the interface on Router A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router ospf 1

A(config-router)# fast-reroute lfa

A(config-router)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#carrier-delay 0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#carrier-delay 0

Verification On Router A, check the routing table and verify that a standby route exists for the entry 192.168.4.0/24.

A# show ip route fast-reroute | begin 192.168.4.0

O 192.168.4.0/24 [ma] via 192.168.1.2, 00:39:28, GigabitEthernet 0/1

[b] via 192.168.2.2, 00:39:28, GigabitEthernet 0/2

4.4.18 EnablingiSPF

Configuration Effect

 OSPF adopts the iSPF algorithm to compute the network topology.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring iSPF

 (Optional)Thisconfigurationisrecommendedifyouwishtoacceleraterouteconvergenceinasingleareawithmorethan100

routers.

 This configuration is performed on all routers in the area.

Verification

Run the show ip ospf command to verify that iSPF is enabled.

Related Commands

 Configuring iSPF

Command ispf enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide After iSPF isenabled,OSPFwill use the iSPFalgorithm tocompute thenetwork topology.That is,after thenetwork

topology changes, OSPF corrects only the nodes affected by the topological change, instead of re-building the entire SPT.

The iSPF function is generally used on a large-sized network to ease the pressure on router processors.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring iSPF

Scenario

Figure 4-27

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

Core1: GE0/1 192.168.1.1 GE0/2 192.168.2.1
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Core2: GE0/1 192.168.3.1 GE0/2 192.168.4.1

Access1: GE0/1 192.168.1.2 GE 0/2192.168.3.2

Access2: GE0/1 192.168.4.2 GE 0/2192.168.2.2

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure iSPF on all routers.

Core1 Core1# configure terminal

Core1(config)# router ospf 1

Core1(config-router)# ispf enable

Core2 Core2# configure terminal

Core2(config)# router ospf 1

Core2(config-router)# ispf enable

Access1 Access1# configure terminal

Access1(config)# router ospf 1

Access1(config-router)# ispf enable

Access2 Access2# configure terminal

Access2(config)# router ospf 1

Access2(config-router)# ispf enable

Verification On router Core1, verify that iSPF is enabled.

Core1# show ip ospf

Routing Process "ospf 1" with ID 1.1.1.1

Process uptime is 17 hours 48 minutes

Processbound toVRFdefault

Memory Overflow is enabled.

Router isnot inoverflowstatenow.

Conforms toRFC2328, andRFC1583Compatibility flag isenabled

Supports only singleTOS(TOS0) routes

Supports opaque LSA

Enable two-way-maintain

Enable ispf

Initial SPF schedule delay 1000 msecs

MinimumholdtimebetweentwoconsecutiveSPFs5000msecs

Maximumwait time between two consecutive SPFs 10000 msecs
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Initial LSA throttle delay 0 msecs

Minimumhold timeforLSAthrottle5000msecs

Maximumwait timeforLSAthrottle5000msecs

LsaTransmitPacingtimer40msecs,1LS-Upd

MinimumLSAarrival 1000msecs

Pacing lsa-group: 30 secs

NumberofincommingcurrentDDexchangeneighbors0/5

Numberof outgoingcurrentDDexchangeneighbors0/5

Numberof external LSA0. Checksum0x000000

NumberofopaqueASLSA0.Checksum0x000000

Number of non-default external LSA 0

External LSAdatabase is unlimited.

Number of LSA originated 2

Number of LSA received 93

LogNeighborAdjencyChanges:Enabled

Graceful-restart disabled

Graceful-restart helper support enabled

Numberofareasattachedtothisrouter:1:1normal0stub0nssa

Area 1

Number of interfaces in this area is 1(1)

Number of fully adjacent neighbors in this area is 0

Numberof fullyadjacentvirtualneighbors through thisarea is0

Area has no authentication

SPF algorithm executed 0 times

iSPFalgorithm last executed00:04:14.534ago

iSPFalgorithm executed 12 times

Number of LSA 1. Checksum 0x0029b3

4.4.19 Configuring the Network ManagementFunction

Configuration Effect

 Use the networkmanagement software tomanage OSPF parameters andmonitor the OSPF running status.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Youmust enable theMIB function of the SNMP-Server before enabling theOSPFMIB function.
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 Youmust enable theTrap function of the SNMP-Server before enabling theOSPFTrap function.

 Youmust enable the logging function of the device before outputting the OSPF logs.

Configuration Steps

 Binding theMIBwith theOSPF Process

 (Optional)Thisconfigurationisrequiredifyouwant tousethenetworkmanagementsoftwaretomanageparametersofa

specified OSPFprocess.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

 Enabling the Trap Function

 (Optional)Thisconfiguration isrequired ifyouwant tousethenetworkmanagementsoftwaretomonitor theOSPFrunning

status.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

 Configuring the Logging Function

 (Optional)This functionisenabledbydefault.Youareadvised toretain thedefault configuration. Ifyouwant toreducethe log

output, disable this function.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

Verification

 Use the networkmanagement software tomanage theOSPF parameters.

 Use the networkmanagement software tomonitor the OSPF running status.

Related Commands

 Binding theMIBwith theOSPF Process

Command enable mib-binding

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide TheOSPFv2 MIB does not have the OSPFv2 process information. Therefore, youmust perform operations on a single

OSPFv2process throughSNMP.Bydefault, theOSPFv2MIB is boundwith theOSPFv2processwith thesmallest process

ID, and all user operations take effect on this process.

If you wish to perform operations on a specified OSPFv2 through SNMP, run this command to bind the MIB with the

process.

 Enabling the Trap Function

Command enabletraps[error[IfAuthFailure|IfConfigError|IfRxBadPacket|VirtIfAuthFailure|VirtIfConfigError|

VirtIfRxBadPacket] | lsa [LsdbApproachOverflow |LsdbOverflow |MaxAgeLsa |OriginateLsa] | retransmit

[ IfTxRetransmit | VirtIfTxRetransmit] | state-change[ IfStateChange | NbrRestartHelperStatusChange |

NbrStateChange |NssaTranslatorStatusChange |RestartStatusChange |VirtIfStateChange|

VirtNbrRestartHelperStatusChange| VirtNbrStateChange] ]
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Parameter

Description

IfAuthFailure: Indicates that an interface authentication failure occurs.

IfConfigError: Indicates that an interface parameter configuration error occurs.

IfRxBadPacket: Indicates that the interface receivesa badpacket.

IfRxBadPacket: Indicates that the interface receives a bad packet.

VirtIfAuthFailure: Indicates that a virtual interface authentication failure occurs.

VirtIfConfigError: Indicates that a virtual interface parameter configuration error occurs.

VirtIfRxBadPacket: Indicates that the virtual interface receives a bad packet.

LsdbApproachOverflow: Indicates that the number of external LSAs has reached 90% of the upper limit.

LsdbOverflow: Indicates that the number of external LSAs has reached the upper limit.

MaxAgeLsa: Indicates that the LSA aging timer expires.

OriginateLsa: Indicates that a new LSA is generated.

IfTxRetransmit: Indicates that a packet is retransmitted on the interface.

VirtIfTxRetransmit: Indicates that a packet is retransmitted on the virtual interface.

IfStateChange: Indicates that interface state changes.

NbrRestartHelperStatusChange:Indicates that the state of the neighbor GR process changes.

NbrStateChange: Indicates that the neighbor state changes.

NssaTranslatorStatusChange:IndicatesthattheNSSAtranslationstatechanges.

RestartStatusChange:IndicatesthattheGRstateofthelocaldevicechanges.

VirtIfStateChange: Indicates that the virtual interface state changes.

VirtNbrRestartHelperStatusChange: Indicates that the GR state of the virtual neighbor changes.

VirtNbrStateChange: Indicates that the virtual neighbor state changes.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The function configured by this command is restricted by the snmp-server command. You can configure snmp-server

enabletrapsospfand thenenabletrapscommandbeforethecorrespondingOSPFtrapscanbecorrectlysentout.

Thiscommand isnot restrictedby theMIBboundwith theprocess.The trap functioncanbeenabledconcurrently for

different processes.

 Configuring the Logging Function

Command log-adj-changes[ detail]

Parameter

Description

detail: Records all status change information.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

Scenario

Figure 4-28
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Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Bind the MIBwith theOSPF process on Router A.

 Enable the trap function on Router A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# snmp-server host 192.168.2.2 traps version 2c public

A(config)# snmp-server community public rw

A(config)# snmp-server enable traps

A(config)# router ospf 10

A(config-router)# enable mib-binding

A(config-router)# enable traps

Verification Use the MIB tool to read and set the OSPF parameters and display the OSPF running status.

Common Errors

Configurations on the SNMP-Server are incorrect. For example, the MIB or trap function is not enabled.

4.4.20 Modifying Protocol Control Parameters

Configuration Effect

Modify protocol control parameters to change the protocol running status.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The neighbor dead time cannot be shorter than the Hello interval.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theHello Interval

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 This configuration is performed on routers at both end of a link.

 Configuring theDead Interval

 (Optional)Youareadvisedtoretainthedefaultconfiguration.ThisconfigurationcanbeadjustedifyouwishtoaccelerateOSPF

convergence when a link fails.

 This configuration is performed on routers at both end of a link.

 Configuring LSURetransmission Interval

 (Optional)Youareadvised toadjust thisconfiguration ifa lotof routesexist in theuserenvironmentandnetworkcongestion is

serious.
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 Configuring the LSAGeneration Time

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Configuring the LSAGroupRefresh Time

 (Optional)Youareadvisedto retainthedefaultconfiguration.Thisconfigurationcanbeadjusted ifa lotof routesexist in the

user environment.

 This configuration is performed on an ASBR or ABR.

 Configuring LSARepeated Receiving Delay

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Configuring theSPF Computation Delay

 (Optional) This configuration can be adjusted if network flapping frequently occurs.

 Configuring the Inter-AreaRoute Computation Delay

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

 Configuring theExternal Route Computation Delay

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 This configuration is performed on all routers.

Verification

Run the show ip ospfandshow ip ospf neighbor commands to display the protocol running parameters and status.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Hello Interval

Command ip ospf hello-intervalseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the intervalatwhichOSPFsends theHellopacket.Theunit issecond.Thevalue rangesfrom1to

65,535.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheHello interval iscontained intheHellopacket.AshorterHello interval indicatesthatOSPFcandetect topological

changesmorequickly,but thenetworktraffic increases.TheHellointervalmustbe thesameonall routers inthesame

networksegment. If youwant tomanuallymodify theneighbordead interval,ensure that theneighbordead interval is

longer than the Hello interval.

 Configuring the Dead Interval

Command ip ospf dead-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the time that the neighbor is declared lost. The unit is second. The value ranges from 0 to

2,147,483,647.

Command Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide TheOSPFdeadinterval iscontainedintheHellopacket.IfOSPFdoesnotreceiveaHellopacketfromaneighborwithin

thedead interval, it declares that theneighbor is invalid anddeletes thisneighbor record form theneighbor list.By

default, thedead interval is four times theHello interval. If theHello interval ismodified, thedead interval ismodified

automatically.

When using this command to manually modify the dead interval, pay attention to the following issues:

1. The dead interval cannot be shorter than the Hello interval.

2. The dead interval must be the same on all routers in the same network segment.

 ConfiguringtheLSUTransmissionDelay

Command ip ospf transmit-delayseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: IndicatestheLSUtransmissiondelayontheOSPFinterface.Theunit issecond.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

65,535.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide BeforeanLSUpacket istransmitted, theAgefields inallLSAs inthispacketwill increasebasedontheamountspecified

by the ipospf transmit-delaycommand.Considering the transmitand linepropagationdelayson the interface,you

needtosettheLSUtransmissiondelaytoagreatervalueforalow-speedlineorinterface.TheLSUtransmissiondelayofa

virtual link is defined by the transmit-delay parameter in the area virtual-link command.

If thevalueof theAgefieldofanLSAreaches3600, thepacketwillbe retransmittedoraretransmissionwillberequested.

If the LSA is not updated in time, the expired LSA will be deleted from the LSDB.

 Configuring LSU Retransmission Interval

Command ip ospf retransmit-intervalseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: IndicatestheLSUretransmissioninterval.Theunit issecond.Thevaluerangesfrom0to65,535.Thisinterval

must be longer than the round-trip transmission delay of data packets between two neighbors.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Aftera router finishessendinganLSUpacket, thispacketisstillkept inthetransmitbufferqueue. Ifanacknowledgment

from the neighbor is not receivedwithin the timedefined by the ipospf retransmit-interval command, the router

retransmits the LSU packet.

The retransmission delay can be set to a greater value on a serial line or virtual link to prevent unnecessary

retransmission. The LSU retransmission delay of a virtual link is defined by the retransmit-interval parameter in the area

virtual-link command.

 Configuring the LSAGeneration Time

Command timers throttle lsa all delay-time hold-time max-wait-time

Parameter

Description

delay-time: Indicates theminimum delay for LSA generation. The first LSA in the database is always generated instantly.

The value ranges from 0 to 600,000. The unit isms.

hold-time: Indicates the minimum interval between the first LSA update and the second LSA update. The value ranges

from 0 to 600,000. The unit is ms.

max-wait-time: IndicatesthemaximumintervalbetweentwoLSAupdateswhentheLSAisupdatedcontinuously.This

interval isalsousedtodeterminewhethertheLSAisupdatedcontinuously.Thevaluerangesfrom0to600,000.Theunit

is ms.
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Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If a high convergence requirement is raised when a link changes, you can set delay-time to a smaller value. Youcan also

appropriately increase values of the preceding parameters to reduce theCPU usage.

Whenconfiguring thiscommand, thevalueofhold-time cannotbesmaller than thevalueofdelay-time,and thevalue

of max-wait-time cannot be smaller than the value of hold-time.

 Configuring the LSAGroupRefresh Time

Command timers pacinglsa-group seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the LSA group pacing interval. The value ranges from 10 to 1,800. The unit is second.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Every LSAhas a time to live (LSA age).When the LSA age reaches 1800s, a refreshment is needed to prevent LSAs from

beingclearedbecausetheiragesreachingthemaximum.IfLSAupdateandagingcomputationareperformedforevery

LSA,thedevicewillconsumealotofCPUresources.InordertouseCPUresourceseffectively,youcanrefreshLSAsby

grouponthedevice.Theintervalofgrouprefreshmentiscalledgrouppacinginterval.Thegrouprefreshmentoperation

is toorganize theLSAsgeneratedwithinagrouppacing interval intoagroupand refresh the groupas awhole.

If the total numberof LSAsdoesnot change,a largergrouppacing interval indicates thatmoreLSAsneed tobe

processedaftertimeout.TomaintaintheCPUstability,thenumberofLSAsprocessesuponeachtimeoutcannotbetoo

large. If the number of LSAs is large, you are advised to reduce the group pacing interval. For example, if there are 1000

LSAsinthedatabase,youcanreducethepacing interval; if thereare40to100LSAs,youcansetthepacing interval to

10-20 minutes.

 Configuring theLSAGroupRefresh Interval

Command timers pacing lsa-transmit transmit-time transmit-count

Parameter

Description

transmit-time: Indicates the LSA group transmission interval. The value ranges from 10 to 1,000. The unit is ms.

transmit-count: Indicates the number of LS-UPD packets in a group. The value ranges from 1 to 200.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If thenumberofLSAs is largeandthedeviceload isheavy inanenvironment,properlyconfiguring transimit-timeand

transimit-count can limit the number of LS-UPD packets flooded on a network.

If theCPUusage isnot highand thenetworkbandwidth load isnot heavy, reducing thevalueof transimit-timeand

increasing the value of transimit-count can accelerate the environment convergence.

 ConfiguringLSARepeatedReceivingDelay

Command timers lsa arrival arrival-time

Parameter

Description

arrival-time: IndicatesthedelayafterwhichthesameLSAisreceived.Thevaluerangesfrom0to600,000.Theunit isms.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide No processing is performed if the same LSA is received within the specified time.

 Configuring the Inter-AreaRoute Computation Delay
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Command timers throttle route inter-area ia-delay

Parameter

Description

ia-delay: Indicates the inter-area route computation delay. The unit is ms. The value ranges from 0 to 600,000.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide This delay cannot be modified if strict requirements are raised for the network convergence time.

 Configuring theExternal Route Computation Delay

Command timers throttle route ase ase-delay

Parameter

Description

ase-delay: Indicates the external route computation delay. The unit is ms. The value ranges from 0 to 600,000.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide This delay cannot be modified if strict requirements are raised for the network convergence time.

 Configuring theSPF Computation Delay

Command timers throttle spf spf-delay spf-holdtime spf-max-waittime

Parameter

Description

spf-delay: Indicates the SPF computation delay. The unit is ms. The value ranges from 0 to 600,000.When detecting a

topologicalchange, theOSPFroutingprocesstriggers theSPFcomputationat leastafterspf-delayelapses.

spf-holdtime:IndicatestheminimumintervalbetweentwoSPFcomputations.Theunit isms.Thevaluerangesfrom0to

600,000.

spf-max-waittime: Indicates the maximum interval between two SPF computations. The unit is ms. The value ranges from

0 to600,000.

number: indicates the metric of the summarized route.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide spf-delay indicates the minimum time between the occurrence of the topological change and the start of SPF

computation.spf-holdtime indicatestheminimumintervalbetweenthefirstSPFcomputationandthesecondSPF

computation.After that, the intervalbetween twoSPFcomputationsmustbeat least twiceof theprevious interval.

Whenthe interval reachesspf-max-waittime, the interval cannot increaseagain. If the intervalbetweentwoSPF

computationsalreadyexceedstherequiredminimumvalue,theinterval iscomputedbystartingfromspf-holdtime.

You can set spf-delay and spf-holdtime to smaller values to accelerate topology convergence, and set

spf-max-waittime to a laFSer value to reduce SPF computation. Flexible settings can be used based on stability of the

network topology.

Compared with the timers spf command, this command supports more flexible settings to accelerate the convergence

speedofSPFcomputationandfurtherreducethesystemresourcesconsumedbySPFcomputationwhenthetopology

continuouslychanges.Therefore, youareadvised touse the timers throttlespfcommand for configuration.

1. Thevalueofspf-holdtimecannotbesmallerthanthevalueofspf-delay;otherwise,spf-holdtimewillbe

automatically set to the value of spf-delay.

2. Thevalueofspf-max-waittimecannotbesmaller thanthevalueofspf-holdtime;otherwise,spf-max-waittime

will be automatically set to the value of spf-holdtime.

3. The configurations of timers throttle spf and timers spf aremutually overwritten.

4. Whenboth timersthrottlespfand timersspfarenotconfigured, thedefault valuesof timersthrottlespfprevail.

Configuration Example
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The following configuration examples assume that the OSPF basic functions have been configured. For details about the OSPF
basic functions, see section 4.4.1 "ConfiguringOSPFBasic Functions."

 Configuring theHello Interval andDead Interval

Scenario

Figure 4-29

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 ConfiguretheHello intervalanddeadintervalonall routers.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip ospf hello-interval 15

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip ospf dead-interval 50

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip ospf hello-interval 15

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip ospf dead-interval 50

Verification Check the interface parameters on Router A. Verify that the Hello interval is 10s and the dead interval is 50s.

A A# show ip ospf interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1 is up, line protocol is up

InternetAddress192.168.1.1/24, Ifindex2,Area0.0.0.0,MTU1500

Matching network config: 192.168.1.0/24

Process ID 1, Router ID 192.168.1.2, Network Type POINTOMULTIPOINT, Cost: 1

Transmit Delay is 1 sec, State Point-To-Point

Timer intervals configured, Hello 15, Dead 50,Wait 40, Retransmit 5

Hello due in 00:00:02

NeighborCount is1,Adjacentneighborcount is0

Crypt SequenceNumber is 4787

Hello received 465 sent 466, DD received 8 sent 8

LS-Req received 2 sent 2, LS-Upd received 8 sent 21

LS-Ack received 14 sent 7, Discarded 3

Common Errors
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 The configured neighbor dead time is shorter than the Hello interval.

4.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears and resets an OSPF process. clear ip ospf [ process-id] process

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the OSPF process

configurations.

show ip ospf [ process-id ]

DisplaystheOSPFinternalroutingtable,

including routes to ABRs and ASBRs.

show ip ospf[ process-id ] border-routers

Displays information about the OSPF

LSDB.

show ip ospf [ process-id area-id] database [{ asbr-summary | external | network |

nssa-external | opaque-area | opaque-as | opaque-link | router |

summary }][ { adv-router ip-address| self-originate } |link-state-id |

brief ][database-summary |max-age |detail]

Displays OSPF-enabled interfaces. show ip ospf [ process-id ] interface [ interface-type interface-number | brief ]

Displays the OSPF neighbor list. show ip ospf [ process-id ]neighbor [detail ] [ interface-typeinterface-number ] [ neighbor-id ]

Displays the OSPF routing table. show ip ospf [ process-id ] route[ count ]

Displays the number of times SPT is

computed in the OSPF area.

show ip ospf [ process-id ] spf

DisplaysthesummarizedrouteofOSPF

redistributed routes.

show ip ospf[ process-id ] summary-address

Displays the OSPF network topology

information.

show ip ospf [process-id[ area-id] ] topology[ adv-routeradv-router-id [ router-id ] |

self-originate[ router-id ] ]

Displays OSPF virtual links. show ip ospf [ process-id ] virtual-links [ ip-address]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs OSPF events. debug ip ospf events [abr|asbr|lsa|nssa|os|restart| router|slink| vlink]

Debugs OSPF interfaces. debug ip ospf ifsm [events|status|timers]

Debugs OSPF neighbors. debug ip ospf nfsm [events | status | timers]

Debugs the OSPF NSM. debug ip ospf nsm [interface | redistribute | route]

Debugs OSPF LSAs. debug ip ospf lsa [flooding | generate | install | maxage | refresh]

Debugs OSPF packets. debug ip ospf packet [dd|detail|hello|ls-ack|ls-request|ls-update|recv|send]

Debugs OSPF routes. debug ip ospf route [ase | ia | install | spf | time]
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5 Configuring OSPFv3

5.1 Overview

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) that is used within the Autonomous System (AS) to allow routers

to obtain a route to a remote network.

OSPFVersion2(OSPFv2) isapplicable to IPv4,andOSPFVersion3 (OSPFv3) isapplicable to IPv6.Theprotocol running
mechanism and most configurations are the same.

OSPF has the following characteristics:

 Wide scope of application:OSPF is applicable to a larger-scale network that supports hundreds of routers.

 Fast convergence:Once thenetwork topology changes, notifications can be quickly sent between routers to update routes.

 No self-loop: Only the link status information is synchronized between routers. Each router computes routes independently, and

a self-loop will not occur.

 Areadivision:Alargeroutingdomainisdividedintomultiplesmallareastosavesystemresourcesandnetworkbandwidthand

ensure stability and reliability of routes.

 Route classification: Routes are classified into several types to support flexible control.

 Equivalent routes: OSPF supports equivalent routes.

 Authentication: OSPF supports packet authentication to ensure security of protocol interaction.

 Multicasttransmission:Protocolpacketsaresentusingthemulticastaddresstoavoidinterferingwithirrelevantentitiesand

save systemresources.

Inthischapter, theterm"router" referstoanynetworkdevicethatsupports therouting function.Thesenetworkdevicescanbe
L3 switches, routers, or firewall.

Unless otherwise specified, "OSPF" in the following descriptions refers toOSPFv3.

Protocols and Standards

RFC2740 This document describes the modifications to OSPF to support version 6 of the Internet Protocol (IPv6).

draft-ietf-ospf-ospfv3-g

raceful-restart

This document describes theOSPFv3 graceful restart. TheOSPFv3 graceful restart is identical to OSPFv2

exceptforthedifferencesdescribedinthisdocument.ThesedifferencesincludetheformatofthegraceLink

State Advertisements (LSA) and other considerations.

draft-ietf-ospf-ospfv3-

mib-11

Thismemodefinesaportionof theManagementInformationBase(MIB)forusewithnetworkmanagement

protocolsinIPv6-basedinternets.Inparticular,itdefinesobjectsformanagingtheOpenShortestPathFirst

Routing Protocol for IPv6.

5.2 Applications

Application Description

Intra-Domain Interworking OSPF runs within the AS, which is divided into several areas.

Inter-Domain Interworking SeveralASsareinterconnected.OSPFrunswithineachAS,andBGPrunsbetweenASs.
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A, B, C, D, E, and H are located in the backbone area, and are backbone routers.

Area 3 is configured as a stub area.

5.2.1 Intra-Domain Interworking

Scenario

OSPFrunswithintheAS.Ifthenumberofroutersexceeds40,itisrecommendedthattheASbedividedintoseveralareas.Generally,

high-enddevices featuring reliableperformanceand fastprocessingspeedaredeployed inabackbonearea, and low-endor

medium-rangedeviceswithrelativelylowerperformancecanbedeployedinanormalarea.Allnormalareasmustbeconnected to

thebackbonearea. It isrecommendedthatanormalarea locatedonthestubbeconfiguredasastubarea.AsshowninFigure5-1,

thenetwork isdivided into four areas.Communicationbetween theseareasmustgo through thebackbonearea, that is,area0.

Figure 5- 1 Division of the OSPF Areas

Deployment

 OSPF runs on all routers within the AS to implement unicast routing.

5.2.2 Inter-Domain Interworking

Scenario

SeveralASsare interconnected.OSPFrunswithineachAS,andBGP runsbetweenASs.Generally,OSPFandBGP learn the routing

information from each other.

AsshowninFigure5-2,unicastroutingisimplementedwithinAS100andAS200usingOSPF,andbetweenthetwoASsusingBGP.

Figure 5- 2 Interworking Between OSPF and BGP

Remarks
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OSPF and BGP run concurrently on Router A and Router D.

Deployment

 OSPF runs within AS 100 and AS 200 to implement unicast routing.

 BGP runs between the two ASs to implement unicast routing.

5.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Routing Domain

AllroutersinanASmustbeinterconnectedandusethesameroutingprotocol.Therefore,anASisalsocalledaroutingdomain.

AnAS onwhichOSPF runs is also calledOSPF routing domain, orOSPF domain for short.

 OSPF Process

OSPF supports multiple instances, and each instance corresponds to an OSPF process.

OneormoreOSPFprocesses can be startedon a router.EachOSPFprocess runsOSPF independently, and theprocessesaremutually

isolated.

An OSPF packet header contains the Instance ID field, and multiple OSPF instances can run concurrently on a single link. The process

ID is valid only on the local device.

 RouterID

The router ID uniquely identifies a router in an OSPF domain. Router IDs of any two routers cannot be the same.

IfmultipleOSPFprocessesexist on a router, eachOSPFprocessusesone router ID.Router IDs ofany twoOSPFprocesses cannot be

the same.

 Area

OSPF supports multiple areas. An OSPF domain is divided into multiple areas to ease the computing pressure of a large-scale

network.

Anareaisa logicalgroupof routers,andeachgroup is identifiedbyanarea ID.Theborderbetweenareas isarouter.Aroutermay

belongtooneareaormultipleareas.Onenetworksegment(link)canbelongtoonlyonearea,oreachOSPF-enabledinterfacemust

belong to a specified area.

Area 0 is the backbone area, and other areas are normal areas. Normal areas must be directly connected to the backbone area.

Figure 5- 3Division of the OSPF Areas

Remarks
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 OSPF Router

The following types of routers are defined in OSPF, and assigned with different responsibilities:

 Internal router

AllinterfaceofanintervalrouterbelongtothesameOSPFarea.AsshowninFigure5-3,A,C,F,G,I,M,J,K,andLareinternal

routers.

 Area border router (ABR)

AnABRisusedtoconnect thebackboneareawithanormalarea.AnABRbelongstotwoormoreareas,andoneof theareas

must be the backbone area. As shown in Figure 5- 3, B, D, E, and H are ABRs.

 Backbone router

Abackbonerouterhasatleastoneinterfacethatbelongstothebackbonearea.AllABRsandallroutersinarea0arebackbone

routers. As shown in Figure 5- 3, A, B, C, D,E, and H are backbone routers.

 AS boundary router(ASBR)

AnASBRisusedtoexchangeroutinginformationwithotherASs.AnASBRisnotnecessarilylocatedontheborderofanAS.It

may be a router inside an area, or an ABR. As shown in Figure 5- 3, A is an ASBR.

 Virtual Link

OSPFsupportsvirtual links.Avirtual link isa logical linkthatbelongs tothebackbonearea. It isusedtoresolvetheproblemssuchasa

discontinuousbackboneareaora failure todirectlyconnect anormalarea to thebackboneareaon thephysicalnetwork.Avirtual

linksupports traversalofonlyonenormalarea,and thisarea iscalled transitarea.Routersonbothendsofavirtual linkareABRs.

Figure 5- 4Discontinuous Backbone Area on the Physical Network
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AsshowninFigure5-4,avirtual link issetupbetweenAandBtoconnect twoseparatedpartsofArea0.Area1isa transitarea,andA

and B are ABRs of Area 1.

Figure 5- 5Failure to Directly Connect a Normal Area to the Backbone Area on the Physical Network

Asshown inFigure5-5,avirtual link issetupbetweenAandB toextendArea0toBso thatArea0canbedirectlyconnected toArea

2 on B. Area 1 is a transit area, A is an ABR of Area 1, and B is an ABR of Area 0 and Area 2.

 LSA

OSPF describes the routing information by means of Link State Advertisement (LSA).

LSA Type Description

Router-LSA(Type1) ThisLSA isoriginatedbyevery router. It describes the linkstateand costof the router,and is

advertised only within the area where the originating router is located.

Network-LSA(Type2) ThisLSAisoriginatedbyadesignatedrouter(DR). Itdescribesthestateof thecurrent link,and is

advertised only within the area where the DR is located.

Inter-Area-Prefix-LSA(Type3) ThisLSAisoriginatedbyanABR. Itdescribesaroutetoanotherarea,andisadvertisedtoareas

except totally stub areas or Not-So-Stubby Area (NSSA) areas.

Inter-Area-Router-LSA(Type4) ThisLSAisoriginatedbyanABR. It describesaroute toanASBR,and isadvertised toareas

except areas where the ASBR is located.

AS-external-LSA(Type5) ThisLSA isoriginatedbyanABR. It describesa route toadestinationoutside theAS,and is

advertised to all areas except the stub and NSSA areas.

NSSA LSA(Type7) ThisLSA isoriginatedbyanABR. It describesa route toadestinationoutside theAS,and is

advertised only within the NASSA areas.

Link-LSA(Type8) This LSA is originated by every router. It describes the link-local address and IPv6 prefix address

of each link, andprovides the linkoption thatwill be set in theNetwork-LSA. It advertisedonly

on the current link.

Intra-Area-Prefix-LSA(Type9) EveryrouterorDRgeneratesoneormoreIntra-Area-Prefix-LSAs,whichareadvertisedinthe

area to which the router or DR belongs.
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LSA Type Description

 The Intra-Area-Prefix-LSA generated bya routerdescribes the IPv6 prefix address

associated with the Route-LSA.

 The Intra-Area-Prefix-LSA generated by aDR describes the IPv6 prefix address associated

with the Network-LSA.

Stub areas, NSSAareas, totally stub areas, and totally NSSA areas are special forms of normal areas and help reduce the load of
routers and enhance reliability of OSPF routes.

 OSPF Packet

The following table lists the protocol packets used by OSPF.TheseOSPF packets are encapsulated in IP packets and transmitted in

multicast or unicastmode.

Overview

Feature Description

Link-State Routing

Protocols

Run OSPF on the router to obtain routes to different destinations on the network.

OSPF Route

Management

ProperlyplanoroptimizeOSPFroutes throughmanualconfiguration to implementmanagementofOSPF

routes.

Enhanced Security and

Reliability

Use functions such as authentication and BFD correlation to enhance security, stability, and reliability of OSPF.

Network Management

Functions

Use functions such as the MIB and Syslog to facilitate OSPF management.

5.3.1 Link-State RoutingProtocols

OSPF is a type of link-state routing protocols. Its working process is as follows:

 Neighbor discovery Bidirectional communication

An OSPF neighbor relationship is set up between adjacent routers, and bidirectional communication is maintained.

 Database synchronization Full adjacency

A router uses LSAs to advertise all its link states. LSAs are exchanged between neighbors and the link state database (LSDB) is

synchronized to achieve full adjacency.

 Shortest PathTree (SPT) computation Formation of a routing table

The router computes the shortest path to each destination network based on the LSDB and forms an OSPF routing table.

Working Principle

 Neighbor DiscoveryBidirectional Communication

Packet Type Description

Hello Hello packets are sent periodically to discover and maintain OSPF neighbor relationships.

Database Description (DD) DDpacketscarrybrief informationabout thelocalLink-StateDatabase(LSDB)andareusedto

synchronize the LSDBs between OSPF neighbors.

Link State Request (LSR) LSRpacketsareusedtorequest therequiredLSAsfromneighbors.LSRpacketsaresentonly

after DD packets are exchanged successfully between OSPF neighbors.

Link State Update (LSU) LSU packets are used to send the required LSAs to peers.

LinkStateAcknowledgment(LSAck) LSAck packets are used to acknowledge the received LSAs.
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RouterssendHellopacketsthroughallOSPF-enabledinterfaces(orvirtual links).IfHellopacketscanbeexchangedbetweentwo

routers, and parameters carried in the Hello packets can be successfully negotiated, the two routers become neighbors. Routers that

aremutuallyneighbors findtheirownrouter IDsfromHellopacketssent fromneighbors,andbidirectionalcommunicationissetup.

A Hello packet includes, but is not limited to, the following information:

 Router ID of the originating router

 Area ID of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 InstanceIDof theoriginatingrouter interface(orvirtual link)

 Interface IDof theoriginating router interface(orvirtual link)

 Priority of the originating router interface (used for DR/BDR election)

 Hello interval of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 Neighbor dead interval of the originating router interface (or virtual link)

 IP addresses of the DR and Backup Designated Router (BDR)

 Router ID of the neighbor of the originating router

 Database Synchronization Full Adjacency

After bidirectional communication is set up between neighbor routers, the DD, LSR, LSU, and LSAck packets are used to exchange

LSAs and set up the adjacency. The brief process is as follows:

 A router generates an LSA to describe all link states on the router.

 The LSA is exchanged between neighbors.When a router receives the LSA from its neighbor, it copies the LSA and saves the

copy in the local LSDB, and then advertises the LSA to other neighbors.

 When the router and its neighbors obtain the same LSDB, full adjacency is achieved.

OSPFwillbeveryquietwithoutchangesin linkcostsornetworkadditionordeletion. Ifanychangetakesplace, thechanged
link states are advertised to quickly synchronize the LSDB.

 SPTComputation Formation of a Routing Table

After thecompleteLSDB isobtained from therouter, theDijkstraalgorithm is run togenerateanSPTfromthe local router toeach

destination network. TheSPT records the destination networks, next-hop addresses, and costs. OSPF generates a routing table based

on theSPT.

Ifchangesin linkcostsornetworkadditionordeletion takeplace, theLSDBwillbeupdated.TherouteragainrunstheDijkstra

algorithm, generates a new SPT, and updates the routing table.

The Dijkstra algorithm is used to find a shortest path from a vertex to other vertices in a weighted directed graph.

 OSPF NetworkTypes

ArouterdoesnotnecessarilyneedtoexchangeLSAswitheveryneighborandsetupanadjacencywitheveryneighbor.Toimprove

efficiency, OSPF classifies networks that use various link layer protocols into five types so that LSAs are exchanged in different ways to

set up anadjacency:

 Broadcast

Neighbors are discovered, and the DR and BDR are elected.
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C#show ipv6 route ospf

TheDR (or BDR) exchanges LSAswith all other routers to set up an adjacency. Except the DR and BDR, all other routers do not

exchange LSAswith each other, and the adjacency is not set up.

Ethernet and fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) belong to the broadcast network type by default.

 Non-broadcast multiple access (NBMA)

Neighbors are manually configured, and the DR and BDR are elected.

TheDR (or BDR) exchanges LSAswith all other routers to set up an adjacency. Except the DR and BDR, all other routers do not

exchange LSAswith each other, and the adjacency is not set up.

X.25, frame relay, and ATM belong to NBMA networks by default.

 Point-to-point (P2P)

Neighbors are automatically discovered, and the DR or BDR is not elected.

LSAsareexchangedbetweenroutersatbothendsofthelink,andtheadjacencyissetup.

PPP,HDLC, and LAPBbelong to theP2P network type by default.

 Point-to-multipoint(P2MP)

Neighbors are automatically discovered, and the DR or BDR is not elected.

LSAs are exchanged between any two routers, and the adjacency is set up.

Networks without any link layer protocol belong to the P2MP network type by default.

 P2MP broadcast

Neighborsaremanuallyconfigured,and theDRorBDR isnot elected.

LSAs are exchanged between any two routers, and the adjacency is set up.

Networks without any link layer protocol belong to the P2MP network type by default.

 OSPF RouteTypes

Figure 5- 6

Display the OSPF routes (marked in red) in the routing table of Router C.
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FE80::21A:A9FF:FE01:FB1F/128 via VLAN 200, local hostL

FE80::/64viaVLAN200,directlyconnectedC

FE80::/10 via::1,Null0L

3001:1::2/128viaVLAN200, localhostL

3001:1::/64 viaVLAN200,directlyconnectedC

3001::/64 [110/2] via FE80::21A:A9FF:FE15:4CB9, VLAN 200OI

::1/128 viaLoopback, localhostL

IPv6 routing table name is Default(0) global scope - 7 entries

Codes: C - Connected, L - Local, S - Static, R - RIP, B - BGP

I1 - ISIS L1, I2 - ISIS L2, IA - ISIS interarea, IS - ISIS summary

O-OSPFintraarea,OI-OSPFinterarea,OE1-OSPFexternaltype1,OE2-OSPFexternaltype2

ON1 -OSPFNSSAexternal type 1,ON2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type 2

[*] - NOT in hardware forwarding table

A mark is displayed in front of each OSPF route to indicate the type of the route. There are six types of OSPF routes:

 O: Intra-arearoute

This typeof routedescribeshow toarriveatadestinationnetwork in the local area.Thecostof this typeof route isequal to the

cost of the route from the local router to the destination network.

 OI: Inter-area route

This typeof routedescribeshow toarriveatadestinationnetwork inanotherarea.Thecostof this typeof route isequal tothe

cost of the route from the local router to the destination network.

 OE1: Type 1 external route

This type of routedescribeshow toarriveat adestinationnetworkoutside theAS.Thecostof this type of route isequal to the

costof theroute fromthe local router totheASBRplus thecostof theroute from theASBRto thedestinationnetwork.This type

of route does not exist on routers in the stub or NSSA area.

 OE2: Type 2 external route

This type of routedescribeshow toarriveat adestinationnetworkoutside theAS.Thecostof this type of route isequal to the

costof theroute fromtheASBRtothedestinationnetwork.This typeof routedoesnot existonrouters inthestuborNSSAarea.

 ON1: Type 1 external route of the NSSA area

Thistypeof routedescribeshowtoarriveatadestinationnetworkoutsidetheASthroughtheASBRintheNSSAarea.Thecost

of this typeof route is equal to thecostof the route fromthe local router to theASBRplus thecost of the route from theASBR to

the destination network. This type of route exists only on routers in theNSSA area.

 ON2: Type 2 external route of the NSSA area

ThistypeofroutedescribeshowtoarriveatadestinationnetworkoutsidetheASthroughtheASBRintheNSSAarea.Thecost

of this type of route isequal to thecost of the route from theASBR to thedestinationnetwork.This type of routeexists only on

routers in the NSSA area.
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ReliabilityofOE2andON2routesispoor.OSPFbelievesthatthecostoftheroutefromtheASBRtoadestinationoutsideanAS
isfargreater than thecostof the routetotheASBRwithin theAS.Therefore,when the routecost iscomputed,only thecostof

the route from the ASBR to a destination outside an AS is considered.

Related Configuration

 EnablingOSPF

OSPF is disabled by default.

Run the ipv6 router ospf 1 command to create an OSPF process on the router.

Run the ipv6 ospfarea command to enable OSPF on an interface and specify the area ID.

Run the area virtual-link command to create a virtual link on the router. The virtual link can be treated as a logical interface.

 Router ID

By default, the OSPF process elects the largest IPv4 address among the IPv4 addresses of all the loopback interfaces as the router ID. If

the loopback interfaces configured with IPv4 addresses are not available, the OSPF process elects the largest IPv4 address among the

IPv4 addresses of all the physical ports as the router ID.

Alternatively, you can run the router-id command to manually specify the router ID.

 Protocol ControlParameters

Runthe ipv6ospfhello-intervalcommandtomodifytheHello intervalontheinterface.Thedefaultvalue is10s(or30sforNBMA

networks).

Runthe ipv6ospfdead-intervalcommand tomodify theneighbordeadinterval on the interface.Thedefault value is four timesthe

Hello interval.

Usethepoll-intervalparameter in the ipv6ospfneighborcommandtomodify theneighborpolling intervalon theNBMAinterface.

The default value is 120s.

Runthe ipv6ospftransmit-delaycommandtomodifytheLSUpacket transmissiondelayontheinterface.Thedefaultvalue is1s.

Runtheipv6ospfretransmit-intervalcommandtomodifytheLSUpacketretransmissionintervalontheinterface.Thedefaultvalue

is 5s.

Usethehello-intervalparameter in theareavirtual-linkcommand tomodify theHello intervalon thevirtual link.Thedefault value

is 10s.

Usethedead-intervalparameter in theareavirtual-linkcommand tomodify theneighbordead interval on thevirtual link.The

default value is four times the Hello interval.

Usethe transmit-delayparameter intheareavirtual-linkcommandtomodifytheLSUpacket transmissiondelayonthevirtual link.

The default value is 1s.

Usetheretransmit-intervalparameterintheareavirtual-linkcommandtomodifytheLSUpacketretransmissionintervalonthe

virtual link. The default value is 5s.

RunthetimersthrottlelsaallcommandtomodifyparametersoftheexponentialbackoffalgorithmthatgeneratesLSAs.Thedefault

values of these parameters are 0ms, 5000ms, and 5000 ms.

Run the timers pacing lsa-group command to modify the LSA group update interval. The default value is 30s.

Runthetimerspacinglsa-transmitcommandtomodifytheLS-UPDpacketsendingintervalandthenumberofsentLS-UPDpackets.

The default values are 40ms and 1.

Run the timers lsa arrival command to modify the delay after which the same LSA is received. The default value is 1000 ms.

RunthetimersthrottlespfcommandtomodifytheSPTcomputationdelay,minimumintervalbetweentwoSPTcomputations,and

maximum interval between twoSPT computations.Thedefault values are 1000ms,5000ms,and 10000ms.
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 OSPF NetworkTypes

By default, Ethernet and FDDI belong to the broadcast type, X.25, frame relay, and ATMbelong to the NBMA type, and PPP,HDLC, and

LAPB belong to the P2P type.

Run the ipv6 ospf network command to manually specify the network type of an interface.

Run the ipv6 ospf neighbor command to manually specify a neighbor. For the NBMA and P2MP non-broadcast types, you must

manually specifyneighbors.

Run the ipv6 ospf priority command to adjust the priorities of interfaces, which are used for DR/BDR election. The DR/BDR election is

required for the broadcast andNBMA types.The routerwith thehighest prioritywins in theelection, and the routerwith thepriority

of 0 does not participate in the election. The default value is 1.

5.3.2 OSPF RouteManagement

Properly plan or optimize OSPF routes through manual configuration to implement management of OSPF routes.

Working Principle

 (Totally) Stub Area and (Totally) NSSAArea

The (totally) stub and (totally) NSSA areas help reduce the protocol interaction load and the size of the routing table.

 If an appropriate area is configured as a (totally) stub or NSSA area, advertisement of a large number of Type 5 andType 3 LSAs
can be avoided within the area.

Area Type 1 and

Type 2 LSAs

Type 3 LSA Type 4 LSA Type 5 LSA Type 7 LSA

Non (totally) stub area and NSSA

area

Allowed Allowed Allowed Allowed Not allowed

Stub area Allowed Allowed (containing one

default route)

Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed

Totally stub area Allowed Only one default route is

allowed.

Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed

NSSA area Allowed Allowed (containing one

default route)

Allowed Not allowed Allowed

Totally NSSA area Allowed Only one default route is

allowed.

Allowed Not allowed Allowed

The ABR usesType 3 LSAs to advertise a default route to the (totally) stub or NSSA area.

TheABRconvertsType 7LSAs in the totallyNSSAarea toType 5LSAs, andadvertiseType5LSAs to the backbonearea.

 If an area is appropriately configured as a (totally) stub area or anNSSA area, a large number of OE1, OE2, andOI routes will not

be added to the routing table of a router in the area.

Area Routes Available in the Routing Table of a Router Inside the Area

Non (totally) stub area and NSSA

area

O:a route toadestinationnetwork in the localarea

OI:a route toadestinationnetwork inanotherarea

OE1orOE2: a routeordefault route toadestinationnetwork segmentoutside theAS (viaany

ASBR in the AS)

Stub area O: a route to a destination network in the local area

OI: a route or a default route to a destination network in another area
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Area Routes Available in the Routing Table of a Router Inside the Area

Totally stub area O: a route to a destination network in the local area

OI: a default route

NSSA area O: a route to a destination network in the local area

OI: a route or a default route to a destination network in another area

ON1orON2:arouteordefault routetoadestinationnetworksegmentoutside theAS(viaan

ASBR in the local area)

Totally NSSA area O:a route toadestinationnetwork in the localarea

OI: a default route

ON1 or ON2: a route or default route to a destination network segment outside the AS (via an

ASBR in the local area)

 Route Redistribution

Routeredistribution refersto theprocessof introducingroutesofother routingprotocols, routesofotherOSPFprocesses,static

routes,anddirectroutesthatexistonthedevicetoanOSPFprocesssothattheseroutescanbeadvertisedtoneighborsusingType5

and Type 7 LSAs. A default route cannot be introduced during route redistribution.

RouteredistributionisoftenusedforinterworkingbetweenASs.YoucanconfigurerouteredistributiononanASBRtoadvertise

routes outside an AS to the interior of the AS, or routes inside an AS to the exterior of the AS.

 Default Route Introduction

ByconfiguringacommandonanASBR,youcanintroduceadefaultroutetoanOSPFprocesssothat theroutecanbeadvertisedto

neighbors usingType 5 and Type 7 LSAs.

Default route introductionisoftenusedfor interworkingbetweenASs.Onedefault route isusedtoreplaceall theroutesoutsidean

AS.

 Route Summarization

Routesummarization isaprocessofsummarizingrouting informationwiththesameprefix intoone route,andadvertising the

summarized route (replacing a large number of individual routes) to neighbors. Route summarization helps reduce the protocol

interaction load and the size of the routing table.

By default, the ABR advertises inter-area routing information by using Type3 LSAs within a network segment, and advertises

redistributedroutinginformationbyusingType5andType7LSAs.Ifcontinuousnetworksegmentsexist, it isrecommendedthatyou

configure route summarization.

 Route Filtering

OSPFsupportsroutefilteringtoensuresecurityandfacilitatecontrolwhentheroutinginformationisbeinglearned,exchanged,or

used.

Using configuration commands, you can configure route filtering for the following items:

 Interface: The interface is prevented from sending routing information (any LSAs) or exchanging routing information (any LSAs)

with neighbors.

 Routing informationoutsideanAS:Only the routing information thatmeets the filteringconditionscanbe redistributed to the
OSPF process (Type 5 and Type 7 LSAs).

 LSAsreceivedbyarouter: IntheOSPFroutingtable,onlytheroutesthatarecomputedbasedontheLSAsmeetingthefiltering

conditions can beadvertised.
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 Route Cost

If redundancylinksordevicesexistonthenetwork,multiplepathsmayexist fromthelocaldevicetothedestinationnetwork.OSPF

selects thepathwith theminimum total cost to formanOSPF route.The total cost of apath is equal to thesumof the costs of

individual linksalong thepath.The total costof apath canbeminimizedbymodifying thecostsof individual linksalong thepath. In

this way, OSPF selects this path to form a route.

Using configuration commands, you can modify the following link costs:

 Cost from an interface to a directly connected network segment and cost from the interface to a neighbor

 Cost from an ABR to the default network segment

 CostfromanASBRtoanexternalnetworksegmentandcostfromtheASBRtothedefaultnetworksegment

Both the cost and themetric indicate the cost and are not differentiated from eachother.

 OSPF AdministrativeDistance

Theadministrativedistance(AD)evaluatesreliabilityofaroute,andthevalueisanintegerrangingfrom0to255.AsmallerADvalue

indicates that the route ismore trustworthy. Ifmultiplesexist to thesamedestination, the routepreferentiallyselectsaroutewitha

smallerADvalue.The routewithagreaterADvalue becomesa floating route, that is, a standby routeof theoptimumroute.

Bydefault, theroutecomingfromonesourcecorrespondstoanADvalue.TheADvalueisalocalconcept.ModifyingtheADvalue

affects route selection only on the current router.

Related Configuration

 Stub/NSSAArea

By default, no stub or nssa area is configured.

Runtheareastubcommandtoconfigureaspecifiedareaasastubarea.

Run the areanssa command to configure a specified area as a nssa area.

A backbone area cannot be configured as a stub or nssa area.

Atransitarea(withvirtual linksgoingthrough)cannotbeconfiguredasastubornssaarea.

An area containing an ASBR cannot be configured as a stub area.

 Route Redistribution and Default Route Introduction

Bydefault, routesarenot redistributedand thedefault route isnot introduced.

Run the redistribute command to configure route redistribution.

Run the default-information originate command to introduce a default route.

After configuring route redistribution and default route introduction, the router automatically becomes an ASBR.

 Route Summarization

Bydefault,routesarenotsummarized. Ifroutesummarizationisconfigured,adiscardroutewillbeautomaticallyadded.

Run thearea range command to summarize routes (Type 3LSA) distributedbetweenareas on theABR.

Route

Source

Directly-connected

network

Static

route

EBGP Route OSPF

Route

IS-IS

Route

RIP Route IBGP

Route

Unreachable

Route

Default AD 0 1 20 110 115 120 200 255
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Run the summary-prefix command to summarize redistributed routes (Type 5 and Type 7 LSAs) on the ASBR.

 Route Filtering

By default, routes are not filtered.

Run the passive-interface command to configure a passive interface. Routing information (any LSAs) cannot be exchanged on a

passive interface.

Usethe route-mapparameter in the redistributecommand,oruse thedistribute-listoutcommand to filter theexternal routing

informationof theASon theASBR.Only theroutinginformation thatmeets the filteringconditionscanberedistributed totheOSPF

process (Type 5 LSAs).

Runthedistribute-listincommandtofilterLSAsreceivedbytherouter.In theOSPFroutingtable,only theroutes thatarecomputed

based on the LSAsmeeting the filtering conditions can be advertised.

 Route Cost

 Costfromtheinterfacetothedirectly-connectednetworksegment (coston theinterface)

Thedefaultvalue is theautocost.Autocost=Referencebandwidth/Interfacebandwidth

Runtheauto-costreference-bandwidthcommandtosetthereferencebandwidthoftheautocost.Thedefaultvalueis100

Mbps.

Run the ipv6ospfcostcommand tomanually set thecostof the interface.Theconfigurationpriorityof this itemishigher than

that of the auto cost.

 Costfromthe interfacetoaspecifiedneighbor (that is,cost fromthelocaldevicetoaspecifiedneighbor)

The default value is the auto cost.

Usethecostparameter inthe ipv6ospfneighborcommand tomodifythecost fromtheinterfacetoaspecifiedneighbor.The

configuration priority of this item is higher than that of the cost of the interface.

This configuration item is applicable only to P2MP-type interfaces.

 Cost fromtheABR tothedefault networksegment (that is, the costof thedefault route that isautomaticallyadvertisedby the

ABR to the stub area)

The default value is 1.

Run theareadefault-costcommand tomodify thecostof thedefault route that theABRautomaticallyadvertise to thestubor

nssa areas.

 Cost from theASBR to an external network segment (that is, the metric of an external route)

Bydefault, themetricofa redistributedBGProute is1, themetricofother typesof redistributedroutes is20, and the route type

isType 2 External.

Run the default-metric command to modify the default metric of the external route.

Usethemetric,metric-type,and route-mapparameters intheredistributecommandtomodify themetricandroutetypeof

the external route.

 CostfromtheASBRto thedefaultnetworksegment (that is, themetricof thedefault route that ismanually introduced)

By default, themetric is 1, and the route type isType 2 External.

Usethemetric,metric-type,androute-mapparametersinthedefault-informationoriginatecommandtomodifythemetric

and route type of the default route that is manually introduced.

 Usethemetricandmetric-typeparametersofdefault-informationoriginate intheareanssacommandtomodifythemetric
and type of the default route that is manually introduced to the NSSA area.

 OSPF AdministrativeDistance
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By default, the OSPF AD is 110.

Run the distance command to set the AD of an OSPF route.

5.3.3 Enhanced Security andReliability

Use functions such as authentication and BFD correlation to enhance security, stability, and reliability of OSPF.

Working Principle

 Authentication

OSPFv3 uses the authenticationmechanism, that is, IP authentication header (AH) and IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP),

provided by IPv6 to prevent unauthorized routers that access the network and hosts that forge OSPF packets to participate in OSPF

routing.OSPFpacketsreceivedontheOSPFinterface(oratbothendsofavirtuallink)areauthenticated.Ifauthenticationfails,the

packets are discarded and the adjacency cannot be set up.

Enabling authentication can avoid learning unauthenticated or invalid routes, thus preventing advertising valid routes to

unauthenticated devices. In the broadcast-type network, authentication also prevents unauthenticated devices from becoming

designated devices, ensuring stability of the routing system and protecting the routing system against intrusions.

 MTUVerification

OnreceivingaDDpacket,OSPFcheckswhethertheMTUoftheneighbor interfaceisthesameastheMTUofthelocalinterface.If the

MTUof the interfacespecified in the receivedDDpacket is greater than theMTUof the interface that receives thepacket, the

adjacency cannot be set up. Disabling MTU verification can avoid this problem.

 Two-WayMaintenance

OSPFroutersperiodicallysendHellopacketstoeachothertomaintaintheadjacency.Onalargenetwork,alotofpacketsmaybe

sentorreceived,occupyingtoomuchCPUandmemory.Asaresult,somepacketsaredelayedordiscarded.Iftheprocessingtimeof

Hello packets exceeds the dead interval, the adjacency will be destroyed.

If the two-way maintenance function is enabled, in addition to the Hello packets, the DD, LSU, LSR, and LSAck packets can also be

used tomaintain the bidirectional communication between neighbors,whichmakes the adjacencymore stable.

 Concurrent neighbor Interaction Restriction

Whenaroutersimultaneouslyexchangesdatawithmultipleneighbors,itsperformancemaybeaffected. If themaximumnumberof

neighborsthatconcurrently initiateoraccept interactionwiththeOSPFprocess, theroutercaninteractwithneighborsbybatches,

which ensures data forwarding and other key services.

 Compatibility with Type-9 LSA with IPv6Prefix

By default, type-9 LSA can not have IPv6 prefix.

Run the ipv6 router ospf compatible lsa type-9 command, the type-9 LSA generated by device will have Ipv6 prefix.

 GR

The control and forwarding separated technology is widely used among routers. On a relatively stable network topology, when a

GR-enabledrouter isrestartedonthecontrolplane,dataforwardingcancontinueontheforwardingplane. Inaddition,actions(such

asadjacency re-forming and routecomputation)performedon thecontrolplane donot affect functionsof the forwardingplane. In

thisway, service interruption causedby route flapping canbe avoided, thus enhancing reliability of the entire network.
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Currently, the GR function is used only during active/standby switchover and system upgrade.

Figure 5- 7Normal OSPF GR Process

 The GR process requires collaboration between the restarter and the helper. The restarter is the router where GR occurs. The

helper is a neighbor of the restarter.

 WhenenteringorexitingtheGRprocess, therestartersendsaGrace-LSAtotheneighbor,notifyingtheneighbortoenterorexit

the helperstate.

 When theadjacency between the restarter and thehelper reaches theFull state, the router canexit theGRprocesssuccessfully.

 Fast Hello and BFDCorrelation

After a link fault occurs, it takes a period of time (about 40s) before OSPF can sense the death of the neighbor.Then, OSPF advertises

the information and re-computes the SPT. During this period, traffic is interrupted.

 Afterthe fastHellofunctionisenabled(that is, theneighbordead interval isset to1s),OSPFcansensethedeathofaneighbor
within1s oncea link is faulty.This greatly accelerates route convergenceand prevents traffic interruption.

 BFDisusedtotestconnectivitybetweendevices.Alinkfaultcanbedetectedinasshortas150ms.AfterOSPFiscorrelatedwith

BFD,OSPFcansensethedeathof aneighbor inasshort as150msoncea link is faulty.Thisgreatlyacceleratesroute

convergence and prevents traffic interruption.

Related Configuration

 OSPF PacketAuthentication

By default, authentication is disabled.

 Runtheareaauthenticationcommandtoenableauthenticationin theentireareasothat theauthentication functiontakes
effecton all interfaces in thisarea. If authentication isenabled inarea0, the functionalso takeseffect on thevirtual link.
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 Run theareaencryptioncommand toenableencryptionandauthentication intheentireareasothat theencryptionand
authenticationfunctionstakeeffectonall interfacesinthisarea. Ifencryptionandauthenticationareenabled inarea0, the

functions also take effect on the virtual link.

 Run the ipv6 ospf authentication command to enable authentication on an interface. This configuration takes precedence
over the area-based configuration.

 Runtheipv6ospfencryptioncommandtoenableencryptionandauthenticationonaninterface.Thisconfigurationtakes
precedence over the area-based configuration.

 Usetheauthenticationparameter intheareavirtual-linkcommandtoenableauthenticationatbothendsofavirtual link.
This configuration takes precedence over the area-based configuration.

 Usetheencryptionparameter in theareavirtual-linkcommandtoenableencryptionandauthenticationatbothendsofa
virtual link. This configuration takes precedence over the area-based configuration.

 MTUVerification

By default, MTU verification is disabled.

Run the ipv6 ospf mtu-ignore command to disable MTU verification on an interface.

 Two-WayMaintenance

By default, bidirectional maintenance is enabled.

Run the two-way-maintain command to enable two-way maintenance.

 Concurrent neighbor Interaction Restriction

Runthemax-concurrent-ddcommandtomodify themaximumnumberofneighbors thatareconcurrently interactingwiththe

current OSPF process.The default value is 5.

Runthe ipv6routerospfmax-concurrent-ddcommandtomodify themaximumnumberofneighborsthatareconcurrently

interacting with all OSPF processes on the router. The default value is 10.

 GR

Bydefault, therestarter functionisdisabled,andthehelperfunctionisenabled.

Run thegraceful-restart command to configure the restarter function.

Run the graceful-restart helper command to configure the helper function.

 Fast Hello

By default, the neighbor dead interval on the interface is 40s.

Runthe ipv6ospfdead-intervalminimalhello-multipliercommandtoenable theFastHellofunctiononaninterface,that is,the

neighbor dead interval is 1s.

 CorrelatingOSPFwith BFD

By default, OSPF is not correlated with BFD.

Run thebfd intervalmin_rxmultipliercommand toset theBFDparameters.

Run the bfd all-interfaces command to correlate OSPFwith BFD on all interfaces.

Run the ipv6 ospf bfd command to correlate OSPF with BFD on the current interface.
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5.3.4 Network ManagementFunctions

Use functions such as the MIB and Syslog to facilitate OSPF management.

Working Principle

 MIB

MIBisthedevicestatusinformationsetmaintainedbyadevice.YoucanusethemanagementprogramtoviewandsettheMIBnode.

MultipleOSPFprocessescanbesimultaneouslystartedonarouter,buttheOSPFMIBcanbeboundwithonlyoneOSPFprocess.

 Trap

Atrapmessageisanotificationgeneratedwhenthesystemdetectsafault.Thismessagecontainstherelatedfaultinformation.

If the trap function isenabled, the router canproactively send the trapmessages to thenetworkmanagement device.

 Syslog

The Syslog records the operations (such as command configuration) performed by users on routers and specific events (such as

network connection failures).

If thesyslogisallowedtorecordtheadjacencychanges, thenetworkadministratorcanviewthelogsto learntheentireprocessthat

theOSPF adjacency is set up and maintained.

Related Configuration

 MIB

By default, the MIB is bound with the OSPF process with the smallest process ID.

Run the enable mib-binding command to bind the MIB with the current OSPF process.

 Trap

Bydefault,alltrapsfunctionsaredisabled,andthedeviceisnotallowedtosendOSPFtraps.

Runthesnmp-serverenabletrapsospfcommandtoallowthedevicetosendOSPFtraps.

Runtheenabletrapscommandtoenableaspecifiedtrapfunction foranOSPFprocess.

 Syslog

By default, the Syslog is allowed to record the adjacency changes.

Run the log-adj-changes command to allow the Syslog to record the adjacency changes.

5.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring OSPF Basic

Functions

(Mandatory)It is used to build anOSPF routing domain.

ipv6routerospf Creates an OSPF process.

router-id Configures a router ID.

ipv6 ospfarea
EnablesOSPFonaninterfaceandspecifiesan

area ID.

area virtual-link Creates a virtual link.
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Configuration Description and Command

Setting the Network Type

(Optional) The configurations are mandatory if the physical network is the X.25, frame relay, or ATM
network.

ipv6 ospf network Defines the network type.

ipv6 ospf neighbor Specifies a neighbor.

ipv6 ospf priority Configures the DR priority.

Configuring Route

Redistribution and Default

Route

(Optional)TheconfigurationsarerecommendediftheOSPFroutingdomainisconnectedwithan
external network.

redistribute Configures route redistribution.

default-information originate Introduces a default route.

Configuring the Stub/NSSA

Area

(Optional) It isused to reduce interactionof routing informationand thesizeof routing table, and
enhance stability of routes.

Area stub Configures a stub area.

Area nssa Configures a nssa area.

Configuring Route

Summarization

(Optional) It isused to reduce interactionof routing informationand thesizeof routing table, and
enhance stability of routes.

arearange
Summarizesroutesthatareadvertisedbetween

areas.

summary-prefix
Summarizesroutes thatare introducedthrough

redistribution.

Configuring Route Filtering

(Optional)It isusedtomanuallycontrol interactionofroutinginformationandfilteravailableOSPF
routes.

passive-interface Configures a passive interface.

distribute-list out
Filters routes that are introduced through

redistribution.

distribute-listin Filters received LSAs.

ModifyingtheRouteCost

and AD

(Optional)It isusedtomanuallycontrol theshortestroutecomputedbyOSPFanddetermine
whether to select an OSPF route preferentially.

auto-costreference-bandwidth
Modifies the reference bandwidth of the auto

cost.

ipv6 ospf cost
Modifies the cost in the outbound direction of

an interface.

areadefault-cost
Modifies the cost of the default route in a

stub/nssa area.

default-metric
Modifies the default metric of a redistributed

route.

distance Modifies the OSPF AD.

Enabling Authentication

(Optional)ItisusedtopreventroutersthatillegallyaccessthenetworkandhoststhatforgeOSPF
packets from participating in theOSPF protocol process.

areaauthentication
Enables authentication and sets the

authentication mode in an area.

areaencryption
Enablesencryptionandauthenticationandsets

the authentication mode in an area.
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Configuration Description and Command

ipv6 ospf authentication
Enables authentication and sets the

authentication mode on an interface.

ipv6 ospf encryption
Enablesencryptionandauthenticationandsets

the authentication mode on an interface.

Modifying the Maximum

Number of Concurrent

Neighbors

(Optional) It isusedtoprevent theproblemofperformancedeteriorationcausedby
over-consumption of the CPU.

max-concurrent-dd
Modifies the maximum number of con current

neighbors on the current OSPF process.

ipv6 router ospf max-concurrent-dd
Modifies the maximum number of con current

neighbors on all OSPF processes.

Disabling MTU Verification
(Optional) It isused toprevent theproblem that theadjacencycannot besetupdue toMTU
inconsistency on the neighbor interface.

ipv6 ospf mtu-ignore Disables MTU verification on an interface.

Enabling Two-Way

Maintenance

(Optional) It isused toprevent terminationof theadjacencydue to thedelayor lossofHello
packets.

two-way-maintain Enables two-way maintenance.

Enabling GR

(Optional)ItisusedtoretainOSPFroutingforwardingduringrestartoractive/standbyswitchover
of the OSPF processes to prevent traffic interruption.

graceful-restart Enables the restarter function.

graceful-restart helper Enables the helper function.

Enabling Fast Hello

(Optional) It isused toquicklydiscover thedeathof aneighbor toprevent traffic interruptionwhen
a link is faulty.

ipv6 ospf dead-intervalminimal hello-multiplier
Enabling the Fast Hello function on an

interface.

Enabling GR

(Optional)ItisusedtoretainOSPFroutingforwardingduringrestartoractive/standbyswitchover
of the OSPF processes to prevent traffic interruption.

graceful-restart Enables the restarter function.

graceful-restart helper Enables the helper function.

Enabling NSR
(Optional) It isusedtomaintainOSPFrouteforwardingandprevent traffic interruptionduringan
OSPF process restart or active/standby switchover.

nsr Enables the NSR function.

CorrelatingOSPFwithBFD

(Optional) It isused toquicklydiscover thedeathof aneighbor toprevent traffic interruptionwhen
a link is faulty.

bfd all-interfaces Correlates OSPF with BFD on all interfaces.

ipv6 ospf bfd
Correlates OSPF with BFD on the current

interface.

Configuring Network

Management Functions

(Optional) The configurations enable users to use the SNMP network management software to
manage OSPF.

enable mib-binding Bind MIB to the OSPF process.

enable traps Enables the trap functionof theOSPFprocess.

log-adj-changes Allows the syslogs to record the changes in
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Configuration Description and Command

adjacency status.

Modifying Protocol Control

Parameters

(Optional)Youareadvisednot tomodify protocol control parametersunless necessary.

ipv6 ospf hello-interval Modifies the Hello interval on an interface.

ipv6 ospf dead-interval
Modifies the neighbor death interval on an

interface.

ipv6 ospf transmit-delay
Modifies theLSUpacket transmissiondelayon

an interface.

ipv6 ospf retransmit-interval
ModifiestheLSUpacketretransmissioninterval

on an interface.

timers throttle lsa all
Modifiesparametersof theexponential backoff

algorithm that generates LSAs.

timerspacinglsa-group Modifies the LSA group update interval.

timers pacing lsa-transmit Modifies the LS-UPD packet sending interval.

timers lsa arrival
Modifies thedelayafterwhich thesameLSA is

received.

timers throttlespf Modifies the SPT computation timer.

timers throttle route inter-area
Modifies the inter-area route computation

delay.

timers throttle route ase
Modifies the inter-area route computation

delay.

5.4.1 Configuring OSPF Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Set up an OSPF routing domain on the network to provide IPv6 unicast routing service for users on the network.

Notes

 Ensure that the IPv6 routing function is enabled, that is, ipv6 routing is not disabled; otherwise,OSPF cannot be enabled.

 IPv6must be enabled on the interface.

 It is strongly recommended that you manually configure the router ID.

Configuration Steps

 Creating an OSPF Process

 Mandatory.

 The configuration is mandatory for every router.

 Configuring a Router ID

 (Optional) It is strongly recommended that youmanually configure the router ID.

 IftherouterIDisnotconfigured,OSPFselectsaninterfaceIPaddress.If theIPaddressisnotconfiguredforanyinterface,orthe

configured IPaddresses havebeenusedbyotherOSPF instances, youmustmanually configure the router ID.

 EnablingOSPF on an Interface andSpecifying an Area ID
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 Mandatory.

 The configuration is mandatory for every router.

Verification

 Run the show ipv6 routeospf command to verify that the entries of the OSPF routing table are correctly loaded.

 Run theping command to verify that the IPv6 unicast service is correctly configured.

Related Commands

 Creating an OSPF Process

Command ipv6 router ospfprocess-id [vrfvrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

process-id: Indicates the OSPFv3 process ID. If the process ID is not specified, process 1 is enabled.

vrf-name: Specifies the VPN routing and forwarding (VRF) to which the OSPFv3 process belongs.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After enabling the OSPFv3 process, the device enters the routing process configuration mode.

 Configuring a Router ID

Command router-idrouter-id

Parameter

Description

router-id: Indicates the ID of the device, which is expressed in the IPv4 address.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Every device where OSPFv3 run must be identified by using a router ID.You can configure any IPv4 address as the router

IDof thedevice,andensurethat therouter IDisuniqueinanAS.IfmultipleOSPFv3processesrunonthesamedevice,

the router ID of each processmust also be unique.

After therouter IDchanges,OSPFperformsa lotof internalprocessing.Therefore,youareadvisednot tochange the

router IDunlessnecessary.Whenanattempt ismade tomodify therouter ID,aprompt isdisplayed, requestingyou to

confirmthemodification.AftertheOSPFv3processisenabled,youareadvisedtospecifytherouterIDbeforeconfiguring

other parameters of the process.

 EnablingOSPF on an Interface andSpecifying an Area ID

Command ipv6 ospfprocess-id areaarea-id [instanceinstance-id]

Parameter

Description

process-id: Indicates the ID of an OSPFv3 process. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Areaarea-id: IndicatestheIDof theOSPFv3areainwhichtheinterfaceparticipates. ItcanbeanintegeroranIPv4prefix.

Instanceinstance-id: IndicatestheIDofaspecifiedOSPFv3processof theinterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommand in interfaceconfigurationmode toenable theinterface toparticipate inOSPFv3,and then run the

ipv6 router ospf command to configure the OSPFv3 process. After the OSPFv3 process is configured, the interface will

automatically participate in the related process.

Runthenoipv6ospfareacommandsothatthespecifiedinterfacenolongerparticipatesintheOSPFv3routingprocess.

Run theno ipv6routerospfcommandso that all interfacesno longerparticipate in theOSPFv3 routingprocess.

The adjacency can be set up only between devices with the same instance-id.
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After this command is configured, all prefix information on the interface will participate in the OSPFv3 process.

 Creating a Virtual Link

Command area area-idvirtual-linkrouter-id [hello-interval seconds] [dead-intervalseconds] [retransmit-intervalseconds]

[transmit-delayseconds] [instanceinstance-id] [authenticationipsecspispi[md5|sha1] [0|7]key] [encryption ipsec

spispi esp null [md5|sha1] [0|7] key]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the ID of the area where the virtual link is located. It can be an integer or an IPv4 prefix.

router-id: Indicates the router ID of the neighbor connected to the virtual link.

dead-intervalseconds:Indicatesthetimethat thelocal interfaceof thevirtual linkdetectsthefailureof theneighbor.The

unit is second.The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

hello-intervalseconds: Indicatesthetimethat theHellopacket issentonthelocal interfaceof thevirtual link.Theunit is

second.The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

retransmit-intervalseconds:IndicatestheintervalatwhichtheLSAisretransmittedonthelocalinterfaceofthevirtual

link.The unit is second. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

transmit-delayseconds:IndicatesthedelayafterwhichtheLSAissentonthelocalinterfaceof thevirtual link.Theunit is

second.The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

instanceinstance-id:IndicatestheIDoftheinstancecorrespondingtothevirtuallink.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.A

virtual link cannot be set up between devices with different instance IDs.

spi: Indicates the security parameter index (SPI).The value ranges from256 to 4,294,967,295.

md5: Enablesmessage digit 5 (MD5) authentication.

sha1:EnablesSecureHashAlgorithm1(SHA1)authentication.

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plain text.

7: Indicates that the key is displayed in cipher text.

key: Indicates the authentication key.

null: Indicates that no encryption mode is used.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide InanOSPFv3AS,allareasmustbeconnected tothebackboneareatoproperly learn therouting informationof theentire

OSPFv3AS.Ifanareacannotbedirectlyconnected tothebackbonearea, thevirtual linkcanbeusedtoconnect thisarea

to the backbone area.

The area where the virtual link is located cannot be a stub or nssa area.

At both ends of neighbors between which the virtual link is set up, settings of hello-interval, dead-interval, and

instance must be consistent; otherwise, the adjacency cannot be set up properly.

Configuration Example
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Scenario

Figure 5-8

Remarks The interface IP addresses are as follows:

A: GE 0/1 2001:1::1/64 GE 0/2 2001:2::1/64

B: GE 0/1 2001:1::2/64 GE 0/2 2001:3::1/64

C:GE 0/3 2001:2::2/64

D: GE 0/32001:3::2/64

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IP addresses on all routers.

 Enable the IPv4 unicast routing function on all routers. (This function is enabled by default.)

 Configure theOSPF instances and router IDs on all routers.

 Enable OSPF on the interfaces configured on all routers.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 enable

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 address 2001:1::1/64

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 ospf 1 area 0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 enable

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 address 2001:2::1/64

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 ospf 1 area 1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

A(config-router)#router-id1.1.1.1

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 enable

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 address 2001:1::2/64

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 ospf 1 area 0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit
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B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 enable

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 address 2001:3::1/64

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 ospf 1 area 2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

B(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

B(config-router)#router-id2.2.2.2

C C#configure terminal

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ipv6 enable

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ipv6 address 2001:2::2/64

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ipv6 ospf 1 area 1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

C(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

C(config-router)#router-id3.3.3.3

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ipv6 enable

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ipv6 address 2001:4::2/64

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ipv6 ospf 1 area 2

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

D(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

D(config-router)#router-id4.4.4.4

Verification  Verify that the OSPF neighbors are correct on all routers.

 Verify that the routing table is correctly loaded on all routers.

 Verify that 2001:2::2/64 can be pinged successfully on Router D.

A A#show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime InstanceID Interface

2.2.2.2 1 Full/BDR 00:00:30 0 GigabitEthernet 0/1

3.3.3.31 Full/BDR 00:00:35 0 GigabitEthernet 0/2

A#show ipv6 route ospf
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IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O IA2001:3::/64 [110/20] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4524, GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime InstanceID Interface

1.1.1.11 Full/DR 00:00:30 0 GigabitEthernet0/1

4.4.4.41 Full/BDR 00:00:35 0 GigabitEthernet0/2

B#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O IA2001:2::/64 [110/20] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4536, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C C# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime InstanceID Interface

1.1.1.11 Full/DR 00:00:30 0 GigabitEthernet 0/3

C#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6 routing table name - Default - 0 entries
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Codes: C - Connected, L - Local, S - Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O IA2001:1::/64 [110/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4537, GigabitEthernet0/3

O IA2001:3::/64 [110/3] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4537, GigabitEthernet0/3

D D# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime InstanceID Interface

2.2.2.21 Full/DR 00:00:30 0 GigabitEthernet 0/3

D#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O IA2001:1::/64 [110/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/3

O IA2001:2::/64 [110/3] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/3

D#

D#ping 2001:2::2

Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to 2001:2::2, timeout is 2 seconds:

< press Ctrl+C to break >

!!!!!

Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 5/9/14 ms.

Common Errors

 IPv6 is disabled on the interface.
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 OSPF cannot be enabled because the IPv6 unicast routing function is disabled.

 The area IDs enabled on adjacent interfaces are inconsistent.

 The same router ID is configured onmultiple routers, resulting in a router ID conflict.

5.4.2 SettingtheNetworkType

ConfigurationEffect

 If the physical network isX.25, FrameRelay, or ATM,OSPF canalso run to provide the IPv6 unicast routing service.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Thebroadcast network sendsmulticastOSPFpackets, automatically discovers neighbors, andelects aDRandaBDR.

 The P2P network sendsmulticast OSPF packets and automatically discovers neighbors.

 TheNBMAnetworksends unicastOSPFpackets.Neighborsmust bemanuallyspecified, andaDRand aBDRmustbe elected.

 The P2MP network (without carrying the non-broadcast parameter) sends multicast OSPF packets. Neighbors are automatically
discovered.

 TheP2MP network (carrying thenon-broadcast parameter) sends unicast OSPF packets. Neighborsmust bemanually
specified.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Interface Network Type

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration on routers at both ends of the link.

 Configuring aNeighbor

 (Optional)If the interface network type is set to NBMA or P2MP (carrying the non-broadcast parameter), neighbors must be
configured.

 Neighbors are configured on routers at both ends of theNBMAor P2MP (carrying the non-broadcast parameter) network.

 Configuring the Interface Priority

 (Optional)Youmust configure the interface priority if a routermust be specifiedas aDR, or a router cannot be specified as aDR.

 Configure the interface priority on a router thatmust be specified as a DR, or cannot be specified as aDR.

Verification

 Run the show ipv6 ospf interface command to verify that the network type of each interface is correct.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Interface Network Type

Command ipv6 ospf network {broadcast | non-broadcast |point-to-point |

point-to-multipoint[non-broadcast]}[instanceinstance-id]
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Parameter

Description

broadcast: Indicates the broadcast network type.

non-broadcast: Indicates the non-broadcast network type.

point-to-multipoint: Indicates the point-to-multipoint (P2MP) network type.

point-to-multipoint non-broadcast: Indicates the P2MP non-broadcast network type.

point-to-point: Indicates the point-to-point (P2P) network type.

instanceinstance-id: IndicatestheIDofaspecifiedOSPFv3processof theinterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide You can configure the network type of an interface based on the actual link type and topology.

 Configuring aNeighbor

Command ipv6 ospf neighbor ipv6-address{ [costcost] | [poll-intervalseconds | priorityvalue] }[instanceinstance-id]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the link address of theneighborinterface.

costcost:IndicatesthecostrequiredfromtheP2MPnetworktoeachneighbor.Thecostisnotdefinedbydefault.Thecost

configuredon the interface isused.Thevalue ranges from1 to65,535.OnlyaP2MPnetwork supports thisoption.

poll-interval seconds: Indicates the neighbor polling interval. The unit is second. The value ranges from 1 to

2,147,483,647. Only the non-broadcast (NBMA) network supports this option.

priorityvalue: Indicatesthepriorityvalueof thenon-broadcastnetworkneighbor.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Only

the non-broadcast network (NBMA) supports this option.

instanceinstance-id: IndicatestheIDofaspecifiedOSPFv3processof theinterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide You can configure neighbor parameters based on the actual network type.

 Configuring the Interface Priority

Command ipv6 ospf priority number-value[instanceinstance-id]

Parameter

Description

number-value: Indicates the priority of the interface. The value ranges from 0 to 255.

instanceinstance-id: IndicatestheIDofaspecifiedOSPFv3processof theinterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Onabroadcastnetwork,aDRorBDRmustbeelected.During theDR/BDRelection, thedevicewithahigherprioritywill

bepreferentiallyelectedasaDRorBDR. If thepriority is thesame, thedevicewitha larger router IDwillbepreferentially

elected as a DR or BDR.

A device with the priority 0 does not participate in the DR/BDR election.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Interface Network Type
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Scenario

Figure 5-9

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers.

 Set the interface network type to P2MP on all routers.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)# interface Serial1/0

A(config-Serial1/0)# encapsulation frame-relay

A(config-Serial1/0)# ipv6 ospf network point-to-multipoint

B B#configure terminal

B(config)# interface Serial1/0

B(config-Serial1/0)# encapsulation frame-relay

B(config-Serial1/0)# ipv6 ospf network point-to-multipoint

C C#configure terminal

C(config)# interface Serial1/0

C(config-Serial1/0)# encapsulation frame-relay

C(config-Serial1/0)# ipv6 ospf network point-to-multipoint

Verification  Verify that the interface network type is P2MP.
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A A#showipv6ospf interfaceSerial1/0

Serial1/0 is up, line protocol is up

Interface ID 2

IPv6 Prefixes

fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:3346/64 (Link-Local Address)

OSPFv3Process(1),Area0.0.0.1, Instance ID0

Router ID 192.168.22.30,Network Type POINTOMULTIPOINT, Cost: 1

Transmit Delay is 1 sec, State Point-To-Point, Priority 1

Timer interval configured, Hello 30, Dead 120,Wait 40, Retransmit 10

Hello due in 00:00:06

NeighborCount is1,Adjacentneighborcount is1

Hello received40sent40,DDreceived17sent9

LS-Req received 1 sent 3, LS-Upd received 6 sent 5

LS-Ack received 3 sent 4, Discarded 1

Common Errors

 The network types configured on interfaces at twoends are inconsistent, causing abnormal route learning.

 The network type is set to NBMA or P2MP (non-broadcast), but neighbors are not specified.

5.4.3 ConfiguringRoute Redistribution and Default Route

Configuration Effect

 IntroduceunicastroutesforotherASdomainstotheOSPFdomaintoprovidetheunicastroutingservicetootherASdomains

for users in theOSPF domain.

 In theOSPFdomain, injectadefault routetoanotherASdomainsothat theunicast routingservicetoanotherASdomaincan

be provided for users in the OSPF domain.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring External Route Redistribution

 (Optional)This configuration ismandatory if external routes of theOSPF domain should be introduced to the ASBR.

 Perform this configuration on an ASBR.

 Generating a Default Route

 (Optional)Performthisconfigurationifthedefaultrouteshouldbe introducedtoanASBRsothatotherroutersintheOSPF
domain access other AS domains through this ASBR by default.
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 Perform this configuration on an ASBR.

Verification

 Onarouter insidetheOSPFdomain, runtheshowipv6routeospfcommandtoverify that theunicastroutes tootherAS
domains are loaded.

 Onarouter insidetheOSPFdomain, runtheshowipv6routeospfcommandtoverify that thedefault routetotheASBRis
loaded.

 Run theping command to verify that the IPv6 unicast service to other AS domains is correct.

Related Commands

 Configuring RouteRedistribution

Command redistribute {bgp | connected |isis[area-tag] |ospfprocess-id| rip | static}[{level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2} |match {internal |

external [1|2] |nssa-external [1 |2 ]} |metricmetric-value|metric-type {1|2} | route-map route-map-name

|tagtag-value]

Parameter

Description

bgp: Indicates redistribution from BGP.

connected: Indicates redistribution from direct routes.

isis [ area-tag ]: Indicates redistribution from IS-IS.area-tag specifies the IS-IS instance.

ospfprocess-id: Indicatesredistribution fromOSPF.process-idspecifiesanOSPFinstance.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

65535. 1-65535

rip: Indicates redistribution from RIP.

static: Indicates redistribution from static routes.

level-1 |level-1-2 |level-2:UsedonlywhenIS-ISroutesareredistributed.Onlytheroutesofthespecifiedlevelare

redistributed. By default, only level-2 IS-IS routes can be redistributed.

match:Used only when OSPF routes are redistributed. Only the routes that match the specified criteria are redistributed.

By default, all OSPF routes can be redistributed.

metricmetric-value: Indicates themetric of theOSPFexternal LSA.metric-value specifies the size of themetric.The value

ranges from 0 to 16,777,214.

metric-type {1|2}: Indicates the external route type, which can be E-1 or E-2.

route-maproute-map-name: Sets the redistribution filtering rules.

tagtag-value:SpecifiesthetagvalueoftheroutethatisredistributedintotheOSPFroutingdomain.Thevalueranges

from 0 to 4294967295.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenthedevicesupportsmultiple routingprotocols,collaborationbetweenprotocols isvery important.Torunmultiple

routing protocols concurrently, the device must be able to redistribute routing information of a protocol to another

protocol. This applies to all routing protocols.

DuringredistributionofIS-ISroutes, level-1,level-2,orlevel-1-2canbeconfiguredtoindicatethatIS-ISroutesofthe

specified level(s) will be redistributed. By default, IS-IS routes of level 2 are redistributed.

During redistribution of OSPFv3 routes,match can be configured to indicate that OSPFv3 routes of the specified

sub-typewill be redistributed. By default, all types of OSPFv3 routes are redistributed.

For the level parameter configured during redistribution of IS-IS routes and the match parameter configured during

redistributionofOSPFv3routes, theroutesarematchedagainst theroutemaponlywhenthesub-typeof theroutesare

correct.
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Duringconfigurationof routeredistribution, thematchrulesconfiguredinroutemapconfigurationmodeareusedbased

on the original information of routes. The priorities of tag, metric and metric-type in the route redistribution

configuration are lower than the priority of theset rulesconfigured in routemap configurationmode.

Thesetmetricvalueoftheassociatedroutemapshouldfallintotherangeof0to16,777,214.If thevalueexceedsthis

range, routes cannot be introduced.

The configuration rules for the no form of the redistribute command are as follows:

1. If someparametersarespecified in theno formof thecommand,default valuesof theseparameterswill be restored.

2. If no parameter is specified in the no form of the command, the entire commandwill be deleted.

For example, if redistribute isis 112 level-2 is configured, the no redistribute isis 112 level-2 command only restores

the default value of level-2. As level-2 itself is the default value of the parameter, the configuration saved is still

redistributeisis112level-2after theprecedingnoformof thecommand isexecuted.Todelete theentirecommand,

you need to run the no redistribute isis 112 command.

 Introducing aDefault Route

Command default-information originate [always] [metric metric] [metric-type type] [route-mapmap]

Parameter

Description

always: Enables OSPF to generate a default route regardless of whether the local router has a default route.

metricmetric:Indicatestheinitialmetricofthedefaultroute.Thevaluerangesfrom0to16,777,214.Bydefault, the

metric of the default route is 1.

metric-typetype:Indicatesthetypeofthedefaultroute.OSPFexternalroutesareclassifiedintotwotypes:Type1:The

metricvarieswithrouters;Type2:Themetricisthesameforallrouters.Type1externalroutesaremoretrustworthythan

Type 2 externalroutes.

route-map map-name: Indicates the associated route-map name. By default, no route-map is associated.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When the redistribute or default-information command is executed, the OSPFv3-enabled router automatically

becomes an ASBR.

The ASBR, however, does not automatically generate or advertise a default route to all routers in the OSPF routing

domain.TohavetheASBRgenerateadefault route,configurethedefault-informationoriginatecommand.

Ifalways isspecified,theOSPFv3processadvertisesanexternaldefaultroutetoneighborsnomatterwhetheradefault

routeexists in thecoreroutingtable.Thisdefault route,however, isnotdisplayedonthelocalrouter.Toconfirmwhether

thedefaultrouteisgenerated,runtheshowipv6ospfdatabasecommandtodisplaytheOSPFv3linkstatusdatabase.

OnanOSPFv3neighbor, you can run the show ipv6 routeospf command to see the default route.

Themetricof theexternaldefault routecanonlybedefined inthedefault-informationoriginatecommand, insteadof

the default-metriccommand.

OSPFv3hastwotypesofexternal routes.Themetricof theType1external routechanges,but themetricof theType2

external route is fixed. If twoparallel paths to thesamedestinationnetworkhave thesame routemetric, thepriorityof

theType1routeishigherthanthatof theType2route.Therefore, theshowipv6routeospfcommanddisplaysonlythe

Type 1 route.

A router in a stub area cannot generate an external default route.

Configuration Example

 Configuring RouteRedistribution
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Scenario

Figure 5-10

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers.

 Introduce an external static route to Router D.

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

D(config-router)# redistribute static

Verification  OnRouterD,runtheshowipv6ospfdatabaseexternalbriefcommandtoverifythatanLSAcorrespondingtoan

external route is generated.

 OnRouterC, run theshowipv6routeospfcommand toverify that theexternal static routehas been introduced.

D D#show ipv6 ospf database external

OSPFv3 Router with ID (4.4.4.4) (Process 1)

AS-external-LSA

LS age: 7

LS Type: AS-External-LSA

Link State ID: 0.0.0.6

Advertising Router: 4.4.4.4

LS Seq Number: 0x80000001

Checksum: 0x9C1F

Length: 36

MetricType: 2 (Larger than any link state path)

Metric: 20

Prefix: 2001:10:10::/64

Prefix Options: 0 (-|-|-|-)
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C C#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1 -OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-ISlevel-1,L2-IS-ISlevel-2

IA - Inter area

O E2 2001:10:10::/64 [110/20] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/2

 Configuring theDefault Route

Scenario

Figure 5-11

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers.

 Configure the default route on Router D.

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

D(config-router)#default-information originate always

Verification  OnRouterD,runtheshowipv6ospfdatabaseexternalbriefcommandtoverifythatanLSAcorrespondingtothe

default route is generated.

 OnRouter C, run the show ipv6 routeospf command to verify that theOSPF default route exists.
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D D#show ipv6 ospf database external

OSPFv3 Router with ID (4.4.4.4) (Process 1)

AS-external-LSA

LS age: 3

LS Type: AS-External-LSA

Link State ID: 0.0.0.7

Advertising Router: 4.4.4.4

LS Seq Number: 0x80000001

Checksum: 0x1839

Length: 32

MetricType: 2 (Larger than any link state path)

Metric: 1

Prefix: ::/0

Prefix Options: 0 (-|-|-|-)

External Route Tag: 1

C C#show ipv6route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O E2::/0 [110/20] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/2

Common Errors

 A route loop is formed because thedefault-informationoriginate always command is configured onmultiple routers.

 Routes cannot be introduced because route redistribution is configured on a router in the stub area.

5.4.4 Configuring theStub Area andNSSAArea

Configuration Effect

 Configureanarea locatedonthestubasastubarea toreduce interactionof routing informationand thesizeof routing table,

and enhance stability of routes.
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Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 A backbone or transit area cannot be configured as a stub or an NSSA area.

 A router in the stub area cannot introduceexternal routes, but a router in theNSSAarea can introduceexternal routes.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a StubArea

 (Optional)Perform this configuration if you wish to reduce the size of the routing table on routers in the area.

 Perform this configuration on all routers in the same area.

 Configuring anNSSAArea

 (Optional)Performthisconfiguration ifyouwish to reducethesizeof the routing tableon routers in theareaand introduce

OSPF external routes to the area.

 The areamust be configured as an NSSA area on all routers in this area.

Verification

 Verifying the Stub Area

 Ona router in the stub area, run the show ipv6 route command to verify that the router is not loadedwith any external routes.

 Verifying the NSSAArea

 Onarouter intheNSSAarea, runtheshowipv6ospfdatabasecommandtoverify that theintroducedexternal route
generatesType 7 LSAs.

 Onarouter in thebackbonearea, run theshowipv6routecommand toverify that therouter is loadedwithexternal routes
introduced from the NSSA area.

Related Commands

 Configuring a StubArea

Command areaarea-idstub [ no-summary ]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the ID of the stub area. The value can be an integer or an IPv4 prefix.

no-summary:ThisoptionisvalidonlyonatheABRinastubarea.If thisoptionisspecified,theABRonlyadvertisesone

Type 3 LSA indicating the default route to the stub area, and doesnot advertise otherType 3LSAs.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Anarea locatedon thestubofanetworkcanbeconfiguredasastubarea.Youmust run theareastubcommandonall

routersinastubarea.Devicesinastubareacannotlearntheexternalroutes(Type5LSAs)oftheAS.Inpractice,external

routestakeupa largeproportionof the linkstatusdatabase.Therefore,devices inastubareacan learnonlyasmall

amountof routing information,whichreduces theamountofsystemresourcesrequired to run theOSPFv3protocol.

Bydefault,anABRinastubareawillgenerateaType3LSAindicatingthedefaultfault,andadvertisetheLSAtothestub

area. In this way, devices in the stub area can access devices outside the AS.

To configure a totally stub area, add the no-summary keyword when running the area stub command on the ABR.
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 Configuring anNSSAArea

Command areaarea-id nssa [ no-redistribution] [default-information-originate[metricvalue] [ metric-typetype ]] [no-summary]

[ translator [ stability-intervalseconds | always] ] [translate type7 suppress-fa]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the ID of the NSSA area.

no-redistribution:Select thisoptionif therouter isanNSSAABRandyouwanttouseonlytheredistributecommandto

introduce the routing information into a common area instead of an NSSA area.

default-information-originate: Indicates that a default Type 7 LSA is generated and introduced to the NSSA area. This

option takes effect only on an NSSA ABR or ASBR.

metricvalue:Specifies the metric of the generated default LSA. The value ranges from 0 to 16,777,214. The default value is

1.

metric-typetype:SpecifiestheroutetypeofthegenerateddefaultLSA.Thevaluesinclude1and2.1representsN-1,and

2 represents N-2. The default value is 2.

no-summary: Prohibits the ABR in the NSSA area from sending summary LSAs (Type-3 LSA).

translator: Indicates that the NSSA ABR is a translator.

stability-intervalseconds: Indicates the stability interval after the NSSA ABR is changed from a translator to a

non-translator.Theunit is second.Thedefault value is40.Thevalue ranges from0to2,147,483,647.

always: Indicatesthat thecurrentNSSAABRalwaysactsasatranslator.Thedefaultvalue isthestandby translator.

translate type7 suppress-fa: Indicates that the Type 5 LSA does not carry the forwarding address (FA)when the Type 7

LSA is converted to theType 5 LSA.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The default-information-originate parameter is used to generate a default Type 7 LSA. This parameter has different

functions on the ABR and the ASBR in theNSSAarea. On the ABR, aType 7LSA default route is generated regardless of

whetherthedefaultrouteexistsintheroutingtable.OntheASBR(notanABR),aType7LSAdefaultrouteisgenerated

only when the default route exists in the routing table.

If the no-redistribution parameter is configured on the ASBR, other external routes introduced by OSPF through the

redistributecommandcannotbeadvertisedtotheNSSAarea.Thisparameterisgenerallyusedwhenarouterinthe

NSSA area acts both as the ASBR and the ABR. It prevents external routing information from entering the NSSA area.

To further reduce the number of LSAs sent to the NSSA area, you can configure the no-summary parameter on the ABR

to prevent the ABR fromsending the summary LSAs (Type 3LSA) to theNSSAarea.

areadefault-cost isusedonanABRorASBRconnectedtotheNSSAarea.Thiscommandconfigures thecostof the

defaultroutesentfromtheABR/ASBRtotheNSSAarea.Bydefault,thecostofthedefaultroutesenttotheNSSAareais1.

IfanNSSAareahas twoormoreABRs, theABRwiththe largest router ID iselectedbydefaultas the translator for

converting Type 7 LSAs into Type 5 LSAs. If the current device is always the translator ABR for converting Type 7 LSAs into

Type 5 LSAs, use the translator always parameter.

If the translator roleof thecurrentdevice is replacedbyanotherABR, theconversioncapability is retainedduring the

timespecifiedbystability-interval.If therouterdoesnotbecomeatranslatoragainduringstability-interval,LSAsthat

are converted fromType 7 toType 5 will be deleted from the AS after stability-interval expires.

Topreventaroutingloop,LSAsthatareconverted fromType7toType5willbedeleted fromtheASimmediatelyafter

the current device loses the translator role even if stability-interval does not expire.

In the same NSSA area, it is recommended that translator always be configured on only one ABR.

Configuration Example

 Configuring a StubArea
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Scenario

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Introduce an external static route to Router D.

 Configure area 1 as the stub area on Router A and Router C.

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

D(config-router)#redistribute static

A
A# configure terminal

A(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

A(config-router)#area 1 stub no-summary

C
C#configure terminal

C(config)#ipv6 routerospf 1

C(config-router)#area1stub

Verification  On Router C, run the show ipv6 route ospf command to display the routing table. Verify that there is only one

default inter-area route, and no external static route is introduced from Router D.

C C#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O IA::/0 [110/3] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/2

 Configuring anNSSAArea
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Scenario

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Introduce an external static route to Router D.

 Configure area 1 as theNSSA area on Router B andRouter D.

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#ipv6routerospf1

D(config-router)#area1nssa

D(config-router)#redistribute static

B
B#configure terminal

B(config)#ipv6 router ospf1

B(config-router)#area 1 nssa

Verification  OnRouterD,runtheshowipv6ospfdatabasecommandtodisplaythedatabaseinformationandverifythatType

7 LSAs are generated.

 OnRouterA, run theshowipv6 routeospf command todisplay the routing tableandverify thatan external static

route is introduced by Router D.
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D D#show ipv6 ospf database nssa-external

OSPFv3 Router with ID (1.1.1.1) (Process 1)

NSSA-external-LSA (Area 0.0.0.1)

LS age: 1196

LS Type: NSSA-external-LSA

Link State ID: 0.0.0.3

Advertising Router: 1.1.1.1

LS Seq Number: 0x80000004

Checksum: 0x1F25

Length: 52

MetricType: 2 (Larger than any link state path)

Metric: 20

Prefix: 2001:10::/64

PrefixOptions:8(P|-|-|-)

Forwarding Address: 4000::1

A A#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O N2 2001:10::/64 [110/20] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 Configurations of the area type are inconsistent on routers in the same area.

 External routes cannot be introduced because route redistribution is configured on a router in the stub area.

5.4.5 Configuring RouteSummarization

Configuration Effect

 Summarize routes to reduce interaction of routing information and the size of routing table, and enhance stability of routes.
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 Shield or filter routes.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Theaddressrangeof thesummarize routemayexceedtheactualnetworkrange in therouting table. Ifdata issent toanetwork

beyondthesummarizationrange,aroutingloopmaybeformedandtherouterprocessingloadmayincrease.Topreventthese

problems, a discard route must be added to the routing table or shield or filter routes.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Inter-Area Route Summarization

 (Optional) Perform this configuration when routes of the OSPF area need to be summarized.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configuration on anABR in the areawhere routes tobe summarized are located.

 Configuring External Route Summarization

 (Optional) Perform this configurationwhen routes external to theOSPF domain need to be summarized.

 Unlessotherwise required, perform this configuration on anASBR, towhich routes that need to be summarized are introduced.

Verification

 Run theshow ipv6 routeospf command to verify that individual routes do not exist and only the summarized route exists.

Related Commands

 Configuring Inter-Area Route Summarization

Command areaarea-idrangeipv6-prefix/prefix-length [advertise|not-advertise]

Parameter

Description

area-id:SpecifiestheIDoftheOSPFareatowhichthesummarizedrouteshouldbeinjected.Thevaluecanbean

integer or an IPv4 prefix.

ipv6-prefix/prefix-length: Indicates the range of IP addresses to be summarized.

advertise | not-advertise: Specifies whether the summarized route should be advertised.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand takeseffectonlyonanABR,and isusedtosummarizemultiple routes inanarea intoarouteand

advertisethisroute tootherareas.Combinationof therouting informationoccursonlyon theboundaryofanarea.

Routers insidetheareacanlearnspecificrouting information,whereasrouters inotherareascan learnonlyone

summarized route. Inaddition, youcansetadvertiseornot-advertise todeterminewhether toadvertise the

summarizedroutetoshieldandfilterroutes.Bydefault, thesummarizedrouteisadvertised.Youcanusethecost

parameter to set themetric of the summarized route.

You can configure route summarization commands for multiple areas. This simplifies routes in the entire OSPF

routingdomain,and improves thenetworkforwardingperformance,especiallyfora large-sizednetwork.

Whenmultiple routesummarizationcommandsareconfiguredandhave the inclusiverelationshipwitheachother,

the area range to be summarized is determined based on the maximum match principle.

 Configuring External Route Summarization

Command summary-prefixipv6-prefix/prefix-length [not-advertise | tag number ]
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Parameter

Description

ipv6-prefix/prefix-length: Indicates the range of IP addresses to be summarized.

not-advertise: Indicatesthatthesummarizedrouteisnotadvertised.Ifthisparameterisnotspecified,the

summarized route is advertised.

tagnumber: Specifies the tag value of the route that is redistributed into the OSPFv3 routing domain. The value

ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When routes are redistributed from other routing processes and injected to the OSPFv3 routing process, each route is

advertisedtotheOSPFv3routersusinganexternalLSA. If theinjectedroutesareacontinuousaddressspace, the

ABRcan advertise only one summarized route to significantly reduce the size of the routing table.

area rangesummarizes the routes betweenOSPFv3areas,whereas summary-prefix summarizes external routes of

theOSPFv3 routing domain.

When configured on the NSSA ABR translator, summary-prefix summarizes redistributed routes and routes obtained

basedontheLSAsthatareconverted fromType7toType5.WhenconfiguredontheASBR(notanNSSAABR

translator), summary-prefix summarizes only redistributed routes.

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps

Figure 5-13

Remarks The interface IPv6 addresses are as follows:

B: GE0/22001:16:2::1/64GE0/32001:16:3::1/64

C: GE0/2 2001:16:2::2/64 GE0/1 2001:16:4::2/64

D: GE0/3 2001:16:3::2/64 GE0/1 2001:16:5::1/64

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Summarize routes of area 2 on Router B.

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

B(config-router)#area 2 range 2001:16::/64

Verification OnRouterA, check the routing tableand verify that theentry 2001:16::/64 is generatedandother routesdonot exist.
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A A#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1 -OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-ISlevel-1,L2-IS-ISlevel-2

IA - Inter area

O IA 2001:16::/64 [110/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 Inter-area route summarization cannot be implementedbecause thearea range command is configured onanon-ABRdevice.

5.4.6 Configuring RouteFiltering

Configuration Effect

 Routes thatdonotmeet filteringconditionscannotbe loaded to therouting table, oradvertised toneighbors.Networkusers

cannot access specified destination network.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Filtering routesby using thedistribute-list incommandaffects forwardingof local routes,but doesnot affect route
computationbasedonLSAs.Therefore,ifroutefilteringisconfiguredontheABR,Type3LSAswillstillbegeneratedand

advertised to other areas because routes can still be computed based on LSAs. As a result, black-hole routes are generated. In

thiscase,youcanruntheareafilter-listorarearange (containing thenot-advertiseparameter)commandontheABRto

prevent generation of black-hole routes.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Inter-Area Route Filtering

 (Optional)This configuration is recommended if usersneed tobe restricted fromaccessing thenetwork in acertainOSPFarea.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configuration on an ABR in the area where filtered routes are located.

 Configuring Redistributed Route Filtering

 (Optional) Perform this configuration if external routes introduced by the ASBR need to be filtered.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configurationon an ASBR to which filtered routes are introduced.

 Configuring Learned Route Filtering
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 (Optional) Perform this configuration if users need to be restricted fromaccessing a specified destination network.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configurationon a router that requires route filtering.

Verification

 Run the show ipv6 route command to verify that the router is not loadedwith routes that have been filtered out.

 Run theping command to verify that the specified destination network cannot be accessed.

Related Commands

 Configuring aPassive Interface

Command passive-interface {default | interface-typeinterface-number }

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface that should be configured as a passive interface.

default: Indicates that all interfaces will be configured as passive interfaces.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When an interface is configured as a passive interface, it no longer sends or receives Hello packets.

This command takes effect only on an OSPFv3-enabled interface, and not on a virtual link.

 Configuring Redistributed Route Filtering

Command distribute-list{name |prefix-listprefix-list-name}out[bgp |connected |isis[area-tag]|ospfprocess-id|rip |static]

Parameter

Description

name: Uses the ACL for filtering.

prefix prefix-list-name: Uses the prefix list for filtering.

bgp | connected | isis[area-tag] | ospf process-id| rip | static: Indicates the source of routes to be filtered.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide distribute-listout is similar to redistribute route-map, and isused to filter routes that are redistributed fromother

protocols to OSPFv3. The distribute-list out command itself does not redistribute routes, and is generally used together

withthe redistributecommand.TheACLand theprefix list filtering rulesaremutuallyexclusive in theconfiguration.

That is, if theACL isused for filtering routescoming fromacertainsource, theprefix list cannot beconfigured to filter the

same routes.

 Configuring Learned Route Filtering

Command distribute-list{name | prefix-list prefix-list-name}in [interface-typeinterface-number]

Parameter

Description

name: Uses the ACL for filtering.

prefixprefix-list-name: Uses the prefix list for filtering.

interface-type interface-number: Specifies the interface for which LSA routes are filtered.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide FilterroutesthatarecomputedbasedonreceivedLSAs.Onlyroutesmeeting thefilteringconditionscanbeforwarded.

Thecommanddoesnot affect theLSDBor the routing tablesofneighbors.TheACLand theprefix list filteringrulesare

mutuallyexclusive intheconfiguration.That is, if theACLisusedfor filteringroutesonaspecified interface, theprefix list

cannot be configured to filter routes on the same interface.

Filtering routes by using the distribute-list in command affects forwarding of local routes, but does not affect route

computationbasedonLSAs.Therefore, if routefilteringisconfiguredontheABR,Type3LSAswillstillbegeneratedand
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advertised to other areas because routes can still be computed based on LSAs. As a result, black-hole routes are

generated.Inthiscase,youcanrunthearearange(containingthenot-advertiseparameter)commandontheABRto

prevent generation of black-hole routes.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-14

Remarks The interface IPv6 addresses are as follows:

B: GE0/22001:16:2::1/64GE0/32001:16:3::1/64

C: GE0/2 2001:16:2::2/64 GE0/1 2001:16:4::2/64

D: GE0/3 2001:16:3::2/64 GE0/1 2001:16:5::1/64

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure route filtering.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#ipv6 access-list test

A (config-ipv6-acl)#permit ipv6 2001:16:5::/64 any

A(config)#ipv6 router ospf 1

A(config-router)#distribute-list test in GigabitEthernet0/1

Verification  On Router A, check the routing table. Verify that only the entry 2001:16:5::/64 is loaded.

A A#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

O IA 2001:16:5::/64 [110/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/1
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Common Errors

 Filtering routesby using thedistribute-list incommandaffects forwardingof local routes,but doesnot affect route
computationbasedonLSAs.Therefore,ifroutefilteringisconfiguredontheABR,Type3LSAswillstillbegeneratedand

advertised to other areas because routes can still be computed based on LSAs. As a result, black-hole routes are generated.

5.4.7 Modifying the Route Cost and AD

Configuration Effect

 Change the OSPF routes so that the traffic passes through specified nodes or bypasses specified nodes.

 Change the sequence that a router selects routes so as to change the priorities of OSPF routes.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 If you run the ipv6ospfcostcommand toconfigure thecostofan interface, theconfiguredcostwillautomaticallyoverwrite
the cost that is computed based on the auto cost.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theReferenceBandwidth

 Optional.

 Arouter isconnectedwith lineswithdifferentbandwidths.Thisconfiguration isrecommended ifyouwishtopreferentially

select the line with a larger bandwidth.

 Configuring theCost of an Interface

 Optional.

 A router is connectedwithmultiple lines.This configuration is recommended if you wish tomanually specify a preferential line.

 Configuring theDefault Metric for Redistribution

 Optional.

 Thisconfigurationismandatoryif thecostofexternal routesof theOSPFdomainshouldbespecifiedwhenexternalroutesare

introduced to an ASBR.

 Configuring theMaximumMetric

 Optional.

 Aroutermaybeunstableduring the restartprocessoraperiodof timeafter therouter is restarted,andusersdonotwant to

forward data through this router. In this case, this configuration is recommended.

 Configuring theAD

 Optional.

 Performthisconfiguration if youwish tochange theprioritiesofOSPFroutesonarouter that runsmultipleunicast routing
protocols.

Verification
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 Run the show ipv6 ospf interface command to verify that the costs of interfaces are correct.

 Run the show ipv6 route command to verify that the costs of external routes introduced by the ASBR are correct.

 Restart the router.Within a specified period of time, data is not forwarded through the restarted router.

Related Commands

 Configuring theReferenceBandwidth

Command auto-cost reference-bandwidth ref-bw

Parameter

Description

ref-bw: Indicates the reference bandwidth. The unit is Mbps. The value ranges from 1 to 4,294,967.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcan run the ipv6ospfcostcommand in interfaceconfigurationmode tospecify thecostof the interface.Thepriority

of this cost is higher than that of the metric computed based on the reference bandwidth.

 Configuring theCost of an Interface

Command ipv6 ospf cost cost[instanceinstance-id]

Parameter

Description

cost: Indicates the cost of an OSPF interface. The value ranges from 0 to 65,535.

instanceinstance-id: IndicatestheIDofaspecifiedOSPFv3processof theinterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, thecostofanOSPFv3interfaceisequal to100Mbps/Bandwidth,whereBandwidth isthebandwidthof the

interface and configured by thebandwidth command in interface configurationmode.

The costs of OSPF interfaces on several typical lines are as follows:

 64 Kbps serial line: The cost is 1562.

 E1 line: The cost is 48.

 10MEthernet:The cost is 10.

 100MEthernet:The cost is 1.

Ifyou run the ipv6ospfcostcommand toconfigure thecostofan interface, theconfiguredcostwillautomatically

overwrite the cost that is computed based on the auto cost.

 Configuring theCost of theDefault Route in a Stub/NSSAArea

Command areaarea-id default-costcost

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the ID of the stub/nssa area.

cost: Indicatesthecostof thedefaultsummarizedrouteinjectedtothestub/nssaarea.Thevaluerangesfrom0to

16,777,215.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide This command takes effect only on an ABR in a stub/nssa area.

 Configuring theDefault Metric for Redistribution

Command default-metric metric

Parameter

Description

metric: Indicates the default metric of the OSPF redistributed route. The value ranges from 1 to 16,777,214.
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Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Thedefault-metric commandmustbeused togetherwith the redistribute command tomodify the initialmetricsof all

redistributedroutes.Thedefault-metriccommanddoesnot takeeffectonexternal routesthatareinjectedtotheOSPF

routing domain by the default-information originate command.

The default metric of a redistributed direct route is always 20.

 Configuring theAD

Command distance { distance | ospf{ [ intra-area distance ] [ inter-area distance] [ external distance]} }

Parameter

Description

distance: Indicates the AD of a route. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

intra-areadistance: Indicates the AD of an intra-area route. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

inter-area distance: Indicates the AD of an inter-area route. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

externaldistance: IndicatestheADofanexternal route.Thevaluerangesfrom1to255.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to specify different ADs for different types of OSPF routes.

TheADallowsdifferentroutingprotocolstocompareroutepriorities.AsmallerADindicatesahigher routepriority.

Theprioritiesof routes generated bydifferentOSPFv3processesmust be comparedbasedonADs.

If theADof a routeentry is set to 255, the route entry is not trustworthyand does not participate in packet forwarding.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-15

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure the cost of each interface.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 ospf cost 10

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 ospf cost 20

Verification  On Router A, check the routing table. The next hop of the optimum path to 2001:16:1::/64 is Router B.
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A A#show ipv6 route ospf

IPv6routing tablename-Default -0entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1 -OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-ISlevel-1,L2-IS-ISlevel-2

IA - Inter area

O E2 2001:16:1::/64 [110/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:4547, GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 If thecostofan interfaceisset to0 inthe ipv6ospfcostcommand,aroutecomputationerrormayoccur.Forexample,a
routing loop is obtained.

5.4.8 Enabling Authentication

ConfigurationEffect

 All routers connected to the OSPF network must be authenticated to ensure stability of OSPF and protect OSPF against

intrusions.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 If authentication is configured for an area, the configuration takes effect on all interfaces that belong to this area.

 If authentication isconfigured for bothan interfaceand thearea towhich the interfacebelongs, theconfiguration for the

interface takes effect preferentially.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Authentication

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration if a router accesses a network that requires authentication.

 Configuring Encryption

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration if a router accesses a network that requires encryption.

 Configuring Virtual Link Authentication

 Optional.
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 Perform this configuration if a router accesses a network that requires authentication.

 Configuring Virtual Link Encryption

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration if a router accesses a network that requires encryption.

Verification

 If routersareconfiguredwithdifferentauthenticationkeys,run theshowipv6ospfneighborcommand toverify that there is
no OSPFneighbor.

 If routersareconfiguredwiththesameauthenticationkey,runtheshowipv6ospfneighborcommandtoverify that thereare
OSPF neighbors.

Related Commands

 Configuring Area-basedAuthentication

Command areaarea-idauthenticationipsec spispi[md5[string-key]|sha1] [0 | 7 ] key

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the area ID.The value can be an integer or an IPv4 prefix.

spi: Indicates the SPI. The value ranges from 256 to 4,294,967,295.

md5: Enables MD5 authentication.

string-key: Indicates that MD5 authentication key supports special characters.

sha1: Enables SHA1 authentication.

0: Indicates that thekey isdisplayed inplain text.

7: Indicatesthat thekeyisdisplayedinciphertext.

key: Indicates the authentication key.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS supports three authentication types:

 No authentication

 MD5 authentication

 SHA1 authentication

Configuration of area-based authentication for OSPFv3 takes effect on all interfaces (except virtual links) in the area, but

the interface-basedauthenticationconfiguration takesprecedenceover thearea-based configuration.

 ConfiguringArea-based Encryption andAuthentication

Command areaarea-idencryption ipsec spispi esp[ null|[ des | 3des ][ 0 | 7 ] des-key][md5|sha1] [0|7] key

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the area ID.The value can be an integer or an IPv4 prefix.

spi: Indicates the SPI. The value ranges from 256 to 4,294,967,295.

null: Indicates that no encryption mode is used.

des: Indicates that the Data Encryption Standard (DES) mode is used.

3des: Indicates that theTripleDES (3DES)mode isused.

des-key: Indicates the encryption key.

md5: Enables MD5 authentication.

sha1: Enables SHA1 authentication.

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plain text.
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7: Indicates that the key is displayed in cipher text.

key: Indicates the authentication key.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS supports two encryption modes and two authentication modes.

The two encryption modes are as follows:

 DES

 3DES

The two authentication modes are as follows:

 MD5

 SHA1

Configuration of area-based encryption and authentication for OSPFv3 takes effect on all interfaces (except virtual links)

inthearea,but theinterface-basedencryptionandauthenticationconfigurationtakesprecedenceoverthearea-based

configuration.

 Configuring Interface-basedAuthentication

Command ipv6 ospfauthentication[ null | ipsec spispi[md5[string-key]|sha1] [0|7]key][instanceinstance-id]

Parameter

Description

area-id: Indicates the area ID.The value can be an integer or an IPv4 prefix.

spi: Indicates the SPI. The value ranges from 256 to 4,294,967,295.

md5: Enables MD5 authentication.

string-key: Indicates that MD5 authentication key supports special characters.

sha1: Enables SHA1 authentication.

0: Indicates that thekey isdisplayed inplain text.

7: Indicatesthat thekeyisdisplayedinciphertext.

key: Indicates the authentication key.

instance instance-id: IndicatestheIDofaspecifiedOSPFv3processof theinterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS supports three authentication types:

 No authentication

 MD5 authentication

 SHA1 authentication

OSPFv3 authentication parameters configured on interconnected interfaces must be consistent.

 Configuring Interface-based EncryptionandAuthentication

Command ipv6ospfencryptionipsecspispiesp[null|[des |3des ][0|7 ]des-key][md5|sha1] [0|7]key[instanceinstance-id]

Parameter

Description

spi: Indicates the SPI. The value ranges from 256 to 4,294,967,295.

null: Indicates that no encryption mode is used.

des: Indicatesthat theDESmodeisused.

3des: Indicates that the3DESmode is used.

des-key: Indicates the encryption key.

md5: EnablesMD5authentication.

sha1: Enables SHA1 authentication.

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plain text.
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7: Indicatesthat thekeyisdisplayed incipher text.

key: Indicates the authentication key.

instance instance-id: IndicatestheIDofaspecifiedOSPFv3processof theinterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS supports two encryption modes and two authentication modes.

The two encryption modes are as follows:

 DES

 3DES

The two authentication modes are as follows:

 MD5

 SHA1

OSPFv3encryptionandauthenticationparametersconfiguredonthelocalinterfacemustbeconsistentwiththose

configured on the interconnected interfaces.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-16

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 ConfigureMD5 authentication for interfaces of all routers.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#ipv6ospfauthenticationipsecspi256md501234567890123456789012345678912

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)#ipv6ospfauthenticationipsecspi256md501234567890123456789012345678912

Verification  On Router A and Router B, verify that the OSPF neighbor status is correct.

A A# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State

2.2.2.2 1 Full/DR

Dead Time

00:00:38 0

Instance ID Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1
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B B# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State

1.1.1.1 1 Full/BDR

Dead Time

00:00:38

Instance ID

0

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 The configured authentication modes are inconsistent.

 The configured authentication keys are inconsistent.

5.4.9 Modifying the Maximum Number of Concurrent Neighbors

Configuration Effect

 Control themaximumnumber of concurrent neighbors on theOSPF process to ease the pressure on the device.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofConcurrent Neighbors on theOSPFProcess

 (Optional)ThisconfigurationisrecommendedifyouwishtosetuptheOSPFadjacencymorequicklywhenarouter is

connected with a lot of other routers.

 Perform this configuration on a core router.

Verification

 Runtheshowipv6ospfneighborcommandtodisplay thenumberofneighbors thatareconcurrently interactingwiththe
OSPF process.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Concurrent Neighbors on theCurrent Process

Command max-concurrent-ddnumber

Parameter

Description

number:SpecifiesthemaximumnumberofneighborsthatareconcurrentlyinteractingwiththeOSPFprocess.Thevalue

ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When the performance of a router is affected because the router exchanges data with multiple neighbors, you can

configurethiscommandtorestrictthemaximumofneighborswithwhicheachOSPFprocesscanconcurrentlyinitiateor

accept interaction.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofConcurrent Neighbors onAll Processes

Command Ipv6 router ospf max-concurrent-ddnumber

Parameter number:SpecifiesthemaximumnumberofneighborsthatareconcurrentlyinteractingwiththeOSPFprocess.Thevalue
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Description ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Whentheperformanceof a router isaffectedbecause the router exchangesdatawithmultipleneighbors, youcan

configurethiscommandtorestrict themaximumofneighborswithwhichallOSPFprocessescanconcurrentlyinitiateor

accept interaction.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-17

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 On theRouter Core, set the maximum number of concurrent neighbors to 4.

Core Core# configure terminal

Core(config)# ipv6 router ospf max-concurrent-dd 4

Verification  On theRouterCore, check theneighbor statusand verify that atmost eight neighbors concurrently interactwith the

OSPF process.

Common Errors

N/A

5.4.10 Type-9LSACarrying IPv6Prefix

Configuration Effect

 Type-9 LSA generated by the router carries IPv6 prefix not address.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure Type-9 LSACarrying IPv6 Prefix

 (Optional) It is recommended to run this command to connect with quagga or other vendors’products.
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 Perform this configuration on all routers.

Verification

 Check whether type-9 LSA carrying IPv6 prefix.

Related Commands

 Configuring Type-9 LSACarrying IPv6 Prefix

Command Ipv6 router ospf compatible lsa type-9

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, type-9LSAcarriesIPv6address.If thedeviceisconnectedwithquagga,anerrorwilloccurbecausethetype-9

LSA generated by quagga carries IPv6 prefix. If quagga exists in the topology, this command should be configured.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Configuration

Steps







Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

Run this command on all routers. (This function is disabled by default.)

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ipv6 router ospf compatible lsa type-9

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ipv6 router ospf compatible lsa type-9

Verification  Check the OSPF neighbor and the prefix of type-9 LSA on router A.

A A# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State

2.2.2.2 1 Full/DR

Dead Time

00:00:38 0

Instance ID Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

N/A

5.4.11 Disabling MTUVerification

Configuration Effect

 The unicast routing service can be provided even if theMTUs of interfaces on neighbor routers are different.
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Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Disabling MTUVerification

 (Optional) MTU verification is disabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Perform this configuration on two routers with different interfaceMTUs.

Verification

 The adjacency can be set up between routers with different MTUs.

Related Commands

 Disabling MTUVerification

Command Ipv6 ospf mtu-ignore

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Onreceivingthedatabasedescriptionpacket,OSPFcheckswhethertheMTUoftheinterfaceontheneighboristhesame

astheMTUof itsowninterface.If the interfaceMTUspecifiedinthereceiveddatabasedescriptionpacketisgreater than

theMTUofthelocalinterface,theadjacencycannotbesetup.Toresolvethisproblem,youcandisableMTUverification.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-18

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure different MTUs for interfaces on two routers.

 DisableMTUverification onall routers. (By default, the function of disablingMTUverification is enabled.)

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 mtu 1400

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 ospf mtu-ignore
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B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 mtu 1600

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 ospf mtu-ignore

Verification  On Router A, verify that the OSPF neighbor information is correct.

A A# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State

2.2.2.2 1 Full/DR

Dead Time

00:00:38 0

Instance ID Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

N/A

5.4.12 Enabling Two-WayMaintenance

Configuration Effect

 Non-Hello packets can also be used tomaintain the adjacency.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Two-WayMaintenance

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Perform this configuration on all routers.

Verification

 Non-Hello packets can also be used tomaintain the adjacency.

Related Commands

 Enabling Two-WayMaintenance

Command two-way-maintain

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Onalargenetwork,alotofpacketsmaybesentor received,occupyingtoomuchCPUandmemory.Asaresult,some

packetsaredelayedordiscarded.IftheprocessingtimeofHellopacketsexceedsthedeadinterval,theadjacencywillbe

destroyedduetotimeout.If thetwo-waymaintenancefunctionisenabled, inadditiontotheHellopackets,theDD,LSU,

LSR, and LSAck packets can also be used to maintain the bidirectional communication between neighbors when a large
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numberofpacketsexistonthenetwork.Thispreventsterminationof theadjacencycausedbydelayedordiscardedHello

packets.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-19

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, enable the two-waymaintenance function. (This function is enabled by default.)

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ipv6 routerospf 1

A(config-router)#two-way-maintain

Verification When the adjacency is being set up, Router A checks the neighbor dead interval and updates the dead interval

without waiting for Router B to send a Hello packet.

A A# show ipv6 ospfneighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State

2.2.2.2 1 Full/DR

Dead Time

00:00:38 0

Instance ID Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

N/A

5.4.13 CorrelatingOSPFwithBFD

Configuration Effect

 Oncealinkis faulty,OSPFcanquicklydetect thefailureof theroute.Thisconfigurationhelpsshortenthetraffic interruption

time.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The BFD parametersmust be configured for the interface in advance.

 If BFD is configured for both a process and an interface, the interface-based configuration takes effect preferentially.

Configuration Steps

 CorrelatingOSPFwith BFD

 (Optional) Perform this configuration if you wish to accelerateOSPF network convergence.

 Perform this configuration on routers at both ends of the link.
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Verification

 Run the showbfd neighbor command to verify that the BFD neighbors are normal.

Related Commands

 Correlating an OSPF Interface withBFD

Command Ipv6 ospf bfd [ disable ]

Parameter

Description

disable: Disables BFD for link detection on a specified OSPF-enabled interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The interface-based configuration takes precedence over the bfd all-interfaces command used in process configuration

mode.

Basedontheactualenvironment,youcanrun the ipv6ospfbfdcommand toenableBFDonaspecified interfacefor link

detection,orrunthebfdall-interfacescommandinOSPFprocessconfigurationmodetoenableBFDonallinterfaceof

theOSPFprocess, or run the ipv6ospf bfddisable command todisableBFDona specified interface.

 Correlating anOSPF Process withBFD

Command bfd all-interfaces

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF process configuration mode

Usage Guide OSPFdynamically discovers neighbors through theHello packets. After OSPFenables the BFD function, aBFD sessionwill

beset up toachieve the full adjacency, anduse theBFDmechanism todetect the neighbor status.Onceaneighbor

failure is detected through BFD,OSPF performs network convergence immediately.

Youcanalsorun the ipv6ospfbfd [disable] command in interfaceconfigurationmode toenableordisable theBFD

functiononaspecifiedinterface,andthisconfigurationtakesprecedenceoverthebfdall-interfacescommandusedin

OSPF process configuration mode.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-20

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the BFD parameters for interfaces of all routers.

 CorrelateOSPF with BFD on all routers.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfd interval 200 min_rx 200 multiplier 5

A(config)# ipv6 router ospf 1

A(config-router)#bfd all-interfaces

B B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#bfd interval 200 min_rx 200 multiplier 5

B(config)# ipv6 router ospf 1

B(config-router)#bfd all-interfaces

Verification  OnRouter A and Router B, verify that the BFD state is Up.

 DisconnectRouterBfromtheswitch.OnRouterA,verifythataneighbor isfounddisconnectedduringBFD,andthe

correspondingOSPF route is deleted.

A A# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3Process(1),1Neighbors,1 isFull:

Neighbor ID Pri State BFD State

2.2.2.2 1 Full/BDR Up

Dead Time

00:00:35

Instance ID

0

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3Process(1),1Neighbors,1 isFull:

Neighbor ID Pri State BFD State

1.1.1.1 1 Full/DR Up

Dead Time

00:00:35

Instance ID

0

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

N/A

5.4.14 Enabling GR

Configuration Effect

 Whenadistributedrouteswitchesservices fromtheactiveboard tothestandbyboard, trafficforwardingcontinuesand isnot

interrupted.

 When theOSPF process is being restarted, data forwarding continues and is not interrupted.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The neighbor router must support the GR helper function.

 The grace period cannot be shorter than the neighbor dead time of the neighbor router.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring theOSPFGRFunction

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Perform this configuration on routerswhere hot standby switchover is triggered or theOSPF process is restarted.

 Configuring theOSPFGRHelper Function

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default. Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Performthisconfigurationonarouter ifhotstandbyswitchover is triggeredortheOSPFprocessisrestartedonaneighborof

this router.

Verification

 Whenadistributedrouterswitchesservicesfromtheactiveboardtothestandbyboard,data forwardingcontinuesand the

traffic is notinterrupted.

 When theOSPF process is being restarted, data forwarding continues and the traffic is not interrupted.

Related Commands

 Configuring theOSPFGRFunction

Command graceful-restart [ grace-periodgrace-period|inconsistent-lsa-checking ]

Parameter

Description

grace-period grace-period: Indicates the grace period, which is the maximum time from occurrence of an OSPF failure to

completionof theOSPFGR.The valueof thegraceperiodvaries from1s to1800s.Thedefault value is 120s.

inconsistent-lsa-checking: Enables topological change detection. If any topological change is detected, OSPF exits the

GR process to complete convergence.After GR is enabled, topological change detection is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide TheGRfunctionisconfiguredbasedontheOSPFprocess.YoucanconfiguredifferentparametersfordifferentOSPF

processes based on the actual conditions. This command is used to configure the GR restarter capability of a device. The

graceperiod is themaximumtimeof theentireGRprocess,duringwhich linkstatus is rebuilt so that theoriginal stateof

theOSPFprocessisrestored.After thegraceperiodexpires,OSPFexitstheGRstateandperformscommonOSPF

operations.

Run the graceful-restart command to set the grace period to 120s. The graceful-restart grace-period command allows

you to modify the grace period explicitly.

ThepreconditionforsuccessfulexecutionofGRanduninterruptedforwardingisthatthetopologyremainsstable.If the

topology changes, OSPF quickly converges without waiting for further execution of GR, thus avoiding long-time

forwarding black-hole.

 Disablingtopologydetection: IfOSPFcannotconvergeintimewhenthetopologychangesduringthehotstandby
process, forwarding black-holemay appear in a long time.

 Enabling topologydetection:Forwardingmaybe interruptedwhen topologydetection isenabled, but the
interruption time is far shorter than that when topology detection is disabled.

Inmostcases, it is recommended that topologydetectionbeenabled. Inspecialscenarios, topologydetectioncanbe

disabled if the topologychangesafter thehot standbyprocess,but itcanbeensured that the forwardingblack-holewill

not appear in a long time.This canminimize the forwarding interruption timeduring the hot standby process.

If the Fast Hello function is enabled, the GR function cannot be enabled.

 Configuring theOSPFGRHelper Function
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Command graceful-restart helper { disable |strict-lsa-checking | internal-lsa-checking}

Parameter

Description

disable: Prohibits a device from acting as a GR helper for another device.

strict-lsa-checking:IndicatesthatchangesinType1toType5andType7LSAswillbecheckedduringtheperiodthat

thedeviceactsasaGRhelper todeterminewhether thenetworkchanges. If thenetworkchanges, thedevicewillstop

acting as theGR helper.

internal-lsa-checking:IndicatesthatchangesinType1toType3LSAswillbecheckedduringtheperiodthatthedevice

actsasaGRhelper todeterminewhetherthenetworkchanges. If thenetworkchanges, thedevicewillstopactingasthe

GR helper.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommandisusedtoconfiguretheGRhelpercapabilityofarouter.Whenaneighborrouter implementsGR, itsends

a Grace-LSA to notify all neighbor routers. If the GR helper function is enabled on the local router, the local router

becomes the GR helper on receiving the Grace-LSA, and helps the neighbor to complete GR. The disable option indicates

that GR helper is not provided for any device that implements GR.

AfteradevicebecomestheGRhelper,thenetworkchangesarenotdetectedbydefault. Ifanychangetakesplaceonthe

network, the network topology converges after GR is completed. If you wish that network changes can be quickly

detected during the GR process, you can configure strict-lsa-checking to check Type 1 to 5 and Type 7 LSAs that indicate

thenetwork informationor internal-lsa-checking to checkType1 to3LSAs that indicate internal routesof theAS

domain.When thenetwork scale is laFSe, it is recommended that you disable theLSA checking options

(strict-lsa-checkingandinternal-lsa-checking)becauseregionalnetworkchangesmaytriggerterminationofGRand

consequently reduce the convergence of the entire network.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-21

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouterA,RouterC,andRouterD, enable theGRhelper function. (This function is enabledbydefault.)

 OnRouter B, enable theGR function.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ipv6 router ospf1

B(config-router)# graceful-restart
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Verification  Triggerahot standbyswitchoveronRouterB,andverify that therouting tablesofdestinationNetwork1and

Network 2 remain unchanged on Router A during the switchover.

 Triggera hot standby switchover onRouterB, ping destinationNetwork 1 fromRouterA, and verify that traffic

forwarding is not interrupted during the switchover.

Common Errors

 TrafficforwardingisinterruptedduringtheGRprocessbecausetheconfiguredgraceperiodisshorterthantheneighbordead

time of the neighbor router.

5.4.15 Enabling NSR

Configuration Effect

 Duringanactive/standbyswitchoverofdevices indistributedorVirtualSwitchUnit (VSU)mode,data forwardingcontinuesand

is not interrupted.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling theOSPF NSRFunction

 (Optional) This function is disabled by default. Enable it when required.

Verification

 During a hot-backup switchover of devices in distributed orVSUmode, data forwarding continues and is not interrupted.

Related Commands

 Enabling NSR

Command nsr

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to enable the NSR function. For the same OSPF process, either NSR or GR is enabled because they

aremutually exclusive.Nevertheless,whenNSR is enabled, theGRhelper capability is supported.

The switchover of devices in distributed orVSUmode takes a period of time. If theOSPF neighbor keepalive duration is

shorter than theswitchoverduration, theOSPFneighbor relationshipwith theneighbor device is removed, andservices

are interrupted during the switchover. Therefore, it is recommended that the OSPF neighbor keepalive duration be no

less than the default value when the NSR function is enabled. It is recommended that Fast Hello be disabled because

when it is enabled, the OSPF neighbor keepalive duration is less than 1 second.

Configuration Example

The following configuration is performed based on OSPF basic functions. For details about OSPF basic functions, see section
5.4.1 “Configuring OSPF Basic Functions”.
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Scenario

Configuration

Steps
 Configure interface IPv6 addresses for all routers.

 ConfigureOSPF basic functions for all routers.

 Enable the NSR function for router B.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipv6routerospf1

B(config-router)# nsr

Verification
 Ahot-backupswitchover isperformed for routerB.During theswitchover, routing tables for target networks1and

2 on router A remain unchanged.

 Ahot-backup switchover is performed for router B. During the switchover, router A can continuously ping target

network 1.

Common Errors

 The neighbor keepalive duration is short. When Fast Hello is enabled, the OSPF neighbor relationship times out during a

switchover, causing forwarding interruption.

5.4.16 Configuring Network ManagementFunctions

Configuration Effect

 Use the networkmanagement software tomanage OSPF parameters andmonitor the OSPF running status.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 Youmust enable the MIB function of the SNMP server before enabling the OSPFMIB function.

 YoumustenablethetrapfunctionoftheSNMPserverbeforeenablingtheOSPFtrapfunction.

 Youmust enable the logging function of the device before outputting the OSPF logs.
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Configuration Steps

 Binding theMIBwith theOSPF Process

 (Optional)Thisconfigurationisrequiredifyouwant tousethenetworkmanagementsoftwaretomanageparametersofa

specified OSPFprocess.

 Perform this configuration on all routers.

 Enabling the Trap Function

 (Optional)Thisconfiguration isrequired ifyouwant tousethenetworkmanagementsoftwaretomonitor theOSPFrunning
status.

 Perform this configuration on all routers.

 Configuring the Logging Function

 (Optional)This functionisenabledbydefault.Youareadvised toretain thedefault configuration. Ifyouwant toreducethe log
output, disable this function.

 Perform this configuration on all routers.

Verification

 Use the networkmanagement software tomanage theOSPF parameters.

 Use the networkmanagement software tomonitor the OSPF running status.

Related Commands

 Binding theMIBwith theOSPF Process

Command enable mib-binding

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide TheOSPFv2 MIB does not have the OSPFv3 process information. Therefore, you can perform operations only on a single

OSPFv2 process through SNMP.By default, the OSPFv3MIB is bound with theOSPFv3 processwith the smallest process

ID, and all user operations take effect on this process.

IfyouwishtoperformoperationsonaspecifiedOSPFv3processthroughSNMP,run thiscommand tobind theMIBwith

the process.

 Enabling the Trap Function

Command enable traps[error [IfConfigError| IfRxBadPacket | VirtIfConfigError | VirtIfRxBadPacket] |

state-change[IfStateChange|NbrStateChange |NssaTranslatorStatusChange |VirtIfStateChange|

VirtNbrStateChange | RestartStatusChange | NbrRestartHelperStatusChange |

VirtNbrRestartHelperStatusChange] ]

Parameter

Description

IfConfigError: Indicates that an interface parameter configuration error occurs.

IfRxBadPacket: Indicates that the interface receives a bad packet.

VirtIfConfigError: Indicates that a virtual interface parameter configuration error occurs.
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VirtIfRxBadPacket: Indicates that the virtual interface receives a bad packet.

IfStateChange: Indicates that interface state changes.

NbrStateChange: Indicates that the neighbor state changes.

NssaTranslatorStatusChange: Indicates that theNSSAstatechanges.

VirtIfStateChange: Indicatesthat thevirtual interfacestatechanges.

VirtNbrStateChange: Indicates that the virtual neighbor state changes.

RestartStatusChange: Indicates that the GR state of the local device changes.

NbrRestartHelperStatusChange: Indicates that the state of the neighbor GR process changes.

VirtNbrRestartHelperStatusChange: Indicates that the GR state of the virtual neighbor changes.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The function configured by this command is restricted by the snmp-server command. You can configure snmp-server

enabletrapsospfand thenenabletrapscommandbeforethecorrespondingOSPFtrapscanbecorrectlysentout.

Thiscommand isnot restrictedby theMIBboundwith theprocess.The trap functioncanbeenabledconcurrently for

different processes.

 Configuring the Logging Function

Command log-adj-changes[ detail]

Parameter

Description

detail: Records all status change information.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 5-22

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 Bind the MIBwith theOSPF process on Router A.

 Enable the trap function on Router A.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)#snmp-server host 192.168.2.2 traps version 2c public

A(config)#snmp-server community public rw

A(config)#snmp-server enable traps

A(config)#

A(config)# ipv6 routerospf 10

A(config-router)# enable mib-binding

A(config-router)# enable traps

Verification  Use the MIB tool to read and set the OSPF parameters and display the OSPF running status.

Common Errors

N/A

5.4.17 Modifying Protocol Control Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Modify protocol control parameters to change the protocol running status.

Notes

 The OSPF basic functionsmust be configured.

 The neighbor dead time cannot be shorter than the Hello interval.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theHello Interval

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Perform this configuration on routers at both end of a link.

 Configuring theDead Interval

 (Optional)Youareadvisedtoretainthedefaultconfiguration.ThisconfigurationcanbeadjustedifyouwishtoaccelerateOSPF

convergence when a link fails.

 Perform this configuration on routers at both end of a link.

 Configuring the LSURetransmission Interval

 (Optional)Youareadvised toadjust thisconfiguration ifa lotof routesexist in theuserenvironmentandnetworkcongestion is

serious.

 Configuring the LSAGeneration Time

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Configuring the LSAGroupRefresh Time
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 (Optional)Youareadvisedto retainthedefaultconfiguration.Thisconfigurationcanbeadjusted ifa lotof routesexist in the

user environment.

 Perform this configuration on anASBRorABR.

 ConfiguringLSARepeatedReceivingDelay

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Configuring theSPF Computation Delay

 (Optional) This configuration can be adjusted if network flapping frequently occurs.

 Configuring the Inter-AreaRoute Computation Delay

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Perform this configuration on all routers.

 Configuring the Inter-AreaRoute Computation Delay

 (Optional) Youare advised to retain the default configuration.

 Perform this configuration on all routers.

Verification

 Run theshow ipv6 ospf and show ipv6ospf neighbor commands todisplay the protocol running parametersand status.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Hello Interval

Command ipv6ospf hello-intervalseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the intervalatwhichOSPFsends theHellopacket.Theunit issecond.Thevalue rangesfrom1to

65,535.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheHello interval iscontained intheHellopacket.AshorterHello interval indicatesthatOSPFcandetect topological

changesmorequickly,but thenetworktraffic increases.TheHellointervalmustbe thesameonall routers inthesame

networksegment. If youwant tomanuallymodify theneighbordead interval,ensure that theneighbordead interval is

longer than the Hello interval.

 Configuring the Dead Interval

Command ipv6ospf dead-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the time that theneighbor isdeclared lost.Theunit issecond.The value ranges from2 to65535.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheOSPFdeadinterval iscontainedintheHellopacket.IfOSPFdoesnotreceiveaHellopacketfromaneighborwithin

thedead interval, it declares that theneighbor is invalid anddeletes thisneighbor record form theneighbor list.By

default, thedead interval is four times theHello interval. If theHello interval ismodified, thedead interval ismodified

automatically.
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When using this command to manually modify the dead interval, pay attention to the following issues:

1. The dead interval cannot be shorter than the Hello interval.

2. The dead interval must be the same on all routers in the same network segment.

 Configuring the LSU Transmission Delay

Command ipv6ospf transmit-delayseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: IndicatestheLSUtransmissiondelayontheOSPFinterface.Theunit issecond.Thevaluerangesfrom0to

65,535.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide BeforeanLSUpacketistransmitted,theAgefieldsinallLSAsinthispacketwill increasebasedontheamountspecified

by the ip ospf transmit-delay command. Considering the transmission delay and line propagation delay on the

interface,youneed toset theLSUtransmissiondelay toagreatervalue fora low-speed lineor interface.TheLSU

transmissiondelayof a virtual link isdefined by the transmit-delayparameter in theareavirtual-linkcommand.

If thevalueof theAgefieldofanLSAreaches3600, thepacketwillbe retransmittedoraretransmissionwillberequested.

If the LSA is not updated in time, the expired LSA will be deleted from the LSDB.

 Configuring the LSURetransmission Interval

Command ipv6ospf retransmit-intervalseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: IndicatestheLSUretransmissioninterval.Theunit issecond.Thevaluerangesfrom0to65,535.Thisinterval

must be longer than the round-trip transmission delay of data packets between two neighbors.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Aftera router finishessendinganLSUpacket, thispacketisstillkept inthetransmitbufferqueue. Ifanacknowledgment

from the neighbor is not receivedwithin the timedefined by the ipospf retransmit-interval command, the router

retransmits the LSU packet.

The retransmission delay can be set to a greater value on a serial line or virtual link to prevent unnecessary

retransmission. The LSU retransmission delay of a virtual link is defined by the retransmit-intervalparameter in the area

virtual-link command.

 Configuring the LSAGeneration Time

Command timers throttle lsa all delay-time hold-time max-wait-time

Parameter

Description

delay-time: Indicates theminimum delay for LSA generation. The first LSA in the database is always generated instantly.

The value ranges from 0 to 600,000. The unit isms.

hold-time: Indicates the minimum interval between the first LSA update and the second LSA update. The value ranges

from 1 to 600,000. The unit is ms.

max-wait-time: IndicatesthemaximumintervalbetweentwoLSAupdateswhen theLSAisupdatedcontinuously.This

interval isalsousedtodeterminewhethertheLSAisupdatedcontinuously.Thevaluerangesfrom1to600,000.Theunit

is ms.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If a high convergence requirement is raised when a link changes, you can set delay-time to a smaller value. Youcan also

appropriately increase values of the preceding parameters to reduce theCPU usage.

Whenconfiguring thiscommand, thevalueofhold-time cannotbesmaller than thevalueofdelay-time,and thevalue
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of max-wait-time cannot be smaller than the value of hold-time.

 Configuring the LSAGroupRefresh Time

Command timers pacinglsa-group seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the LSA group pacing interval. The value ranges from 10 to 1,800. The unit is second.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Every LSAhas a time to live (LSA age).When the LSA age reaches 1800s, a refreshment is needed to prevent LSAs from

beingclearedbecausetheiragesreachingthemaximum.IfLSAupdateandagingcomputationareperformedforevery

LSA,thedevicewillconsumealotofCPUresources.InordertouseCPUresourceseffectively,youcanrefreshLSAsby

grouponthedevice.Theintervalofgrouprefreshmentiscalledgrouppacinginterval.Thegrouprefreshmentoperation

is toorganize theLSAsgeneratedwithinagrouppacing interval intoagroupand refresh the groupas awhole.

If the total numberof LSAsdoesnot change,a largergrouppacing interval indicates thatmoreLSAsneed tobe

processedaftertimeout.TomaintaintheCPUstability,thenumberofLSAsprocessesuponeachtimeoutcannotbetoo

large. If the number of LSAs is large, you are advised to reduce the group pacing interval. For example, if there are 1000

LSAsinthedatabase,youcanreducethepacing interval; if thereare40to100LSAs,youcansetthepacing interval to

10-20 minutes.

 Configuring theLSAGroupRefresh Interval

Command timers pacing lsa-transmit transmit-time transmit-count

Parameter

Description

transmit-time: Indicates the LSA group transmission interval. The value ranges from 10 to 600,000. The unit is ms.

transmit-count: Indicates the number of LS-UPD packets in a group. The value ranges from 1 to 200.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If thenumberofLSAs is largeandthedeviceload isheavy inanenvironment,properlyconfiguring transimit-timeand

transimit-count can limit the number of LS-UPD packets flooded on a network.

If theCPUusage isnot highand thenetworkbandwidth load isnot heavy, reducing thevalueof transimit-timeand

increasing the value of transimit-count can accelerate the environment convergence.

 ConfiguringLSARepeatedReceivingDelay

Command timers lsa arrivalarrival-time

Parameter

Description

arrival-time: IndicatesthedelayafterwhichthesameLSAisreceived.Thevaluerangesfrom0to600,000.Theunit isms.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide No processing is performed if the same LSA is received within the specified time.

 Configuring theSPF Computation Delay

Command timers throttle spf spf-delay spf-holdtime spf-max-waittime

Parameter

Description

spf-delay: Indicates the SPF computation delay. The unit is ms. The value ranges from 1 to 600,000.When detecting a

topologicalchange, theOSPFroutingprocesstriggers theSPFcomputationat leastafterspf-delayelapses.

spf-holdtime: IndicatestheminimumintervalbetweentwoSPFcomputations.Theunit isms.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

600,000.
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spf-max-waittime: Indicates the maximum interval between two SPF computations. The unit is ms. The value ranges from

1 to600,000.

number: Indicates the metric of the summarized route.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide spf-delay indicates the minimum time between the occurrence of the topological change and the start of SPF

computation.spf-holdtime indicatestheminimumintervalbetweenthefirstSPFcomputationandthesecondSPF

computation.After that, the intervalbetween twoSPFcomputationsmustbeat least twiceof theprevious interval.

Whenthe interval reachesspf-max-waittime, the interval cannot increaseagain. If the intervalbetweentwoSPF

computationsalreadyexceedstherequiredminimumvalue,theinterval iscomputedbystartingfromspf-holdtime.

You can set spf-delay and spf-holdtime to smaller values to accelerate topology convergence, and set

spf-max-waittime to a larger value to reduce SPF computation. Flexible settings can be used based on stability of the

network topology.

Compared with the timers spf command, this command supports more flexible settings to accelerate the convergence

speedofSPFcomputationandfurtherreducethesystemresourcesconsumedbySPFcomputationwhenthetopology

continuouslychanges.Therefore, youareadvised touse the timers throttlespfcommand for configuration.

1. Thevalueofspf-holdtimecannotbesmallerthanthevalueofspf-delay;otherwise,spf-holdtimewillbe
automatically set to the value of spf-delay.

2. Thevalueofspf-max-waittimecannot besmaller than thevalueofspf-holdtime; otherwise,spf-max-waittime
will be automatically set to the value of spf-holdtime.

3. The configurations of timers throttle spf and timers spf aremutually overwritten.
4. Whenboth timersthrottlespfand timersspfarenot configured, thedefault valuesof timersthrottlespfprevail.

 Configuring theComputationDelays of Inter-Area Routes andExternal Routes

Command timers throttle route{inter-areaia-delay|asease-delay}

Parameter

Description

inter-areaia-delay: Indicatestheinter-arearoutecomputationdelay.Theunit isms.Thevaluerangesfrom0to600,000.

asease-delay: Indicates the external route computation delay. The unit is ms. The value ranges from 0 to 600,000.

Command

Mode

OSPF routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If a strict requirement is raised for the network convergence time, use the default value.

Ifa lotof inter-areaorexternal routesexiston thenetworkand thenetwork isnot stable,adjust thedelaysandoptimize

route computation to reduce the load on the device.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theHello Interval andDead Interval

Scenario

Figure 5-23

Configuration

Steps

 Enable IPv6 on interfaces of all routers.(Omitted)

 Configure the OSPF basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 ConfiguretheHello intervalanddeadintervalonall routers.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 ospf hello-interval 15

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 ospf dead-interval 50

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 ospf hello-interval 15

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 ospf dead-interval 50

Verification  ChecktheinterfaceparametersonRouterAandRouterB.VerifythattheHellointerval is10sandthedeadinterval is

50s.

 OnRouter A and Router B, verify that the OSPF neighbor information is correct.

A A# show ipv6 ospf interface

GigabitEthernet0/1 isup, lineprotocol isup

Interface ID 2

IPv6 Prefixes

fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:3346/64 (Link-Local Address)

OSPFv3 Process (1), Area 0.0.0.0, Instance ID 0

Router ID 1.1.1.1,Network Type BROADCAST, Cost: 1

TransmitDelay is 1 sec,StateDR,Priority 1

Timer interval configured, Hello 15, Dead 50,Wait 40, Retransmit 10

Hello due in 00:00:06

NeighborCount is1,Adjacentneighborcount is1

Hello received40sent40,DDreceived17sent 9

LS-Req received 1 sent 3, LS-Upd received 6 sent 5

LS-Ack received 3 sent 4, Discarded 1

A# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

Neighbor ID Pri State DeadTime InstanceID Interface

2.2.2.21 Full/BDR 00:00:30 0 GigabitEthernet 0/1
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GigabitEthernet0/100:00:38 01.1.1.11 Full/DR

DeadTime InstanceID InterfacePri StateNeighborID

B# show ipv6 ospf neighbor

OSPFv3 Process (1), 1 Neighbors, 1 is Full:

B# show ipv6 ospf interface

GigabitEthernet0/1 isup, lineprotocol isup

Interface ID2

IPv6 Prefixes

fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:3446/64 (Link-Local Address)

OSPFv3Process (1), Area0.0.0.0, Instance ID0

Router ID 2.2.2.2,Network Type BROADCAST, Cost: 1

TransmitDelay is1sec,StateBDR,Priority1

Timer interval configured, Hello 15, Dead 50,Wait 40, Retransmit 10

Hello due in 00:00:06

NeighborCount is1,Adjacentneighborcount is1

Hello received40sent40,DDreceived17sent9

LS-Req received 1 sent 3, LS-Upd received 6 sent 5

LS-Ack received 3 sent 4, Discarded 1

B

Common Errors

 The configured neighbor dead time is shorter than the Hello interval.

5.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.
Description Command

Clears and resets an OSPF process. clear ipv6 ospf [ process-id]process

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the OSPF process

configurations.

show ipv6 ospf [ process-id ]

Displays information about the OSPF

LSDB.

show ipv6 ospf[process- id] database[lsa-type [adv-routerrouter-id] ]

Displays OSPF-enabled interfaces. show ipv6 ospf [ process-id ] interface [ interface-type interface-number | brief]

Displays the OSPF neighbor list. show ipv6 ospf[process- id] neighbor[interface-type interface-number[detail]| neighbor-id
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Description Command

|detail]

Displays the OSPF routing table. show ipv6 ospf [ process-id ] route[ count ]

DisplaysthesummarizedrouteofOSPF

redistributed routes.

showipv6ospf[process-id]summary-prefix

Displays the OSPF network topology

information.

show ipv6 ospf[process- id] topology [areaarea-id]

Displays OSPF virtual links. show ipv6 ospf [ process-id ] virtual-links

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs OSPF events. debug ipv6 ospf events [abr|asbr|os|router| vlink]

Debugs OSPF interfaces. debug ipv6 ospf ifsm [events|status|timers]

Debugs OSPF neighbors. debug ipv6 ospf nfsm [events | status | timers]

Debugs the OSPF NSM. debug ipv6 ospf nsm [interface | redistribute | route]

Debugs OSPF LSAs. debug ipv6 ospf lsa [flooding | generate | install | maxage | refresh]

Debugs OSPF packets. debug ipv6 ospf packet [dd|detail|hello|ls-ack|ls-request|ls-update|recv|send]

Debugs OSPF routes. debug ipv6 ospf route [ase | ia | install | spf | time]

6 Configuring IS-IS

6.1 Overview

Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) is an extensible, robust, and easy-to-use Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) for route

selectionandapplicable toanIP-ISOCLNSdualenvironmentnetwork(ISOCLNSisshort for InternationalOrganization for

Standardization Connectionless Network Service).

IS-IShasthecommoncharacteristicsofalinkstateprotocol.ItsendsHellopacketstodiscoverandmaintainneighborrelationships,

andsendsLinkStateProtocolDataUnits(LSPs)toneighborstoadvertiseitslinkstate.IS-ISsupportsLevel-1routingandLevel-2

routing. All devices at the same Level maintain the same Link State Database (LSDB), which stores the LSPs generated by the devices

tonotifyeachotherof theLevel'snetwork topology.Eachdeviceuses theDijkstraShortestPathFirst (SPF)algorithmtoperform

best-route calculation, path selection, and fast convergence.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC1142: OSI IS-IS Intra-domain Routing Protocol

 RFC1195: Use of OSI IS-IS for routing inTCP/IP and dual environments

 RFC3786:Extending theNumberof IntermediateSystem to IntermediateSystem (IS-IS)LinkStatePDU(LSP)FragmentsBeyond

the 256Limit

 RFC3373:Three-WayHandshake for IntermediateSystem to IntermediateSystem (IS-IS)Point-to-Point Adjacencies

 RFC3358: Optional Checksums in Intermediate System to Intermediate System (ISIS)

 RFC3784: IntermediateSystem to Intermediate System (IS-IS)Extensions forTraffic Engineering (TE)
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 RFC2763: Dynamic Hostname ExchangeMechanism for IS-IS

 RFC6119(draft-ietf-isis-ipv6-te-00): IPv6Traffic Engineering in IS-IS

 RFC 2966: Domain-wide Prefix Distribution with Two-Level IS-IS

6.2 Applications

Application Description

Planar Topology A planar topology is applicable to a small-scale network. At the initial stage of large-scale

networkconstruction, coredevicesaredeployed to formanareabasedonaplanar topology.

Hierarchical Topology A hierarchical topology is applicable to a large-scale network with frequent link flapping.

6.2.1 Planar Topology

Scenario

Aplanartopologyisformedbydevicesinthesamearea.SeeFigure6-1.

Figure 6- 1 Planar Topology

Deployment

 Tofacilitate futureextension and reducedevice burden, configure the devices in a planar topology as Level-2 devices.

6.2.2 HierarchicalTopology

Scenario

A hierarchical topology divides the network into the core layer, convergence layer, and access layer. See Figure 6- 2.

 Route summarization at the convergence layer is facilitated by address planning.

 Whenprimary and secondary routes exist, devices at the convergence layer leak Level-2 routes toLevel-1 areas.

Figure 6- 2 Hierarchical Topology
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Devices at the core layer must be connected consecutively.

Deployment

 Design the network topology starting from the core layer.

 Configure devices at the core layer as Level-2 devices.

 Configure devices at the convergence layer as Level-1/Level-2 devices.

 Configure devices at the access layer as Level-1 devices.

6.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 End System(ES)

An ES is a non-router device, for example, a host.

 Intermediate System(IS)

An IS is a router, which is the basic unit used to transmit routing information and generate routes in IS-IS.

 EndSystem to Intermediate SystemRoutingExchangeProtocol (ES-IS)

ES-IS is the protocol used for communication betweenESs and ISs in OpenSystem Interconnection (OSI) to dynamically discover

Level-2 neighbor relationships.

 Domain

A set of ISs in the same routing domain (RD) use the same routing protocol to exchange routing information.

 Area

An RD can be divided into multiple areas.

 Complete Serial Number PDU (CSNP)

CSNPs are sent by a Designated Intermediate System (DIS) every 10s to synchronize link states in a broadcast network.

 Partial Sequence Number PDU (PSNP)

Remarks
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PSNPs are sent by a point-to-point (P2P) link to confirm LSPs, or request LSPs in a broadcast network.

 Connectionless Network Protocol (CLNP)

CLNP is an OSI protocol used to transmit data and error messages at the network layer. It is similar to the IP protocol.

 Connectionless Network Service (CLNS)

The CLNS is a type of unreliable connection and requires no circuit setup before data transmission.

 Designated Intermediate System(DIS)

Similar toaDIS router (DR) inOpenShortestPath First (OSPF), aDIS propagates LSPs to othermachines in aLocal AreaNetwork (LAN).

Neighbor relationships are established not only between DISs and other machines but also between those machines. This

characteristic is not possessed byOSPF.

 HelloPacket

Hello packets are used to establish and maintain neighbor relationships.

 LSP

LSPs describe link states, similar to link-state advertisement (LSA) inOSPF,but the former do not depend onTCP/IP information. LSPs

are classified into Level-1 LSPs and Level-2 LSPs, depending on different route types.

 Network Selector(NSEL)

AnNSEL (sometimes referred to as SEL) specifies the target network-layer protocol service. It is similar to theTCP/UDP port for the

Upper Layer Service in the IP protocol. In IS-IS, SEL is typically set to 00 to indicate a device.

 NetworkService Access Point (NSAP)

AnNSAP is theCLNS complete address, including theOSI address andhigh-layer processes. It consists of an area ID, a system ID, and

SEL.WhenSEL isset to00, theNSAP isaNetworkEntityTitle (NET), similar toan IPaddressplusaprotocol number.

 Sub-Network Point of Attachment (SNPA)

An SNPAprovides physical connections and network-layer services. It is similar to a MAC address used in the IP protocol, a Data Link

ConnectionIdentifier (DLCI)usedbyframerelay(FR),orHigh-LevelDataLinkControl (HDLC) inawideareanetwork(WAN).

 Level-1 Route

ALevel-1routeisanintra-arearoutethatonlyreceivesrelevant informationwithinthearea.Toreachotherareas,youneedtostorein

Level-1 a default route destined for the closest Level-2.

 Level-2 Route

A Level-2 route is an inter-area backbone route. Level-1 and Level-2 cannot be connected directly.

 Level-1/Level-2Route

ALevel-1/Level-2routeisaborderrouteconnectingaLevel-1routeandaLevel-2route.ItmaintainstwodatabasesfortheLevel-1

and Level-2 routes respectively. It is similar to an area border router (ABR) inOSPF.

 Pseudonode
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Apseudonodeidentifiesabroadcastsubnet (LAN)andallowsabroadcastmediumtoworkasavirtualdevice,whichhasarouteasits

interface.The route-pseudonode relationship ismanaged by a DIS.

 Network Entity Title (NET)

ANETispartofanOSIaddressanddescribestheareaIDandsystemID,butitdoesnotdefinetheNSEL,whichiscontainedinthe

NSAP of the specified system.

 Circuit

Circuit is an interface-related term used in IS-IS.Whereas NSAP and NET indicate whole devices, a circuit indicates an interface. The

circuitIDofaP2Pinterfaceisonebytelong.Forexample,thecircuitIDofHDLCis0x00.Inabroadcastnetwork(forexample,aLAN),

the circuit ID is seven bytes long, including the system ID, for example, 1921.6800.0001.01.

For details about terms related to IS-IS, see ISO 10589 andRFC1195.

Overview

Feature Description

IS-IS Network Hierarchy An IS-ISnetwork isdivided intoLevel-1andLevel-2.Thenodesonwhichdevicesexchange information in the

same area form one Level (Level-1).

IS-IS Address Coding

Mode

An IS-IS address is called a NET, which consists of an area ID, a system ID, and an NSAP identifier.

IS-IS Packet Types Thereare three typesof IS-IS packets: LSP,IS-ISHello packet (IIHPDU), and serial number packet (SNP) classified

into CSNP and PSNP.

DIS Election ADIS simulatesmultiple access links as a pseudonode and generates LSPs for the pseudonode.The pseudonode

setsup a relationshipwith eachdevice in the local network and forbidsdirect communication between the

devices.

IS-IS Supported TLV

Types

IS-IS supports 21 types of Type-Length-Value (TLV).

LSP Fragment Extension IS-IS floods LSPs to advertise link states. The size of an LSP is limited by theMaximumTransmissionUnit (MTU) size

of thelink.Whenthecontent tobeadvertisedexceedsoneLSP,IS-ISwillcreateLSPfragmentstocarrynewlink

state information.

IS-IS VRF VPNRoutingandForwarding(VRF) ismainlyusedfor localroutingandpacketseparation. Itavoidsrouteconflict

caused by use of the same prefix by multiple VPNs.

IS-IS MTR Multi-TopologyRouting(MTR)ismainlyusedtocalculateIPv4andIPv6unicastroutesinIS-ISbasedondifferent

topologies.

6.3.1 IS-IS NetworkHierarchy

AnIS-ISnetworkisdividedintoLevel-1andLevel-2.Thenodesonwhichdevicesexchangeinformationinthesameareaformone

Level (Level-1).

Working Principle

Alldevicesinanareaknowthearea'snetworktopologyandexchangedatawithinthearea.ALevel-1/Level-2deviceisaborder

device that belongs to different areas and provides inter-area connections. Areas are connected by Level-2 devices. The border

devices in various areas form a Level-2 backbone network for inter-area data exchange.
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Level-1devicesareonlyinterestedinthelocalarea'stopology,includingallnodesinthelocalareaandthenext-hopdevicesdestined

forthenodes.Level-1devicesaccessotherareasthroughLevel-2devicesandforwardpacketsfromatargetnetworkoutsideofthe

local area to the closest Level-2 device.

Figure 6- 3 IS-IS Network Topology

Related Configuration

 Setting the Circuit Type of an IS-IS Interface

By default, circuit-type is set to Level-1/Level-2.

Run the isis circuit-type command to change the Level of an interface.

If circuit-type is set to Level-1 or Level-2-only, IS-IS will only send PDUs of the corresponding Level.

 Specifying the IS-IS Level

By default, is-type is set to Level-1/Level-2 if no IS-IS instance runs at Level-2 (including Level-1/Level-2). is-type is set to Level-1 if

there are IS-IS instances running at Level-2 (including Level-1/Level-2).

Run the is-type command to specify the Level at which IS-IS will run.

Changingtheis-typevaluewillenableordisabletheroutesofacertainLevel.AdevicecanhaveonlyoneinstancerunningatLevel-2

(including Level-1/Level-2).

6.3.2 IS-IS Address CodingMode

An IS-IS address is called a NET, which consists of an area ID, a system ID, and an NSAP identifier, ranging from eight to 20 bytes.

Working Principle
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Figure 6- 4 NET Address Format

 The area ID identifies theRD length in an area and is fixed relative to theRD. It ranges from one to 13 bytes.

 The system ID is unique in an autonomous system (AS).

 TheNSAP isa network selector and sometimes calledSEL. In IS-IS, SEL is typically set to00 to indicate a device.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aNETAddress in IS-IS

By default, no NET address is configured in IS-IS.

Run the net command to configure a NET address in IS-IS.

The command configures an area ID and a system ID in IS-IS. Different NET addresses must have the same system ID.

6.3.3 IS-IS PacketTypes

There are three types of IS-IS packets:

 LSP

 IIH PDU

 SNP (classified into CSNP and PSNP)

Working Principle

There are three types of IS-IS packets:

 LSP

LSPsare used to transmit link state recordswithin an area andare classified into Level-1 LSPsandLevel-2 LSPs. LSPsare only flooded

to the corresponding Level.

 IIH PDU

IIH PDUs are used to maintain neighbor relationships. They carry multicast MAC addresses used to determine whether other systems

run IS-IS.

 SNP (classified into CSNP and PSNP)

CSNPsareused forLSDBsynchronization.Bydefault, aDISsendsaCSNPevery 10s inabroadcastnetwork. In aP2Pnetwork, aCSNP is

sent only after a neighbor relationship is established.
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PSNPs are also used for LSDB synchronization.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the LSP Interval on an IS-IS Interface

By default, the LSP interval is 33ms. If no Level is specified, the interval takes effect for Level-1 and Level-2 LSPs.

Runthe isislsp-intervalcommandtoconfigure theLSPintervalonanIS-ISinterface, in theunitofseconds.

The command changes the LSP interval.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of LSP PDUs Sent by IS-IS Interface at a Time

Thedefaultvalue is5. If noparticular level isdesignated, thedefault level isset to level-1-2, that is, theconfigurationof themaximum

number takes effect at Level-1 and Level-2 concurrently.

Run the isis lsp-flood command to set the number of LSP PDUs sent by the IS-IS interface at a time.

You can use this command to change the maximum number of LSP PDUs sent by the interface at a time.

 Configuring the Interval for ReceivingDuplicate LSP Packets

Bydefault, thiscommand isnot configuredand the functionof setting the interval for receivingLSPpackets isnot supported. If no

particularlevel isdesignated, thedefaultlevel issetto level-1-2, that is,theintervalconfigurationtakeseffectatLevel-1andLevel-2

concurrently.

Run the min-lsp-arrival command to set the interval for receiving duplicate LSP packets.

During network flapping, LSP packets are frequently duplicated and the LSP packet sequence number constantly increases. If the

device processes the duplicate LSP packets, more system resources are consumed. Therefore, setting the interval for receiving

duplicate LSP packets can relieve device load.

 Configuring theHello Packet Interval on an IS-IS Interface

By default, the Hello packet interval is 10s for Level-1 and Level-2.

Run the isis hello-interval command to configure the Hello packet interval on an IS-IS interface, in the unit of seconds.

ThecommandchangestheHellopacketinterval.ADISsendsHellopacketsatafrequencythreetimesthatbynon-DISdevicesina

broadcastnetwork. If an IS iselectedas theDISon the interface,bydefault, the interfacesendsaHellopacketevery3.3s.

 Configuring theMinimumPSNP Interval

By default, the minimum PSNP interval is not configured, and the default interval 2s takes effect for Level-1 and Level-2 PSNPs.

Run the isis psnp-interval command to configure theminimumPSNP interval, in the unit of seconds.

PSNPsaremainly used to request LSPs that are absent locally or respond to received LSPs (in aP2P network). ThePSNP interval should

beminimized. IfmanyLSPsexistandthedeviceperformanceislow,youcanincreasethePSNPintervalandLSPretransmission

interval to reduce the device burden.

 Configuring theCSNPBroadcast Interval on an IS-IS Interface

By default, CSNPs are sent at 10s intervals in a broadcast network. NoCSNPs are sent in a P2P network.When you configure a new

CSNP intervalwithout Level-1or Level-2 specified, the interval takeseffect for Level-1and Level-2CSNPs.

Run the isis csnp-interval command to specify the CSNP broadcast interval on an IS-IS interface, in the unit of seconds.

The command changes theCSNP interval. By default, aDIS sendsaCSNPevery 10s in abroadcast network. In aP2Pnetwork, aCSNP is

sentonlyafteraneighborrelationshipisestablished.Aninterfacesettomesh-groupscanbeconfiguredtoperiodicallysendCSNPs.

NoCSNPs are sent if theCSNP interval is set to 0.
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6.3.4 DIS Election

A DIS is a designated device in a broadcast network and works like a DR in OSPF.

A pseudonode is generated by a DIS and sets up a relationship with each device in the local network.

Working Principle

A DIS simulates multiple access links as a pseudonode and generates LSPs for the pseudonode. The pseudonode sets up a relationship

witheach device in the local network and forbids direct communication between the devices. A broadcast subnet and a

non-broadcast multiple access (NBMA) network are considered as pseudonodes externally. Non-DIS devices report their link states to

theDISinthesamenetwork,andtheDISmaintainsthelinkstatesreportedbyall ISs inthenetwork.LikeDRelectioninOSPF,aDISis

elected to reduce unnecessary neighbor relationships and route information exchanges.

DISelectioninIS-ISispreemptive.Theelectionresultcanbemanuallycontrolledthroughinterfacepriorityconfiguration.Thedevice

with a higher interface priority is more likely to be elected as the DIS.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Priority for DIS Election in a LAN

By default, Priority 64 takes effect for Level-1 and Level-2.

Run the isis priority command to configure the priority for DIS election in a LAN.

Thecommandchangestheprioritycarried inHellopackets inaLAN.Thedevicewithalowerpriority is less likely tobeelectedas the

DIS.

ThecommandisinvalidonaP2Pnetworkinterface.Thenoisisprioritycommand,withorwithoutparameters,restoresthepriority

to itsdefault value.Tochange the configured priority, run the isispriority commandwith the priority specified tooverwrite the

existing configuration, or you can first restore the priority to its default value and then configure a new priority.

6.3.5 IS-ISSupportedTLVTypes

IS-IS supports 26 types of TLV.

WorkingPrinciple

The following table lists the IS-IS supported TLV types:

TLV Code Description

Code = 1 Area ID

Code = 2 Priority of an IS neighbor

Code = 3 ES neighbor

Code = 6 MAC address of an IS neighbor

Code = 8 Filling field

Code = 9 LSP entity

Code = 10 Verification field

Code = 14 Size of the source LSP buffer

Code = 22 Extended IS reachability

Code = 128 IP internal reachability information

Code = 129 Supported protocol

Code = 130 IP external reachability information
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TLV Code Description

Code = 131 Inter-domain routing protocol information

Code = 132 IP interface address

Code = 133 Verification information

Code = 135 Extended IP reachability TLV

Code = 137 Dynamic host name

Code = 211 Graceful Restart (GR)

Code = 222 Multi-Topology (MT) IS reachability

Code = 229 MT TLV

Code = 211 GR

Code=232 IPv6 interface

Code = 235 IPv4 MT IP reachability TLV

Code =236 IPv6 IP reachability TLV

Code = 237 IPv6 MT IP reachability TLV

Code = 240 P2P three-way handshake TLV

Related Configuration

 Configuring theNeighbor Detection Protocol Carried in Hello Packets

By default, neighbor detection is enabled.

Run the adjacency-check command to configure the neighbor detection protocol carried in Hello packets.

6.3.6 LSP FragmentExtension

IS-ISfloodsLSPstoadvertiselinkstates.ThesizeofanLSPislimitedbytheMTUsizeofthelink.Whenthecontent tobeadvertised

exceeds one LSP,IS-IS will create LSP fragments to carry new link state information. According to ISO standards, an LSP fragment is

identified by a one-byte LSP number. An IS-ISdevice can generate up to 256 LSP fragments.

Working Principle

The 256 LSP fragments are insufficient in any of the following situations:

26. New applications (such as traffic engineering [TE]) extend newTLVor Sub-TLV.

27. The network is expanded continuously.

28. Routes with reduced granularity are advertised, or other routes are redistributed to IS-IS.

AfterLSPfragmentsareusedup,newroutinginformationandneighbor informationwillbediscarded,causingnetworkexceptions

suchasroutingblackholesor loops.LSPfragmentsmustbeextendedtocarrymorelinkstate information, thusensuringnormal

network operation.

YoucanconfigureanadditionalsystemIDandenablefragmentextensiontoallowIS-IStoadvertisemorelinkstateinformationin

extended LSP fragments. Each virtual system can be considered as a virtual device that establishes a neighbor relationship (with the

pathvaluebeing0)withtheoriginatingsystem.ExtendedLSPsarepublishedbytheneighborof theoriginatingsystem, that is, the

virtual system.

The following terms are related to fragment extension:

 Normal System ID
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ThesystemIDdefinedbyISOisusedtoestablishneighbor relationshipsandlearnroutes.It isfurtherdefinedasthenormalsystemID

in order to be distinguished from the additional system ID introduced to fragment extension.

 Additional SystemID

The additional system ID is configured by an administrator to generate extended LSPs. The additional system ID shares the usage rules

of thenormalsystemID(forexample, theadditionalsystemIDmustbeunique intheentirearea),except that theadditionalsystemID

is not carried in Hello packets for neighbor relationship establishment.

 Originating System

An originating system is an IS-IS-enabled device and maps a virtual system identified by the additional system ID.

 Virtual System (VirtualIS)

AvirtualsystemisidentifiedbytheadditionalsystemIDandusedtogenerateextendedLSPs.Thevirtualsystemconceptisproposed

byRFCfordistinguishing fromtheoriginatingsystemconcept.Eachvirtual systemcangenerateup to256LSPfragments.The

administrator can configuremultipleadditional system IDs (virtual systems) togeneratemore LSP fragments.

 Original LSP

An original LSP is the LSP whose system ID contained in the LSP ID is a normal system ID. Original LSPs are generated by an originating

system.

 Extended LSP

An extendedLSP is the LSPwhose system ID contained in the LSP ID is an additional system ID. Extended LSPs are generated by a

virtual system.

Related Configuration

 Enabling FragmentExtension

Bydefault, fragmentextension isdisabled. IfyoudonotspecifyaLevelwhenenabling fragmentextension, itwill takeeffect for

Level-1 and Level-2 LSPs.

Run the lsp-fragments-extend command to enable fragment extension.

Thereareupto256LSPfragments.Whenthefragmentsareusedup,subsequentlinkstateinformation, includingneighbor

informationandIProuteinformation,willbediscarded,causinganetworkexception.Tosolvethisproblem,enablefragment

extensionat thespecifiedLevel and configureanadditional system IDbyusing thevirtual-system command.

6.3.7 IS-IS VRF

VRFismainlyusedforlocalroutingandpacketseparation. ItavoidsrouteconflictcausedbyuseofthesameprefixbymultipleVPNs.

IPv4 VPN and IPv6VPN combine Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) advantages in terms of Quality of Service (QoS) and security

assurance,andaretheprimarysolutionsforinterconnectingthegeographicallydifferentofficebranchesofanenterpriseorindustry

user.

Working Principle

Figure 6- 5 Separation of Different VPNs by VRF Tables Configured on Provider Edge (PE) Devices
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In Figure 6- 5, the following configuration requirements exist: Configure the two sites (CE1 and CE3) in VPN1 to access each other and

thetwosites(CE2andCE4)inVPN2toaccesseachother,andforbidaccessbetweenthesitesinVPN1andthoseinVPN2,because

VPN1andVPN2 belong to different customers or departments andmay have identical IP addresses.

The customer edge (CE) devices connect the customer network to the PEs to exchange VPN routing information with the PEs, that is,

advertise local routes to the PEs and learn remote routes from the PEs.

Each PE learns routes from directly connected CEs and exchanges the learned VPN routes with the other PE through the Border

Gateway Protocol (BGP).The PEs provide access to theVPN service.

The Provider (P) device in the Service Provider (SP) network is not directly connected to the CEs. TheP device only needs the MPLS

forwarding capability and does not maintainVPN information.

The IS-IS protocol running between the PEs and CEs requires theVRF capability to separate routing information betweenVPN1 and

VPN2. That is, IS-IS only learns routes throughVRF.

Related Configuration

 Binding an IS-IS Instancewith a VRF Table

By default, an IS-IS instance is not bound with any VRF table.

Run the VRF command to bind an IS-IS instance with a VRF table.

Note the following constraints or conventions for the binding operation:

 The IS-IS instances bound with the same non-default VRF table must be configured with different system IDs. The IS-IS instances
bound with differentVRF tables can be configured with the same system ID.

 One IS-IS instance canbeboundwithonly oneVRF table, but oneVRF table can be bound tomultiple IS-IS instances.

 When the VRF table bound to an IS-IS instance is changed, all IS-IS interfaces associated with the instance will be deleted. That is,

the ip (or ipv6) router isis [ tag ] interfaceconfiguration and the redistribution configuration in routing processmodewill be

deleted.

6.3.8 IS-ISMTR

IS-ISMTRisanextendedfeatureusedtoseparate IPv4unicast routecalculationand IPv6unicast routecalculationbasedon

topologies. It complies with the specification of IS-IS MT extension defined in RFC 5120. NewTLV types are introduced to IIH PDUs and

LSPstotransmitIPv6unicasttopologyinformation.OnephysicalnetworkcanbedividedintoanIPv4unicastlogicaltopologyandan

IPv6 unicast logical topology. The two topologies perform SPF calculation separately and maintain independent IPv4 and IPv6 unicast

routingtablesrespectively.Inthisway,IPv4unicastservicetrafficandIPv6unicastservicetrafficareforwardedbydifferentpaths.The
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IS-IS MTR technique helps users deploy IPv6 unicast networks without the constraint on consistency between IPv4 and IPv6 unicast

topology information.

IS-ISMTR is derived from IS-IS MT,which is used to separate IPv4 and IPv6 unicast topologies, unicast and multicast topologies, and

topologies using different protocol stacks (such as IPv4 andPv6). IS-ISMTRseparates IPv4 and IPv6unicast topologies basedon IS-IS

MT.

Working Principle

Figure6-6showsatypicalnetworkingapplication.Thefollowingimplementationrequirementsexist:DeployanIPv6unicast

topologyin incrementalmode,andupgradesomedevicestosupport IPv4andIPv6dualprotocolstackswhilekeepingother

IPv4-enabled devicesunchanged.

Figure 6- 6 Physical Topology for IPv4-IPv6 Hybrid Deployment

InFigure6-6,eachlinkismarkedbyanumber indicatingitsmetric.RBonlysupportstheIPv4protocolstack,whereasotherdevices

support IPv4 and IPv6 dual protocol stacks.

ThenetworkingconstraintonconsistencybetweenIPv4andIPv6unicasttopologiesmustbecanceledtoretaintheuseofRB;

otherwise,RB cannot establisha neighbor relationshipwithRA orRD,whichwill cause new problems.

Figure 6- 7 IPv4-IPv6 Hybrid Topology
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InFigure6-7,withoutIS-ISMTRsupport,theSPFcalculationsperformedbyRA,RB,RC,andRDonlytakeintoaccountthesingle

hybrid topology. The calculated shortest path is RA -> RB -> RD, with the overhead being 20. RB will discard IPv6 packets because it

does not supportIPv6.

Figure 6- 8 Separation of IPv4 and IPv6 Topologies

InFigure6-8,theIS-ISMTRtechniqueisusedtoseparateIPv4andIPv6unicasttopologies.RA,RB,RC,andRDestablishneighbor

relationshipsbasedontheIPv4unicasttopologyandIPv6unicasttopologyrespectively.TheleftpartshowstheIPv4topologyformed

byIPv4-enbledrouters.ThecalculatedIPv4shortestpath isRA->RB->RC,whichrealizesIPv4packet forwarding.Therightpart

showstheIPv6topologyformedbyIPv6-enabledrouters.ThecalculatedIPv6shortestpath isRA->RC->RD,whichrealizesIPv6

packet forwarding.

IS-ISMTRmustbedeployedtoavoidroutingblackholeswhensomedevicessupportonlyoneprotocol.IS-ISMTRisnotrequired

when all devices support IPv4 and IPv6 dual protocol stacks.

 Deploymentofanewnetwork:IS-ISMTRisnotrequiredwhendevicesonlysupporttheIPv4protocolstack.Fordevicesthat
onlysupport theIPv6protocolstackordevicesthatsupport IPv4andIPv6dualprotocolstacks,enabletheMTmodeofIS-IS

MTR. You are advised not to enable Multi-Topology Transition (MTT); otherwise, loops may occur.

 Reconstructionofanexistingnetworkwithdevicessupportingonlyoneprotocolstack:EnabletheMTTmodeofIS-ISMTRon
devicesthatsupport IPv4and IPv6dualprotocolstacksinsequence(startingfromthedeviceclosest toadevicesupporting

onlyoneprotocol stack in thenetwork topology).After theMTTmode isenabledonall newdevices,switch theMTTmode to

theMTmodeon thesedevicesinsequence(starting fromthedevicefarthest fromadevicesupportingonlyoneprotocolstack

in the networktopology).

Related Configuration

 EnablingMTR for IS-IS Instances

By default, IS-IS instances are not enabled with MTR.

Runthemulti-topologycommandtoconfigureIS-IStosupportIPv6unicasttopologies.Afterthat,IPv4andIPv6unicastroutesin

IS-IS will be calculated based on different topologies.

Note the following constraints or conventions when you use the multi-topology command:

29. Setmetric-style toWide or Transition before you run the command.
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30. TheMTRfeaturewillbedisabled ifmetric-style isset toNarroworonlyoneLevel isconfigured tosupport theWideor

Transition mode.

6.3.9 IS-IS Neighbor

The following conditions must be met for two routing devices to establish a neighbor relationship when IS-IS MTR is not configured:

 The interface addresses on both routing devices are in the same network segment.

 The interface Levels on both routing devices match.

 The routing devices are authenticated by each other.

 The routing devices support the same protocol.

The following conditions must be met for routing devices to establish a neighbor relationship when IS-IS MTR is configured:

 The interface addresses on both routing devices are in the same network segments.

 The interface Levels on both routing devices match.

 The routing devices are authenticated by each other.

 The routing devices have at least one consistent MT ID when P2P links are configured.

 There are no constraints on theMT IDs that the routing devices support when LAN links are configured.

6.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Enabling IS-IS

(Mandatory) It is used to enable IS-IS on specified interfaces. Youneed to create an IS-IS routing
process inadvance.

router isis [ tag ]
Startsan IS-ISroutingprocess. tag indicates the

process name.

net areaAddress.SystemId.00 Configures a NET address in IS-IS.

ip router isis [ tag ]
Enables IS-IS on an interface. tag indicates the

name of the IS-IS routing process.

Configuring IS-IS Hello Packets

(Optional) It is used to configure the IS-ISHello packet holdtime.

isis hello-interval { interval | minimal } [ level-1 |

level-2 ]

Configures the Hello packet interval on an

interface.Thevaluerangeis1to65,535, inthe

unit of seconds.

isis hello-multiplier multiplier-number [ level-1 |

level-2 ]

ConfigurestheHellopacketholdtimemultiplier

on an IS-IS interface. The value range is 2 to 100.

The default value is 3.

Configuring IS-IS LSPs

(Optional)It isusedtoperformtime-relatedLSPconfiguration,determinewhethertoignoreLSP
checksumerrors, and enable/disable LSP fragment extension.

isis lsp-interval interval [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Configures the minimum LSP interval on an

interface.The value range is 1 to 4,294,967,295, in

the unit of milliseconds.

isis lsp-flood lsp-number [ level-1 | level-2] Indicates the maximum number of LSP packets
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Configuration Description and Command

sent by the IS-IS interface at a time. The value

range is 1 to 1000. The default value is 5.

isisretransmit-interval interval [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Configures the LSP retransmission interval by P2P

linksonan interface.The value range is 0 to

65,535, in the unit of seconds.

lsp-gen-interval [ level-1 | level-2 ]

maximum-interval [initial-interval hold-interval]

Configures LSP generation cycle.

maximum-interval: Indicates the maximum

interval for generating two consecutive LSP

packets.Thevalue range is1 to65535 (in

seconds). Thedefault value is5.

initial-interval: Indicates the waiting time for

generatinganLSPpacketforthefirsttime.The

valuerangeis0 to60000(inmilliseconds).The

default value is 50.

hold-interval: Indicates theminimum interval for

generating an LSP packet for the second time.The

value range is10 to60000 (inmilliseconds).The

default value is 200.

ignore-lsp-errors Configures to ignore LSP checksum errors.

lsp-fragments-extend [ level-1 | level-2]

[compatible rfc3786]
Enables fragment extension.

virtual-system system-id Configures an additional system ID.

Configuring IS-IS SNPs

(Optional) It is used to configure the CSNPbroadcast interval.

isis csnp-interval interval [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Configures the CSNP interval on an interface. The

value range is0 to65,535, in theunit of seconds.

The default value is 10s.

NoCSNPsaresent if theCSNPinterval isset to0.

ConfiguringtheIS-ISLevelType

(Optional) It is used to configure the system type or interface circuit type in IS-IS.

is-type { level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2-only } Configures the system type.

isiscircuit-type { level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2-only

[ external] }
Configures the interface circuit type.

Configuring IS-IS Authentication

(Optional)Itisusedtoconfigureinterfaceauthentication,areaauthentication,andRD
authentication.

isispassword[0|7]password[send-only]

[ level-1 | level-2 ]

Configures the password for plaintext

authenticationofHellopacketsonan interface.

When send-only is included, the authentication

passwordisonlyusedtoauthenticatesentHello

packets. Received Hello packets are not

authenticated.

If no Level is specified, the configured

authentication and password take effect for all
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Configuration Description and Command

Levels.

This command does not take effect if the isis

authentication mode command is executed.

Both commands are used to configure IS-IS

interfaceauthentication,but the isispassword

commandhasalowerpriority.Beforeyourunthe

isispassword command, delete the isis

authentication mode command configuration.

isisauthenticationmode { text |md5 } [ level-1 |

level-2 ]

Specifies authentication as plaintext or MD5.

IfnoLevel isspecified, theauthenticationmode

takes effect for all Levels.

Ifyouusethiscommandafter the isispassword

password [ level-1 | level-2 ] command is

executed, thepreviouscommandconfiguration

will be overwritten.Both commandsareused to

configure IS-IS interfaceauthentication,but the

isis authentication mode command has a higher

priority.

isis authentication key-chain name-of-chain

[ level-1 | level-2 ]

Configures the password for interface

authentication.

IfnoLevel isspecified, theconfiguredkeychain

takes effect for all Levels.

This command must be used with the isis

authenticationmodecommandtoconfigure

IS-IS interfaceauthentication.

isis authentication send-only [ level-1 | level-2 ]

(Optional) Specifies that interface authentication

is performed only on sent packets. Received

packets are not authenticated.

If no Level is specified, the send-only

authentication mode takes effect for all Levels.

Thiscommand isusedtoavoidnetwork flapping

caused by a temporary authentication failure

whenIS-ISauthenticationisconfigured.Before

you deploy IS-IS authentication in the entire

network,runthe isisauthenticationmode {text

| md5 } [ level-1 | level-2 ] and isis

authentication key-chain name-of-chain

[ level-1 | level-2 ]commandsoneachdevice.

After that, run the no isis authentication

send-only command to restore the

authentication of received packets. This realizes

smoothauthenticationdeploymentandavoids

network flapping.
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area-password [ 0 | 7 ] password [ send-only ]

Configures the password for area (Level-1)

plaintext authentication.

Whensend-only isincluded,theauthentication

password is only used to authenticate sent

packets. Received packets are not authenticated.

This command does not take effect if the

authenticationmodecommand isexecuted.

BothcommandsareusedtoconfigureIS-ISarea

authentication, but the area-password

commandhasalowerpriority.Beforeyourunthe

area-password command, delete the

authentication mode command configuration.

authentication mode { text | md5 } level-1

Specifies the IS-IS area authentication mode.

Ifyouusethiscommandafterthearea-password

password command is executed, the previous

commandconfigurationwill beoverwritten.Both

commands are used to configure IS-IS area

authentication, but the authenticationmode

command has a higher priority.

authentication key-chain name-of-chain level-1

Configures the key chain for IS-IS area

authentication.

This command must be used with the

authenticationmodecommandtoconfigure

IS-IS areaauthentication.

authentication send-only level-1

(Optional) Specifies that IS-IS area authentication

is performed only on sent packets. Received

packets are not authenticated.

Thiscommand isusedtoavoidnetwork flapping

caused by a temporary authentication failure

whenIS-ISauthenticationisconfigured.Before

you deploy IS-IS authentication in the entire area,

run the authentication mode { text | md5 }

level-1and authentication key-chain

name-of-chain level-1 commands on each device.

After that, run thenoauthenticationsend-only

command to restore the authentication of

received packets. This realizes smooth

authenticationdeployment andavoidsnetwork

flapping.

domain-password [0 |7 ]password [send-only ]

Configures the password forRD (Level-2)

plaintext authentication.

When send-only is included, the authentication

password is only used to authenticate sent
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packets. Received packets are not authenticated.

This command does not take effect if the

authenticationmodecommand isexecuted.

BothcommandsareusedtoconfigureIS-ISRD

authentication, but the domain-password

commandhasalowerpriority.Beforeyourunthe

domain-password command, delete the

authentication mode command configuration.

authentication mode { text | md5 } level-2

Specifies the IS-IS RD authentication mode.

If you use this command after the

domain-password password command is

executed, the previous command configuration

willbeoverwritten.Bothcommandsareusedto

configure IS-IS RD authentication, but the

authenticationmodecommandhasahigher

priority.

authentication key-chain name-of-chain level-2

Configures thepassword for IS-ISRD

authentication.

This command must be used with the

authenticationmodecommandtoconfigure

IS-IS RDauthentication.

authentication send-only level-2

(Optional) Specifies that IS-ISRD authentication is

performed only on sent packets. Received

packets are not authenticated.

Thiscommand isusedtoavoidnetwork flapping

caused by a temporary authentication failure

whenIS-ISauthenticationisconfigured.Before

youdeployIS-ISauthenticationintheentireRD,

run the authentication mode { text | md5 }

level-2and authentication key-chain

name-of-chain level-2 commands on each device.

After that, run thenoauthenticationsend-only

command to restore the authentication of

received packets. This realizes smooth

authenticationdeployment andavoidsnetwork

flapping.

Configuring IS-IS GR

(Optional) It is used to enable IS-IS GR.

graceful-restart

Enables the GR Restart capability on the device

thatworks as aRestarter. By default, theGR

Restart capability is enabled.

graceful-restart grace-period seconds

(Optional)Configures the IS-ISGRtimeon the

device that works as a Restarter.The default value

is 300s.
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no graceful-restart helper disable

EnablestheIS-ISGRHelpcapabilityonthedevice

thatworks as aHelper. By default, the GRHelp

capability isenabled.

Configuring IS-IS NSR
(Optional) It is used to enable IS-IS NSR.

nsr EnablestheIS-ISNSR.Bydefault, it isdisabled.

Configuring BFD Support for

IS-IS

(Optional) It is used to enable BFD support for IS-IS.

bfd all-interfaces [anti-congestion] Enables BFD support for IS-IS on all interfaces.

isis bfd [ disable | anti-congestion ]
EnablesordisablesBFDsupport for IS-ISon the

current interface.

Setting the IS-IS Overload Bit

(Optional) It is used to set the overload bit in LSPs.

set-overload-bit [ on-startup { seconds |

wait-for-bgp [ bgpseconds ] } ] [ suppress

{ [ interlevel ] [ external ] } ] [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Sets the overload bit.

Configuring IS-IS VRF (Optional) It is used to bind an IS-IS instancewith aVRF table.

vrf vrf-name Binds an IS-IS instance with a VRF table.

Configuring IS-IS MTR
(Optional) It isusedtocalculateIPv4andIPv6unicastroutesinIS-ISbasedondifferent topologies.

multi-topology [ transition ]
Configures IS-IS to support IPv6 unicast

topologies.

Configuring Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMP)

for IS-IS

(Optional)ItisusedtoallowtheSNMPsoftwaretoperformManagementInformationBase(MIB)
operations on IS-IS instances.

enable mib-binding
Performs MIB operations on the instance bound

with Tag 1.

configure terminal Enters global configuration mode.

snmp-server enable traps isis Enables IS-IS trap globally.

snmp-server host { host-addr | ipv6 ipv6-addr } [ vrf

vrfname ] [ traps ] [ version { 1 | 2c | 3 { auth |

noauth |priv } ] community-string [udp-port

port-num ]

Configures an SNMP host in global configuration

mode to receive IS-IS trap messages.

router isis EntersIS-ISroutingprocessconfigurationmode.

enable traps all
Allows the sending of all IS-IS trap messages to

the host with the IP address 10.1.1.1.

Configuring IS-IS Two-way

Maintenance
Optional.

two-way-maintain Enables IS-IS two-way maintenance.

Configuring Other IS-IS

Parameters

Optional.

maximum-paths maximum
Configures the maximum number of IS-IS

IPv4/IPv6 equal-cost paths.

max-metric on-neighbor-up seconds
Configures the maximum metric for the

connected routes after the first neighbor is up.
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lsp-length receive size
Configures the maximum length allowed for

received LSPs.

lsp-length originate size [ level-1 | level-2 ]
Configures themaximum lengthallowed forsent

LSPs.

passive-interface [ default ] { interface-type

interface-number }
Configures a passive interface.

bandwidth-reference value
Configures the bandwidth reference for IS-IS to

automatically calculate the link metric.

interfaces-protocol-compatible Configures theTLVfieldof theIS-ISprotocol tobe

paddedbasedonprotocolssupportedbyan

interface.

is-name name Configures the instance name.

isis metric metric [ level-1 | level-2 ]
Configures the interface metric, which is valid

only when metric-style is set to Narrow.

isis wide-metric metric [ level-1 | level-2 ]
Configurestheinterfacewide-metricvalue,which

is valid only when metric-style is set toWide.

Isis passive Configures the passive interface.

isis priority value [ level-1 | level-2 ]
Configures the priority for DIS election on an

interface.

isis suppress on-neighbor-up seconds
Suppressestheroutingcalculationafter theIS-IS

neighbor is up.

default-information originate [ route-map

map-name ]

GeneratesaLevel-2default route,whichwillbe

advertisedthroughLSPs.Whenthecommand

includes the route-mapoption, adefault route is

generated only if the criteria in route-map are

met.

summary-address ip-addressnet-mask [level-1 |

level-2 | level-1-2 ] [ metric number ]
Configures an IPv4 summary route.

summary-prefix ipv6-prefix/prefix-length [ level-1

| level-2 | level-1-2 ]
Configures an IPv6 summary route.

ignore-lsp-errors Configures to ignore LSP checksum errors.

log-adjacency-changes
Activates logging of IS-IS neighbor relationship

changes.

redistribute Configures route redistribution.

6.4.1 Enabling IS-IS

Configuration Effect

 BeforeyourunIS-IS,createanIS-ISroutingprocessinglobalconfigurationmode.Youcansetthetagparameteraftertherouter
isiscommandtonametheprocess.Youcanadddifferenttagstoconfiguredifferent IS-ISroutingprocesses.Thesettingof the
tag parameter is optional.
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 AsystemIDuniquelyidentifiesanISinaroutingAS;therefore,thesystemIDmustbeuniqueacrosstheAS.InIS-IS,eacharea

maycontainoneormultipleareaIDs.Normally,youonlyneedtoconfigureoneareaID.YoucanconfiguremultipleareaIDsto

realize area division. If an IS is configured with multiple area IDs, the system IDs must be the same.

 After an interface is added to the specified IS-IS routing process, the interfacewill establish a neighbor relationship.

Notes

 The Level-1 IS devices in an areamust be configured with the same area ID.

 The core routing table does not distinguish the routing entries generated by different IS-IS routing processes.

 The IP addresses of interfaces connected between neighbors must be in the same network segment.

 If the two IP addresses are in different network segments, a neighbor relationship cannot be established.

 Ifyouneedtoaddan interfacetothespecifiedIS-ISroutingprocess,set the tagparameterafter the iprouterisiscommandto
indicate the process name.

 If you run theno ip routing command in global configurationmode, IS-ISwill disable IPv4 routing on all interfaces.That is, the
no ip router isis [ tag ] command is automatically executed on all interfaces. Other IS-IS settings remain unchanged.

 Bydefault,CPUprotectionisenabledondevices.Forpacketsmappedtothedestinationgroupaddresses(AllISSystems,

AllL1ISSystems, and AllL2ISSystems) in IS-IS, there is a default limit (for example, 400 pps) on the number of packets sent to the

CPU.IfadevicehasmanyneighborrelationshipsorsendsHellopacketsatshort intervals,theIS-ISpacketsthatthedevice

receivesmayexceedthedefaultlimit,causingfrequentflappingofneighborrelationships.Tosolvetheproblem,youcanuse

theCPU protection command in global configuration mode to increase the limit.

Configuration Steps

 Starting an IS-IS RoutingProcess

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration in global configurationmode on each device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring aNETAddress in IS-IS

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration in IS-IS routing process configurationmode on each device, unless otherwise specified.

 Enabling IS-IS on an Interfaces

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration in interface configurationmode on each device, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Check whether devices send Hello packets.

 Check whether devices establish neighbor relationships.

 Check whether devices exchange LSPs.

Related Commands

 Starting an IS-IS RoutingProcess
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Command router isis [ tag ]

Parameter

Description

tag: Indicates the name of an IS-IS instance.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to initialize an IS-IS instance and enter IS-IS routing process configuration mode.

An IS-IS instancewill start running after aNET address is configured.

Ifyouset the tagparameterwhenyoustartanIS-ISroutingprocess,youneedtoaddthe tagparameterwhenclosing the

IS-IS routingprocess.

By default, CPU protection is enabled on devices. For packetsmapped to the destination group addresses (AllISSystems,

AllL1ISSystems, and AllL2ISSystems) in IS-IS, there is a default limit (for example, 400 pps) on the number of packets sent

totheCPU.IfadevicehasmanyneighborrelationshipsorsendsHellopacketsatshortintervals,theIS-ISpacketsthatthe

devicereceivesmayexceedthedefault limit,causingfrequentflappingofneighborrelationships.Tosolvetheproblem,

you can use the CPU protection command in global configuration mode to increase the limit.

 Configuring aNETAddress in IS-IS

Command net net-address

Parameter

Description

net-address:

TheNET address is in the format of XX.XXXX.YYYY.YYYY.YYYY.00.XX.XXXX indicates the area ID, andYYYY.YYYY.YYYY

indicates the system ID.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure an area ID and a system ID in IS-IS.

Different NET addresses must have the same system ID.

 Enabling IS-IS on an Interface

Command ip router isis [ tag ]

Parameter

Description

tag: Indicates the name of an IS-IS instance.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandtoenablean interfacetoparticipate inIS-ISIPv4routing.Usetheno formof thiscommandtodisable

the IS-IS routing process on the interface.

Ifyourunthenoiproutingcommand inglobalconfigurationmode, IS-ISwilldisableIPv4routingonall interfaces.That

is, theno ip router isis [ tag ] command isautomaticallyexecuted onall interfaces.Other IS-ISsettings remain

unchanged.

Configuration Example

 Establishing aNeighbor Relationship on an IS-ISP2P Link

Scenario Router A and Router B are connected in P2P mode.
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Figure 6- 9

P2P Link

Topology

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS.

 ConfigureWideArea Network (WAN) interfaces.

A A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0001.00

A(config)# interface Serial 1/0

A(config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.252

A(config-if)# ip router isis

B B(config)# router isis

B(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0002.00

B(config)# interface Serial 1/0

B(config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.252

B(config-if)# ip router isis

Verification  Enable sending of Hello packets from the interface 192.168.1.1 on Router A to the interface 192.168.1.2 on
Router B.

 Establishan IS-ISneighbor relationshipbetweenRouterAandRouterB,withtheneighborstatebeingUp.

 Check the LSPson Router Aand Router B.The system IDs 0000.0000.0001 and 0000.0000.0002 should exist.

A A# show isis neighbors

A# show isis database detail

B B# show isis neighbors

 Establishing a Neighbor Relationship on an IS-ISBroadcast Link

Scenario Router A, Router B, and Router C are interconnected through the Ethernet.
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Figure 6- 10

IS-IS Broadcast

Link Topology

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS.

 Configure Ethernet interfaces.

A A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0001.00

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

A(config-if)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if)# ip router isis

B B(config)# router isis

B(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0002.00

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

B(config-if)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if)# ip router isis

C C(config)# router isis

C(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0003.00

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

C(config-if)# ip address 10.1.1.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if)# ip router isis

Verification EnablesendingofHellopacketsfromtheinterface10.1.1.1onRouterAtotheinterface10.1.1.2onRouterBandthe

interface 10.1.1.3 on Router C.

 Establish IS-IS neighbor relationships between Router A and Router B and between Router A and Router C, with the

neighbor statebeing Up.

 ChecktheLSPsonRouterA,RouterB,andRouterC.ThesystemIDs0000.0000.0001,0000.0000.0002,and

0000.0000.0003 should exist.

A A# show isis neighbors
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A# show isis database detail

B B# show isis neighbors

C C# show isis neighbors

 Performing Simple IS-ISv6 Configuration

Scenario Router A and Router B are connected through the Ethernet.

Figure 6- 11

IS-ISv6

Broadcast Link

Topology

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS.

 Configure Ethernet interfaces.

A A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0001.00

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

A(config-if)# ipv6 address 1000 ::1/112

A(config-if)# ipv6 router isis

B B(config)# router isis

B(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0002.00

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

B(config-if)# ipv6 address 1000 ::2/112

B(config-if)# ipv6 router isis

Verification EnablesendingofHellopacketsfromtheinterface1000::1onRouterAtotheinterface1000::2onRouterB.

EstablishanIS-ISneighbor relationshipbetweenRouterAandRouterB,withtheneighborstatebeingUp.

Check theLSPsonRouterAandRouterB.ThesystemIDs0000.0000.0001and0000.0000.0002shouldexist.

A A# show isis neighbors

A# show isis database detail

B B# show isis neighbors

Common Errors

 The IP addresses of the interfaces connected between neighbors are not in the same network segment.
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 The ip router isis command is not executed on interfaces.

 NoNET address is configured, or different NET addresses exist at Level-1.

 max-area-addresses is configured differently on both sides.

 metric-style is configured differently on both sides.

 The interface Levels on both sides are different. One side is Level-1, whereas the other side is Level-2.

 One side is configuredwith the P2Pmode, whereas the other side is configuredwith the broadcast mode.

 One side is enabled with authentication, whereas the other side is not.

6.4.2 ConfiguringIS-ISHelloPackets

Configuration Effect

 Configure theHello packet interval on an interface.The value range is 1 to 65,535, in the unit of seconds.

 Configure the Hello packet holdtime multiplier on an IS-IS interface.

Notes

 YoucanchangetheHellopacketholdtimebyusingthe isishello-multipliercommandor isishello-intervalcommandor
both.

 Bydefault,CPUprotectionisenabledondevices.Forpacketsmappedtothedestinationgroupaddresses(AllISSystems,

AllL1ISSystems, and AllL2ISSystems) in IS-IS, there is a default limit (for example, 400 pps) on the number of packets sent to the

CPU.Ifadevicehasmanyneighbor relationshipsorsendsHellopacketsatshort interval, theIS-ISpacketsthat thedevice

receivesmayexceedthedefaultlimit,causingfrequentflappingofneighborrelationships.Tosolvetheproblem,youcanuse

theCPU protection command in global mode to increase the limit.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theHello Packet Interval on an Interface

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis hello-interval command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theHello Packet HoldtimeMultiplier on an Interface

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis hello-multiplier command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 EnableRouter A to sendHello packets toRouter B andRouter C, and capture packets to check the packet interval.

 MakeRouterBorRouterCdown.Aftertheholdtimehaselapsed,checkwhetherthecorrespondingneighborrelationshipon

Router A isinvalid.

Related Commands

 Configuring theHello Packet Interval on an Interface

Command isis hello-interval { interval | minimal } [ level-1 | level-2 ]
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Parameter

Description

interval: IndicatestheHellopacket interval.Thevaluerange is1 to65,535, in theunitofseconds.Thedefaultvalue is10.

minimal: Indicates the minimum value of the holdtime, which is 1.

level-1: Applies the setting to Level-1 Hello packets.

level-2: Applies the setting to Level-2 Hello packets.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand tochange theHellopacket interval.Thedefault interval is10s.ADISsendsHellopacketsat a

frequencythreetimesthatbynon-DISdevicesinabroadcastnetwork.IfanISiselectedastheDISontheinterface,by

default, the interface sends a Hello packet every 3.3s.

If thekeywordminimal isused, theHellopacketholdtime isset to1.TheHellopacket intervalwillbecalculatedbasedon

theholdtimemultiplier. If theholdtimemultiplier is set to4and the isishello-intervalminimalcommand isexecuted,

theHellopacket interval isequal to1sdividedby4.ThedefaultHellopacketholdtimemultiplieronanIS-IS interfaceis3.

Theholdtime isequal to the holdtimemultipliermultiplied by thepacket interval. If the keywordminimal is used, the

holdtime is set to1.Thepacket interval is equal to 1 divided by theholdtimemultiplier. If theholdtimemultiplier is set to

4and the isishello-intervalminimalcommand isexecuted, thepacket interval isequal to1dividedby4s,which is250

ms.

 ConfiguringHello Packet HoldtimeMultiplier on an Interface

Command isis hello-multiplier multiplier-number [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

multiplier-number: Indicates theHellopacket holdtimemultiplier.Thevalue range is2 to100.Thedefault value is3.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The Hello packet holdtime is equal to the Hello packet interval multiplied by the holdtime multiplier.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theHello Packet Interval andHoldtimeon an IS-IS Interface

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the Hello packet interval on an IS-IS interface.

 Configure the Hello packet holdtimemultiplier on an IS-IS interface.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

A(config-if)# isis hello-interval 5

A(config-if)#isishello-multiplier5

Verification EnableRouterA tosendHello packets toRouterBandRouterC, andcapturepackets tocheck thepacket interval.

MakeRouterBorRouterCdown.Aftertheholdtimehaselapsed,checkwhetherthecorrespondingneighbor

relationship on Router A is invalid.

A# show isisneighbor
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6.4.3 Configuring IS-IS LSPs

ConfigurationEffect

 isis lsp-interval: Configures the LSP interval on an IS-IS interface.

 isis lsp-flood: Sets the number of LSP PDUs sent by the IS-IS interface at a time.

 lsp-gen-interval: Configures the minimum LSP generational interval. The LSP generational interval is the interval between the

new-version LSP generation time and the old-version LSP generation time.

 isisretransmit-interval:AfteradeviceatoneendofaP2PlinksendsanLSPpacket,ifthedevicereceivesnoresponsewithina
periodof time, it determines that theLSPpacket is lostor droppeddue toanerror.Thedevicewill resend theLSPpacket.

 Isp-gen-interval: IndicatestheexponentialbackoffalgorithmofLSPpacketgeneration.Anyupdate torelatedinformation

forming the LSP packet leads to LSP packet generation. During network flapping, LSP packets are frequently generated, which

increasessystemresourceconsumption.Anappropriatevaluecanbesetbyrunningthelsp-gen-intervalcommand.Inthis

way, LSP packets are generated and advertised in time when the network is stable.When the network becomes unstable, less

LSP packets are generated as the flapping continues, reducing the device consumption.

 lsp-refresh-interval: All current LSPs are periodically retransmitted to enable each network node to maintain the latest LSPs.
TheretransmissionperiodiscalledtheLSPrefreshinterval,whichaimstoupdateandsynchronizeLSPsintheentirearea.

 max-lsp-lifetime:AnLSPcontainsa field to indicate its lifetime.WhenadevicegeneratesanLSP,the field isset to the
maximumlifetimeoftheLSP.AftertheLSPisreceivedbythepeerdevice,its lifetimewilldecreasewithtime.Thepeerdevice

willreplacetheoldLSPwiththenewlyreceivedone.IfthedevicereceivesnonewLSPuntil theexistingLSP'slifetimedecreases

to0, theexistingLSPisstillmaintainedintheLSDBforanother60s. If thedevicestill receivesnonewLSPduringthisperiod, the

existingLSPwill bedeleted from theLSDB.Thismechanismupdates andsynchronizes LSPs in theentirearea.

 min-lsp-arrival: During network flapping, LSP packets are frequently duplicated and the LSP packet sequence number
constantly increases. As a result, the device keeps receiving duplicate LSP packets with different sequence numbers. If the

device processes the duplicate LSP packets, more system resources are consumed. An appropriate value can be set by running

themin-lsp-arrivalcommand. Inthisway,LSPsarereceivedandprocessedintimewhenthenetwork isstable.Whenthe

networkbecomesunstable, lessduplicateLSPpacketsarereceivedandprocessedastheflappingcontinues,reducingthe

device consumption.

 ignore-lsp-errors:After receiving an LSP, the local IS-IS neighbor calculates its checksum and compares it with the checksum

containedintheLSP.Bydefault, if thetwochecksumsareinconsistent, theLSPwillbediscarded.Ifyourunthe ignore-lsp-

errors command to configure to ignore checksum errors, the LSP will be processed normally despite checksum inconsistency.

 lsp-fragments-extend: Enables LSP fragment extension, which is used to generate an extended LSP when the 256 fragments of

the original LSP are used up.

Notes

 The LSP refresh interval must be smaller than the maximum LSP lifetime.

 The maximum LSP lifetime must be greater than the LSP refresh interval.

 Thevalueof initial-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-intervalwillbe
used as the value ofmaximum-interval.

 Thevalueofhold-intervalcannotbegreaterthan thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise,thevalueofhold-intervalwillbe
used as the value ofmaximum-interval.
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 Thevalueof initial-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofhold-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-intervalwill beused
as the value of hold-interval.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMinimum LSP Interval

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis lsp-interval command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of LSP Packets Sent at a Time

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis lsp-flood command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring the LSP Retransmission Interval

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis retransmit-interval command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring LSP Packet Generation Cycle

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the lsp-gen-interval command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring the LSP Refresh Interval

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the lsp-refresh-interval command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring the LSP Lifetime

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run themax-lsp-lifetime command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise
specified.

 Configuring the Interval for ReceivingDuplicate LSP Packets

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run themin-lsp-arrival command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise
specified.

 Configuring to Ignore LSP ChecksumErrors

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the ignore-lsp-errors command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring LSP Fragment Extension

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.
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 Run the lsp-fragments-extend and virtual-system commands in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired

device, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Update LSPs continuously and capture LSPs to check theminimum LSP interval.

 Disable neighboring routes and capture LSPs to check the LSP retransmission interval.

 Capture LSPs to check the refresh interval.

 Check the LSP lifetime.

 Send an LSPwith an incorrect checksumand checkwhether the LSP is discarded.

 Reducethelsp-lengthoriginatecommandvalue,addroutinginformation,andcaptureLSPstocheckwhethermorethan256
LSP fragments are generated.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMinimum LSP Interval

Command isis lsp-interval interval [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Indicates the LSP interval. The value range is 1 to 4,294,967,295, in the unit of milliseconds.

level-1: Applies the setting only to Level-1 LSPs.

level-2:Applies the setting only to Level-2 LSPs.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of LSP Packets Sent at a Time

Command isis lsp-flood lsp-number [ level-1 | level-2]

Parameter

Description

lsp-number: Indicates themaximumnumberofLSPpacketssentby theIS-IS interfaceatatime.Thevaluerange is1 to

1000. The default value is 5.

level-1: Applies the configuration only to Level-1.

level-2: Applies the configuration only to Level-2.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring LSP Packet Generation Cycle

Command lsp-gen-interval [ level-1 | level-2 ] maximum-interval [initial-interval hold-interval]

Parameter

Description

level-1: Applies the configuration only to Level-1.

level-2: Applies the configuration only to Level-2.

maximum-interval: Indicatesthemaximuminterval forgenerating twoconsecutiveLSPpackets.Thevaluerange is1 to

65535 (in seconds). The default value is 5.

initial-interval: Indicates thewaiting timeforgeneratinganLSPpacket for the first time.Thevaluerange is0 to60000 (in

milliseconds).The default value is 50.

hold-interval: Indicates theminimuminterval forgeneratinganLSPpacket for thesecondtime.Thevalue range is10 to

60000 (in milliseconds). The default value is 200.
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Configuration

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The LSP packet generation interval refers to the interval for generating two different LSP packets. A smaller generation

interval indicates fasternetworkconvergence,which,however,willbeaccompaniedby frequent floodingon the

network.

Thewaiting timeforgeneratinganLSPpacket for the first timeis the initial interval. If thenetworkbecomesunstable, the

LSPpacketregenerationinterval ischangedtobelessthanthemaximuminterval,andtheinterval forgeneratinganLSP

packet for thesecond timebecomes thehold interval.A correspondingpenaltywill beadded to this interval:The next

interval for regenerating a LSP packet doubles the previous interval for generating the same LSP packet, until the

regeneration interval reaches the maximum interval. Subsequent LSP packets will be generated at the maximum interval.

Whenthenetworkbecomesstable,theLSPpacketregenerationintervalbecomesgreater thanthemaximuminterval,

and the waiting time for LSP packet generation is restored to the initial interval.

Link changes have high requirements for convergence. The initial interval can be set to a small value. The preceding

parameters can also be adjusted to larger values to reduceCPU consumption.

Thevalueof initial-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-interval

will be used as the value of maximum-interval.

Thevalueofhold-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise,thevalueofhold-intervalwill

be used as the value ofmaximum-interval.

Thevalueof initial-intervalcannot begreater than that ofhold-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-intervalwill be

used as the value of hold-interval.

 Configuring the LSP Retransmission Interval

Command isis retransmit-interval interval [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the LSP retransmission interval. The value range is 0 to 65,535, in the unit of seconds.

level-1: Applies the setting only to Level-1 LSPs.

level-2: Applies the setting only to Level-2 LSPs.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure the LSP retransmission interval. In a P2P network, after a device sends an LSP, if the device

receivesnoPSNPresponsewithin the timespecifiedby thiscommand, itwill resend theLSP. If theretransmission

interval is set to 0, the LSP will not be resent,

 Configuring the LSP Refresh Interval

Command lsp-refresh-interval interval

Parameter

Description

interval: IndicatestheLSPrefreshinterval.Thevaluerange is1to65,535, intheunitofseconds.Thedefaultvalueis900.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide AfteranLSPhasremainedstableforaperiodspecifiedbythiscommand, itwillberefreshedandupdatedbeforebeing

published.

The LSP refresh interval must be smaller than the maximum LSP lifetime.

 Configuring the LSP Lifetime

Command max-lsp-lifetime value
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Parameter

Description

value: IndicatesthemaximumtimethatLSPskeepalive.Thevaluerangeis1to65,535, intheunitofseconds.Thedefault

value is 1,200.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The maximum LSP lifetime must be greater than LSP refresh interval.

 Configuring the Interval for ReceivingDuplicate LSP Packets

Command min-lsp-arrival [ level-1 | level-2 ] maximum-interval initial-interval hold-interval

Parameter

Description

level-1: Applies the configuration only to Level-1.

level-2: Applies the configuration only to Level-2.

maximum-interval: Indicatesthemaximuminterval for receivingtwoduplicateLSPpackets.Thevaluerange is1 to120

(in seconds).

initial-interval: Indicates the interval for receivingaduplicateLSPpacket for the first time.Thevalue range is0 to60000

(in milliseconds).

hold-interval: Indicatestheminimuminterval forreceivingaduplicateLSPpacket for thesecondtime.Thevaluerange is

10 to 60000 (in milliseconds).

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide The interval for receivingaduplicateLSPpacket for the first time is the initial interval.When the interval for receiving

duplicateLSPpacketsislessthanthemaximuminterval,theinterval forreceivingaduplicateLSPpacket forthesecond

time becomes the hold interval. In addition, a corresponding penalty is added to this interval: The next interval for

receivingaduplicateLSPpacketdoubles theprevious interval for receiving thesameLSPpacket,until this interval

reaches themaximum interval.Whenthenetworkbecomesstable, the interval for receivingaduplicateLSPpacket

becomesgreater than themaximuminterval,and theinterval forreceivingaduplicateLSPpacket isrestoredtotheinitial

interval.

Link changes have high requirements for convergence. The initial interval can be set to a small value. The preceding

parameters can also be adjusted to larger values to reduceCPU consumption.

Thevalueof initial-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-interval

will be used as the value of maximum-interval.

Thevalueofhold-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise,thevalueofhold-intervalwill

be used as the value ofmaximum-interval.

Thevalueof initial-intervalcannot begreater than that ofhold-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-intervalwill be

used as the value of hold-interval.

 Configuring to Ignore LSP ChecksumErrors

Command ignore-lsp-errors

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide After receiving an LSP, the local IS-IS neighbor calculates its checksum and compares it with the checksum contained in

theLSP.Bydefault, if thetwochecksumsareinconsistent,theLSPwillbediscarded.Ifyourunthe ignore-lsp-errors

commandtoconfiguretoignorechecksumerrors, theLSPwillbeprocessednormallydespitechecksuminconsistency.

 Configuring LSP Fragment Extension
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Command lsp-fragments-extend [ level-1 | level-2 ] [compatible rfc3786]

Parameter

Description

level-1: Applies the setting only to Level-1 LSPs.

level-2: Applies the setting only to Level-2 LSPs.

compatible: Indicates compatibility with the RFC version of extended LSPs.

rfc3786: Extends the LSP old version.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to enable LSP fragment extension.

 Configuring anAdditional System ID

Command virtual-system system-id

Parameter

Description

system-id: Indicates an additional system ID (6-byte).

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtoconfiguretheadditionalsystemIDofanIS-ISroutingprocess,whichisusedbytheextendedLSP

that isgeneratedafter the256 fragmentsof the original LSPareusedup.Toenable fragment extension, run the

lsp-fragments-extend command.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theMinimum LSP Interval

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the minimumLSP interval.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# isis lsp-interval 100 level-2

Verification Run the clear isis * command to update LSPs continuously and capture LSPs to check the minimum LSP interval.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of LSP Packets Sent at a Time

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the maximum number of LSP packets sent at a time.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# isis lsp-flood 10 level-2

Verification Run show isis interface command to check the maximum number of LSP packets sent at a time.

 Configuring the LSP Retransmission Interval

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors in P2Pmode. (Omitted)

 Configure the LSP retransmission interval.
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A(config)# interface serial 0/1

A(config-if)# isis retransmit-interval 10 level-2

Verification Disable neighboring routes and capture LSPs to check the LSP retransmission interval.

 Configuring LSP Packet Generation Cycle

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the LSP packet generation cycle.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# lsp-gen-interval 5 50 100

Verification Generate LSP packet frequently to see whether the exponential backoff algorithm is used.

 Configuring the LSP Refresh Interval

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the LSP refresh interval.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# lsp-refresh-interval 600

Verification Capture LSPs to check the refresh interval.

 Configuring the LSP Lifetime

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the LSP lifetime.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# max-lsp-lifetime 1500

Verification Check the LSP lifetime (LSP Holdtime field).

A#show isisdatabase

 Configuring the Interval for ReceivingDuplicate LSP Packets

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the interval for receiving duplicate LSP packets.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# min-lsp-arrival 10 100 200

Verification Check LSP Seq Num field, that is, the receiving LSP status.

A# show isis database
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 Configuring to Ignore LSP ChecksumErrors

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure to ignore LSP checksum errors.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# ignore-lsp-errors

Verification Send an LSP with an incorrect checksum and check whether the LSP is discarded.

 Configuring LSP Fragment Extension

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure LSP fragment extension.

 Configure the additional system ID of the IS-IS routing process.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# lsp-fragments-extend

A(config-router)# virtual-system 0000.0000.0034

Verification Reducethe lsp-lengthoriginatecommandvalue,add routing information,andcaptureLSPstocheckwhethermore

than 256 LSP fragments are generated.

6.4.4 Configuring IS-IS SNPs

ConfigurationEffect

 CSNPs are periodically broadcast by the DIS in a broadcast network for LSDB synchronization. In a P2P network, a CSNP is sent

only after a neighbor relationship is established. An interface set tomesh-groups can be configured to periodically send CSNPs.

 Whenyouneedtosetmesh-grouponanIS-ISinterface,runthe isiscsnp-intervalcommandtoconfigurethenon-0CSNP
intervaltoensurecompleteLSPsynchronizationbetweenneighborsinthenetwork.Afterthat,CNSPswillbeperiodicallysent

to synchronize LSPs.

Configuration Steps

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Runthe isiscsnp-interval interval [level-1 | level-2]commandininterfaceconfigurationmodeonthedesireddevice,unless
otherwise specified.

Verification

Capture CSNPs in the broadcast network to check the CSNP interval.

Related Commands

 Configuring Source Registration Filter
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Command isis csnp-interval interval [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates the CSNP interval. The value range is 0 to 65,535, in the unit of seconds.

level-1: Applies the setting only to Level-1 CSNPs.

level-2: Applies the setting only to Level-2 CSNPs.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandtochange theCSNP interval.Bydefault,aDISsendsaCSNPevery10s inabroadcastnetwork.

In a P2P network, a CSNP is sent only after a neighbor relationship is established. An interface set tomesh-groups can be

configured to periodically send CSNPs.

No CSNPs are sent if the CSNP interval is set to 0.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theCSNPBroadcast Interval

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the CSNP broadcast interval.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# isis csnp-interval 20

Verification Capture packets to check the CSNP interval.

6.4.5 Configuring the IS-IS Level Type

Configuration Effect

 IS-IS supports a two-Level system to realize routing management and extensible route selection in a large network. Each Level

is only concerned aboutmaintaining the topology of the corresponding area.

 Youcanrun the is-typecommand in IS-ISroutingprocessconfigurationmode toconfigurean IS-ISLevel,or run the isis
circuit-type command in interface configuration mode to configure the IS-IS Level of an interface. The default Levels specified

by the is-type and isis circuit-type commands are Level-1/Level-2. If you run both commands, the interface only sends the

PDUs of the same Level specified by the two commands.

Notes

 If Level-1or Level-2-only is configuredusing thecircuit-type command, IS-ISwill only sendPDUsof the corresponding Level.

 Ifan interfaceisset toexternal, the interfacewillworkasanexternaldomaininterfaceand IS-ISwillnotsendPDUsofthe
corresponding Level.

 A device can have only one instance running at Level-2 (including Level-1/Level-2).

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theSystem Type

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the is-type command in IS-IS routing processconfigurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.
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 Configuring the Interface Circuit Type

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis circuit-type command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 CheckwhetheronlytheinstancesoftheLevelspecifiedbytheis-typecommandareprocessed,andneighborsofthe
corresponding Level are created.

 Checkwhether the interface only sends thePDUs of the sameLevel specified by the is-type and circuit-type commands.

Related Commands

 Configuring theSystem Type

Command is-type { level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2-only }

Parameter

Description

level-1: Indicates that IS-IS only runs at Level-1.

level-1-2: Indicates that IS-IS runs at Level-1 and Level-2.

level-2-only: Indicates that IS-IS only runs at Level-2.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Changing the is-type value will enable or disable the routes of the corresponding level.

 Configuring the Interface Circuit Type

Command isis circuit-type { level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2-only [ external ] }

Parameter

Description

level-1: Establishes a Level-1 neighbor relationship.

level-2-only: Establishes a Level-2 neighbor relationship.

level-1-2: Establishes a Level-1/Level-2 neighbor relationship.

external:Usestheinterfaceasanexternaldomaininterface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the circuit type is set to Level-1 or Level-2-only, IS-IS will only send PDUs of the corresponding Level.

If the system type is set to Level-1 or Level-2-only, IS-IS only processes the instances of the corresponding Level, and the

interfaceonly sends thePDUsof the sameLevel specified by the is-type andcircuit-type commands.

If the interface isset toexternal, the interfacewillworkasanexternal domain interfaceand IS-ISwillnot sendPDUsof

the corresponding Level.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IS-ISLevels

Configuration

Requirements

RouterAisconnectedtoRouterBandRouterCbyP2Pseriallinks.RouterBandRouterCareconnectedbythe

Ethernet, and Router D and Router E are also connected by the Ethernet. On Router A, configure IS-IS area route

summarization. Note that area route summarization can be configured only on border devices.

Figure 6- 12

IS-IS Level

Configuration
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Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS.

 Configure Ethernet interfaces.

 Configure the IS-IS Level structure.

A Configure IS-IS.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# net 50.0001.0000.0000.0001.00

A(config-router)# is-type level-2-only

Configuretwoseriallinkports.

A(config)# interface Serial 1/0

A(config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.252

A(config-if)# ip router isis

A(config)# interface Serial 1/1

A(config-if)# ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.252

A(config-if)# ip router isis

B Configure IS-IS.

B(config)# router isis

B(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0002.00

Configure an Ethernet interface.

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

B(config-if)# ip address 192.168.10.1 255.255.255.0
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B(config-if)# ip router isis

Configure a serial link port.

B(config)# interface Serial 1/0

B(config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.252

B(config-if)# ip router isis

C Configure IS-IS.

C(config)# router isis

C(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0003.00

C(config-router)# is-type level-1

Configure an Ethernet interface.

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

C(config-if)# ip address 192.168.10.2 255.255.255.0

C(config-if)# ip router isis

D Configure IS-IS.

D(config)# router isis

D(config-router)# net 49.0002.0000.0000.0004.00

Configure an Ethernet interface.

D(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

D(config-if)# ip address 192.168.20.1 255.255.255.0

D(config-if)# ip router isis

Configure a serial link port.

D(config)# interface Serial 1/0

D(config-if)# ip address 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.252

D(config-if)# ip router isis

E Configure IS-IS.

E(config)# router isis

E(config-router)# net 49.0002.0000.0000.0005.00

E(config-router)# is-type level-1

Configure an Ethernet interface.

E(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

E(config-if)# ip address 192.168.20.2 255.255.255.0

E(config-if)# ip router isis

Verification  Check whether neighbor relationships are established normally.
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 Capture packets to checkwhether Router A only sends and receives Level-2 packets.

 CapturepacketstocheckwhetherRouterBandRouteDonlysendandreceiveLevel-1andLevel-2packets.

 Capture packets to checkwhetherRouterCandRouterE only sendand receiveLevel-1packets.

A A# show isis neighbors

A# show isis database detail

B B# show isis neighbors

B# show isis database detail

C C# show isis neighbors

C# show isis database detail

D D# show isis neighbors

D# show isis database detail

E E# show isis neighbors

E# show isis database detail

6.4.6 Configuring IS-ISAuthentication

Configuration Effect

 Interfaceauthenticationisintendedforestablishingandmaintainingneighborrelationships.Aneighborrelationshipcannotbe
establishedbetweentwo IS-ISdeviceswithdifferent interfaceauthenticationpasswords.Thispreventsunauthorizedor

unauthenticated IS-IS devices from joining an IS-IS network that requires authentication. Interface authentication passwords are

encapsulated in Hello packets before being sent.

 Area authentication andRD authentication in IS-IS are performed to verify LSPs, CSNPs, andPSNPs to prevent unauthorized or
unauthenticated routing information from being injected into the LSDB. Authentication passwords are encapsulated in LSPs,

CSNPs, and PSNPs before being sent.

Notes

 AninterfaceauthenticationpasswordisencapsulatedinaHellopacketbeforebeingsentbyaninterface.Whenaninterface

receives a Hello packet, it checks the password in the packet against the existing one.

 Area authentication passwords are encapsulated in Level-1 LSPs, CSNPs, and PSNPs. When an interface receives an LSP,CSNP, or
PSNP, it checks the password in the packet against the existing one.

 RD authentication passwords are encapsulated in Level-2 LSPs, CSNPs, and PSNPs. When an interface receives an LSP,CSNP, or

PSNP, it checks the password in the packet against the existing one.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring InterfaceAuthentication

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Configure isis password in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring AreaAuthentication
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 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the area-password command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring RDAuthentication

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the domain-password command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

Verification

 IS-IS plaintext authentication provides only limited security because the password transferred through apacket is visible.

 IS-IS MD5 authentication provides higher security because the password transferred through a packet is encrypted using the

MD5 algorithm.

Related Commands

 Configuring thePassword for Plaintext Authentication of HelloPackets on an Interface

Command isis password [ 0 | 7 ] password [ send-only ] [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plaintext.

7: Indicates that the key is displayed in ciphertext.

password-string: Indicates the password string for plaintext authentication. The string can contain up to 126 characters.

send-only: Indicatesthat theplaintextauthenticationpasswordisonlyusedtoauthenticatesentpackets.Received

packets are not authenticated.

level-1:AppliesthesettingtotheLevel-1circuit type.

level-2:AppliesthesettingtotheLevel-2circuit type.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandtoconfigure thepasswordforHellopacketauthenticationonan interface.Usetheno formof this

command to clear the password.

If no Level is specified, by default, the password takes effect for Level-1 and Level-2 circuit types.

Thiscommanddoesnot takeeffect if the isisauthenticationmodecommandisexecuted.Youneedtofirstdeletethe

previous commandconfiguration.

If you includethesend-onlyparameterwhendeleting the isisauthenticationmodecommandconfiguration, only the

parameter setting is canceled.

 Specifying Interface Authentication as Plaintext or MD5

Command isis authentication mode { md5 | text } [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

md5: Uses MD5 authentication.

text: Uses plaintext authentication.

level-1:AppliesthesettingtotheLevel-1circuit type.

level-2:AppliesthesettingtotheLevel-2circuit type.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to specify the authentication mode before you can make the key chain configured using the isis
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authentication key-chain command take effect.

If no Level is specified, the authentication mode will take effect for Level-1 and Level-2 circuit types.

Ifyouusetheisisauthenticationmodecommandaftertheisispasswordcommandisexecutedtoconfigureplaintext

authentication, the previous command configuration will be overwritten.

The isispasswordcommanddoesnottakeeffect ifthe isisauthenticationmodecommand isexecuted.Torunthe isis

password command, delete the isis authentication mode command configuration first.

 Configuring thePassword for Interface Authentication

Command isis authentication key-chain name-of-chain [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

name-of-chain: Indicates the name of a key chain. The maximum length is 255.

level-1: Indicates that the authentication key chain takes effect for Level-1.

level-2: Indicates that the authentication key chain takes effect for Level-2.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Authentication isnot performed ifnokeychain isconfiguredusing thekeychaincommand. Inaddition to thekeychain

command,youalsoneedtorun the isisauthenticationmodecommandtomakeIS-ISkeychainauthentication take

effect.

Thekeychain isapplicable toplaintextauthenticationandMD5authentication.Whichauthenticationmodetousecan

be determined using the isis authenticationmode command.

Forplaintextauthentication,thekey-stringinthekeychaincannotexceed80characters;otherwise, thekeychainwillbe

invalid.

Onlyonekeychaincanbeusedat a time.Afteryouconfigureanewkeychain, itwill replacetheoriginalone.

If no Level is specified, the key chain takes effect for Level-1 and Level-2.

The key chain is applicable to Hello packets. IS-IS will send or receive passwords that belong to the key chain.

Akeychainmaycontainmultiplepasswords.ApasswordwithasmallerSNispreferentiallyusedforsendingapacket.

Whenthepacketarrivesatthepeerdevice,thedevicewillreceivethepacketif thepacket-carriedpasswordisconsistent

with a password in the key chain.

Theauthenticationcommands(forexample,authenticationkey-chain)executedinIS-ISroutingprocessconfiguration

mode are intended for LSPs and SNPs. They do not take effect for IS-IS interfaces.

 (Optional)Applying InterfaceAuthenticationOnly toSent Packets (ReceivedPacketsAreNotAuthenticated)

Command isis authentication send-only [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

level-1: Sets send-only for Level-1 on an interface.

level-2: Sets send-only for Level-2 on an interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand toenable IS-IStosetanauthenticationpasswordin theHellopacketsentbyan interface.However,

IS-IS does not authenticate the Hello packet received by the interface. You can use this command before you deploy IS-IS

interface authentication on all devices in the network or before you change the authentication password or

authenticationmode.After you run the isisauthenticationsend-onlycommand, thedeviceswillnot authenticate

receivedHellopacketstoavoidnetworkflappingwhenIS-ISinterfaceauthenticationisdeployed.Afterauthenticationis

deployed intheentirenetwork, run thenoisisauthenticationsend-onlycommand tocancel thesend-onlysetting.

The isis authentication send-only command is applicable to plaintext authentication and MD5 authentication. You can

run the isis authenticationmode command to specify the authenticationmode for an IS-IS interface.
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If no Level is specified, the authentication mode will take effect for Level-1 and Level-2 on the interface.

 Configuring thePassword for Area (Level-1) Plaintext Authentication

Command area-password [ 0 | 7 ] password [ send-only ]

Parameter

Description

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plaintext.

7: Indicates that the key is displayed in ciphertext.

password-string: Indicates the password string for plaintext authentication. The string can contain up to 126 characters.

send-only:IndicatesthattheplaintextauthenticationpasswordisonlyusedtoauthenticatesentHellopacketsinLevel-1

areas. Received Hello packets are not authenticate.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to enable authentication of received LSPs, CSNPs, and PSNPs in Level-1 areas and include

authenticationinformationinthesepacketsbeforetheyaresent.All IS-ISdevicesinanareamustbeconfiguredwiththe

same password.

Thiscommanddoesnot takeeffect if theauthenticationmodecommandisexecuted.Youneedtofirstdeletethe

previous commandconfiguration.

Todeletethepassword,runthenoarea-passwordcommand.Ifyourunthenoarea-passwordsend-onlycommand,

only the send-only setting is canceled. If you run the area-password psw send-only and no area-password send-only

commands in sequence, the configuration is changed to area-password psw.

 Configuring thePassword for RD (Level-2) Plaintext Authentication

Command domain-password [ 0 | 7 ] password [ send-only ]

Parameter

Description

0: Indicates that the key is displayed in plaintext.

7: Indicates that the key is displayed in ciphertext.

password-string:Indicatesthepasswordstringforplaintextauthentication.Thestringcancontainupto126characters.

send-only:IndicatesthattheplaintextauthenticationpasswordisonlyusedtoauthenticatesentHellopacketsinLevel-1

areas. Received Hello packets are not authenticated.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommandtoenableauthenticationof receivedLSPs,CSNPs,andPSNPsinLevel-2domainsand include

authenticationinformationinthesepacketsbeforetheyaresent.AllIS-ISdevicesinaLevel-2domainmustbeconfigured

with the same password.

Thiscommanddoesnot takeeffect if theauthenticationmodecommandisexecuted.Youneedtofirstdeletethe

previous commandconfiguration.

To delete the password, run the no domain-password command. If you run the no domain-password send-only

command,only thesend-onlysetting iscanceled. Ifyou runthedomain-passwordpswsend-onlyandno

domain-password send-only commands in sequence, the configuration is changed to domain-password psw.

 Specifying the IS-IS RDAuthentication Mode

Command authentication mode { md5 | text } [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

md5: Uses MD5 authentication.

text: Uses plaintext authentication.

level-1: Indicates that the authentication mode takes effect for Level-1.

level-2: Indicates that the authentication mode takes effect for Level-2.
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Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to specify the authentication mode before you can make the key chain configured using the

authentication key-chain command take effect.

If no Level is specified, the authentication mode will take effect for Level-1 and Level-2.

If you use the authentication mode command after the area-password or domain-password command is executed to

configure plaintext authentication, the previous command configuration will be overwritten.

The area-password or domain-password command does not take effect if the authentication mode command is

executed. To run the area-password or domain-password command, delete the authentication mode command

configuration first.

 Specifying the KeyChain for IS-IS Authentication

Command authentication key-chain name-of-chain [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

name-of-chain: Indicates the name of a key chain. The maximum length is 255.

level-1: Indicates that the authentication key chain takes effect for Level-1.

level-2: Indicates that the authentication key chain takes effect for Level-2.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Authentication isnot performed ifnokeychain isconfiguredusing thekeychaincommand. Inaddition to thekeychain

command,youalsoneedtoruntheauthenticationmodecommandtomakeIS-ISkeychainauthenticationtakeeffect.

Thekeychain isapplicable toplaintext authenticationandMD5authentication.Whichauthenticationmode tousecan

be determined using the authenticationmode command.

Forplaintextauthentication,thekey-stringinthekeychaincannotexceed80characters;otherwise, thekeychainwillbe

invalid.

Onlyonekeychaincanbeusedat a time.Afteryouconfigureanewkeychain, itwill replacetheoriginalone.

If no Level is specified, the key chain takes effect for Level-1 and Level-2.

The key chain is applicable to LSPs,CSNPs, andPSNPs. IS-ISwill send or receive passwords that belong to the key chain.

Akeychainmaycontainmultiplepasswords.ApasswordwithaSNispreferentiallyusedforsendingapacket.Whenthe

packetarrivesat thepeerdevice, thedevicewill receive thepacket if thepacket-carriedpasswordisconsistentwitha

password in the key chain.

 Applying IS-IS AuthenticationOnly to Sent Packets

Command authentication send-only [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

level-1: Applies the send-only setting to Level-1.

level-2: Applies the send-only setting to Level-2.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtoenableIS-IStosetanauthenticationpasswordintheHellopacket tobesent.However, IS-ISdoes

notauthenticatereceivedHellopackets.YoucanusethiscommandbeforeyoudeployIS-ISauthenticationonalldevices

in the network or before you change the authentication password or authentication mode. After you run the

authenticationsend-onlycommand,thedeviceswillnotauthenticatereceivedpacketstoavoidnetworkflappingwhen

authentication passwords are deployed. After authentication is deployed in the entire network, run the no isis

authentication send-only command to cancel the send-only setting.

Theauthenticationsend-onlycommand isapplicable toplaintext authenticationandMD5authentication.Youcanrun
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the authentication mode command to specify the authentication mode.

If no Level is specified, the authentication mode will take effect for Level-1 and Level-2.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IS-ISAuthentication

Configuration

Requirements

RouterA,RouterB,andRouterCareconnectedthroughtheEthernetandrunIS-IS.RouterAisaLevel-1device,

Route B is a Level-1/Level-2 device, and Router C is a Level-2 device. The following configuration requirements exist:

Applyplaintext authenticationtotheHellopacketsbetweenRouterAandRouterB,aswellasLevel-1LSPsand

SNPs.ApplyMD5authenticationtotheHellopacketsbetweenRouterBandRouterC,aswellasLevel-2LSPsand

SNPs.

Figure 6- 13

IS-IS

Authentication

Topology

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS.

 Configure Ethernet interfaces.

 Configure the password for IS-IS authentication.

A Configure IS-IS.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0001.00

A(config-router)# is-type level-1

A(config-router)# area-password aa

Configure an Ethernet interface.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

A(config-if)# ip address 192.168.20.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if)# ip router isis

A(config-if)# isis password cc

B Configure the password for IS-IS authentication.

B(config)# key chain kc1

B(config-keychain)# key 1

B(config-keychain-key)# key-string aa

B(config)# key chain kc2

B(config-keychain)# key 1

B(config-keychain-key)# key-string bb
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B(config)# key chain kc3

B(config-keychain)# key 1

B(config-keychain-key)# key-string cc

Configure IS-IS.

B(config)# router isis

B(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0002.00

B(config-router)#authenticationmodetextlevel-1

B(config-router)# authentication key-chain kc1

B(config-router)# authentication mode md5 level-2

B(config-router)# authentication key-chain kc2

Configure two Ethernet interfaces.

C

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

B(config-if)# ip address 192.168.20.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if)# ip router isis

B(config-if)# isis authentication mode text

B(config-if)# isis authentication key-chain kc3

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if)# ip address 192.168.30.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if)# ip router isis

B(config-if)# isis authentication mode md5

B(config-if)# isis authentication key-chain kc3

Configure the password for IS-IS authentication.

C(config)# key chain kc2

C(config-keychain)# key 1

C(config-keychain-key)# key-string bb

C(config)# key chain kc3

C(config-keychain)# key 1

C(config-keychain-key)# key-string cc

Configure IS-IS.

C(config)# router isis

C(config-router)# net 49.0002.0000.0000.0002.00

C(config-router)# is-type level-2

C(config-router)# authentication mode md5 level-2

C(config-router)# authentication key-chain kc2
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Configure an Ethernet interface.

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if)# ip address 192.168.30.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if)# ip router isis

C(config-if)# isis authentication mode md5

C(config-if)# isis authentication key-chain kc3

Verification Check whether neighbor relationships are established normally.

A A# show isis neighbors

A# show isis database detail

B B# show isis neighbors

C C# show isis neighbors

Common Errors

 Different authentication passwords are configured between neighbors.

 Different authentication modes are configured between neighbors.

6.4.7 Configuring IS-IS GR

ConfigurationEffect

 IS-IS GR helps improve system reliability. On devices that separate the control plane from the forwarding plane, GR ensures that
data forwarding is not interrupted during routing protocol restart.

 IS-IS GRWorkingMechanism

ForGRtobesuccessful,thefollowingtwoconditionsmustbemet:(1)Thenetworktopologyisstable;(2)Thedevicecanensure

uninterrupted forwarding when it restarts IS-IS.

Two roles exist during theGRprocess:Restarter and Helper.Accordingly, IS-ISGR isdivided into the IS-ISGRRestart capability and

IS-ISGRHelp capability. A devicewith the GRRestart capability can send aGR request and executeGR. A device with theGRHelp

capability can receive a GR request and help its neighbor with GR implementation. The GR process starts when the Restarter sends a

GR request. After receiving the GR request, the neighboring device enters Help mode to help the Restarter reestablish its LSDB while

maintaining the neighbor relationshipwith theRestarter.Themain GRworkingmechanism is as follows:

WhenanIS-ISdeviceneedstoperformGR,it instructsitsneighbor tomaintaintheirneighbor relationshipsothatotherdevicesinthe

network cannot sense the change in the topological relationship and the neighbor will not recalculate the route and update its

forwardingtable.TheIS-ISdevicesynchronizesandrestorestheLSDBtoitspre-GRstatewiththehelpof theneighbortoensurethat

the route and forwarding table remain unchangedbefore andafterGR implementation and data forwarding is not interrupted.

The Restarter performs the following operations during the GR process:

1. The GRRestarter notifies theGRHelpers that it will be restarted.
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Figure 6- 14 Restart Notification by the GR Restarter

Switch A is a GRRestarter, and Switch B and Switch C are theGRHelpers for Switch A. Switch A sends aGR request instructing all its

neighborsnot todeletetheneighbor relationshipswithSwitchAwhenit isrestarted.After receiving theGRrequest, theneighbors

sendGRresponsestotheGRRestarter,andwillmaintaintheirneighbor relationshipswiththeGRRestarterduringtheGRtime

(specified byGRgrace-period) notified by theGRRestarter.

2. The GRRestarter is restarted.

Figure 6- 15 Restart Performed by the GR Restarter

When the GR Restarter is restarted, its IS-IS interface goes from Down to Up. Because the GR Helpers know that the GR Restarter is in

IS-ISrestartstate,theymaintaintheirneighborrelationshipswiththeGRRestarterduringtheGRtimeandretaintheroutesfromthe

GRRestarter.

31. The GRRestarter synchronizes topology and routing information from theGRHelpers.
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Figure 6- 16 LSDB Synchronization

After IS-IS restart, the GR Restarter synchronizes topology or routing information from the GR Helpers and recalculates its routing

table. During this process, any change in the routing table is not updated to the forwarding table.

32. GR is completedwhen theGRRestarter finishes LSDB synchronization.Thenall devicesenter IS-IS interaction state.

Figure 6- 17 GR Completion

After the GRRestarter synchronizes all required data, all devices enter IS-IS interaction state. The GRRestarter's routing table is

updatedtotheforwardingtableandinvalidentriesarecleared.BecausetheGRRestarteriscompletelyrestoredtothepre-restart

stateunder stable network conditions, its routing tableand forwarding table remain unchanged before andafterGR.

Notes

 IS-ISGRisimplementedbasedonRFC5306:RestartSignalingforIS-IS.

All products support the IS-ISGRHelper capability.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the IS-IS GRRestart Capability

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.
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 Run the graceful-restart command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring theMaximumGR Time

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the graceful-restart grace-period command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless

otherwise specified.

 Enabling the IS-IS GRHelp Capability

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the graceful-restart helper command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise
specified.

Verification

 Check whether the routing table and forwarding table remain unchanged before and after GR.

Related Commands

 Enabling the IS-IS GRRestart Capability

Command graceful-restart

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtoenabletheIS-ISGRRestartcapability.Aslongasthenetworkconditionsremainunchanged,IS-IS

can be restarted and restored to the pre-restart state without impact on data forwarding.

 Configuring theMaximumGR Time

Command graceful-restart grace-period seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the GR time. The value range is 1s to 65,535s. The default value is 300s.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling the IS-IS GRHelp Capability

Command graceful-restart helper disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use the graceful-restart helper disable command to disable the IS-IS GRHelp capability.The command enables IS-IS to

ignore the GR request sent by the device to be restarted.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring IS-ISGR

Configuration

Requirements

TwoS8600serieshigh-enddeviceshavetheIS-ISGRRestartcapabilityandareequippedwithmaster/slave

management boards for redundant backup at the control plane. IS-IS neighbor relationships are established

betweenS86-1 andS3750/S3760 and betweenS86-2 andS3750/S3760.The systemsoftware of all devices supports

the IS-IS GRHelp capability.

The following configuration requirements exist: Enable the IS-IS GR Restart capability with proper GRTime setting

onS86-1 and S86-2 to realize uninterrupted forwarding and improve core device reliability.

DisabletheIS-ISGRHelpcapabilityonS3750toexcludeitfromtheHelpprocess.Bydefault,otherdevicesupports

the IS-IS GR Help capability and require no additional configuration.

Figure 6- 18

IS-IS GR

Topology

Configuration

Steps

Configure IS-IS. (Omitted)

Configure Ethernet interfaces. (Omitted)

S86-1 Configure IS-IS GR.

S86-1 (config)# router isis

CS86-1(config-router)# graceful-restart

CS86-1(config-router)# graceful-restart grace-period 60

S86-2 Configure IS-IS GR.

CS86-2(config)# router isis

CS86-2(config-router)# graceful-restart

CS86-2(config-router)# graceful-restart grace-period 80

S3750 Disable the IS-IS Help capability.

S3750(config)# router isis

S3750(config-router)# graceful-restart helper disable

Verification Check whether the routing table and forwarding table remain unchanged before and after GR.

Check whether S86-1 and S86-2 synchronize topology and routing information from S3760.

S86-1 S86-1# show isis neighbors

S86-1# show isis database detail

S86-2 S86-2# show isis neighbors
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S3760 S3760#show isisneighbors

6.4.8 Configuring IS-ISNSR

Configuration Effect

 IS-IS nonstop routing (IS-IS NSR) helps improve system reliability. During the active/standby switchover of devices in distributed

mode, user data traffic keeps being forwarded without interruption.

 WorkingMechanism of IS-IS NSR

NSR backs up relevant IS-IS information from the master Supervisor Engine to the slave Supervisor Engine of the distributed device so

that thedevicecanautomatically recover the linkstateand regeneratearouteuponactive/standbyswitchovers,without requiring

help from neighbor devices during the recovery.

Notes

For the same IS-IS process, either NSP or GR is enabled, because they are exclusive.

Theswitchoverofdistributeddevices takesaperiodof time. If the IS-ISneighbor keepaliveduration is less than theswitchover

duration, IS-ISneighbor relationshipwiththeneighbordeviceisremoved,and theservicesareinterruptedduring theswitchover.

Therefore,itisrecommendedtosettheIS-ISneighborkeepalivedurationnotlessthanthedefaultvalue.WhenFastHelloisenabled,

theIS-ISneighbor keepaliveduration is less than1secondand the IS-ISneighbor relationship timesoutduring theswitchover,

causingNSR failures.Therefore, it is recommended todisable Fast HellowhenNSR is enabled.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring IS-ISNSR

 Optional. IS-ISNSR is disabled by default. Perform this configuration as required.

 Configure NSR in IS-IS routing process configurationmode on the required devices unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Verify thatuserdata traffickeepsbeing forwardedwithout interruptionduring thehot-backupswitchoverof devices in

distributedmode.

Related Commands

 Enabling NSR

Command nsr

Parameter

Description

N/A

Configuration

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide NSRbacksup relevant IS-IS information fromthemasterSupervisorEngine totheslaveSupervisorEngineof the

distributed device so that the device can automatically recover the link state and regenerate a route upon

active/standbyswitchovers,withoutrequiringhelpfromneighbordevicesduringtherecovery. Informationsuchasthe

neighbor relationship and link status needs to be backed up.

For the same IS-IS process, either NSP or GR is enabled, because they are exclusive.

TheswitchoverofdistributeddevicesandVSUdevicestakesaperiodof time.IftheIS-ISneighborkeepalivedurationis

lessthantheswitchoverduration,IS-ISneighborrelationshipwiththeneighbordeviceisremoved,andtheservicesare

interruptedduring theswitchover.Therefore, it is recommendedtoset theIS-ISneighborkeepalivedurationnot less

thanthedefaultvalue.WhenFastHello isenabled, theIS-ISneighborkeepaliveduration is lessthan1secondandthe
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IS-IS neighbor relationship times out during the switchover, causing NSR failures. Therefore, it is recommended to

disable Fast Hello when NSR is enabled.

Bydefault, if theDIS isaFSdevice, theneighbor relationshipbetween theneighbordeviceand theFSdevice is

maintainedfor10secondsatmost(theDISinterfacesendsoneHELLOpacketevery3.3seconds).However, the

active/standbyswitchoverofFSdevicestakesatleast7seconds.Iftheswitchovertakesplacewhentheinterfaceisto

sendHELLOpackets, theperiod for theneighbordeviceto receiveHELLOpacketsagainmaybegreater than10

seconds,leadingtoneighbordown.Toavoidneighbordown,whenNSRisenabled,increasethetimeformaintaining

the neighbor relationship with the neighbor device that is to send HELLO packets by 10 seconds.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IS-ISNSR

Configuration

Requirements

Two high-end FS-S8600 devices are required and both support IS-IS NSRand are equipped with master and slave

SuperEnginestoimplementredundancybackuponcontrolplane.IS-ISneighborrelationshipsareestablished

betweenS86-1 with S86-2, S3760, and S3750.

The S86-1 device supports nonstop forwarding to improve high availability of the core device.

IS-ISNSR

Topology

Configuration

Steps

Configure the IS-IS routing protocol.

Configure Ethernet ports.

S86-1 Configure IS-IS NSR

S86-1(config)# router isis

S86-1(config-router)# nsr

Verification Verify that data traffic keeps being forwarded without interruption during the hot-backup switchover.

Verify that S86-2, S3760, and S3750 do not perceive the hot-backup switchover of S86-1.

S86-1 S86-1# show isis neighbors

S86-1#show isisdatabasedetail

S86-1# show isis nsr

S86-2 S86-2# show isis neighbors

S86-2# show isis database detail

S3760 S3760# show isis neighbors

S3760# show isis database detail

S3750 S3750# show isis neighbors

S3750# show isis database detail

Common Errors

-
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6.4.9 ConfiguringBFDSupport for IS-IS

Configuration Effect

 IS-IS dynamically discovers neighbors through Hello packets. After IS-IS enables the BFD function, a BFD sessionwill be set up
withtheneighbor inUpstate.TheBFDmechanismisusedtodetect theneighborstate.Onceaneighbor failure isdetected

throughBFD, IS-IS performs network convergence immediately. The convergence time can be reduced from 30s to less than 1s. By

default, IS-ISHellopacketsaresentatanintervalof10sinaP2Pnetwork,andthetimerequiredtodetectaneighbor failureis

three times the packet interval, that is 30s.

Notes

 Youmust set BFD session parameters before you enable BFD support for IS-IS.

 Whenyourun thebfdup-dampeningcommandonan interfacewithBFDsupport for IS-IS,youneed torun thebfd
all-interfaces commandwith the [anti-congestion] option selected.

 When you run thebfd all-interfaces commandwith the [anti-congestion] option selected, run thebfd up-dampening
command on the interface.

 IProutingmaycauseaneighbor'sinterfaceforBFDsessionsetuptobeinconsistentwiththeinterfaceforoutgoingBFDpackets.
If this happens, the BFD session cannot be set up.

 If a neighbor's interface for BFD session setup is inconsistent with the interface for outgoing BFD packets, the BFD session
cannot be setup.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBFDSupport for IS-ISonAll Interfaces

 Perform this configuration based onrequirements.

 Run the bfd ll-interfaces command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 EnablingBFD Support for IS-IS on the Current Interface

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis bfd command in interface configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Buildatopologywithtwoparallel lines.Typically,IS-ISselectsonelineasthemasterlineandtheotherasthebackupline.

Enable BFD on the master line.

 Make the master line fail. Check whether IS-IS performs route convergence based on the BFD monitoring state and starts the

backup line.

Related Commands

 EnablingBFD Support for IS-IS on the Current Interface

Command bfd all-interfaces [anti-congestion]

Parameter

Description

anti-congestion: Indicates the IS-IS BFD anti-congestion option.
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Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide You can enable or disable BFD on an IS-IS interface by using any of the following two methods:

Method 1: Run the bfd all-interfaces command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode to enable BFD on all IS-IS

interfaces, and then run thenobfd all-interfaces command todisableBFDonall IS-IS interfaces.

Method2:Run the isisbfd [disable ] command in interfaceconfigurationmode toenableBFDon thespecified IS-IS

interface, and then run the isis bfd disable command to disable BFD on the interface.

 EnablingBFD Support for IS-IS on the Current Interface

Command isis bfd [ disable | anti-congestion ]

Parameter

Description

disable: Disables BFD support for IS-IS on the current interface.

anti-congestion: Indicates the IS-IS BFD anti-congestion option.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide You can enable or disable BFD on an IS-IS interface by using any of the following two methods:

Method1:Runthe[no]bfdall-interfaces [anti-congestion]commandinIS-ISroutingprocessconfigurationmodeto

enable or disable BFD on all IS-IS interfaces.

Method2:Runthe isisbfd[disable |anti-congestion]commandininterfaceconfigurationmodetoenableordisable

BFD on the specified interface.

Normally,BFDsendsdetectionpacketsatmillisecondintervalstodetect thelinkstate.Whenalinkexception(suchasa

disconnected link) occurs, BFD can quickly detect it and instruct IS-IS to delete the neighbor relationship and the

neighbor reachability information in LSPs. Then IS-IS recalculates and generates a new route to bypass the abnormal link,

thusrealizingfastconvergence.WiththeintroductionofnewtechniquessuchastheMulti-ServiceTransportPlatform

(MSTP),linkcongestiontendstooccurduringpeakhoursofdatacommunication.BFDquicklydetectsthelinkexception

and instructsIS-IStodelete theneighbor relationshipandtheneighborreachability information inLSPs.Linkswitch is

performedtobypassthecongested link.AHellopacket for IS-ISneighbordetection issentevery10sand itsexpiration

timeis30s.TheHellopacketcanstillbe receivednormallywhenBFDdetectsanexception,and thereforean IS-IS

neighborrelationshipisreestablishedquickly,causingtheroutetoberestoredtothecongestedlink.ThenBFDdetects

theabnormal linkand link switch isperformedagain.This process is repeated,whichmakes theroutebeswitched

between the congested link and other links, causing repetitive flapping.

Theanti-congestionoption isused toavoid routing flapping incaseof linkcongestion.After theoption isconfigured,

theIS-ISneighborstateisstillkeptalivewhenlinkcongestionoccurs,buttheneighborreachabilityinformationinLSPsis

deleted. The route is switched to a normal link. When the congested link is restored, the neighbor reachability

information in LSPs is recovered and the route is switchedback, which avoids route flapping.

Whenyourunthebfdall-interfaces [anti-congestion]command,runthebfdup-dampeningcommandontheinterface.

The twocommandsmustbeused together. If you runonlyonecommand, theroute flapdampening featuremaynot

take effect or other network exceptions may occur.

Configuration Example

 EnablingBFD Support for IS-IS on the Current Interface
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Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Set BFD session parameters. (Omitted)

 Enable BFD support for IS-IS on the current interface.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# isis bfd

Verification EnableS1 (192.168.1.10)andS2(192.168.2.10) tosendpackets toG1(229.1.1.1)andG2(229.1.2.1).AddUser to theG1

and G2groups.

 Check themulticast packet thatUser receives. User should only receive the (S1,G1) packet.

 Check that thePIM-SMrouting table does not have the (S1,G2), (S2,G1), and (S2,G2) entries.

A#showbfdneighborsdetail

Common Errors

 BFD support for IS-IS is not enabled on neighbors.

6.4.10 Setting the IS-ISOverload Bit

Configuration Effect

The overload bit is used in the following three situations:

 Device overload

Thelocal IS-ISnodehasoverloadissues,suchasinsufficientmemoryorfullCPUload;asaresult,itsroutingtablehasincomplete

routesordoesnothave resource forwardingdata.Youcanset theoverloadbit inanLSP to instruct theneighbornot touse the local

node as a forwarding device.

Toset theoverloadbit, run theset-overload-bitcommandwithout theon-startupkeyword.Theoverloadbit canbeconfiguredor

canceled manually.When the local IS-IS node is restored, manually cancel the command configuration; otherwise, the node is always

in overloadstate.

 Instantaneous blackhole

InthescenariodescribedbyRFC3277,theIS-ISconvergencespeedisfasterthantheBGPspeed;asaresult,afteranIS-ISnodeis

restarted,aroutemaybeinstantaneouslyunreachable,whichiscalledaninstantaneousblackhole.Youcansettheoverloadbitinan

LSP to instruct the neighbor not to use the local nodeas a forwarding device until the specified timehas elapsed.

Toset the overloadbit, run theset-overload-bitcommandwith theon-startup keyword.Theoverloadbit canbeconfiguredor

canceled automatically by the IS-IS node based on the configuration. If the on-startup keyword is selected, the IS-IS node

automatically enters instantaneous black hole state after restart.When a neighbor relationship is established, the IS-IS node sends an

LSPwith theoverloadbit tonotify theneighbor that the localnodeenters instantaneousblackhole (oroverload) stateand instruct

theneighbornot tousethelocalnodeasaforwardingdevice.Afterthespecifiedtimehaselapsed,theIS-ISnodeimmediatelysends

anLSPwith theoverloadbit canceled tonotify theneighbor that the localnodehasexited instantaneousblackhole (oroverload)

state and can work as a forwarding device.
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 Disabling real data forwarding on the local IS-IS node

If you only need to connect the local IS-ISnode to aproductionnetwork for testing or tomeet other functional requirements, but

doesnot require thenode to forward real data in thenetwork, youcanset theoverloadbit in an LSP to instruct theneighbor not to

use the local node as a forwarding device.

Toset theoverloadbit, run theset-overload-bitcommandwithout theon-startup keyword.Theoverloadbit canbeconfiguredor

canceledmanually.YoucansetthesuppresskeywordbasedonrequirementstolimittheroutinginformationcarriedinanLSPincase

of overload. For example, internal and external routes canbe suppressed, and only the local direct route is advertised.

Notes

 At the same Level, the configuration with theon-startup keyword ismutually exclusive with the configuration without the
on-startup keyword.

Configuration Steps

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the set-overload-bit command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

Verification

 Capture packets and check that the neighbor does not forward LSPs from the local node.

Related Commands

Command set-overload-bit [ on-startup { seconds | wait-for-bgp [ bgpseconds ] } ] [ suppress { [ interlevel ] [ external ] } ]

[ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

on-startup seconds: Indicates the duration when an IS-IS node remains in overload state after restart. The value range is

5s to86,400s.

wait-for-bgpbgpseconds: IndicatesthedurationinwhichanIS-ISnodeautomaticallyentersandremainsinthe

wait-for-BGP convergence state after restart. The value ranges from 5–86,400 in seconds. The default value is 600.

suppress: Indicates not to advertise internal routes (intra-area and inter-area routes) or external routes to neighbors

when the IS-IS node is in overload state.

interlevel: Indicates not to advertise intra-area and inter-area routes to neighbors when the IS-IS node is in overload

state. It is used with the suppress keyword.

external: Indicatesnot toadvertiseexternalroutestoneighborswhentheIS-ISnodeisinoverloadstate.It isusedwith

the suppresskeyword.

level-1: Sends LSPs with the overload bit only to Level-1 neighbors.

level-2: Sends LSPs with the overload bit only to Level-2 neighbors.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtoforceanIS-ISnodetoset theoverloadbit inanon-virtualLSPtoinstruct itsIS-ISneighborsnot to

use the local node as a forwarding device.

If you select the on-startup keyword, the IS-IS node automatically enters overload state after restart.

If you do not select the on-startup keyword, the IS-IS node enters overload state immediately after restart.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring theOverload Bit in Case of an Instantaneous Black Hole

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 VerifythattheIS-ISnodeentersinstantaneousblackholestateimmediatelyafterrestartandremainsinthisstate

until thespecified time(300s)haselapsed,andtheIS-ISnodeonlyadvertiseslocaldirect linksto itsneighbors

during thespecified time.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)#set-overload-bit on-startup 300 suppress interlevel external

Verification Capture packets to check LSPs.

 Verify that the IS-IS node automatically enters instantaneous black hole state after restart. Once a neighbor

relationship is established, the IS-IS node sends an LSPwith the overloadbit.

 Afterthespecifiedtimehaselapsed,theIS-ISnodeimmediatelysendsanLSPwiththeoverloadbitcanceledto

notify its neighbors that the local node has exited instantaneous black hole (or overload) state.

A# show isis neighbors

 DisablingReal Data Forwarding on the Local IS-IS Node

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Connect thelocal IS-ISnodeasatestdevicetoaproductionnetwork.Thenodeisnot required toforwardrealdata

in the network to avoid impact on production.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)#set-overload-bit suppress interlevel external

Verification Capture packets to check LSPs. Verify that the LSPs carry the overload bit and only advertise local direct routes.

A# show isis neighbors

6.4.11 Configuring IS-IS VRF

ConfigurationEffect

 EachVRF table can be seen as a virtual device or a dedicated PE device.

 Thevirtualdevicecontainsthefollowingelements:anindependentroutingtable,aswellasanindependentaddressspace;a

set of interfaces that belong to theVRF table; a set of routing protocols applicable only to theVRF table.

 EachdevicecanmaintainoneormoreVRFtablesandapublic-networkroutingtable(alsocalledaglobalroutingtable).
MultipleVRF instances are separated from each other.

Notes

 Note the following constraints or conventionswhen you bind IS-IS instances andVRF tables:
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 The IS-IS instances bound with the same VRF table must be configured with different system IDs. The IS-IS instances bound with

differentVRF tables can be configuredwith the same system ID.

 One IS-IS instance canbeboundwithonly oneVRF table, but oneVRF table can be bound tomultiple IS-IS instances.

 When the VRF table bound to an IS-IS instance is changed, all IS-IS interfaces associated with the instance will be deleted. That is,

the ip router isis [tag] interfaceconfigurationand the redistributionconfiguration in routing processconfigurationmodewill

be deleted.

Configuration Steps

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run thevrf command in IS-IS routing processconfigurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Checkwhether the local device establishes neighbor relationshipswith other devices specified in theVRF table.

Related Commands

 Configuring IS-ISVRF

Command vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of an existing VRF table.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Before you bind an IS-IS instance to a VRF table, ensure that the VRF table has been configured. If you need to establish an

IS-ISv6neighbor relationship, enable IPv6 andensure that the table tobebound isamultiprotocolVRF table.

Note the following constraints or conventions when you bind IS-IS instances and VRF tables:

 The IS-IS instances bound with the same non-default VRF table must be configured with different system IDs. The

IS-IS instances boundwith differentVRF tables canbe configuredwith the same system ID.

 OneIS-ISinstancecanbeboundwithonlyoneVRFtable,butoneVRFtablecanbeboundtomultipleIS-IS

instances.

 When the VRF table bound to an IS-IS instance is changed, all IS-IS interfaces associated with the instance will be

deleted.That is, the ip (or ipv6) router isis [ tag ] interfaceconfigurationand theredistributionconfiguration in

routing process configuration mode will be deleted.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IS-ISVRF

Configuration

Steps
 Bind an IS-IS instance to a VRF table.

 Add interfaces to theVRF table and IS-IS instance. (Omitted)
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A(config)#vrf definition vrf_1

A(config-vrf)#address-family ipv4

A(config-vrf-af)#exit-address-family

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# vrf vrf_1

Verification Check whether the local device establishes neighbor relationships with other devices specified in the VRF table.

A# show isis neighbors

Common Errors

 Interfaces are not added to theVRF table.

 The IP addresses of the interfaces connected between neighbors are not in the same network segment.

 The ip router isis command is not executed on interfaces.

 NoNET address is configured, or different NET addresses exist at Level-1.

 max-area-addresses is configured differently on both sides.

 metric-style is configured differently on both sides.

 The interface Levels on both sides are different. One side is Level-1, whereas the other side is Level-2.

 One side is configuredwith the P2Pmode, whereas the other side is configuredwith the broadcast mode.

 One side is enabled with authentication, whereas the other side is not.

6.4.12 ConfiguringIS-ISMTR

ConfigurationEffect

 If themulti-topologycommandisnotexecuted, IPv4andIPv6shareoneIS-ISphysicaltopology,alsocalledthedefault
topology. If themulti-topologycommandisexecutedwithout the transitionparameter,routingdevicesruninMTmode.
IS-ISv4runsinthedefaulttopology,andIS-ISv6runsintheIPv6unicasttopology. If themulti-topologycommandisexecuted

withthetransitionparameter, routingdevicesruninMTTmode.IS-ISv6runsinthedefaulttopologyandIPv6unicasttopology.

The threeconfigurationsaremutuallyexclusive.The routingdevices inMTTmodecan transfer theMTTLVor thedefault

topologyTLV.TheMTTmodeisapplicabletoincrementaldeploymenttoensuresmoothnetworkmigration.TheMTTmodecan

cause route leaking between the default topology and IPv6 unicast topology. If the MTT mode is configured improperly,

network failures such as routing black holes and loops may occur.

Notes

Note the following constraints or conventions when you configure the IS-IS MTR feature:

 Setmetric-style toWide orTransition before you run themulti-topology command.

 TheMTRfeaturewillbedisabled ifmetric-style isset toNarroworonlyoneLevel isconfigured tosupport theWideor

Transition mode.

Configuration Steps
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 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Configure theMTR feature in IS-ISaddress-family ipv6 configurationmode on thedesireddevice, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Check whether the local device establishes neighbor relationships with other devices.

Related Commands

 Configuring IS-ISMTR

Command multi-topology [ transition ]

Parameter

Description

transition:Configures theMTTmode,whichsupportssmoothmigrationfromanIPv4-IPv6hybrid topology toseparate

IPv4 and IPv6 topologies.

Command

Mode

IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode

Usage Guide Ifthemulti-topologycommandisnotexecuted,IPv4andIPv6shareoneIS-ISphysicaltopology,alsocalledthedefault

topology. If themulti-topology command isexecutedwithout the transitionparameter, routingdevices run inMT

mode.IS-ISv4runsinthedefaulttopology,andIS-ISv6runsintheIPv6unicasttopology.Ifthemulti-topologycommand

isexecutedwith the transitionparameter, routingdevicesrun inMTTmode. IS-ISv6runs inthedefault topologyand

IPv6 unicast topology. The three configurations are mutually exclusive. The routing devices in MTT mode can transfer the

MTTLVor thedefault topologyTLV.TheMTTmode isapplicabletoincrementaldeploymenttoensuresmoothnetwork

migration.TheMTTmodecancauseroute leakingbetween thedefault topologyand IPv6unicast topology. If theMTT

mode is configured improperly, network failures such as routing black holes and loopsmay occur.

Setmetric-style toWideorTransitionbeforeyourunthecommand.TheMTRfeaturewillbedisabledifmetric-style is

set to Narrow or only one Level is configured to support the Wide or Transition mode.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IS-ISMTR

Configuration

Requirements
ThetypicalapplicationscenarioofMTRistoretaindevicesthatonlysupport IPv4servicesinanetworkwhereIPv6

service extension will be performed.

InFigure1-20,Router2onlysupports theIPv4protocolstackbutdoesnotsupport theMTRfeature; therefore, it

canonly run IPv4services.Thenetworkcapacityneedstobescaled tosupport IPv6services inorder tomeet

service extension requirements. (Router 1, Router 3, and Router 4 that support the MTR feature will be added.) The

device(Router 2) thatsupports onlyoneprotocol stackmustbe replacedtomaintain thestabilityof thenetwork

running IPv4 and IPv6 dual protocol stacks; otherwise, IPv6 routing black holesmayoccur.

IfyouneedtoretainRouter2,youcanconfiguretheMTRfeatureonRouter1,Router3,andRouter4.TheMTR

featureenablesRouter2 tocontinueto run IPv4serviceswithout interferenceon the IPv4and IPv6serviceson

Router 1, Router 3, and Router 4. The MTR feature improves networking flexibility, indirectly prolongs the service life

of old devices,andmeets service extension requirementswhilemaximizing thevalues of old devices.

The configuration requirements are as follows:

 Retain Router 2, which only supports IPv4 services.

 Adddevices thatsupport IPv4and IPv6dual topologies,andseparateIPv4 routecalculationandIPv6 route
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calculation based on different topologies.

Figure6-19

IS-ISMTR

Topology

Router 1 Configure IS-IS and Ethernet interfaces.

Configure IS-IS:

FS(config)# router isis

FS(config-router)# net 49.0001. 0000.0000.0001.00

FS(config-router)# is-type level-1

FS(config-router)# metric-style wide

FS(config-router)# address-family ipv6

FS(config-router-af)# multi-topology

Configure Ethernet interfaces:

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 address 1002: : 1/112

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 address 1003: : 1/112

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip router isis
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#isis wide-metric 11

Router 2 Configure IS-IS and Ethernet interfaces.

Configure IS-IS:

FS(config)# router isis

FS(config-router)# net 49.0001. 0000.0000.0002.00

FS(config-router)# is-type level-1

FS(config-router)# metric-style wide

FS(config-router)#address-family ipv6

FS(config-router-af)#no adjacency-check

Configure Ethernet interfaces:

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.3.2 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip router isis

Router 3 Configure IS-IS and Ethernet interfaces.

Configure IS-IS:

FS(config)# router isis

FS(config-router)# net 49.0001. 0000.0000.0003.00

FS(config-router)# is-type level-1

FS(config-router)# metric-style wide

FS(config-router)# address-family ipv6

FS(config-router-af)# multi-topology

Configure Ethernet interfaces:

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 address 3001: : 1/112

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.2.3 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#isis wide-metric 11

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 address 3004: : 1/112

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.4.3 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#isis wide-metric 12

Router 4 Configure IS-IS and Ethernet interfaces.

Configure IS-IS:

FS(config)# router isis

FS(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0004.00

FS(config-router)# is-type level-1

FS(config-router)# metric-style wide

FS(config-router)# address-family ipv6

FS(config-router-af)# multi-topology

Configure Ethernet interfaces:

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 address 4002: : 1/112

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.3.4 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 enable

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 address 4003: : 1/112

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 router isis

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.4.4 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip router isis

Verification  Run theshowcommandonRouter1 tocheckwhether thenext hopof the IPv4routedestinedforRouter4 is

Router 2.

 Run theshowcommandonRouter1 tocheckwhether thenext hopof the IPv6 routedestined forRouter 4 is

Router 3.

Checking the

IPv4 route
FS#show ip route

Codes: C - connected,S - static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O -OSPF,IA -OSPF interarea
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N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1 -OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2-IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

C 192.168.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 192.168.1.1/32 is local host.

C 192.168.2.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 192.168.2.1/32 is local host.

iL1192.168.3.0/24 [115/20]via192.168.1.2,00:13:14,GigabitEthernet0/1

iL1192.168.4.0/24 [115/23]via192.168.2.3,00:02:40,GigabitEthernet0/2

Checking the

IPv6 route
FS#show ipv6 route

IPv6 routing table name is - Default - 16 entries

Codes: C - Connected, L - Local, S - Static, R - RIP, B - BGP

I1 - ISIS L1, I2 - ISIS L2, IA - ISIS interarea, IS - ISIS summary

O-OSPF intra area,OI -OSPF interarea, OE1 -OSPFexternal type 1,OE2 -OSPFexternal type 2

ON1 -OSPFNSSAexternal type 1,ON2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type 2

L ::1/128 via Loopback, local host

C 1002::/112 via GigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L 1002::1/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/1, local host

C 1003::/112 via GigabitEthernet 0/2, directly connected

L 1003::1/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/2, local host

I1 3001::/112 [115/21] via FE80::C806:5FF:FEE8:38, GigabitEthernet 0/2

I1 3004::/112 [115/21] via FE80::C806:5FF:FEE8:38, GigabitEthernet 0/2

I1 4002::/112 [115/31] via FE80::C806:5FF:FEE8:38, GigabitEthernet 0/2

I1 4003::/112 [115/31] via FE80::C806:5FF:FEE8:38, GigabitEthernet 0/2

L FE80::/10 via ::1, Null0

C FE80::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/2, directly connected

L FE80::1614:4BFF:FE12:ADFC/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/2, local host

C FE80::/64 viaGigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L FE80::1614:4BFF:FE12:ADFD/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/1, local host

C FE80::/64 via Local 0, directly connected

L FE80::1614:4BFF:FE12:ADFC/128 via Local 0, local host

Common Errors
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 metric-style is not set toWide or Transition.

 The protocol types used by two neighbors do not match; therefore, a neighbor relationship cannot be established.

 The IP addresses of the interfaces connected between neighbors are not in the same network segment.

 The ip router isis command is not executed on interfaces.

 NoNET address is configured, or different NET addresses exist at Level 1.

 max-area-addresses is configured differently on both sides.

 metric-style is configured differently on both sides.

 The interface Levels on both sides are different. One side is Level-1, whereas the other side is Level-2.

 One side is configuredwith the P2Pmode, whereas the other side is configuredwith the broadcast mode.

 One side is enabled with authentication, whereas the other side is not.

6.4.13 ConfiguringSNMP for IS-IS

Configuration Effect

 Bydefault, theSNMPsoftwarecanperformtheMIBoperationonthefirstIS-ISinstance.ToperformtheMIBoperationonother

instances, you need to manually specify these instances.

Notes

 By default, the SNMPsoftware can perform theMIB operation on the first displayed IS-IS instance.

Configuration Steps

 Binding the Instances onWhich the IS-ISMIBOperationWill Be Performed

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the enable mib-binding command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise
specified.

 Enabling IS-IS TrapGlobally

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the snmp-server enable traps isis command in global configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise
specified.

 Configuring an SNMPHost Globally

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run thesnmp-server host command in global configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Allowing theSending of all IS-IS TrapMessages to theSNMPHost

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 RuntheenabletrapsallcommandinIS-ISroutingprocessconfigurationmodeonthedesireddevice,unlessotherwise
specified.
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Verification

 Use the MIB tool to read and write IS-IS settings.

Related Commands

 Binding the Instances onWhich the IS-ISMIBOperationWill Be Performed

Command enable mib-binding

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Thelateststandardsstipulatethat theMIBoperationcanbeperformedonasingleinstance.Bydefault, theMIBoperation

is performed on the first displayed IS-IS instance. Because multiple IS-IS instances can be configured, the administrator

can use this command to specify the instances on which theMIB operationwill be performed.

 Enabling IS-IS TrapGlobally

Command snmp-server enable traps [ isis ]

Parameter

Description

isis: Enables IS-IS event trap.

Command

Mode
Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandmustbeusedwiththesnmp-serverhostcommandinglobalconfigurationmodesothattrapmessages

can besent.

 Configuring an SNMPHost Globally

Command snmp-serverhost {host-addr | ipv6 ipv6-addr } [vrfvrfname ] [ traps ] [version {1 |2c |3 {auth |noauth |priv } ]

community-string [ udp-port port-num ] [ notification-type ]

Parameter

Description
host-addr: Indicates the address of the SNMP host.

ipv6-addr: Indicates the IPv6 address of the SNMP host.

vrfname: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

version: Indicates the SNMP version, which can be set to V1,V2C, orV3

auth |noauth |priv: Indicates the security level ofV3 users.

community-string: Indicates the community string or user name (V3 version).

port-num: Indicates the port number of the SNMP host.

notification-type: Indicates the type of trap messages that are actively sent, for example, snmp.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedwith thesnmp-serverenabletrapscommand toactivelysendtrapmessages toaNetwork

Management System (NMS). Youcan configure different SNMP hosts to receive trapmessages. A host supports different

traptypes,ports,andVRFtables.Forthesamehost(withthesameportconfigurationandVRFconfiguration), thelast

configuration iscombinedwiththepreviousconfigurations.That is, tosenddifferent trapmessagesto thesamehost,

configure a type of trap messages each time. These configurations are finally combined.
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 Allowing the Sending of TrapMessages

Command enable traps { all | traps set }

Parameter

Description

all: Indicates all trap messages.

traps set: Indicates a trap message type in any set.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide IS-IS packets are classified into 18 types of trap messages, which are grouped into several sets, with each set containing

several trapmessagetypes.ToenablethesendingofIS-IStrapmessages,runthesnmp-serverenabletrapsisis

command inglobal configurationmode andspecify the recipient host and the type of trapmessages that canbesent.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IS-ISSNMP

Configuration

Steps
 Bind the instances on which the IS-ISMIB operationwill be performed.

 Complete trap message-related settings.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# enable mib-binding

A# configure terminal

A(config)#snmp-server enable traps isis

A(config)#snmp-server host 10.1.1.1 traps version 2c public

A(config)#router isis

A(config-router)# enable traps all

Verification Run the MIB tool to read and write IS-IS settings.

A# show running-config

6.4.14 Configuring IS-IS Two-wayMaintenance

Configuration Effect

 Enable IS-IS two-waymaintenance.

Notes

 The IS-IS basic functions must be configured.

 The neighbor relationship is successfully established.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring IS-IS Two-wayMaintenance

 Configure the two-waymaintenance function as required.
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 Run the two-way-maintain command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the required devices unless otherwise

specified.

Verification

 Run the show isis neighbor command to check the neighbor update time.

 Run the show isis protocol command to check whether the two-waymaintenance function is enabled.

Related Commands

 Configuring IS-IS Two-wayMaintenance

Command two-way-maintain

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Ina large-scalenetwork,a largenumberofpacketsaresentand received,whichoccupieslotsofCPUandmemory

resources,causingsomeIS-ISpacketstobedelayedordiscarded.If thetimerequiredforprocessingHELLOpackets

exceedstheneighborrelationshipmaintenancetime,thecorrespondingneighborrelationshiptimesoutandisremoved.

Whenthetwo-waymaintenancefunctionisenabled, ifalargenumberofpacketsexistonthenetwork,theLSPpackets,

CSNP packets, and PSNP packets from a neighbor in addition to HELLO packets can also be used to maintain the two-way

relationship with the neighbor, preventing neighbor failure caused by delay or discard of HELLO packets.

Configuration Example

The following example is implemented based on IS-IS basic functions. For details about the IS-IS basic functions, see preceding
description

 Configuring IS-IS Two-wayMaintenance

Scenario

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the ISIS basic functions on all devices.

 The neighbor relationship is successfully established.

Verification Verify that an ISIS interface neighbor is established on device A.

Check the status of an ISIS instance on device A.

Common Errors

6.4.15 ConfiguringOther IS-ISParameters

Configuration Effect
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 maximum-paths:Configures the maximumnumber of IS-IS equal-cost paths to be installed to a routing table.

 max-metric on-neighbor-up :Configures themaximummetric for the connected routes after the first neighbor is up.

 lsp-length receive:Configures themaximum length allowed for received LSPs.

 lsp-lengthoriginate:Configures themaximum length allowed for sent LSPs.

 passive-interface:Prevents passive interfaces from receiving and sending IS-IS packets.That is, IS-IS neighbor relationshipswill

not beestablishedonpassive interfaces.The IPaddressesof passive interfacesare flooded throughother interfaces.

 bandwidth-reference: Configures the bandwidth reference for IS-IS to automatically calculate the link metric. If a metric is
configured, the metric prevails. If no metric is configured, the metric is automatically calculated based on the configured

bandwidth reference.

 interface-protocol-compatible: Configures theTLVfieldof the IS-ISprotocol to be paddedbasedonprotocols supported by
an interface.

 is-name: Replaces the system ID of an instancewith the configured name.

 isismetric: Stores the metric, which is used in SPF calculation, in the IP reachability information TLV.The greater the metric, the

greater the routing consumption of the interface and the longer the path obtained by SPF calculation.

 isis passive: Prevents the interface from sending or receiving IS-IS packets, but the corresponding IP address will be flooded

through other interfaces.

 isispriority: Inabroadcastnetwork, IS-ISneedstoelectaDISamongalldevices.TheDISwillgenerateapseudonodeand
relatedLSPs.ThedevicewiththehighestpriorityiselectedastheDIS.YoucanconfiguredifferentprioritiesfordifferentLevels.

 isis suppress on-neighbor-up : Suppresses the routing calculation after the IS-IS neighbor is up.

 default-informationoriginate:Generates a Level-2 default route, which will be advertised through LSPs.

 spf-interval:Configures the exponential backoff algorithm of SPF.

 summary-address and summary-prefix:Creates a summary route to represent a group of routes in a routing table. A summary
routecan includemultipleroutesof thespecifiedLevel.The interfacemetricof thesummaryroutefollowsthesmallestinterface

metric among all routes.

 log-adjacency-changes:Enables neighbor relationship event output to log IS-IS neighbor relationship changes.

 redistribute:Redistributesother routes to IS-IS; redistributes Level-1 routes toLevel-2; redistributes Level-2 routes toLevel-1.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximum Number of Equal-Cost Paths

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run themaximum-paths command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode or IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration

mode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theMaximumMetric for theConnected Routes after the First Neighbor Is Up
 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run themax-metric on-neighbor-up command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless
otherwise specified.

 Configuring theMaximum LengthAllowed forReceived LSPs
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 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the lsp-length receive command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring theMaximum LengthAllowed for Sent LSPs

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the lsp-length originate command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring aPassive Interface

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the passive-interface command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring the IS-IS Interface Bandwidth Reference

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run thebandwidth-referencecommand in IS-ISroutingprocessconfigurationmodeon thedesireddevice,unlessotherwise
specified.

 Configuring theTLVFieldof the IS-ISProtocol toBePaddedBasedonProtocolsSupported by an Interface

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the interfaces-protocol-compatible command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired devices, unless

otherwise specified.

 Configuring the IS-IS Instance Alias

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the is-name command in IS-IS routing process configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwisespecified.

 Configuring the IS-IS InterfaceMetric

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isismetric command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring an Interface as aPassive Interface

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis passive command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring thePriority of the DIS

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis priority command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Suppressing theRouting Calculation after the IS-ISNeighbor IsUp
 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the isis suppress on-neighbor-up command in interface configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise
specified.

 Generating a Default Route
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 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the default-information originate command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode or IS-IS address-family ipv6

configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theSPF Calculation Cycle

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run thespf-interval command in interface configurationmode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Configure aSummary Route

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the summary-address and summary-prefix commands in IS-IS routing process configuration mode or IS-IS address-family
ipv6 configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise specified.

 Enabling Neighbor Relationship Event Output

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the log-adjacency-changes command in IS-IS routing process configuration mode on the desired device, unless otherwise

specified.

 Configuring RouteRedistribution

 Perform this configuration based on requirements.

 Run the redistribute command in IS-IS routing processconfigurationmodeon the desireddevice, unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 maximum-paths:Checkwhetherthemaximumnumberofequal-costpathsdisplayedbyroutingentriesisthesameasthe
configuration.

 max-metric on-neighbor-up :Check the database details of IS-IS.

 lsp-length receive:Capture packets to check the length of LSPs.

 lsp-lengthoriginate:Capture packets to check the length of LSPs.

 passive-interface:Capture packets to checkwhether the interface receives and sends IS-IS packets.

 bandwidth-reference: Check the metric of the routing table.

 interfaces-protocol-compatible:Check the neighbor relationship establishment status.

 is-name: Check the database details of IS-IS

 isismetric:Check the database details of IS-IS.

 isis priority:Check whether the devicewith the changed priority setting is elected as the DIS.

 isis suppress on-neighbor-up:Check the database details of IS-IS.

 default-information originate:Check whether a default route is generated.

 spf-interval:Check whether the SPF calculation cycle works.

 summary-address and summary-prefix:Capture packets to check whether the summary route instead of detailed routes is
advertised throughLSPs.

 log-adjacency-changes:Change the neighbor state and verify that the change is recordedwhen debugging is disabled.
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 redistribute:Check IS-IS routing entries.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMaximum Number of Equal-Cost Paths

Command maximum-paths maximum

Parameter

Description

maximum: Indicatesthemaximumnumberof IS-ISequal-costroutes tobe installedtoaroutingtable.Thevaluerange is

1 to 32.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode and IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedby IS-IStocontrol thenumberof IS-ISequal-costpaths tobe installedtoarouting table.The

routingtablealsohasacommandusedtocontrol thenumberofequal-costpaths.Thenumberofeffectiveequal-cost

paths is determined by either of the two command values, whichever is smaller.

 Configuring theMaximumMetric for theConnected Routes after the First Neighbor Is Up
Command max-metric on-neighbor-up seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates the delay time, the value range is 5 to 1800..

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide When the ISIS Overlay scene is applied on the Underlay network, Overlay tunnel may rely on Underlay routing. After ISIS

neighbor isup, theUnderlay routing is reachable but theOverlay tunnelmaynot becreated,whichmay lead to traffic

interruption.Therefore, thiscommand is run toprevent traffic interruption.According tothemetric type, themaximum

metric for Narrow is 63 and for Wide is 16777214.

 Configuring theMaximum LengthAllowed forReceived LSPs

Command lsp-length receive size

Parameter

Description

size:IndicatesthemaximumlengthallowedforreceivedLSPs.AccordingtoRFC,thevaluerangeis1,492to16,000,inthe

unit of bytes.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandtocontrol themaximumlengthallowedforLSPsreceivedbythelocaldevice.Intermediatenodeswith

sufficientmemoryarerequired toreceiveLSPswhosemaximumlength isequal totheinterfaceMTUinorder toavoida

routeconvergencefailure.Fromthisperspective, thecommand ismeaningless.Themaximum lengthallowed for

receivedLSPscannotbesmallerthanthatallowedforsentLSPs;otherwise, theformerwillbeautomaticallyadjustedto

be equal to the latter.

 Configuring theMaximum LengthAllowed for Sent LSPs

Command lsp-length originate size [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

size: Indicates the maximum length allowed for sent LSPs. The value range is 512 to 16,000, in the unit of bytes.

level-1: Applies the setting only to Level-1 LSPs.

level-2: Applies the setting only to Level-2 LSPs.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Inprinciple,themaximumlengthofLSPsandSNPscannotbegreater thantheinterfaceMTU;otherwise, thepacketswill
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be discarded when being sent.

 Configuring aPassive Interface

Command passive-interface [ default ] { interface-type interface-number }

Parameter

Description

default: Configures all IS-IS interfaces that are not enabled as passive interfaces.

interface-type: Indicates the interface type.

interface-number: Indicates the interface number.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide This command prevents the specified interface from receiving and sending IS-IS packets, but the IP address of the

interface will be flooded by other interfaces.

If thedefaultoption isselectedand therearemore than255IS-IS interfacesnotenabled,only the first255 interfaceswill

be configured as passive interfaces. The remaining interfaces are non-passive interfaces.

 Configuring theBandwidth Reference

Command bandwidth-reference value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates thebandwidthvalue.Thevalue ranges from1 to4294967, in theunitofMbps.Thedefault value is100.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to calculate the interface metric in an instance according to the bandwidth reference configured in

the instance. If a metric is configured, the metric prevails.

Configuring the TLV Field of the IS-IS Protocol to Be Padded Based on Protocols Supported by an Interface

Command interfaces-protocol-compatible

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Whendevicessupporting IS-IS for IPv4 or IS-IS for IPv6 and thosesupporting both IS-IS for IPv4 and IS-IS for IPv6 ona

network are configured to establish a neighbor relationship, the calculated routes may be unreachable, resulting in

routingblackholes.Toprevent routingblackholes, theTLV(#129) fieldofFSIS-ISprotocol ispaddedbasedonprotocols

supported by an instance, that is, IS-IS instances that establish a neighbor relationship need to support the same

protocol.

TheTLV(#129) fieldof the IS-ISprotocolsupportedbydevicesofsomevendors ispaddedbasedonprotocolssupported

by an interface. In single topology mode, a FS device connects to a device of another vendor, a loopback interface is

configuredonbothdevices, both IS-IS for IPv4 and IS-IS for IPv6 are enabled, and onlya singleprotocol stack (IS-IS for

IPv4 or IS-IS for IPv6) is configured on the interface for interconnecting the two devices.The device of the other vendor

sends TLV#129 (supporting only a single protocol stack) based on interfaces whereas FS device sends TLV#129

(supportingdualprotocolstacks)basedoninstances.Asaresult, thedisplayedneighborstatusonthedeviceof theother

vendor is "Init" but FSdevice cannot establish a neighbor relationshipwith the device of the other vendor.

Forthis, the interfaces-protocol-compatiblecommandcanbeconfigured toenableFSdevices toestablishaneighbor

relationship with devices of other vendors.

 Configuring an ISName
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Command is-name name

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the name for replacing the system ID. The name contains a maximum of 64 characters.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to replace the system ID of an instance with the configured name. All system IDs displayed in the

command output of show isis database and show isis neighbors are replaced with the configured name.

 Configuring the IS-IS InterfaceMetric

Command isis metric metric [ level-1| level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

metric: Indicates the metric value. The value range is 1 to 63. The default value is 10.

level-1: Applies the setting to Level-1 circuits.

level-2: Applies the setting to Level-2 circuits.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Themetric,whichisusedinSPFcalculation,isstoredintheIPreachabilityinformationTLV.Thegreaterthemetric,the

greater the routing consumption of the interface and the longer the path obtained by SPF calculation.

The metric belongs to the narrow type and is valid only when metric-style is set to Narrow.

 Configuring theWideMetric of an Interface

Command isis wide-metric metric [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

metric: Indicates the metric value. The value range is 1 to 16,777,214. The default value is 10.

level-1: Applies the setting to Level-1 circuits.

level-2: Applies the setting to Level-2 circuits.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Themetric,whichisusedinSPFcalculation,isstoredintheIPreachabilityinformationTLV.Thegreaterthemetric,the

greater the routing consumption of the interface and the longer the path obtained by SPF calculation.

The metric is valid only when metric-style is set toWide.

 Configuring the Interface as an Passive Interface
Command isis passive

Parameter

Description

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ThecommandpreventstheinterfacefromreceivingorsendingIS-ISpackets,buttheIPaddressisfloodedthroughother

interfaces.

The command is valid only for the generated IS-IS interface.

 Configuring thePriority of the DIS

Command isis priority value [ level-1 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the priority. The value range is 0 to 127. The default value is 64.

level-1: Applies the setting to Level-1 circuits.

level-2: Applies the setting to Level-2 circuits.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtochangetheprioritycarriedinHellopacketsinaLAN.

Thedevicewitha lowerpriority is less likely tobe electedas theDIS.

The command is invalid on a P2P network interface.

The no isis priority command, with or without parameters, restores the priority to its default value. To change the

configuredpriority, run the isisprioritycommandwith thepriorityspecified tooverwrite theexistingconfiguration, or

you can first restore the priority to its default value and then configure a new priority.

 Suppressing theRouting Calculation after the IS-ISNeighbor IsUp
Command isis suppress on-neighbor-up seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the delay time, the value range is 1 to 60.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Aftertheinterfaceneighbor isup, thiscommandprevents theneighbor reachabilityfrombeingaddedtoLSPsoasto

delay the routingcalculation.When the timerexpires, theneighbor reachability isadded toLSP tostart the routing

calculation.This functionpreventstheroutingcalculationfromusingtheoldLSP,whichmayleadtoroutingflapping.

 Generating a Default Route

Command default-information originate [ route-map map-name ]

Parameter

Description

route-map map-name: Associates with a route map.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode and IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode

Usage Guide BecauseLevel-2domainsdonotgenerateanydefault route,usethiscommandtoallowadefault routetoenteraLevel-2

domain.

 Configuring SPFCalculation Cycle

Command spf-interval [ level-1 | level-2 ] maximum-interval [initial-interval hold-interval]

Parameter

Description

level-1: Applies the configuration only to Level-1.

level-2: Applies the configuration only to Level-2.

maximum-interval:IndicatesthemaximumintervalforperformingtwoconsecutiveSPFcalculations.Thevaluerangeis1

to 120 (in seconds). The default value is 10.

initial-interval: Indicates the waiting time for performing the SPF calculation for the first time. The value range is 0 to

60000 (in milliseconds). The default value is 50.

hold-interval: Indicates theminimuminterval forperforming theSPFcalculation for thesecondtime.Thevaluerange is

10 to 60000 (in milliseconds). The default value is 200.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Increasingthemaximuminterval forperformingSPFcalculationscanavoidfrequentSPFcalculationsandwasteofCPU

resources. However, a larger minimum interval also leads to slower responses to route changes.

Thewaiting time for performing theSPFcalculation for the first time is the initial interval. If thenetworkbecomes

unstable, theSPFcalculation interval is less than themaximum interval,and the interval forperforming theSPF

calculationfor thesecondtimebecomesthehold interval.Acorrespondingpenalty isaddedtothis interval:Thenext

interval for the SPF calculation doubles the previous interval for the same SPF calculation, until the SPF calculation
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interval reaches the maximum interval. Subsequent SPF calculations are performed at the maximum interval. When the

networkbecomesstable,theinterval forperformingtheSPFcalculationbecomesgreater thanthemaximuminterval,

and the waiting time for performing the SPF calculation is restored to the initial interval.

Link changes have high requirements for convergence. The initial interval can be set to a small value. The preceding

parameters can also be adjusted to larger values to reduceCPU consumption.

Thevalueof initial-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-interval

will be used as the value of maximum-interval.

Thevalueofhold-intervalcannotbegreater than thatofmaximum-interval.Otherwise,thevalueofhold-intervalwill

be used as the value ofmaximum-interval.

Thevalueof initial-intervalcannot begreater than that ofhold-interval.Otherwise, thevalueof initial-intervalwill be

used as the value of hold-interval.

 Configuring an IPv4Summary Route

Command summary-address ip-address net-mask [ level-1 | level-2 | level-1-2 ] [ metric number ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the summary route.

net-mask: Indicates the subnet mask of the summary route.

level-1: Applies the setting only to Level-1.

level-2: Applies the setting only to Level-2. By default, the setting takes effect for Level-2.

level-1-2: Applies the setting to Level-1 and Level-2.

number: Indicates the metric of the summary route.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide If the configured summary route contains routing information about a reachable address or network segment, the

summary route, instead of detailed routes, is advertised externally.

 Configuring an IPv6Summary Route

Command summary-prefix ipv6-prefix/prefix-length [ level-1 | level-2 | level-1-2 ]

Parameter

Description

ipv6-prefix/prefix-length: Indicates the network address of the summary route and its IPv6 prefix length. The address

format isX:X:X:X::X/<0-128>.

level-1: Applies the setting only to Level-1.

level-2: Applies the setting only to Level-2. By default, the setting takes effect for Level-2.

level-1-2: Applies the setting to Level-1 and Level-2.

Command

Mode

IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode

Usage Guide If the configured summary route contains routing information about a reachable address or network segment, the

summary route, instead of detailed routes, is advertised externally.

 Enabling Neighbor Relationship Event Output

Command log-adjacency-changes

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide YoucanalsousethedebugcommandtorecordISneighborstatechanges,but thecommandconsumesmanysystem
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resources.

 RedistributingOther Routes to IS-IS

Command redistribute {bgp |ospf process-id [match { internal [ external [ 1 | 2 ] ] [nssa-external [1 | 2 ] ] |external [1 | 2 ]

[ internal ] [nssa-external [1 | 2 ] ] | nssa-external [1 |2 ] [ internal ] [external [1 |2 ] ] } ] | rip |connected |static }

[metricmetric-value ] [metric-type type-value ] [ route-mapmap-tag ] [ level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2 ]

Parameter

Description

process-id: Indicates the OSPF process ID. The range is 1 to 65,535.

match { internal |external [1|2 ] |nssa-external [1|2 ] }:WhenOSPFroutesareredistributed, theroutesarefiltered

bysubtype. If thematchoption isnot selected, routesofallOSPF typeswill be received. Ifmatchexternal isnot

followedby the number1or 2,OSPFroutesspecified byexternal 1andexternal 2will be redistributed. Ifmatch

nssa-external isnotfollowedbythenumber1or2,OSPFroutesspecifiedbynssa-external1andnssa-external2will

be redistributed.

metricmetric-value: Indicates the metric of redistributed routes. The value range is 0 to 4,261,412,864. The metric of

external routes is used when themetric option is not specified.

metric-type { internal |external }: Indicatesthemetric typeofredistributedroutes. internal: Indicatesthat themetric

belongs to the internal type.external: Indicates that themetricbelongs to theexternal type. Ifmetric-type is not

specified, themetric belongs to the internal type.

route-mapmap-tag: Indicates theroutemapusedforexternal routeredistribution. It isusedtofilterredistributedroutes

or configure theattributesof redistributed routes.The valueofmap-tagcannot exceed32characters.Bydefault,

route-map is not configured.

level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2: Indicates the Level of redistributed routes received by IS-IS. If no Level is specified, routes are

redistributedtoLevel-2.level-1:RedistributesroutestoLeve-1. level-1-2:RedistributesroutestoLevel-1andLevel-2.

level-2: Redistributes routes to Leve-2.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode and IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode

Usage Guide Thenoredistritbue {bgp |ospfprocesss-id |rip |connected |static}commandisusedtocanceltheredistributionof

routesmappedto thespecifiedprotocol. Ifnoredistribute is followedbyotherparameters, thecommandwill restore

the default parameter settings, rather than cancel route redistribution. For example, no redistribute bgp cancels BGP

routeredistribution,whereasnoredistributebgproute-mapaacancelstheroutemapnamedaausedforBGProute

redistribution.

When external routes are redistributed in IPv4 mode, the routing information is stored in LSPs' IP External Reachability

InformationTLV.

Whenexternal routesareredistributed in IPv6mode, the routing information isstoredinLSPs' IPv6ReachableTLV.

In theoldversionsofsomevendors, ifmetric-type isset toexternal, themetricof redistributedroutes isaddedby64

during routecalculationandused todetermine routing.Thispracticedoesnot complywith therelatedprotocol. In the

actualapplication,external routesmaybepreferredover internal routes. If thishappensduring interworkingwithold

versionsofsomevendors,youcanmodifytherelatedsetting(suchasmetricormetric-type)ofeachdevicetoensure

that internal routes are preferred over external routes.

 Redistributing the Level-1 Reachable Routing Information of the Specified IS-IS Instance to Level-2 of the Current
Instance

Command redistribute isis [ tag ] level-1 into level-2 [ route-map route-map-name | distribute-list access-list-name ]

Parameter

Description

tag: Indicates the name of the IS-IS instance whose routing information will be redistributed.

route-map route-map-name: Indicates the routemapused for rout redistribution. It isusedto filter redistributedroutes
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orconfiguretheattributesofredistributedroutes.Thevalueof route-map-namecannotexceed32characters.Bydefault,

route-map is not configured.

distribute-list access-list-name: Filters redistributed routes by using distribute-list. access-list-name indicates the

associatedprefixlist,whichcanbeastandardprefixlist,anextendedprefix list,oranameprefix list. It is in theformatof

{<1-99> |<100-199> |<1300-1999> |<2000-2699> |acl-name }.When the IS-IS address-family ipv6 configurationmode is

applied, only the name prefix list can be used, in the format of acl-name.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode and IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcanuse the route-mapordistribute-listparameter to filter thespecified instance'sLevel-1 routes tobe

redistributed.OnlytheroutesthatmeetspecificcriteriacanberedistributedtoLevel-2of thecurrent instance.The

route-map and distribute-list parameters cannot be used at the same time.

Thenoredistritbue isis [tag] level-2 into level-1command isused tocancel the redistributionof thespecified

instance'sroutes.Ifnoredistribute isfollowedbyotherparameters,thecommandwillrestorethedefaultparameter

settings, rather than cancel route redistribution.

Forexample,noredistritbueisis tag1 level-1intolevel-2cancelstheredistributionof the routesof theIS-IS instance

name tag1.noredistritbueisis tag1 level-1intolevel-2route-mapaacancelstheuseof theroutemapnamedaa to

filter redistributedroutes.

 Redistributing the Level-2 Reachable Routing Information of the Specified IS-IS Instance to Level-1 of the Current
Instance

Command redistributeisis [ tag ] level-2 intolevel-1 [ route-map route-map-name |distribute-listaccess-list-name|(prefix

ip-address net-mask | ipv6-prefix ipv6-address/length) ]

Parameter

Description

tag: Indicates the name of the IS-IS instance whose routing information will be redistributed.

route-map route-map-name: Indicates theroutemapusedforrouteredistribution. It isusedtofilterredistributedroutes

or configure the attributes of redistributed routes. The value of route-map-name cannot exceed 32 characters. By default,

route-map is notconfigured.

Distribute-list access-list-name: Filters redistributed routes by using distribute-list. access-list-name indicates the

associatedprefix list,whichcanbeastandardprefix list,anextendedprefix list,oranameprefix list. It is in theformatof

{<1-99> |<100-199> |<1300-1999> |<2000-2699> | acl-name }.When the IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode is

applied, only the name prefix list can be used, in the format of acl-name.

prefix ip-address net-mask: Determines the routes to be redistributed by address and prefix length.

ipv6-prefix ipv6-address/length: Determines the IPv6 routes to be redistributed by address and prefix length.

Command

Mode

IS-IS routing process configuration mode and IS-IS address-family ipv6 configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcanusetheroute-map,distribute-list,orprefixparametertofilterthespecifiedinstance'sLevel-2routestobe

redistributed.Only the routes thatmeet specific criteriacanbe redistributed toLevel-1of thecurrent instance.

Thenoredistritbue isis [ tag ] level-2 into level-1command isused tocancel the redistributionof thespecified

instance'sroutes.Ifnoredistribute isfollowedbyotherparameters,thecommandwillrestorethedefaultparameter

settings, rather than cancel route redistribution.

For example:

noredistritbueisistag1level-2intolevel-1cancelstheredistributionoftheroutesoftheIS-ISinstancenametag1.no

redistritbue isis tag1 level-2 into level-1 route-map aa cancels the use of the route map named aa to filter

redistributed routes.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring theMaximum Number of Equal-Cost Paths

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the maximum number of equal-cost paths.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# maximum-paths 5

Verification  Checkwhether themaximumnumber of equal-cost paths displayedby routing entries is the same as the

configuration.

A#showiproute isis

 Configuring theMaximumMetric for theConnected Routes after the First Neighbor Is Up
Configuration Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

Configure the maximum metric after the first neighbor is up.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# max-metric on-neighbor-up 10

Verification Checks the database details of IS-IS.

A# show isis database detail

 Configuring theMaximum LengthAllowed forReceived LSPs

Configuration
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure themaximum length allowed for received LSPs.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# lsp-length receive 512

Verification Capture packets to check the length of received LSPs.

 Configuring theMaximum LengthAllowed for Sent LSPs

Configurations
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure themaximum length allowed for sent LSPs.

A# configure terminal

A(config)# router isis 1

A(config-router)# lsp-length originate 512 level-2

Verification Capture packets to check the length of sent LSPs.
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 Configuring aPassive Interface

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure a passive interface.

A# configure terminal

A(config)# router isis 1

A(config-router)# passive-interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

Verification Capture packets to check whether the interface receives and sends IS-IS packets.

 Configuring theMetric of an IS-IS Interface

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configuremetric of the IS-IS interface.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)#isis metric 1

Verification Check the database details of IS-IS.

A# show isis database detail

 Configuring the Interface as an Passive Interface
Configuration

Steps
Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

Configure a passive interface.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# isis passive

Verification Capture packets to check whether the interface receives and sends IS-IS packets.

 Configuring thePriority of the DIS

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure the priority of the DIS.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# isis priority 127 level-1

Verification Check whether the device with the changed priority setting is elected as the DIS.

A# show isis database detail

 Suppressing theRouting Calculation after the IS-ISNeighbor IsUp
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Configuration

Steps
Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

Suppress the routing calculation after the is-is neighbor is up.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# isis suppress on-neighbor-up 10

Verification Run the command show ip route

 Generating a Default Route

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Generate a default route.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# default-information originate

Verification Capture packets to check whether the sent LSP contains a default route.

 Configuring SPFCalculation Cycle

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configuring SPF calculation cycle.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# spf-interval 5 100 200

Verification Check whether the SPF calculation cycle works.

 Configuring an IS-IS Summary Route

Configuration

Requirements

RouterAandRouterBareconnected through theEthernetandrun IS-IS.ConfigureRouterA toadvertiseonly the

172.16.0.0/22 route instead of the 172.16.1.0/24 and 172.16.2.0/24 routes.

Figure 6- 20

IS-IS Route

Summary

Topology

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS.

 Configure Ethernet interfaces.

 Configure the password for IS-IS authentication.
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A Configure IS-IS.

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0001.00

A(config-router)# summary-address 172.16.0.0/16 level-1-2

Configure Ethernet interfaces.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

A(config-if)# ip address 192.168.20.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if)# ip router isis

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 1/0

A(config-if)# ip address 172.16.1.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if)# ip router isis

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

A(config-if)# ip address 172.16.2.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if)# ip router isis

B Configure IS-IS.

B(config)# router isis

B(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0002.00

Configure an Ethernet interface.

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

B(config-if)# ip address 192.168.20.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if)# ip router isis

Verification Run the show ip route command on Router B to check whether only one summary route exists.

B B(config)# show ip route

i L1 172.16.0.0/16 [115/20] via 192.168.20.1,FastEthernet0/0

 Configuring an IS-ISv6 Summary Route

RouterAandRouterBareconnectedthroughtheEthernetandrun IS-ISv6.ConfigureRouterAtoadvertiseonly the

2000::/96 route instead of the 2000::1111:0/112 and 2000::2222::0/112 routes.
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Figure 6- 21

IS-ISv6 Route

Summary

Topology

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IS-IS.

 Configure Ethernet interfaces.

 Configure the password for IS-IS authentication.

A Configure IS-IS.

A(config)# ipv6 unicast-routing

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0001.00

A(config-router)# address-family ipv6 unicast

A (config-router-af)# summary-prefix 2000::/96 level-1-2

A (config-router-af)# exit-address-family

Configure Ethernet interfaces.

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

A(config-if)# ipv6 address 5000::1/64

A(config-if)# ipv6 router isis

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 1/0

A(config-if)# ipv6address2000::1111:0001/112

A(config-if)# ipv6 router isis

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

A(config-if)# ipv6 address 2000::2222:0001/112

A(config-if)# ipv6 router isis

B Configure IS-IS.

B(config)# ipv6 unicast-routing

B(config)# router isis

B(config-router)# net 49.0001.0000.0000.0002.00

Configure an Ethernet interface.

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

B(config-if)# ipv6 address 5000::2/64
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B(config-if)# ipv6 router isis

Verification Run the show ipv6 route command on Router B to check whether only one summary route exists.

B B(config)# show ipv6 route

I1 2000::/96 [115/20] via FE80::C800:1BFF:FEF8:1C, FastEthernet1/0

 Enabling Neighbor Relationship Event Output

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Enable neighbor relationship event output.

A(config-router)# log-adjacency-changes

Verification Change the neighbor state and verify that the change is recorded when debugging is disabled.

 Configuring RouteRedistribution

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IS-IS neighbors. (Omitted)

 Configure OSPF routes. (Omitted)

 Configure routeredistribution

A(config)# router isis

A(config-router)# redistribute ospf 1 metric 10 level-1

Verification Check whether routing entries with redistributed routes exist.

A#showiproute isis

6.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears all IS-IS neighbor relationship

tables.

clear clns neighbors

Clears all IS-IS data structures. clear isis *

Clears all IS-IS counters. clear isis [ tag ] counter

Displaying

Description Command

Displaysall ISneighborsand inter-device show clns [ tag ] is-neighbors [ interface-type interface-number ] [ detail ]
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neighbor relationships.

Displays all IS neighbors and provides

device information and information

abouttheneighborrelationshipwithESs.

show clns [ tag ] neighbors [ interface-type interface-number ] [ detail ]

Displays all IS-IS counters. show isis [ tag ] counter

Displays the LSDB information. show isis [ tag ] database [ FLAGS ] [ LEVEL ] [ LSPID ]

Displays the state information related to

IS-IS GR.

show isis [ tag ] graceful-restart

Displays the relationship between the

device name and system ID.

show isis [ tag ] hostname

Displays the details of an IS-IS interface. show isis [ tag ] interface [ interface-type interface-number ] [ counter ]

Displays themeshgroupconfigurationof

all interfaces.

show isis [ tag ] mesh-groups

Displays IS-IS neighbor information. show isis [ tag ] neighbors [ detail ]

Displays IS-IS NSR information. show isis [ tag ] nsr

Displays the neighbor information of

virtual systems in IS-IS.

show isis [ tag ] virtual-neighbors

Displays IS-IS information. show isis [ tag ] protocol

Displays the topology of IS-IS device

connection.

show isis [ tag ] topology [ frr { self-originate |WORD | all} ] [ l1 | l2 | level-1 | level-2 ]

Displays information of an IS-IS IPv6

unicast topology.

show isis [ tag ] ipv6 topology [ l1 | l2 | level-1 | level-2 ]

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Enables IS-IS debugging. debug isis {all |auth | events | frr |gr | ifsm | lsp |mtr |nfsm |nsm|nsr |pdu |spf |warn }

7 Configuring BGP

7.1 Overview

TheBorderGatewayProtocol(BGP)isanExteriorGatewayProtocol(EGP)usedforcommunicationbetweenroutersindifferent

autonomous systems (ASs). BGP is used to exchange network accessibility information between different ASs and eliminate routing

loops by using its own mechanism.

BGP usesTCP as the transmission protocol.The reliable transmissionmechanism ofTCP is used to ensure the transmission reliability of

BGP.

RoutersrunningBGParecalledBGPspeakers.BGPspeakersbetweenwhichaBGPsession isestablishedarecalledBPGpeers.

TwomodescanbeusedtoestablishpeersbetweenBGPspeakers:InternalBGP(IBGP)andExternalBGP(EBGP).

 IBGP refers to a BGPconnection establishedwithinan AS and completes transition of routing informationwithin theAS.

 EBGP refers to a BGP connection established between different ASs and completes exchange of routing information between

different ASs.
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Rules for BGP to select an optimum route:

33. Invalid routing table entries are not involved in optimum route selection.

Invalid entries include entries of inaccessible next hops and flapping entries.

34. Otherwise, select a route with a lae value of LOCAL_PREF.

35. Otherwise, select a route generated by a BGP speaker.

Routes generated by aBGP speaker include routes generated by thenetwork, redistributeand aggregate commands.

36. Otherwise, select a route with the shortest AS length.

37. Otherwise, select a route with a smaller value ofORIGIN.

38. Otherwise,selectaroutewiththesmallestvalueofMED.

39. Otherwise, EBGP routes have higher priorities than IBGP routes and routes in the AS alliance, and the IBGP routes have the same

priorities as the routes in the AS alliance.

40. Otherwise, select a route with the smallest IGPmetric value to the next hop.

41. Otherwise, select an EBGP route that is received first.

42. Otherwise, select a route advertised by a BGP speaker with a smaller router ID.

43. Otherwise, select a route with a smaller cluster length.

44. Otherwise, select a route with a smaller neighbor address.

The preceding shows the route selection process under the default configurations. By using CLI commands, you can change the
routeselectionprocess.Forexample,youcanrun thebgpbestpathas-path ignorecommand tomakestep4of theroute

selection process lose effect or run the bgp bestpath compare-routerid command to make step 9 lose effect.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC4271: A Border Gateway Protocol 4 (BGP-4)

 RFC4273: Definitions of Managed Objects for BGP-4

 RFC4360: Proposed Standard: BGPExtended Communities Attribute

 RFC4364: Proposed Standard: BGP/MPLS IPVirtual PrivateNetworks (VPNs)

 RFC4486: Proposed Standard: Subcodes for BGPCease NotificationMessage

 RFC4724: Proposed Standard: Graceful Restart Mechanism for BGP

 RFC4760: Draft Standard: Multiprotocol Extensions for BGP-4

 RFC5492: Draft Standard: Capabilities Advertisement with BGP-4

 RFC7313: Enhanced Route Refresh Capability for BGP-4

 RFC7432: Proposed Standard: BGPMPLS-based EthernetVPN

7.2 Applications

Application Description

Inter-AS Route Advertisement Implement inter-AS route advertisement by using BGP.

Intra-AS Route Reflection Set up a route reflection topology within an AS to reduce BGP connections.
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R1isadeviceatthenetworkedgeofAS65536.

R2 and R3 are devices at the network edge of AS 65537.

R4 isa deviceat thenetwork edgeofAS 65538.

7.2.1 Inter-AS RouteAdvertisement

Scenario

BGP implements route advertisement and maintenance across different ASs.

As shown in Figure 7- 1, BGP transfers the route of AS 65536 to AS 65538 through AS 65537.

Figure 7-1

Deployment

 Establish the EBGP neighborship betweenR1 andR2 to implement inter-AS route advertisement.

 Establish the IBGP neighborship betweenR2 andR3 to implement intra-AS route advertisement.

 The Internet runs OSPF to ensure network accessibility betweenR2 and R3.

 Establish the EBGP neighborship betweenR3 andR4 to implement inter-AS route advertisement.

7.2.2 Intra-ASRouteReflection

Scenario

According totheBGProuteadvertisementprinciples,routes learnedbyanIBGPneighborwillnot beadvertised tothenext IBGP

neighborbydefault.ThereforewithinanAS,adevicerunningBGPmust implementfull-mesh.WhentherearemanyBGPdevices

withintheAS,implementingfull-meshmaycauselargedifficultiesfornetworkdeployment.Inthiscase,routereflectioncanbeused

to solve this problem.

AsshowninFigure7-2,routereflectionisdeployedtoimplementBGPfull-meshamongR1toR4andRR.

Figure 7-2

Remarks
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RR is a route reflector.

R1 to R4 are route reflection clients.

Deployment

 Establish IBGP neighborships betweenR1 toR4 and RR respectively.

 Configure R1 to R4 as the route reflection clients of RR.

7.3 Features

Basic Concept

 BGPSpeaker and AS Number

A router enabledwithBGP is calledaBGP speaker.

AfterarouteisenabledwithBGP,alocalASnumbermustbespecifiedfor therouter.AnASnumber isagloballyuniquenumber

allocated by IANA, ranging from 1 to 4294967295.

 BGPNeighbor and Peer

Before a route is advertised between BGP speakers, a neighborship must be established in advance. You need to manually configure

BGP neighbors on both BGP speakers.That is, configure the peer as a neighbor on the two BGP speakers respectively.Therefore, BGP

neighbors are also called BGP peers.

 Neighbor Type and Route Type

BGP neighborships are classified into the following types:

 IBGP neighborship: The neighborship between BGP speakerswithin an AS is called IBGP neighborship. Routes learned from
IBGP neighbors are called IBGP routes.

 EBGPneighborship:The neighborship betweenBGP speakers in differentASs is calledEBGPneighborship. Routes learned from

EBGP neighbors are called EBGP routes.

 BGP routeattribute

When a BGP speaker advertises routes to its neighbors, the BGP speaker also advertises the attributes carried by the routes. Common

BGP attributes are as follows:

 ORIGIN:Specifies the origin of a BGP route and can be set to IGP,EGP, or INCOMPLETE.

 AS-PATH:Lists theASs passed by a route in a reverse order.The last AS is placed at the beginning of the list.

 NEXT-HOP: Specifies the IP address of the next hop to be reached by aBGP route.

 MULTI-EXIT-DISC: Distinguishesmultiple output/input interfaces for reaching the same neighbor AS. A smaller valuemeans a

higher priority.

 LOCAL-PREF:Distinguishes the priorities of IBGP routes in anAS. A larger valuemeans a higher priority.

Overview

Feature Description

Creating a BGP Neighbor Create a BGP neighbor.

Configuring a BGP Route Set up a BGP route reflection topology to simplify network deployment for BGP neighbor full-mesh.

Remarks
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Feature Description

Reflector

ConfiguringaBGPAlliance Configure a BGP alliance to simplify network deployment for BGP neighbor full-mesh.

Re-distributing Local AS

Network Information to

BGP

Re-distribute routing information to BGP and advertise local routes through BGP.

Controlling Route

Exchange Between BGP

Peers

ConfiguretherouteexchangepolicyforaBGPpeerandcontrol routestobereceivedbyandtobe

advertised to this peer.

Obtaining Accessible

Networks of Other ASs

from BGP

Re-distribute routing information in BGP into a core routing table or IGP.

Configuring

Synchronization Between

BGP and IGP

Configure BGP to check whether BGP routes are synchronized with IGP routes.

Configuring BGP Soft Reset After a routing policy changes, use soft reset to apply a new policy.

Configuring the Route

Attributes of BGP

Configure the route selection algorithms and routing policy control of BGP.

Configuring BGP Route

Aggregation

Reduce routes by means of route aggregation.

Configuring BGP Route

Dampening

Reduce the impacts of route flapping on a network topology.

Configuring the

Management Distance of

BGP

Change the priorities of BGP routes.

Configuring Multi-path

Load Balancing of BGP

Configuremulti-path loadbalancing forBGPtoenhance thenetwork reliabilityand increasethenetwork

bandwidth.

Configuring BGP FRR Configure fast rerouting for BGP to enhance the network reliability.

Configuring BGP Timers Modify the internal timer time of BGP.

Configuring BGP Route

Update Mechanisms

Disable/Enable regular scanning for BGP routes and configure the route scanning interval.

Configuring the Next-Hop

Triggering Update

Function of BGP

Configure the next hop triggering update function of BGP.

Configuring BGP LOCAL AS Configure the LOCAL AS for a BGP neighbor.

Configuring BGP Capacity

Protection

Avoid non-predictable running status caused by consumption of device capacity.

Configuring BGP GR Configure the BGP GR function to enhance the network reliability.

Configuring 4-Byte AS

Numbers of BGP

Configure the display mode of a 4-byte AS number.

Configuring a Regular

Expression

Use a regular expression to filter routing information.

Configuring BGP Session

Retention

ConfigureBGP toensure that afteran address familywith incorrect routingattributes isdetected fora

neighbor, other address family routes advertised by the neighbor will not be affected.
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Feature Description

Configuring BGP Delayed

Advertisement upon

System Restart

ConfigureBGPtodelay routeadvertisement toaneighborwithinaperiodafter thesystem is restarted.

Configuring BGP Tracking Configure BGP tracking function.

Configuring BGP NSR Enable the NSR function for BGP neighbor.

ConfiguringBGPRoutes to

BeRecursiveOnlytoHost

Routes

Enable IBGP o EBGP routes to be recursive only to host routes.

Configuring Outbound

Loop Detection for a BGP

Neighbor

Enable outbound loop detection for a BGP neighbor.

Shutting Down BGP

Connection Gracefully

Shut down BGP connection gracefully. Make sure that the service traffic is not interrupted or is

interrupted for a very short period of time.

Configuring Enhanced VPN

Route Import

Configure the enhanced VPN route import function.

Configuring Enhanced

Route-Refresh

Indicate the BGP route update group, which is used to improve the handling performance for route

advertisement to neighbors.

Configuring BGP EVPN Configure the BGP EVPN function.

Other Related

Configurations

Configure extended BGP functions.

7.3.1 Creating a BGPNeighbor

ABGPneighbor ismanuallyconfiguredbyauser.Twoconnectionmodesaresupported: IBGPandEBGP.Youcanidentifythe

connectionmode betweenBGP speakers based on the ASwhere theBGP peer resides and the ASwhere the BGP speaker resides.

Generally,BGPspeakersbetweenwhichanEBGPconnection isestablishedare directly connectedwhereasBGPspeakers
betweenwhich an IBGP connection is established can be at any locationwithin an AS.

Working Principle

ABGPspeaker can initiate aTCP connection request to aBGP peer specified by a user.After theTCP connection is successfully created,

thepeerswillexchangeBGPpacketstonegotiateaboutconnectionparameters.TheBGPneighborshipissuccessfullyestablished

after the negotiation succeeds.

 Creating a TCPConnection

ABGP speaker initiates aTCP connection request to a neighbor. The destination IP address is the peer IP address specified by the user

and the port number is fixed to 179.

The BGP speaker also listens on the port number 179 of the local TCP connection to receive connection requests from its peer.

 Negotiating about Protocol Parameters

After theTCP connection is successfully created, theBGP speakers exchangeOPENpackets to negotiate about BGP connection

parameters. The parameters for negotiation include:

 Version: Indicates the BGP version number. At present, only version 4 is supported.
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 NeighborASnumber:Determineswhether theASnumberof theneighbor isconsistentwiththelocalASnumber.Ifnot, the

connection request will be denied.

 HoldTime: Negotiates about the timeout duration for the BGP connection. The default value is 180 seconds.

 Neighborcapability:Negotiatesaboutvariousextendedcapabilitiessupportedbytheneighbor,includingtheaddressfamily,

dynamic route update, and GR functions.

 Maintaining Neighborship

The Keepalive message is periodically sent between BGP speakers. If a new Keepalive packet is not received from the BGP neighbor

after the Hold Time expires, the BGP speaker considers that the neighbor is not accessible, disconnects the TCP connection from the

neighbor,andattemptstoreconnecttoit.Theinterval foraBGPspeakertosendtheKeepalivemessageisonethirdof theHoldTime

determined through negotiation and is 60 seconds by default.

Related Configuration

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

By default, a BGP speaker does not specify any neighbor. You can manually configure a BGP neighbor.

Youcan run the neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number command tomanually create a BGP neighbor and

specify the AS number of the neighbor.

 Setting the Neighbor TTL

By default, The TTL field in a TCP packet sent by an IBGP neighbor is set to the maximum value (255). It is set to 1 by an EBGP neighbor.

Youcanruntheneighbor{peer-address|peer-group-name}ebgp-multihop[ttl]commandtosettheTTLfieldofaTCPpacketsent

by a BGPneighbor.

A larger value ofTTLmeans a longer distance between BGP neighbors.WhenTTL is 1, the BGP neighbor devicesmust be directly

connected.

 Setting the Source Address of TCP

By default, BGP automatically selects the source IP address of aTCP connection based on the IP address of the neighbor. Generally, the

IP address of a local packet output interface is used.

Youcan run theneighbor {peer-address |peer-group-name }update-source {interface-type interface-number |address } command to

adjust the source IP address of the neighbor's TCP connection.

 DisablingPrivate PICProcess

By default, BGP neighbors support private PIC process.

Run neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } pic-disable command to disable the private PIC process to a BGP neighbor.

 Setting MD5Encryption

By default, a BGP connection is not encrypted through MD5.

Youcan run the neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } password [ 0 | 7 ] string command to set encryption for a BGP neighbor's

TCP connection.

 Activating the Address Family Capability of a Neighbor

By default, a neighbor created in the BGP configuration mode activates only the IPv4 Unicast address family capability.
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You can run the address-family command to enter a corresponding address family mode, and then run the neighbor

{neighbor-address|peer-group-name}activate{ipv4 |ipv6} commandtoactivatetheaddressfamilycapabilityfortheBGP

neighbor.

7.3.2 Configuring a BGPRouteReflector

According to the principle of BGP route advertisement, full mesh must be established for all BGP speakers within an AS (neighborships

need to be established between each two BGP speakers). Toomany BGP speakers within an AS will increase the resource overhead of

the BGP speakers, increase the network administrator's workload and complexity of configuration and decrease the network

expansion capability.

Using a route reflector is a method for reducing IBGP peer connections within an AS.

Themethods for reducing the IBGPpeer connections within anAS includeusing a route reflector and using anAS alliance.

Working Principle

Configure a BGP speaker as a route reflector which classifies IBGP peers in an AS into two types: clients and non-clients.

The rules for implementing a route reflector within an AS are as follows:

 Configure a route reflector and specify clients for the route reflector.The route reflector and its clients forma cluster.The route

reflector will connect to its clients.

 The clients of a route reflector in a cluster cannot connect to other BGP speakers out of the cluster.

 WithinanAS,fullmeshisestablishedamongIBGPpeersofnon-clients.TheIBGPpeersofnon-clientsincludethefollowing
situations: Multipleroutereflectors inacluster;aroutereflector inaclusterandBGPspeakers(generallynotsupporting the

route reflector function) not involved in the route reflector function out of thecluster; a route reflector in a clusterand route

reflectors in other clusters.

The rules for processing a route received by a route reflector are as follows:

 A route updatemessage received by an EBGP speaker will be sent to all clients and non-clients.

 A route updatemessage received by a client will be sent to other clients and all non-clients.

 A route updatemessage received by an IBGP speaker will be sent to all the other clients.

Generally,onlyoneroutereflector isconfiguredinacluster.In thiscase,theRouter IDof theroutereflectorcanbeusedto
identifythiscluster.Toincreasetheredundancy,youcansetmultiple routereflectors inacluster. In thiscase,youmust

configure thecluster IDso thata routereflectorcan identify therouteupdatemessagesfromother routereflectors in the

cluster.

If multiple route reflectors are configured for a cluster, youmust configure a cluster ID for the cluster.

Generally,it isunnecessarytocreateconnectionsbetweentheclientsofaroutereflector inaclusterbecausetheroutereflector
willreflecttheroutesbetweentheclients.However, if fullmeshhasbeenestablishedamongallclients,youcancancel theclient

route reflection function of the route reflector.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aBGPRoute Reflector and Reflected Clients

By default, BGP is not configured with route reflection.
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Youcanruntheneighbor{peer-address}route-reflector-clientcommandtoconfigureadeviceasaroutereflectoranditsneighbor

devices as reflected clients.

 Configuring BGPClient-Client Reflection

Bydefault,BGPclient-clientroutereflectionisenabled,whichmeansthatroutesreceivedfromareflectedclientcanbeadvertisedto

other clients.

Youcanrunthebgpclient-to-clientreflectioncommandtoenableordisable (usingtheno formof thiscommand)client-client

reflection.

 Configuring aBGPReflection Cluster ID

Bydefault,aBGPreflectionclusterIDistheRouter-IDofBGP.IfmultiplereflectionclustersaredeployedwithinanAS,different

reflection cluster IDs must be configured for these reflection clusters.

You can run the bgp cluster-id cluster-id command to manually configure the cluster ID of a route reflector.

7.3.3 Configuring a BGPAlliance

An alliance is another method for reducing the IBGP peer connections within an AS.

Working Principle

DivideanASintomultiplesubASsandconfigureaunifiedallianceID(namely,theallianceASNUMBER)forthesesubASstoforman

alliance.Outsidethealliance,theentireallianceisstillconsideredasanASandonlytheASnumberoftheallianceisvisible.Insidethe

alliance, full mesh of IBGP peers can be established for BGP speakers within a sub AS, and EBGP connections can be established for

BGPspeakersindifferentsubASs.ThoughEBGPconnectionsareestablishedbetweenBGPspeakerswithinasubAS,when

information is exchanged,NEXT_HOP,MED, LOCAL_PREFandother path attributes keepunchanged.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aBGPAlliance ID

By default, no alliance ID is configured for a BGP speaker.

Youcan run thebgpconfederationidentifieras-numbercommand toconfigureaBGPallianceID.After theconfiguration is

successful, the local AS (specified by the router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]command) of BGP becomes the private AS

inside the alliance and is invisible to other ASs.

 Configuring aBGPAlliance Neighbor

By default, no alliance neighbor is configured for BGP.

You can run the bgp confederation peers as-number [… as-number ] command to configure a BGP alliance neighbor. After the

configuration succeeds, theAS specified by this command and the local AS belong to the same alliance.

7.3.4 Re-distributing Local AS Network Information toBGP

BGP cannot automatically discover or learn accessible networks. The accessible network information of a local AS must be

re-distributed to BGP.Then, BGP can advertise the information to neighbors.

Working Principle

Two methods can be used to re-distribute local AS network information to BGP:
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 Manual static configuration: re-distribute the accessible network information within a specified range to BGP.

 Configuring route re-distribution: re-distribute accessible IGP network information to BGP.

In addition, you can also re-distribute local AS network information to BGP routes by configuring route aggregation.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aBGPNetwork

By default, no network is configured for BGP.

Youcanrunthenetworknetwork-number [maskmask ] [route-mapmap-tag ] [backdoor ]commandtoconfigureaBGPnetworkto

re-distributespecifiedaccessiblenetworkinformationtoBGP.Theprerequisiteforsuccessfullyre-distributingroutinginformationto

BGP is that a route is available in the core routing table and this route canbean IGP,directly-connected or static route.

 Configuring BGPRoute Re-distribution

By default, BGP is not configured with route re-distribution.

Run the redistributeprotocol-typecommand to import routesof otherprotocols toBGP,includingOSPF,RIP,ISIS, static,and direct

routes, host routes converted by ARP,routes converted by NDand aggregation route.

 ImportingRoutes withMultiple Paths or Next Hops toBGP

By default, routes imported to BGP have only one next hop.

Run the bgp sourced-paths protocol-type all command to import routes with multiple next hops of other protocols to BGP.

7.3.5 ControllingRoute ExchangeBetween BGPPeers

BGP provides powerful route management functions. You can actively control the route exchange between BGP peers.

Working Principle

Configure the route exchange policy for a BGP peer and control routes to be received by and to be advertised to this peer.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theDefault Route to BeAdvertised to aPeer

By default, BGP does not advertise the default route.

Youcanruntheneighbor{address|peer-group-name}default-originate[route-mapmap-tag]commandtoadvertisethedefault

route to a peer (or a peer group).

 Configuring Next-Hop-Self for a Peer

Bydefault,BGPdoesnot change thenext hopofaroutewhen itadvertisesthe routetoan IBGPneighborandsets thenext hop to the

local BGP speaker when it advertises the route to an EBGP neighbor.

Youcanruntheneighbor{address|peer-group-name }next-hop-selfcommandtoconfigurethenexthopofaroutetothelocalBGP

speaker when distributing the route to a specified BGP peer (group).

 Configuring Remove-Private-AS for a Peer

By default, BGP does not delete the private AS in the AS-PATH attribute when it advertises routing information to a peer.
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You can run the neighbor { address | peer-group-name } remove-private-as command to require that the private AS number recorded

intheASpathattributeshouldbedeletedwhen routing information isdistributed toanEBGPpeer (group).Thiscommanddoesnot

apply to an IBGP neighbor.

 Configuring Send-Community for a Peer

By default, BGP does not send the community attribute when it advertises routing information to a peer.

Youcanruntheneighbor{address|peer-group-name}send-communitycommandtospecifythatthecommunityattributecanbe

sent to a specified BGP peer (group).

 ConfiguringMaximum-Prefix for a Peer

By default, BGP does not restrict the records of routing information that can be received by a peer.

Youcanruntheneighbor {neighbor-address |peer-group-name }maximum-prefixmaximum [ threshold ]{ [restart-time time ] |

[warning-only [suppress ] ] } command to specify the recordsof routing information received fromaspecifiedpeer (group).

 ConfiguringRoute Filtering for a BGPNeighbor

Bydefault,aBGPneighbor isnotenabledwithany filteringpolicyandreceivesall legal routinginformationadvertisedbyaneighbor.

BGP supports multiple methods of configuring the route filtering policies for a neighbor, including:

 neighbor { peer-address |peer-group-name } distribute-list { access-list-number | access-list-name } { in |out }

Use an ACL to filter routes in the input and output directions of the neighbor.

 neighbor {peer-address | peer-group-name } filter-listaccess-list-number { in |out }

UseanAS-PATHlist to filter routes in the inputandoutputdirectionsof theneighbor.

 neighbor {peer-address |peer-group-name }prefix-listprefix-list-name { in |out }

Useaprefix-list to filter routes in the input and output directions of theneighbor.

 neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } route-mapmap-tag { in | out }

Use a route map to filter routes in the input and output directions of the neighbor.

 neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } unsuppress-mapmap-tag

Allowforadvertisingcertainroutinginformationpreviouslysuppressedbytheaggregate-addresscommandwhen

distributing routing information to a specified peer.

 bgp advertise-mapmap-tag

Use command bgp advertise-map map-tag to advertise route policy to all neighbors

7.3.6 ObtainingAccessibleNetworks of Other ASs fromBGP

Sendrouting informationofotherASsexchangedbyBGPtotherouting tableofadevicesothat thedevicecanforwardpacketsto

other ASs.

Sendrouting informationofotherASsexchangedbyBGPtotherouting tableofadevicesothat thedevicecanforwardpacketsto

other ASs.

Working Principle

 BGPSends Routing Information to a Core Routing Table
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BGPcontrols routing informationsent to thecore routing tablebyusing table-map. table-map canmodify theattributes of routing

informationsent to thecore routing table. If the route ismatched,BGPmodifies theattributeof the routing informationand sends the

route. If the route is notmatchedor routematching isdenied,BGPdoesnotmodify the attribute of the routing informationbut sends

the route.

Changes of table-map are not reflected in the core routing table immediately, but reflected a moment later. To update the

applicationof table-map immediately,youcanrun theclear ipbgp[ instanceas-number ] [vrfvrf-name ] table-mapcommandto

update the routing information in thecorerouting table immediately.Thiscommanddoesnot clear theexisting routes in thecore

routing table, but directly applies table-map to send theupdated routing information, thereby not causing forwarding flapping.

 Re-distributing BGPRoutes to IGP

Re-distribute BGP routes on a BGP speaker to IGP to ensure that routers within an AS can obtain routes to other ASs.

Related Configuration

 Configuring table-map

By default, BGP is not configured with a table-map and allows for sending all routes without modifying the attributes of the routes.

Youcan run the table-map route-map-name command toseta table-mapandcontrol the routing information tobesent to thecore

routing table. route-map-name specifies a route-map to be associated.

Run the table-map command in the BGP configurationmode or in the IPv4 address familymode.
The Match and Set statements supported in the table-map are as follows:

Match statements: as-path, community, ip address, ip next-hop, metric, origin and route-type

Set statements: metric, tag and next-hop

Youcan run the no table-map command to delete the table-map configurations.

 ConfiguringBGPRoute Re-distribution by IGP

By default, IGP does not re-distribute BGP routes.

Youcanruntheredistributebgp [route-mapmap-tag] [metricmetric-value ]commandtore-distributeBGProutestoIGP

(RIP\OSPF\ISIS).

Thebgpredistribute-internalcommandcontrolsonlywhethertore-distributerouteslearnedfromIBGPtoIGP.Bydefault,routes

learned from IBGP can be re-distributed to IGP.

Youcanrunthebgpredistribute-internalcommandintheBGPconfigurationmode,IPv4/IPv6addressfamilymodeorthe
IPv4VRF address familymode.

Youcan run the no bgp redistribute-internal command to delete the configuration.

7.3.7 ConfiguringSynchronization BetweenBGP and IGP

Generally,BGP speakers working asmutual IBGPneighbors are not directly connected. IGP devices between theBGP speakersmay fail

tolearnroutinginformationsameasthatlearnedbytheBGPspeakers.WhenaBGPspeakerat theborderofanASforwardspackets

receivedfromotherdomains tothenext-hopIBGPneighbor, thepacketspassanIGPdeviceinthemiddle. In thiscase, thepackets

may be lost due to no routing information on the IGP device.

Working Principle
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TokeepsynchronizationbetweenBGPandIGP,youmustensurethatall routerswithinanAScanlearnroutinginformationtobesent

to another AS before the routing information is advertised to this AS.

Synchronization between BGP and IGP is not required only in the following cases:

 Routing information passing through an AS is not available. For example, the AS is an end AS.

 All routers within an AS run BPG. Full mesh is established among all BGP speakers (neighborship is established between each

two BGPspeakers).

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringBGPRoute Synchronization

By default, synchronization between BGP and IBGP routes is disabled.

You can run the synchronization command to enable synchronization between BGP and IGP.

You can run the no synchronization command to disable synchronization between BGP and IGP.

7.3.8 ConfiguringBGPSoft Reset

Ifroutingpolicies(includingneighbordistribute-list,neighborroute-map,neighborprefix-listandneighborfilter-list)change,

aneffectivemethodmustbeprovided to implementnewroutingpolicies.A traditionalmethod is to terminateaBGPconnectionand

thencreateanewBGPconnection.ByconfiguringBGPSoftReset,youcanexecuteanewroutingpolicywithout terminatingaBGP

session connection.

WorkingPrinciple

Routingpolicies thataffect inbound routinginformationarecalledinbound routingpolicies (suchas In-route-mapand
In-dist-list)and routingpolicies thataffectoutbound routing informationarecalledoutbound routingpolicies (suchas

Out-route-map and Out-dist-list).

When outbound routing policies change, BGP soft reset will re-advertise all routing information of a BGP speaker to its neighbors.

If inboundroutingpolicieschange, theoperation ismorecomplexthanthatwhenoutboundroutingpolicieschange.This isbecause

outboundroutingpoliciesareexecutedintheroutingtableof thelocalBGPspeakerwhereas inboundroutingpoliciesareexecuted

for routing information received from theBGPpeer.Toreducecost, the localBGPspeakerdoesnot store theoriginal routing

information received from the BGP peer.

If inbound routingpolicieschangeandaneighbordevicesupports routeupdate,youcanconfiguresoft reset tosendarouteupdate

request to theneighbordevice.After receiving the request, theneighbordevicere-advertisesall routing information.Youcanalso

performconfigurationtoensurethateachBGPpeerstoresoriginalroutinginformationonthelocalBGPspeakerandprovidesoriginal

routing information basis for modifying inbound routing policies subsequently.

The "route updatecapability" allows formodifying andexecuting routingpolicieswithout storingoriginal routing information.
Thisproductsupportstherouteupdatecapability.Youcanruntheshowipbgp[ instanceas-number ]neighborscommandto

check whether a BGP peer supports route update. If yes, you do not need to run the neighbor soft-reconfiguration inbound

command when inbound routing policies change.

Related Configuration

 Configuring BGPSoft Reset
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Run the clear ip bgp [ instance as-number ] { * | neighbor-address | peer-group peer-group-name | external } soft out command to

soft reset aBGP connection.Youcan activate execution of a routing policy without restarting theBGPsession.

 SavingOriginal Routing Information of Neighbors

By default, BGP does not save original routing information of neighbors.

Run the neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } soft-reconfiguration inbound command to save unmodified routing

information sent by a BGP peer (group).

7.3.9 Configuring theRoute Attributes of BGP

BGP provides various control policies for route attributes. You can apply the policies based on actual conditions.

Working Principle

 AS_PATHAttribute

BGP can control distribution of routing information in three modes:

 IP address.Youcan run the neighbor distribute-list andneighbor prefix-list commands for implementation.

 AS_PATHattribute. See the description in this section.

 COMMUNITY attribute. See the related configuration of the COMMUNITY attribute.

YoucanuseanASpath-basedaccesscontrollist(ACL)tocontrolthedistributionofroutinginformation.Where,theASpath-based

ACL uses a regular expression to parse the AS path.

Based on the standard (RFC1771), BGP does not consider the AS path length when selecting the optimum path. Generally, a shorter

ASpath lengthmeansahigherpathpriority; therefore,FSconsiders theASpath lengthwhenselecting theoptimumpath.Youcan

determine whether to consider theAS path lengthwhen selecting the optimumpath based on the actual conditions.

WithinanAS,whethertoconsidertheASpathshouldbeconsistentforallBGPspeakerswhentheoptimumpathisselected;
otherwise, the optimum paths selected by the BGP speakersmay be different.

 MULTI_EXIT_DISCAttribute

BGP uses the MED value as the basis for comparing priorities of paths learned from EBGP peers. A smallerMED valuemeans a higher

path priority.

 By default, theMED value is compared only for paths of peers from the sameASwhen the optimum path is selected.

 By default, theMED value is not compared for paths of peers from other subASs within an AS alliance.

 Bydefault, ifapathnot configuredwiththeMEDattribute is received, it isconsidered that theMEDvalueof thispath is0.Since

a smaller MED value means a higher path priority, this path has the highest priority.

 Bydefault, theMEDvalueisnotcomparedwithpathsfromdifferentASs;instead, thesequenceofreceivingthepathsis

compared.

 LOCAL_PREFAttribute

WhensendingroutesreceivedfromEBGPpeerstoIBGPpeers,aBGPspeakeraddstheLOCAL_PREFattribute.BGPusesthe

LOCAL_PREFattributeas thebasis forcomparingprioritiesofpaths learnedfrom IBGPpeers.A largervalueofLOCAL_PREFmeansa

higher pathpriority.

You can also run the set local-preference command of a route map to modify the LOCAL_PREF attribute of the specified path.
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 COMMUNITYAttribute

The COMMUNITY attribute is another mode for controlling distribution of routing information.

Acommunityisasetofdestinationaddresses.TheCOMMUNITYattributeisintendedtofacilitateexecutionofaroutingpolicybased

onacommunityandtherebysimplify theconfigurationof routinginformationdistributioncontrolonBGPspeakers.Eachdestination

addressmaybelong tomultiplecommunities.AnASadministrator candefine thecommunities towhichadestinationaddress

belongs.

Bydefault, all destinationaddressesbelong to the Internetcommunityandarecarried in thecommunityattributeof thepath.

At present, four common community attribute values are pre-defined:

 Internet: Indicates the Internet community. All paths belong to this community.

 no-export: Indicates that the path is not advertised to EBGP peers.

 no-advertise: Indicates that the path is not advertised to any BGP peer.

 local-as:IndicatesthatapathisnotadvertisedtootherASs.WhenanASallianceisconfigured,thepath isnotadvertisedto

other ASs or sub ASs.

Byusing thecommunityattribute,youcancontrol thereceiving,prioritizationanddistributionof routing information.BGPspeakers

canset,addormodify thecommunityattributewhen learning,advertisingor re-distributing routes.Anaggregationpathwill contain

the community attribute values of all aggregated paths.

BGP supports up to 32 COMMUNITY attributes for each route and allows for up to 32 COMMUNITY attributes when match and
set COMMUNITY of a routemap are configured.

 Others

During selection of the optimum path, if two paths with the same path attributes are received from different EBGP peers, the

optimumpathisselectedbasedonthereceivingsequencebydefault.Youcandisablecomparisonofthereceivingsequencebutuse

the path with a smaller router ID as the optimum path.

Related Configuration

 Configuring AS_PATHAttribute

 ip as-path access-list path-list-name { permit | deny }as-regular-expression

Defines an AS path list.

 neighbor {peer-address | peer-group-name } filter-list path-list-name { in |out }

By default, no filtering policy is configured for BGP peers.

TheconfigurationisthesameasthatforroutinginformationreceivingandsendingforaspecifiedBGPpeer(group).Routing

policies are executed based on theAS path list to advertise or receive only routes thatmatch the policies.

 neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } route-mapmap-tag { in |out }

By default, no filtering policy is configured for BGP peers.

TheconfigurationisthesameaswhenreceivingandsendingroutinginformationforaspecifiedBGPpeer(group).Routing

policiesareexecuted basedona routemapor the set rules in the routemapare used tomodify routing attributes.

In theroute-mapconfigurationmode,youcanrunthematchas-pathcommand tomodifyASpathattributesbyusinganAS
path list or directly run the set as-path command tomodify AS attribute values.
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 bgp bestpath as-path ignore

AllowsBGPnot toconsider theASpath lengthwhenselecting theoptimumpath.TheASpath length iscomparedbydefault.

By default, a smaller AS path lengthmeans a higher path priority.

 Configuring MULTI_EXIT_DISCAttribute

 bgp always-compare-med

Allows for comparing the MED values of paths from different ASs, which is disabled by default.

 bgp bestpathmed confed

Allows for comparing the MED values of paths of peers from other sub ASs in the same AS alliance, which is disabled by default.

 bgp bestpathmedmissing-as-worst

Sets a path not configured with the MED attribute to the lowest priority, which is disabled by default.

 bgp deterministic-med

Allows for comparing the paths of peers within the same AS, which is disabled by default.

 Configuring LOCAL_PREFAttribute

 bgp default local-preference value

Changes the default local preference value, ranging from 0 to 4,294,967,295. A larger value means a higher priority. The default

value is100.

 Configuring COMMUNITYAttribute

 ip community-list standard community-list-name { permit | deny } community-number

Creates a community list. community-list-name indicates the name of the community list.

community-number: Indicates a value (0 to 4,294,967,295) specified by a user or a known community attribute (internet, local-AS,
no-advertise orno-export).

 neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } send-community

Allows for sending the community attribute to a specified BGP peer (group), which is not configured by default.

 neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } route-mapmap-tag { in | out }

TheconfigurationisthesameasthatforroutinginformationreceivingandsendingforaspecifiedBGPpeer(group).Routing

policies are executed based on a routemap. No filtering policy is configured for peers by default.

In the route-map configurationmode, you can run thematchcommunity-list [exact] and set community-list delete
commands tomodify the community attributeby usingacommunity list or directly run theset communitycommand to

modify the community value.

 Others

 bgp bestpathcompare-routerid

Allows BGP to compare the router ID when selecting the optimum path, which is disabled by default.
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7.3.10 ConfiguringBGPRoute Aggregation

BGP-4 supports CIDR and therefore allows for creating aggregation entries to reduce the size of a BGP routing table. BGP aggregation

entries can be added to aBGP routing table only when valid paths are availablewithin the aggregation range.

Working Principle

Aggregate one or more detailed BGP routes into a BGP route with a shorter network mask.

Bydefault,BGPadvertisesallpath informationbeforeandafteraggregation. Ifyouhopethatonlyaggregatedpath information
is advertised, you can run the aggregate-address summary-only command.

When the aggregate-address command is used to configure an aggregated route, the aggregated route takes effect
immediately as long as there are routes in the configured address range.

Related Configuration

 Configuring BGPRoute Aggregation

Run the aggregate-address address mask command to configure BGP route aggregation.

Run the aggregate-address address mask as-set command to configure aggregation address and reserves AS paths in the

aggregation address. By default, BGP does not reserve AS paths.

Run the aggregate-address address mask summary-only command to configure and only advertise aggregation address. By default,

all paths in the aggregation address will be advertised.

Run the aggregate-address address mask as-set summary-only command to configure aggregation address and reserves AS paths

in the aggregation address. Only aggregation address will be advertised.

7.3.11 ConfiguringBGPRoute Dampening

If a route changes between being valid and invalid, route flapping occurs.

Route flapping often causes transmission of unstable routes in a network, and thereby causes network instability. BGP route

dampening isamethodfor reducingrouteflapping. It reducespossibleroute flappingbymonitoringrouting information fromEBGP

peers.

Working Principle

Terms used in BGP route dampening are as follows:

 Route Flap: A route changes between being valid and invalid.

 Penalty:Oncerouteflappingoccurs,aBGPspeakerenabledwithroutedampeningaddsavaluetothepenaltyforthisroute.

The penalty is accumulated until the Suppress Limit is reached.

 Suppress Limit:When the penalty of a route is greater than this value, the route will be suppressed.

 Half-life-time: The time used for the penalty to be halved.

 Reuse Limit:When the penalty value of a route is smaller than this value, route suppressionwill be canceled.

 Max-suppress-time: The longest time that a route can be suppressed.

Abriefdescriptionofroutedampeningprocessing:BGPspeakerpunishesarouteonce(addstothepenalty)routeflappingoccurs.

WhenthepenaltyreachestheSuppressLimit,theroutewillbesuppressed. WhentheHalf-life-timereaches,thepenaltyishalved.
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WhenthepenaltyisreducedtotheReuseLimit,therouteisactivatedagain.TheMax-suppress-timeindicatesthelongesttimethat

the route can be suppressed.

Related Configuration

 Configuring BGPRoute Dampening

By default, BGP route dampening is not enabled.

Run the bgp dampening half-life-time reuse suppress max-suppress-time command to configure parameters of BGP route dampening.

half-life-time (1~45minutes): The default value is 15 minutes. A larger value means a longer flapping suppression and dampening period.

reuse(1~20000):Thedefaultvalueis750.Asmallervaluemeanslongertimeforcontinuousstabilizationbeforeaflappingrouteis

enabled again.

suppress (1~20000): The default value is 2,000. A smaller value means more flapping times allowed before suppression.

max-supress-time (1~255minutes): The default value is 4*half-life-time. A larger value means longer maximum suppression time.

 Displaying BGPRoute Dampening

 show ip bgp [ instance as-number ] dampening flap-statistics

Displays the flapping statistics about all routes.

 show ip bgp [ instance as-number ] dampening dampened-paths

Displays the statistics about suppressed routes.

 Resetting BGPRoute Dampening

 clear ip bgp [ instance as-number ] flap-statistics

Clears the flapping statistics about all routes that are not suppressed.

 clear ip bgp [ instance as-number ] flap-statistics addressmask

Clears the flapping statistics about specified routes (excluding suppressed routes).

 clear ip bgp [ instance as-number ] dampening [ address [mask ] ]

Clears the flapping statistics about all routes, including routes whose suppression is cancelled.

7.3.12 Configuring theManagement Distance of BGP

The management distance is used to evaluate the reliability of various route sources. A smaller management distance means a better

route.

Working Principle

 Management Distance of BGP

The management distance indicates the reliability of a route source, ranging from 1 to 255. A larger value means lower reliability. BGP

setsdifferentmanagement distances for routing information learned fromdifferent sources, includingExternal-distance,

Internal-distance and Local-distance.
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 External-distance: Indicates themanagement distance of routes learned fromEBGP peers.

 Internal-distance: Indicates the management distance of routes learned from IBGP peers.

 Local-distance:Indicatesthemanagementdistanceforrouteslearnedfrompeersbut itisconsideredthatbetterroutescanbe

learned from IGP.Generally, these routes can be indicated by theNetworkBackdoor command.

YouarenotadvisedtochangethemanagementdistanceofBGP.IfyoureallyneedtochangethemanagementdistanceofBGP,
please remember:

Theexternal-distanceshouldbeshorterthanthemanagementdistancesofotherIGProutingprotocols(OSPFandRIP).

The internal-distance and local-distance should be longer than the management distances of other IGP routing protocols.

 Backdoor Route

If you prefer an IGP route but do not use an EBGP route, you can set the EBGP route as the backdoor route. By default, the

managementdistanceforroutes learnedfromaBGPspeakerforwhichanEBGPconnectionisestablishedis20.Youcanrunthe

network backdoor command to set the management distance of the network information to 200 so that the same network

informationlearnedfromIGPhasthehighestpriority.ThenetworkslearnedfromIGPareconsideredbackdoornetworksandarenot

advertised.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theManagement Distance of BGP

Youcan run the distance bgp external-distance internal-distance local-distance command to configure the management distance of

BGP.The value ranges from 1 to 255.

The default value of external-distance is 20; the default value of internal-distance is 200; the default value of local-distance is 200.

A longer management distance means a lower route priority.

 Configuring aBackdoor Route

Runthenetworknetwork-number masknetwork-maskbackdoorcommandtoconfigureabackdoorroute.Bydefault,nobackdoor

route isconfigured.

7.3.13 ConfiguringMulti-path Load Balancing of BGP

Multi-path loadbalancingmeansthat therearemultiplepaths tothesamenetworkanddatapacketsareevenlyforwardedbythese

paths. In a routing table, one route has multiple next hops.

According to the types of equivalent routes, multi-path load balancing of BGP is classified into the following types:

 EBGP load balancing: implement load balancing for routes learned fromEBGP neighbors.

 IBGP load balancing: implement load balancing for routes learned from IBGP neighbors.

Both the IPv4 and IPv6protocol stacks support multi-path load balancing.

Load balancing cannot be implementedbetween IBGPand EBGP routes (includingEBGP routes in an alliance).

Working Principle

IfaBGProuting tablehasmultiplepaths tothesamenetwork,BGPcalculates theroutewiththehighestprioritybydefault. If thereare

optimummultiple routeswith thesamepriorities,BGPstill selectsaunique routebyusingcomparisonrules,notifies theroute tothe

forwardingplaneandcontrols the forwardingofdatastreams.Aftermulti-path loadbalancingisenabled,BGPcalculatesaunique
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optimumrouteandalsolistspathswiththesameprioritiesasequivalentroutes.Then,BGPnotifiestheoptimumrouteandthe

equivalent routes to the forwarding plane to implement load balancing.

Equivalentrouteshavethesamebasicattributesandpriorities.Thatis,accordingtotheoptimumpathselectionrulesofBGP,the

paths have the same priorities before router-IDs are compared.

 AS_PATH LooseComparison

Bydefault, equivalent routesmust havethesameAS-PATHattributes.Undersuchstrict conditions, loadbalancingcannot be

implemented in certain environments. In this case, you are advertised to enable the AS-PATH loose comparison mode. In the AS-PATH

loosecomparisonmode,whenother conditions forequivalent routesaremet,as longas theAS-PATHlengthsof routesand the

AS-PATH lengths of routes from an alliance are the same respectively, it is considered that the conditions for equivalent routes are met.

WhenthenexthopsofmultipleBGPequivalentpathsrecurtothesameIGPoutput interface, loadbalancingcannotbe
implemented.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringMulti-path Load Balancing of BGP

 maximum-paths { ebgp | ibgp } number

Enables the multi-path load balancing function of BGP.

number indicatesthenumberofequivalentnexthops,rangingfrom1todevicecapacity.Thedefaultvalueis1.Alargervalue

meansmore equivalent next hops allowed.

 ConfiguringAS_PATHLoose Comparison

 bgp bestpath as-pathmultipath-relax

Enables the BGP AS-PATH loose comparison mode.

7.3.14 Configuring BGPFRR

Withhigh-speeddevelopmentofIPtechnologiesandapplicationofvariouscomplexservices,therequirementsfornetworksecurity

and stability become increasingly higher. Especially, certain real-time services (audios and videos) are sensitive to network running

statusandmaybelargelyaffectedbyunstablenetworks.Therefore,moreandmorefocusandimportanceareattachedtonetwork

reliability.With these requirements, the IPFRR functioncomes intobeing. It is intended touseabackup link tomaintaindata

forwardingduringrouteplatformconvergenceafterafaultylinkisdetected, inordertoachievetheideal targetsof"zerodelay"and

"zero loss" in packet forwarding.

BGP FRR is shorted for Fast Reroute.

Working Principle

IfaBGProuting tablehasmultiplepaths tothesamenetwork,BGPcalculates theroutewith thehighestprioritybydefault.After the

BGPFRRfunctionisused,BGPselectsabackuprouteforeachoptimumroute.AfterBFDFRRdetectsthatthemasterlinkisfaulty,it

switchesthedatatotheoriginallycalculatedbackup linkfor forwarding.Afterrouteconvergence iscompleted,data isswitchedto

theoptimumroutere-calculatedfor forwarding. In thisway,BGPFRRcanavoidroutedisconnectionduetoa linkfaultbeforeBGP

route convergence is completed.

Only supported in IPv4 Unicast/VRF configuration mode.
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Onlyonebackup routecanbegeneratedand thenext hopof thebackup routecannot be thesameas thatof thepreferred
route.

A backup next hop cannot be generated for an Equal-CostMulti-PathRouting (ECMP) route.

In IPv4VRFconfigurationmode,BGPFRRhasa lowerpriority thanVPNFRR.That is, ifVPNFRRisenabled in theVRFmode,BGP
FRR takes effect only whenVPN FRR fails to calculate a backup route.

Related Configuration

 Configuring BGPFRR

Run the bgp fast-reroute command to enable the BGP FRR function, which is disabled by default.

 Configuring a BFDSession to aBGPNeighbor

Run the neighbor { peer-address } fall-over bfd command to configure a BFD session to a BGP neighbor, which is not configured by

default.

 Manually Configuring a BGPBFD Session

If theBFDsessiontoaBGPneighborcannotbeusedto fastdetect the failureof themaster link,youcanrunthebfdbindbgppeer-ip

ip-addressinterface interface-typeinterface-indexsource-ip ip-addresscommandtoconfigureaBGPBFDsession,whichisnot

configured bydefault.

7.3.15 Configuring Fast Withdrawal of Specified BGPRoutes

With the rapiddevelopmentof IP technologiesand theapplicationof variouscomplexservices, increasinglyhigher requirementsare

imposed on the network. Customers may need to implement fast convergence on specific routes. Fast route withdrawal can meet

customers' requirements for preferentially withdrawal of specific routes.

Working Principle

By default, routes are withdrawn based on preferential calculation according to the sequence in the routing table. Fast route

withdrawal adds the routesmeeting conditions to a high-priority queue to implement preferential processing of specified routes, so

that the specified routes can be withdrawn quickly.

The L2VPN address family supports the route map mode only.

Only one of the access list and prefix list takes effect.

Related Configuration

 Activating theAddress Family Capability

Bydefault,onlytheIPv4unicastaddressfamilycapabilityisactivatedfortheneighborscreatedinBGPconfigurationmode.

Run the address-family command to enter the corresponding address familymode.

 Configuring FastWithdrawal of Specified BGPRoutes

Run the bgp fast-withdraw { access-list { access-list-number | access-list-name } | prefix-list prefix-list-name | route-map map-tag}

command to enable fast withdrawal of specified BGP routes in the address family. This function is disabled by default.
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7.3.16 ConfiguringBGPMulti-path Bypass Protection

The original BGP FRR supports only 1:1 protection. After the ECMP function is enabled, the FRR becomes unavailable. The multi-path

bypass protection enables BGP to support 1:N protection. Users can configure BGP multi-path bypass protection to enable the system

toselectabackupbypasspathevenifECMPisconfigured.WhenallECMProutesfail,thebypassroutebecomestheprimaryroutefor

forwarding.

Working Principle

Bydefault,when therearemultiplepathsreachable tothesamenetwork in theBGProutingtable,BGPcalculatesone routewiththe

highest priority. After the BGP multi-path bypass protection function is enabled, BGP preferentially selects a backup route when ECMP

routesexist.WhenBFDdetectsa fault occurringon themasterpath, thesystemswitches to theselectedbackuppath fordata

forwarding.Afterrouteconvergenceiscompleted, thesystemswitchestotheoptimumpath that isre-calculatedbasedonroutes to

forward data.

Only supported in IPv4 Unicast/VRF configuration mode.

Only one bypass route is generated and the next hop of the bypass route cannot be the same as next hops of ECMP routes.

TheBGPFRRfunctionconflictswiththeBGPmulti-pathbypassprotectionfunction. Ifeitherof themisconfiguredwhenthe
other function is already available, a conflict prompt will be displayed.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringBGPMulti-path Bypass Protection

Run the bgp install standby-path command to enable BGP multi-path bypass protection, which is disabled by default.

 Configuring a BFDSession to aBGPNeighbor

Run the neighbor peer-address} fall-over bfd command to configure a BFD session to a BGP neighbor, which is not configured by

default.

7.3.17 Allowing theBGPRoute Reflector toModify Route Attributes

AccordingtoRFC4456,theBGProutereflectorcannotmodifyrouteattributeswhenreflectingroutes(thepurposeistopreventroute

loops).However, relevant routeattributesneed tobemodifiedwhennetwork trafficpathsneedtobere-planned.Thiscommand is

configured to allow the route reflector tomodify route attributes (includingRoute-map or nexthop-self).

Working Principle

Theroute reflector isnotallowed tomodify routeattributesbydefault.After thiscommand isconfigured, the route reflector is

allowed tomodify route attributes.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aBGPRoute Reflector and Reflection Client

No BGP route reflector is configured by default.

Run the neighbor peer-address route-reflector-client command to configure the local device as the route reflector and the neighbor

as the route reflection client.

 Configuring BGPClient-Client Reflection
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Bydefault,client-clientroutereflectionisautomaticallyenabledontheBGProutereflector,androutesreceivedfromthereflection

client are allowed to be advertised to other clients.

Runthebgpclient-to-clientreflectioncommandtoenableclient-clientreflection.Runtheno formof thiscommandtodisable

client-client reflection.

 Configuring a BGPReflection Cluster Identifier

By default, the BGP reflection cluster identifier directly uses the BGP Route-ID.When multiple reflection clusters are deployed in one

AS domain, different reflection cluster identifiers need to be configured for them.

Run the bgp cluster-id cluster-id command to manually configure a cluster identifier for the route reflector.

 Allowing theBGPRoute Reflector toModify Route Attributes

By default, BGP does not allow the route reflector to modify route attributes.

Run the bgp route-reflector attribute-change command to allow the route reflector to modify route attributes.

7.3.18 Configuring theBGPDevice to AdvertiseRouteswith the Lowest Priority uponRestart

By default, after the device is restarted and a neighborship is established, a BGP peer can advertise routes to its neighbors. However, in

somecases, forexample, therearea largenumberofneighborsor routeswhen thedeviceisstartedbut isslow inwritingentries to

hardware.Theneighbors have learnt routesandstart forwarding traffic,but the local devicehas not completedentrywriting to the

hardware,resultinginatrafficforwardingfailure.Therefore,BGPneedstoadvertiserouteswiththelowestpriorityafterdevicerestart.

In thisway, other available routes insteadof routes that pass through the local device are preferentially selected.

Working Principle

ConfiguretheBGPdevicetoadvertiserouteswiththelowestpriorityuponrestart. Inthisway,aftertheBGPdeviceisrestartedand

neighborshipsareestablished,theBGPdeviceadvertisesrouteswiththelowestprioritytoitsneighbors.AdjusttheMEDvalueof

routesto4,294,967,295 forEBGPneighborsandadjust thevalueof local-pref to0 for IBGPneighbors.AfterallARPentriesare

deliveredandall forwardingentriesarewrittenintohardware,runtheclearbgp [instanceas-number ]advertiselowest-priority

on-startupcommand torestore thepriorityof advertisedroutes. If auserdoesnot configure to restore thepriorityof advertised

routes, the device automatically restores the priority of advertised routes after a period of time.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theBGPDevice toAdvertiseRoutes with the Lowest Priority uponRestart

 bgp advertise lowest-priority on-startup [ recover-time ]

ConfigureBGP toadjust thepriority of advertised routes to the lowest upondevice restart.Thepriority is not adjusted by

default.recover-time indicatesthetime(inseconds)ofthetimerforrestoringthepriorityofadvertisedroutes.Thevaluerange

is from 1 to 65,535 and the default value is 600.

7.3.19 Configuring BGPTimers

YoucanmanuallyconfigurevarioustimerswithinBGPtomeettheneighborkeepaliveandroutemanagementrequirementsin

different networkenvironments.

Working Principle

 BGPNeighbor Keepalive Timer
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BGPuses theKeepalive timer tomaintainavalidconnectionwithapeeranduses theHoldtimetimer to identifywhetherapeer is

valid.Bydefault, thevalueof theKeepalive timer is60secondsand thevalueof theHoldtimetimer is180seconds.WhenaBGP

connection is established between two BGP speakers, the two BGP speakers negotiate about the Holdtime timer value and select a

smallervalue.1/3of thenegotiatedHoldtimetimervalueand theconfiguredKeepalive timervaluearecomparedand thesmaller

value is used as the Keepalive timer value.

 Neighbor ReconnectionTimer

Toreducetheimpactsof frequentBGPreconnectiontoaneighboronthenetworkbandwidth,afteraBGPspeakerdetectsfailureofa

neighborconnection, theBGPspeakerattemptstoreconnect theneighboraftertheconnect-retry timerexpires.Bydefault, thevalue

of the connect-retry timer is 15s.

 Route AdvertisementTimer

Toreducetheimpactsofrouteupdatepacketsonthenetworkbandwidth,afteraBGPspeakerdetectsanetworktopologychange,

theBGPspeakerdoesnotadvertisetherouteupdatetoitsneighborsimmediately.Instead,theBGPspeakerusesaregularupdate

mechanism to advertise all changed routing information to its neighbors.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the BGPNeighbor Keepalive Timer

 timers bgp keepalive holdtime

Adjusts the BGP keepalive and holdtime values for all peers.

The keepalive value ranges from0 to 65,535. Thedefault value is 60 seconds.

The holdtime value ranges from 0 to 65,535. The default value is 180 seconds.

 neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } timers keepalive holdtime

Configures the keepalive and holdtime values used for connecting to a specified BGP peer (group).

The keepalivevalue ranges from0 to 65,535.Thedefault value is 60 seconds.

The holdtime value ranges from 0 to 65,535. The default value is 180 seconds.

 Configuring theNeighbor Re-connection Timer

 neighbor { address | peer-group-name } timers connect connect-retry

Configures the connect-retry value used for reconnecting to a specified BGP peer (group).

Thevalueofconnect-retry ranges from1to65,535.Thedefaultvalue is15seconds.

 Configuring theRoute Advertisement Timer

 neighbor { address | peer-group-name } advertisemet-interval seconds

ConfigurestheminimumintervalforsendingrouteupdatestoaspecifiedBGPpeer(group).Thevalueofadvertisemet-interval

ranges from 0 to 600 seconds. The default value for IBGP peers is 0 seconds and the default value for EBGP peers is 30 seconds.

 neighbor { address | peer-group-name } as-origination-interval seconds

Configurestheminimuminterval forsendinglocalinitialrouteupdatestoaspecifiedBGPpeer(group).Thevalueof

As-origination-interval ranges from1 to 65,535. The default value is 1 second.
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7.3.20 ConfiguringBGPRouteUpdateMechanisms

WorkingPrinciple

BGPprovidestworouteupdatemechanisms:regular-scanningupdateandevent-triggeringupdate.Regular-scanningupdate

indicatesthatBGPusesaninternaltimertostartscanningregularlyandupdatetheroutingtable.Event-triggeringupdateindicates

that BGP starts scanning and updates the routing table when the BGP configuration commands are changed due to user

configuration or the next hop of a BGP route changes.

This function is configured based on address families and can be configured in the IPv4, IPv6, VPNv4, VPNv6, IPv4 vrf and IPv6
VRF address familymodes.

Ifyouset theBGProuteupdatemechanismtoevent-triggeringupdate(byrunning thebgpscan-ribdisablecommand),you
mustdisablesynchronization(byrunningthenosynchronizationcommand)andenabletheBGPnext-hoptriggeringupdate

function(byrunning thebgpnexthoptriggerenablecommand).Ontheotherhand, ifyouenablesynchronizationordisable

theBGPnext-hop triggering update function, the BGP routing tablemust be updated in the regular scanningmode.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Route UpdateMechanisms

 bgp scan-ribdisable

Sets the BGP route update mechanism to event-triggering update. Regular-scanning update is used by default.

 bgp scan-timescan-time

Configures the regular update interval of BGP.The value of scan-time ranges from 5 to 60 seconds. The default value is 60

seconds.

7.3.21 Configuring the Next-HopTriggering Update Function ofBGP

Thenext-hoptriggeringupdatefunctionofBGPisamethodforreducingtheBGPconvergencetime.Thisfunctionisusedtooptimize

themethod formonitoring thenext hopof a route toensure that BGPcan increase theBGP routeconvergencespeedwhen the

network topology is stable.

Working Principle

WhenBGPconnectstoaneighbor,BGPautomaticallymonitorsthenexthopof theBGProutelearnedfromtheneighbor.Whenthe

nexthopchangesinthecoreroutingtable,BGPreceivesanadvertisementaboutthenexthopchangeandupdatestheBGProuting

table.Thisoptimizationmeasureimproves theBGProuteconvergenceperformancebyreducingthetimefordetectingnext-hop

changes.

If this function is disabled, BGP next hop update will be discovered through regular scanning specified by scan-timer.

This function is configured based on address families and can be configured in the IPv4, IPv6, VPNv4 and IPv4 vrf address family
modes.

bgpnexthoptriggerdelayandbgpscan-timecontrol thesametimer.Whenbgpscan isenabled(it isenabledbydefaultand
canbedisabledbythebgpscan-ribdisablecommand), ifthevalueofbgpnexthoptriggerdelay islargerthan60s,bgpscan

does not take effect because the scan timer is always triggered before the delay.

If thenetworkenvironment isunstable (with frequentnext-hopchanges),especiallywithmanyroutes, this functionperforms
unnecessary route calculations, which consumesmore CPU resources. Therefore, you are advised to disable this function in this

environment.
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Related Configuration

 Configuring theNext-Hop TriggeringUpdate Function of BGP

 bgp nexthop trigger enable

Enables the BGP next-hop triggering function, which is enabled by default.

 bgp nexthop trigger delay delay-time

Configures the delay of BGP next-hop triggering update. The value of delay-time ranges from 0 to 100 seconds. The default value

is 5seconds.

7.3.22 ConfiguringBGP LOCAL AS

TheLocalASfunctionofBGPisusedtoconfigurealocalASdifferent fromarouterBGPASforaspecificpeer.This issimilar to

deploying a new virtual AS between the peer devices.When the local router BGP AS changes, you can establish a BGP connection

withoutchangingtheBGPconfigurationsonthepeerdevice.ThisfunctionismainlyusedforASmigrationandmergingof large

networks and ensures that the device configurations in other interconnectedASs are not affected.

Working Principle

InBGP,whenalocaldeviceconnectstoapeer,thelocaldeviceadvertisesthelocalASnumbertothepeerbyusinganOpenmessage.

ThepeercheckswhethertheBGPASnumberadvertisedisthesameasthelocalASnumber.IftheASnumbersaredifferent,thepeer

willdenytheBGPconnection.Bydefault, thelocalASintheBGPconnectionisarouteBGPAS.However, ifalocalASisconfiguredfor

thepeer, theconfiguredlocalASwill replacetherouteBGPASwhenaBGPconnectionisestablishedbetweenthelocaldeviceand

the peer.

The neighbor peer-address local-as as-num command for configuring the BGP Local AS function can be followed by more
options. For details, see the Command Reference.

TheBGP Local AS function is applied only to EBGP peers, but is not applied to IBGP peers and alliance EBGP peers. In addition,
the BGP Local AS function has the following restrictions:

1) The configured local AS cannot be the same as the remote AS of a peer.

2) The local AS cannot be configured independently for amember of a peer group.

3) The configured local AS cannot be the same as the route BGPAS.

4) If a device is amember of an AS alliance, the local AS cannot be the same as the AS alliance number.

Related Configuration

 Configuring BGPLOCAL AS

 neighbor { address | peer-group-name } local-as as-number

Configures a local AS for a peer. By default, no local AS is configured for any peer. The local AS of a peer is the route BGP AS.

7.3.23 ConfiguringBGPCapacity Protection

There are often a large number of BGP routes, which may cause overload of a device, especially for a device with small memory.

ProtectingBGPcapacityhelps avoidnon-predictable running status causedbyconsumption of device capacity.

Working Principle

 Restricting the Number of BGP Routes
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RestrictthenumberofBGProutesbysettingthemaximumnumberof routesinaBGPaddressfamilyandthemaximumnumberof

routes that can be learned by a BGP neighbor.

 Configuring theNumber of BGP Neighbors to SendWarnings

Set the maximum number of BGP neighbors. When the neighbor number exceeds the limit, LOG prompt will be displayed.

 Entering theOVERFLOWState in case of Insufficient Memory

If thememory is insufficient, BGP can enter theOVERFLOWstate. In theOVERFLOWstate, BGP generates a default route pointing to a

NULL interface. If a newly learned route isnot a refined routeother than the default route in thecurrent routing table, the route is

discarded.Inotherwords,generalnewlylearnedroutesarediscardedtoensurethatthesystemmemoryisstable.Thepurposeofnot

discardingall routesistoavoidrouteloops intheentirenetwork.Therefore, it issafeforBGPtoenter theOVERFLOWstate.BGPis

allowed to enter the OVERFLOW state by default.

By default, BGP enters theOVERFLOWstate in case of insufficientmemory. If you do notwant to BGP to enter theOVERFLOW
state, you can run the no overflowmemory-lack command to disable this function.

In theOVERFLOW state, BGP supports only the clear bgp [ instance as-number ] {addressfamily | all } * command at present.You
can also exit from theOVERFLOWstate by disabling and enabling BGP again.When thememory becomes sufficient again, BGP

can also automatically exit from the OVERFLOW state.

Related Configuration

 Restricting the Number of BGP Routes

 neighbor {neighbor-address|peer-group-name }maximum-prefixmaximum [ threshold ]{ [restart-timetime ] |
[warning-only [ suppress ] ] }

Restricts the maximum number of routes that can be learned from a BGP neighbor, which is not restricted by default.

 maximum-prefixmaximum

Restricts the maximum number of routes in a BGP address familym, which is not restricted by default..

 Run the bgp maximum-prefix maximum [ vrf vrf-name ] command to restrict the maximum number of routes in the BGP
globalorspecifiedVRF.WhenarouteadvertisementinanaddressfamilycausesthecurrentnumberofBGProutestoexceedthe

maximum number, a prompt indicating route overflow in the global or specified VRF is displayed, and the BGP global or

specified VRF is set to the overflow state. This function is disabled by default.

 Configuring theNumber of BGP Neighbors

Run the bgpmaximum-neighbor numberswarning-only command to send the LOG warning when neighbors exceed the

limit.

 Configuring BGPOverflow

 overflowmemory-lack

Enable BGP to enter the OVERFLOW state in case of insufficient memory, which is enabled by default.
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7.3.24 Configuring BGPGR

GracefulRestart(GR)isintendedtoimplementuninterrupteddataforwardingduringrestartofBGP.Duringactive/standbyswitching

of themanagementboards, theGRfunctionkeepsthenetwork topologystable,maintains theforwarding tableandensuresthatkey

services arenot interrupted.

Working Principle

Complywith RFC4724: Graceful RestartMechanism for BGP.[BGPGR] is used in the following description to indicate theRFC.

BGPGR is not an independent process, but is jointly completed by theRestarter and Helper.

 TheRestarterperformsrestartandmaintains theworkingcapabilityof the routeforwardingplanewhen theroutecontrolplane

is faulty.

 TheHelper is the BGP neighbor of the Restarter and helps the Restarter to completeGR.

A capability indicating GR is added to the OPENmessage of BGP,which is called "Graceful Restart Capability".This capability is used by

BGPtotell itsneighbor itsupports thegraceful restartcapability.During initializationofaBGPconnection, twoneighborsnegotiate

about the GRcapability.

Therouteupdateendflag(End-of-RIB,shortedasEOR)isaddedtotheUpdatepacketofBGP,whichindicatesthattherouting

information update to the neighbor is completed.
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Figure 7- 3 BGP GR Interaction Process

5. ① When BGP establishes neighborship at the beginning, BGP uses the GR capability field in the OPENmessage to negotiate

about theGR capabilities of the two neighbors.

6. ②At amoment, the Restarter starts restart, and the BGP session is disconnected. The Helper detects the disconnection, keeps

the route of the Restarter valid but adds the "Stale (aged but not updated)" flag to the route.

7. ③ and ④ The Restarter completes restart and connects to the Helper again.

8. ⑤ TheRestarter waits for the route updatemessage and EOR flag from the Helper.

9. ⑥ AfterreceivingtheEORflag fromallneighbors, theRestarterperformsroutecalculation,updateroutingentriesandthen

sends updated routes to the Helper.

10. ⑦ After receiving theupdated routes, theHelpercancels the "Stale" flagof the routes.After receiving theEORflag fromthe

Restarter,theHelperdeletesrouteswiththe"Stale"flag(theseroutesarenotupdated),performsroutecalculation,andupdates

the routing entries.The entire GR process is completed.

BGP GR defines several extended and important timers:

 Restart-Timer: The GR Restarter advertises the time value to the GR Helper, which indicates the maximum waiting time that the

GRRestarter hopes theHelper towait before a newconnection is establishedbetween them.Youcan run thebgp

graceful-restart restart-time command to modify the time value.
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 Wait-For-EORTimer: Indicates themaximumtimethat theGRRestarterwaits for theEORflag fromallGRHelpers.After

receiving the EOR flag fromall GRHelpers or after theWait-For-EOR timer expires, theGRRestarter calculates the preferred route

and updates the routing entries. You can run the bgp update-delay command to modify the time value.

 StalePathTimer: IndicatesthemaximumtimethattheGR-HelperwaitsfortheEORflagfromtheGRRestarterafteranew

connectionisestablishedbetweenthem.Withinthisperiod, theHelperkeepstheoriginal routeof theRestartervalid.After

receivingtheEORflagoraftertheStalePathtimerexpires,theHelperclearstheroutingentriesstillwiththe"Stale"tag.Youcan

run the bgp graceful-restart stalepath-time command tomodify the time value.

Related Configuration

 Configuring BGP GR

 bgp graceful-restart

Enables the Restarter capability, which is enabled by default.

 bgp graceful-restartrestart-time time

Sets the Restart Timer. The default value is 120 seconds.

 bgp update-delaydelay

Sets the Wait-For-EOR Timer. The default value is 120 seconds.

 bgp graceful-restart stalepath-time time

Sets the StalePath Timer. The default value is 360 seconds.

 bgp graceful-restartdisable

Disables the address familyGR capability.The address family GR capability is enabled by default. After the global BGPGR is

enabled, the GR capability is automatically enabled for all address families.

WhenBGP GR is implemented, all BGP peersmust enable the BGPGR capability. If certain peers do not support or enable GR,
BGPGRmayfail tobeimplemented.GRfailuremaycauseashortrouteblack-holeorrouteloop,whichmayaffectthenetwork.

Therefore, you are advised to verify that all neighbors are enabled with the BGP GR capability. You can run the show ip bgp

[ instance as-number ] neighbors command to display the capabilities successfully negotiated between BGP peers and verify

thattheGRcapabilitynegotiationissuccessful.IntheBGProuteconfigurationmode,runthebgpgraceful-restartcommand

to enable the BGPGR capability.

The bgp graceful-restart command will not be applied to a successfully established BGP connection immediately. That is, when
theBGPconnection is in theEstablishedstate, theBGPpeerswillnot re-negotiateabout theGRcapability immediately.To

enabletheBGPpeersof theBGPconnection tonegotiateabout theGRcapability immediately,youneedtoforciblyrestart the

BGP peers to re-negotiate about the GR capability by running the clear ip bgp 192.168.195.64 command (for example).To make

GRenablingordisablingtakeeffect immediately,youmustrestarttheneighborshipforcapabilitynegotiation,whichmaycause

network flappingandaffectnormal useof users.Therefore, youcanexplicitly controlwhether to restart theneighborship.

Supporting BGPGR does not mean that a device can be used as the Restarter to implement BGP GR.Whether to implement BGP
GRalsodependsonthehardwarecapabilitiesof thedevice.FSdevicesmustsupport thedual-enginehotbackupwhenbeing

used as the GR Restarter.

The restartperiodconfiguredbythebgpgraceful-restarrestart-timecommandshouldnotbe longer than theHoldTimeof
theBGPpeers;otherwise,theHoldTimewillbeusedastherestarttimetobeadvertisedtotheBGPpeersduringGRcapability

negotiation.
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The bgp graceful-restar disable command is used to disable the GR capability in an address family in the address family
configurationmode, which is not configured by default.

7.3.25 Configuring 4-Byte AS Numbers of BGP

AtraditionalASnumberconsistsof2bytes, rangingfrom1to65,535.AnewlydefinedASnumberconsistsof4bytes,ranging from1

to4,294,967,295. Newly defined AS numbers are used to copewith exhaustion of AS number resources.

Working Principle

4-byteASnumberssupport twoexpressionmodes:thedecimalmodeanddotmode.Thedecimalmode isthesameastheoriginal

expressionmode, that is,expressing the4bytesofanASnumberasdecimal digits.Thedotmode isexpressedas ([higher2

bytes.]lower 2 bytes). If the higher 2 bytes are 0, they will not be displayed.

Forexample,anASnumber is65534 inthedecimalmodeand is65,534 inthedotmode(the0at thebeginning isnotdisplayed).

For example, an AS number is 65,536 in the decimal mode, and is 1.0 in the dot mode.

Forexample,anASnumber is65,538inthedecimalmode,andis1.2inthedotmode.

Relatedprotocolsareasfollows:RFC4893andRFC5396.

 Configuring the Display Mode of a 4-Byte AS Number

A4-byteASnumber isdisplayed in thedecimalmodebydefault.Youcanmanuallyset thedisplaymode to thedotmode.After the

setting, a regular expression will use the dot mode for matching 4-byte AS numbers.

 Compatibility withDevices SupportingOnly 2-Byte AS Numbers

With introduction of 4-byte AS numbers, BGP connections may be established between old BPG speakers supporting only 2-byte AS

numbers and new BGP speakers supporting 4-byte AS numbers. If the AS where a new BGP speaker resides has a 4-byte AS number,

when an old BGP speaker creates neighborship with the new BGP speaker, the old BGP speaker uses the reserved AS number 23,456

toreplacethe4-byteASnumberofthenewBGPspeaker.IntheOPENpacketssentbythenewBGPspeakertotheoldBGPspeaker,

the4-byteASnumber intheMyAutonomousSystem fieldwillbereplacedby23,456.Inaddition, inUPDATEpacketssenttotheold

BGPspeaker,the4-byteASnumberintheAS-PATHandAGGREGATORattributeswillalsobereplacedby23,456.Inaddition,new

optional transferattributesAS4-PATHandAS4-AGGREGATORwillbeusedtorecordthereal4-byteASnumbersothat thereal

AS-PATHandAGGREGATORattributescanbe restoredwhen the route reachesanextnewBGPspeaker.

In other cases, the real AS number of the remote end is used to create neighborship.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theDisplay Mode of a 4-ByteAS Number

 bgp asnotationdot

Displays a 4-byte AS number in the dot mode. The decimal mode is used by default.

7.3.26 Configuring a Regular Expression

A regular expression is a formula that matches strings based on a template.

The formula is used to assess text data and return True or False to indicate whether the expression can correctly describe the data.

Working Principle
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Regular expressions are used in BGP path attributes. The following table describes the usages of special characters in a regular

expression.

Character Symbol Special Meaning

Period . Matches any single character.

Asterisk * Matches zero or any sequence in a string.

Plus sign + Matches one or any sequence in a string.

Question mark ? Matches zero or one symbol in a string.

Caret ^ Matches the start of a string.

Dollar sign $ Matches the end of a string.

Underline _
Matches the start, end and space of commas, brackets and

strings.

Square brackets [ ] Matches a single character within a range.

Related Configuration

 UsingaRegularExpression inashowCommand

 showipbgp [ instanceas-number ] regexp regexp

Displays the BGP routing information in a specified regular expression matched by the AS-PATH attribute.

 show ip bgp [ instance as-number ] quote-regexp regexp

DisplaystheBGProutinginformationinaregularexpressionwithinthespecifieddoublequotationmarksmatchedbythe

AS-PATHattribute.

7.3.27 ConfiguringBGPSession Retention

Bydefault,whenanUPDATEpacket is receivedfromaneighbor,aBGPsessionwillbedisconnectedifanerror isdetectedonthe

multi-protocol routingattribute.Thiswill causeflappingof theroutes inall address familiesof thisneighbor.That is, the routingerror

in an address family will affect the route stability in other address families.

Working Principle

After theBGPsessionretention function isenabled, ifanerroroccurs in theroutingattributeofanaddress family,only therouting

informationinthisaddressfamilyrelatedtotheneighbor isdeleted. Inaddition, theBGPsessionandotheraddressfamiliesarenot

affected, which enhances the stability of BGP.

recovery-time isused toconfigure the timeforwaiting forautomatic routerecovery,which requires thataneighbor shouldsupport

the route-refresh capability. After the recovery-time, BGP sends the route-refresh message of the address family to the neighbor and

re-advertises all routing information in the address family to this neighbor.

In the session retention state, you canmanually reset the neighbor to exit from the session retention state.

Related Configuration

 Configuring BGPSession Retention

 bgpmp-error-handle session-retain [ recovery-time time ]

Enables the BGP session retention function, which is disabled by default.
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recovery-timetimeconfiguresthetimeforwaitingforautomaticrouterecovery,rangingfrom10to65535seconds.Thedefault

value is120.

7.3.28 ConfiguringBGPDelayedAdvertisement upon SystemRestart

By default, after the neighborship is established after system restart, a BGP peer can advertise route information to its neighbors. This

isnormal inmostcases.However, incertaincases,forexample, therearemanyneighborsorroutesduringstartupbutwritingentries

intothehardwareisslow. Inthiscase, theneighborshave learned theroutesandstartedforwarding traffic,but thehardwarehasnot

completedwriting of entries at the local end, which causes failure of traffic forwarding.

Working Principle

TheBGPdelayedadvertisementuponsystemrestartensures that routesarenotadvertisedtoneighbors immediatelyafter the

neighborship isestablisheduponsystemrestartandthat theroutesareadvertisedafteraperiod.Thisfunctionhasnoeffectonother

behaviorssuchas routereceivingperformedbytheneighbors. If part of theroutes isnot affectedby thedelay,configureprefix-list

policy tomatch this part of routes so that route advertisement can bemore flexible.

delay-time isusedtoconfigurethewaiting timebefore routesareadvertised totheneighbors.startup-time isusedtoconfigure the

startup time.Within thestartup-time,BGPsends routing information to the neighborsat the interval specified bydelay-time.

After the startup-time ends, the default route advertisement behavior recovers.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringBGPDelayed Advertisement upon SystemRestart

 bgp initial-advertise-delay delay-time [ startup-time ] [ wait-for-controller ]

Enables BGP delayed advertisement upon system restart, which is disabled by default.

delay-time configures the delay time for advertising routes after the BGP neighborship is established upon system restart,

ranging from 1 to 600 seconds.The default value is 1s.

startup-time configures the time range for system restart, ranging from 5 to 58,400 seconds. The delayed route advertisement

mechanism is used within this range. The default value is 600s.

7.3.29 ConfiguringBGPDelayed Advertisement for First Routes

Bydefault,aftertheneighborshipisestablished,aBGPpeercanadvertiserouteinformationtoitsneighbors.However,neighborswith

the neighborship newly established will send out the route information after a delayed period of time.

Working Principle

After BGP starts, BGP peers negotiate to establish the neighborship before sending route information (update packets).

If updatedelay isconfiguredon the localend, the route received fromthespecifiedneighborwill be sent tootherneighbors
afterthedelaytime.IfBGPdelayedadvertisementuponsystemrestartandBGPdelayedadvertisementfor firstroutesare

enabled at the same time, BGP delayed advertisement upon system restart takes precedence over BGP delayed advertisement

for first routes.

BGPGR is not affected by either BGP delayed advertisement upon system restart or BGP delayed advertisement for first routes,
that is, the BGPGR route advertisement is not affected by the delay time.
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Related Configuration

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

By default, no neighbor is specified on a BGP speaker. You need to manually configure a BGP neighbor.

Run theneighbor {peer-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number command tomanually create aBGP neighbor and specify

the AS number of the neighbor.

 ConfiguringBGPDelayed Advertisement for First Routes

By default, BGP delayed advertisement for first routes is disabled for neighbors.

Run theneighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } update-delay delay-time command to enable BGP delayed advertisement for

first routes.

7.3.30 Configuring BGPTracking

The BGP tracking function provides fast link fault detection for BGP speakers, accelerating route convergence.

Working Principle

When the BGP tracking function is enabled for a BGP speaker, the BGP speaker is associated with the corresponding track session of

thetrackmodule tomonitorstatuschange. Innormal cases, theBGPspeakerassociateswith the trackmodule toperceive link

changes.When a link is faulty, the trackmodule notifies the BGP speaker rapidly, implementing fast route convergence. BGP tracking

configuration is simpler than BFD configuration because only local configuration is required.

For details about the track session configuration and related commands, seeTRACK-RNS-SCG.doc.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringAssociation Between theBGPNeighbor and Track Instance

Run the neighbor neighbor-address track track-obj-number command to configure association between a BGP neighbor and a track

instance, which is not configured by default.

7.3.31 Configuring BGPNSR

None-Stop-Routing(NSR)isusedtoensureuninterruptedroutesduringprotocolrestartuponaswitchoverbetweentheactiveand

standby management boards. During a switchover between the active and standby management boards, the NSR function ensures

stablenetwork topology,maintains neighbor statusand forwarding tables, andguarantees uninterruptedkeyservices.

Working Principle

Different from BGP GR, BGP NSR is a function implemented individually by a BGP speaker and does not rely on neighbors.

 During a switchover between the active and standby management boards, connections between BGP neighbors are not

interrupted.

 Neighbors do not perceive the restart behavior on the local end.TheGR technology is used for restart restoration.

NeighborswiththeBGPNSRfunctionenableddonotneedtonegotiatetheGRcapability.Inaddition,neighborassistanceisnot

required and interworking problems do not exist asNSR is a reliability technology not perceived by neighbors.

Related Configuration
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 Creating a BGPNeighbor

By default, no neighbor is specified on a BGP speaker. You need to manually configure a BGP neighbor.

Run theneighbor {peer-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number command tomanually create aBGP neighbor and specify

the AS number of the neighbor.

 Enabling the NSR Function for BGPNeighbors

By default, the NSR function is disabled for BGP neighbors.

Run the neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } ha-mode nsr command to enable the NSR function for BGP neighbors.

 Enabling the NSR Function forBGPNeighborsGlobally

By default, the NSR function is disabled.

Run the bgp nsr command to enable the NSR function for BGP neighbors globally.

When theBGPNSR function is enabled for a neighbor, the connection to the neighbor will be reset, the tcp nss
(none-stop-service)of the neighborwill be enabled, and the relatedneighbor and route informationarebackedup to the

standbymanagementboard.Inthiscase,iftheNSRfunctionisenabledaftertheneighborshipisestablished,theneighborship

willbere-established,causingneighbordown.It isrecommendedthat theNSRfunctionbeenabledbeforetheneighborshipis

established.

TheNSRfunctiondoesnottakeeffectonaneighborthat failstoestablishtheBGPconnection, that is, if theBGPconnectionis
not intheEstablishedstate,theneighborwillnotexecuteNSRrelatedbackupoperations.Onlyif theBGPconnectionisinthe

Established state, the neighbor performs NSR related backup operations.

Notall devices thatsupport theBGPNSRfunctioncanperformswitchoversbetween theactiveandstandbymanagement
boards. To perform switchovers between the active and standby management boards, the device hardware must meet specific

requirements. NSR devices on FS networks must support the dual engine redundancy hot backup function.

Currently, only the IPv4/IPv6 unicast address family and EVPN address family support the NSR function. If a neighbor activates
other address families except the unicast address family, NSRswitchovers cannot be performed.

If theBGP orTCPbackup is not complete, the BGPNSR switchovermay fail.When this status occurs, the BGPGRwill reconnect
the route. It is recommended to enable the BGPNSRand BGPGR at the same time.

7.3.32 ConfiguringBGPRoutes toBeRecursive Only to Host Routes

BGProutesuseoptimalmatchingforrouterecursionbydefault.Therefore,BGProutesmayberecursivetodefaultroutesorincorrect

networksegment routes, resulting inanegressornext hoperror.After the functionofmakingBGP routes recursiveonly tohost

routesisenabled,BGProutesarerecursiveonlyto32-bitIPv4hostroutesor128-bitIPv6hostroutes.Thisfunctionisappliedtoroutes

learnt by neighbors of IBGPormulti-hop EBGPneighborships establishedusing the Loopback interface.

Working Principle

After the functionofmakingBGP routes recursiveonly tohost routes isenabled, the functionchecks thevalidityof thenext-hop

addresses of IBGP ormulti-hop EBGP routes via exact matching, and conducts route recursion on the IBGP or multi-hop EBGP routes

viaexactmatchingaftertheyarewrittenintotheFIB.Forexample,thenext-hopaddressoftheIBGProute192.168.2.0/24is1.1.1.1.

Thenext-hopaddressof the IBGProute192.168.2.0/24 isvalidonlywhentheroute1.1.1.1/32exists,andtheegressof theroute

written into the FIB is the egress of the route 1.1.1.1/32.

Related Configuration
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 Creating a BGPNeighbor

By default, no neighbor is specified for a BGP speaker. You need to manually configure a BGP neighbor.

Run theneighbor {peer-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number command tomanually create aBGP neighbor and specify

an AS number for the neighbor.

 EnablingBGPRoutes toBeRecursiveOnly toHostRoutes

By default, recursion is performed on BGP routes via exact matching.

Run the bgp recursion host command to enable BGP routes to be recursive only to host routes.

7.3.33 ConfiguringOutbound Loop Detection for a BGPNeighbor

Bydefault,BGPconductsloopdetectiononBGProuteswhenreceivingtheBGProutesfromaneighbor.WhentheASPathattribute

carried inaBGP routecontains the localASnumber,BGP filtersout theBGProute.Theoutbound loopdetection functionof a

neighbor is to conduct loop detection on routes inadvancewhen the routesare transmitted to a neighbor, soas to filter out loop

routes.

Working Principle

WhensendingaroutetoanEBGPneighbor,thedevicejudgeswhethertheASPathattributecarriedintheBGProutecontainstheAS

number of the neighbor. If yes, the route is looped and the device doesnot send the route to the EBGP neighbor.

Related Configuration

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

By default, no neighbor is specified for a BGP speaker. You need to manually configure a BGP neighbor.

Run theneighbor {peer-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number command tomanually create aBGP neighbor and specify

an AS number for the neighbor.

 EnablingOutbound Loop Detection for a Neighbor

The outbound loop detection is disabled for a neighbor by default.

Run the neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } as-loop-check out command to enable the outbound loop detection for the

BGP neighbor.

7.3.34 ShuttingDownBGPConnectionsGracefully

TheRFC6198Requirements for theGracefulShutdownofBGPSessions defines a requirement for shutting down BGP connections

gracefully,andrequeststhataBGPneighborshutdownconnectionsunder thepreconditionthatservicetraffic isnot interruptedor is

interrupted for a very short period of time.

WorkingPrinciple

Thisfeaturesadoptsthe"Make-Before-Break"modetoshutdownBGPconnections,toensurethatservicetrafficisnotinterruptedor

is interrupted for avery short periodof time in theprocess fromthe featureconfiguration toactualBGPconnectionshutdown.The

steps are asfollows:
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 The feature enables the device to advertise a routewith the lowest priority (the value of local-preference is0 or the value of
med is4,294,967,295)toaneighborandcarrythegshutcommunityattributeintheroutesothat theneighborupdatesroutes

and switch traffic to a backup link or other equivalent links in advance.

 The device shuts down the BGP connection with the neighbor after a period of time.

ThedelayperiodoftimeforBGPconnectionshutdowncanbemanuallyspecifiedorautomaticallycalculated.Theautomatically

calculated delay time is 1 second for 500 routes.

If the local-preference ormed attribute of the routewith the lowest priority cannot enable the neighbor to switch traffic to
backup linksorotherequivalent links inadvance, configurean inboundpolicyon theneighbor tochange thepriorityof routes

carrying the gshut community or specified community attribute or to filter such routes.

Related Configuration

 ShuttingDownAll Connections of aBGP Instance Gracefully

By default, all connections of BGP instances are not shut down.

Run the bgp shutdown graceful [ community value ] [ delay time ] command to shut down all connections of a BGP instance.

 ShuttingDownConnections of theBGPNeighbor Gracefully

By default, the connections of BGP neighbors are not shut down.

Run the neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } shutdowngraceful [ community value ] [ delay time ] command to disable

connections of a BGP neighbor.

7.3.35 ConfiguringEnhanced VPNRoute Import

WorkingPrinciple

During inter-VRFroute import, import of L3VPN remote routes toVRF,or import ofEVPN routes to the IP route table, only routeswith

preferred next hops are imported by default.

The enhanced VPN route import function is an extension of the inter-import of the preceding routes. It enables all routes with next

hops or equivalent next hops to be imported.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theRoute Import Policy

By default, only routes with preferred next hops are imported.

Run the importpathselection { all | bestpath |multipath } command to import all routeswithnext hops, routeswithpreferrednext

hops, or routes with equivalent next hops.

7.3.36 BGPRoute UpdateGroup

The BGP route update group function is used to enhance the performance for advertising routes to neighbors.

Working Principle

The BGP route update group function automatically classifies neighbors with the same outbound policy to the same update group.

When routes are sent to neighbors, the update packet is encapsulated based on the update group and sent to all neighbors in the
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update group. In this case, the update packet is encapsulated for once and sent multiple times, improving the performance of route

advertisement toneighbors.

7.3.37 Configuring BGPEVPN

Asa layer-2VPNtechnology, theEthernetVirtualPrivateNetwork (EVPN)uses theMB-BGPonthecontrolplane todistribute layer-2

and layer-3routing informationanduses theVirtualeXtensibleLocalAreaNetwork(VXLAN)onthedataplane toencapsulateservice

traffic..

Working Principle

The EVPN is a layer-2 VPN technology extended based on the MP-BPG. The MP-BPG expands the EVPN address family to transfer the

required layer-2 and layer-3 routing information, and supportmultiple types of data planes.At present, only theVXLANcan serve as

the data plane of the EVPN.

TheMP-BGPadds not only the EVPNaddress family, but also theEVPN network layer reachability information, which includes the

following:

1. Ethernet Auto-discovery Route: Automatically discoversEthernet Segment (ES) information in amulti-homed network.

2. MAC/IPAdvertisement Route: Advertises the MACaddress and host ARP information.

3. InclusiveMulticast Ethernet Tag (IMET) Route: Automatically discovers VXLAN tunnel end points (VTEPs) and creates VXLAN

tunnels.

4. Ethernet Segment Route: Advertises ES information and information about connectedVTEPs.

5. IP Prefix Route: Advertises routing information of IP network segments.

At present, Ethernet Auto-discovery Route and Ethernet Segment Route are not supported.

The preceding EVPN routing information includes the RD (for EVPN routes of different VNIs) and route target (for importing EVPN

routes between different devices).

Related Configuration

 Configuring EVPN

By default, the EVPN mode is not activated.

Run the evpn command to enter the EVPN mode.

 Creating an EVI Instance

By default, no EVI instance is configured.

Run the vni vni-id command to create an EVI instance and enter the EVI instance configuration mode.

Run the vni range vni-id-list command to create EVI instances in batches and enter the EVI instance batch configuration mode.

 Configuring RD

Bydefault,noRDisconfiguredinevpn-vnimode.

Runtherd{auto |rd_value}commandtoaddRD.

 Configuring RouteTarget

By default, no route target is configured in evpn-vni mode.
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Run the route-target { import | export | both } command to configure route target.

 Configuring aRouteMap for EVI Instances

By default, no route map is configured for EVI instances.

Run theexportmap routemap-name command to configure the routemap for exporting the extendedcommunity attributeofEVPN

routes from the local device to the remote device.

Run import map routemap-name command to configure the route map for importing the remote EVPN routes to the local VNI

instance.

 Configuring an EVPNAddress Family

By default, no EVPN address family is activated.

Run the address-family l2vpn evpn command to activate an EVPN address family.

 ConfiguringMACMobility Parameters

By default, if five MAC address moves are detected within 180s, it is considered that a MAC address conflict occurs.

Runthebgpmac-mobilitytimercount [delay-timer ]commandtoadjusttheMACmobilitydetectionparameters.

 Modifying theRouterMACAttribute to RouterMACAddress orAnycastMACAddress of Local Device

By default, the router MAC attribute is not modified for EVPN routes.

Runtheneighbor {neighbor-address |peer-group-name }router-mac-selfcommandtosettherouterMACattributeofEVPNrouting

information to the router MAC address or anycast MAC address of the local device.

7.3.38 ConfiguringBMP

BGPMonitorProtocol (BMP)monitorsBGP running onadevice, focusingon thestatus, entry sending and receiving, and all kindsof

statistics of BGP peers.

Working Principle

ABGPspeaker proactively sends aTCPconnection request carrying a destination IPaddressand aport number (the destination IP

address is theBMPserveraddress, andboth of theaddressandport number arespecified by theclient) to thespecifiedBMPserver.

After theTCPconnection issuccessfully established, theBGPspeaker advertisesBMPpackets to theBMPserver.

Related Configuration

 Creating a BMP Server Instance

By default, no BMP server instance is configured.

Run the bmp server server-number command to create a BMP server instance and enter the BMP instance configuration mode.

 Configuring theAddress and Port Number of theBMPServer

By default, the BMP server address and port number are not configured in BMP configuration mode.

Run the address bmp-server-address port port-number command to configure the address and port number of the BMP server.

 Configuring theupdate-source
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Bydefault, theoutbound interfaceofaTCPconnection isautomaticallyselectedbasedontheIPaddressof theBMPserver. Innormal

cases, the outbound interface of the local packet is used.

Run theupdate-source interface-type interface-number command to set the outbound interfaceof theTCPconnection to the BMP

server.

 Configuring VRF

By default, a TCP connection is established to the BMP server under the default VRF instance.

Run the vrf vrf-name command to establish a TCP connection to the BMP server under a specific VRF instance.

 Configuring failure-retry-delay

By default, the interval to reconnect to the BMP server increases from 30s.

Run the failure-retry-delay second command to set the interval to establish a TCP connection to the BMP server.

 Configuring description

By default, no description is configured.

Run the description text command to add the description to BMP instance.

 Configuring buffer-size

By default, no limit is set for the max bytes of packet in buffer.

Run the buffer-size maximum command to limit the max bytes of packet in buffer for BMP instance.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitorBGPPeers

By default, BGP peers are not monitored by the BMP server.

Run the neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } bmp-active { all | server server-number [ server-number [ server-number ] ] }

command to enable the BMP server to monitor BGP peers.

 ConfiguringAll BMPServers toMonitor BGP Peers

By default, BGP peers are not monitored by all BMP servers.

Run the bgp bmp-active command to enable all BMP servers to monitor BGP peers.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor BGPPeer Packets

By default, the BMP server does not enable route mirroring packet sending.

Run the routemirroring command to enable routemirroring packet sending to send real-timemirroring BGP packets to the BMP

server.

 Configuring the Interval for Sending Status Statistics to theBMP Server

By default, when status statistics of a monitored peer are changed, the BMPmodule sends the status statistics to the BMP server.

Run thestats-reporting-period time command to specify the interval for sendingstatusstatistics to theBMPserver.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor UnchangedRouting InformationReceived fromaBGPPeer

By default, the BMP server does not monitor unchanged routing information received from a BGP peer.
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Run the adj-rib-in pre-policy command to enable the BMP server tomonitor unchanged routing information received from a BGP

peer.

 Configuring the BMP Server to Monitor Routing Information Received from a BGP Peer After the Routing Policy Is
Applied

By default, the BMP server does not monitor routing information received from a BGP peer after the routing policy is applied.

Runtheadj-rib-inpost-policycommand toenable theBMPserver tomonitor routing informationreceived fromaBGPpeerafter the

routing policy isapplied.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitorRouting InformationSent toaBGPPeerAfter theRoutingPolicy IsApplied

By default, the BMP server does not monitor routing information sent to a BGP peer after the routing policy is applied.

Run the adj-rib-out post-policy command to enable the BMP server to monitor routing information sent to a BGP peer after the

routing policy isapplied.

7.3.39 ConfiguringDomain

Assign neighbors to a specified domain group, and process neighbors in the same domain group.

Working Principle

Run the command to specify the domain for neighbors, and do not suppress detailed routings of neighbors in the domain group.

Related Configuration

 Specifying aDomain Group for Neighbor

By default, no domain is specified.

Run the neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } domain domain-name command to specify the domain group for peer.

 Configuring not toSuppress Detailed Routing in Domain Groupof Neighbor

By default, the function is disabled in domain group of neighbor.

Run theneighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } domain-unsuppress command to not suppress detailed routing in the

domain group ofneighbor.

7.3.40 Configuring Link State Tracking Group

Associate the neighbor with link state tracking group, so that neighbor status will affect the statue of downlink port of the link state

tracking group.

Working Principle

Associate theneighborwitha specified link state tracking group.When theneighbor is down, the downlinkport of thegroup isdown;

when the neighbor is up, the downlink port of the group is up.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Link State Tracking Group for Neighbor

By default, neighbor is not associated with any link state tracking group.
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Run the neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } link state group num command to specify the link state tracking group.

 Configuring theDelay Time toEnableDownlink Port of LinkState TrackingGroup after Neighbor isUp

By default, the delay time is 5 s.

Run the bgp link-state-group up-delay delay-time command to configure the delay time to enable the downlink port of link state

tracking group after neighbor is up.

 Adding thePort to Specified Link State Tracking Group

By default, a port is not added to any tracking group.

Run the link state group num { upstream | downstream } command to add a port to the specified link state tracking group.

7.3.41 ConfiguringBGPAdditional Paths

InBGP,therouteswiththesameprefix fromaneighborare regardedasoneentry.ConfigureBGPadd-path to receivemultiple routes

with the sameprefix.

Working Principle

By default, when BGP receive a routewith the same prefix from a peer, it will replace the previous route with the new one, namely, it

regards the route with the same prefix as one entry. After configuring the add-path function, BGPwill add a path-id field to the route

advertised by the peer that can therefore judge whether the route is the same according to prefix, peer and path-id. When the

received route is different, the peerwill add it as a new entry so as toobtainmultiple routeswith the same prefix froma peer.

BGP add-path is only available for the IBGP peer.

Related Configuration

 Configuring add-path Route Preference

By default, add-path route preference is disabled.

Run the bgp additional-paths select { all | best number | ecmp } command to select the add-path route of the specified type.

 Enabling add-path Capability on Specified Peer

By default, the add-path capability is disabled.

Runtheneighbor {peer-address |peer-group-name }additional-paths {send [receive] |receive }command toenablethedeviceto

advertise/receive the add-path route.

 Advertising add-path Route to Peer

By default, BGP does not advertise the add-path route to its peers.

Runtheneighbor {peer-address |peer-group-name }advertiseadditional-paths {all |bestnumber |ecmp }commandtoadvertise

the add-path route of the specified type to peers when the add-path negotiation succeeds.

Run thebgp additional-paths select command to select the add-path routes of the specific type. If the type of selected
add-path routes is different fromthat of advertisedones, then theadd-path route isnot advertisedbut only the optimal route is

advertised.
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Onlywhen the localdevice isenaled tosend theadd-pathrouteand thepeer isenable to receive theadd-pathroute, the local
device is allowed to advertise the add-path route.

7.3.42 Other RelatedConfigurations

For configuration and application of BGPMCE, see section "VRF ConfigurationGuide".

For configuration and application of BGP L2VPN, see section "L2VPNConfigurationGuide".

For configuration and application of BGP/MPLSVPN, see section "BGP/MPLSVPNConfigurationGuide".

For configuration and application of theBGPMDTaddress family, see section "MulticastVPN (MDConfigurationGuide)".

7.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

ConfiguringaBGPPeer

(Group)

(Mandatory) It is used to create a BGP neighbor.

router bgp Enables BGP.

neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name }

remote-as as-number
Creates a BGP neighbor.

Configuring MD5

Authentication

(Optional) It is used to perform encrypted authentication for the BGPneighbor.

neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name }

password [ 0 | 7 ] string
Configures the password for encryption.

Configuring a Route

Reflector

(Optional) It is used to reduce the number of BGP neighbor connections.

neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name }

route-reflector-client
Specifies a peer (group) as a reflector client.

Configuring an AS Alliance
(Optional) It is used to reduce the number of BGP neighbor connections.

bgp confederation identifier as-number Configures the BGP alliance ID.

bgp confederation peers as-number [… as-number ] Configures a BGP alliance neighbor.

Configuring Multi-path Load

Balancing of BGP

(Optional) It is used to implement multi-path load balancing.

maximum-paths ibgp number Configures IBGP load balancing.

maximum-paths ebgp number Configures EBGP load balancing.

bgp bestpath as-path multipath-relax Enables the BGP AS-PATH loose comparison mode.

Configuring EBGP FRR

(Optional) It is used to increase theconvergence speedwhen a network fault occurs.

bgp fast-reroute Configures BGP FRR.

neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name }

fall-over bfd
Configures a BFD session to a BGP neighbor.

(Optional) It is used to fast withdraw the specified BGP routes.

Configuring Fast Withdrawal

of Specified BGP Routes

bgp fast-withdraw { access-list

{ access-list-number | access-list-name } | prefix-list

prefix-list-name | route-map map-tag }

Configures fast withdrawal of specified BGP routes.

Configuring FRR in an IBGP (Optional) It is used to increase the convergence speedwhen a network fault occurs.
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Configuration Description and Command

Route Reflection

Environment
bgp fast-reroute Configures BGP FRR.

Configuring Local ASs

(Optional) It is used for transitional deployment during network migration.

neighbor { peer-address |peer-group-name } local-as

as-number [ no-prepend [ replace-as [ dual-as ] ] ]
Configures the local AS for a BGP neighbor.

Configuring BGP GR

(Recommended) It is used to improve the network reliability.

bgp graceful-restart Enables the BGP GR capability.

bgp graceful-restart restart-time restart-time Configures the maximum time for BGP GR.

bgp graceful-restart stalepath-time time
Configures the maximum retention time for BGP

stable route.

Configuring a BGP IPv6

Address Family

(Optional) It is used to deploy an IPv6 network by using BGP.

address-family ipv6 unicast Enters the BGP IPv6 unicast configuration mode.

neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name }

activate { ipv4 | ipv6 }

Activates the address family capability of a BGP

neighbor in the current configuration mode.

Configuring BGP EVPN

Optional. It is used to configure the EVPNVXLAN network.

address-family l2vpn evpn address-family l2vpn evpn

vni vni-id Creates EVI instance

rd { auto | rd_value } Configures RD

route-target { import | export | both } { auto |

rt_value }

export map routemap-name
Configures the extended group attribute policy of the

local end to EVPN route

import map routemap-name
Configures thepolicyof theEVPNroute to the localVNI

instance

bgp mac-mobility timer count Configures MAC mobility parameter

neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name }

router-mac-self
Changes router MAC to the local address.

bgp bestpath evpn-seq-relax

Configure BGP not to compare the serial number of

EVPN router from the sameVTEP when selecting the

optimal route

Configuring Domain Group

Optional. It is used to configure domain group.

neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name }

domain domain-name
Configures the domain group of neighbor

neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name }

domain-unsuppress

Configures not to suppress detailed routings in

the same domain group.

Configuring BGP Associated

Link State Tracking Group

Optional. It is used to configure the link state tracking group associatedwithBGPneighbor.

neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } link

state group num

Configures the link state tracking group

associated with BGP neighbor.

bgp link-state-group up-delay delay-time
Configures the delay time to enable the downlink

port of link state tracking group after the
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Configuration Description and Command

neighbor is up.

DisablingPrivatePICProcess
Optional. It is used to disable the private PIC process for BGP neighbor

neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name }

pic-disable
Disables private PIC prcoess

Configuring add-path

Optional. It is used to enable theBGPneighbor toadvertise the routeswith the sameprefix.

bgp additional-paths select { all | best number |

ecmp }
Selects all valid routes as the add-path routes.

neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } advertise

additional-paths { all | best number | ecmp }
Advertises the add-path route to the peer.

neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name }

additional-paths { send [receive] | receive }
Configures the add-path capability of the peer.

Configuring Interconnection

with Devices Supporting

Only 2-Byte AS Numbers

Optional. It is used for interconnectingwithan old device that supports only 2-byteASnumbers.

neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name }

remote-as as-number
Creates a BGP neighbor.

7.4.1 ConfiguringaBGPPeer (Group)

Configuration Effect

 Configure BGP and create IBGP and EBGP neighbors.

Notes

 Ifan IBGPneighbor isnot directlyconnected, youneed toconfigureIGPorastatic routingprotocol to implement

interconnection.

 If an EBGP neighbor is not directly connected, you need to configure the ebgp-multihop parameter for the neighbor.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring a Source Interface for a BGPNeighbor

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP configuration mode. By default, BGP automatically selects a local interface that

reaches the destination IP address of a peer as the source interface.

For an IBGP neighbor, you are advised to use a Loopback interface as the source interface.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

Related Commands
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 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Creating aSource Interface for aBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } update-source { interface-type interface-number | address }

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates an interface name.

address: Directly specifies the network interface address used for creating a BGP connection.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The source interface of a neighbor must be a local valid interface or address.

 DisablingPrivatePICprocess toBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } pic-disable

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the IPv4 or IPv6 address of a peer.

peer-group-name: Specifies a peer group name.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide When the neighbor uses other vendors’ device and it sends extended community attributes whose type is CF and sub

type is E1, it is recommended to run this command.

Configuration Example

 Configuring a BGPPeer (Group)
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Scenario

Figure 1- 4

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1-4.

 Configurea loopback interfaceonA,B,andCandcreatean IBGPneighbor basedon the loopback interface.

 Create an EBGPneighborship by using the directly connected interfaces on C and D.

 Create an IBGP peer group on C.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface loopback 0

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 update-source loopback 0

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface loopback 0

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.255

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.2.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 update-source loopback 0

C C# configure terminal
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C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.3 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.2.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.3.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor ibgp-group peer-group

C(config-router)# neighbor ibgp-group remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor ibgp-group update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 peer-group ibgp-group

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 peer-group ibgp-group

C(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.4 remote-as 65537

D D# configure terminal

D(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.3.4255.255.255.0

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

D(config)# router bgp 65537

D(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.3 remote-as 65536

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

A A# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.3, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.3

BGPstate=Established,up for00:00:05

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)
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Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 0, Offset 0, Mask 0x1

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 10.1.1.1, Local port: 1039

Foreign host: 10.1.1.3, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 10.1.1.1

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

LastReset: , due to BGP Notification received

NotificationErrorMessage: (Cease/OtherConfigurationChange.)

B B# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.3, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.3

BGPstate=Established,up for00:00:07

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)
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Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 0, Offset 0, Mask 0x1

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 10.1.1.2, Local port: 1041

Foreign host: 10.1.1.3, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 10.1.1.2

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

LastReset: , due to BGP Notification received

NotificationErrorMessage: (Cease/OtherConfigurationChange.)

C C# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.1, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for session parameters

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.1.1.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:01:13

Lastread , hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:
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Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octetsASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertisedand received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

open message:1 update message:0 keepalive message:2

refresh message:0 dynamic cap:0 notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

open message:1 update message:0 keepalive message:2

refresh message:0 dynamic cap:0 notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 0 seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 10.1.1.3, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 10.1.1.1, Foreign port: 1039

Nexthop: 10.1.1.3

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

BGP neighbor is 10.1.1.2, remote AS 65536, local AS 65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for session parameters

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.1.1.2

BGPstate=Established,up for00:01:17

Lastread , hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:
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Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octetsASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertisedand received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

open message:1 update message:0 keepalive message:2

refresh message:0 dynamic cap:0 notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

open message:1 update message:0 keepalive message:2

refresh message:0 dynamic cap:0 notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 0 seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 10.1.1.3, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 10.1.1.2, Foreign port: 1041

Nexthop: 10.1.1.3

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

BGP neighbor is 192.168.3.4, remote AS 65536, local AS 65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for session parameters

BGP version 4, remote router ID 192.168.3.4

BGP state = Established, up for 00:01:01

Lastread , hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:
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Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 192.168.3.3, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 192.168.3.4, Foreign port: 1018

Nexthop: 192.168.3.3

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

D D# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is192.168.3.3, remoteAS65536, localAS65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for session parameters

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.1.1.3

BGPstate=Established,up for00:01:01

Lastread , hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:
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Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4 Unicast: advertised and received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Localhost:192.168.3.4,Localport:1018

Foreign host: 192.168.3.3, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 192.168.3.4

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Common Errors

 IGPisnotenabledandtheinterconnectionbetweenthelocalloopbackaddressandtheloopbackaddressontheIBGPneighbor

fails, which causes that the neighbor fails to be created.

 ebgp-multihopisnotconfiguredwhenanEBGPisnotdirectlyconnected,whichcausesthataTCPconnectionfailstobe

created.

7.4.2 Configuring MD5 Authentication

Configuration Effect
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 Configure MD5 for encrypted authentication between EBGP and IBGPneighbors.

Notes

 Ifan IBGPneighbor isnot directlyconnected, youneed toconfigureIGPorastatic routingprotocol to implement

interconnection.

 If an EBGP neighbor is not directly connected, you need to configure the ebgp-multihop parameter for the neighbor.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Configuring anMD5 Password for a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } password [ 0 | 7 ] string

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

0: Displays a password not encrypted.
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7: Displays a password encrypted.

string: Indicates a password for TCP MD5 authentication, consisting of a maximum of 80 characters.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The same passwords must be configured on the two ends of a BGP neighborship.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBGPMD5 Authentication

Scenario

Figure 1- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1- 5.

 Configurea loopback interfaceonBandCand createan IBGPneighborbasedon the loopback interface.

 Create an EBGPneighborship by using the directly connected interfaces onA and B.

 Configure the passwords on A, B and C for their neighbors.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 65537

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 remote-as 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 password 7 ebgpneighbor

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface loopback 0

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress192.168.2.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit
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B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 update-source loopback 0

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 password ibgpneighbor

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 remote-as 65537

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 password 7 ebgpneighbor

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.2.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 password ibgpneighbor

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

A A#show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is192.168.1.2, remoteAS65536, localAS65537, external link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:04:54

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 7 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:6

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 7 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:6

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0
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Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 30 seconds

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 2; dropped 1

Localhost:192.168.1.1,Localport:1026

Foreign host: 192.168.1.2, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 192.168.1.1

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Last Reset: 00:04:54, due to BGP Notification sent

Notification Error Message: (Cease/Administratively Reset.)

B B# show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.2, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.2

BGPstate=Established,up for00:04:01

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0
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Minimum time between advertisement runs is 30 seconds

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 2; dropped 1

Local host: 10.1.1.1, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 10.1.1.2, Foreign port: 1038

Nexthop: 10.1.1.1

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Last Reset: 00:05:27, due to BGP Notification received

Notification Error Message: (Cease/Administratively Reset.)

BGP neighbor is 192.168.1.1, remote AS 65537, local AS 65536, external link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 192.168.1.1

BGP state = Established, up for 00:05:27

Lastread , hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octetsASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertisedand received

Received 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

open message:1 update message:0 keepalive message:7

refresh message:0 dynamic cap:0 notifications:0

Sent 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

open message:1 update message:0 keepalive message:7

refresh message:0 dynamic cap:0 notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 30 seconds
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For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 2; dropped 1

Local host: 192.168.1.2, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 192.168.1.1, Foreign port: 1026

Nexthop: 192.168.1.2

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Last Reset: 00:05:27, due to BGP Notification received

Notification Error Message: (Cease/Administratively Reset.)

C C# show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.1, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:04:01

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 30 seconds
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For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 2; dropped 1

Local host: 10.1.1.2, Local port: 1038

Foreign host: 10.1.1.1, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 10.1.1.2

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Last Reset: 00:05:27, due to BGP Notification received

Notification Error Message: (Cease/Administratively Reset.)

Common Errors

 The passwords for MD5 encrypted authentication at the two ends of a BGP neighborship are different.

7.4.3 ConfiguringaRouteReflector

Configuration Effect

 Configure a route reflector in the IBGPenvironment to reduce the number of BGP neighbor connections.

Notes

 Ifan IBGPneighbor isnot directlyconnected, youneed toconfigureIGPorastatic routingprotocol to implement

interconnection.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Creating a BGPReflector

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

Verification
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 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 CreatingaBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 CreatingaBGPReflector

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } route-reflector-client

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Configuring a BGPRoute Reflector

Scenario

Figure 1- 6
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Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1- 6.

 ConfigurealoopbackinterfaceonalldevicesandcreateanIBGPneighborshipbyusingtheloopbackinterface

according to the connection lines as shown in Figure 1- 6.

 Configure route reflection on the deviceRRand specify A, B, Cand D as reflector clients.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface loopback 0

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 remote-as 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 update-source loopback 0

A(config-router)# network 192.168.1.0 mask 255.255.255.0

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface loopback 0

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.255

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.2.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 remote-as 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 update-source loopback 0

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.3 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.3.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 remote-as 65536
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C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 update-source loopback 0

D C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.4 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.4.4 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 update-source loopback 0

RR RR# configure terminal

RR(config)# interface loopback 0

RR(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.5 255.255.255.255

RR(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

RR(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.5 255.255.255.0

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

RR(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.2.5 255.255.255.0

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

RR(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.3.5 255.255.255.0

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

RR(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/4

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)# ip address 192.168.4.5 255.255.255.0

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)# exit

RR(config)# router bgp 65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 update-source loopback 0

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 route-reflector-client

RR(config-router)#neighbor10.1.1.2 remote-as65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 update-source loopback 0

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 route-reflector-client
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RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 update-source loopback 0

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 route-reflector-client

RR(config-router)#neighbor10.1.1.4 remote-as65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.4 update-source loopback 0

RR(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.4 route-reflector-client

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

RR RR# show ip bgp summary

BGP router identifier 10.1.1.5, local AS number 65536

BGP table version is 1

0 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Community entries

1 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

10.1.1.1 4 65536 8 9 1 0 000:05:11 1

10.1.1.2 4 65536 9 9 1 0 000:05:24 0

10.1.1.3 4 65536 8 7 1 0 000:05:10 0

10.1.1.4 4 65536 9 8 1 0 000:05:14 0

RR# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 10.1.1.5

Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>i192.168.1.0 10.1.1.1 0 100 0 i

Total number of prefixes 1

D D# show ip bgp summary

BGP router identifier 10.1.1.4, local AS number 65536

BGP table version is 1
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Totalnumberofprefixes1

0 i100010.1.1.1* i192.168.1.0

Weight PathLocPrfMetricNextHopNetwork

D# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 10.1.1.4

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

11 0 0 00:05:209865536410.1.1.5

ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcdVNeighbor

0 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Communityentries

1 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

7.4.4 ConfiguringanASAlliance

Configuration Effect

 Configure a BGP alliance to reduce the number of BGP neighbor connections.

Notes

 It is advised to use private AS numbers for sub ASs (also called member ASs) within an alliance. Private AS numbers range from
64,512 to65,535.

 WithinasubASofanalliance,fullmeshmustbeestablishedforallBGPspeakers(routereflectorscanbefurtherconfigured

within the sub AS).

 An EBGP neighborshipmust be established between sub ASs of an alliance.

 All BGP speakers within an alliancemust belong to a sub AS within the alliance.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Configuring aBGPAlliance ID

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.
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 Configuring aBGPAllianceMember

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 ConfiguringMultiple Hops for an EBGPNeighbor

 Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode. It ismandatorywhen anEBGPneighbor is not directly connected.

 ConfiguringBGPRoute Re-distribution to a Network

 (Optional)PerformthisconfigurationintheBGPconfigurationmode.Performthisconfigurationwhenalocalrouteneedstobe

advertised.Youcan also configure an alternative network bymeans of re-distribution.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

 Run the show command to display the BGP routing table information.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Enabling aBGPAlliance ID

Command bgp confederation identifier as-number

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring a BGPAllianceMember

Command bgp confederation peers as-number [… as-number ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide All member ASs of a local EBGP alliance must be identified.
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 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 ConfiguringMultiple Hops for an EBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } ebgp-multihop [ ttl ]

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

ttl: Indicates the maximum number of hops that are allowed, ranging from 1 to 255.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 ConfiguringBGPRoute Re-distribution to a Network

Command network network-number [ mask mask ] [ route-map map-tag ] [ backdoor ]

Parameter

Description

network-number: Indicates the network address.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

map-tag: Indicates the name of a route map, consisting of no more than 32 characters.

backdoor: Indicates that the route is a backdoor route.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The core routing table must contain same IGP (or static and directly connected) routes.

Configuration Example

 Configuring a BGPAlliance

Scenario

Figure 1- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Configure BGP onA and B, set the AS number to 65,536 and configure an IBGP neighborship.

 Configure BGP onC and D, set the AS number to 65,537 and configure an IBGP neighborship.
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 ConfigureBGPonASBR1andE, set theASnumber to65,538and configurean IBGPneighborship.

 Configure an alliance ID 100 on A, B, C, D, E and ASBR1.

 Configure the alliance member 65,537 on A, configure C as an EBGP neighbor, and set the peer AS number to

65,537.

 Configure the alliance members 65,536 and 65,538 on C, configure A as an EBGP neighbor and set the peer AS

number to65,536, configureASBR1asanEBGPneighbor andset the peerASnumber to65,538.

 Configure the alliancemembers 65,537 on ASBR1, configureC as an EBGP neighbor and set the peer AS number to

65,537, configureASBR2 as anEBGPneighbor and set the peerAS number to 200.

 Configure BGP onASBR2 and set the AS number to 200; configureASBR1 as an EBGP neighbor and set the peer AS

number to 100.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface loopback 0

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress192.168.2.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 65536

A(config-router)# bgp confederation identifier 100

A(config-router)# bgp confederation peers 65537

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 update-source loopback 0

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65537

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 ebgp-multihop 2

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 update-source loopback 0

A(config-router)# network 192.168.1.0 mask 255.255.255.0

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface loopback 0

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.255

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit
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B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 update-source loopback 0

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.3 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.3.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.2.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.4.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65537

C(config-router)# bgp confederation identifier 100

C(config-router)# bgp confederation peers 65536 65538

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 ebgp-multihop 2

C(config-router)#neighbor10.1.1.4 remote-as65537

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.4 update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 remote-as 65538

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 ebgp-multihop 2

D D# configure terminal

D(config)# interface loopback 0

D(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.4 255.255.255.255

D(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

D(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.3.4255.255.255.0

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit
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D(config)# router bgp 65537

D(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65537

D(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 update-source loopback 0

E E# configure terminal

E(config)# interface loopback 0

E(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.6 255.255.255.255

E(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

E(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.5.6 255.255.255.0

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

E(config)# router bgp 65538

E(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 remote-as 65538

E(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.5 update-source loopback 0

ASBR1 ASBR1# configure terminal

ASBR1(config)# interface loopback 0

ASBR1(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.5 255.255.255.255

ASBR1(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

ASBR1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ASBR1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.5.5 255.255.255.0

ASBR1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

ASBR1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

ASBR1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.6.5 255.255.255.0

ASBR1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

ASBR1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

ASBR1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.4.5 255.255.255.0

ASBR1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

ASBR1(config)# router bgp 65538

ASBR1(config-router)# bgp confederation identifier 100

ASBR1(config-router)# bgp confederation peers 65537

ASBR1(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65537

ASBR1(config-router)#neighbor10.1.1.3update-source loopback0

ASBR1(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 ebgp-multihop 2

ASBR1(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.6 remote-65538

ASBR1(config-router)#neighbor10.1.1.6update-source loopback0
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ASBR1(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.6.7 remote-as 200

ASBR2 ASBR2# configure terminal

ASBR2(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ASBR2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.6.7 255.255.255.0

ASBR2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

ASBR2(config)# router bgp 200

ASBR2(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.6.5 remote-as 100

ASBR2(config-router)# network 192.168.6.0 mask 255.255.255.0

Verification Run the show command to display the information.

A A# show ip bgp summary

BGP router identifier 10.1.1.1, local AS number 65536

BGP table version is 1

1 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Community entries

1 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

10.1.1.2 4 65536 3 3 1 0 000:00:05 0

10.1.1.3 4 65537 3 3 1 0 000:00:06 1

Total number of neighbors 1

A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 10.1.1.1

Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

* 192.168.6.0 192.168.6.7 0 100 0 (65537 65538) 200 i

Total number of prefixes 1

ASBR1 A#showipbgpsummary
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BGP router identifier 10.1.1.5, local AS number 200

BGP table version is 2

2 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Community entries

2 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

10.1.1.3 4 65537 3 3 2 0 000:00:10 1

10.1.1.6 4 65538 3 3 2 0 000:00:08 0

192.168.6.7 4 200 3 3 2 0 000:00:05 1

Total number of neighbors 1

A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 10.1.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

* 192.168.1.0 10.1.1.1 0 100 0 (65537 65536) i

*> 192.168.6.0 192.168.6.7 0 100 0 200 i

Total number of prefixes 1

ASBR2 A# show ip bgp summary

BGP router identifier 192.168.6.7, localAS number 200

BGP table version is 1

1 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Communityentries

1 BGPPrefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

192.168.6.5 4 100 3 3 1 0 0 00:00:05 1
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Totalnumberofprefixes1

0(6553765538)200i1000192.168.6.5*> 192.168.1.0

Weight PathLocPrfMetricNextHopNetwork

A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 1, local router ID is 10.1.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Totalnumberofneighbors1

Common Errors

 No BGP alliance neighbor is configured.

 Full mesh is not established within sub ASs of an alliance.

7.4.5 ConfiguringMulti-path LoadBalancing ofBGP

Configuration Effect

 Implement multi-path load balancing for IBGP routes.

 Support AS-PATH loosecomparison.

Notes

 Routes learned from an IBGP neighbor must have the same priority (the router-ID does not need to be compared).

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 ConfiguringBGP Load Balancing

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 ConfiguringAS-PATH LooseComparison

 (Optional)PerformthisconfigurationintheBGPconfigurationmode.Performthisconfigurationwhenloadbalancingneedsto

be implemented for routes learned from different ASs.
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Verification

 Run the show command to display BGP routing information.

 Run the show command to display the core routing table information.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 ConfiguringBGP Load Balancing

Command maximum-paths { ebgp | ibgp } number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of equivalent paths, ranging from 1 to device capacity. If the value is 1,

multi-path load balancing of IBGP will be disabled.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 ConfiguringAS-PATH LooseComparison

Command bgp bestpath as-path multipath-relax

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringMulti-path Load Balancing of IBGP
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Scenario

Figure 1- 8

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1- 8.

 Establish IBGP neighborships between A and B and between A and C by using directly connected interfaces.

 Establish EBGP neighborships between B and D and between C and E by using directly connected interfaces.

 Re-distribute the same routes toD and E.

 Configure IBGP load balancing onA and enable theAS-PATH loose comparisonmode.

A A# conf terminal

A(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/0

A(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.0.0

A(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# exit

A(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# ip address 10.2.1.1 255.255.0.0

A(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# ip route 10.3.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.1.1.2

A(config)# ip route 10.4.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.2.1.2

A(config)# router bgp 65530

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 65530

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.2.1.2 remote-as 65530

A(config-router)# bgp maximum-paths ibgp 2

A(config-router)# bgp bestpath as-path multipath-relax

B B# conf terminal

B(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/0
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B(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.0.0

B(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# exit

B(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# ip address 10.3.1.2 255.255.0.0

B(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)# router bgp 65530

B(config-router)#neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65530

B(config-router)#neighbor 10.3.1.1 remote-as 65531

C C# conf terminal

C(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/0

C(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# ip address 10.2.1.2 255.255.0.0

C(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# exit

C(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# ip address 10.4.1.2 255.255.0.0

C(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65530

C(config-router)#neighbor10.2.1.1 remote-as65530

C(config-router)#neighbor10.4.1.1 remote-as65532

D D# conf terminal

D(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/0

D(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# ip address 10.3.1.1 255.255.0.0

D(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# exit

D(config)# interface loopback 1

D(config-if)#ip address 10.5.1.1 255.255.0.0

D(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# exit

D(config)# router bgp 65531

D(config-router)# neighbor 10.3.1.2 remote-as 65530

D(config-router)# redistribute connected

E E# conf terminal

E(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/0

E(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# ip address 10.4.1.1 255.255.0.0

E(config-if-FastEthernet 0/0)# exit

E(config)# interface loopback 1
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E(config-if)#ip address 10.5.1.2 255.255.0.0

E(config-if-FastEthernet 0/1)# exit

E(config)# router bgp 65532

E(config-router)# neighbor 10.4.1.2 remote-as 65530

E(config-router)# redistribute connected

Verification Run the show command to display the information.

A A# show ip bgp summary

BGP router identifier 10.2.1.1, local AS number 65530

BGP table version is 9

2 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Community entries

3 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V AS MsgRcvd MsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

172.16.23.140 4 65530 29 25 8 0 0 00:18:48 2

172.16.23.141 4 65530 24 21 8 0 0 00:17:58 2

A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 9, local router ID is 10.2.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>i10.3.0.0/16 10.3.1.1 0 100 0 65531 ?

*>i10.4.0.0/16 10.4.1.1 0 100 0 65532 ?

*i10.5.0.0/16 10.3.1.1 0 100 0 65531 ?

*>i 10.4.1.1 0 100 0 65532 ?

Total number of prefixes 3

A# show ip bgp 10.5.0.0

BGP routing table entry for 10.5.0.0/16

Paths: (2 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)
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Notadvertisedtoanypeer

65532

10.4.1.1 from 10.2.1.2 (172.16.24.1)

Originincomplete,metric0, localpref100,valid, internal,multipath,best

Last update: MonMar 21 03:45:14 2011

65531

10.3.1.1 from 10.1.1.2 (172.16.25.1)

Originincomplete,metric0, localpref100,valid, internal,multipath

Last update: MonMar 21 03:45:14 2011

A# show ip route

Codes:C-connected,S-static,R-RIP,B-BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF interarea

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2- IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

C 10.1.0.0/16 is directly connected, FastEthernet 0/0

C 10.1.1.1/32 is local host.

C 10.2.0.0/16 is directly connected, FastEthernet 0/1

C 10.2.1.1/32 is local host.

S 10.3.0.0/16[1/0]via10.1.1.2

S 10.4.0.0/16[1/0]via10.2.1.2

B 10.5.0.0/16 [200/0] via 10.3.1.1, 00:27:56

[200/0] via 10.4.1.1, 00:27:56

Common Errors

 The priorities of multi-hop BGP routes are different, which causes load balancing failure.

7.4.6 Configuring EBGPFRR

ConfigurationEffect
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 Implement EBGPFRR.

Notes

 (Optional) Configure a neighbor BFD session to implement fast link fault detection.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring BGPFRR

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring a Neighbor BFDSession

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display routing information.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring BGPFRR

Command bgp fast-reroute

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.
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as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Creating a BFDSession to aBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } fall-over bfd

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Configuring EBGPFRR

Scenario

Figure 1- 9

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices.

 Configuretheaddressesof thedirectlyconnected interfacesonA,BandCtoestablishEBGPneighborships.

 Configure a BFD session for the EBGP neighborship betweenB andC.

 Configure FRR on C.

A A# conf terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress192.168.2.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 remote-as 300

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.2.2 remote-as 200

A(config-router)# redistribute connect
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B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress192.168.2.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

B(config)# router bgp 200

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.2 remote-as 300

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.2 fall-over bfd

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.2.1 remote-as 100

B(config-router)# redistribute connect

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.3.2 255.255.0.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

C(config)# router bgp 300

C(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 remote-as 100

C(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.1 remote-as 200

C(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.1 fall-over bfd

C(config-router)# address-family ipv4 unicast

C(config-router-af)# bgp fast-reroute

C(config-router-af)# redistribute connect

Verification Run the show command to display the information.

C C# show ip bgp summary

BGP router identifier 10.10.10.10, localAS number 300

BGP table version is 12

4BGP AS-PATHentries
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0 BGP Community entries

3 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

192.168.1.1 4 100 76 77 12 12 0 00:59:27 3

192.168.3.1 4 200 30 30 12 12 0 00:19:03 3

Total number of neighbors 2

C# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 10.10.10.10

Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

* 192.168.1.0 192.168.3.1 0 0 200?

* 192.168.1.1 0 0 100?

*> 0.0.0.0 0 32768 ?

*> 192.168.2.0 192.168.3.1 0 0 200?

*b 192.168.1.1 0 0 100?

* 192.168.3.0 192.168.3.1 0 0 200?

* 192.168.1.1 0 0 100 200?

*> 0.0.0.0 0 32768 ?

Total number of prefixes 3

C# show ip bgp 192.168.2.0

BGP routing table entry for 192.168.2.0/24

Paths: (2 available, best #1, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)

Advertised to non peer-group peers:

192.168.1.1

200

192.168.3.1 from 192.168.3.1 (3.3.3.3)

Origin incomplete, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best
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1

C#s

Cod

Gat

C

Last update: Tue Oct 5 00:26:52 1971

00

192.168.1.1 from 192.168.1.1 (44.44.44.44)

Origin incomplete, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, backup

Last update: Mon Oct 4 23:46:28 1971

how ip route

es: C - connected,S - static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF interarea

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2- IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

eway of last resort is no set

192.168.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 1/9

C 192.168.1.2/32 is local host.

B 192.168.2.0/24 [20/0] via 192.168.3.1, 00:21:39

C 192.168.3.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 1/11

C 192.168.3.2/32 is local host.

Common Errors

 NoBFD session is configured for BGP neighbors.

7.4.7 ConfiguringFastWithdrawalofSpecifiedBGPRoutes

Configuration Effect

 Implement fast withdrawal of specified BGP routes.

Notes

 Configure fast withdrawal of specified routes to preferentially advertise the withdrawal of specified routes.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor
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 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring FastWithdrawal of Specified BGPRoutes

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the configurations.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: IndicatesanASnumber.Thevalueranges from1 to4,294,967,295,which is1 to65535.65535 indotmode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring FastWithdrawal of Specified BGPRoutes

Command bgp fast-withdraw { access-list { access-list-number | access-list-name } | prefix-list prefix-list-name | route-map

map-tag }

Parameter

Description

access-list-number: Indicates the ACL number. The value ranges from 1 to 199 and 1300 to 2699.

access-list-name: Indicates an ACL name.

prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of a prefix list.

map-tag: Indicates the name of a route map.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group). The value ranges from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide TheASnumberspecifiedforapeer (group)mustbe thesameastheBGPASnumberofaBGPspeakerat thepeerend.

Configuration Example

 Configuring FastWithdrawal of Specified BGPRoutes
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Scenario

Figure 1- 10

Configuration  Enable BGP on all devices.

Steps  Establish a BGP neighbor relationship between Routers A and B.

 Configure ACLs on Router A.

 Configure fast withdrawal of specified routes on Router A.

A A# conf terminal

Verification Run the show command to display the configurations.

A A#show run router bgp

7.4.8 Configuring Local ASs

ConfigurationEffect

 Smoothly migrate the network configurations of router A fromAS 23 to AS 3600.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring the Local AS for a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the information.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.
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instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Configuring the Local AS for a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } local-as as-number [ no-prepend [ replace-as [ dual-as ] ] ]

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: IndicatesalocalASnumber,rangingfrom1to4,294,967,295,whichis1to65535.65535inthedotmode.

no-prepend:DoesnotaddthelocalAStotheAS-PATHintheroutinginformationreceivedbyapeer.Thisoption isnot

available bydefault.

replace-as: For the AS-PATH in the routing information sent by a peer, the local AS is used to replace the BGP AS. This

option is not available by default.

dual-as:Enablesapeer tousetheBGPASorLocalAStoestablishaBGPconnectionwithadevice.Thisoption isnot

available by default.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Configuring BGPLocal-AS

Scenario

Figure 1- 12
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Configuration

Steps

 CreateanEBGPneighborshipwithBonAand specify the Local-AS for theEBGPneighborship.

 Create an EBGP neighborship for connecting to A on B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router bgp 3600

A(config-router)# neighbor 57.50.1.1 remote-as 5750

A(config-router)# neighbor 57.50.1.1 update-source loopback 0

A(config-router)# neighbor 57.50.1.1 ebgp-multihop 255

A(config-router)# neighbor 57.50.1.1 local-as 23 no-prepend replace-as dual-as

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router bgp 5750

B(config-router)# neighbor 36.0.1.1 remote-as 23

B(config-router)# neighbor 36.0.1.1 update-source loopback 0

B(config-router)# neighbor 36.0.1.1 ebgp-multihop 255

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

A A# show ip bgp neighbors 57.50.1.1

BGPneighbor is57.50.1.1, remoteAS5750, localAS23(usingPeer'sLocalAS,no-prepend, replace-as,dual-as),external

link

BGPversion 4, remote router ID 0.0.0.0

BGP state = Idle

Last read, hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Received0messages, 0notifications, 0 inqueue

open message:0 update message:0 keepalive message:0

refresh message:0 dynamic cap:0 notifications:0
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Sent 0 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

7.4.9 Configuring BGP GR

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure BGPGR to implement network deployment with high reliability.

Notes

 Tosuccessfully deploy the BGPGR function, you need to use a neighbor device as theGRHelper.

 In an BGP environment, you also need to configure IGP GR.

 After BGPGR is enabled, you need to reset a BGP neighbor connection tomake it take effect.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Configuring BGPGR

 Perform this configuration in the BGP configuration mode, which is configured by default.

 Configuring aBGPGRTimer

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring BGPGR

Command bgp graceful-restart

Parameter

Description

-
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Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring theBGPGRRestart Timer

Command bgp graceful-restart restart-time restart-time

Parameter

Description

restart-time: Indicates the maximum waiting time that the GR Restarter hopes the GR Helper to wait before a new

connection is created, ranging from 1 to 3600 seconds.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring theBGPGRRoute Stale Timer

Command bgp graceful-restart stalepath-time time

Parameter

Description

time: Indicates the maximum time that a stale route keeps valid after the connection with a neighbor GR device is

recovered, ranging from 1 to 3600 seconds.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

Configuration Example

 Configuring BGPGR
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Scenario

Figure 1- 13

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1- 13.

 Configure a loopback interface on R2, R3, and R4 and create an IBGP neighborship based on the loopback interface.

 Create an EBGPneighborship by using the directly connected interfaces onR1 andR2.

 Enable BGP GR on R1, R2, R3, and R4.

R1 R1# configure terminal

R1(config-router)# exit

R1(config)# router bgp 100

R1(config-router)# bgp graceful-restart

R2 R2# configure terminal

R2(config)# router ospf 1

R2(config-router)# graceful-restart

R2(config-router)# exit

R2(config)# router bgp 100

R2(config-router)# bgp graceful-restart

R3 R3# configure terminal

R3(config)# router ospf 1

R3(config-router)# graceful-restart

R3(config-router)# exit

R3(config)# router bgp 100

R3(config-router)# bgp graceful-restart

R4 R4# configure terminal

R4(config)# router ospf 1
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R4(config-router)# graceful-restart

R4(config-router)# exit

R4(config)# router bgp 100

R4(config-router)# bgp graceful-restart

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

R2 R2# show ip ospf

RoutingProcess "ospf 1"with ID 10.0.0.2

Process uptime is 4minutes

Process bound to VRF default

Conforms toRFC2328,andRFC1583Compatibility flag isenabled

Supports only singleTOS(TOS0) routes

Supports opaque LSA

Thisrouter isanASBR(injectingexternalroutinginformation)

SPFschedule delay5secs,Hold timebetween twoSPFs10secs

LsaGroupPacing: 240secs

Numberof incommingcurrentDDexchangeneighbors0/5

Numberof outgoingcurrentDDexchangeneighbors0/5

Numberof external LSA4. Checksum0x0278E0

Numberof opaqueASLSA0.Checksum0x000000

Number of non-default external LSA 4

External LSAdatabase isunlimited.

Number of LSA originated 6

Number of LSA received 2

Log Neighbor Adjency Changes : Enabled

Graceful-restart enabled

Graceful-restarthelpersupportenabled

Numberofareasattachedtothisrouter:1

Area 0(BACKBONE)

······

R2# show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is192.168.195.183, remoteAS200, localAS100, external link

UsingBFD to detect fast fallover - BFD session state up
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BGPversion4, remote router ID 10.0.0.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:06:37

Last read 00:06:37, hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Address family IPv4 Unicast: advertised and received

Graceful restart: advertised and received

RemoteRestart timer is 120 seconds

Address families preserved by peer:

None

······

Common Errors

 GR is not enabled for IGP.

 GR is not enabled for a BGP neighbor device.

7.4.10 ConfiguringaBGP IPv6AddressFamily

Configuration Effect

 Configure BGP IPv6 routes to implement IPv6 network access in different ASs.

Notes

 Generally, BGP uses IPv6 addresses to create neighborships and implement exchange of IPv6 routes.

 Inspecialscenarios (suchas the6PE function, see theMPLS-L3VPN-SCG.doc),BGPsupportsexchangeof IPv6 routeson the
neighbors with IPv4addresses.

 Configurations related to BGP IPv6 servicesmust be configured in the BGP IPv6 address familymode.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring theBGP IPv4Address FamilyMode

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Disabling the IPv4Address Family Capability for a BGPNeighbor

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP IPv6 configuration mode.
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 Configuring theBGP IPv6Address FamilyMode

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring the IPv6 Address Family Capability for aBGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP IPv6 configuration mode.

 Configuring IPv6Route Advertisement in BGP

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP IPv6 configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

 Run the show command to display the routing status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Indicates the address of a peer, which is usually an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Configuring theBGP IPv4Address FamilyMode

Command address-family ipv4 unicast

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Disabling the IPv4Address Family Capability for a BGPNeighbor

Command no neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } activate { ipv4 | ipv6 }

Parameter neighbor-address: Indicates the address of a peer, which is usually an IPv6 address.
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Description peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

ipv4:Activateonly IPv4neighbors in thepeergroup

ipv6:ActivateonlyIPv6neighbors inthepeergroup

Command

Mode

BGP IPv4 address family mode

Usage Guide NeighborswithIPv6addressesareusedtoexchangeIPv6routes.However,whenaneighbor isconfiguredintheBGP

mode, BGP automatically activates the IPv4 unicast address family capability for the neighbor. Therefore, you are advised

to manually disable the IPv4 unicast address family capability.

 Configuring theBGP IPv6Address FamilyMode

Command address-family ipv6 unicast

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the IPv6 Address Family Capability for aBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } activate { ipv4 | ipv6 }

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Indicates the address of a peer, which is usually an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

ipv4:Activateonly IPv4neighbors in thepeergroup

ipv6:Activateonly IPv6neighbors in thepeergroup

Command

Mode

BGP IPv6 address family mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring IPv6Route Advertisement in BGP

Command network network-number [ mask mask ] [ route-map map-tag ] [ backdoor ]

Parameter

Description

network-number: Indicates the network number.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

map-tag: Indicates the name of a route map, consisting of no more than 32 characters.

backdoor: Indicates that the route is a backdoor route.

Command

Mode

BGP IPv6 address family mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBGP to Implement IPv6 Route Exchange in Different ASs
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Scenario

Figure 1- 14

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1- 14.

 Configure a BGP neighbor, disable the IPv4 address family capability for the neighbor and activate the IPv6 address

family capability.

 Configure IPv6 route advertisement in BGP.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#intloopback0

A(config-if-Loopback)# ipv6 address 30::1/128

A(config-if-Loopback)# exit

A(config)# router bgp 65530

A(config-router)# neighbor 100::1 remote-as 65531

A(config-router)# address-familyipv4

A(config-router-af)# no neighbor 100::1activate

A(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

A(config-router)# address-familyipv6

A(config-router-af)# neighbor 100::1 activate

A(config-router-af)# network 30::1/128

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router bgp 65531

B(config-router)# neighbor 100::2 remote-as 65530

B(config-router)# address-familyipv4

B(config-router-af)# no neighbor 100::2 activate

B(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

B(config-router)# address-familyipv6

B(config-router-af)# neighbor 100::2 activate

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

A A# show bgp ipv6 unicast summary

BGP router identifier 1.1.1.1, localAS number 65530

BGP table version is 1

1 BGP AS-PATH entries
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0 BGP Communityentries

1 BGPPrefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

100::1 4 65531 4 6 1 0 000:01:49 0

Total number of neighbors 1

B Run the show command to display BGP routing information.

B# show bgp ipv6 unicast

BGP table version is 4, local router ID is 2.2.2.2

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*>30::1/128 100::2 0 065530i

Total number of prefixes 1

Common Errors

 The IPv6 address family capability is not activated for BGP neighbors.

 In non-6PE scenarios, IPv4 addresses are used to establish IPv6 routes for exchange between neighbors.

7.4.11 ConfiguringaBGPEVPN

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure BGP protocol to use RR in theVXLAN scenario for L2VPNEVPN deployment.

Notes

 By default, the BGP routingmode is located in the IPv4 unicast address family and a BGP EVPNmust be configured in L2VPN
EVPN address family mode.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling BGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.
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 Activating the EVPNCapability for a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP L2VPNEVPN address familymode.

 Creating an EVI Instance

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in EVPN configuration mode.

 CreatingEVI Instances inBatch

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in EVPN configuration mode.

 CreatingRD

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in EVPN-VNI configuration mode.

 Creating RouteTarget

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in EVPN-VNI configuration mode.

 ConfiguringRouteMap for EVI Instance

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in EVPN-VNI address familymode.

 ConfiguringMACMobility Parameters

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BGP L2VPN EVPNconfiguration mode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the information.

Related Commands

 Enabling BGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group, consisting of no more than 32 characters.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).
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Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Entering the L2VPN EVPNAddress Family

Command address-family l2vpn evpn

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Activating the EVPNCapability for a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } activate { ipv4 | ipv6 }

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address must be an IPv4 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group, consisting of no more than 32 characters.

ipv4: Activate only IPv4 neighbors in the peer group

ipv6:ActivateonlyIPv6neighbors inthepeergroup

Command

Mode

BGP L2VPN EVPN address family mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating an EVI Instance

Command vni vni-id

Parameter

Description

vni-id: indicates the VNI ID. Ranges from 1 to 16777215.

Command

Mode

EVPN configuration mode

Usage Guide After VNI configuration is completed, related RD/RT needs to be configured.

 CreatingEVI Instances in Batches

Command vni range vni-id-list

Parameter

Description

vni-id-list: Specifies the name of a VNI ID list.

Command

Mode

EVPN configuration mode

Usage Guide Theconfigurationfails if thenumberofconfiguredVNI instancesexceedsthecapacityoraVNI instanceisbeingdeleted.

The RD values of different VNI instances must be different. Therefore, only the automatic RD configuration mode is

available for configuring VNI instances in batches, and VNI instances cannot be configured manually.
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 Configuring anRD

Command rd { auto | rd_value }

Parameter

Description

auto: Generates an RD value automatically.

rd_value:SpecifiesthevalueofanRD.

Theparameter rd_value has three forms:

(1) rd_value =as_num:nn

as_num indicates the 2-byte public AS number. nn is user-defined and ranges from 0 to 4294967295.

(2) rd_value = ip_addr:nn

ip_add refers to the global IP address. nn is user-defined and ranges from 0 to 65535.

(3) rd_value =as4_num:nn

as4_num indicatesthe4-bytepublicASnumber.nn isuser-definedandrangesfrom1 to65535.

The4-byteASnumber ranges from1 to4294967295, which is1 to65535.65535 indot mode.

Command

Mode

EVPN VNI configuration mode

Usage Guide IfanEVI isdefinedandhasanRDvalueconfigured, theRDvaluecannotbemodified.Tomodify it,youneed todelete the

EVI first, and then define the EVI again and configure a newRD value for it.

One EVI has only one RD value.

The RD value of the 4-byte AS is in the format of AS4:NN. AS4 can be expressed in decimal or dot mode. AS4
ranges from 1 to 4294967295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in dot mode. NN ranges from 1 to 65535.

The AS number in the range of 1 to65535 is displayed the same in both decimal mode and dot mode. Therefore,
save the AS number in the range of 1 to 65535 as a 2-byte AS number.

 Configuring aRoute Target

Command route-target { import | export | both } { auto | rt_value }

Parameter

Description

import: Specifies the import RT value.

export: Specifies the export RT value.

both: Specifies the import and export RT values.

auto: Generates an RT value automatically.

rt_value: Specifies thevalue of anRT.

The parameter rt_value has three forms:

(1) rt_value =as_num:nn

as_num indicates the 2-byte public AS number. nn is user-defined and ranges from 0 to 4294967295.

(2) rt_value = ip_addr:nn

ip_add refers to the global IP address. nn is user-defined and ranges from 0 to 65535.

(3) rt_value =as4_num:nn

as4_num indicatesthe4-bytepublicASnumber.nn isuser-definedandrangesfrom1 to65535.

The4-byteASnumber ranges from1 to4294967295, which is1 to65535.65535 indot mode.

Command

Mode

EVPN VNI configuration mode

Usage Guide One EVI supports multiple import and export RT values.

TheautomaticallygeneratedRTvalueisintheformatofAS2:nn.AS2 indicatesthe2-byteASnumber.Ifa4-byteAS
number is used, it is split, and a two 2-byte part is filled in the position for nnwhile the other 2-byte part is filled in
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thepositionfor theRTvalue.nn indicatestheVNIID.Therearefourbytesofspaceprovidedforaccommodatingthe

3-byte VNIID.

If theBGPASnumber changes, the automatically-generatedRT valuewill also be changed.

If themanuallyconfiguredRTvalue isconsistentwiththeautomaticallygeneratedone,bothof themaredisplayed.
If theautomatically generatedRTvalue is 100:1, it is directly deleted.Deleting this value doesnot cancel theauto

configurationmode.Tocancel theauto configurationmode, run theno formof the route-targetauto command.

 Configuring aRouteMap for EVI Instances

Command export map routemap-name

Parameter

Description

routemap-name: Specifies the name of a route map.

Command

Mode

EVPN VNI configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used tomodify the extended community attribute advertised by a type 5 route converted froma local

EVPN route or IP route.

This command supports only one route map, and the old configuration is overwritten by the new configuration.

Command import map routemap-name

Parameter

Description

routemap-name: Specifies the name of a route map.

Command

Mode

EVPN VNI configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isused to filter the remoteEVPNroutes tobe imported to the localVNI instance,ormodify theattributeof

the remote EVPN routes imported to the local VNI instance.

This command supports only one route map, and the old configuration is overwritten by the new configuration.

 ConfiguringMACMobility Parameters

Command bgp mac-mobility timer count

Parameter

Description

timer:Specifies the timerduration (inseconds) forMACmobilitydetection. If a numberofcountMACaddressmovesare

detected within the duration, it is considered that a MAC conflict occurs and syslogs are displayed to warn users. The

value is 180 by default and ranges from 1 to 3600.

count: Specifies the detection times. The value is 5 by default and ranges from 1 to 360.

Command

Mode

BGP L2VPN EVPN address family mode

Usage Guide OneMACaddressmaymove formany times.WhenaMACaddressmove is detected by aPE through local learning, a

timerof timerseconds (defaultvalue=180s)willbeenabled. Ifanumberofcount (defaultvalue=5)MACaddressmoves

are detected before the timer times out, it is considered that a MAC conflict occurs.

Configuration Example

 Configuring a BGPEVPNAddress Family
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Scenario Figure

7-14

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1-14.

 Configure BGP neighborships as shown in Figure 1-14.

 Activate the L2VPNEVPN address family capability for BGP neighbors.

A A# config terminal

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no shutdown

A(config-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress172.18.2.1255.255.255.0

A(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no shutdown

A(config-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress172.18.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config-router)# neighbor 172.18.2.3 remote-as 100

A(config-router)# neighbor 172.18.1.2 remote-as 100

A(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

A(config-router-af)# neighbor 172.18.2.3 activate

A(config-router-af)# neighbor 172.18.1.2 activate

A(config-router-af)# neighbor 172.18.2.3 route-reflector-client

A(config-router-af)# neighbor 172.18.1.2 route-reflector-client

A(config-router-af)# exit-address-family
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B B# config terminal

B(config)# evpn

B(config-evpn)# vni 100

B(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

B(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

B(config-evpn-vni)# exit

B(config-evpn)# exit

B(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no shutdown

B(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 172.18.2.3 255.255.255.0

B(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)# router bgp 100

B(config-router)# neighbor 172.18.2.1 remote-as 100

B(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

B(config-router-af)# neighobr 172.18.2.1 activate

B(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

C The same as that for B.

Verification Run the show command to display the information.

A A#shbgpl2vpnevpnallsummary

Foraddress family: L2VPNEVPN

BGP router identifier 3.3.3.3, local AS number 100

BGP table version is 51

1BGP AS-PATHentries

0 BGP Community entries

6 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

172.18.2.3 4 100 1993 2033 49 0 0 1d04h40m 3

172.18.1.2 4 100 619 623 51 0 008:47:26 3

Total number of neighbors 2

A#sh bgp l2vpn evpn all

BGP table version is 51, local router ID is 3.3.3.3

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete
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Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

Route Distinguisher: 1.1.1.1:100

*>i2:0:48:0011.2233.2016:0:0.0.0.0/128

1.1.1.1 0 100 0 i

*>i2:0:48:0011.2233.2016:32:100.1.1.2/128

1.1.1.1 0 100 0 i

*>i3:0:32:1.1.1.1/72 1.1.1.1 0 100 0 i

Total number of prefixes 3

Route Distinguisher: 2.2.2.2:100

*>i2:0:48:00d0.f822.33df:0:0.0.0.0/128

2.2.2.2 0 100 0 i

*>i2:0:48:00d0.f822.33df:32:100.1.1.1/128

2.2.2.2 0 100 0 i

*>i3:0:32:2.2.2.2/72 2.2.2.2 0 100 0 i

Total number of prefixes 3

B B#sh bgp l2vpn evpn all summary

For address family: L2VPN EVPN

BGP router identifier 1.1.1.1, local AS number 100

BGP table version is 16

1 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Community entries

6 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

172.18.2.1 4 100 639 625 16 0 008:55:10 3

Total number of neighbors 1

B#sh bgp l2vpn evpn all

BGP table version is 16, local router ID is 1.1.1.1

Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

Route Distinguisher: 1.1.1.1:100 (Default for EVI 100)

*> 2:0:48:0011.2233.2016:0:0.0.0.0/128

0.0.0.0 32768 i

*>i2:0:48:00d0.f822.33df:0:0.0.0.0/128

2.2.2.2 0 100 0 i

*> 2:0:48:0011.2233.2016:32:100.1.1.2/128

0.0.0.0 32768 i
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*>i2:0:48:00d0.f822.33df:32:100.1.1.1/128

2.2.2.2 0 100 0 i

*>3:0:32:1.1.1.1/72 0.0.0.0 32768 i

*>i3:0:32:2.2.2.2/72 2.2.2.2 0 100 0 i

Total number of prefixes 6

Common Errors

 No L2VPNEVPN address family neighbor is configured.

 NoVXLAN network is configured.

 The EVPN address family capability is not activated for BGP neighbors.

7.4.12 Configuring Interconnection with Devices SupportingOnly 2-ByteASNumbers

Configuration Effect

 Successfully interconnect devices supporting 4-byte AS numbers with devices supporting only 2-byte AS numbers.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring theDisplay Mode of a 4-Byte AS Number

 (Optional)PerformthisconfigurationintheBGPconfigurationmode.Bydefault,a4-byteASnumberisdisplayedasdecimal
digits.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-numbe r[ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -
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 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Configuring theDisplay Mode of a BGP 4-Byte ASNumber

Command bgp asnotation dot

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringCompatibilityBetweenBGPDevicesSupporting4-ByteASNumbers and2-ByteASNumbers

Scenario

Figure 1- 18

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1- 18.

 Configure BGPneighborships.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router bgp 64496

A(config-router)#neighbor 172.18.1.2 remote-as 64497

A(config-router)#neighbor 172.18.2.3 remote-as 23456

B B# configure terminal
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B(config)# router bgp 64497

B(config-router)# neighbor 172.18.1.1 remote-as 64496

B(config-router)# neighbor 172.18.3.3 remote-as 1.2

B(config-router)# bgp asnotation dot

B(config-router)# end

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# router bgp 1.2

C(config-router)#neighbor172.18.2.1 remote-as64496

C(config-router)#neighbor172.18.3.2 remote-as64497

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

A A# show ip bgp summary

0

0

BGP router identifier 172.18.1.1, local AS number 64496

BGPtable version is1,main routing table version1

Neighbor

172.18.1.2

172.18.2.3

4

4

V AS

64497

23456

7

4

MsgRcvd

7

4

MsgSent

1

1

TblVer InQ

0

0

OutQ Up/Down

00:03:04 0

00:00:15 0

Statd

B B# show ip bgp summary

0

0

BGP router identifier 172.18.3.2, local AS number 64497

BGPtable version is1,main routing table version1

Neighbor

172.18.1.1

172.18.3.2

4

4

V AS

64496

1.2

7

4

MsgRcvd

7

4

MsgSent

1

1

TblVer InQ

0

0

OutQ Up/Down

00:00:04 0

00:00:16 0

Statd

Common Errors

N/A

7.4.13 UsingLocalIPv6LinkAddressestoEstablishBGPNeighborships

Configuration Effect

 Use local IPv6 link addresses to establish BGP neighborships.

Notes
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 Local IPv6 link addresses can be used for establishing only single-hop BGP neighborships.

 When local IPv6 link addresses are used for establishing neighborships, local IPv6 link addresses must be configured in
address%interface name format, for example, neighbor fe80::1%Te0/1 remote-as 100.

 When local IPv6 link addresses are used for establishing neighborships, using local IPv6 link addresses as information sources
must be specified on the peer end.

 When local IPv6 link addresses are used for establishing neighborships, local IPv6 link addresses must be configured on both
ends.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring theBGP IPv4Address FamilyMode

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Disabling the IPv4Address Family Capability for a BGPNeighbor

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP IPv6 configuration mode.

 Configuring theBGP IPv6Address FamilyMode

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring the IPv6 Address Family Capability for aBGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in the BGP IPv6 configuration mode.

 Configuring IPv6Route Advertisement in BGP

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in the BGP IPv6 configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

 Run the show command to display the routing status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in the dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor neighbor-address remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Indicates the peer address, which must be in Linklocal address%interface name format.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Configuring theBGP IPv4Address FamilyMode

Command address-family ipv4 unicast

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Disabling the IPv4Address Family Capability for a BGPNeighbor

Command no neighbor neighbor-address activate

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Indicates the address of a peer, which is usually an IPv6 address.

Command

Mode

BGP IPv4 address family mode

Usage Guide NeighborswithIPv6addressesareusedtoexchangeIPv6routes.However,whenaneighbor isconfiguredintheBGP

mode, BGP automatically activates the IPv4 unicast address family capability for the neighbor. Therefore, you are advised

tomanually disable the IPv4 unicast address family capability.

 Configuring theBGP IPv6Address FamilyMode

Command address-family ipv6 unicast

Parameter

Description

-
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Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the IPv6 Address Family Capability for aBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor neighbor-address activate

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Indicates the address of a peer, which is usually an IPv6 address.

Command

Mode

BGP IPv6 address family mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring IPv6Route Advertisement in BGP

Command network network-number [ mask mask ] [ route-map map-tag ] [ backdoor ]

Parameter

Description

network-number: Indicates the network number.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

map-tag: Indicates the name of a route map, consisting of no more than 32 characters.

backdoor: Indicates that the route is a backdoor route.

Command

Mode

BGP IPv6 address family mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Using a Local IPv6 LinkAddress for Configuring aBGPNeighborship to Implement IPv6Route Exchange inDifferent
ASs

Scenario

Figure 1- 19

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1- 19.

 ConfigureaBGPneighbor,specifytheupdate-source,disable theIPv4addressfamilycapabilityfor theneighbor
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and activate the IPv6 address family capability.

 Configure IPv6 route advertisement in BGP.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#intloopback0

A(config-if-Loopback)# ipv6 address 30::1/128

A(config-if-Loopback)# exit

A(config)# int GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-Loopback)#ipv6addressfe80:100::2/64

A(config-if-Loopback)# exit

A(config)# router bgp 65530

A(config-router)# neighbor fe80:100::1%Gi0/1 remote-as 65531

A(config-router)# address-family ipv4

A(config-router-af)# no neighbor fe80:100::1%Gi0/1 activate

A(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

A(config-router)# address-family ipv6

A(config-router-af)# neighbor fe80:100::1%Gi0/1 activate

A(config-router-af)# network 30::1/128

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# int GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-Loopback)# ipv6 address fe80:100::1/64

B(config-if-Loopback)# exit

B(config)# router bgp 65531

B(config-router)#neighbor fe80:100::2%Gi0/1 remote-as 65530

B(config-router)# address-familyipv4

B(config-router-af)# no neighbor fe80:100::2%Gi0/1 activate

B(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

B(config-router)# address-family ipv6

B(config-router-af)# neighbor fe80:100::2%Gi0/1 activate

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

A A# show bgp ipv6 unicast summary

BGP router identifier 1.1.1.1, localAS number 65530

BGP table version is 1

1 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Communityentries

1 BGPPrefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

fe80:100::1%Gi0/1 4 65531 4 6 1 0 000:01:49 0

Total number of neighbors 1
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Totalnumberofprefixes1

Weight Path

0 65530 i0

LocPrfMetricNextHop

fe80:100::2

Network

*> 30::1/128

Run the show command to display BGP routing information.

B# show bgp ipv6 unicast

BGP table version is 4, local router ID is 2.2.2.2

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

B

Common Errors

 Whenaneighborshipisconfigured,alocalIPv6linkaddressisusedtospecifytheneighborship;however,noupdatesourceis
specified as the interface for this local IPv6 link address during local configuration.

 Only one end uses a local IPv6 link address for establishing a neighborship.

7.4.14 ConfiguringBGPTracking

Configuration Effect

 Configure the BGP tracking function to ensure fast route convergence.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring theTracking Function forBGP Neighbors

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the information.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]
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Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Configuring theTracking Function forBGP Neighbors

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } track track-obj-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

track-obj-number: Specifies the number of the tracked object.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Configuring BGPTracking

Scenario

Figure 1- 20

Configuration

Steps

 Establish an EBGPneighborship between routers A and B.

 Configure the loopback interface (2.2.2.2/32) on A for tracking B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip rns 1
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A(config-ip-rns)#icmp-echo 2.2.2.2

A(config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)#timeout 6000

A(config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)#frequency 10000

A(config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)#exit

A(config)#iprnsschedule1start-timenowlifeforever

A(config)# track 3 rns 1

A(config)# router bgp 3600

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.182.34 remote-as 65531

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.182.34 track 3

Verification Run the show command to query the BGP neighbor status.

A A#BGPneighbor is192.168.182.34, remoteAS65531, localAS 65530, external link

UsingTRACK to detect state

BGPversion4, remote router ID88.5.5.5

BGPstate=Established,up for00:00:16

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4 Unicast: advertised and received

AddressfamilyL2VPNVPLS:advertisedand received

AddressfamilyL2VPNEVPN:advertisedandreceived

Graceful Restart Capability: advertised and received

RemoteRestart timer is 120 seconds

Address families preserved by peer:

IPv4Unicast(wasnotpreserved)

IPv4Labeled(wasnotpreserved)

VPNv4Unicast (wasnot preserved)

IPv6Unicast(wasnotpreserved)

IPv6Labeled(wasnotpreserved)

L2VPN VPLS (was not preserved)

L2VPNEVPN (wasnot preserved)

L2VPNVPWS(wasnot preserved)

……

Common Errors
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N/A

7.4.15 Configuring BGP NSR

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure the BGPNSR function to ensure highly reliable network deployment.

Notes

 Todeploy the BGPNSR function successfully, the devicemust support the dual engine redundancy hot backup function.

 After the BGPNSR function is enabled, connections to the BGPneighbors will be reset for the function to take effect.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring theNSR Function for BGPNeighbors

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to query the BGP neighbor status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: Indicates an AS number, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295, which is 1 to 65535.65535 in dot mode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command BGP configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide The AS specified for a peer (group) must be the same as the BGP AS number of a BGP speaker at the peer end.

 Configuring theNSR Function for BGPNeighbors

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } ha-mode nsr

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Configuring BGPNSR

Scenario

Figure 1- 21

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in Figure 1-21.

 Establish the EBGPneighborship between routers A and B via the directly connected port.

 Enable the BGP NSR function on A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config-router)# exit

A(config)# router bgp 65530

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.195.182 ha-mode nsr

Verification Run the show command to query the BGP neighbor status.

A A# show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is192.168.195.183, remoteAS65530, localAS65531,external link

UsingBFD to detect fast fallover - BFD session state up

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.0.0.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:06:37

Last read 00:06:37, hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Address family IPv4 Unicast: advertised and received
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Graceful restart: advertised and received

RemoteRestarttimeris120seconds

Addressfamiliespreservedbypeer:

None

……

B B# show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is192.168.195.183, remoteAS65530, localAS65531,external link

UsingBFD to detect fast fallover - BFD session state up

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.0.0.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:06:37

Last read 00:06:37, hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Address family IPv4 Unicast: advertised and received

Graceful restart: advertised and received

RemoteRestart timer is 120 seconds

Address families preserved by peer:

None

……

Common Errors

 IGP is notconfigured.

 The NSR function is not enabled for BGP neighbors.

7.4.16 ConfiguringBGPRoutes toBeRecursiveOnlytoHostRoutes

Configuration Effect

 ConfigureBGProutestoberecursiveonlytohostroutes,toenableIBGPormulti-EBGProutestoberecursiveonlytohost
routes.

Notes

 This feature is effective only to IBGP or multi-hop EBGP routes. It is unavailable to direct EBGP routes or routes whose next-hop
addresses are direct connection addresses.

 IBGP or multi-hop EBGP neighborships of the device need to be established using the address of the Loopback interface.
Otherwise, this feature is unavailable.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP
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 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 ConfiguringBGPRoutes toBeRecursiveOnly toHost Routes

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP address family mode.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configuration.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: IndicatesanASnumber.Thevaluerangeisfrom1to4,294,967,295,whichis1to65535.65535indotmode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringBGPRoutes toBeRecursiveOnly toHost Routes

Command Bgp recursion host

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

BGP address family mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBGPRoutes toBeRecursiveOnly toHost Routes

Scenario

Figure 1- 22

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGPon all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in the preceding figure.

 Establish themulti-hopEBGPneighborships onRouterAandRouterB through theLoopback interface.

 Enable the functionofmaking BGP routes recursiveonly tohost routes onRouter A andRouterB.

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.
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Common Errors

 If thefeature isenabledonadevicebut IBGPormulti-hopEBGPneighborshipsarenotestablishedusingtheaddressof the
Loopbackinterface,thedevicecannotfindahostroutethatmatchesthenext-hopaddressofaBGProute.Asaresult, thenext

hop of the BGP route is invalid and routes cannot be preferentially selected.

7.4.17 ConfiguringOutbound Loop Detection for a BGPNeighbor

Configuration Effect

 Configure outbound loop detection for a BGP neighbor

Notes

 This feature is available only to EBGP neighbors.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 ConfiguringOutbound Loop Detection for a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: IndicatesanASnumber.Thevaluerangeisfrom1to4,294,967,295,whichis1to65535.65535indotmode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).
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Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide TheASnumberspecified forapeer(group)mustbe thesameastheBGPASnumberofaBGPspeakerat thepeerend.

 ConfiguringOutbound Loop Detection for a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } as-loop-check out

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringOutbound Loop Detection for a BGPNeighbor

Scenario

Figure 1- 23

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGPon all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in the preceding figure.

 Establish theEBGPneighborshipbetweenDeviceAandDeviceC,andbetweenDeviceBandDeviceC.

 OnDeviceC, enable outbound loop detection for its neighbors: Device A and Device B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router bgp 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65537

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 20.1.1.1 remote-as 65537

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# router bgp 65537
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C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 as-loop-check out

C(config-router)# neighbor 20.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 20.1.1.2 as-loop-check out

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

C C# show ip bgp neighbors 10.1.1.2

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.2, remoteAS65536, localAS 65537, external link

Using as path loop detection in announcing route

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.0.0.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:06:37

Last read 00:06:37, hold time is 180, keepalive interval is 60 seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Address family IPv4 Unicast: advertised and received

Graceful restart: advertised and received

RemoteRestart timer is 120 seconds

Address families preserved by peer:

None

…

7.4.18 ShuttingDownBGPConnectionsGracefully

Configuration Effect

 ShutdownBGPconnectionsgracefully.Servicetraffic isnot interruptedor is interrupted foraveryshortperiodof time inthe
process from feature configuration to actual BGP connection shutdown.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 ShuttingDownConnections of theBGPNeighborGracefully

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BGP configuration mode.
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 ShuttingDownAll Connections of aBGP InstanceGracefully

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BGP configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display the neighbor status.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: IndicatesanASnumber.Thevaluerangeisfrom1to4,294,967,295,whichis1to65535.65535indotmode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide TheASnumberspecified forapeer(group)mustbe thesameastheBGPASnumberofaBGPspeakerat thepeerend.

 ShuttingDownConnections of theBGPNeighborGracefully

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } shutdown graceful [ community value ] [ delay time ]

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

community value: Indicates the community value carried in the route sent to the neighbor.

delay time: Indicatesthedelaytime( inseconds)forshuttingdownBGPconnections.Thevaluerangeisfrom1to65,535.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ShuttingDownAllConnectionsofaBGP InstanceGracefully

Command bgp shutdown graceful [ community value ] [ delay time ]

Parameter community value: Indicates the community value carried in the route sent to the neighbor.
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Description delay time: Indicatesthedelaytime(inseconds)forshuttingdownBGPconnections.Thevaluerangeisfrom1to65,535.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ShuttingDownBGPConnections Gracefully

Scenario

Figure 1- 24

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGPon all devices and set the AS numbers as shown in the preceding figure.

 Establish theEBGPneighborshipbetweenDeviceAandDeviceCandbetweenDeviceBandDeviceC.

 OnDevice A, shut down all connections of a BGP instance gracefully.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# router bgp 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65537

A(config-router)# bgp shutdown graceful med 4294967295

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 20.1.1.1 remote-as 65537

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# router bgp 65537

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 as-loop-check out

C(config-router)# neighbor 20.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 20.1.1.2 as-loop-check out

Verification Run the show command to display the BGP neighbor status.

A A(config)#show ip bgp neighbor 10.1.1.2
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Last read ,holdtimeis30,keepaliveinterval is1seconds

Configuredhold timeis30,keepalive interval is1seconds

Received 0 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:0updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:0

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 0 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:0updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:0

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis30seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1, Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 0; dropped 0

BGPneighbormaybeupto255hopsaway.

Sock_fd: -1

LastReset: , due to BGP Notification received

NotificationErrorMessage: (Cease/OtherConfigurationChange.)

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGPneighbor is10.10.10.2, remoteAS 65537, localAS65536, external link

Administratively graceful shut down

BGP version 4, remote router ID 0.0.0.0

BGP state = Idle

7.4.19 ConfiguringEBGPMulti-pathBypassProtection

Configuration Effect

 Implement EBGPmulti-path bypass protection.

Notes

 BFD sessions can be configured for neighbors to implement fast link fault detection.
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Configuration Steps

 EnablingBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring BGPECMP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 ConfiguringBGPMulti-path Bypass Protection

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring aBFD Session to a BGPNeighbor

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BGP configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display route information.

Related Commands

 EnablingBGP

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: IndicatesanASnumber.Thevaluerangeisfrom1to4,294,967,295,whichis1to65535.65535indotmode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringBGPMulti-path Bypass Protection

Command bgp install standby-path

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Creating a BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.
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Description peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

as-number: Indicates the AS number of a BGP peer (group).

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide TheASnumberspecified forapeer(group)mustbe thesameastheBGPASnumberofaBGPspeakerat thepeerend.

 Creating a BFD Session to aBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } fall-over bfd

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: Specifies the address of a peer. This address may be an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address.

peer-group-name: Specifies the name of a peer group.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only the configuration relevant toBGPmulti-path bypass protection.

 ConfiguringBGPMulti-path Bypass Protection

Scenario

Figure 1- 25

Configuration

Steps

 Enable BGP on all devices.

 Configure addresses for directly-connected ports on Device A, Device B, and Device C, and mutually establish the

EBGP neighborship between every two of them.

 Configure aBFD session for theEBGP neighborship betweenDevice AandDeviceC.
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 Configure BGPmulti-path bypass protection on Device C.

 Configure ECMP on Device C.

A A# conf terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress192.168.2.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)# ipaddress192.168.4.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 remote-as 300

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.4.2 remote-as 300

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.2.2 remote-as 200

A(config-router)# maximum-paths ebgp 2

A(config-router)# redistribute connect

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress192.168.2.2255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

B(config)# router bgp 200

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.2 remote-as 300

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.2 fall-over bfd

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.2.1 remote-as 100

B(config-router)# redistribute connect

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0
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C(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

C(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.3.2 255.255.0.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

C(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/3

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.4.2 255.255.0.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)#bfdinterval200min_rx200multiplier5

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

C(config)# router bgp 300

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.1.1 remote-as100

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.4.1 remote-as100

C(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.1 remote-as 200

C(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 fall-over bfd

C(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.4.1 fall-over bfd

C(config-router)# maximum-paths ebgp 2

C(config-router)# address-family ipv4 unicast

C(config-router-af)# bgp install standby-path

C(config-router-af)# redistribute connect

Verification Run the show command to display the configuration.

C C# show ip bgp summary

BGP router identifier 10.10.10.10, local AS number 300

BGP table version is 12

4 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Community entries

4 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:4294967295)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

192.168.1.1 4 100 76 77 12 12 000:59:27 3

192.168.3.1 4 200 30 30 12 12 000:19:03 3

192.168.4.1 4 100 76 77 12 12 000:59:01 3

Total number of neighbors 3
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C# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 12, local router ID is 10.10.10.10

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best, i-internal,

S Stale, b - backup entry, m - multipath

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

* 192.168.1.0 192.168.3.1 0 0 200 ?

* 192.168.4.1 0 0 100 ?

* 192.168.1.1 0 0 100 ?

*> 0.0.0.0 0 32768 ?

*> 192.168.2.0 192.168.4.1 0 0 200 ?

*m 192.168.1.1 0 0 200 ?

*b 192.168.3.1 0 0 100 ?

* 192.168.3.0 192.168.3.1 0 0 200 ?

* 192.168.4.1 0 0 100 200 ?

* 192.168.1.1 0 0 100 200 ?

*> 0.0.0.0 0 32768 ?

* 192.168.4.0 192.168.3.1 0 0 200 ?

* 192.168.4.1 0 0 100 ?

* 192.168.1.1 0 0 100 ?

*> 0.0.0.0 0 32768 ?

Total number of prefixes 4

C# show ip bgp 192.168.2.0

BGP routing table entry for 192.168.2.0/24

Paths: (3 available, best #3, table Default-IP-Routing-Table)

Advertised to non peer-group peers:

192.168.1.1

200

192.168.3.1 from 192.168.3.1 (3.3.3.3)

Originincomplete,metric0, localpref100,valid,external,backup

Last update: Tue Oct 5 00:26:52 1971
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100

192.168.1.1 from 192.168.1.1 (44.44.44.44)

Originincomplete,metric0, localpref100,valid,external,multipath

Last update: Mon Oct 4 23:46:28 1971

100

192.168.4.1 from 192.168.4.1 (44.44.44.44)

Originincomplete,metric0,localpref100,valid,external,multipath,best

Last update: Mon Oct 4 23:46:28 1971

C# show ip route

Codes:C-connected,S-static,R-RIP,B-BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF interarea

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2- IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

C 192.168.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 192.168.1.2/32 is local host.

B 192.168.2.0/24 [20/0] via 192.168.1.1, 00:21:39

[20/0] via 192.168.4.1, 00:21:39

C 192.168.3.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 192.168.3.2/32 is local host.

C 192.168.4.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/3

C 192.168.4.2/32 is local host.

7.5 Configuring Inter-VRFMulti-Path Route Import

ConfigurationEffect

 Ensure inter-VRF route import and ECMPmulti-path for inter-imported routes.

Notes

 N/A
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Configuration Steps

 Configuring aBGPVRFAddress Family

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Importing Static Routes to BGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP address family mode.

 ImportingMulti-Path Static Routes toBGP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP address family mode.

 Configuring BGPECMP

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP address family mode.

 Configuring Inter-VRF Import for All Path Routes

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP address family mode.

Verification

 Run the show command to display route information.

Related Commands

 Configuring aBGPVRFAddress Family

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description
as-number: IndicatesanASnumber.Thevaluerangeisfrom1to4,294,967,295,whichis1to65535.65535indotmode.

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Importing Static Routes to BGP

Command redistribute protocol-type [ route-map map-tag ] [ metric metric-value ]

Parameter

Description

protocol-type: Indicates the source protocol type of a redistributed route.

route-map map-tag: Indicates the name of an associated route map.

metric metric-value: Indicates the default metric value of a redistributed route. The value range is from 0 to

4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

BGP address family mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ImportingMulti-Path Static Routes toBGP

Command bgp sourced-paths protocol-type all

Parameter protocol-type: Indicates the source protocol type of a redistributed route.
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Description

Command

Mode

BGP address family mode

Usage Guide This command needs to be used together with the redistribution command to import routes with multiple next hops

from other protocols to BGP.

 Configuring BGPECMP

Command maximum-paths { ebgp | ibgp } number

Parameter

Description

ebgp: Specifies the number of equivalent paths of the EBGP multipath load balancing function.

ibgp: Specifies the number of equivalent paths of the IBGP multipath load balancing function.

number: Indicates themaximumnumberof equivalent paths.Theminimumvalue is1, and themaximumvaluedepends

on the device capability. If the value is1, the EBGPmultipath load balancing function is disabled.

Command

Mode

BGP address family mode

Usage Guide Themaximum-pathsebgp command isalsoused toconfigureequivalenceof confederationEBGPmultiplepathsand

local inter-VRF importroutes.

IBGP and EBGP routes cannot form equivalent routes.

 Configuring Inter-VRF Import for All Path Routes

Command import path selection { all | bestpath | multipath }

Parameter

Description

all: Imports all routes with next hops.

bestpath: Imports routes with preferred next hops. By default, only routes with preferred next hops are imported.

multipath: Imports routes with preferred and equivalent next hops.

Command

Mode

BGP address family mode

Usage Guide This command can be used to control inter-VRF route import, L3VPN remote routes import to VRF, and EVPN routes

import to the IP route table.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBGPMulti-Path Bypass Protection

Scenario

Figure 1- 26

DeviceAconnectstotwonetworksthroughVRFvpn1andvpn2,andcross-VRFaccessisimplementedthroughdeviceA.

Configuration Configure VRF.
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Steps Configure VRF static routes.

ConfigureaVRFaddressfamily.

ImportVRF static routes toBGP.

Enablemulti-pathstaticrouteimporttoBGP.

Configure BGPECMP.

Configure inter-VRF import for all path routes.

A A# conf terminal

A(config)# ip vrf vpn1

A(config-vrf)# rd 200:1

A(config-vrf)# route-target both 100:100

A(config-vrf)# exit

A(config)# ip vrf vpn2

A(config-vrf)# rd 300:1

A(config-vrf)# route-target both 100:100

A(config-vrf)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip vrf forwarding vpn1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress44.1.1.2255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip vrf forwarding vpn1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)# ipaddress45.1.1.2255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip vrf forwarding vpn2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)# ipaddress46.1.1.2255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/4

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)# ip vrf forwarding vpn2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/4)# ipaddress47.1.1.2255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/4)#exit

A(config)# ip route vrf vpn1100.1.1.1255.255.255.25544.1.1.1

A(config)# ip route vrf vpn1100.1.1.1255.255.255.25545.1.1.1

A(config)# ip route vrf vpn2200.1.1.1255.255.255.25546.1.1.1
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A(config)# ip route vrf vpn2200.1.1.1 255.255.255.25547.1.1.1

A(config)# router bgp 100

A(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vpn1

A(config-router-af)# redistribute static

A(config-router-af)# maximum-paths ebgp 32

A(config-router-af)# bgp sourced-paths static all

A(config-router-af)# import path selection all

A(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

A(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vpn2

A(config-router-af)# redistribute static

A(config-router-af)# maximum-paths ebgp 32

A(config-router-af)# bgp sourced-paths static all

A(config-router-af)# import path selection all

A(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

Verification Run the show command to display the configurations.

A A#show ip routevrf vpn1

RoutingTable: vpn1

Codes: C - Connected, L - Local, S - Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area,EV -BGPEVPN,A -Arp tohost

* -candidatedefault

Gatewayoflastresortisnoset

C 44.1.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 44.1.1.2/32 is local host.

C 45.1.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 45.1.1.2/32 is local host.

S 100.1.1.1/32 [1/0] via44.1.1.1

[1/0] via 45.1.1.1
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[1/0] via 47.1.1.1

200.1.1.1/32 [1/0] via46.1.1.1S

100.1.1.1/32 [20/0] via 45.1.1.1, 03:27:07

[20/0]via44.1.1.1,03:27:07

B

47.1.1.2/32 is local host.C

47.1.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/4C

46.1.1.2/32 is local host.C

46.1.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/3C

Gatewayof lastresort isnoset

Codes: C - Connected, L - Local, S - Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1 -OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2-IS-ISlevel-2

IA- Inter area,EV -BGPEVPN,A-Arp tohost

* - candidate default

A#show ip routevrf vpn2

Routing Table: vpn2

200.1.1.1/32 [20/0] via 47.1.1.1, 02:32:01

[20/0]via46.1.1.1,02:32:01

B

7.5.1 Configuring BMPMonitoring

Configuration Effect

 Enable BGP to bemonitored by the BMP server.

Notes

None

Configuration Steps

 Creating aBMPServer Instance

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Configuring theAddress and Port Number of theBMPServer
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 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BMP configurationmode.

 Configuring theSourceAddress of aTCPConnection to theBMPServer

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 Configuring theVRF Instance toWhich aTCPConnection to theBMPServer Belongs

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 Configuring the Interval to Establish a TCPConnection to theBMPServer

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 Configuring theDescription for BMP Instance

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 Configuring theMax Bytes of Packet in Buffer for BMP Instance

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 ConfiguringtheBMPServer toMonitorRouting InformationReceived fromaBGPPeerAfter theRoutingPolicy Is
Applied

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor UnchangedRouting InformationReceived fromaBGPPeer

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitorRouting InformationSent toaBGPPeerAfter theRoutingPolicy IsApplied

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BMP configuration mode.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor BGPPeers

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 ConfiguringAll BMPServers toMonitor BGPPeers

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BGP configuration mode.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor BGPPackets

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BGP configuration mode.

 Configuring the Interval for Sending StatusStatistics to the BMPServer

 (Optional) Perform this configuration in BGP configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configurations.

Related Commands

 Creating aBMPServer Instance
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Command bmp server server-number

Parameter

Description

server-number: Specifies the ID of a BMP server instance.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theAddress and Port Number of theBMPServer

Command address bmp-server-address port port-number

Parameter

Description

bmp-server-address: Specifies the address of the BMP server.

port-number: Specifies the port number of the BMP server.

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theSourceAddress of aTCPConnection to theBMPServer

Command update-source interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates an interface name.

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theVRF Instance toWhich aTCPConnection to theBMPServer Belongs

Command vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Specifies the VRF instance name.

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the Interval to Establish a TCPConnection to theBMPServer

Command failure-retry-delay time

Parameter

Description

Time: Specifies the interval

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theDescription for BMP instance

Command description text

Parameter

Description

text: Specifies the description for BMP instance.
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Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theMax Bytes of Packet in Buffer for BMP Instance

Command buffer-size maximum

Parameter

Description

Maximum: Configure the max bytes of packet in buffer for BMP instance.

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure the max bytes of packet in buffer for BMP instance. When the device can not forward

monitor packets due to insufficient server memory or other reasons, these packets will continually occupy thememory

space, so there should be a limit of themax bytes of packet in buffer.When bytes reach the limit, the sessionwith BMP

server will be reset to release the space.

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitorRouting InformationReceived fromaBGPPeerAfter theRoutingPolicy Is
Applied

Command adj-rib-in post-policy

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor UnchangedRouting InformationReceived fromaBGPPeer

Command adj-rib-in pre-policy

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitorRouting InformationSent toaBGPPeerAfter theRoutingPolicy IsApplied

Command adj-rib-out post-policy

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor BGPPeers

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } bmp-active { all | server server-number [ server-number

[ server-number ] ] }

Parameter neighbor-address: Specifies the IPv4 or IPv6 address of a peer.
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Description peer-group-name: Specifies a peer group name.

server-number: Specifies the ID of a BMP server instance.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringAll BMPServers toMonitor BGPPeers

Command bgp bmp-active

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theBMPServer toMonitor BGPPackets

Command route mirroring

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the Interval for Sending StatusStatistics to theBMPServer

Command stats-reporting-period time

Parameter

Description

time: Specifies the interval.

Command

Mode

BMP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring BMPMonitoring

Scenario

Figure 1-26

The BGP peers established by devices A and B are monitored by the BMP server.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the BGP peers.

 Create a BMP server instance.

 Configure the address and port number of the BMP server.
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 Configure the types of routes to be monitored by the BMP server.

 Configure the BMP server to monitor BGP peers.

A A#configure

A(config)#interface tenGigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet0/1)#ipaddress11.1.1.124

A(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)#end

A(config)#bmp server 1

A(config-bmpsrvr)#address 11.1.1.2 port 12345

A(config-bmpsrvr)#update-source tenGigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-bmpsrvr)#adj-rib-in post-policy

A(config)#interface tenGigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 10.1.1.1 24

A(config)#router bgp 100

A(config-router)#neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 100

A(config-router)#neighbor 10.1.1.2 bmp-active server 1

B B#configure

B(config)#interface tenGigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 10.1.1.2 24

B(config)#router bgp 100

B(config-router)#neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 100

Verification Run the show command to display the configurations.

A A# #show bgp all summary

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP router identifier 7.7.7.7, local AS number 100

BGP table version is 1

1 BGP AS-PATH entries

0 BGP Community entries

25 BGP Prefix entries (Maximum-prefix:262144)

Neighbor V ASMsgRcvdMsgSent TblVer InQ OutQ Up/Down State/PfxRcd

10.1.1.2 4 100 0 0 0 0 005:36:32 23

A#show bgp bmp neighbor

Neighbor CfgSvr# ActSvr#

10.1.1.2 1 1

A#show bgp bmp summary

ID Host Port State Time NBRs

1 11.1.1.2 12345 Established 05:36:12 1
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7.5.2 Configuring Domain ofNeighbor

Configuration Effect

 Configure to not suppress detailed routings in the domain group of neighbor.

Notes

None

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringDomainGroup of Neighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Configuring to not Suppress Detailed Routings in DomainGroupof Neighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configurations.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringDomainGroup of Neighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } domain domain-name

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: IP address of the peer

peer-group-name: Name of the peer group

domain-name: Domain name

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring to not Suppress Detailed Routing inDomain GroupofNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } domain-unsuppress

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: IP address of the peer

peer-group-name: Name of the peer group

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringDomain Group of Neighbor
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Scenario

Figure 1-27

Configuration

Steps

 Run BGP protocol on all devices, set AS numbers as the figure shows

 Configure Loopback on A, B and C to establish IBGP neighbor

 Establish EBGP neighbor between C and D

 Create IBGP peer group on C

 Configure host route 11.1.1.1 on D

 Configuredomain test onC toneighbors of A andD, and configure domain-suppress toneighbors of A

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface loopback 0

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

A(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 update-source loopback 0

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface loopback 0

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.255

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 remote-as 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.3 update-source loopback 0

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.3 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.3 255.255.255.0
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C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.2.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.3.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 domain test

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 domain-suppress

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.3.4 remote-as65537

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.3.4domain test

C(config-router)#aggregate-address 11.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 summary-only

D D# configure terminal

D(config)# interface loopback 0

D(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 11.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

D(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.3.4255.255.255.0

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

D(config)# router bgp 65537

D(config-router)#neighbor 192.168.3.3 remote-as 65536

D(config-router)# network 11.1.1.1 mask 255.255.255.255

Verification Run the show command to display the configurations.

A A# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.3, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.3

BGPstate=Established,up for00:00:05

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 0 seconds
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Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 0,Offset 0, Mask 0x1

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 10.1.1.1, Local port: 1039

Foreign host: 10.1.1.3, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 10.1.1.1

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

LastReset: , due to BGP Notification received

NotificationErrorMessage: (Cease/OtherConfigurationChange.)

A#show ipbgp

BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 10.1.1.3

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

SStale, b - backup entry,m -multipath, f Filter

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*> 11.0.0.0 10.1.1.3 0 0 i

*> 11.1.1.1 192.168.3.4 0 0 65537 i

B B# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.3, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.3

BGPstate=Established,up for00:00:07

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 2 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:1

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0
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For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 0,Offset 0, Mask 0x1

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 10.1.1.2, Local port: 1041

Foreign host: 10.1.1.3, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 10.1.1.2

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

LastReset: , due to BGP Notification received

NotificationErrorMessage: (Cease/OtherConfigurationChange.)

B#show ipbgp

BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 10.1.1.3

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

SStale, b - backup entry,m -multipath, f Filter

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network Next Hop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

*> 11.0.0.0 10.1.1.3 0 0 i

C C# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.1, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for sessionparameters

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.1.1.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:01:13

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

peer belong to domain test
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peer domain unsuppress

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1,Offset 0, Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 10.1.1.3, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 10.1.1.1, Foreign port: 1039

Nexthop: 10.1.1.3

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.2, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for sessionparameters

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.1.1.2

BGPstate=Established,up for00:01:17

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveintervalis60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1,Offset 0, Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0
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Local host: 10.1.1.3, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 10.1.1.2, Foreign port: 1041

Nexthop: 10.1.1.3

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

BGPneighbor is192.168.3.4, remoteAS65536, localAS65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for session parameters

BGPversion4, remote router ID192.168.3.4

BGPstate=Established,up for00:01:01

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

peer belong to domain test

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1,Offset 0, Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 1; dropped 0

Local host: 192.168.3.3, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 192.168.3.4, Foreign port: 1018

Nexthop: 192.168.3.3

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

D D# show ip bgp neighbor

BGPneighbor is192.168.3.3, remoteAS65536, localAS65536, internal link

Member of peer-group ibgp-group for session parameters
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Connections established 1; dropped 0

Localhost:192.168.3.4,Localport:1018

Foreignhost: 192.168.3.3, Foreignport: 179

Nexthop: 192.168.3.4

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 1

Index 1,Offset 0,Mask 0x2

ibgp-group peer-group member

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

BGPversion4, remote router ID10.1.1.3

BGPstate=Established,up for00:01:01

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveintervalis60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 3 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:2

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis0seconds

Update source is Loopback 0

7.5.3 Configuring Link State Tracking Group of Neighbor

Configuration Effect

 Associate the link state tracking group for the BGP neighbor.

Notes

None

Configuration Steps

 Enabling BGPProtocol

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.
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 Creating BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 CreatingLinkStateTrackingGroupAssociatedwithBGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 ConfiguringDelayTime toEnableDownlink Port of LinkStateTrackingGroupafter BGPNeighbor is up

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Configuring LinkStateTrackingGroupAssociated with Port

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in interface configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configurations.

Related Commands

 Enabling BGPProtocol

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: AS number. Range: 1..4294967295

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Creating BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: IP address of the peer

peer-group-name: Name of the peer group

as-number: AS number of peer (group)

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide AS number specified for peer (group) should be consistent with the AS number of peer BGP Speaker

 CreatingLinkStateTrackingGroupAssociatedwithBGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { neighbor-address | peer-group-name } link state group num

Parameter

Description

neighbor-address: IP address of the peer

peer-group-name: Name of the peer group

num: Link state tracking group ID

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A
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 ConfiguringDelayTime toEnableDownlink Port of LinkStateTrackingGroupafter BGPNeighbor is up

Command bgp link-state-group up-delay delay-time

Parameter

Description

delay-time: Delay time

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide

 AddingPort to Specified Link StateTrackingGroup

Command link state group num { upstream | downstream }

Parameter

Description

num: Link state tracking group ID

upstream: Configure the port as the uplink port of link state tracking group

downstream:Configure theport as thedownlinkport of linkstate trackinggroup

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBGPMD5Verification

Scenario

Figure 1-28

Configuration

Steps

 Run BGP protocol on all devices, set AS numbers as the figure shows

 Configure Loopback on B and C to establish IBGP neighbor

 Establish EBGP neighbor between A and B

 Configure link state tracking group 1 on GE 0/2 on B

 OnB, associate link state tracking group 1 with A’s neighbor

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 65537

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 remote-as 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 password 7 ebgpneighbor

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface loopback 0

B(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255
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B(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# link state group 1 downstream

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 remote-as 65536

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 update-source loopback 0

B(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.2 password ibgpneighbor

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 remote-as 65537

B(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 link state group 1

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.2.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 remote-as 65536

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 update-source loopback 0

C(config-router)# neighbor 10.1.1.1 password ibgpneighbor

Verification Run the show command to display the configurations.

A A#show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is192.168.1.2, remoteAS65536, localAS65537, external link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:04:54

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 7 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:6

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 7 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:6

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 30 seconds
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For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1,Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 2; dropped 1

Localhost:192.168.1.1,Localport:1026

Foreign host: 192.168.1.2, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 192.168.1.1

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Last Reset: 00:04:54, due to BGP Notification sent

Notification Error Message: (Cease/Administratively Reset.)

B B# show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.2, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.2

BGPstate=Established,up for00:04:01

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimum time between advertisement runs is 30 seconds

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1,Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 2; dropped 1

Local host: 10.1.1.1, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 10.1.1.2, Foreign port: 1038

Nexthop: 10.1.1.1

Nexthop global: ::
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Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Last Reset: 00:05:27, due to BGP Notification received

Notification Error Message: (Cease/Administratively Reset.)

BGPneighbor is192.168.1.1, remoteAS65537, localAS65536, external link

BGP version 4, remote router ID192.168.1.1

BGP state = Established, up for 00:05:27

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASNCapability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis30seconds

Link state group 1

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1,Offset 0, Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Connections established 2; dropped 1

Local host: 192.168.1.2, Local port: 179

Foreign host: 192.168.1.1, Foreign port: 1026

Nexthop: 192.168.1.2

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

Last Reset: 00:05:27, due to BGP Notification received

Notification Error Message: (Cease/Administratively Reset.)

C C# show ip bgp neighbors

BGPneighbor is10.1.1.1, remoteAS 65536, localAS 65536, internal link

BGP version 4, remote router ID 10.1.1.1

BGPstate=Established,up for00:04:01

Lastread ,holdtimeis180,keepaliveinterval is60seconds

Neighbor capabilities:
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Connections established 2; dropped 1

Local host: 10.1.1.2, Local port: 1038

Foreign host: 10.1.1.1, Foreign port: 179

Nexthop: 10.1.1.2

Nexthop global: ::

Nexthop local: ::

BGP connection: non shared network

LastReset:00:05:27,due toBGPNotificationreceived

NotificationErrorMessage:(Cease/AdministrativelyReset.)

For address family: IPv4 Unicast

BGP table version 1, neighbor version 0

Index 1,Offset 0,Mask 0x2

0 accepted prefixes

0 announced prefixes

Route refresh: advertised and received (old and new)

Four-octets ASN Capability: advertised and received

Address family IPv4Unicast: advertised and received

Received 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Sent 8 messages, 0 notifications, 0 in queue

openmessage:1updatemessage:0keepalivemessage:7

refreshmessage:0dynamic cap:0notifications:0

Route refresh request: received 0, sent 0

Minimumtimebetweenadvertisementrunsis30seconds

7.5.4 ConfiguringBGPAdditionalPaths

Configuration Effect

 Configure the BGP add-path to receivemultiple routes with the same prefix from an IBGP neighbor.

Notes

None

Configuration Steps

 Enabling BGPProtocol

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in global configuration mode.

 Creating BGPNeighbor

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.
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 Enabling add-path Route Preference

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Advertising add-path Routes to Peer

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in BGP configurationmode.

 Enabling add-path Capability on Specified Peer

 (Mandatory) Perform this configuration in interface configuration mode.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configurations.

Related Commands

 Enabling BGPProtocol

Command router bgp as-number [ instance instance-name ]

Parameter

Description

as-number: AS number. Range: 1..4294967295

instance: The instance should be specified for the non-default instance, and the instance name is required.

instance-name: Instance name of 1 to 32 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Creating BGPNeighbor

Command neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } remote-as as-number

Parameter

Description

peer-address: IP address of the peer

peer-group-name: Name of the peer group

as-number: AS number of peer (group)

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide AS number specified for peer (group) should be consistent with the AS number of peer BGP Speaker

 Enablingadd-path RoutePreference

Command bgp additional-paths select { all | best number | ecmp }

Parameter

Description

all: Select all valid routes as the add-path routes in the type of “all”.

bestnumber:Select thenext-best routesas theadd-path routes in the typeof“best number”.Rangeof number: 2-3.

ecmp: Select the ecmp routes as the add-path routes in the type of “ecmp”.Additional configuration is needed to select

the ecmproutes.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Advertising add-path Routes to Peer

Command neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } advertise additional-paths { all | best number | ecmp }
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Parameter

Description

peer-address: IP address of the peer

peer-group-name: Name of the peer group

all: Select all valid routes as the add-path alternative routes in the type of “all”

best number: Select the next-best routes as the add-path alternative routes in the type of “best number”. Range of

number: 2-3.

ecmp:Select theecmproutesas theadd-pathalternative routes in the typeof“ecmp”.Additional configuration isneeded

to select the ecmp routes.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide

 Enabling add-path Capability on Specified Peer

Command neighbor { peer-address | peer-group-name } additional-paths { send [receive] | receive }

Parameter

Description

peer-address: IP address of the peer

peer-group-name: Name of the peer group

send: Enable the device to send the add-path route. Only when the peer enables the receive capability, the device can

advertise the add-path route.

receive:Enable thedevice to receive theadd-pathroute.Onlywhen thepeerenables thesendcapability, thedevicecan

receive the add-path route.

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring BGPadd-path

Scenario

Figure 1-28

Configuration

Steps

 Configurethe interconnectionaddressesamongA,B,C,DandRR,configure theIBGPpeeramongA,B,CandRR

which is the BGP RR, and configure the EBGP peer between B and D/C and D.
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 Configure the loopback address on D and advertise it to BGP.

 EnableRR to advertise the add-path route, and enable A to receive the add-path route.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)# ipaddress192.168.1.1255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)# router bgp 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.5 remote-as 65536

A(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.5 additional-paths receive

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.4.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

B(config)# router bgp 65536

B(config-router)#neighbor 192.168.2.5 remote-as65536

B(config-router)#neighbor 192.168.4.4 remote-as65535

C C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.3.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.5.3 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65536

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.3.5 remote-as65536

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.5.4 remote-as65535

D C# configure terminal

C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.4 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.4.4 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.5.4 255.255.255.0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 65535

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.4.2 remote-as65536

C(config-router)#neighbor192.168.5.3 remote-as65536

C(config-router)# network 10.1.1.4 mask 255.255.255.255

RR RR# configure terminal
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C(config)# interface loopback 0

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 10.1.1.5 255.255.255.255

C(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

RR(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 192.168.1.5 255.255.255.0

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

RR(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 192.168.2.5 255.255.255.0

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

RR(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 192.168.3.5 255.255.255.0

RR(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

R4(config)#ip route 192.168.4.0 255.255.255.0 192.168.2.2

R4(config)#ip route 192.168.5.0 255.255.255.0 192.168.3.3

RR(config)# router bgp 65536

RR(config-router)# bgp additional-paths select best 2

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 remote-as 65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 route-reflector-client

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.2.2 remote-as 65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.2.2 route-reflector-client

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.3 remote-as 65536

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.3.3 route-reflector-client

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 advertise additional-paths best 2

RR(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 additional-paths send

Verification Run the show command to display the configurations.

RR

RR# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 3, local router ID is 10.1.1.5

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

SStale, b - backup entry, a additional-path

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network NextHop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

* ia10.1.1.4/32 192.168.4.4 0 100 0 65535 i

*>i 192.168.5.4 0 100 0 65535 i

Total number of prefixes 2

A A# show ip bgp

BGP table version is 2, local router ID is 192.168.1.1

Statuscodes:ssuppressed,ddamped,hhistory,*valid,>best,i-internal,

SStale, b - backup entry, a additional-path

Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network NextHop Metric LocPrf Weight Path

* i10.1.1.4/32 192.168.5.4 0 100 0 65535 i
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Totalnumberofprefixes2

065535 i0 100192.168.4.4* i

7.6Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears BGP IPv4 unicast routes. clearipbgp [ instanceas-number ] [vrfvrf-name ] { * |as-number|neighbor-address } [soft ]

[ in | out ]

clear bgp [ instance as-number ] ipv4 unicast [ vrf vrf-name ] { * | as-number |

neighbor-address } [ soft ] [ in | out ]

clear ip bgp [ instance as-number ] [ vrf vrf-name ] update-group [ update-group-index |

neighbor-address ] [ soft ] [ in | out ]

clear bgp [ instance as-number ] ipv4 unicast [ vrf vrf-name ] update-group

[ update-group-index | neighbor-address ] [ soft ] [ in | out ]

Clears BGP IPv6 unicast routes. clear bgp [ instance as-number ] ipv6 unicast [ vrf vrf-name ] { * | as-number |

neighbor-address } [ soft ] [ in | out ]

clear bgp [ instance as-number ] ipv6 unicast [ vrf vrf-name ] update-group

[ update-group-index | neighbor-address ] [ soft ] [ in | out ]

Clears BGP L2VPN EVPN routes. clearbgp [ instanceas-number ] l2vpnevpn { * |as-number |neighbor-address} [soft ] [ in |

out ]

clear bgp [ instance as-number ] l2vpn evpn update-group [ update-group-index |

neighbor-address ] [ soft ] [ in | out ]

Clears EVPN conflict MAC clear evpn conflict mac [ vni-id ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the BGP IPv4 unicast routes. show ip bgp

show bgp ipv4 unicast

Displays the update-group information

of BGP IPv4 unicast address family.

show ip bgp [ instance as-number ] [ vrf vrf-name ] update-group [ neighbor-address |

update-group-index ] [ summary ]

show bgp [ instance as-number ] ipv4 unicast [ vrf vrf-name ] update-group

[ neighbor-address | update-group-index ] [ summary ]

Displays BGP IPv6 unicast routes. show bgp [ instance as-number ] ipv6 unicast

Displays the update-group information

of BGP IPv6 unicast address family.

show bgp [ instance as-number ] ipv6 unicast [ vrf vrf-name ] update-group

[ neighbor-address | update-group-index ] [ summary ]

Displays BGP L2VPN EVPN routes. show bgp [ instance as-number ] l2vpn evpn all

Displays the update-group information

of BGP L2VPN EVPN address family.

show bgp [ instance as-number ] l2vpn evpn all update-group [ neighbor-address |

update-group-index ] [ summary ]

Displays the MAC mobility or conflict. show evpn mac {conflict | mobility } [ vni-id ]

Displays BGP statistics. show bgp [ instance as-number ] statistics [ vrf vrf-name ]
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Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Enables all BGP debugging. debug ip bgp all

Debugs BGP route flapping. debug ip bgp dampening

Debugs BGP event processing. debug ip bgp event

Debugs BGP route filtering. debug ip bgp filter

Debugs BGP status machine. debug ip bgp fsm

Debugs BGP neighbor keepalive. debug ip bgp keepalives

Debugs BGP core route processing. debug ip bgp nsm

Debugs BGP UPDATE packets. debug ip bgp update

Debugs BGP EVPN. debug ip bgp evpn

Debugs BGP VXLAN exchanging. debug ip bgp vxlan

Debugs BGP TRACK exchanging. debug ip bgp track

Debugs BGP UPDATE-GROUP. debug ip bgp update-group

8 Configuring RIPng

8.1 Overview

RIP next generation (RIPng) is a unicast routing protocol that applies to IPv6 networks. RIPng-enabled routers exchange routing

information to obtain routes to remote networks.

As an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), RIPng can run only within the autonomous system (AS) and is applicable to small-sized

networks with routes no more than 16 hops.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2080: Defines the RIPng.

8.2 Application

RIPng is generally used on some small-sized networks, such as office networks of small companies.

Asshowninthefollowing figure,thecompanybuildsanIPv6network,onwhichall routerssupport IPv6.Thenetwork issmall insize,

but theworkload isstill heavy if thenetwork ismaintainedmanually. In thiscase,RIPngcanbeconfigured toadapt to topological

changes of the small-sized network, which reduces the workload.

Figure 8- 1
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8.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 IGP andEGP

IGP runs within an AS. For example, RIPng is a type of IGP.

Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) runs between ASs. For example, BGP is a type of EGP.

Feature

Feature Description

RIPng and RIP RIPng is an extension of RIPv2 on the basis of IPv6. Both are similar in functions and configurations.

Exchanging Routing

Information

By exchanging routing information, RIPng-enabled devices can automatically obtain routes to a remote

network and update routes in real time.

Routing Algorithm RIPng isaprotocol basedon thedistance-vectoralgorithm. It uses thevector additionmethod tocompute

the routing information.

Avoiding Route Loops RIPng uses functions, such as split horizon and poison reverse, to avoid route loops.

8.3.1 RIPng andRIP

RIP applies to IPv4 networks. Two RIP versions are available, including RIPv1 and RIPv2.

RIPng is an extension of RIPv2 on the basis of IPv6. Both are similar in functions and configurations.

Working Principle

 RIPv2

RIPv2 packets are multicast. The multicast address is 224.0.0.9, and the UDP port ID is 520. RIPv2 can identify the subnet mask.

 RIPng

RIPngpacketsaremulticast.Themulticastaddress isFF02::9, the sourceaddress isFE80::/10, and theUDPport ID is521.RIPngcan

identify the subnetmask.

This chapter describes functions and configurations of RIPng. For details about RIPv2, see "Configuring RIP".
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Related Configuration

 Enabling the RIPng Process

By default, the RIPng process is disabled.

Run the ipv6 router rip command to enable the RIPng process.

You must enable the RIPng process on a device; otherwise, all functions related to RIPng cannot take effect.

 Running RIPngon an Interface

By default, RIPng does not run on an interface.

Run the ipv6 rip enable command to run RIPng on an interface.

AfterRIPngrunsonaninterface,RIPngpacketscanbeexchangedontheinterfaceandRIPngcanlearnroutestothenetwork

segments directly connected to the device.

 Prohibiting an Interface fromSending or Receiving Packets

By default, a RIPng-enabled interface is allowed to send and receive RIPng packets.

Run the passive-interface command to prohibit an interface from sending RIPng packets.

8.3.2 Exchanging RoutingInformation

Comparedwithstaticrouting, thedynamicroutingprotocolhasasignificantadvantage, that is,byexchangingroutinginformation,

devices can automatically obtain routes to a remote network and update the routes in real time.

WorkingPrinciple

 Initialization

AfterRIPng isenabledonarouter, theroutersendsarequestpacket to itsneighbor router, requesting forall routing information, that

is, theroutingtable.After receiving therequestmessage, theneighbor router returnsaresponsepacketcontaining thelocal routing

table.After receiving the responsepacket, the router updates the local routing table, andsendsanupdatepacket to theneighbor

router, informing theneighbor routerof the routeupdate information.After receiving theupdatepacket, theneighbor router updates

the local routing table,andsends theupdatepacket tootheradjacent routers.After aseriesof updates,all routers canobtainand

retain the latest routing information.

 Periodical Update

Bydefault,periodicalupdateisenabledforRIPng.Adjacentroutersexchangecompleteroutinginformationwitheachotherevery30s

(update timer), that is, the entire routing table is sent to neighbor routers.

Foreverynon-local route, if the route is not updatedwithin180s (invalid timer), themetricof the route is changedto16
(unreachable). If the route isstill not updated in thenext 120s (flush timer), the route isdeleted from the routing table.

 Default Route

In the routing table, a route to the destination network ::/0 is called default route.

The default route can be learned from a neighbor router, or sent to a neighbor router.

 Route Redistribution

ForRIPng,othertypesofroutes(suchasdirectroutes,staticroutes,androutesofotherroutingprotocols)arecalledexternalroutes.

External routes (excluding the default route) can be redistributed toRIPng and advertised to neighbors.
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 Route Filtering

Filteringconditionscanbeconfigured to limit therouting informationexchangedbetweenadjacent routers.Only therouting

information that meets filtering conditions can be sent or received.

Related Configuration

 RIPng Timers

Bydefault, theupdatetimer is30s, theinvalid timeris180s,and theflushtimer is120s.

Run the timers basic command tomodify durations of RIPng timers.

Increasingthedurationof the flushtimercanreducetherouteflapping.Decreasingthedurationof the flushtimerhelpsaccelerate

route convergence.

ThedurationsofRIPngtimersmustbeconsistentonadjacentrouters.Unlessotherwiserequired,youareadvisednottomodifythe

RIPng timers.

 Default Route

Run the ipv6 rip default-information command to advertise the default route to neighbors on an interface.

 Route Redistribution

Runtheredistributecommandtoredistributeexternalroutes(excludingthedefault route) toRIPngandadvertisethemto

neighbors.

 Route Filtering

Run thedistribute-list out command to set filtering rules to limit the routing information sent by the device.

Run thedistribute-list incommand toset filtering rules to limit the routing information receivedby thedevice.

8.3.3 Routing Algorithm

RIPng is a protocol based on the distance-vector algorithm. It uses the vector addition method to compute the routing information.

Working Principle

 Distance-Vector Algorithm

RIPngisaprotocolbasedonthedistance-vectoralgorithm.Thedistance-vectoralgorithmtreatsarouteasavector thatconsistsof

thedestinationnetworkanddistance(metric).Therouterobtainsaroute fromitsneighborandaddsthedistancevector fromitself to

the neighbor to the route to form its own route.

RIPnguses thehop count toevaluate thedistance(metric) to thedestinationnetwork.By default, thehop count fromarouter to its

directlyconnectednetwork is0, thehopcount fromarouter toanetwork thatcanbe reached througha router is1,and soon.That is,

themetric is equal to thenumber of routers from the local network to thedestination network.Torestrict the convergence time,

RIPngstipulates that themetricmust be an integer between0and15. If themetric is equal to or greater than 16, thedestination

network or host is unreachable. For this reason, RIPng cannot be applied to a large-scale network.

Asshowninthe followingfigure8-2,RouterAisconnectedtothenetwork2::/64.RouterBobtains theroute(2::/64,0) fromRouterA

and adds themetric 1 to the route to obtain its own route (2::/64, 1), and the next hop points to Router A.

Figure 8- 2
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 Selecting theOptimum Route

RIPngselectsanoptimumroutebasedonthefollowingprinciple: Ifmultiple routestothesamedestinationnetwork isavailable,a

router preferentially selects the route with the smallest metric.

Asshowninthefollowing figure8-3,RouterAisconnectedtothenetwork2::/64.RouterCobtains theroute(2::/64,0) fromRouterA

and theroute (2::/64, 1) fromRouterB.RouterCwill select the route that isobtained fromRouterAandaddmetric1 to this route to

form its own route (2::/64, 1), and the next hop points to Router A.

Figure 8- 3

When routes coming fromdifferent sources exist on a router, the routewith the smaller distance is preferentially selected.

Route Source Default Distance

Directly-connected network 0

Static route 1

OSPF route 110

IS-IS route 115

RIPng route 120

Unreachable route 255

Related Configuration

 Modifying theDistance

By default, the distance of a RIPng route is 120.

Run the distance command to modify the distance of a RIPng route.

 Modifying theMetric
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ForaRIPngroute that isproactivelydiscoveredbyadevice, thedefaultmetric isequal tothenumberofhops fromthe localnetwork

to the destination network. The metric offset of the interface is 1.

ForaRIPngrouter that ismanuallyconfigured(default routeor redistributedroute), thedefaultmetricis1.

Run the ipv6 ripmetric-offset command tomodify themetric offset of the interface.

Run the default-metric command to modify the default metric of an external route (redistributed route).

Run the redistributecommand tomodify themetricofanexternal route (redistributed route)whenadvertising this route.

Run the ipv6ripdefault-informationcommand tomodify themetricof adefault routewhenadvertising thedefault route.

8.3.4 Avoiding RouteLoops

RIPng uses functions, such as split horizon and poison reverse, to avoid route loops.

Working Principle

 Route Loop

A RIPng route loop occurs due to inherent defects of the distance-vector algorithm.

Asshownin the following figure8-4,RouterA isconnected tothenetwork2::/64,andsendsanupdatepacketevery30s.RouterB

receivestherouteto2::/64 fromRouterAevery30s. IfRouterAisdisconnectedfrom2::/64, theroute to2::/64willbedeleted fromthe

routing tableonRouterA.Next time, theupdatepacketsent byRouterAno longercontains this route.AsRouterBdoesnot receive

anupdatepacket relatedto2::/64,RouterBdetermines that therouteto2::/64 isvalidwithin180sandusestheupdatepacket tosend

this route toRouterA.As the route to2::/64doesnot existonRouterA, the route learned fromRouterB isadded to the routing table.

RouterBdeterminesthatdatacanreach2::/64throughRouterA,andRouterAdetermines thatdatacanreach2::/64throughRouter

B. In this way, a route loop is formed.

Figure 8- 4

 Split Horizon

Splithorizoncanprevent route loops.Aftersplithorizon isenabled,a route receivedon this interfacewill not besentout fromthis

interface.

Asshown in the following figure8-5,aftersplithorizon isenabledonRouterB,RouterBwillnot sendtheroute to2::/64back to

Router A. Router B will learn 180s later that 2::/64 is not reachable.

Figure 8- 5
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 PoisonReverse

Poisonreversecanalsopreventrouteloops.Comparedwithslithorizon,poisonreverseismorereliable,butbringsmoreprotocol

packets, which makes network congestion more severe.

Afterpoisonreverse isenabledonan interface,a route receivedfromthis interfacewillbesentout fromthis interfaceagain,but the

metric of this router will be changed to 16 (unreachable).

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,afterpoisonreverseisenabledonRouterA, ifRouteAdetectsadisconnectionfrom2::/64,RouterA

willnotdelete theroute to2::/64. Instead,RouterAchangesthenumberof hops to16, andadvertises theroute through theupdate

packet.On receiving the update packet, Router B learns that 2::/64 is not reachable.

Figure 8- 6

Related Configuration

 Split Horizon

By default, split horizon is enabled.

Run the no split-horizon command to disable split horizon.

 PoisonReverse

By default, poison reverse is disabled.

Run the split-horizon poisoned-reverse command to enable poison reverse. (After poison reverse is enabled, split horizon is

automatically disabled.)

8.4 Configuration

Configuration Related Commands

Configuring RIPng Basic

Functions
(Mandatory) It is used to build a RIPng routing domain.

ipv6 router rip EnablesaRIPngroutingprocessandentersrouting

process configuration mode.

ipv6 rip enable Runs RIPng on an interface.
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Configuration Related Commands

split-horizon Enables split horizon or poison reverse.

passive-interface Configures a passive interface.

Advertising the Default Route

or External Routes
Optional.

ipv6 rip default-information Advertise the default route to neighbors on an

interface.

redistribute Redistributes routes and advertising external

routes to neighbors.

Setting Route Filtering Rules Optional.

distribute-list in Filters the received RIPng routing information.

distribute-list out Filters the sent RIPng routing information.

Modifying Route Selection

Parameters
Optional.

distance Modifies the administrative distance of a RIPng

route.

ipv6 rip metric-offset Modifies the metric offset on an interface.

default-metric Configure the default metric for route

redistribution.

Modifying Timers Optional.

timers Modifies the update timer, invalid timer, and flush

timer of RIPng.

8.4.1 Configuring RIPng Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Build a RIPng routing domain on the network.

 Routers in the domain obtain routes to a remote network through RIPng.

Notes

 IPv6 addresses must be configured.

 IPv6 unicast routesmust be enabled.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling a RIPngRouting Process

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configuration on every router in theRIPng routing domain.

 Running RIPng on an Interface

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configuration on every interconnected interface of routers in theRIPng routing domain.

 Enabling Split Horizon or PoisonReverse

 By default, split horizon is enabled and poison reverse is disabled.
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 Unlessotherwiserequired,enablesplithorizononeveryinterfaceconnectedtothebroadcastnetwork,suchastheEthernet.
(Retain the default setting.)

 Unlessotherwiserequired,enablesplithorizononeveryinterfaceconnectedtothepoint-to-point(P2P)network,suchasthe
PPP and HDLC. (Retain the default setting.)

 It isrecommendedthatsplithorizonandpoisonreversebedisabledonaninterfaceconnectedtoanon-broadcastmulti-access
network, such asFR andX.25; otherwise, somedevices cannot learn the complete routing information.

 If thesecondaryIPaddressisconfiguredforaninterfaceconnectedtoanon-broadcast, it isrecommendedthatsplithorizon
and poison reverse be disabled.

 Configuring aPassive Interface

 This configuration is recommended.

 UsethepassiveinterfacetosettheboundaryoftheRIPngroutingdomain.Thenetworksegmentof thepassiveinterface
belongs to theRIPng routing domain, but RIPng packets cannot be sent over the passive interface.

 IfRIPngroutesneedtobeexchangedonaninterface(suchastherouterinterconnectinterface)intheRIPngroutingdomain,
this interface cannot be configured as a passive interface.

Verification

 Check the routing table on a router to verify that the route to a remote network can be obtained through RIPng.

Related Commands

 Enabling a RIPngRouting Process

Command ipv6 router rip

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to create a RIPng routing process and enter routing process configuration mode.

 Running RIPng on an Interface

Command ipv6 rip enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The configuration for running the RIPng on an interface is different from that of RIPv2. In RIPv2, the network

commandisconfiguredinroutingprocessconfigurationmodetodefineanIPaddressrange.If theIPaddressofan

interface belongs to this IP address range, RIP automatically runs on this interface.

 Enabling SplitHorizon

Command split-horizon [ poisoned-reverse ]

Parameter

Description

poisoned-reverse: Indicates that the split horizon function contains the poison reverse function.

Command Routing process configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Run the show ipv6 rip command to check whether split horizon is enabled.

Theconfigurationisdifferent fromthatofRIPv2. InRIPv2, thesplithorizonfunctionisconfiguredin interface

configuration mode.

 ConfiguringaPassive Interface

Command passive-interface { default | interface-type interface-num }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates all interfaces.

interface-type interface-num: Specifies an interface.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide First, run the passive-interface default command to configure all interfaces as passive interfaces.

Then, run the no passive-interface interface-type interface-num command so that the interfaces used for

interconnection between routers in the domain are not passive interface.

 Displaying the IP Routing Table

Command show ipv6 route

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode or global configuration mode

Usage Guide Check whether the routing table contains any route to a remote network that is learned through RIPng.

Configuration Example

 Building a RIPngRouting Domain

Scenario

Figure 8- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IPv6 addresses on all routers.

 Enable RIPng on all routers.

A A# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

A(config)# ipv6 router rip
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A(config-router)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 address 2001:db8::1/32

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 rip enable

B B# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

B(config)# ipv6 router rip

B(config-router)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 address 2001:db8::2/32

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 rip enable

C C# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

C(config)# ipv6 router rip

C(config-router)# exit

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 address 2001:db8::3/32

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 rip enable

C(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 address 2::1/64

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 rip enable

Verification Check therouting tablesonRouterA,RouterB,andRouterC.The routing tablesshouldcontain routes toaremote

network that are learned through RIPng.

A A# show ipv6 route

IPv6routing tablename-Default - 6entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area
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R 2::/64 [120/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:D521, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 2001:DB8::/32viaGigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L 2001:DB8::1/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

C FE80::/10 via ::1, Null0

C FE80::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:E7CE/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

B B# show ipv6 route

IPv6routing tablename-Default - 6entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

R 2::/64 [120/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:D521, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 2001:DB8::/32viaGigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L 2001:DB8::2/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

C FE80::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:C9BA/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

C FS# show ipv6 route

IPv6routing tablename-Default - 9entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

C 2::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L 2::2/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/1, local host
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C 2001:DB8::/32 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L 2001:DB8::3/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

C FE80::/10 via ::1, Null0

C FE80::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:D521/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

C FE80::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:D521/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/1, local host

Common Errors

 The IPv6 address is not configured on an interface.

 The interface used for interconnection between devices is configured as a passive interface.

8.4.2 Advertising the Default Route or External Routes

Configuration Effect

 In theRIPngdomain, introduceaunicastrouteofanotherASsothat theunicastroutingserviceto thisAScanbeprovidedfor
users in the RIPng domain.

 In theRIPngdomain, injectadefault routetoanotherASsothat theunicast routingservice tothisAScanbeprovidedforusers
in the RIPng domain.

Notes

 The RIPng basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringExternal Route Redistribution

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration if external routes of theRIPng domain should be introduced to the AS border router (ASBR).

 Generating a Default Route

 Optional.

 Performthisconfigurationif thedefault routeshouldbeintroducedtoanASBRsothatotherrouters intheRIPngdomainaccess
other AS domains through this ASBR by default.

Verification

 Runtheshowipv6routeripcommandonanon-ASBRtocheckwhether theexternal routesof thedomainanddefault route
have been loaded.

Related Commands

 Advertising theDefault Route toNeighbors on an Interface

Command ipv6 rip default-information { only|originate } [ metric metric-value ]
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Parameter

Description

only: Advertises only IPv6 default route.

originate: Advertises the IPv6 default route and other routes.

metricmetric-value: Indicates themetricof thedefault route.Thevalue ranges from1to15.Thedefault value is1.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After thiscommandisconfiguredonthe interface,an IPv6default routeisadvertisedtotheexternaldevices through

this interface, but the route itself is not added to the route forwarding table or the device and the RIPng route

database.

Topreventoccurrenceofaroute loop,oncethiscommandisconfiguredonan interface,RIPngrefusestoreceivethe

default route updates advertised by neighbors.

 RedistributingRoutes andAdvertising External Routes toNeighbors

Command redistribute { bgp | connected | isis [ area-tag ] | ospf process-id | static } [ metric metric-value | route-map

route-map-name ]

Parameter

Description

bgp: Indicates redistribution from BGP.

Connected: Indicates redistribution from direct routes.

isis [ area-tag ]: Indicates redistribution from IS-IS. area-tag indicates the IS-IS process ID.

ospfprocess-id: Indicates redistribution fromOSPF.process-id indicates theOSPFprocess ID.Thevalue rangesfrom1

to 65535.

static: Indicates redistribution from static routes.

metric metric-value: Sets the metric of the route redistributed to the RIPng domain.

route-map route-map-name: Sets the redistribution filtering rules.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide During route redistribution, it is not necessary to convert themetric of one routing protocol to themetric of another

routingprotocolbecausedifferent routingprotocolsusecompletelydifferentmetricmeasurementmethods.RIP

measures the metric based on the hop count, and OSPFmeasures the metric based on the bandwidth. Therefore, the

computed metrics cannot be compared with each other.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 8- 8

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IPv6 addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIPng basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter B, configure redistribution of static routes.

 On theGE0/1 interface of Router A, configure advertisement of the default route.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 rip default-information originate
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B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipv6routerrip

B(config-router)# redistribute static

Verification  Check the routing tables onRouter A andRouter B, and confirm that Router A can learn the route

3001:10:10::/64, and Router B can learn the default route ::/0.

A A# show ipv6 route rip

IPv6routing tablename-Default -17entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

R 3001:10:10::/64 [120/2] viaFE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:334A, GigabitEthernet 0/1

B B# show ipv6 route rip

IPv6routing tablename-Default -17entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

R ::/0 [120/2] via FE80::21A:A9FF:FE41:5B06, GigabitEthernet 0/1

8.4.3 SettingRouteFilteringRules

Configuration Effect

 Routes thatdonotmeet filteringcriteriacannotbe loaded to therouting table,or advertised toneighbors. In thisway,users
within the network can be prevented from accessing specified destination networks.

Notes

 The RIPng basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Filtering the Received RIP Routing Information
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 Torefusereceivingsomespecifiedroutes,youcanconfiguretheroutedistributioncontrol list toprocessall thereceivedroute
updatepackets. If no interface is specified, routeupdate packets receivedon all interfaceswill be processed.

 Filtering the Sent RIP Routing Information

 If thiscommanddoesnotcontainanyoptionalparameter, routeupdateadvertisementcontrol takeseffectonall interfaces. If
thecommandcontainstheinterfaceparameter,routeupdateadvertisementcontroltakeseffectonlyonthespecifiedinterface.

If thecommandcontainsother routingprocessparameters,routeupdateadvertisementcontroltakeseffectonlyonthe

specified routingprocess.

Verification

 Run the show ipv6 route rip command to check that the routes that have been filtered out are not loaded to the routing table.

Related Commands

Command distribute-list prefix-list prefix-list-name { in | out } [ interface-type interface-name ]

Parameter

Description

prefix-list prefix-list-name: Indicates the name of the prefix list, which is used to filter routes.

in | out: Specifies update routes (received or sent routes) that are filtered.

interface-type interface-name: Indicates that the distribution list is applied to the specified interface.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 8- 9

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IPv6 addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIPng basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 On router A, configure route filtering.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ipv6 prefix-list hello permit 4001::/64

A(config)# ipv6 router rip

A(config-router)# distribute-list prefix-list hello in

Verification  Check that Router A can learn only the route to 4001::/64.
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4001::/64 [120/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:334A, GigabitEthernet 0/1R

A# show ipv6 route rip

IPv6routingtablename-Default -17entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S-Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2-OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

A

8.4.4 ModifyingRoute Selection Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Change the RIPng routes to enable the traffic pass through specified nodes or avoid passing through specified nodes.

 Change the sequence that a router selects various types of routes so as to change the priorities of RIPng routes.

Notes

 The RIPng basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Modifying the Administrative Distance of aRIPngRoute

 Optional.

 Performthisconfiguration ifyouwish tochange theprioritiesofRIPng routesona router that runsmultipleunicast routing
protocols.

 Modifying theMetric Offset on an Interface

 Optional.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configuration on a router where themetrics of routes need to be adjusted.

 Configuring the Default Metric of an External Route Redistributed toRIPng

 Optional.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configuration on anASBR towhich external routes are introduced.

Verification

 Run the show ipv6 rip command to display the administrative distance of RIPng routes.

 Run the show ipv6 rip data command to display themetrics of external routes redistributed toRIPng.

Related Commands

 Modifying the Administrative Distance of aRIPngRoute
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Command distance distance

Parameter

Description

distance: Sets the administrative distance of a RIPng route. The value is an integer ranging from 1 to 254.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to set the administrative distance of a RIPng route.

 Modifying theMetric Offset on an Interface

Command ipv6 rip metric-offset value

Parameter

Description

value: Indicates the interface metric offset. The value ranges from 1 to 16.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide Before a route is added to the routing table, themetric of the routemust be addedwith themetric offset set on the

interface. You can control the use of a route by setting the interface metric offset.

 Configuring the Default Metric of an External Route Redistributed toRIPng

Command default-metric metric

Parameter

Description

metric: Indicates thedefaultmetric.Thevalidvalue ranges from1 to16. If thevalue isequal toorgreater than16, the

FSOS determines that this route is unreachable.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If themetric isnot specifiedduring redistributionof a routingprotocol process,RIPnguses themetricdefinedby the

default-metriccommand.If themetricisspecified, themetricdefinedby thedefault-metriccommandis

overwrittenby thespecifiedmetric. If thiscommand isnot configured, thevalueofdefault-metric is1.

Configuration Example

 Modifying the Administrative Distance of aRIPngRoute

Scenario

Figure 8- 10

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IPv6 addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIPng basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, set the administrative distance of a RIPng route to 160.

A# configure terminal

A(config)# ipv6 router rip

A(config-router)# distance 160
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Verification  OnRouter A, checkwhether the administrative distance of aRIPng route is 160.

A# show ipv6 route rip | in 3001::/64

R 3001::/64 [160/2] via FE80::2D0:F8FF:FE22:334A, GigabitEthernet 0/1

8.4.5 Modifying Timers

ConfigurationEffect

 Change the duration of RIPng timers to accelerate or slowdown the change of the protocol state or occurrence of an event.

Notes

 The RIPng basic functions must be configured.

 Modifyingtheprotocolcontrolparametersmayresult inprotocol running failures.Therefore,youareadvisednot tomodify the
timers.

Configuration Steps

 Modifying the Update Timer, Invalid Timer, and Flush Timer

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise required, perform this configuration on a router where RIPng timers need to be modified.

Verification

 Run the show ipv6 rip command to display settings of timers.

Related Commands

Command timers update invalid flush

Parameter

Description

Update: Indicates therouteupdate timeinsecond. It defines the intervalatwhichthedevicesendsthe routeupdate

packet.Eachtimeanupdatepacket isreceived, theinvalid timerand flushtimerarereset.Bydefault,arouteupdate

packet is sent every 30s.

Invalid: Indicatestheroute invalid timeinsecond,countedfromthe last timewhenavalidupdatepacket isreceived.

It defines the timeafterwhich the route in the routing list becomes invalid because the route is not updated.The

duration of the invalid timermust be at least three times the duration of the update timer. If no update packet is

receivedbefore the invalid timerexpires, thecorresponding routeenters the invalidstate. If theupdatepacket is

receivedbefore the invalid timerexpires, the timer is reset.Thedefault duration of the invalid timer is 180s.

Flush: Indicates the route flushing time in second, counted from the timewhen theRIPng routeenters the invalid

state.Whenthe flush timerexpires, the route in the invalidstatewillbedeleted fromthe routing table.Thedefault

duration of the flush timer is 120s.

Command

Mode

Routing process configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, the update timer is 30s, the invalid timer is 180s, and the flush timer is 120s.

Configuration Example
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Scenario

Figure 8- 11

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the interface IPv6 addresses on all routers. (Omitted)

 Configure the RIPng basic functions on all routers. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure the update timer, invalid timer, and flush timer.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipv6routerrip

B(config-router)# timers 10 30 90

Verification  OnRouter B, check the settings of RIPng timers.

B B# show ipv6 rip

Routing Protocol is "RIPng"

Sending updates every 10 seconds with +/-50%, next due in 12 seconds

Timeout after 30 seconds, garbage collect after 90 seconds

Outgoing update filter list for all interface is: not set

Incoming update filter list for all interface is: not set

Default redistribution metric is 1

Default distance is 120

Redistribution:

Redistributing protocol connected

Defaultversioncontrol: sendversion1,receiveversion1

Interface Send Recv

GigabitEthernet0/1 1 1

Routing Information Sources:

Gateway: fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:334a Distance: 120

LastUpdate: 00:00:02 BadPackets:0 Bad Routes: 0

Common Errors

 Settings of RIPng timers on devices connected to the same network are inconsistent. Consequently, routes cannot be learned
properly.
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8.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays information about the RIPng

process.

show ipv6 rip

Displays the RIPng routing table. show ipv6 rip database

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs RIPng. debug ipv6 rip [interface interface-type interface-num | nsm | restart ]

9 Configuring PBR

9.1 Overview

Policy-based routing (PBR) is implemented by applying a route map including policies to interfaces and devices.

Similartostaticrouting,PBRisalsomanuallyconfiguredandcannotautomaticallyupdatewithnetworkchanges.Inaddition,PBRis

effectiveonlyforpacketssentfromlocalinterfacesanddevices.Ascomparedwithstaticanddynamicrouting,PBRismoreflexible.

Static and dynamic routing can forward packets only based on destination addresses. PBR can forward packets based on source and

destination addresses, packet length and input interface.

9.2 Applications

Application Description

Selecting an ISP by Using PBR Specify preferential output interfaces for packets from different subnets.

Implementing Traffic Classification by

Using PBR

Specify QoS values for packets from different subnets.

9.2.1 Selecting an ISP by Using PBR

Anexistingusernetworkoftenusesresourcesofmultipleinternetserverproviders(ISPs).PBRneedstobeusedsincedifferent

bandwidthsmaybe requested fromdifferent ISPsor thenetworkresources forkeyusersneed tobeprotected.Bycontrolling

forwardingofcertaindatapackets,youcanmakefulluseISPresourcesaswellasmeettherequirementsofflexibleanddiversified

applications.

Scenario
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Figure 9- 1

ALANhastwooutput interfacesforconnecting theInternet.PBRisconfiguredonthe layer-3deviceDEV1toenable thetwooutput

interfaces to implement load sharing andmutual backup.

The specific requirements are as follows:

 Data streams from subnet 1 are sent fromGE 0/1.

 Data streams from subnet 2 are sent fromGE 0/2.

 If theGE 0/1 link is disconnected, the data streams on GE0/1 are switched toGE 0/2. Vice versa.

Deployment

 Configure two different ACLs on the layer-3 device DEV1:
ACL1: sourceaddresses belong to subnet 1.

ACL2: source addresses belong to subnet 2.

 Configure two policies in the route map on the layer-3 device DEV1:
Policy 1: sets the next hops for packetsmatching ACL1 toGE0/1 and GE0/2 (Based on the configuration sequence, GE0/1 takes

effect first and GE0/2 works in the backupmode).

Policy 2: sets the next hops for packetsmatching ACL2 toGE0/2 and GE0/1 (Based on the configuration sequence, GE0/2 takes

effect first and GE0/1 works in the backupmode).

 ConfigurePBRonGE0/3 (by usinga routemap).Then, packets received on this interface are forwardedbasedon the policies.

9.2.2 ImplementingTrafficClassificationbyUsingPBR

Scenario

Networksofmedium-andsmall-sizedenterpriseshavesimplestructures.Differentbranchnodesareinterconnectedtothecentral

nodes through carrier dedicated lines or the Internet VPN mode. Enterprise networks often need to implement three-in-on

integration(ofaudio,videoanddata) tomaximize theutilizationofexistingIPnetworksandsavecosts.Sinceall traffic isoutput from

a single output interface, it is necessary to adjust the QoS policies for the output interface, in order to provide preferential

communication quality for bandwidth- and delay-sensitive applications.

Figure 9- 2
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ALANhasanoutputinterfaceforconnectingtheInternet.PBRisconfiguredonthelayer-3deviceDEV1tochangetheQoSvaluesfor

packets from different networks.

The specific requirements are as follows:

 For data streams from subnet 1, representing audio streams, set the DSCP value to 56.

 For data streams from subnet 2, representing video streams, set the DSCP value to 40.

 For data streams from subnet 3, representing data streams, set the DSCP value to 24.

Deployment

 Configure three different ACLs on the layer-3 device DEV1:

ACL1: source addresses belong to subnet 1.

ACL2: source addressesbelong to subnet 2.

ACL3: source addressesbelong to subnet 3.

 Configurethreepoliciesintheroutemaponthelayer-3deviceDEV1:

Policy1: sets theDSCPvalue forpacketsmatchingACL1 to56.

Policy 2: sets theDSCP value for packetsmatching ACL2 to 40.

Policy 3: sets theDSCP value for packetsmatching ACL3 to 24.

 Configure PBRonGE0/3 (by using a route map). Then, the DSCP values for packets received on this interface are changed based
on thepolicies.

9.3 Features

Feature Description

Configuring a Policy Before configuring PBR, configure policies in a route map.

Configuring PBR Apply a route map including policies to interfaces and devices to implement PBR.

9.3.1 Configuring aPolicy

A policy is a "match …, set…" statement, which indicates that "if certain conditions are matched, perform certain processing actions".

For detailed introduction to the policies, see the section "Route Map".
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Executing Policies

Intheglobalconfigurationmode,youcanruntheroute-maproute-map-name [permit |deny ] [sequence-number ]commandto

create a policy in a routemap.

A route map may contain multiple policies. Each policy has a corresponding sequence number. A smaller sequence number means a

higher priority. Policies are executed based on their sequence numbers. Once the matching condition of a policy is met, the

processingaction for this policyneeds to be executedand the routemapexits. If nomatchingconditionof any policy ismet, no

processing action will be performed.

Policies have two working modes:

 permit:When thematching condition of a policy is met, perform the processing action for this policy and exit the routemap.

 deny:When thematching conditionof apolicy ismet,do not perform theprocessingaction for this policyandexit the route
map.

Matching conditions of policies

The matching conditions of a policy may contain 0, 1 or more matching rules.

 If 0 matching rule is contained, no packet will be matched.

 Ifoneormorematchrulesarecontained,allmatchrulesmustbematchedat thesametime tomeet thematchingconditionsof
the policy.

In theroutemapmode, run thematchcommandtoconfigurematchrules.Onematchcommand ismappedtoonematchrule.

PBR supports the followingmatch commands:

IPv4PBRdefines thesource IPaddress (anddestination IPaddress) rangesof packetsbyusing the IPstandardorextendedACLs.
IPv6 PBR defines the source IPv6 address (and destination IPv6 address) ranges of packets by using the IPv6 extended ACLs.

Packet forwarding based on policies of IPv4 PBR interfaces supports expert-level andMAC name ACLs. Packet forwarding based
on local policies does not support expert-level and MAC name ACLs.

WhenPBRusesanACLthat isunavailable, theroutesub-mapwillnotbematchedandthenext routesub-mapwillbematched
instead. Ifnoroutesub-map ismatched,acommonroutewillbeselectedfor forwarding. IfonlyACLsareconfiguredbutnoACE

is configured, the PBR forwarding behavior is the same as that in a scenario where an ACL is unavailable

On a switch, if a route sub-map usesmultiple ACLs in PBR, only the first ACL ismatched.

Processing action for a policy

The processing action of a policy may contain 0, 1 or more set rules.

 If 0 set rule is contained, no processing action will be performed and the routemap will directly exit.

Command Description

match ip address The source IPv4 address (and thedestination IPv4 address) is used as the

matching condition.

Multiplematch ip address commands can beconfigured in apolicy.

IPv6

PBR

match ipv6 address The source IPv6 address (and thedestination IPv6 address) is used as the

matching condition.

Onlyonematch ipv6policy command canbe configured in a policy.
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 If one ormore set rules are contained, all processing actions will be performed and the routemap will exit.

If set rules have different priorities, the set rule with the highest priority will take effect.

In theroutemapmode,run thesetcommandtoconfigureset rules.Onesetcommandismapped tooneset rule.

PBR supports the following set commands:

Command Description

IPv4

PBR

set ip tos Modifies the tos field of an IPv4 packet.

Command set ip and dscp cannot workwith each other.

set ip precedence Modifies the precedence field of an IPv4 packet.

Command set ip and dscp cannot work with each other.

set ip dscp Modifies the dscp field of an IPv4 packet.

Commandset ip tosandprecedence cannot workwitheachother.

set ip next-hop Configures thenexthopof IPv4packet forwarding.Thenexthopmustbedirectly

connected; otherwise, this command is invalid.

Apacketmatching thematch ruleswill be forwarded to thenext hop specifiedby

set ipnext-hop first, nomatterwhether the route selected for thepacket in the

routing table is consistent with the next hop specified by PBR.

Onaswitch, theoutput interfacesfornext hopssupportedbyPBRinclude
the SVI, routing and layer-3 AP interfaces.

set ip next-hop recursive ConfigurestherecursivenexthopofIPv4packetforwarding.Thenexthopcanbe

directlyconnectedor not directly connected.Anon-directly-connectednext hop

will recur to a static or dynamic route in the routing table.

This command supports recursion to multiple ECMP next hops of a static or

dynamicroute.Amaximumof32nexthopsaresupported. Ifarecursiveroute isa

static route, only onenext hop is supported for the static recursive route.

Theredundantbackupor loadbalancingmodeofmultiplerecursivenexthops is

alsodeterminedby the ippolicy { redundance | load-balance } command.

Apacketmatching thematch ruleswill be forwarded to the recursivenext hop

specifiedbysetipnext-hoprecursive first,nomatterwhethertherouteselected

for thepacket in therouting table isconsistentwith thenext hopspecifiedbyPBR.

Onlywhenastaticordynamicroutehasanoutput interfaceandanext-hop
IPaddress, thepolicy-based recursivenext hop can takeeffect.

set ip default next-hop Configures the default next hop of IPv4 packet forwarding.

Apacketmatching thematch ruleswill be forwarded to the default next hop

specifiedby thiscommand ifa route fails tobeselectedor thedefault route is

selected for this packet in the routing table.

IPv6

PBR

set ipv6 precedence Modifies the precedence field of an IPv6 packet.

IPv6PBRdoesnot support set ipv6 tosor set ipv6 dscp.

set ipv6 next-hop Configures the next hop of IPv6 packet forwarding.

An IPv6 packet matching the match rules will be forwarded to the next hop
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Command Description

specifiedbyset ipv6next-hop first,nomatterwhether therouteselected for the

IPv6packet in therouting table isconsistentwith thenexthopspecifiedbyPBR.

The next hop must be directly connected; otherwise, this command is invalid.

set ipv6 next-hop recursive Configures the recursivenext hop for IPv6packet forwarding.Thenext hopcanbe

directly or indirectly connected. An indirectly connected next hop will be recursed

to a static or dynamic route in the routing table.

This command supports recursion to multiple ECMP next hops of a static or

dynamic route, and a maximum of 32 next hops are supported.

The redundancy or load balancing mode of multiple recursive next hops is

determined by the ipv6 policy { redundance | load-balance } command.

A packetmatching thematch ruleswill be first forwarded to the next hop specified

by the set ipv6 next-hop recursive command, regardless of whether the route

selected for the packet in the routing table is consistent with the next hop

specified byPBR.

The recursive next hop takes effect only upon recursion to a static or dynamic

route that has an egress and next-hop IPv6 address.

set ipv6 default next-hop Configures the default next hop of IPv6 packet forwarding.

An IPv6packetmatching thematchruleswillbe forwarded to thedefault next hop

specified by this command if a route fails to be selected or the default route is

selected for this packet in the routing table.

The next hop must be directly connected; otherwise, this command is invalid.

Theprioritysequenceisas follows:setvrf>set ipnext-hop>set ipnext-hop>set ipnext-hoprecursive>commonroute>
set ipdefaultnext-hop>default route.The precedingset commandscanbe configured at the same timebut only the

command with the highest priority takes effect.

Theprioritysequenceisas follows:set ipv6next-hop>set ipv6next-hoprecursive>commonroute>set ipv6default
next-hop>default route.Theprecedingsetcommandscanbeconfiguredat thesame timebutonly thecommandwiththe

highest priority takes effect.

For switches, the set ipv6 default next-hop command does not take effect for IPv6 addresses whose mask length exceeds 64.

9.3.2 Configuring PBR

PBR

Apply a route map including policies to interfaces or devices to implement PBR.

 Apply a route map to an interface so that packets received by the interface are routed based on the policy.
ThePBRisoftenusedtocontroluserpacketsreceivedbyadevice.Thiscommandiseffectiveonlyforforwardedpackets,but

not for locally initiated packets.

 Apply a route map to a device so that packets locally initiated are routed based on the policy.
The PBR is often used to control protocol packets exchanged between devices (such as ping packets sent locally). This command

is effective only for locally initiated packets, but not for forwarded packets.

By default, PBR is not unavailable on a device and packets are forwarded based on a routing table.

On a switch, the interfaces which support PBR are L3 Ethernet interface, SVI interface and L3 AP interface.
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Redundant backup or load balancing

Youcansetmultiplenext hops inapolicy.Either redundantbackupor loadbalancingcanbe implementedamongmultiplenext hops.

Redundant backup is implemented by default.

Redundantbackupor loadbalancing isonlyeffectivefornext hopsconfiguredintheset ipnext-hop,set ipnext-hop
recursive,setipdefaultnext-hop,setipv6next-hop,setipv6next-hoprecursiveandsetipv6defaultnext-hop

commands, and only effective among multiple next hops in the same set rule.

 Redundant backup
Basedontheconfigurationsequence,thefirstaccessiblenexthoptakeseffect.Whenthecurrentlyeffectivenexthop(R1)is

faulty, the traffic automatically switches to the next accessible next hop (R2). When R1 becomes accessible again, the traffic

automatically switches back to R1.

Anewlyaddednext hop isarrangedat the lastof thesequence.Assumethat theoriginalsequenceofmultiplenext hops isR1>

R2 >R3. After R1 is deleted and added again, the sequence changes toR2 >R3 >R1.

If no next hop is accessible, packets will be discarded.

Correlation with BFD

Correlation between PBR and BFD is effective only for next hops configured by the set ip next-hop or set ipv6 next-hop command.

The set ip next-hop and set ipv6 next-hop commands carry the verify-availability and bfd [ vrf vrf-name ] interface-type

interface-number gateway parameters, which can establish correlation between PBR and a BFD session and monitor the accessibility of

next hops.

Correlation between PBR and BFD helps enhance the PBR's perception about network environment changes.When BFD detects that

thecurrentnext hop isnotaccessible, theBFDwill immediatelynotify thePBRtoswitchthe traffic toanotheraccessiblenext hop (to

implement redundant backup) or all the other accessible next hops (to implement load balancing).

For the configuration and related commands for correlation between PBRand BFD, see the "BFD" section.

Correlation with Track

Correlation between PBR and Track is effective only for next hops configured by the set ip next-hop command.

The set ip next-hop command carries the verify-availability and track track-obj-number parameters, which can establish correlation

betweenPBR and aTrack session and monitor the accessibility of next hops.

Correlation between PBR and Track helps enhance the PBR's perception about network environment changes.When Track detects

that thecurrentnexthop isnotaccessible, theTrackwill immediatelynotify thePBRtoswitchthetraffic toanotheraccessiblenext

hop (to implement redundant backup) or all the other accessible next hops (to implement load balancing).

Only IPv4 PBR supports correlation withTrack.

For the configuration and related commands for correlation between PBRandTrack, see the "RNS" section.

Source-addressed-based PBR

Run the global configuration commands ip policy-source in-interface and ipv6 policy-source in-interface to directly generate

source-address-based PBR. Youdo not need to configure a routemap.

 IfonlysourceIPv4orIpv6addressesneedtobematchedforpacketsforwardedbyaninterface,youcanapplythecommandfor
source-address-basedPBR.Theprocedure forconfiguring thiscommand issimpler than that for interface-basedPBR.

 If source-address-based PBR is applied to a specified interface, packets received on this interface will be routed based on
policies according to the source addresses.
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ThePBRisoftenusedtocontroluserpacketsreceivedbyadevice.Thiscommandiseffectiveonlyforforwardedpackets,but

not for locally initiated packets.

Source-address-basedPBRhasahigherprioritythaninterface-basedPBR.Ifsource-address-basedPBRandinterface-basedPBR
are applied to the same interface, only interface-based PBR takes effect.

By default, source-address-based routing is not available on devices and packetsare forwarded based on the routing table.

9.4 Limitations

 If PBR refersACLwhichdoesnot exist, the route submap isnotmatchedbutmatch thenext route submap.Whenall route
submapsdonotmatch, it is forwarded through commonroute. It is the same ifonlyACL isconfiguredbut theACE isnot.

 On a switch, if a route submap of PBR refers to multiple ACLs, it matches only the first ACL and does not match the
subsequent ACL.

9.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of PBR

(Mandatory) It is used to apply PBR to forward packets.

ip policy route-map
AppliesPBRfor IPv4packetsreceivedbyan

interface.

ipv6 policy route-map
AppliesPBRfor IPv6packetsreceivedbyan

interface.

ip local policy route-map AppliesPBRforIPv4packetslocallyinitiated.

ipv6 local policy route-map AppliesPBRforIPv6packetslocallyinitiated.

Setting Redundant Backup or Load

Balancing

(Optional)It isusedtosetwhetherPBRimplementsredundantbackupor loadbalancing
among multiple nexthops.

ip policy { redundance | load-balance }

Sets whether IPv4 PBR implements

redundantbackuporloadbalancingamong

multiplenext hops.The default setting is

redundant backup.

ipv6 policy { redundance | load-balance }

Sets whether IPv6 PBR implements

redundantbackuporloadbalancingamong

multiplenext hops.The default setting is

redundant backup.

Configuring Source-Address-Based

PBR

(Optional) It is used toapply source-address-basedPBR to forwardpackets.

ip policy-source in-interface
Applies source-address-based PBR for IPv4

packets received by an interface.

Ipv6 policy-source in-interface
Applies source-address-based PBR for IPv6

packets received by an interface.
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9.5.1 Configuring Basic Functions of PBR

Configuration Effect

Perform personalized routing management for user data streams by preparing flexible policies.

Perform personalized management for protocol interaction and network topologies by preparing flexible policies.

Notes

 A routemapmust be used when PBR is configured; therefore, youmust configure a routemap on a device.

 If an ACL is used when the routemap is configured, youmust configure the ACL on the device.

Configuration Steps

 Applying PBR for IPv4 packets received by an interface

 Toperform personalized routing management for IPv4 user data streams passing a device, you should perform this
configuration.

 Perform this configuration on the input interface for user data streams.

 Runtheippolicyroute-mapcommandtoapplyaroutemaptoaninterface.Then,PBRisexecutedforIPv4packetsreceivedon
this interface.

Command ip policy route-map route-map-name

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map.

Defaults By default, PBR is unavailable on a device and packets are forwarded based on a routing table.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Only one ip policy route-map command can be configured for an interface. If multiple ip policy route-map

commandsareconfiguredforaninterface,onlythelastconfigurationtakeseffect.

If the routemapused inPBR isunavailable, thePBRdoesnot takeeffect.

It will not take effect, if the PBR is configured on DAILER, loopback or tunnel interface.

 Applying PBR for IPv6 packets received by an interface

 Toperform personalized routing management for IPv6 user data streams passing a device, you should perform this
configuration.

 Perform this configuration on the input interface for user data streams.

 Runtheipv6policyroute-mapcommandtoapplyaroutemaptoaninterface.Then,PBRisexecutedforIPv6packetsreceived
on this interface.

Command ipv6 policy route-map route-map-name

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map.

Defaults By default, PBR is unavailable on a device and packets are forwarded based on a routing table.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Onlyone ipv6policy route-map commandcanbeconfigured foran interface. Ifmultiple ipv6policy route-map
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commandsareconfiguredforaninterface,onlythelastconfigurationtakeseffect.

If the routemapused inPBR isunavailable, thePBRdoesnot takeeffect.

It will not take effect, if the PBR is configured on DAILER, loopback or tunnel interface.

 Applying PBR for IPv4 packets locally initiated

 ToperformpersonalizedmanagementforIPv4protocol interactionandIPv4networktopologies,youshouldperformthis
configuration.

 Runtheiplocalpolicyroute-mapcommandtoapplyaroutemaptoadevice.Then,PBRisexecutedforIPv4packetslocally
initiated.

Command ip local policy route-map route-map-name

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map.

Defaults By default, PBR is unavailable on a device and packets are forwarded based on a routing table.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Only one ip local policy route-map command can be configured for a device.

If the route map used in PBR is unavailable, the PBR does not take effect.

 Applying PBR for IPv6 packets locally initiated

 ToperformpersonalizedmanagementforIPv6protocol interactionandIPv6networktopologies,youshouldperformthis
configuration.

 Runtheipv6localpolicyroute-mapcommandtoapplyaroutemaptoadevice.Then,PBRisexecutedforIPv6packetslocally
initiated.

Command ipv6 local policy route-map route-map-name

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map.

Defaults By default, PBR is unavailable on a device and packets are forwarded based on a routing table.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Only one ipv6 local policy route-map command can be configured for a device.

If the route map used in PBR is unavailable, the PBR does not take effect.

Verification

 Check the configurations of PBR.

 Check the configurations of the route map used by PBR.

 If an ACL is used when the route map is configured, you should check the configurations of the ACL.

 Checking the configurations of IPv4 PBR

Command show ip policy [ route-map-name ]

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map.

Command Privilege, global and interface configuration modes
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Mode

Usage Guide ChecktheinterfacesconfiguredwithIPv4PBRaccordingtotheoutput informationand thenameoftheusedroute

map.

FS# show ip policy

Banlance mode: redundance

Interface Route map

local RM_for_PBR_1

GigabitEthernet0/1 RM_for_PBR_2

Local indicates applying policy-based routing for IPv4 packets locally initiated.

 Checking the configurations of IPv6 PBR

Command show ipv6 policy [ route-map-name ]

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide ChecktheinterfacesconfiguredwithIPv6PBRaccordingtotheoutput informationand thenameoftheusedroute

map.

FS#show ipv6 policy

Banlance mode: redundance

Interface Routemap

local RM_for_PBR_1

VLAN1 RM_for_PBR_2

Local indicates applying policy-based routing for IPv6 packets locally initiated.

 Checking the configurations of a routemap

Command show route-map [ route-map-name ]

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Indicates the name of a route map.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide Multipleroutemapsmaybeavailableonadevice.Focusontheroutemapused inPBRandcheckitspolicysettings.

FS# show route-map

route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

ip address acl1

Set clauses:

ip next-hop 200.24.18.1
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route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 20

Match clauses:

ip address acl2

Set clauses:

ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

 Checking the configurations of an ACL

Command show access-lists [ acl-id | acl-name ]

Parameter

Description

acl-id: Indicates the ACL ID.

acl-name: Indicates the ACL name.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide MultipleACLsmaybeavailableonadevice.Focuson theACLusedbya routemapand checkitsconfigurations.

FS# show access-lists 1

ip access-list standard 1

10 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

ip access-list standard 2

10 permit 200.24.17.0 0.0.0.255

 Checking the routing information of IPv4 PBR

Command show ip pbr route [ interface if-name | local ]

Parameter

Description

if-name: Indicates an interface name.

local: Indicates local.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide SpecifyalocalinterfaceordeviceandchecktheroutinginformationofIPv4PBR.

FS# show ip pbr route

PBR IPv4 Route Summay : 1

Interface : GigabitEthernet0/1

Sequence 10

Min Length :None

MaxLength :None

VRF ID 0

Route Flags :

RouteType : PBR

Direct : Permit

Priority : High
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Ifindex[0] 2

: 1Weight[0]

Nexthop Count : 1

Nexthop[0] : 192.168.8.100

: redundanceMode

: 0Precedence

: 0Tos_Dscp

Precedence :None

:NoneTos_Dscp

 Checking the routing information of IPv6 PBR

Command show ipv6 pbr route [ interface if-name | local ]

Parameter

Description

if-name: Indicates an interface name.

local: Indicates local.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide SpecifyalocalinterfaceordeviceandchecktheroutinginformationofIPv6PBR.

FS# show ipv6 pbr route

PBR IPv6 Route Summary : 1

Interface : GigabitEthernet0/1

Sequence 10

ACL[0] 2900

ACL_CLS[0] 5

Min Length :None

MaxLength :None

VRF ID 0

Route Flags :

RouteType : PBR

Direct : Permit

Priority : High

Tos_Dscp :None

Precedence :None

Tos_Dscp 0

Precedence 0

Mode : redundance

NexthopCount 1
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Ifindex[0] 2

: 1Weight[0]

Nexthop[0] :10::2

 Checking a routemapusedby IPv4PBR

Command show ip pbr route-map rmap-name

Parameter

Description

rmap-name: Indicates the route map name.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide Specify a routemap and check the route map used by IPv4 PBR.

FS# show ip pbr route-map rm

PBR VRF: GLOBAL, ID: 0

Forward Mode: redundance

Forwarding: On

Route-map rm

Route-map index: Sequence 10, permit

Match rule:

ACL ID : 2900, CLS: 1, Name: acl1

Set rule:

IPv4nexthop:192.168.8.100, (VRFname:, ID:0),Weight:0

PBRstateinfoifx:2,Connected:True,Trackstate:Up

 Checking a routemapusedby IPv6PBR

Command show ipv6 pbr route-map rmap-name

Parameter

Description

rmap-name: Indicates the route map name.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide Specify a routemap and check the route map used by IPv6 PBR.

FS# show ipv6 pbr route-map rm6

PBR VRF: GLOBAL, ID: 0

Forward Mode: redundance

Forwarding: On

Route-map rm6
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Route-map index: Sequence 10, permit

Match rule:

ACLID: 2901, CLS: 5, Name: acl6

Set rule:

IPv6 nexthop: 10::2, (VRF name: , ID: 0), Weight: 0

PBR state info ifx: 2, Connected: True, Track state: Up

 Checking thestatisticsabout packets forwardedby IPv4PBR

Command show ip pbr statistics [ interface if-name | local ]

Parameter

Description

if-name: Indicates an interface name.

local: Indicates local.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide FS# show ip pbr statistics

IPv4 Policy-based route statistic

gigabitEthernet 0/1

statistics : 10

 Checking thestatisticsabout packets forwardedby IPv6PBR

Command show ipv6 pbr statistics [ interface if-name | local ]

Parameter

Description

if-name: Indicates an interface name.

local: Indicates local.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide FS# show ipv6 pbr statistics

IPv6 Policy-based route statistic

gigabitEthernet 0/1

statistics : 20

Configuration Example
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 Configuring IPv4PBRand selecting an output linkbased on source addresses of packets

Scenario

Figure 9- 3

Thelayer-3deviceDEV1isconnectedtosubnet1andsubnet2throughGE0/3.Thenetworksegmentwheresubnet

1 resides is 200.24.16.0/24whereas thenetwork segmentwheresubnet 2 resides is200.24.17.0/24.

DEV1isconnected totheInternet throughGE0/1andGE0/2and theirnexthopsare200.24.18.1and200.24.19.1.

This LAN has two output interfaces for connecting the Internet. The requirements are as follows:

 Data streams from subnet 1 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/1.

 Data streams from subnet 2 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/2.

 If theGE0/1link isdisconnected, thedatastreamsontheGE0/1 interfaceareswitchedtotheGE0/2interface.

Vice versa.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure two ACLs tomatch packets from subnets 1 and 2 respectively.

 Setapolicytoset thenexthops forpacketsfromsubnet1toGE0/1andGE0/2. (Payattention tothe

configuration sequence.)

 Setapolicytoset thenexthops forpacketsfromsubnet2toGE0/2andGE0/1. (Payattention tothe

configuration sequence.)

 Apply the policy to GE 0/3.

 SetPBRtoimplementredundantbackupamongmultiplenexthops.(Thedefaultsetting isredundantbackup.)

During redundant backup, based on theconfiguration sequence, the first next hop takeseffect first.

DEV1(config)# access-list 1 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

DEV1(config)# access-list 2 permit 200.24.17.0 0.0.0.255

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 10

DEV1(config-route-map)# match ip address 1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.18.1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit
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DEV1(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 20

DEV1(config-route-map)# match ip address 2

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.18.1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)#ippolicyroute-mapRM_FOR_PBR

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

DEV1(config)# ip policy redundance

Verification  Check the configurations of IPv4 PBR.

 Check the configurations of the route map.

 Check the configurations of an ACL.

DEV1# show ip policy

Interface Route map

GigabitEthernet0/3 RM_FOR_PBR

DEV1# show route-map

route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

ip address 1

Set clauses:

ip next-hop 200.24.18.1 200.24.19.1

route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 20

Match clauses:

ip address 2

Set clauses:

ip next-hop 200.24.19.1 200.24.18.1

DEV1# show access-lists

ip access-list standard 1

10 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

ip access-list standard 2

10 permit 200.24.17.0 0.0.0.255

 Configuring IPv6PBRand selecting an output linkbased on source addresses of packets
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Scenario

Figure 9- 4

DEV1isconnectedtosubnet1andsubnet2throughGE0/3.Thenetworksegmentwheresubnet1residesis

2003::/64whereas the network segment where subnet 2 resides is 2004::/64.

DEV1 isconnected to the Internet throughGE0/1andGE0/2and theirnext hopsare2001::1/64and2002::1/64.

This LAN has two output interfaces for connecting the Internet. The requirements are as follows:

 Data streams from subnet 1 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/1.

 Data streams from subnet 2 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/2.

 If theGE0/1link isdisconnected, thedatastreamsontheGE0/1 interfaceareswitchedtotheGE0/2interface.

Vice versa.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure two ACLs tomatch packets from subnets 1 and 2 respectively.

 Setapolicytoset thenexthops forpacketsfromsubnet1toGE0/1andGE0/2. (Payattention tothe

configuration sequence.)

 Setapolicytoset thenexthops forpacketsfromsubnet2toGE0/2andGE0/1. (Payattention tothe

configuration sequence.)

 Apply the policy to GE 0/3.

 Set PBR to implement redundant backup among multiple next hops.

During redundant backup, based on theconfiguration sequence, the first next hop takeseffect first.

DEV1(config)# ipv6 access-list net1

DEV1(config-ipv6-acl)# permit ipv6 2003::/64 any

DEV1(config-ipv6-acl)# exit

DEV1(config)# ipv6 access-list net2

DEV1(config-ipv6-acl)# permit ipv6 2004::/64 any

DEV1(config-ipv6-acl)# exit

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 30

DEV1(config-route-map)# match ipv6 address net1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ipv6 next-hop 2001::1
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DEV1(config-route-map)# set ipv6 next-hop 2002::1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 40

DEV1(config-route-map)# match ipv6 address net2

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ipv6 next-hop 2002::1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ipv6 next-hop 2001::1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)# ipv6policyroute-mapRM_FOR_PBR

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

DEV1(config)# ipv6 policy redundance

Verification  Check the configurations of IPv6 PBR.

 Check the configurations of the route map.

 Check the configurations of an ACL.

DEV1# show ipv6 policy

Interface

GigabitEthernet 0/3

Route map

RM_FOR_PBR

DEV1# show route-map

route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 11

Match clauses:

ipv6 address net1

Set clauses:

ipv6 next-hop 2001::1 2002::1

route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 21

Match clauses:

ipv6 address net2

Set clauses:

ipv6 next-hop 2002::1 2001::1

DEV1# show access-lists

ipv6 access-list net1

10permitipv62003::/64any

(0 packetsmatched)

ipv6 access-list net2
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10 permit ipv6 2004::/64 any

(0 packets matched)

 Configuring correlation between IPv4PBR and Track

Scenario

Figure 9- 5

Thelayer-3deviceDEV1isconnectedtosubnet1andsubnet2throughGE0/3.Thenetworksegmentwheresubnet

1 resides is 200.24.16.0/24whereas thenetwork segmentwheresubnet 2 resides is200.24.17.0/24.

DEV1isconnected totheInternet throughGE0/1andGE0/2and theirnexthopsare200.24.18.1and200.24.19.1.

 DEV1 can fast detect a faulty output link and switch to a backup link.

Configuration

Steps

WhenconfiguringIPv4PBRandselectinganoutputlinkbasedonsourceaddressesofthepackets,addormodifythe

following configurations (red fields):

 Set twoTrack objects and track the accessibility of the next hops of the twooutput interfaces.

 Whenconfiguring a policy, set the correlation between the next hops and theTrack objects.

DEV1 DEV1(config)# ip access-list extended 101

DEV1(config-ip-acl)#permit ip200.24.16.00.0.0.255any

DEV1(config-ip-acl)# exit

DEV1(config)# ip access-list extended 102

DEV1(config-ip-acl)#permit ip200.24.17.00.0.0.255any

DEV1(config-ip-acl)# exit

DEV1(config)#ip rns 1

DEV1(config-ip-rns)#icmp-echo 200.24.18.1

DEV1(config)#ip rns schedule 1 start-time now life forever

DEV1(config)#track 1 rns 1

DEV1(config)#ip rns 2

DEV1(config-ip-rns)#icmp-echo 200.24.19.1
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DEV1(config)#ip rns schedule 2 start-time now life forever

DEV1(config)#track 2 rns 2

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 10

DEV1(config-route-map)#match ip address 101

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop verify-availability 200.24.18.1 track 1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop verify-availability 200.24.19.1 track 2

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 20

DEV1(config-route-map)#match ip address 102

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop verify-availability 200.24.19.1 track 2

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop verify-availability 200.24.18.1 track 1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)#ippolicyroute-mapRM_FOR_PBR

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

DEV1(config)# ip policy redundance

Verification  Check whether theTrack objects are up.

DEV1 FS#show track

Track 1

Reliable Network Service 1

The state is Up

1change, current state last: 120 secs

Delayup30 secs, down50 secs

Track 2

Reliable Network Service 2

The state is Up

1 change, current state last: 130 secs

Delay up 30 secs, down 50 secs



 Configuring IPv4 recursive PBR, selecting an output linkbased onsource addresses of the packets, and recurring to the
output link of a dynamic route
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Scenario

Figure 9- 6

The layer-3 device DEV 1 is connected to subnet 1 through GE0/3. The network segment where subnet 1 resides is

200.24.16.0/24.

DEV1isconnected tosubnet2 throughGE0/1andGE0/2andtheirnext hopsare200.24.18.1and200.24.19.1.

Subnet 1 is connected to subnet 2 through two output interfaces of DEV1. The requirements are as follows:

 Configurestaticordynamic routesinadvancetoensure thatstaticordynamicroutes inthenetworksegment

200.24.20.0 are available in the routing table of DEV1.

 Datastreamsfromsubnet1foraccessingtheInternetcanrecurtoadynamicroutewhoseIPaddressis

200.24.20.1.

 If theGE0/1 link is disconnected, thedata streamsonGE0/1 are switched toGE0/2.Vice versa.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an ACL tomatch packets from subnet 1.

 Set a policy to set the recursive next hop for packets fromsubnet 1 to 200.24.20.1.

 Apply the policy to GE 0/3.

 SetPBRtoimplementredundantbackupamongmultiplenexthops.(Thedefaultsetting isredundantbackup.)

Duringredundantbackup, thesequencefor thenext hops totakeeffect isrelated tothesequencefor thestatic
or dynamic routes to take effect.

DEV1(config)# access-list 1 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_FOR_PBR 10

DEV1(config-route-map)# match ip address 1

DEV1(config-route-map)#set ip next-hop recursive 200.24.20.1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)#ippolicyroute-mapRM_FOR_PBR

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

DEV1(config)# ip policy redundance

Verification  Check the configurations of IPv4 PBR.

 Check the configurations of the route map.

 Check the configurations of the ACLs.

DEV1# show ip policy
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Interface Route map

GigabitEthernet0/3 RM_FOR_PBR

DEV1# show route-map

route-map RM_FOR_PBR, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

ip address 1

Set clauses:

ip next-hop recursive 200.24.20.1

DEV1# show access-lists

ip access-list standard 1

10 permit 200.24.16.0 0.0.0.255

Common Errors

 A routemap is used when PBR is configured but the route map does not exist.

 An ACL is used when a routemap is configured but the ACL does not exist.

9.5.2 SettingRedundantBackuporLoadBalancing

Configuration Effect

 Usingmultiple next hops in themutual backupmode can enhance the network reliability.

 Implementing load balancing among multiple next hops can expand the network bandwidth.

Notes

 The basic functions of PBRmust be configured.

 Redundant backup and load balancing are effective only for the next hops set by the following set commands.

Command Description

set ip next-hop Configuresthenexthopof IPv4packets.Thiscommandcarriestheweightparameter,whichisusedto

set the weight of the WCMP. The default value is 1.

set ip default next-hop Configuresthedefaultnexthopof IPv4packets.Thiscommandcarriestheweightparameter,whichis

used to set the weight of the WCMP. The default value is 1.

set ipv6 next-hop Configuresthenexthopof IPv6packets.Thiscommandcarriestheweightparameter,whichisusedto

set the weight of the WCMP. The default value is 1.

set ipv6 default next-hop Configuresthedefaultnexthopof IPv6packets.Thiscommandcarriestheweightparameter,whichis

used to set the weight of the WCMP. The default value is 1.

set ip next-hop recursive ConfigurestherecursivenexthopofIPv4packets.Onlyonecommandcanbeconfiguredforaroute

mapandpacketscan recur tomultiplenext hops (up to32next hops)ofastaticordynamicECMP

route.The redundant backupor load balancingmode for recurring tomultiplenext hops isalso

determined by the ip policy { redundance | load-balance } command.

set ip next-hop recursive Configures therecursivenext hopof IPv4packets.Onlyonecommandcanbeconfigured foraroute
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mapandpacketscanrecur tomultiplenext hops(up to32nexthops)ofastaticordynamicECMP

route.The redundant backupor loadbalancingmode for recurring tomultiplenext hops isalso

determined by the ip policy { redundance | load-balance } command.

Up to eight next hops can be set for WCMP whereas up to 32 next hops can be set for ECMP.

Configuration Steps

 Settingwhether IPv4 PBR implements redundant backup or load balancing amongmultiple next hops

 If loadbalancingneedstobe implementedamongmultiplenext hops, thisconfigurationneedstobeperformed.

 If loadbalancingisconfiguredatpresent,youalsoneedtoperformthisconfiguration toresetredundantbackup.

 This configuration is effective for all PBRs configured on a device.

Command ip policy { redundance | load-balance }

Parameter

Description

redundance: Indicates redundant backup.

load-balance: Indicates load balancing.

Defaults Redundant backup is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If redundant backup is selected, the first next hop takes effect based on the configuration sequence.

If load balancing is selected, all next hops take effect at the same time and share traffic by weight.

 Settingwhether Ipv6PBR implements redundant backup or loadbalancing amongmultiple next hops

 If loadbalancingneedstobe implementedamongmultiplenext hops, thisconfigurationneedstobeperformed.

 If loadbalancingisconfiguredatpresent,youalsoneedtoperformthisconfiguration toresetredundantbackup.

 This configuration is effective for all PBRs configured on a device.

Command ipv6 policy { redundance | load-balance }

Parameter

Description

redundance: Indicates redundant backup.

load-balance: Indicates load balancing.

Defaults Redundant backup is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If redundant backup is selected, the first next hop takes effect based on the configuration sequence.

If load balancing is selected, all next hops take effect at the same time and share traffic by weight.

Verification

 Checkwhetherredundantbackuporloadbalancingisimplementedamongmultiplenexthops.

 Checkingwhether IPv4 PBR implements redundant backup or load balancing amongmultiple next hops

Command show ip policy [ route-map-name ]

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Specifies a route map.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes
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GigabitEthernet0/3 test

testlocal

Route mapInterface

FS# show ip policy

Banlancemode: redundance

Seethe followingexampleandfocusonthered field.UsageGuide

 Checkingwhether IPv6 PBR implements redundant backup or loadbalancing amongmultiple next hops

Command show ipv6 policy [ route-map-name ]

Parameter

Description

route-map-name: Specifies a route map.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide Seethe followingexampleandfocusontheredfield.

PE#show ipv6policy

Banlance mode: redundance

Interface Route map

VLAN1 RM_for_Vlan_1

VLAN2 RM_for_Vlan_2

Configuration Example

 Configuring IPv4PBR to implement redundant backup amongmultiple next hops

See the preceding example: Configuring IPv4 PBR and selecting an output link based on source addresses of packets

 Configuring IPv6PBR to implement redundant backup amongmultiple next hops

See the preceding example: Configuring IPv6 PBR and selecting an output link based on source addresses of packets

 Configuring IPv4PBR to implement load balancing amongmultiple next hops
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Scenario

Figure 9- 7

Thelayer-3deviceDEV1isconnectedtosubnet1andsubnet2throughGE0/3.Thenetworksegmentwheresubnet

1 resides is 200.24.16.0/24whereas thenetwork segmentwheresubnet 2 resides is200.24.17.0/24.

DEV1isconnected totheInternet throughGE0/1andGE0/2and theirnexthopsare200.24.18.1and200.24.19.1.

ThisLANhastwooutput interfacesforconnectingtheInternet.Therequirementsareas follows:Thetraffic isequally

shared by GE0/1 and GE0/2.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic functions of PBR. Specifymultiple next hops.

 Set the load balancing mode.

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_LOAD_PBR 10

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.18.1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ip next-hop 200.24.19.1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)# ippolicy route-mapRM_LOAD_PBR

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

DEV1(config)# ip policy load-balance

Verification  Check the configurations of IPv4 PBR.

 Check the configurations of the route map.

DEV1# show ip policy

Balance mode: load-balance

Interface Route map

GigabitEthernet0/3 RM_LOAD_PBR

DEV1#show route-map
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route-map PBR-VRF-Selection, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

Set clauses:

ip next-hop 200.24.18.1 8

ip next-hop 200.24.19.1 8

 Configuring IPv6PBR to implement load balancing amongmultiple next hops

Scenario

Figure 9- 8

DEV1isconnectedtosubnet1andsubnet2throughGE0/3.Thenetworksegmentwheresubnet1residesis

2003::/64whereas the network segment where subnet 2 resides is 2004::/64.

DEV1 isconnected to the Internet throughGE0/1andGE0/2and theirnext hopsare2001::1/64and2002::1/64.

ThisLANhastwooutput interfacesforconnectingtheInternet.Therequirementsareas follows:Thetraffic isequally

shared by GE0/1 and GE0/2.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic functions of PBR. Specifymultiple next hops.

 Set the load balancing mode.

DEV1(config)# route-map RM_LOAD_PBR 20

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ipv6 next-hop 2001::1

DEV1(config-route-map)# set ipv6 next-hop 2002::1

DEV1(config-route-map)# exit

DEV1(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/3)# ipv6policyroute-mapRM_LOAD_PBR

DEV1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

DEV1(config)# ipv6 policy load-balance

Verification  Check the configurations of IPv6 PBR.
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 Check the configurations of the route map.

DEV1# show ipv6 policy

Balance mode: load-balance

Interface Route map

GigabitEthernet0/3 RM_LOAD_PBR

DEV1# showroute-map

route-map PBR-VRF-Selection, permit, sequence 10

Match clauses:

Set clauses:

ipv6 next-hop2001::1

ipv6 next-hop2002::1

9.5.3 Configuring Source-Address-Based PBR

Configuration Effect

Perform personalized routing management for IPv4 or IPv6 addresses of user data streams by preparing flexible policies.

Notes

 Source-address-basedPBR has a higher priority than interface-based PBR.When they are applied to an interface at the same
time, interface-basedPBR takes effectwhereas source-address-basedPBRdoesnot take effect.

Configuration Steps

 Applying source-address-based PBR for IPv4 packets received by an interface

 Toperform personalized routingmanagement based on source IPv4 addresses for IPv4 user data streams passing a device, you
should perform thisconfiguration.

 The global configuration takes effect on the input interface of specified user data streams.

 Run the ippolicy-source in-interface command to perform source-address-basedPBR for IPv4 packets received by a specified
interface.

Command ip policy-source in-interface interface-type sequence {source-address mask | source-address/mask} {[default]

next-hop ip-address [weight] | [default] interface out-interface-type | vrf vrf-name}

Parameter

Description

interface-type: Specifies the type of an interface to which source-address PBR is applied.

sequence: Indicates the sequence number of a policy. A smaller sequence number means a higher priority.

source-address: Indicates thesource IPv4address.

mask: Indicates themask of the source IPv4 address.

ip-address: Indicates the next-hop IPv4 address.

weight: Indicates the weight of a next hop.

out-interface-type: Indicates the type of the next hop output interface.

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF instance.

Defaults By default, source-address-based PBR is unavailable on a device and packets are forwarded based on a routing table.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Configure multiple ip policy-source in-interface commands for the same interface. The sequence numbers of

different sourceaddressesaredifferent.A smaller sequencenumbermeansahigher priority of the

source-address-based PBR.

When the sequence number is the same, the priorities of next hops are as follows: vrf vrf-name > next-hop

ip-address > interface out-interface-type> default next-hop ip-address > default interface out-interface-type.

Source-address-basedPBR has a higher priority than interface-based PBR.When they are applied to an interface at

the same time, interface-based PBR takes effect whereas source-address-based PBR does not take effect.

 Applying source-address-based PBR for IPv6 packets received by an interface

 Toperform personalized routingmanagement based on source IPv6 addresses for IPv6 user data streams passing a device, you
should perform thisconfiguration.

 The global configuration takes effect on the input interface of specified user data streams.

 Run the ipv6policy-source in-interface command to perform source-address-based PBR for IPv6 packets received by a
specified interface.

Command ipv6 policy-source in-interface interface-type sequence {source-address/prefix-length} {[default] next-hop

ipv6-address [weight] | [default] interface out-interface-type | vrf vrf-name}

Parameter

Description

interface-type: Specifies the type of an interface to which source-address PBR is applied.

sequence: Indicates the sequence number of a policy. A smaller sequence number means a higher priority.

source-address: Indicates the source IPv6 address.

prefix-length: Indicates the prefix length of a source IPv6 address.

ipv6-address: Indicates the next-hop IPv6 address.

weight: Indicates the weight of a next hop.

out-interface-type: Indicates the type of the next hop output interface.

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF instance.

Defaults By default, source-address-based PBR is unavailable on a device and packets are forwarded based on a routing table.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure multiple ipv6 policy-source in-interface commands for the same interface. The sequence numbers of

different sourceaddresses are different. A smaller sequencenumbermeans ahigher priority of the

source-address-based PBR.

When the sequence number is the same, the priorities of next hops are as follows: vrf vrf-name > next-hop

ipv6-address > interfaceout-interface-type>defaultnext-hop ipv6-address>default interfaceout-interface-type.

Source-address-basedPBR has a higher priority than interface-based PBR.When they are applied to an interface at

the same time, interface-based PBR takes effect whereas source-address-based PBR does not take effect.

Verification

 Checking the routing information of source-address-based IPv4 PBR

Command show ip pbr source-route [ interface if-name ]

Parameter

Description

if-name: Indicates an interface name.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes
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Ifindex[0] 2

: 1Weight[0]

Nexthop Count : 1

Nexthop[0] : 192.168.8.100

: redundanceMode

Match_ipaddr : Exist

:HighPriority

: PermitDirect

Route Flags :

RouteType :PBR

: 0VRF ID

Source address : 10.1.1.1/24

: 10Sequence

: GigabitEthernet 0/1Interface

FS# show ip pbr source-route

PBR IPv4 Source Route

Specify an interface and check the routing information of IPv4 source-address-based PBR.UsageGuide

 Checking the routing information of IPv6 PBR

Command show ipv6 pbr source-route [ interface if-name ]

Parameter

Description

if-name: Indicates an interface name.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide Specify an interface and check the routing information of IPv6 PBR.

FS# show ipv6 pbr source-route

PBR IPv6 Source Route

Interface : GigabitEthernet 0/1

Sequence 10

Source address : 1000::1/64

VRFID 0

RouteFlags :

RouteType : PBR

Direct : Permit

Priority : High

Match_ipaddr : Exist
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Ifindex[0] 3

: 1Weight[0]

Nexthop Count : 1

Nexthop[0] : 1001::2

: redundanceMode

Configuration Example

 Configuring IPv4source-address-basedPBRandselectinganoutput linkbasedonsourceaddressesof packets

Scenario

Figure 9- 9

Thelayer-3deviceDEV1isconnectedtosubnet1andsubnet2throughGE0/3.Thenetworksegmentwheresubnet

1 resides is 200.24.16.0/24whereas thenetwork segmentwheresubnet2 resides is200.24.17.0/24.

DEV1isconnected totheInternet throughGE0/1andGE0/2andtheirnexthopsare200.24.18.1and200.24.19.1.

This LAN has two output interfaces for connecting the Internet. The requirements are as follows:

 Data streams from subnet 1 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/1.

 Data streams from subnet 2 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/2.

 If theGE0/1 link is disconnected, thedata streamsonGE0/1 are switched toGE0/2.Viceversa.

Configuration

Steps

 Set source-address-basedPBR and set the next hops for packets from theGE0/3 subnet 1 toGE0/1 and GE0/2.

(Pay attention to the configuration sequence.)

 Set source-address-basedPBR and set the next hops for packets from theGE0/3 subnet 2 toGE0/2 and GE0/1.

(Pay attention to the configuration sequence.)

 SetPBRtoimplementredundantbackupamongmultiplenexthops.(Thedefaultsetting isredundantbackup.)

During redundant backup, basedon the configuration sequence, the first next hop takes effect first.

DEV1(config)# ippolicy-source in-interface gigabitEthernet 0/3 1200.24.16.0/24 next-hop 200.24.18.1 200.24.19.1

DEV1(config)# ippolicy-source in-interface gigabitEthernet 0/3 2200.24.17.0/24 next-hop 200.24.19.1 200.24.18.1

DEV1(config)# ip policy redundance
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Verification  Check the routing information of source-address-based IPv4 PBR.

DEV1# show ip pbr source-route

PBR IPv4 Source Route

Interface : GigabitEthernet0/3

Sequence 1

Source address : 200.24 16.0/24

VRF ID 0

RouteFlags :

RouteType : PBR

Direct : Permit

Priority : High

Match_ipaddr : Exist

Mode : redundance

NexthopCount 2

Nexthop[0] : 200.24.18.1

Weight[0] 1

Ifindex[0] 1

Nexthop[1] : 200.24.19.1

Weight[1] 1

Ifindex[1] 2

Interface : GigabitEthernet0/3

Sequence 2

Source address : 200.24 17.0/24

VRF ID 0

RouteFlags :

RouteType : PBR

Direct : Permit

Priority : High

Match_ipaddr : Exist

Mode : redundance

NexthopCount 2

Nexthop[0] : 200.24.19.1

Weight[0] 1
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Ifindex[1] 1

: 1Weight[1]

Ifindex[0] 2

Nexthop[1] : 200.24.18.1

 Configuring IPv6source-address-basedPBRandselectinganoutput linkbasedonsourceaddressesof packets

Scenario

Figure 9- 10

DEV1isconnectedtosubnet1andsubnet2throughGE0/3.Thenetworksegmentwheresubnet1residesis

2003::/64whereas the network segment where subnet 2 resides is 2004::/64.

DEV1 isconnected to the Internet throughGE0/1andGE0/2and theirnext hopsare2001::1/64and2002::1/64.

This LAN has two output interfaces for connecting the Internet. The requirements are as follows:

 Data streams from subnet 1 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/1.

 Data streams from subnet 2 for accessing the Internet should pass GE 0/2.

 If theGE 0/1 link is faulty, the data streams onGE0/1 are switched toGE 0/2. Vice versa.

Configuration

Steps

 Set source-address-basedPBR and set the next hops for packets from theGE0/3 subnet 1 toGE0/1 and GE0/2.

(Pay attention to the configuration sequence.)

 Set source-address-basedPBR and set the next hops for packets from theGE0/3 subnet 2 toGE0/2 and GE0/1.

(Pay attention to the configuration sequence.)

 Set PBR to implement redundant backup among multiple next hops.

During redundant backup, basedon the configuration sequence, the first next hop takes effect first.

DEV1(config)# ipv6 policy-source in-interface gigabitEthernet 0/3 1 2003::/64 next-hop 2001::1 2002::1

DEV1(config)# ip policy-source in-interface gigabitEthernet 0/3 2 2004::/64 next-hop 2002::1 2001::1

DEV1(config)# ipv6 policy redundance

Verification  Check the configuration of IPv6 source-address-based PBR.
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DEV1# show ipv6 pbr source-route

PBR IPv6 Source Route

Interface : GigabitEthernet0/3

Sequence 1

Source address : 2003::/64

VRF ID 0

Route Flags :

RouteType : PBR

Direct : Permit

Priority : High

Match_ipaddr : Exist

Mode : redundance

Nexthop Count : 2

Nexthop[0] : 2001::1

Weight[0] 1

Ifindex[0] 1

Nexthop[1] : 2002::1

Weight[1] 1

Ifindex[1] 2

Interface : GigabitEthernet0/3

Sequence 2

Source address : 2004::/64

VRF ID 0

Route Flags :

RouteType : PBR

Direct : Permit

Priority : High

Match_ipaddr : Exist

Mode : redundance

Nexthop Count : 2

Nexthop[0] : 2002::1

Weight[0] 1

Ifindex[0] 2
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Nexthop[1]

Weight[1]

Ifindex[1]

: 2001::1

: 1

: 1

9.6Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commands may lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears thestatisticsaboutpackets forwardedby

IPv4 PBR.

clear ip pbr statistics [ interface if-name | local ]

Clears thestatisticsaboutpackets forwardedby

IPv6 PBR.

clear ipv6 pbr statistics [ interface if-name | local ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the configurations of IPv4 PBR. show ip policy

Displays the configurations of IPv6 PBR. show ipv6 policy

Displays the configurations of a route map. show route-map [ name ]

Displays the configurations of an ACL. show access-list

DisplaysthecorrelationbetweenIPv4PBRand

BFD.
show ip pbr bfd

DisplaysthecorrelationbetweenIPv6PBRand

BFD.
show ipv6 pbr bfd

Displays the routing information of IPv4 PBR. show ip pbr route [ interface if-name | local ]

Displays the routing information of IPv6 PBR. show ipv6 pbr route [ interface if-name | local ]

Displays a route map used by IPv4 PBR. show ip pbr route-map rmap-name

Displays a route map used by IPv6 PBR. show ipv6 pbr route-map rmap-name

Displays the routing information of IPv4

source-address-based PBR.
show ip pbr source–route [ interface if-name ]

Displays the routing information of IPv6

source-address-based PBR.
show ipv6 pbr source-route [ interface if-name ]

Displays the statistics about IPv4 PBR. show ip pbr statistics [ interface if-name | local ]

Displays the statistics about IPv6 PBR. show ipv6 pbr statistics [ interface if-name | local ]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs PBR errors. debug pbr error

Debugs PBR events. debug pbr events

Debugs multiple service cards supported by

PBR.
debug pbr ms
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Description Command

Debugs PBR message communication. debug pbr msg

Debugs interaction between PBR and NSM. debug pbr nsm

Debugs packet forwarding of PBR. debug pbr packet

Debugs PBR GR. debug pbr restart

10 ManagingRoutes

10.1 Overview

The network service module (NSM) manages the routing table, consolidates routes sent by various routing protocols, and selects and

sendspreferredroutes to therouting table.Routesdiscoveredbyvarious routingprotocolsarestored in therouting table.These

routes are generally classified by source into three types:

 Direct route: It is the route discovered by a link-layer protocol and is also called interface route.

 Staticroute: It ismanuallyconfiguredbythenetworkadministrator.Astaticroute iseasytoconfigureand lessdemandingon
thesystem,and thereforeapplicable toasmall-sizednetwork that isstableandhasasimpletopology.However,whenthe

networktopologychanges, thestatic routemustbemanually reconfiguredandcannotautomaticallyadapt to thetopological

changes.

 Dynamic route: It is the route discovered by a dynamic routing protocol.

10.2 Applications

Application Description

Basic Functions of the Static Route Manually configure a route.

Floating Static Route Configure a standby route in the multipath scenario.

Load Balancing Static Route Configure load balancing static routes in the multipath scenario.

Correlation of Static Routes with BFD Use the Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) function to test whether the next hop of a

static route is reachable.

Fast Reroute of Static Routes Use the fast reroute function to improve theswitching performance in themultipathscenario.

ARP-to-host Conversion UsetheARP-to-hostconversiontonot transmitARPpacketssentbyhostsacrossthewhole

network.

ND-to-route Conversion Use the ND-to-route conversion to not transmit ND across the whole network

ND-to-route Delayed Release Specify the time of delayed release to not immediately release the ND-to-route route

10.2.1 BasicFunctionsof theStaticRoute

Scenario

On a network with a simple topology, you can configure only static routes to implement network interworking. Appropriate

configurationanduseofstatic routescan improve thenetworkperformanceandguarantee thebandwidth for important network

applications.

As shown in Figure 10- 1, to implement interworking between PC 1, PC 2, and PC 3, you can configure static routes on R 1, R 2, and R 3.

 OnR1,configurearoute to thenetworksegmentofPC2 throughR2,andaroute tothenetworksegmentofPC3throughR3.

 OnR2,configurearoute to thenetworksegmentofPC1 throughR1,andaroute tothenetworksegmentofPC3throughR3.
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 OnR3, configure a route to the network segment of PC1 throughR1, and a route to the network segment of PC2 through R2.

Figure 10- 1

Deployment

 Configure the address and subnet mask of each interface.

 Configure static routes on R 1, R 2, and R 3.

10.2.2 Floating StaticRoute

Scenario

If nodynamic routingprotocol isconfigured, youcanconfigure floating static routes to implementdynamic switchingof routes to

prevent communication interruption caused by the network connection failures.

AsshowninFigure10-2, topreventcommunicationinterruptioncausedbya linefailurebetweenR1andR3,youcanconfigurea

floatingstaticrouterespectivelyonR1andR3.Normally,packetsareforwardedonapathwithasmalladministrativedistance.Ifa

link on this path is down, the route is automatically switched to the pathwith a large administrative distance.

 OnR1,configure tworoutes tothenetworksegmentofPC3, includinga route throughR3(defaultdistance=1)andaroute
through R 2 (default distance = 2).

 OnR3, configuretworoutes tothenetworksegmentofPC1, includingaroute throughR1(defaultdistance=1)andaroute
through R 2 (default distance = 2).
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On the switch, the load is balanced based on the destination IP address by default.

Figure 10- 2

Deployment

 Configure the address and subnet mask of each interface.

 Configure static routes on R 1, R 2, and R 3.

10.2.3 LoadBalancingStaticRoute

Scenario

If therearemultiplepaths tothesamedestination,youcanconfigureloadbalancingroutes.Unlikefloatingroutes,theadministrative

distances of load balancingroutes are the same. Packets are distributed among these routes based on the balanced forwarding policy.

AsshowninFigure10-3, loadbalancingroutesareconfiguredrespectivelyonR1andR3sothatpacketssent tothenetwork

segment of PC3 orPC1arebalancedbetween two routes, including a route throughR2anda route throughR4.

 OnR1,configuretworoutes tothenetworksegmentofPC3, includingaroute throughR2andaroute throughR4.

 OnR3,configuretworoutes tothenetworksegmentofPC1, includingaroute throughR2andaroute throughR4.

Figure 10- 3

Deployment

Remarks
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 Configure the address and subnet mask of each interface.

 Configure static routes on R 1, R 2, R 3, and R 4.

 Configure the load balancing policy on R 1 and R 3.

10.2.4 CorrelationofStaticRouteswith Track,BFDorARP

Scenario

Whenthefloatingstaticroutesor loadbalancingstaticroutesareconfigured, thestaticroutesmayfail tosensetheroute failures if the

line is faulty but the interfacestatus is normal.Toresolve thisproblem, thedeviceneeds to checkwhether thenext hopof a static

route is reachable. If the next hop is not reachable, the device can switch the traffic to the standby route.

YoucanusetheTrack,BFDorARPfunctiontocheckwhetherthenexthopofastaticrouteisreachable.Thefollowingscenariotakes

BFD as anexample.

Threemodescanallcheckwhether thenexthopofastatic route isreachable. Ifmorethanonemode isconfigured,whenone
modechecks thenext hopofastatic route isunreachable, then thestatic route is invalid.Therefore, it is recommendto take

only one mode.

AsshowninFigure10-4, topreventcommunicationinterruptioncausedbyalinefailurebetweenR1andR3,youcanconfigurea

floating static route respectively on R 1 and R 3, and correlate static routes with BFD.

 OnR1, configure tworoutes to thenetworksegmentofPC3, includinga route throughR3(defaultdistance=1)anda route
throughR2(defaultdistance=2).BFDisenabledonthefirst routetocheckwhether thenexthop1.1.13.3 isreachable,andon

the second route to check whether the next hop 1.1.12.2 is reachable.

 OnR3, configure tworoutes to thenetworksegmentofPC1, includinga route throughR1(defaultdistance=1)anda route
throughR2(defaultdistance=2).BFDisenabledonthefirst routetocheckwhether thenexthop1.1.13.1 isreachable,andon

the second route to check whether the next hop 1.1.23.2 is reachable.

Figure 100- 4

Deployment

 Configure the address and subnet mask of each interface.

 Configure the BFD parameters on each interface.

 Configure static routes and correlate these static routes with BFD on R 1, R 2, and R 3.
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10.2.5 FastRerouteofStaticRoutes

Scenario

Toaccelerate routeswitchingandshorten thecommunication interruption timewhennodynamicroutingprotocol isconfigured, you

caneithercorrelatestaticrouteswithTrack,BFDorARPtocheckwhetherthenexthopisreachable. Inaddition,youcanorconfigure

fast reroute to further improve the convergence performance.

AsshowninFigure10-5, topreventcommunication interruptioncausedbyalinefailurebetweenR1andR3,youcanconfigurestatic

fast rerouterespectivelyonR1andR3.Normally,packetsareforwardedonthepathbetweenR1andR3.Whenthe linkon this route

is down, packets are automatically rerouted to R 2.

 OnR1, configurea routewith theexit interfaceset toGi0/3and thenext hopset to1.1.13.3, andastandby routewith theexit
interface set toGi0/2 and the next hop set to 1.1.12.2.

 OnR3, configurea routewith theexit interfaceset toGi0/1and thenext hopset to1.1.13.1, andastandby routewith theexit
interface set toGi0/2 and the next hop set to 1.1.23.2.

Figure 10- 5

Deployment

 Configure the address and subnet mask of each interface.

 Configure static routes on R 1, R 2, and R 3.

 Configure static fast reroute on R 1, R 2, and R 3.

10.2.6 ARP-to-host Conversion

Scenario

In special requirement scenarios, communication is required between hosts, but ARP packets sent by hosts are not desired to transmit

across thewholenetwork. In thiscase,youcan run thearp-to-hostcommandon thedevicesconnected tohosts toconvertARP

entriestohost routes,so that theremotedevices learnthehost routes throughBGPredistributiontomeet thescenario requirement.

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,PC1andPC2aretwohostsinthesamenetworksegment.PC1andPC2arerequiredtocommunicate

witheachother,butARPpacketsarenotdesiredtotransmitacrossthewholenetwork.Runthearp-to-hostcommandonR1andR2to

generate ARP host routes, establish a BGP neighbor relationship between R1 and R2, and enable ARP host route redistribution. In this

case, both R1 andR2 can obtain routes to PC1 and PC2 to implement network interconnection.
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Figure 10- 6

Deployment

 Configure IP addresses andmasks for interfaces.

 Enable ARP-to-host conversion on interfaces of R1 and R2.

 Establish a BGP neighbor relationship betweenR1 andR2, and redistribute ARP host routes.

10.2.7 nd-to-routeConversion

Scenario

Inspecialrequirementscenarios,interconnectionisrequiredamonghosts,butNDpacketssentbyhostsarenotdesiredtotransmit

across thewholenetwork. In thiscase,you can run thend-to-routecommandon thedevicesconnected tohosts toconvertND

entriestoroutes,sothat theremotedevices learnthend-routeroutethroughBGPredistributiontomeet thescenariorequirement.

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,PC1andPC2aretwohostsinthesamenetworksegment.PC1andPC2arerequiredtocommunicate

witheachother,butNDpacketsarenotdesiredtotransmitacrossthewholenetwork.Runthend-to-routecommandonR1andR2to

generatend-routeroutes,establishaBGPneighborrelationshipbetweenR1andR2,andenablend-routerouteredistribution.Inthis

case, both R1 andR2 can obtain routes to PC1 and PC2 to implement network interconnection.

Thehardwaredeliveryperformanceof remoteroute isbetter than thatof localdevice,sothe timetoreleasend-route routeshouldbe

controlled toavoidpremature trafficdiversion to the local device.By configuring thend-routedelayed redistribution function, you

can configure the time to redistribute the nd-route route based on the actual scenario.

By default, the route converted by ND is a static route with a mask of 128 bits. If there are too many ND entries, a large number of

nd-route routes are generated, which greatly increases the memory overhead and reduces the computational performance of the

route, so you need toaggregate nd-route on the samenetwork segment.Youcan convert nd-route routes to routeswith fixed-length

masks to aggregate nd-route routes on the same network segment.

Figure100-7

Deployment

 Configure IP addresses andmasks for interfaces.

 Enable nd-to-route conversion on interfaces of R1 and R2.

 Establish a BGP neighbor relationship betweenR1 andR2, and redistribute nd-route routes.
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10.3 Features

Feature Description

Route Computation Generate a valid route on a device.

Optimal Route Selection Select an optimal route to forward packets.

Default Route Forward all packets and help reduce the size of a routing table.

Route Reliability Quickly detect a route failure and recover communication.

10.3.1 Route Computation

RoutingFunction

RoutingfunctionsareclassifiedintoIPv4andIPv6routingfunctions.If theroutingfunctionsaredisabled,adeviceisequivalent toa

host and cannot forward routes.

Dynamic Route

Adynamicroutingprotocol learnsremoteroutesanddynamicallyupdatesroutesbyexchangingrouteswithneighbors.Ifaneighbor

is the next hop of a route and this neighbor fails, the route fails as well.

StaticRoute

On a network with a simple topology, you can configure only static routes to implement network interworking. Appropriate

configurationanduseofstatic routescan improve thenetworkperformanceandguarantee thebandwidth for important network

applications.

Whethera static route isactive iscomputed basedon thestatusof the local interface.When theexit interfaceof a static route is

locatedat layer3(L3)and is inUpstatus(thelinkstatus isUpandthe IPaddressisconfigured), thisrouteisactiveandcanbeusedfor

packet forwarding.

AstaticroutecangoacrossVPNrouting&forwarding(VRF)instances.Thenexthoporexit interfaceofastaticrouteofVRF1canbe

configured onVRF 2.

ARP-to-host Conversion

Enable ARP-to-host conversion on a specified interface. If the interface is a Layer-3 interface in up status, ARP entries will be converted

into 32-bit host routes on the interface.

ND-to-route Conversion

Enablend-to-routeconversiononaspecifiedinterface.IftheinterfaceisaLayer-3interfaceinupstatus,NDentrieswillbeconverted

into routeswith fixed-lengthmasks on the interface.By configuring thedelayed redistributionof nd-to-route, thend-to-route is

redistributed according to the configured time.

10.3.2 Optimal RouteSelection

AdministrativeDistance

Whenmultipleroutingprotocolsgenerateroutes tothesamedestination, theprioritiesof theseroutescanbedeterminedbasedon

the administrative distance. A smaller administrative distance indicates a higher priority.

Equal-Cost Route
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Ifmultiple routes tothesamedestinationhavedifferentnext hopsbut thesameadministrativedistance, these routesaremutually

equal-cost routes. Packets are distributed among these routes to implement load balancing based on the balanced forwarding policy.

Onaspecificdevice, the totalnumberofequal-costroutes is limited.Routesbeyondthelimitdonot participate inpacket forwarding.

Floating Route

Ifmultipleroutes tothesamedestinationhavedifferentnexthopsanddifferentadministrativedistances,theseroutesaremutually

floatingroutes.The routewith thesmallestadministrativedistancewillbe first selected for packet forwarding. If this route fails,a

routewithalargeradministrativedistanceisfurtherselectedforforwarding,thuspreventingcommunicationinterruptioncausedby

a network line failure.

10.3.3 Default Route

In the forwarding routing table, the route with the destination network segment 0.0.0.0 and the subnet mask 0.0.0.0 is the default

route. Packets that cannot be forwarded by other routes will be forwarded by the default route. The default route can be statically

configured or generated by a dynamic routing protocol.

Static Default Route

OnaL3switch,astaticroutewiththenetworksegment0.0.0.0andthesubnetmask0.0.0.0 isconfigured togeneratethedefault

route.

Default Network

Thedefaultnetwork isconfigured togenerateadefault route. If the ipdefault-networkcommand isconfigured tospecifyanetwork

(aclassfulnetwork,suchasaClassA,B,orCnetwork),and thisnetworkexists intherouting table, therouterwillusethisnetworkas

thedefault network and the next hopof this network is the default gateway. As the network specified by the ip default-network

command isaclassfulone, if thiscommand isused to identifyasubnet inaclassfulnetwork, therouterautomaticallygeneratesa

static route of the classful network instead of any default route.

10.3.4 Route Reliability

Whenadeviceonanetwork is faulty,someroutesbecomeunreachable, resulting in traffic interruption. If connectivityof thenext

hopcanbedetected in real time, the routecanbe re-computedwhena faultoccurs,or traffic canbe switchedover to thestandby

route.

Correlation with Track

Atrackobject isanabstractconcept. It canbeused to tracewhetheran IPaddressis reachableorwhetheran interfaceisup. Ifa

dynamic routingprotocolor astatic route iscorrelatedwith theTrack function, thedynamic routingprotocolor the static routecan

quickly learn whether the next hop is reachable so as to respond quickly.

Correlation with BFD

TheBFDprotocol providesa light-loadand fastmethod for detecting theconnectivityof the forwardingpathbetween twoadjacent

routers. If a dynamic routingprotocol or a static route is correlatedwith theBFD function, thedynamic routingprotocol or thestatic

route can quickly learn whether the next hop is reachable so as to respond quickly.

The detection performance of BFD is better than that of Track.

Correlation with ARP
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Ifastatic route iscorrelatedwiththeARPfunction,when theARPdoesnotexist, thestatic routecanquickly learn that thenext hop is

unreachable so as to respond quickly.

Fast Reroute

Fastrerouteprovidesastandbyroute.Whenadynamicroutingprotocolorastaticroutedetectsthat thenexthop isunreachable, it

immediately switches traffic over to the standby route to recovery communication.

10.4 Limitations

Support64groupsofECMP,andeachgroupsupportsamaximumof32entries.Agrouprefers tomultipleequivalentnexthopsof

a prefix.

10.5 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring a Static Route
(Mandatory) It is used to configure a static route entry.

ip route Configures an IPv4 static route.

ipv6 route Configures an IPv6 static route.

Configuring a Default Route

(Optional) It is used to configure the default gateway.

ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 gateway
Configures an IPv4 default gateway on a L3

device.

ipv6 route ::/0 ipv6-gateway
Configures an IPv6 default gateway on a L3

device.

ip default network
Configures an IPv4 default network on a L3

device.

Configuring Route Limitations

(Optional) It isused to limit thenumberofequal-cost routesandnumberofstatic routes,or
disable routing.

maximum-paths
Configures the maximum number of equal-cost

routes.

ip static route-limit
Configures the maximum number of IPv4 static

routes.

ipv6 static route-limit
Configures the maximum number of IPv6 static

routes.

no ip routing Disables IPv4 routing.

noipv6 unicast-routing Disables IPv6 routing.

no ip route static inter-vrf Prohibits static routing across VRFs.

Correlating a Static Route with

BFD

(Optional) It is used to correlate a static route with BFD.

ip route static bfd Correlates an IPv4 static route with BFD.

ipv6 route static bfd Correlates an IPv6 static route with BFD.

Configure Static Fast Reroute
(Optional) It is used to configure static fast reroute.

route-map Configures a route map.
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Configuration Item Description and Command

set fast-reroute backup-nexthop
Configures the standby interface and standby

next hop for fast reroute.

ip fast-reroute Configures static fast reroute.

Configure ARP-to-host

Conversion

ip route arp-to-host interface interface-name
ConfiguresARP-to-host conversion on a specified

interface.

ip route arp-to-host tag tag-number Configures the tag of ARP-to-host

ip route arp-to-host delay-time time-number
Configuresthedelayedredistributionof

ARP-to-host route

redistribute arp-host[ route-map map-tag ]

[ metricmetric-value ]
ConfiguresBGPredistributionofARPhostroute.

Configure nd-to-route

Conversion

ipv6 route nd-to-route delay-time time-number
Configures the delayed redistribution of

nd-to-route

ipv6 route nd-to-route interface interface-name

[ipv6-prefix X:X:X:X::X/<0-128>] [prefix-len masklen]
Enables nd-to-route on a specific interface

ipv6 route nd-to-route tag tag-number Configures the tag of nd-to-route

ipv6 route nd-to-route warning-ignore
Ignores the alarm log of nd-to-route

conversion

redistribute nd-route[ route-map map-tag ]

[ metricmetric-value ]

Configures BGP redistribution of nd-route

route

10.5.1 ConfiguringaStaticRoute

Configuration Effect

 Generate a static route in the routing table. Use the static route to forward packets to a remote network.

Notes

 If thenoiproutingcommand isconfiguredonaL3switch,youcannotconfigure IPv4static routesonthisswitch,andexisting
IPv4static routeswillalsobedeleted.Before thedeviceisrestarted, reconfiguringthe iproutingcommandcanrecover the

deleted IPv4 static routes. After the device is restarted, deleted IPv4 static routes cannot be recovered.

 If thenoipv6unicast-routingcommandisconfiguredonaL3switch,youcannotconfigureIPv6staticroutesonthisswitch,
andexisting IPv6staticrouteswillalsobedeleted.Before thedeviceis restarted, reconfiguring the ipv6unicast- routing

commandcanrecoverthedeletedIPv6staticroutes.Afterthedeviceisrestarted,deletedIPv6staticroutescannotbe

recovered.

 Tocorrelate a static routewith theTrack function, you must run the track command to configure a trackobject.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Static IPv4Route
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Configure the following command on an IPv4-enabled router.

Command iproute [vrfvrf_name]networknet-mask {ip-address | interface [ip-address]} [distance] [tag tag] [permanent| track

object-number| arp ] [weight number] [descriptiondescription-text] [disabled | enabled] [global]

Parameter

Description

vrfvrf_name (Optional)IndicatestheroutingVRF,whichcanbeasingle-protocol IPv4VRForamulti-protocol

VRF of a configured IPv4 address family. The VRF is a global VRF by default.

network Indicates the address of the destination network.

net-mask Indicates the mask of the destination network.

ip-address (Optional) Indicates the next-hop address of the static route. You must specify at least one of

ip-addressand interface,orbothofthem.Ifip-addressisnotspecified,astaticdirectrouteis

configured.

interface (Optional) Indicates thenext-hopexit interfaceof thestatic route.Youmustspecifyat leastoneof

ip-addressand interface,orbothofthem.If interfaceisnotspecified,arecursivestaticdirectroute

is configured. The exit interface is obtained by the next hop in the routing table.

distance (Optional)Indicatestheadministrativedistanceofthestaticroute.Theadministrativedistanceis1

by default.

tag (Optional) Indicates the tag of the static route. The tag is 0 by default.

permanent (Optional) Indicates the flagof thepermanent route.Thestatic route isnot apermanent routeby

default.

track object-number (Optional)IndicatescorrelationwithTrack.object-number indicatestheIDofthe trackobject.By

default, the static route is not correlated with the Track function.

weight number (Optional) Indicates the weight of the static route. The weight is 1 by default.

descriptiondescripti

on-text

(Optional) Indicates thedescriptionof thestatic route.Bydefault, nodescription isconfigured.

description-text is a string of one to 60 characters.

disabled/enabled (Optional) Indicates the enable flag of the static route. The flag is enabled by default.

global (Optional) Indicates that thenext hopbelongs toaglobalVRF.By default, theVRFof thenext

hop is the same as the VRF specified by vrf name.

arp (Optional) Correlate the static route with ARP function. By default, it is not correlated.

Defaults By default, no static route is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The simplest configuration of this command is ip route networknet-maskip-address.

If thestatic route iscorrelatedwithTrackand thedownstatusof the traceobject isdetected, thestatic route isnot active

and does not participate in packet forwarding.

If the static route iscorrelatedwithARP,but noARP information isdetected, thestatic route is not activeanddoesnot

participate in packet forwarding.

 Configuring an IPv6 Static Route

Configure the following command on an IPv6-enabled router.

Command ipv6 route [vrfvrf-name] ipv6-prefix/prefix-length { ipv6-address [nexthop-vrf {vrf-name1| default}] | interface

[ ipv6-address [nexthop-vrf {vrf-name1| default}]] } [distance] [weightnumber] [descriptiondescription-text]

Parameter

Description

vrfvrf-name (Optional) Indicates the routingVRF,whichmustbeamulti-protocolVRFofaconfigured IPv6

address family. The VRF is a global VRF by default.

ipv6-prefix IndicatestheIPv6prefix,whichmustcomplywiththeaddressexpressionspecified inRFC4291.
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prefix-length Indicates the lengthof the IPv6 prefix. Note that a slash (/)must be added in front of the length.

ipv6-address (Optional) Indicates the next-hop address of the static route. You must specify at least one of

ipv6-address and interface, or both of them. If ipv6-address is not specified, a static direct route is

configured.

interface (Optional) Indicates thenext-hopexit interfaceof thestatic route.Youmustspecifyat leastoneof

ipv6-address and interface, or both of them. If interface is not specified, a recursive static direct

route is configured.The exit interface is obtainedby the next hop in the routing table.

nexthop-vrf

vrf-name1

(Optional) Indicates the routingVRFof the next hop,whichmust be amulti-protocolVRFofa

configured IPv6 address family. By default, the VRF of the next hop is the same as the VRF specified

by theVRFname.nexthop-vrfdefault indicates that theVRFof thenext shop isaglobalVRF.

distance (Optional)Indicatestheadministrativedistanceofthestaticroute.Theadministrativedistanceis1

by default.

weight number (Optional) Indicates theweight of the static route,whichmustbespecifiedwhen youconfigure

equal-cost routes.Theweight ranges from1to8.When theweightsofall equal-costroutesof a

routearesummedup, thesumcannotexceedthemaximumnumberofequal-costroutesthatcan

beconfigured for the route.Weightingof equal-cost routes ofa route indicates the traffic ratio of

these routes. The weight is 1 by default.

descriptiondescripti

on-text

(Optional) Indicates thedescriptionof thestatic route.Bydefault, nodescription isconfigured.

description-text is a string of one to 60 characters.

Defaults By default, no static route is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The simplest configuration of this command is ipv6 routeipv6-prefix / prefix-lengthipv6-address.

Verification

 RuntheshowiproutecommandtodisplaytheIPv4routingtableandcheckwhethertheconfigured IPv4staticroutetakes
effect.

 Runtheshowipv6routecommandtodisplaytheIPv6routing tableandcheckwhethertheconfiguredIPv6staticroutetakes
effect.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringStatic Routes to Implement Interworking of the IPv4 Network
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Scenario

Figure 10- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Configure interface addresses on each device.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 1.1.12.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 1.1.13.1 255.255.255.0

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ip address 1.1.2.1 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.12.2 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 1.1.23.2 255.255.255.0

R3 R3#configure terminal

R3(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ip address 1.1.3.1 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit
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R3(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.13.3 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R3(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 1.1.23.3 255.255.255.0

 Configure static routes on each device.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#ip route 1.1.2.0 255.255.255.0 GigabitEthernet 0/2 1.1.12.2

R1(config)# ip route1.1.3.0255.255.255.0GigabitEthernet0/31.1.13.3

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#ip route 1.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 GigabitEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.1

R2(config)# ip route1.1.3.0255.255.255.0GigabitEthernet0/31.1.23.3

R3 R3#configure terminal

R3(config)#ip route 1.1.2.0 255.255.255.0 GigabitEthernet 0/2 1.1.23.2

R3(config)# ip route1.1.1.0255.255.255.0GigabitEthernet0/11.1.13.1

Verification  Display the routing table.

R1 R1# show ip route

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R-RIP,O-OSPF,B-BGP,I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area, * - candidate default

Gatewayoflastresort isnoset

C 1.1.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 1.1.1.1/32 is local host.

S 1.1.2.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.12.2, GigabitEthernet 0/2

S 1.1.3.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.13.3, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 1.1.12.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 1.1.12.1/32 is local host.

C 1.1.13.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/3

C 1.1.13.1/32 is local host.
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R2 R2# show ip route

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R-RIP,O-OSPF,B-BGP,I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

S 1.1.1.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.12.1, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 1.1.2.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 1.1.2.1/32 is local host.

S 1.1.3.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.23.3, GigabitEthernet 0/3

C 1.1.12.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 1.1.12.2/32 is local host.

C 1.1.23.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/3

C 1.1.23.2/32 is local host.

R3 R3# show ip route

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R-RIP,O-OSPF,B-BGP,I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

S 1.1.1.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.13.1, GigabitEthernet 0/2

S 1.1.2.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.23.2, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 1.1.3.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 1.1.3.1/32 is local host.

C 1.1.13.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 1.1.13.3/32 is local host.

C 1.1.23.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 1.1.23.3/32 is local host.
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 Correlating IPv4 Static Routes with Track

Scenario

Figure 10- 8

Configuration

Steps

 Configurestatic routesonR1andR2, andspecify theexit interfaceor next hopas the interworking interface.

 Correlatestatic routeswithTrackonR1andR2,and check theconnectivity of thenext hops of static routes.



R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.12.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

R1(config)#track 2 interface gigabitEthernet 0/1 line-protocol

R1(config)# ip route 1.1.2.0 255.0.0.0 gigabitEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.2 track 2

R2 R2#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.12.2 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

R1(config)#track 2 interface gigabitEthernet 0/1 line-protocol

R1(config)# ip route 1.1.1.0 255.0.0.0 gigabitEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.1 track 2

Verification  Display theTrack status.

 Display the static routes correlated with Track.

R1# show track 2

Track 2

Interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

The state is Up, delayed Down (5 secs remaining)

1 change, current state last: 300 secs

Delay up 0 secs, down 0 secs

R1#show ip route track-table

ip route 1.1.2.0 255.0.0.0 GigabitEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.2 track 2 up

 ConfiguringStatic Routes to Implement Interworking of the IPv6 Network
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Scenario

Figure 10- 9

Configuration

Steps

 Configure interface addresses on each device.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/0)# ipv6address1111:1111::1/64

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 address 1111:1212::1/64

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ipv6 address 1111:2323::1/64

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 address 1111:1212::2/64

 Configure static routes on each device.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)# ipv6 route 1111:2323::0/64 gigabitEthernet 0/1

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#ipv6 route 1111:1111::0/64 gigabitEthernet 0/1

Verification  Display the routing table.

R1 R1# show ipv6 route

IPv6routingtablename-Default -10entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S -Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2
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SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

C 1111:1111::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L 1111:1111::1/128viaGigabitEthernet0/0, localhost

C 1111:1212::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L 1111:1212::1/128viaGigabitEthernet0/1, localhost

S 1111:2323::/64 [1/0] via GigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

C FE80::/10 via ::1, Null0

C FE80::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:C092/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

C FE80::/64 viaGigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:C092/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/1, local host

R2 R2# show ipv6 route

IPv6routingtablename-Default -10entries

Codes: C-Connected,L -Local,S -Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area

C 1111:2323::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L 1111:2323::1/128viaGigabitEthernet0/0, localhost

C 1111:1212::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L 1111:1212::1/128viaGigabitEthernet0/1, localhost

S 1111:1111::/64 [1/0] via GigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

C FE80::/10 via ::1, Null0

C FE80::/64 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:C092/128 via GigabitEthernet 0/0, local host

C FE80::/64 viaGigabitEthernet 0/1, directly connected

L FE80::2D0:F8FF:FEFB:C092/128 viaGigabitEthernet 0/1, local host

Common Errors
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 The link on the interface is not up.

 No IP address is configured for the interface.

 The static route is correlated withTrack, but the track object is not configured.

10.5.2 Configuring a DefaultRoute

Configuration Effect

 Generateadefault route in therouting table.Thedefault route isused to forwardpacketsthatcannot be forwardedbyother
routes.

Notes

 On a L3 switch, run the ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 gatewayor ipv6 route ::/0 ipv6-gatewaycommand to configure the default
gateway.

 If theno ip routing orno ipv6 unicast- routing command is configured on a L3 switch, you can run the ip default gateway or
ipv6 default gateway command to configure the default gateway.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the IPv4Gateway on a L2 Switch

Command ip default-gatewaygateway

Parameter

Description

gateway indicates the IPv4 gateway address.

Defaults By default, no static default route is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the IPv6Gateway on a L2 Switch

Command ipv6 default-gatewaygateway

Parameter

Description

gateway indicates the IPv6 gateway address.

Defaults By default, no static default route is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the IPv4 Default Gateway on a L3 Switch

Command ip route [vrf vrf_name]0.0.0.00.0.0.0{ip-address | interface [ip-address]} [distance] [tag tag] [permanent ] [weight

number] [descriptiondescription-text] [disabled | enabled] [global]

Parameter

Description
vrfvrf_name

(Optional)IndicatestheroutingVRF,whichcanbeasingle-protocolIPv4VRForamulti-protocol

VRF of a configured IPv4 address family. The VRF is a global VRF by default.

0.0.0.0 Indicates the address of the destination network.

0.0.0.0 Indicates the mask of the destination network.
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ip-address (Optional) Indicates thenext-hopaddressof thestatic route.Youmust specifyat least oneof

ip-addressand interface,orbothofthem.Ifip-address isnotspecified,astaticdirectrouteis

configured.

interface (Optional)Indicatesthenext-hopexit interfaceof thestaticroute.Youmustspecifyatleastone

of ip-addressand interface,orbothof them.If interface isnotspecified,arecursivestaticdirect

route is configured. The exit interface is obtained by the next hop in the routing table.

distance (Optional)Indicatestheadministrativedistanceofthestaticroute.Theadministrativedistanceis

1 by default.

tag (Optional) Indicates the tag of the static route. The tag is 0 by default.

permanent (Optional) Indicates the flagof thepermanent route.Thestatic route isnot apermanent route

by default.

weight number (Optional) Indicates the weight of the static route. The weight is 1 by default.

descriptiondescription

-text

(Optional) Indicates thedescriptionof thestatic route.Bydefault,nodescription isconfigured.

description-text is a string of one to 60 characters.

disabled /enabled (Optional) Indicates the enable flag of the static route. The flag is enabled by default.

global (Optional) Indicates that thenext hopbelongstoaglobalVRF.Bydefault, theVRFof thenext

hop is the same as the VRF specified by vrf name.

Defaults By default, no static default route is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The simplest configuration of this command is ip route0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 ip-address.

 Configuring the IPv6 Default Gateway on a L3 Switch

Command ipv6route [vrfvrf-name]::/0{ ipv6-address [nexthop-vrf {vrf-name1|default}]| interface [ ipv6-address [nexthop-vrf

{vrf-name1| default}]] } [distance] [weightnumber] [descriptiondescription-text]

Parameter

Description
vrfvrf-name

(Optional) Indicates theroutingVRF,whichmustbeamulti-protocolVRFofaconfigured IPv6

address family. The VRF is a global VRF by default.

:: Indicates the IPv6 prefix, which must comply with the address expression specified in RFC4291.

0 Indicates the length of the IPv6prefix.Note that a slash (/)must beadded in front of the length.

Ipv6-address

(Optional) Indicates thenext-hopaddressof thestatic route.Youmust specifyat least oneof

ipv6-address and interface, or both of them. If ipv6-address is not specified, a static direct route is

configured.

interface

(Optional) Indicatesthenext-hopexit interfaceof thestatic route.Youmustspecifyat leastone

of ipv6-address and interface, or both of them. If interface is not specified, a recursive static direct

route is configured. The exit interface is obtained by the next hop in the routing table.

nexthop-vrf

vrf-name1

(Optional) IndicatestheroutingVRFofthenexthop,whichmustbeamulti-protocolVRFofa

configuredIPv6addressfamily.Bydefault, theVRFof thenexthopisthesameastheVRF

specifiedbyvrfname.nexthop-vrfdefault indicatesthat theVRFofthenextshopisaglobal

VRF.

distance
(Optional)Indicatestheadministrativedistanceofthestaticroute.Theadministrativedistanceis

1 by default.

weight number (Optional) Indicatestheweightof thestatic route,whichmustbespecifiedwhenyouconfigure

equal-costroutes.Theweightrangesfrom1to8.Whentheweightsofallequal-costroutesofa

routearesummedup, thesumcannot exceed themaximumnumberof equal-cost routes that
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canbe configured for the route.Weighting of equal-cost routesof a route indicates the traffic

ratio of these routes. The weight is 1 by default.

descriptiondescription

-text

(Optional) Indicates thedescriptionof thestatic route.Bydefault,nodescription isconfigured.

description-text is a string of one to 60 characters.

Defaults By default, no static default route is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The simplest configuration of this command is ipv6 route ::/0 ipv6-gateway.

 Configuring the IPv4 Default Network on a L3 Switch

Command ip default-network network

Parameter

Description

network Indicates the address of the network. (The network must be a Class A, B, or C network.)

Defaults By default, no default network is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If thenetworkspecifiedby the ipdefault-networkcommandexists,adefault route isgeneratedand thenext hop tothis

network is thedefaultgateway. If thenetworkspecifiedby the ipdefault-networkcommanddoesnot exist, thedefault

route is not generated.

Verification

 OnaL2switch(oraL3switchwhereroutingisdisabled),runtheshowipredirectsorshowipv6redirectscommandtodisplay
the defaultgateway.

 Ona L3 switchwhere routing is enabled, run theshow ip route or show ipv6 route command to display the default route.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IPv4Default Routes on L3Switches to Implement Network Interworking

Scenario

Figure 10- 10

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IP addresses on L3 devices.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1
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R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.12.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ip address 1.1.2.1 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.12.2 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1  ConfigureanIPv6defaultgatewayonR1.

R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 GigabitEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.2

R2
R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 GigabitEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.1

Verification  Display the routing table.

R1 R1# show ip route

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R-RIP,O-OSPF,B-BGP,I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is 1.1.12.2

S* 0.0.0.0/0 [1/0] via 1.1.12.2, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 1.1.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 1.1.1.1/32 is local host.

C 1.1.12.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/1

C 1.1.12.1/32 is local host.

10.5.3 ConfiguringRoute Limitations

Configuration Effect
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 Limit the number of equal-cost routes and number of static routes, or disable routing.

Notes

Route limitations cannot be configured on a L2 switch.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Equal-Cost Routes

Command maximum-pathsnumber

Parameter

Description

number Indicates the maximum number of equal-cost routes. The value ranges from 1 to 64.

Defaults The default value varies from products.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand to configure themaximumnumber of next hops in theequal-cost route. In loadbalancingmode, the

number of routes on which traffic is balanced does not exceed the configured number of equal-cost routes.

 Configuring the MaximumNumber of IPv4 Static Routes

Command ip static route-limitnumber

Parameter

Description

number Indicates the upper limit of routes. The value ranges from 1 to 10,000.

Defaults By default, a maximum of 1,024 IP static routes can be configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommandtoconfigure themaximumnumberof IPv4static routes. If themaximumnumberof IPv4static routes

is reached, no more IPv4 static route can be configured.

 Configuring theMaximum Number of IPv6 Static Routes

Command ipv6 static route-limitnumber

Parameter

Description

number Indicates the upper limit of routes. The value ranges from 1 to 10,000.

Defaults By default, a maximum of 1,000 IPv6 static routes can be configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommandtoconfigure themaximumnumberof IPv6static routes. If themaximumnumberof IPv6static routes

is reached, no more IPv6 static route can be configured.

 Disabling IPv4Routing

Command no ip routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, IPv4 routing is enabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide RunthiscommandtodisableIPv4routing. If thedevicefunctionsonlyasabridgeoravoiceover IP(VoIP)gateway, the

devicedoesnotneedtousetheIPv4routingfunctionof theFSOSsoftware.Inthiscase,youcandisabletheIPv4routing

function of the FSOS software.

 Disabling IPv6Routing

Command no ipv6 unicast-routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, IPv6 routing is enabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommandtodisable IPv6routing. If thedevice functionsonlyasabridgeoraVoIPgateway, thedevicedoesnot

needtousetheIPv6routingfunctionof theFSOSsoftware. Inthiscase,youcandisable theIPv6routingfunctionof the

FSOS software.

 Prohibiting Static Routing AcrossVRFs

Command no ip route static inter-vrf

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, static IP or IPv6 routing across VRFs is allowed.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommandtoprohibit static IProutingacrossVRFs.After thiscommand isconfigured, thestaticIProuteacross

VRFs is not active and cannot be participate in packet forwarding.

Verification

Run the show run command to display the configuration file and verify that the preceding configuration commands exist.

Configuration Example

 Configuring at Most TwoStatic Routing Limitations

Scenario

Figure 10- 6
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Configuration

Steps

On R 1, configure the IP addresses, static routes, and maximum number of static routes.

R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 1.1.12.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 1.1.13.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

R1(config)#ip route 1.1.3.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.13.3

R1(config)#ip route 1.1.4.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.12.2

R1(config)#ip route 1.1.5.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.12.2

R1(config)#ip static route-limit 2

% Exceeding maximum static routes limit.

Verification  Check the static routes that really take effect in the routing table.

R1(config)# show ip route

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S-Static

R-RIP,O-OSPF,B-BGP,I - IS-IS

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area, * - candidate default

Gatewayoflastresort isnoset

C 1.1.1.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/0

C 1.1.1.1/32 is local host.

S 1.1.3.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.13.3

S 1.1.4.0/24 [1/0] via 1.1.12.2
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1.1.13.1/32 is local host.C

1.1.13.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/3C

1.1.12.1/32 is local host.C

1.1.12.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2C

10.5.4 Correlating aStatic Route with BFD

Configuration Effect

 A static route can quickly detect a route failure with the help of BFD.

Notes

 BFD correlation cannot be configured on a L2 switch.

 Youmust configure a static route.

 Youmust configure the BFD session parameters by running thebfd interval xmin_rx xmultiplier x command.

Configuration Steps

 Correlating an IPv4 Static Route with BFD

Command iproutestaticbfd [ vrf vrf-name]interface-type interface-number gateway[ sourceip-addess]

Parameter

Description
vrfvrf-name (Optional)IndicatesthenameoftheVRFtowhichthestaticroutebelongs.TheVRFisaglobalVRF

by default.

interface-type Indicates the interface type.

interface-number Indicates the interface number.

gateway Indicatesthe IPaddressof thegateway, that is, theneighbor IPaddressofBFD. If thenexthopof

the static route is this neighbor, BFD is used to check the connectivity of the forwarding path.

source ip-addess (Optional) Indicates thesource IPaddressusedfor theBFDsession.Thisparametermustbe

configured if the neighbor IP address involves multiple hops. By default, the source IP address is

not specified.

Defaults By default, a static route is not correlated with BFD.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommand tocorrelatean IPv4staticroutewithBFD. If thedownstatusof theBFDsessionisdetected, theIPv4

static route is not active and does not participate in packet forwarding.

 Correlating an IPv6 Static Route with BFD

Command ipv6 route static bfd [vrfvrf-name] interface-type interface-number gateway [source ipv6-address]

Parameter

Description
vrfvrf-name (Optional)IndicatesthenameoftheVRFtowhichthestaticroutebelongs.TheVRFisaglobalVRF

by default.

interface-type Indicates the interface type.

interface-number Indicates the interface number.

gateway Indicatesthe IPaddressof thegateway, that is, theneighbor IPaddressofBFD. If thenexthopof

the static route is this neighbor, BFD is used to check the connectivity of the forwarding path.
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sourceip-addess (Optional) Indicates thesource IPaddressusedfor theBFDsession.Thisparametermustbe

configurediftheneighborIPaddressinvolvesmultiplehops.Bydefault,theneighborIPaddress

of theBFD session is a single hop, and the source IP address is not used.

Defaults By default, a static route is not correlated with BFD.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommand tocorrelatean IPv6staticroutewithBFD. If thedownstatusof theBFDsessionisdetected, theIPv6

static route is not active and does not participate in packet forwarding.

Verification

 Run the show bfd neighbors command to display information about BFD neighbors.

 Runtheshowiproutestaticbfdorshowipv6routestaticbfdcommandtodisplay informationaboutcorrelationofstatic
routes withBFD.

Configuration Example

 Correlating an IPv4 Static Routewith BFD

Scenario

Figure 10- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Configure a BFD session on the interconnect interface betweenR 1 and R 2.

 Configurestatic routesonR1andR2, andspecify theexit interfaceor next hopas the interworking interface.

 Correlate static routeswithBFDonR1andR2, and check theconnectivity of the next hops of static routes.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no switchport

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.12.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#bfd interval50min_rx50multiplier 3

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

R1(config)# ip route 1.1.2.0 255.0.0.0 FastEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.2

R1(config)#ip route static bfd gigabitEthernet 0/1 1.1.12.2

R2 R2#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no switchport

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip address 1.1.12.2 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#bfd interval 50 min_rx 50 multiplier 3
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R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

R1(config)#iproute1.1.1.0255.0.0.0FastEthernet0/11.1.12.1

R1(config)#iproutestaticbfdgigabitEthernet0/11.1.12.1

Verification  Display the status of BFD neighbors.

 Display the static routes correlated with BFD.

R1 R1#show bfd neighbors

OurAddr NeighAddr LD/RD RH/RS Holdown(mult) State Int

1.1.12.1 1.1.12.2 8192/0 Up 0(3 ) Up GigabitEthernet0/1

R1#show ip route static bfd

S 1.1.2.0/24 via 1.1.12.2, GigabitEthernet 0/1, BFD state is Up

Common Errors

 The link on the interface is not up.

 No IP address is configured for the interface.

 NoBFD session parameters are configured.

 No static route is configured.

10.5.5 ConfigureStaticFastReroute

Configuration Effect

 Configure and enable static fast reroute.

Notes

 Static fast reroute cannot be configured on a L2 switch.

 Youmust configure a static route.

 Youmust configure a routemap.

Configuration Steps

 Defining aStandby Route in the Route Map

Command set fast-reroute backup-nexthop interface ip-address

Parameter

Description
interface Indicates the standby exit interface.

ip-address Indicates the standby next hop.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the route-map name [ permit | deny ] sequence command to create a road map.
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Run the match command to define matching conditions.

Run the set fast-reroute backup-nexthop interface ip-address command to define the standby exit interface and

standby next hop.

If a route meets matching conditions, a standby route is generated for this route. If the match command is not

configured, standby routes are generated for any static route with the exit interface and next hop.

 Enabling Fast Reroute andReferencing the RouteMap

Command ip fast-reroute [ vrf vrf-name] static route-map route-map-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name (Optional)SpecifiesaVRF.If theVRFisnotspecified, thecommand isexecutedonallVRFs.

route-map-name Indicates the name of the road map for the standby route.

Defaults By default, static fast reroute is not configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to enable fast reroute and reference the route map.

Verification

Run the show ip route fast-reroute command to display the active and standby routes that take effect.

Configuration Example

 Configuring FastRe-Routing

Scenario

Figure 10- 8

Configuration

Steps

On R 1, configure a static route to the network segment of PC 3, and the next hop of the exit interface is R 3.

On R 1, configure static fast reroute. The next hop of the exit interface of the standby route is R2.

R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2
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R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 1.1.12.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 1.1.13.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

R1(config)# ip route1.1.3.0255.255.255.0GigabitEthernet0/31.1.13.3

R1(config)#route-map fast-reroute

R1(config-route-map)# set fast-reroute backup-interface GigabitEthernet 0/2 backup-nexthop 1.1.12.2

R1(config-route-map)# exit

R1(config)#ip fast-reroute static route-map fast-reroute

Verification DisplaytheactiveandstandbyroutesonR1.

R1#show ip route fast-reroute

Codes: C - connected,S -static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF inter area

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2- IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Status codes: m - main entry, b - backup entry, a - active entry

Gateway of last resort is no set

S 1.1.3.0 /24 [ma] via 1.1.13.3, GigabitEthernet 0/3

[b] via 1.1.12.2, GigabitEthernet 0/2

Common Errors

 The link on the interface is not up.

 No static route is configured.

 Thematching conditions are not configured or are not properly configured in the roadmap.

10.5.6 Configuring ARP-to-host Conversion

Configuration Effect

 Enable ARP-to-host conversion on a specified interface.

Notes
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 This configuration cannot be performed on a Layer-2 switch.

 The interface must be a Layer-3 interface in up status.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingARP-to-host Conversion on a Specified Interface

Command ip route arp-to-host interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates an interface name.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to convert ARP entries into 32-bit host routes on a specified interface.

 Enabling ARPProxy

Command local-proxy-arp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After receivinganARP request, thedeviceusesaproxy tosendanARPresponsewith itsownEthernetMACaddress. In

this case, hosts communicate with each other through Layer-3 routes.

 ConfiguringBGPRedistribution ofARP Host Routes

Command redistribute arp-host[ route-map map-tag ] [ metricmetric-value ]

Parameter

Description

route-map map-tag: Indicates the name of an associated route map. No route map is associated by default.

metricmetric-value: Indicates the default metric value for redistributing routes, in the range from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

The value is not set by default.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

BGP configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure BGP redistribution of ARP host routes.

Verification

Run the show ip route arphost command to display the generated host routes.

Configuration

Example

 Configuring ARP-to-hostConversion
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Scenario

Figure 10- 9

Configuration

Steps

Configure interface addresses on R1 and R2.

Enable ARP-to-host conversion on specified interfaces of R1 and R2, configure a BGP neighbor relationship, and

redistribute ARP host routes.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface vlan 40

R1(config-if-VLAN 40)#ip address 1.1.1.3 24

R1(config-if-VLAN 40)#local-proxy-arp

R1(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode trunk

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport trunk allowed vlan only 40

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

R1(config)#router bgp 1

R1(config-router)#neighbor 10.10.10.2 remote-as 1

R1(config-router)#redistribute arp-host

R1(config-router)#address-family ipv4

R1(onfig-router-af)#neighbor 10.10.10.2 next-hop-self

R1(onfig-router-af)#exit

R1(config-router)#exit

R1(config)#ip route arp-to-host vlan 40

R1(config)#ip route arp-to-host delay-time 1

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#interface vlan 40

R2(config-if-VLAN 40)#ip address 1.1.1.4 24

R2(config-if-VLAN 40)#local-proxy-arp

R2(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode trunk

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport trunk allowed vlan only 40

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 10.10.10.2 255.255.255.0
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R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

R2(config)#router bgp 1

R2(config-router)#neighbor 10.10.10.1 remote-as 1

R2(config-router)#redistribute arp-host

R2(config-router)#address-family ipv4

R2(onfig-router-af)#neighbor 10.10.10.1 next-hop-self

R2(onfig-router-af)#exit

R2(config-router)#exit

R2(config)#ip route arp-to-host vlan 40

R2(config)#ip route arp-to-host delay-time 1

Verification Display the ARP host routes of R1 to check that PC1 can ping PC2.

R1(config)#show ip route arphost

A 1.1.1.1/32 [1/0] via 1.1.1.1, gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1#show ip route

Codes: C - Connected, L - Local, S - Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Inter area,EV -BGPEVPN,A -Arp tohost

* - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is 0.0.0.0 to network 0.0.0.0

S* 0.0.0.0/0 is directly connected,Null 0

C 10.10.10.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/2

C 10.10.10.1/32 is local host.

C 1.1.1.0/24 isdirectly connected,VLAN40

A 1.1.1.1/32 [1/0]via1.1.1.1,VLAN40

C 1.1.1.3/32 islocal host.

B 1.1.1.2/32 [200/0] via 10.10.10.2, 00:57:12

Common Errors

 The ARP proxy function is not enabled on specified interfaces.

10.5.7 Configuring nd-to-routeConversion

Configuration Effect

 Enable nd-to-route on a specified interface

Notes

 This configuration cannot be performed on a Layer-2 switch.

 The interface must be a Layer-3 interface in up status.

Configuration Steps
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 Enabling nd-to-route on a Specified Interface

Command ipv6 routend-to-route interface interface-name [ipv6-prefixX:X:X:X::X/<0-128>] [prefix-lenmasklen]

Parameter

Description

interface-name: the interface name.

X:X:X:X::X/<0-128>: Ipv6 network segment. If the nd entries match this network segment, the route is converted according

tothemaskspecifiedby thisnetworksegment. If thenetworksegmentdoesnotspecifyamask, thedefaultmaskis128.

masklen: the mask length of the nd-to-route. The range is 0 to 128, and the default value is 128. If an IPv6 network

segment is specified, it is longer than the mask length of configured network segment. If no IPv6 network segment is

specified, it is longer than themask length of IPv6 addresson the interface.Otherwise, theconfiguration fails.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

UsageGuide If the IPv6 network segment and prefix-len are not specified, the ND learned on the default interface generates a 128-bit

route. If no IPv6 network segment is specified but prefix-len is specified, ND on the interface generate the specified

prefix- len. If IPv6 network segment is specified but prefix-len is not specified, the network segment generates a 128-bit

route by default. If the network segment and the prefix-len are specified, the network segment is verified to match with

the prefix when the ND is learned, and then the prefix-len is generated. If the network segment and prefix-len are

specified,and theprefix-lenofanunspecifiednetworksegment isconfigured, thespecified interfacegenerates theroute

according to itsprefix-len,while theunspecified interfacegenerates the routeaccording to theunspecifiedprefix-len.

If you configure the IPv6 address of an interface before configuring the prefix-len of the interface address to generate a

routewith fixed-lengthmask, a configuration error occurs when the prefix-len is shorter than or equal to themask of the

IPv6address.Theprefix-lencommandfails.Forexample, firstconfigureIPv6address10::1/64ontheinterfaceofvlan40,

and then configure ipv6 route nd-to-route interface vlan 40 ipv6-prefix 10::1/58 prefix-len 60 in the global configuration

mode, the configuration fails.

If you configure the IPv6 address of an interface before configuring the prefix-len of an unspecified network segment, a

configuration error occurs when the prefix-len is shorter than or equal to the mask of any of the IPv6 addresses on the

interface.The prefix-len configuration command for the unspecified network segment fails. For example, first configure

IPv6address10::1/64onthe interfaceofvlan40, and thenconfigure ipv6routend-to-route interfacevlan40prefix-len60

in the global configuration mode, the configuration fails.

If you configure the prefix-len of an unspecified network segment before configuring the IPv6 address of this interface,

syslog is displayed and the prefix-len configuration of unspecified network segment is canceled when one of the IPv6

addresses is longer than or equal to the prefix-len of the unspecifiednetwork segment. For example, first configure ipv6

route nd-to-route interface vlan 40 prefix-len 60 in the global configuration mode, and then configure address 10::1/64

on the interface of vlan 40, syslog alarm is displayed and the configuration ipv6 route nd -to-route interface vlan 40

prefix-len 60 is deleted.

If you configure the prefix-len of the specified network segment and then configure the IPv6 address of the

correspondingnetworksegment, syslog isdisplayedandtheprefix-lenconfigurationof thespecifiednetworksegment is

canceledwhen the IPv6 addressmask of the corresponding network segment is longer thanor equal to theprefix-len of

thespecified network segment. For example, first configure ipv6 route nd-to-route interface vlan 40 ipv6-prefix 10::1/58

prefix-len 60 in the global configuration mode, and then configure the address 10::1/64 on the interface of vlan 40, the
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syslogalarm isdisplayedand theconfiguration ipv6 routend-to-route interfacevlan 40 ipv6-prefix 10::1/58 prefix-len60

is deleted.

If you configure the prefix-len of unspecified network segment and the prefix-len of the specified network segment, and

then configure the IPv6 address of the interface, please checkwhether themask of each IPv6 address is longer than or

equal to theprefix-lenof thespecified/unspecifiednetworksegment.Syslog isdisplayedand theprefix-lenconfiguration

of specifiednetwork segment is canceledwhen themaskof each IPv6 address is longer thanor equal to theprefix-lenof

the corresponding network segment. Syslog is displayed and the prefix-len configuration of unspecified network

segment iscanceledwhen themaskof each IPv6address is longer thanorequal to theprefix-lenof unspecifiednetwork

segment. For example, first configure ipv6 route nd-to-route interface vlan 40 prefix-len 62 and ipv6 route nd-to-route

interface vlan 40 ipv6-prefix 10::1/58 prefix-len 60, and then configure address 10::1/64 on the interface of vlan 40, the

syslog alarm is displayed and two configurations are deleted.

 Configuring Delayed Redistribution of nd-to-route

Command ipv6 route nd-to-route delay-time time-number

Parameter

Description

time-number: time of the delayed redistribution of nd-to-route. The unit is second, the range is 1-1000, and the default

value is0

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

UsageGuide This command is used to delay the redistribution of nd-to-route

 Configuring Tag of nd-to-route

Command ipv6 route nd-to-route tag tag-number

Parameter

Description

time-number: tag attribute value of nd-to-route. The range is 1-4294967295, and the default value is 0.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide

 IgnoringWarning Log of nd-to-route

Command ipv6 route nd-to-routewarning-ignore

Parameter -

Description

Defaults N/A
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

UsageGuide After you configure to ignore the warning of nd-to-route, the alarm that the same PORT ND generates the same network

segment route is ignored. If thiscommand isnotconfigured, thewarning logthat thesamePORTNDgenerates thesame

network segment route isprinted (onlyonce).Thealarm that differentports generate thesamenetworksegment route is

not controlled by this command.

 Enabling ndProxy

Command local-proxy-nd enable

Parameter -

Description

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

SVI interface mode

UsageGuide When the device receives an ND request, it will send an ND response. The MAC address of the response is the local

EthernetMACaddress, so that the interconnection among different hosts is implementedby Layer 3 routing.

 ConfiguringBGPRedistributed nd-routeRoute

Command redistribute nd-route [ route-mapmap-tag ] [metricmetric-value ]

Parameter

Description

route-map map-tag: name of the associated route-map. There is no associated route-map by default. metric

metric-value:configured themetricvalueof redistributedroutebydefault, therange is0-4294967295.There isnodefault

value.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

BGP mode

UsageGuide Configure BGP to redistribute nd-route route

Verification

Run the show ipv6 route ndroute command to display the generated host routes.

Configuration Example

 Configuring nd-to-route
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Scenario

Figure 10- 16

Configuration

Steps

Configure interface addresses on R1 and R2.

Enable nd-to-route conversion on the specified interface of R1 and R2, configure BGP and redistribute nd-route routes.

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface vlan 40

R1(config-if-VLAN 40)#ipv6 address 10::1/64

R1(config-if-VLAN 40)# local-proxy-nd enable

R1(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode trunk

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport trunk allowed vlan only 40

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

R1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 address 11::1/64

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

R1(config)#router bgp 1

R1(config-router)#neighbor 11::2 remote-as 1

R1(config-router)#address-family ipv6

R1(onfig-router-af)#neighbor11::2 next-hop-self

R1(config-router-af)#redistribute nd-route

R1(config-router-af)#exit

R1(config-router)#exit

R1(config)#ipv6 route nd-to-route vlan 40

R1(config)#ipv6 route nd-to-route delay-time 1
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R1#show ipv6 route

IPv6routing tablename-Default -18entries

Codes: C-Connected,L-Local,S -Static

R-RIP,O-OSPF,B-BGP,I - IS-IS,V -Overflow route

1111::1/128 [1/0]via1111::1,VLAN40N

R1(config)#show ipv6 route ndroute

R2

Verification Display the nd-route routes of R1 to check that PC1 can ping PC2.

R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#interface vlan 40

R2(config-if-VLAN 40)# ipv6 address 10::2/64

R2(config-if-VLAN 40)# local-proxy-nd enable

R2(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode trunk

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport trunk allowed vlan only 40

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

R2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 address 11::2/64

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

R2(config)#router bgp 1

R2(config-router)#neighbor 11::1 remote-as 1

R2(config-router)#address-family ipv6

R2(config-router-af)#neighbor 11::1 next-hop-self

R2(onfig-router-a)#redistributend-route

R2(onfig-router-af)#exit

R2(config-router)#exit

R2(config)# ipv6 route nd-to-route vlan 40

R2(config)# ipv6 route nd-to-route delay-time 1
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1111::2/128[200/0]via11::2,00:57:12B

1111::1/128 [1/0]via1111::1,VLAN40N

103::2/128 viaVLAN103, local hostL

103::/64 via VLAN 103, directly connectedC

102::2/128 viaVLAN102, local hostL

102::/64 via VLAN 102, directly connectedC

101::2/128 viaVLAN101, local hostL

101::/64 via VLAN 101, directly connectedC

10::1/128 viaVLAN1, local hostL

10::/64 via VLAN 1, directly connectedC

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type 2

E1-OSPFexternaltype1,E2-OSPFexternaltype2

SU-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2-IS-ISlevel-2

IA - Inter area, N - Nd to host

Common Error

 The nd proxy function is not enabled on the specified interface.

10.5.8 Configuring an Aggregate Route

Configuration Effect

 Generate an aggregate route in the routing table.

Notes

 Cannot be configured on a L2 switch.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an Aggregate Route

Command ip route aggregate [ vrf vrf_name ] network netmask Null 0 [ tag tag ]

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf_name (Optional) RouteVRF which can be the single protocol IPv4VRF or configured IPv4 address family

multi-protocolVRF.Global VRF by default.

network Indicates the address of the destination network.

netmask Indicates the mask of the destination network.
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Null 0 Not configure the next hop IP address and egress of the aggregate route

tag (Optional) The tag of the aggregate route, 0 by default

Defaults By default, no aggregate route is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The command takes effect in OPENCONF YANG to record the configuration of aggregate routes.

The actual effect is like black hole route.

Verification

 Run the show ip route command to display the host route.

Configuration Example

 Configuring anAggregate Route

Configuration

Steps

Add an aggregate route to the destination network of 1.1.1.0/24 whose TAG is 32.

FS(config)#ip routeaggregate1.1.1.0255.255.255.0Null 0 tag32

Verification Run the show ip route command to display the aggregate route.

R1 FS(config)# show ip route

Codes: C - Connected, L - Local, S - Static

R - RIP, O - OSPF, B - BGP, I - IS-IS, V - Overflow route

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1-OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

SU - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2

IA - Interarea,EV -BGPEVPN,A -Arp tohost

LA - Local aggregate route

* -candidatedefault

Gatewayoflastresort isnoset

LA 1.1.1.0/24 [1/0] via 0.0.0.0, Null 0
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10.5.9 ConfiguringReal-timeStatistic ofActiveRoutes

Configuration Effect

 Enable the real-time statistic of active routes

Notes

 Cannot be configured on a L2 switch.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an Aggregate Route

Command ip active-route real-time summary

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults By default, the function is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The real-time statistic of active routes mainly applies to the scenario when GRPC periodic samples or gets active routes, or

run theshowiproutesummary command frequently, soas to reduce thestatistic timeofdisplayingactive routes in

large volume.

It isnot recommended toenable the function innormal scenario,especiallywithhighdemandof routingconvergence.

Verification

 Run the show run command to display the host route.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringReal-time Statistic of Active Routes

Configuration

Steps

Enable the real-time statistic of active routes

FS(config)#ip actiove-route real-time summary

Verification Run the show run command to display the aggregate route.

R1 FS(config)# sh run | in active-route

ip actiove-route real-time summary

10.6 Monitoring

Displaying
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Description Command

Displays the IPv4 routing table. show ip route

Displays the IPv6 routing table. show ipv6route

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs IPv4 route management. debug nsm kernel ucast- v4

Debugs IPv6 route management. debug nsm kernel ucast-v6

Debugs fast reroute management. debug nsm kernel frr

Debugs default network management. debug nsm kernel default-network

Debugs internal events of route

management.

debug nsm events

Debugs sending of route management

and routing protocol messages.

debug nsm packet send

Debugs receiving of route management

and routing protocol messages.

debug nsm packet recv

11 Configuring VRF

11.1 Overview

AVirtual Private Network (VPN) Routing and Forwarding (VRF) table is used for the forwarding ofVPN packets. EachVPN corresponds

to a VRF table.

Adevice thatprovides theVPNservicehasmultiplerouting tales, includingapublic network routing tableandoneormultipleVRF

tables.Thepublic-network routing table isused for the forwardingofpublicnetworkpackets,and theVRF tablesareusedfor the

forwardingofVPNpackets.TheseroutingtablesarecreatedtoseparateroutesinthepublicnetworkfromthoseinVPNsandseparate

routes in differentVPNs.

AVPN is a private dedicated network built in the public network. "Virtual"means that theVPN is logically exclusive, instead of
physically exclusive.

11.2 Applications

Application Description

Local Inter-VPN Access Provide the VPN service on a routing device and enable VPNs to access each other.

VRF only on Provider Edges (PEs) Provide theVPNservice inan IPnetworkandconnectoneCustomerEdge (CE) tooneVPN.

VRF on CEs and PEs Provide the VPN service in an IP network and connect one CE to multiple VPNs.

CE: An edge device in a customer network

PE: An edge device in a Service Provider (SP) network

11.2.1 Local Inter-VPN Access

Scenario
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Provide the VPN service on a routing device and enable VPNs to access each other.

In Figure 11-1, Sub a runs theRouting Information Protocol (RIP), Sub b runs theOpenShortest Path First (OSPF) protocol, and Servers

isanetworksegmentdirectlyconnectedtoC.ProvidetheVPNserviceonCtoSuba,Subb,andServers,andenableSubaandSubb

to accessServers.

Figure 11-1

Related Configuration

 OnC, createaVRF table for Suba, bind the interfacedirectly connected toA, andassociate theVRF tablewithAbyusingRIP.

 OnC, createaVRF table for Subb, bind the interfacedirectly connected toB,andassociate theVRF tablewithBby usingOSPF.

 OnC, create a VRF table for Servers and bind the interface directly connected to Servers.

 OnC, configure the route targets (RTs) of theVRF tables for Suba, Subb, and Servers. Import the routes in theVRF tables for Sub
aandSubbtotheVRFtableforServers,andimport theroutesintheVRFtableforServerstotheVRFtablesforSubaandSubb.

 Configure the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) on C. Introduce theRIP routes to theVRF table for Sub a, introduce the OSPF
routes to theVRF table for Sub b, and introduce the direct routes to theVRF table for Servers.

11.2.2 VRFonlyonPEs

Scenario

An Internet Service Provider (ISP) provides theVPN service in an IP backbone network.

In Figure 11-2,VPN1 runs RIP,andVPN2 runsOSPF.

 OneCE is connected to oneVPN, and all routes on theCE are exclusively used by the connectedVPN. Therefore, noVRF table

needs to be created to separate the routes.

 OneachPE,VRFtablesmustbecreatedtoseparatetheroutesinVPN1,thoseinVPN2,andthoseinthepublicnetworkfrom

each other.

Figure 11-2

Deployment
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 OnPE1, create aVRF table forVPN1 and bind the interface directly connected to CE1.OnPE2, create aVRF table forVPN1 and

bind the interface directly connected to CE3.

 OnPE1, create aVRF table forVPN2 and bind the interface directly connected to CE2.OnPE2, create aVRF table forVPN2 and

bind the interface directly connected to CE4.

 OnPE1,associate theVRF table forVPN1withCE1byusingRIP.OnPE2,associate theVRF table forVPN1withCE3byusingRIP.

 OnPE1,associate theVRF table forVPN2withCE2byusingOSPF.OnPE2,associate theVRF table forVPN2withCE4byusing

OSPF.

 In theVRF instance forVPN1 onPE1, redistributeRIP routes toBGP,and redistributeBGP routes toRIP.The configuration onPE2

is similar.

 In theVRF instance forVPN2 onPE1, redistributeOSPF routes toBGP,and redistributeBGP routes toOSPF.The configuration on

PE2 issimilar.

11.2.3 VRFonCEsandPEs(MCEApplication)

Scenario

An ISP provides the VPN service in an IP backbone network.

In Figure 11-3, VPN a runs RIP, VPN b runs OSPF, and PE1 and PE2 are connected to BGP.

 OneMulti-VPN-InstanceCE (MCE) is connected tomultipleVPNs.VRF tablesmust be created to separate the routes inVPNa

from those inVPN b.

 OneachPE,VRFtablesmustbecreatedtoseparatetheroutesinVPNa,thoseinVPNb,andthoseinthepublicnetworkfrom

each other.

Figure 11-3

Deployment

 OneMCE1, createVRF tables forVPN a andVPN b respectively, bind the interfaces directly connected toVPNa andVPNb, and

bind theVLAN interface connected to PE1. The configuration onMCE2 is similar.

 OnPE1, createVRF tables forVPN aandVPNb respectively, and bind theVLAN interface connected toMCE1.The configuration

on PE2 is similar.

 OnMCE1, associate theVRF table forVPNawithVPNa by usingRIP.The configuration onMCE2 is similar.

 OnMCE1, associate theVRF table forVPNbwithVPNb byusingOSPF.The configuration onMCE2 is similar.

 In theVRF instance forVPN aonMCE1, redistribute RIP routes to BGP,and redistributeBGP routes to RIP.The configuration on

MCE2 issimilar.

 In theVRF instance forVPNbonMCE1, redistributeOSPF routes toBGP,and redistributeBGP routes toOSPF.The configuration

on MCE2 issimilar.
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11.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

VPN Instance A VPN instance is used to provide the VPN service. It is typically represented by a VRF table.

VPN Route A VPN route is used to forward VPN packets.

VPN Route Attribute Route distinguisher (RD): Identifies the VPN to which a route belongs.

RT: Indicates the route trade-off mode of VRF.

Global VRF Global default VPN instance

11.3.1 VPN Instance

AVPN instance is used to provide theVPN service. On a device that provides theVPN service, aVPN instance consists of theVRF table,

interfaces,routingprotocolprocesses,andconfigurationthatbelongtothesameVPN.AVPNinstanceistypicallyrepresentedbya

VRF table.

Working Principle

APEexchangesrouteswithaCEbyusingtherelatedroutingprotocolinthecorrespondingVPNinstance.AVRFtableisboundtoa

specific interface togenerate its interfaceset.Packets receivedon theseinterfaceswillbeassociatedwiththeVRFtableand

forwarded along corresponding routes.

Related Configuration

Single-protocol VRF tables and multiprotocol VRF tables cannot be created at the same time. Single-protocol VRF tables only
support IPv4, whereasmultiprotocol VRF tables support IPv4 and IPv6.

 Configuring aSingle-Protocol VRF Table

By default, a device has no VRF table.

Runtheipvrfcommandtocreateasingle-protocolVRFtable.

Run the ip vrf forwarding command to bind an interface.

Currently, single-protocol VRF tables only support IPv4.

 Configuring aMultiprotocol VRF Table

By default, a device has no VRF table.

Run the vrf definition command to create a multiprotocol VRF table.

Run the address-family ipv4 command to enable the IPv4 address family.

Run the address-family ipv6 command to enable the IPv6 address family.

Run the vrf forwarding command to bind an interface.

Multiprotocol VRF tables support IPv4 and IPv6.

11.3.2 VPNRoute

A VPN route is only used to forward VPN packets. It comes from:
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 Direct route and host route on the bound interface

 Direct route and host route on the configured import interface (not bound)

 Static and dynamic routes (RIP,RIPng, OSPFv2, OSPFv3, ISIS, and BGP) in the configured VPN instance

Fordetails about thestatic routes inaVPN instance, see "ConfigurationGuide> IPRoute".

For details about RIP in aVPN instance, see "Configuration Guide > IPRoute >RIP".

For details about RIPng in aVPN instance, see "ConfigurationGuide> IPRoute >RIPng".

Fordetails aboutOSPFv2 inaVPN instance, see "ConfigurationGuide> IPRoute>OSPFv2".

Fordetails aboutOSPFv3 inaVPN instance, see "ConfigurationGuide> IPRoute>OSPFv3".

Fordetailsabout ISISinaVPNinstance,see"ConfigurationGuide> IPRoute> ISIS".

For details about BGP in aVPN instance, see "Configuration Guide > IPRoute > BGP".

11.3.3 VPN RouteAttribute

The BGP extended attributes include two attributes specific to VPN routes: RD and RT.

Working Principle

 RD

Two routes with the same address but different RDs in twoVRF tables can be advertised separately between PEs, because the routes

are sent together with their RDs throughmultiprotocol BGP (MP-BGP).

 RT

RTinessenceindicateseachVRFtable'sroutetrade-offandpreferences. It ismainlyusedtocontrol theadvertisingandinstallation

policies forVPNroutes.RT isdivided into the import attributeandexportattribute.The import attribute indicates therouteof interest,

and theexport attribute indicates theadvertised route.APEadvertisesa route tootherPEsbasedon theRTexport rule in the

correspondingVRF table. The peer PE checks all received routes against the RT import rule in eachVRF table. If a route matches an RT

export rule (the export rule contains the import rule), it will be added to the correspondingVRF table.

Related Configuration

 RD

By default, no RD is configured inVRFmode.

Run the rdcommand toconfigureanRD.

 RTFS

By default, no RT is configured in VRF mode or address family mode.

Run the route-taet { import | export | both } command to configure an RT.

11.3.4 Global VRF

DefaultVPNinstance.

WorkingPrinciple
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 Global VRF

Configure VPN routing and attributes in the default VPN configuration mode,

Related Configuration

 Enter Global VRF Mode

By default, global VRF exists.

Run the vrf global-vrf command to enter the global VRF mode.

11.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring a Single-Protocol

VRF Table

Single-protocol VRF tables and multiprotocol VRF tables cannot be created at the same time. If IPv6
issupported,configureamultiprotocolVRFtable;otherwise,youcanconfigureasingle-protocol

VRF table or amultiprotocol VRF table. This configuration item creates aVRF table in an IPv4

network. IPv6 is not supported.

ip vrf vrf-name Creates a VRF table.

rd rd_value Configures an RD.

route-target { import | export | both } rt_value Configures an RT.

ip vrf forwarding vrf-name

Bindsaninterfaceandaddsthedirectroute

andhost routeon the interface to aVRF

table.

ip vrf receive vrf_name

Adds the direct routeandhost routeon an

interface toaVRF tablewithout binding the

interface.

Configuring a Multiprotocol VRF

Table

Single-protocol VRF tables and multiprotocol VRF tables cannot be created at the same time. If IPv6
issupported,configureamultiprotocolVRFtable.otherwise,youcanconfigureasingle-protocol

VRF table or amultiprotocol VRF table.This configuration item creates aVRF table in an IPv4 or IPv6

network.

vrf definition vrf-name Creates a VRF table.

description string Configures a VRF descriptor.

rd rd_value Configures an RD.

route-target { import | export | both } rt_value Configures an RT.

address-family ipv4 Enables the IPv4 address family.

address-family ipv6 Enables the IPv6 address family.

vrf forwarding vrf-name

Binds an interface and adds the direct route

andhost routeontheinterfacetoaVRF

table.

vrf receive vrf-name

Adds the direct routeandhost routeon an

interface toaVRF tablewithout binding the

interface.
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11.4.1 ConfiguringaSingle-ProtocolVRFTable

Configuration Effect

 Provide theVPN service on a device.

 With BGP assistance, flexibly control the separation and access betweenVPNs.

 With BGP assistance, provide theVPN service in an IP backbone network.

 Only IPv4 is supported.

Notes

 NoVRF table needs to be created if the device only forwards packets from oneVPN or from the public network.

 If the device needs to forward public network packets and VPN packets or forward packets from multiple VPNs, VRF tables must
be created to separate routes.

 Inmany cases, static or dynamic routes (RIP,OSPF, ISIS, and BGP) need to be added toVRF tables.

Configuration Steps

 Creating a VRF Table

 Mandatory.

 Create aVRF table for eachVPN.

 Configuring anRD

 Optional.

 WhenroutinginformationneedstobeadvertisedthroughBGPin thebackbonenetwork,BGPmayselect thebest routefor
advertising if overlapping network addresses exist in different VPNs, which will make some VPNs fail to obtain corresponding

routinginformation.Tosolvethisproblem,youcanconfigureRDsforroutestoenableBGPtomakeroutingdecisionsbasedon

theseRDs, thus ensuring that eachVPN can obtain corresponding routing information.

 Run the rd command in single-protocol VRFmode.

 Configuring anRT

 Optional.

 Youcan run the route-target export command to specify the attributes of the route to be advertised, and run the
route-target import command to specify the attributes of the route to be received. You can also run the route-target both

command to specify the export and import attributes.

 Run the route-target command in single-protocol VRFmode.

 Bindingan Interface andAdding theDirect Route andHost Route on the Interface to aVRFTable

 Mandatory.

 Ifthephysical linkfortransmittingVPNpacketsisexclusivelyoccupiedbyaVPN,bindthephysical interfacetothe
corresponding VRFtable.
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 If thephysical linkfortransmittingVPNpacketsissharedbymultipleVPNs,youneedtocreateanindependent logical linkfor
eachVPN,andbindthelogical interfacetothecorrespondingVRFtable.Alogical interfacecanbeasubinterfaceoraVLAN

interface.

 Youmustbindan interface to thecorrespondingsingle-protocolVRF tablebeforeyouconfigure the IPv4addressof the
interface.IfyoubindtheinterfaceafteritsIPv4addressisconfigured,theIPv4addresswillbeinvalid(theIPv6addressof the

interface is retained).

 Ifyoubindaninterfacetothecorrespondingsingle-protocolVRFtableandenableIPv6ontheinterface,thedevicecannot
forward the IPv6 packets received on the interface.

 Adding theDirect Route and HostRoute on an Interface to aVRF TableWithout Binding the Interface

 Optional.

 Ifpolicy-basedrouting(PBR)isrequiredforVRFtableselection,runtheipvrfreceivecommandontheinterfacetowhichPBRis
applied, and import the direct route and host route on the interface to eachVRF table available for choice.

Verification

 Check whether VRF tables are created correctly on the router.

Related Commands

 Creating a VRF Table

Command ip vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of the VRF table to be created. It cannot exceed 31 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After you run the command, the system will enter VRF mode.

 ConfiguringanRD

Command rd rd_value

Parameter

Description

rd_value has the following three different parameter forms:

(1) rd_value = as_num: nn

as_num indicatesthe2-bytenumberthatidentifiesapublicautonomoussystem(AS).nn isconfigurable intherange

0..4294967295.

(2) rd_value = ip_addr:nn

ip_addr must be a global IP address. nn is configurable in the range 0..65535.

(3) rd_value = as4_num: nn

as4_num indicates the 4-byte number that identifies a public AS. nn is configurable in the range 1..65535.

Command

Mode

VRF configuration mode

Usage Guide YoucannotdirectlychangetheRDofanexistingVRFtable.YouneedtodeletetheVRFtablefirstandthenconfigurea

new RD.

A VRF table has only one RD. You cannot configure multiple RDs for one VRF table.

 ConfiguringanRT
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Command route-target { import | export | both } rt_value

Parameter

Description

rt_value has the following three different parameter forms:

(1) rt_value = as_num:nn

as_num indicates the 2-byte number that identifies a public AS. nn is configurable in the range 0..4294967295.

(2) rt_value = ip_addr:nn

ip_addr must be a global IP address. nn is configurable in the range 0..65535.

(3) rt_value = as4_num: nn

as4_num indicates the 4-byte number that identifies a public AS. nn is configurable in the range 1..65535.

Command

Mode

VRF configuration mode

Usage Guide A VRF table can be configured with multiple import and export RT attributes.

 Binding anInterface

Command ip vrf forwarding vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, an interface does not belong to any VRF table.

Afteran interfaceisbound to thecorrespondingVRF table, thedirect routeandhost routeon the interfacewillbe

automatically added to theVRF table.

Youmustbindan interfacetothecorrespondingsingle-protocolVRFtablebeforeyouconfiguretheIPv4addressof the

interface.IfyoubindtheinterfaceafteritsIPv4addressisconfigured,theIPv4addresswillbeinvalid(theIPv6addressof

the interface is retained).

 Adding theDirect Route and HostRoute on an Interface to aVRF TableWithout Binding the Interface

Command ip vrf receive vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isused toadd thehost routeanddirect routeonan interface toaVRF table. Ifyouneedtoadd thehost

route and direct route on an interface tomultipleVRF tables, run the commandmultiple times.

Different fromthe ipvrf forwardingcommand, the ipvrf receivecommanddoesnotbind an interface tothe

correspondingVRF table.The interface isstill aglobal interfaceanddoesnot belong toanyVRF table.

The ip vrf forwarding and ip vrf receive commands are mutually exclusive on the same interface.

 Displaying the VRF Information on aDevice

Command show ip vrf [ brief | detail | interfaces ] [ vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

brief: Displays brief information.

detail: Displays detailed information.

interfaces: Displays the interface binding information.

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command Privilege, global and interface configuration modes
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Mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtodisplay the informationofaspecifiedVRF table tocheckwhether theVRF table isboundwith

the correct interface.

 Displaying the Routes in a VRF Table

Command show ip route vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide This command is used to check whether a specified VRF table contains corresponding routes.

Configuration Example

 Local Inter-VPNAccess

Scenario

Figure 11-4

Sub a, Sub b, and Servers are three VPNs that have separate address spaces.

Sub a runs RIP, Sub b runs OSPF, and Servers is a network segment directly connected to C.

Configuration

Requirements

Routes in Sub a are separated from those in Sub b, but both Sub a and Sub b can access Servers.

Configuration

Steps

 OnC,createaVRFtableforSuba,bindtheinterfacedirectlyconnectedtoA,andassociatetheVRFtablewithAby

using RIP.

 OnC,createaVRFtableforSubb,bindtheinterfacedirectlyconnectedtoB,andassociatetheVRFtablewithBby

usingOSPF.

 OnC, create aVRF table for Servers and bind the interface directly connected toServers.

 OnC,configuretheRTsoftheVRFtablesforSuba,Subb,andServers.ImporttheroutesintheVRFtablesforSuba

andSubbtotheVRFtableforServers,andimport theroutesintheVRFtableforServerstotheVRFtablesforSuba

and Subb.

 ConfiguretheBorderGatewayProtocol(BGP)onC.IntroducetheRIProutestotheVRFtableforSuba,introduce

theOSPFroutestotheVRFtableforSubb(enabledwithanaddressfamily),andintroducethedirectroutestothe

VRF table for Servers (enabled with an address family).

Planning of interfaces and addresses:

Interface Description Interface Name IP Address/Mask VRF Table

Interface on C connected to A GE0/1 10.10.1.1/24 VRF table for Sub a

Interface on C connected to B GE0/2 10.10.2.1/24 VRF table for Sub b

Interface on C connected to Servers GE0/3 10.10.3.1/24 VRF table for Servers

Interface on A connected to C GE0/1 10.10.1.2/24 -
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Interface on B connected to C GE0/2 10.10.2.2/24 -

A A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport port

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 10.10.1.2 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A(config)#router rip

A(config-router)#version 2

A(config-router)#no auto-summary

A(config-router)#network 10.10.1.0 0.0.0.255

B B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#no switchport port

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 10.10.2.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

B(config)#router ospf 1

B(config-router)#network 10.10.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 0

C C(config)# ip vrf Suba

C(config-vrf)# rd100:1

C(config-vrf)# route-target import 100:3

C(config-vrf)# route-target export 100:1

C(config-vrf)# exit

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip vrf forwarding Suba

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 10.10.1.1 255.255.255.0

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)#router rip

C(config-router)#address-family ipv4 vrf Suba

C(config-router-af)# version 2

C(config-router-af)# no auto-summary

C(config-router-af)#network 10.10.1.0 0.0.0.255

C(config-router-af)#exit

C(config)# ip vrf Subb

C(config-vrf)# rd 100:2

C(config-vrf)# route-target import 100:3
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C(config-vrf)# route-target export 100:2

C(config-vrf)# exit

C(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip vrf forwarding Subb

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip address 10.10.2.1 255.255.255.0

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

C(config)# router ospf 2 vrf Subb

C(config-router)#network10.10.2.00.0.0.255area0

C(config-router)# exit

C(config)# ip vrf Servers

C(config-vrf)#rd100:3

C(config-vrf)# route-target import 100:1

C(config-vrf)# route-target import 100:2

C(config-vrf)# route-target export 100:3

C(config-vrf)# exit

C(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip vrf forwarding Servers

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# ip address 10.10.3.1 255.255.255.0

C(config-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

C(config)# router bgp 200

C(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vpna

C(config-router-af)# redistribute rip

C(config-router-af)# exit

C(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vpnb

C(config-router-af)# redistribute ospf 1

C(config-router-af)# exit

C(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf Servers

C(config-router-af)# redistribute connected subnets

C(config-router-af)# exit

Verification  Run the show ip vrf interface command onC to check the interface binding information.

 RuntheshowiproutevrfcommandonCtocheckwhethertwoVRFtablesarecreatedtoseparatetheroutesin

Sub a from those in Sub b andwhether bothVRF tables contain the routes in Servers.

C C# show ip vrf interfaces
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Interface IP-Address VRF Protocol

GigabitEthernet0/1 10.10.1.1 Suba up

GigabitEthernet0/2 10.10.2.1 Subb up

GigabitEthernet0/3 10.10.3.1 Servers up

C#showiproutevrfSubb

RoutingTable: Subb

Codes: C - connected,S - static,R -RIP,B -BGP

O-OSPF,IA -OSPF inter area

N1-OSPFNSSAexternal type1,N2 -OSPFNSSAexternal type2

E1 -OSPFexternal type 1,E2 -OSPFexternal type 2

i- IS-IS,su-IS-ISsummary,L1-IS-IS level-1,L2-IS-IS level-2

ia - IS-IS inter area, * - candidate default

Gateway of last resort is no set

O 10.2.0.0/16 [20/0] via 0.0.0.0, 00:10:46,GigabitEthernet 0/2

O 10.10.2.0/24 [20/0]via0.0.0.0,00:10:46,GigabitEthernet0/2

C 10.10.2.1/32 is local host.

C 10.10.3.0/24 is directly connected, GigabitEthernet 0/3

C 10.10.3.1/32 islocal host.

Common Errors

 An interface is bound to a VRF table after the IP interface of the interface is configured.

 WhenaphysicallinkisusedtoforwardpacketsfrommultipleVPNs,thecorrespondingphysical interfaceisboundtoaVRF
table.

 VPN routes are not introduced to BGP.

11.4.2 Configuring a Multiprotocol VRF Table

Configuration Effect

 Provide theVPN service on a device.

 With BGP assistance, flexibly control the separation and access betweenVPNs.

 With BGP assistance, provide theVPN service in an IP backbone network.

 Support IPv4 and IPv6 through address family configuration.

Notes

 NoVRF table needs to be created if the device only forwards packets from oneVPN or from the public network.
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 If the device needs to forward public network packets and VPN packets or forward packets from multiple VPNs, VRF tables must
be created to separate routes.

 Inmany cases, static or dynamic routes (RIP,OSPF, ISIS, and BGP) need to be added toVRF tables.

Configuration Steps

 Creating a VRF Table

 Mandatory.

 Create aVRF table for eachVPN.

 Configuring anAddress Family

 Mandatory.

 Enable the corresponding address family for each createdVRF table.

 Configuring anRD

 Optional.

 WhenroutinginformationneedstobeadvertisedthroughBGPin thebackbonenetwork,BGPmayselect thebest routefor
advertising if overlapping network addresses exist in different VPNs, which will make some VPNs fail to obtain corresponding

routinginformation.Tosolvethisproblem,youcanconfigureRDsforroutestoenableBGPtomakeroutingdecisionsbasedon

theseRDs, thus ensuring that eachVPN can obtain corresponding routing information.

 Configuring anRT

 Optional.

 Youcan run the route-target export command to specify the attributes of the route to be advertised, and run the
route-target import command to specify the attributes of the route to be received. You can also run the route-target both

command to specify the export and import attributes.

 Run the route-target command inmultiprotocol VRFmode or multiprotocolVRF address familymode.

 Bindingan Interface andAdding theDirect Route andHost Route on the Interface to aVRFTable

 Mandatory.

 Ifthephysical linkfortransmittingVPNpacketsisexclusivelyoccupiedbyaVPN,bindthephysical interfacetothe
corresponding VRFtable.

 If thephysical linkfortransmittingVPNpacketsissharedbymultipleVPNs,youneedtocreateanindependent logical linkfor
eachVPN,andbindthelogical interfacetothecorrespondingVRFtable.Alogical interfacecanbeasubinterfaceoraVLAN

interface.

 Beforeyoubindan interfacetoamultiprotocolVRFtable,enableanaddressfamily for thetable. IfyoudonotenabletheIPv4
address family in advance, you cannot configure the IPv4 address andVRRP IPv4 address of the bound interface. If you do not

enable the IPv6 address family in advance, you cannot configure the IPv6 address and VRRP IPv6 address of the bound interface.

 Youmustbindan interfacetothecorrespondingmultiprotocolVRFtablebeforeyouconfiguretheIPv4or IPv6addressof the
interface. If you bind the interface after its IPv4 or IPv6 address is configured, the addresswill be invalid.

 Adding theDirect Route and HostRoute on an Interface to aVRF TableWithout Binding the Interface
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 Optional.

 IfPBRisrequiredforVRFtableselection,runthe ipvrfreceivecommandontheinterfacetowhichPBRisapplied,andimport
the direct route and host route on the interface to eachVRF table available for choice.

Verification

 CheckwhethermultiprotocolVRF tables are created correctly on the router and corresponding address familiesare enabled.

Related Commands

 Creating a VRF Table

Command vrf definition vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of the VRF table to be created. It cannot exceed 31 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After you run the command, the system will enter VRF mode.

 Enabling the IPv4Address Family

Command address-family ipv4

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VRF mode

Usage Guide After you run the command, the system will enter VRF IPv4 address family submode.

 Enabling the IPv6Address Family

Command address-family ipv6

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VRF mode

Usage Guide After you run the command, the system will enter VRF IPv6 address family submode.

 Configuring anRD

Command rd rd_value

Parameter

Description

rd_value has the following three different parameter forms:

(1) rd_value = as_num: nn

as_num indicates the 2-byte number that identifies a public AS. nn is configurable in the range 0..4294967295.

(2) rd_value = ip_addr:nn

ip_addr must be a global IP address. nn is configurable in the range 0..65535.

(3) rd_value = as4_num: nn

as4_num indicates the 4-byte number that identifies a public AS. nn is configurable in the range 1..65535.

Command

Mode

VRF configuration mode
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Usage Guide YoucannotdirectlychangetheRDofanexistingVRFtable.YouneedtodeletetheVRFtablefirstandthenconfigurea

new RD.

A VRF table has only one RD. You cannot configure multiple RDs for one VRF table.

 Configuring anRT

Command route-target { import | export | both } rt_value

Parameter

Description

rt_value has the following three different parameter forms:

(1) rt_value = as_num:nn

as_num indicates the 2-byte number that identifies a public AS. nn is configurable in the range 0..4294967295.

(2) rt_value = ip_addr: nn

ip_addr must be a global IP address. nn is configurable in the range 0..65535.

(3) rt_value = as4_num: nn

as4_num indicates the 4-byte number that identifies a public AS. nn is configurable in the range 1..65535.

Command

Mode

VRF configuration mode or VRF address family submode

Usage Guide One VRF table can be configured with multiple import and export RT attributes.

 Binding anInterface

Command vrf forwarding vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, an interface does not belong to any VRF table.

Afteran interfaceisbound to thecorrespondingVRF table, thedirect routeandhost routeon the interfacewillbe

automatically added to theVRF table.

Beforeyoubindan interfacetoamultiprotocolVRFtable,enableanaddressfamily for thetable. Ifyoudonot enablethe

IPv4 address family in advance, you cannot configure the IPv4 address andVRRP IPv4 address of the bound interface. If

youdonotenabletheIPv6addressfamilyinadvance,youcannotconfiguretheIPv6addressandVRRPIPv6addressof

the bound interface.

Youmust bind an interface to amultiprotocolVRF table before you configure the IPv4, IPv6,VRRP IPv4, andVRRP IPv6

addressesof the interface;otherwise, theseaddresseswillbe invalidandthe IPv6protocolon the interfacewillbe

disabled.

If the IPv4 address family is deleted from themultiprotocol VRF table, the IPv4 andVRRP IPv4 addresses of all interfaces

boundtotheVRFtablewillbedeleted,and theIPv4staticroutesintheVRFtableornext-hoproutesarealsodeleted. If

the IPv6 address family is deleted from themultiprotocol VRF table, the IPv6 andVRRP IPv6 addresses of all interfaces

boundtotheVRFtablewillbedeleted, the IPv6protocolon the interfaceswillbedisabled,and the IPv6staticroutes in

the VRF table or next-hop routes are also deleted.

 Adding theDirect Route and HostRoute on an Interface to aVRF TableWithout Binding the Interface

Command vrf receive vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isused toadd thehost routeanddirect routeonan interface toaVRF table. Ifyouneedtoadd thehost

route and direct route on an interface tomultipleVRF tables, run the commandmultiple times.

Different fromthevrf forwardingcommand, thevrf receivecommanddoesnotbindan interfacetothecorresponding

VRF table.The interface is still a global interface and does not belong to anyVRF table.

The vrf forwarding and vrf receive commands are mutually exclusive on the same interface.

 Displaying the VRF Information on aDevice

Command show vrf [ brief | detail | ipv4 | ipv6] [ vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

brief: Displays brief information.

detail: Displays detailed information.

ipv4: Displays the brief information of an IPv4 VRF table.

Ipv6: Displays the brief information of an IPv6 VRF table.

vrf-name: Indicates the name of aVRF table.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtodisplay the informationofaspecifiedVRF table tocheckwhether theVRF table isboundwith

the correct interface.

 Displaying the Routes in a VRF Table

Command show ip route vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide This command is used to check whether a specified VRF table contains corresponding routes.

Configuration Example

The following example only describesVRF-related configuration onA1, B1,MCE1, andPE1.The configuration onA2, B2,MCE2,
and PE2 is similar.

 VRF onCEs and PEs (MCEApplication)

Scenario

Figure 11-5

VPN a and VPN b have independent address spaces.

VPN a runs RIP and VPN b runs OSPF.

Configuration

Requirements

TheroutesinVPNaareseparatedfromthoseinVPNb.A1andA2canaccesseachother,andB1andB2canaccesseach

other.
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Configuration

Steps

 ConnectMCE1andA1 throughRIP.ExtendRIP routes onA1.OnMCE1, create aVRF table forVPN a, bind the

directly connected interface, and configure RIP routes.

 ConnectMCE1andB1 throughOSPF.ExtendOSPFroutesonB1.OnMCE1, createaVRF table forVPNb, bind the

directly connected interface, and configure OSPF routes.

 ConnectMCE1andPE1 throughBGP.OnMCE1andPE1,createaVRF table foreachVPN,bind theVLAN interface,

and configure BGProutes.

 Configure the physical link betweenMCE1 and PE1 inTrunkmode.

 IntheVRFinstanceforVPNaonMCE1,redistributetheRIProutestoBGP,andredistributetheBGProutestoRIP.

 In theVRF instance forVPN b onMCE1, redistribute theOSPF routes to BGP,and redistribute the BGP routes to

OSPF.

Planning of interfaces and addresses:

Interface Description Interface Name IP Address/Mask VRF Table

Physical interfaceonA1connected to

MCE1
GE0/1 10.10.1.2/24 -

Physical interfaceonB1connected to

MCE1
GE0/2 10.10.2.2/24 -

Physical interface on MCE1 connected

to A1
GE0/1 10.10.1.1/24 VRF table for VPN a

Physical interface on MCE1 connected

to B1
GE0/2 10.10.2.1/24 VRF table for VPN b

LogicalinterfaceonMCE1connected

to PE1
VLAN10 10.10.10.1/24 VRF table for VPN a

LogicalinterfaceonMCE1connected

to PE1
VLAN20 10.10.20.1/24 VRF table for VPN b

Logical interfaceonPE1connected to

MCE1
VLAN10 10.10.10.2/24 VRF table for VPN a

Logical interfaceonPE1connected to

MCE1
VLAN20 10.10.20.2/24 VRF table for VPN b

A1 A1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport port

A1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 10.10.1.2 255.255.255.0

A1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

A1(config)#router rip

A1(config-router)#version 2

A1(config-router)#no auto-summary

A1(config-router)#network 10.10.1.0 0.0.0.255

B1 B1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport port

B1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 10.10.2.2 255.255.255.0
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B1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

B1(config)#router ospf 1

B1(config-router)#network 10.10.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 0

MCE1 #CreateaVRF table forVPNaandaVRF tableVPNb, and enable the IPv4 address family.

MCE1(config)#vrf definition vpna

MCE1(config-vrf)#address-family ipv4

MCE1(config-vrf-af)#exit

MCE1(config-vrf)#exit

MCE1(config)#vrf definition vpnb

MCE1(config-vrf)#address-family ipv4

MCE1(config-vrf-af)#exit

MCE1(config-vrf)#exit

#Bind interfaces to the VRF tables.

MCE1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport port

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrf forwarding vpna

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 10.10.1.1 255.255.255.0

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

MCE1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#no switchport port

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#vrf forwarding vpnb

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 10.10.2.1 255.255.255.0

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

MCE1(config)#interface vlan 10

MCE1(config-if-VLAN 10)#vrf forwarding vpna

MCE1(config-if-VLAN 10)#ip address 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.0

MCE1(config-if-VLAN 10)#exit

MCE1(config)#interface vlan 20

MCE1(config-if-VLAN 20)#vrf forwarding vpnb

MCE1(config-if-VLAN 20)#ip address 10.10.20.1 255.255.255.0

MCE1(config-if-VLAN 20)#exit

#Configure the interface connected to PE1 in Trunk mode.

MCE1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/3
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MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport mode trunk

MCE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

#Configure RIP and BGP routes in theVRF table forVPN a, and introduce routes in the twoVRF tables to each other.

MCE1(config)#router rip

MCE1(config-router)#address-family ipv4 vrf vpna

MCE1(config-router-af)# version 2

MCE1(config-router-af)# no auto-summary

MCE1(config-router-af)#network 10.10.1.0 0.0.0.255

MCE1(config-router-af)#redistribute bgp subnets

MCE1(config-router-af)#exit

MCE1(config)# router bgp 100

MCE1(config-router)#address-family ipv4 vrf vpna

MCE1(config-router-af)#neighbor 10.10.10.2 remote-as 200

MCE1(config-router-af)#redistribute rip

MCE1(config-router-af)#exit

#ConfigureOSPF and BGP routes in theVRF table forVPN b, and introduce routes in the twoVRF tables to each other.

MCE1(config)#router ospf 1 vrf vpnb

MCE1(config-router)#network 10.10.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 0

MCE1(config-router)#redistribute bgp subnets

MCE1(config-router)#exit

MCE1(config)# router bgp 100

MCE1(config-router)#address-family ipv4 vrf vpnb

MCE1(config-router-af)#neighbor 10.10.20.2 remote-as 200

MCE1(config-router-af)#redistribute ospf 1

MCE1(config-router-af)#exit

PE1 #CreateaVRF table forVPNaandaVRF tableVPNb, and enable the IPv4 address family.

PE1(config)#vrf definition vpna

PE1(config-vrf)#address-family ipv4

PE1(config-vrf-af)#exit

PE1(config-vrf)#exit

PE1(config)#vrf definition vpnb

PE1(config-vrf)#address-family ipv4

PE1(config-vrf-af)#exit
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PE1(config-vrf)#exit

#Bind interfaces to theVRF tables.

PE1(config)#vlan 10

PE1(config-vlan)#exit

PE1(config)#vlan 20

PE1(config-vlan)#exit

PE1(config)#interface vlan 10

PE1(config-if-VLAN 10)#vrf forwarding vpna

PE1(config-if-VLAN 10)#ip address 10.10.10.2 255.255.255.0

PE1(config-if-VLAN 10)#exit

PE1(config)#interface vlan 20

PE1(config-if-VLAN 20)#vrf forwarding vpnb

PE1(config-if-VLAN 20)#ip address 10.10.20.2 255.255.255.0

PE1(config-if-VLAN 20)#exit

#Configure the interface on PE1 connected to MCE1 in Trunkmode.

PE1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/3

PE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#switchport mode trunk

PE1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

#ConfigureBGP routes in theVRF table forVPNa.

PE1(config)# router bgp 200

PE1(config-router)#address-family ipv4 vrf vpna

PE1(config-router-af)#neighbor 10.10.10.1 remote-as 100

PE1(config-router-af)#exit

#ConfigureBGP routes in theVRF table forVPN b.

PE1(config)# router bgp 200

PE1(config-router)#address-family ipv4 vrf vpnb

PE1(config-router-af)#neighbor 10.10.20.1 remote-as 100

PE1(config-router-af)#exit

Verification  OnA1, runtheshowiproutecommandtodisplaytheroutesinVPNa.

 OnB2, runtheshowiproutecommandtodisplaytheroutesinVPNb.

 OnMCE1,runtheshowiproutevrfvpnacommandtodisplaytheroutesinVPNa,andrun theshowiproutevrf

vpnb command to display the routes in VPN b.

 OnPE1, run theshowiproutevrfvpnacommand todisplay the routes inVPNa,and run theshowiproutevrf

vpnb command to display the routes in VPN b.

-
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Common Errors

 AmultiprotocolVRF table is configured, but no address family is enabled.

 An interface is bound to a VRF table after the IP interface of the interface is configured.

 WhenaphysicallinkisusedtoforwardpacketsfrommultipleVPNs,thecorrespondingphysical interfaceisboundtoaVRF
table.

 VPN routes are not introduced to BGP.

11.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

ClearstheroutesinaspecifiedVRFtable. clear ip route vrf vrf-name

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the information of a

single-protocol VRF table.

show ip vrf [ brief | detail | interfaces ] [ vrf-name ]

Displays the information of a

multiprotocol VRF table.

show vrf [ ipv4 | ipv6 | brief | detail ] [ vrf-name ]

Displays the global VRF information. show global-vrf [ ipv4 | ipv6 | brief | detail ]

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Displays the debugging information

during the processes where aVRF table is

created, an address family is enabled, and

an interface is bound to the VRF table.

debug vrf

Prints the information of interface-related

VRF operation debugging.

debug vrf interface

12 Configuring L3MAC

12.1 Overview

A layer-3MAC address for forwarding can be configured for a device so that packets whose destinationMAC addressesmatch the

configured layer-3MACaddressare forwardedat layer3. Indatacenterscenarios, thisMACaddresscanbeconfigured instaticARP

entries of neighbors so that routing can be triggered on any neighbor device.
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12.2 Applications

Application Description

Data Center Scenario Layer-3 routing can be triggered on any neighbor without perceiving the layer-3 MAC

address of the device.

12.2.1 DataCenter Scenario

Scenario

A data center adopting the topology shown in the figure below is used as an example:

 A global layer-3MAC address is configured on SW2and SW3.

 A static ARP entry is configured on SW1.

 TheMACaddressinthestaticARPentryconfiguredonSW1istheglobal layer-3MACaddressof itsneighbors, that is,SW2and
SW3.

Figure 1-1

Deployment

 Packets fromSW1 can be routed at layer 3 through its neighbors: SW2and SW3.

12.3 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Adding a Layer-3 MAC Address Mandatory.

l3intf-mac-add Adds a layer-3 MAC address.

12.3.1 AddingaLayer-3MACAddress

Configuration Effect

 Addaglobal layer-3MACaddresssothat layer-3routingcanbetriggeredwhenpacketsmatchingthis layer-3MACaddressare
received.

Notes

 Up to two layer-3 MAC addresses can be added.
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Configuration Steps

 Adding a Layer-3 MACAddress

Command l3intf-mac-add mac

Parameter

Description

mac: Indicates the layer-3 MAC address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Deleting a Layer-3MAC Address

Command no l3intf-mac-add mac

Parameter

Description

mac: Indicates the layer-3 MAC address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

1. Run the show run command to checkwhether the current configuration is correct.

2. Run the show l3intf-mac-add command to check whether the current configuration is correct.

Configuration Example

 Adding a Layer-3 MACAddress

Scenario

Figure 1-2

Configuration

Steps

Configure a static ARP entry on SW1, and a global layer-3 MAC address on SW2 and SW3.

SW2 SW2FS# configure terminal

SW2#(FS(config)#l3intf-mac-add 0000.0001.2233

SW3 SW3FS# configure terminal

SW3#(FS(config)#l3intf-mac-add 0000.0001.2233

SW1 SW1FS# configure terminal
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SW1FS(config)# arp 192.168.22.20 0000.0001.2233 arpa

Verification 1. Run theshowl3intf-mac-add command todisplay theglobalMACaddressconfiguredonSW2andSW3.

2. Pump trafficandverify thatpackets fromSW1areroutedat layer3regardlessofwhether thenexthopofSW1is

SW2 orSW3.

SW2 SW2(config)#FS#show l3intf-mac-add

l3intf mac address:

0000.0001.2235

SW3 SW3(config)#FS#show l3intf-mac-add

l3intf mac address:

0000.0001.2235

12.4 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the configured global layer-3 MAC address of the

device.

show l3intf-mac-add

13 ConfiguringHardwareCapacity Query

13.1 Overview

The FSOS provides the function of querying the hardware capacity and usage of the route forward information database (FIB).

Protocols and Standards

N/A

13.2 Features

Basic Concepts

Routehardwareresourcesareclassified intoIPv4andIPv6routeresourcesbyprotocol,andareclassified intohostandnetworkroute

resources by route prefix.

Route resource allocation varies with the chip hardware type.

 N5860 series, N8560 series andNC8200 series

Products of these series use XGS chips. Their route hardware resources consist of the L3_ENTRY,L3_DEFIP, L3_DEFIP_128, and

ALPM tables. The L3_ENTRY table can store IPv4/IPv6 host routes. The L3_DEFIP table can store IPv4 and IPv6_64 routes. The

L3_DEFIP_128 table can store IPv6 routes with a mask of 65 to 128 bits. The ALPM table can store IPv4/IPv6 routes. IPv4 and IPv6

routes occupy different quantities of hardware entries, and can be converted in the followingways:

Calculation rules for the L3_ENTRY table:

 One IPV4_HOST route occupies one L3_ENTRY entry.
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 One IPV4_HOSTFULL route occupies two L3_ENTRY entries.

 One IPV6_HOST route occupies two L3_ENTRY entries.

 One IPV6_HOSTFULL route occupies four L3_ENTRY entries.

Calculation rules for theL3_DEFIP table: (If ALPM isenabled, conversion isnot requiredand theL3_DEFIPentry usage isnot

displayed.)

 TwoIPv4routesoccupyoneL3_DEFIPentry. (If there isonlyone IPv4 route, the IPv4 routealsooccupiesoneL3_DEFIP

entry.)

 One IPV6_64 route occupies one L3_DEFIP entry.

Calculation rules for the L3_DEFIP_128 table: (If ALPM is enabled, conversion is not required and the L3_DEFIP_128 entry usage

is not displayed.)

 One IPV6_128 route occupies one L3_DEFIP_128 entry.

Calculation rules for the ALPM table: (If ALPM is disabled, related ALPMentries are set to 0 and the ALPM entry usage is not

displayed.)

 One IPV4 route occupies one ALPM entry.

 One IPv6 route occupies 1.5 ALPM entrieswhen IPV6_128 is disabled.

 One IPv6 route occupies three ALPM entries when IPV6_128 is enabled.

 N18000-X CBseries

Fixedcapacitiesareallocated tomanagehost andnetwork routeresources, respectively. IPv4and IPv6host routessharehost

route resources. IPv4 and IPv6network routes sharenetwork route resources.An IPv6 route occupies four timesof resources

over an IPv4 route. For example, when the total host route resource capacity is 200 K, 200 K IPv4 host routes, 50 K IPv6 host

routes, or 100 K IPv4 host routes and 25 K IPv6 host routes are supported.

Thenetworkrouteresourcecapacityof theN18000-XCBseries isdeterminedby theprefix lengthof installedroutes, toprovide
references for the guarantee capacity (minimum) and theoretical capacity (maximum).

Route tables are hash tables, and hash collisionseasily occur. Some hardware resourcesmay be incompletely used.

Verification

 Displaying Resource Usage in StandaloneMode

 Run the show route-res usage slot slot_num command to display the resource usage.

Command show route-res usage slot slot_num

Parameter

Description

slot_num: Specifies the ID of the slot in which the line card of the chassis-type device resides, where 0 indicates a

box-type device.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command

Presentation

FS#show route-resusage slot0

Switch Mode Current:default

SwitchModeNext :default

------------------------------------

L3 Software Statistics:
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-----------------------

Switch Slot Chip Name Used Description

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 IPV4_LPM 0 ipv4 route in lpm table

1 0 0 IPV4_HOST 0 ipv4 route in l3_entry table

1 0 0 IPV4_HOSTFULL 0 ipv4 route in l3_entry_double table

1 0 0 IPV6_64_LPM 0 ipv6-64 route in lpm table

1 0 0 IPV6_128_LPM 0 ipv6-65~128 route in lpm table

1 0 0 IPV6_HOST 0 ipv6 route in l3_entry_double

1 0 0 IPV6_HOST_FULL 0 ipv6 route in l3_entry_qual

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Switch Slot Chip Name Used Max Description

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 NEXTHOP 0 49152 nexthop number

1 0 0 ECMP_GROUP 0 4096 ecmp group number

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L3 Forwarding Resourses:

------------------------

Switch Slot Chip Resource Service Max Used[ %] Remain

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 L3_ENTRY 212992 0[ 0%] 212992

1 0 0 IPV4_HOST 0 212992

1 0 0 IPV4_HOSTFULL 0 106496

1 0 0 IPV6_HOST 0 106496

1 0 0 IPV6_HOSTFULL 0 53248

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 L3_DEFIP 6144 0[ 0%] 6144

1 0 0 IPV4 0 12288

1 0 0 IPV6_64 0 6144

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 L3_DEFIP_128 1024 0[ 0%] 1024

1 0 0 IPV6_128 0 1024

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Displaying Resource Usage in VSUMode

 Run theshow route-resusageswitch switch_num slot slot_num command todisplay the resourceusage of a line card.

Command show route-res usage switch switch_num slot slot_num

Parameter

Description

switch_num: Indicates the device ID of the chassis- or box-type device inVSUmode. In standalonemode, the keyword

switch is not displayed.

slot_num: Specifies the ID of the slot in which the line card of the chassis-type device resides, where 0 indicates a

box-type device.

Command Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command FS#show route-res usage switch 1 slot 0

Presentation Switch Mode Current:default

SwitchModeNext :default

------------------------------------

L3 Software Statistics:

-----------------------

Switch Slot Chip Name Used Description

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 IPV4_LPM 7 ipv4 route in lpm table

1 0 0 IPV4_HOST 9 ipv4 route in l3_entry table

1 0 0 IPV4_HOSTFULL 3 ipv4 route in l3_entry_double table

1 0 0 IPV6_64_LPM 8 ipv6-64 route in lpm table

1 0 0 IPV6_128_LPM 0 ipv6-65~128 route in lpm table

1 0 0 IPV6_HOST 9 ipv6 route in l3_entry_double

1 0 0 IPV6_HOST_FULL 0 ipv6 route in l3_entry_qual

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Switch Slot Chip Name Used Max Description

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 NEXTHOP 33 49152 nexthop number

1 0 0 ECMP_GROUP 1 4096 ecmp groupnumber

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L3 Forwarding Resourses:

------------------------

Switch Slot Chip Resource Service Max Used[ %] Remain

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 L3_ENTRY 212992 33[ 0%] 212959

1 0 0 IPV4_HOST 9 212959

1 0 0 IPV4_HOSTFULL 3 106479

1 0 0 IPV6_HOST 9 106479

1 0 0 IPV6_HOSTFULL 0 53239

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 L3_DEFIP 6144 12[ 0%] 6132

1 0 0 IPV4 7 12264

1 0 0 IPV6_64 8 6132

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 0 L3_DEFIP_128 1024 0[ 0%] 1024

1 0 0 IPV6_128 0 1024

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DisplayingResource Usage of All Slots in Standalone or VSUMode
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 Run the show route-res usageall command to display the resource usage of all line cards.

Command show route-res usage all

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command

Presentation

N/A

Configuration Example

Verification Run the show route-res usage slot slot_num command to display the resource usage.

FS#show route-res usage slot 1

SwitchMode Current: dual-stack-alpm

SwitchModeNext : default

------------------------------------

L3 Software Statistics:

--------------------

Slot Chip Name Used Description

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 IPV4_LPM 0 ipv4 route in lpm table

1 0 IPV4_HOST 0 ipv4 route in l3_entry table

1 0 IPV4_HOSTFULL 0 ipv4 route in l3_entry_double table

1 0 IPV6_64_LPM 0 ipv6-64 route in lpm table

1 0 IPV6_128_LPM 0 ipv6-65~128 route in lpm table

1 0 IPV6_HOST 0 ipv6 route in l3_entry_double

1 0 IPV6_HOST_FULL 0 ipv6 route in l3_entry_qual

1 0 NEXTHOP 0 /49152 nexthop number

1 0 ECMP_GROUP 0 /4096 ecmp groupnumber

1 0 ENCAP 0 /49152 encap number

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L3 Forwarding Resourses:

------------------------

Slot Chip Resource Service Max Used[ %] Remain

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1 0 L3_ENTRY 16384 5[ 0%] 16379

1 0 IPV4_HOST 1

1 0 IPV4_HOSTFULL 1

1 0 IPV6_HOST 1

1 0 IPV6_HOST_FULL 0

1 0 L3_DEFIP 14336 2[ 0%] 14334

1 0 IPV4 2

1 0 IPV6_64 1

1 0 L3_DEFIP_128 1024 1[ 0%] 1023

1 0 IPV6_128 1

1 0 ALPM 0 0[ 0%] 383989

1 0 IPV4

1 0 IPV6_64

1 0 IPV6_128

13.3 Monitoring

Clearing

N/A

Displaying

Debugging

N/A

The preceding show commands apply to chassis- and box-type devices in standalone and VSU modes.

Description Command

Displays the FIB hardware capacity and

usage of a specified switch line card in

standalone mode.

show route-res usage slot slot_num

Displays the FIB hardware capacity and

usage of a specified switch line card in

VSU mode.

show route-res usage switch switch_num slot slot_num

Displays theFIB hardware capacities and

usage of all line cards.

show route-res usage all
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Multicast Configuration

1. Configuring IPMulticasting

2. Configuring IPv6Multicast

3. Configurating IGMP

4. ConfiguringMLD

5. Configuring PIM-DM

6. ConfiguratingPIM-SM

7. Configuring PIM-SMv6

8. ConfiguringMSDP

9. Configuring IGMPSnooping

10. Configuration MLDSnooping
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A and B are layer-3 devices and C is a layer-2 access device.

Source is connected to the Gi 0/1 interface of A, and receiver A and receiver B are connected to the Gi 0/2 and Gi 0/3

interfaces ofC.

14 Configuring IPMulticasting

14.1 Overview

IPmulticastingisabstractedhardwaremulticastingandanextendedmulticastroutingprotocolonthestandardIPnetworklayer.

In traditional IP transmission, only one host can send packets to a single host (unicast communication) or all hosts (broadcast

communication).However, themulticast technologyprovides thethirdchoice:ahostcansendpackets tocertainspecifiedhosts.

IP multicasting is applicable to one-to-many multimedia applications.

14.2 Applications

Application Description

PIM-DM Applications The PIM-DM multicast service is provided on the same network.

PIM-SM Applications The PIM-SM multicast service is provided on the same network.

14.2.1 PIM-DM Applications

Scenario

The PIM-DM multicast service is provided on the same network.

As shown in Figure 1- 1:

 Amulticast sourcesends amulticast packet, and receiver A and receiverB on the same network receive themulticast packet.

Figure 1- 1

Deployment

 Run theOpen Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol on the same network to implement unicast routing.

 Run PIM-DM on the same network to implement multicast routing.

Remarks
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A, B, and C are layer-3 routers.

The multicast source is connected to the Gi 0/1 interface of A, receiver B is connected to the Gi 0/1 interface of B, and

receiver B is connected to theGi 0/1 interface of C.

 Run the Internet Group Membership Protocol (IGMP) in a user host network segment to implement group member
management.

14.2.2 PIM-SMApplications

Scenario

The PIM-SMmulticast service is provided on the same network.

As shown in Figure 1- 2:

 Amulticast sourcesends amulticast packet, and receiver A and receiverB on the same network receive themulticast packet.

Figure 1- 2

Deployment

 RunOSPF on the same network to implement unicast routing.

 Run PIM-SM on the same network to implement multicast routing.

 Run IGMP in a user host network segment to implement groupmember management.

14.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 PIMRouters and PIM Interfaces

Routers enabled with PIM are called PIM routers. Interfaces enabled with PIM protocol are called PIM interfaces.

Multicast packets are forwarded on PIM routers. The PIM interfaces for receiving multicast packets are called upstream interfaces, and

the PIM interfaces for sending multicast packets are called downstream interfaces.

Thenetworksegmentswhereupstreaminterfacesarelocatedarecalledupstreamnetworksegments.Thenetworksegmentswhere

downstream interfaces are located are called downstream network segments.

 PIMNetwork and PIMDomain

PIM routers are connected through PIM interfaces and form a PIM network.

Remarks
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On certain PIM interfaces, borders are configured to divide a large PIM network into multiple PIM domains. Borders may reject

specified multicast packets or limit transmission of PIM messages.

 Multicast Distribution Tree, DR andRP

Multicast packets are transmitted fromone point tomultiplepoints. The forwarding path is in a tree structure.This forwarding path is

called a multicast distribution tree (MDT) and has the following types:

 RendezvousPointTree (RPT):TheRP is regardedas the rootand thedesignated router (DR) thatconnectsgroupmembers is
regarded as a leaf.

 Shortest PathTree (SPT):TheDR that connectsmulticast sources is regardedas the root, andRP orDR that connects group
members is regarded as a leaf.

The DR and RP are functional roles for a PIM router.

 The RP collects multicast sources and groupmember information on the network.

 TheDR that connectsmulticast sources reportsmulticast source information to theRP.TheDR that connectsgroupmembers
reports group member information to the RP.

 (*,G) and(S,G)

 (*,G): Packets sent from any source to group G, routing entries corresponding to the packets, and forwarding path (RPT)
corresponding to thepackets.

 (S,G): Packets sent from source S to group G, routing entries corresponding to the packets, and forwarding path (SPT)
corresponding to thepackets.

 ASM andSSM

PIM-SM supports the following multicast models that are applicable to different multicast address segments:

 Any-SourceMulticast(ASM):IntheASMmodel,userhostscannotselectmulticastsources.Userhostsjoinagroupandreceive
packets sent from all sources to the group.

 Source-Specific Multicast (SSM): In the SSMmodel, user hosts can select multicast sources. User hosts specify source addresses
when joining a group and receive only packets sent fromspecified sources to the group.

SSMmodel requirements:Userhostsmustknowthemulticastsourceaddress inadvanceusingothernetworkservicesso that
the hosts can select multicast sources.

Overview

Feature Description

Configuring

Functions

Multicasting

of

Basic

IP

Creates aPIMnetwork and providesdata sourcesand user terminalson thenetworkwith the IPv4multicast

service.

Configuring

Threshold

a TTL ConfiguresaTTL thresholdforan interface, that is, theminimumTTLvalueofmulticastpacketsallowedonan

interface.

Configuring the

Numberof EntriesThat

Can Be Added to the

Multicast Routing Table

Limits the number of entries that can be added to the multicast routing table.

Configuring an IP Configures an interface as a multicast border for a specified group.
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Feature Description

Multicasting Border

Configuring an IP

Multicasting Static

Route

Allows the multicast forwarding path to be different from the unicast path.

Configuring Layer-2

Direction Control for

Multicast Streams

Allows a specified multicast stream to be configured with multiple commands, that is, to be configured with

multiple ports that can forward the stream. Once direction control is configured for a multicast stream, the

stream can be forwarded only by these configured interfaces. Other interfaces are not permitted to forward

the stream.

Configuring RPF Route

Selection Based on the

Longest Match Rule

Selectsanoptimal routerespectively from themulticast static routing table,MBGP routing table, andunicast

routing table according to RPF rules. Among these three routes, the one with the longest match mask is

selected as the RPF route.

Configuring Multicast

Non-Stop Forwarding

Parameters

Duringnormal running,SSPsynchronizes thehardwaremulticast forwarding tabletothemanagementboard

in real time. After the management board is switched, the command for configuring the multicast control

planeof theoriginal slavemanagementboard is loaded,and themulticastprotocol (suchasPIM-SMor IGMP

Snooping) re-converges. The multicast non-stop forwarding function ensures continuous forwarding of

multicast data streams during re-convergence of the multicast protocol.

Configuring an

Overwriting

Mechanism Upon

Overflow of Multicast

Hardware Forwarding

Entries

Deletes the earliest hardwareentriesand addsnewentries if the hardware forwarding tableoverflowswhen

you create multicast forwarding entries.

14.3.1 ConfiguringBasic Functions of IPMulticasting

Create a PIM network and provide data sources and user terminals on the network with the IPv4 multicast service.

Working Principle

Adevicemaintains therouting tablefor forwardingmulticastpacketsthroughmulticastroutingprotocols(suchasPIM-DMorPIM-SM)

and learns the states of group members in the directly connected network segment through IGMP. A host sends IGMP Report

messages to join a specified IGMP group.

Related Configuration

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

By default, IPv4 multicast routing is disabled.

Run ip multicast-routing to enable IPv4 multicast routing.

 Configuring IPMulticasting on an Interface

By default, IP multicasting is disabled on an interface.

Run ip pim spase-mode or ip pim dense-mode to enable IP multicasting on an interface.
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14.3.2 Configuring a TTLThreshold

Configure a TTL threshold for an interface, that is, the minimum TTL value of multicast packets allowed on an interface.

Working Principle

Configure a TTL threshold for an interface and check theTTL values of multicast packets. Multicast packets whose TTL values are

larger than theTTL thresholdof the interfaceare forwardedand thosewhoseTTL values aresmaller arediscarded.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aTTLThreshold

By default, the TTL threshold of an interface is 0.

Runipmulticastttl-thresholdttl-valuetochangetheTTLthresholdofaninterface.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.

A larger value of ittl-valuemeans a largerTTL value ofmulticast packets tobe forwarded.

14.3.3 Configuring theNumber of Entries ThatCan BeAdded to theMulticast Routing Table

Eachmulticast data packet received on the devicemaintains a corresponding IPmulticast route forwarding entry. However, excess

multicast routing entriesmayexhaust devicememory anddeteriorate deviceperformance.Youcan limit the number of entries in the

IPmulticast routing table based on the actual network and service performance requirements.

Working Principle

The number of entries in the IP multicasting routing table is limited based on the actual network and service performance

requirements to ensure device performance.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theNumber of Entries That CanBeAdded to theMulticast Routing Table

By default, a maximum of 1024 entries can be added to an IP multicast routing table.

Run ipmulticast route-limit limit [ threshold ] to change thenumber of entries that can beadded to the IPmulticasting routing table.

The value ranges from 1 to 65536.

A larger value of limit means a larger number of entries that can be added to the IP multicasting routing table.

14.3.4 Configuring an IPMulticasting Border

Configure an IP multicasting border to specify the transmission range of multicast packets.

Working Principle

An IP multicasting border is configured to specify the transmission range of multicast packets. When an IP multicasting border is

configuredonan interface, this interfacecannot forwardor receivemulticast packets, including thosesent from the local host.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IPMulticasting Border

By default, no IP multicasting border is configured.

Run ip multicast boundary access-list [ in | out ] to configure an IP multicasting border.
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14.3.5 Configuring an IPMulticasting Static Route

Configure an IPmulticasting static route to specify an RPF interface or RPF neighbor formulticast packets fromspecifiedmulticast

sources.

Working Principle

AnRPFcheck isperformedoncemulticastpacketsareforwarded.AnIPmulticastingstaticroutecanbeconfigured tospecifyanRPF

interface or RPF neighbor for multicast packets from specifiedmulticast sources.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IPMulticasting Static Route

By default, no IP multicasting static route is configured.

Run ipmroutesource-addressmask {[bgp | isis |ospf |rip |static ]{v4rpf-addrress| interface-typeinterface-number }} [distance] to

configure an IPmulticasting static route.

14.3.6 Configuring Layer-2 DirectionControl forMulticast Streams

Configure layer-2 direction control for multicast streams to control the forwarding of multicast streams on an interface.

Working Principle

Configure layer-2 direction control formulticast streamsand a forwarding interface so thatmulticast streams canbe forwarded only

through configured interfaces. In this case, layer-2 forwarding of multicast streams can be controlled.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Layer-2 Direction Control forMulticast Streams

By default, layer-2 direction control for multicast streams is disabled.

Run ip multicast static source-address group-address interface-type interface-number to configure layer-2 direction control for

multicast streams.

14.3.7 ConfiguringRPF Route Selection Basedon the LongestMatch Rule

Select an optimal route respectively from themulticast static routing table,MBGP routing table, and unicast routing table and select

the one with the longest matchmask as theRPF route from the three optimal routes.

Working Principle

A multicast static route, an MBGP route, and a unicast route that can be used for RPF check are selected respectively from the

multicast static routing table, MBGP routing table, and unicast routing table according to RPF rules.

 If the longestmatchrule isused, the routewith the longestmatchmask isselectedas theRPFroute. If the three routeshave the
samemask, the one with the highest priority is selected as the RPF route. If they have the same priority, the RPF routes are

selected in the sequence of multicast static route, MBGP route, and unicast route.

 Otherwise, the one with the highest priority is selected as the RPF route. If they have the same priority, the RPF routes are
selected in the sequence of multicast static route, MBGP route, and unicast route.

Related Configuration
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 ConfiguringRPFRoute Selection Based on the LongestMatch Rule

Bydefault, theroutewith thehighestpriority isselectedas theRPFroute. If theyhave thesamepriority, theRPFroutesareselected in

the sequence of multicast static route,MBGP route, and unicast route.

Run ip multicast rpf longest-match to configure RPF route selection based on the longest match rule.

14.3.8 ConfiguringMulticast Non-Stop Forwarding Parameters

The non-stop forwarding function ensures continuous forwarding of multicast data streams during the re-convergence of multicast

protocols.

Working Principle

During normal running, SSP synchronizes the hardwaremulticast forwarding table to the management board in real time. After the

management board is switched, the command for configuring themulticast control plane of the original slavemanagement board is

loaded, and the multicast protocol (such as PIM-SM or IGMPSnooping) re-converges. The multicast non-stop forwarding function

ensures continuous forwarding of multicast data streamsduring re-convergence of multicast protocols.

After the configured protocol convergence period times out, all multicast forwarding table entries that are not updated during the

convergence period are deleted.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theMaximumPeriod forMulticast Protocol Convergence

By default, the maximum period for multicast protocol convergence is 20s.

Runmsfnsfconvergence-time time toconfigure themaximumperiod formulticast protocol convergence.Thevalue ranges from0

to 3600s.

A larger value of time means a longer maximum period for multicast protocol convergence.

 Configuring theMulticast Packet Leakage Period

By default, the multicast packet leakage period is 30s.

Runmsfnsfleakinterval toconfigurethemulticastpacketleakageperiod.Thevaluerangesfrom0to3600s.

A larger value of intervalmeans a longer leakage period.

14.3.9 Configuring anOverwritingMechanismUponOverflowofMulticast Hardware Forwarding Entries

Delete the earliest hardware entries and adds new entries if the hardware forwarding table overflows when you create multicast

forwarding entries.

WorkingPrinciple

Delete the earliest hardware entries and adds new entries if the hardware forwarding table overflows when you create multicast

forwarding entries .

Related Configuration

 Configuring an OverwritingMechanism Upon Overflow of Multicast Hardware Forwarding Entries

Bydefault, theoverwritingmechanismupontheoverflowofmulticasthardwareforwardingentries isdisabled.
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Run msf ipmc-overflow override to configure the overwriting mechanism upon overflow of multicast hardware forwarding entries.

14.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of IP

Multicasting
(Mandatory) It is used to configure themulticast service.

ip multicast-routing Enables the IPv4 multicast routing function.

Configuring a TTL Threshold Optional.

ip multicast ttl-threshold ttl-value Configures a TTL threshold for an interface.

Configuring the Number of Entries

That Can Be Added to the Multicast

Routing Table

ip multicast route-limit limit [ threshold ]
Limits the number of entries that can be added

to the multicast routing table.

Configuring an IP Multicasting

Border
ipmulticastboundaryaccess-list [ in |out ]

Configuresan interfaceasamulticastborder for

a specified group.

Configuringan IPMulticastingStatic

Route

ipmroute source-addressmask { [bgp | isis |

ospf | rip | static ] { v4rpf-addrress |

interface-type interface-number } } [ distance ]

Configures an IP multicasting static route.

Configuring Layer-2 Direction

Control forMulticast Streams

ip multicast static source-address

group-address interface-type

interface-number

Controls thedirectionofdatastreamsonlayer-2

interfaces.

Configuring RPF Route Selection

Based on the Longest Match Rule
ip multicast rpf longest-match

Configures RPF route selection based on the

longest match rule.

Configuring Multicast Non-Stop

Forwarding Parameters

msf nsf convergence-time time
Configures the maximum period for multicast

protocol convergence.

msf nsf leak time Configuresthemulticastpacketleakageperiod.

Configuring an Overwriting

Mechanism Upon Overflow of

Multicast Hardware Forwarding

Entries

msf ipmc-overflow override

Configures the overwriting mechanism upon

overflow of multicast hardware forwarding

entries.

14.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsof IPMulticasting

Configuration Effect

 Create a PIMnetwork and provide data sources and user terminals on the networkwith the IPv4multicast service.

Notes

 APIMnetwork needs touse existing unicast routes on the network.Therefore, IPv4 routesmust be configured on thenetwork.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

 Mandatory.

 IPv4multicast routing should be enabled on each router unless otherwise specified.
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 Enabling IPMulticasting for an Interface

 Mandatory.

 IPmulticasting protocol should be enabled on interfaces unless otherwise specified:

Verification

Enable multicast sources to send multicast packets and user hosts to join the groups.

 Check whether the user hosts can successfully receive packets from each group.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

Command ip multicast-routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring IPMulticasting

For IGMP configuration, see the IGMP section.

For PIM-DM configuration, see the PIM-DM section.

For PIM-SMconfiguration, see the PIM-SMsection.

After layer-3 multicasting is enabled in the private VLAN and super VLAN and a multicast source exists in the sub-VLAN, an extra
entry whose ingress is the sub-VLAN into which themulticast stream enters needs to be copied due to the validity check during

multicast forwarding.This results inoccupationofonemoremulticast hardwareentry andone less in themulticast capacity.

 Displaying Information About theMulticast Forwarding Table

Command show ip mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ] [ dense | sparse ] [ summary | count ]

Parameter

Description group-or-source-address: Specifies a group address or source address.

group-or-source-address: Specifies a group address or source address.

dense: Displays the core entry of PIM-DMmulticast.

sparse: Displays the core entry of PIM-SMmulticast.

summary: Displays summary information about multicast routing entries.

count: Displays counting information about multicast routing entries.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide The three parameters are optional, and the source address and group address must be specified simultaneously.

Whenno source address or group address is specified, all MFCentries are displayed.

Whenonly thesourceaddressandgroupaddressarespecified,MFCentriesof thesourceaddressandgroupaddress

are displayed.
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Configuration Example

 Creating the IPMulticast Service on the IPv4 Network and SupportingPIM-DM

Scenario

Figure 1- 3

Configuration

Steps
 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol (such as OSPF) on a router.

 Enable IPv4 multicast routing on all routers.

 Enable PIM-DMon device interconnection interfaces and interfaces for connecting user hosts andmulticast

sources.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# ip pim dense-mode

A(config-if)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if)#ippimdense-mode

A(config-if)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip multicast-routing

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if)# ip pim dense-mode

B(config-if)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if)# ip pim dense-mode

B(config-if)# exit

Verification Enable the multicast source (192.168.1.100) to send packets to G (233.3.3.3). Enable receiver A to join G.

 CheckmulticastpacketsreceivedbyreceiverA.ReceiverAshouldbeabletoreceivemulticastpacketsfromG.

 Check multicast forwarding tables on A and B.
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A A# show ip mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - ImmediateStat, T -TimedStat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT,S - SPT, s - SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

InterfaceState:Interface(TTL)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3), uptime 00:01:55, stat expires 00:02:19

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2 (1)

B B# show ip mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - ImmediateStat, T -TimedStat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT,S - SPT, s - SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

InterfaceState:Interface(TTL)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3), uptime 00:00:35, stat expires 00:02:55

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/1 (1)

Common Errors

 An IPv4 unicast route is incorrectly configured.

 IPv4multicast routing is not enabled on a router.

 IPmulticasting is not enabled on an interface.

14.4.2 ConfiguringaTTLThreshold

Configuration Effect
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 Configure a TTL threshold for an interface and check the TTL values of multicast packets. Multicast packets whose TTL values are
larger than theTTL thresholdof the interfaceare forwardedand thosewhoseTTL valuesaresmallerarediscarded.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Set aTTL threshold on PIM router interfaces unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Enable multicast sources to send multicast packets and user hosts to join the groups.

 Set a TTL threshold to a value that is larger than the TTL value of the multicast packet on the PIM router interface directly
connected to the user host and checkwhether the user can receive themulticast packet.

Related Commands

 Configuring a TTL Threshold

Command ip multicast ttl-threshold ttl-value

Parameter

Description

ttl-value: Specifies a TTL threshold for an interface. The value ranges from 0 to 255. The default value is 0.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Amulticast-enabled device can retain aTTL threshold for each interface. Multicast packets whose TTL values are

largerthantheTTLthresholdoftheinterfaceareforwardedandthosewhoseTTLvaluesaresmallerarediscarded.A

TTL threshold takes effect only for multicast frames and must be configured on layer-3 interfaces.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPMulticast Service on the IPv4 Network andConfiguring a TTLThreshold

Scenario

Figure 1- 4

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 Configure theTTL threshold as 100 on the Gi 0/2 interface of device A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/2
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A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip multicast ttl-threshold 100

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

Verification Enable the multicast source (192.168.1.100) to send packets to G (233.3.3.3). Enable receiver A to join G.

 ConfiguretheTTL thresholdas100ontheGi0/2 interfaceofdeviceA,which is largerthan theTTLvalueof the

multicast packet.

 Check thedifferencebetween the route forwardingentriesbeforeandafter theTTL threshold isconfigured.

Before

Configuring

the TTL

Threshold

A# show ip mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - Immediate Stat, T - Timed Stat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT, S - SPT, s - SSM Group

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

Interface State: Interface (TTL)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3), uptime 00:00:08, stat expires 00:03:29

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2 (1)

After

Configuring

the TTL

Threshold

A# show ip mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - Immediate Stat, T - Timed Stat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT, S - SPT, s - SSM Group

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

Interface State: Interface (TTL)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3), uptime 00:00:01, stat expires 00:03:29

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2 (100)
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14.4.3 Configuring the Number of Entries That Can Be Added to the Multicast Routing Table

Configuration Effect

 Eachmulticast data packet received on the device maintains a corresponding IP multicast route forwarding entry. However,
excessmulticast routingentriesmayexhaust devicememoryanddeterioratedeviceperformance.Youcan limit thenumberof

entries in the IP multicast routing table based on the actual network and service performance requirements.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Limit the number of entries in the IP multicast routing table based on the actual network and service performance
requirements.

Verification

SendN groups of multicast packets from themulticast source on the network, configure user hosts to join the groups, configure the

number of entries that can be added to the IPmulticast routing tableas N-1, and checkwhether themulticast packet received by the

user host is that of the N-1 group.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Number of Entries That Can Be Added to the Multicast Routing Table

Command ip multicast route-limit limit [ threshold ]

Parameter

Description limit: Specifies the number of entries in the multicast routing table. The value ranges from 1 to 65536. The default

value is1024.

threshold: Specifies the number of entries in the multicast routing table that triggers the warning message. The

default value is 65536.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Due to limitations on hardware resources, routing entries that exceed the range permitted by hardware can be

forwarded only by software, deteriorating the performance.

Configuration Example

 CreatingtheIPMulticastServiceontheIPv4NetworkandConfiguringtheNumberofEntriesThatCanBeAddedtothe
Multicast RoutingTable

Scenario

Figure 1- 5
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Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic the functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 Configure the number of entries that can be added to themulticast routing table on deviceB as 2.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip multicast route-limit 2

Verification Enable the multicast source (192.168.1.100) to send packets to G1 (233.3.3.1), G2 (233.3.3.2), and G3

(233.3.3.3).Enable receiver A to join G1, G2, and G3.

 Checkmulticast packets received by receiver A.Receiver A should be able to receivemulticast packets from

two groups among G1, G2, and G3.

 Check multicast routing entries on A and B.

 When the number of entries in the IP multicasting routing table reaches the upper threshold, a prompt

message isdisplayed.

A A# show ip mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I – ImmediateStat,T –TimedStat, F – Forwarder installed,

R –RPT,S –SPT, s – SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

InterfaceState:Interface(TTL)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.1), uptime 00:00:06, stat expires 00:03:24

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2 (1)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.2), uptime 00:00:05, stat expires 00:03:25

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2 (1)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3), uptime 00:00:00, stat expires 00:03:30

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1
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Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2 (1)

B B# show ip mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I – ImmediateStat,T –TimedStat, F – Forwarder installed,

R –RPT,S –SPT, s – SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

InterfaceState:Interface(TTL)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.1), uptime 00:01:13, stat expires 00:03:23

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/1 (1)

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3), uptime 00:06:08, stat expires 00:03:23

Owner PIMDM, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/1 (1)

When the number of entries in the IP multicasting routing table reaches the upper threshold, a prompt

message is displayed.

B#*Dec 26 10:43:07: %MROUTE-4-ROUTELIMIT: IPv4 Multicast route limit 2 exceeded - VRF default.

Common Errors

 An IPv4 unicast route is incorrectly configured.

14.4.4 Configuring an IPMulticasting Border

Configuration Effect

 Configure an IPmulticasting border to specify the transmission range of multicast packets.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps
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 Configure an IPmulticasting border on PIM router interfaces unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Enablemulticastsources tosendmulticastpacketsanduserhosts to join thegroups.Configurean IPmulticastingborderon thePIM

router interface connected to the user host and checkwhether the user can receive themulticast packet.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

Command ip multicast boundary access-list [ in | out ]

Parameter

Description

access-list: Indicates the group address range defined by ACL.

in: Indicates that the IP multicasting border takes effect in the incoming direction of the multicast stream.

out: Indicates that the IP multicasting border takes effect in the outgoing direction of the multicast stream.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is executed, IGMP and PIM-SM packets in the group range are filtered on this interface and

multicast data streams are not going in and out through this interface.

The ACL associated with this command can be a standard ACL or an extended ACL. For extended ACLs, only the

destination address is matched and the source address is matched.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPMulticast Service on the IPv4 Network andConfiguring an IPMulticastingBorder

Scenario

Figure 1- 6

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 Configure an ACL on device A.

 Configure an IPmulticasting border on the Gi 0/1 interface of device A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#ip access-list standard ip_multicast

A(config-std-nacl)#deny any

A(config-std-nacl)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip multicast boundary ip_multicast A

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit
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Verification Enable the multicast source (192.168.1.100) to send packets to G (233.3.3.3). Enable receiver A to join G.

 Run debug ip pim sparse-mode events.

A A# debug ip pim sparse-mode events

Jan 1 20:58:34: %7: VRF(0): No cache message: src 192.168.1.100 for 233.3.3.3 vif 2

*Jan 1 20:58:34: %7: VRF(0): Ignore No cache message: src 192.168.1.100 for 233.3.3.3 vif 2 in

PIM_BOUNDARY_FLT_BOTH range

Common Errors

 An IPv4 unicast route is incorrectly configured.

14.4.5 Configuring an IPMulticasting Static Route

Configuration Effect

 Configure an IP multicasting static route to specify an RPF interface or RPF neighbor for multicast packets from specified
multicast sources.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 An IPmulticasting static route can be configured on each device unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Run show ip rpf source-addressto check the RPF information of a specified source.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringBasic Functions of IPMulticasting

Command ipmroute source-addressmask { [bgp | isis |ospf | rip | static ] { v4rpf-addrress | interface-type interface-number } }

[ distance ]

Parameter

Description source-address: Specifies the multicast source address.

mask: Specifies the mask of the multicast source address.

protocol: Indicates the unicast routing protocol currently used.

rpf-address: Specifies the address of the RPF neighbor (next hop of the multicast source).

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the RPF interface (outgoing interface of the multicast source).

distance: Specifies the route management distance. The value ranges from 0 to 255. The default value is 0.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Multicast static routes are applicable only to RPF check.

If the IP address of the outgoing interface, but not the next hop, of the staticmulticast route needs to be specified, the
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outgoing interface must be a point-to-point type.

 Displaying theRFP Information of a Specified Source Address

Command show ip rpf source-address

Parameter

Description

source-address: Specifies the source IP address.

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide The three parameters are optional, and the source address and group address must be specified simultaneously.

Whenno sourceaddress or group address is specified, all MFCentries are displayed.

Whenonlythesourceaddressandgroupaddressarespecified,MFCentriesofthesourceaddressandgroupaddress

are displayed.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPMulticast Service on the IPv4 Network and SupportingPIM-DM

Scenario

Figure 1- 7

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 Configure a static route to the receiver on device B.

A B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip mroute 10.10.10.10 255.255.255.255 ospf 192.168.1.1 1

Verification Run show ip rpf to view the RPF information to the receiver before and after the configuration.

Before

Configuration
B# show ip rpf 10.10.10.10

RPF information for 10.10.10.10

RPF interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

RPF neighbor: 192.168.2.1

RPF route: 10.10.10.10/32

RPF type: unicast (ospf)

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing distance-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 110

Metric: 1

After

Configuration
B# show ip rpf 10.10.10.10
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RPF information for 10.10.10.10

RPF interface: GigabitEthernet 0/0

RPF neighbor: 192.168.1.1

RPF route: 10.10.10.10/32

RPF type: static

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing distance-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 1

Metric: 0

Common Errors

 An IPv4 unicast route is incorrectly configured.

 IPv4multicast routing is not enabled on a device.

14.4.6 ConfiguringLayer-2 Direction Control forMulticast Streams

Configuration Effect

Configure layer-2 direction control for multicast streams to control the forwarding of multicast streams on an interface.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Layer-2 direction control formulticast streams can be configured on layer-2 devices unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Send multicast packets on the network containing layer-2 device A, connect multiple user hosts to VLAN 1 of layer-2 device A to

receivethegroup,configure layer-2directioncontrol formulticaststreamsondeviceA,andcheckwhethermulticastpacketsaresent

to the configured layer-2 interface.

Related Commands

 Configuring Layer-2 Direction Control for Multicast Streams

Command ip multicast static source-address group-address interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

source -address: Specifies the multicast source address.

group-address: Specifies the multicast group address.

interface-type interface-number: Specifies a layer-2 interface that is allowed to forward the multicast flow.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Allow a specified multicast flow to be configured with multiple commands, that is, to be configured with multiple

interfaces. Once direction control is configured for a multicast stream, the stream can be forwarded only by these

configured interfaces. Other interfaces are not permitted to forward the stream.
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This command controls only the forwarding of multicast streams on the interface, but does not directly affect the

processing ofmulticast protocolson the protocol packets.However, since certain features of themulticast protocol

are driven by multicast data streams, behaviors of the multicast routing protocols may also be affected.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPMulticastServiceon the IPv4NetworkandConfiguringLayer-2DirectionControl forMulticastStreams

Scenario

Figure 1- 8

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 Configure layer-2directioncontrol formulticaststreamsondeviceBso that thestreamsaresent only to theGi

0/2 interface.

B A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast static 192.168.1.100 233.3.3.3 gigabitEthernet0/2

Verification Enable themulticastsource(192.168.1.100) tosendpacketstoG(233.3.3.1).EnablereceiversAandBtojoinG.

 Check multicast packets received by receiver A. Receiver B should not be able to receive multicast packets from

G.

Common Errors

 An IPv4 unicast route is incorrectly configured.

14.4.7 ConfiguringRPFRouteSelectionBasedon theLongestMatchRule

Configuration Effect

 Select an optimal route respectively from themulticast static routing table,MBGP routing table, and unicast routing table and
select the one with the longest matchmask as theRPF route from the three optimal routes.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure RPF route selection based on the longest match rule on each device unless otherwise specified.

Verification
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Configure amulticast static route and a unicast static route to have the same priority and configure the unicast static route to havea

longer mask length.

 Run show ip rpf source-addressto check theRPF information of a specified source.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringRPFRoute Selection Based on the LongestMatch Rule

Command ip multicast rpf longest-match

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The steps for selecting RFP routes are as follows:

1， Select an optimal route respectively from the multicast static routing table, MBGP routing table, and unicast

routing table for RPF check.

2， Select one from the three routes as the RPF route.

If the longestmatch rule is used, the routewith the longestmatchmask is selected. If the three routes have the

same mask, the one with the highest priority is selected. If they have the same priority, the RPF routes are

selected in the sequence of multicast static route, MBGP route, and unicast route.

If the longest match rule is not used, the route with the longest matchmask is selected. If they have the same

priority, theRPFroutesareselectedin thesequenceofmulticaststaticroute,MBGProute,andunicastroute.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IP Multicast Service on the IPv4 Network and Configuring RPF Route Selection Based on the Longest Match
Rule

Scenario

Figure 1- 9

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 OndeviceB, configure an IPmulticast static routewhosemask length is smaller than that of the unicast static

route.

 ConfigureRPF route selection based on the longest match rule on deviceB.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip multicast-routing

B(config)# ip mroute 10.10.10.10 255.255.0.0 ospf 192.168.1.1

B(config)# ip multicast rpf longest-match

Verification Run show ip rpf to check the RFP information of the multicast source before and after configuring RPF route

selection based on the longest match rule.
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Before

configuration
B#show ip rpf 10.10.10.10

RPF information for 10.10.10.10

RPF interface: GigabitEthernet 0/0

RPF neighbor: 192.168.1.1

RPF route: 10.10.0.0/16

RPF type: static

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing distance-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 0

Metric: 0

After

configuration
B# show ip rpf 10.10.10.10

RPF information for 10.10.10.10

RPF interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

RPF neighbor: 192.168.2.1

RPF route: 10.10.10.10/32

RPF type: unicast (ospf)

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing prefix-length-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 110

Metric: 1

Common Errors

 An IPv4 unicast route is incorrectly configured.

 IPv4multicast routing is not enabled on a router.

14.4.8 ConfiguringMulticast Non-Stop Forwarding Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Thenon-stopforwardingfunctionensurescontinuousforwardingofmulticastdatastreamsduringre-convergenceofmulticast
protocols.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumPeriod forMulticast Protocol Convergence

 Themaximumperiod formulticast protocol convergence canbe specified on each device unless otherwise specified.
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 Configuring theMulticast Packet Leakage Period

 Themulticast leakage period can be configured on each device unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Run show msf nsf to check the configured multicast non-stop forwarding parameters.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMaximumPeriod forMulticast Protocol Convergence

Command msf nsf convergence-time time

Parameter

Description

convergence-time time: Specifies the maximum period for multicast protocol convergence. The value ranges from 0

to 3600s. The default value is 20s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring theMulticast Packet Leakage Period

Command msf nsf leak interval

Parameter

Description

leak intervald: Specifies themulticast packet leakageperiod.Thevalue ranges from0 to3600s.Thedefault value is

30s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 DisplayingMulticast Non-Stop Forwarding Configurations

Command show msf nsf

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Privilege, global and interface configuration modes

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPMulticast Service on the IPv4 Network and SupportingPIM-DM

Scenario Basic environment of the IP multicasting service (Omitted)

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 Configure the maximum period for multicast protocol convergence.

 Configure the multicast packet leakage period.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)#msf nsf convergence-time200

A(config)#msf nsf leak 300
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Verification Run show msf nsf to display multicast non-stop forwarding configurations.

A A# show msf nsf

Multicast HA Parameters

---------------------------------------------------+------+

protocolconvergencetimeout 200 secs

flow leak interval 300 secs

14.4.9 Configuring an OverwritingMechanism Upon Overflow of Multicast Hardware Forwarding Entries

Configuration Effect

 Deletetheearliesthardwareentriesandaddsnewentries if thehardware forwarding tableoverflowswhenyoucreatemulticast
forwarding entries.

Notes

 The basic functions of IPmulticastingmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Theoverwritingmechanismupon overflowofmulticast hardware forwarding entries canbe configured on eachdeviceunless
otherwise specified.

Verification

Run show running-config to checkwhether the overwritingmechanismupon overflowofmulticast hardware forwarding entries is

configured.

Related Commands

 Configuring anOverwritingMechanismUponOverflowofMulticast Hardware ForwardingEntries

Command msf ipmc-overflow override

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPMulticast Service on the IPv4Network andConfiguring anOverwritingMechanismUponOverflowof
Multicast Hardware Forwarding Entries

Scenario Basic environment of the IP multicasting service (Omitted)

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of IPmulticasting. (Omitted)

 Configure the overwritingmechanismupon overflow ofmulticast hardware forwarding entries.
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A A# configure terminal

A(config)#msf ipmc-overflow override

Verification Run show running-config to check whether the overwriting mechanism upon overflow of multicast hardware

forwarding entries is configured.

A A# show running-config

…

msf ipmc-overflow override

…

14.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the IPv4 multicast forwarding

table.

clear ip mroute { * | v4group-address [ v4source-address ] }

Resets statistics in the IPv4 multicast

forwarding table.

clear ip mroute statistics { * | v4group-address [ v4source-address ] }

Displaying

Description Command

Displays help guidance information of

each multicast module.

multicast help

Displays status of the IPv4 multicast

modules.

view multicast

Displays the IPv4 multicast forwarding

table.

show ipmroute [group-or-source-address [group-or-source-address ] ] [dense |sparse ]

[ summary | count ]

Displays IPv4 static multicast route

information.

show ip mroute static

Displays the RFP Information of a

specified IPv4 source address.

show ip rpf { source-address [ group-address ] [ rd route-distinguisher ] } [ metric ]

Displays information about IPv4

multicast interfaces.

show ip mvif [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays the IPv4 layer-3 multicast

forwarding table.

show ip mrf mfc

Displays the IPv4 multi-layer multicast

forwarding table.

show msf msc

Displays IPv4 multicast non-stop

forwarding configurations.

show msf nsf

Debugging
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System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.
Description Command

Debugs running of the multicast core. debug nsm mcast all

Debugs communication between the

IPv4 multicast core and the protocol

module.

debug nsm mcast fib-msg

Debugs the interface running of the

IPv4 multicast core.

debug nsm mcast vif

Debugs the interfaceandentry statistics

processing of the IPv4 multicast core.

debug nsm mcast stats

Debugs the processing of IPv4 layer-3

multicast packet forwarding.

debug ip mrf forwarding

Debugs the operation on layer-3

multicast forwarding entries on an IPv4

network.

debug ip mrf mfc

Debugs the processing of layer-3

multicast forwarding events on an IPv4

network.

debug ip mrf event

Debugs the processing of IPv4

multi-layer multicast packet forwarding.

debug msf forwarding

Debugs the operation on multi-layer

multicast forwarding entries on an IPv4

network.

debug msf mfc

Debugs the bottom-layer hardware

processing of IPv4 multi-layer multicast

packet forwarding.

debug msf ssp

Debugs the invocation ofAPI interfaces

provided by IPv4 multi-layer multicast

forwarding.

debug msf api

Debugs the processing of multi-layer

multicast forwarding events on an IPv4

network.

debug msf events

15 Configuring IPv6Multicast

15.1 Overview

IPv6 multicast is enrichment and enhancement of IPv4 multicast. In comparison with IPv4 multicast, the IPv6 multicast address

mechanism is greatly enriched.

In traditional IP transmission, a host is allowed to sendpackets only toa single host (unicast communication) or all hosts (broadcast

communication).Themulticast technology provides a third choice: Ahost is allowed to send packets to certain hosts.

The IP multicast technology is applicable to one-to-many multimedia applications.

Protocols and Standards
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R1, R2, R3, and R4 are Layer-3 devices and R2 functions as an RP.

The multicast source is directly connected to R1, Receiver A is directly connected to R3, and Receiver B is directly

connected to R4.

IPv6 multicast covers the following protocols:

 MulticastListenerDiscovery (MLD):Runs betweenamulticast deviceand ahost, and tracksand learns relationshipsof group
members.

 Protocol IndependentMulticast –SpareMode for IPv6 (PIM-SMv6): Runs betweendevices and implementsmulticast packet
forwarding by establishing a multicast routing table.

15.2 Applications

Application Description

Typical Application of PIM-SMv6 The PIM-SMv6 multicast service is provided in the same network.

15.2.1 Typical Application of PIM-SMv6

Scenario

The PIM-SMv6multicast service is provided in the same network.

As shown in the following figure:

 R1and themulticastsourceare in thesamenetwork,R2 isconfiguredasa rendezvouspoint (RP),R3 is in thesamenetworkas
Receiver A, and R4 is in the same network as Receiver B. Assume that devices and hosts are correctly connected, IPv6 is enabled

on each interface, and IPv6 unicast is enabled on each device.

Figure 2- 1

Deployment

 Run theOpen Shortest Path First for IPv6 (OSPFv6) protocol in the same network to implement unicast routing.

 Run the PIM-SMv6 protocol in the same network to implement multicast routing.

Remarks
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15.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 PIMRouter and PIM Interface

Routers where the PIM protocol is enabled are called PIM routers. Interfaces where the PIM protocol is enabled are called PIM

interfaces.

Multicast packets are forwarded by PIM routers. The PIM interfaces for receiving multicast packets are called upstream interfaces, and

the PIM interfaces for transmitting multicast packets are called downstream interfaces.

Network segments where upstream interfaces are located are called upstream network segments. Network segments where

downstream interfaces are located are called downstream network segments.

 PIMNetwork and PIMDomain

PIM routers are connected through PIM interfaces and form a PIM network.
On somePIM interfaces, borders are set to divide a large PIM network intomultiple PIM domains. The bordersmay reject specific

multicast packets or limit transmission of PIMmessages.

 Multicast Distribution Tree, DR, RP

Multicast packets are transmitted from one point to multiple points. The forwarding path presents a tree structure. This forwarding

path is called amulticast distribution tree (MDT). MDTsare classified into two types:

 Rendezvous point tree (RPT): Uses the rendezvous point (RP) as the root and designated routers (DRs) connected to group
members as leaves.

 Shortest path tree (SPT): Use the DR connected to a multicast source as the root and the RPs or DRs connected to group
members as leaves.

DRs and RPs are function roles of PIM routers.

 RPs collect information about multicast sources and groupmembers in the network.

 The DR connected to a multicast source reports multicast source information to the RP and the DRs connected to group
members report the groupmember information to the RP.

 (*,G), (S,G)

 (*,G): Indicates the packets transmitted from any source to Group G, routing entries corresponding to the packets, and
forwarding path (RPT) corresponding to the packets.

 (S,G):IndicatesthepacketstransmittedfromSourceStoGroupG,routingentriescorrespondingtothepackets,andforwarding
path (SPT) corresponding to the packets.

 ASM, SSM

PIM-SM supports two multicast service models: any-source multicast (ASM) and source-specific multicast (SSM), which are applicable

to different multicast address segments.

 ASM: In the ASMmodel, a user host cannot select a multicast source. The user host joins a multicast group and receives all
packets sent from all sources to themulticast group.
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 SSM: In the SSMmodel, a user host can select amulticast source.The user host specifies the source addresswhen joining a
multicast group, and then receives packets only from the specified source to themulticast group.

SSMmodel requirement:Othernetwork servicesmustbe used toenableauser host to know thepositionof amulticast source
in advance so that the user host selects themulticast source.

Overview

Feature Description

Configuring IPv6 Multicast

Basic Functions

CreatesaPIMnetwork toprovide the IPv6multicastservice fordatasourcesanduser terminals in the

network.

Configuring the Number of

Entries That Can Be Addedto

the IPv6 Multicast Routing

Table

Restricts the number of entries that can be added to the multicast routing table.

Configuring the IPv6 Multicast

Border

Sets an interface as the multicast border of a specific group range.

Configuring IPv6 Multicast

Static Routing

Configures multicast static routing to adopt multicast forwarding paths different from unicast

forwarding paths.

Configuring Layer-2 Flow

Direction Control for Multicast

Streams

Multiplecommands canbe configured for amulticast stream, that is,multiple ports can beallowed to

forward the multicast stream. If flow direction control is configured for a multicast stream, the

multicast stream can be forwarded only by the configured ports. Other ports are not allowed to

forward the multicast stream.

Configuring RPF Route

Selection According to the

Longest Matching Principle

Oneoptimal route is selected fromeachof themulticast static routing table,MBGP routing table, and

unicast routing table according to RPF rules. Among the three optimal routes, the route with the

longest subnet maskmatching is selected as theRPF route.

15.3.1 Configuring IPv6Multicast Basic Functions

Create a PIM network to provide the IPv6 multicast service for data sources and user terminals in the network.

Working Principle

Adevicemaintains therouting tableusedformulticastpacket forwardingoveran IPv6multicast routingprotocol(suchasPIM-SMv6),

and learns information about thestatusof groupmembers in thedirectly-connected network segments over theMLDv1/v2 protocol.

A host joins a specific IPv6multicast group by transmitting theMLDREPORTmessage.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the IPv6 Multicast Routing Function

The IPv6 multicast routing function is disabled by default.

Run the ipv6 multicast-routing command to enable the IPv6 multicast routing function.

 Configuring an IP Multicast Protocol on an Interface

The IPv6 multicast protocol is disabled on an interface by default.
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Run the ipv6 pim dense-mode command to enable the IPv6 multicast protocol on an interface.

15.3.2 Configuring theNumber of Entries That CanBeAdded to the IPv6Multicast Routing Table

Every multicast data packet received by the device is used to maintain relevant IPv6multicast routing entries. Excessivemulticast

routing entries, however, may deplete the device memory and degrade the device performance. Users can restrict the number of

entries in the IPv6multicast routing tablebasedon the actual networking conditions and serviceperformance requirements.

Working Principle

Restrict the numberof entries in the IPv6multicast routing tablebasedon the actual networking conditions and serviceperformance

requirements, so as to sustain the device performance.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Number of Entries That Can Be Added to the IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

By default, 1,024 entries can be added to the IP multicast routing table.

Run the ipv6 multicast route-limit limit [ threshold ] command to adjust the number of entries that can be added to the IPv6

multicast routing table. The value ranges from 1 to 65,536.

A larger value of limitmeans that more entries can be added to the IPv6 multicast routing table, and a smaller value of limitmeans

that fewer entries can be added to the IPv6multicast routing table.

15.3.3 Configuring the IPv6Multicast Border

Configure the IPv6 multicast border to restrict the transmission scope of multicast packets.

Working Principle

Configure the multicast border to specify the transmission scope of multicast packets. When the multicast forwarding border is

configuredonan interface,multicastpackets includingmulticast packetssent by the local devicecannot be forwardedor receivedby

this interface.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the IPv6 Multicast Border

No multicast border is configured by default.

Run the ipv6 multicast boundary access-list-name [ in | out ] command to configure the multicast border.

15.3.4 Configuring IPv6Multicast Static Routing

ConfigureIPv6multicaststaticroutingtospecifyareversepathforwarding(RPF)interfaceorRPFneighbor formulticastpacketsfrom

a specificmulticast source.

Working Principle

TheRPFcheck isconductedduring forwardingofmulticastpackets. IPv6multicaststatic routingcanbeconfigured tospecifyanRPF

interface or RPF neighbor for multicast packets from a specificmulticast source.

Related Configuration
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 Configuring IPv6Multicast Static Routing

No multicast static routing is configured by default.

Run the ipv6mroute ipv6-prefix/prefix-length [ bgp | isis | ospfv3 | ripng | static ] { ipv6-prefix | interface-type interface-number }

[ distance ] command to configure IPv6multicast static routing.

15.3.5 Configuring Layer-2 FlowDirection Control forMulticast Streams

Configure Layer-2 flow direction control for multicast streams to control the forwarding behavior of multicast streams on ports.

Working Principle

Configure Layer-2 flow direction control for multicast streams to configure the ports that are allowed to forward multicast streams.

Then,multicaststreamsare forwardedonlyby theconfiguredports, therebycontrollingLayer-2 forwardingofmulticaststreams.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Layer-2 FlowDirection Control forMulticast Streams

Layer-2 flow direction control is disabled for multicast streams by default.

Run the ipv6 multicast static source-address group-address interface-type interface-number command to configure the Layer-2 flow

direction control for multicast streams.

15.3.6 ConfiguringRPFRoute Selection According to the LongestMatchingPrinciple

Among the three optimal routes selected from the multicast static routing table, Multiprotocol Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP)

routing table, and unicast routing table, select the optimal route with the longest subnet mask matching as the RPF route.

Working Principle

According toRPF rules, select amulticast static route,MBGP route, and unicast route used for theRPF check respectively from the

multicast static routing table, MBGP routing table, and unicast routing table.

 If route selectionaccording to the longestmatchingprinciple is configured, the routewith the longest subnet maskmatching is
selected out of the three routes as the RPF route. If the three routes share the same subnet mask, the route with the highest

priority is selected. If the three routes have the samepriority, theRPF route is selected according to the sequenceofmulticast

static route, MBGP route, and unicast route.

 If route selection according to the longestmatching principle is not configured, the routewith the highest priority is selected. If
the three routes have the same priority, the RPF route is selected according to the sequence of multicast static route, MBGP

route, and unicast route.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringRPFRoute Selection According to the LongestMatchingPrinciple

Aroutewith the highest priority is selectedas theRPF routebydefault. If the routeshave thesamepriority, theRPF route isselected

according to the sequence of multicast static route, MBGP route, and unicast route.

Run the ipv6 multicast rpf longest-match command to configure RPF route selection according to the longest matching principle.
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15.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring

Functions

IPv6 Multicast Basic (Mandatory) It is used to create a multicast service.

ipv6 multicast-routing Enables the IPv6 multicast routing function.

Configuring the Number of Entries

That Can Be Added to the IPv6

Multicast Routing Table

Optional.

ipv6multicast route-limit limit [ threshold ]
Restricts the number of entries that can be

added to the multicast routing table.

Configuring

Border

the IPv6 Multicast ipv6multicast boundary access-list-name

[ in | out ]

Sets an interface as the multicast border of a

specific group range.

Configuring

Routing

IPv6 Multicast Static
ipv6 mroute ipv6-prefix/prefix-length

[ protocol ] { v6rpf-addrress | interface-type

interface-number } [ distance ]

Configures IPv6 multicast static routing.

Configuring Layer-2 Flow Direction

Control for Multicast Streams

ipv6 multicast

group-address

interface-number

static source-address

interface-type
Controls the flow direction of data streams on

Layer-2 ports.

Configuring RPF Route Selection

According to the Longest Matching

Principle

ipv6 multicast rpf longest-match
Configures RPF route selection according to the

longest matching principle.

15.4.1 ConfiguringIPv6MulticastBasicFunctions

Configuration Effect

 Create a PIM network to provide the IPv6multicast service for data sources and user terminals in the network.

Notes

 ThePIMnetworkneeds touseexistingunicast routing in thenetwork.Therefore, IPv6unicast routingmustbeconfigured in the
network.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the IPv6Multicast Routing Function

 Mandatory.

 Enable the IPv6 multicast routing function on each router unless otherwise specified.

 Enabling an IPMulticast Protocol on Interfaces

 Mandatory.

 Enable the IPv6 multicast protocol function on interfaces unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Makemulticastsourcesinthenetworksendmulticastpacketsandmakeauserhostjointhegroups.

 Check whether the user host can successfully receive packets from each group.
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Related Commands

 Enabling the IPv6Multicast Routing Function

Command ipv6 multicast-routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The IPv6 multicast routing function must be enabled before various IPv6 multicast protocols are enabled.

The IPv6 multicast routing function and the MLD snooping function are mutually exclusive.

 Configuring IPv6Multicast Protocols

For details about theMLD configuration method, see theConfiguringMLD.

For details about the PIM-SMv6 configurationmethod, see theConfiguringPIM-SMv6.

AftertheLayer-3multicast functionisenabledonaprivateVLANandSuperVLAN,if there isamulticastsourceinthesub-VLAN,an
entry needs to be additionally copied, with the inlet of the sub-VLAN where multicast streams enter because the validity check

needstobeconductedat the inlet duringmulticastpacket forwarding.Asa result, onemoremulticasthardwareentry isoccupied,

and themulticast capacity needs to be decreased by one.

 DisplayingMulticast Forwarding Table Information

Command show ipv6 mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ] [ sparse ] [ summary | count ]

Parameter

Description
group-or-source-address: Indicates the group address or source address.

group-or-source-address: Indicates the group address or source address.

sparse: Displays the core entry of the PIM-SMv6 multicast routing table.

summary: Displays the summary of IPv6 multicast routing entries.

count: Displays the count information about IPv6 multicast routing entries.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPv6Multicast Service on an IPv6Network to Support PIMv6-SM

Scenario

Figure 2- 2
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Configuration

Steps
 Configure an IPv6 unicast routing protocol (for example, OSPFv3) on routers.

 Enable the IPv6 multicast routing function on all routers.

 Enable thePIMv6-SMfunctionondevice interconnection interfaces, interface for connecting to theuserhost,

and interface for connecting to themulticast source.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ipv6 multicast-routing

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

A(config-if)# exit

A(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

A(config-if)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ipv6 multicast-routing

B(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

B(config-if)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

B(config-if)# exit

Verification Make Multicast Source (2001::1) send packets to G(ff16::16) and make Receiver A join G.

 CheckmulticastpacketsreceivedbyReceiverA.ReceiverAshouldbeabletoreceivemulticastpacketsfromG.

 Check themulticast forwarding table on Receiver A andDevice B.

A A# show ipv6 mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - Immediate Stat, T -TimedStat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT,S - SPT, s - SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

Interface State: Interface

(2001::1, ff16::16), uptime 00:03:12, stat expires 00:02:03

Owner PIMSMV6, Flags: TFS
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Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2

B B# show ipv6 mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - Immediate Stat, T -TimedStat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT,S - SPT, s - SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

Interface State: Interface

(2001::1, ff16::16), uptime 00:00:23, stat expires 00:03:07

Owner PIMSMV6, Flags: TFR

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/1

Common Errors

 IPv6 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

 IPv6multicast routing is not enabled on a router.

 No IPv6multicast protocol is enabled on an interface.

15.4.2 Configuring the Number of Entries That Can Be Added to the IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

Configuration Effect

 Every multicast data packet received by the device is used to maintain relevant IPv6 multicast routing entries. Excessive
multicastroutingentries,however,maydepletethedevicememoryanddegradethedeviceperformance.Userscanrestrict the

number of entries in the IPv6 multicast routing table based on the actual networking conditions and service performance

requirements.

Notes

 The IPv6 multicast basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Restrict the number of entries in the IPv6 multicast routing table based on the actual networking conditions and service
performance requirements.

Verification
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Makemulticastsources in thenetworksendmulticastpackets toNdifferentmulticast groupsandmakeauserhost join thesegroups.

Set the number of entries that can be added to the IPv6multicast routing table toN-1 on the device and check thatmulticast packets

received by the user host are fromN-1 groups.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Number of Entries That Can Be Added to the IP Multicast Routing Table

Command ipv6 multicast route-limit limit [ threshold ]

Parameter

Description
limit: Indicates the number of multicast routing entries. The value ranges from 1 to 65,536 and the default value is

1,024.

threshold: Indicates the multicast routing entry quantity for triggering an alarm. The default value is 65,536.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Routingentries that arebeyond theallowable rangeof hardwarecanbeforwardedonlybysoftwaredue tohardware

resource restrictions, making the performance deteriorate.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPv6Multicast Service on an IPv6NetworkandConfiguring theNumber ofEntriesThatCanBeAdded to
the IPv6Multicast Routing Table

Scenario

Figure 2- 3

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IP multicast basic functions (omitted).

 Set the number of entries that can be added to the IPmulticast routing table to 2 on Device B.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ipv6 multicast route-limit 2

Verification MakeMulticast Source (2001: : 1) send packets toG1(ff16::16), G2(ff16::17), and G3(ff16::18) and make Receiver A join

G1, G2, andG3.

 Checkmulticastpackets receivedbyReceiverA.ReceiverAshouldbeable to receivemulticast packets from

two groups of G1, G2, and G3.

 Checkmulticast routing entries on Receiver A and Device B.

 Aprompt is displayed when the number of entries in themulticast routing table reaches the upper limit.
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A A# show ipv6 mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - Immediate Stat, T -TimedStat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT,S - SPT, s - SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

Interface State: Interface

(2001::1, ff16::16), uptime 00:01:01, stat expires 00:02:29

Owner PIMSMV6, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2

(2001::1, ff16::17), uptime 00:01:01, stat expires 00:02:29

Owner PIMSMV6, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2

(2001::1, ff16::18), uptime 00:00:57, stat expires 00:02:33

Owner PIMSMV6, Flags: TFS

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/2

B B# show ipv6 mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

Flags: I - Immediate Stat, T -TimedStat, F - Forwarder installed,

R - RPT,S - SPT, s - SSMGroup

Timers: Uptime/Stat Expiry

Interface State: Interface

(2001::1, ff16::16), uptime 00:00:29, stat expires 00:03:01
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Owner PIMSMV6, Flags: TFR

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/1

(2001::1, ff16::17), uptime 00:00:29, stat expires 00:03:01

Owner PIMSMV6, Flags: TFR

Incoming interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Outgoing interface list:

GigabitEthernet 0/1

A prompt is displayed when the number of entries in the multicast routing table reaches the upper limit.

B#* Jan 3 21:40:07: %MROUTE-4-ROUTELIMIT: IPv6 Multicast route limit 2 exceeded..

Common Errors

 IPv6 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

15.4.3 Configuring the IPv6Multicast Border

Configuration Effect

 Configure the IPv6multicast border to restrict the transmission scope of multicast packets.

Notes

 The IPv6 multicast basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure the IPv6multicast border on each PIM router interface unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Makemulticast sources sendmulticast packets tomulticast groups andmake auser host join thesemulticast groups.Configure the

IPv6multicast border on the PIM router interface connected to the user host and checkwhether the user host can receivemulticast

packets.

Related Commands

 Enabling the IPv6 Multicast Routing Function

Command ipv6 multicast boundary access-list-name [ in | out ]

Parameter

Description
access-list-name: Uses the group address range defined by an access control list (ACL).

in: Indicates that the multicast border takes effect in the incoming direction of multicast streams.

out: Indicates that the multicast border takes effect in the outgoing direction of multicast streams.

Command Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide TheACL referenced in this command canbea standard ACLor an extendedACL. If anextendedACL is used, only

destination addresses need to be matched.

Thiscommandcanbeusedto filterMLDandPIM-SMv6protocolpackets relevant to the IPv6multicastgroup range.

Multicast data streams are not transmitted or received by multicast border interfaces.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPv6Multicast Service on an IPv6Network andConfiguring the IPv6Multicast Border

Scenario

Figure 2- 4

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IP multicast basic functions (omitted).

 Configure an ACL on Device A.

 Configure the IPmulticast border on InterfaceGi0/1 of Device A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ipv6 access-list ip_multicast

A(config-ipv6-acl)#deny udp any any

A(config-ipv6-acl)#exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip multicast boundary ip_multicast A

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

Verification Make Multicast Source (192.168.1.100) send packets to G (233.3.3.3) and make Receiver A join G.

 Run thedebug ipv6pimsparse-mode events command todebugmulticast events inSMmode.

A A# debug ipv6 pim sparse-mode events

Dec 28 11:54:07: %7: No cache message: src 2001::1 for ff16::16 vif 1

*Dec2811:54:07:%7: IgnoreNo cachemessage: src2001::1 for ff16::16vif 1 inPIM6_BOUNDARY_FLT_BOTHrange

Common Errors

 IPv6 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.
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15.4.4 Configuring IPv6Multicast Static Routing

Configuration Effect

 ConfigureIPv6multicaststaticroutingtospecifyanRPFinterfaceorRPFneighborformulticastpacketsfromaspecificmulticast
source.

Notes

 The IPv6 multicast basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure IPv6multicast static routing on each device unless otherwise specified.

Verification

ConfigureIPv6multicaststaticroutingand thenruntheshowipv6rpfv6source-addresscommandtocheckRPFinformationabouta

specific multicastsource.

Related Commands

 Configuring IPv6Multicast Static Routing

Command ipv6 mroute ipv6-prefix/prefix-length [ protocol ] { v6rpf-addrress | interface-type interface-number } [ distance ]

Parameter

Description
ipv6-prefix: Indicates the IPv6 address of a multicast source.

prefix-length: Indicates the subnet mask of the IPv6 address of the multicast source.

protocol: Indicates the unicast routing protocol that is being used currently.

v6rpf-addrress: Indicates the IPv6 address of the RPF neighbor (next hop to the multicast source).

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the RPF interface (outbound interface to the multicast source).

distance: Indicates the route management distance. The value ranges from 0 to 255 and the default value is 0.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IPv6 multicast static routing is used only for the RPF check.

Tospecify the outbound interface rather than the next-hop IPaddress of IPv6 staticmulticast routing, theoutbound

interfacemust be of the point-to-point type.

 Displaying RPF InformationAbout a Specific Source Address

Command show ipv6 rpf v6source-address

Parameter

Description

v6source-address: Indicates the IPv6 source address.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example
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 Creating the IPv6Multicast Service on an IPv6Network andConfiguring IPv6Multicast Static Routing

Scenario

Figure 2- 5

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IPv6 multicast basic functions (omitted).

 Configure a static route to the receiver on Device B.

A B# configure terminal

B(config)# ipv6 mroute 2005::/64 ospfv3 2002::2

Verification Run the show ipv6 rpf command to display the RPF information received by the receiver before and after

configuration.

Before

Configuration
B# show ipv6 rpf 2005::1

RPF information for 2005::1

RPF interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

RPF neighbor: fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:341b

RPF route:2005::1/128

RPFtype:unicast (ospf)

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing distance-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 110

Metric: 1

After

Configuration
B# show ipv6 rpf 2005::1

RPF information for 2005::1

RPF interface:GigabitEthernet 0/2

RPF neighbor:2002::2

RPF route: 2005::/64

RPFtype:unicast (ospf)

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing distance-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 110

Metric: 1

Common Errors

 IPv6 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.
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 IPv6multicast routing is not enabled on a router.

15.4.5 ConfiguringLayer-2 FlowDirection Control for Multicast Streams

Configuration Effect

Configure Layer-2 flow direction control for multicast streams to control the forwarding behavior of multicast streams on ports.

Notes

 The IPv6 multicast basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure Layer-2 flow direction control formulticast streams on devices unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Make Device A send multicast packets to multicast groups in the network. Multiple user hosts connected to VLAN 1 of Device A

receivemulticastpackets from thesemulticast groups.ConfigureLayer-2 flowdirection control formulticast streams onDeviceAso

that multicast packets are sent to configured ports.

Related Commands

 Configuring Layer-2 Flow Direction Control for Multicast Streams

Command ipv6 multicast static source-address group-address interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

source -address: Indicates the multicast source address.

group-address: Indicates the multicast group address.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates a Layer-2 port that is allowed to forward multicast streams.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Multiple commands can be configured for a multicast stream, that is, multiple ports can be allowed to forward the

multicaststream. If flowdirection control is configured for amulticast stream, themulticast streamcanbe forwarded

only by the configured ports. Other ports are not allowed to forward themulticast stream.

This command controls only the forwarding behavior of multicast streams on ports. It does not directly affect

processingof protocolpacketsbymulticastprotocols.Some featuresofmulticastprotocols (suchasPIM-SMv6)are

drivenbymulticastdatastreams,andtherefore, thebehaviorof themulticast routingprotocolsmaystill beaffected.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPv6Multicast Service onan IPv6Network andConfiguringLayer-2FlowDirectionControl forMulticast
Streams
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Scenario

Figure 2- 6

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IP multicast basic functions (omitted).

 Configure Layer-2 flow direction control for multicast streams on Device B so that multicast streams are

transmitted only to InterfaceGi0/2.

B A# configure terminal

A(config)# ipv6 multicast static 2001::1 ff16::16 gigabitEthernet 0/2

Verification Make Multicast Source (2001: : 1) send packets to G (ff16::16) and make Receiver A and Receive B join G.

 ReceiverAshouldbeabletoreceivemulticastpacketsfromGbutReceiverBcannot receivemulticastpackets

fromG.

Common Errors

 IPv6 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

15.4.6 ConfiguringRPFRouteSelectionAccording to theLongestMatchingPrinciple

Configuration Effect

Among the threeoptimal routesselected from themulticaststatic routing table,MBGProuting table, andunicast routing table, select

the optimal route with the longest subnet mask matching as the RPF route.

Notes

 The IP multicast basic functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure RPF route selection according to the longestmatching principle on eachdevice unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Configure amulticast static route and a unicast static route with the same priority and configure the unicast static route to have the

longest subnet maskmatching.

 Run theshow ipv6 rpf v6source-address command to checkRPF information about a specific source.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringRPFRoute Selection According to the LongestMatchingPrinciple
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Command ipv6 multicast rpf longest-match

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The steps of selecting an RPF route are as follows:

Select one optimal route used for the RPF check from each of the IPv6 multicast static routing table, IPv6 MBGP

routing table, and IPv6 unicast routing table.

Select one route out of the three optimal routes as the RPF route.

If the command for selecting theRPF route according to the longestmatching principle is configured, the routewith

the longest subnet mask matching is selected out of the three optimal routes as the RPF route. If the three routes

share the same subnetmask, the route with the highest priority is selected. If the routes have the same priority, the

RPF route is selected according to the sequence of IPv6multicast static route, IPv6MBGP route, and IPv6 unicast

route.

If the command for selecting the RPF route according to the longest matching principle is not configured, the route

with the highest priority is selected out of the three optimal routes as the RPF route. If the routes have the same

priority,theRPFrouteisselectedaccordingtothesequenceofIPv6multicaststaticroute,IPv6MBGProute,andIPv6

unicast route.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPv6 Multicast Service on the IPv6 Network and Configuring the RPF Route Selection According to the
Longest MatchingPrinciple

Scenario

Figure 2- 7

Configuration

Steps
 Configure IP multicast basic functions (omitted).

 Configure an IPv6multicast static routewith the subnetmask length smaller than that of the unicast route on

Device B.

 Configure theRPF route selection according to the longestmatching principle onDeviceB.

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ipv6 multicast-routing

B(config)# ipv6mroute 2005::/64 ospfv3 2002::2

B(config)# ipv6multicast rpf longest-match

Verification Run the show ipv6 rpf command to display the RPF information about themulticast source before and after RPF

route selection according to the longest matching principle is configured.

Before

Configuration
B# show ipv6 rpf 2005::1
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RPF information for 2005::1

RPF interface:GigabitEthernet 0/2

RPF neighbor:2002::2

RPF route: 2005::/64

RPFtype:unicast (ospf)

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing distance-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 110

Metric: 1

After

Configuration
B# show ipv6 rpf 2005::1

RPF information for 2005::1

RPF interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

RPF neighbor: fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:341b

RPF route:2005::1/128

RPFtype:unicast (ospf)

RPF recursion count: 0

Doing distance-preferred lookups across tables

Distance: 110

Metric: 1

Common Errors

 IPv6 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

 IPv6multicast routing is not enabled on a router.

15.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the IPv6 multicast forwarding

table.

clear ipv6 mroute { * | v6group-address [ v6source –address ] }

Clears the statistics in the IPv6multicast

forwarding table.

clear ipv6 mroute statistics { * | v6group-address [ v6source-address ] }

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the IPv6 multicast forwarding show ipv6 mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ] [sparse ]
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table information. [ summary | count ]

Displays RPF information about a

specific IPv6 source address.

show ipv6 rpf v6source-address

Displays information the IPv6 static

multicast route.

show ipv6 mroute static

Displays information about the

configured IPv6 multicast interface that

takes effect.

show ipv6 mvif [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays the IPv6 Layer-3 multicast

forwarding table.

show ipv6 mrf mfc

Displays the IPv6 multi-layer multicast

forwarding table.

show msf6 msc

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugsall runningprocessesof theIPv6

multicast.

debug nsm mcast6 all

Debugs the communication between

the IPv6 multicast and the protocol

module.

debug nsm mcast6 fib-msg

Debugs the interface running of the

IPv6 multicast.

debug nsm mcast6 mif

Debugs theprocessingof interfacesand

behaviorstatisticsof the IPv6multicast.

debug nsm mcast6 stats

Debugs the Layer-3 multicast

forwarding of IPv6.

debug ipv6 mrf forwarding

Debugs the operation process of IPv6

Layer-3 multicast forwarding entries.

debug ipv6 mrf mfc

Debugs the processing of IPv6 Layer-3

multicast forwarding events.

debug ipv6 mrf event

Debugs the forwarding of IPv6

multi-layer multicast packets.

debug msf6 forwarding

Debugs the operation process of IPv6

multi-layer multicast forwarding entries.

debug msf6 mfc

Debugs the underlying hardware for

IPv6 multi-layer multicast forwarding.

debug msf6 ssp

Debugs the APIs for IPv6 multi-layer

multicast forwarding.

debug msf6 api

Debugs the processing of IPv6

multi-layer multicast forwarding events.

debug msf6 event
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C is the egress gateway (EG) device.

16 Configuring IGMP

16.1 Overview

The Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) is a member of TCP/IP protocol family. It manages IP multicast members and is used

toestablishandmaintainmulticastgroupmembershipbetweenhostsanddirectlyneighboringmulticastrouters. IGMPbehaviorsare

classified into host behaviors and device behaviors.

 At present, three IGMP versions are available, which are IGMPv1, IGMPv2 and IGMPv3.

 All IGMP versions support the Any-Source Multicast (ASM)model.

 IGMPv3 can be directly used for the Source-SpecificMulticast (SSM)model.

 IGMPv1 and IGMPv2 can be used for the SSMmodel only when the IGMPSSMMapping technology is supported.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 1112: Host Extensions for IPMulticasting

 RFC2236: InternetGroupManagementProtocol,Version 2

 RFC3376: InternetGroupManagementProtocol,Version 3

 RFC4605: InternetGroupManagement Protocol (IGMP) /Multicast Listener Discovery

(MLD)-BasedMulticastForwarding ("IGMP/MLDProxying")

16.2 Applications

Application Description

Local IGMP Service Implements the IGMP service in a local network.

IGMP Proxy Service Inasimple treenetwork topology, use the IGMPproxy service insteadof thePIMservice.

16.2.1 Local IGMP Service

Scenario

As shown in Figure 3- 1, receivers 1 and 2 and routers A and B form a local network.

QuerypacketssentbyrouterAorBarevalidintheLAN,whereasReportpacketssentbyreceivers1and2arealsovalidlocally.

Figure 3-1

Remarks
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Router A implements the proxy function.

Router B provides the PIM service.

A and B are core routers.

Deployment

 Routers A, B and C run OSPF.

 The interfaces of A, B and C run multicast protocols (PIM-SM or PIM-DM).

16.2.2 IGMPProxyService

Scenario

As shown in Figure 3-2, router A implements the proxy function working as a host and forms a local network group with router B.

Router A forwards Report packets sent by receivers 1 and 2.

Figure 3- 2

Deployment

 Routers A and B run OSPF.

 The interfaces of A and B runmulticast protocols (PIM-SMor PIM-DM).

 Themulticast proxy function is implemented on the interfacesGi0/0 and Gi0/1 of router A.

16.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Host Behavior and Device Behavior

 Layer-3multicast devices that run multicast management protocols are called devices and their behaviors are called device
behaviors.

 PCsor simulatedPCs that runmulticastmanagement protocols are called hostsand their behaviors are calledhost behaviors.

 Querier

 Devicescompeteagainsteachother bycomparing IPaddresses.Deviceswith lower IPaddressesbecomequeriersand send
Query packets regularly.

 IGMP Proxy-Service Interface

Remarks
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 This interfaceperformshost behaviors, receivesQuerypacketssent byupstreamdevices (hencealsocalleduplink interface),
and sends Report information collected by the router proxy.

 IGMP Mroute–Proxy Interface

 This interface implements the router functions, sends packets received by the IGMP PROXY-SERVICE interface (hence also called
downlinkinterface),andcollectshost informationandsendsthehost informationtothe IGMPPROXY-SERVICEinterface.

 IGMP SSMMapping

 Mapping of the SSMmodel. IGMPv1 and IGMPv2 do not support the SSMmodel, but can enable the SSM-MAP function to
support the SSMmodel.

Overview

Feature Description

IGMP Router Sends Query packets and obtains local member information.

IGMP Querier Selects a unique querier from a network segment.

IGMP Group Filtering Filters group members and limit the number of group members.

Static IGMP Group Static group information is available on a router; therefore, it is unnecessary for the host to send a Report

packet to obtain the static group information.

Simulating Hosts to

Join IGMP Groups

Simulate the host behavior to directly join a multicast group on an interface.

IGMP Proxy Usethis function inasimple treenetwork topologywherenocomplexmulticast routeprotocols (suchasPIM)

need to be executed.

IGMP SSM Mapping Provide theSSMmodelsupport for IGMPv1and IGMPv2.Whenahost joinsagroup,youcanspecifyasource

to save bandwidth and prevent unwanted and invalid multicast data streams from occupying network

bandwidth, especially in a network environment where multiple multicast sources share onemulticast

address.

Router Alert Option CheckswhetherIGMPpacketscontaintheRouterAlertoptionanddiscardsthepacketswithouttheRouter

Alert option.

Sends IGMP packets with the Router Alert option.

16.3.1 IGMPRouter

 This function is used to send Query packets and obtain local member information.

Working Principle

 InamulticastnetworkrunningtheIGMP,amulticastdeviceperiodicallysendsIGMPQuerypacketsandconfirmsinformation
about local members based on responses.

 OnlyonemulticastdevicesendsIGMPQuerypacketsinonenetworksegmentandthisdeviceiscalledquerier.Thequerieris
determined by means of selection. Initially, all multicast devices are in the Querier state. When a device receives a membership

queryfromadevicewithalowerIPaddress,thedevicechangesfromtheQuerierstatetotheNon-querierstate.Therefore,only

onedevice is in theQuerier state finally.Thisdevicehas the lowest IPaddressamongallmulticastdevices inthenetwork.

 Thequeriersends IGMPpacketsofdifferentversionsbasedonthe IGMPversionsettings. Inaddition, the followingquerier
parameterscanbemodified: frequencyforthequeriertosendIGMPQuerypackets,querytimesandqueryinterval for thelast

member, maximum response time of IGMP Query packets, and keepalive time of the existing querier.
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Related Configuration

 Enabling IGMP

IGMP is disabled on an interface by default.

Youcanrunthe ippim{sparse-mode|dense-mode}commandtoenableordisableIGMPforaninterface.

IGMPcanbeenabledonlywhenSparseMode (SM)orDenseMode(DM)isconfiguredonthe interface.

 Specifying the IGMPVersion

IGMPv2 is enabled by default.

You can run the ip igmp version { 1 | 2 | 3 } command to set or reset the IGMP version.

 Configuring the Last-Member Query Interval

The interval for sending the last-member Query packets is 1s by default.

Youcan run the ip igmp last-member-query-interval interval command to set or reset the interval for an interface to send Query

packets.

A larger value means a larger interval; a smaller value means a smaller interval.

 Configuring the Last-Member Query Times

The number of the last-member query times is 2 by default.

Youcanrunthe ipigmplast-member-query-countcountcommandtosetorreset thenumberof thelast-memberquerytimes.

A larger valuemeansmore last-memberquery times; a smaller valuemeans fewer last-memberquery times.

 Configuring theCommonMember Query Interval

The common member query interval is 125s by default.

You can run the ip igmp query-interval seconds command to set or reset the common member query interval.

A larger value means a larger common query interval; a smaller value means a smaller common query interval.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time

The maximum response time is 10s by default.

You can run the ip igmp query-max-response-time seconds command to set or reset the maximum response time.

A larger valuemeans longer response time; a smaller valuemeans shorter response time.

16.3.2 IGMPQuerier

Select a unique querier from a network segment. The querier sends Query packets to obtain group information of the local network.

Working Principle

In a multicast network running IGMP, a multicast device is specified for sending IGMP Query packets. This device is determined

throughselection.At thebeginning,all devicesare in theQuerier state.When thedevices receivemembershipqueries fromadevice

with a lower IP address, the devices change from the Querier state to the Non-querier state. Therefore, only one device is in the

Querierstatefinally.Thisdevicehas thelowest IPaddressamongallmulticastdevicesinthenetwork.Whentheselectedquerier fails,
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IGMPv2 also works. Non-querier devices maintain the interval timer for survival of querier. This timer is reset each time a device

receives a membershipQuery packet. If the timer expires, a new round of querier selection starts.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theQuerier Timeout

The querier timeout is 255s by default.

Youcanrunthe ipigmpquery-timeoutsecondscommandtosetthequerier timeout.

A larger value means longer survival time; a smaller value means shorter survival time.

16.3.3 IGMP GroupFiltering

Filter group members and limit the number of group members.

Working Principle

Toprevent hosts in a network segment where an interface resides from joining a multicast group, you can configure an ACL on this

interface as a filter. The interface will filter the received IGMP membership Report packets based on this ACL, maintain group

membership only for multicast groups allowed by this ACL and set themaximum number of router members.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the IGMPGroup ACL

By default, no ACL is used and any group is allowed to join.

Youcan run the ip igmpaccess-group access-list-name command to set or reset the multicast group ACL.

After the ACL is configured, a router receives only packets set in the ACL.

 Configuring theMaximum Number of IGMPGroupMembers

The maximum number of IGMP group members is 1,024 by default.

Youcan run the ip igmplimitnumbercommand tosetor reset themaximumnumberofmulticastgroupmembers.

A larger valuemeansmoremembers; a smaller valuemeans fewermembers.

16.3.4 Static IGMPGroup

When static IGMPgroups are available on a router, it is unnecessary for the host to send a Report packet to obtain the static group

information. The router can directly exchange group information with a PIM router.

Working Principle

You need to set static group information manually.

Related Configuration

 Configuring a Static Group

No static group is configured by default.

You can run the ip igmp static-group group-address command to configure a static group.
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16.3.5 SimulatingHosts to Join IGMPGroups

Simulate the host behavior to directly join a multicast group on an interface.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Join-Group function

No join-group information is set by default.

You can run the ip igmp join-group group-address command to configure the address of the multicast group to be joined by the

simulated host.

16.3.6 IGMPProxy

Usethis function inasimple treenetwork topologywherenocomplexmulticast routeprotocols (suchasPIM)need tobeexecuted. In

this way, a downstream proxy host can send IGMPpackets andmaintain themembership.

Working Principle

Whenanupstreamrouter isconfiguredasanIGMPproxy-service interface, it isequal toahost thatcanreceiveQuerypacketssentby

upstream routers or forward group information sent by downstream hosts. When a downstream router is configured as an IGMP

multicast proxy interface, it is equal to a router that can forward Query packets sent by upstream routers or receive Report packets

sent by downstreamrouters.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the IGMPProxy Service

The IGMP proxy service function is disabled by default.

You can run the ip igmp proxy-service command to enable the IGMP proxy service.

This function ismandatory when a proxy is to be used.

 Configuring the IGMPMroute Proxy

The IGMP mroute proxy function is disabled by default.

Youcanruntheipigmpmroute-proxy interfacenamecommandtoenabletheIGMPmrouteproxy.

This function is mandatory when a proxy is to be used.

16.3.7 IGMP SSMMapping

Provide theSSMmodelsupport for IGMPv1and IGMPv2.Whenahost joinsagroup,youcanspecifyasource tosavebandwidthand

prevent unwanted and invalid multicast data streams from occupying network bandwidth, especially in a network environment

wheremultiple multicast sources share onemulticast address.

Working Principle

Based on IGMP v1/v2, IGMPv3 provides an extra function, namely, the multicast source filter function. In IGMPv1/v2, a host determines

to joinagrouponlybasedon thegroupaddressand then receivemulticaststreamssent to thisgroupaddress fromanysource.Ahost

using IGMPv3 advertises themulticast group that the host wants to join and the addresses ofmulticast sources fromwhich this host

wants to receive packets. IGMPv1 and IGMPv2 also implement "source address filtering" in some sense; however, they implement this

function on themulticast receivers by enabling theSSMmapping functionand configuring thestatic SSMmapping group.
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Related Configuration

 Enabling IGMPSSMMapping

The SSM mapping function is disabled by default.

Youcanrun the ip igmpssm-mapenablecommandtoenablethe function.

Mandatory.

 Configuring Static IGMPSSMMapping

No static SSM mapping is set by default.

You can run the ip igmp ssm-map static access-list-num A.B.C.D command to configure static SSM mapping.

16.3.8 Router AlertOption

CheckwhetherIGMPpacketscontaintheRouterAlertoptionanddiscardpacketswithout theRouterAlertoption.

Support sending IGMP packets containing the Router Alert option.

Working Principle

Ifapacketcontains theRouterAlertoption, thedeviceneedstocheckthepacket indepthandupdates thecontroldataaccordingly.

If the packet does not contain the option, the device does not check the packet.

After Router Alert option check is enabled, the IGMP packets not containing the Router Alert option are discarded.

Afterenabledwith the functionofsendingpacketswithRouterAlertoption, thedevicesends IGMPpacketswithRouterAlertoption

encapsulated.

Related Configuration

 Checking Router Alert Option

Router Alert option check is disabled by default.

You can run the ip igmp enforce-router-alert command to enable the function.

 Sending IGMPPackets with Router Alert Option Encapsulated

Packets are sent without the Router Alert option by default.

You can run the ip igmp send-router-alert command to enable the function.

16.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring IGMP Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to set up the multicast service.

ip multicast-routing Enables the IPv4 multicast routing function.

ip pim { sparse-mode| dense-mode } Enables the PIM-SM or PIM-DM function.

Configuring IGMP Routers

ip igmp version { 1 | 2 | 3 } Specifies the IGMP version.

ip igmp last-member-query-interval

interval
Configures the last-member query interval.
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ip igmp last-member-query-count count Configures the last-member query times.

ip igmp query-interval seconds Configures the membership query interval.

ip igmp query-max-response-time

seconds
Configures the maximum response time.

Configuring IGMP Querier ip igmp query-timeout seconds Configures the querier timeout.

Configuring IGMP Group

Filtering

ip igmp access-group access-list Configures the IGMP group ACL.

ip igmp limit number

[ except access-list ]

Configures the maximum number of IGMP

group members.

Configuring IGMP Proxy

ip igmp proxy-service Configures the IGMP proxy service.

ip igmp mroute-proxy interface-type

interface-number
Configures the IGMP mroute proxy.

Configuring IGMP SSM

Mapping

ip igmp ssm-map enable Enables IGMP SSM mapping.

ipigmpssm-mapstaticaccess-listsource-address Configures static IGMP SSM mapping.

Configuring Alert Option

ip igmp enforce-router-alert Checks the Router Alert option.

ip igmp send-router-alert
Sends IGMP packets containg the Router Alert

option.

16.4.1 Configuring IGMP Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Enable themulticast routing function of a local network and collect group information of the local network.

Notes

 An interfacemust be enabled with the PIM-SM or PIM-DM function.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the IPv4Multicast Routing Function

 Mandatory.

 If there is no special requirement, the IPv4multicast routing function should be enabled on each router in the local network.

 Enabling the PIM-SMor PIM-DMFunction

 Mandatory.

 If there is no special requirement, the PIM-SM or PIM-DM function should be directly enabled on an interface of the local
network.

Verification

Run the show ip igmp interface interface-type interface-number command to check whether IGMP is enabled on the interface.

Related Commands

 Enabling the IPv4Multicast Routing Function

Command ip multicast-routing
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Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling the PIM-SMor PIM-DMFunction

Command ip pim { sparse-mode| dense-mode }

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide PIM interfaces must be layer-3 interfaces, including routing interfaces, L3AP, SVI and loopback interfaces.

All PIM interfaces should be accessible to IPv4 unicast routes.

Configuration Example

 Enabling IGMP for a Local Network

Scenario  ConfigureanIPv4unicastroutingprotocol(suchasOSPF)onarouterandensurethat theloopbackinterfaceis

accessible to a unicast route.

 Enable the IPv4multicast route function on all routers.

 Enable thePIM-SMorPIM-DMfunctionon interfaces interconnectingdevicesand interfacesconnectinguser

hosts andmulticast sources.

VSU(config)#ip multicast-routing

VSU(config)#int gi 0/5

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip add 192.168.1.90 255.255.255.0

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip pim sparse-mode

Verification Runtheshowipigmpinterface interface-typeinterface-numbercommandtocheckwhetherIGMPisenabledonthe

interface.

VSU#show ip igmp interface gigabitEthernet 0/5

Interface GigabitEthernet 0/5 (Index 5)

IGMPActive,Querier,Version2 (default)

Internet address is 192.168.1.90

IGMP interface limit is 1024

IGMP interface has 1 group-record states

IGMP interface has 0 static-group records

IGMPactivity: 3 joins, 0 leaves

IGMP query interval is 125 seconds

IGMP querier timeout is 255 seconds
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IGMPmax query response time is 10 seconds

Lastmemberqueryresponse interval is10

Last member query count is 2

Group Membership interval is 260 seconds

Robustness Variable is 2

Common Errors

 Routers in the network are not enabled with themulticast routing function.

 Nomulticast interface is available in the network.

16.4.2 ConfiguringIGMPRouters

Configuration Effect

 Modify the IGMP router parameters will affect the type of packets to be sent and the sending method.

Notes

 The basic functions of IGMPmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Specifying the IGMPVersion

Optional.

If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network.

 Configuring the Last-Member Query Interval

Optional.

If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network.

 Configuring the Last-Member Query Times

Optional.

If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network.

 Configuring theCommonMember Query Interval

Optional.

If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time

Optional.

If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network.

Verification

Run the show ip igmp interface interface-type interface-number command to display the interface configurations.
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Related Commands

 Specifying the IGMPVersion

Command ip igmp version { 1 | 2 | 3 }

Parameter

Description

1: Indicates IGMPv 1.

2: Indicates IGMPv 2.

3: Indicates IGMPv 3.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, IGMP will automatically restart.

 Configuring the Last-Member Query Interval

Command ip igmp last-member-query-interval interval

Parameter

Description

Interval: Indicates the interval for sendingtheQuerypacketsofaspecificgroup.Thevalue ranges from1to255 in the

unit of 0.1s, and the default value is 10 (namely, 1s).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command applies only to IGMPv2 or IGMPv3.

WhenaninterfacereceivesaLeavepacket,theinterfacesendsQuerypacketsof thegroupcontinuallyandwaitsfora

response from thehost. After timeout occurs, the IGMP router assumes that the groupmemberdoes not exist in the

directlyconnectednetworksegment anddeletes the interface from the IGMPgroup.The timeout duration isequal to

the value of last-member-query-interval multiplied by last-member-query-count plus 1/2 of query-max-

response-time.

 Configuring the Last-Member Query Times

Command ip igmp last-member-query-count count

Parameter

Description

count: Indicates the times for sending theQuery packetsof a specificgroup, ranging from2 to7.Thedefault value is

2.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command applies only to IGMPv2 or IGMPv3.

WhenaninterfacereceivesaLeavepacket,theinterfacesendsQuerypacketsof thegroupcontinuallyandwaitsfora

response from thehost. After timeout occurs, the IGMP router assumes that the groupmemberdoes not exist in the

directlyconnectednetworksegment anddeletes the interface from the IGMPgroup.The timeout duration isequal to

the value of last-member-query-interval multiplied by last-member-query-count plus 1/2 of

query-max-response-time.

 Configuring theCommonMember Query Interval

Command ip igmp query-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the common member query interval, ranging from 1 to 18,000s. The default value is 125.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A
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 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time

Command ip igmp query-max-response-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the maximum response time, ranging from 1 to 25s. The default value is 10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AftersendingQuery packets, the interfacewaits for a response. If timeoutoccurs, the IGMProuter assumes that the

group member does not exist in the directly connected network segment and deletes the group information.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Basic Router Parameters

Scenario  Configure basic functions of IGMP.

 Specify theIGMPv3.

 Configure the last-member query interval to 15 (1.5s).

 Configurethenumberofthelast-memberqueriesto3.

 Configurethecommonmemberqueryintervalto130s.

 Configure the maximum response time to 15s.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp version 3

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp last-member-query-count 3

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp last-member-query-interval 15

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp query-interval 130

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp query-max-response-time 15

Verification Run the show ip igmp interface interface-type interface-number command to check the IGMP functions of the

interface.

VSU#show ip igmp interface gigabitEthernet 0/5

Interface GigabitEthernet 0/5 (Index 5)

IGMP Enabled, Active, Querier, Version 3

Internet address is 192.168.1.90

IGMP interface limit is 1024

IGMP interface has 1 group-record states

IGMP interface has 0 static-group records

IGMPactivity: 3 joins, 0 leaves

IGMPquery interval is 130 seconds

IGMP querier timeout is 267 seconds

IGMP max query response time is 15 seconds

Last member query response interval is 15

Lastmember query count is 3
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GroupMembershipinterval is275seconds

Robustness Variable is 2

VSU#

Common Errors

 The basic functions of IGMP are not enabled.

16.4.3 Configuring IGMPQuerier

Configuration Effect

 Select a unique querier in a local network.

Notes

 The basic functions of IGMPmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 If necessary, the querier timeout can be configured.

 If there is no special requirement, you can perform the configuration on all interfaces enabledwith IGMP in the local network.

Verification

Run the show ip igmp interface interface-type interface-number command to display the interface configurations.

Related Commands

 Configuring theQuerier Timeout

Command ip igmp query-timeout seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the keepalive time of the querier, ranging from 60 to 300s. The default value is 255s.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AftersendingQuerypackets,an interfacewaits forQuerypacketssent byotherdevices. If timeoutoccurs, the IGMP

router assumes that the querier is unique in the directly connected network segment.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theQuerier Timeout

Scenario  Configure basic functions of IGMP.

 Set the querier timeout to 280S.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp query-timeout 280

Verification Run the show ip igmp interface interface-type interface-number command to check the IGMP functions of the

interface.

VSU#show ipigmp interface gigabitEthernet 0/5
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Interface GigabitEthernet 0/5 (Index 5)

IGMPEnabled,Active,Querier,Version3

Internet address is 192.168.1.90

IGMP interface limit is 1024

IGMP interface has 1 group-record states

IGMP interface has 0 static-group records

IGMPactivity: 11 joins, 0 leaves

IGMPquery interval is130seconds

IGMP querier timeout is 280 seconds

IGMPmax query response time is 15 seconds

Lastmemberquery response interval is15

Lastmember query count is 3

GroupMembershipinterval is275seconds

Robustness Variable is 2

VSU#

Common Errors

 The basic functions of IGMP are not enabled.

16.4.4 Configuring IGMPGroup Filtering

Configuration Effect

 A router filters IGMP groupmembers.

Notes

 The basic functions of IGMPmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the IGMPGroup ACL

Optional.

If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network.

 Configuring theMaximum Number of IGMPGroupMembers

Optional.

If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network.

Verification

 IGMP GroupACL
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 Configure an interface toallowonly groups inACL1 to join.The accessaddresses ofACL1are 225.0.0.1~225.0.0.255.

 Configure the interface to join a group whose address is 225.0.0.5.

 Configure the interface to join a group whose address is 236.0.0.5.

 View the group information of the current interface.

 MaximumNumber of IGMPGroupMembers

 Set themaximummember quantity to 5 on an interface.

 Configure the interface to join a group whose address is from 225.0.0.5 to 225.0.0.10.

 View the group information of the interface.

Related Commands

 Configuring the IGMPGroup ACL

Command ip igmp access-group access-list

Parameter

Description

access-list:DefinesagroupaddressrangebyusingastandardIPACLoranextendedACL.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

199, 1300 to 2699 and characters.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this command on an interface to control the groups that hosts in a directly connected network segment

can join.UseanACL to limit thegroupaddress range. IfReport packetsdeniedby theACLare received, thepackets

will bediscarded.

When IGMPv3 is enabled, this command supports an extended ACL. If the received IGMP Report information is

(S1,S2,S3…Sn,G), this command will apply the corresponding ACL to the (0,G) information for matching. Therefore,

you must configure a (0,G) record explicitly for the extended ACL in order to normally filter (S1,S2,S3…Sn,G).

 Configuring theMaximum Number of IGMPGroupMembers

Command ip igmp limit number [ except access-list ]

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of IGMP group members, whose value range varies with devices. The

default value is 1,024 for an interface and 65,536 globally.

except access-list: Indicates that the groups in the ACL are not counted.

access-list indicates a standard IP ACL. The value ranges from 1 to 99, 1300 to 1999 and words.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Globalconfigurationmode:Limits themaximumquantityof theIGMPgroupmembers inasystem.

Interfaceconfigurationmode: limitsthemaximumquantityof IGMPgroupmembersonaninterface.

If thequantityofgroupmembersexceeds the interfaceorglobal limit, theReport packets receivedsubsequentlywill

be ignored.

If an Except ACL is configured, Report packets within a specified range can be normally processed; therefore, the

generated groupmembers are not counted.

The interface and global configurations can be performed independently. If the global quantity limit is smaller than

that for an interface, the global configuration shall be used.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring IGMPGroup Filtering

Scenario  Configure the basic functions of IGMP.

 Configure the access address range of ACL 1 from225.0.0.1 to 225.0.0.255.

 Settheaddressofthegrouptobejoinedto225.0.0.5.

 Settheaddressofthegrouptobejoinedto236.0.0.5.

VSU(config)#access-list 1 permit 225.0.0.1 225.0.0.255

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp access-group 1

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.5

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 236.0.0.5

Verification Run theshowipigmpgroups [ interface-typeinterface-number ] [group-address ] [detail ] commandtodisplay the

group information of the interface.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#show ip igmp groups

IGMP Connected Group Membership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime Expires Last Reporter

225.0.0.5 GigabitEthernet0/5 00:14:00 00:02:45 192.168.1.90

 Configuring theMaximum Number of IGMPGroupMembers

Scenario  Configure the basic functions of IGMP.

 Configure themaximum number of IGMP groupmembers for the interface to 5.

 Add group information (225.0.0.5~225.0.0.12).

 View group information.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp limit 5

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.5

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.6

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.7

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.8

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.9

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.10

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.11

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.12

Verification Run theshowipigmpgroups [ interface-typeinterface-number ] [group-address ] [detail ] commandtodisplay the

group information of the interface.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/5)#show ip igmp groups

IGMP Connected Group Membership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime Expires Last Reporter
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225.0.0.5 GigabitEthernet 0/5 00:20:15 00:03:09 192.168.1.90

225.0.0.6 GigabitEthernet 0/5 00:20:24 00:02:58 192.168.1.90

225.0.0.7 GigabitEthernet 0/5 00:00:15 00:04:29 192.168.1.90

225.0.0.8 GigabitEthernet 0/5 00:00:13 00:04:34 192.168.1.90

225.0.0.9 GigabitEthernet 0/5 00:00:11 00:04:33 192.168.1.90

Common Errors

 The basic functions of IGMP are not enabled.

16.4.5 Configuring IGMPProxy

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure the router proxy function and collect local member information.

Notes

 The basic functions of IGMPmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the IGMPProxy Service

 Optional.

 If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on directly connected upstream router interfaces.

 Configuring the IGMPMroute Proxy

 Optional.

 If there is no special requirement, you can perform this configuration on directly connected downstreamhost interfaces.

Verification

 Set interface 7 for directly connecting to an upstream router as amulticast proxy server.

 Set interface 1 for directly connecting to a downstream host as a multicast proxy.

 Set interface 1 to be joined by groups whose addresses are 225.0.0.6 and 225.5.5.5.

 View the current group information.

Related Commands

 Configuring the IGMPProxy Service

Command ip igmp proxy-service

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the ip igmp proxy-service command to set the uplink interface as a Proxy-Service interface.

Run the ip igmp mroute-proxy command to set the downlink interface as a Mroute-Proxy interface.
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Forward IGMP Query packets from the Proxy-Service interface to the Mroute-Proxy interface. Forward IGMP Report

packets from the Mroute-Proxy interface to the Proxy-Service interface.

Adeviceallowsamaximumof32Proxy-Service interfaces.AfteraProxy-ServiceinterfacereceivesanIGMPQuery

packet, the interface sends a response based on the IGMPgroupmember records.

If the switchport command is executed on the Proxy-Service interface, the ip igmp mroute-proxy command

configured on the Mroute-Proxy interface will be deleted automatically.

 Configuring the IGMPMroute Proxy

Command ip igmp mroute-proxy interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthe ipigmpproxy-servicecommandtoset theuplink interfaceasaProxy-Serviceinterface.

Runthe ipigmpmroute-proxycommandtosetthedownlinkinterfaceasaMroute-Proxyinterface.

ForwardIGMPQuerypacketsfromtheProxy-ServiceinterfacetotheMroute-Proxy interface.Forward IGMPReport

packets from the Mroute-Proxy interface to the Proxy-Service interface.

Configuration Example

Scenario  Configure basic functions of IGMP.

 Configure interface 7 as a proxy server.

 Configure interface 1 as amulticast proxy.

 Set interface1 to be joined by groupswhose addresses are 225.0.0.6 and 225.5.5.5.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/7)#ip igmp proxy-service

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/7)#exit

VSU(config)#int gi 0/1

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip igmp mroute-proxy gigabitEthernet 0/7

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip igmp join-group 225.0.0.6

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip igmp join-group 225.5.5.5

Verification Run theshowipigmpgroups [ interface-typeinterface-number ] [group-address ] [detail ] commandtodisplay the

group information of the interface.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show ip igmp groups

IGMP Connected Group Membership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime Expires LastReporter

225.0.0.6 GigabitEthernet0/1 00:23:05 00:02:40 192.168.36.90

225.5.5.5 GigabitEthernet0/1 00:22:06 00:02:41 192.168.36.90

IGMP Proxy-server Connected Group Membership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime
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VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#

00:22:06GigabitEthernet0/7225.5.5.5

00:23:05GigabitEthernet0/7225.0.0.6

Common Errors

 The basic functions of IGMP are not enabled.

16.4.6 Configuring IGMPSSMMapping

Configuration Effect

 IGMPv3supportssourcefiltering;however,IGMPv1andIGMPv2donotsupportsourcefiltering,butprovidestheSSMmapping
function to filter sources.

Notes

 The basic functions of IGMPmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling SSMMapping

(Mandatory) Enable the SSM mapping function.

EnabletheSSMmapping functiononarouter.

 Configuring Static SSMMapping

Optional.

Configure this function on routers enabled with SSM mapping.

Verification

Run the show ip igmp ssm-mapping [ group-address ] command to display SSM mapping information.

Related Commands

 Enabling SSMMapping

Command ip igmp ssm-map enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runtheipigmpssm-mapenablecommandtoenabletheSSMmappingfunction.

Run the ip igmpssm-mapstaticcommand to set staticmapping entries.

Run IGMPv3 on the interface.When IGMPv1 or IGMPv2 Report packets are received, source addresses of static

mappings can be added.

 Configuring Static SSMMapping
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Command ip igmp ssm-map static access-list source-address

Parameter

Description

N/Aaccess-list: Indicates the groupaddress range set by astandard IPACL.The value ranges from1 to99, 1300 to

1999 andwords.

source-address: Indicates the source address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runtheipigmpssm-mapenablecommandtoenabletheSSMmappingfunction.

Run the ip igmpssm-mapstatic command to set staticmapping entries.

Run IGMPv3 on the interface.When IGMPv1 or IGMPv2 Report packets are received, source addresses of static

mappings can be added.

Configuration Example

Scenario  Configure the basic functions of IGMP.

 Enable SSMmapping.

 Configure static SSMmapping ACL 1.

VSU(config)#ip igmp ssm-map enable

VSU(config)#ip igmp ssm-map static 1 192.168.5.9

Verification Run the show ip igmp ssm-mapping [ group-address ] command to display SSM mapping information.

VSU#show ip igmp ssm-mapping

SSM Mapping : Enabled

Database : Static mappings configured

Common Errors

 The basic functions of IGMP are not enabled.

16.4.7 Configuring Alert Option

ConfigurationEffect

CheckwhetherIGMPpacketscontaintheRouterAlertoptionanddiscardsthepacketswithout theRouterAlertoption.

Support sending IGMP packets with the Router Alert option.

Notes

The basic functions of IGMP must be configured.

Configuration Steps

Checking Router Alert Option

Optional.

Sending IGMP Packets with Router Alert Option Encapsulated

Optional,
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Verification

 Checking Router Alert Option

Check whether the IGMP-enabled interface discards the IGMP packets without the Router Alert option.

 Sending IGMPPackets with Router Alert Option Encapsulated

Check whether the IGMP-enabled interface sends the IGMP packets containing the Router Alert option.

Related Commands

 Checking Router Alert Option

Command ip igmp [ vrf vrf-name ] enforce-router-alert

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf-name: Specifies a VRF.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the ip igmp enforce-router-alert command to enable Router Alert option check.

Run the no ip igmp enforce-router-alert command to disable Router Alert option check.

 Sending IGMPPackets with Router Alert Option Encapsulated

Command ip igmp [ vrf vrf-name ] send-router-alert

Parameter

Description

vrf vrf-name: Specifies a VRF.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runtheipigmpsend-router-alertcommandtoenablethefunctionofsendingIGMPpacketscontainingRouter

Alert option.

Run the no ip igmp send-router-alert command to disable the function.

Configuration Example

 Checking Router Alert Option

Scenario Configure the basic functions of IGMP.

Configure Router Alert option check.

VSU(config)#ip igmp enforce-router-alert

Verification IGMP packets containing Router Alert option 225.1.1.1 are sent to the IGMP-enabled interface and these packets are

processed.Run the show ip igmpgroups command and you will see 225.1.1.1.

IGMPpacketsnotcontainingRouterAlertoption225.1.1.1aresenttotheIGMP-enabledinterfaceandthesepackets
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are discarded. Run the show ip igmp groups command and you will not see 225.1.1.1

 Sending IGMPPackets with Router Alert Option Encapsulated

Scenario Configure the basic functions of IGMP.

Configure the function of sending IGMP packets containing router alert option.

VSU(config)#ip igmp send-router-alert

Verification Check whether the IGMP-enabled interface sends the IGMP packets containing the Router Alert option.

16.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clearsdynamicgroupmembership from

the IGMP buffer.

clear ip igmp group

Clears interface information from the

IGMP buffer.

clear ip igmp interface interface-type interface-number

Displaying

Description Command

Displays all groups in a directly

connected subnet.

show ip igmp groups

Displays details about all groups in a

directly connected subnet.

show ip igmp groups detail

Displays specified groups in a directly

connected subnet.

show ip igmp groups A.B.C.D

Displays details about specified groups

in a directly connected subnet.

show ip igmp groups A.B.C.D detail

Displays IGMP configurations of a

specified interface in a directly

connected subnet.

show ip igmp interface interface-type interface-number

Displays details about all groups of a

specified interface in a directly

connected subnet.

show ip igmp groups interface-type interface-number detail

Displays information about a specified

group of a specified interface in a

directly connected subnet.

show ip igmp groups interface-type interface-number A.B.C.D

Displays details about a specified group

of a specified interface in a directly

connected subnet.

show ip igmp groups interface-type interface-number A.B.C.D detail

Displays configurations of an IGMP

interface.

show ip igmp interface [ interface-type interface-number ]
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Displays

interfaces.

configurations of all IGMP show ip igmp interface

Displays configurations of IGMP SSM

mapping.

show ip igmp ssm-mapping

Displays the information of IGMP SSM

mapping to A.B.C.D.

show ip igmp ssm-mapping A.B.C.D

Debugging

Description Command

Displays whether IGMP debugging is

enabled.

show debugging

Debugs all IGMP information. debug ip igmp all

Debugs IGMP packet decoding. debug ip igmp decode

Debugs IGMP packet encoding. debug ip igmp encode

Debugs IGMP events. debug ip igmp events

Debugs IGMP FSM. debug ip igmp fsm

Debugs IGMP state machine. debug ip igmp tib

Debugs IGMP warning. debug ip igmp warning

17 ConfiguringMLD

17.1 Overview

Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) is a protocol used in the multicast technology.

This protocol receives the multicast member relationship between hosts and routers to determine multicast flow forwarding. Using

information obtained fromMLD, a devicemaintains an interface-basedmulticast listener status table. The multicast listener status

table is activated only when at least one host in the link of the interface is a groupmember.

Currently, MLD has two versions: MLDv1 and MLDv2.

 MLD of both versions supports the Any-Source Multicast (ASM)model.

 MLDv2 can be directly applied to the Source-SpecificMulticast (SSM)model.

 MLDv1 can be applied to the SSMmodel only whenMLDSSMmapping is configured.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2710: Multicast Listener Discovery (MLDv1) for IPv6

 RFC3810: Multicast Listener Discovery Version 2 (MLDv2) for IPv6

17.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring the MLD Service on the

Local Network

Implements the MLD service on the local network.

Configuring the MLD Proxy Service In the simple tree topology, the MLD proxy service, instead of the PIM service, is used.
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Router C is the egress gateway.

Routers A and B are local routers.

Router A functions as the proxy.

Router B provides the PIM service.

17.2.1 Configuring the MLD Service on the Local Network

Scenario

As shown in Figure 4- 1, the local network consists of receiver 1, receiver 2, router A, and router B.

QuerymessagessentbyrouterAor routerBarevalidonthelocalnetwork,andReportmessagessentbyreceiverAandreceiverBare

also valid on the local network.

Figure 4- 1

Deployment

 Routers A, B, and C run the OSPFv6 protocol.

 Interfaces on routers A, B, and C run themulticast protocol (PIMSMv6).

17.2.2 Configuring theMLDProxyService

Scenario

As shown Figure 4-2, the proxy function is enabled on router A. Router A functions as a host and forms a local management group

with router B. Router A forwards Report messages from receivers 1 and 2.

Figure 4- 2

Remarks

Remarks
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Deployment

 Routers A and B run theOSPFv6 protocol.

 Interfaces on routers A and B run the multicast protocol (PIM SMv6).

 Themulticast proxy service is enabled on Gi 0/0 andGi 0/1 of router A.

17.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Host Behaviors andDevice Behaviors

Layer-3 multicast devices running multicast management protocols are referred to as devices and their behaviors are device

behaviors.

PCs or simulated PCs running multicast management protocols are referred to as hosts and their behaviors are host behaviors.

 Querier

Devices interactand competewitheachother.After IPaddresscomparison, thedevicewitha lower IPaddressbecomes thequerier

and periodically sendsQuery messages.

 MLD PROXY-SERVICEInterface

This interface, also called uplink interface, implements host behaviors. It receives Querymessages sent by upstreamdevices and

sends Report messages collected by the router proxy.

 MLD MROUTE-PROXYInterface

This interface,alsocalleddownlink interface, implementsrouter functions. Itsendsmessagesreceivedbytheproxyservice interface

and collects and sends host information to the proxy service interface.

 MLDSSM-MAP

SSMmapping refers tomappingofsource-specificmulticast.MLDv1doesnotsupport theSSMmodel until theSSM-MAPfunction is

enabled.

Overview

Feature Description

Setting MLD Router

Parameters

Sends Query messages to obtain local member information.

Querier Selection

Process or Timeout

Mechanism

Selects the unique querier in the current network segment.

Filtering MLD Groups Filters group members and limits the number of group members.

Supporting Static MLD

Groups

Stores static group information on the local router instead of obtaining group information by sending Report

messages.

Configuring Simulated

Host Group

Information

Simulates host behaviors to directly configure group joining information.
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Feature Description

Supporting MLD Proxy Uses this function in thesimple treetopology insteadofcomplexmulticastroutingprotocols,suchas thePIM.

Supporting SSM-MAP Provides the SSMmodel forMLDv1.When a host is added to a group, a specific source can be specified to

avoid network bandwidth occupation by unnecessary and invalid multicast data streams. This function is

especially useful on a network where multiple multicast sources share the same multicast address.

17.3.1 SettingMLDRouter Parameters

Sends Query messages to obtain local member information.

Working Principle

Adeviceperiodically sendsQuerymessages toensure that a grouphas at least one host. If nohost is available inagroup, thegroup

will bedeleted.

Related Configuration

 EnablingMLD

By default, MLD is disabled on an interface.

Runthe ipv6pim{sparse-mode}commandtoenableordisableMLDonaninterface.

MLD canbe enabled only after PIMSM is enabled on the interface.

 Configuring MLDVersion

By default, the MLD version is 2.

Run theipv6 mld version { 1 | 2 } command to configure or restore the MLD version of an interface.

 Configuring theQuery Interval of the Last Member

By default, the interval for sending Query messages is 1s.

Run the ipv6 mld last-member-query-interval interval command to configure or restore the interval for sending Query messages.

A larger value means a longer interval for sending Query messages.

 Configuring theNumber of Times forQuerying the LastMember

By default, the number of times for querying the last member is 2.

Run the ipv6 mld last-member-query-count count command to configure or restore the number of times for querying the last

member.

A larger value means a larger number of times for querying the last member.

 Configuring the Interval for Querying a CommonMember

By default, the interval for querying a common member is 125s.

Runthe ipv6mldquery-intervalsecondscommandtoconfigureorrestoretheinterval forqueryingacommonmember.

A larger valuemeans a longer interval for querying a commonmember.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time

By default, the maximum response time is 10s.
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Run the ipv6mld query-max-response-time seconds command to configure or restore the maximum response time.

A larger value means a longermaximum response time.

17.3.2 Querier Selection Process or Timeout Mechanism

Selects the unique querier in the current network segment. The querier sends a Querymessage to obtain group information on the

local network.

Working Principle

OnamulticastnetworkrunningMLD,amulticastdevicededicatedtoquerysendsMLDQuerymessages.Thedeviceisdeterminedby

election. Initially,alldevicesareinthequerierstate.WhenreceivingmemberrelationshipQuerymessages fromdeviceswithlower IP

addresses, thedevicesswitch fromthe receiver statetonon-querier state.Therefore, there isonlyonedevice in thequerystate in the

end.This devicehas the lowest IPaddressamongallmulticast deviceson thenetwork.When thequerier devicedoesnotwork,MLD

alsoworks.Non-querier devicesmaintain thekeepalive interval timer for other queriers.The timer is resetonce thedevice receivesa

member relationship query message. If the timer times out, the device starts to send Query messages and a new querier election

starts.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theKeepalive Interval of theQuerier

By default, the keepalive interval of the querier is 255s.

Runthe ipv6mldquerier-timeoutsecondscommandtoconfigureorrestorethekeepaliveintervalofthequerier.

A larger valuemeans a longer keepalive interval of the querier.

17.3.3 Filtering MLDGroups

Filters group members and limits the number of group members.

Working Principle

If you do not want hosts in the network segment where an interface resides to be added to certain multicast groups, you can

configureACL ruleson the interfaceasa filter.The interfacewill filter receivedMLDmember relationshipReportmessagesbasedon

the ACL rules and maintain member relationships only for multicast groups permitted by the rules. The largest number of router

members can also be set.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringAccessControl forMulticast Groups

By default, no access control is configured and hosts can be added to any groups.

Run the ipv6mld access-group access-list-name command to configure or restore access control for multicast groups.

After theconfiguration, the router can receivemessagesonly fromhosts ingroupsspecified in theaccess list.

 Configuring theMaximum Number ofMLDGroupMembers

By default, an MLD group has a maximum of 1024 members.

Run the ipv6 mld limt number command to configure or restore the maximum number of MLD group members.
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A larger value means a larger number of group members.

17.3.4 Supporting StaticMLDGroups

Storesstaticgroup informationona local router insteadof obtaininggroup informationbysendingReportmessages.The local router

can directly exchange group information with the PIM router.

Working Principle

Manually configure static group information.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Static-Group

By default, no static group information is configured.

Run the ipv6 mld static-group group-address command to configure or cancel static group information.

17.3.5 ConfiguringSimulated Host Group Information

Simulates host behaviors to directly configure group joining information.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Join-Group

By default, no join-group information is configured.

Run the ipv6 mld join-group group-address command to configure or cancel join-group information.

17.3.6 Supporting MLDProxy

In thesimply treetopology, it isnot necessary toruncomplexmulticast routingprotocols (suchasPIM). In thiscase,MLDproxycanbe

used to sendMLDmessages for downstream hosts andmaintainmember relationships.

Working Principle

Whenanupstreamrouter isconfiguredasanMLDproxyserviceinterface, it functionsasahostandcanreceiveQuerymessagesfrom

upstream routers as well as forward group information of downstream hosts.When a downstream router is configured as an MLD

multicast proxy interface, it functions as a router and can forward Query messages of upstream routers as well as receive Report

messages from downstream routers.

Related Configuration

 Configuring MLDPROXY-SERVICE

By default, the MLD proxy service is disabled on an interface.

Runtheipv6mldproxy-servicecommandtoconfigureorcanceltheMLDproxyfunctiononan interface.

This function must be configured when proxy is used.

 Configuring MLDMROUTE–PROXY

By default, the multicast proxy service is disabled on an interface.
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Runthe ipv6mldmroute-proxy interfacenamecommandtoconfigureorcancel themulticastproxy functiononaninterface.

This function must be configured when proxy is used.

17.3.7 Supporting SSM-MAP

Thisfunctionprovides theSSMmodel forMLDv1.Whenahost isaddedtoagroup,aspecificsourcecanbespecified toavoidnetwork

bandwidth occupation by unnecessary and invalid multicast data streams. This function is especially useful on a network where

multiple multicast sources share the samemulticast address.

Working Principle

Based onMLDv1, MLDv2 provides an extra function, that is, source filteringmulticast. In MLDv1, a host determines to join a group

onlybasedonthegroupaddressand receivesmulticaststreamssent tothegroupaddressfromanysource.However,anMLDv2host

advertises themulticast group that the host wants to join and the address of themulticast source that it wants to receive. In MLDv1,

source address filtering can be implemented to some extent, but filtering is implemented by enabling SSM-MAP and configuring

SSM-MAP static groups onmulticast flow receivers.

Related Configuration

 Enabling MLD SSM-MAP

By default, SSM-MAP is disabled.

Run the ipv6mld ssm-map enable command to enable or disable the SSM-MAP function.

This functionmust be enabled when SSM-MAP is used.

 Configuring MLD SSM-MAP STATIC

By default, no SSM-MAP static link table is configured.

Run the ipv6 mld ssm-map static access-list-num A.B.C.D command to enable or disable the SSM-MAP static link table.

17.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

MLD

(Mandatory) It is used to configure the multicast service.

Ipv6 multicast-routing Enables the IPv6 multicast routing function.

Ipv6 pim sparse-mode Enables the PIM-SM function.

Configuring MLD Router

Parameters

Ipv6 mld version { 1 | 2 } Configures the MLD version.

Ipv6 mld last-member-query-interval

interval

Configures the interval for querying the last

member.

Ipv6 mld last-member-query-count count
Configures the number of times for querying

the last member.

Ipv6 mld query-interval seconds
Configures the interval for querying a common

member.

Ipv6 mld query-max-response-time

seconds
Configures the maximum response interval.

Querier Selection Process or ipv6 mld querier-timeout seconds Configures thekeepalive intervalof thequerier.
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Timeout Mechanism

Filtering MLD Groups Ipv6 mld access-group access-list Filters MLD group members.

MLD Proxy

Ipv6 mld proxy-service Configures the MLD PROXY-SERVICE.

ipv6 mld mroute-proxy

interface-type interface-number
Configures the MLD MROUTE–PROXY.

Supporting SSM-MAP

Ipv6 mld ssm-map enable Enables the SSM-MAP function.

Ipv6 mld ssm-map static access-list

source-address
Configures the SSM-MAP static link table.

17.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofMLD

Configuration Effect

 Enable themulticast routing function and collect group information on the local network.

Notes

 The PIMSM functionmust be enabled on an interface.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the IPv6Multicast Routing Function

 Mandatory.

 The IPv6multicast routing function should be enabled on all routers on the local network unless otherwise specified.

 Enabling the PIMSM Function

 Mandatory.

 The PIMSM function should be directly enabled on an interface on the local network unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Run the show ipv6 mld interface interface-type interface-number command to check whether MLD is enabled on the interface.

Related Commands

 Enabling the IPv6Multicast Routing Function

Command Ipv6 multicast-routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Enabling the PIMSM Function

Command Ipv6 pim { sparse-mode }

Parameter

Description

-
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide PIM interfaces must be layer-3 interfaces, including: routing, L3AP, SVI, and loopback interfaces.

IPv6 unicast routes should be accessible to all PIM interfaces.

Configuration Example

 EnablingMLD on the Local Network

Configuration

Steps
 Configure an IPv6 unicast routing protocol (such as OSPF) on a router and ensure that unicast routes are

accessible to the loopback interface. (Omitted)

 Enable the IPv6 multicast routing function on all routers.

 Enable thePIMSMfunctionondevice interconnectioninterfacesand interfaces forconnectinguserhostsand

multicast sources.

VSU(config)#ipv6 multicast-routing

VSU(config)#int gi 0/1

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 address 2001::1/64

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

Verification Run theshow ipv6mld interface interface-type interface-number command tocheckwhetherMLD isenabledon

the interface.

VSU#show ipv6 mld interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 (Index 1)

MLDActive,Querier,Version2(default)

Internetaddress isfe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

MLD interface limit is 1024

MLD interface has 0 group-record states

MLD interface has 0 join-group records

MLD interface has 0 static-group records

MLD activity: 0 joins, 0 leaves

MLD query interval is 125 seconds

MLD querier timeout is 255 seconds

MLD max query response time is 10 seconds

Lastmember query response interval is 10 (1/10s)

Lastmember query count is 2

Group Membership interval is 260

Robustness Variable is 2

Common Errors

 Multicast routing is disabled on routers on the network.
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 Nomulticast interface is available on the network.

17.4.2 ConfiguringMLDRouter Parameters

Configuration Effect

 ModifyMLD router parameters to change the message type or sending mode.

Notes

 The basic functions of MLDmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring MLDVersion

Optional.

This parameter can be configured on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring the Interval for Querying the Last Member

Optional.

This parameter can be configured on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theNumber of Times forQuerying the LastMember

Optional.

This parameter can be configured on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring the Interval for Querying a CommonMember

Optional.

This parameter can be configured on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Interval

Optional.

This parameter can be configured on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Run the show ipv6 mld interface interface-type interface-number command to view the configuration information.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMLD Version

Command ipv6 mld version { 1 | 2 }

Parameter

Description

1: Indicates version1.

2: Indicates version2.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is executed, MLD will automatically restart.
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 Configuring the Interval for Querying the Last Member

Command ipv6 mld last-member-query-interval interval

Parameter

Description

Interval:SpecifiestheintervalforsendingQuerymessagesofaspecifiedgroup.Theunit is0.1s,thevaluerangesfrom

1 to 255, and the default value is 10 (1s).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterreceivingtheDonemessage,theinterfacewillcontinuouslysendQuerymessagesofaspecifiedgroupandwait

for responses from the host. After timeout, it is considered that the no group member exists in the directly-

connected network segment and the interface is deleted from theMLDgroupmember record. The timeout interval

is calculated as follows:

Timeout interval = last-member-query-interval x last-member-query-count + query-max-response-time/2.

 Configuring theNumber of Times forQuerying the LastMember

Command ipv6 mld last-member-query-count count

Parameter

Description

count:Specifies thenumberof times forsendingQuerymessagesofaspecifiedgroup.Thevalue ranges from2 to7.

The default value is 2.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterreceivingtheDonemessage,theinterfacewillcontinuouslysendQuerymessagesofaspecifiedgroupandwait

for responses from the host. After timeout, it is considered that the no group member exists in the directly-

connected network segment and the interface is deleted from theMLDgroupmember record. The timeout interval

is calculated as follows:

Timeout interval = last-member-query-interval x last-member-query-count + query-max-response-time/2

 Configuring the Interval for Querying a CommonMember

Command ipv6 mld query-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Specifies the interval for querying a commonmember.Theunit is s, the value ranges from1 to18000, and

the default value is 125.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Interval

Command ipv6 mld query-max-response-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Specifies themaximumresponse time.Theunit is s, thevalue ranges from1 to25, and thedefault value is

10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After sending Query messages, the interface waits for responses. After timeout, it is considered that no group

member exists in the directly-connected network segment and group information is deleted.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Basic Router Parameters
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Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of MLD. (Omitted)

 ConfigureMLD version 2.

 Configure the interval for querying the last member as 15 (1.5s).

 Configurethenumberof timesforquerying the lastmemberas3.

 Configuretheinterval forqueryingthecommonmemberas130s.

 Configure the maximum response time as 15s.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld version 2

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld last-member-query-count 3

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld last-member-query-interval 15

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld query-interval 130

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld query-max-response-time 15

Verification Runtheshowipv6mldinterface interface-typeinterface-numbercommandtocheckwhetherMLDisenabledonthe

interface.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# show ipv6 mld interface gi 0/1

Interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 (Index 1)

MLDEnabled,Active,Querier,Version2 (default)

Internetaddress is fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

MLD interface limit is 1024

MLD interface has 0 group-record states

MLD interface has 0 join-group records

MLD interface has 0 static-group records

MLD activity: 0 joins, 0 leaves

MLD query interval is 130 seconds

MLD querier timeout is 267 seconds

MLD max query response time is 15 seconds

Lastmember query response interval is 15 (1/10s)

Lastmember query count is 3

Group Membership interval is 275

Robustness Variable is 2

Common Errors

 Basic functions of MLD are not enabled.

17.4.3 QuerierSelectionProcessorTimeoutMechanism

Configuration Effect

 Select the unique querier on the local network.
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Notes

 The basic functions of MLDmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 This functionmust be configured if the querier keepalive interval needs to be configured.

 This function can be configured on all MLD-enabled interfaces on the local network.

Verification

Run the show ipv6 mld interface interface-type interface-number command to view the configuration information of the interface.

Related Commands

 Configuring theKeepalive Interval of Other Queriers

Command ipv6 mld querier-timeout seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Specifies the keepalive interval for other queriers. The unit is s, the value ranges from 60 to 300, and the

default value is 255.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After sending Query messages, the interface waits for Query messages from other devices. After timeout, it is

considered that it is the unique querier in the directly-connected network segment.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theKeepalive Interval of Other Queriers

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of MLD. (Omitted)

 Configure the keepalive interval of a querier as 280s.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld querier-timeout 280

Verification Runtheshowipv6mldinterface interface-typeinterface-numbercommandtocheckwhetherMLDisenabledonthe

interface.

VSU#show ipv6 mld interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 (Index 1)

MLDEnabled,Active,Querier,Version2 (default)

Internetaddress is fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

MLD interface limit is 1024

MLD interface has 0 group-record states

MLD interface has 0 join-group records

MLD interface has 0 static-group records

MLD activity: 0 joins, 0 leaves

MLD query interval is 130 seconds

MLD querier timeout is 280 seconds
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MLD max query response time is 15 seconds

Lastmember query response interval is 15 (1/10s)

Lastmember query count is 3

Group Membership interval is 275

Robustness Variable is 2

Common Errors

 The basic functions of MLD are not enabled.

17.4.4 Filtering MLDGroups

ConfigurationEffect

 A router filters MLD group information.

Notes

 The basic functions of MLDmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringAccessControl forMulticast Groups

Optional.

This function can be configured on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theMaximum Number ofMLDGroupMembers

Optional.

This function can be configured on all router interfaces directly connected to the local network unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Filtering MLDGroups

Configuretheinterfacetoallowforonlygroupsinlinktable1.Theaccessaddressoflinktable1is(FF66::100/64).

Configure the interface to add a group FF66::05.

Configure the interface to add a group FF65::05.

Check group information on the interface.

 Configuring theMaximum Number ofMLDGroupMembers

Configure thenumberofgroupmembersas5onthe interface.

Configure the interface to add a group (FF66::05～FF65::0B).

Check group information on the interface.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringAccessControl forMulticast Groups
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Command ipv6 mld access-group access-list

Parameter

Description

access-list: Specifies the group address range by using IP standard ACLs or IP extended ACLs.The value ranges from 1

to 199, 1300 to 2699, and WORD.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After running this command on the interface, you can control the groups that hosts in the directly-connected

network segment can join.UseACLs to limit the groupaddress range.Reportmessagesdeniedby theACLswill be

discarded.

When MLDv2 is enabled, this command supports extended ACLs to precisely filter source record information in

MLDv2 messages.When the received MLDReport message is (S1,S2,S3…Sn,G), this command will match (0,G) using

the corresponding ACLs. Therefore, to normally use this command, you must explicitly configure a (0, G) in the

extended ACLs to filter (S1,S2,S3…Sn,G).

 Configuring theMaximum Number ofMLDGroupMembers

Command ipv6 mld limit number [ except access-list ]

Parameter

Description

number: Specifies themaximumnumber ofMLDgroupmembers.The value rangedependson thespecific device.

The interface default value is 1024 and the global one is 65536.

except access-list: Groups in the access list are not counted.

The access list is an IP standard ACL. The value ranges from 1 to 99, 1300 to 1999, and WORD.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Globalconfigurationmode:LimitsthenumberofMLDgroupmembersonthewholedevice.

Interfaceconfigurationmode:Limits thenumberofMLDgroupmembersof the interface.

If the number of group members exceeds the interface limit or global limit, subsequent Report messages will be

ignored.

Ifanexcept list isconfigured,Reportmessagesinaspecifiedrangecanbenormallyprocessed.Therefore, thegroup

members are not counted.

Interface and global limits can be configured separately. If the global limit is smaller than the interface limit, use the

global limit.

Configuration Example

 Configuring GroupFiltering

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of MLD. (Omitted)

 Configure the access address of link table 1 as (FF66::100/64).

 Configure the group to join as FF66::05.

 Configure the group to join as FF65::05.

VSU(config)#ipv6 access-list acl

VSU(config-ipv6-acl)#permit ipv6 ::/64 ff66::100/64

VSU(config-ipv6-acl)#permit ipv62222::3333/64ff66::100/64

VSU(config-ipv6-acl)#exit

VSU(config)#
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VSU(config)#int gi 0/1

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld access-group acl

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::5

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff65::5

Verification Run theshow ipv6mldgroups [ interface-type interface-number ] [group-address ] [detail ] command to view the

group information on the interface.

VSU#show ipv6 mld groups

MLD Connected Group Membership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime Expires Last Reporter

ff66::5 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:05:07 00:03:46 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

 Configuring theMaximum Number ofMLDGroupMembers

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of MLD. (Omitted)

 Configure the maximum number of groupmembers on the interface as 5.

 Add group information (FF66::5～FF66::0B).

 View the group information.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld limit 5

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::5

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::6

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::7

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::8

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::9

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::A

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::B

Verification Runtheshowipv6mldgroups [ interface-typeinterface-number ] [group-address ] [detail ]commandtoviewgroup

information on the interface.

MLD Connected Group Membership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime Expires Last Reporter

ff66::5 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:00:36 00:04:00 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

ff66::6 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:00:34 00:04:01 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

ff66::7 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:00:22 00:04:13 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

ff66::8 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:00:18 00:04:19 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

ff66::9 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:00:14 00:04:21 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

Common Errors

 The basic functions of MLD are not enabled.
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17.4.5 MLDProxy

Configuration Effect

 Configure the router proxy function and collect local member information.

Notes

 The basic functions of MLDmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring MLDPROXY-SERVICE

Optional.

This function can be configured on the interface of routers directly connected to the upstream devices unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring MLDMROUTE–PROXY

Optional

This function can be configured on the interface of hosts directly connected to the downstream devices unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Configure the interface that directly connects interface 7 and upstream router as themulticast proxy service.

 Configure the interface that directly connects interface 1 and downstreamhost as the multicast proxy.

 Configure groups FF66::05 and FF66::06 to be added to interface 1.

 Check information of the current group.

Related Commands

 Configuring MLDPROXY-SERVICE

Command ipv6 mld proxy-service

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthe ipv6mldproxy-servicecommandtoconfiguretheupstreaminterfaceas theproxy-serviceinterface.

Runthe ipv6mldmroute-proxycommandtoconfigurethedownstreaminterfaceasthemroute-proxyinterface.

Configuretheproxy-service interfaceto forwardMLDQuerymessages tothemroute-proxy interface.Configure the

mroute-proxy interface to forwardMLDReportsmessages to the proxy-service interface.

Amaximumof32proxy-service interfacescanbeconfiguredonadevice.After receivingMLDQuerymessages, the

proxy-service interface sends a response based on theMLDgroupmember records.

If you run switchport command on the proxy-service interface, the ipv6mldmroute-proxy command configured

on the mroute-proxy interface will be automatically deleted.

 Configuring MLDMROUTE–PROXY

Command ipv6 mld mroute-proxy interface-type interface-number

Parameter -
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Description

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthe ipv6mldproxy-servicecommandtoconfiguretheupstreaminterfaceas theproxy-serviceinterface.

Runthe ipv6mldmroute-proxycommandtoconfigurethedownstreaminterfaceasthemroute-proxyinterface.

Configure theproxy-service interface to forwardMLDQuerymessages to themroute-proxy interface.Configure the

mroute-proxy interface to forward MLD Reports messages to the proxy-service interface.

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureMLD basic functions. (Omitted)

 Configure interface 7 as the proxy server.

 Configure interface 1 as themulticast proxy.

 Configure groups FF66::05 and FF66::06 to be added to interface 1.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/7)#ipv6 mld proxy-service

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/7)#exit

VSU(config)#int gi 0/1

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld mroute-proxy gigabitEthernet 0/7

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6mld join-group ff66::05

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 mld join-group ff66::06

Verification Run theshow ipv6mldgroups [ interface-type interface-number ] [group-address ] [detail ] command to view the

group information on the interface.

VSU(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#show ipv6 mld groups

MLD Connected Group Membership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime Expires Last Reporter

ff66::5 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:00:11 00:04:31 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

ff66::6 GigabitEthernet 0/1 00:00:11 00:04:33 fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:33b1

MLDProxy-server ConnectedGroupMembership

GroupAddress Interface Uptime

ff66::5 GigabitEthernet0/7 00:00:11

ff66::6 GigabitEthernet0/7 00:00:11

Common Errors

 The basic functions of MLD are not enabled.

17.4.6 SupportingSSM-MAP

ConfigurationEffect

 MLDv2supportssourcefilteringwhileMLDv1doesnot.However,MLDv1providestheSSM-MAPfunctiontoimplementsource
filtering.
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Notes

 Thebasic functions of MLDmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling SSM-MAP

This function must be configured if SSM-MAP.

This function must be enabled on a router where SSM-MAP is enabled.

 Configuring an SSM-MAP Static Link Table

Optional.

This function must be enabled on a router where SSM-MAP is enabled.

Verification

Run the show ipv6 mld ssm-mapping [ group-address ] command to display SSM-MAP information.

Related Commands

 Enabling SSM-MAP

Command ipv6 mld ssm-map enable

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the ipv6 mld ssm-map enable command to enable the SSM-MAP function.

Run the ipv6 mld ssm-map static command to configure static mapping table items.

The interface runs MLDv2. When receiving Report messages fromMLDv1, the interface adds the static mapping

source address.

 Configuring an SSM-MAP Static Link Table

Command ipv6 mld ssm-map static access-list source-address

Parameter

Description

access-list: Specifies the group address range configured by the ACL.

source-address: Source address

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the ipv6 mld ssm-map enable command to enable the SSM-MAP function.

Run the ipv6 mld ssm-map static command to configure static mapping table items.

The interface runs MLDv2. When receiving Report messages fromMLDv1, the interface adds the static mapping

source address.

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the basic functions of MLD. (Omitted)

 Enable SSM-MAP.

 Configure SSM-MAP static link table 3.
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VSU(config)#ipv6 mld ssm-map enable

VSU(config)#ipv6 mld ssm-map static 3 1500::5

Verification Run the show ipv6 mld ssm-mapping [ group-address ] command to view SSM mapping information.

VSU(config)#show ipv6 mld ssm-mapping

SSM Mapping : Enabled

Database : Static mappings configured

Common Errors

 The basic functions of MLD are not enabled.

17.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears dynamic group member records

in the MLD cache.

clear ipv6 mld group [ group-address ] [ interface-type interface-number ]

Clears all MLD statistics and group

member records on the interface.

clear ipv6 mld interface interface-type interface-number

Displaying

Description Command

Displays groups directly connected to

the device and group information

learned from MLD.

show ipv6 mld groups [ group-address | interface-type interface-number ] [ detail ]

Displays configurations of the interface. show ipv6 mld interface [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays SSM-MAP information. show ipv6 mld ssm-mapping [ group-address ]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Displays the MLD debugging switch

status.

show debugging

Debugs all MLD information. debug ipv6 mld all

Debugs MLD packet resolution. debug ipv6 mld decode

Debugs MLD packet encoding. debug ipv6 mld encode

Debugs MLD event information. debug ipv6 mld events

DebugsMLDFinite StateMachine (FSM). debug ipv6 mld fsm

DebugsMLDstatemachineinformation. debug ipv6 mld tib

Debugs MLD warning. debug ipv6 mld warning
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A, B, and C are Layer-3 routers.

The multicast source is connected to the Gi0/1 interface of A, Receiver A is connected to the Gi0/1 interface of B, and

18 Configuring PIM-DM

18.1 Overview

Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) is an intra-domain multicast routing protocol.

Amulticastsourcesendsapacket toagroupaddress.Thepacket is forwardedbynetworkdeviceshopbyhopand finally reaches the

groupmembers.On layer-3networkdevices,PIM isused to create andmaintainmulticast routingentries, soas to support multicast

forwarding.

PIMworksintwomodes:Protocol IndependentMulticast-SparseMode(PIM-SM)andProtocol IndependentMulticast-DenseMode

(PIM-DM).

 PIM-SM isapplicable to large-scale networkswhere groupmembers are sparsely distributed in awide scope.

 PIM-DM is applicable to small networkswhere groupmembers are densely distributed.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC3973: Protocol Independent Multicast - Dense Mode (PIM-DM)

 RFC2715: Interoperability Rules for Multicast Routing Protocols

18.2 Applications

Application Description

Providing the Multicast Service in the

Same Network

The multicast service is provided in the same network.

18.2.1 Providing the Multicast Service in the Same Network

Scenario

Themulticastserviceisprovidedinthesamenetwork.

The following figure is taken as an example:

 Amulticast sourcesends amulticast packet, and ReceiverA andReceiverB in thesamenetwork receive themulticast packet.

Figure 5- 1

Remarks
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R1 is connected to the video server, R2 is directly connected to the receiver, and R2 runs in hot backup mode.

A Layer-3 multicast protocol runs on R1 and R2.

R2mayperformhot backup switching in the hot backupenvironment. In this case, thequery interval of PIMHello packets

(the default value is 30 seconds) needs to be adjusted on R2 because the keepalive timer of the neighbor in PIM Hello

packets of R1 may have expired (the default value is 3.5 times the query interval, that is, 105 seconds). The multicast

function relies on the unicast function currently, and themulticast function starts conveFSence after the unicast function

conveFSence iscomplete.Forexample, thedefault graceful restart (GR)conveFSence timeof theunicast function is 120

seconds. It is recommended that the query interval of PIMHello packets be set to 60 seconds.The keepalive timeof the

Receiver B is connected to Gi0/1 of C.

Deployment

 Run theOpen Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol in the same network to implement unicast routing.

 Run the PIM-DM protocol in the same network to implement multicast routing.

 Run the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) in a user host network segment to implement group member
management.

18.3 PIM-DM Application in a Hot Backup Environment

Scenario

Inahot backupenvironment, runPIM-DM.Adeviceperformshotbackupswitching toensure that traffic isnot interrupted.

Figure 5-2

Deployment

 RunOSPF onR1 and R2 to implement unicast routing.

 Run PIM-DM on R1 and R2 to implement multicast routing.

 Make R2 run in a hot backup environment.

Remarks

Remarks
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neighbor inPIMHellopackets is210seconds. In thisscenario, thequery interval ofPIMHellopacketsneed tobesetwitha

reference to the GR conveFSence time of the unicast function and the value of 3.5 times the query interval of PIMHello

packets must be laFSer than the GR conveFSence time of the unicast function. In a hot backup environment, it is

recommended that the query interval of PIMHello packets be laFSer than the default value (30 seconds). Otherwise, the

keepalive timer of the neighbor in PIMHello packetsof the peer end times out during hot backup switching.

18.4 Features

Basic Concepts

 PIMRouter and PIM Interface

Routers where the PIM protocol is enabled are called PIM Routers. Interfaces where the PIM protocol is enabled are called PIM

interfaces.

Multicast packets are forwarded on PIM routers. The PIM interfaces where multicast packets are received are called Upstream

Interfaces, and the PIM interfaces where multicast packets are sent are called Downstream Interfaces.

The network segments where upstream interfaces are located are called Upstream Network Segments. The network segments where

downstream interfaces are located are called Downstream Network Segments.

 PIMNetwork and PIMDomain

PIM routers are connected through PIM interfaces and form a PIM network.

OnsomePIM interfaces, borders canbe set todivide a largePIMnetwork intomultiplePIMdomains.Theborders are able to reject

specifiedmulticast packets or limit the transmission of PIMmessages.

 Multicast DistributionTree

Multicastpacketsarepackets transmitted fromonepoint tomultiplepoints.The forwardingpath is ina treestructure.This forwarding

path is called theMulticast DistributionTree (MDT).

 (*,G), (S,G)

 (*,G):Packetssent fromanysource toGroupG, thecorresponding routingentries,and the forwardingpathcalledRendezvous
Point Tree(RPT).

 (S,G):Packetssent fromSourceS toGroupG, thecorresponding routingentries, and the forwardingpathcalledShortestPath
Tree (SPT).

Overview

Feature Description

PIM-DM Neighbor Neighbor relationships are established between PIM routers to form a PIM network.

PIM-DM MDT PIM-DM creates the MDT by using flooding, pruning, and grafting.

PIM-DM SRM PIM-DM uses a State Refresh Message (SRM) to update the network state.

MIB
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) manager uses information in the Management

Information Base (MIB) to directly manage the PIM-DM function.
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18.4.1 PIM-DMNeighbor

Neighbor relationships are established between PIM routers to form a PIM network. Neighbor relationships must be established

betweenPIM routers before PIMcontrolmessages canbe exchangedormulticast packets can be forwarded.

Working Principle

A Hello message is sent from a PIM interface. For the IPv4 multicast packet with the Hello message encapsulated, the destination

address is 224.0.0.13 (indicating all PIM routers in the same network segment), the source address is the IP address of the PIM interface,

and theTimeToLive (TTL) value is 1. For the IPv6multicast packetwith theHellomessageencapsulated, the destination address is

ff02::d.

Function of a Hello message: It is used to discover neighbors, coordinate protocol parameters, and maintain neighbor relationships.

 Discovering Neighbors

PIMrouters inthesamenetworksegment receivemulticastpacketsfromthedestinationaddress224.0.0.13or ff02::d. In thisway, the

PIM routers obtain neighbor information and establish neighbor relationships.

When a PIM interface is enabled or detects a new neighbor, a Triggered-Hello-Delay message is used to generate a random time.

Within the time, the interface sends Hello packets.

 Coordinating ProtocolParameters

A Hello message includes multiple protocol parameters, which are described as follows:

– DR_Priority:Router interfacescontend for thedesignated router (DR)basedon theirDRpriorities.Ahigherprioritymeansahigher

chance ofwinning.

– Holdtime: Time in which a neighbor is held in the reachable state

– LAN_Delay: LAN delay for transmitting a Prunemessage in a shared network segment

– Override-Interval: Prune override time carried in a Hello message.

WhenaPIMrouter receivesaPrunemessage fromanupstream interface, it indicates thatdownstream interfacesexist in theshared

network segment. If the PIM router still needs to receive multicast data, the PIM router must sent a Prune Override message to the

upstream interface within the Override-Interval.

LAN_Delay + Override-Interval = PPT (Prune-Pending Timer). After a PIM router receives a Prune message from an downstream

interface, thePIMrouter will not immediately performpruning until PPT timesout.Within the timeof PPT, if thePIM router receives a

Prune rejectionmessage from the downstream interface, the PIM router cancels pruning.

 Maintaining NeighborRelationships

AHellomessage is sent periodically betweenPIM routers. If a Hello packet is not received fromaPIMneighbor within Holdtime, the

neighbor is considered unreachable and is deleted from the neighbor list. Any change of PIM neighbors will cause change of the

multicast topology in the network. If an upstream or downstream neighbor in an MDT is unreachable, multicast routes converge

again and theMDT is reshaped.

Related Configuration

 Enabling PIM-DMon an Interface

By default, PIM-DM is disabled on an interface.

Use the ip pim dense-mode command to enable or disable PIM-DM on an interface.
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PIM-DM must be enabled on an interface to involve the interface in the PIM protocol.

 Setting the Interval of HelloMessages on an Interface

By default, a Hello message is sent at an interval of 30 seconds.

The ippimquery-interval interval-secondscommandisusedtoadjust theintervalofHellomessages.Thevalueof theintervalranges

from 1 to65,535.

A Hello message is transmitted less frequently when the value of interval-seconds is larger.

18.4.2 PIM-DMMDT

PIM-DM creates the MDT by using flooding, pruning, and grafting.

Working Principle

Whenamulticastsourcesendsmulticastpackets, thesystemmayforward themtotheoutgoing interfacesofmulticastneighborsand

localmembers, depending on the results of theReversePath Forwarding (RPF) check.The packetsnot passing theRPFcheck are

discarded. If an outgoing interface exists, the packets that have passed the RPF check are accepted for forwarding; if no outgoing

interface exist, a prune packet is sent to upstream devices. After the upstream interface receives the prune packet, the upstream

interface transits the source interface of the prune packet as the Pruned state and sets the Prune Timer (PT). In this way, the MDT

based on the multicast source is created.

WhenthesystemreceivesaJoinmessagefromalocalmember, ifadownstreamdevice inthePrunedstatesendsaGraftmessageto

an upstream device, the upstream device returns a Graft Ack message and resume multicast forwarding to the interfaces of the

downstream device after receiving the Graft message.

Innetworkdeployment,whenmultiplePIM-DMneighborsarecreated throughmultiple linksbetweendevicesanddownstream
deviceshavenoor lessneed in receiving, theCPUusagemaybehigh. In thisscenario,PIM-SMis recommended todeploy the

environment.

Related Configuration

 Configuring thePruneOverride Interval on an Interface

By default, the prune override interval is 500 ms.

The ip pim override-interval interval-milliseconds command is used to modify the prune override interval.

18.4.3 PIM-DMSRM

PIM-DM uses an SRM to refresh the network state.

Working Principle

Devices connected toamulticast source periodically sendSRMs to downstreamdevices to notify changes of the network topology.

After receiving the SRMs, the adjacent devices receiving the SRMs add the local topology state information to the messages by

modifying some fields in SRMs, and send themessages to downstreamdevices.When themessages reach leaf devices, the state

information of the entire network is updated.

Related Configuration

 Disabling the Processing and Forwarding of SRMs
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By default, the processing and forwarding of SRMs are enabled.

The ip pim state-refresh disable command is used to disable the processing and forwarding of SRMs.

Disabling theSRM functionmay cause the convergedPIM-DMMDT to re-converge,which leads tounnecessarybandwidth
wasteandmulticast routing table flapping.Therefore, it is recommendednot todisableSRM in general conditions.

 Setting the Interval of SRMs

By default, an SRM is sent at an interval of 60 seconds.

The ip pim state-refresh origination-interval interval-seconds command is used to adjust the interval of SRMs. The value of the

interval ranges from 1 to 100.

SRMs are transmitted less frequently when the value of interval-seconds is larger.

Onlydevices thataredirectlyconnected toamulticastsourcewillperiodicallysendaPIMSRMtodownstreaminterfaces.Fora
devicenot directly connected to themulticast source, the interval of SRMson its downstream interfaces is invalid.

18.4.4 MIB

Connected to other agents, the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) manager uses information in the Management

Information Base (MIB) to directly manage the PIM-DM function.

Working Principle

TheMIB specifies variables (namely information that can be queried and set by the management process) maintained by network

elements and directly manages the PIM-DM function.

Related Configuration

 Enabling PIM-DMMIB

By default, the PIM-DM MIB function is enabled.

The ip pim mib dense-mode command is used to enable the PIM-DM MIB function.

18.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring PIM-DM Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to create themulticast service.

ip multicast-routing Enables IPv4 multicast routing.

ip pim dense-mode Enables PIM-DM.

ConfiguringPIM-DMNeighbors

(Optional) It is used to limit the (S,G) pairs of legitimate multicast packets in Any Source
Multicast (ASM)model.

ip pim query-interval interval-seconds
Sets the Interval of Hello messages on an

interface.

ip pim propagation-delay interval-milliseconds
Sets the prune propagation delay on an

interface.

ip pim override-interval interval-milliseconds Sets thepruneoverride interval onan Interface.

ip pim neighbor-filter access-list Configures neighbor filtering on an interface.
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Configuration Description and Command

Configuring PIM-DM SRMs

ip pim state-refresh disable
Disables the processing and forwarding of

SRMs.

ip pim state-refresh origination-interval

interval-seconds
Sets the Interval of SRMs on an interface.

Configuring PIM-DM MIB ip pim mib dense-mode Enables PIM-DM MIB.

18.5.1 ConfiguringPIM-DMBasicFunctions

Configuration Effect

 Create a PIM-DMnetwork and provide data sources and user terminals in the networkwith the IPv4multicast service.

Notes

 PIM-DM needs to use the unicast routes existing in the network. Therefore, IPv4 unicast routing must be configured in the
network.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

 Mandatory

 IPv4multicast routing should be enabled on each router unless otherwise specified.

 Enabling PIM-DM

 Mandatory

 PIM-DMshould be enabled on the following interfaces unless otherwise specified: interconnected interfaces on routers and
interfaces connectingmulticast sources and user hosts.

Verification

Make multicast sources send multicast packets and make user hosts join the groups.

 Check whether the user hosts can successfully receive packets from each group.

 Check whether correct PIM-DM routing entries are created on routers.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

Command ip multicast-routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling PIM-DM

Command ip pim dense-mode
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Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide PIM interfaces must be at Layer-3, including: routing interfaces, aggregate ports(APs), switch virtual interfaces (SVIs),

and loopback interfaces.

For all PIM interfaces, IPv4 unicast routes should be reachable.

 Displaying the PIM-SMRouting Table

Command show ip pim dense-mode mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ] [ summary ]

Parameter

Description

group-or-source-address: Indicates a group address or source address.

group-or-source-address: Indicates a group address or source address (The two addresses cannot be group addresses

or source addresses at the same time).

summary: Displays the routing table summary.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Check whether sufficient routing entries are provided.

Check the upstream and downstream interface lists and ensure that a correct SPT tree is created.

Configuration Example

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing on the IPv4 Network

Scenario

Figure 5- 3

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IPv4 unicast routing protocols (for example, OSPF) on all the routers.

 Enable the IPv4multicast routing function on all the routers.

 Enable thePIM-DMfunctiononall the interconnected interfacesof the routers,Source,andReceiver..

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# ip pim dense-mode

A(config-if)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if)# ip pim dense-mode

A(config-if)# exit
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B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip multicast-routing

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if)# ip pim dense-mode

B(config-if)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if)# ip pim dense-mode

B(config-if)# exit

Verification Configure the multicast source (192.168.1.10) to send packets to G (229.1.1.1). Make Receiver A join G.

 Checkwhether themulticast packets fromSourceG are received byReceiver A..

 Check PIM-DM routing tables on Router A and Router B.

A A#showippimdense-modemroute

PIM-DM Multicast Routing Table

(192.168.1.10, 229.1.1.1)

MRT lifetime expires in 182 seconds

Source directly connected on GigabitEthernet 0/1

State-Refresh Originator State: Originator

SRT:57, SAT:147

Upstream IF: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Upstream State: Forwarding

Assert State: NoInfo

Downstream IF List:

GigabitEthernet 0/2, in 'olist':

DownstreamState: NoInfo

Assert State: NoInfo

B B#showippimdense-modemroute

PIM-DM Multicast Routing Table

(192.168.1.10, 229.1.1.1)

MRT lifetime expires in 130 seconds

RPF Neighbor: 192.168.2.1, Nexthop: 192.168.2.1, GigabitEthernet 0/2

Upstream IF: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Upstream State: Forwarding

Assert State: Loser, AT:125
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Downstream IF List:

GigabitEthernet 0/1, in 'olist':

DownstreamState: NoInfo

Assert State: NoInfo

Common Errors

 IPv4 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

 IPv4multicast routing is not enabled on a certain router.

 PIM-DM is not enabled on a certain interface.

18.5.2 Configuring PIM-DMNeighbors

Configuration Effect

 Coordinate protocol parameters and adjust parameters in theHello packet.

 Enable neighbor filtering to improve network security.

Notes

 Basic functions of PIM-DMmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Set parameters on PIM router interfaces unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Set parameters in a Hello packet on an interface and run the debug ip pim dense-mode encode command to check
parameters.

 Enable neighbor filtering and run theshow ip pimdense-mode decode command to display neighbor filtering information.

 Run theshowrunning-config interface [ interface-type interface-number ] command to display configurationson an interface.

Related Commands

 Setting the Interval of HelloMessages

Command ip pim query-interval interval-seconds

Parameter

Description

interval-seconds: The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 in the unit of seconds.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide When the Hello interval is set, the holdtime value will be updated as its 3.5 times.

Every time when the interval of Hello messages is updated, the holdtime value is automatically updated as 3.5 times of the
interval. If the result of the interval of Hello messages multiplied by 3.5 is greater than 65,535, the holdtime value is updated as

65,535.

 Setting the Prune Propagation Delay
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Command ip pim propagation-delay interval-milliseconds

Parameter

Description

interval-milliseconds: The value ranges from 1 to 32,767 in the unit of milliseconds.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Set propagation-delay of an interface, that is, configure the prune propagation delay of an interface.

 Setting the PruneOverride Interval

Command ip pim override-interval interval-milliseconds

Parameter

Description

interval-milliseconds: The value ranges from 1 to 32,767 in the unit of milliseconds.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Set override-interval of an interface, that is, configure the prune override time of an interface.

 Configuring PIM-DMNeighbor Filtering

Command ip pim neighbor-filter access-list

Parameter

Description

access-list: The supported ACL ranges from 1 to 99. Naming an ACL is also supported.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Onlyaddresses thatmeetACL filteringconditionscanbeusedasPIMneighborsof thecurrent interface.Otherwise,

the addresses filtered out cannot be neighbors.

Peering refers toexchange of protocol packetsbetweenPIMneighbors. If peeringwitha PIMdevice is suspended,

theneighbor relationshipwith it cannot be formed so that PIMprotocol packetswill not be received from the device.

Configuration Example

 Configuring PIM-DMNeighbors on the IPv4 Network

Scenario

Figure 5- 4

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic functions of PIM-DM (omitted).

 Set protocol parameters in a Hello packet on theGi0/1 interface of deviceA.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# ip pim query-interval 60

A(config-if)#ippimpropagation-delay800

A(config-if)# ip pim override-interval 1000
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A(config-if)# exit

Verification  Run the show running-config interface [ interface-type interface-number ] command to display configurations

on an interface.

 Run thedebug ippimdense-mode encode command to debugparameters in aHello packet.

A A# (config)#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 245 bytes

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ip pim dense-mode

ip pim query-interval 60

ippimpropagation-delay800

ippimoverride-interval 1000

A# debug ip pim dense-mode encode

*Dec 22 15:00:58: %7: [ENCODE] Enc Hello: Hello Hold-Time 210

*Dec 22 15:00:58: %7: [ENCODE] Enc Hello: Hello Gen-ID 1362200073

*Dec 22 15:00:58: %7: [ENCODE] Enc Hello: Hello PD=800 ms, OI=1000 ms

*Dec 22 15:00:58: %7: [ENCODE] Enc Hello: Hello SR-Interval 60

*Dec2215:00:58:%7:[ENCODE]EncMsgHdr:HelloChecksum=65396,MsgLen=34 AssertState:Loser,AT:125

 Configuring PIM-DMNeighbor Filtering on the IPv4 Network

Scenario

Figure 5- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic functions of PIM-DM (omitted).

 Configure an ACL on device A.

 Configure PIM neighbor filtering on theGi0/1 interface of device A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# ip pim query-interval 60

A(config-if)#ippimpropagation-delay800

A(config-if)#ippimoverride-interval1000
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A(config-if)# exit

Verification  Run the show running-config interface [ interface-type interface-number ] command to display configurations

on the interface.

 Run thedebug ippimdense-modedecode command to debug parameters in aHello packet.

A A#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 187 bytes

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ip pim dense-mode

ip pim neighbor-filter pim-dm

A# debug ip pim dense-mode decode

Dec 22 15:15:47: %7: [DECODE] Dec Msg: PIM Hello message, version 2

Dec2215:09:47:%7: [DECODE]DecMsg:Neighbor 192.168.2.2/32 onGigabitEthernet 0/1 denied by access-list

pim-dm

Common Errors

 IPv4 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

 IPv4multicast routing is not enabled on a certain router.

 PIM-DM is not enabled on a certain interface.

18.5.3 ConfiguringPIM-DMSRMs

Configuration Effect

 Enable or disable the PIM-DMSRM function.

 Adjust the interval of SRMs.

Notes

 Basic functions of PIM-DMmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 The interval of SRMs is only applicable only to thePIM router interfaces that are directly connected to themulticast source.

Verification

 Configure the PIM-DMSRMs and run the show running-config command to display the SRMstatus.

 Run the show ip pim dense-mode track command to display the SRM number.

 Run theshow running-config interface [ interface-type interface-number ] command to display interfaceconfigurations.
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Related Commands

 Disabling the Processing and Forwarding of SRMs

Command ip pim state-refresh disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide When the processing and forwarding of SRMs are disabled, the State Refresh Capable option is not included in a

Hello packet, and is not processed when the Hello packet is received.

Disabling the SRM functionmay cause the convergedPIM-DMMDT to re-converge, which leads to unnecessary

bandwidth waste and multicast routing table flapping. Therefore, it is recommended not to disable this function in

general conditions.

 Setting the Interval of SRMs

Command ip pim state-refresh origination-interval interval-seconds

Parameter

Description

interval-seconds: The value ranges from 1 to 100 in the unit of second.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Disabling the Processing and Forwarding of SRMs on an Interface on the IPv4 Network

Scenario

Figure 5- 6

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic functions of PIM-DM (omitted).

 Disable processing and forwarding of a PIM-DMSRMon an Interfaceof device A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip pim state-refresh disable

Verification  Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

A A# (config)# show running-config

…
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…

!

ip pim state-refresh disable

!

 Setting the Interval of SRMs on the IPv4 Network

Scenario

Figure 5- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic functions of PIM-DM (omitted).

 Set the interval of PIM-DMSRMs on theGi0/1 interface of device A.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)#ippimstate-refreshorigination-interval5

A(config-if)# exit

Verification  Run the show running-config interface [ interface-type interface-number ] command to display interface

configurations.

 Run the show ip pim dense-mode track command to display the SRMnumber.

A A#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 201 bytes

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

ip pim dense-mode

ip pim state-refresh origination-interval 5

A#showippimdense-modetrack

PIM packetcounters

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 00:18:54
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received sent

Valid PIMDM packets: 38 102

Hello: 38 76

Join/Prune: 0 0

Graft: 0 0

Graft-Ack: 0 0

Assert: 0 0

State-Refresh: 0 26

PIM-SM-Register: 0

PIM-SM-Register-Stop: 0

PIM-SM-BSM: 0

PIM-SM-C-RP-ADV: 0

Unknown Type: 0

Errors:

Malformed packets: 0

Bad checksums: 0

Unknown PIM version: 0

Send errors: 0

Common Errors

 IPv4 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

 IPv4multicast routing is not enabled on a certain router.

 PIM-DM is not enabled on a certain interface.

18.5.4 Configuring PIM-DMMIB

ConfigurationEffect

 Enable the MIB function for PIM-DM.

Verification

 Configure the MIB function of PIM-SM and run the show running-config command to check whether the function is
configured.

Related Commands

 Enabling PIM-DMMIB
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Command ip pim mib dense-mode

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

18.6 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Resets the statistic start time and clears

the counters of PIM-DM packets.

clear ip pim dense-mode track

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the help information of the

commandswith IPPIMas thekeyword.

ip pim help

Displays help information about

configuration examples.

pim-dm help

Displays PIM-DM information of an

interface.

show ip pim dense-mode interface [ interface-type interface-number ] [ detail ]

Displays the PIM-DM neighbors. show ip pim dense-mode neighbor [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays the PIM-DM next-hop

information .

show ip pim dense-mode nexthop

Displays the PIM-DM routing table. showippimdense-modemroute [group-or-source-address [group-or-source-address ] ]

[ summary ]

Displays thenumberofPIM-DMpackets

sentandreceivedsincethestatisticstart

time.

show ip pim dense-mode track

Displays the PIM-DM running status. view pim-dm

19 Configuring PIM-SM

19.1 Overview

Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) is an intra-domain multicast routing protocol.

Amulticastsourcesendsapacket toagroupaddress.Thepacket is forwardedbynetworkdeviceshopbyhopand finally reaches the

groupmembers.OnLayer-3networkdevices,PIM isused tocreateandmaintainmulticast routingentries, soas tosupportmulticast

forwarding.

PIMworksintwomodes:Protocol IndependentMulticast-SparseMode(PIM-SM)andProtocol IndependentMulticast-DenseMode

(PIM-DM).

 PIM-SM isapplicable to large-scale networkswhere groupmembers are sparsely distributed in awide scope.
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R1isconnecteddirectlytothemulticastsource.

R2servesas the rendezvouspoint (RP).

R 3 is connected directly to Receiver A.

R 4 is connected directly to Receiver B.

 PIM-DM is applicable to small networkswhere groupmembers are densely distributed.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC4601: Protocol Independent Multicast -Sparse Mode (PIM-SM)

 RFC5059: BootstrapRouter (BSR) Mechanism for Protocol IndependentMulticast (PIM)

 RFC3962: Protocol Independent Multicast - Dense Mode protocol

 RFC4607: Source-SpecificMulticast for IP

19.2 Applications

Application Description

Enabling ASM for PIM-SM The receiver receives any multicast source.

Enabling SSM for PIM-SM The receiver receives only a specific multicast source.

19.2.1 EnablingASM for PIM-SM

Scenario

Provide multicast services within only one domain.

For example, in the following figure, the receiver receives any multicast source.

Figure 6-1

Deployment

 Run theOpen Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol to realize unicast routing.

 Run PIM-SM to realize multicast routing.

 Run the InternetGroupManagement Protocol (IGMP) in the network segment of the user host tomanage groupmembers.

Remarks
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R1isconnecteddirectlytothemulticastsource.

R 2 serves as the RP.

R 2 is connected directly to Receiver A.

R 2 is connected directly to Receiver B.

19.2.2 EnablingSSMforPIM-SM

Scenario

Provide multicast services within only one domain.

For example, in the following figure, the receiver receives a specific multicast source.

Figure 6-2

Deployment

 Run theOSPF protocol to realize unicast routing.

 Run PIM-SM to realize multicast routing.

 Run the source-specific multicast (SSM) of PIM-SMwithin the domain.

 Run IGMPv3 in the network segment of the user host tomanage groupmembers.

19.3 PIM-SMApplication in a Hot Backup Environment

Scenario

Inahotbackupenvironment,runPIM-SM.Adeviceperformshotbackupswitchingtoensure that traffic isnot interrupted.

Figure 6-3

Remarks
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R1 is connected to the video server, R2 is directly connected to the receiver, and R2 runs in hot backup mode.

A Layer-3 multicast protocol runs on R1 and R2.

Remarks R2mayperformhot backup switching in the hot backupenvironment. In this case, thequery interval of PIMHello packets

(the default value is 30 seconds) needs to be adjusted on R2 because the keepalive timer of the neighbor in PIM Hello

packets of R1 may have expired (the default value is 3.5 times the query interval, that is, 105 seconds). The multicast

function relies on the unicast function currently, and themulticast function starts conveFSence after the unicast function

conveFSence iscomplete.Forexample, thedefault graceful restart (GR)conveFSence timeof theunicast function is 120

seconds. It is recommended that the query interval of PIMHello packets be set to 60 seconds. The keepalive time of the

neighbor inPIMHellopackets is210seconds. In thisscenario, thequery interval ofPIMHellopacketsneedtobesetwitha

reference to the GR conveFSence time of the unicast function and the value of 3.5 times the query interval of PIM Hello

packets must be laFSer than the GR conveFSence time of the unicast function. In a hot backup environment, it is

recommended that the query interval of PIMHello packets be laFSer than the default value (30 seconds). Otherwise, the

keepalive timer of the neighbor in PIMHello packets of the peer end times out during hot backup switching.

Deployment

 RunOSPF onR1 and R2 to implement unicast routing.

 Run PIM-SM onR1 andR2 to implement multicast routing.

 Make R2 run in a hot backup environment.

19.4 Features

Basic Concepts

 PIMRouter and PIM Interface

A router running PIM is called a PIM router. An interfaces running PIM is called a PIM interface.

Remarks
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Multicast packets are forwarded on PIM routers. The PIM interfaces where multicast packets are received are called upstream

interfaces, and the PIM interfaces where multicast packets are sent are called downstream interfaces.

The network segments where upstream interfaces are located are called upstream network segments, and the network segments

where downstream interfaces are located are called downstream network segments.

 PIMNetwork and PIMDomain

PIM routers are connected through PIM interfaces to form a PIM network.

On some PIM interfaces, borders can be set to divide a large PIM network into multiple PIM domains. The borders can reject the

passage of specific multicast packets or limit the transmission of PIM packets.

 Multicast Distribution Tree, DR, andRP

Multicast packets are transmitted from one point tomultiple points, forming a tree-shaped forwarding path. Such forwarding path is

called themulticast distribution tree (MDT), which includes the following two types:

 RPTree (RPT): It is rooted at anRP,anduses thedesignated router (DR) of themembergroups connected to it as its leaves.

 Shortestpath tree(SPT): It is rootedat aDRthat isconnected to themulticastsource,anduses theRPor theDRof themember
groups connected to it as its leaves.

Both the DR and RP are the functions of a PIM router.

 AnRP collects the information of amulticast source or multicastmember on the network.

 TheDRconnected tothemulticastsourceadvertises themulticastsourceinformation to theRP; theDRconnected tomulticast
groupmembers advertises the information of multicast groupmembers to the RP.

 (*, G), (S,G)

 (*, G): Indicates the packets sent from any source to a group (G), the corresponding route entries, and theRPT.

 (S,G): Indicates the packets sent from the source (S) toa group (G), the corresponding routing entries, and theSPT.

 ASM, SSM

PIM-SM supports both any-source multicast (ASM) and SSM, and it is applicable to different multicast group address segments.

 ASM: In thismodel,auser isnot allowed toselectamulticastsource.Theuserhost joinsagroup,and receives thepacketssent
from allsources.

 SSM:Inthismodel,ausercanselectamulticastsource.Theuserhost joinsagroupandspecifiesthesourceaddress.Thenonly
the packets sent from this source address is received.

RequirementsforusinganSSMmodel:Beforeselectingamulticastsource,youneedtolearntheaddressofthemulticastsource
using other network services.

Overview

Feature Description

PIM-SM Neighbor Establishes neighbor relationships between RIM routers to form a PIM network.

DR Election In thenetwork segmentwheregroupmember hostsare located,PIMneighbors compete for theDR,and the

one wins the election becomes the DR for connecting to the groupmembers.

In the network segment where the multicast source is located, PIM neighbors compete for the DR, and the

one wins the election becomes the DR for connecting to the multicast source.
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Feature Description

BSR Mechanism OnaPIMnetwork, theBSRgeneratesperiodiccandidateRPsandbootstrappacketsofcorrespondinggroup

addresses.

RP Mechanism On a PIM network, through static RP configuration or dynamic RP election, the location of the RP can be

learned by each PIM router.

Register Information of

the Multicast Source

Whenthemulticastsource isdetectedon thenetwork, thesourceDRsendsaregisterpacket totheRP,which

obtains the source information and multicast packet.

Creating an RPT When a groupmember is detected on the network, theDR connecting to the groupmembers send packets

toward theRP to formanRPT.If themulticastsourcealreadyexistson thenetwork, thepacketsarrivedat the

RP can be sent to the groupmembers along theRPT.

Creating an SPT When data packets arrive at the DR connecting to groupmembers, the DR sends these packets toward the

multicast source to form an SPT, and multicast packets are sent to group members along the SPT.

ASM and SSM APIMroutercanprovidemulticastservicesofbothASMmodelandSSMmodelat thesametime.SSMmodel

appliestothegroupswhoseaddressesarewithintherangeof theSSMaddresses.Forothergroups,useASM

model.

19.4.1 PIM-SMNeighbor

Neighbor relationships are established between PIM routers to form a PIM network. Neighbor relationships must be established

betweenPIM routers before PIMcontrol packets can be exchanged ormulticast packets can be forwarded.

Working Principle

A PIM interface sends a Hello packet. For the IPv4 multicast packet whose Hello packet is encapsulated, the destination address is

224.0.0.13(indicatingallPIMrouters inthesamenetworksegment), thesourceaddressis theIPaddressof thePIMinterface,andthe

TimeToLive(TTL)value is1.FortheIPv6multicastpacketwhoseHellopacket isencapsulated, thedestinationaddressis ff02::d.

A Hello packet is used to discover neighbors, coordinate protocol parameters, and maintain neighbor relationships.

 Discovering Neighbors

PIM routers in the same network segment receive multicast packets from the destination address 224.0.0.13. In this way, the PIM

routers obtain neighbor information and establish neighbor relationships.

WhenaPIMinterface isenabled ordetectsanewneighbor, a triggered-hello-delay packet isused togeneratea random time.Within

the time, the interface sends Hello packets.

 Coordinating Protocol Parameters

A Hello packet includes multiple protocol parameters, which are described as follows:

– DR_Priority: indicates the priority of a router interface for competing for theDR. Ahigher prioritymeans ahigher chanceof winning.

– Holdtime: Indicates the time in which a neighbor is held in the reachable state

– LAN_Delay: Indicates the LAN delay for transmitting a Prune packet in a shared network segment.

– Override-Interval: Indicates the prune override time carried in a Hello packet.

When a PIM router receives a Prune packet from an upstream interface, it indicates that downstream interfaces exist in the shared

network segment. If the PIM router still needs to receive multicast data, the PIM router must sent a Prune Override packet to the

upstream interface within the override interval.
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LAN_Delay + Override Interval = PPT (Prune-Pending Timer). After a PIM router receives a Prune packet from a downstream interface,

the PIM router will not immediately perform pruning until PPT times out. Within the time of PPT, if the PIM router receives a Prune

rejection packet from the downstream interface, the PIM router cancels pruning.

 Maintaining NeighborRelationships

A Hello packet is sent periodically between PIM routers. If a Hello packet is not received from a PIM neighbor within Holdtime, the

neighbor is considered unreachable and is deleted from the neighbor list. Any change of PIM neighbors will cause change of the

multicast topology in the network. If an upstream or downstream neighbor in an MDT is unreachable, multicast routes converge

again and theMDT is reshaped.

Related Configuration

 Enabling PIM-SMon an Interface

By default, PIM-SM is disabled on an interface.

Run ip pim sparse-mode to enable or disable PIM-SM on an interface.

PIM-SMmustbeenabledonan interface to involve the interface in thePIMprotocol. IfPIM-SMisnotenabled for the interfaceofaDR,

staticRP,candidateRP(C-RP),or candidateBSR (C-BSR), corresponding rolesof thePIMprotocol cannot be run.

 Setting the Interval of Hello Packets on an Interface

By default, a Hello packet is sent every 30s.

Run ip pim query-interval interval-seconds to adjust the interval of Hello packets. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

AHello packet is transmitted less frequently when the value of interval-seconds is greater.

19.4.2 DRElection

In the network segment where groupmember hosts are located, PIM neighbors compete for the DR, and the one wins the election

becomes the DR for connecting to the groupmembers.

In the network segment where the multicast source is located, PIM neighbors compete for the DR, and the one wins the election

becomes the DR for connecting to themulticast source.

The DR sends Join/Prune packets toward the MDT, or sends the multicast source data to the MDT.

Working Principle

WhencreatingaPIMneighbor,youcansendaHellopackettoobtaintheIPaddressandDRpriorityof theneighbortoelectaDR.

Twoparametersplayakey role inwinning theDRelection: theDRpriorityof an interfaceand the IPaddressof the interface.

 DRPriority of an Interface

During the DR election, the RIM router with the highest DR priority will be elected as the DR.

 Interface IPAddress

During theDR election, if the priority of interfaces is the same, then interface IP addresseswill be compared. The interfacewith the

maximum IP address will be elected as the DR.

Related Configuration
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 Enabling PIM-SMon an Interface

By default, PIM-SM is disabled on an interface.

Run ip pim sparse-mode to enable or disable PIM-SM on an interface.

PIM-SMmustbeenabledonan interface to involve the interface in thePIMprotocol. IfPIM-SMisnotenabled for the interfaceofaDR,

static RP,C-RP,or C-BSR, corresponding protocols cannot be run.

 Adjusting theDR Priority of an Interface

By default, the DR priority is 1.

Run ip pim dr-priority priority-value to adjust the DR priority of the interface. The value ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,294.

TheDRpriority is used in theDRelection in the network segment directly connected the interface. Agreater value indicates a higher

priority.

19.4.3 BSRMechanism

On a PIM network, the BSR generates periodic candidate RPs and bootstrap packets of corresponding group addresses. These

bootstrap packets are sent hop by hop in the domain. All the routers on the entire networkwill receive these bootstrap packets, and

record these candidate RPs and their corresponding group addresses.

Working Principle

One or multiple candidate BSRs are configured in a PIM-SM domain. Youneed to apply a certain algorithm to select the BSR from

these candidateBSRs.

Related Configuration

 Configuring CandidateBSRs

By default, candidate BSRs are not configured.

Run ip pim bsr-candidate interface-type interface-number [ hash-mask-length [ priority-value ] ] to configure or cancel the

configuration of candidate BSRs.

Through bootstrap packet (BSM) learning and competition of candidate BSRs, a unique BSR is generated for the PIM-SM domain.

 Configuring BSRBoarders

By default, BSR boarders are not configured.

Run ip pim bsr-border to configure or cancel the configuration of BSR boarders.

After this command is configured, BSMs received by the interface will be discarded and will not be forwarded by this interface,

preventing BSM flooding.

 Filtering BSMs

By default, BSMs from the BSR are not filtered.

Run ip pim accept-bsr list { <1-99> | <1300-1999> |WORD } to configure whether to filter BSMs.

If this function is enabled, only legible BSMs are received by the interface; if this function is disabled, all the external BSMs will be

received by the device running PIM-SM.
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 ConfiguringLegibleC-RPAddresses and theMulticastGroups TheyServe for aCandidateBSR

By default, Candidate-RP-Advertisement (C-RP-Adv) packets are not filtered by a candidate BSR.

Run ip pim accept-crp list { <100-199> | <2000-2699> | WORD } to configure whether to filter C-RP-Adv packets.

If this function is enabled, C-RP addresses and corresponding multicast groups are filtered by a candidate BSR. If this function is

disabled, all external C-RP-Adv packets are received by a candidate BSR.

 Allowing aC-BSR toReceive aC-RP-ADVPacketWhose Prefix-Count Is 0

By default, a candidate BSR cannot receive a C-RP-ADV packet whose prefix-count is 0.

Run ip pim accept-crp-with-null-group to configure whether to receive a C-RP-ADV packet whose prefix-count is 0.

If thisfunctionisenabled,aC-RP-ADVpacketwhoseprefix-count is0canbereceivedbyacandidateBSR.Ifthisfunctionisdisabled,a

C-RP-ADVpacket whose prefix-count is 0 cannot be received by a candidate BSR.

19.4.4 RPMechanism

OnaPIMnetwork, through staticRPconfigurationor dynamicRPelection, the locationof theRPcanbe learnedby eachPIM router.

TheRPas the root of theRPT, is the point where theRPT is rooted at and RPT data traffic is forwarded from.

Working Principle

AllPIMrouters in thesamePIMdomainmustbemapped to thesameRPasaspecificmulticastgroupaddress.OnaPIMnetwork,an

RP can be configured as static or dynamic.

 Static RP

In static RP configuration, RP addresses are configured directly on PIM routers and these addresses are learnt by the entire PIM

network.

 Dynamic RP

InaPIM-SMdomain, therearecandidateRPsthatsendunicastpackets(includingRPaddressesandthemulticastgroupstheyserve)

to the BSR, which generates periodic candidate RPs and bootstrap packets of corresponding group addresses. These bootstrap

packets are sent hop by hop in the domain, and received and saved by PIM routers, which apply a hash function to map the group

addresses to the candidate RP that can provide services. Then the RP corresponds to these multicast group addresses can be

confirmed.

Related Configuration

 Configuring Static RPAddresses

By default, no RP address is configured.

Run ip pim rp-address rp-address [ access-list ] to configure a static RP address for a PIM router.

TousestaticRPaddresses, thestaticRPaddressof all routers in thePIM-SMdomainmustbe thesame,so that thePIMSMmulticast

routing remainsconsistent.

 ConfiguringCandidate C-RPAddresses

By default, no C-RP address is configured.
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Run ip pim rp-candidate interface-type interface-number [ priority priority-value ] [ interval interval-seconds ] [ group-list access-list ]

to configure or cancel a PIM router as a candidate C-RP.

AfteracandidateRPisconfigured, itcansendperiodicC-RP-Advpackets totheBSR,and the informationcarriedby theseC-RP-Adv

packets will be advertized to all PIM-SMs in the domain, ensuring the uniqueness of RPmapping.

 Ignoring theRPPriority in RP-Set

By default, C-RP of the highest priority is configured.

Run ip pim ignore-rp-set-priority to select or deselect the RP priority when selecting the corresponding RP of a multicast group.

If youwant to select anRP frommultiplesRPs that serve the samemulticast group address, you can run this command to ignore the

RPpriority. If this command is not configured, RP prioritywill be consideredwhen twoRPs are compared.

19.4.5 Register Information of theMulticast Source

When the multicast source is detected on the network, the source DR sends a register packet to the RP,which obtains the source

information and multicastpacket.

Working Principle

WhenasourceDRreceivesamulticastpacket fromthehostdirectlyconnected to it, thesourceDRencapsulatesthemulticastpacket

into the register packet, and sends the unicast packet to RP to form an (S, G) entry.

If theRP has an outgoing interface for the forwarding entry, it encapsulates the data packet and forwards the packet to the outgoing

interface.

If theRPdoesnot have the forwardingentry of thepresent group, it generates the (S,G)entry andenables the timer. If the timer times

out, theRPsendsaRegister-Stoppacket totheDRtodelete theentry.ThesourceDRsendsan inspectionpacketbefore timeoutafter

it receives the Register-Stop packet.

If noRegister-Stoppacket is received by theDR, theDRon the timeoutdata sourcewill encapsulate themulticast data in the register

packet and send the unicast packet to the RP.

If aRegister-Stoppacket is receivedby theDR, time-delaywill beperformedonceagain, and an inspectionpacketwill be sent before

time delay.

Related Configuration

 Detecting theReachability of a Register Packet

By default, the reachability of an RP is not detected.

Run ip pim register-rp-reachability to configure or cancel the detection of the reachability of an RP.

Youcanenable this function if youwant todetectwhetheranRP is reachable fora registerpacket sent fromaDR.After this function is

enabled, theDRwill detect the reachability of a register packet before it is sent toanRP,namely, theDRwill checkwhether a route to

the RP exists in the unicast routing entry and static multicast routing entry. If the route does not exist, the register packet will not be

sent.

 Configuring anRP to Filter theAddresses of Register Packets

By default, all register packets are received an RP.
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Run ippimaccept-register { listaccess-list [route-mapmap-name ] |route-mapmap-name [listaccess-list ] } toconfigureanRPto

filter or cancel the filtering of the source addresses of received register packets.

Youcan run this command if you want to filter the source addresses of received register packets. If this function is not enabled, all

registerpacketswill bereceivedby theRP.If this functionisdisabled,only theregisterpacketswhosesourceaddressesandmulticast

groupaddresses included inaccesscontrol lists (ACLs) are processed; otherwise, thepacketswill be filtered.

 Limiting the Speed for Sending a Register Packet

By default, the speed for sending a register packet is not limited.

Run ip pim register-rate-limit rate to limit or cancel the limitation of the speed for sending a register packet.

If theno formof this command is configured, the speed is not limited. This command takes effect for only the register packet of each

(S, G) packet, but not all the register packets in the entire system.

 Calculating theChecksum of theEntireRegister Packet Length

By default, the checksum of a register packet is calculated as stipulated by the protocol.

Run ip pim register-checksum-wholepkt [ group-list access-list ] to configure the checksum of the register packet length.

You can enable this function if you want to include the length of encapsulated multicast packets into the checksum of the register

packet length. If this function is disabled, the checksumof a register packet is calculated as stipulated by the protocol.

 ConfiguringanRP toForwardMulticastDataPackets toDownstream InterfacesAfterDecapsulatingRegisterPackets

By default, register packets are not decapsulated and multicast packet are not forwarded to interfaces.

Run ip pim register-decapsulate-forward to forward or cancel the forwarding of data packets to downstream interfaces.

Youcan run this command if you want to decapsulate a register packet and forward themulticast packet. If this function is disabled,

themulticast packet will not be forwarded.

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of a Register Packet

Bydefault,thesourceIPaddressofaregisterpacketisthesameastheinterfaceaddressoftheDRconnectedtothemulticastsource.

Run ippimregister-source { local_address | Interface-type interface-number } toconfigure thesource IPaddress.

You can run this command is you want to configure the source IP address of the register packet sent by a DR. If this function is

disabledor theno formof thiscommand isused, thesourceaddressof the registerpacketwill be thesameas the interfaceaddressof

the DR connected to the multicast source. If you want to configure local_address, the configured address must be reachable for a

unicast route. Interface-type interface-number can be a typical a loopback interface or an interface of other types. The interface address

must have been advertised by a unicast route.

 Configuring theSuppression Time of a Register Packet

By default, the suppression time of a register packet is 60s.

Run ip pim register-suppression seconds to configure the suppression time.

If you run this command on a DR, you can change the suppression time of the register packets sent from the DR. If you run this

command but does not run ip pim rp-register-kat on an RP,the keepalive period of theRPwill be changed.

 Configuring the Inspection Time of a Null Register Packet

By default, the inspection time is 5s.
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Run ip pim probe-interval interval-seconds to configure the inspection time.

In the time interval before the timeoutof registerpacketsuppression, thesourceDRcansendanull registerpacket toanRP.This time

interval is called the inspection time, which is 5s by default.

 Configuring the Time of a RP KAT

Bydefault, thedefaultvalueofakeepalive timer(KAT) isused.Thedefaultvalueiscalculatedasfollows:Suppressiontimeofaregister

packet x 3 + Inspection time of a null register packet.

Run ip pim rp-register-kat seconds to configure the KAT time.

You can run this command if you want to configure the keepalive time of (S, G) of a register packet sent from an RP.

19.4.6 Creating anRPT

Whena groupmember is detected on the network, theDRconnecting to thegroupmembers send packets toward theRP to forman

RPT. If themulticast sourcealready exists on the network, thepacketsarrived at theRPcan be sent to the groupmembers along the

RPT.

Working Principle

To create an RPT, perform the following steps:

A receiver DR receives an IGMP (*, G) include report packet from the receiving end.

If theDRisnot theRPofthisgroup(G),theDRwillsenda(*,G)Joinpacket towardtheRP.Therouterreceivingthis(*,G)Joinpacket

will send the packet hop by hop until it is received by theRP, whichmeans that theRP has joined theRPT.

Whenthedatasourcehostsends themulticastdatatoagroup, thesourcedata isencapsulated intheregisterpacket,andsent from

the source DR to the RP in unicast mode. Then the RP decapsulates the register packet, takes the data packets out, and forwards these

packets to each groupmember along the RPT.

The RP sends the (S, G) Join packets along the data source to join the SPT of this source.

AftertheSPTbetweentheRPstothesourceDRiscreated,thedatapacketsfromthedatasourcewillbesentdecapsulatedtotheRPs

along theSPT.

WhenthefirstmulticastdatapacketarrivesatanRPalongtheSPT,theRPsendsaRegister-StoppackettothesourceDRtostop

sending a register packet. After the source DR receives the Register-Stop packet, it stops encapsulating a register packet and sends

the packet along the SPT to theRP, which will forwards the packet to each groupmember.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Interval for Sending a Join/Prune Packet

By default, the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet is 60s.

Run ip pim jp-timer seconds to configure the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet.

You can run this command to configure the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet. If not configured, the value will be a default 60s.
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19.4.7 Creating anSPT

Whendatapacketsarriveat theDRconnectingtogroupmembers, theDRsendsthesepackets towardthemulticastsourcetoforman

SPT, andmulticast packets are sent to groupmembers along the SPT. In this way, the burden on RP in theRPT is reduced, and the

sourceDR will arrive at the receiver DR with less hops.

Working Principle

To create an SPT, perform the following steps:

ThereceiverDRsends(*,G)JoinpacketstowardthesourceDRalongtheSPT,and(*,G)Joinpacketsarethensendhopbyhopuntil

they are received by the source DR, forming an SPT.

Related Configuration

By default, SPT switchover is not enabled.

Run ip pim spt-threshold [ group-list access-list ] to configure whether to switch to an SPT.

If this function is enabled, upon the reception of the first (S, G) packet, a PIM Join packet is triggered, and an SPT is created. If

group-list is specified, all the specified groups will be switched to the SPT. If theno form of this command is used and group-list is

notspecified,anRPTwillnotbeswitchedtoanSPT,and theDRwill remain intheRPTandsendaPrunepacket toward thesourceDR;

if the no form of this command is used and group-list is specified, and that the ACLs have been configured, it means that the

associationbetweengroup-listand theACLs iscanceled, andall thegroupsareallowed toswitch fromanRPT toanSPT.

19.4.8 ASM andSSM

APIM router can providemulticast services of both ASMmodel and SSMmodel at the same time. SSMmodel applies to the groups

whoseaddressesarewithin the rangeof theSSMaddresses.Forother groups,useASMmodel. InanASMmodel,only themulticast

group(G) isspecifiedforamulticastreceiver,andthemulticastsource(S) isnotspecified. InanSSMmodel,both themulticastsource

(S) and multicast group (G) can be specified for a multicast receiver.

Working Principle

Torealize SSM in an IPv4 router, IGMPv3 needs to be applied for managingmembership between the host and devices, and
PIM-SMneeds to be applied to connect to devices.

InanSSMmodel,asamulticastreceiverhas learnt the(S,G)of themulticastsourcethroughacertainchannel (forexample,byvisiting

the server or receiving an advertisement), whenamulticast receiver needs to request amulticast service, themulticast receiver can

sendthe IGMP(S,G)Joinpacket towardthe routerof lasthop.Forexample,asshown inFigure6-3, themulticast receiver1sendsthe

IGMP(S,G)Joinpackettorequestthemulticastservice(S,G).AftertherouteroflasthopreceivestheIGMP(S,G)Joinpacket, itsends

thePIM(S,G)Joinpacket to themulticastsourcehopbyhop.Asshown inFigure6-4,whenR1 receives the IGMP(S,G) Joinpacket

sent frommulticastReceiver1,R1sendsthePIM(S,G)Joinpacket toR3,whichthensendsthepacket toR4, therebyforminganSPT

connecting the multicast receiver and multicast source.
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Figure 6- 4 SSM Model

To create an SSM model, the following requirements need to be met:

 Amulticastreceiverneedstolearnthe(S,G)of themulticastsourceinadvance,andanIGMP(S,G)Joinpacketneedstobesent
if the receiver needs to request a multicast service.

 IGMPv3mustbe run on the interfaceof the last hop router connecting to themulticast receiver. IGMPv1and IGMPv2doesnot
support SSM.

 PIM-SMand SSMmust be run on the devices connecting the multicast receiver andmulticast source.

ThedefaultrangeofSSMgroupsis232/8.Youcanrunacommandtochangethevalue.

An SSM has the following features:

 Amulticast receiver can learn the information of the multicast source through a certain channel (for example, by visiting the
server or receiving an advertisement) in advance.

 AnSSMmodel isaspecificsubnetofPIM-SM. Ithandlesonly thePIM(S,G)JoinandPIM(S,G)Prunepacketsanddiscards the
RPT-related packets, for example, PIM (*, G) Join/Prune packets, that are within the scope the SSM. If the SSM detects a register

packet within the scope, it will respond immediately with a Register-Stop packet.

 If anRP is not required, the electionand distribution of RP information arenot performed.TheMDTs inanSSMareall SPTs.

Related Configuration

ASM is enabled by default.

Run ip pim ssm { default | range access-list } to configure whether to switch to SSM.

In SSM, multicast packets can be received by the multicast source directly but not along the RP tree.

19.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic PIM-SM

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to configure the multicast service.

ip multicast-routing Enables IPv4 multicast routing.

ip pim sparse-mode Enables PIM-SM.
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Configuration Description and Command

ip pim rp-address Configures a static RP.

ip pim rp-candidate Configures a C-RP.

ip pim bsr-candidate Configures a C-BSR.

ip pim ssm Enables SSM.

Configuring PIM-SM Neighbors

(Optional) It is used to configure the parameters for sending and receiving the Hello packets
between neighbors.

ip pim query-interval interval-seconds
Configures the interval for sending Hello

packets.

ip pim propagation-delay milliseconds Configures the prune propagation delay.

ip pim override-interval milliseconds Configures the prune override interval.

ip pim neighbor-tracking
Enables the suppression capability of an

interface for sending Join packets.

ip pim triggered-hello-delay

interval-seconds
Configuresthedelay forsendingHellopackets.

ip pim dr-priority priority-value Configures the DR priority of a Hello packet.

ip pim neighbor-filter access_list Configures neighbor filtering.

Configuring BSR Parameters

(Optional) It is used to configure a BSR.

ip pim bsr-border Configures BSR boarders.

ip pim accept-bsr list { <1-99> | <1300-1999> |

WORD }
Configures BSM packets limit on a PIM router.

ip pim accept-crp list access-list
Configures a C-BSR to inspect the address range

of a C-PR.

Configuring RP and DR

Parameters

(Optional) It is used to configure the parameters of an RP or a DR.

ip pim ignore-rp-set-priority Ignores the C-RP priority.

ip pim register-rp-reachability
Enables the source DR to detect the RP

reachability.

ip pim accept-register list access-list
Configures the range of source register (S, G)

addresses.

ip pim register-rate-limit rate Limits the speed for sending register packets.

ip pim

register-checksum-wholepkt [ group-list

access-list ]

Calculates the checksum of the entire register

packet.

ip pim

register-decapsulate-forward

Enables anRP to decapsulate a register packet

and forwards themulticastpacket to interfaces.

ip pim register-source

{ local_address | Interface-type interface-number }

Configures the source IP address of a register

packet.

ip pim register-suppression seconds
Configures the suppression time of a register

packet.

ip pim probe-interval seconds
Configures the inspection time of a null register

packet.

ip pim rp-register-kat seconds Configures the interval of KATs on an RP.
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Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the Interval for

Sending a Join/Prune Packet

(Optional) It is used to specify the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet.

ip pim jp-timer seconds
Configures the interval for sending aJoin/Prune

packet.

Configuring the Router of Last

Hop to Switch from an RPT to

SPT

(Optional) It is used to switch from SPT toRPT.

ip pim spt-threshold [ group-list access-list ] Enables SPT switchover.

19.5.1 ConfiguringBasicPIM-SMFunctions

Configuration Effect

 Create a PIM-SMnetwork and provide data sources and user terminals on the network with the IPv4multicast service.

 Any of ASM or SSM or both models can be configured.

Notes

 PIM-SMneeds touse existing unicast routes on thenetwork.Therefore, IPv4 unicast routesmust be configured on the network.

 If thePIMnetwork needs to support SSMmulticast services, IGMPv3 or SSMmapping must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

 Mandatory.

 If not specified, IPv4 multicast routing must be enabled on each router.

 Enabling PIM-SM

 Mandatory.

 Ifnot specified,PIM-SMmustbeenabledonthe following interfaces: interconnectingrouter interfaces, interfacesofstaticRPs,
C-RPs, and C-BSRs, and the interfaces connecting to themulticast source and user hosts.

 Configuring anRP

 AnRPmust be configured if ASMmulticast services need to be provided on a PIM network.

 AnRP can be configured in threemodels: configuring only a static RP,configuring only a dynamic RP,and configuring both a
static RP and dynamic RP.If both a static RP and dynamic RP are configured, the dynamic RP takes precedence over the static RP.

 Configuring a static RP: If not specified, a static RP should be configured on each router.

 Configuring a dynamic RP: If not specified, a C-RPand C-BSR should be configured on one ormultiple routers.

 Enabling SSM

 SSMmust be enabled if SSMmulticast services need to be provided on a PIM network.

 If not specified, SSMmust be enabled on every router.

Verification
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Sendmulticastpackets fromthemulticastsourceto thegroupswithintheaddressrangofASMandSSM,and joinuserhosts to these

groups.

 Check whether the user hosts can successfully receive packets from each group.

 Check whether PIM-SM routing entries are created on routers correctly.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing

Command ip multicast-routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling PIM-SM

Command ip pim sparse-mode

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide PIM interfaces must be at Layer-3, including: routing interfaces, aggregate ports(APs), switch virtual interfaces (SVIs),

and loopback interfaces.

For all PIM interfaces, IPv4 unicast routes should be reachable.

 Configuring a Static RP

Command ip pim rp-address rp-address [ access_list ]

Parameter

Description rp-address: Indicates the address of an RP.

access_list:Specifies the rangeofmulticastgroupaddressesservedbyastaticRPusinganACL.By default,anRP

services all groups.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to locate a static RP.

A static RP should be one with good routing performance. It is recommended that the address of the loopback

interface be used as the static RP address.

ThestaticRPofall routersmustbe thesame(including theRPaddressand therangeofmulticastgroupaddresses it

serves). It is recommended that theaddressof the loopback interfacebeusedas thestaticRPaddress.

The load can be shared if you configure multiple static RPs to serve different multicast group addresses. It is

recommended that the address of the loopback interface be used as the static RP address.

 Configuring aC-RP

Command ip pim rp-candidate interface-type interface-number [ priority priority-value ] [ interval seconds ] [ group-list

access_list ]
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Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Uses the address of this interface as the address of the C-RP.

prioritypriority-value:Competesfor theRPpriority.Agreatervalueindicatesahigherpriority.Thevaluerangesfrom

0 to 255 (192 by default).

intervalseconds: Indicatestheinterval forsendingaC-RPpacket toaBSR.Thevaluerangesfrom1to16,383(60by

default).

group-list access_list: Specifies the range of multicast group addresses served by a C-RP using an ACL. By default, a

C-RP services all multicast groups.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure a router as a C-RP.

A C-RP should be one with good routing performance. A C-RP and C-BSR can be on the same router or different

routers.

It is recommended that the address of the loopback interface be used as the C-RP address.

Ifmultiple C-RPs serve the same group, redundancy can be realized.

If multiple C-RPs serve the different groups, load can be shared.

 Configuring aC-BSR

Command ip pim bsr-candidate interface-type interface-number [ hash-mask-length [ priority-value ] ]

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Uses the address of this interface as the address of the C-BSR.

hash-mask-length: Indicatesthelengthofhashmaskusedtocompetingfor theRP.Thevaluerangesfrom0to32(10

by default).

priority-value: Indicates the priority for competing for the BSR. A greater value indicates a higher priority.The value

ranges from 0 to 255 (64 by default).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure a router as a C-BSR.

AC-BSR should be onewith good routing performance. AC-RP andC-BSR canbe on the same router or different

routers.

It is recommended that the address of the loopback interface be used as the C-BSR address.

Configuring multiple C-BSRs can realize redundancy.

 Enabling SSM

Command ip pim ssm { default | range access_list }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates the default range of SSM group addresses, which is 232.0.0.0/8.

range access_list: Specifies the range of SSM group addresses using an ACL.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The SSM group addresses configured on all routers must be the same.

 Displaying the PIM-SMRouting Entry

Command show ip pim sparse-mode mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ] [ proxy ]

Parameter

Description

group-or-source-address: Indicates a multicast group address or source address (the two addresses cannot be

multicast group addresses or source addresses at the same time).

proxy: Indicates the RPF vector carried by an entry.
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Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Check whether sufficient routing entries are provided.

Check the upstream and downstream interface lists and ensure that a correct SPT tree is created.

Configuration Example

 Enabling IPv4Multicast Routing to Support ASM and SSM

Scenario

Figure 6- 5

Configuration

Steps
 Configure a IPv4 unicast routing protocol (such as OSPF) on a router, and the router is reachable for the unicast

route of a loopback interface. (Omitted)

 Enable IPv4multicast routing on all the routers.

 Enable PIM-SMonall the interconnected interfaces of the routers, Source, and Receiver.

 Configure C-RP and C-BSR on the loopback interfaces of Router A and Router B, and enable PIM-SM on the

loopback interfaces.

 Enable SSM on all routers.

 Enable IGMPv3 on the router interfaces connecting to user terminals. (Omitted)

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# ip pim ssm default

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if)# exit

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if)# exit

A(config)# interface loopback0

A(config-if)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if)# exit

A(config)# ip pim rp-candidate loopback 0
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B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip multicast-routing

B(config)# ip pim ssm default

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if)# ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if)# exit

B(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if)# ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if)# exit

B(config)# interfaceloopback0

B(config-if)# ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if)# exit

B(config)# ip pim bsr-candidate loopback 0

Verification Sendpackets fromS (192.168.1.10) toG1 (229.1.1.1) andG2 (232.1.1.1). Add theuser toG1andG2, and specify the

source when the user joins G 2.

 Check thatmulticast packets fromS (192.168.1.10) toG 1andG2 are received by the user.

 Check the PIM-SM routing entries on Router A and Router B. Entries (*, 229.1.1.1), (192.168.1.10, 229.1.1.1), and

(192.168.1.10, 232.1.1.1) should be displayed.

A switch#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries: 3

(S,G) Entries: 2

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 2

FCR Entries: 0

REG Entries: 0

(*, 229.1.1.1)

RP: 192.168.10.10

RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
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Local

0 . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

(192.168.1.10, 229.1.1.1)

RPF nbr: 192.168.2.1

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timer expires in 8 seconds

kat expires in 207 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(192.168.1.10, 229.1.1.1, rpt)

RP: 192.168.10.10
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RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: PRUNED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(*, 232.1.1.1)

RP: 192.168.10.10

RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

(192.168.1.10, 232.1.1.1)

RPF nbr: 192.168.2.1

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

SPT bit: 1
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Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timer expires in 8 seconds

kat expires in 207 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(192.168.1.10, 232.1.1.1, rpt)

RP: 192.168.10.10

RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: PRUNED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(*, 239.255.255.250)

RP: 192.168.10.10
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RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

A#

B B#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 1

(192.168.1.10, 229.1.1.1)

RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

katexpiresin38seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local
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0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(192.168.1.10, 229.1.1.1, rpt)

RP: 192.168.10.10

RPF nbr: 192.168.2.2

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Upstream State: RPT NOT JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(192.168.1.10, 232.1.1.1)

RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

kat expires in 38 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Outgoing

0 . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(192.168.1.10, 232.1.1.1, rpt)

RP: 192.168.10.10

RPF nbr: 192.168.2.2

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Upstream State: RPT NOT JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(*, 239.255.255.250)

RP: 192.168.10.10

RPF nbr: 192.168.2.2

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timer expires in 15 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

Common Errors

 IPv4 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

 IPv4multicast routing is not enabled on a certain router.

 SSM is not enabled on a router or the SSMgroup address is different from that of the others'.
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 PIM-SM is not enabled on an interface (for example, the interface is configured as a C-RP or C-BSR interface, or is used to
connecting to the user host or used as an interface of themulticast source).

 IGMPv3 is not enabled on an interface connecting to the used host.

 RP is not configured on the network.

 A static RP is not configured on a router, or the configured static RP is different from that on other routers.

 C-RPs are configured on the network, but C-BSRs are not.

 Static RPs, C-RPs or C-BSRs are unreachable for unicast routes.

19.5.2 ConfiguringPIM-SM Neighbors

Configuration Effect

 Coordinate protocol parameters and adjust parameters in theHello packet.

 ARIM router is used todiscover neighbors, coordinate protocol parameters, andmaintain neighbor relationships.

 Maintain neighbor relationships and filter the neighbors.

Notes

 Basic PIM-SM functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure parameters on PIM router interfaces If not specified.

Verification

Configure the parameters of a Hello packet sent from an interface and run debug ip pim sparse-mode packet to display the

parameters.

Enable neighbor filtering and run show ip pim sparse-mode neighbor to display neighbor information.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Interval for Sending Hello Packets

Command ip pim query-interval interval-seconds

Parameter

Description

Indicates the interval for sending Hello packets,

Indicates the suppression timeof a register packet in the unit of seconds.The value ranges from1 to 65,535 (30 by

default).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Every timewhen the interval forsendingHellopackets isupdated, theholdtimevalue isautomaticallyupdatedas3.5

timesof the interval. If the resultof the interval for sendingHello packetsmultipliedby3.5 is greater than65,535, the

holdtime value is forcibly updated as 18,725.

 Configuring thePrune Propagation Delay

Command ip pim propagation-delay milliseconds

Parameter milliseconds: The unit is ms. The value ranges from 1 to 32,767 (500 by default).
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Description

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Oncetheprunepropagationdelayorpruneoverride interval is changed, theJoin/Prunepacketoverride interval will

be changed.

As specified by the protocol, the Join/Prune packet override interval must be smaller than the holdtime of a

Join/Prune packet; otherwise, short break-up of traffic may be caused. The administrator should maintain such

configuration.

 Configuring thePruneOverride Interval

Command ip pim override-interval milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: The unit is ms. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 (2,500 by default).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Oncetheprunepropagationdelayorpruneoverride interval is changed, theJoin/Prunepacketoverride interval will

be changed.

As specified by the protocol, the Join/Prune packet override interval must be smaller than the holdtime of a

Join/Prune packet; otherwise, short break-up of traffic may be caused. The administrator should maintain such

configuration.

 EnablingSuppression Capability of an Interface for Sending Join Packets

Command ip pim neighbor-tracking

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Once Join packets suppression of an interface is enabled, when the present router is to send a Join packet to the

upstreamneighbor, which has sent a Join packet to its own upstream neighbor, the present router will not send the

Joinpacket; ifJoinpacketssuppressionisdisabled, theJoinpacketwillbesent.WhenJoinpacketssuppressionfrom

downstream receivers are disabled, upstream neighbors will learn howmany downstream neighbors are there by

counting the Join packets it received, which is called neighbor tracking.

 Configuring the Delay for Sending Hello Packets

Command ip pim triggered-hello-delay interval-seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: The unit is second. The value ranges from 1 to 5 (5 by default).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide When a PIM interface is enabled or detects a new neighbor, a triggered-hello-delay packet is used to generate a

random time. Within the time, the interface sends Hello packets.

 Configuring theDRPriority of a Hello Packet

Command ip pim dr-priority priority-value
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Parameter

Description

priority-value: Indicates the priority. A greater value indicates a higher priority.

The value ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,294 (1 by default).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide A DR may be selected based on the following principles:

If all the Hello packets sent from the routers on a local area network (LAN) are configured with priorities, when

selecting a DR, the priorities will be compared, and the router with the highest priority will be selected as the DR. If

the priority of all routers is the same, their IP addresses will be compared, and the router with the maximum IP

address will be selected as the DR.

If the priority of the Hello packets sent froma certain router is not configured, the IP addresses of the routerswill be

compared, and the router with the maximum IP address will be selected as the DR.

 Configuring NeighborFiltering

Command ip pim neighbor-filter access_list

Parameter

Description

access_list: Configures the range of neighbor addresses using a standard IP ACL. The value can be set from 1 to 99 or a

string.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Enabling neighbor filtering can enhance the security of the PIM network and limit the range of legible neighbor

addresses. Once a neighbor is filtered out, PIM-SM will not establish peering with it or stop the peering with it.

 Displaying the Neighbor Information of an Interface

Command show ip pim sparse-mode neighbor [ detail ]

Parameter

Description detail: Displays detailed information.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Configure the interval for sending Hello packets as 50s.

 Configure the prune propagation delay as 400 ms.

 Configure the prune override interval as 3,000 ms.

 Enable suppression capability of an interface for sending Join packets.

 Configure the delay for sending Hello packets as 3s.

 Configure the DR priority of a hello packet as 5.

FS# configure terminal

FS (config)#int gi 0/1

FS (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim query-interval 50

FS (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim propagation-delay 400
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FS (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim override-interval 3000

FS (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim triggered-hello-delay 3

FS (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim neighbor-tracking

Verification Run debug ip pim sparse-mode packet to display the parameters of a Hello packet.

FS# debug ip pim sparse-mode packet

00:01:49:43: %7: VRF(0): Hello send to GigabitEthernet 0/1

00:01:49:43: %7: Send Hello packet

00:01:49:43: %7: Holdtime: 175

00:01:49:43: %7: T-bit: on

00:01:49:43: %7: Propagation delay:400

00:01:49:43: %7: Override interval: 3000

00:01:49:43: %7: DR priority: 5

00:01:49:43: %7: Gen ID: 355154648

00:01:49:43: %7: RPF Vectorcapable

Configuration

Steps

Configure neighbor filtering and set the allowed address range to 192.168.1.0 to 192.168.1.255.

FS# configure terminal

FS (config)#int gi 0/1

FS (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim neighbor-filter 1

% access-list 1 not exist

FS(config)# access-list 1 permit 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255

FS(config)#

Verification Display neighbor information before neighbor filtering is configured.

FS# show ip pim sparse-mode neighbor

Neighbor Interface

Address

192.168.36.89 GigabitEthernet 0/1

Uptime/Expires

01:12:13/00:01:32 v2

Ver DR

1 / P

Priority/Mode

Display neighbor information after neighbor filtering is configured.

FS# show ip pim sparse-mode neighbor

Common Errors

 Basic PIM-SM functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.
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19.5.3 Configuring BSR Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Configure the address range of BSM packets.

Notes

 Basic PIM-SM functions must be configured.

 C-RPs and C-BSRsmust be configured.

 Boardersmust be configured on the interfaces between domains.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Boarders

 Boardersmust be configures if there aremultiple domains.

 Boarders are configured on the interfaces separating two domains.

 ConfiguringBSMPackets Limit on a PIMRouter

 Optional.

 If not specified, BSM packets limit can be configured on all PIM routers.

 Configuring aC-BSR to Inspect theAddress Rangeof a C-PR

 Optional.

 If not specified, C-PR range inspection can be configured on all C-BSRs.

 Allowing aC-BSR toReceive aC-RP-ADVPacketWhose Prefix-Count Is 0

 Optional.

 If not specified, this function can be configured on all C-BSRs.

Verification

 Border Inspection

EnablebasicPIM-SMfunctions.Configure two routers tobe indifferent domains, configureRouterB as theC-BSR, andRouterA to

receive BSMpackets.

Configure the junction of Router A and Router B as the border so that Router A does not receive BSM packets.

 Configuring to Inspect BSMPackets Limit on a PIMRouter

WhenbasicPIM-SMfunctionsareenabled,andRouterB issetas theC-BSR,RouterAcan receiveBSMpackets.Whentheaddress

range of C-BSRs are limited onRouter A, BSM packets will not be received by Router A.

 Configuring aC-BSR to Inspect theAddress Rangeof a C-PR

When basic PIM-SM functions are enabled, Router B is set as the C-BSR, and Router A as the C-RP, if the address range of the C-RPs is

limited on C-BSR, Router Bwill not receive the rackets sent from the C-RPs.

Related Commands
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 Configuring BSRBoarders

Command ip pim bsr-border

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Toprevent BSM flooding, you can configure aBSR boarder on an interface, so that theBSMpacketsarriving at this

interface will be discarded but not forwarded.

 ConfiguringBSMPackets Limit on a PIMRouter

Command ip pim accept-bsr list { <1-99> | <1300-1999> | WORD }

Parameter

Description listaccess-list:Configures the range ofBSRaddresses usingastandard IPACL. Thevalue canbe1 to99, 1,300 to

1,999, or astring.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After this function is enabled, PIM-SM routers receive only the BSM packets sent from legible BSRs.

 Configuring aC-BSR to Inspect theAddress Rangeof a C-PR

Command ip pim accept-crp list access-list

Parameter

Description

listaccess-list: Specifies the range of C-RP addresses and the multicast group addresses they serve using an extended

IP ACL. The value can be 100 to 199, 2,000 to 2,699, or a string.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command should be configured on a C-BSR.When the C-BSR becomes a BSR, it can set the range of legible C-RP

addresses and the range of multicast group addresses they serves.

 Displaying BSMPackets Information

Command show ip pim sparse-mode bsr-router

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying thePackets of All RPs and theMulticast GroupAddresses TheyServe

Command show ip pim sparse-mode rp mapping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example
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 Configuring BSRBoarders

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure the address of the C-RPas 192.168.8.8.

 OnRouterB,configuretheaddressoftheC-RPas192.168.5.5,andtheaddressoftheC-BSRas192.168.6.6.

 Configure a BSR boarder on the junction of Router A and Router B.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# int GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim bsr-border

FS(config)# end

Verification Before configuring the boarder, display the BSM information on Router A.

FS# show ip pim sparse-mode bsr-router

PIMv2 Bootstrap information

Thissystem is theBootstrapRouter (BSR)

BSRaddress: 192.168.6.6

Uptime: 01:14:25,BSRPriority:64,Hashmask length:10

Next bootstrap packet in 00:00:52

Role:CandidateBSR Priority: 64, Hashmask length: 10

State: ElectedBSR

Candidate RP: 192.168.8.8(Loopback 0)

Advertisement interval 60 seconds

Next Cand_RP_advertisement in 00:00:06

Candidate RP: Indicates all the C-RPs configured on the existing router. It does not include the C-RPs configured
on other routers.

After the boarder is configured, display the BSM information on Router A.

FS# show ip pim sparse-mode bsr-router

 ConfiguringBSMPacketsLimitonaPIMRouter,FilteringBSMSourceAddresses,andConfiguringtheRangeofBSM
Source Addresses to 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.255

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure the address of the C-RPas 192.168.8.8.

 OnRouterB,configuretheaddressoftheC-RPas192.168.5.5,andtheaddressoftheC-BSRas192.168.6.6.

 OnRouterA, configure the rangeof allowedBSMsourceaddresses to192.168.1.1 to192.168.1.255.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip pim accept-bsr list 1
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% access-list 1 not exist

FS(config)# access-list 1 permit 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255

FS(config)#

Verification Before configuring BSM packets limit, display the BSM information on Router A.

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode bsr-router

PIMv2 Bootstrap information

BSR address: 192.168.6.6

Uptime: 00:00:11, BSRPriority: 64, Hashmask length: 10

Expires: 00:01:59

Role:Non-candidateBSR Priority: 0, Hash mask length: 10

State: AcceptPreferred

Candidate RP: 192.168.8.8(Loopback 0)

Advertisement interval 60 seconds

Next Cand_RP_advertisement in 00:00:06

After BSM packets limit is configured, display the BSM information on Router A.

FS# show ip pim sparse-mode bsr-router

Candidate RP: 192.168.8.8(Loopback 0)

Advertisement interval 60 seconds

Next Cand_RP_advertisement in 00:00:06

 ConfiguringaC-BSRtoInspecttheAddressRangeofaC-PR,FilteringC-RPAddresses,andConfiguringtheRangeof
C-RPAddresses to 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.255

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure the address of the C-RPas 192.168.8.8.

 OnRouterB,configuretheaddressoftheC-RPas192.168.5.5,andtheaddressoftheC-BSRas192.168.6.6.

 OnRouterB,configure the rangeof allowedC-RPsourceaddresses to192.168.1.1 to192.168.1.255.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip pim accept-crp list 100

% access-list 1 not exist

FS(config)# access-list 1 permit 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255

FS(config)#

Verification Before configuring C-RP filtering, display the information of all RP groups on Router B.

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode rp mapping

PIM Group-to-RP Mappings

This system is the Bootstrap Router (v2)
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Group(s): 224.0.0.0/4

RP: 192.168.8.8(Not self)

Info source: 192.168.8.8, via bootstrap, priority 192

Uptime:00:15:16, expires: 00:02:18

RP: 192.168.5.5(Self)

Info source: 192.168.6.6, via bootstrap, priority 192

Uptime:18:52:30, expires: 00:02:00

After C-RP filtering is configured, display the information of all RP groups on Router B.

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode rp mapping

PIM Group-to-RP Mappings

This system is the Bootstrap Router (v2)

Group(s): 224.0.0.0/4

RP: 192.168.5.5(Self)

Info source: 192.168.6.6, via bootstrap, priority 192

Uptime:21:38:20, expires: 00:02:10

After C-RP filtering is configured on a router, only the C-RP packets sent from other routers are filtered, and
those sent from the present router are not filtered.

Common Errors

 Basic PIM-SM functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.

 C-BSRs are not configured.

 The BSR border is not configured on the interfaces of different domains.

19.5.4 ConfiguringRPandDRParameters

Configuration Effect

 Ignore the C-RP priority and reselect an RP.

 Detect the reachability of an RP for the source DR.

 Configuretherangeof (S,G)addressesofsourceregisterpackets,andallowtheASMtoserveonly themulticastpacketswithin
the range.

 Limit the speed of the sourceDR for sending register packets.

 Configure the checksumof the register packet length.

 Configure anRP to decapsulate register packets and forward themulticast packets to downstream interfaces.

 Configure the source IP address of a register packet.

 Configure the suppression time of a register packet.

 Configure the inspection time of a null register packet.
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 Configure the (S, G) lifetime based on the register packet received by an RP.

Notes

 Basic PIM-SM functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Ignoring theC-RP Priority and Reselecting an RP

 Optional.

 If not specified, the C-RP priority can be disabled on every router.

 Detecting the Reachability of an RP for the Source DR

 Optional.

 If not specified, this function can be enabled on the DR connected directly to the data source.

 Configuring the Rangeof SourceRegister (S, G) Addresses

 Optional.

 If not specified, source register address filtering can be enabled on all C-RPs or static RPs.

 Limiting theSpeed of theSource DR for Sending Register Packets

 Optional.

 If not specified, this function can be enabled on the sourceDR.

 Configuring the Checksumof the Register Packet Length

 Optional.

 If not specified, this function can be enabled on all C-RPs or static RPs.

 ConfiguringWhether to Forward theMulticast PacketAfter Decapsulating a Register Packet

 Optional.

 If not specified, this function can be enabled on all C-RPs or static RPs.

 Configuring the Source IPAddress of a Register Packet

 Optional.

 If not specified, the source IPaddress of a register packet can be configured on the DRconnected directly to the data source.

 Configuring the SuppressionTime of aRegister Packet

 Optional.

 If not specified, the suppression timeof a register packet can be configured on theDR connected directly to the data source.

 Configuring the InspectionTimeof a Null Register Packet

 Optional.

 If not specified, the inspection timeof a null register packet can be configured on theDR connected directly to the data source.
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 Configuring the (S,G) Lifetime Basedon theRegister Packet Received by anRP

 Optional.

 If not specified, the (S, G) lifetime can be configured on all C-RPs or static RPs.

Verification

 Ignoring theC-RP priority

OnRouter A, configure theC-RP address as 192.168.8.8, and default priority as 192. OnRouter B, configure the C-RP address as

192.168.5.5, priority as 200, and C-BSR address as 192.168.6.6.

 Run show ip pim sparse-mode rp 233.3.3.3 to display theRPs of the present group.

 Enabling the Source DR toDetect RPReachability

OnRouter A, configure theC-RP address as 192.168.8.8, and default priority as 192. OnRouter B, configure the C-RP address as

192.168.5.5, priorityas 192, andC-BSRaddressas 192.168.6.6. EnableRouterB todetect RP reachability.

 Run show running-config to check whether the preceding configurations take effect.

 Configuring the Rangeof SourceRegister (S, G) Addresses

OnRouter A, configure the C-RP address as 192.168.8.8, and default priority as 192. On Router B, configure the address of the C-BSR as

192.168.6.6. Configure the source address a 192.168.1.100 and the multicast group address as 233.3.3.3. On Router A, configure the

range of allowed sourcemulticast group addresses to 192.168.2.0 to 192.168.2.255.

 Run show ip pim sparse-modemroute to display the (S, G) entry.

 Limiting theSpeed of theSource DR for Sending Register Packets

Configure the speed of Router B for sending register packets, and run show ip pim sparse-mode track to display the number of

packets that has been sent.

 Configuring the Checksumof the Register Packet Length

On Router A, configure to calculate the checksum of the entire register packet length but not just the packet header. Run show

running-config to check the configuration.

 Forwarding an RPRegister Packet After It Is Decapsulated

On Router A, configure to forward a register packet after it is decapsulated. Run show running-config to display the configuration.

 Configuring the Source IPAddress of a Register Packet

Configure the source address of a register packet on Router B, and run show running-config to display the configuration.

 Configuring theSuppressionTimeof aRegister Packet and the InspectionTimeof aNullRegister Packet

OnRouter B, configure the suppression time and inspection time of a register packet, and run show ip pim sparse-mode track to

display theconfiguration.

 Configuring an RP toReceive Register Packets and the (S,G) Lifetime

OnRouter A, configuring an RP to receive register packets and the (S, G) lifetime, and run show ip pim sparse-modemroute to

display themaximum (S, G) lifetime.
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Related Commands

 Ignoring theC-RP priority

Command ip pim ignore-rp-set-priority

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying the RPCorresponding to a Group

Command show ip pim sparse-mode rp-hash group-address

Parameter

Description

group-address: Indicates the parsed multicast group address.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling the Source DR to Detect RPReachability

Command ip pim register-rp-reachability

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After this functionisenabled, thesourceDRwill detect theRPreachabilitybeforesendingaregisterpacket. If theRP

is unreachable, the packet will not be sent.

 Configuring the Rangeof SourceRegister (S, G) Addresses

Command ip pim accept-register { list access-list [route-map map-name ] | route-map map-name [list access-list ] }

Parameter

Description listaccess-list: Configures the range of (S, G) addresses using an extended IP ACL. The value can be 100 to 199, 2,000

to 2699, or a string.

route-map map-name: Configures the range of (S, G) addresses using a route map.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand is runonastaticRPoraC-RP tospecify thesourceaddressandmulticastgroupaddressof a register

packet.

 Displaying aMulticast Routing Entry

Command show ip pim sparse-mode mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ] [ proxy ]

Parameter

Description

group-or-source-address: Indicates a multicast group address or source address (the two addresses cannot be

multicast group addresses or source addresses at the same time).

Proxy: Indicates the RPF vector carried by an entry.

Command Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Youcan specify either amulticast group address or source address, or both amulticast group address and source

address; or you can specify neither a multicast group address nor source address. The two addresses cannot be

multicast group addresses or source addresses at the same time.

 Limiting theSpeed of theSource DR for Sending Register Packets

Command ip pim register-rate-limit rate

Parameter

Description

Rate: Indicates themaximumnumber of register packets that can be sent each second.The value ranges from1 to

65,535.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command takes effect for only the register packet of each (S, G) packet, but not all the register packets in the

entiresystem.Enabling thiscommandcanreducetheburdenonthesourceDRandRPs.Only thepacketswithinthe

speed limit can be sent.

 Displaying the Counters of PIM-SMPackets

Command show ip pim sparse-mode track

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The start time for counting PIM-SM packets is automatically enabled upon system startup. Run clear ip pim

sparse-mode track to reset the start time and clear the PIM-SM packet counters.

 Calculating theChecksum of theEntireRegister Packet Length

Command ip pim register-checksum-wholepkt [ group-list access-list ]

Parameter

Description

group-list access-list: Configures the multicast group addresses applicable to this configuration using an ACL.

access-list: The value can be set to 1 to 99, and 1300 to 1999. It also supports the naming of the ACL.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide You can enable this function if you want to calculate the length of the entire PIM-SM packet, including that of the

multicast packet encapsulated in the register packet, but not just the length of the PIM-SMpacket header.

If group-list access-list is specified, this configuration takes effect for all multicast group addresses.

 Enabling anRP toDecapsulate aRegister Packet and Forward theMulticast Packet to Interfaces

Command ip pim register-decapsulate-forward

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isconfiguredonastaticRPoraC-RP.It isusedtodecapsulatearegisterpacketwithmulticastpacket

and forward the multicast packet to interfaces.

If thereare toomany registerpackets tobedecapsulated, theCPUwillbegreatlyburdened. In thiscase, this function

is recommended to be disabled.
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 ConfiguringtheSource IPAddressofaRegisterPacket

Command ip pim register-source { local_address | Interface-type interface-number }

Parameter

Description

local_address: Specifies the source IP address of a register packet.

interface-type interface-number: Specifies the IP address of this interface as the source IP address of the register

packet.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thespecifiedaddressmustbereachable.WhenanRPsendsaRegister-Stoppacket, thePIMroutercorresponds to

thisaddressneedtorespond.Therefore, it isrecommendedthataloopbackaddress(orotherphysicaladdresses)be

used.

This configuration does not require the enabling of PIM.

 Configuring theSuppressionTimeof aRegister Packet

Command ip pim register-suppression seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicatesthesuppressiontimeofaregisterpacket in theunitof seconds.Thevaluerangesfrom1to65,535

(60 by default).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If youconfigure thisparameteronaDR, thesuppression timeofa registerpacketsent from theDRwill bechanged. If

ip pim rp-register-kat is not configured and if you configure this parameter on an RP, the RP keepalive will be

changed.

 Configuring the Inspection Time of a Null Register Packet

Command ip pim probe-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates the inspection time of a null register packet in the unit of seconds. The value ranges from 1 to

65,535 (5 by default).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The inspection time of a null register packet indicates the period of time for sending a null register packet to an RP

before the timeout of suppression time.

The inspection timecannotexceedhalf of thesuppression time;otherwise, theconfigurationwillnot takeeffect, and

awarningmessagewill be displayed. Meanwhile, the result of suppression timemultiplied by 3 plus the inspection

time cannot exceed 65,535, otherwise, a warning will be displayed.

 Configuring the Interval of KATs on anRP

Command ip pim rp-register-kat seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates the interval of a KAT

in the unit of second. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 (210 by default).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example
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 Configuring the RPs of Corresponding Multicast Group Addresses When the C-RP Priority is Considered or Not
Considered

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 OnRouter A, configure the address of the C-RPas 192.168.8.8.

 On Router B, configure the address of the C-RP as 192.168.5.5, priority as 200, and the address of the C-BSR as

192.168.6.6.

 Display the group corresponding to 233.3.3.3.

 Configure to ignore the C-RP priority on Router B.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip pim ignore-rp-set-priority

Verification Display the information before you configure to ignore the C-RP priority.

FS# show ippimsparse-mode rp-hash 233.3.3.3

RP: 192.168.8.8

Info source: 192.168.8.8, via bootstrap

PIMv2 Hash Value 10(mask 255.192.0.0)

RP192.168.8.8,viabootstrap,priority 192,hashvalue1084558102

RP192.168.5.5,viabootstrap,priority 200,hashvalue1094656709

Display the information after you configure to ignore the C-RP priority.

FS# show ippimsparse-mode rp-hash 233.3.3.3

RP: 192.168.5.5

Info source: 192.168.6.6, via bootstrap

PIMv2 Hash Value 10(mask 255.192.0.0)

RP192.168.8.8,viabootstrap,priority 192,hashvalue1084558102

RP192.168.5.5,viabootstrap,priority 200,hashvalue1094656709

 Configuring to Inspect the Reachability of a Source RP

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Configure to inspect the reachability of a source RP.

FS(config)# ip pim register-rp-reachability

Verification Run show running-config to check whether the following information is displayed.

FS(config)#show running-config

ip pim register-rp-reachability

 Configuring the Rangeof SourceRegister (S, G) Addresses
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Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Configure source address filtering on Router A. The allowed address range is from 192.168.2.0 to 192.168.2.255.

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

FS(config)#ip pim accept-register list 101

% access-list 101 not exist

FS(config)#access-list 101 permit ip 192.168.2.0 0.0.0.255 any

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

Verification Beforeenablingsourceaddress filtering, runshowippimsparse-modemroute to display themulticast entry, and

check whether the (S, G) entry and (S, G, RPT) entry exist.

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3)

RPF nbr: 192.168.36.90

RPF idx: VLAN 1

SPT bit: 0

Upstream State: NOT JOINED

kat expires in 187 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3, rpt)

RP: 192.168.8.8

RPFnbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: RPT NOT JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(*, 239.255.255.250)

RP: 192.168.8.8

RPFnbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

After sourceaddress filtering isenabled, runshow ippimsparse-modemroute todisplay themulticast entry, and

checkwhether the (S, G) entry and (S, G, RPT) entry exist.

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0
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(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:0

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 0

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(*, 239.255.255.250)

RP: 192.168.8.8

RPFnbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

 Limiting theSpeed of theSource DR for Sending Register Packets

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Check the number of PIM-SM packets sent by Router B.

 Check the number of PIM-SM packets sent by Router B in 1s.

 Configure the speed of Router B for sending register packets.

 Check the number of PIM-SM packets sent by Router B in 1s.

FS (config)#ip pim register-rate-limit 1

Verification Display thenumber ofPIM-SMpackets sent byRouterBbefore you configure thespeed.The informationshouldbe

displayed as follows:

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode track

PIM packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 04d01h01m

received sent

Valid PIMpackets: 18754 29771
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Hello: 11149 17842

Join-Prune: 0 3234

Register: 0 3211

Register-Stop: 3192 0

Assert: 0 0

BSM: 0 5484

C-RP-ADV: 4413 0

PIMDM-Graft: 0

PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0

Errors:

Malformedpackets: 0

Badchecksums: 0

Senderrors: 0

Packets received with unknown PIM version: 0

FS#

DisplaythenumberofPIM-SMpacketssentbyRouterB in1sbefore thespeed isconfigured.The informationshould

be displayed as follows:

FS #show ip pim sparse-mode track

PIM packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 04d01h04ms

received sent

Valid PIMpackets: 18765 29789

Hello: 11154 17852

Join-Prune: 0 3236

Register: 0 3214

Register-Stop: 3195 0

Assert: 0 0

BSM: 0 5487

C-RP-ADV: 4416 0

PIMDM-Graft: 0
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PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0

Errors:

Malformedpackets: 0

Badchecksums: 0

Senderrors: 0

Packets received with unknown PIM version: 0

FS#

Display the number of PIM-SM packets sent by Router B after the speed is configured. The information should be

displayed as follows:

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode track

PIM packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 04d01h06m

received sent

Valid PIMpackets: 18777 29808

Hello: 11159 17862

Join-Prune: 0 3239

Register: 0 3215

Register-Stop: 3196 0

Assert: 0 0

BSM: 0 5489

C-RP-ADV: 4419 0

PIMDM-Graft: 0

PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0

Errors:

Malformedpackets: 0

Badchecksums: 0

Senderrors: 0
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Packets received with unknown PIM version: 0

FS#

 Configuring the Checksumof the Register Packet Length

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Calculate the checksum of the entire register packet length.

 Run show running-config to checkwhether the preceding configurations take effect.

FS(config)#ip pim register-checksum-wholepkt

Verification Display the configurations on Router A, which should be as follows:

FS#show running-config

。。。。。

!

ip pim register-checksum-wholepkt

ip pim rp-candidate Loopback 0

!

。。。。

 Enabling anRP toDecapsulate aRegister Packet and Forward theMulticast Packet to Interfaces

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Enable Router A to forward a register packet.

 Run show running-config to checkwhether the preceding configurations take effect.

FS(config)#ip pim register-decapsulate-forward

Verification Display the configurations on Router A, which should be as follows:

FS#show running-config

。。。。。。

!

!

ip pim register-decapsulate-forward

ip pim register-checksum-wholepkt

ip pim rp-candidate Loopback 0

!

!

!

。。。。。。

 Configuring the Source IPAddress of a Register Packet
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Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Configure the source address of Loop 2 as 192.168.2.2.

 Configure source address interface for the register packet of Router B as Loop 2.

 Run show running-config to checkwhether the preceding configurations take effect.

Verification Display the configurations on Router B, which should be as follows:

FS#show running-config

!

!

!

ip pim register-source Loopback 1

ip pim bsr-candidate Loopback 0

!

!

!

!

 Configuring theSuppressionTimeof aRegister Packet and the InspectionTimeof aNullRegister Packet

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Configure the suppression time of a register packet on Router B to 20s.

 Configure the inspection time of a null register packet on Router B to 2s.

 Run show ip pim sparse-mode track to display number of register packets.

FS(config)#ip pim register-suppression 20

FS(config)#ip pim probe-interval 2

Verification Display the number of register packets on Router B. The information should be displayed as follows:

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode track

PIM packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 04d23h15m

received sent

Valid PIMpackets: 23788 43249

Hello: 13817 23178

Join-Prune: 0 4568

Register: 0 8684

Register-Stop: 4223 0
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Assert: 0

BSM: 0

C-RP-ADV: 5748

PIMDM-Graft: 0

PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0

0

6819

0

Errors:

Malformed packets:

Bad checksums:

Send errors:

Packets received with unknown PIM version: 0

FS#

FS#

0

0

0

In 18s, display the number of register packets on Router B. The information should be displayed as follows:

FS#show ip pim sparse-mode track

PIM packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 04d23h17m

received sent

ValidPIMpackets: 23798 43263

Hello: 13820 23184

Join-Prune: 0 4569

Register: 0 8685

Register-Stop: 4224 0

Assert: 0 0

BSM: 0 6820

C-RP-ADV: 5749 0

PIMDM-Graft: 0

PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0
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Packets received with unknown PIM version: 0

FS#

0Senderrors:

0Bad checksums:

0

Errors:

Malformed packets:

 Configuring an RP toReceive Register Packets and the (S,G) Lifetime

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 ConfigureRouter A to receive register packets and the (S, G) lifetime is 60s.

 Run show ip pim sparse-modemrout to display number of register packets.

FS(config)#ip pim rp-register-kat 60

Verification After the lifetime is configured, check that the (S, G) lifetime on Router A does not exceed 60s.

FS(config)#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3)

RPF nbr: 192.168.36.90

RPF idx: VLAN 1

SPT bit: 0

Upstream State: NOT JOINED

kat expires in 49 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted
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0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3, rpt)

RP: 192.168.8.8

RPFnbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: RPT NOT JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(*, 239.255.255.250)

RP: 192.168.8.8

RPFnbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

FS(config)#

FS(config)#show ip pi

Common Errors
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 Basic PIM-SM functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.

 The (S,G) of register packets is not configured on aC-RPor static RP,or the configuration is not successful.

 TheACL for limiting the (S,G) of register packets is not configured or the range of (S,G) in this ACL is not correctly configured.

 The range of (S,G) of register packets on each C-RP or static RP is not the same.

19.5.5 Configuring the Interval for Sending a Join/Prune Packet

Configuration Effect

 Change the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet to form an RPT or SPT.

Notes

 Basic PIM-SM functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet.

Verification

OnRouterB, configure the interval for sending aJoin/Prune packet as 120s.Runshow ippimsparse-modemroute todisplay the

lifetime of the entry.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Interval for Sending a Join/PrunePacket

Command ip pim jp-timer seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet.

The unit is second. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 (60 by default).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Interval for Sending a Join/PrunePacket

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Configure the interval for sending a Join/Prune packet.

FS(config)#ip pim jp-timer120

Verification Run show ip pim sparse-mode mroute to display the maximum timeout time of a Join/Prune packet.

FS(config)#show ip pim sparse-mode mroute

IP Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries: 1
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(S,G) Entries: 1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 1

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3)

RPF nbr: 0.0.0.0

RPF idx: None

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timer expires in 96 seconds

kat expires in 92 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

(192.168.1.100, 233.3.3.3, rpt)

RP: 192.168.8.8

RPF nbr: 192.168.36.89

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Upstream State: RPT NOT JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local
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0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(*, 239.255.255.250)

RP: 192.168.8.8

RPF nbr: 192.168.36.89

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timerexpires in119seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

VSU(config)#

Common Errors

 Basic PIM-SM functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.

19.5.6 Configuring the Router of Last Hop to Switch from anRPT to SPT

Configuration Effect

 Switch from an RPT to SPT
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Notes

 Basic PIM-SM functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure the router of last hop to switch froman RPT to SPT.

Verification

Configure basicPIM-SM functions first. Configure thesourceDR tosends the data traffic (*, 233.3.3.3), and the receiving end to join

group 233.3.3.3 forcibly to form an RPT. Configure the receiver DR to switch from the RPT to SPT forcibly. Run show running-config to

display theresult.

Related Commands

 Enabling SPT switchover

Command ip pim spt-threshold [ group-list access-list ]

Parameter

Description group-listaccess-list: Specifies the rangeofmulticast group addresses allowed forSPT switchover using anACL.

access-list:Thesupportedvalue rangesfrom1to99or1,300 to1,999.NaminganACLisalsosupported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If group-list access-list is not specified, all groups are allowed to perform SPT switchover.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Router of Last Hop to Switch from an RPT to SPT

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic PIM-SM functions. (Omitted)

 Configure the sourceDR to send the data traffic of group 233.3.3.3.

 Configure the receiver DR to receive the data traffic of group 233.3.3.3.

 Configure the receiver DR of last hop to switch from an RPT to SPT.

FS(config)#ip pim spt-threshold

Verification Run show running-config to display the configuration.

!

!

ip pim jp-timer 120

ip pim spt-threshold

ip pim rp-candidate Loopback 0

!

!

!
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19.6 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears multicast routing entries. clear ip mroute { * | group-address [ source-address ] }

Clears the counters of multicast routes. clear ip mroute statistics {* | group-address [ source-address ] }

Clears the information about dynamic

RPs.

clear ip pim sparse-mode bsr rp-set *

ClearsthecountersofPIM-SMpackets. clear ip pim sparse-mode track

Displaying

Description Command

DisplaysthedetailsofBSRinformation. show ip pim sparse-mode bsr-router

Displays the PIM-SM information of an

interface.

show ip pim sparse-mode interface [ interface-type interface-number ] [ detail ]

Displays the local IGMP information

about a PIM-SM interface.

show ip pim sparse-mode local-members [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays the information about a PIM-

SM multicast routing entry, and

displays the RPF vector of a PIM-SM

entry using proxy.

show ip pim sparse-mode mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ]

[ proxy ]

Displays the information about PIM-SM

neighbors.

show ip pim sparse-mode neighbor [ detail ]

Displays the information about the next

hopofPIM-SMobtained fromtheNSM.

show ip pim sparse-mode nexthop

Displays the information about the RP

corresponding the multicast group

address group-address.

show ip pim sparse-mode rp-hash group-address

Displays the information about all the

RPs and the groups they serve.

show ip pim sparse-mode rp mapping

Displays the number of PIM-SM packets

sentandreceivedsincethestatisticstart

time.

show ip pim sparse-mode track

20 Configuring PIM-SMv6

20.1 Overview

Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) is a multicast routing protocol.
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R1 is directly connected to the multicast source.

PIMdoesnot relyonaspecificunicast routing protocol. It uses theunicast routing tableestablishedbyanyunicast routingprotocol to

completethereversepath forwarding(RPF)checkandestablishmulticastroutes.PIMdoesnotneedtotransmitandreceivemulticast

route updates. Therefore, the overhead of PIM ismuch lower than that of other multicast routing protocols.

PIM defines two modes: dense mode and sparse mode. Protocol Independent Multicast Spare Mode (PIM-SM) is applicable to various

network environments.

PIM-SM running on IPv6 is called PIM-SMv6.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC4601: Protocol Independent Multicast -Sparse Mode (PIM-SM)

 RFC5059: BootstrapRouter (BSR) Mechanism for Protocol IndependentMulticast (PIM)

 RFC3962: Protocol Independent Multicast - Dense Mode protocol

 RFC4607: Source-SpecificMulticast for IP

20.2 Applications

Application Description

ASM Implementation by Using

PIM-SMv6

A receiver receives packets from any multicast source.

SSM Implementation by Using

PIM-SMv6

A receiver selects a multicast source.

Application Example of an Embedded

RP

An embedded RP address is configured within the IPv6 multicast group address.

PIM-SMv6 Application in a Hot Backup

Environment

The multicast PIM-SMv6 protocol runs in a hot backup environment.

20.2.1 ASM Implementation by Using PIM-SMv6

Scenario

The multicast service is provided only in one domain.

As shown in the following figure, receivers receive packets from any multicast source.

Figure 7-1

Remarks
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R1isdirectlyconnectedtothemulticastsource.

R2 is configured as an RP.

R2 is directly connected to Receiver A.

R2 is directly connected to Receiver B.

R2 is configured asa rendezvouspoint (RP).

R3 isdirectly connected toReceiver A.

R4 is directly connected to Receiver B.

Deployment

 Run theOpen Shortest Path First for IPv6 (OSPFv6) protocol in the domain to implement unicast routing.

 Run the PIM-SMv6 protocol in the domain to implement multicast routing.

 Runthe InternetGroupManagementProtocolversion6 (IGMPv6)protocol inauserhostnetworksegment to implementgroup
member management.

20.2.2 SSM Implementation by Using PIM-SMv6

Scenario

The multicast service is provided only in one domain.

As shown in the following figure, receivers receive packets from a specific multicast source.

Figure 7-2

Deployment

 Run theOSPFv6 protocol in the domain to implement unicast routing.

 Run the PIM-SMv6 protocol in the domain to implement multicast routing.

 Enable the source-specific multicast (SSM) function of the PIM-SMv6 protocol to implement the SSM function.

 Runthe InternetGroupManagementProtocolversion3(IGMPv3) inauserhostnetworksegment to implementgroupmember
management.

20.2.3 ApplicationExample of an EmbeddedRP

Scenario

The multicast service is provided only in one domain.

As shown in the following figure, an RP address is configured for R2 to make the router become an embedded RP.

Remarks
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R1isdirectlyconnectedtothemulticastsource.

R2 is configured as an RP.

R2 is directly connected to Receiver A.

R2 is directly connected to Receiver B.

R2 is configured as an embedded RP.

Figure 7- 3

Deployment

 Run theOSPFv6 protocol in the domain to implement unicast routing.

 Run the PIM-SMv6 protocol in the domain to implement multicast routing.

 Enable the SSM function of the PIM-SMv6 protocol to implement the SSM function.

 Run the IGMPv3 protocol in a user host network segment to implement groupmembermanagement.

 Configure the RP address and embeddedRP on R2.

20.2.4 PIM-SMv6 Application in a Hot Backup Environment

Scenario

Inahotbackupenvironment,runPIM-SMv6.Adeviceperformshotbackupswitchingtoensure that traffic isnot interrupted.

Figure 7-4

Remarks
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Remarks R2mayperformhot backup switching in thehot backupenvironment. In this case, the query interval of PIMHello packets

(the default value is 30 seconds) needs to be adjusted on R2 because the keepalive timer of the neighbor in PIM Hello

packets of R1 may have expired (the default value is 3.5 times the query interval, that is, 105 seconds). The multicast

function relies on the unicast function currently, and the multicast function starts conveFSence after the unicast function

conveFSence iscomplete.Forexample, thedefault graceful restart (GR)conveFSence timeof theunicast function is120

seconds. It is recommended that the query interval of PIMHello packets be set to 60 seconds. The keepalive time of the

neighbor inPIMHellopackets is210seconds. In thisscenario, thequery interval ofPIMHellopacketsneed tobesetwitha

reference to theGR conveFSence time of the unicast function and the value of 3.5 times the query interval of PIMHello

packetsmust be laFSer than theGRconveFSence timeof theunicast function. In addition, if the conveFSence timeof the

unicast function is long, the transmission interval of PIM Join/Prune packets also need to be adjusted, because the

keepalive time of PIM Join/Prune packets is 3.5 times the transmission interval of PIM Join/Prune packets. The default

keepalivetimeofPIMJoin/Prunepacketsis210seconds.IfR2isconfiguredasadynamicRP,theintervalforacandidateRP

(C-RP) to transmit C-RP notifications also needs to be adjusted. The default transmission interval is 60 seconds and the

keepalive time is 2.5 times the transmission interval of C-RP notifications. For example, if the conveFSence time of the

unicast function is longer than 150 seconds, the transmission interval of C-RPnotifications needs to be adjusted. In a hot

backup environment, it is recommended that the query interval of PIMHello packets be laFSer than the default value (30

seconds).Otherwise, thekeepalive timerof theneighbor inPIMHellopacketsof thepeerend timesout duringhot backup

switching.

R1 is connected to the video server, R2 is directly connected to the receiver, and R2 runs in hot backup mode.

A Layer-3 multicast protocol runs on R1 and R2.

Deployment

 RunOSPF onR1 and R2 to implement unicast routing.

 Run PIM-SMv6 on R1 and R2 to implementmulticast routing.

 Make R2 run in two-node cluster hot backupmode.

20.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 PIMRouter and PIM Interface

Routers where the PIM protocol is enabled are called PIM routers. Interfaces where the PIM protocol is enabled are called PIM

interfaces.

Multicast packets are forwarded by PIM routers. The PIM interfaces for receiving multicast packets are called upstream interfaces, and

the PIM interfaces for transmitting multicast packets are called downstream interfaces.

Network segments where upstream interfaces are located are called upstream network segments. Network segments where

downstream interfaces are located are called downstream network segments.

 PIMNetwork and PIMDomain

PIM routers are connected through PIM interfaces and form a PIM network.

On somePIM interfaces, borders are set to divide a large PIM network intomultiple PIM domains. The bordersmay reject specific

multicast packets or limit transmission of PIMmessages.

Remarks
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 Multicast Distribution Tree, DR, RP

Multicast packets are transmitted from one point to multiple points. The forwarding path presents a tree structure. This forwarding

path is called amulticast distribution tree (MDT). MDTsare classified into two types:

 Rendezvous point tree (RPT): Uses the rendezvous point (RP) as the root and designated routers (DRs) connected to group
members as leaves.

 Shortest path tree (SPT): Use the DR connected to a multicast source as the root and the RPs or DRs connected to group
members as leaves.

DRs and RPs are function roles of PIM routers.

 RPs collect information about multicast sources and groupmembers in the network.

 The DR connected to a multicast source reports multicast source information to the RP and the DRs connected to group
members report the groupmember information to the RP.

 (*,G), (S,G)

 (*,G): Indicates the packets transmitted from any source to Group G, routing entries corresponding to the packets, and
forwarding path (RPT) corresponding to the packets.

 (S,G):IndicatesthepacketstransmittedfromSourceStoGroupG,routingentriescorrespondingtothepackets,andforwarding
path (SPT) corresponding to the packets.

 ASM, SSM

PIM-SM supports two multicast service models: any-source multicast (ASM) and source-specific multicast (SSM), which are applicable

to different multicast address segments.

 ASM: In the ASMmodel, a user host cannot select a multicast source. The user host joins a multicast group and receives all
packets sent from all sources to themulticast group.

 SSM: In the SSMmodel, a user host can select amulticast source.The user host specifies the source addresswhen joining a
multicast group, and then receives packets only from the specified source to themulticast group.

SSMmodel requirement:Othernetwork servicesmustbe used toenableauser host to know thepositionof amulticast source
in advance so that the user host selects themulticast source.

Overview

Feature Description

Establishment of PIM

Neighbor Relationships

Neighbor relationships are established between PIM routers to form a PIM network.

DR Election In the shared network segment connected to group members, DR election is conducted among PIM

neighbors to elect the DR connected to group members.

In the shared network segment connected to a multicast source, DR election is conducted among PIM

neighbors to elect the DR connected to the multicast source.

RP Mechanism In a PIM network, the RP is statically configured or dynamically elected so that each PIM router knows the

position of the RP.

Registration

Information About a

Multicast Source

Whenamulticastsourcearises inanetwork, theDRconnected tothemulticastsourcetransmits theRegister

packet to theRPso that theRPobtains informationabout themulticast sourceandmulticast packets.
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RPT Establishment Whenagroupmemberarises inanetwork, theDRconnected to thegroupmember transmits theJoinpacket

in the RP direction to establish an RPT. If there is a multicast source in the network, the multicast packet

transmitted to the RP can reach the group member along the RPT.

SPT Establishment Whenadata packet reaches theDR connected toa groupmember, theDR connected to the groupmember

transmits the Join packet in themulticast source direction to establish an SPT. Then, multicast packets are

forwarded along the SPT.

ASM and SSM Models PIMroutersprovidemulticast servicesof theASMmodel andSSMmodel.TheSSMmodel isused for groups

within the SSM address range, and the ASM model is used for other groups.

20.3.1 Establishment of PIMNeighbor Relationships

Neighbor relationships are established between PIM routers to form a PIM network. Neighbor relationships must be established

betweenPIM routers before otherPIM controlmessages are exchanged ormulticast packets are forwarded.

Working Principle

AHellomessage is sent by aPIM interface. For themulticast packet for encapsulating theHellomessage, thedestinationaddress is

ff02::d(indicatingallPIMrouters inthesamenetworksegment), thesourceaddressis theIPaddressof thePIMinterface,andthe time

to live (TTL) value is 1.

Hello messages are used to discover neighbors, negotiate about protocol parameters, and maintain neighbor relationships.

 Discovering PIMNeighbors

PIMrouters inthesamenetworksegment receivemulticastpacketswiththedestinationaddressof ff02::d.In thisway, thePIMrouters

obtain neighbor information and establish neighbor relationships.

Whena PIM interface is enabled or detects a new neighbor, theTriggered-Hello-Delaymessage is used to generate a random time

period.Within the time period, the interface sends Hello packets.

 Negotiating About Protocol Parameters

A Hello message contains multiple protocol parameters, which are described as follows:

– DR_Priority: Indicates the priority of each router interface for DR election. A higher priority means a higher possibility of being

elected as theDR.

– Holdtime: Indicates the timeout time in which a neighbor is held in the reachable state.

– LAN_Delay: Indicates the delay for transmitting a Prunemessage in a shared network segment.

– Override-Interval: Indicates the prune override time carried in a Hellomessage.

When a PIM router receives aPrunemessage froman upstream interface, it indicates that other downstream interfaces exist in the

shared network segment. If the PIM router still needs to receive multicast data, it must send a Prune Override message to the

upstream interface within the time ofOverride-Interval.

LAN_Delay + Override-Interval = PPT (Prune-Pending Timer). After a PIM router receives a Prune message from a downstream

interface, it does not immediately perform pruning but waits for PPT timeout. After the PPT times out, the PIM router performs

pruning. Within the time of PPT, if the PIM router receives a Prune Override message from the downstream interface, it cancels

pruning.

 Maintaining NeighborRelationships
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AHellomessage is sent periodically betweenPIM routers. If aHello packet is not received fromaPIMneighbor withinHoldtime, the

neighbor isconsideredunreachableand isdeleted fromtheneighbor list.Anychanges inPIMneighborswillcausemulticast topology

changes in the network. If an upstream neighbor or a downstream neighbor in an MDT is unreachable, multicast routing re-

convergence is performed again and theMDT ismigrated.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the PIM-SMv6Function on an Interface

By default, the PIM-SMv6 function is disabled on an interface.

Run the ipv6 pim sparse-mode command to enable or disable the PIM-SMv6 function on an interface.

The PIM-SMv6 function must be enabled on an interface so that the interface participates in the operation of PIM protocols. If the

PIM-SMv6 function is disabledonan interface that functions asaDR, staticRP,candidate - rendezvouspoint (C-RP), or candidate–

bootstrap router (C-BSR), the corresponding protocol role does not take effect.

 Adjusting the Transmission Interval of HelloMessages on an Interface

By default, Hello messages are transmitted at an interval of 30 seconds.

Runthe ipv6pimquery-intervalsecondscommandtoadjust the transmission interval ofHellomessagesonan interface.Thevalue

ranges from 1 to 65,535.

A larger value of interval-seconds means a larger transmission interval of Hello messages and a smaller value of interval-seconds

means a smaller transmission interval of Hello messages.

20.3.2 DRElection

In the shared network segment connected to group members, DR election is conducted among PIM neighbors to elect the DR

connected to the group members.

In the shared network segment connected to a multicast source, DR election is conducted among PIM neighbors to elect the DR

connected to the multicast source.

The DR transmits the Join/Prune message in the MDT root node direction for the directly connected groupmembers, or transmits

data of the directly connected multicast source to the MDT.

Working Principle

The neighbor IP address and DR priority are obtained from Hello packets of neighbors during establishment of PIM neighbor

relationships, so as to elect the DR.

The key of DR election is the DR priorities and IP addresses of interfaces.

 Interface DRPriority

A higher interface DR priority means a higher probability that a PIM router is successfully elected as the DR during the DR election.

 Interface IPAddress

If interfaces of PIM routers share the same DR priority during DR election, IP addresses of neighbors are compared. A larger IP address

means a higher probability that a PIM router is successfully elected as the DR.

Related Configuration
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 Setting IP Addresses of Interfaces

By default, no IP addresses are configured for interfaces.

Run the ipv6 address command to set an IP address for an interface.

When PIM routers share the same DR priority, the PIM router with a larger IP address is elected as the DR.

 Enabling the PIM-SMv6Function on an Interface

By default, the PIM-SMv6 function is disabled on an interface.

Run the ipv6 pim sparse-mode command to enable or disable the PIM-SMv6 function on an interface.

The PIM-SMv6 function must be enabled on an interface so that the interface participates in the operation of PIM protocols. If the

PIM-SMv6functionisdisabledonan interface that functionsasaDR,staticRP,C-RP,orC-BSR, thecorrespondingprotocol roledoes

not takeeffect.

 Adjusting theDR Priority of an Interface

By default, the DR priority is 1.

Run the ipv6 pim dr-priority priority-value command to adjust the DR priority of an interface. The priority value ranges from 0 to

4,294,967,294.

The DR priority of an interface is used to elect the DR in the directly connected network segment of the interface. A larger priority

value means a higher probability that a PIM router is elected as the DR.

20.3.3 BSRMechanism

In a PIM network, the bootstrap router (BSR) periodically generates bootstrap messages (BSMs) including information about a series of

C-RPs and relevant group addresses. BSMs are transmitted hop by hop in the entire domain. PIM routers throughout the network

receiveBSMs and record information about C-RPs and the relevant group addresses.

Working Principle

OneormoreC-BSRs are configured in thePIM-SMv6 domain and theBSR is elected from the candidate BSRs according to certain

rules.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aC-BSR

By default, no C-BSR is configured.

Run the ipv6 pim bsr-candidate interface-type interface-number [ hash-mask-length [ priority-value ] ] command to configure or cancel

a C-BSR.

C-BSRs elect the globally unique BSR in the PIM-SM domain by means of BSM learning and election. The BSR transmits BSMs.

 Configuring theBSRBorder

By default, no BSR border is configured.

Run the ipv6 pim bsr-border command to configure or cancel the BSR border.

After thiscommand isconfigured foran interface, the interface immediatelydiscards thereceivedBSMsanddoesnot forwardBSMs,

thereby preventing BSM flooding. No BSR border is configured if this command is not configured.
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 Defining theValid BSRRange

By default, the BSMs of BSRs are not filtered.

Run the ipv6 pim accept-bsr list ipv6_access-list command to define or cancel the BSR range.

After this command is configured, the valid BSR range is defined. If this command is not configured, the device with the PIM-SMv6

function enabled will receive all BSMs.

 Configuring aC-BSR toRestrict theAddress Rangeof ValidC-RPs and theRangeofMulticast GroupsServed by the
C-RPs

A C-BSR receives notifications from all C-RPs.

Run the ipv6 pim accept-crp list ipv6_access-list command to configure whether to filter notifications from C-RPs.

Afterthiscommandisconfigured, theC-BSRrestrictstheaddressrangeofvalidC-RPsandtherangeofmulticastgroupsservedbythe

C-RPs. If this command is not configured, the C-BSR receives notifications from all C-RPs.

 Configuring aC-BSR toReceiveC-RP-ADVPacketswith prefix-count of 0

By default, a C-BSR does not receive C-RP-ADV packets with prefix-count of 0.

Run the ipv6 pim accept-crp-with-null-group command to configure whether to receive C-RP-ADV packets with prefix-count of 0.

After thiscommand isconfigured, theC-BSRcanreceiveC-RP-ADVpacketswithprefix-countof0. If thiscommand isnotconfigured,

theC-BSR does not processC-RP-ADV packets with prefix-count of 0.

20.3.4 RPMechanism

In aPIMnetwork, theRP is statically configured or dynamically electedso that eachPIMrouter knows the positionof theRP.TheRP

servesastherootoftheRPT.TheRPTestablishmentandtheforwardingofRPTdatastreamsmustusetheRPastheforwardingpoint.

Working Principle

All PIM routers in a PIM domain must be able to be mapped to the same RP through a specific multicast group address. RPs are

classified into static RPs and dynamic RPs in a PIM network.

 Static RP

InstaticRPconfiguration, theRPaddress isdirectly configuredoneachPIMrouterso that allPIMrouters in thePIMnetworkknowthe

RP address.

 Dynamic RP

C-RPsarealsoconfigured inthePIM-SMv6domain.TheseC-RPstransmitdatapacketsthatcontaintheiraddressesand information

aboutmulticast groups served by them to the BSR in unicast mode. The BSR periodically generates BSMs that contain information

abouta seriesofC-RPsand their groupaddresses.BSMsare transmittedhopbyhop in theentiredomain.Devices receiveandstore

theseBSMs.TheDRat thereceiveendusesahashalgorithm tomapagroupaddress to theC-RP thatcanserve thegroup.Then, the

RP corresponding to the group address can be determined.

Related Configuration

 Setting a Static RPAddress

By default, no RP address is configured.
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Run the ipv6pim rp-address ipv6_rp-address [ ipv6_access-list ] command to configure or cancel a static RP address for aPIM router.

AnRPmustbeconfiguredsoas to implementASMinaPIM-SMv6network.YoucanconfigureastaticRPordynamicRP.

If a static RP is configured in a PIM-SMv6 network, the static RP configuration on all devices in the PIM-SMv6 domain must be

consistent to prevent multicast route ambiguity in the PIM-SMv6 domain.

 Configuring aC-RPAddress

By default, no C-RP address is configured.

Run the ipv6 pim rp-candidate interface-type interface-number [ priority priority-value ] [ interval interval-seconds ] [ group-list

ipv6_access-list ] command to configure or cancel a PIM router as a C-RP.

C-RPs periodically transmit C-RP notifications to the BSR. Information contained in these C-RP notifications is dispersed to all

PIM-SMv6 devices in the domain, thereby ensuring the uniqueness of RP mapping.

 Ignoring theRPPriority in RPSetting

By default, a C-RP with a higher priority is selected preferentially.

Run the ipv6 pim ignore-rp-set-priority command to specify or ignore the RP priority when selecting the RP for a group.

WhenoneRPneeds tobeselected foramulticastaddressandmultipleRPscanservethismulticastaddress,use thiscommand if the

RPpriorityneeds tobe ignoredduring theRPcomparison. If thiscommand isnot configured, theRPprioritywillbe consideredduring

the RPcomparison.

 Configuring theStatic RP First

By default, a dynamic C-RP is adopted preferentially.

Run the ipv6 pim static-rp-preferred command to select the static RP first during RP selection.

After this command is configured, the static RP is adopted first. If this command is not configured, a C-RP is adopted first.

 Configuring theEmbedded RP Function

By default, the embedded RP function is enabled for all IPv6 multicast group addresses where the RP address is embedded.

Run the ipv6pimrpembedded [group-list ipv6_acl_name ] command toenable the embeddedRP function.

The embeddedRP function is the peculiar RP discoverymechanism of IPv6 PIM.Thismechanismuses the IPv6multicast address

where the RP address is embedded, to enable a multicast device to directly extract the RP address from the multicast address. By

default, theembeddedRP function isenabled forall IPv6multicast groupaddresseswhere theRPaddress is embedded.

20.3.5 Registration InformationAbout aMulticast Source

Whenamulticastsourcearises inanetwork, theDRconnected to themulticastsource transmits theRegisterpacket to theRPsothat

theRP obtains information about themulticast source andmulticast packets.

Working Principle

TheDRat thedatasourceend receivesamulticastdatapacket fromthedirectlyconnectedhost,andencapsulates themulticastdata

intoaRegistermessage.Then, it transmits theRegistermessagetotheRP inunicastmode.TheRPgenerates the(S,G)entry.

If the forwarding entry contains an outgoing interface on the RP, the RP forwards the encapsulated data packet to the outgoing

interface.
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If the RP does not have the forwarding entry of the current group, it starts the (S,G) entry start timer. After the timer expires, the RP

transmits theRegister-Stopmessage to theDRanddeletes theentry.After theDRat thedata sourceend receives theRegister-Stop

message, theDR transmits the probing packet before the Register-Stopmessage timer expires.

IftheDRdoesnotreceivetheRegister-Stopmessage,afterthetimerexpires,theDRatthedatasourceendencapsulatesthemulticast

data into the Register message and transmits it to the RP in unicast mode.

If the DR receives the Register-Stop message, it re-starts the delay and re-transmits the probing packet before the delay expires.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringReachability Detection of RPRegister Packets

By default, the RP reachability is not detected.

Run the ipv6 pim register-rp-reachability command to set or cancel the RP reachability detection.

If theRPreachabilityneeds tobedetectedfor theRegisterpacket transmittedfromtheDRtotheRP,youcanconfigure thiscommand.

Afterthiscommand isconfigured, theRPreachability isdetectedbeforetheDRtransmits theRegisterpacket totheRP.That is, theDR

queries the unicast routing table and static multicast routing table to check whether a route reachable to theRP exists. If no, the DR

does not transmit the Register packet.

 Configuring theRP to Filter Register Packets

By default, the RP allows every received Register packet.

Run the ipv6 pim accept-register { list ipv6_access-list [route-mapmap-name ] | route-mapmap-name [list ipv6_access-list ] }

command to enable or disable the RP to filter received Register packets.

Tofilter receivedRegisterpacketsontheRP,configurethiscommand. If thiscommand isnotconfigured, theRPallowseveryreceived

Register packet. If this command is configured, only Register packets whose source addresses and group addresses are allowed by the

ACL are processed. Otherwise, theRegister packets are filtered out.

 Configuring the TransmissionRate Limit for Register Packets

By default, the transmission rate of Register packets is not limited.

Run the ipv6 pim register-rate-limit rate command to configure whether to limit the transmission rate of Register packets.

Ifno is set in this command, the transmission rate is not limited.This command is used to configure the transmission rate ofRegister

packets from the (S,G)multicast groupaddress rather than the transmission rateofRegister packetsof theentire system.

 Configuring theChecksumCalculation of aRegister Packet Basedon theEntireRegister Packet

By default, the checksum in a Register packet is calculated in default mode specified in the protocol.

Run the ipv6 pim register-checksum-wholepkt [ group-list ipv6_access-list ] command to set the packet length for checksum

calculation.

If the entire PIM protocol packet including the encapsulated multicast data packet is used for checksum calculation of a Register

packet, use this command. If this command is not configured, the checksum in a Register packet is calculated in default mode

specified in the protocol.

 Configuring theSource Address of Register Packets

By default, the source address of Register packets uses the address of the DR interface connected to a multicast source.
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Run the ipv6 pim register-source { ipv6_local_address | interface-type interface-number } command to configure the source address of

Register packets.

Toconfigure thesourceaddressofRegister packets transmitted fromtheDR, usethiscommand. If thiscommand isnot configuredor

no issetinthiscommand,thesourceaddressofRegisterpacketsusestheaddressof theDRinterfaceconnectedtoamulticastsource.

If the address parameter of this command is used, the configured address must be a reachable unicast route. If the interface

parameterof thiscommand isused, this interfacemaybea loopback interfaceoran interfaceofother typesand the interfaceaddress

must be an advertised unicast route.

 Configuring theSuppression Time of Register Packets

The default suppression time of Register packets is 60 seconds.

Run the ipv6 pim register-suppression seconds command to configure the suppression time.

If this command is used to configure the suppression time of Register packets, configuring the value on the DR will change the

suppression time of Register packets on the DR. If the ipv6 pim rp-register-kat seconds command is not configured, defining the

value on the RP will change the keepalive time on the RP.

 Configuring theProbing Time of NULL Register Packets

The default probing time is 5 seconds.

Run theipv6 pim probe-interval interval-seconds command to set the probing time.

The sourceDR transmits theNULL-Register packet to the RPwithin a certain interval prior to the timeout of the suppression time of

theRegister packet. This interval is the probing time.The default probing time is 5 seconds.

 Configuring the Time Value of theRPKAT Timer

Bydefault,theKATdefaultvalueisused.KATdefaultvalue=Registrationsuppressiontimex3+Registrationdetectiontime.

Run the ipv6 pim rp-register-kat seconds command to set time of the KAT timer.

To configure the keepalive time of Register packets from the (S,G) multicast group address on the RP, use this command.

20.3.6 RPTEstablishment

When a groupmember arises in a network, the DR connected to the group member transmits the Join packet in the RP direction to

establishanRPT. If there isamulticastsource in thenetwork, themulticastpacket transmitted to theRPcan reach thegroupmember

along theRPT.

Working Principle

The RPT establishment process is as follows:

11. The DR at the receive end receives an MLD (*,G)Include report packet from a receiver.

12. If theDRat the receiveend isnot theRPofGroupG, theDRat thereceiveend transmitsone (*.G)joinpacket in theRPdirection.

Theupstreamdevice that receives the (*.G)joinpacket transmits the (*.G)joinpacket in theRPdirection.The (*.G)joinpacket is

transmitted hop by hop till the RP of Group G receives the (*.G)join packet, indicating that the DR at the receive end joins the

RPT.

13. Whenthedatasourcehost transmitsmulticastdatatoagroup, thesourcedata isencapsulated intotheRegistermessageand is

transmitted to theRP inunicastmodeby theDRat thedata sourceend. TheRPdecapsulates theRegistermessage, retrieves

the data packet, and then forwards it to each groupmember along the RPT.
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14. The RP transmits the (S,G)join packet to theDRat the data source end to join theSPT of this data source.

15. After theSPT from theRP to theDRat thedata sourceend is established, data packets from thedata sourceare transmitted to

theRP along the SPT without encapsulation.

16. Whenthefirstmulticastdatapacket reachestheRPalongtheSPT,theRPtransmits theRegister-StopmessagetotheDRat the

datasourceend toenable theDRtostoptheencapsulationofRegisterpackets.After theDRat thedatasourceend receives the

Register-Stop message, it does not encapsulate the Register packets but transmits the Register packets to the RP along the SPT

of the data source. The RP forwards theRegister packets to eachgroupmember along theRPT.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Transmission Interval of Join/Prune Packets

The default transmission interval of Join/Prune packets is 60 seconds.

Run the ipv6 pim jp-timer seconds command to set the transmission interval of Join/Prune packets.

Tochange the default transmission interval of Join/Prune packets, configure this command. If this command is not configured, the

default transmission interval of Join/Prune packets is 60 seconds.

20.3.7 SPT Establishment

Whenadatapacket reaches theDRconnected toagroupmember, theDRconnected to thegroupmember transmits theJoinpacket

inthemulticastsourcedirectiontoestablishanSPT.Then,multicastpacketsareforwardedalongtheSPT,therebyrelievingtheloadof

theRP in theRPT and reducing the number of hops from theDR at the data source end to the receive end.

Working Principle

The SPT establishment process is as follows:

TheDRat thereceiveend transmits the(*,G)joinpacket totheDRat thesourceendalong theSPT.The (*,G)joinpacket is transmitted

hop by hop till theDR at the source end receives the (*,G)join packet, forming an SPT.

Related Configuration

By default, SPT switching is disabled.

Run the ipv6 pim spt-threshold [ group-list ipv6_access-list ] command to configure whether to start SPT switching.

After this command is configured, when the DR receives the (S,G) packet from the first group member, one PIM Join message is

generatedand forwarded to theRP toestablishaSPT tree. Ifgroup-list isdefined, thedefinedgroup is switched from theRPT to the

SPT. If no is set in this command and group-list is not defined, the switching from the RPT to the SPT is disabled and the device

redirects to theRPTand transmitsonePrunepacket to thesource. Ifno isset in thiscommand,group-list isdefined, and thedefined

ACLisaconfiguredACL,theACLassociatedwithgroup-list iscancelledandallgroupsareallowedtoswitchfromtheRPTtotheSPT.

20.3.8 ASMand SSMModels

PIM-SMsupports twomulticastmodels:ASMandSSM. In theASMmodel, amulticast data receiver specifiesonly to joinamulticast

groupGbutdoesnotspecify themulticastsourceS. In theSSMmodel,amulticastdatareceivercanspecifyboth themulticastsource

S and multicast group G.

When theSSMmodel is implementedover IPv6,MLDv2 needs tobe used tomanage themember relationship betweenhosts
and devices and PIM-SMv6 needs to be used to connect devices.
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In the SSM model, a multicast receiver learns about the multicast source (S,G) information by means of some channels (such as

accessing the server or receiving advertisements) in advance. When the multicast receiver needs to order a multicast service, it directly

transmitstheMLD(S,G)Joinpacket tothelast-hopdevice,forexample,asshowninthefollowingfigure,MulticastReceiver1transmits

the MLD(S,G) Join packet to order the multicast service (S,G). After receiving the MLD(S,G) Join packet from the multicast receiver, the

last-hopdevice transmits thePIM(S,G) Joinpacket to themulticast sourcehopby hop, for example, as shown in the following figure,

after receiving theMLD(S,G)Joinpacket fromMulticastReceiver1,R1 transmits thePIM(S,G)Joinpacket toR3,which transmits the

PIM(S,G) Joinpacket toR4. Asa result, theSPT from themulticast receiver to themulticast source is established.

Figure 7- 5

The following conditions need to be met for the implementation of the SSM model:

 Amulticast receiver learnsabout themulticastsource(S,G) informationbeforehandbymeansofsomechannels.Themulticast
receiver initiates theMLD(S,G) Join packet to the desiredmulticast service.

 MLDv2must be enabled on the interface of the last-hop device connected to themulticast receiver.MLDv1 does not support
SSM.

 PIM-SMandSSMmust be enabled on the intermediate devices between themulticast receiver and themulticast source.

After the SSM function is enabled, the default group range of SSM is FF3x::/32. Youcan run a command to change the group
range ofSSM.

The SSM model has the following features:

 In theSSMmodel,amulticast receivercanlearnabout themulticastsourceinformationinadvancebymeansofsomechannels
(for example, receiving advertisements or accessing a specified server).

 TheSSMmodel is a specific subset of PIM-SMand processesonlyPIM(S,G) JoinandPIM(S,G)Prunemessages. It discards
RPT-relevant messages within the SSM range, for example, PIM(*,G) Join/Prune messages. For Register packets within the SSM

range, it immediately responds with the Register-Stop packet.

 In theSSMmodel,noRP is requiredand theelectionanddistributionofRPmessagesarenot required.TheestablishedMDTis
the SPT in SSM.
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20.4 Configuration

20.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofPIM-SMv6

Configuration Effect

 Create a PIM network to provide the IPv6multicast service for data sources and user terminals in the network.

 Both or either of the twomulticast service models (ASMand SSM) can be supported.

Notes

 PIM-SMv6 needs to use the IPv6 unicast routing function.

 If thePIMnetwork needs to support themulticast service of the SSMmodel,MLDv3 or SSMMapping needs tobe configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the IPv6Multicast Routing Function

 Mandatory.

 The IPv6multicast routing function should be enabled on each router unless otherwise specified.

 Enabling the PIM-SMv6 Function

 Mandatory.

 The PIM-SMv6 function should be enabled on the following interfaces unless otherwise specified: router interconnection
interfaces, interfacethat functionasastaticRP,C-RP,orC-BSR, interfaceforconnecting toamulticastsource,and interfacefor

connecting to a user host.

 Enabling the PIM-SMv6PASSIVE Mode

 In a PIM network, if an interface needs to receive only multicast data packets and does not need to participate in the
establishmentof thePIMnetwork topology, the interfacecanbe configured towork inPIM-SMv6PASSIVEmode.

 The PIM-SMv6 PASSIVE function should be enabled on the following interfaces unless otherwise specified: interface for
connecting the stub network device to a user host. After the PIM-SMv6 PASSIVE mode is configured, this interface neither

transmits nor receives PIM packets.

 Configuring anRP

 If a PIMnetwork needs to support the multicast service of the ASMmodel, an RPmust be configured.

 Thereare threemethodsofconfiguringanRP:configuringonlyastaticRP,configuringonlyadynamicRP,andconfiguringboth
astaticRPandadynamicRP.If botha staticRPandadynamicRPareconfigured, thedynamicRP ispreferred.

 Configuring a static RP: A static RP should be configured on each router unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring a dynamicRP: AC-RP orC-BSRshould be configured on one ormore routers unless otherwise specified.

 Enabling theSSM

 If a PIMnetwork needs to support themulticast service of the SSMmodel, the SSMmust be enabled.

 The SSM should be enabled on each router unless otherwise specified.

Verification
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Make a multicast source in the network send packets to groups within the range of ASM and SSM and make a user host join the

groups.

 Check whether the user host can successfully receive packets from each group.

 Check whether correct PIM-SMv6 routing entries are created on routers.

Related Commands

 Enabling the IPv6Multicast Routing Function

Command ipv6 multicast-routing

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling the PIM-SMv6 Function

Command ipv6 pim sparse-mode

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Before enabling the PIM-SMv6 function, enable the multicast routing forwarding function in globalconfiguration

mode.Otherwise,multicast data packets cannot be forwardedeven if thePIM-SMv6 function is enabled.

When the PIM-SMv6 function is enabled, MLD is automatically enabled on each interface without manual

configuration.

If the message "Failed to enable PIM-SMv6 on <interface name>, resource temporarily unavailable, please try again" is

displayed during the configuration of this command, try to configure this command again.

If themessage"PIM-SMv6Configure failed!VIF limitexceeded inNSM!!!"isdisplayedduring theconfigurationof this

command, the configured number ofmulticast interfaces reaches the upper limit of multicast interfaces that can be

configured on the device. If the PIM-SMv6 function still needs to be enabled on an interface, delete some

unnecessary PIM-SMv6 or PIM-DMv6 interfaces.

If an interface is of the tunnel type, only the 6Over4 configuration tunnel, 6Over4GRE tunnel, 6Over6 configuration

tunnel, and 6Over6 GRE tunnel support the IPv6 multicast function. The multicast function can also be enabled on

tunnel interfaces that do not support the multicast function but no prompts are displayed andmulticast packets are

neither received nor transmitted.

Multicast tunnels can beestablishedonly onEthernet ports.Embedded tunnels andQoS/ACL ofmulticast data are

not supported.

 Enabling the PIM-SMv6 PASSIVE Function

Command ipv6 pim sparse-mode passive

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide Before enabling the PIM-SMv6 function, enable the multicast routing forwarding function in globalconfiguration

mode.Otherwise,multicastdatapacketscannotbeforwardedevenifthePIM-SMv6PASSIVEfunctionisenabled.

When the PIM-SMv6 function is enabled, MLD is automatically enabled on each interface without manual

configuration.

Interfaceswith thePIM-SMv6PASSIVE function enabled neither receive nor transmit PIM packets but can forward

multicast packets. Therefore, the PIM-SMv6 PASSIVE mode is generally configured on the interface of the stub

network device connected to a user host, so as to prevent Layer-2 flooding of PIMHello packets.

 Configuring a Static RP

Command ipv6 pim rp-address ipv6_rp-address [ ipv6_access-list ]

Parameter

Description

ipv6_rp-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of an RP.

ipv6_access_list: References an IPv6 ACL to restrict the group address range served by the static RP.A named ACL is

supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Multicast staticRPs can be configured. A staticRP and aC-RP can coexist.

Notes:

1. Ifboth theBSRmechanismandRPstatic configurationareeffective, thedynamic configuration ispreferred.

2. A control list canbeused to statically configure theaddressof anRP formultiplemulticast groups (using theACL)

or all multicast groups (without using theACL), but one staticRPaddresscannot be usedmultiple times.

3. Ifmultiple staticRPsserve thesamegroup, thestaticRPwitha larger IPv6address isusedpreferentially.

4. Only multicast groups with the addresses allowed by the ACL are effective. By default, all multicast groups are

allowed.

5. After theconfiguration iscomplete, the staticRPsourceaddresswill be inserted into thegroup range-basedstatic

RP group tree structure. The multicast static group in each group range maintains the linked list structure of one

staticRPgroup.This linked list isarranged indescendingorder by IPv6address.WhenanRP isselected foragroup

range, theRP with the largest IPv6 address will be selected.

6. WhenastaticRPaddressisdeleted, thisaddressisdeletedfromallexistinggroupsandanaddressisselectedfrom

the existing static RP tree structure as the RP address.

 Configuring aC-RP

Command ipv6 pim rp-candidate interface-type interface-number [ priority priority-value ] [ interval interval-seconds ]

[ group-list ipv6_access-list ]

Parameter

Description

interface-typeinterface-number:Indicatesaninterfacename.ThisinterfaceaddressisusedastheC-RPaddress.

prioritypriority-value:Specifiesthepriorityof theC-RP.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255and thedefaultvalueis192.

interval seconds: Indicates the interval for transmitting C-RP messages to the BSR, with the unit of seconds. The value

ranges from 1 to 16,383 and the default value is 60.

group-list ipv6_access-list: References an IPv6 ACL to restrict the group address range served by the C-RP.A named

ACL is supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In the PIM-SMv6 protocol, the RPT created by themulticast routing uses an RP as the root node. After the BSR is

elected,allC-RPsperiodically transmitC-RPmessagestotheBSRinunicastmodeand then theBSRdisperses the
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messages in the entire PIM domain.

Tospecify an interfaceas theC-RPofa specific group range, contain theACLoption in this command.Note that the

calculationof thegroup range isbasedonlyon thepermittedaccesscontrolentries (ACEs)anddeniedACEsarenot

involved in the calculation.

If group-list ipv6_access-list is not carried in the command, all groups are served.

 Configuring aC-BSR

Command ipv6 pim bsr-candidate interface-type interface-number [ hash-mask-length [ priority-value ] ]

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates an interface name. This interface address is used as the C-BSR address.

hash-mask-length: Indicates thehashmask length.The value ranges from0to128and thedefault value is126.

priority-value: Indicates the priority. The value ranges from 0 to 255 and the default value is 64.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A unique BSR must exist in a PIM-SMv6 domain. The BSR collects and advertises RP information. Theunique

well-known BSR is elected from multiple C-BSRs by means of BSMs. All C-BSRs consider that they are the BSR before

knowing the BSR information. They periodically transmit BSMs that contain the BSR address and priority in the

PIM-SMv6 domain.

This command canbeused toenable a device to transmit oneBSM toall PIMneighbors by using theallocatedBSR

address. Each neighbor compares the original BSR address with the address in the received BSM. If the IPv6 address

in the received BSM is equal to or larger than its BSR address, the neighbor stores this address as the BSR address and

forwards the BSM. Otherwise, the neighbor discards the BSM.

Thecurrentdevicedeemsthat it is theBSRtill it receivesaBSMfromanotherC-BSRand learns that theC-BSRhasa

higher priority (or the same priority but a larger IPv6 address).

 Enabling theSSM

Command ipv6 pim ssm { default | range ipv6_access-list }

Parameter

Description

default: The default group address range of SSM is FF3x::/32.

range ipv6_access-list: References an IPv6ACL to restrict the SSMgroup address range. A namedACL is supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide To apply SSM in a PIM-SMv6 network, you must configure this command.

 Displaying the PIM-SMRouting Table

Command show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ]

Parameter

Description

group-or-source-address: Indicates the group address or source address. The two addresses cannot be group

addresses or source addresses at the same time.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Agroup address, a sourceaddress, or both groupaddress and sourceaddresscanbe specified each time.Youcan

alsonotspecifyaspecificgroupaddressorsourceaddressbutyoucannotspecifytwogroupaddressesortwosource

addresses at the same time.

Configuration Example

 Creating the IPv6Multicast Service on an IPv6 Network to Support ASM andSSM
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Scenario

Figure 7- 6

Configuration

Steps
 Configure an IPv6 unicast routing protocol (such asOSPFv6) on the routers and ensure that the unicast routes of

the loopback interfaces are reachable. (Omitted)

 Enable the IPv6 multicast routing function on all routers.

 Enable thePIM-SMv6 functionondevice interconnection interfaces, interface for connecting to theuserhost,and

interface for connecting to themulticast source.

 Configure a C-RP and a C-BSR on the loopback interfaces of Router A and Router B. Enable the PIM-SMv6 function

on the loopbackinterfaces.

 Enable SSM on all routers.

 EnableMLDv3 on the router interface for connecting to the user host. (Omitted)

A switch(config)#ipv6 multicast-routing

switch(config)#ipv6 pim ssm default

switch(config)#int gi 0/2

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 add 2000::2/64

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

switch(config)#int gi 0/1

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 add 1000::1/64

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

switch(config)#int Loopback 0

switch(config-if-Loopback 0)#ipv6 add 3000::5/64

switch(config-if-Loopback 0)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

switch(config-if-Loopback 0)#exit

switch(config)#ipv6 pim rp-candidate Loopback 0

B FS(config)#ipv6 multicast-routing
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FS(config)#ipv6 pim ssm default

FS(config)#int gi 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 add 2000::1/64

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

FS(config)#int gi 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 add 1100::1/64

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

FS(config)#int Loopback 0

FS(config-if-Loopback 0)#ipv6 add 5000::5/64

FS(config-if-Loopback 0)#ipv6 pim sparse-mode

FS(config-if-Loopback 0)#exit

FS(config)#ipv6 pim bsr-candidate Loopback 0

Verification Make Source(2000::2/64) send packets to G1(ff16::1) and make User join G1.

 Checkthemulticastpacketsreceivedby theUser.TheUsershouldbeable toreceivemulticastpacketsfromG1.

 CheckPIM-SMv6routing tablesonRouterAandRouterB.Entriesshouldexiston thePIM-SMv6routing tables.

A switch(config)# show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(*, ff16::1)

RP: 3000::5

RPFnbr: ::

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
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Local

0 . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

(1100::2, ff16::1)

RPF nbr: fe80::21a:a9ff:fe3a:6355

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timer expires in 44 seconds

kat expires in 194 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(1100::2, ff16::1, rpt)

RP: 3000::5
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RPF nbr: ::

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: PRUNED

0001020304050607080910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B FS#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries: 0

(S,G) Entries: 1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCR Entries: 0

REG Entries: 1

(1100::2, ff16::1)

RPF nbr: ::

RPF idx: None

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

kat expires in 20 seconds

0001020304050607080910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(1100::2, ff16::1, rpt)

RP: 3000::5

RPF nbr: fe80::2d0:f8ff:fe22:341b

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Upstream State: RPT NOT JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pruned

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Common Errors

 IPv6 unicast routing is incorrectly configured.

 IPv6multicast routing is not enabled on a router.

 SSM is not enabled on a router or the SSM group address range of the router is different from that of other routers.

 PIM-SMv6 is not enabled on an interface (for example, interface that is specified as a C-RP or C-BSR, or interface that functions as
the gateway of a user host or multicast source).

 MLDv3 is not enabled on an interface connected to a user host.

 No RP is configured in the network.

 No static RP is configured on a router or the configured static RP is different from that on other routers.

 A C-RP is configured but no C-BSR is configured in the network.

 Theunicastroute to thestaticRP,C-RP,orC-BSR isunreachable.

20.4.2 Configuring PIMNeighbor Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Negotiate about protocol parameters and adjust parameters in a Hello packet.

 PIM routers discover neighbors, negotiate about protocol parameters, and maintain neighbor relationships.

 Protect neighbor relationships to restrict neighbors.
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Notes

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Set parameters on each PIM router interface unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Setparameters inaHellopacketonaninterfaceandrunthedebugipv6pimsparse-modepacketcommandtocheckparameters in

the Hellopacket.

Set neighbor filtering and run the show ipv6 pim sparse-mode neighbor command to check the neighbor relationship.

Related Commands

 Configuring the Transmission Interval of HelloMessages

Command ipv6 pim query-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

Indicates the transmission interval of Hello packets.

The unit is seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 and the default value is 30.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Each time the transmission interval of Hello messages is updated, the Holdtime of Hello messages is accordingly

updated according to the following rule: The Holdtime of Hello messages is updated to 3.5 times transmission

intervalofHellomessages. If the transmission intervalofHellomessagesmultipliedby3.5 is larger than65,535, the

transmission interval of Hello messages is forcibly updated to 18,725.

 Configuring thePropagation Delay for HelloMessages

Command Ipv6 pim propagation-delay milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: The unit is milliseconds. The value ranges from 1 to 32,767 and the default value is 500.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Changing the propagation delay or prune override delaywill affect J/P-override-interval. According to the protocol,

J/P-override-intervalmustbesmaller thantheHoldtimeofJoin-Prunepackets.Otherwise,short flowinterruptionwill

be incurred. This must be maintained and guaranteed by network administrators.

 Configuring thePruneOverride Interval for HelloMessages

Command ipv6 pim override-interval milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: The unit is milliseconds. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 and the default value is 2500.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Changing the propagation delay or prune override delaywill affect J/P-override-interval. According to the protocol,

J/P-override-intervalmustbesmaller thantheHoldtimeofJoin-Prunepackets.Otherwise,short flowinterruptionwill

be incurred.
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 Configuring the Interface Joining Suppression Capability for HelloMessages

Command ipv6 pim neighbor-tracking

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide When the joining suppression capability of an interface is enabled and the local router needs to transmit a Join

packet to an upstream neighbor, the Join packet of the local router is suppressed and is not transmitted if the local

router receives a Join packet from a neighbor to the upstream router. If the joining suppression capability of the

interface is disabled, the local router transmits the Join packet. When the joining suppression capability of a

downstreamreceiver isdisabled, theupstreamneighbor canaccuratelyknow thenumberof receiversconnected to

the downstream neighbor through the received Join packet, thereby implementing neighbor tracking.

 Configuring theDelay of SendingOut HelloMessages

Command Ipv6 pim triggered-hello-delay seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: The unit is seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 5 and the default value is 5.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenan interface is enabled or detects a new neighbor, theTriggered-Hello-Delaymessage is used togenerate a

random time period. Within the time period, the interface sends Hello packets.

 Configuring theDR Priority for HelloMessages

Command Ipv6 pim dr-priority priority-value

Parameter

Description

priority-value: Indicates the priority. A larger value means a higher priority.

The value ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,294 and the default value is 1.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The process of selecting a DR is as follows:

Thepriority parameter is set forHello packetsof devices in the sameLAN.The priority is compared for the selection

ofaDR.Thedevicewithahigherpriority is theDR. Ifmultipledevicesshare thesamepriority, thedevicewitha larger

IP address is the DR.

When the priority parameter is not set for Hello packets of a device in a LAN, the devicewith a larger IP address is

elected as the DR in the LAN.

 Configuring Neighborfiltering

Command ipv6 pim neighbor-filter ipv6_access-list

Parameter

Description

ipv6_access-list: References an IPv6 ACL to restrict the neighbor address range.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand canbeused to filter neighbors tostrengthen thesecurity of thePIMnetworkand restrict theaddress

rangeof legitimateneighbors. If aneighbor isrejectedbyanACL,PIM-SMv6willnotestablishapeeringrelationship
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with this neighbor or suspend the peering relationship with this neighbor.

 Displaying Neighbor Information About an Interface

Command show ipv6 pim sparse-mode neighbor [ detail ]

Parameter

Description

detail: Displays details.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Set the transmission interval of Hello packets of PIM-SMv6 to 50 seconds.

 Set the propagation delay of Hello packets of PIM-SMv6 to 400milliseconds.

 Set the prune override interval of Hello packets of PIM-SMv6 to 3,000milliseconds.

 Configure the interface joining suppression capability for Hellomessages of PIM-SMv6.

 Set the delay of sending out Hellomessages of PIM-SMv6 to 3 seconds.

 Set the DR priority of Hellomessages of PIM-SMv6 to 5.

switch#configureterminal

switch (config)#int gi 0/1

switch (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim query-interval 50

switch (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim propagation-delay 400

switch (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim override-interval 3000

switch (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 pim triggered-hello-delay 3

switch (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ipv6 pim dr-priority 5

Verification Run the debug ipv6 pim sparse-mode packet command to check parameters in a Hello packet.

switch # debug ipv6 pim sparse-mode packet

*Jan 2 02:37:55: %7: Hello send to GigabitEthernet 0/2

*Jan 2 02:37:55: %7: Send Hello message

*Jan 2 02:37:55: %7: Holdtime: 175

*Jan 2 02:37:55: %7: T-bit: off

*Jan 202:37:55:%7: Propagationdelay:400

*Jan 202:37:55:%7: Overrideinterval:3000

*Jan 2 02:37:55: %7: DR priority: 5

*Jan 2 02:37:55: %7: Gen ID: 99572792

*Jan 2 02:37:55: %7: Secondary Addresses:

*Jan 202:37:55:%7: 2000::2
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Configuration

Steps

Configure neighbor filtering on an interface to receive neighbor packets with the address of (8000::1/64).

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 pim neighbor-filter acl

% access-list acl not exist

switch(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

switch(config)#ipv6 access-list acl

switch(config-ipv6-acl)#permit ipv6 8000::1/64 any

Verification Before neighbor filtering is configured, display the neighbor information.

switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode neighbor

NeighborAddress Interface

fe80::21a:a9ff:fe3a:6355 GigabitEthernet 0/2

Uptime/Expires

00:32:29/00:01:16 1 /

DR

Pri/Mode

Verification After neighbor filtering is configured, the neighbor information is blank.

switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode neighbor

Common Errors

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 are not configured or fail to be configured.

20.4.3 Configuring BSR Parameters

Configuration Effect

 Restrict the range of BSMs.

Notes

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 must be configured.

 AC-RP and aC-BSRmust be configured.

 The border must be configured on the interface between domains.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theBorder

 The border must be configured if there are multiple domains.

 Configure the border the interface between two domains.

 Configuring a PIMRouter to Restrict BSMs

 Optional.

 This configuration can be performed on aPIM router unless otherwise specified.
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 Configuring a C-BSR toRestrict theC-PRRange

 Optional.

 This configuration can be performed on all C-BSRs unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring aC-BSR toReceiveC-RP-ADVPacketswith prefix-count of 0

 Optional.

 This configuration can be performed on all C-BSRs unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Verifying theBorder

Enable the basic functions of PIM-SMv6, set two routers in different domains, and set Router B as aC-BSR. Router A can normally

receive BSMs.

Set the common border between Router A and Router B as a border interface. Router A cannot receive BSMs.

 Verifying a PIMRouter toRestrict BSMs

Enable the basic functions of PIM-SMv6 and set Router B as aC-BSR. Router A can normally receive BSMs. Restrict the C-BSR range on

Router A. Router A cannot receive BSMs.

 Verifying a C-BSR toRestrict theC-PRRange

Enable thebasic functionsofPIM-SMv6,setRouterBasaC-BSR,setRouterAasaC-RP,and restrict theC-RPrangeon theC-BSR.

Router B cannot receive packets from the C-RP.

Related Commands

 Configuring theBSRBorder

Command ipv6 pim bsr-border

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide TheBSRbordercanbeconfiguredonan interface to restrict floodingofBSMs.When this interfacereceivesBSMs, it

immediately discards them and BSMs are not forwarded by this interface.

 Configuring a PIMRouter to Restrict BSMs

Command ipv6 pim accept-bsr list ipv6_access-list

Parameter

Description

list ipv6_access-list: References an IPv6 ACL to restrict the BSR address range. A named ACL is supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring a C-BSR toRestrict theC-PRRange

Command ipv6 pim accept-crp list ipv6_access-list
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Parameter

Description

list ipv6_access-list:Referencesan IPv6ACL torestrict theaddress rangeof theC-RPand thegroupaddressrange

served by the C-RP. A named ACL is supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure thiscommandonaC-BSR.When thisC-BSRiselectedas theBSR, itcan restrict theaddressrangeof the

valid C-RP and the multicast group range served by the C-RP.

 Displaying BSMs

Command show ipv6 pim sparse-mode bsr-router

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 DisplayingAll RPsConfigured on the Local Device and theMulticast Groups Served by theRPs

Command show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp mapping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theBSRBorder

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Configure the BSR border on the juncture interface betweenRouter B and Router A.

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ipv6 pim bsr-border

Verification Before the BSR border is configured, the BSM information of Router A is displayed as follows:
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switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode bsr-router

PIMv2 Bootstrap information

BSR address: 5000::5

Uptime: 00:05:42, BSRPriority: 64, Hashmask length: 126

Expires: 00:01:28

Role: Non-candidate BSR Priority: 0, Hash mask length: 126

State: Accept Preferred

Candidate RP: 3000::5(Loopback 0)

Advertisement interval 60 seconds

Next Cand_RP_advertisement in 00:00:24

switch#

CandidateRP: Indicates all C-RPs configured on the local router, excluding other routers.

After the BSR border is configured, the BSM information of Router A is displayed as follows:

switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode bsr-router

Candidate RP: 3000::5(Loopback 0)

Advertisement interval 60 seconds

Next Cand_RP_advertisement in 00:00:53

 Configuring aPIMRouter toRestrict theSource AddressRangeofBSMs to (8000::5/64)

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 ConfigurePIMRouterA to restrict BSMs.The restrictedsourceaddress range is (8000::5/64).

switch(config)#ipv6 access-list acl

switch(config-ipv6-acl)#permit ipv6 8000::5/64 any

switch(config-ipv6-acl)#exit

switch(config)#ipv6 pim accept-crp list acl

Verification Before the BSM restriction is configured, the BSM information of Router A is displayed as follows:
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switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode bsr-router

PIMv2 Bootstrap information

BSR address: 5000::5

Uptime: 00:05:42, BSRPriority: 64, Hashmask length: 126

Expires: 00:01:28

Role: Non-candidate BSR Priority: 0, Hash mask length: 126

State: Accept Preferred

Candidate RP: 3000::5(Loopback 0)

Advertisement interval 60 seconds

Next Cand_RP_advertisement in 00:00:24

switch#

After the BSM restriction is configured, the BSM information of Router A is displayed as follows:

switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode bsr-router

Candidate RP: 3000::5(Loopback 0)

Advertisement interval 60 seconds

Next Cand_RP_advertisement in 00:00:34

 Configuring aC-BSR toRestrict theSourceAddressRangeofC-PRPackets to (9000::5/64)

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 ConfigureRouterB to restrictC-RPpackets.The restrictedsourceaddress range is (9000::5/64).

FS(config)#ipv6 access-list acl

FS(config-ipv6-acl)#permit ipv6 9000::5/64 any

FS(config-ipv6-acl)#exit

FS(config)#ipv6 pim accept-crp list acl

Verification Before C-RP packet filtering is configured, information about all RP groups on Router B is displayed as follows:
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FS#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp mapping

PIM Group-to-RP Mappings

This system is the Bootstrap Router (v2)

Group(s): ff00::/8

RP: 3000::5(Not self)

Info source: 3000::5, via bootstrap, priority 192

Uptime: 00:02:26, expires: 00:02:08

FS#

After C-RP packet filtering is configured, information about all RP groups on Router B is displayed as follows:

FS#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp mapping

PIM Group-to-RP Mappings

This system is the Bootstrap Router (v2)

 Configuring theStatic RP First

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Set the address of Interface Loopback0 of Router A to 3000::5. (Omitted)

 Set the address of Interface Loopback1 of Router A to 4000::5. (Omitted)

 Set the static address of Router A to 3300::5. (Omitted)

 Set the static address of Router B to 3300::5.

 Configure the static RP first on Router A.

switch(config)#ipv6 pim rp-address 3300::5

switch(config)#ipv6 pim static-rp-preferred

Verification Before static RP first is configured, display information about the RP corresponding to FF16::1.

switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp ff16::1

RP: 4000::5

Info source: 5000::5, via bootstrap

PIMv2 Hash Value 126

RP 4000::5, via bootstrap, priority 56, hash value 892666309

RP3000::5, via bootstrap, priority 200,hash value1161101765

RP3300::5, static (hashvalue 204800453not used)

Verification After static RP first is configured, display information about the RP corresponding to FF16::1.
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switch(config)#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp ff16::1

RP: 3300::5 (Static)

PIMv2 STATIC RP PREFERRED

PIMv2 Hash Value 126

RP 4000::5, via bootstrap, priority 56, hash value 892666309

RP3000::5, via bootstrap, priority 200, hash value 1161101765

RP3300::5, static (hashvalue 204800453not used)

switch(config)#

Common Errors

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 are not configured or fail to be configured.

 No C-BSR is configured.

 The BSR border is not configured on an interface between different domains.

20.4.4 ConfiguringRPandDRParameters

Configuration Effect

 Configure the ignorance of the C-RP priority for theRP reselection.

 Configure the DR at the data source end to detect the RP reachability.

 Restrict the (S,G) multicast group address of the data source so that the ASM model provides the multicast service only for
multicast packets within the allowable range.

 Configure the rate limit for the DR at the data source end to transmit Register packets.

 Configure the checksum length of Register packets.

 Configure the source address of Register packets.

 Configure the suppression time of Register packets.

 Configure the probing time of NULL packets.

 Configure theTTL of Register packets received by theRP from the (S,G)multicast group address.

 Configure the static RP first.

Notes

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Ignorance of theC-RPPriority for theRPReselection

 Optional.
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 The ignorance of the C-RP priority can be enabled on each router unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theDR at theData Source End toDetect theRPReachability

 Optional.

 The reachability detection canbeenabled on theDR that is directly connected to the data source unless otherwise specified.

 Restricting the (S,G) Address Rangeof Register Packets at theData Source End

 Optional.

 The(S,G)addressrangeofRegisterpacketsatthedatasourceendcanberestrictedonallroutersthatfunctionasC-RPsorstatic
RPs unless otherwise specified.

 Restricting theRate for theDRat theData Source End to Transmit Register Packets

 Optional.

 The transmission rate limit of Register packets can be enabled on the DR that is directly connected to the data source unless
otherwise specified.

 Configuring theChecksum Length of Register Packets

 Optional.

 The checksum length of Register packets can be configured onall C-RPsor staticRPsunless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theSource Address of Register Packets

 Optional.

 The source address of Register packets can be configured on the DR that isdirectly connected to the data source unless
otherwise specified.

 Configuring theSuppression Time of Register Packets

 Optional.

 The suppression time of Register packets can be configured on the DR that is directly connected to the data source unless
otherwise specified.

 Configuring theProbing Time of NULL Packets

 Optional.

 The probing timeof NULL packets can be configured on theDR that is directly connected to the data sourceunless otherwise
specified.

 Configuring theTTLofRegister PacketsReceived by theRP fromthe (S,G)MulticastGroupAddress

 Optional.

 TheTTLof Register packets from the (S,G)multicast groupaddresscanbeconfigured onall routers that functionasC-RPsor
static RPs unless otherwise specified.

 Configuring theStatic RP First

 Optional.
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 The static RP first can be configured on all routers unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Verifying the Ignorance of the C-RP Priority

Set the address to 3000::5 and priority to 200 for Interface Loopback0 onRouter A. Set the address to 4000: : 5 and priority to 56 for

Interface Loopback1 on Router A. Set theC-BSR address to 5000: : 5 on Router B.

 Run theshow ipv6pimsparse-mode rp ff16::2 command to display information about theRP that serves the current group.

 Verifying theDR at theData Source End toDetect the RPReachability

Set the address to 3000::5 and priority to 200 for Interface Loopback0 onRouter A. Set the address to 4000: : 5 and priority to 56 for

Interface Loopback1 on Router A. Set theC-BSR address to 5000: : 5 on Router B. Configure the RP reachability detection on Router B.

 Run the show running-config command to checkwhether the RP reachability detection is configured.

 Verifying theRestriction of the (S,G)AddressRangeofRegister Packets at theData Source End

Set the address to 3000::5 and priority to 200 for Interface Loopback0 onRouter A. Set the address to 4000: : 5 and priority to 56 for

InterfaceLoopback1onRouterA.Set theC-BSRaddress to5000: : 5onRouterB.Theaddressof themulticastgroup isFF16::2.Set

Router A to receive packets only from themulticast sourcewith the source address of (1300::1/64).

 Run the show ip pim sparse-modemroute command to display the (S,G) entries.

 Verifying theRate Limit for theDRat theData Source End to Transmit Register Packets

 Set therateof transmittingRegisterpackets forRouterBandthen run theshowippimsparse-modetrackcommandtocheck
the number of transmitted Register packets for confirmation.

 Verifying theChecksum Length of Register Packets

 SetRouter A to checkaRegister packet based on the entire packet rather than based only on the packet header and Register
packet header. Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

 Verifying theSource Address of Register Packets

 Configure the source address of Register packets on Router B and run the show running-config command to check the
configuration on RouterA.

 Verifying theSuppression Time and Probing Time of Register Packets

 Configure thesuppression timeandprobing timeofRegisterpacketsonRouterBand run theshowrunning-configcommand
to check the configuration.

 Verifying theTTLofRegister Packets Received by theRP from the (S,G)MulticastGroupAddress

 Configure the TTL of Register packets from the (S,G) multicast group address on Router A and run the show ip pim
sparse-modemroute command to display the maximum (S,G)TTL.

 Verifying theStatic RP First

 Configure a static RP and a C-RP on Router A, configure the static RP first, and then run the show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp
ff16::2 command to display information about the current RP.
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Related Commands

 Ignoring theC-RP Priority

Command ipv6 pim ignore-rp-set-priority

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Displaying Information About theRP That Serves a Group

Command show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp-hash group-address

Parameter

Description

group-address: Indicates the parsed group address.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theDRDirectlyConnected to theData Source toDetect RPReachability

Command ipv6 pim register-rp-reachability

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After thiscommandisconfigured, theRPreachability isdetectedbeforeRegisterpacketsare transmitted. If theRPis

reachable, Register packets are transmitted. If the RP is unreachable, Register packets are not transmitted.

 Restricting the (S,G) Address Rangeof Register Packets at theData Source End

Command ipv6 pim accept-register

ipv6_access-list ] }

{ list ipv6_access-list [route-map map-name ] | route-map map-name [list

Parameter

Description

list ipv6_access-list: References an IP extended ACL to restrict the (S,G) address range. The value range is 100-199,

2000-2699, andWord.

route-map map-name: Uses a route map to restrict the (S,G) address range.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, when receiving a Register packet from an unauthorized source, the RP

immediately returns the Register-Stop packet.

 DisplayingMulticast Routing Entries

Command show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute [ group-or-source-address [ group-or-source-address ] ]

Parameter

Description

group-or-source-address: Indicates the group address or source address. The two addresses cannot be group

addresses or source addresses at the same time.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide Agroupaddress,asourceaddress,orbothaddressescanbespecifiedeachtime.Youcanalsonotspecifyaspecific

groupaddressor sourceaddressbut you cannot specify twogroupaddressesor twosourceaddressesat thesame

time.

 Configuring theRate Limit for theDR to Transmit Register Packets

Command ipv6 pim register-rate-limit rate

Parameter

Description

Rate: Indicates thenumberofRegisterpackets thatareallowed tobe transmittedpersecond.Thevalue ranges from

1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure the transmissionrateofRegisterpacketsfromthe(S,G)multicastgroupaddress

rather than the Register packets of the entire system. After this command is configured, the load of the source DR

and RP will be relieved and Register packets whose rate does not exceed the limit will be transmitted.

 Displaying the Statistics on PIMPackets

Command show ipv6 pim sparse-mode track

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide When the system is started, the statistics start time point is first set. Each time clear ip pim sparse-mode track is

called, the statistics start time point is set again and the PIM packet counter is cleared.

 Configuring theChecksumCalculation of a Register Packet Based on theEntirePacket

Command ipv6 pim register-checksum-wholepkt [ group-list ipv6_access-list ]

Parameter

Description

group-list access-list: Uses an ACL to restrict the group addresses that use this configuration.

access-list: Supports digits <1,99> and <1300,1999>. A named ACL is supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The device calculates the checksum of a Register packet based on the entire PIM protocol packet including the

encapsulated multicast data packet, rather than the PIM header of the Register packet.

If group-list ipv6_access-list is not carried in this command, all group addresses apply this configuration.

 Configuring theSource Address of Register Packets

Command ipv6 pim register-source { ipv6_local_address | interface-type interface-number }

Parameter

Description

local_address: Specifies an IPv6 address as the source address of Register packets.

interface-type interface-number: Specifies the IPv6 address of an interface as the source address of Register packets.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Theconfiguredaddressmustbe reachable.When theRPreceivesaRegister packet, it transmits theRegister-Stop

packet with the source IPv6 address of the Register packet as the destination address.

PIM-SMv6 does not need to be enabled on associated interfaces.

 Configuring theSuppression Time of Register Packets
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Command ipv6 pim register-suppression seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates thesuppression timeofRegisterpackets.Theunit isseconds.Thevaluerangesfrom1 to65,535

and the default value is 60.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configuring this value on theDRwill change thesuppression timeofRegister packetsdefined on theDR. If the ipv6

pim rp-register-kat command is not configured, configuring this value on theRPwill change the keepalive timeof

the RP.

 Configuring theProbing Time of Register Packets

Command ipv6 pim probe-interval seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates theprobing timeofRegister packets.Theunit is seconds.Thevalue ranges from1 to65,535and

the default value is 5.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Probing timeofRegisterpackets is theinterval for thesourceDRtotransmit theNULL-Registerpacket totheRPprior

to the timeout of the suppression time of Register packets.

The probing time of Register packets cannot be larger than half of the suppression time of Register packets.

Otherwise, the configuration fails and a warning is displayed. In addition, the suppression time of Register packets

multipliedby threeplus theprobing timeofRegisterpacketscannotbe larger than65,535.Otherwise,awarningwill

be displayed.

 Configuring theKAT Interval on the RP

Command Ipv6 pim rp-register-kat seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates the time of the KAT timer.

The unit is seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 and the default value is 210.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theStatic RP First

Command ipv6 pim static-rp-preferred

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, the priority of the staticRP is higher than that of theRP elected by using the BSR

mechanism.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringWhether theC-RPPriority IsConsidered for theGroup-to-RPMapping

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Set the address to 3000::5 and priority to 200 for Interface Loopback0onRouter A. (Omitted)
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 Set the address to 4000: : 5 and priority to56 for Interface Loopback1 onRouter A. (Omitted)

 Set the C-BSR address to 5000: : 5 on Router B. (Omitted)

 Display the group corresponding to FF16::1.

 Configure the ignorance of C-RP priority on Router B.

switch#configure terminal

FS(config)# ipv6 pim ignore-rp-set-priority

Verification Before the ignorance of the C-RP priority is configured, the following information is displayed:

switch(config)#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp FF16::1

RP: 4000::5

Info source: 5000::5, via bootstrap

PIMv2 Hash Value 126

RP 4000::5, via bootstrap, priority 56, hash value 892666309

RP 3000::5, via bootstrap, priority 200, hash value 1161101765

After the ignorance of the C-RP priority is configured, the following information is displayed:

switch(config)#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp FF16::1

RP: 3000::5

Info source: 5000::5, via bootstrap

 Configuring theReachability Detection of theRPDirectly Connected to theData Source

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Configure the reachability detection of the RP directly connected to the data source.

FS(config)#ipv6 pim register-rp-reachability

Verification Run the show running-config command to check the configuration. The following information is displayed:

FS(config)#show running-config

!

!

!

ipv6 pim register-rp-reachability

ipv6 pim bsr-candidate Loopback 0

!

!

 Restricting the (S,G) Address Rangeof Register Packets at theData Source End
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Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 SetRouterAtofilterpacketsbysourceaddressandreceivepacketsonlyfromthesourceaddress(1300::1/64).

switch(config)#ipv6 pim accept-register list acl

% access-list 101 not exist

switch(config)#ipv6 access-list acl

switch(config-ipv6-acl)#permit ipv6 1300::1/64 any

switch(config-ipv6-acl)#exit

Verification Before the (S,G) address range of Register packets at the data source end is restricted, run the show ipv6 pim

sparse-mode mroute command to display multicast entries. The (S,G) entry and (S,G,RPT) entry exist.

switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(*, ff16::1)

RP: 4000::5

RPFnbr: ::

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FCR:

(1100::2, ff16::1)

RPF nbr: fe80::21a:a9ff:fe3a:6355

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timer expires in 36 seconds

kat expires in 191 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

After the (S,G) address range of Register packets at the data source end is restricted, run the show ipv6 pim

sparse-mode mroute command to display multicast entries. The (S,G) entry and (S,G,RPT) entry exist.

switch#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:0

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(*, ff16::1)

RP: 4000::5

RPFnbr: ::

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined
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0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

(1100::2, ff16::1, rpt)

RP: 4000::5

RPFnbr: ::

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: PRUNED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 Restricting theRate for theDRat theData Source End to Transmit Register Packets

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Check the number of PIM packets transmitted byRouter B.

 Check the number of PIM packets transmitted byRouter B one second later.

 Set the rate for Router B to transmit Register packets.

 Check the number of PIM packets transmitted byRouter B one second later.

FS(config)#ipv6 pim register-rate-limit1

Verification Before the rate limit is configured, check the number of PIM packets transmitted by the DR. The following

information is displayed:

FS#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode track

PIMv6 packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 17:14:54

received sent

ValidPIMv6packets: 5064 7727

Hello: 1329 4057

Join-Prune: 863 0

Register: 0 2636
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Register-Stop: 975 0

Assert: 0 0

BSM: 0 1034

C-RP-ADV: 1897 0

PIMDM-Graft: 0

PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0

Errors:

Malformed packets: 0

Bad checksums: 0

Send errors: 5

PacketsreceivedwithunknownPIMversion:0

Before the rate limit is configured, check the number of PIM packets transmitted by the DR one second later. The

following information is displayed:

FS#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode track

PIMv6 packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 17:14:55

received sent

ValidPIMv6packets: 5064 7727

Hello: 1335 4063

Join-Prune: 866 0

Register: 0 2639

Register-Stop: 978 0

Assert: 0 0

BSM: 0 1035

C-RP-ADV: 1897 0

PIMDM-Graft: 0

PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0
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Errors:

Malformedpackets: 0

Badchecksums: 0

Send errors: 5

Packets received with unknown PIM version: 0

After the rate limit is configured, check the number of PIMpackets transmitted by theDR.The following information

is displayed:

FS#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode track

PIMv6 packet counters track

Elapsed time since counters cleared: 17:14:56

received sent

ValidPIMv6packets: 5064 7727

Hello: 1341 4069

Join-Prune: 869 0

Register: 0 2640

Register-Stop: 979 0

Assert: 0 0

BSM: 0 1036

C-RP-ADV: 1897 0

PIMDM-Graft: 0

PIMDM-Graft-Ack: 0

PIMDM-State-Refresh: 0

UnknownPIMType: 0

Errors:

Malformedpackets: 0

Badchecksums: 0

Senderrors: 5

Packets received with unknown PIM version: 0

 Configuring theChecksum Length of Register Packets

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Configure the checksumcalculation of aRegister packet based on the entire packet onRouter A.

 Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.
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switch(config)#ipv6 pim register-checksum-wholepkt

switch(config)#show running-config

Verification Check the configuration on Router A. The configuration is displayed as follows:

!

!

ipv6 pim register-checksum-wholepkt

ipv6pimrp-candidateLoopback0priority200

ipv6pim rp-candidateLoopback1priority 56

ipv6 pim ssm default

!

!

 Configuring theSource Address of Register Packets

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Set the source address of Interface Loopback1 to5500::5/64 on Router B. (Omitted)

 Set thesourceaddressofRegisterpackets totheaddressof InterfaceLoopback2onRouterB. (Omitted)

 Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

FS(config)#ipv6 pim register-sourceLoopback 1

Verification Check the configuration on Router B.

!

!

ipv6 pim register-source Loopback 1

ipv6 pim register-rate-limit 1

ipv6 pim bsr-candidate Loopback 0

!

!

 Configuring theSuppression Time and Probing Timeof Register Packets

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Set the suppression time to 20 seconds on Router B.

 Set the probing time to 2 seconds on Router B.

 Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

FS(config)#ipv6 pim register-suppression 20

FS(config)#ipv6 pim probe-interval 2

FS(config)# show ip pim sparse-mode track
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Verification Check the configuration on Router B.

!

ipv6 pim register-source Loopback 1

ipv6 pim register-rate-limit 1

ipv6 pim register-suppression 20

ipv6 pim probe-interval 2

ipv6 pim bsr-candidate Loopback 0

!

!

 Configuring theTTLofRegister PacketsReceived by theRP fromthe (S,G)MulticastGroupAddress

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 SetheTTLofRegisterpacketsreceivedbyRouterA fromthe(S,G)multicastgroupaddress to60seconds.

 Run the show ippim sparse-modemroute command to check the number ofRegister packets.

FS(config)#ip pim rp-register-kat 60

Verification AftertheTTLisconfigured,checktheTTLofRegisterpacketsfromthe(S,G)multicastgroupaddressonRouterA.The

TTL is not larger than 60 seconds.

switch(config)#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:0

(S,G)Entries:1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(1100::2, ff16::1)

RPF nbr: fe80::21a:a9ff:fe3a:6355

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

SPT bit: 0

Upstream State: NOT JOINED

kat expires in 60 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local
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0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Outgoing

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(1100::2, ff16::1, rpt)

RP: 4000::5

RPF nbr: ::

RPF idx: None

Common Errors

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 are not configured or fail to be configured.

 The (S,G)address rangeofRegister packetsat thedata sourceend isnot restrictedor fails tobe configuredonaC-RPor staticRP.

 Whenthe(S,G)addressrangeofRegisterpacketsatthedatasourceendisrestricted,thereferencedACLisnotconfiguredorthe
source/group address range allowed by the ACL is configured incorrectly.

 The source/group address ranges allowed by C-RPsor static RPs are inconsistent.

20.4.5 Configuring theTransmission Interval ofJoin/PrunePackets

Configuration Effect

 Change the transmission interval of Join/Prune packets to form an RPT or SPT.

Notes

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure the transmission interval of Join/Prune packets.

Verification

Set the transmission interval of Join/Prune packets to 120 seconds on Router B. Run the show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute

command to check the entry TTL.
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Related Commands

 Configuring the Transmission Interval of Join/Prune Packets

Command ipv6 pim jp-timer seconds

Parameter

Description

Seconds: Indicates the transmission interval of Join/Prune packets.

The unit is seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535 and the default value is 60.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Transmission Interval of Join/PrunePackets on aRouter

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Configure the transmission interval of Join/Prune packets on a router.

FS(config)#ip pim jp-timer120

Verification Run the show ipv6 pim sparse-modemroute command to check the entry. The transmission time of Join/Prune

packets is not larger than 120.

switch(config)#show ipv6 pim sparse-mode mroute

IPv6 Multicast Routing Table

(*,*,RP) Entries: 0

(*,G) Entries:1

(S,G)Entries:1

(S,G,rpt) Entries: 1

FCREntries:0

REG Entries: 0

(*, ff16::1)

RP: 4000::5

RPFnbr: ::

RPF idx: None

Upstream State: JOINED

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Joined

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Asserted

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FCR:

(1100::2, ff16::1)

RPF nbr: fe80::21a:a9ff:fe3a:6355

RPF idx: GigabitEthernet 0/2

SPT bit: 1

Upstream State: JOINED

jt_timerexpires in116seconds

kat expires in 59 seconds

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Local

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Common Errors

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 are not configured or fail to be configured.

20.4.6 Configuring the Last-Hop Device to Switch from theRPT to theSPT

Configuration Effect

 Switch the last-hop device from the RPT to the SPT.

Notes

 The basic functions of PIM-SMv6 must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configure the last-hop device to switch from the RPT to the SPT.

Verification

Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6,make theDRat the data sourceend transmit data streams toGroup FF16::1, andmake the

receiver forcibly join theGroupFF16::1 to formaRPT.TheDRat the receiveend forciblyperforms theswitching fromtheRPT toSPT.

Check the configuration on the RP.
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Related Commands

 Enabling the SPT Switching Function

Command ipv6 pim spt-threshold [group-list ipv6_access-list ]

Parameter

Description

group-listipv6_access-list:ReferencesanIPv6ACLtorestrictthegroupaddressrangethatallowsSPTswitching.

ipv6_access-list: A named ACL is supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Ifgroup-list ipv6_access-list parameter is not carried in this command, all multicast groups are allowed to conduct

SPT switching.

Ifno is set in this command,group-list is carried, and thecarriedACL isaconfiguredACL, the restrictionof theACL

associated with group-list is cancelled and all groups are allowed to switch from the RPT to the SPT.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the Last-HopDevice to Switch from theRPT to theSPT

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic functions of PIM-SMv6. (Omitted)

 Make the DR at the data source end transmit code streams toGroup FF16::1.

 Make the DR at the receive end receive code streams fromGroup FF16::1.

 Configure the last-hop device to switch from theRPT to theSPT on the DRat the receive end.

switch(config)#ipv6 pim spt-threshold

Verification Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

switch(config)#show running-config

!

!

ip pim jp-timer 120

ip pim spt-threshold

ip pim rp-candidate Loopback 0

!

!

20.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commands may lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears information about the dynamic

RP.

clear ipv6 pim sparse-mode bsr rp-set *

Sets thepacketstatisticsstart timeagain

and clears the PIMv6 packet counter.

clear ipv6 pim sparse-mode track
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Displaying

Description Command

Displays details about the BSR. show ipv6 pim sparse-mode bsr-router

Displays the PIM-SM information about

an interface.

show ipv6 pim sparse-mode interface [ interface-type interface-number ] [ detail ]

Displays the local MLD information

about a PIM-SMv6 interface.

show ipv6 pim sparse-mode local-members [ interface-type interface-number ]

Displays the

information.

PIM-SMv6 routing showipv6pimsparse-modemroute [group-or-source-address [group-or-source-address ] ]

Displays the

information.

PIM-SMv6 neighbor show ipv6 pim sparse-mode neighbor [ detail ]

Displays next hop-relevant information,

including the next-hop interface ID,

address, and metric.

show ipv6 pim sparse-mode nexthop

Displays all RPs configured on the local

device and the groups served by the

RPs.

show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp mapping

Displays information about the RP that

serves the group address.

show ipv6 pim sparse-mode rp-hash ipv6-group-address

Displays the number of PIM packets

transmitted and received from the

statistics start time to the current time.

show ipv6 pim sparse-mode track

21 ConfiguringMSDP

21.1 Overview

Multicast Source Discovery Protocol is used to connect multiple rendezvous points (RPs) on the network and share the multicast

source information among these RPs.

 UseMSDP amongmultiple Protocol Independent Multicast - Sparse-Mode (PIM-SM) domains to share themulticast source
information of thesePIM-SMdomains to implement cross-domain multicast.

 UseMSDP in aPIM-SMdomain to share themulticast source information ofmultiple RPs to implement anycast-RP.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC3618: Multicast SourceDiscovery Protocol(MSDP)

21.2 Applications

Application Description

Cross-Domain Multicast Connect multiple ASs, share the multicast resources among autonomous systems (ASs), and

provide the multicast service across ASs.

Anycast-RP Share the multicast source information among multiple RPs in a single AS.
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21.2.1 Cross-Domain Multicast

Scenario

Connect multiple ASs, run PPIM-SM within the ASs, and establish an MSDP peer relationship between RPs of different ASs.

Asshown inFigure8-1, DR1connected to themulticast source registerswithRP1 in the local domain.DR2connected to thegroup

member host triggers a join towards RP 2 in the local domain. RP 1 uses the SA message to notify RP 2 of the multicast source

information. RP 2 continues to trigger a join towards themulticast source to build amulticast distribution tree (MDT).

Cross-domain multicast allows group member hosts to apply for the multicast streams across ASs.

Figure 8-1

Deployment

 RunOpenShortest Path First (OSPF)within eachAS, and run BorderGatewayProtocol (BGP) between ASs to implement
cross-domain unicast.

 Run PIM-SMwithin eachAS, and runMSDP between ASs to implement cross-domainmulticast.

21.2.2 Anycast-RP

Scenario

PIM-SMrunswithineachAS.MultipleRPsexist,use thesameRPaddress,andserve thesamegroup.AnMSDPpeer relationship is

established between these RPs.

AsshowninFigure8-2,DR1connected to themulticastsourceregisterswiththenearestRP1 in the localdomain.DR2connected to

the group member host triggers a join towards the nearest RP 2. RP 1 uses the SA message to notify RP 2 of the multicast source

information. RP 2 continues to trigger a join towards the multicast source to build an MDT.

Anycast-RP provides redundancy and load balancing for RPs, and helps accelerate convergence of multicast routes.
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Figure 8- 2

Deployment

 RunOSPF within each AS to implement intra-domain unicast.

 Run PIM-SMwithin eachAS to implement intra-domain multicast.

 RunMSDP among RPs to share themulticast source information.

21.3 Features

Function Description

Establishing an MSDP Peer

Relationship

Connect multiple RPs to share the multicast source information.

Receiving and Forwarding SA

Messages

Prevent SA flooding and suppress SA storms.

21.3.1 EstablishinganMSDPPeerRelationship

WorkingPrinciple

Configure one or more pairs of MDSP peers on the network to connect RPs, thereby notifying other RPs of the multicast source

information on an RP.

UsetheTCPconnectionbetweenMDSPpeers throughport639.Sofaras theunicast route is reachable, theMSDPpeer relationship

can beestablished.
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Figure 8- 3

 RPConnected to theMulticast Source

ConfiguretheMSDPpeerontheRPconnectedtothemulticastsource.Then,thisRPcanuseSAmessagestosendthelocalmulticast

source information to other RPs.

AsshowninFigure8-3,DR1registersthemulticastsource informationwithRP1.Asapeer relationship isestablishedbetweenRP1

and RP 2, RP 1 sends the multicast source information to X.

 SA MessageForwarder

Non-RPs can also act as MSDP peers, but only forwards SA messages.

AsshowninFigure8-3,XforwardsSAmessagessent fromRP1toRP2. In thisway, themulticastsource information istransferred to

RP 2.

 RPConnected to theMulticast Receiver

Configure theMSDPpeeron theRPconnected tothemulticast receiver.Then, thisRPcantriggera join towards themulticastsource

based on the received SAmessage.

AsshowninFigure8-3,DR2triggersajoin towardsRP2.AsRP2alreadyobtains themulticastsourceinformation,RP2continues to

trigger a join towards themulticast source, thus establishing anMDT fromDR 1 toDR 2.

21.3.2 ReceivingandForwardingSAMessages

WorkingPrinciple

AnSAmessage contains themulticast source address,multicast group address, and RP address.The RP address is the IP address of the

RPwith which themulticast source is registered.

 TheRPencapsulates the locallyregisteredmulticastsource information inanSAmessage,sends themessagetoall itsMSDP
peers.
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 Onreceiving theSAmessage,eachMSDPpeerperforms thePeer-RPFcheck, compares theSA-Cache,andmatches theSA
messageagainst theSAincomingandoutgoing filteringrules. If theSAmessagepasses thePeer-RPFcheck,doesnotexist in

the SA SA-Cache, and meets the outgoing filtering rules, this SA message is forwarded to other MSDP peers.

TheSArequestandSA responsemessagesarealsousedbetweenMSDPpeers to transfersource informationof a specificgroup.

 Peer-RPF Check

Any SA message coming from an MSDP peer (address: N) will be checked as follows:

Judgewhether theSAmessagepasses thePeer-RPF check in the following sequence.Once theSAmessagepasses thePeer-RPF
check, accept the SAmessage; otherwise, drop the SAmessage.

45. If N is amember of themeshgroup, the SAmessage passes thePeer-RPF check; otherwise, go to step 2.

46. If N is the only activeMSDPpeeron the local device, theSAmessagepasses thePeer-RPFcheck; otherwise, go to step 3.

47. If N is theRP address in theSAmessage, theSAmessagepasses thePeer-RPFcheck; otherwise, go to step 4.

48. If an EBGP route to the RP address in the SA message exists on the local device, and the next hop of this route is N, the SA

message passes the Peer-RPF check; otherwise, go to step 5.

49. If an optimum route to the RP address in theSAmessage exists on the local device, check as follows:

If thisoptimumroute isadistancevector route (suchas theBGP/RIP route), and this router isadvertisedbyN, theSAmessage

passes the Peer-RPF check.

If this optimum route is a link status route (such as theOSPF/IS-IS route), and the next hop of this router isN, the SAmessage

passes the Peer-RPF check.

Otherwise,gotostep6.

50. Ifanoptimumroute to theRPaddress in theSAmessageexistson the localdevice,and this route isaMBGP/BGProute,extract

thenearestASof theAS-Pathof thisMBGP/BGProute. If the localdevicehasmultipleMSDPpeers inthisASandNistheMSDP

peer with the largest IP address, or N is the only MSDP peer in this AS, the SA message passes the Peer-RPF check; otherwise, go

to step7.

51. If N is the defaultMSDP peer, the SAmessagepasses the Peer-RPFcheck; otherwise, go to step 8.

52. The SAmessage fails in the Peer-RPF check.

The Peer-RPF check helps prevent loops and SA flooding.

 MeshGroup

In a mesh group, an MSDP peer relationship is established on every two members.

 ForSAmessagescoming fromentitiesoutside themeshgroup,afterpassing thePeer-RPFcheckandSA-Cachecomparison,
theseSAmessages are forwarded to other members in the group.

 Intra-group SAmessages are no longer forwarded to other members in the group.

The mesh group helps reduce the number of SA messages.

Figure 8-4
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 SACache

The SA cache is used to buffer the SA message status. Expired SA messages will be deleted.

When anMSDPpeer receives anSAmessage, if thismessagedoes not exist in the SAcache and passes the Peer-RPF check, the

messageisstoredintheSAcache.If thismessagealreadyexists intheSAcache, themessageis ignored.ThishelpssuppresstheSA

storms.

When an MSDP peer receives an SA message, if this message already exists in the SA cache, the message is immediately responded.

This helps improve the protocol efficiency.

21.4 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring

Multicast

Cross-Domain
This configuration is mandatory in the cross-domainmulticast scenario.

ip msdp

peerpeer-addressconnect-sourceinterface-typeinterface-num

ber

Establishes

relationship.

an MSDP peer

Configuring an Anycast-RP

This configuration is mandatory in the Anycast-RP scenario.

ip msdp

peerpeer-addressconnect-sourceinterface-typeinterface-num

ber

Establishes

relationship.

an MSDP peer

ip msdp originator-id interface-type interface-number
Modifies the RP address in the SA

message.

Configuring the Peer-RPF Check

Green Channel

Optional. It is used to letSAmessagesuccessfully pass thePeer-RPFcheck.

ip msdp default-peer

prefix-list-name ]

peer-address [ prefix-list
Configures the default MSDP peer.

ip msdp mesh-group mesh-name peer-address Configures an MSDP mesh group.

Enabling Security Measures Optional. It is used toprevent illegalTCPconnections and suppressSAstorms.
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Configuration Item Description and Command

ip msdp password peer peer-address[ encryption-type ]

string
Enables TCP MD5 encryption.

ip msdp sa-limit peer-address sa-limit
Limits the number of SA messages

in the SA cache.

Restricting Broadcasting of SA

Messages

Optional. It is used to restrict releasing, receiving, and forwarding ofSAmessages.

ip msdp redistribute [ list access-list ] [ route-map

route-map ]

Filters the source information

released locally.

ip msdp filter-sa-request peer-address[ list access-list ] Filters received SA requests.

ip msdp sa-filter in peer-address [ list access-list ]

[ route–map route-map ] [ rp-list rp-access-list ]

[ rp-route-map rp-route-map ]

Filters received SA messages.

ip msdp sa-filter out peer-address [ listaccess-list ]

[ route–map route-map ] [ rp-list rp-access-list ]

[ rp-route-map rp-route-map ]

Filters sent SA messages.

Managing MSDP Peers

Optional. It is used to convenientlymanage theMSDP peer relationship.

ip msdp description peer-address text
Adds a description to an MSDP

peer.

ip msdp shutdown peer-address Shuts down an MSDP peer.

Modifying Protocol Parameters

Optional.Youare advised not tomodify the default values of protocol parameters.

ip msdp timer interval
Modifies the TCP reconnection

interval.

ip msdp ttl-thresholdpeer-addressttl-value

Modify the TTL value of the

multicast data packet carried in the

SA message.

21.4.1 ConfiguringCross-DomainMulticast

Configuration Effect

Establish theMSDPpeer relationship betweenmultipleASs so that groupmemberhosts can apply for themulticast streamsacross

ASs.

Notes

 The inter-AC unicast route must be reachable.

 Run PIM-SMwithin eachAS, and configure the BSR border.

Configuration Steps

 Establishing anMSDP Peer Relationship

 Mandatory.

 Establish a peer relationship betweenRPs of the corresponding multicast PIM domain.

 Establish an MSDP peer relationship between EBGP devices of different ASs.
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 Establish anMSDP peer relationship between the RP and the EBGP device in eachAS.

Command ip msdp peer peer-address connect-source interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the local interface, which is used to establish aTCP connectionwith the

remote peer.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thepeerrelationshipisabidirectionalrelationship.Therefore,thiscommandmustbeconfiguredonbothsides.

The IPaddressand local interfaceof theMSDPpeermust be thesameas thoseof theEBGPpeer.

To ensure that SA messages can successfully pass the Peer-RPF check, you are advised to:

 Configure a mesh group.

 Configure the default MSDP peer.

Verification

Send a packet from a source (S) close to an RP to the group (G), and enable a host close to another RP to join G.

 Verify that the host can receive the (S, G) packet.

 Run theshow ipmsdp summary command on an RP in another AS to display the status of theMSDPpeer.

 Run theshow ipmsdpsa-cache command onan RP in another AS to display the learnedMSDPsource information.

 Displaying the LearnedMSDP Source Information

Command show ip msdp sa-cache

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If no address is specified, all the (S, G) information is displayed by default.

If anaddress isspecified, thedevicecheckswhether thisaddress isaunicastormulticastaddress. If theaddress isa

unicast address, this address is treated as themulticast source (S), and all (S,G) information inwhich themulticast

source isSwill be displayed. If the address is amulticast address, this address is treatedas themulticast group (G),

and all (S, G) information in which the multicast group is G will be displayed. If this address is neither a unicast or

multicast address, no information is displayed.

If twoaddressesarespecified,oneaddressis treatedasthemulticastsource(S),andtheotheras themulticastgroup

(G). If one address is the unicast address, and the other address is the multicast group address, no information is

displayed.

uijie# show ip msdp sa-cache

MSDP Source-Active Cache: 2 entries

(200.200.200.200, 227.1.2.2), RP: 20.20.20.20, (M)BGP/AS 100, 04:17:09/00:02:05, Peer 200.200.200.2

Learned from peer 200.200.200.2, RPF peer 200.200.200.2,

SAs received: 277, Encapsulated data received: 0

(200.200.200.200, 227.1.2.3), RP: 20.20.20.20, (M)BGP/AS 100, 04:17:09/00:02:05, Peer 200.200.200.2
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Learned from peer 200.200.200.2, RPF peer 200.200.200.2,

SAs received: 277, Encapsulated data received: 0

 Displaying the Brief MSDP Peer Information

Command show ip msdp summary

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show ip msdp summary

Msdp Peer Status Summary

PeerAddress As State Uptime/Downtime Reset-Count Sa-Count Peer-description

200.200.200.2 100 Up 04:22:11 10 6616 Nodescription

200.200.200.3 100 Down 19:17:13 4 0 peer-A

Configuration Example

 Configuring Cross-DomainMulticast

Scenario

Figure 8- 5

The following table lists the interfaces and IP addresses of different devices:

Device Interface IP Address Remark

A G0/1 100.100.100.1/24 N/A

Loopback0 10.10.10.10/32 RP address, which is used to
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establish an MSDP connection.

B G0/1 100.100.100.2/24 N/A

G0/2 1.1.1.1/24 BSR border

Loopback0 20.20.20.20/32 Used to establish the EBGP and

MSDP connections.

C G0/1 1.1.1.2/24 BSR border

G0/2 2.2.2.1/24 BSR border

Loopback0 30.30.30.30/32 Used to establish the EBGP and

MSDP connections.

D G0/2 2.2.2.2/24 BSR border

G0/1 3.3.3.1/24 N/A

Loopback0 40.40.40.40/32 Used to establish the EBGP and

MSDP connections.

E G0/1 3.3.3.2/24 N/A

Loopback0 50.50.50.50/32 RP address, which is used to

establish an MSDP connection.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IP addresses of interfaces.

 EnableOSPFineachAS.SetupanEBGPpeer relationshipbetweenAS200andAS100andbetweenAS200

and AS 300. Introduce BGP and OSPF to each other.

 Enable PIM-SM ineachAS, configureC-BSRandC-RP,and configure theBSRborder.

 Establish theMSDPpeer relationshipbetweenEBGPpeersandbetween theRPandEBGPpeers.

The IPaddressand local interfaceof theMSDPpeermust be thesameas those of theEBGPpeer.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#ip multicast-routing

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)#interface loopback 0

A(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

A(config)#ip pim rp-candidate loopback 0

A(config)#ip pim bsr-candidate loopback 0

A(config)#ip msdp peer 10.10.10.10 connect-source loopback 0

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#ip multicast-routing

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim sparse-mode
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B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim bsr-border

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

B(config)#interface loopback 0

B(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

B(config)#ipmsdp peer 10.10.10.10 connect-source loopback 0

B(config)#ipmsdp peer 30.30.30.30 connect-source loopback 0

C C#configure terminal

C(config)#ip multicast-routing

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pimsparse-mode

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim bsr-border

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim bsr-border

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

C(config)#interface loopback 0

C(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

C(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

C(config)#ipmsdp peer 20.20.20.20 connect-source loopback 0

C(config)#ipmsdp peer 40.40.40.40 connect-source loopback 0

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#ip multicast-routing

D(config)# ip pim ssmdefault

D(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim sparse-mode

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

D(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim bsr-border
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D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

D(config)#interface loopback 0

D(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

D(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

D(config)#ip msdp peer 30.30.30.30 connect-source loopback 0

D(config)#ip msdp peer 50.50.50.50 connect-source loopback 0

E E#configure terminal

E(config)#ip multicast-routing

E(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim sparse-mode

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

E(config)#interface loopback 0

E(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

E(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

E(config)#ippimrp-candidateloopback0

E(config)#ip pim bsr-candidate loopback 0

E(config)#ip msdp peer 50.50.50.50 connect-source loopback 0

Verification Use the multicast source to send the packet (200.200.200.200,225.1.1.1), and enable the host to join the group

225.1.1.1.

 Verify that the host receives this packet.

 On deviceC, check the status and SAmessage of theMSDP peer.

D D#showipmsdpsummary

MsdpPeerStatusSummary

PeerAddress As State Uptime/Downtime Reset-Count SA-Count Peer-Description

30.30.30.30 200 Up 00:01:420 1 Nodescription

D# show ip msdp sa-cache

MSDP Source-Active Cache: 1 entries

(200.200.200.200,225.1.1.1),RP:10.10.10.10,(M)BGP/AS 100, 00:00:18/00:01:57, Peer 30.30.30.30

Learned from peer 30.30.30.30, RPF peer 30.30.30.30,

SAs received: 1, Encapsulated data received: 1

Common Errors

 The BSR border is not configured, or is not configured on a correct interface.
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 PIM-SM is not enabled on the local interface used to establish the MSDP peer connection or on the interface of the peer IP
address.

 SAmessages cannot pass the Peer-RPF check.

21.4.2 Configuring an Anycast-RP

Configuration Effect

Establish the MSDP peer relationship within an AS to provide redundancy and load balancing for RPs.

Notes

 The inter-AC unicast route must be reachable.

 PIM-SMmust run within the AS, andmultiple RPs using the same IP addressesmust be configured.

 The C-RP and C-BSR cannot be configured on the same interface.

Configuration Steps

 Establishing anMSDP Peer Relationship

 Mandatory.

 Configure the following command oneachRPof thesameAS toestablish anMSDPpeer relationshipwitheachof other RPs:

Command ip msdp peerpeer-addressconnect-sourceinterface-typeinterface-number

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the local interface, which is used to establish aTCP connectionwith the

remote peer.

Defaults The MSDP peer relationship is not established.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The peer relationship is a bidirectional relationship. Therefore, this command must be configured on both sides.

ToensurethatSAmessagescansuccessfullypassthePeer-RPFcheck,youareadvisedtoconfigureameshgroup.

 Modifying the RPAddress in the SAMessage

 Mandatory.

 Configure the following command on each RP of the same AS:

Command ip msdp originator-id interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Uses the IP address of this interface as the RP address in the SA message.

Defaults By default, the RP address in the SA message is not modified.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In theanycast-RPapplicationscenario, theRPaddressesonallRPdevicesare thesame. If theRPaddress inanSA

message isnotmodified, theRPdevicemaydetermine that thisSAmessage issent by itself and thereforediscards

thismessage.Therefore, you need to configure different RP addresses for SAmessages sent by differentRP devices.

Verification
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Send a packet from a source (S) close to an RP to the group (G), and enable a host close to another RP to join G.

 Verify that the host can receive the (S, G) packet.

 Run theshow ipmsdpsa-cache command onan RP in another AS to display the learnedMSDPsource information.

 Displaying the LearnedMSDP Source Information

Command show ip msdp sa-cache

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If no address is specified, all the (S, G) information is displayed by default.

If anaddress isspecified, thedevicecheckswhether thisaddress isaunicastormulticastaddress. If theaddress isa

unicast address, this address is treated as themulticast source (S), and all (S,G) information inwhich themulticast

source isSwill be displayed. If the address is amulticast address, this address is treatedas themulticast group (G),

and all (S, G) information in which the multicast group is G will be displayed. If this address is neither a unicast nor

multicast address, no information is displayed.

If twoaddressesarespecified,oneaddressis treatedasthemulticastsource(S),and theotheras themulticastgroup

(G). If one address is the unicast address, and the other address is the multicast group address, no information is

displayed.

FS# show ip msdp sa-cache

MSDP Source-Active Cache: 2 entries

(200.200.200.200, 227.1.2.2), RP: 20.20.20.20, (M)BGP/AS 100, 04:17:09/00:02:05, Peer 200.200.200.2

Learned from peer 200.200.200.2, RPF peer 200.200.200.2,

SAs received: 277, Encapsulated data received: 0

(200.200.200.200, 227.1.2.3), RP: 20.20.20.20, (M)BGP/AS 100, 04:17:09/00:02:05, Peer 200.200.200.2

Learned from peer 200.200.200.2, RPF peer 200.200.200.2,

SAs received: 277, Encapsulated data received: 0

Configuration Example

 Sharing theSource information AmongAnycast-RPs in the SameMulticast Domain
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Scenario

Figure 8- 6

The following table lists the interfaces and IP addresses of different devices:

Device Interface IP Address Remark

A G0/2 2.2.2.1/24

G0/1 1.1.1.1/24

Loopback0 100.100.100.100/32 The C-BSR is configured on this interface.

B G0/2 2.2.2.2/24

G0/1 3.3.3.1/24

Loopback1 20.20.20.20/32 Used to establish an MSDP connection and modif

the RP address in the SA message.

Loopback0 10.10.10.10/32 The C-RP is configured on this interface.

C G0/2 1.1.1.2/24

G0/1 4.4.4.1/24

Loopback1 30.30.30.30/32 Used to establish an MSDP connection and modif

the RP address in the SA message.

Loopback0 10.10.10.10/32 The C-RP is configured on this interface.

D G0/1 4.4.4.2/24

G0/2 5.5.5.1/24

E G0/1 3.3.3.2/24

G0/2 6.6.6.1/24

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IP addresses of interfaces.

 Enable OSPF within the AS.

 Enable PIM-SMwithin the AS, and configure the C-BSR andC-RP.

 Establish theMSDPpeer relationshipbetweenRPs,andmodify theRPaddress in theSAmessage.

 Configure a mesh group.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#ip multicast-routing

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim sparse-mode
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A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

A(config)#interface loopback 0

A(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

A(config)#ip pim bsr-candidate loopback0

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#ip multicast-routing

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pimsparse-mode

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

B(config)#interface loopback 0

B(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

B(config)#interface loopback 1

B(config-if-loopback 1)#ip pim sparse-mode

B(config-if-loopback 1)# exit

B(config)#ip pim rp-candidate loopback 0

B(config)#ipmsdp peer 30.30.30.30 connect-source loopback 1

B(config)# ipmsdp originator-id loopback 1

B(config)#ip msdp mesh-group mesh-name 30.30.30.30

C C#configure terminal

C(config)#ip multicast-routing

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pimsparse-mode

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit
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C(config)#interface loopback 0

C(config-if-loopback 0)#ip pim sparse-mode

C(config-if-loopback 0)# exit

C(config)#interface loopback 1

C(config-if-loopback 1)#ip pim sparse-mode

C(config-if-loopback 1)# exit

C(config)#ip pim rp-candidate loopback 0

C(config)#ipmsdp peer 20.20.20.20 connect-source loopback 1

C(config)# ipmsdp originator-id loopback 1

C(config)#ip msdp mesh-group mesh-name 20.20.20.20

D D#configure terminal

D(config)#ip multicast-routing

D(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim sparse-mode

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

D(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

D(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

E E#configure terminal

E(config)#ip multicast-routing

E(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pimsparse-mode

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

E(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip pim sparse-mode

E(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

Verification Usethemulticastsource tosend thepacket (6.6.6.6,225.1.1.1),andenable thehost to join thegroup225.1.1.1.

 Verify that the host receives this packet.

 On deviceC, check the status and SAmessage of theMSDP peer.

C C#showipmsdpsummary

MsdpPeerStatusSummary

Peer Address As

20.20.20.20 Unknown

State Uptime/Downtime Reset-Count

Up 00:01:420

SA-Count

1

Peer-Description

No description
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C# show ip msdp sa-cache

MSDP Source-Active Cache: 1 entries

(6.6.6.6,225.1.1.1),RP:10.10.10.10,(M)BGP/AS unknown, 00:00:18/00:01:57, Peer 20.20.20.20

Learned from peer 20.20.20.20, RPF peer 20.20.20.20,

Common Errors

 The C-BSR and C-RP are configured on the same interface.

 The RP address in the SAmessage is not modified.

 SAmessages cannot pass the Peer-RPF check.

21.4.3 ConfiguringthePeer-RPFCheckGreenChannel

Configuration Effect

Configure thePeer-RPFcheckgreenchannel so thatallSAmessagessent fromaspecifiedMSDPpeercan pass thePeer-RPFcheck.

ConfigureanMSDPmeshgroupsothatallSAmessagessentfrommembersof themeshgroupcanpassthePeer-RPFcheck.

Notes

 TheMSDP peer relationshipmust be established between devices.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Default MSDP Peer

 Optional.

 OnanMSDPpeer,if it isnotnecessarytoperformthePeer-RPFcheckonSAmessagessentfromaspecifiedpeer,configurethis
peer as the default peer.

Command ip msdp default-peerpeer-address [ prefix-list prefix-list-name ]

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

prefix-listprefix-list-name: Specifies the prefix list, which is used to limit the RPs initiating SA messages.

Defaults By default, no default peer is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If the command does not contain prefix-listprefix-list-name, all SA messages are accepted.

If the command contains prefix-listprefix-list-name but the specified prefix list does not exist, all SAmessages are

accepted.

If the command contains prefix-listprefix-list-name, and the specified prefix list exists, only the SA messages initiated

by RPs specified in this prefix list are accepted.

 Creating aMesh Group

 Optional.
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 AmongmultipleMSDPpeers, ifSAmessagescomingfromanyof thesepeerspassthePeer-RPFcheckbydefault,youcanadd
these peers to a mesh group.

Command ip msdp mesh-groupmesh-namepeer-address

Parameter

Description

mesh-name: Indicates the name of the mesh group. The name is case sensitive.

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of the MSDP peer to be added to the mesh group.

Defaults By default, no mesh group is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide AnMSDPpeer relationshipmustbeestablishedbetweenevery twoMSDPpeersaddedto thesamemeshgroup.

All SA messages sent by members of the mesh group can pass the Peer-RPF check.

Verification

 Checkwhether SAmessages sent by the default peer can pass the Peer-RPF check.

 Check theconfiguration of themeshgroup, andcheckwhetherall SAmessagessent bymembersof themeshgroupcanpass
the Peer-RPFcheck.

 Displaying Information about thePeer-RPF Check of a SpecifiedMSDPPeer

Command show ip msdp rpf-peerip-address

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of the SA message initiator.

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show ipmsdp rpf-peer 1.1.1.1

RPFpeer informationfor1.1.1.1

RPFpeer: 200.200.200.2

RPF rule: Peer is only active peer

RPF route/mask: Not-used

RPF type: Not-used

 Displaying theMeshGroup Configuration

Command show ip msdp mesh-group

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show ip msdp mesh-group

MSDP peers in eachMesh-group, <Mesh-group name>:<# peers>

msdp-mesh:
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1.1.1.2

1.1.1.3

Configuration Example

 Configuring thePeer-RPFCheck and aMeshGroup

Figure 8- 7

The following table lists the interfaces and IP addresses of different devices:

Device Interface IP Address Remark

A G0/1 20.0.0.3/24

Loopback0 10.1.1.1/24

B G0/1 20.0.0.4/24

Loopback0 40.0.0.1/24

G0/1 20.0.0.222/24

Loopback0 30.0.0.2/24

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IP addresses of interfaces.

 Enable OSPF within the AS.

 Establish theMSDPpeer relationship between A and B and betweenA and C.

 Enable PIM-SM on the G0/1 interface of device C.

 Before configuration, there are two active MSDP peers on device A, but it is not known which one should be

selectedastheRPFpeer.Therefore,displaytheRPFpeerinformation."RPFpeerdoesnotexist"isdisplayed.

 Configure the defaultMSDPpeer, and checkwhether the configuration is successful.

 Configure a mesh group.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#ip msdp peer 20.0.0.4 connect-source gi0/1

A(config)#ip msdp peer 30.0.0.2 connect-source loopback 0

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#ip msdp peer 20.0.0.3 connect-source gi0/1

C C#configure terminal
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C(config)#ipmsdp peer 10.0.0.1 connect-source loopback 0

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip pim sparse-mode

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

 Before configuration, there are two active MSDP peers on device A, but it is not known which one should be

selectedastheRPFpeer.Therefore,display theRPFpeer information. "RPFpeerdoesnotexist" isdisplayed.

 Configure the default MSDP peer. Then, display the RPF peer information. " Peer is best default peer" is

displayed.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#ip msdp default-peer 30.0.0.2

 Cancel the default peer, and send the multicast source information to device C. Information is displayed on

deviceA, indicating that theSAmessage is received, but does not pass thePeer-RPFcheck.

 OndeviceA, add 30.0.0.2 to themeshgroup.Then, deviceAcan receive theSAmessagenormally.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#no ip msdp default-peer 30.0.0.2

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#ip msdp mesh-group first 30.0.0.2

Verification N/A

21.4.4 EnablingSecurityMeasures

Configuration Effect

Enable MD5 encryption onTCP connections between MSDP peers to prevent illegal TCP connections.

LimitthenumberofSAmessagesintheSAcacheofaspecifiedMSDPpeertosuppressSAstorms.

Notes

 TheMSDP peer relationshipmust be established between devices.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringMD5Encryption on TCPConnectionsBetweenMSDP Peers

 Optional.

 Configure consistent MD5 encryption onMSDP peers that require encryption.

Command ip msdp password peer peer-address [encryption-type] string

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

encryption-type: Indicates theencryption level.Currently,only levels0 to7aresupported.0 is the lowest level,and7

is the highest level. The default value is 0.

string: Indicates the cipher used for TCP MD5 authentication.

Defaults By default, MD5 encryption is not configured.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Toauthenticate the IDof anMSDPpeer,enableMD5encryptionon theTCPconnectionestablishedwith thisMSDP

peer. The MSDP peer must have the consistent configuration, and the cipher must be the same; otherwise, the

connection fails.

If the configuration or cipher changes, the local device does not stop the current session, and will attempt to use a

new cipher to retain the current session until timeout.

If the encryption level is set to 7, the cipher text length must be an even number equaling to or greater than 4;

otherwise, the configuration fails.

 Limiting theNumber of SAMessages in theSACache of a SpecifiedMSDPPeer

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration if you need to limit the number of SAmessages in theSA cache of a specifiedMSDP peer.

Command ip msdp sa-limit peer-address sa-limit

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

sa-limit: Indicates the maximum number of SA messages in the SA cache.

Defaults The default value is 1,024.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide AnMSDPpeer relationshipmustbeestablishedbetweenevery twoMSDPpeersaddedto thesamemeshgroup.

Assume that the number of SA messages in the SA cache already exceeds the limit. After the configuration is

completed, the number of SA messages in the SA cache does not exceed the limit.

Verification

 Check the connection between peers on whichMD5 encryption is configured.

 Sendanumberof source informationpackets thatexceeds the limit to thepeerwhere themaximumnumberofSAmessages in
theSA cache is configured. Check whether all the source information can be learned.

 Displaying the Number of SAMessages Learned fromaSpecified Peer

Command show ip msdp count

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS# show ip msdp count

SA State per Peer Counters, <Peer>: <# SA learned>

1.1.1.2 : 0

100.100.100.14 :0

100.100.100.15 :0

100.100.100.200: 0
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200.200.200.2 :2

200.200.200.3 :0

200.200.200.6 :0

200.200.200.13 :0

200.200.200.66 :0

SAState perASNCounters, <asn>: <# sources>/<#groups>

Total entries:2

100: 1/2

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringMD5EncryptiononanMSDPPeerandLimitingtheNumberofSAMessagesSentbyThisMSDPPeer inthe
SACache

Scenario

Figure 8- 8

Configuration

Steps

 Establish an MSDP peer relationship between A and B.

 ConfigureMD5 encryption on device A.

 After MSDP timeout, configure the MD5 cipher of the peer on device B, which is the same as the cipher on

device A. Then, the session is reconnected.

 OndeviceA, set themaximumnumber ofSAmessagessent by thepeer20.0.0.4 in theSAcache to10.

A A#configure

A(config)# ip msdp password peer 20.0.0.4 0 1234567

A(config)# ip msdp sa-limit 20.0.0.4 10

B B#configure

B(config)# ip msdp password peer 20.0.0.4 0 1234567

Verification
 AfterMD5 isconfiguredondeviceA, but isnot configuredondeviceB, amessagewill bedisplayed, indicating

theMD5 encryption failure. At this time, theMSDP peer is in DOWNstate.

 Aperiod of timeafterMD5 is configured on device B, theMSDP peer is in DOWNstate.

 Send 20 multicast source packets to device B. A message will be displayed on device A, indicating that the

number of SAmessages exceeds the limit.

A A# debug ip msdp sa-cache

A# show ip msdp count

21.4.5 Restricting Broadcasting of SA Messages

Configuration Effect
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Configure the SA message filtering rules to restricting broadcasting of SA messages.

Notes

 TheMSDP peer relationshipmust be established between devices.

Configuration Steps

 Filtering the Source Information Released Locally

 Optional.

 Configure theSA release filtering rule on anMSDPdevicewhere releasing of the SA information needs to be limited.

Command ip msdp redistribute [ list access-list ] [ route-map route-map ]

Parameter

Description

list access-list: Indicates the access control list (ACL) used to control the ranges of S and G.

route-map route-map: Indicates the route map used to control the ranges of S and G.

Defaults By default, no rule is configured to filter locally released SA information.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After thiscommand isconfigured, only theaccepted (S,G) information (eithercoming fromthe localdomainorother

domains) can be injected to theMSDP.

If the command contains list access-list, only the (S, G) information matching this ACL can be released.

If thecommandcontainsroute-map route-map,only the(S,G) informationmatchingthisroutemapcanbereleased.

If the command contains both parameters, only the (S, G) information matching the ACL and route map can be

released.

If the command does not contain any parameter, no (S, G) information is released.

 Filtering Received SARequests

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration on theMSDP devicewhere responding to the SA requests needs to be limited.

Command ip msdp filter-sa-request peer-address[ list access-list ]

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

list access-list: Indicates the ACL used to control the range of the group address.

Defaults By default, no rule is configured to filter received SA requests.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandifyouneedtocontrol theSArequeststhatcanbeacceptedandresponded.

If the commanddoes not contain listaccess-list, all SA requests will be ignored.

If the command contains list access-list, but this AC does not exist, all SA requests will be ignored.

If thecommandcontains listaccess-list,andthisACexists,onlytheSArequestsallowedbytheACLwillbeaccepted,

and others are ignored.

 Filtering Received SAMessages

 Optional.
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 Perform this configuration on anMSDPdevicewhere the incoming SA information needs to be limited.

Command ipmsdpsa-filter inpeer-address [ listaccess-list ] [ route–map route-map ] [ rp-list rp-access-list ] [ rp-route-map

rp-route-map ]

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

list access-list: Indicates the number or name of the extended IP ACL of a specified (S, G). It is used to control the

multicast source information (S, G) that is allowed to pass.

route-map route-map: Indicates thenameof theroutemapof thespecified (S,G).Themulticastsource information

(S,G) is allowed topass onlywhen theAS path of the routeon theSmatches the ASpath in the routemap.

rp-listrp-access-list: IndicatesthenumberornameofthestandardACLofaspecifiedRP.It isusedtocontrol theRPs,

of which the multicast source information (S, G) that is allowed to pass.

rp-route-map rp-route-map: Indicatesthenameof the routemapofaspecifiedRP.Themulticastsourceinformation

(S, G) is allowed to pass only when the AS path of the route on the RP matches the AS path in the route map.

Defaults By default, no rule is configured to filter incoming SA messages.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If this command is configured, but no ACL or route map is specified, all incoming SA messages will be filtered.

Ifonlyonekeyword(listorroute-map)isspecified,andeverymulticastsourcerecord(S,G)intheSAmessagemeets

the rule specified by the keyword, themulticast source record (S, G) will be received.

If either rp-list or rp-route-map) is specified, and the RP address contained in the SA message meets the rule

specified by this keyword, this SA message will be received.

If two or more of the keywords (including list, route-map, rp-list, and rp-route-map) are specified, only multicast

sourcerecord(S,G) intheSAmessagethatmeetstherulesspecifiedbyall theavailablekeywordscanbereceived.

 Filtering Sent SAMessages

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration on anMSDP devicewhere the outgoing SA information needs to be limited.

Command ipmsdpsa-filteroutpeer-address [ listaccess-list ] [ route–map route-map ] [rp-list rp-access-list ] [ rp-route-map

rp-route-map ]

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of a remote peer.

listaccess-list: Indicates thenumber or nameof the extended IPACLof the specified (S,G). It is used to control the

multicast source information (S, G) that is allowed to pass.

route-map route-map: Indicates thenameof theroutemapof thespecified (S,G).Themulticastsource information

(S,G) is allowed topass onlywhen theAS path of the routeon theSmatches the ASpath in the routemap.

rp-listrp-access-list: IndicatesthenumberornameofthestandardACLofaspecifiedRP.It isusedtocontrol theRPs,

of which the multicast source information (S, G) that is allowed to pass.

rp-route-map rp-route-map: Indicatesthenameof the routemapofaspecifiedRP.Themulticastsourceinformation

(S, G) is allowed to pass only when the AS path of the route on the RP matches the AS path in the route map.

Defaults By default, no rule is configured to filter outgoing SA messages.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If thiscommand isconfigured,but noACLor routemap isspecified,noSAmessagewillbesent to thisMSDPpeer.

If only oneof thekeywords (including list, route-map, rp-list, and rp-route-map) is specified, anymulticast source

record (S,G) that meets the rule specified by the keywordwill be forwarded to thisMSDP peer.
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If two or more of the keywords (including list, route-map, rp-list, and rp-route-map) is specified, any multicast

sourcerecord(S,G)thatmeets therulesspecifiedbyall theavailablekeywordswillbe forwardedtothisMSDPpeer.

Verification

 Check whether SAmessages initiated by the local devicemeet the filtering rules.

 Check whether SAmessages learned by the local devicemeet the filtering rules.

 Displaying SAMessages Initiated by theLocal Device

Command show ip msdp sa-originated

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the localdeviceistheRPofPIM-SM,multicastsource(S,G) informationisregisteredontheRP,andtheMSDPpeer

is configured on the local device, you can run this command to display the (S, G) information initiated by the local

device.

The (S, G) information displayed by this command has met the criteria specified by the redistribution command ip

msdp redistribute), but such (S,G) informationcanbesent to theMSDPpeeronlywhen the informationmeets the

outgoing SA information filtering rules specified by the ip msdp sa-filter out command.

FS# show ip msdp sa-originated

MSDP Source-Active Originated: 5 entries

(192.168.23.78, 225.0.0.1), RP: 192.168.23.249

(192.168.23.79, 225.0.0.2), RP: 192.168.23.249

(192.168.23.80, 225.0.0.3), RP: 192.168.23.249

(192.168.23.81, 225.0.0.4), RP: 192.168.23.249

(192.168.23.82, 225.0.0.5), RP: 192.168.23.249

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringRules for Filtering Incoming orOutgoingSAMessages

Scenario

Figure 8- 9
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The following table lists the interfaces and IP addresses of different devices:

Device Interface IP Address Remark

A G0/1 20.0.0.3/24

Loopback0 10.1.1.1/24

B G0/1 20.0.0.4/24

Loopback0 40.0.0.1/24

G0/1 20.0.0.222/24

Loopback0 30.0.0.2/24

Configuration

Steps

 Complete the basic configuration, as described in section 8.4.3 "Configuring the Peer-RPF Check Green

Channel".

 Configure rules for filtering incoming SA messages on device A.

 Configure rules for filtering outgoing SA messages on device A.

 Send the multicast source information to deviceC.

A A#configure

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter in 30.0.0.2

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter in 30.0.0.2 list 100

A(config)# ipaccess-list extended100

A(config-ext-nacl)# permit ip host 20.0.0.100 host 225.0.0.1

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter in 30.0.0.2 rp-list rp-acl-1

A(config)# ip access-list standard rp-acl-1

A(config-std-nacl) # permit host 20.0.0.221

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter in 30.0.0.2 rp-route-map rp-rm-1

A(config)# route-map rp-rm-1

A(config-route-map)#match as-path 1

A(config)# ip as-path access-list 1 permit 2

A#configure

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter out 30.0.0.2

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter out 30.0.0.2 list 101

A(config)# ip access-list extended 101

A(config-ext-nacl)# permit ip host 20.0.0.100 host 225.0.0.1

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter out 30.0.0.2 rp-list rp-acl-2

A(config)# ip access-list standard rp-acl-2

A(config-std-nacl) # permit host 20.0.0.221

A(config)# ip msdp sa-filter out 30.0.0.2 rp-route-map rp-rm-2

A(config)# route-map rp-rm-1

A(config-route-map)#match as-path 1

A(config)# ip as-path access-list 1 permit 2
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Verification  Send themulticast source information to device C in various scenarios.

 On device A, check whether the learned multicast source information meets the incoming requirements.

 On device B, check whether the learned multicast source information meets the outgoing requirements.

A A#show ipmsdp sa-cache

B B#show ipmsdpsa-cache

C B#show ip msdpsa-originated

21.4.6 Managing MSDPPeers

ConfigurationEffect

Manage MSDP peers by adding descriptions to a specified MSDP or reset an MSDP peer.

Notes

 MSDP peers must be created in advance.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Description for anMSDPPeer

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration on anMSDP peer that should be managed.

Command ip msdp description peer-address text

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IPaddressofaremotepeer.

text: Indicates the string that describes theMSDP peer.

Defaults By default, no description information is configured of an MSDP peer.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ShuttingDown anMSDP Peer

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration when it is required to temporarily shut down the connection with a specified peer.

Command ip msdp shutdown peer-address

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of an MSDP peer.

Defaults By default, an MSDP peer is not shut down.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command shuts down only the TCP connection with an MSDP peer, but does not delete this MSDP peer or

configuration of this MSDP peer.

Verification

 Display information about a specifiedMSDPpeer, and checkwhether the description and peer statusmeet the requirements.
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 Displaying Information about a Specified MSDPPeer

Command show ip msdp peer [ peer-address]

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

FS#show ip msdp peer 20.0.0.1

MSDP PEER 20.0.0.1 (No description), AS unknown

Connection status:

State:Listen,Resets:1,Connectionsource:GigabitEthernet0/1(20.0.0.2)

Uptime(Downtime):00:00:25,Messagesent/received: 13/19

Input messages discarded: 0

Connection and counters cleared 00:13:25 ago

Local Address of connection: 20.0.0.2

MD5 signature protection on MSDPTCP connection: enabled

SA Filtering:

Input (S,G) Access-list filter: None

Input (S,G) route-map filter: None

Input RP Access-list filter: None

Input RP Route-map filter: None

Output (S,G) Access-list filter: None

Output (S,G) Route-map filter: None

Output RP Access-list filter: None

Output RP Route-map filter: None

SA-Requests:

Input filter:None

Peerttlthreshold:0

SAs learned from this peer: 2, SAs limit: No-limit

Message counters:

SA messages discarded: 0

SA messages in/out: 13/0

SARequestsdiscarded/in:0/0

SAResponses out: 0

Data Packets in/out: 6/0
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Configuration Example

 Configuring theDescription of anMSDPPeer andShuttingDown theConnectionwith This Peer

Scenario

Figure 8- 10

Configuration

Steps

 Establish theMSDP peer relationship between device A and device B.

 Configure the description "peer-router-B" for the peer 20.0.0.4 on device A.

 Wait 60, and shut down the connectionwith theMSDP peer 20.0.0.4 on device A.

A A#configure

A(config)# ip msdp peer 20.0.0.4 connect-source gi0/1

A(config)# ip msdp description 20.0.0.4 peer-router-B

A(config)# end

A# show ip msdp peer 20.0.0.4

……

A#configure

A(config)# ip msdp shutdown 20.0.0.4

A(config)# show ipmsdp peer 20.0.0.4

B B# configure

B(config)# ip msdp peer 20.0.0.3 connect-source gi0/1

B(config)# end

Verification  Run the show ip msdp peer [ peer-address ] command to display the brief information of a specified peer,

including the description and connection status of this MSDP peer.

A A# show ipmsdp peer 20.0.0.4

21.4.7 Modifying ProtocolParameters

Configuration Effect

Manage MSDP peers by adding descriptions to a specified MSDP or reset an MSDP peer.

Notes

 MSDP peers must be created in advance.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theTCPReconnection Interval of an MSDP Peer
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 Optional.

 Perform this configuration on the devicewhere theTCP reconnection interval of anMSDP peer needs to bemodified.

Command ip msdp timer interval

Parameter

Description

interval:IndicatestheTCPreconnectioninterval.Theunit issecond.Thevaluerangesfrom1to60.Thedefaultvalueis

30.

Defaults By default, the reconnection interval is 30s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Within theTCP reconnection interval, theMSDPpeeron theproactive connection sidecan initiateatmost oneTCP

connection. In some application scenarios, you can shorten the TCP reconnection interval to accelerate convergence

of the MSDP peer relationship.

 Configuring the TTLof theMulticast Packet Contained in theSAMessage

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration on theMSDP devicewhere inter-RP transfer ofmulticast packets should be restricted.

Command ip msdp ttl-thresholdpeer-addressttl-value

Parameter

Description

peer-address: Indicates the IP address of an MSDP peer.

peer-addressttl-value: Indicates the TTL value. The value ranges from 0 to 255. The default value is 0.

Defaults By default, the TTL value of the multicast packet contained in the SA message is not restricted.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommandrestrictsthesendingofmulticastpacketencapsulatedintheSAmessage.Amulticastpacketissent to

theMSDPpeeronlywhen theTTL value in the IPheaderof themulticast packet isequal toor greater than thepreset

TTL threshold. If the theTTL value in the IPheader of themulticast packet is smaller than the preset TTL threshold,

themulticastpacketwillberemovedfromtheSAmessageanddiscardedbefore theSAmessageissent totheMSDP

peer.

This command affects the sending of multicast packet in the SA message, but does not affect the sending of the

multicast source information (S, G) in the SAmessage.

 Configuring theMSDP Peer Capacity Supported by aDevice

 Optional.

 If the default capacity (64MSDP peers) is insufficient to support applications, you canmodify the capacity on the device.

Command ip msdp peer-limit peer-limit

Parameter

Description

peer-limit: Indicates themaximum number of MSDP peers that can be configured. The value ranges from1 to 128.

The default value is 64.

Defaults By default, at most 64 peers can be configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the maximum number of MSDP peers supported by a device.

When configuring this command, if the number of MSDP peers on the device exceeds the value to be configured, a

prompt will be displayed, and the configuration fails. The configuration can succeed only after the extra number

peers aredeleted.
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 Configuring theSACacheCapacity Supported by aDevice

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration on a devicewhere the SA cache capacity should be adjusted.

Command ip msdp global-sa-limitsa-liit

Parameter

Description

sa-limit: Indicates themaximumcapacityof theSAcachesupportedby thedevice.Thevalue ranges from1 to4,096.

The default value is 1,024.

Defaults By default, the SA cache supports 1,024 SA messages.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to adjust the SA cache capacity of the device. Youare advised to configure this command

when the device is being started.

If the capacity is increased whenMSDP is in service, the adjustment does not affect the SA cache that is originally

learned.

If thecapacityis increasedwhenMSDPis inservice,allSAcachesthatareoriginally learnedfromotherdevicesor the

SA caches initiated by the local devices must be deleted and re-learned.

Verification

 Shut down theconnectionwithanMSDPpeer.After the reconnection interval elapses, checkwhether theMSDPpeer is inUP
date again.

Configuration Example

 Setting theMSDP Peer Reconnection Interval to 20s

Scenario

Figure 8- 11

Configuration

Steps

 Establish theMSDP peer relationship between device A and device B.

 On device A, set theMSDP peer reconnection interval to 20s.

A A#configure

A(config)# ip msdp peer 20.0.0.4 connect-source gi0/1

A(config)# ip msdp description 20.0.0.4 peer-router-B

A(config)# end

A# show ip msdp peer 20.0.0.4

……

A#configure

A(config)# ip msdp timer 20

A(config)# end

B B# configure
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B(config)# ip msdp peer 20.0.0.3 connect-source gi0/1

B(config)# end

Verification  OndeviceB, shut down and then immediately reconnect the connectionwith theMSDPpeer.

 Check whether theMSDP peer is in UP statewithin 20s.

A A#debug ipmsdptimer

B B# configure

B(config)# show ip msdp peer 20.0.0.3

21.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Resets the TCP connection with a

specified MSDP peer.

clear ip msdp peerpeer-address

Clears the SA cache. clear ip msdp sa-cache[group-address]

Clears the statistics of MSDP peers. clear ip msdp statistics [peer-address]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the number of sources and

number of groups generated by SA

messages.

show ip msdp count[as-number]

Displays information about a mesh

group.

show ip msdp mesh-group

Displays detailed information about

MSDP peers.

show ip msdp peer [ peer-address]

Displays information about the MSDP

RPFpeercorrespondingtothespecified

initiator address.

show ip msdp rpf-peerip-address

Displays thelearned(S,G) information. show ip msdpsa-cache [group-address | source-address] [group-address| source-address]

[as-number]

Displays the (S, G) information initiated

by the local device.

show ip msdpsa-originated

Displays brief information about all

MSDP peers.

show ip msdp summary

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command
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Debugs MSDP peers. debug ip msdp peer

22 Configuring IGMPSnooping

22.1 Overview

InternetGroupManagement Protocol (IGMP) snooping is amechanismof listening to IPmulticast. It is used tomanageand control

the forwarding of IPmulticast traffic withinVLANs, realizing Layer-2multicasting.

As shown in the following figure, when a Layer-2device is not running IGMPsnooping, IPmulticast packets are broadcastedwithin

theVLAN;when theLayer-2device is running IGMPsnooping, IPmulticastpacketsare transmittedonly toprofilemembers.

Figure9-1NetworkingTopology of IPMulticastForwardingwithin theVLANBefore andAfter IGMPSnooping IsRunon the Layer-2

Device

Protocols and Standards

 RFC4541: Considerations for Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) and Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) Snooping
Switches

22.2 Applications

Application Description

Layer-2 Multicast Control Enables precise forwarding of Layer-2 multicast packets to avoid flooding at this layer.

Shared

VLAN)

Multicast Services (Multicast Multiple users can share the multicast traffic of the same VLAN.
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Premium Channels and Preview Controls therangeofmulticast addresses that allowuserdemandingandallowspreview for

profiles who are inhibited from demanding.

22.2.1 Layer-2 MulticastControl

Scenario

Asshown in the following figure,multicast packetsare transmitted tousers throughaLayer-2switch.WhenLayer-2multicast control

is not performed, namely, when IGMP snooping is not implemented, multicast packets are flooded to all the users including those

who are not expected to receive these packets. After IGMP snooping is implemented, the multicast packets from an IP multicast

profilewill no longer be broadcast within theVLAN but transmitted to designated receivers.

Figure 9- 2 Networking Topology of Implementing Layer-2 Multicast Control (Multicast VLAN)

Deployment

Configure basic IGMP snooping functions.

22.2.2 SharedMulticastServices (MulticastVLAN)

Scenario

In Shared VLAN Group Learning (SVGL) mode or IVGL-SVGL mode (IVGL: Independent VLAN Group Learning), a device running IGMP

snooping can provide shared multicast services (or multicast VLAN services) to the VLAN users. Typically, this function is used to

provide the same video-on-demand (VOD) services tomultipleVLAN users.

Thefollowing figureshows theoperationofaLayer-2multicast device inSVGLmodeof IGMPsnooping.Themulticast routersendsa

multicastpackettoVLAN1,andtheLayer-2multicastdeviceautomaticallytransfersthepackettoVLAN1,VLAN2,andVLAN3. Inthis

way, themulticast services of VLAN 1 are shared byVLAN 2 andVLAN 3.
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Figure 9- 3 Networking Topology of Shared Multicast Services (Multicast VLAN)

If the Layer-2multicast device operates in IVGLmode, the routermust send apacket to eachVLAN,whichwastes bandwidth
and burdens the Layer-2multicast device.

Deployment

 Configure basic IGMP snooping functions (in SVGLmode or IVGL-SVGmode).

22.2.3 PremiumChannels andPreview

Scenario

InVODapplication,by limiting therangeof themulticastaddresses thatauserhost canaccess,unpaiduserswillnot beable towatch

thepremiumchannels.Thereafter, the previewservice is offered tounpaid usersbefore they decidewhether to pay for it.

The users can preview a premium channel for a certain period of time (for example 1 minute) after demanding it.

Deployment

 Configure basic IGMP snooping functions (in any working mode).

 Configure the range ofmulticast addresses that a user can access.

 Enable the preview function for VOD profiles that are denied access.

22.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Multicast Router Ports and Member Ports

IGMP snooping isVLAN-based. The ports involved refer to the member ports within theVLAN.

The device running IGMP snooping identifies the ports within theVLAN as amulticast router port or member port so as tomanage

and control the forwarding of IPmulticast traffic within the VLAN. As shown in the following figure, when IGMP snooping is run on a

Layer-2 device, multicast traffic enters themulticast router port and exits from the member ports.

Figure 9- 4 Networking Topology of Two IGMP Snooping Ports
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FS#showipigmpsnoopinggda-table

MulticastSwitchingCacheTable

D:DYNAMIC //Dynamicmemberport

S:STATIC //Static memberport

M:MROUTE //Multicast router port (dynamic or static)

(*,233.3.6.29,1): //(S: any; G: 233.3.6.29; VLAN_ID: VLAN 1)

VLAN(1) 3 OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/3(S)

GigabitEthernet 0/2(M)

GigabitEthernet 0/1(D)

(*,233.3.6.30,1): //S: any; G: 233.3.6.30; VLAN_ID: VLAN 1)

VLAN(1) 2 OPORTS:

 Multicast router port: The location of the multicast source is directed by the port on the Layer-2 multicast device which is
connected to the multicast router (Layer-3multicast device): By listening to IGMP packets, the Layer-2 multicast device can

automaticallydetect themulticast router port andmaintain theport dynamically. It alsoallowsusers toconfigureastatic router

port.

 Member port: The port is on a Layer-2multicast device and is connected tomember hosts. It directs the profilemembers. It is
also called the ListenerPort. By listening to IGMPpackets, the Layer-2multicast devicecan automatically detect themember

port and maintain the port dynamically. It also allows users to configure a static member port.

 IGMP Snooping Forwarding Entry

The device running IGMP snooping forwards IP multicast packets in accordance with the IGMP snooping forwarding entry.

An IGMP snooping forwarding entry includes the following items: source address (S), profile address (G), VLAN ID (VLAN_ID), multicast

router port, andmember port. It indicates that packets of required features (includingS,G, andVLAN_ID) should enter themulticast

router port and exit fromamemberport. An IGMPsnooping forwardingentry is identifiedusingagroupofS,G, andVLAN_ID.

To display the IGMP snooping forwarding entry, run the show ip igmp snooping gda-table command.
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GigabitEthernet 0/2(M)

GigabitEthernet 0/1(D)

Overview

Feature Description

Listening to IGMP Packets Discovers and identifies the router port and member port to establish and maintain the IGMP

snooping forwarding entries. :

IGMP Snooping Working

Modes

Provides independent or shared multicast services to the user VLAN.

Multicast Security Control Controls the multicast service scope and load to prevent illegal multicast traffic.

Profile Defines the range of multicast addresses that permit or deny user requests for reference of other

functions.

Handling QinQ Sets the forwarding mode of multicast packets on the QinQ interface.

IGMP Querier OnanetworkwithoutaLayer-3multicastdevice,theLayer-2multicastdeviceactsasanIGMPquerier.

22.3.1 Listening to IGMPPackets

Adevice running IGMP snooping analyzes IGMP packets received, and finds and identifies the router port and member port using

these packets, thereby creating and maintaining an IGMP snooping entry.

Working Principle

A device running IGMP snooping can identify and handle the following types of IGMP packets:

 Query Packets

An IGMP querier periodically sends General Query packets. When the IGMP querier receives Leave packets, it sends
Group-Specific Querypackets.

When the device running IGMP snooping receives the Query packets, it performs the following operations within the VLAN:

 Forward the IGMPQuery packets to all the ports (except the receiving port of these packets).

 If the receiving port is a dynamic router port, reset the aging timer. If the timer expires, the port will no longer be used as the
dynamic router port.

 If the receiving port is not a dynamic router port, use it as a dynamic router port and enable the aging timer. If the timerexpires,
the port will no longer be used as the dynamic router port.

 For general queries, reset theaging timer for all the dynamicmember ports. If the timer expires, the port will no longer be used
as thedynamicmemberport for thegeneral group.Bydefault, themaximumresponse timecarriedby the IGMPquerypackets

is used as the timeout time of the aging timer. If ip igmp snooping query-max-response-time is run, the time displayed is

used as the timeout time of the aging timer.

 For designated query packets, reset the aging timer for all the dynamic member ports of the designated profile. If the timer
expires, the port will no longer be used as the dynamic member port of the designated profile. By default, the maximum

response time carried by the IGMP query packets is used as the timeout time of the aging timer. If ip igmp snooping

query-max-response-time is run, the time displayed is used as the timeout time of the aging timer.
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 If dynamic router port learning is disabled, IGMP snooping will not learn the dynamic router port.

 Report Packets

When amember host receives a query, it responds to the query with a Report packet. If a host requests to join a profile, it will
also send areport.

. For IGMPv3Report packets, FS products only process group information contained in the packets .

When the device running IGMP snooping receives the Report packets, it performs the following operations within the VLAN:

 Forward theReport packets fromall the router ports.After the ip igmpsnoopingsuppressionenablecommand is run inone
IGMPquery cycle, only the first report received by each profile will be forwarded.

 If the port on whichReport packets are received is a dynamic member port, reset the aging timer. If the timer expires, the port
will no longer be used as the dynamic member port of the designated profile.

 If the port on which Report packets are received is not a dynamicmember port, use it as a dynamic member port and enable
theaging timer. If the timer expires, the port will no longer be used as the dynamicmember port of the designated profile.

 Leave Packets

If a host requests to leave a profile, it will send a Leave packet.

When the device running IGMP snooping receives the Leave packets, it performs the following operations within the VLAN:

 Forward the leave packets from all the router ports.

 If the port on which leave packets are received is a dynamic member port and the Leave function is enabled, the port will be
immediately deleted from the IGMP snooping forwarding entry of the designated profile and will no longer be used as the

dynamic member port.

 If the port onwhich the leave packetsare received is a dynamicmember port and the Leave function is disabled, the port state
should bemaintained.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aStatic Router Port

Run the ip igmp snooping vlan mrouter interface command to configure a static router port.

 Configuring aStatic Member Port

Run the ip igmp snooping vlan static interface command to configure a static member port.

 Enabling ReportSuppression

Report suppression is disabled by default.

Run the ip igmp snooping suppression enable command to enable report suppression.

After report suppression is enabled, in one IGMPquery cycle, only the firstReport packet received by eachprofilewill be forwarded.

Thesourcemediaaccesscontrol (MAC)addressof the forwarded reportwill be changed to theMACaddressof thedevice.

 Enabling ImmediateLeave

Immediate leave is disabled by default.

Run the ip igmp snooping fast-leave enable command to enable immediate leave.
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 Enabling Dynamic Router Port Learning

Dynamic router port learning is enabled by default.

Run the no ip igmp snooping mrouter learn pim-dvmrp command to disable dynamic router port learning.

Run theno ip igmpsnoopingvlan vidmrouter learnpim-dvmrpcommand todisabledynamic router port learning for designated

VLANs.

 Configuring theAging Time of a Dynamic Router Port

The default aging time is 300s.

Whenadynamic router port receives aquery packet, theaging timerof theport is enabledor reset; if theaging time isnot configured,

themaximum response time carried by the query packet is used as the aging time.

Run ip igmp snooping dyn-mr-aging-time to configure the aging time of the dynamic router port.

 Configuring the Aging Time of a DynamicMember Port

The default aging time is 260s.

When a dynamic member port receives a query packet, the aging timer of the port is enabled or reset, and the aging time is the

maximum response time carried by the query packet.

When a dynamic member port receives a Report packet, the aging timer of the port is enabled or reset, and the aging time is the

maximum response time of the dynamic member port.

Run ip igmp snooping host-aging-time to configure the aging time of the dynamic member port.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time of aQuery Packet

The maximum response time of a query packet is not configured by default and the maximum response time carries by the query

packet isused.

Run ip igmp snooping query-max-response-time to configure the maximum response time of a query packet.

22.3.2 IGMPSnoopingWorkingModes

Adevicerunning inthethreemodes(IVGL,SVGL,andIVGL-SVGL)of IGMPsnoopingcanprovide independentmulticastservicesor

sharedmulticast services to the user VLAN.

Working Principle

 IVGL

In IVGL mode, a device running IGMP snooping can provide independent multicast services to each user VLAN.

Independentmulticastservices indicate thatmulticast traffic canbe forwardedonlywithin theVLAN itbelongs to,andauserhost can

subscribe to themulticast traffic within theVLAN that the host belongs to.

 SVGL

In SVGL mode, a device running IGMP snooping can provide shared multicast services to the user VLAN.

Shared multicast services can be provided only on shared VLANs and sub VLANs and SVGL multicast addresses are used. In a shared

VLAN, themulticast trafficwithintherangeofSVGLmulticastaddresses is forwardedtoasubVLAN,and theuserhostswithin thesub

VLAN subscribe to suchmulticast traffic from the sharedVLAN.
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 In a shared VLAN and sub VLAN, shared multicast services will be provided to the multicast traffic within the range of SVGL
multicast addresses. Other multicast traffic will be discarded.

 OtherVLANs (except sharedVLANs and subVLANs) apply to independentmulticast services.

When theuserVLAN isset toasharedVLANor subVLAN, sharedmulticast services areprovided;when auserVLAN isset to
otherVLANs, independentmulticast services are provided.

 IVGL-SVGL

IVGL-SVGL mode is also called the hybrid mode. In this mode, a device running IGMP snooping can provide both shared and

independent multicast services to the user VLAN.

 In a shared VLAN and sub VLAN, multicast services will be provided to the multicast traffic within an SVGL profile. For other
multicast traffic, independent multicast services will be provided.

 OtherVLANs (except sharedVLANs and subVLANs) apply to independentmulticast services.

When a user VLAN is configured as a shared VLAN or sub VLAN, both public multicast services and independent multicast
services available.WhenauserVLAN is configured as aVLANother than sharedVLAN and subVLAN, only the independent

multicast services are available.

Related Configuration

 Enabling IGMPSnooping and Selecting aWorkingMode

IGMP snooping is disabled by default.

RuntheipigmpsnoopingivglcommandtoenableIGMPsnoopinginIVGLmode.

Run the ip igmp snooping svgl command to enable IGMP snooping in SVGL mode.

Run the ip igmp snooping ivgl-svgl command to enable IGMP snooping in IVGL-SVGL mode.

A working mode must be designated when enabling IGMP snooping, namely, one of the preceding working modes must be selected.

 Configuring SharedVLAN

The shared VLAN is VLAN 1 by default.

RuntheipigmpsnoopingsvglvlancommandtodesignateaVLANasthesharedVLAN.

InSVGLmodeand IVGL-SVGLmode, onlyoneVLANcanbeconfiguredas thesharedVLAN.

 Configuring SubVLAN

By default, a sub VLAN is any VLAN except the shared VLAN.

Run the ip igmp snooping svgl subvlan command to designate a VLAN as the subVLAN.

InSVGLmodeand IVGL-SVGLmode, thenumber of subVLANs isnot limited.

 Configuring an SVGL Profile

No default setting.

Run the ip igmp snooping svgl profile profile_num command to configure the address range of an SVGL profile.

In SVGL mode and IVGL-SVGL mode, the SVGL profile range must be configured; otherwise, shared multicast services cannot be
provided.
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22.3.3 IGMP SecurityControl

A device running IGMP snooping can control the multicast service scope and load, and effectively prevents illegal multicast traffic.

Working Principle

 Configuring theProfile Filtering for User Demanding

By configuring the profile list that a user can access, you can customize the multicast service scope to guarantee the interest of

operators and prevent illegal multicast traffic.

To enable this function, you should use a profile to define the range of multicast addresses that a use is allowed to access.

 When theprofile is applied on aVLAN, you candefine themulticast addresses that a user is allowed to accesswithin theVLAN.

 When the profile is applied on an interface, you can define themulticast addresses that a user is allowed to access under the
port.

 Multicast Preview

If the service provider wants to allow the users to preview some multicast video traffic that denies the users' access, and stop the

multicast video traffic after thepreview duration is reached, the user-basedmulticast preview functionshould be provided.

The multicast preview function is used together with multicast permission control. For example, in the application of videos, the

administrator controls some premium channels by running the ip igmp profile command on a port or VLAN. In this way,

unsubscribed users will not be able to watch these channels on demand. If users want to preview the channels before they decide

whether to pay for watching or not, the multicast preview function can be enabled, allowing the premium channels to be previewed

by unpaid users for a certain period of time (for example 1minute).

 Controlling theMaximumNumber of ProfilesAllowed for Concurrent Request

If there is too much multicast traffic requested at the same time, the device will be severely burdened. Configuring the maximum

number of profiles allowed for concurrent request can guarantee the bandwidth.

 Youcan limit the number of profiles allowed for concurrent request globally.

 Youcan also limit the number of profiles allowed for concurrent request on a port.

 Controlling theEntry ofMulticast Traffic

By running the ip igmp snooping source-check port command to enable source port inspection, you can restrict the entry of

multicast traffic to prevent illegal traffic.

 Whensourceport inspection is enabled, only themulticast traffic entered from the router port is considered as legal; the traffic
from other ports is considered as illegal and will be discarded.

 When source port inspection is disabled, the traffic entered from any port is considered as legal.

 Configuring theSource IP Inspection forMulticast Traffic

Byenablingsource IP inspection,youcan restrict the IPaddressofmulticast traffic toprevent illegal traffic.

Source IP inspection includes the inspection of the source IP addresses of specific profiles and of default profiles.

 Inspection of the source IP addresses of default profiles (also called source-check default-server): Specifies the source IP
addressesforall themulticastprofileswithinallVLANs.Only themulticast trafficwhosesourceIPaddress is thesameastheset

one is considered as legal.
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 Inspectionof thesource IPaddressesofspecificprofiles (alsocalled limit-ipmc):Specifies thesource IPaddresses forspecific
multicast profiles within specific VLANs. Among the multicast traffic received from the specific multicast profiles within the

VLANs,only theonewiththesamesourceIPaddressas thesetone isconsideredas legalandwillbe forwardedby themulticast

device; other traffic will be discarded.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theProfile Filtering

By default, profiles are not filtered and allow user access.

To filter multicast profiles, run the ip igmp snooping filter command in interface configuration mode or global configuration mode.

 Enabling Preview

Preview is not enabled by default.

Run the ip igmp snooping preview command to enable preview and restrict the range of the profiles permitted for multicast

preview.

Run the ip igmp snooping preview interval to set the multicast preview duration.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ProfilesAllowed forConcurrent Request on aPort

By default, the number of profiles allowed for concurrent request is not limited.

Run the ip igmp snooping max-groups command to configure the maximum number of profiles allowed for concurrent request.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMulticast Profiles AllowedGlobally

By default, the maximum number of multicast profiles allowed globally is 65,536.

Run the ip igmp snooping l2-entry-limit command to configure the maximum number of multicast profiles allowed globally.

 Enabling Source Port Inspection

By default, source port inspection is not configured.

Run the ip igmp snooping source-check port command to enable source port inspection.

 Enabling Source IP Inspection

By default, source IP inspection is disabled.

 Run the ip igmp snooping source-check default-server address command to enable source IP inspection and specify the
default source IP address (applicable to any profile of anyVLAN).

 (Optional) Run the ip igmp snooping limit-ipmc vlan vid address group-address server source-address command to specify a
specific source IPaddress for a specific profile of specificVLAN (applicable toaspecific profile of specificVLAN).

First,youmustenablesourceIPinspectiontospecifydefaultsourceaddress,andthenaspecificsourceaddresscanbespecified fora

specificprofileofspecificVLAN. IfasourceaddressisspecifiedforaspecificprofileofspecificVLAN, themulticast trafficof thespecific

profile will perform inspection for the source address specified by this command. Other multicast traffic will perform inspection for

default sourceaddresses.
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22.3.4 IGMPProfile

Amulticast profile is used to define the range of multicast addresses that permit or deny user demanding request for reference of

other functions.

Working Principle

The profile is used to define the range of multicast addresses.

When SVGL mode is enabled, an SVGL profile is used to define the range of SVGL multicast addresses.

When themulticast filter is configured onan interface, aprofile is used todefine the range ofmulticast addresses that permit or deny

user request under the interface.

When aVLAN filter is configured, a profile is used to define the range ofmulticast addresses that permit or deny user request under

within theVLAN.

When the preview function is enabled, a profile is used to define the range of multicast address allowed for preview.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aProfile

Default configuration:

 Create a profile, which is deny by default.

Configuration steps:

 Run the ip igmp profile profile-number command to create a profile.

 Run the range low-address high_address command to define the range of multicast addresses. Multiple address ranges are
configured for each profile.

 (Optional) Run the permit or deny command to permit or deny user request (deny by default). Only one permit or deny
command can be configured for each profile.

22.3.5 IGMPQinQ

Working Principle

On a device with IGMP snooping enabled and dot1q-tunnel (QinQ) port configured, IGMP snooping will handle the IGMP packets

received by the QinQ port using the following two approaches:

 Approach 1: Create a multicast entry on the VLAN where IGMP packets are located. The forwarding of IGMP packets on the VLAN
wherethesepacketsare locatediscalled transparent transmission.Forexample,presumethat IGMPsnooping isenabled fora

device, Port A is designated as theQinQport, the defaultVLANof this port isVLAN 1, and it allows the passage ofVLAN 1and

VLAN10packets.WhenamulticastQuerypacket issentbyVLAN10toPortA, IGMPsnoopingestablishesamulticastentry for

VLAN 10 and forwards the multicast Query packet to the router port of VLAN 10.

 Approach2:Createamulticast entry on thedefaultVLANof theQinQport.Encapsulate themulticastpacketwith theVLAN tag
of thedefaultVLANwhere theQinQport is locatedand forward thepacketwithin thedefaultVLAN.Forexample, presume that

IGMP snooping is enabled for a device, Port A is designated as the QinQ port, the default VLAN of this port is VLAN 1, and it

allowsthepassageofVLAN1andVLAN10packets.WhenamulticastQuerypacketissentbyVLAN10toPortA,IGMPsnooping

establishes a multicast entry for VLAN 1, encapsulates the multicast query packet with the tag of VLAN 1, and forward the

packet toVLAN 1 router port.
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Related Configuration

 ConfiguringQinQ

Bydefault, IGMPsnoopingworks inthemodespecified inApproach2.

Runthe ipigmpsnoopingtunnelcommandtoimplementApproach1.

22.3.6 IGMPQuerier

On a network with a Layer-3 multicast device, the Layer-3 multicast device acts as an IGMP querier. In this case, a Layer-2 device needs

only to listen to IGMPpackets to establish andmaintain the forwarding entry, realizing Layer-2multicast.

Ona networkwithout a Layer-3multicast device, the Layer-2multicast devicemust be configuredwith the IGMPquerier function so

that the device can listen to IGMPpackets. In this case, a Layer-2 device needs to act as an IGMPquerier as well as listen to IGMP

packets to establish andmaintain the forwarding entry to realize Layer-2multicast.

Working Principle

ALayer-2deviceactsas an IGMPquerier toperiodically send IGMPQuery packets, listen toandmaintain the IGMPReport packets

repliedbyauser,andcreateaLayer-2multicastforwardingentry.Youcanadjust relevantparametersof theQuerypacketssentbythe

IGMP querier throughconfiguration.

When thedevicereceives aProtocol-IndependentMulticast (PIM)orDistanceVectorMulticastRoutingProtocol (DVMRP)packet, it

considersthat amulticast router,whichwillactasan IGMPquerier,existson thenetworkanddisables thequerier function. Inthisway,

IGMP routing will not be affected.

When the device receives the IGMP Query packets from other devices, it will compete with other devices for the IGMP querier.

 Enabling theQuerier Function

You can enable the querier for a specific VLAN or all VLANs.

Only when the global querier function is enabled can the queriers for specific VLANs take effect.

 Specifying the IGMPVersion for aQuerier

The version of IGMP used for sending Query packets can be configured as IGMPv1 or IGMPv2.

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of aQuerier

YoucanconfigurethesourceIPaddressofaquerypacketsentbythequerierbasedonVLANs.

When thesource IPaddressof thequerier isnot configured, thequerierwill not takeeffect.

 Configuring theQuery Interval of a Querier

You can configure the intervals for sending global Query packets based on different queriers on different VLANs.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time of aQuery Packet

Youcan configure themaximum response time carried by aQuery packet that is sent by a querier. As IGMPv1 does not support the

carrying ofmaximum response time by aQuery packet, this configuration does not take effect when the querier is running IGMPv1.

Youcan configure different maximum response time for queriers on different VLANs.

 Configuring theAging Time of aQuerier
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When other IGMP queriers exist on a network, the existing device will compete with other queriers. If the existing device fails to be

elected and is in the non-querier state, the aging timer of a querier will be enabled. After the timer expires, other queriers on the

network are considered as expired and the existing devicewill be resumed as the querier.

Related Configuration

 Enabling theQuerier Function

By default, the querier function of a device is disabled.

Run the ip igmp snooping querier command to enable the global querier function.

Run the ip igmp snooping vlan num querier command to enable the querier function for specific VLANs.

 Specifying the IGMPVersion for aQuerier

By default, a querier runs IGMPv2.

Run the ip igmp snooping querier version command to configure the global querier version.

Run the ip igmp snooping vlan querier version command to specify the querier version for specific VLANs.

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of aQuerier

By default, the source IP address of a querier is 0.

Run the ip igmp snooping querier address command to enable global source IP addresses of queriers.

Run the ip igmp snooping vlan querier address command to specify the source IP addresses of the queriers on specific VLANs.

 Configuring theQuery Interval of a Querier

By default, the query interval of a querier is 60s.

Run the ip igmp snooping querier query-interval command to enable the global query interval of queriers.

Run ip igmp snooping vlan querier query-interval to specify the global query interval of the queriers on specific VLANs.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time of aQuery Packet

By default, the maximum response time of a query packet is 10s.

Run the ip igmp snooping querier max-response-time command to configure the maximum response time of the query packets

sent by globalqueriers.

Runthe ip igmpsnoopingvlanqueriermax-response-timecommand tospecify themaximumresponsetimeof thequerypackets

sent by the queriers on specificVLANs.

 Configuring theAging Time of aQuerier

By default, the aging time of a querier is 125s.

Run the ip igmp snooping querier max-response-time command to configure the aging time of global queriers.

Run the ip igmp snooping vlan querier max-response-time command to configure the aging time of queriers on specific VLANs.
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22.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic IGMP

Snooping Functions (IVGL

Mode)

Any of IVGLmode,SVGLmode, and IVGL-SVGLmodemustbe selected.
It is used to enable IGMP snooping in IVGL mode.

ip igmp snooping ivgl EnablesglobalIGMPsnoopinginIVGLmode.

no ip igmp snooping vlan num Disables IGMP snooping for a VLAN.

Configuring Basic IGMP

Snooping Functions (SVGL

Mode)

Any of IVGLmode,SVGLmode, and IVGL-SVGLmodemustbe selected.
It is used to enable IGMP snooping in SVGL mode.

ip igmp snooping svgl EnablesglobalIGMPsnoopinginIVGLmode.

no ip igmp snooping vlan num Disables IGMP snooping for a VLAN.

ip igmp snooping svgl profile profile_num Configures the SVGL profile.

ip igmp snooping svgl vlan Specifies the SVGL shared VLAN.

ip igmp snooping svgl subvlan Specifies the SVGL sub VLAN.

Configuring Basic IGMP

Snooping Functions (IVGL-SVGL

Mode)

Any of IVGLmode,SVGLmode, and IVGL-SVGLmodemustbe selected.
It is used to enable IGMP snooping in IVGL-SVGL mode.

ip igmp snooping ivgl-svgl
Enables global IGMP snooping in IVGL-SVGL

mode.

no ip igmp snooping vlan num Disables IGMP snooping for a VLAN.

ip igmp snooping svgl profile profile_num Configures the SVGL profile.

ip igmp snooping svgl vlan Specifies the SVGL shared VLAN.

ip igmp snooping svgl subvlan Specifies the SVGL sub VLAN.

Configuring the Packet

Processing

(Optional) It is used toadjust relevant configurations for processingprotocol packets.

ip igmp snooping vlan vlan-id mrouter interface

interface-id
Configures a static router port.

p igmp snooping vlan vid static group-address

interface interface-type interface-number
Configures a static member port.

ip igmp snooping vlan vlan-id mrouter learn

pim-dvmrp
Enables dynamic router port learning.

ip igmp snooping dyn-mr-aging-time time
Configures the aging time of a dynamic

router port.

ip igmp snooping host-aging-time time
Configures the aging time of a dynamic

member port.

ip igmp snooping fast-leave enable
Enables the immediate-leave function for a

dynamic member port.

ipigmpsnoopingquery-max-response-timetime
Configures themaximumresponsetimeofan

IGMP query packet.

ip igmp snooping suppression enable Enables IGMP Report packet suppression.

Configuring IGMP Security

Control

(Optional) It used to guarantee thesecuritywhen auser requests amulticast profile.

ip igmp snooping filter profile-number Configurestheprofilefilteringforuseraccess.

ip igmp snooping vlan num filter profile-number Configures the per-VLAN profile filtering for
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user access.

ip igmp snooping l2-entry-limit number
Configures the maximum number of profiles

globally for user access.

ip igmp snooping max-groups number
Configures themaximumnumber of dynamic

profiles for user access.

ip igmp snooping source-check port

Enables source IP inspection, which ensures

the multicast traffic from the router port is

legal.

ip igmp snooping source-check default-server

address

Enables source IP inspection.

The multicast traffic whose source IP address

matches the specified source IP address is

considered as legal traffic.

ip igmp snooping limit-ipmc vlan vid address

group-address server source-address

Specifies a VLAN. In the multicast traffic of

multicast addresses, the one whose source IP

address matches the specified source IP

address is considered as legal traffic.

ip igmp snooping preview profile-number
Enables the preview function for a specified

profile.

ip igmp snooping preview interval num Configures the preview duration.

Configuring an IGMP Profile

(Optional) It isusedtodefine therangeofmulticastaddresses thatpermitsordenies theaccess
of a user host.

ip igmp profile profile-number Creates a profile.

range low-address high_address Configures the profile range.

permit Permits the access of a user host.

deny Denies the access of a user host.

Configuring IGMP QinQ

(Optional) It is used to configure QinQ interface to forward multicast packets using the VLAN
identifier (VID) carried by packets.

ip igmp snooping tunnel
Configures QinQ to transmit IGMP packets

transparently.

Configuring an IGMP Querier

(Optional) It is used to enable IGMPquerier function on anetworkwithout a Layer-3multicast
device.

ip igmp snooping querier Enables global querier function.

ip igmp snooping vlan num querier Enables the querier for a VLAN.

ip igmp snooping querier version num
Specifies the IGMP version for queriers

globally.

ip igmpsnoopingvlannumquerierversionnum
Specifies the IGMP version for a querier of a

VLAN.

ip igmp snooping querier address a.b.c.d
Configures the source IP address of queriers

globally.

ip igmp snooping vlan num querier address

a.b.c.d

Configures thesourceIPaddressforaquerier

of a VLAN.

ip igmp snooping querier query-interval num Configures the query interval of queriers
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globally.

ip igmp snooping vlan num querier

query-interval num

Configures the query interval for a querier of

a VLAN.

ip igmp snooping querier max-response-time

num

Configures the maximum response time for

query packets globally.

ip igmp snooping vlan num querier

max-response-time num

Configures the maximum response time of

query packets for a VLAN.

ip igmp snooping querier timer expiry num
Configures the aging timer for queriers

globally.

ip igmp snooping vlan num querier timer expiry

num

Configures the aging timer for a querier of a

VLAN.

22.4.1 ConfiguringBasic IGMPSnoopingFunctions(IVGLMode)

Configuration Effect

 Enable IGMP snooping to realize Layer-2multicast.

 Provide independent multicast services to eachVLAN.

Notes

 IPmulticast cannot be realized in SVGLmode. If IPmulticast must be used, select the IVGLmode.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingGlobal IGMPSnooping in IVGLMode

Mandatory.

After IGMP snooping is enabled globally, this function will be enabled for all VLANs.

If not specified, it is advised to run global IGMP snooping on all the devices connected user hosts.

 Disabling IGMP Snooping for a VLAN

(Optional)YoucanusethisfunctionifyouwishtodisableIGMPsnoopingonspecifiedVLANs.

Onlywhen global IGMPsnooping is enabledcan it bedisabledon specifiedVLANs.

In IVGLmode, eachVLAN canenjoy independentmulticast services. Disabling anyVLANmulticast serviceswill not interfere in the

services provided to the others.

Verification

 Run the show ip igmp snooping gda-table command to display the IGMP snooping forwarding table and verify that the
member ports include only those connecting member hosts.

 Run theshow ip igmpsnooping command todisplay the basic IGMPsnooping information and verify that IGMPsnooping is
working in IVGLmode.

Related Commands

 EnablingGlobal IGMPSnooping in IVGLMode
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Command ip igmp snooping ivgl

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Afterthiscommandisexecuted,IGMPsnoopingwillberunonallVLANs.

By default, IGMP snooping is disabled.

 Disabling IGMPSnooping for a VLAN

Command no ip igmp snooping vlan num

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Only when global IGMP snooping is enabled can it be disabled on specified VLANs.

In IVGL mode, you can disable IGMP snooping on any VLAN.

 Displaying the IGMPSnoopingEntry

Command show ip igmp snooping gda-table

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to verify that the ports include only those connecting member hosts.

 Displaying the IGMPSnoopingWorkingMode

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a device is running in IVGL mode, the following information is displayed:

IGMP Snooping running mode: IVGL

Configuration Example

 Providing Layer-2Multicast Services for theSubnet Hosts
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Scenario

Figure 9- 5

Ais themulticast routerand isconnecteddirectly tothemulticastsource.

B is theLayer-2 deviceand is connected directly to the userhost.

Receiver 1, Receiver 2, and Receiver 3 belong to VLAN 1.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the IP address andVLAN.

 Enablemulticast routing onAandenable themulticast routingprotocol on Layer-3 interface (Gi0/1 andVLAN

1).

 Enable IGMP snooping on B and select IVGLmode.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim sparse-

mode A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)# ip igmp snooping ivgl

Verification Send packets from the source (10.1.1.1) to G (229.1.1.1) to add Receiver 1 to G.

 Confirm that the packets (10.1.1.1 and 229.1.1.1) are received by Receiver 1.

 DisplaytheIGMPsnoopingforwardingentryonBandensurethattheport (10.1.1.1,229.1.1.1,1) includesonly

Fa0/2.

 Check whether the IGMP snooping workingmode is IVGL.

B B# show ip igmp snooping gda-table

Multicast Switching Cache Table
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B#showip igmpsnooping

IGMP Snooping runningmode: IVGL

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 65536

Source port check: Disable

Source ip check: Disable

IGMP Fast-Leave: Disable

IGMP Report suppress: Disable

IGMP Global Querier: Disable

IGMP Preview: Disable

IGMP Tunnel: Disable

IGMPPreview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

DynamicMrouteAgingTime:300(Seconds)

DynamicHostAgingTime:260(Seconds)

vlan 1

-------------

IGMP Snooping state: Enable

Multicastrouter learningmode:pim-dvmrp

IGMP Fast-Leave:Disabled

IGMP VLAN querier: Disable

IGMP VLAN Mode: STATIC

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

M: MROUTE

(*,224.1.1.1, 1):

VLAN(1) 2 OPORTS:

FastEthernet 0/1(M)

FastEthernet 0/2(D)

Common Errors

 The workingmode of IGMP snooping is improper.

22.4.2 ConfiguringBasicIGMPSnoopingFunctions(SVGLMode)

Configuration Effect
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 Enable IGMP snooping and select SVGLmode to realize Layer-2multicast.

 Share theVLANmulticast services.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingGlobal IGMPSnooping in SVGLMode

Mandatory.

Enableglobal IGMPsnoopinginSVGLmode.

Configure the rangeof associatedSVGLprofiles.

 Specifying theSVGL Shared VLAN

(Optional) By default, VLAN 1 is used as the shared VLAN. You can adjust this configuration for other options.

 Specifying theSVGL Sub VLAN

(Optional)Bydefault,all theVLANsareusedasthesubVLANsofSVGLandcansharethemulticastservicesof thesharedVLAN.You

can adjust this configuration for other options.

Verification

 Run theshow ip igmpsnooping command to display the basic IGMPsnooping information and verify that IGMPsnooping is
working in SVGLmode.

 Run theshow ip igmpsnooping gda-table command to checkwhether inter-VLANmulticast entries are properly formed.

Related Commands

 EnablingGlobal IGMPSnooping in SVGLMode

Command ip igmp snooping svgl

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, IGMP snooping is disabled.

After theSVGLmode isselected, therangeofprofileswithinSVGLmulticastaddressesneedstobeassociated.

 Configuring theSVGL profile

Command ip igmp snooping svgl profile profile_num

Parameter

Description

profile_num: Configures SVGL to associate a profile.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, no profile is associated with SVGL.

 Specifying theSVGL Shared VLAN

Command ip igmp snooping svgl vlan vid

Parameter vid: Indicates a VLAN.
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Description

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, VLAN 1 is used as the shared VLAN.

 Specifying theSVGL Sub VLAN

Command ip igmp snooping svgl subvlan vid-range

Parameter

Description

vid-range: Indicates VLAN ID or the range of VLAN IDs.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, all the VLANs except the shared VLAN are used as sub VLANs.

 Displaying the IGMPSnoopingWorkingMode

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a device is running in SVGL mode, the following information is displayed:

IGMP Snooping running mode: SVGL

Configuration Example

 EnablingSVGL on theAccess Device

Scenario

Figure 9- 6

Ais themulticast routerand isconnecteddirectly tothemulticastsource.

B is theLayer-2 deviceand is connected directly to the userhost.

Receiver1 isconnected toVLAN2,Receiver2 isconnected toVLAN3,andReceiver 3 isconnected toVLAN4.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the IP address andVLAN. (Omitted)

 Enablemulticast routing onAandenable themulticast routingprotocol on Layer-3 interface (Gi0/1 andVLAN

1).
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 Enable IGMP snooping on B and select SVGLmode.

 Configure the range of associated SVGLmulticast addresses on B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim sparse-

mode A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipigmpprofile1

B(config-profile)#permit

B(config-profile)#range 224.1.1.1 238.1.1.1

B(config-profile)#exit

B(config)#ip igmp snooping svgl

B(config)#ip igmp snooping svgl profile 1

Verification Send packets from the source (10.1.1.1) to G (229.1.1.1) and add Receiver 1, Receiver 2 and Receiver 3 to G.

 Confirmthat thepackets (10.1.1.1and224.1.1.1)arereceivedbyReceiver1,Receiver2,andReceiver3.

 Display the IGMP snooping forwarding entry on B and ensure that the ports (*, 224.1.1.1, 1) include Gi0/2,

Gi0/3, andGi0/4.

 Check whether the IGMP snooping working mode is SVGL.

B B#showipigmpsnoopinggda-table

MulticastSwitchingCacheTable

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

M: MROUTE

(*,224.1.1.1, 1):

VLAN(2) 1OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/2(D)

VLAN(3)1OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/3(D)

VLAN(4)1OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/4(D)
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B# show ip igmp snooping

IGMPSnooping running mode: SVGL

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 65536

SVGL vlan:1

SVGL profile number: 1

Sourceportcheck:Disable

Source ip check: Disable

IGMP Fast-Leave: Disable

IGMP Report suppress: Disable

IGMP Globle Querier: Disable

IGMP Preview: Disable

IGMP Tunnel: Disable

IGMP Preview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

DynamicMroute AgingTime : 300(Seconds)

DynamicHostAgingTime:260(Seconds)

Common Errors

 The SVGL profile is not configured.

 The sent multicast traffic is not within the SVGL profile.

22.4.3 ConfiguringBasicIGMPSnoopingFunctions(IVGL-SVGLMode)

Configuration Effect

 Enable IGMP snooping and select IVGL-SVGLmode to realize Layer-2multicast.

 The SVGL profiles can share themulticast services.

 The non-SVGL profiles run in IVGLmode.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingGlobal IGMPSnooping in IVGL-SVGLMode

Mandatory.

Enableglobal IGMPsnooping in IVGL-SVGLmode.

Configure the range of associated SVGL profiles.

 Specifying theSVGL Shared VLAN

(Optional) By default, VLAN 1 is used as the shared VLAN. You can adjust this configuration for other options.

 Specifying theSVGL Sub VLAN
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(Optional)Bydefault,all theVLANsareusedasthesubVLANsofSVGLandcansharethemulticastservicesof thesharedVLAN.You

can adjust this configuration for other options.

Verification

 Run theshow ip igmpsnooping command todisplay the basic IGMPsnooping information and verify that IGMPsnooping is
working in IVGL-SVGLmode.

 Run theshow ip igmpsnoopinggda-tablecommand to checkwhether inter-VLANmulticast entries are properly formed for
the SVGLprofiles.

 Run theshow ip igmpsnoopinggda-tablecommand to checkwhether intra-VLANmulticast entries are properly formed for
the SVGLprofiles.

Related Commands

 EnablingGlobal IGMPSnooping in IVGL-SVGLMode

Command ip igmp snooping ivgl-svgl

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, IGMP snooping is disabled.

After the IVGL-SVGL mode is selected, the SVGL profiles needs to be associated.

 Configuring theSVGL Profile

Command ip igmp snooping svgl profile profile_num

Parameter

Description

profile_num: Configures SVGL to associate a profile.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, no profile is associated with SVGL.

 Specifying theSVGL Shared VLAN

Command ip igmp snooping svgl vlan vid

Parameter

Description

vid: Indicates a VLAN.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, VLAN 1 is used as the shared VLAN.

 Specifying theSVGL Sub VLAN

Command ip igmp snooping svgl subvlan vid-range

Parameter

Description

vid-range: Indicates VLAN ID or the range of VLAN IDs.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide By default, all the VLANs except the shared VLAN are used as sub VLANs.

 Displaying the IGMP SnoopingWorking Mode

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a device is running in SVGL mode, the following information is displayed:

IGMP Snooping running mode: SVGL

 Displaying the IGMP SnoopingWorking Mode

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a device is running in IVGL-SVGL mode, the following information is displayed:

IGMP Snooping running mode: IVGL-SVGL

Configuration Example

 Enabling IVGL-SVGL on theAccess Device

Scenario

Figure 9- 7

A is the multicast router and is connected directly to multicast Source 1.

B is a Layer-2 device and is connected directly to the user host and multicast Source 2.

Receiver1 isconnected toVLAN2,Receiver2 isconnected toVLAN3,andReceiver 3 isconnected toVLAN4.

Configuration  Configure the IP address andVLAN.
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Steps  Enablemulticast routing onAandenable themulticast routingprotocol on Layer-3 interface (Gi0/1 andVLAN

1).

 Enable IGMP snooping on B and select IVGL-SVGLmode.

 Configure the range of associated SVGLmulticast addresses on B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim sparse-

mode A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipigmpprofile1

B(config-profile)#permit

B(config-profile)#range 224.1.1.1 238.1.1.1

B(config-profile)#exit

B(config)#ip igmp snooping ivgl-svgl

B(config)#ip igmp snooping svgl profile 1

Verification Sendpackets fromSource1 (10.1.1.1) toG (224.1.1.1)and addReceiver1,Receiver2andReceiver3 toG.

Send packets fromSource 2 (192.168.2.1) to the destination (239.1.1.1) and add Receiver 1 239.1.1.1.

 Confirmthat thepackets (10.1.1.1and224.1.1.1)arereceivedbyReceiver1,Receiver2,andReceiver3.

 Check that packets (192.168.2.1 and 239.1.1.1) can be received byReceiver 1.

 Display the IGMP snooping forwarding entry on B and ensure that the ports (*, 224.1.1.1, 1) include Gi0/2,

Gi0/3, and Gi0/4, and the port (*, 239.1.1.1, 1) is Gi0/2.

 Check whether the IGMP snooping workingmode is IVGL-SVGL.

B B#showipigmpsnoopinggda-table

MulticastSwitchingCacheTable

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

M: MROUTE

(*,224.1.1.1, 1):

VLAN(2) 1OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/2(D)

VLAN(3)1OPORTS:
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GigabitEthernet 0/3(D)

VLAN(4) 1 OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/4(D)

(*,239.1.1.1, 2):

VLAN(2) 1 OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/2(D)

B# show ip igmp snooping

IGMP Snooping running mode: IVGL-SVGL

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 65536

SVGL vlan: 1

SVGL profile number: 0

Sourceportcheck:Disable

Source ip check: Disable

IGMP Fast-Leave: Disable

IGMP Report suppress: Disable

IGMP Globle Querier: Disable

IGMP Preview: Disable

IGMP Tunnel: Disable

IGMPPreview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

DynamicMrouteAgingTime:300(Seconds)

DynamicHostAgingTime:260(Seconds)

Common Errors

 The SVGL profile is not configured.

 The sent multicast traffic is not within the SVGL profile.

 The IVGLmulticast traffic cannot be forwarded within the SVGL profile.

22.4.4 ConfiguringthePacketProcessing

Configuration Effect

 Configure specified ports as the static router ports to receive the multicast traffic from all profiles.
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 Configure specified ports as the static member ports to receive themulticast traffic from specified profiles

 Enable Report packets suppression to forward only the first Report packet from a specified VLAN or profile to the router port
withina query interval, and the followingReport packetswill not be forwarded to the router port, thereby reducing the quantity

of packets on the network.

 Configure the immediate-leave function todelete a port from the entry ofmemberportswhen a leavepacket is received by the
port.

 Disable dynamic router port learning to disable the learning of any router port.

 Basedonnetwork load and configuration of amulticast device, you canadjust theaging timeof a router port andmember port
as well as themaximum response time of a query packet.

Notes

 Onlywhen basic IGMP snooping is configured can relevant configurations take effect.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aStatic Router Port

 Optional.

 Youcan perform this configuration if you want to specify a static port to receive all themulticast trafficwithin theVLAN.

 Configuring aStatic Member Port

 Optional.

 Youcan perform this configuration if you want to specify a static port to receive specificmulticast traffic within theVLAN.

 Enabling Report Packet Suppression

 Optional.

 When there are numerous receivers to receive the packets from the same multicast profile, you can enable Report packets

suppression to suppress the number of Report packets to be sent.

 Enabling the Immediate-Leave Function

 Optional.

 When there is only one receiver on a port, you can enable Leave to speedup the convergenceof protocol upon leave.

 DisablingDynamic Router Port Learning

 Optional.

 This function is usedwhenmulticast traffic needs to be forwarded only within the Layer-2 topology but not toa Layer-3 router.

 Configuring theAging Time of a Dynamic Router Port

 Optional.

 Youcan configure the aging time based on network load.

 Configuring the Aging Time of a DynamicMember Port

 Optional.

 You can configure the aging time based on the interval for sending IGMP query packets by the connected multicast router.

Typically,theagingtimeiscalculatedasfollows:Interval forsendingIGMPquerypacketsx2+MaximumresponsetimeofIGMP
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packets

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time of aQuery Packet

 Optional.

 Youcan configure the aging time based on network load.

Verification

 Run the show ip igmp snooping mrouter command to check whether the configured static router port has an "S" in the
displayed configuration information.

 Run theshow ip igmpsnoopinggda command tocheckwhether theconfiguredstaticmemberport ismarkedwithanS.

 Run the show ip igmp snooping command to check whether Report packets suppression, immediate leave, router port
learning, router port aging time,member port aging time, and themaximum response timeof theQuery packet takeeffect.

Related Commands

 Configuring aStatic Router Port

Command ip igmp snooping vlan vidmrouter interface interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

vid: Indicates a VLAN. The value ranges from 1 to 4,094.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates an interface name.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In SVGL mode, if a sub VLAN is not configured, only the configurations for the static router port within the shared

VLAN can takeeffect, and the others canbe configured but cannot take effect. If a subVLAN is configured, only the

configurations for thestatic router portwithinthesharedVLANoranon-subVLANcan takeeffect,and theotherscan

be configured but cannot take effect.

In IVGL-SVGLmode, ifasubVLAN isnotconfigured, theconfigurations for thestatic routerportswithinall theVLANs

can take effect; if a subVLAN is configured, only the configurations for the static router port within the sharedVLAN

or a non-subVLAN can take effect, and the others can be configured but cannot take effect.

In IVGL mode, the configurations for the static router ports within all the VLANs can take effect.

 Configuring aStatic Member Port

Command ip igmp snooping vlan vid static group-address interface interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

vid: Indicates a VLAN. The value ranges from 1 to 4,094.

group-address: Indicates a profile address.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates an interface name.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, no static member port is configured.

 Enabling Report Packet Suppression

Command ip igmp snooping suppression enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide When Report packets suppression is enabled, only the first Report packet from a specified VLAN or profile is

forwarded to the router port within a Query interval, and the following Report packets will not be forwarded to the

router port, thereby reducing the quantity of packets on the network.

Only the IGMPv1 and IGMPv2 Report packets can be suppressed, and the IGMPv3 Report packets cannot be

suppressed.

 Enabling the Immediate-Leave Function

Command ip igmp snooping fast-leave enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide When this function is enabled, a port will be deleted from the entry of the member port when the port receives a

leave packet. After that, the packets will no longer be forwarded to this port when it receives the query packets of

specified profiles. Leave packets include the IGMPv2 Leave packets as well as the IGMPv3 Report packets that include

types but carry no source address.

The immediate-leave function applies only to the scenario where only one host is connected to a device port. It is

used to conserve bandwidth and resources.

 EnablingDynamicRouter Port Learning

Command ip igmp snooping [ vlan vid ] mrouter learn pim-dvmrp

Parameter

Description

vlan vid: Specifies a VLAN. This configuration applies to all VLANs by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A router port is the port that is connected directly to a multicast device running IGMP snooping and a multicast

neighbor device running multicast routing protocol. By default, dynamic router port learning is enabled and the

device automatically listens to IGMP Query packets, DVMRP packets, and PIM Hello packets.

 Configuring theAging Time of a Dynamic Router Port

Command ip igmp snooping dyn-mr-aging-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates theaging timeofadynamic routerport in theunitof seconds.Thevalue ranges from1 to3,600.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If a dynamic router port doesnot receivean IGMPgeneral querypacket or aPIMHellopacket before theaging timer

expires, the devicewill delete this port from the router port entry.

When dynamic router port learning is enabled, you can run this command to adjust the aging time of the dynamic

router port. If the aging time is too short, the multicast device may frequently add or delete a router port.

 Configuring the Aging Time of a DynamicMember Port

Command ip igmp snooping host-aging-time seconds

Parameter seconds: Indicates the aging time.
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Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The aging timeof a dynamicmember port indicates the timewhen adevice port receives the IGMP join packet sent

from host for subscribing to an IP multicast profile.

When the IGMP join packet is received, the aging time of the dynamic member port will be reset. The value of the

timer time is host-aging-time. If the timer expires, the multicast device deems that no user host for receiving the

multicast packet exists under the port, and will delete the port from the entry of IGMP snooping member port. After

the aging time is configured, the aging time of following received IGMP join packets will be host-aging-time. This

configuration takes effect after the next IGMP join packet is received, and the timer of the port in use will not be

refreshed.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time of aQuery Packet

Command ip igmp snooping query-max-response-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the maximum response time.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide When an IGMP general Query packet is received, the multicast device will reset the aging time of all the dynamic

memberports,which is query-max-response-time. If the timerexpires, themulticast devicedeems that no userhost

for receiving the multicast packet exists under the port, and will delete the port from the entry of IGMP snooping

member port.

When an IGMP profile-specific Query packet is received, the multicast device will reset the aging time of all the

dynamicmember ports of the specific profile, which is query-max-response-time. If the timer expires, themulticast

device deems that no user host for receiving themulticast packet exists under the port, and will delete the port from

the entry of IGMP snooping member port.

Thisconfiguration takeseffectafter thenextQuery packet is received, and the timer inusewill not be refreshed.The

timer of an IGMPv3 profile-specific Query packet is not refreshed.

 Displaying RouterPorts

Command show ip igmp snooping mroute

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If therouterport issuccessfullyconfigured,an "S"willbedisplayed in theport information.

FS(config)#show ip igmp snooping mrouter

Multicast Switching Mroute Port

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

(*, *, 1):
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VLAN(1) 1 MROUTES:

GigabitEthernet 0/1(S)

 Displaying the Information of Dynamic Router Port Learning

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Runtheshowipigmpsnoopingcommandtodisplaytheaging timeand learningstatusof thedynamicrouterport.

DynamicMroute Aging Time : 300(Seconds)

Multicastrouter learningmode:pim-dvmrp

 Displaying the Information of aMember Port

Command show ip igmp snooping gda-table

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If thememberport issuccessfullyconfigured,an"S"willbedisplayed in theport information.

FS(config)#show ip igmp snooping gda-table

Multicast Switching Cache Table

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

M: MROUTE

(*, 224.1.1.1, 1):

VLAN(1) 1 OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/1(S

 Displaying OtherParameters

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the show ip igmp snooping command to display the aging time of the router port, aging time of the dynamic

memberport, response timeof the query packet, andReport packets suppression, and immediate leave.

IGMP Fast-Leave: Enable

IGMP Report suppress: Enable
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Query Max Response Time: 20(Seconds)

DynamicMroute AgingTime : 300(Seconds)

DynamicHostAgingTime:260(Seconds)

Configuration Example

 Configuring a Static Router Port and StaticMember Port

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic IGMP snooping functions.

 Configure a static router port and static member port.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip igmp snooping vlan 1 mrouter interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

FS(config)# ip igmp snooping vlan 1 static 224.1.1.1 interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

FS(config)# end

Verification Runtheshowipigmpsnoopingmrouterandshowipigmpsnoopinggda-tablecommandstocheckwhether the

configuration takes effect.

FS#showipigmpsnoopingmrouter

MulticastSwitchingMroutePort

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

(*, *, 1):

VLAN(1) 1 MROUTES:

GigabitEthernet 0/0(S)

FS#show ip igmp snooping gda-table

Multicast Switching Cache Table

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

M: MROUTE

(*, 224.1.1.1, 1):

VLAN(1) 1 OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 0/0(SM)
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 Enabling Report Packet Suppression

Scenario

Figure 9- 8

A is the multicast router and is connected directly to multicast Source 1.

BisaLayer-2deviceandisconnecteddirectlytotheuserhostandmulticastSource2.

Receiver 1, Receiver 2, andReceiver 3 are connected toVLAN1.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the IP address andVLAN. (Omitted)

 Enablemulticast routing onAandenable themulticast routingprotocol on Layer-3 interface (Gi0/1 andVLAN

1).

 Enable IGMP snooping on B and select IVGLmode.

 Enable Report packets suppression on B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim sparse-

mode A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipigmpsnoopingivgl

B(config)# ip igmp snooping suppression enable

Verification CheckwhetherReceiver1andReceiver2areaddedtoprofile239.1.1.1,andonly theIGMPReportpacketsofprofile

239.1.1.1 are forwarded from interface Gi0/1 of B.
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B B# show ip igmp snooping

IGMP Snooping running mode: IVGL

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 65536

Source port check: Disable

Source ip check: Disable

IGMP Fast-Leave: Disable

IGMPReportsuppress:Enable

IGMPGlobleQuerier:Disable

IGMP Preview: Disable

IGMP Tunnel: Disable

IGMPPreview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

DynamicMrouteAgingTime:300(Seconds)

DynamicHostAgingTime:260(Seconds)

 Configuring OtherParameters

Configuration

Steps
 Configure basic IGMP snooping functions.

 Enable Immediate-leave function.

 Disable router port learning.

 Configure the aging time of a router port.

 Configuring the aging time of a member port.

 Configure the response time of a Query packet.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip igmp snooping fast-leave enable

FS(config)#no ipigmpsnoopingmrouter learnpim-dvmrp

FS(config)#ip igmp snooping dyn-mr-aging-time 200

FS(config)#ip igmp snooping host-aging-time 100

FS(config)#ip igmp snooping query-max-response-time 60

FS(config)# end

Verification Run the show ip igmp snooping command to check whether the configuration is successful.

FS#show ip igmp snooping

IGMP Snooping running mode: IVGL

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 65536

Source port check: Disable

Source ip check: Disable
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IGMP Fast-Leave: Enable

IGMPReportsuppress:Enable

IGMPGlobleQuerier:Disable

IGMP Preview: Disable

IGMP Tunnel: Disable

Query Max Response Time: 60(Seconds)

IGMPPreview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

DynamicMrouteAgingTime:200(Seconds)

Dynamic Host Aging Time : 100(Seconds)

Common Errors

 Basic IGMP snooping functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.

22.4.5 Configuring IGMPSecurity Control

Configuration Effect

 Configure the range of multicast addresses that a user can access.

 Configure to allow a user from an unauthorized profile to preview amulticast channel.

 Configure the number of multicast addresses that a user can access.

 Configure to limit a user to receive only themulticast traffic from a router port to prevent illegalmulticast traffic sent by the end
user.

 Configure to limit a user to receive only the multicast traffic from designated source IP addresses to prevent illegal multicast
traffic.

Notes

 Basic IGMP snooping functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theProfile Filtering

 Optional.

 If you want to limit the profile packets to be received by a port, you can configure the profile filtering on the port.

 If youwant to limit themulticast packets to be received by aVLAN, you can configure the per-VLANprofile filtering.

 Enabling MulticastPreview

 Optional.

 Youcan enable multicast preview for a user from an unauthorized profile.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Profiles

 Optional.

 If you want to limit the number of multicast profiles that a port is allowed to receive, you can configure themaximum number of
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multicast profiles allowed for this port.

 If you want to limit the number of multicast profiles that global ports are allowed to receive, you can configure the maximum

number of multicast profiles allowed for these ports.

 Configuring Source Port Inspection

 Optional.

 Youcan perform this configuration if you want to allow a port to receive only themulticast traffic from the router port.

 Configuring Source IP Inspection

 Optional.

 Youcanperform this configuration tospecify the source IPaddress for all themulticast profilesof allVLANs.Only themulticast

trafficwhose source IP address is the same as the set one is considered as legal.

 Youcan also specify the source IP addresses for specific multicast profileswithin specific VLANs. Among themulticast traffic

received from the specific multicast profiles within the VLANs, only the one with the same source IP address as the set one is

considered as legal and will be forwarded by themulticast device; other traffic will be discarded.

Verification

 Run the show ip igmp snooping interfaces command to display the profile filtering and the maximum number of multicast
profiles for a port.

 Run the show ip igmp snooping vlan command to display the per-VLAN profile filtering.

 Run the show ip igmp snooping command to check whether the maximum number of global multicast profiles, preview
function, source port inspection, and source IP address inspection take effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring theProfile Filtering

Command ip igmp snooping filter profile-number

Parameter

Description

profile-number: Indicates a profile number.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring thePer-VLAN Profile Filtering

Command ip igmp snooping vlan vid filter profile-number

Parameter

Description

vid: Indicates a VLAN. The value ranges from 1 to 4,094.

profile-number: Indicates a profile number.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A
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 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Profiles on a Port

Command ip igmp snooping max-groups number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of multicast profiles.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This value indicates only the number of dynamicmulticast profiles, and the number of static profiles is not included.

The counter of multicast profiles is based on the VLAN that the port belongs to. For example, if a port belongs to

threeVLANs,andall threeof themreceivearequestpacket frommulticastprofile224.1.1.1simultaneously, then the

counter of multicast profiles will be 3 but not 1.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Global Profiles

Command ip igmp snooping l2-entry-limit number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of multicast profiles.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This value includes the number of both dynamic profiles as well as static profiles.

 Configuring Source Port Inspection

Command ip igmp snooping source-check port

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After sourceport inspection is enabled, themulticast traffic received by adevicewill be discarded if no router port is

detected in the network environment.

 Configuring Source IP Inspection

Command ip igmp snooping source-check default-server source-address

Parameter

Description

source-address: Indicates the source IP address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 EnablingSource IP Inspection for a Specific Profile

Command ip igmp snooping limit-ipmc vlan vid address group-address server source-address

Parameter

Description

vid vlan id

group-address: Indicates a profile address.

source-address: Indicates the source IP address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling Preview

Command ip igmp snooping preview profile-number

Parameter

Description

profilenumber: Indicates therangeofmulticastaddressesallowed forpreview.Thevaluerangesfrom1 to1,024.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring thePreview Duration

Command ip igmp snooping preview interval num

Parameter

Description

num: Specifies the preview duration which ranges from 1s to 300s (60s by default).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This configuration allows unauthorized users to receive multicast traffic within the preview duration. After the

duration is met, the preview will be stopped; the preview can be resumed in 300s.

 Displaying the Per-Port Profile Filtering

Command show ip igmp snooping interface

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the function isconfigured, theprofilewillbedisplayed, forexample:

FS#show ip igmp snooping interfacesgigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface Filter profile number max-group

------------------------- --------------------- ---------

GigabitEthernet 0/1 1

 Displaying the Per-VLAN Profile Filtering

Command show ip igmp snooping vlan

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the function is configured, the profile will be displayed, for example:

IGMP VLAN filter: 1

 Displaying theMaximumNumber of Interface Profiles

Command show ip igmp snooping interface
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Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If themaximumnumberofmulticastaddressesforaport isconfigures,thevaluewillbedisplayed,forexample:

FS#show ip igmp snooping interfaces gigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface Filter profile number max-group

------------------------- --------------------- ---------

GigabitEthernet0/1 1 200

 Displaying theMaximumNumber of Global Profiles

Command show ip igmp snooping vlan

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the function is configured, the profile will be displayed, for example:

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 65536

 Displaying the Information of Source Port Inspection

Command show ip igmp snooping vlan

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If source port inspection is enabled, the following information will be displayed:

Source port check: Enable

 Displaying the Information of Source IP Inspection

Command show ip igmp snooping vlan

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If source IP address inspection is enabled, the following information will be displayed:

Source ip check: Enable

 Displaying the Information of the Preview Function

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter N/A
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Description

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If therangeofmulticastaddressesforaport isconfigured,previewwillbeenabled, forexample:

IGMP Preview:Enable

IGMP Preview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

Configuration Example

 Configuring theProfile Filtering and theMaximumNumber of Demanded Profiles

Scenario

Figure 9- 9

A is the multicast router and is connected directly to multicast Source 1.

BisaLayer-2deviceandisconnecteddirectlytotheuserhostandmulticastSource2.

Receiver 1, Receiver 2, andReceiver 3 are connected toVLAN1.

By configuring VLAN 1, you can configure to allow the users within VLAN 1 to receive only the profiles whose

addresses range from 225.1.1.1 to 225.1.255.255.

You can configure Receiver 1 to receive only the profiles whose addresses range from 225.1.1.1 to 225.1.1.255,

Receiver 2 to receive only the profiles whose addresses range from 225.1.2.1 to 255.1.2.255, and Receiver 3 to receive

only the profileswhose addresses range from225.1.3.1 to 225.1.3.255.

At most 10 profiles can be added to a port and at most 100 profiles can be added globally.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the IP address andVLAN. (Omitted)

 Enablemulticast routing onAandenable themulticast routingprotocol on Layer-3 interface (Gi0/1 andVLAN

1).

 Enable IGMP snooping on B and select IVGLmode.

 Configure the range andmaximum number of multicast addresses on B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1
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A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim sparse-

mode A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipigmpsnoopingivgl

B(config)#ip igmp profile 1

B(config-profile)#permit

B(config-profile)#rang

B(config-profile)#range 225.1.1.1 225.1.255.255

B(config-profile)#exit

B(config)#ipigmpprofile2

B(config-profile)#permit

B(config-profile)#range 225.1.1.1 225.1.1.255

B(config-profile)#exit

B(config)#ipigmpprofile3

B(config-profile)#permit

B(config-profile)#range 225.1.2.1 225.1.2.255

B(config-profile)#exit

B(config)#ipigmpprofile4

B(config-profile)#permit

B(config-profile)#range

B(config-profile)#range 225.1.3.1 225.1.3.255

B(config-profile)#exit

B(config)#ipigmpsnoopingl2-entry-limit100

B(config)#ip igmp snooping vlan 1 filter 1

B(config)#int gigabitEthernet0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip igmp snooping filter 2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip igmp snooping max-groups 10

B(config)#int gigabitEthernet0/3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip igmp snooping filter 3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip igmp snooping max-groups 10

B(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/4
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip igmp snooping filter 4

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip igmp snooping max-groups 10

Verification  Run the show ip igmp snooping interfaces command to display the profile filtering and the maximum

number of multicast profiles for a port.

 Run theshow ip igmpsnooping command todisplay themaximumnumber of globalmulticast groups.

B B#show ip igmp snooping interfaces

Interface Filter profilenumber max-group

------------------------- --------------------- ---------

GigabitEthernet0/2 2 10

GigabitEthernet0/3 3 10

GigabitEthernet0/4 4 10

B#showipigmpsnooping

IGMPSnooping runningmode: IVGL

IGMPSnoopingL2-entry-limit:100

Sourceport check:Disable

Source ip check: Disable

IGMP Fast-Leave: Disable

IGMP Report suppress: Disable

IGMP Globle Querier: Disable

IGMP Preview: Disable

IGMP Tunnel: Disable

IGMPPreview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

DynamicMrouteAgingTime:300(Seconds)

Dynamic Host Aging Time : 260(Seconds)
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 Configuring Source Port Inspection

Scenario

Figure 9- 10

A is the multicast router and is connected directly to multicast Source 1.

BisaLayer-2deviceandisconnecteddirectlytotheuserhostandmulticastSource2.

Receiver 1, Receiver 2, andReceiver 3 are connected toVLAN1.

Source1sends themulticastaddress traffic fromprofile224.1.1.1, andSource2sends themulticast address traffic

from profile225.1.1.1.

Receiver 1 can request profiles 224.1.1.1 and 225.1.1.1 respectively.

Source port inspection is enabled.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the IP address andVLAN.

 Enablemulticast routing onAandenable themulticast routingprotocol on Layer-3 interface (Gi0/1 andVLAN

1).

 Enable IGMP snooping on B and select IVGLmode.

 Enable source port inspection on B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim sparse-

mode A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipigmpsnoopingivgl

B(config)#ip igmp snooping source-check port
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Verification  Run theshow ip igmpsnoopingmroute command to checkwhetherGi0/1 is learnedas a router port.

 CheckwhetherReceiver 1 can request themulticast trafficof profile224.1.1and cannot request that of profile

225.1.1.1.

B Multicast Switching Mroute Port

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

(*, *, 1):

VLAN(1) 1 MROUTES:

GigabitEthernet 0/1(S)

B#showipigmpsnooping

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 100

Sourceport check: Enable

Source ip check: Disable

 Configuring Source IP Inspection

Scenario

Figure 9- 11

A is the multicast router and is connected directly to multicast Source 1.

BisaLayer-2deviceandisconnecteddirectlytotheuserhostandmulticastSource2.

Receiver 1, Receiver 2, andReceiver 3 are connected toVLAN1.

Source 1 sends the multicast address traffic from profiles 10.1.1.1 and 224.1.1.1, Source 2 sends the multicast address

traffic from profiles 192.168.1.3 and 225.1.1.1, and Source 3 sends the multicast address traffic from profiles

192.168.1.3 and226.1.1.1.

Receiver 1 can request profiles 224.1.1.1, 225.1.1.1, and 226.1.1.1 respectively.

The default IP address for source IP inspection is 10.1.1.1.

Configurelimit-ipmcandthemulticast trafficofprofile225.1.1.1,andset thelegalsourceaddressas192.168.1.3.

Configuration  Configure the IP address andVLAN.
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Steps  Enablemulticast routing onAandenable themulticast routingprotocol on Layer-3 interface (Gi0/1 andVLAN

1).

 Enable IGMP snooping on B and select IVGLmode.

 Enable source port inspection on B.

A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip multicast-routing

A(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip pim sparse-

mode A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)# interface vlan 1

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip pim sparse-mode

A(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

B B# configure terminal

B(config)#ipigmpsnoopingivgl

B(config)# ip igmp snooping source-check default-server 10.1.1.1

B(config)# ip igmp snooping limit-ipmc vlan 1 address 225.1.1.1 server 192.168.1.3

Verification  Run theshow ip igmpsnooping command to checkwhether source IP inspection is enabled.

 CheckwhetherReceiver1canrequest themulticast trafficofprofile224.1.1and225.1.1.1andcannot request

that of profile 226.1.1.1.

B B#showipigmpsnooping

IGMP Snooping runningmode: IVGL

IGMP Snooping L2-entry-limit: 65536

Sourceport check: Disable

Source ip check: Enable

IGMP Fast-Leave: Disable

IGMP Report suppress: Disable

IGMP Globle Querier: Disable

IGMP Preview: Disable

IGMP Tunnel: Disable

IGMP Preview group aging time : 60(Seconds)

DynamicMroute AgingTime : 300(Seconds)

DynamicHostAgingTime:260(Seconds)

Common Errors
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 Basic IGMP snooping functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.

 Themulticastrouterport isnot learned, leading tofailuretoreceivethemulticast traffic.

 The IP address for source IP inspection is inconsistent with themulticast IP address, leading to failure to receive themulticast
traffic.

22.4.6 Configuring an IGMPProfile

Configuration Effect

 Create an IGMP filtering profile.

Configuration Steps

 Creating aProfile

 (Optional) Create an IGMP filtering profile.

 Configuring theProfile Range

 (Optional) Configure the range of multicast profile addresses.

 Configuring theProfile Filtering

 (Optional)Configure the filteringmodeof profile topermitordeny.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to checkwhether the preceding configurations take effect.

Related Commands

 Creating aProfile

Command ip igmp profile profile-number

Parameter

Description

profile-number: Indicates the number of a profile.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide

 Configuring theProfile Range

Command range low-ip-address [ high-ip-address ]

Parameter

Description

low-ip-address: Specifies the start address.

low-ip-address: Specifies the end address. Only one address is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcan configuremultipleaddresses. If the IPaddresses of different ranges areconsecutive, the addresseswill be

combined.

 Configuring theProfile Filtering
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Command deny

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide If the filtering mode of profile is set to deny while the range of multicast profiles is not specified, no profile is to be

denied, which means to permit all profiles.

 Configuring theProfile Filtering

Command permit

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Profile configuration mode

Usage Guide If the filteringmode of profile is set topermit while the range of multicast profiles is not specified, no profile is to be

permitted, which means to deny all profiles.

Configuration Example

 Creating a Filtering Profile

Configuration

Steps

 Create a filtering profile.

B(config)#ipigmpprofile1

B(config-profile)#permit

B(config-profile)#range

B(config-profile)#range 224.1.1.1 235.1.1.1

B(config-profile)#

Verification Run the show running-config command to check whether the configuration is successful.

ip igmp profile 1

permit

range 224.1.1.1 235.1.1.1

!

Common Errors

 Basic IGMP snooping functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.

 Themode of profile is set topermitwhile the range of multicast profiles is not specified, leading to the denial of all profiles.

22.4.7 ConfiguringIGMP QinQ

ConfigurationEffect
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 Create a multicast entry on the VLAN where IGMP packets are located. Forward IGMP packets on the VLAN where these packets
are located, realizing transparent transmission.

Notes

 Basic IGMP snooping functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringQinQTransparent Transmission

 If theQinQ interface needs to forwardmulticast packets on theVLANswhere theVIDs of the packets specify, enableQinQ to

realize transparent transmission.

Verification

 Run the show ip igmp snooping command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringQinQTransparent Transmission

Command ip igmp snooping tunnel

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable QinQ to realize transparent transmission of IGMP packets.

 Displaying QinQConfiguration

Command show ip igmp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If QinQ is enabled, the following content is displayed.

IGMP Tunnel: Enable

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringQinQTransparent Transmission

Configuration

Steps

 Configure basic IGMP snooping functions.

 ConfigureQinQ transparent transmission.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#ipigmpsnoopingtunnel

FS(config)#FS(config)#end

Verification Run the show ip igmp snooping command to check whether the configuration is successful.
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IGMP Tunnel:Enable

Common Errors

 Basic IGMP snooping functions are not configured or the configuration is not successful.

22.4.8 Configuring an IGMPQuerier

Configuration Effect

 Configure the device as an IGMP querier, which will send IGMP Query packets periodically and collect user demanding
information.

Notes

 Basic IGMP snooping functionsmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling theQuerier Function

 (Optional) Enable IGMPquerier function globally or for a specifiedVLAN.

 (Optional) Disable the IGMPquerier function for a specifiedVLAN.

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of aQuerier

 (Optional)Youcan configure the source IP address of aQuery packet sent by the querier based onVLANs.

 After a querier is enabled, a source IP addressmust be specified for the querier; otherwise, the configurationwill not takeeffect.

 Configuring theMaximumResponse Time of aQuery Packet

 (Optional) Adjust themaximum response time carried by an IGMPQuery packet. As IGMPv1does not support the carrying of

maximumresponse timebyaQuery packet, this configuration doesnot takeeffectwhen thequerier is running IGMPv1.

 Configuring theQuery Interval of a Querier

 (Optional) Adjust the interval of the IGMP querier for sending query packets.

 Configuring theAging Timer of a Querier

 (Optional) Configure the aging timer of other IGMP queriers on the network.

 Specifying the IGMPVersion for aQuerier

 (Optional) Specify the IGMP version for a querier (IGMPv2 by default).

Verification

 Run the show ip igmpsnooping querier detail command to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Related Commands

 Enabling the IGMPQuerier Function

Command ip igmp snooping [ vlan vid ] querier

Parameter vlan vid: Specifies a VLAN. This configuration applies to all VLANs by default.
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Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IGMP querier for a specified VLAN will take effect only after global IGMP querier is enabled.

If global IGMP querier is disabled, IGMP querier for all the VLANs will be disabled.

 Configuring theSource IPAddress of aQuerier

Command ip igmp snooping [ vlan vid ] querier address a.b.c.d

Parameter

Description

vlan vid: Specifies a VLAN. This configuration applies to all VLANs by default.

a.b.c.d: Indicates the source IP address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Afteraquerier isenabled, asource IPaddressmust be specified for thequerier; otherwise, theconfigurationwill not

take effect.

If the source IP address is specified by a VLAN, the address will be used preferentially.

 Configuring theMaximum Response Time of a Querier

Command ip igmp snooping [ vlan vid ] querier max-response-time seconds

Parameter

Description

vlan vid: Specifies a VLAN. This configuration applies to all VLANs by default.

seconds: Indicates the maximum response time. in the unit of seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 25.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If the query interval is specified by a VLAN, the value will be used preferentially.

 Configuring theQuery Interval of a Querier

Command ip igmp snooping [ vlan vid ] querier address a.b.c.d

Parameter

Description

vlan vid: Specifies a VLAN. This configuration applies to all VLANs by default.

seconds: Indicates the query interval in the unit of seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 18,000.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If the query interval is specified by a VLAN, the value will be used preferentially.

 Configuring the Aging Timer of a Querier

Command ip igmp snooping [ vlan vid ] querier timer expiry seconds

Parameter

Description

vlan vid: Specifies a VLAN. This configuration applies to all VLANs by default.

seconds: Indicates the timeout time in the unit of seconds. The value ranges from 60 to 300.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A device may fail to be elected as the querier even when its querier function is enabled. If a device that fails to be

elected does not receive theQuery packet sent by the querier in the aging time, the querier in use is considered as

expired, and a new round of election will be raised.

If the aging time is specified by a VLAN, the value will be used preferentially.

 Specifying the IGMPVersion for aQuerier
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Command ip igmp snooping [ vlan vid ] querier version 1

Parameter

Description

vlan vid: Specifies a VLAN. This configuration applies to all VLANs by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A querier can be run in IGMPv1 and IGMPv2 (IGMPv2 by default). You can also run a command to configure the

version to IGMPv1.

If the IGMP version for a querier is specified by a VLAN, the version will be used preferentially.

 Displaying the IGMPQuerier Configuration

Command show ip igmp snooping querier detail

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If QinQ is enabled, the following content is displayed.

FS(config)#show ip igmp snooping querier detail

Vlan IPAddress IGMPVersion Port

-----------------------------------------------------------

Global IGMP switch querier status

--------------------------------------------------------

adminstate : Enable

admin version 2

source IP address : 1.1.1.1

query-interval (sec) 60

max-response-time (sec) 10

querier-timeout (sec) 125

Vlan1: IGMP switch querier status

--------------------------------------------------------

adminstate : Disable

admin version 2

source IP address : 1.1.1.1

query-interval (sec) 60

max-response-time (sec) 10

querier-timeout (sec) 125
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:2operational version

:Disableoperational state

Configuration Example

 Enabling the IGMPQuerier Function

Scenario

Figure 9- 12

In the scenario without Layer-3 multicast equipment, the multicast traffic can be forwarded only on the Layer-2

network.

A acts as a Layer-2 device to connect to the multicast source and receiver.

Configuration

Steps

 Enable global IGMP snooping on A in IVGLmode.

 Enable IGMP querier for VLAN 1 on A.

A A(config)#ip igmp snooping ivgl

A(config)#ipigmpsnoopingquerier

A(config)#ip igmp snooping querier address 10.1.1.1

A(config)#ip igmp snooping vlan 1 querier

Verification Run the show ip igmp snooping querier command to check whether the querier of VLAN 1 takes effect.

A A(config)#show ip igmp snooping querier

Vlan IPAddress IGMPVersion Port

-----------------------------------------------------------

1 10.1.1.1 2 switch

A(config)#show ip igmp snooping querier vlan 1

Vlan1: IGMP switch querier status

--------------------------------------------------------
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: 2operational version

:Querieroperational state

:125querier-timeout (sec)

:10max-response-time (sec)

:60query-interval (sec)

: 10.1.1.1source IP address

: 2admin version

:Enableadminstate

--------------------------------------------------------

(thisswitchquerier)elected querier is 10.1.1.1

Common Errors

 The source IP address is not configured for the querier and the querier does not take effect.

22.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the statistics on IGMP snooping. clear ip igmp snooping statistics

Clears the dynamic router ports and member

ports.

clear ip igmp snooping gda-table

Displaying

Description Command

Displays basic IGMP snooping configurations. show ip igmp snooping [ vlan vlan-id ]

Displays the statistics on IGMP snooping. show ip igmp snooping statistics [ vlan vlan-id ]

Displays the router ports. show ip igmp snooping mrouter

Displays the IGMP snooping entries. show ip igmp snooping gda-table

Displays the profile. show ip igmp profile [ profile-number ]

Displays the IGMPsnoopingconfigurations onan

interface.

show ip igmp snooping interface interface-name

Displays the IGMP querier. show ip igmp snooping querier [ detail ]

Displays user information. show ip igmp snooping user-info

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs all IGMP Snooping functions. debug igmp-snp

Debugs the IGMP snooping events. debug igmp-snp event
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Debugs the IGMP snooping packets. debug igmp-snp packet

Debugs the communications between IGMP

snooping and MSF.

debug igmp-snp msf

Debugs the IGMP snooping alarms. debug igmp-snp warning

23 Configuring MLDSnooping

23.1 Overview

Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) Snooping is used to control and manage the forwarding behaviors of IPv6multicast packets at

Layer 2.

The device running MLD Snooping analyzes MLD packets received by a port to create a mapping between the port and the MAC

multicastaddressandforwards IPv6multicastdataatLayer2basedonthemapping.WhenMLDSnooping isdisabled, IPv6multicast

datapacketsarebroadcastedatLayer2.WhenMLDSnooping isenabled,multicastdatapacketsofaknownIPv6multicastgroupare

forwarded to a specified receiver at Layer 2 instead of being broadcasted at Layer 2.

Protocols and Standards

RFC4541: Considerations for Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)and Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) Snooping Switches

23.1.1 TwoTypes ofMLDSnooping Ports

Asshown in Figure10-1, theLayer-3multicast device is connected to themulticast source.MLDSnooping is enabled on theaccess

device. Host A and Host B are receivers (that is, members of the IPv6multicast group).

Figure 10- 1 Two Types of MLD Snooping Ports

 Multicast router port: Indicates the port on the access device for connecting to the Layer-3multicast device, for example, Port
Eth0/1 of the access device.

 Member port: Is short for IPv6 multicast group member port, also called listener port, and indicates the port on the access
device for connecting toan IPv6multicastgroupmember, for example,PortEth0/2andPortEth0/3on theaccessdevice.
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23.1.2 WorkMode ofMLD Snooping

 DISABLEmode:MLDSnooping doesnot takeeffect in thismode.That is, the Layer-2multicast device does not "snoop"MLD
packets between the host and the router, andmulticast streams are broadcastedwithinVLANs.

 Independent VLAN Group Learn (IVGL) mode: In this mode, multicast streams between VLANs are mutually independent. A host
can request only the multicast router port in the same VLAN as the host to receive multicast packets, and can forward the

received multicast data packets of any VLAN only to the member port and multicast router port in the same VLAN as the host.

 Shared VLAN Group Learn (SVGL) mode: In this mode, hosts of VLANs share the same multicast stream. A host in one VLAN can
requestmulticaststreamsofanotherVLAN.WhenasharedVLAN isspecified,only themulticastdatastreamsof thisVLANcan

be forwarded tohosts of otherVLANs.Multicast data streams of a sharedVLAN, can be forwarded to themember ports of this

multicast address, even though somemember ports do not belong to the sharedVLAN. In SVGLmode,MLDprofilesmust be

used to allocate a batch of multicast address ranges to SVGL. Within the multicast address ranges, member ports in the

multicast forwarding entries support trans-VLAN packet forwarding. By default, all the group ranges are not within the SVGL

application ranges, and all the multicast packets are discarded.

 IVGL-SVGL mode: In this mode, IVGL and SVGL coexist. You can use MLD profiles to allocate a batch of multicast address ranges
to SVGL.Within the multicast address ranges, member ports in the multicast forwarding entries support trans-VLAN packet

forwarding.Member ports in themulticast forward entries corresponding toothermulticast address rangesmust belong to the

sameVLAN.

23.1.3 Working Principle of MLDSnooping

The device running MLD Snooping processes different MLD packets as follows:

MLD QUERY

TheLayer-3multicastdeviceregularlysendsanMLDGeneralQuerypackettoallhostsandrouters(withtheaddressofFF02::1) inthe

localnetworksegment, toquery the IPv6multicastgroupmembers in thisnetworksegment.When receiving theMLDGeneralQuery

packet, the device running MLD Snooping forwards the packet all ports in the VLAN except the one receiving the packet, and

processes the port receiving the packet as follows:

 If the port is already in the router multicast port list, its aging timer is reset.

 If the port is not contained in the router multicast port list, the port is added to the router multicast port list and its aging timer
is started.

 Each time theLayer-2multicast device receives anMLDGeneralQuery packet, it starts theaging timer for eachmemberport,
and updates the timer time to the configured maximum response time of MLD query packet.When the aging timer time of a

port is reduced to 0, it is deemed that no member receives multicast streams through this port, and therefore, the Layer-2

multicast device deletes the port from the MLD Snooping forwarding table.

 Each time theLayer2multicast device receivesaMLDGroup-SpecificQuerypacket, it starts theaging timer for eachmember
port in the specific group, and updates the timer time to the configured maximum response time of MLD query packet.When

the aging timer time of a port is reduced to 0, it is deemed that no member receives multicast streams through this port, and

therefore, the Layer-2multicast device deletes the port from theMLDSnooping forwarding table.

 When theLayer-2multicast devicereceivesaMLDGroup-SpecificQuerypacket, itno longerupdates thepreceding two types
of timers.

MLD REPORT
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In either of the following cases, the host sends an MLD Membership Report packet to the MLD querier.

 AfterreceivinganMLDquery(GeneralQueryorGroup-SpecificQuery)packet,an IPv6multicastgroupmemberhost responds
with an MLDMembership Report packet.

 If a host needs to joinan IPv6multicast group, it activelysendsanMLDMembershipReport packet toMLDquerier to request to
join this IPv6 multicast group.

When receiving anMLDMembershipReport packet, the device runningMLDSnooping forwards it to all multicast router ports in the

VLAN, retrieves, fromthepacket, theaddressof the IPv6multicastgroup that thehost needs to join,andprocesses theport receiving

the packet asfollows:

 If there is no forwarding entry corresponding to the IPv6 multicast group, the forwarding entry is created, the port is added to
the egress port list as a dynamic member port, and its aging timer is started.

 If there is a forwarding entry corresponding to the IPv6multicast group but the port is not contained in the egress port list, the
port is added to the egress port list as a dynamic member port, and its aging timer is started.

 If there is a forwarding entry corresponding to the IPv6 multicast group and dynamic member port is contained in the egress
port list, its aging timer is reset.

MLD LEAVE

Whenahost leavesan IPv6multicastgroup, itsendsanMLDLeavepacket (with theaddressofFF02::2) tonotify themulticast router

that it has left the IPv6multicastgroup.When receivinganMLDLeavepacket fromamemberport, thedevicerunningMLDSnooping

directly forwards it to the multicast router port. If the fast leave function is enabled, the device directly deletes the port from the

forwarding port list of the relevant multicast group.

23.1.4 Source PortCheck

The source port check function of MLD Snooping improves the network security.

This functionstrictly limits the ingressports ofMLDmulticaststreams.Whenthis function isdisabled,multicaststreams fromanyport

are valid and the Layer-2 multicast device forwards them to registered member ports according to the forwarding list of MLD

Snooping.When this function is enabled, multicast streams only from the multicast router ports are valid and the Layer-2multicast

device forwards them to registeredports.Multicast data streams fromnon-multicast router ports are invalid anddiscarded.

23.2 Applications

Application Description

MLD Snooping SVGL Trans-VLAN

Multicast On demand

MLD Snooping works in SVGL mode

Source Port Filtering Multicast streams only from multicast router ports are received.

23.2.1 MLDSnoopingSVGLTrans-VLANMulticastOndemand

Scenario

As shown in Figure 10- 2, Host A of VLAN 3 and Host B of VLAN 4 order a video. The video streams are in VLAN 2.

 Enable the SVGLmode on the access device and set a sharedVLAN 2.

Figure 10- 2
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VLAN 2 is a shared VLAN.

VLAN 3 and VLAN 4 are the VLANs through which the video on-demand service is output.

Deployment

 Enable the Layer-3multicast protocol on the Layer-3multicast device.

 Enable the SVGLmode on the Layer-2 device.

23.2.2 Source Port Filtering

Scenario

As shown in Figure 10-3, when the source port check function is configured, video streams can be received only from the source

multicast router port. Multicast video streams from other ports are invalid and discarded. Note that when the source port check

function is configured, there shall be at least one multicast router port. Otherwise, packet filtering is not performed on the multicast

router port even though the source port filtering is enabled.When the source port check function is not configured, multicast video

streams from all ports are received by default.

 Enable the IVGLmode on the access device.

Figure 10- 3

Remarks
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PortEth0/1 isamulticast routerportandPortEth0/2 isanon-multicast routerport.

Video servers send samemulticast video streams.

Hosts A and B can receive multicast streams only from Video Server A.

Deployment

 Enable the source port check function and configure a static multicast router port.

 Enable the IVGLmode on the Layer-2 device.

23.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Multicast Router Port andMember Port

Multicast router ports are classified into dynamicmulticast router ports and staticmulticast router ports. IfMLDSnooping is enabled,

when the dynamicmulticast router port learning function is enabled on a port, after receiving anMLDQuery or PIMv6-Hello packet,

the port learns the dynamic multicast router port and starts the aging timer of the dynamic multicast router port. A static multicast

router port can be added by configuring the ipv6mld snooping vlanmrouter command.

Memberportsareclassified intodynamicmemberportsandstaticmemberports. IfMLDSnooping isenabled,after receivinganMLD

Report packet, a port learns the dynamic member router port and starts the aging timer of the dynamic member port. A static

member port can be added by configuring the ipv6mld snooping vlan static interface command.

 Fast Leave and Packet Suppression

When the fast leave function is enabled, a port is directly deleted after receiving an MLD Leave packet. The fast leave function is

applicable only to scenarios in which only one user is connected to a port, and helps save the bandwidth. Whenmultiple users are

connected to aport, if the fast leave function is enabled, other userswanting to receivepackets fail to receiveany packets.

When the packet suppression function is enabled, only the first MLD Report packet is forwarded within one query period.

Overview

Feature Description

Remarks
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Globally Enabling MLD

Snooping

Globally enables MLD Snooping and configures the work mode.

VLAN-based

Snooping

MLD Enables or disables MLD Snooping for a single VLAN when MLD Snooping is globally enabled.

Aging Time of Multicast

Router Ports

Adjusts the aging time of dynamic multicast router ports. The default aging time is 300s.

Dynamic Multicast

Router Port Learning

After receiving anMLDquery packet or aPIMv6Hello packet, theport is learnt asa dynamicmulticast router

port.

Fast Leave of Multicast

Group Member Ports

A member port can be quickly deleted, instead of being aged and deleted after the query interval of a

Group-Specific Query expires.

MLD Report

Suppression

Packet Only the first Report packet is processed within one query period, reducing the work load of the module.

Source Port Check Multicast streams received only from a multicast router port can be forwarded. Packets received from

non-multicast router ports cannot be forwarded.

Port-based

Multicast

Filtering

Specific

Group

Only multicast group packets that meet the filter conditions can be received.

Maximum Number of

Multicast Groups

Supported by aPort

Limits the maximum number of multicast groups that a port can join.

23.3.1 Globally EnablingMLD Snooping

Globally enableMLDSnooping and configure thework mode.Multicast forwarding entries can be learnt andmulticast streams are

forwarded to a specified port.

Working Principle

EnableMLDSnooping.WhenanMLDReportpacketwiththe timeto live (TTL)of1 is received,amulticast forwardingentry iscreated

and the forwarding egress is this port.

 Learning aDynamic Member Port

After a valid MLD Report packet is received, a dynamicmember port is learnt and a forwarding entry is generated. The forwarding

egress of this entry is themember port.

 Coordinating Parameters

Configure the MLD Report packet suppression function.

Related Configuration

Configure the MLD Report packet suppression function so that only the first Report is processed within one query period, thereby

reducing the number of packets in the network.

23.3.2 VLAN-based MLDSnooping

Enable or disableMLDSnooping for a singleVLAN. By default, if MLDSnooping is globally enabled, theMLDSnooping function of

eachVLAN is enabled.
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Related Configuration

Globally configure MLD Snooping. Then configure MLD Snooping for a single VLAN.

23.3.3 Aging Time ofMulticast Router Ports

Multicast router ports are classified into dynamicmulticast router ports and staticmulticast router ports.By default, the aging timeof

a dynamic multicast router port is 300s. Staticmulticast router ports are not aged.

Related Configuration

Ability of learning from dynamic multicast router port learning function

23.3.4 DynamicMulticast Router Port Learning

By default, all ports support the dynamic multicast router port learning function.

Working Principle

When a port supports the dynamic multicast router port learning function, after receiving an MLD query packet or a PIMv6 Hello

packet, the port is learnt as a dynamic multicast router port.

Related Configuration

Configure a port as a static multicast router port.

23.3.5 Aging Time of DynamicMember Ports

Member ports are classified into dynamicmember ports and static member ports. By default, the aging time of a dynamic member

port is 260s. Static member ports are not aged.

23.3.6 Fast Leave ofMulticast GroupMember Ports

By default, the fast leave function of multicast group member ports are disabled. If the fast leave function is enabled, the port is

directly deleted after receiving a done packet.

23.3.7 MLDReport Packet Suppression

Bydefault, theMLDreport packetsuppressionfunction isdisabled. If the functionisenabled,only the firstReportpacket isprocessed

within one query interval, thereby reducing the number of packets in the network.

23.3.8 Source PortCheck

The source port check function is disabled by default.

Working Principle

When the source port check function is enabled, packets only frommulticast router ports are valid and packets from non-multicast

router ports areinvalid.

Related Configuration

Configure a port as a static multicast router port.
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23.3.9 Port-based Specific Multicast Group Filtering

Under certain circumstances, you may use the port filtering function to control a port to forward multicast packets only of a certain

range.

23.3.10 MaximumNumber ofMulticast Groups Supported by a Port

The maximum number of multicast groups that a port is allowed to join can control the maximum number of multicast groups

supported by the port.

23.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

MLD Snooping

ipv6 mld snooping
Enables MLD Snooping and specifies the work

mode.

ipv6 mld snooping vlan vlan-idmrouter

interface interface-id
Configures the static multicast router port.

ipv6 mld snooping vlan vlan-id static ip-addr

interface interface-id
Configures a static member port.

ipv6 mld profile profile-num Configures a profile.

ipv6 mld snooping source-check port Configures source port check.

ipv6 mld snooping filter profile-num Configures multicast group filtering for a port.

ipv6 mld snooping max-groups num
Configures the maximum number of multicast

groups that a port can join.

23.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofMLDSnooping

Configuration Effect

 Enable MLD Snooping and configure the workmode.

Notes

 EnableMLDSnoopingandsettheworknodetoSVGL.TheMLDSnoopingSVGLmodecannotcoexistwithIPv4orIPv6Layer-3
multicasting.

 WhentheworkmodeisSVGLorIVGL-SVGL,aprofilemustbeassociatedtospecifythemulticastgrouprangeinwhichtheSVGL
mode applies.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv6MLD Snooping

 Mandatory.

Verification

Run the show ipv6 mld snooping command to check whether MLD Snooping is enabled.

 Check whether the device can create correct multicast forwarding entries.

Related Commands
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 Enabling IPv6MLD Snooping

Command ipv6 mld snooping mode

Parameter

Description

mode: Specifies the work mode.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aProfile

Command ipv6 mld profile profile-num

Parameter

Description

profile-num: Indicates the profile number.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure a profile and enter the profile configuration mode.

 Configuring aStaticMulticast Router Port

Command ipv6 mld snooping vlan vlan-idmrouter interface interface-id

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: Indicates the VLAN ID.

interface-id: Indicates interface changes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aStatic Member Port

Command ipv6 mld snooping vlan vlan-id static ip-addr interface interface-id

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: Indicates the VLAN ID.

ip-addr: Indicates the group address.

interface-id: Indicates interface changes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Source Port Check

Command ipv6 mld snooping source-check port

Parameter

Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 ConfiguringPort-basedMulticast Group Filtering

Command ipv6 mld snooping filter profile-num
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Parameter

Description

profile-num: Indicates the profile number.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration port

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMulticast Groups Supported by a Port

Command ipv6 mld snooping max-groups num

Parameter

Description

num: Indicates the number of groups.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration port

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringReport Packet Suppression

Command ipv6 mld snooping suppression enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide WhentheReportpacketsuppression function isenabled,only the firstReportpacketof aspecificVLANandgroup is

forwarded to amulticast router port within one query interval. The subsequent Report packets are forwarded to the

multicast router port, so as to reduce the number of packets in the network.

This function can only suppress the Report packets of MLDv1. It is invalid on the Report packets of MLDv2.

 Configuring Port Fast Leave

Command ipv6 mld snooping fast-leave enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide When the port fast leave function is enabled, after receiving a Leave packet, the port is directly deleted from the

member ports in the corresponding forwarding entries. Later, when receiving a relevant Group-Specific Query

packet, thedevicedoesnot forward the packet to this port. The Leaver packet includes the Leavepacket ofMLDv1,

include type of MLDv2, and Report packet containing no source address.

This function is applicableonly to scenarios inwhichonlyone user isconnected toa port, and helps save bandwidth

and resources.

 ConfiguringDynamicMulticast Router Port Learning

Command ipv6 mld snooping [ vlan vid ] mrouter learn

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN ID. This function is applicable to all VLANs by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide A multicast router port is a port that directly connects an MLD Snooping-enabled multicast device to a neighbor

multicast device inwhich amulticast routingprotocol is enabled.By default, when the dynamicmulticast router port

learning function is enabled, the device automatically listens to the MLDQuery/PIM Hello packet and dynamically

identifies a multicast router port.

 ConfiguringAging Time of Dynamic Multicast Router Ports

Command ipv6 mld snooping dyn-mr-aging-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates theaging timeofdynamicmulticast routerports.Theunit issecondand thevalue rangesfrom1

to 3,600.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If a dynamic multicast router port does not receive anMLDGeneral Query packet or a PIMHello packet before the

timeout of its aging time, the device deletes the port from themulticast router port list.

When the dynamicmulticast router learning function is enabled, you canuse this command toadjust theaging time

of dynamic multicast router ports. If the aging time is too short, a multicast router port may be added and deleted

frequently.

 ConfiguringAging Time of Dynamic Member Ports

Command ipv6 mld snooping host-aging-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the aging time.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The aging time of a dynamic member port refers to the aging time set when a dynamic member port of a device

receives from the host an MLD packet of joining a certain IPv6multicast group.

After receiving anMLD Join packet from a dynamicmember port, the device resets the aging timer of the dynamic

member port and sets the timer time to host-aging-time. If the timer times out, it is deemed that no user host

receivesmulticast packets through this port, and then themulticast device deletes the port from theMLDSnooping

member port list. After this command is configured, the aging timer value of dynamicmember ports whenMLD Join

packets are received subsequently is host-aging-time. The aging time takes effect immediately after configuration

and the timers of started member ports are updated.

 ConfiguringResponse Time of Query Packets

Command ipv6 mld snooping query-max-response-time seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the response time.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After receiving anMLDGeneralQuerypacket fromaport, themulticastdevice resets theaging timersof all dynamic

member ports and sets the timer time to query-max-response-time. If the timer times out, it is deemed that no user

host receives multicast packets through the port, and then the multicast device deletes the port from the MLD

Snooping member portlist.

After receiving anMLDGroup-SpecificQuery packet froma port, themulticast device resets the aging timersof all

dynamicmember ports in the specific group and sets the timer time to query-max-response-time. If the timer times
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out, it isdeemed that nouserhost receivesmulticastpackets through theport, and then themulticastdevicedeletes

the port from theMLD Snooping member port list.

The configuration takes effect when the a query packet is received next time, and the configuration of currently

started timers are not updated. For Group-Specific Query packets of MLDv2, timers are not updated.

 CheckingMulticast Router Ports

Command show ipv6 mld snooping mroute

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If amulticast router port is successfully configured, themark "S" isshown in the interface informationdisplayed. For

example:

FS(config)#show ipv6 mld snooping mrouter

Multicast Switching Mroute Port

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

(*, *, 1):

VLAN(1) 1 MROUTES:

GigabitEthernet 0/1(S)

 Checking Dynamic Multicast Router Port Learning

Command show ipv6 mld snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run theshowip igmpsnooping command tocheck theaging timeand learning statusof dynamicmulticast router

ports.

Dynamic Mroute Aging Time : 300(Seconds)

Multicast router learning mode: Enable

 Checking MemberPorts

Command show ipv6 mld snooping gda-table

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a member port is successfully configured, the mark "S" is shown in the interface information displayed. For

example:
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FS(config)#show ipv6 mld snooping gda-table

Multicast Switching Cache Table

D: DYNAMIC

S: STATIC

M: MROUTE

(*, FF15::100, 1):

VLAN(1) 2 OPORTS:

GigabitEthernet 3/7(S)

 Checking OtherParameters

Command show ipv6 mld snooping

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the show ipv6 mld snooping command to check the aging time of multicast router ports, aging time of

dynamicmemberports,responsetimeofquerypacket,andReportpacketsuppression,andfastleaveparameters.

MLD-snoopingmode: IVGL

Source port check: Disable

MLDFast-Leave:Disable

MLD Report suppress: Disable

Query Max Response Time: 10 (Seconds)

Dynamic Mroute Aging Time: 300(Seconds)

Dynamic Host Aging Time: 260(Seconds)

23.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears MLD Snooping multicast

forwarding entries.

clear ipv6 mld snooping gda-table

Clears MLD Snooping statistics. clear ipv6 mld snooping statistics

Displaying

Description Command

Displays

mode.

the current MLD Snooping show ipv6 mld snooping
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Displays

entries.

MLD Snooping forwarding show ipv6 mld snooping gda-table

Displays MLD Snooping statistics. show ipv6 mld snooping statistics

DisplaysMLDSnoopingmulticast router

ports.

show ipv6 mld snooping mrouter

Displays MLD Snooping interface

information, interface filtering profiles

and maximum number of groups that a

port can join.

show ipv6 mld snooping interfaces interface-type interface-name

Displays multicast information about a

singleVLAN,onwhichMLDSnooping is

configured.

show ipv6 mld snooping vlan vid

Displays an MLD Profile. show ipv6 mld profile profile-number

Security Configuration

1. Configuring AAA

2. Configuring RADIUS

3. ConfiguringTACACS+

4. Configuring SCC

5. Configuring PasswordPolicy

6. Configuring StormControl

7. Configuring SSH
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8. Configuring URPF

9. Configuring CPP

10. Configuring DHCPSnooping

11. Configuring NFPP

12. Configuring Security-log

1 Configuring AAA

1.1 Overview

Authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) provides a unified framework for configuring the authentication, authorization,

and accounting services. FSNetworks devices support the AAA application.

AAA provides the following services in a modular way:

Authentication: Refers to the verification of user identities for network access and network services. Authentication is classified into

local authentication and authentication through Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) and Terminal Access Controller

Access Control System+ (TACACS+).

Authorization:Refers to the granting of specific network services to users according toa series of defined attribute-value (AV) pairs.

Thepairsdescribewhatoperationsusersareauthorized toperform.AVpairsarestoredonnetworkaccessservers(NASs)or remote

authentication servers.

Accounting:Refers to the trackingof the resource consumption of users.Whenaccounting is enabled,NASs collect statisticson the

network resource usage of users and send them in AVpairs to authentication servers. The records will be stored on authentication

servers, and can be read and analyzed by dedicated software to realize the accounting, statistics, and tracking of network resource

usage.
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AAAisthemostfundamentalmethodofaccesscontrol.FSNetworksalsoprovidesothersimpleaccesscontrolfunctions,suchaslocal

usernameauthenticationandonlinepasswordauthentication.Compared to them,AAAoffershigher level ofnetworksecurity.

AAA has the following advantages:

 Robust flexibility andcontrollability

 Scalability

 Standards-compliant authentication

 Multiple standbysystems

1.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring

Environment

AAA in a Single-Domain AAA is performed for all the users in one domain.

Configuring

Environment

AAA in a Multi-Domain AAA is performed for the users in different domains by using different methods.

1.2.1 ConfiguringAAA in a Single-Domain Environment

Scenario

In the network scenario shown in Figure 1- 1, the following application requirements must be satisfied to improve the security

management on the NAS:

53. Tofacilitateaccountmanagementandavoid informationdisclosure,eachadministratorhasan individualaccountwithdifferent

username andpassword.

54. Usersmust pass identity authenticationbefore accessing theNAS.Theauthenticationcanbe in local or centralizedmode. It is

recommended to combine the twomodes,with centralizedmode asactive and localmode as standby. As a result, usersmust

undergoauthenticationby theRADIUSserver first. If theRADIUSserverdoesnot respond, it turns to localauthentication.

55. During the authentication process, users can be classified and limited to access different NASs.

56. Permission management: Users managed are classified into Super User and Common User. Super users have the rights to view

and configure the NAS, and common users are only able to viewNAS configuration.

57. TheAAA records of users are stored on servers and can be viewed and referenced for auditing. (The TACACS+server in this

example performs theaccounting.)

Figure 1- 1
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User A, User B, andUser C are connected to the NAS inwired or wireless way.

TheNAS is an access or conveFSence switch.

TheRADIUS server can be theWindows 2000/2003 Server (IAS), UNIX system component, and dedicated server software

provided by a vendor.

The TACACS+ server can be the dedicated server software provided by a vendor.

Deployment

 Enable AAA on the NAS.

 Configure an authentication server on the NAS.

 Configure local users on the NAS.

 Configure the authentication service on the NAS.

 Configure the authorization service on the NAS.

 Configure the accounting service on the NAS.

1.2.2 Configuring AAA in a Multi-Domain Environment

Scenario

Configure the domain-based AAA service on the NAS.

 Auser can log inby entering theusernamePC1@FS.net orPC2@FS.com.cnand correct passwordon an 802.1X client.

 Permission management: Users managed are classified into Super User and Common User. Super users have the rights to view
and configure the NAS, and common users are only able to viewNAS configuration.

 The AAA records of users are stored on servers and can be viewed and referenced for auditing.

Figure 1- 2

The clients with the usernames PC1@FS.net and PC2@FS.com.cn are connected to the NAS in wired or wireless way.

The NAS is an access or conveFSence switch.
Remarks

Remarks

mailto:PC1@FS.net
mailto:PC2@FS.com.cn
mailto:PC1@FS.net
mailto:PC2@FS.com.cn
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The Security Accounts Manager (SAM) server is a universal RADIUS server provided by FS Networks.

Deployment

 Enable AAA on the NAS.

 Configure an authentication server on the NAS.

 Configure local users on the NAS.

 DefineanAAAmethodlistontheNAS.

 Enable domain-basedAAA on theNAS.

 Create domains and AVsets on the NAS.

1.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Local Authentication and Remote Server Authentication

Local authentication is the process where the entered passwords are verified by the database on the NAS.

Remoteserverauthenticationistheprocesswheretheenteredpasswordsarecheckedbythedatabaseonaremoteserver.Itismainly

implemented by the RADIUS server and TACACS+server.

 Method List

AAA is implementedusingdifferentsecuritymethods.Amethod listdefinesamethod implementationsequence.Themethod listcan

contain one or more security protocols so that a standby method can take over the AAA service when the first method fails. On FS

devices, the first method in the list is tried in the beginning and then the next is tried one by one if the previous gives no response.

This method selection process continues until a security method responds or all the security methods in the list are tried out.

Authentication fails if no method in the list responds.

A method list contains a series of security methods that will be queried in sequence to verify user identities. It allows you to define

one or more security protocols used for authentication, so that the standby authentication method takes over services when the

active securitymethod fails. On FSdevices, the firstmethod in the list is tried in the beginning and then the next is tried one by one if

the previous gives no response. Thismethod selection process continues until a method responds or all themethods in themethod

list are tried out. Authentication fails if no method in the list responds.

The next authentication method proceeds on FS devices only when the current method does not respond.When a method
denies user access, the authentication process ends without trying other methods.

Figure 1- 3
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Figure 1- 3 shows a typical AAA network topology, where two RADIUS servers (R1 and R2) and one NAS are deployed. The NAS can be

the client for the RADIUS servers.

Assume that the system administrator defines a method list, where the NAS selects R1 and R2 in sequence to obtain user identity

information and then accesses the local username database on the server. For example, when a remote PC user initiates dial-up access,

theNASfirstqueriestheuser's identityonR1.WhentheauthenticationonR1iscompleted,R1returnsanAcceptresponsetotheNAS.

Thentheuser ispermittedtoaccesstheInternet. IfR1returnsaReject response,theuser isdenied Internetaccessandtheconnection

is terminated. If R1 does not respond, the NAS considers that the R1method times out and continues to query the user's identity on

R2. This process continues as the NAS keeps trying the remaining authenticationmethods, until the user request is authenticated,

rejected, or terminated. If all the authenticationmethods are respondedwithTimeout, authentication fails and the connectionwill be

terminated.

The Reject response is different from the Timeout response. The Reject response indicates that the user does not meet the
criteriaof theavailableauthenticationdatabaseand therefore fails inauthentication, and the Internetaccessrequest isdenied.

TheTimeout response indicates that the authentication server fails to respond to the identity query.Whendetecting a timeout

event, the AAA service proceeds to the next method in the list to continue the authentication process.

This document describes how to configure AAA on the RADIUS server. For details about the configuration on the TACACS+
server, see theConfiguringTACACS+.

 AAA Server Group

YoucandefineanAAAservergroup to includeoneormoreserversof thesame type. If theservergroup is referencedbyamethod list,

theNASpreferentiallysends requeststo theservers inthe referencedservergroupwhen themethod list isusedto implementAAA.

 VRF-Enabled AAA Group

Virtual private networks (VPNs) enable users to share bandwidths securely on the backbone networks of Internet service providers

(ISPs).AVPNisasitesetconsistingofsharedroutes.AnSTAsiteconnectstothenetworkofan ISPthroughoneormultipleinterfaces.

AAA supports assigning aVPN routing forwarding (VRF) table to each user-defined server group.

WhenAAA is implementedby theserver inagroupassignedwithaVRFtable, theNASsends requestpacketstotheremoteservers in

theservergroup.ThesourceIPaddressof requestpackets isanaddressselectedfromtheVRFtableaccording totheIPaddressesof

the remoteservers.

If you run the ip radius/tacacs+ source-interface command to specify the source interface for the request packets, the IP address

obtained from the source interface takes precedenceover the source IP address selected from theVRF table.

Overview

Feature Description

AAA Authentication Verifies whether users can access the Internet.

AAA Authorization Determines what services or permissions users can enjoy.

AAA Accounting Records the network resource usage of users.

Multi-Domain AAA Creates domain-specific AAA schemes for 802.1X stations (STAs) in different domains.

Login Switch for the AAA Slave

Device

Provides a login switch to control login of the AAA slave device.

Authorization Result Caching Caches authorization results returned from the server.
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1.3.1 AAAAuthentication

Authentication,authorization, andaccountingare three independentservices.Theauthenticationserviceverifieswhetheruserscan

access the Internet. During authentication, the username, password, andotheruser informationareexchanged betweendevices to

complete users' access or service requests.Youcanuse only the authentication service of AAA.

To configure AAA authentication, you need to first configure an authentication method list. Applications perform
authentication according to the method list. The method list defines the types of authentication and the sequence in which

they are performed. Authentication methods are implemented by specified applications. The only exception is the default

method list. All applications use the default method list if no method list is configured.

 AAA AuthenticationScheme

 No authentication (none)

The identity of trusted users is not checked. Normally, the no-authentication (None) method is not used.

 Local authentication(local)

Authentication isperformedon theNAS,which is configuredwithuser information (including usernames, passwords, andAVpairs).

Before local authentication is enabled, run theusernamepassword/secretcommand to createa local userdatabase.

 Remote server group authentication (group)

Authentication is performed jointly by theNASand a remote server group through RADIUS orTACACS+.A server group consists of

one or more servers of the same type. User information is managed centrally on a remote server, thus realizing multi-device

centralized and unified authentication with high capacity and reliability. You can configure local authentication as standby to avoid

authentication failures when all the servers in the server group fail.

 AAA AuthenticationTypes

FS products support the following authentication types:

 Login authentication

Users log in to the command line interface (CLI) of theNAS for authentication through SecureShell (SSH), Telnet, and FileTransfer

Protocol (FTP).

 Enable authentication

After users log in to theCLIof theNAS, theusersmust be authenticatedbeforeCLIpermissionupdate.This process iscalledEnable

authentication (in Privileged EXECmode).

Related Configuration

 Enabling AAA

By default, AAA is disabled.

To enable AAA, run the aaa new-model command.

 Configuring anAAAAuthentication Scheme

By default, no AAA authentication scheme is configured.

BeforeyouconfigureanAAAauthenticationscheme,determinewhether touse localauthenticationor remoteserverauthentication.

If the latter is tobe implemented,configureaRADIUSorTACACS+server inadvance. If localauthentication isselected,configure the

local user database information on the NAS.
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 Configuring anAAAAuthentication Method List

By default, no AAA authentication method list is configured.

Determine the access mode to be configured in advance. Then configure authentication methods according to the access mode.

1.3.2 AAAAuthorization

AAAauthorizationallowsadministrators tocontrol theservicesor permissionsof users.AfterAAAauthorization isenabled, theNAS

configures thesessionsof usersaccording to theuserconfiguration filesstoredon theNASor servers.After authorization, userscan

use only the services or have only the permissions permitted by the configuration files.

 AAA AuthorizationScheme

 Direct authorization (none)

Direct authorization is intended for highly trusted users, who are assigned with the default permissions specified by the NAS.

 Local authorization (local)

Local authorization is performed on the NAS, which authorizes users according to the AV pairs configured for local users.

 Remote server-group authorization (group)

Authorization isperformed jointlyby theNASanda remoteservergroup.Youcanconfigure localor directauthorizationasstandby to

avoid authorization failures when all the servers in the server group fail.

 AAA AuthorizationTypes

 EXEC authorization

After users log in to the CLI of the NAS, the users are assigned with permission levels (0 to 15).

 Config-commands authorization

Usersare assignedwith the permissions to run specific commands in configurationmodes (including the global configurationmode

and sub-modes).

 Console authorization

After users log in through consoles, the users are authorized to run commands.

 Command authorization

Authorize users with commands after login to the CLI of the NAS.

 Network authorization

After users access the Internet, the users are authorized to use the specific session services. For example, after users access the

InternetthroughPPPandSerialLineInternetProtocol(SLIP),theusersareauthorizedtousethedataservice,bandwidth,andtimeout

service.

Related Configuration

 Enabling AAA

By default, AAA is disabled.

To enable AAA, run the aaa new-model command.

 Configuring anAAAAuthorization Scheme
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By default, no AAA authorization scheme is configured.

Before you configure an AAA authorization scheme, determine whether to use local authorization or remote server-group

authorization. If remoteserver-groupauthorizationneeds tobe implemented, configureaRADIUSorTACACS+server inadvance. If

local authorization needs to be implemented, configure the local user database information on the NAS.

 Configuring anAAAAuthorization MethodList

By default, no AAA authorization method list is configured.

Determine the access mode to be configured in advance. Then configure authorization methods according to the access mode.

1.3.3 AAAAccounting

InAAA,accounting isan independentprocessof thesame level asauthenticationandauthorization.During theaccountingprocess,

start-accounting, update-accounting, and end-accounting requestsare sent to the configured accounting server,which records the

network resource usage of users and performs accounting, audit, and tracking of users' activities.

In AAA configuration, accounting scheme configuration is optional.

 AAA AccountingSchemes

 No accounting (none)

Accountingisnotperformedonusers.

 Local accounting (local)

Accounting is completed on the NAS, which collects statistics on and limits the number of local user connections. Billing is not

performed.

 Remote server-group accounting (group)

Accounting is performed jointly by the NAS and a remote server group. You can configure local accounting as standby to avoid

accounting failures when all the servers in the server group fail.

 AAA AccountingTypes

 EXEC accounting

Accounting is performed when users log in to and out of the CLI of the NAS.

 Command accounting

Records are kept on the commands that users run on the CLI of the NAS.

 Network accounting

Records are kept on the sessions that users set up to access the Internet.

Related Configuration

 Enabling AAA

By default, AAA is disabled.

To enable AAA, run the aaa new-model command.

 Configuring anAAA AccountingScheme
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By default, no AAA accounting method is configured.

Before you configurean AAAaccounting scheme, determinewhether touse local accounting or remote server-group accounting. If

remoteserver-groupaccounting needs to be implemented, configure aRADIUS orTACACS+server in advance. If local accounting

needs to be implemented, configure the local user database information on the NAS.

 Configuring an AAA Accounting Method List

By default, no AAA accounting method list is configured.

Determine the access mode to be configured in advance. Then configure accounting methods according to the access mode.

1.3.4 Multi-Domain AAA

Inamulti-domainenvironment, theNAScanprovide theAAAservices tousersindifferentdomains.TheuserAVs(suchasusernames

andpasswords,service types,andpermissions)mayvarywithdifferentdomains. It isnecessary toconfiguredomains todifferentiate

the user AVs in different domains and configure an AV set (including an AAA service method list, for example, RADIUS) for each

domain.

Our products support the following username formats:

1. userid@domain-name

2. domain-name\userid

3. userid.domain-name

4. userid

Thefourthformat (userid)doesnotcontainadomainname,and it isconsidered tousethedefaultdomainname.

The NASprovides the domain-basedAAA service based on the following principles:

 Resolves the domain name carried by a user.

 Searches for the user domain according to the domain name.

 Searches for the correspondingAAAmethod list name according to the domain configuration information on the NAS.

 Searches for the correspondingmethod list according to themethod list name.

 Provides the AAA services based on themethod list.

Ifanyoftheprecedingproceduresfails,theAAAservicescannotbeprovided.

Figure 1- 4 shows the typical multi-domain topology.

Figure 1- 4

Related Configuration

 Enabling AAA
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By default, AAA is disabled.

To enable AAA, run the aaa new-model command.

 Configuring anAAAMethodList

By default, no AAA method list is configured.

For details, see section 5.2.1, section 5.2.2, and section 5.2.3.

 Enabling the Domain-BasedAAA Service

By default, the domain-based AAA service is disabled.

To enable the domain-based AAA service, run the aaa domain enable command.

 Creating aDomain

By default, no domain is configured.

To configure a domain, run the aaa domain domain-name command.

 Configuring anAV Set for a Domain

By default, no domain AV set is configured.

A domain AVset contains the following elements: AAAmethod lists, the maximum number of online users, whether to remove the

domain name from the username, and whether the domain name takes effect.

 Displaying DomainConfiguration

To display domain configuration, run the show aaa domain command.

The systemsupports amaximum of 32 domains.

1.3.5 LoginSwitch for theAAASlaveDevice

A login switch is provided to control login of the AAA slave device. By default, the switch is off, so the slave device is not allowed to

login.When the switch is turned on, the slave device can login.

Related Configuration

 Enabling AAA

By default, AAA is disabled.

To enable AAA, run the aaa new-model command.

 Configuring a Login Switch for the AAA Slave Device

By default, the slave device is not allowed to login.

Run the aaa slave-login allow command to permit login of the slave device.

1.3.6 Authorization ResultCaching

The AAA module caches authorization results returned from the server. Therefore, later authorizations at the same level can be

operated based on the cached resources.
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Related Configuration

 Configuring Authorization Result Caching

By default, authorization results are not cached.

To enable authorization result caching, run the aaa command-author cache command.

1.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring AAA Authentication

Mandatory if user identities need to be verified.

aaa new-model Enables AAA.

aaa authentication login Defines a method list of login authentication.

aaa authentication enable Defines a method list of Enable authentication.

aaa authentication ppp Defines a method list of PPP authentication.

aaa authentication sslvpn Defines a method list of SSL VPN authentication.

login authentication Applies login authentication to a specific

terminated line.

dot1x authentication Indicates 802.1x authentication.

aaa local authentication attempts Sets the maximum number of login attempts.

aaa local authentication lockout-time Sets the lockout time for a login user.

Configuring AAA Authorization

Mandatory if different permissions and services need to be assigned to users.

aaa new-model Enables AAA.

aaa authorization exec Defines a method list of EXEC authorization.

aaa authorization commands Definesamethodlistofcommandauthorization.

aaa authorization network Configures a method list of network

authorization.

authorization exec Applies EXEC authorization methods to a

specified VTY line.

authorization commands Applies command authorization methods to a

specified VTY line.

Configuring AAA Accounting

Mandatory if accounting, statistics, and tracking need to be performed on the network resource
usage ofusers.

aaa new-model Enables AAA.

aaa accounting exec Defines a method list of EXEC accounting.

aaa accounting commands Defines a method list of command accounting.

aaa accounting network Defines a method list of network accounting.

accounting exec Applies EXEC accounting methods to a specified

VTY line.

accounting commands Applies command accounting methods to a

specified VTY line.

aaa accounting update Enables accounting update.
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Configuration Description and Command

aaa accounting update periodic Configures the accounting update interval.

Configuring an AAA Server

Group

Recommended ifaservergroupneeds tobeconfigured tohandleAAA throughdifferentservers in
the group.

aaa group server Creates a user-defined AAA server group.

server Adds an AAA server group member.

ip vrf forwarding Configures the VRF attribute of an AAA server

group.

Configuring the Domain-Based

AAA Service

Mandatory if AAA management of 802.1X access STAs needs to be performed according to
domains.

aaa new-model Enables AAA.

aaa domain enable Enables the domain-based AAA service.

aaa domain Createsadomainandentersdomainconfiguration

mode.

accounting network Associates the domain with a network accounting

method list.

authorization network Associates the domain with a network

authorization method list.

state Configures the domain status.

username-format Configures whether to contain the domain name

in usernames.

Configuring a Login Switch for

the AAA Slave Device
Mandatory if a login switch needs to be configured for the AAA slave device.

aaa slave-login allow Allows login of the slave device.

Configuring Authorization Result

Caching

Mandatory if later authorizations at the same level need to be operated based on the former
results.

aaa command-author cache Caches authorization results.

1.4.1 Configuring AAAAuthentication

Configuration Effect

Verify whether users are able to obtain access permission.

Notes

 If an authentication scheme contains multiple authentication methods, these methods are executed according to the
configured sequence.

 The next authentication method is executed only when the current method does not respond. If the current method fails, the
next method will be not tried.

 When thenonemethod is used, users can get access even when no authenticationmethod gets response.Therefore, the none
method is used only as standby.

Normally, do not useNoneauthentication.Youcanuse thenonemethodas the last optional authenticationmethod in special
cases.Forexample,all theuserswhomay requestaccessare trustedusersand theusers'workmustnotbedelayedbysystem
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faults.Thenyoucanusethenonemethodtoassignaccesspermissionstotheseuserswhen theauthenticationserverdoesnot

respond. It is recommended that the local authenticationmethod be added before thenonemethod.

 If AAA authentication is enabled but no authenticationmethod is configured and the default authentication method does not
exist, users can directly log in to theConsolewithout being authenticated. If users log in by othermeans, the usersmust pass

local authentication.

 Whenauserenters theCLI after passing loginauthentication (thenonemethod isnot used), theusername is recorded.When
theuserperformsEnableauthentication, theuser isnotprompted toenter theusernameagain, becausetheusername that the

userentered during login authentication is automatically filled in.However, the usermust enter the passwordpreviously used

for loginauthentication.

 The username is not recorded if the user does not perform login authentication when entering the CLI or the nonemethod is
used during login authentication. Then, a user is required to enter the username each time when performing Enable

authentication.

ConfigurationSteps

 Enabling AAA

 Mandatory.

 Run the aaa new-model command to enable AAA.

 By default, AAA is disabled.

 Defining aMethod List of Login Authentication

 Run the aaa authentication login command to configure a method list of login authentication.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to configure a login authentication method list (including the configuration of the
default method list).

 By default, no method list of login authentication is configured.

 Defining aMethod List of EnableAuthentication

 Run the aaa authentication enable command to configure a method list of Enable authentication.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to configure an Enable authentication method list. (You can configure only the
default method list.)

 By default, no method list of Enable authentication is configured.

 Defining aMethod List of PPP Authentication

 Run the aaa authentication ppp command to configure amethod list of PPP authentication.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need to configure an authenticationmethod list for PPP dial-up access.

 By default, no method list of PPP authentication is configured.

 Defining aMethod List of SSL VPNAuthentication

 Run the aaa authentication sslvpn command to configure amethod list of SSLVPNauthentication.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need to configure anSSLVPNauthenticationmethod list (including the configurationof
the default method list).
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 By default, no method list of SSLVPN authentication is configured.

 Applying Login Authentication to a Specific Terminated Line

 In the Linemode, run the login authentication command to apply login authentication to a specific terminated line.

 This configuration is mandatory, if you need to apply login authentication to a specific terminated line.

 By default, the default method list is applied to all terminated lines.

 Setting theMaximumNumber of Login Attempts

 Optional.

 By default, a user is allowed to enter passwords up to three times during login.

 Setting theMaximum Lockout TimeAfter a Login Failure

 Optional.

 By default, a user is locked for 15 minutes after entering wrong passwords three times.

Verification

 Run the show aaa method-list command to display the configuredmethod lists.

 Run the show aaa lockout command to display the settings of the maximum number of login attempts and the maximum
lockout time after a login failure.

 Run the show running-config command to display the authentication method lists associated with login authentication
authentication.

Related Commands

 Enabling AAA

Command aaa new-model

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Toenable theAAAservices,runthiscommand.Noneof therestofAAAcommandscanbeeffective ifAAAisnotenabled.

 Defining aMethod List of Login Authentication

Command aaa authentication login { default | list-name } method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

default:Withthisparameterused, theconfiguredmethod listwillbedefaulted.

list-name:Indicatesthenameofaloginauthenticationmethodlistincharacters.

method: Indicates authentication methods from local, none, and group. A method list contains up to four methods.

local: Indicates that the local user database is used for authentication.

none: Indicates that authentication is not performed.

group: Indicates that aservergroup isused forauthentication.Currently, theRADIUSandTACACS+servergroupsare

supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide If the AAA login authentication service is enabled on the NAS, users must perform login authentication negotiation

through AAA. Run the aaa authentication login command to configure the default or optional method lists for login

authentication.

In a method list, the next method is executed only when the current method does not receive response.

After you configure login authentication methods, apply themethods to the VTY lines that require login authentication;

otherwise, the methods will not take effect.

 Defining aMethod List of EnableAuthentication

Command aaa authentication enable default method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

default: With this parameter used, the configured method list will be defaulted.

list-name: Indicates the name of an Enable authentication method list in characters.

method: Indicates authentication methods from enable, local, none, and group. A method list contains up to four

methods.

enable: Indicates that the password that is configured using the enable command is used for authentication.

local: Indicates that the local user database is used for authentication.

none: Indicates that authentication is not performed.

group: Indicates thataservergroup isused for authentication.Currently, theRADIUSandTACACS+servergroupsare

supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If the AAA login authentication service is enabled on the NAS, users must perform Enable authentication negotiation

throughAAA.Run theaaaauthenticationenable command to configure thedefault or optionalmethod lists for Enable

authentication.

In a method list, the next method is executed only when the current method does not receive response.

 Defining aMethod List of PPP or SSL VPNAuthentication

Command aaa authentication { ppp | sslvpn } { default | list-name } method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

ppp: Configures a method list of PPP authentication.

sslvpn: Configures a method list of SSL VPN authentication.

default: With this parameter used, the configured method list will be defaulted.

list-name: Indicates the name of an PPP authentication method list in characters.

method: Indicates authentication methods from local, none, group, and subs. A method list contains up to four

methods.

local: Indicates that the local user database is used for authentication.

none: Indicates that authentication is not performed.

group: Indicates thataservergroup isusedforauthentication.Currently, theRADIUSand theTACACS+servergroup is

supported.

subs: Specifies the SUBS authentication method using the SUBS database.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If theAAAPPPauthenticationserviceisenabledontheNAS,usersmustperformPPPauthenticationnegotiationthrough

AAA. Run the aaa authentication ppp command to configure the default or optional method lists for PPP

authentication.

In a method list, the next method is executed only when the current method does not receive response.
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 Setting theMaximumNumber of Login Attempts

Command aaa local authentication attempts max-attempts

Parameter

Description

max-attempts: Indicates the maximum number of login attempts. The value ranges from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to set the maximum number of times a user can attempt to login. 0 indicates no limit.

 Setting theMaximum Lockout TimeAfter a Login Failure

Command aaa local authentication lockout-time lockout-time

Parameter

Description

lockout-time: Indicates the timeduringwhich a user is lockedafter enteringwrong passwords up to the specified times.

The value ranges from 1 to 2,147,483,647, in the unit of minutes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to set the maximum time during which a user is locked after entering wrong passwords up to the

specified times.

Configuration Example

 Configuring AAA Login Authentication

Configure a login authentication method list on the NAS containing group radius and local methods in order.

Scenario

Figure 1- 5

Configuration

Steps

Step 1: Enable AAA.

Step 2: Configure a RADIUS or TACACS+server in advance if group-server authentication needs to be implemented.

Configure the local user database information on the NAS if local authentication needs to be implemented. (This

example requires the configuration of a RADIUS server and local database information.)

Step3:ConfigureanAAAauthenticationmethod list for loginauthenticationusers.(Thisexampleusesgroup radiusand

local in order.)

Step 4: Apply the configured method list to an interface or line. Skip this step if the default authentication method is

used.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#username user password pass

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.1

FS(config)#radius-server key FS

FS(config)#aaa authentication login list1 group radius local

FS(config)#line vty 0 20
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FS(config-line)#login authentication list1

FS(config-line)#exit

Verification Run the show aaa method-list command on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa method-list

Authentication method-list:

aaa authentication login list1 group radius local

Accounting method-list:

Authorization method-list:

Assume that a user remotely logs in to the NAS through Telnet. The user is prompted to enter the username and

password on the CLI.

The user must enter the correct username and password to access the NAS.

User User Access Verification

Username:user

Password:pass

 Configuring AAA Enable Authentication

Configure an Enable authentication method list on the NAS containing group radius, local, and then enable methods in order.

Scenario

Figure 1- 6

Configuration

Steps

Step 1: Enable AAA.

Step 2: Configure a RADIUS or TACACS+server in advance if group-server authentication needs to be implemented.

Configure the local user database information on the NAS if local authentication needs to be implemented. Configure

Enable authentication passwords on the NAS if you useEnable password authentication.

Step 3: Configure an AAA authentication method list for Enable authentication users.

You can define only one Enable authentication method list globally. You do not need to define the list name but
just default it. After that, it will be applied automatically.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#username user privilege 15 password pass

FS(config)#enable secret w
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FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.1

FS(config)#radius-server key FS

FS(config)#aaa authentication enable default group radius local enable

Verification Run the show aaa method-list command on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa method-list

Authentication method-list:

aaa authentication enable default group radius local enable

Accounting method-list:

Authorization method-list:

The CLI displays an authentication prompt when the user level is updated to level 15. The user must enter the correct

username and password to access the NAS.

NAS FS>enable

Username:user

Password:pass

FS#

Common Errors

 NoRADIUS server or TACACS+ server is configured.

 Usernames and passwords are not configured in the local database.

1.4.2 Configuring AAAAuthorization

Configuration Effect

 Determine what services or permissions authenticated users can enjoy.

Notes

 EXEC authorization is often used with login authentication, which can be implemented on the same line. Authorization and
authenticationcanbeperformedusingdifferentmethodsandservers.Therefore, theresultsof thesameusermaybedifferent.

If a user passes login authentication but fails in EXEC authorization, the user cannot enter the CLI.

 The authorizationmethods in an authorization scheme are executed in accordancewith themethod configuration sequence.
Thenext authorizationmethod isexecutedonlywhen thecurrentmethoddoesnot receiveresponse. Ifauthorization failsusing

a method, the next method will be not tried.
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 Command authorization is supported only byTACACS+.

 Consoleauthorization:TheFSOScandifferentiatebetween theuserswho log in through theConsoleand theuserswho log in
throughother types of clients.Youcanenable or disable commandauthorization for the userswho log in through theConsole.

If command authorization is disabled for these users, the command authorization method list applied to the Console line no

longer takeseffect.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling AAA

 Mandatory.

 Run the aaa new-model command to enable AAA.

 By default, AAA is disabled.

 Defining aMethod List of EXECAuthorization

 Run the aaa authorization exec command to configure amethod list of EXEC authorization.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need to configure anEXECauthorizationmethod list (including the configuration of the
default method list).

 By default, no EXEC authorization method list is configured.

The default access permission level of EXEC users is the lowest. (Console users can connect to the NAS through the Console port
orTelnet. Each connection is counted as anEXECuser, for example, aTelnet user andSSHuser.)

 Defining aMethod List of CommandAuthorization

 Run the aaa authorization commands command to configure amethod list of command authorization.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to configure a command authorization method list (including the configuration of
the default method list).

 By default, no command authorization method list is configured.

 Configuring aMethod List of Network Authorization

 Run the aaa authorization network command to configure amethod list of network authorization.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need to configure a network authorizationmethod list (including the configuration of the
default method list).

 By default, no authorization method is configured.

 Applying EXECAuthorizationMethods to aSpecified VTYLine

 Run theauthorizationexeccommand in line configurationmode to applyEXECauthorizationmethods toa specifiedVTY line.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need to apply an EXEC authorizationmethod list to a specifiedVTY line.

 By default, all VTY lines are associated with the default authorization method list.

 Applying CommandAuthorizationMethods to a Specified VTY Line

 Run the authorization commands command in line configuration mode to apply command authorization methods to a
specified VTY line.
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 This configuration is mandatory if you need to apply a command authorizationmethod list to a specifiedVTY line.

 By default, all VTY lines are associated with the default authorization method list.

 EnablingAuthorization for Commands inConfiguration Modes

 Run theaaa authorization config-commands command toenable authorization for commands in configurationmodes.

 By default, authorization is disabled for commands in configuration modes.

 EnablingAuthorization for theConsole to RunCommands

 Run the aaa authorization console command to enable authorization for console users to run commands.

 By default, authorization is disabled for the Console to run commands.

Verification

Run the show running-config command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling AAA

Command aaa new-model

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Toenable theAAAservices,runthiscommand.Noneof therestofAAAcommandscanbeeffective ifAAAisnotenabled.

 Defining aMethod List of EXECAuthorization

Command aaa authorization exec { default | list-name } method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

default: With this parameter used, the configured method list will be defaulted.

list-name: Indicates the name of an EXEC authorization method list in characters.

method: Specifies authentication methods from local, none, and group. A method list contains up to four methods.

local: Indicates that the local user database is used for EXEC authorization.

none: Indicates that EXEC authorization is not performed.

group: Indicates that a server group is used forEXEC authorization. Currently, the RADIUS andTACACS+server groups are

supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS supports authorization of the users who log in to the CLI of the NAS to assign the users CLI operation

permission levels (0 to 15). Currently, EXEC authorization is performed only on the users who have passed login

authentication. If a user fails in EXEC authorization, the user cannot enter the CLI.

After you configure EXEC authorizationmethods, apply themethods to theVTY lines that require EXECauthorization;

otherwise, the methods will not take effect.

 Defining aMethod List of CommandAuthorization

Command aaa authorization commands level { default | list-name } method1 [ method2...]

Parameter default: With this parameter used, the configured method list will be defaulted.
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Description list-name: Indicates the name of a command authorization method list in characters.

method: Indicates authentication methods from none and group. A method list contains up to four methods.

none: Indicates that command authorization is not performed.

group: Indicates that a server group is used for command authorization. Currently, the TACACS+ server group is

supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide TheFSOSsupportsauthorizationofthecommandsexecutablebyusers.Whenauserentersacommand,AAAsendsthe

command to the authentication server. If the authentication server permits the execution, the command is executed. If

theauthenticationserver forbids the execution, the command is not executed and amessage isdisplayed showing that

the execution is rejected.

Whenyouconfigurecommandauthorization,specifythecommandlevel,whichisusedasthedefault level. (Forexample,

if a command above Level 14 is visible to users, the default level of the command is 14.)

After you configure command authorization methods, apply the methods to the VTY lines that require command

authorization; otherwise, the methods will not take effect.

 Configuring aMethod List of Network Authorization

Command aaa authorization network { default | list-name } method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

default: With this parameter used, the configured method list will be defaulted.

list-name: Indicates the name of a network authorization method list in characters.

method: Indicates authentication methods from none and group. A method list contains up to four methods.

none: Indicates that authentication is not performed.

group: Indicates that a server group is used for network authorization. Currently, the RADIUS and TACACS+ server groups

are supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS supports authorization of network-related service requests such as PPP and SLIP requests. After authorization is

configured, all authenticated users or interfaces are authorized automatically.

You can configure three different authorization methods. The next authorization method is executed only when the

current method does not receive response. If authorization fails using a method, the next method will be not tried.

RADIUSorTACACS+serversreturnaseriesofAVpairstoauthorizeauthenticatedusers.Networkauthorizationisbased

on authentication. Only authenticated users can perform network authorization.

 Enabling Authorization for Commands in Configuration Modes (Including the Global Configuration Mode and
Sub-Modes)

Command aaa authorization config-commands

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Ifyouneedtoenableauthorizationforcommandsonlyinnon-configurationmodes(forexample,privilegedEXECmode),

disable authorization in configurationmodes by using the no form of this command. Then users can run commands in

configuration mode and sub-modes without authorization.
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 Enabling Authorization for the Console to Run Commands

Command aaa authorization console

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS can differentiate between the users who log in through the Console and the users who log in through other

types of clients. You can enable or disable command authorization for the users who log in through the Console. If

command authorization is disabled for these users, the command authorizationmethod list applied to theConsole line

no longer takes effect.

Configuration Example

 Configuring AAA EXEC Authorization

Configure loginauthenticationandEXECauthorization for usersonVTY lines0 to4.Loginauthentication isperformed in localmode,

andEXECauthorization is performed onaRADIUS server. If theRADIUS server does not respond, users are redirected to the local

authorization.

Scenario

Figure 1- 7

Configuration

Steps

Step 1: Enable AAA.

Step 2: Configure a RADIUS or TACACS+ server in advance if remote server-group authorization needs to be

implemented. If localauthorizationneedstobe implemented,configurethe localuserdatabaseinformationontheNAS.

Step3: Configure anAAAauthorizationmethod list according todifferent accessmodesand service types.

Step4: Apply theconfiguredmethod list toan interfaceor line.Skip this step if the defaultauthorizationmethod isused.

EXEC authorization is often used with login authentication, which can be implemented on the same line.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#username user password pass

FS(config)#username user privilege 6

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.1

FS(config)#radius-server key test

FS(config)#aaa authentication login list1 group local

FS(config)#aaa authorization exec list2 group radius local

FS(config)#line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)#login authentication list1

FS(config-line)# authorization exec list2

FS(config-line)#exit
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Verification Run the show run and show aaa method-list commands on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa method-list

Authentication method-list:

aaa authentication login list1 group local

Accounting method-list:

Authorization method-list:

aaa authorization exec list2 group radius local

FS# show running-config

aaa new-model

!

aaa authorization exec list2 group local

aaa authentication login list1 group radius local

!

username user password pass

username user privilege 6

!

radius-server host 10.1.1.1

radius-server key 7 093b100133

!

line con 0

line vty 0 4

authorization exec list2

login authentication list1

!

End

 Configuring AAA Command Authorization

Provide command authorization for login users according to the following default authorization method: Authorize level-15

commands first by using a TACACS+ server. If the TACACS+ server does not respond, local authorization is performed. Authorization is

applied to the users who log in through the Console and the users who log in through other types of clients.
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Scenario

Figure 1- 8

Configuration

Steps

Step 1: Enable AAA.

Step 2: Configure a RADIUS or TACACS+ server in advance if remote server-group authorization needs to be

implemented. If localauthorizationneedstobe implemented,configurethe localuserdatabaseinformationontheNAS.

Step3: Configure anAAAauthorizationmethod list according todifferent accessmodesand service types.

Step4: Apply theconfiguredmethod list toan interfaceor line.Skip this step if the defaultauthorizationmethod isused.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#username user1 password pass1

FS(config)#username user1 privilege 15

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#tacacs-server host 192.168.217.10

FS(config)#tacacs-server key aaa

FS(config)#aaa authentication login default local

FS(config)#aaa authorization commands 15 default group tacacs+ local

FS(config)#aaa authorizationconsole

Verification Run the show run and show aaa method-list commands on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa method-list

Authentication method-list:

aaa authentication login default local

Accounting method-list:

Authorization method-list:

aaa authorization commands 15 default group tacacs+ local

FS#show run

!

aaa new-model

!

aaa authorization console

aaa authorization commands 15 default group tacacs+ local

aaa authentication login default local
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!

!

nfpp

!

vlan 1

!

usernameuser1password0pass1

usernameuser1privilege15

no service password-encryption

!

tacacs-server host 192.168.217.10

tacacs-server key aaa

!

line con 0

line vty 0 4

!

!

end

 Configuring AAANetwork Authorization

Scenario

Figure 1- 9

Configuration

Steps

Step 1: Enable AAA.

Step 2: Configure a RADIUS or TACACS+ server in advance if remote server-group authorization needs to be

implemented. If localauthorizationneedstobe implemented,configurethe localuserdatabaseinformationontheNAS.

Step3: Configure anAAAauthorizationmethod list according todifferent accessmodesand service types.

Step4: Apply theconfiguredmethod list toan interfaceor line.Skip this step if the defaultauthorizationmethod isused.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.1

FS(config)#radius-server key test

FS(config)#aaa authorization network default group radius none

FS(config)# end
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Verification Run the show aaa method-list command on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa method-list

Authentication method-list:

Accounting method-list:

Authorization method-list:

aaa authorization network default group radius none

Common Errors

N/A

1.4.3 ConfiguringAAAAccounting

Configuration Effect

 Record the network resource usage of users.

 Record the user login and logout processes and the commands executed by users during devicemanagement.

Notes

About accounting methods:

 If an accounting scheme contains multiple accounting methods, these methods are executed according to the method
configurationsequence.Thenext accountingmethod isexecuted onlywhen thecurrentmethoddoesnot receive response. If

accounting fails using a method, the next method will be not tried.

 After the default accounting method list is configured, it is applied to all VTY lines automatically. If a non-default accounting
method list is applied to a line, it will replace the default one. If you apply an undefined method list to a line, the system will

displayamessage indicating that accounting on this line is ineffective. Accountingwill takeeffect onlywhen adefinedmethod

list isapplied.

EXEC accounting:

 EXECaccounting is performedonly when login authentication on theNAS is completed. EXECaccounting is not performed if
login authentication is not configured or the nonemethod is used for authentication. If Start accounting is not performed for a

user upon login, Stop accounting will not be performed when the user logs out.

Command accounting

 Only the TACACS+ protocol supports command accounting.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling AAA

 Mandatory.

 Run the aaa new-model command to enable AAA.
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By default, AAA is disabled.

Defining a Method List of EXEC Accounting

 Run the aaa accounting exec command to configure a method list of EXEC accounting.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to configure an EXEC accounting method list (including the configuration of the

default method list).

 The default access permission level of EXEC users is the lowest. (Console users can connect to the NAS through the Console port

orTelnet. Each connection is counted as anEXECuser, for example, aTelnet user andSSHuser.)

 By default, no EXEC accounting method list is configured.

 Defining a Method List of Command Accounting

 Run the aaa accounting commands command to configure a method list of command accounting.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need to configure a command accountingmethod list (including the configuration of the

default method list).

 Bydefault, no commandaccountingmethod list isconfigured.Only theTACACS+protocolsupports commandaccounting.

 Defining a Method List of Network Accounting

 Run the aaa accounting network command to configure a method list of network accounting.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to configure a network accounting method list (including the configuration of the

default method list).

 By default, no network accounting method list is configured.

 Applying EXEC Accounting Methods to a Specified VTY Line

 Run theaccountingexeccommand in lineconfigurationmode toapplyEXECaccountingmethods toaspecifiedVTY line.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to apply an EXEC accounting method list to a specified VTY line.

 You do not need to run this command if you apply the default method list.

 By default, all VTY lines are associated with the default accounting method list.

 Applying Command Accounting Methods to a Specified VTY Line

 Run the accounting commands command in line configurationmode to apply command accountingmethods to a specified
VTY line.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to apply a command accounting method list to a specified VTY line.

 You do not need to run this command if you apply the default method list.

 By default, all VTY lines are associated with the default accounting method list.

 Enabling Accounting Update

 Optional.

 It is recommended that accounting update be configured for improved accounting accuracy.

 By default, accounting update is disabled.
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 Configuring theAccountingUpdate Interval

 Optional.

 It is recommended that the accounting update interval not be configured unless otherwise specified.

Verification

Run the show running-config command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling AAA

Command aaa new-model

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Toenable theAAAservices,runthiscommand.Noneof therestofAAAcommandscanbeeffective ifAAAisnotenabled.

 Defining aMethod List of EXECAccounting

Command aaa accounting exec { default | list-name } start-stop method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

default: With this parameter used, the configured method list will be defaulted.

list-name: Indicates the name of an EXEC accounting method list in characters.

method: Indicates authentication methods from none and group. A method list contains up to four methods.

none: Indicates that EXEC accounting is not performed.

group: Indicates that a server group is used for EXEC accounting. Currently, the RADIUS and TACACS+ server groups are

supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide TheFSOSenablesEXECaccountingonlywhen loginauthentication iscompleted.EXECaccounting isnot performed if

login authentication is not performed or the none authenticationmethod is used.

Afteraccounting is enabled,whenauser logs in to theCLIof theNAS, theNASsendsastart-accountingmessage to the

authenticationserver.Whentheuser logsout, theNASsendsastop-accountingmessageto theauthenticationserver. If

the NAS does not send a start-accounting message when the user logs in, the NAS will not send a stop-accounting

messagewhen the user logs out.

After you configure EXEC accounting methods, apply the methods to the VTY lines that require EXEC accounting;

otherwise, the methods will not take effect.

 Defining aMethod List of CommandAccounting

Command aaa accounting commands level { default | list-name } start-stop method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

level: Indicates the command level for which accounting will be performed. The value ranges from 0 to 15. After a

command of the configured level is executed, the accounting server records related information based on the received

accounting packet.

default: With this parameter used, the configured method list will be defaulted.

list-name: Indicates the name of a command accounting method list in characters.

method: Indicates authentication methods from none and group. A method list contains up to four methods.
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none: Indicates that command accounting is not performed.

group:Indicatesthataservergroupisusedforcommandaccounting.Currently,theTACACS+servergroupissupported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS enables command accounting only when login authentication is completed. Command accounting is not

performed if login authentication is not performed or the none authentication method is used. After accounting is

enabled, the NAS records information about the commands of the configured level that users run and sends the

information to the authentication server.

After you configure command accounting methods, apply the methods to the VTY lines that require command

accounting; otherwise, the methods will not take effect.

 Defining aMethod List of NetworkAccounting

Command aaa accounting network { default | list-name } start-stop method1 [ method2...]

Parameter

Description

default:Withthisparameterused, theconfiguredmethodlistwillbedefaulted.

list-name: Indicates the name of a network accounting method list in characters.

start-stop: Indicates thatastart-accountingmessageandastop-accountingmessagearesentwhenauseraccessesa

networkandwhen theuserdisconnects from thenetwork respectively.The start-accountingmessage indicates that the

user is allowed to access the network, regardless of whether accounting is successfully enabled.

method: Indicates authentication methods from none and group. A method list contains up to four methods.

none: Indicates that network accounting is not performed.

group: Indicatesthataservergroup isusedfornetworkaccounting.Currently, theRADIUSandTACACS+servergroups

are supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The FSOS sends record attributes to the authentication server to perform accounting of user activities. The start-stop

keyword is used to configure user accounting options.

 Enabling AccountingUpdate

Command aaa accounting update

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Accounting update cannot be used if the AAA services are not enabled. After the AAA services are enabled, run this

command to enable accounting update.

 Configuring theAccountingUpdate Interval

Command aaa accounting update periodic interval

Parameter

Description

Interval: Indicates the accounting update interval, in the unit of minutes. The shortest is 1 minute.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Accounting update cannot be used if the AAA services are not enabled. After the AAA services are enabled, run this

command to configure the accounting update interval.
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Configuration Example

 Configuring AAA EXECAccounting

Configure login authentication and EXECaccounting for users onVTY lines 0 to 4. Login authentication is performed in localmode,

and EXEC accounting is performed on a RADIUS server.

Scenario

Figure 1- 10

Configuration

Steps

Step 1: Enable AAA.

If remote server-group accounting needs to be implemented, configure aRADIUS orTACACS+ server in advance.

Step2:ConfigureanAAAaccountingmethod listaccording todifferentaccessmodesandservice types.

Step3: Apply theconfiguredmethod list to an interfaceor line.Skip this step if the default accountingmethod isused.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#username user password pass

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.1

FS(config)#radius-server key test

FS(config)#aaa authentication login list1 group local

FS(config)#aaa accounting exec list3 start-stop group radius

FS(config)#line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)#login authentication list1

FS(config-line)# accounting exec list3

FS(config-line)#exit

Verification Run the show run and show aaa method-list commands on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa method-list

Authentication method-list:

aaa authentication login list1 group local

Accounting method-list:

aaa accounting exec list3 start-stop group radius

Authorization method-list:

FS# show running-config

aaa new-model
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!

aaaaccountingexeclist3start-stopgroupradius

aaa authentication login list1 group local

!

usernameuserpasswordpass

!

radius-server host 10.1.1.1

radius-serverkey7093b100133

!

line con 0

line vty 0 4

accounting exec list3

login authentication list1

!

End

 Configuring AAACommand Accounting

Configure command accounting for login users according to the default accounting method. Login authentication is performed in

localmode, and command accounting is performed on aTACACS+ server.

Scenario

Figure 1- 11

Configuration

Steps

Step 1: Enable AAA.

If remote server-group accounting needs to be implemented, configure aRADIUS orTACACS+ server in advance.

Step2:ConfigureanAAAaccountingmethod listaccording todifferentaccessmodesandservice types.

Step3: Apply theconfiguredmethod list to an interfaceor line.Skip this step if the default accountingmethod isused.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#username user1 password pass1

FS(config)#username user1 privilege 15

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#tacacs-server host 192.168.217.10

FS(config)#tacacs-server key aaa

FS(config)#aaa authentication login default local
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FS(config)#aaa accounting commands 15 default start-stop group tacacs+

Verification Run the show aaa method-list command on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa method-list

Authentication method-list:

aaa authentication login default local

Accounting method-list:

aaa accounting commands 15 default start-stop group tacacs+

Authorization method-list:

FS#show run

!

aaa new-model

!

aaa authorization config-commands

aaa accounting commands 15 default start-stop group tacacs+

aaa authentication login default local

!

!

nfpp

!

vlan 1

!

usernameuser1password0pass1

username user1privilege 15

no service password-encryption

!

tacacs-server host 192.168.217.10

tacacs-server key aaa

!

line con 0

line vty 0 4
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!

!

end

Common Errors

N/A

1.4.4 ConfiguringanAAAServerGroup

Configuration Effect

 Create a user-defined server group and add one or more servers to the group.

 When you configure authentication, authorization, and accounting method lists, name the methods after the server group
name so that the servers in the group are used to handle authentication, authorization, and accounting requests.

 Use self-defined server groups to separate authentication, authorization, and accounting.

Notes

In a user-defined server group, you can specify and apply only the servers in the default server group.

Configuration Steps

 Creating a User-Defined AAA Server Group

 Mandatory.

 Assign a meaningful name to the user-defined server group. Do not use the predefined radius and tacacs+ keywords in
naming.

 Adding an AAA Server Group Member

 Mandatory.

 Run the server command to add AAA server group members.

 By default, a user-defined server group does not have servers.

 Configuring theVRF Attribute of an AAA Server Group

 Optional.

 Run the ip vrf forwarding command to configure theVRF attribute of an AAA server group.

 By default, the AAA server group belongs to the global VRF table.

Verification

Run the show aaa group command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands

 Creating a User-Defined AAA Server Group

Command aaa group server {radius | tacacs+} name
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Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the name of the server group to be created. The name must not contain the radius and tacacs+

keywords because they are the names of the default RADIUS and TACACS+ server groups.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtoconfigureanAAAservergroup.Currently,theRADIUSandTACACS+servergroupsaresupported.

 Adding an AAA Server Group Member

Command server ip-addr [auth-port port1] [ acct-port port2]

Parameter

Description

ip-addr: Indicates the IP address of a server.

port1: Indicates theauthenticationport of aserver. (Thisparameter issupportedonlyby theRADIUSservergroup.)

port2: Indicates the accounting port of a server. (This parameter is supported only by the RADIUS server group.)

Command

Mode

Server group configuration mode

Usage Guide When you add servers to a server group, the default ports are used if you do not specify ports.

 Configuring theVRF Attribute of an AAA Server Group

Command ip vrf forwarding vrf_name

Parameter

Description

vrf_name: Indicates the name of a VRF table.

Command

Mode

Server group configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to assign a VRF table to the specified server group.

Configuration Example

 Creating an AAA Server Group

Create RADIUS server groups named g1 and g2. The IP addresses of the servers in g1 are 10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.2, and the IP addresses of

the servers in g2 are 10.1.1.3 and 10.1.1.4.

Scenario

Figure 1- 12

Prerequisites 1. Therequired interfaces, IPaddresses,andVLANshavebeenconfiguredonthenetwork,networkconnectionshave

been set up, and the routes from the NAS to servers are reachable.

2. Enable AAA.
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Configuration

Steps

Step1:Configureaserver(whichbelongstothedefaultservergroup).

Step 2: Create user-defined AAA server groups.

Step 3: Add servers to the AAA server groups.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.1

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.2

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.3

FS(config)#radius-server host 10.1.1.4

FS(config)#radius-server key secret

FS(config)#aaagroupserver radiusg1

FS(config-gs-radius)#server10.1.1.1

FS(config-gs-radius)#server 10.1.1.2

FS(config-gs-radius)#exit

FS(config)#aaagroupserver radiusg2

FS(config-gs-radius)#server10.1.1.3

FS(config-gs-radius)#server 10.1.1.4

FS(config-gs-radius)#exit

Verification Run the show aaa group and show run commands on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#show aaa group

Type Reference Name

---------- ---------- ----------

radius 1 radius

tacacs+ 1 tacacs+

radius 1 g1

radius 1 g2

FS#show run

!

radius-server host 10.1.1.1

radius-server host 10.1.1.2

radius-server host 10.1.1.3

radius-server host 10.1.1.4

radius-server key secret

!
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aaa group server radius g1

server 10.1.1.1

server 10.1.1.2

!

aaa group server radius g2

server 10.1.1.3

server 10.1.1.4

!

!

Common Errors

 For RADIUS servers that use non-default authentication and accounting ports, when you run the server command to add
servers, specify the authentication or accounting port.

 Only the RADIUS server group can be configured with theVRF attribute.

1.4.5 ConfiguringtheDomain-BasedAAAService

Configuration Effect

Create AAA schemes for 802.1X users in different domains.

Notes

About referencing method lists in domains:

 The AAAmethod lists that you select in domain configuration mode should be defined in advance. If the method lists are not
defined in advance, when you select them in domain configuration mode, the system prompts that the configurations do not

exist.

 The names of the AAAmethod lists selected in domain configuration modemust be consistent with those of the method lists
defined for theAAAservice. If theyare inconsistent, theAAAservicecannot beproperlyprovided to theusers in thedomain.

About the default domain:

 Default domain: After the domain-based AAA service is enabled, if a username does not carry domain information, the AAA
service is provided to the user based on the default domain. If the domain information carried by the username is not

configured in the system, thesystemdetermines that theuser is unauthorizedandwill not provide theAAA service to the user.

If the default domain is not configured initially, it must be created manually.

 When the domain-based AAA service is enabled, the default domain is not configured by default and needs to be created
manually.Thedefaultdomainname isdefault. It isusedtoprovide theAAAservice to theuserswhoseusernamesdonotcarry

domain information. If thedefault domain isnot configured, theAAAservice isnot available for theuserswhoseusernamesdo

not carry domaininformation.

About domain names:
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 Thedomainnamescarriedbyusernamesand thoseconfiguredon theNASarematched in the longestmatchingprinciple.For
example, if two domains, domain.com and domain.com.cn are configured on a NAS and a user sends a request carrying

aaa@domain.com, the NAS determines that the user belongs to domain.com, instead of domain.com.cn.

 If the username of an authenticated user carries domain information but the domain is not configured on the NAS, the AAA
service is not provided to the user.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling AAA

 Mandatory.

 Run the aaa new-model command to enable AAA.

 By default, AAA is disabled.

 Enabling the Domain-BasedAAA Service

 Mandatory.

 Run the aaa domain enable command to enable the domain-based AAA service.

 By default, the domain-based AAA service is disabled.

 Creating a Domain and Entering Domain ConfigurationMode

 Mandatory.

 Run the aaa domain command to create a domain or enter the configured domain.

 By default, no domain is configured.

 Associating the Domainwith an 802.1XAuthentication Method List

 Run the authentication login command to associate the domain with the login authentication method list.

 Run the authentication enable command to associate the domain with the enable authenticationmethod list.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to specify the login or enable authenticationmethod list to the domain.

 If no authentication method list is specified, the default list is enabled.

 Associating the Domainwith a Network AccountingMethod List

 Run the accounting network command to associate the domain with a network accounting method.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to apply a specified network accountingmethod list to the domain.

 If a domain is not associated with a network accounting method list, by default, the global default method list is used for
accounting.

 Associating theDomainwith aCommands, or EXECAccountingMethodList

 Run theaccounting{commands |exec} {default | list-name }command toassociate thedomainwithacommands,orEXEC
accounting method.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need to apply a specified commands, or EXECaccountingmethod list to the domain.

 If a domain is not associated with a commands, or EXEC accounting method list, by default, the global default method list is
used foraccounting.
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 Associating the Domainwith a Network Authorization MethodList

 Run the authorization network command to associate the domain with a network authorizationmethod list.

 This configuration is mandatory if you need to apply a specified network authorization method list to the domain.

 If a domain is not associated with a network authorization method list, by default, the global default method list is used for
authorization.

 Associating theDomainwith aCommands, or EXECAuthorizationMethodList

 Runtheauthorization{commands|exec}{default| list-name}commandtoassociatethedomainwithacommands,orEXEC
authorization method list.

 This configuration ismandatory if you need toapply a specified commands or EXECauthorizationmethod list to the domain.

 If a domain is not associatedwith a commands or EXEC authorizationmethod list, by default, the global default method list is
used forauthorization.

 Configuring theDomain Status

 Optional.

 When a domain is in Block state, the users in the domain cannot log in.

 Bydefault, afteradomain iscreated, itsstate isActive, indicating that all theusers in thedomainareallowed to requestnetwork
services.

 ConfiguringWhether toContain theDomain Name inUsernames

 Optional.

 By default, the usernames exchanged between theNAS and an authentication server carry domain information.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of Domain Users

 Optional.

 By default, the maximum number of access users allowed in a domain is not limited.

Verification

Run the show aaa domain command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling AAA

Command aaa new-model

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Toenable theAAAservices,runthiscommand.Noneof therestofAAAcommandscanbeeffective ifAAAisnotenabled.

 Enabling the Domain-BasedAAA Service

Command aaa domain enable
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Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to enable the domain-based AAA service.

 Creating a Domain and Entering Domain ConfigurationMode

Command aaa domain { default | domain-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Uses this parameter to configure the default domain.

domain-name: Indicates the name of the domain to be created.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand toconfigureadomain toprovide thedomain-basedAAAservice.Thedefaultparameterspecifies the

default domain. If a username does not carry domain information, the NAS uses the method list associated with the

defaultdomain toprovide theAAAservice to theuser.Thedomain-nameparameter specifies thenameof thedomain to

becreated. If thedomainnamecarriedbyausernamematches theconfigureddomainname, theNASuses themethod

listassociatedwith thisdomain toprovide theAAAservice to theuser.Thesystemsupportsamaximumof32domains.

 Associating the Domain with an LoginAuthentication MethodList

Command authentication login { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to associate the domain with a login authentication method list.

 Associating the Domain with an Enable AuthenticationMethod List

Command authentication enable { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to associate the domain with an Enable authentication method list.

 Associating the Domainwith a Network AccountingMethod List

Command accounting network { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to associate the domain with a network accounting method list.

 Associating the Domainwith a CommandsAccountingMethod List

Command accounting commands { default | list-name }
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Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to associate the domain with a Commands accounting method list.

 Associating the Domainwith an EXECAccountingMethod List

Command accounting exec { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to associate the domain with an EXEC accounting method list.

 Associating the Domainwith a Network Authorization MethodList

Command authorization network { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide

 Associating the Domainwith a Commands AuthorizationMethodList

Command authorization commands { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Associating the Domainwith an EXECAuthorizationMethod List

Command authorization exec { default | list-name }

Parameter

Description

default: Indicates that the default method list is used.

list-name: Indicates the name of the method list to be associated.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theDomain Status

Command state { block | active }

Parameter

Description

block: Indicates that the configured domain is invalid.

active: Indicates that the configured domain is valid.

Command Domain configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Use this command to make the configured domain valid or invalid.

 ConfiguringWhether toContain theDomain Name inUsernames

Command username-format { without-domain | with-domain }

Parameter

Description

without-domain: Indicates to remove domain information from usernames.

with-domain: Indicates to keep domain information in usernames.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command in domain configuration mode to determine whether to include domain information in usernames

when the NAS interacts with authentication servers in a specified domain.

Common Errors

N/A

1.4.6 Configuringa Login Switch for theAAASlaveDevice

Configuration Effect

Whentheswitch isturnedon, theslavedeviceisallowedtologin;otherwise, theslavedevicecannot login.

The configuration remains valid unless a change ismade.

Notes

The aaa new-model command should be run first.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Login Switch for the AAA Slave Device

 Optional.

 By default, the slave device is not allowed to login.

Verification

Run the show run command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring a Login Switch for the AAA Slave Device

Command aaa slave-login allow

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, the switch isoff, so theslavedevice is notallowed to login.Whentheswitch is turnedon, theslavedevicecan

login.
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Configuration Example

 Configuring a Login Switch for the AAA Slave Device

Scenario

Figure 1-13

Configuration

Steps

Thefollowingexampleshowshowtoconfigurea loginswitchfor theAAAslavedevice

Step1: Enable AAA.

Step 2: Turn on the login switch.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#aaa slave-login allow

Verification Run the show run command on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#sh run | incaaa

aaa new-model

aaa slave-login allow

Common Errors

N/A

1.4.7 ConfiguringAuthorizationResultCaching

Configuration Effect

After this feature isconfigured, theAAAmodulecachesauthorizationresultsreturnedfromtheserver.Therefore, laterauthorizations

at the same level can be operated based on the cache.

Notes

The cached authorization results, originating from specific levels of sessions and commands, can be applied only to sessions and

commands at theselevels.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Authorization Result Caching

 Optional.

 By default, authorization results are not cached.

Verification

Run the show run command to verify the configuration.
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Related Commands

 Configuring Authorization Result Caching

Command aaa command-author cache

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide TheAAAdevicecachesauthorization results returned from theserver.Therefore, later authorizationsat the same level

can be operated based on the cached resources.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Authorization Result Caching

Scenario

Figure 1-14

Configuration

Steps

Thefollowingexampleshowshowtoconfigureauthorizationresultcaching

Step1: Enable AAA.

Step 2: Turn on the login switch.

Step 3: Configure authorization result caching.

NAS FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#aaa command-author cache

FS(config)# aaa authorization commands 15 default group tacacs+

Verification Run the show run command on the NAS to display the configuration.

NAS FS#sh run | incaaa

aaa new-model

aaa authorization commands 15 default group tacacs+

aaa command-author cache

Common Errors

N/A

1.5Monitoring

Clearing
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Description Command

Clears the locked users. clear aaa local user lockout {all | user-name username }

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the accounting update information. show aaa accounting update

Displays the current domain configuration. show aaa domain

Displays the current lockout configuration. show aaa lockout

Displays the AAA server groups. show aaa group

Displays the AAA method lists. show aaa method-list

Displays the AAA users. show aaa user

2 Configuring RADIUS

2.1 Overview

The Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) is a distributed client/server system.

RADIUS works with the Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) to conduct identity authentication on users who

attempt toaccessanetwork, toprevent unauthorizedaccess. InFSOS implementation, aRADIUSclient runsonadeviceorNetwork

Access Server (NAS) and transmits identity authentication requests to the central RADIOUS server, where all user identity

authentication information and network service information are stored. In addition to the authentication service, theRADIUS server

provides authorization and accounting services for access users.

RADIUSisoftenappliedinnetworkenvironmentsthathavehighsecurityrequirementsandallowtheaccessofremoteusers.RADIUS

isacompletelyopenprotocoland theRADIUSserver is installedonmanyoperatingsystemsasacomponent, for example,onUNIX,

Windows2000, andWindows 2008. Therefore, RADIUS is themost widely applied security server currently.

TheDynamicAuthorizationExtensions toRemoteAuthenticationDial InUserService isdefined in the IETFRFC3576.Thisprotocol

defines a user offline management method. Devices communicate with the RADIUS server through the Disconnect-Messages (DMs)

to bring authenticated users offline. This protocol implements compatibility between devices of different vendors and the RADIUS

server in terms of user offline processing.

IntheDMmechanism, theRADIUSserveractively initiatesauserofflinerequest toadevice, thedevicelocatesauseraccordingtothe

usersession information, username,andother informationcarried in the requestandbrings theuseroffline.Then, thedevicereturns

a response packet that carries the processing result to the RADIUS server, thereby implementing user offline management of the

RADIUS server.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2865: Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS)

 RFC2866: RADIUSAccounting

 RFC2867: RADIUS AccountingModifications forTunnel Protocol Support

 RFC2869: RADIUSExtensions

 RFC3576: Dynamic Authorization Extensions toRemote AuthenticationDial In User Service (RADIUS)
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2.2 Applications

Application Description

Providing Authentication, Authorization,

and Accounting Services for Access Users

Authentication, authorization, and accounting are conducted on access users on a network, to

prevent unauthorized access or operations.

Forcing Users to Go Offline The server forces an authenticated user to go offline.

2.2.1 ProvidingAuthentication,Authorization,andAccountingServices forAccessUsers

Scenario

RADIUS is typically applied in the authentication, authorization, and accounting of access users. A network device serves as a RADIUS

clientand transmitsuser information toaRADIUSserver.Aftercompletingprocessing, theRADIUSserver returns theauthentication

acceptance/authentication rejection/accounting response information to the RADIUS client. The RADIUS client performs processing

on the access user according to the response from the RADIUS server.

Figure 2- 1 Typical RADIUS Networking Topology

PC1 andPC2are connected to theRADIUSclient as accessusers inwiredor wirelessmode, and initiateauthentication and

accounting requests.

The RADIUS client is usually an access switch or aggregate switch.

TheRADIUSservercanbeacomponentbuilt in theWindows2000/2003,Server (IAS),orUNIXoperatingsystemordedicated

server software provided by vendors.

Deployment

 Configure accessdevice informationon theRADIUSserver, including the IPaddress and sharedkeyof theaccessdevices.

 Configure the AAA method list on the RADIUS client.

 Configure theRADIUS server information on the RADIUS client, including the IP address and shared key.

 Enable access control on the access port of the RADIUS client.

 Configure the network so that the RADIUS client communicateswith theRADIUS server successfully.

2.2.2 ForcingUsers toGoOffline

Scenario

The RADIUS server forces authenticated online users to go offline for the sake of management.

See Figure 2- 1 for the networking topology.

Deployment

Remarks
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 Add the following deployment on the basis of 1.2.1 "Deployment".

 Enable the RADIUS dynamic authorization extension function on the RADIUS client.

2.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Client/Server Mode

 Client: A RADIUS client initiates RADIUS requests and usually runs on a device or NAS. It transmits user information to the
RADIUS server, receives responses from the RADIUS server, and performs processing accordingly. The processing includes

accepting user access, rejecting user access, or collecting more user information for the RADIUS server.

 Server: Multiple RADIUS clientsmap to one RADIUS server. The RADIUS servermaintains the IP addresses and shared keys of all
RADIUS clients as well as information on all authenticated users. It receives requests from a RADIUS client, conducts

authentication, authorization, and accounting, and returns processing information to the RADIUS client.

 Structure of RADIUS Packets

The following figure shows the structure of RADIUS packets.

 Code: Identifies the type of RADIUS packets,which occupies one byte.The following table lists the values andmeanings.

Code Packet Type Code Packet Type

1 Access-Request 4 Accounting-Request

2 Access-Accept 5 Accounting-Response

3 Access-Reject 11 Access-Challenge

 Identifier: Indicates the identifier formatching request packetsand responsepackets,which occupies one byte.The identifier
values of request packets and response packets of the same type are the same.

 Length: Identifies the length of a whole RADIUS packet, which includes Code, Identifier, Length, Authenticator, and
Attributes. It occupies twobytes. Bytes that are beyond theLength fieldwill be truncated. If the length of a received packet is

smaller than the value of Length, the packet is discarded.

 Authenticator: Verifies response packets of the RADIUS server by a RADIUS client, which occupies 16 bytes. This field is also used
for encryption/decryption of user passwords.

 Attributes: Carries authentication, authorization, and accounting information, with the length unfixed. The Attributes field
usually containsmultipleattributes. Eachattribute is represented in theType, Length, Value (TLV) format.Typeoccupies one

byte and indicates the attribute type. The following table lists common attributes of RADIUS authentication, authorization, and
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accounting. Length occupies one byte and indicates the attribute length, with the unit of bytes. Value indicates the attribute

information.

Attribute No. Attribute Name Attribute No. Attribute Name

1 User-Name 43 Acct-Output-Octets

2 User-Password 44 Acct-Session-Id

3 CHAP-Password 45 Acct-Authentic

4 NAS-IP-Address 46 Acct-Session-Time

5 NAS-Port 47 Acct-Input-Packets

6 Service-Type 48 Acct-Output-Packets

7 Framed-Protocol 49 Acct-Terminate-Cause

8 Framed-IP-Address 50 Acct-Multi-Session-Id

9 Framed-IP-Netmask 51 Acct-Link-Count

10 Framed-Routing 52 Acct-Input-Gigawords

11 Filter-ID 53 Acct-Output-Gigawords

12 Framed-MTU 55 Event-Timestamp

13 Framed-Compression 60 CHAP-Challenge

14 Login-IP-Host 61 NAS-Port-Type

15 Login-Service 62 Port-Limit

16 Login-TCP-Port 63 Login-LAT-Port

18 Reply-Message 64 Tunnel-Type

19 Callback-Number 65 Tunnel-Medium-Type

20 Callback-ID 66 Tunnel-Client-Endpoint

22 Framed-Route 67 Tunnel-Server-Endpoint

23 Framed-IPX-Network 68 Acct-Tunnel-Connection

24 State 69 Tunnel-Password

25 Class 70 ARAP-Password

26 Vendor-Specific 71 ARAP-Features

27 Session-Timeout 72 ARAP-Zone-Access

28 Idle-Timeout 73 ARAP-Security

29 Termination-Action 74 ARAP-Security-Data

30 Called-Station-Id 75 Password-Retry

31 Calling-Station-Id 76 Prompt

32 NAS-Identifier 77 Connect-Info

33 Proxy-State 78 Configuration-Token

34 Login-LAT-Service 79 EAP-Message

35 Login-LAT-Node 80 Message-Authenticator

36 Login-LAT-Group 81 Tunnel-Private-Group-id

37 Framed-AppleTalk-Link 82 Tunnel-Assignment-id

38 Framed-AppleTalk-Network 83 Tunnel-Preference

39 Framed-AppleTalk-Zone 84 ARAP-Challenge-Response

40 Acct-Status-Type 85 Acct-Interim-Interval

41 Acct-Delay-Time 86 Acct-Tunnel-Packets-Lost

42 Acct-Input-Octets 87 NAS-Port-Id
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 Shared Key

ARADIUSclient andaRADIUSservermutually confirm their identitiesbyusingasharedkeyduringcommunication.Thesharedkey

cannot be transmittedover anetwork. In addition, userpasswords areencrypted for transmission for the sake of security.

 RADIUS ServerGroup

The RADIUS security protocol, also called RADIUS method, is configured in the form of a RADIUS server group. Each RADIUS method

corresponds to one RADIUS server group and one or more RADIUS severs can be added to one RADIUS server group. For details about

the RADIUS method, see the Configuring AAA. If you add multiple RADIUS servers to one RADIUS server group, when the

communicationbetweenadeviceand the firstRADIUSserver in thisgroupfailsor the firstRADIUSserverbecomesunreachable, the

device automatically attempts to communicate with the next RADIUS server till the communication is successful or the

communication with all the RADIUS servers fails.

 RADIUS AttributeType

 Standard attributes

 TheRFCstandardsspecify theRADIUSattributenumbersandattributecontent but donot specify the formatof someattribute
types. Therefore, the format of attribute contents needs to be configured to adapt to different RADIUS server requirements.

Currently, the format of the RADIUS Calling-Station-ID attribute (attribute No.: 31) can be configured.

The RADIUS Calling-Station-ID attribute is used to identify user identities when a network device transmits request packets to the

RADIUSserver.TheRADIUSCalling-Station-IDattribute is a string,whichcanadoptmultiple formats. It needs touniquely identify a

user. Therefore, it is often set to the MAC address of a user. For example, when IEEE 802.1X authentication is used, the

Calling-Station-ID attribute is set to the MAC address of the device where the IEEE 802.1X client is installed. The following table

describes the format of MACaddresses.

Format Description

Ietf

Indicates the standard format specified in the IETF standard (RFC3580), which is separated by

the separator (-). Example:

00-D0-F8-33-22-AC

Normal

Indicates the common format that represents aMACaddress (dotted hexadecimal format),

which is separated by the separator (.). Example:

00d0.f833.22ac

Unformatted
Indicates the format without separators. This format is used by default. Example:

00d0f83322ac

 Private attributes

RADIUS is an extensible protocol. According to RFC2865, the Vendor-Specific attribute (attribute No.: 26) is used by device vendors to

extend theRADIUS protocol to implement private functions or functions that are not defined in thestandardRADIUSprotocol. Table

1-3 lists private attributes supported by FSproducts.TheTYPE column indicates the default configuration of private attributes of FS

productsand theExtendedTYPE column indicates the default configuration of private attributesof other non-FSproducts.

ID Function TYPE Extended TYPE

1 max-down-rate 1 76

2 port-priority 2 77

3 user-ip 3 3

4 vlan-id 4 4

5 last-supplicant-version 5 5
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ID Function TYPE Extended TYPE

6 net-ip 6 6

7 user-name 7 7

8 password 8 8

9 file-directory 9 9

10 file-count 10 10

11 file-name-0 11 11

12 file-name-1 12 12

13 file-name-2 13 13

14 file-name-3 14 14

15 file-name-4 15 15

16 max-up-rate 16 16

17 current-supplicant-version 17 17

18 flux-max-high32 18 18

19 flux-max-low32 19 19

20 proxy-avoid 20 20

21 dailup-avoid 21 21

22 ip-privilege 22 22

23 login-privilege 42 42

27 ipv4-multicast-address 87 87

62 sdg-type 62 62

85 sdg-zone-name 85 85

103 sdg-group-name 103 103

Overview

Feature Description

RADIUS Authentication,

Authorization, and Accounting

Conducts identity authenticationandaccounting onaccessusers, safeguardsnetwork security, and

facilitates management for network administrators.

Source Address of RADIUS Packets SpecifiesthesourceIPaddressusedbyaRADIUSclient totransmitpacketstoaRADIUSserver.

RADIUS Timeout Retransmission Specifies thepacket retransmission parameter for aRADIUS clientwhenaRADIUSserverdoes not

respond to packets transmitted from the RADIUS client within a period of time.

RADIUS Server Accessibility

Detection

Enables aRADIUS client to actively detect whether aRADIUSserver is reachable andmaintain the

accessibility of each RADIUS server. A reachable RADIUS server is selected preferentially to improve

the handling performance of RADIUS services.

RADIUS Forced Offline Enables a RADIUS server to actively force authenticated users to go offline.

2.3.1 RADIUSAuthentication, Authorization, andAccounting

Conduct identityauthenticationandaccountingonaccessusers,safeguardnetworksecurity,and facilitatemanagement fornetwork

administrators.

Working Principle
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Figure 2- 2

The RADIUS authentication and authorization process is described as follows:

1. A user enters the user name and password and transmits them to the RADIUS client.

2. After receiving the user name and password, the RADIUS client transmits an authentication request packet to the RADIUS server.

The password is encrypted for transmission. For the encryptionmethod, seeRFC2865.

3. The RADIUS server accepts or rejects the authentication request according to the user name and password. When accepting the

authentication request, the RADIUS server also issues authorization information apart from the authentication acceptance

information. The authorization information varies with the type of access users.

The RADIUS accounting process is described as follows:

1. If theRADIUS server returns authentication acceptance information in Step (3), theRADIUS client sends an accounting start

request packet to the RADIUS server immediately.

2. The RADIUS server returns the accounting start response packet, indicating accounting start.

3. The user stops accessing network resources and requests theRADIUS client to disconnect the network connection.

4. The RADIUS client transmits the accounting end request packet to the RADIUS server.

5. The RADIUS server returns the accounting end response packet, indicating accounting end.

6. The user is disconnected and cannot access network resources.

Related Configuration

 Configuring RADIUS Server Parameters
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No RADIUS server is configured by default.

You can run the radius-server host command to configure a RADIUS server.

At least one RADIUS server must be configured so that RADIUS services run normally.

 Configuring theAAAAuthentication Method List

No AAA authentication method list is configured by default.

You can run the aaa authentication command to configure a method list for different user types and select group radius when

setting the authentication method.

The RADIUS authentication can be conducted only after the AAA authentication method list of relevant user types is configured.

 Configuring theAAAAuthorizationMethod List

No AAA authorization method list is configured by default.

You can run the aaa authorization command to configure an authorization method list for different user types and select group

radius when setting the authorization method.

The RADIUS authorization can be conducted only after the AAA authorization method list of relevant user types is configured.

 Configuring theAAAAccountingMethodList

No AAA accounting method list is configured by default.

You can run the aaa accounting command to configure an accounting method list for different user types and select group radius

when setting the accounting method.

The RADIUS accounting can be conducted only after the AAA accounting method list of relevant user types is configured.

2.3.2 Source Address of RADIUS Packets

Specify the source IP address used by a RADIUS client to transmit packets to a RADIUS server.

Working Principle

Whenconfiguring RADIUS, specify the source IP address to be used by a RADIUS client to transmit RADIUS packets to aRADIUS server,

in an effort to reduce the workload ofmaintaining a large amount of NAS information on theRADIUS server.

Related Configuration

The global routing is used to determine the source address for transmitting RADIUS packets by default.

Run the ipradiussource-interfacecommand tospecify thesource interface for transmittingRADIUSpackets.Thedeviceuses the

first IP address of the specified interface as the source address of RADIUS packets.

2.3.3 RADIUS Timeout Retransmission

WorkingPrinciple

After a RADIUS client transmits a packet to a RADIUS server, a timer is started to detect the response of the RADIUS server. If the

RADIUS server does not respondwithin a certain period of time, theRADIUS client retransmits the packet.

Related Configuration
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 Configuring the RADIUS Server Timeout Time

The default timeout time is 5 seconds.

You can run the radius-server timeout command to configure the timeout time. The value ranges from 1 second to 1,000 seconds.

The response timeof aRADIUS server is relevant to its performanceand the network environment.Set an appropriate timeout time

according to actualconditions.

 Configuring theRetransmission Count

The default retransmission count is 3.

You can run the radius-server retransmit command to configure the retransmission count. The value ranges from 1 to 100.

 ConfiguringWhether toRetransmit Accounting Update Packets

Accounting update packets are not retransmitted by default.

Youcan run the radius-serveraccountupdate retransmitcommand toconfigure retransmissionofaccountingupdatepackets for

authenticated users.

2.3.4 RADIUS Server Accessibility Detection

WorkingPrinciple

ARADIUS client actively detects whether a RADIUS server is reachable andmaintains the accessibility of each RADIUS server. A

reachableRADIUS server is selected preferentially to improve the handling performanceof RADIUS services.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theCriteria for theDevice to JudgeThat aRADIUS Server Is Unreachable

Thedefaultcriteriaconfigured for judging thataRADIUSserver isunreachablemeet the twoconditionssimultaneously:1.Thedevice

doesnot receive a correct responsepacket from theRADIUSsecurity serverwithin60 seconds. 2.The device transmits the request

packet to the sameRADIUS security server for consecutive 10 times.

You can run the radius-server dead-criteria command to configure the criteria for the device to judge that the RADIUS security

server isunreachable.

 Configuring theTestUser Name forActivelyDetecting theRADIUSSecurity Server

No test user name is specified for actively detecting the RADIUS security server by default.

You can run the radius-server host x.x.x.xtestusername xxx command to configure the test user name.

2.3.5 RADIUSForcedOffline

WorkingPrinciple

Figure 2- 3 DM Message Exchange of the RADIUS Dynamic Authorization Extension Protocol
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The preceding figure shows the exchange of DM messages between the RADIUS server and the device. The RADIUS server transmits

the Disconnect-Request message to UDPPort 3799 of the device. After processing, the device returns the Disconnect-Response

message that carries the processing result to the RADIUS server.

Related Configuration

N/A

2.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

RADIUS Basic Configuration

(Mandatory) It is used to configureRADIUSauthentication, authorization, andaccounting.

radius-serverhost
Configures the IP address of the remote RADIUS security

server.

radius-serverkey
Configures theshared key for communicationbetween the

device and the RADIUS server.

radius-serverretransmit
Configures the request transmission count, afterwhich the

device confirms that a RADIUS server is unreachable.

radius-servertimeout
Configures the waiting time, after which the device

retransmits a request.

radius-server

retransmit

account update Configures retransmission of accounting update packets

for authenticated users.

ip radius source-interface Configures the source address of RADIUS packets.

Configuring

Attribute Type

the RADIUS

(Optional) It is used to define attribute processing adopted when the device encapsulates and
parses RADIUSpackets.

radius-serverattribute31
Configures the MAC address format of RADIUS attribute No.

31 (Calling-Station-ID).

radius set qoscos

Sets the private attribute port-priority issued by the server

to the COS value of an interface. For COS-relevant concepts,

see theConfiguringQoS.

radius support cui Configures the device to support the CUI attribute.

radius vendor-specific
Configures the mode of parsing private attributes by the

device.

Configuring RADIUS Accessibility

Detection

(Optional) It isusedtodetectwhetheraRADIUSserver is reachableandmaintain theaccessibility
of the RADIUS server.

radius-server dead-criteria
Configures the global criteria for judging that a RADIUS

security server is unreachable.

radius-server deadtime
Configures the duration for the device to stop transmitting

request packets to an unreachable RADIUS server.
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Configuration Description and Command

radius-server host

Configures the IP address of the remote RADIUS security

server, authentication port, accounting port, and active

detection parameters.

2.4.1 RADIUS Basic Configuration

Configuration Effect

 RADIUS authentication, authorization, and accounting canbe conducted afterRADIUS basic configuration is complete.

Notes

 Before configuringRADIUS on the device, ensure that the network communication of theRADIUS server is in good condition.

 When running the ip radiussource-interface command toconfigure thesourceaddressofRADIUSpackets, ensure that the
device of the source IP address communicateswith theRADIUS server successfully.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theRemote RADIUS Security Server

 Mandatory.

 Configure the IP address, authentication port, accounting port, and shard key of theRADIUS security server.

 Configuring theShared Key forCommunication Between theDevice and theRADIUS Server

 Optional.

 Configureasharedkeyinglobalconfigurationmodeforserverswithoutasharedkey.

Thesharedkeyon thedevicemustbeconsistentwith thaton theRADIUSserver.

 Configuring theRequestTransmissionCount,AfterWhich theDeviceConfirmsThataRADIUSServer IsUnreachable

 Optional.

 Configuretherequesttransmissioncount,afterwhichthedeviceconfirmsthataRADIUSserverisunreachable,accordingtothe
actual networkenvironment.

 Configuring theWaiting Time, After which the Device Retransmits aRequest

 Optional.

 Configure thewaiting time, after which the device retransmits a request, according to the actual network environment.

In an 802.1X authentication environment that uses the RADIUS security protocol, if a network device serves as the 802.1X
authenticator and FS SU is used as the 802.1X client software, it is recommended that radius-server timeout be set to 3

seconds (the default value is 5 seconds) and radius-server retransmit be set to 2 (the default value is 3) on the network device.

 Configuring theSource Address of RADIUS Packets

 Optional.

 Configure the source address of RADIUS packets according to the actual network environment.

Verification
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 Configure the AAA method list that specifies to conduct authentication, authorization, and accounting on users by using
RADIUS.

 EnablethedevicetointeractwiththeRADIUSserver.Conductpacketcapturetoconfirmthat thedevicecommunicateswiththe
RADIUS server over the RADIUS protocol.

Related Commands

 Configuring theRemote RADIUS Security Server

Command radius-server host [ oob [ viamgmt_name] ] { ipv4-address } [auth-portport-number] [acct-portport-number][ test

usernamename [ idle-timetime ] [ ignore-auth-port ] [ ignore-acct-port ] ] [ key [ 0 | 7 ] text-string ]

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicatesoobauthentication, that is, thesource interface for transmittingpackets to theRADIUSserver isanmgmt

port.

viamgmt_name: Specifies a specific mgmt port when oob supports multiple mgmt ports.

ipv4-address: Indicates the IPv4 address of the RADIUS security server.

auth-portport-number: IndicatestheUDPport forRADIUSidentityauthentication.Thevaluerangesfrom0to65,535. If it

is set to 0, the host does not conduct identity authentication.

acct-portport-number: IndicatestheUDPport forRADIUSaccounting.Thevalue rangesfrom0to65,535. If it isset to0,

the host does not conduct accounting.

testusernamename:EnablesthefunctionofactivelydetectingtheRADIUSsecurityserverandspecifiestheusername

used for active detection.

idle-timetime: Indicates the interval for the device to transmit test packets to a reachable RADIUS security server. The

default value is 60 minutes.The value ranges from1minute to 1,440minutes (24 hours).

ignore-auth-port:Disables the functionofdetecting theauthenticationport of theRADIUSsecurityserver. It isenabled

by default.

ignore-acct-port:Disables the functionof detecting theaccounting port of theRADIUSsecurity server. It is enabledby

default.

key[0 |7 ] text-string : Configures the sharedkeyof theserver.The global sharedkey is used if it is not configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A RADIUS security server must be defined to implement the AAA security service by using RADIUS. You can run the

radius-server host command to define one or more RADIUS security servers. If a RADIUS security server is not added to a

RADIUSservergroup,thedeviceusestheglobalroutingtablewhentransmittingRADIUSpacketstotheRADIUSserver.

Otherwise, the device uses the VRF routing table of the RADIUS server group.

 Configuring theShared Key forCommunication Between theDevice and theRADIUS Server

Command radius-server key [0 | 7]text-string

Parameter

Description

text-string: Indicates the text of the shared key.

0 |7: Indicates theencryption type of thekey.Thevalue0 indicatesnoencryptionand7indicates simpleencryption.The

default value is 0.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide A shared key is the basis for correct communication between the device and the RADIUS security server. The same shared

key must be configured on the device and RADIUS security server so that they can communicate with each other

successfully.
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 Configuring theRequestTransmissionCount,AfterWhich theDeviceConfirmsThataRADIUSServer IsUnreachable

Command radius-server retransmitretries

Parameter

Description

retries: Indicates the RADIUS retransmission count. The value ranges from 1 to 100.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The prerequisite for AAA to use the next user authentication method is that the current security server used for

authentication does not respond. The criteria for the device to judge that a security server does not respond are that the

security server does not respond within the RADIUS packet retransmission duration of the specified retransmission count.

There is an interval between consecutive two retransmissions.

 Configuring theWaiting Time, After which the Device Retransmits aRequest

Command radius-server timeoutseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the timeout time, with the unit of seconds. The value ranges from 1 second to 1,000 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to adjust the packet retransmission timeout time.

 ConfiguringRetransmission ofAccountingUpdate Packets for Authenticated Users

Command radius-server account update retransmit

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure retransmission of accounting update packets for authenticated users. Accounting update packets are not

retransmitted by default. The configuration does not affect users of other types.

Configuration Example

 UsingRADIUSAuthentication, Authorization, andAccounting for Login Users

Scenario

Figure 2- 4
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Configuration

Steps

 Enable AAA.

 Configure the RADIUS server information.

 Configure to use theRADIUS authentication, authorization, and accountingmethods.

 Apply the configured authenticationmethod on the interface.

RADIUS Client FS#configure terminal

FS (config)#aaa new-model

FS (config)# radius-server host 192.168.5.22

FS (config)#radius-server host 3000::100

FS (config)# radius-server key aaa

FS (config)#aaa authentication login test group radius

FS (config)#aaa authorizationexectest group radius

FS (config)#aaa accountingexectest start-stop group radius

FS (config)# line vty 0 4

FS (config-line)#login authentication test

FS (config-line)# authorization exec test

FS (config-line)# accounting exec test

Verification Telnet to a device from a PC. The screen requesting the user name and password is displayed. Enter the correct user name

and password to log in to the device. After obtaining a certain access level granted by the server, only run commands

under this access level. Display the authentication log of the user on the RADIUS server. Perform management operations

on the device as the user and then log out. Display the accounting information on the user on the RADIUS server.

FS#show running-config

!

radius-server host 192.168.5.22

radius-server host 3000::100

radius-server key aaa

aaa new-model

aaa accounting exec test start-stop group radius

aaa authorization exec test group radius

aaaauthenticationlogintestgroupradius

no servicepassword-encryption

iptcp not-send-rst

!

vlan 1

!

line con 0
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line vty 0 4

accounting exec test

authorization exec test

login authentication test

!

Common Errors

 The key configured on the device is inconsistent with that configured on the server.

 Nomethod list is configured.

2.4.2 Configuring the RADIUS Attribute Type

Configuration Effect

 Define the attribute processing adoptedwhen the device encapsulates and parsesRADIUS packets.

Notes

 Private attributes involved in "Configuring the RADIUS Attribute Type" refer to FS private attributes.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMACAddress Format of RADIUSAttributeNo. 31 (Calling-Station-ID)

 Optional.

 Set theMAC address format ofCalling-Station-Id to a type supported by the server.

 Configuring theRADIUS Private Attribute Type

 Optional.

 If the server is a FS application server, the RADIUS private attribute type needs to be configured.

 Setting thePrivateAttribute port-priority Issued by theServer to theCOSValue of an Interface

 Optional.

 Set the private attributeport-priority issued by the server to theCOS value of an interface as required.

 Configures the Device to Support the CUI Attribute

 Optional.

 Configure whether the device supports the RADIUS CUI attribute as required.

 Configuring theMode of Parsing PrivateAttributes by theDevice

 Optional.

 Configure the index of a FS private attribute parsed by the device as required.

Verification
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 Configure the AAA method list that specifies to conduct authentication, authorization, and accounting on users by using
RADIUS.

 Enable the device to interact with the RADIUS server. Conduct packet capture to display the MAC address format of
Calling-Station-Id.

 Enable the device to interact with the RADIUS server. Display the debug information of the device to check that FS private
attributes are correctly parsed by the device.

 Enable the device to interact with the RADIUS server. Display the debug information of the device to check that the CUI
attribute is correctly parsed by the device.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMACAddress Format of RADIUSAttributeNo. 31 (Calling-Station-ID)

Command radius-server attribute 31 mac format {ietf | normal | unformatted }

Parameter

Description

ietf: Indicates the standard format specified in the IETF standard (RFC3580), which is separated by the separator (-).

Example: 00-D0-F8-33-22-AC.

normal:IndicatesthecommonformatthatrepresentsaMACaddress(dottedhexadecimalformat),whichisseparatedby

the separator (.). Example: 00d0.f833.22ac.

unformatted: Indicates the format without separators. This format is used by default. Example: 00d0f83322ac.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide SomeRADIUS security servers can identify onlyMACaddresses in the IETF format. In this case, set theMACaddress

format of Calling-Station-ID to IETF.

 Setting thePrivateAttribute port-priority Issued by theServer to theCOSValue of an Interface

Command radius set qoscos

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this command to use the issued QoS value as the CoS value. The QoS value is used as the DSCP value by

default.

 Configures the Device to Support the CUI Attribute

Command radius support cui

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this command to enable the RADIUS-compliant device to support the CUI attribute.

 Configuring theMode of Parsing PrivateAttributes by theDevice

Command Radius vendor-specific extend

Parameter N/A
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Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to identify attributes of all vendor IDs by type.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theRADIUS Attribute Type

Scenario One authentication device

Configuration

Steps

 Configure theMACaddress format of RADIUS Calling-Station-Id.

 Set theQoS value issued by theRADIUS server as theCOSvalue of the interface.

 Configure the RADIUS function to support the CUI attribute.

 Configure the device to support private attributes of other vendors.

FS(config)#radius-server attribute 31 mac format ietf

FS(config)#radiussetqoscos

FS(config)#radiussupport cui

FS(config)#radiusvendor-specific extend

Verification Conduct packet capture or display debug information of the device to check whether the RADIUS standard attributes

and private attributes are encapsulated/parsed correctly.

2.4.3 Configuring RADIUS Accessibility Detection

Configuration Effect

The device maintains the accessibility status of each configured RADIUS server: reachable or unreachable. The device will not transmit

authentication, authorization, and accounting requests of access users to an unreachable RADIUS server unless all the other servers in

the same RADIUS server group as the unreachable server are all unreachable.

The device actively detects a specified RADIUS server. The active detection function is disabled by default. If the active detection

function is enabled for a specified RADIUS server, the device will, according to the configuration, periodically transmits detection

requests (authentication requestsor accounting requests) to theRADIUSserver.The transmission interval is as follows:

 For a reachable RADIUS server, the interval is the active detection interval of the reachable RADIUS server (the default value is 60
minutes).

 For an unreachable RADIUS server, the interval is always 1minute.

Notes

All the following conditions need to be met before the active detection function is enabled for a specified RADIUS server:

 The test user name of the RADIUS server is configured on the device.

 At least one tested port (authentication port or accounting port) of the RADIUS server is configured on the device.

If the following two conditions are all met, it is deemed that a reachable RADIUS server becomes unreachable:
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 After theprevious correct response is received from theRADIUS server, the timeset in radius-serverdead-criteria timeseconds
has elapsed.

 After the previous correct response is received from the RADIUS server, the count that the device transmits requests to the
RADIUS server but fails to receive correct responses (including retransmission) reaches the value set in radius-server

dead-criteria triesnumber.

If any of the following conditions is met, it is deemed that an unreachable RADIUS server becomes reachable:

 The device receives correct responses from the RADIUS server.

 Theduration that theRADIUSserver is intheunreachablestateexceedsthe timeset inradius-serverdeadtimeand theactive
detection function is disabled for the RADIUS server.

 The authentication port or accounting port of the RADIUS server is updated on the device.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theGlobal Criteria for Judging That a RADIUSSecurity Server IsUnreachable

 Mandatory.

 Configuring theglobal criteria for judging that aRADIUSsecurityserver is unreachable isaprerequisite for enabling theactive
detection function.

 Configuring the IPAddressof theRemoteRADIUSSecurityServer,AuthenticationPort,AccountingPort, andActive
Detection Parameters

 Mandatory.

 Configuring active detection parameters of theRADIUS server is a prerequisite for enabling the active detection function.

 Configuring theDuration for theDevice toStopTransmittingRequest Packets toanUnreachableRADIUSServer

 Optional.

 Theconfiguredduration for thedevice tostop transmitting requestpackets toanunreachableRADIUSserver takeseffectonly
when the active detection function is disabled for the RADIUS server.

Verification

 Run the show radius server command to display the accessibility information of each RADIUS server.

Related Commands

 Configuring theGlobal Criteria for Judging That a RADIUSSecurity Server IsUnreachable

Command radius-server dead-criteria { timeseconds [ triesnumber ] | triesnumber }

Parameter

Description

timeseconds: Indicates the time condition parameter. If the device fails to receive a correct response packet from a

RADIUSsecurity serverwithin the specified time, it is deemed that theRADIUSsecurityservermeets the inaccessibility

duration condition. The value ranges from 1 second to 120 seconds.

triesnumber: Indicates theconsecutiverequest timeoutcount. If the timeoutcount of requestpackets transmittedby the

devicetothesameRADIUSsecurityserverreaches thepresetcount, it isdeemedthat theRADIUSsecurityservermeets

the consecutive timeout count condition of inaccessibility.The value ranges from1 to 100.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide If aRADIUSsecurity servermeets both the durationcondition and the consecutive request timeout count condition, it is

deemed that theRADIUSsecurityserver isunreachable.Userscanusethiscommand toadjust parametervalues in the

duration condition and consecutive request timeout count condition.

 Configuring theDuration for theDevice toStopTransmittingRequest Packets toanUnreachableRADIUSServer

Command Radius-server deadtimeminutes

Parameter

Description

minutes: Indicates the duration for the device to stop transmitting requests to an unreachable RADIUS security server,

with the unit of minutes. The value ranges from 1 minute to 1,440 minutes (24 hours).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If the active detection function is enabled for a RADIUS security server on the device, the time parameter in

radius-server deadtime does not take effect on the RADIUS server. If the active detection function is disabled for a

RADIUSsecurity server, the device automatically restores theRADIUS security server to the reachable statewhen the

duration that the RADIUS security server is in the unreachable state exceeds the time specified in radius-server

deadtime.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringAccessibility Detection on theRADIUS Server

Scenario

Figure 2- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the global criteria for judging that aRADIUS security server is unreachable.

 Configure the IP address of the remote RADIUS security server, authentication port, accounting port, and active

detection parameters.

RADIUS Client FS(config)#radius-server dead-criteria time120 tries 5

FS(config)# radius-server host 192.168.5.22 test username test ignore-acct-port idle-time 90

Verification Disconnect thenetworkcommunicationbetween thedeviceand theserverwith theIPaddressof192.168.5.22.Conduct

RADIUSauthentication through thedevice.After 120 seconds, run theshowradiusservercommand tocheck that the

server state is dead.

FS#show running-config

…

radius-server host 192.168.5.22 test username test ignore-acct-port idle-time 90

radius-server dead-criteria time 120 tries 5

…

2.5Monitoring

Clearing
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Running the clear commands may lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears statistics of the RADIUS dynamic

authorization extension function and

restarts statistics.

clear radius dynamic-authorization-extension statistics

Displaying

Description Command

Displays global parameters of the RADIUS

server.

show radius parameter

Displays the configuration of theRADIUS

server.

show radius server

Displays the configuration of theRADIUS

private attribute type.

show radius vendor-specific

Displaysstatistics relevant to theRADIUS

dynamic authorization extension

function.

show radius dynamic-authorization-extension statistics

Displays statistics

authentication.

relevant to RADIUS show radius auth statistics

Displays statistics

accounting.

relevant to RADIUS show radius acct statistics

Displays configuration of RADIUS server

groups.

show radius group

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the RADIUS event. debugradiusevent

Debugs RADIUS packet printing. debugradiusdetail

Debugs the RADIUS dynamic

authorization extension function.

debug radiusextension event

Debugs the RADIUS dynamic

authorization extension packet printing.

debug radius extension detail

3 Configuring TACACS+

3.1 Overview

TACACS+ isa security protocol enhanced in functions basedon theTerminal AccessController AccessControl System (TACACS)

protocol. It is used to implement the authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) ofmultiple users.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC1492 Terminal Access Controller Access Control System
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3.2 Applications

Application Description

Managing and Controlling Login of End

Users

Password verification and authorization need to be conducted on end users.

3.2.1 Managing and Controlling Login of End Users

Scenario

TACACS+is typicallyapplied in the loginmanagementandcontrol of endusers.Anetworkdeviceservesas theTACACS+client and

sends a user name and password to the TACACS+ server for verification. The user is allowed to log in to the network device and

perform operations after passing the verification and obtaining authorization. See the following figure.

Figure 3- 1

Remarks  A is a client that initiatesTACACS+ requests.

 B,C, and D are servers that processTACACS+ requests.

Deployment

 Start the TACACS+ server on Server B, Server C, and Server D, and configure information on the access device (Device A) so that
the servers provide TACACS+-based AAA function for the access device. Enable the AAA function on Device A to start

authentication for the user login.

 Enable the TACACS+ client function on Device A, add the IP addresses of theTACACS+ servers (Server B, Server C, and Server D)
andthesharedkeysothatDeviceAcommunicateswiththeTACACS+serversoverTACACS+toimplementtheAAAfunction.

3.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Format of TACACS+ Packets

Figure 3- 2
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 MajorVersion: Indicates themajorTACACS+versionnumber.

 MinorVersion: Indicates theminorTACACS+version number.

 PacketType:Indicatesthetypeofpackets,withtheoptionsincluding:
TAC_PLUS_AUTHEN: = 0x01(authentication);

TAC_PLUS_AUTHOR: = 0x02 (authorization);

TAC_PLUS_ACCT: = 0x03 (accounting)

 SequenceNumber: Indicates the sequencenumber of a data packet in the current session. The sequence number of the first
TACACS+ data packet in a session must be 1 and the sequence number of subsequent each data packet increases by one.

Therefore, theclientsendsdatapacketsonlywithanoddsequencenumberandTACACS+Daemonsendspacketsonlywithan

even sequencenumber.

 Flags: Contains various bitmap format flags.One of the bits in thevalue specifieswhether data packetsneed tobe encrypted.

 Session ID: Indicates the ID of aTACACS+session.

 Length: Indicates the body length of a TACACS+ data packet (excluding the header). Packets are encrypted for transmission on a
network.

Overview

Feature Description

TACACS+ Authentication,

Authorization, and Accounting

Conducts authentication, authorization, and accounting on end users.

3.3.1 TACACS+Authentication,Authorization, andAccounting

Working Principle

The following figure uses basic authentication, authorization, and accounting of user login todescribe interactionof TACACS+data

packets.

Figure 3- 3
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The entire basic message interaction process includes three sections:

1. The authentication process is described as follows:

1) Auser requests to log intoanetworkdevice.

2) After receiving the request, theTACACS+client sends an authentication start packet to theTACACS+server.

3) TheTACACS+server returns an authentication response packet, requesting the user name.

4) TheTACACS+client requests the user to enter the user name.

5) The user enters the login user name.

6) Afterreceivingtheusername,theTACACS+clientsendsanauthenticationcontinuationpacketthatcarriestheusername

to theTACACS+server.

7) TheTACACS+server returns an authentication response packet, requesting the login password.

8) TheTACACS+client requests the user to enter the login password.

9) The user enters the login password.

10) After receiving theloginpassword, theTACACS+clientsendsanauthenticationcontinuationpacket thatcarries the login

password to theTACACS+ server.

11) TheTACACS+server returns anauthentication response packet, prompting that the user passes authentication.

2. The user authorization starts after successful authentication:

1) TheTACACS+client sends an authorization request packet to theTACACS+server.
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2) TheTACACS+server returns an authorization response packet, prompting that the user passes authorization.

3) Afterreceivingtheauthorizationsuccesspacket,theTACACS+clientoutputsthenetworkdeviceconfigurationscreenfor

the user.

3. Accounting and audit need to be conducted on the login user after successful authorization:

1) TheTACACS+client sends an accounting start packet to theTACACS+ server.

2) The TACACS+ server returns an accounting response packet, prompting that the accounting start packet has been

received.

3) The userlogs out.

4) TheTACACS+client sends an accounting end packet to theTACACS+server.

5) The TACACS+ server returns an accounting response packet, prompting that the accounting end packet has been

received.

3.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring TACACS+ Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to enable theTACACS+security service.

tacacs-server host Configures the TACACS+ server.

tacacs-server key
Specifies the key shared by the server and

network device.

tacacs-server timeout

Configures the global waiting timeout time of the

TACACS+ server for communication between a

network device and the TACACS+ server.

Configuring SeparateProcessing

ofAuthentication,Authorization,

andAccountingofTACACS+

(Optional)It isusedtoseparatelyprocessauthentication,authorization,andaccountingrequests.

aaa group server tacacs+
Configures TACACS+ server groups and divides

TACACS+ servers into different groups.

nas-ip
Configures the source IP address for TACACS+

packets sent from the TACACS+ server group.

server Adds servers to TACACS+ server groups.

3.4.1 Configuring TACACS+ Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 TheTACACS+basic functionsareavailableafter theconfiguration iscomplete.Whenconfiguring theAAAmethod list, specify
themethod of usingTACACS+ to implementTACACS+authentication, authorization, and accounting.

 When authentication, authorization, and accounting operations are performed, TACACS+ initiates the authentication,
authorization, and accounting requests to configured TACACS+ servers according to the configured sequence. If response

timeout occurs on a TACACS+ server, TACACS+ traverses the TACACS+ server list in sequence.

Notes
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 TheTACACS+security service is a type of AAA service.Youneed to run theaaa new-model command to enable the security
service.

 Only one security service is provided after TACACS+ basic functions are configured. Tomake the TACACS+ functions take effect,
specify theTACACS+service when configuring the AAA method list.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling AAA

 Mandatory.TheAAAmethodlistcanbeconfiguredonlyafterAAAisenabled.TACACS+providesservicesaccordingtotheAAA
method list.

Command aaa new-model

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The AAA function is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The AAA method list can be configured only after AAA is enabled. TACACS+ provides services according to the AAA

method list.

 Configuring the IP Address of the TACACS+ Server

 Mandatory. Otherwise, a device cannot communicate with theTACACS+server to implement the AAA function.

Command tacacs-serverhost [oob ] [viamgmt_name] {ipv4-address | ipv6-address} [port integer ] [ timeout integer ] [key [0 |7 ]

text-string ]

Parameter

Description

ipv4-address: Indicates the IPv4 address of the TACACS+ server.

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of the TACACS+ server.

oob:UsesanMGMTportas thesourceinterfaceforcommunicatingwiththeTACACS+server.Anon-MGMTport isused

for communication by default.

via mgmt_name: Specifies a specific MGMT port when oob supports multiple MGMT ports.

portinteger: Indicates the TCP port used for TACACS+ communication. The default TCP port is 49.

timeout integer: Indicates the timeout timeof the communicationwith theTACACS+server. The global timeout time is

used bydefault.

key [ 0 |7 ] text-string: Indicates the shared key of the server.The global key is used if it is not configured. Anencryption

typecanbe specified for theconfigured key.Thevalue0 indicates noencryption and7 indicates simpleencryption.The

default value is 0.

Defaults No TACACS+ server is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide 17. You can specify the shared key of the server when configuring the IP address of the server. If no shared key is

specified, theglobal keyconfigured using the tacacs-serverkeycommand isusedas theshared keyof the server.The

shared keymust be completely the same as that configured on the server.

18. Youcan specify the communication port of the server when configuring the IP address.

19. Youcan specify the communication timeout time of the serverwhen configuring the IP address.
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 Configuring theShared Key of the TACACS+Server

 Optional.

 If no global communication protocol is configured using this command, set key to specify the shared key of the server when
running the tacacs-server host command to add server information. Otherwise, a device cannot communicate with the

TACACS+ server.

 Ifno sharedkey isspecifiedbyusingkeywhenyou run the tacacs-serverhostcommand toadd server information, theglobal
key isused.

Command tacacs-server [ key [ 0 | 7 ] text-string ]

Parameter

Description

text-string: Indicates the text of the shared key.

0 |7: Indicates theencryption type of thekey.The value0 indicatesnoencryptionand 7 indicates simpleencryption.

Defaults No shared key is configured for any TACACS+ server.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandisusedtoconfigureaglobalsharedkeyforservers.Tospecifyadifferentkeyforeachserver,setkeywhen

running the tacacs-server host command.

 Configuring the Timeout Time of the TACACS+ Server

 Optional.

 Youcan set the timeout time to a large value when the link between the device and the server is unstable.

Command tacacs-server timeoutseconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the timeout time, with the unit of seconds. The value ranges from 1 second to 1,000 seconds.

Defaults The default value is 5 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure theglobalserver response timeout time.Tosetdifferent timeout timefor eachserver,

set timeout when running the tacacs-server host command.

Verification

Configure the AAA method list that specifies to conduct authentication, authorization, and accounting on users by using TACACS+.

 Enable thedevice to interactwith theTACACS+serverandconduct packetcapture tocheck theTACACS+interactionprocess
between the device and theTACACS+server.

 View server logs to checkwhether the authentication, authorization, and accounting are normal.

Configuration Example

 Using TACACS+ for Login Authentication
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Scenario

Figure 3- 4

Remarks
 A is a client that initiatesTACACS+ requests.

 B is a server that processesTACACS+ requests.

Configuration

Steps
 Enable AAA.

 Configure theTACACS+server information.

 Configure the method of usingTACACS+ for authentication.

 Apply the configured authenticationmethod on an interface.

A FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# aaa new-model

FS(config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.5.22

FS(config)# tacacs-server key aaa

FS(config)# aaa authentication login test group tacacs+

FS(config)# line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)# login authentication test

Verification TelnettoadevicefromaPC.Thescreenrequestingtheusernameandpasswordisdisplayed.Enter thecorrectusername

and password to log in to the device. View the authentication log of the user on the TACACS+ server.

Common Errors

 The AAA security service is disabled.

 The key configured on the device is inconsistent with the key configured on the server.

 Nomethod list is configured.

3.4.2 ConfiguringSeparate ProcessingofAuthentication,Authorization, andAccountingofTACACS+

Configuration Effect

 Theauthentication, authorization, and accounting in the security serviceare processedby differentTACACS+servers,which
improves security and achieves load balancing to a certain extent.

Notes

 TheTACACS+security service is a type of AAA service.Youneed to run theaaa new-model command to enable the security
service.
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 Only one security service is provided after TACACS+ basic functions are configured. Tomake the TACACS+ functions take effect,
specify theTACACS+service when configuring the AAA method list.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringTACACS+Server Groups

 Mandatory. There is only one TACACS+ server group by default, which cannot implement separate processing of authentication,
authorization, andaccounting.

 ThreeTACACS+servergroups need tobe configured for separately processing authentication, authorization, andaccounting.

Command aaa group server tacacs+group-name

Parameter

Description

group-name: Indicates the name of a group. A group name cannot be radius or tacacs+, which are the names of

embedded groups.

Defaults No TACACS+ server group is configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide GroupTACACS+serverssothatauthentication,authorization,andaccountingarecompletedbydifferentservergroups.

 Adding Servers to TACACS+Server Groups

 Mandatory. If no server is added to a server group, a device cannot communicatewithTACACS+servers.

 In server group configurationmode, add the servers that are configured using the tacacs-server host command.

Command server { ipv4-address | ipv6-address }

Parameter

Description

ipv4-address: Indicates the IPv4 address of the TACACS+ server.

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of the TACACS+ server.

Defaults No server is configured.

Command

Mode

TACACS+ server group configuration mode

Usage Guide Before configuring this command, youmust run theaaagroupserver tacacs+ command toenter theTACACS+server

group configurationmode.

For the address of a server configured in a TACACS+ server group, the server must be configured using the tacacs-server

host command in global configuration mode.

If multiple servers are added to one server group, when one server does not respond, the device continues to send a

TACACS+ request to another server in the server group.

 Configuring theSource IPAddress forTACACS+Packets Sent from theTACACS+Server Group

Command nas-ip {ipv4-address | ipv6-address}

Parameter

Description

ipv4-address: Indicates the source IPv4 address for the TACACS+ packets.

ipv6-address: Indicates the source IPv6 address for the TACACS+ packets.

Defaults No source IP address is configured.

Command TACACS+ server group configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Before configuring this command, youmust run theaaagroupserver tacacs+ command toenter theTACACS+server

group configurationmode.

 ConfiguringVRF of aTACACS+Server Group

 Optional. Configure Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) if a device needs to send TACACS+ packets through a specified
address.

 In server group configurationmode, use aconfiguredVRFname to specify the routing for the communicationof servers in this
group.

Command ip vrf forwarding vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the VRF name.

Defaults No VRF is specified by default.

Command

Mode

TACACS+ server group configuration mode

Usage Guide Before configuring this command, youmust run theaaagroupserver tacacs+ command toenter theTACACS+server

group configurationmode.

For VRF configured in a TACACS+ server group, a valid name must be configured for VRF by using the vrf definition

command in global configuration mode.

 Configuringoob of aTACACS+Server Group

 Optional. Configure oob if a device needs to sendTACACS+packets through a specifiedMGMT port.

 In server group configuration mode, specify routing for the communication of servers in the group.

Command ip oob via mgmt_name

Parameter

Description

mgmt-name: Indicates the name of a management port.

Defaults No oob is specified by default.

Command

Mode

TACACS+ server group configuration mode

Usage Guide Before configuring this command, youmust run theaaagroupserver tacacs+ command toenter theTACACS+server

group configurationmode.

If no MGMT port is specified, the MGMT0 port is used by default.

Verification

Configure the AAA method list that specifies to conduct authentication, authorization, and accounting on users by using TACACS+.

 Enable a device to interact withTACACS+servers.Conduct packet capture, check that the authentication, authorization, and
accounting packetsare interactedwith different servers, and check the source addresses in packets.

Configuration Example
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 Configuring Different TACACS+ Server Groups for Separately Processing Authentication, Authorization, and
Accounting

Scenario

Figure 3- 5

Remarks
 A is a client that initiatesTACACS+ requests.

 B is a server that processesTACACS+authentication requests.

 C is a server that processesTACACS+authorization requests.

 D is a server that processesTACACS+accounting requests.

Configuration

Steps
 Enable AAA.

 Configure theTACACS+server information.

 ConfigureTACACS+ server groups.

 Add servers toTACACS+ server groups.

 Configure the method of usingTACACS+ for authentication.

 Configure the method of usingTACACS+ for authorization.

 Configure the method of usingTACACS+ for accounting.

 Apply the configured authenticationmethod on an interface.

 Apply the configured authorization method on an interface.

 Apply the configured accounting method on an interface.

FS# configure terminal

FS(FS(config)# aaa new-model

FS(config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.5.22

FS(config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.5.34

FS(config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.5.44

FS(config)# tacacs-server key aaa

FS(config)#aaagroup server tacacs+ tacgrp1

FS(config-gs-tacacs)# server 192.168.5.22

FS(config-gs-tacacs)#exit

FS(config)# aaa group server tacacs+ tacgrp2

FS(config-gs-tacacs)# server 192.168.5.34
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FS(config-gs-tacacs)# exit

FS(config)#aaagroup server tacacs+ tacgrp3

FS(config-gs-tacacs)# server 192.168.5.44

FS(config-gs-tacacs)#exit

FS(config)# aaa authentication login test1 group tacacs+

FS(config)# aaa authentication enable default group tacgrp1

FS(config)# aaa authorization exec test2 group tacgrp2

FS(config)# aaa accounting commands 15 test3 start-stop group tacgrp3

FS(config)# line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)# login authentication test1

FS(config-line)#authorization exec test2

FS(config-line)# accounting commands 15 test3

Verification Telnet to a device from a PC. The screen requesting the user name and password is displayed. Enter the correct user name

and password to log in to the device. Enter the enable command and enter the correct enable password to initiate

enableauthentication.EntertheprivilegeEXECmodeafterpassingtheauthentication.Performoperationsonthedevice

and then exit the device.

View the authentication log of the user on the server with the IP address of 192.168.5.22.

Viewtheenableauthenticationlogof theuserontheserverwiththeIPaddressof192.168.5.22.

Viewtheexecauthorization logof theuseron theserverwiththe IPaddressof192.168.5.34.

View the command accounting log of the user on the server with the IP address of 192.168.5.44.

Common Errors

 The AAA security service is disabled.

 The key configured on the device is inconsistent with the key configured on the server.

 Undefined servers are added to a server group.

 Nomethod list is configured.

3.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays interaction with each TACACS+ server. show tacacs

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs TACACS+. debug tacacs+
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4 Configuring SCC

4.1 Overview

The Security Control Center (SCC) provides common configuration methods and policy integration for various access control and

network security services, so that these access control and network security services can coexist on one device tomeet diversified

access and security control requirements in various scenarios.

The network security services include Access Control List (ACL), Network Foundation Protection Policy (NFPP), and anti-ARP gateway

spoofing. When two or more access control or network security services are simultaneously enabled on the device, or when both

access control and network security services are simultaneously enabled on the device, the SCC coordinates the coexistence of these

services according to relevant policies.

Fordetailsabouttheaccesscontrolandnetworksecurityservices,seetherelatedconfigurationguide.Thisdocumentdescribes
the SCConly.

Protocol and Standards

N/A

4.2 Application

Typical Application Scenario

Access Control of Extended Layer 2

Campus Networks

Studentsonacampusnetworkcanaccess the Internet basedondot1x client authentication

or Web authentication. ARP spoofing between the students should be prevented. In

addition, terminal devices in some departments (such as the headmaster's office) can access

the Internet without authentication.

4.2.1 AccessControlofExtendedLayer2CampusNetworks

Scenario

Studentsonacampusnetworkof auniversityusually need tobeauthenticated through thedot1x client orWebbeforeaccessing the

Internet, so as to facilitate accounting and guarantee the benefits of the university.

 ThestudentscanaccesstheInternetthroughdot1xclientauthenticationorWebauthentication.

 ARPspoofingbetweenthestudentsisprevented,soastoguaranteethestabilityof thenetwork.

 Terminal devices in somedepartments (such as the headmaster's office) canaccess the Internet without authentication.
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Remarks Atraditionalcampusnetworkishierarchicallydesigned,whichconsistsofanaccesslayer,aconveFSencelayerandacore

layer, where the access layer performs user access control. On an extended Layer 2 campus network, however, user access

control is performed by a core switch, below which access switches exist without involving any conveFSence device in

between. The ports between the core switch and the access switches (such as switches B, C, and D in Figure 1-1) are all

trunk ports.

The user access switches B, C, and D connect to PCs in various departments via access ports, and VLANs correspond to sub

VLANs configured on the downlink ports of the core switch, so that access users are in different VLANs to prevent ARP

spoofing.

The core switch A connects to various servers, such as the authentication server and the DHCP server. Super VLANs and sub

VLANs are configured on the downlink ports. One super VLAN correspond tomultiple sub VLANs, and each sub VLAN

represents an access user.

Figure 4-1

Deployment

On the core switch, different access users are identified by VLAN and port numbers. Eachaccess user (or a group of access users)

correspondstooneVLAN.Theportsoneachaccessswitchthatconnect todownstreamusersareconfiguredasaccessports,andone

userVLAN is assigned to each access user according toVLAN planning. The core switch does not forward ARP requests.The core

switchrepliestotheARPrequestsfromauthenticatedusersonly,soastopreventARPspoofing.OnthecoreswitchA,userVLANsare

regardedassubVLANs,superVLANsareconfigured,andSVIscorrespondingtothesuperVLANsareconfiguredasusergateways.

 On the downlink ports of the core switch (switch A in this example) that connect to the teachers' living area and the students'
livingarea, bothdot1xauthenticationandWebauthenticationareenabled,so thatuserscan freelyselecteither authentication

mode for Internet access.
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 Anyspecial department (suchas theheadmaster'soffice in this example) canbeallocated toaparticularVLAN,and thisVLAN
can be configured as an authentication-exemption VLAN so that users in this department can access the Internet without

authentication.

4.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 AuthorizationMode

Therearetwoauthenticationmodes:accessauthenticationandgatewayauthentication.Onatraditionalhierarchicalnetwork,access

authentication isusuallyperformedbyaccessswitches.OnaextendedLayer2network, theaccess functionmoves forward toacore

switchwhile the access devices need only to support basicVLANand Layer 2 forwarding functions. As the access authentication is

performedbyaccessswitchesona traditional hierarchical networkwhileperformedbyacoreswitchonade-layeredextendedLayer

2 network, some extrinsic functions and behaviors will differ accordinglywith the twodifferent authenticationmodes.Therefore, the

authentication mode falls into gateway authentication and access authentication. If the access authentication moves to the core

switch, the core switch needs to be enabled with the gateway authentication mode to support a large number of user entries,

typicallyincludingalarge-capacityMACaddresstable,ARPtableandroutingtable.Otherwise,thesupportedusercapacityissubject

tohardwareACLentryrestrictions.Ingeneral,thecapacityofhardwareACLentriesislimitedandcannotsupportalargeusercapacity.

The access authentication mode is generally applicable only in scenarios where the access authentication is deployed on access

switches.

 Authentication-Exemption VLAN

Some special departmentsmay be allocated to authentication-exemptionVLANs to simplify networkmanagement, so that users in

these departments can access network resourceswithout authentication. For example, the headmaster's office can be divided into

theauthentication-exemptionVLANson thecampusnetwork,so thatusers intheheadmaster'sofficecanaccesstheInternetwithout

authentication.

 IPv4 UserCapacity

The number of IPv4 access users can be restricted to protect the access stability of online users on the Internet and improve the

operational stability of the device.

The number of IPv4 access users is not restricted by default; that is, a large number of users can get online after being
authenticated, till reaching themaximum hardware capacity of the device.

IPv4 access users include IP users (such as IP authenticated users) based on dot1x authentication, users based on Web
authentication, and IP usersmanually bound (using IP source guard, ARP check, or othermeans).

 Authenticated-User Migration

Online-usermigrationmeans thatanonlineuser canget authenticatedagain fromdifferent physical locations toaccess thenetwork.

On the campus network, however, for ease of management, students are usually requested to get authenticated from a specified

locationbeforeaccessing the Internet,butcannotgetauthenticatedonotheraccessports.Thismeans that theuserscannotmigrate.

In another case, someusershave themobile office requirement and canget authenticated fromdifferent access locations.Then the

users canmigrate.

 User Online-StatusDetection
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For a chargeable user, accounting starts immediately after the user passes the authentication and gets online. The accounting process

does not end until the user actively gets offline. Some users, however, forget to get offline when leaving their PCs, or cannot get

offlinebecauseof terminal problems.Then theuserssuffercertaineconomical lossesas theaccountingprocesscontinues.Tomore

precisely determine whether a user is really online, we can preset a traffic value, so that the user is considered as not accessing the

Internet and therefore directly brought offline when the user's traffic is lower than the preset value in a period of time or there is not

traffic of the user at all in a period of time.

Overview

Feature Function

Authentication Mode This featuredetermineswhetheraccesscontrol isdeployedonaccessswitchesor coreswitchesdepending

on network deployment needs.

Authentication-Exempt

ion VLAN

Users in a specified VLAN can be configured as authentication-exemption users.

IPv4 User Capacity The IPv4user capacityof a specified interfacecanbe restricted toguarantee the accessstability of users on

the Internet.

Authenticated-User

Migration

You can specify whether the authenticated can migrate.

User Online-Status

Detection

Youcan specifywhether to detect the traffic of online users, so that a user is forced offlinewhen the traffic of

the user is lower than a preset value in a period of time.

4.3.1 AuthenticationMode

There are two authentication modes: access authentication and gateway authentication. In access authentication mode, access

controlsuchasdot1xorWebauthenticationisenabledonaccessswitches.Ingatewayauthenticationmode,accesscontrol isenabled

on core switches.On a large-scale network such as a campus network, there are hundreds of access switches.Compared with the

access authenticationmode, the gatewayauthenticationmode simplifies the routinemaintenance andmanagement on the access

switches, because the access switches need only to support basicVLAN and Layer 2 forwarding functions.Therefore, the gateway

authentication mode isrecommended.

Working Principle

The authentication mode on a device depends on the network layer where the access control device works. If access control is

deployedoncoreswitches(forexample,onanextendedLayer2network),gatewayauthenticationmodeoncoreswitchesisrequired.

If access control is deployed on access switches, the authentication mode should be set to access authentication on the access

switches.

The access authentication mode applies by default. In addition, only the N18000 switches support authentication mode
switching.

Restart thedeviceafter theauthenticationmode ischanged,so that thenewauthenticationmodetakeseffect.Save thecurrent
configuration before restarting the device.
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4.3.2 Authentication-Exemption VLAN

Authentication-exemptionVLANs are used to accommodate departments with special access requirements, so that users in these

departments can access the Internet without authentication such as dot1x orWeb authentication.

Working Principle

Suppose the authentication-exemptionVLAN feature is enabled on a device.When the devicedetects that apacket comes froman

authentication-exemption VLAN, access control is not performed. In this way, users in the authentication-exemption VLAN can access

the Internet without authentication. The authentication-exemptionVLAN feature canbe regardedas a kind of applications of secure

channels.

A maximum of 100 authentication-exemptionVLANs can be configured.

The authentication-exemption VLANs occupy hardware entries. When access control such as authentication is disabled,
configuringauthentication-exemptionVLANshas thesameeffect as thecasewherenoauthentication-exemptionVLANsare

configured.Therefore, it isrecommendedthatauthentication-exemptionVLANsbeconfiguredforuserswhoneedtoaccessthe

Internet without authentication, only when the access control function has been enabled.

Although packets from authentication-exemption VLANs are exempt from access control, they still need to be checked by a
security ACL. If the packets of the users in an authentication-exemptionVLAN are denied according to the security ACL, the

users still cannot access the Internet.

In gatewayauthenticationmode, thedevicedoesnot initiateanyARP request toauser in an authentication-exemptionVLAN,
andtheARPproxywillnotwork.Therefore,ingatewayauthenticationmode,usersindifferentauthentication-exemptionVLANs

cannot access each other unless the users have been authenticated.

4.3.3 IPv4 UserCapacity

Toimprove theoperational stabilityof thedeviceandguardagainstbrutal force impacts fromunauthorizedusers, youcanrestrict the

total number of IPv4 access users on a certain port of the device.

Working Principle

IfthetotalnumberofIPv4accessusersisrestricted,newusersgoingbeyondthetotalnumbercannotaccesstheInternet.

Only the switches support the restriction on the number of IPv4 access users.

The number of IPv4 access users is not restrictedon the deviceby default, but depends on the hardware capacityof thedevice.

Thenumberof IPv4accessusers includes IPv4usersbasedonvariousbinding functions.Because thenumberof IPv4access
users is configured in interface configuration mode, the restriction includes both the number of IPv4 users generated on the

port and IPv4usersgloballygenerated.For example, you canset themaximumnumberof IPv4 accessuserson theGi 0/1port

to 2, run commands to bind an IPv4 user to the port, and then run commands to bind a global IPv4 user to the port. Actually

there are already twoaccessusers on the port. If you attempt to bind another IPv4 user or another global IPv4 user to the port,

the binding operationfails.

4.3.4 Authenticated-User Migration

Onan actual network, users do not necessarily access the Internet from a fixed place. Instead, usersmay be transferred to another

department or office after getting authenticated at one place. They do not actively get offline but remove network cables and carry

theirmobile terminals to thenewoffice toaccess thenetwork.Then this brings about an issueabout authenticated-usermigration. If
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authenticated-user migration is not configured, a user who gets online at one place cannot get online at another place without

getting offline first.

WorkingPrinciple

When authenticated-usermigration is enabled, the dot1x orWeb authenticationmodule of the device detects that the port number

orVLAN corresponding to a user's MACaddress has changed. Then the user is forced offline and needs to be authenticated again

before gettingonline.

Onlytheswitchesorwirelessdevicessupportauthenticated-usermigration.Inaddition,cross-switchmigrationisnotsupported.
Forexample,authenticationandmigrationareenabledontwoN18000,andausergetsonlineafterbeingauthenticatedonone

of the two N18000. If the user attempts to migrate to the other N18000, the migration fails.

The authenticated-user migration function requires a check of users' MAC addresses, and is invalid for users who have IP
addresses only.

The authenticated-usermigration function enables a user who gets online at one place to get online at another place without
getting offline first. If the user gets online at one place and then gets offline at that place, or if the user does not get online

before moving to another place, the situation is beyond the control range of authenticated-user migration.

During migration, the system checks whether the VLAN ID or port number that corresponds to a user's MAC addresshas
changed,soas todeterminewhether theuserhasmigrated. If theVLAN IDorport number is thesame, it indicates that theuser

does notmigrate; otherwise, it indicates that the user hasmigrated. According to the preceding principle, if another user on the

network uses the MACaddress of an online user, the system will wrongly disconnect the online user unless extra judgment is

made. Toprevent such a problem, the dot1x orWebauthenticationwill checkwhether a user has actuallymigrated. For a user

who gets online through Web authentication or dot1x authentication with IP authorization, the dot1x or Web authentication

sends an ARP request to the original place of the user if detecting that the sameMACaddress is online in another VLAN or on

another port. If no response is received within the specified time, it indicates that the user's location has indeed changed and

then the migration is allowed. If a response is received within the specified time, it indicates that the user actually does not

migrate and a fraudulent user may exist on the network. In the latter case, themigration is not performed. The ARP request is

sent once every second by default, and sent for a total of five times. This means that the migration cannot be confirmed until

five seconds later. Timeout-related parameters, including the probe interval and probe times, can be changed using the arp

retry times times and arp retry interval interval commands. For details about the specific configuration, seeARP-SCG.doc. It

shouldbenoted that themigrationcheck requires theconfigurationof IPauthorization for users basedondot1x authentication.

In addition, the ARP probe is triggered only for user migration in gateway authentication mode but not triggered for user

migration in access authentication mode.

4.3.5 User Online-StatusDetection

After a user accesses the Internet, the usermay forget to get offline or cannot actively get offline due to terminal faults. In this case,

the user will keep being charged and therefore will suffer a certain economical loss. Toprotect the benefits of users on the Internet,

thedeviceprovidesa function todetectwhether theusersare really online. If thedeviceconsiders that auser isnot online, thedevice

actively disconnects the user.

Working Principle

Aspecific detection interval is preset on the device. If a user's traffic is lower than a certain value in this interval, the deviceconsiders

that the user is not using the network and therefore directly disconnects the user.

Only the switches and wireless devices support the user online-status detection function.
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Theuseronline-statusdetectionfunctionappliestoonlyuserswhogetonlinethroughdot1xorWebauthentication.

Currently, the N18000 supports zero-traffic detection only.

Currently, due to hardware chip restrictions of the N18000, the time to disconnect a user without any traffic relates to the
configuredMACaddress aging time. If the traffic detection interval is set tomminutes and theMACaddressaging time is set to

n minutes, the interval from the moment when an authenticated user leaves the network without actively getting offline to the

moment when the user is disconnected upon detection of zero traffic is about [m, m+n] minutes. In other words, if an online

user does not incur any Internet access traffic, the user is disconnected about [m,m+n] minutes later.

4.4 Configuration

Configuration Item Suggestions and Related Commands

Configuring the Authentication

Mode
Optional configuration, which is used to configure the authenticationmode for thedevice.

[no] auth-mode gateway Configures the authentication mode.

Configuring

Authentication-Exemption

VLANs

Optional configuration, which is used to specify the users of which VLANs can access the
Internet withoutauthentication.

[no] direct-vlan Configures authentication-exemption VLANs.

Configuring the IPv4 User

Capacity

Optional configuration,which isused tospecify themaximumnumber of userswhoareallowed
to access a certain interface.

[no] nac-author-user maximum
Configures the number of IPv4 users who are

allowed to access a certain interface.

Configuring

Authenticated-User Migration

Optionalconfiguration,whichisusedtospecifywhetheronlineuserswithstaticMACaddresses
canmigrate.

[no] station-move permit
Configures whether authenticated users can

migrate.

Configuring User Online-Status

Detection

Optional configuration, which is used to specify whether to enable the user online-status
detection function.

offline-detect interval threshold
Configures the parameters of the user

online-status detection function.

no offline-detect
Disables the user online-status detection

function.

default offline-detect
Restores the default user online-status

detection mode.

4.4.1 Configuring the Authentication Mode

Configuration Effect

Perform this configuration or not perform this configuration, which shall depend on actual network deployment. On a hierarchical

network, access switches perform access control and you do not need to specify the authentication mode but can simply keep the

default configuration.Onade-layeredextendedLayer 2network, thegatewaydeviceperformsaccesscontroland thenyou need to
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set the authentication mode to gateway authentication, so that users can be authenticated and get online after the access control

service such as dot1x orWebauthentication is enabled on the gateway device.

Precautions

 If access control is deployed on the core switch, you need to change the authentication mode on the core switch to gateway
authentication. If accesscontrol isnot deployedon thecore switch,you donot need to configure theauthenticationmode.

 Youneedtorestart thedeviceafter theauthenticationmode ischanged, sothat thenewauthenticationmode takeseffect.Save
the current configuration before restarting the device.

Configuration Method

 Configuring theAuthentication Mode

 Optional configuration. It determines the access position of the device on the actual network.

 Perform the configuration according to actual network deployment. If the core switch performs access control, set the
authenticationmode togatewayauthentication on the core switch; otherwise, simply keep the default configuration.

Command [ no ] auth-mode gateway

Parameter

Description

no: If the command carries this parameter, it indicates that the authentication mode is restored to access

authentication; that is, the local device is only an access device and not a gateway device any longer.

auth-mode gateway: If the command carries this parameter, it indicates that the authentication mode is set to

gateway authentication; that is, the local device is both a gateway device and an access device.

Defaults Access authentication mode

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to determine the access position of the device on the network. Perform this configuration or not

performthisconfiguration,whichdependsonwhether theaccesscontrol functionisdeployedonaccessswitcheson

the network or deployed on the gateway device.

Use this command to change the authentication mode configured on the device from access authentication to

gatewayauthentication.Use thenoauth-modegateway command to change the authenticationmode configured

on the device from gateway authentication back to access authentication.

Verification

Check the configuration using the following method:

 Enable dot1x orWeb authentication on one port of the device, and perform corresponding authentication on the client. After
getting online, check whether you can access network resources. Then get offline, and check whether you cannot access

specified network resources.

Configuration Examples

The following configuration example describes SCC-related configuration only.

Setting the Authentication Mode to Gateway Authentication so that the Access Control Function Moves Up to the Core

Gateway Device on a De-layered extended Layer 2 Network
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Scenario

Figure 4- 1

Configuration

Steps
 OnswitchA (which is a coregatewaydevice), set the authenticationmode togatewayauthentication.

Switch A SwitchA(config)#auth-mode gateway

Pleasesave config and reload system.

SwitchA(config)#exit

*Nov 7 10:13:27:%SYS-5-CONFIG_I:Configured fromconsole byconsole

SwitchA#reload

Reload system?(Y/N)y

SwitchA#

Verification  Use the show running command to checkwhether the configuration has taken effect.

Switch A SwitchA(config)#show running-config | include auth-mode

auth-mode gateway

SwitchA(config)#

4.4.2 ConfiguringAuthentication-ExemptionVLANs

Configuration Effect
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Configureauthentication-exemptionVLANs,sothatusers intheseVLANscanaccesstheInternetwithoutexperiencingdot1xorWeb

authentication.

Precautions

Authentication-exemption VLANs only mean that users in these VLANs do not need to experience a check related to access

authentication, but still need to experiencea check basedona securityACL. If specifiedusersorVLANsare deniedaccording to the

security ACL, corresponding users still cannot access the Internet. Therefore, during ACL configuration, you need to ensure that

specified VLANs or specified users in the authentication-exemption VLANs are not blocked if you hope that users in the

authentication-exemptionVLANs can access the Internet without being authenticated.

Configuration Method

 Configuring Authentication-Exemption VLANs

 Optional configuration. To spare all users in certain VLANs from dot1x or Web authentication, configure these VLANS as
authentication-exemptionVLANs.

 Perform this configuration on access, convergence, or core switches depending on user distribution.

 Authentication-exemptionVLANs can be configured in interface configuration mode.

Command [no] direct-vlan vlanlist

Parameter

Description

no: If thecommand carries thisparameter, it indicates that theauthentication-exemptionVLANconfigurationwill be

deleted.

vlanlist: This parameter indicates the list of authentication-exemption VLANs to be configured or deleted.

Defaults No authentication-exemption VLAN has been configured.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure or delete authentication-exemption VLANs.

Verification

Check the authentication-exemption VLAN configuration using the following method:

 Enable dot1x authentication on downlink ports that connect to user terminals, add the downlink ports that connect to the user
terminals toaspecificVLAN,and configure theVLANasanauthentication-exemptionVLAN.Thenopen the InternetExplorer,

andenteravalidextranetaddress(suchaswww.google.com). If theuserscanopenthecorrespondingwebpageontheInternet,

it indicates that the authentication-exemption VLAN is valid; otherwise, the authentication-exemption VLAN does not take

effect.

 Use the showdirect-vlan command to check the authentication-exemptionVLAN configuration on the device.

Command show direct-vlan

Parameter

Description

-

Command Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Global configuration mode

UsageExample FS#show direct-vlan

direct-vlan 100

FS#show direct-vlan interface gi 0/1

Port direct-vlan

-------- ------------------

Gi0/1 5,7,100

Configuration Examples

The following configuration example describes SCC-related configuration only.

 Configuring Authentication-exemption VLANs so that Specific Users Can Access the Internet without Being
Authenticated

Scenario

Figure 4- 2

Configuration

Steps

 On switch A (which is the core gateway device), set the GI 2/1 port as a trunk port, and enable dot1x

authentication on thisport.

 OnswitchA (which is thecoregatewaydevice), configureVLAN100 towhich the headmaster'sofficebelongs

as an authentication-exemption VLAN.

Switch A SwitchA(config)#vlan 100
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SwitchA(config-vlan)#exit

SwitchA(config)#direct-vlan 100

SwitchA(config)#int GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode trunk

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#dot1x port-control auto

*Oct 17 16:06:45: %DOT1X-6-ENABLE_DOT1X: Able to receive EAPOL packet and DOT1X authentication enabled.

Verification  Open the InternetExplorer fromanyPC in theheadmaster'soffice,enteravalidextranetaddress,andconfirm

that the corresponding webpage can be opened.

 Use theshowdirect-vlan command to checkwhether the authentication-exemptionVLAN is valid.

Switch A SwitchA(config)#show direct-vlan

direct-vlan 100

4.4.3 Configuring the IPv4User Capacity

Configuration Effect

Configure the IPv4 user capacity, so as to restrict the number of users who are allowed to access an access port.

Precautions

N/A

Configuration Method

 Configuring the IPv4 User Capacity

 Optional configuration. To limit the maximum of users who are allowed to access an access port, configure the IPv4 user
capacity.Theaccessusercapacity isnot limitedonanaccessportbydefault.Suppose theusercapacity limit isconfiguredona

specific interface. When the number of authenticated users on the interface reaches the maximum, new users cannot be

authenticated on this interface and cannot get online, until existing authenticated users get offline on the interface.

 Perform this configuration onaccessswitches,whichmaybe accessswitches on the network edgeor core gatewaydevices.

Command nac-author-user maximum max-user-num

no nac-author-user maximum

Parameter

Description

no: If thecommandcarries thisparameter, it indicates that the limiton the IPv4accessusercapacitywill be removed

from theport.

max-user-num: This parameter indicates themaximum number of IPv4 users who allowed to access the port. The

value range is from 1 to 1024.

Defaults The number of IPv4 access users is not limited.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide Use this command to limit the number of IPv4 access users on a specific access port.

Verification

Check the IPv4 user capacity configuration on a port using the following method:

 dot1x authentication: When the number of users who get online based on 1x client authentication on the port reaches the
specified user capacity, no any new user can get online from this port.

 Webauthentication:When thenumber of userswho getonline based onWebauthentication on the port reaches thespecified
user capacity, no any new user can get online from this port.

 Use theshownac-author-user [ interface interface-name ] command to check the IPv4 user capacityconfigured on thedevice.

Command show nac-author-user [ interface interface-name ]

Parameter

Description

interface-name: This parameter indicates the interface name.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Global configuration mode

Usage

Example

FS#show nac-author-user interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

Port Cur_num Max_num

-------- ------- -------

Gi0/1 0 4

Configuration Examples

The following configuration example describes SCC-related configuration only.

Restricting the Number of IP4 Users on a Port to Prevent Excessive Access Terminals from Impacting the Network

Scenario

Figure 4- 3

Configuration  Assume that the dot1x authentication environment has been well configured on the access switch A, and

dot1x authentication is enabled on the Gi 0/2 port.
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Steps  Set the maximum number of IPv4 access users on theGi 0/2 port to 4.

Switch A SwitchA(config)#int GigabitEthernet 0/2

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#nac-author-user maximum 4

Verification  Perform dot1x authentication for all the four PCs in the dormitory, so that the PCs get online. Then take an

additional terminal to access thenetwork, and attempt toperformdot1x authentication for this terminal.Verify

that the terminal cannot be successfully authenticated to get online.

 Use theshownac-author-user command to checkwhether theconfiguration has takeneffect.

Switch A SwitchA(config)#show nac-author-user

Port Cur_num Max_num

-------- ------- -------

Gi0/1 0 4

4.4.4 Configuring Authenticated-User Migration

Configuration Effect

Bydefault,whenausergetsonlineafterpassingdot1xorWebauthenticationataphysical location(whichisrepresentedbyaspecific

accessport plus theVLANnumber) andquicklymoves toanother physical locationwithout getting offline, theuser cannot get online

through dot1x or Web authentication from the new physical location, unless the authenticated-user migration feature has been

configured inadvance.

Notes

 If the authenticated-user migration feature is not yet configured, an online user cannot get online from the new physical
location after quickly moving from one physical location to another physical location without getting offline first. However, if

the user gets offline before changing the physical location or gets offline during the locationchange, the user can still normally

get online after being authenticated at the new physical location, even if the authenticated-user migration feature is not

configured.

Configuration Method

 Configuring Authenticated-UserMigration

 Optional configuration. To allow users to be authenticated and get online from different physical locations, enable the
authenticated-user migration function.

 Perform this configuration on access, convergence, or core switches depending on user distribution.

Command [no] station-move permit

Parameter

Description

no station-move permit: Indicates that authenticated-user migration is not permitted.

station-move permit: Indicates that authenticated-user migration is permitted.

Defaults Authenticated-usermigration is not permitted; that is, when a user getting online fromone physical location on the

network moves to another physical location and attempts to get online from the new physical location without
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getting offline first, the authentication fails and the user cannot get online from the new physical location.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure authenticated-user migration.

Verification

Check the authenticated-user migration configuration using the following method:

 APC is authenticated and gets online from a dot1x-based port of the device using dot1x SU client, and does not actively get
offline.Move the PC to another port of the device onwhich dot1x authentication is enabled, and performdot1x authentication

again. Check whether the PC can successfully get online.

Configuration Examples

The following configuration example describes SCC-related configuration only.

 ConfiguringOnline-UserMigration so that anOnlineUser CanPerformAuthentication andGet Online fromDifferent
Portswithout GettingOffline First

Scenario

Figure 4- 4

Configuration

Steps

 Enabledot1xauthenticationonaccessportsGi0/2 andGi0/3, and configureauthenticationparameters.The

authentication isMAC-based.

 Configure online-usermigration.

Switch A sw1(config)#station-move permit

Verification  A lap-topPC in theR&Ddepartment performsauthentication usingdot1xSUclient, and gets online.Remove

the network cable from the PC, connect the PC to the LAN where the test department resides, and perform
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dot1xauthentication for thePCagainusingdot1xSUclient.Confirmthat thePCcansuccessfullygetonline.

Switch A sw1(config)#show running-config | include station

station-move permit

4.4.5 ConfiguringUserOnline-StatusDetection

Configuration Effect

After theuseronline-status detection function isenabled, if a user's traffic is lower than acertain thresholdwithin thespecifiedperiod

of time,thedeviceautomaticallydisconnectstheuser,soas toavoid theeconomical loss incurredbyconstantcharging totheuser.

Precautions

It should be noted that if disconnecting zero-traffic users is configured, generally software such as 360 Security Guard will run on a

user terminal by default.Then such softwarewill sendpackets timeand again, and the devicewill disconnect the user onlywhen the

user's terminal is powered off.

Configuration Method

 Configuring User Online-Status Detection

 Optional configuration. A user is disconnected if the user does not involve any traffic within eight hours by default.

 Performthisconfigurationonaccess,convergence,orcoreswitchesdependingonuserdistribution.Theconfigurationactson
only the configured device instead of other devices on the network.

 If the traffic threshold parameter threshold is set to 0, it indicates that zero-traffic detectionwill be performed.

Command offline-detect interval interval threshold threshold

no offline-detect

default offline-detect

Parameter

Description

interval: This parameter indicates the offline-detection interval. The value range is from 6 to 65535 inminutes on a

switchor from1 to65535 inminutesonanon-switchdevice.Thedefault value is8 hours, that is, 480minutes.

threshold: This parameter indicates the traffic threshold. The value range is from 0 to 4294967294 in bytes. The default

value is 0, indicating that the user is disconnectedwhen no traffic of the user is detected.

no offline-detect: Disables the user online-status detection function.

default offline-detect: Restores the default value. In other words, an online user will be disconnected when the

device detects that the user does not have any traffic within eight hours.

Defaults 8 hours

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure user online-status detection, so that a user is disconnected when its traffic is lower

than a specific threshold within a specific period of time. Use the no offline-detect command to disable the user

online-statusdetection function,oruse thedefaultoffline-detect command to restore thedefaultdetectionmode.
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Verification

Check the user online-status detection configuration using the following method:

 After the user online-status detection function is enabled, power off the specified authenticated terminal after the
corresponding user gets online.Thenwait for the specified period of time, and run theonline user query commandassociated

with dot1x or Web authentication on the device to confirm that the user is already offline.

Configuration Examples

The following configuration example describes SCC-related configuration only.

 ConfiguringUserOnline-StatusDetectionso thataUser IsDisconnected if theUserDoesNotHaveTrafficWithinFive
Minutes

Scenario

Figure 4- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Enable dot1x authentication on the access port Gi 0/2, and configure authentication parameters. The

authentication isMAC-based.

 Configureuseronline-statusdetectionso that auser isdisconnected if theuserdoesnot havetrafficwithin five

minutes.

Switch A sw1(config)# offline-detect interval 5 threshold 0

Verification  Performdot1xauthenticationusingdot1xSUclient foraPCin theR&Ddepartment, sothat thePCgetsonline.

Then power off the PC, wait for 6 minutes, and run the online user query command available with dot1x

authentication on switch 1 to confirm that the user of the PC is already offline.

Switch A sw1(config)#show running-config | include offline-detect

offline-detect interval 5
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4.5Monitoring

Displaying

Command Function

show direct-vlan Displays the authentication-exemption VLAN configuration.

show nac-author-user [ interface interface-name ] DisplaysinformationaboutIPv4userentriesonaspecificinterface.

Debugging

Systemresourcesareoccupiedwhendebugging informationisoutput.Therefore,closethedebuggingswitch immediatelyafter
use.

Command Function

debug scc event Debugs the SCC running process.

debug scc user [ mac | author | mac ] Debugs SCC user entries.

debug scc acl-show summary
DebugsACLs stored in the current SCCand delivered by various

services.

debug scc acl-show all Debugs all ALCs stored in the current SCC.

5 Configuring PasswordPolicy

5.1 Overview

The PasswordPolicy is a password security function provided for local authentication of the device. It is configured to control users'

login passwords and login states.

The following sections introduce password policy only.

5.2 Features

5.2.1 Basic Concepts

 Minimum PasswordLength

Administrators can set aminimum length for user passwords according to system security requirements. If the password input by a

user is shorter than the minimum password length, the system does not allow the user to set this password but displays a prompt,

asking the user to specify another password of an appropriate length.

 Strong PasswordDetection

The less complex a password is, the more likely it is to crack the password. For example, a password that is the same as the

corresponding account or a simple password that contains only characters or digitsmay be easily cracked. For the sake of security,

administratorscanenable thestrongpassworddetection function toensure that thepasswordssetbyusersarehighlycomplex.After

the strong password detection function is enabled, a prompt will be displayed for the following types of passwords:

1. Passwords that are the same as corresponding accounts;

2. Simple passwords that contain characters or digits only.
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 Special CharacterCheck

Specialcharacters include~`!@#$%^&*()_+-={}|[]\:”;’<>,./ and space. The password only containing special characters is easy to be

cracked. After enabling special character check, the password can not consist of only special characters. After enabling strong

password check, a prompt will be displayedwhen the password only contains special characters.

 Password LifeCycle

Thepassword life cycle defines the validity timeof a user password.When the service timeof a password exceeds the life cycle, the

user needs to change the password.

If the user inputs a password that has already expired during login, the system will give a prompt, indicating that the password has

expired and the user needs to reset the password. If the new password input during password resetting does not meet system

requirements or the new passwords consecutively input twice are not the same, the system will ask the user to input the new

password onceagain.

 Guard Against Repeated Use of Passwords

Whenchanging thepassword, theuserwill setanewpasswordwhile theoldpasswordwillbe recordedas theuser'shistoryrecords. If

thenewpassword input by theuserhas beenusedpreviously, the systemgives anerror prompt andasks the user tospecify another

password.

Themaximum number of password history records per user can be configured.When the number of password history records of a

user is greater than themaximum number configured for this user, the new password history record will overwrite the user's oldest

password history record.

 Storage of Encrypted Passwords

Administrators can enable the storage of encrypted passwords for security consideration. When administrators run the show

running-configcommand todisplayconfigurationor run thewritecommand tosaveconfiguration files, varioususer-setpasswords

aredisplayed in thecipher text format. If administratorsdisable thestorageofencryptedpasswordsnext time, thepasswordsalready

in cipher text format will not be restored to plaintext passwords.

5.3 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring

Security Policy

the Password

Optional configuration, which is used to configure a combination of parameters related to the
password securitypolicy.

password policy life-cycle Configures the password life cycle.

password policy min-size Configures the

passwords.

minimum length of user

password policy no-repeat-times Sets the no-repeat times of latest password

configuration, so that the passwordsspecified

in these times of latest password configuration

can no longer be used in future password

configuration.

password policy strong Enables the

function.

strong password detection

password policy printable-character-check Enables special character check.
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service password-encryption Sets the storage of encrypted passwords.

5.3.1 ConfiguringthePasswordSecurityPolicy

NetworkingRequirements

 Provide a password security policy for local authentication of the device. Users can configure different password security
policies to implement password security management.

Notes

 The configured password security policy is valid for global passwords (configured using the commands enable password and
enable secret) and local user passwords (configured using the username name password password command). It is invalid for

passwords in Line mode.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring thePassword Life Cycle

 Optional

 Perform this configuration on each device that requires the configuration of a password life cycle unless otherwise stated.

 Configuring theMinimum Length of User Passwords

 Optional

 Perform this configuration on each device that requires a limit on the minimum length of user passwords unless otherwise
stated.

 Setting theNo-Repeat Times of Latest PasswordConfiguration

 Optional

 Perform this configuration on each device that requires a limit on the no-repeat times of latest password configuration unless
otherwise stated.

 Enabling the Strong PasswordDetection Function

 Optional

 Perform this configuration on each device that requires strong password detection unless otherwise stated.

 Enabling the Special Character Check

 Optional

 Perform this configuration on each device that requires strong password detection unless otherwise stated.

 Setting theStorage of EncryptedPasswords

 Optional

 Perform this configuration oneach device that requires the storage of passwords in encrypted format unless otherwise stated.

Verification
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Configure a local user on the device, and configure a valid password and an invalid password for the user.

 When you configure the valid password, the device correctly adds the password.

 When you configure the invalid password, the device displays a corresponding error log.

Related Commands

 Configuring thePassword Life Cycle

Command

Syntax

password policy life-cycle days

Parameter

Description

life-cycle days: Indicates the password life cycle in the unit of days. The value range is from 1 to 65535.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The password life cycle is used to define the validity period of user passwords. If the user logs in with a password

whose service time already exceeds the life cycle, a prompt is given, asking the user to change the password.

 Configuring theMinimum Length of User Passwords

Command

Syntax

password policy min-size length

Parameter

Description

min-size length: Indicates the minimum length of passwords. The value range is from 1 to 31.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the minimum length of passwords. If the minimum length of passwords is not

configured, users can input a password of any length.

 Setting theNo-Repeat Times of Latest PasswordConfiguration

Command

Syntax

password policy no-repeat-times times

Parameter

Description

no-repeat-times times: Indicates theno-repeat timesof latest passwordconfiguration.Thevalue range is from1 to

31.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After this function is enabled, all old passwords used in the several times of latest password configuration will be

recordedas theuser'spasswordhistoryrecords. If thenewpassword inputby theuserhasbeenusedpreviously, the

system gives an error prompt and the passwordmodification fails.

Youcanconfigurethemaximumnumberofpasswordhistoryrecordsperuser.Whenthenumberofpasswordhistory

recordsof a user is greater than themaximumnumber configured for the user, thenew password history recordwill

overwrite the user's oldest password history record.

 Enabling the Strong PasswordDetection Function

Command

Syntax

password policy strong
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Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After thestrongpassworddetection function isenabled,aprompt isdisplayed for the following types ofpasswords:

1. Passwords that are the sameas corresponding accounts;

Simplepasswords that contain charactersor digits only.

 Enabling the Special Character Check

Command

Syntax

password policy printable-character-check

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After the special character check is enabled, a prompt is displayed for the password containing only special

characters.

 Setting theStorage of EncryptedPasswords

Command

Syntax

service password-encryption

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Before the storageof encrypted passwords is set, all passwords used in the configuration processwill be displayed

andstored inplaintext format,unless thepasswordsareconfigured incipher text format.Youcanenable thestorage

of encrypted passwords for security consideration. When you run the show running-config command to display

configurationor run thewrite command to saveconfiguration files, various user-set passwordsare displayed in the

cipher text format. If youdisable thestorageof encrypted passwordsnext time, thepasswordsalready incipher text

format will not be restored to plaintext passwords.

 CheckingUser-Configured PasswordSecurity Policy Information

Command

Syntax

show password policy

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode/ Global configuration mode/ Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to display the password security policy configured on the device.

Configuration Examples
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The following configuration example describes configuration related to a password security policy.

 ConfiguringPassword Security Check on theDevice

Typical

Application

Assume that the following password security requirements arise in a network environment:

1. The minimum length of passwords is 8 characters;

2. The password life cycle is 90 days;

3. Passwords are stored and transmitted in cipher text format;

4. The number of no-repeat times of password history records is 3;

5. Passwordsshall not be thesameasusernames,and shall notcontain simplecharactersor digitsonly.

Configuration

Steps
 Set the minimum length of passwords to 8.

 Set the password life cycle to 90 days.

 Enable the storage of encrypted passwords.

 Set the no-repeat times of password history records to 3.

 Enable the strong password detection function.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# password policy min-size 8

FS(config)# password policy life-cycle 90

FS(config)# service password-encryption

FS(config)# password policy no-repeat-times 3

FS(config)# password policy strong

Verification Whenyoucreateauserand thecorrespondingpasswordafter configuring thepasswordsecuritypolicy, thesystem

will perform relevant detection according to the password security policy.

 Runtheshowpasswordpolicycommand todisplayuser-configuredpasswordsecuritypolicy information.

FS# show password policy

Global password policy configurations:

Password encryption: Enabled

Passwordstrong-check: Enabled

Passwordmin-size: Enabled (8characters)

Password life-cycle: Enabled (90days)

Password no-repeat-times: Enabled (max history record: 3)

Common Errors

 The timeconfigured for giving a pre-warning notice about password expiry to the user is greater than the password life cycle.
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Switch A and Switch B are access devices.

PC 1, PC 2, PC 3, and PC 4 are desktop computers.

5.4Monitoring

Displaying the Running

Status

Command Function

show password policy Displays user-configured password security policy information.

6 Configuring StormControl

6.1 Overview

Whena local areanetwork (LAN) has excessbroadcast data flows,multicast data flows, or unknownunicast data flows, the network

speedwill slowdownandpacket transmissionwillhavean increased timeoutprobability.Thissituation iscalledaLANstorm.Astorm

may occur when topology protocol execution or network configuration is incorrect.

Storm control can be implemented to limit broadcast data flows, multicast data flows, or unknown unicast data flows. If the rate of

data flows received by a device port is within the configured bandwidth threshold, packets-per-second threshold, or kilobits-

per-second threshold, the data flows are permitted to pass through. If the rate exceeds the thresholds, excess data flows are

discardeduntil the rate fallswithin the thresholds.This prevents flood data fromentering theLAN causing a storm.

6.2 Applications

Application Description

Network Attack Prevention Enable storm control to prevent flooding.

6.2.1 Network Attack Prevention

Scenario

The application requirements of network attack prevention are described as follows:

 Protect devices from flooding of broadcast packets,multicast packets, or unknown unicast packets.

Figure 6-1

Deployment

Remarks
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 Enable storm control on the ports of all access devices (Switch A and Switch B).

6.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 StormControl

If the rate of data flows (broadcast packets, multicast packets, or unknown unicast packets) received by a device port is within the

configuredbandwidththreshold,packets-per-secondthreshold,orkilobits-per-secondthreshold, thedataflowsarepermittedtopass

through. If the rate exceeds the thresholds, excessdata flowsare discardeduntil the rate fallswithin the thresholds.

 StormControl Based on the Bandwidth Threshold

If the rate of data flows received by a device port is within the configured bandwidth threshold, the data flows are permitted to pass

through. If the rate exceeds the threshold, excess data flowsare discarded until the rate fallswithin the threshold.

 StormControl Based on thePackets-per-Second Threshold

If the rate of data flows received by adeviceport iswithin the configured packets-per-second threshold, the data flows arepermitted

topass through. If the rateexceeds the threshold, excess data flowsare discardeduntil the rate fallswithin the threshold.

 StormControl Based on theKilobits-per-Second Threshold

If the rate of data flows received by a device port iswithin the configured kilobits-per-second threshold, the data flowsare permitted

topass through. If the rateexceeds the threshold, excess data flowsare discardeduntil the rate fallswithin the threshold.

Overview

Feature Description

Unicast Packet Storm

Control

Limits unknown unicast packets to prevent flooding.

Multicast Packet Storm

Control

Limits multicast packets to prevent flooding.

Broadcast Packet Storm

Control

Limits broadcast packets to prevent flooding.

6.3.1 Unicast Packet StormControl

Theunicastpacket stormcontrol featuremonitors the rateof unknownunicast data flows receivedbyadeviceport to limitLAN traffic

and prevent flooding caused by excess data flows.

Working Principle

If the rateof unknownunicast data flows receivedby adeviceport iswithin theconfiguredbandwidth threshold, packets-per-second

threshold, or kilobits-per-second threshold, the data flows are permitted to pass through. If the rate exceeds the thresholds, excess

data flows are discarded until the rate falls within the thresholds.

Related Configuration

 EnablingUnicast Packet StormControl on Ports
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By default, unicast packet storm control is disabled on ports.

Runthestorm-controlunicast[{levelpercent |ppspackets|rate-bps}]commandtoenableunicastpacketstormcontrolonports.

Runthenostorm-controlunicastordefaultstorm-controlunicastcommandtodisableunicastpacketstormcontrolonports.

The default command parameters are determined by related products.

6.3.2 Multicast Packet StormControl

Themulticast packet storm control featuremonitors the rate of multicast data flows received by a device port to limit LAN traffic and

prevent flooding caused by excess data flows.

Working Principle

If the rate of multicast data flows received by a device port is within the configured bandwidth threshold, packets-per-second

threshold, or kilobits-per-second threshold, the data flows are permitted to pass through. If the rate exceeds the thresholds, excess

data flows are discarded until the rate falls within the thresholds.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Multicast Packet Storm Control on Ports

By default, multicast packet storm control is disabled on ports.

Run thestorm-controlmulticast [ { level percent |pps packets | rate-bps } ] command to enablemulticast packet storm control on

ports.

Run the no storm-control multicast or default storm-control multicast command to disable multicast packet storm control on

ports.

The default command parameters are determined by related products.

6.3.3 Broadcast Packet StormControl

Thebroadcastpacketstormcontrol featuremonitors the rateof broadcastdata flows receivedbyadeviceport to limitLAN trafficand

prevent flooding caused by excess data flows.

Working Principle

If the rate of broadcast data flows received by a device port is within the configured bandwidth threshold, packets-per-second

threshold, or kilobits-per-second threshold, the data flows are permitted to pass through. If the rate exceeds the thresholds, excess

data flows are discarded until the rate falls within the thresholds.

Related Configuration

 EnablingBroadcast Packet StormControl on Ports

By default, broadcast packet storm control is disabled on ports.

Run thestorm-controlbroadcast [ { levelpercent |ppspackets | rate-bps } ] command toenablebroadcastpacketstormcontrol on

ports.

Run thenostorm-controlbroadcastordefault storm-controlbroadcast command todisablebroadcast packetstormcontrol on

ports.

The default command parameters are determined by related products.
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6.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

Storm Control

(Mandatory) It is used to enable storm control.

storm-control {broadcast |multicast |unicast}

[ { level percent | pps packets | rate-bps} ]
Enables storm control.

6.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofStormControl

Configuration Effect

 Prevent flooding caused by excess broadcast packets,multicast packets, and unknown unicast packets.

Notes

 Whenyou run a command (for example, storm-controlunicast) to enable stormcontrol, if you donot set theparameters, the
default values are used.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Unicast Packet StormControl

 Mandatory.

 Enable unicast packet storm control on every device unless otherwise specified.

 EnablingMulticast Packet StormControl

 Mandatory.

 Enablemulticast packet storm control on every device unless otherwise specified.

 EnablingBroadcast Packet StormControl

 Mandatory.

 Enable broadcast packet storm control on every device unless otherwise specified.

Verification

 Run the showstorm-control command to checkwhether the configuration is successful.

Related Commands

 Enabling Unicast Packet StormControl

Command storm-control unicast [ { level percent | pps packets | rate-bps} ]

Parameter

Description

level percent: Indicates the bandwidth percentage.

pps packets: Indicates the number of packets per second.

rate-bps: Indicates the packet rate.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Storm control can be enabled only on switch ports.
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 EnablingMulticast Packet StormControl

Command storm-control multicast [ { level percent | pps packets | rate-bps } ]

Parameter

Description

level percent: Indicates the bandwidth percentage.

pps packets: Indicates the number of packets per second.

rate-bps: Indicates the packet rate.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Storm control can be enabled only on switch ports.

 EnablingBroadcast Packet StormControl

Command storm-control broadcast [ { level percent | pps packets | rate-bps } ]

Parameter

Description

level percent: Indicates the bandwidth percentage.

pps packets: Indicates the number of packets per second.

rate-bps: Indicates the packet rate.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Storm control can be enabled only on switch ports.

Configuration Example

 Enabling StormControl on Devices

Scenario

Figure 6-2

Configuration

Step
 Enable storm control on Switch A and Switch B.

Switch A FS(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/5,0/9,0/13

FS(config-if-range)#storm-control broadcast

FS(config-if-range)#storm-control multicast

FS(config-if-range)#storm-control unicast

Switch B FS(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/1,0/5,0/9

FS(config-if-range)#storm-control broadcast

FS(config-if-range)#storm-control multicast

FS(config-if-range)#storm-control unicast
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Verification Check whether storm control is enabled on Switch A and Switch B.

Switch A FS# sho storm-control

Interface Broadcast Control Multicast Control Unicast Control Action

------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- --------------- --------

GigabitEthernet0/1 Disabled Disabled Disabled none

GigabitEthernet0/5 default default default none

GigabitEthernet0/9 default default default none

GigabitEthernet0/13 default default default none

Switch B FS#sho storm-control

Interface Broadcast Control Multicast Control Unicast Control Action

------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- --------------- --------

GigabitEthernet0/1 default default default none

GigabitEthernet0/5 default default default none

GigabitEthernet0/9 default default default none

6.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays storm control information. show storm-control [ interface-type interface-number ]

7 Configuring SSH

7.1 Overview

SecureShell (SSH)connection issimilar toaTelnetconnectionexcept thatalldata transmittedoverSSHisencrypted.Whenauser in

an insecure network environment logs into a device remotely, SSH helps ensure information security and powerful authentication,

protecting the device against attacks such as IP address spoofing and plain-text password interception.

AnSSH-capabledevicecanbeconnectedtomultipleSSHclients.Inaddition,thedevicecanalsofunctionasanSSHclient,andallows

users to set upanSSHconnectionwithaSSH-serverdevice. In thisway, the local devicecansafely log in toa remotedevice through

SSH to implement management.

Currently,adevicecanworkaseither theSSHserveroranSSHclient,supportingSSHv1andSSHv2versions.FSSSHservice
supports both IPv4 and IPv6.

Unless otherwise specified, SSH in this document refers to SSHv2.

Protocols and Standards
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 RFC4251: The Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol Architecture

 RFC 4252: The Secure Shell (SSH) Authentication Protocol

 RFC 4253: The Secure Shell (SSH) Transport Layer Protocol

 RFC4254: The Secure Shell (SSH) Connection Protocol

 RFC4419: Diffie-HellmanGroupExchange for the Secure Shell (SSH)Transport Layer Protocol

 RFC4716: The Secure Shell (SSH) Public Key File Format

 RFC 4819: Secure Shell Public Key Subsystem

 RFC3526:MoreModular Exponential (MODP)Diffie-Hellman groups for Internet Key Exchange (IKE)

 RFC 2409: The Internet Key Exchange (IKE)

 RFC1950: ZLIB CompressedData Format Specification version 3.3

 draft-ietf-secsh-filexfer-05: SSH File Transfer Protocol

 draft-ylonen-ssh-protocol-00: The version of the SSH Remote Login Protocol is 1.5. Comware implements the SSH server
functions, but not the SSH client functions.

7.2 Applications

Application Description

SSH Device Management Use SSH to manage devices.

SSH Local Line Authentication Use the local line password authentication for SSH user authentication.

SSH AAA Authentication Use the authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) mode for SSH user

authentication.

SSH Public Key Authentication Use the public key authentication for SSH user authentication.

SSH File Transfer UsetheSecureCopy(SCP)commandsontheclient toexchangedatawiththeSSHserver.

SSH Client Application Use the SSH client to safely log in to a remote device for management.

7.2.1 SSHDeviceManagement

Scenario

YoucanuseSSH tomanagedeviceson theprecondition that theSSHserver function isenabled.Bydefault, this function isdisabled.

TheTelnet component that comeswith theWindows system doesnot support SSH.Therefore, a third-party client softwaremust be

used.Currently,well-compatiblesoftware includesPuTTY,Linux, andSecureCRT.The following takes thePuTTYasanexample to

introduce the configurations of the SSH client. Figure 7- 1 shows the network topology.

Figure 7- 1 Networking Topology of SSH Device Management

Deployment

Configure the SSH client as follows:
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 Start the PuTTYsoftware.

 On the Session option tab of PuTTY, type in the host IP address of the SSH server and SSH port number 22, and select the
connection typeSSH.

 On theSSH option tab of PuTTY, select the preferred SSH protocol version 2.

 On theSSHauthenticationoption tab of PuTTY, select the authenticationmethodAttempt "keyboard-interactive" auth.

 ClickOpen to connect to the SSH server.

 Type in the correct user name and password to enter the terminal login interface.

7.2.2 SSHLocalLineAuthentication

Scenario

SSHclients canuse the local linepasswordauthenticationmode,as shown inFigure 7-2.Toensuresecurity of data exchange,PC1

and PC 2 function as the SSH clients, and use the SSH protocol to log in to the network device where the SSH server function is

enabled. The requirements are as follows:

 SSH users use the local line password authentication mode.

 Five lines, including Line 0 to Line 4, are activated concurrently. The login password is "passzero" for Line 0 and "pass" for the
remaining lines. Any user name can be used.

Figure 7- 2 Networking Topology of SSH Local Line Password Authentication

Deployment

 Configure the SSH server as follows:

1. Enable theSSHserver function globally.By default, the SSHserver supports twoSSHversions: SSHv1 and SSHv2.

2. Configure thekey.With thiskey, theSSHserverdecrypts theencryptedpasswordreceived fromtheSSHclients, compares the

decrypted plain text with the password stored on the server, and returns amessage indicating the successful or unsuccessful

authentication. SSHv1 uses anRSA key,whereas SSHv2 adopts anRSA or DSAkey.

3. Configure the IP address of the FastEthernet 0/1 interface on the SSH server. The SSH client is connected to the SSH server using

this IP address.The routes from theSSH clients to the SSH server are reachable.

 Configure the SSH client as follows:

Diversified SSH client software is available, including PuTTY,Linux, and OpenSSH. This document takes PuTTY as an example to explain

themethod for configuring the SSH clients.
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1. Open thePuTTY connection tab, and selectSSHv1 for authenticated login. (Themethod is similar if SSHv2 is selected.)

2. Set the IP address and connected port ID of the SSH server. As shown in the network topology, the IP address of the server is

192.168.23.122,and theport ID is22.ClickOpen tostart theconnection.As thecurrent authenticationmodedoesnot requirea

user name, you can type in any user name, but cannot be null. (In this example, the user name is "anyname".)

7.2.3 SSHAAAAuthentication

Scenario

SSHuserscanusetheAAAauthenticationmodeforuserauthentication,asshowninFigure7-3.Toensuresecurityofdataexchange,

thePCs function as the SSH clients, and uses the SSH protocol to log in to the network devicewhere the SSH server is enabled. To

better perform security management, the AAA authentication mode is used for user login on the SSH clients. Two authentication

methods, including Radius server authentication and local authentication, are provided in the AAA authentication method list to

ensure reliability. The Radius server authentication method is preferred. If the Radius server does not respond, it turns to the local

authentication.

Figure 7- 3 Networking Topology of SSH AAA Authentication

Deployment

 Theroutes fromtheSSHclients to theSSHserverare reachable,and the route fromtheSSHserver to theRadiusserver isalso
reachable.

 Configure the SSH server on the network device that functions as an SSH client.

 Configure theAAAparameters on thenetwork device.When theAAAauthenticationmode isused,method lists arecreated to
define the identity authentication and types, and applied to a specified service or interface.

7.2.4 SSHPublicKeyAuthentication

Scenario

SSHclientscanusethepublickeysforauthentication,andthepublickeyalgorithmcanbeRSAorDSA,asshowninFigure7-4.SSHis

configured on the client so that a secure connection is set up between the SSH client and the SSH server.

Figure 7- 4 Network Topology for Public Key Authentication of SSH Users
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Deployment

 Toimplementpublickeyauthentication for theclient,generateakeypair (RSAorDSA)on theclient,configure thepublickeyon
the SSH server, and select the public key authenticationmode.

 After the key is generated on the client, the SSH server will copy the file of the public key from the client to the flash and
associatesthe filewith theSSHusername.EachusercanbeassociatedwithoneRSApublickeyandoneDSApublickey.

7.2.5 SSH File Transfer

Scenario

TheSCPservice isenabledontheserver,andSCPcommandsareusedontheclient totransferdata totheserver,asshowninFigure

7- 5.

Figure 7- 5 Networking Topology of SSH File Transfer

Deployment

 Enable the SCP service on the server.

 On the client, use SCP commands to upload files to the server, or download files from the server.

7.2.6 SSHClientApplication

Scenario

TheSSHserviceisenabledonaremoteSSHserver,andthesshcommand isusedonthelocalclient tosetupanSSHconnectionwith

the server for secure data transmission, as shown in Figure 7- 6.

Figure 7- 6 Networking Topology of SSH Client Application

Deployment

 Enable the SSH service on the server.

 On the client, run the ssh command to set up an SSH connection with the server for secure data transmission.
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7.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 User AuthenticationMechanism

 Password authentication

During the password authentication, a client sends a user authentication request and encrypted user name and password to the

server.The server decrypts the received information, compares the decrypted informationwith those stored on theserver, and then

returns amessage indicating the successful or unsuccessful authentication.

 Public keyauthentication

During thepublic keyauthentication, digital signaturealgorithms, suchasRSAandDSA, areused toauthenticateaclient. The client

sends a public key authentication request to the server. This request contains information including the user name, public key, and

public keyalgorithm.On receiving the request, theserver checkswhether thepublic key is correct. Ifwrong, theserver directly sends

an authentication failuremessage. If right, the server performs digital signature authentication on the client, and returns amessage

indicating the successful or unsuccessful authentication.

Public key authentication is applicable only to the SSHv2 clients.

 SSHCommunication

To ensure secure communication, interaction between an SSH server and an SSH client undergoes the following seven stages:

 Connection setup

The server listens onPort 22 to the connection request from the client. After originating a socket initial connection request, the client

sets up aTCP socket connection with the server.

 Version negotiation

If the connection isset up successfully, the server sendsa versionnegotiationpacket to theclient.On receiving thepacket, the client

analyzes thepacketand returnsaselectedprotocol version to theserver.Theserveranalyzes the received information todetermine

whether version negotiation is successful.

 Key exchange and algorithm negotiation

If version negotiation is successful, key exchange and the algorithm negotiation are performed. The server and the client exchange

the algorithm negotiation packet with each other, and determine the final algorithm based on their capacity. In addition, the server

and theclientwork together togenerateasessionkeyand asession IDaccording to thekeyexchangealgorithmandhost key,which

will be applied to subsequent user authentication, data encryption, and data decryption.

 User authentication

After the encrypted channel is set up, the client sends an authentication request to the server. The server repeatedly conducts

authentication for the client until the authentication succeeds or the server shuts down the connection because the maximum

number of authentication attempts is reached.

 Session request

Afterthesuccessfulauthentication, theclientsendsasessionrequest totheserver.Theserverwaitsandprocessestheclientrequest.

After the session request is successfully processed, SSHenters the session interaction stage.

 Session interaction
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After thesessionrequest issuccessfullyprocessed,SSHenters thesessioninteractionstage.Encrypteddatacanbetransmittedand

processed inbothdirections.Theclientsendsacommand tobeexecuted to theclient.Theserverdecrypts,analyzes,andprocesses

the received command,and thensends the encrypted execution result to theclient.The client decrypts theexecution result.

 Session ending

When the interaction between the server and the client is terminated, the socket connection disconnects, and the session ends.

Overview

Feature Description

SSH Server Enable the SSH server function on a network device, and you can set up a secure connection with the

network device through the SSH client.

SCP Service After theSCPservice isenabled,youcandirectlydownloadfilesfromthenetworkdeviceandupload local

files to the network device. In addition, all interactive data is encrypted, featuring authentication and

security.

SSH Client Youcanuse theSSHclient on thedevice to set up asecureconnectionwith theSSHserver on anetwork

device.

7.3.1 SSH Server

EnabletheSSHserverfunctiononanetworkdevice,andyoucansetupasecureconnectionwiththenetworkdevicethrough theSSH

client.Youcan also shut down theSSH server function to disconnect from all SSH clients.

Working Principle

Fordetailsabouttheworkingprincipleof theSSHserver,seethe"SSHCommunication"in"BasicConcepts."Inpractice,afterenabling

theSSH server function, you can configure the following parameters according to the application requirements:

 Version: Configure the SSH version as SSHv1 orSSHv2 to connect SSH clients.

 Authentication timeout: The SSH server starts the timer after receiving a user connection request. The SSH server is
disconnected from the client either when theauthentication succeeds or when the authentication timeout is reached.

 Maximum number of authentication retries: The SSH server starts authenticating the client after receiving its connection
request. If authenticationdoesnot succeedwhen themaximumnumberof userauthenticationretries is reached,amessage is

sent, indicating the authentication failure.

 Publickeyauthentication:ThepublickeyalgorithmcanbeRSAorDSA. It providesasecureconnectionbetweentheclientand
the server.The public key file on the client is associatedwith the user name. In addition, the public key authenticationmode is

configuredon the client, and thecorresponding private key file is specified. In thisway,when the client attempts to log in to the

server, public key authentication can be implemented to set up a secure connection.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the SSHServer

By default, the SSH server is disabled.

In global configuration mode, run the [no] enable service ssh-server command to enable or disable the SSH server.

Togenerate the SSH key, you also need to enable the SSH server.

 Specifying theSSHVersion
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Bydefault, theSSHserver supports bothSSHv1 andSSHv2, connecting either SSHv1 clientsorSSHv2 clients.

Run the ipsshversion command to configure theSSHversionsupported by theSSHserver.

If only SSHv1 or SSHv2 is configured, only the SSH client of the configured version can be connected to the SSH server.

 Configuring theSSHAuthentication Timeout

By default, the user authentication timeout is 120s.

Run the ip ssh time-out command to configure the user authentication timeout of the SSHserver.Use theno form of the command

to restore the default timeout. The SSH server starts the timer after receiving a user connection request. If authentication does not

succeed before the timeout is reached, authentication times out and fails.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of SSH Authentication Retries

By default, the maximum number of user authentication retries is 3.

Runthe ipsshauthentication-retriescommandtoconfigure themaximumnumberofuserauthenticationretrieson theSSHserver.

Use theno formof the command to restore the default number of user authentication retries. If authentication still does not succeed

when themaximum number of user authentication retries is reached, user authentication fails.

 Specifying theSSHEncryptionMode

Bydefault, theencryptionmodesupported by theSSHserver isCompatible, that is, supporting cipherblockchaining (CBC), counter

(CTR) and other encryption modes.

Run the ip ssh cipher-mode command to configure the encryption mode supported by the SSH server. Use the no form of the

command to restore the default encryption mode supported by the SSH server.

 Specifying the SSHMessage Authentication Algorithm

By default, the message authentication algorithms supported by the SSH server are as follows: (1) For the SSHv1, no algorithm is

supported; (2) For theSSHv2, four algorithms, includingMD5, SHA1, SHA1-96, andMD5-96, are supported.

Run the ip ssh hmac-algorithm command to configure the message authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server. Use the

no form of the command to restore the default message authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server.

 ConfiguringSupport for Diffie-Hellman(DH) Key ExchangeAlgorithmon theSSHServer

By default, FS’s SSHv2 server supports diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1, diffie-hellman-group14-sha1, and diffie-hellman-

group1-sha1 for keyexchange while the SSHv1 server support none. Run the ip ssh key-exchange command to configure

support forDiffie-HellmanontheSSHserver.Usethenoipsshkey-exchangecommandtorestorethedefaultsetting.

 SettingACL Filtering of theSSH Server

By default, ACL filtering is not performed for all connections to the SSH server.

Run the {ip | ipv6}sshaccess-class command toperformACL filtering for all connections to theSSHserver.Runno {ip | ipv6} ssh

access-class to restore the default settings.

 Enabling the Public KeyAuthentication on theSSHServer

Run the ip sshpeer command toassociate thepublic key file on the clientwith the username.When the client is authenticated upon

login, a public key file is specified based on the user name.
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7.3.2 SCPService

The SSH server provides the SCP service to implement secure file transfer between the server and the client.

Working Principle

 SCPisaprotocol thatsupportsonline file transfer.It runsonPort22basedontheBSCRCPprotocol,whereasRCPprovides the
encryption and authentication functions based on the SSH protocol. RCP implements file transfer, and SSH implements

authentication and encryption.

 Assume that theSCPservice is enabled on the server.Whenyou useanSCPclient to upload ordownload files, theSCPclient
first analyzes the command parameters, sets up a connection with a remote server, and starts another SCP process based on this

connection.Thisprocessmayruninsourceorsinkmode.(Theprocessrunning insourcemode isthedataprovider.Theprocess

running in sink mode is the destination of data.) The process running in source mode reads and sends files to the peer end

through theSSH connection.The process running in sinkmode receives files through the SSH connection.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the SCPServer

By default, the SCP server function is disabled.

Run the ip scp server enable command to enable SCP server function on a network device.

7.3.3 SSHClient

The SSH client is used to set up a secure connection with a remote network device on which the SSH server runs.

Working Principle

For details about the working principle of the SSH client, see the "SSH Communication" in "Basic Concepts."

Related Configuration

 Specifying the Source Interface of theSSHClient

By default, the source address of SSH packets is searched based on the destination address.

Run the ip ssh source-interface interface-name command to specify the source interface of the SSH client.

 Establishing aSession with theSSHServer

Run the ssh command to log in to a remote device that supports the SSH Server

 Recovering an Established SSHSession

 Run the ssh-session session-id command to recover an establishedSSH session.

 Disconnecting aSuspended SSH Session

 Run thedisconnect ssh-session session-idcommand to disconnect a specified SSH session.

7.3.4 SCPClient

The SCP client is used to support file transfer with the remote network device on which the SCP server is enabled.

Working Principle
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SCP is a protocol that supports online file transfer. It runs on Port 22 based on BSD RCP,while RCP provides the encryption and

authentication functions based on the SSH protocol. RCP implements file transfer, and SSH implements authentication and

encryption.

When you useanSCP client to upload or download files, the SCPclient first parses the commandparameters, sets up a connection

with a remote server, and starts another SCP process based on this connection. This processmay run in source or sinkmode. The

processservesasadataprovider insourcemodeandreadsandsendsfilestothepeerendthroughtheSSHconnection,whileserving

as the destination of data in sinkmode and receives the files through the SSH connection.

Related Configuration

 Specifying Source Interface of SCP Client

By default, configure the IP address of the source interface as the source address in SSH packets.

Run the ip scp client source-interface interface-name command to specify the source interface of the SCP client.

 EstablishingConnectionwith theSCPServer via SCPClient to Implement File Transfer

Run the scp command to implement file transfer with the SSH server.

7.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the SSH Server

It is mandatory to enable the SSH server.

enable service ssh-server Enables the SSH server.

disconnect ssh[vty] session-id Disconnects an established SSH session.

crypto key generate {rsa|dsa} Generates an SSH key.

ip ssh version {1|2} Specifies the SSH version.

ip ssh time-out time Configures the SSH authentication timeout.

ip ssh authentication-retries retry times
Configures the maximum number of SSH

authentication retries.

ip ssh cipher-mode{cbc | ctr | others } Specifies the SSH encryption mode.

ip ssh hmac-algorithm{md5 | md5-96 | sha1 |

sha1-96}

Specifies the SSH message authentication

algorithm.

ip ssh key-exchange

{dh_group_exchange_sha1 |dh_group14_sha1

| dh_group1_sha1 }

Configures support for Diffie-Hellman on the

SSH server.

{ip | ipv6} ssh access-class

{ access-list-number | access-list-name }
Enables ACL filtering of the SSH server.

ip ssh peer test public-key rsa flash :rsa.pub Associates an RSA public key file with a user.

ip ssh peer test public-key dsa flash:dsa.pub Associates a DSA public key file with a user.

Configuring the SCP Service Mandatory.

ip scp server enable Enables the SCP server.

Configuring the SSH Client (Optional)It is used to set up a secure connection with a remote network device that supports
the SSHserver.
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Configuration Description and Command

ip ssh source-interface interface-name Specifiesthesourceinterfaceof theSSHclient.

ssh [oob] [-v {1 | 2 }][-c {3des | aes128-cbc |

aes192-cbc | aes256-cbc }] [-l username ][-m

{hmac-md5-96 | hmac-md5-128 | hmac-sha1-

96 | hmac-sha1-160 }] [-p port-num ]{ ip-addr|

hostname}[ via mgmt-name ][/source {ipA.B.C.D

| ipv6 X:X:X:X::X | interface interface-name}]

[/vrf vrf-name]

Establishesanencryptedsessionwitharemote

network device.

7.4.1 ConfiguringtheSSHServer

Configuration Effect

 Enable the SSHserver function ona network device so that you can set up a secure connectionwith a remote network device
through theSSH client. All interactive data is encrypted before transmitted, featuringauthentication and security.

 YoucanusediversifiedSSHuserauthenticationsmodes,includinglocallinepasswordauthentication,AAAauthentication,and
public keyauthentication.

 Youcan generate or delete an SSH key.

 Youcan specify the SSH version.

 Youcan configure the SSH authentication timeout.

 Youcan configure themaximum number of SSH authentication retries.

 Youcan specify the SSH encryption mode.

 Youcan specify the SSHmessage authentication algorithm.

 Youcan specify ACL filtering of the SSH server.

Notes

 The precondition of configuring a device as the SSH server is that communication is smooth on the network that the device
resides, and theadministrator canaccess the devicemanagement interface to configure related parameters.

 The nocrypto key generate command does not exist.Youneed to run thecrypto key zeroize command to delete a key.

 TheSSHmoduledoesnot support hot standby.Therefore, forproducts that supportshot standbyon thesupervisormodules, if
noSSHkey fileexist on thenewactivemoduleafter failover, youmust run thecryptokeygeneratecommand to re-generatea

key before using SSH.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingtheSSHServer

 Mandatory.

 Bydefault, theSSHserver isdisabled. Inglobalconfigurationmode,enable theSSHserverandgenerateanSSHkeysothat the
SSH server state changes to ENABLE.

 Specifying theSSHVersion

 Optional.
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 Bydefault, theSSHserver supportsSSHv1andSSHv2, connectingeitherSSHv1orSSHv2clients. If onlySSHv1orSSHv2 is
configured, only the SSH client of the configured version can be connected to theSSH server.

 Configuring theSSHAuthentication Timeout

 Optional.

 By default, the SSH authentication timeout is 120s. Youcan configure the user authentication timeout as required. The value
ranges from 1 to 120. The unit is second.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of SSH Authentication Retries

 Optional.

 Configure the maximum number of SSH authentication retries to prevent illegal behaviors such as malicious guessing. By
default, themaximumnumber of SSHauthentication retries is3, that is, auser is allowed toenter theuser nameandpassword

three times for authentication. You can configure the maximum number of retries as required. The value ranges from 0 to 5.

 Specifying theSSHEncryptionMode

 Optional.

 Specify the encryption mode supported by the SSH server. By default, the encryption mode supported by the SSH server is
Compatible, that is, supporting CBC, CTR and other encryption modes.

 Specifying the SSHMessage Authentication Algorithm

 Optional.

 SpecifythemessageauthenticationalgorithmsupportedbytheSSHserver.Bydefault, themessageauthenticationalgorithms
supported by theSSHserver areas follows: (1) For theSSHv1, no algorithm is supported; (2) For theSSHv2, four algorithms,

including MD5, SHA1, SHA1-96, and MD5-96, are supported.

 SettingACL Filtering of theSSH Server

 Optional.

 SetACL filteringof theSSHserver.Bydefault,ACL filtering isnot performed forall connections to theSSHserver.According to
needs, set ACL filtering to perform for all connections to the SSH server.

 Enabling the Public KeyAuthentication for SSH Users

 Optional.

 OnlySSHv2supports authenticationbasedon thepublickey.This configurationassociatesapublickey fileon theclientwitha
user name.When a client is authenticated upon login, a public key file is specified based on the user name.

Verification

 Run the show ip ssh command to display the current SSH version, authentication timeout, and maximum number of
authentication retries of the SSH server.

 Run the show crypto keymypubkey command to display the public information of the public key to verify whether the key
has beengenerated.
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 Configure the public key authentication loginmode on the SSH client and specify the private key file. Checkwhether you can
successfullylogintotheSSHserver fromtheSSHclient. Ifyes, thepublickeyfileontheclient issuccessfullyassociatedwiththe

user name, and public key authentication succeeds.

Related Commands

 Enabling the SSHServer

Command enable service ssh-server

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Todisable theSSHserver, run thenoenableservicessh-servercommand inglobal configurationmode.After this

command is executed, the SSH server state changes to DISABLE.

 Disconnecting an Established SSH Session

Command disconnect ssh[vty] session-id

Parameter

Description

vty: Indicates an established virtual teletype terminal (VTY) session.

session-id: Indicates the ID of the established SSH session. The value ranges from 0 to 35.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Specify an SSH session ID to disconnect the established SSH session. Alternatively, specify a VTY session ID to

disconnect a specified SSH session. Only an SSH session can be disconnected.

 Generating an SSH Key

Command crypto key generate {rsa|dsa}

Parameter

Description

rsa:Generates an RSA key.

dsa:Generates a DSA key.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thenocryptokeygeneratecommanddoesnotexist.Youneedto run thecryptokeyzeroizecommand todeletea

key.

SSHv1 uses an RSA key, whereas SSHv2 uses an RSA or DSA key.

If an RSA key is generated, both SSHv1 and SSHv2 are supported. If only a DSA key is generated, only SSHv2 can use

the key.

 Specifying theSSHVersion

Command ip ssh version {1|2}

Parameter

Description

1: Indicates that the SSH server only receives the connection requests sent bySSHv1 clients.

2: Indicates that the SSH server only receives the connection requests sent bySSHv2 clients.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thenoipsshversioncommand torestorethedefault settings.Bydefault, theSSHserversupportsbothSSHv1

and SSHv2.
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 Configuring theSSHAuthentication Timeout

Command ip ssh time-out time

Parameter

Description

time: Indicates the SSH authentication timeout. The value ranges from 1 to 120. The unit is second.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the no ip ssh time-out command to restore the default SSH authentication timeout, which is 120s.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of SSH Authentication Retries

Command ip ssh authentication-retries retry times

Parameter

Description

retry times: Indicates the maximum number of user authentication retries. The value ranges from 0 to 5.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run the no ip ssh authentication-retries command to restore the default number of user authentication retries,

which is 3.

 Specifying theSSHEncryptionMode

Command ip ssh cipher-mode{cbc | ctr | others }

Parameter

Description

cbc:Sets the encryptionmode supported by the SSH server to the CBCmode. Corresponding algorithms include

DES-CBC,3DES-CBC,AES-128-CBC,AES-192-CBC,AES-256-CBC,andBlowfish-CBC.

ctr:Sets the encryption mode supported by the SSH server to the CTRmode. Corresponding algorithms include

AES128-CTR, AES192-CTR, and AES256-CTR.

others: Sets the encryption mode supported by the SSH server to others. The corresponding algorithm is RC4.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the encryption mode supported by the SSH server.

On FS devices, the SSHv1 server supports the DES-CBC, 3DES-CBC, and Blowfish-CBC encryption algorithms; the

SSHv2 server supports the AES128-CTR, AES192-CTR, AES256-CTR, DES-CBC, 3DES-CBC, AES-128-CBC, AES-192-CBC,

AES-256-CBC, Blowfish-CBC, and RC4 encryption algorithms. These algorithms can be grouped into three encryption

modes: CBC, CTR, and others.

As the cryptography continuouslydevelops, it is approved that encryption algorithms in theCBCand othersmodes

can be decrypted in a limited period of time. Therefore, organizations or companies that have high security

requirements can set the encryptionmode supported by theSSHserver toCTR to increase the security level of the

SSH server.

 Specifying the SSHMessage Authentication Algorithm

Command ip ssh hmac-algorithm{md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96}

Parameter

Description

md5: Indicates that the message authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server is MD5.

md5-96: Indicates that the message authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server is MD5-96.

sha1: Indicates that the message authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server is SHA1.

sha1-96: Indicates that the message authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server is SHA1-96.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the message authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server.

On FS devices, the SSHv1 server does support any message authentication algorithm; the SSHv2 server supports the

MD5, SHA1, SHA1-96, andMD5-96 message authentication algorithms. Youcan select message authentication

algorithms supported by the SSH server as required.

 ConfiguringSupport for DH Key ExchangeAlgorithmon theSSH Server

Command ip ssh key-exchange { dh_group_exchange_sha1 | dh_group14_sha1 | dh_group1_sha1 }

Parameter

Description

dh_group_exchange_sha1: Indicates configuration of diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1 for keyexchange. The

key has 2,048 bytes, which cannot be edited.

dh_group14_sha1: Indicates configuration of diffie-hellman-group14-sha1 for keyexchange. The key has 2,048

bytes.

dh_group1_sha1: Indicates configuration of diffie-hellman-group1-sha1 for keyexchange. The key has 1,024 bytes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure a DH key exchange method on the SSH.

FS’s SSHv1 server does not support DH key exchange method, while the SSHv2 server supports diffie-

hellman-group-exchange-sha1, diffie-hellman-group14-sha1, and diffie-hellman-group1-sha1 for keyexchange.

 ConfiguringACLFilteringof theSSHServer

Command {ip | ipv6} ssh access-class { access-list-number | access-list-name }

Parameter

Description

access-list-number: Indicates the ACL number and the number range is configurable. The standard ACL number

rangesare1 to99and 1300 to1999.TheextendedACLnumber rangesare100 to199 and2000 to2699.

Only IPv4 addresses are supported.

access-list-name: Indicates an ACL name. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to perform ACL filtering for all connections to the SSH server. In line mode, ACL filtering is

performed only for specific lines. However, ACL filtering rules of the SSH are effective to all SSH connections.

 ConfiguringRSAPublicKeyAuthentication

Command ip ssh peer test public-key rsaflash:rsa.pub

Parameter

Description

test: Indicates the user name.

rsa: Indicates that the public key type is RSA.

rsa.pub: Indicates the name of a public key file.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the RSA public key file associated with user test.

Only SSHv2 supports authentication based on the public key. This command associates the public key file on the

clientwith theusername.When theclient isauthenticatedupon login, apublic key file is specifiedbasedon theuser

name.

 ConfiguringDSAPublicKeyAuthentication
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Command ip ssh peer test public-key dsaflash:dsa.pub

Parameter

Description

test: Indicates the user name.

dsa: Indicates that the public key type is DSA.

dsa.pub: Indicates the name of a public key file.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the DSA key file associated with user test.

Only SSHv2 supports authentication based on the public key. This command associates the public key file on the

clientwith theusername.When theclient isauthenticatedupon login, apublic key file is specifiedbasedon theuser

name.

Configuration Example

The following configuration examples describe only configurations related to SSH.

 Generating a Public Key on the SSHServer

Configuration

Steps

 Run the cryptokeygenerate { rsa |dsa }command togenerateaRSApublic key for theserver.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# crypto key generate rsa

Choose the size of the rsa key modulus in the range of 512 to 2048

and thesizeof thedsakeymodulus in the rangeof 360 to2048 foryour

SignatureKeys.Choosingakeymodulusgreater than512maytake

a few minutes.

How many bits in the modulus [512]:

 If the generation of theRSA key is successful, the following information is displayed:

% Generating 512 bit RSA1 keys ...[ok]

% Generating 512 bit RSA keys ...[ok]

 If the generation of theRSA key fails, the following information is displayed:

% Generating 512 bit RSA1 keys ...[fail]

% Generating 512 bit RSA keys ...[fail]

Verification  Run theshowcryptokeymypubkey rsacommand todisplay thepublic informationabout theRSAkey. If the

public information about the RSA key exists, the RSA key has been generated.

SSH Server FS(config)#show crypto key mypubkey rsa

%Keypairwasgenerated at: 1:49:47UTCJan42013

Key name:RSA1 private

Usage:SSHPurpose Key
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Key is not exportable.

Key Data:

AAAAAwEAAQAAAHJM6izXt1pprUSOEGZ/UhFpRRrWnngP4BU7mG836apfjajSYwcU

8O3LojHL ayJ8G4pG 7j4T4ZSf FKg09kfr 92JpRNHQ gbwaPc5/ 9UnTtX9t qFIKDj1j

0dKBcCfN tr0r/CT+ cs5tlGKVS0ICGifz oB+pYaE=

%Keypairwasgenerated at: 1:49:47UTCJan42013

Key name: RSA private

Usage:SSHPurposeKey

Key is not exportable.

Key Data:

AAAAAwEAAQAAAHJfLwKnzOgO F3RlKhTN /7PmQYoE v0a2VXTX 8ZCa7Sll EghLDLJc

w3T5JQXk Rr3iBD5s b1EeOL4b 21ykZt/u UetQ0Q80 sISgIfZ9 8o5No3Zz MPM0LnQR

G4c7/28+ GOHzYkTk 4IiQuTIL HFStbyEYXCFaaxU=

 Specifying theSSHVersion

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ip sshversion {1 | 2 } command to set the versionsupported by theSSHserver toSSHv2.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ip ssh version 2

Verification  Run theshow ipssh command todisplay theSSHversioncurrently supported by theSSHserver.

SSH Server FS(config)#show ip ssh

SSH Enable - version 2.0

Authentication timeout: 120 secs

Authentication retries:3

SSH SCP Server: disabled

 Configuring theSSHAuthentication Timeout

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ip ssh time-out time command to set the SSH authentication timeout to 100s.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ip sshtime-out100

Verification  Run the show ip ssh command to display the configuredSSH authentication timeout.

SSH Server FS(config)#show ip ssh
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SSH Enable - version 2.0

Authenticationtimeout:100secs

Authentication retries: 3

SSH SCP Server: disabled

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of SSH Authentication Retries

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ip ssh authentication-retries retry times command to set the maximum number of user

authentication retries on the SSH server to 2.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ip ssh authentication-retries 2

Verification  Run the show ipssh command todisplay the configuredmaximumnumber of authentication retries.

SSH Server FS(config)#show ip ssh

SSH Enable - version 2.0

Authentication timeout: 100 secs

Authentication retries:3

SSH SCP Server: disabled

 Specifying theSSHEncryptionMode

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ip ssh cipher-mode {cbc |ctr |others }command to set the encryptionmode supported by the SSH

server to CTR.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# ip ssh cipher-mode ctr

Verification  Select theCTRencryptionmode on theSSH client, and verify whether you can successfully log in to theSSH

server from the SSH client.

 Specifying the SSHMessage Authentication Algorithm

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ip ssh hmac-algorithm {md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } command to set the message

authentication algorithm supported by the SSH server to SHA1.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# ip ssh hmac-algorithmsha1

Verification  Select theSHA1messageauthenticationalgorithmon theSSHclient,andverifywhetheryoucansuccessfully

log in to the SSH server from the SSH client.

 ConfiguringSupport for DH Key ExchangeAlgorithmon theSSH Server

Configuration  Run the ip ssh key-exchange { dh_group_exchange_sha1 | dh_group14_sha1 |
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Steps dh_group1_sha1 }command to configure a key exchange method on the SSH server.

SSH Server FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip ssh key-exchange dh_group14_sha1

Verification  Choosediffie-hellman-group14-sha1on theclient terminal and check if successful login is performed.

 Configuring thePublic Key Authentication

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ip ssh peer usernamepublic-key { rsa |dsa}filename command to associate a public key file of the

client with a user name. When the client is authenticated upon login, a public key file (for example, RSA)is

specified based on the user name.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# ip ssh peer test public-key rsaflash:rsa.pub

Verification  Configure the public key authentication login mode on the SSH client and specify the private key file. Check

whetheryoucansuccessfully log in to theSSHserver fromtheSSHclient. If yes, thepublickey fileon theclient

is successfully associated with the user name, and public key authentication succeeds.

 Configuring SSHDevice Management

Scenario

Figure 7- 7

You can use SSH to manage devices on the precondition that the SSH server function is enabled. By default, this

function is disabled. The Telnet component that comes with the Windows does not support SSH. Therefore, a

third-party client software must be used. Currently, well-compatible client software includes PuTTY, Linux, and

SecureCRT.The following takes thePuTTYasanexample to introduce theconfigurationsof theSSHclient.

Configuration

Steps

 Start the PuTTYsoftware.

 OntheSessionoption tabofPuTTY,type inthehost IPaddress192.168.23.122andSSHportnumber22,and

select the connection type SSH.

 On theSSH option tab of PuTTY, select the preferredSSH protocol version 2.

 On the SSH authentication option tab of PuTTY, select the authentication method Attempt "keyboard-

interactive" auth.

 ClickOpen to connect to the SSH server.

 Type in the correct user name and password to enter the terminal login interface.

SSH Client Figure 7- 8
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Host Name (or IP address) indicates the IP address of the host to be logged in. In this example, the IP address is

192.168.23.122.Port indicates the port ID22, that is, thedefault IDof theport listenedbySSH.Connection type is

SSH.

Figure 7- 9

AsshowninFigure7-9,select2as thepreferredSSHprotocolversionintheProtocoloptionspanebecauseSSHv2
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is used for login.

Figure 7- 10

As shown in Figure 7-10, select Attempt "keyboard-interactive" auth as the authentication method to support

authentication based on the user name and password.

Then,clickOpen toconnect totheconfiguredserverhost,asshowninFigure7-11.

Figure 7-11

ThePuTTYSecurityAlertbox indicates that youare logging in to theclient of the server192.168.23.122, andasks

you whether to receive the key sent from the server.

If you select Yes, a login dialog box is displayed, as shown in Figure 7- 12.
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Figure 7- 12

Type in the correct user name and password, and you can log in to the SSH terminal interface, as shown in Figure

7- 13.

Figure 7- 13
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Verification  Run theshowipsshcommand todisplay theconfigurations thatarecurrentlyeffectiveon theSSHserver.

 Runtheshowsshcommand todisplay informationabouteverySSHconnection thathasbeenestablished.

FS#show ip ssh

SSH Enable - version 1.99

Authentication timeout: 120 secs

Authentication retries: 3

FS#show ssh

ConnectionVersion Encryption Hmac State Username

0 2.0aes256-cbc hmac-sha1 Session startedtest

 ConfiguringSSH Local Line Authentication

Scenario

Figure 7- 14

SSHuserscanusethelocallinepasswordforuserauthentication,asshowninFigure7-14.Toensuresecurityofdata

exchange,PC1andPC2 functionas theSSHclients,anduse theSSHprotocol to log in to thenetworkdevicewhere

the SSH server is enabled. The requirements are as follows:

 SSH users use the local line password authenticationmode.

 Fivelines, includingLine0toLine4,areactivatedconcurrently.The loginpasswordis"passzero" forLine0and

"pass" for the remaining lines. Any user name can be used.

Configuration

Steps

Configure the SSH server as follows:

 Enable the SSH server function globally. By default, the SSH server supports twoSSH versions: SSHv1 and

SSHv2.

 Configurethekey.Withthiskey,theSSHserverdecryptstheencryptedpasswordreceivedfromtheSSHclient,

compares the decrypted plain text with the password stored on the server, and returns a message indicating

thesuccessfulorunsuccessfulauthentication.SSHv1usestheRSAkey,whereasSSHv2uses theRSAorDSAkey.

 ConfiguretheIPaddressoftheFastEthernet0/1interfaceontheSSHserver.TheSSHclientisconnectedtothe

SSHserverbasedon this IPaddress.The route fromtheSSHclient to theSSHserver is reachable.

Configure the SSH client as follows:

 Diversified SSH client software is available, including PuTTY, Linux, and SecureCRT. This document takes PuTTY

as an example to explain the method for configuring the SSH client. For details about the configuration

method, see "Configuration Steps."

SSH Server BeforeconfiguringSSH-related function,ensurethat theroutefromtheSSHusertothenetworksegmentof theSSH

server is reachable.The interface IPaddressconfigurations are shown inFigure 7-15. Thedetailed procedures for
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configuring IP addresses and routes are omitted.

FS(config)# enable service ssh-server

FS(config)#crypto key generate rsa

% You already have RSA keys.

% Do you really want to replace them? [yes/no]:

Choosethesizeof thekeymodulus inthe rangeof360 to2048 foryour

SignatureKeys.Choosingakeymodulusgreater than512maytake

a few minutes.

How many bits in the modulus [512]:

% Generating 512 bit RSA1 keys ...[ok]

%Generating512bitRSAkeys ...[ok]

FS(config)#interface fastEthernet0/1

FS(config-if-fastEthernet0/1)#ip address 192.168.23.122 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-fastEthernet0/1)#exit

FS(config)#line vty 0

FS(config-line)#password passzero

FS(config-line)#privilege level 15

FS(config-line)#login

FS(config-line)#exit

FS(config)#line vty1 4

FS(config-line)#password pass

FS(config-line)#privilege level 15

FS(config-line)#login

FS(config-line)#exit

SSH

Client(PC1/

PC2)

Figure 7- 15
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Set the IP address and port ID of the SSH server. As shown in the network topology, the IP address of the server is

192.168.23.122, and the port ID is 22 (For details about the configuration method, see "Configuring SSH Device

Management.").ClickOpen tostarttheSSHserver.Asthecurrentauthenticationmodedoesnotrequireausername,

you can type in any user name, but cannot leave the user name unspecified. (In this example, the user name is

"anyname".)

Verification  Run the show running-config command to display the current configurations.

 Verify that the SSH client configurations are correct.

SSH Server FS#show running-config

Building configuration...

!

enable secret 5 $1$eyy2$xs28FDw4s2q0tx97

enable service ssh-server

!

interface fastEthernet0/1

ip address 192.168.23.122 255.255.255.0

!

line vty 0

privilege level 15
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login

password passzero

line vty 1 4

privilege level 15

login

password pass

!

end

SSH Client Set up a connection, and enter the correct password.The loginpassword is "passzero" for Line 0 and "pass" for the

remaining lines.Then, theSSH server operation interface is displayed, as shown inFigure 7-16.

Figure 7- 16

FS#show users

Line User Host(s) Idle Location

---------------- ------------ -------------------- ---------- ------------------

* 0 con 0 --- idle 00:00:00 ---

1 vty 0 --- idle 00:08:02 192.168.23.83

2 vty 1 --- idle 00:00:58 192.168.23.121

 ConfiguringAAAAuthentication of SSHUsers
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Scenario

Figure 7- 17

SSHuserscanusetheAAAauthenticationmodeforuserauthentication,asshowninFigure7-17.Toensuresecurity

ofdataexchange, thePCfunctionsas theSSHclient,anduses theSSHprotocol to log intothenetworkdevicewhere

theSSHserver isenabled.Tobetterperformsecuritymanagement, theAAAauthenticationmode isusedontheuser

login interface of the SSH client. Two authentication methods, including Radius server authentication and local

authentication, are provided in the AAA authentication method list to ensure reliability. The Radius server

authenticationmethod ispreferred. If theRadiusserverdoesnot respond, select the localauthenticationmethod.

Configuration

Steps

 The route from theSSHclient to theSSHserver is reachable, and the route from theSSHserver to theRadius

server is also reachable.

 ConfiguretheSSHserveronthenetworkdevice.Theconfigurationmethodisalreadydescribedintheprevious

example, and therefore omitted here.

 Configure the AAA parameters on the network device.When the AAA authentication mode is used, method

listsarecreated todefine the identityauthenticationand types,andapplied toaspecifiedserviceor interface.

SSH Server FS(config)# enable service ssh-server

FS(config)#crypto key generate rsa

% You already have RSA keys.

% Do you really want to replace them? [yes/no]:

Choosethesizeof thekeymodulus inthe rangeof360 to2048 foryour

SignatureKeys.Choosingakeymodulusgreater than512maytake

a few minutes.

How many bits in the modulus [512]:

% Generating 512 bit RSA1 keys ...[ok]

%Generating512bitRSAkeys ...[ok]

FS(config)#crypto key generate dsa

Choosethesizeof thekeymodulus inthe rangeof360 to2048 foryour

SignatureKeys.Choosingakeymodulusgreater than512maytake

a few minutes.
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How many bits in the modulus [512]:

% Generating 512 bit DSA keys ...[ok]

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet1/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet1/1)#ip address 192.168.217.81 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet1/1)#exit

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#aaa new-model

FS(config)#radius-server host 192.168.32.120

FS(config)#radius-server key aaaradius

FS(config)#aaa authentication login methodgroup radius local

FS(config)#line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)#login authentication method

FS(config-line)#exit

FS(config)#username user1 privilege 1 password 111

FS(config)#username user2 privilege 10 password 222

FS(config)#usernameuser3privilege15password333

FS(config)#enable secretw

Verification  Run the show running-config command to display the current configurations.

 This example assumes that the SAM server is used.

 Set up a remote SSH connection on the PC.

 Check the login user.

FS#show run

aaa new-model

!

aaa authentication login method group radius local

!

username user1 password 111

username user2 password 222

username user2 privilege 10

username user3 password 333

username user3 privilege 15

no service password-encryption

!

radius-server host 192.168.32.120
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On the SSH client, choose System Management>Device Management, and add the device IP address

192.168.217.81 and the device key aaaradius.

Choose Security Management>Device Management Rights, and set the rights of the login user.

ChooseSecurityManagement>DeviceAdministrator, and add the user name user and password pass.

ConfiguretheSSHclientandsetupaconnectiontotheSSHserver.Fordetails,seethepreviousexample.

Typeintheusernameuserandpasswordpass.VerifythatyoucanlogintotheSSHserversuccessfully.

radius-server key aaaradius

enablesecret5$1$hbgz$ArCsyqty6yyzzp03

enable servicessh-server

!

interface gigabitEthernet1/1

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.217.81 255.255.255.0

!

ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.217.1

!

line con 0

line vty 0 4

login authentication method

!

End

00:00:33 192.168.217.60idleuser* 1 vty 0

00:00:31idle0con0

LocationIdleHost(s)

FS#show users

Line User

 ConfiguringPublic KeyAuthentication of SSH Users

Scenario

Figure 7- 18

SSH users can use the public key for user authentication, and the public key algorithm isRSA orDSA, as shown in

Figure7-18.SSH isconfiguredon theclientsothatasecureconnectionissetupbetweentheSSHclientand theSSH

server.

Configuration

Steps

 Toimplementpublic keyauthenticationon theclient, generateakeypair (for example,RSAkey)on theclient,

place the public key on theSSH server, and select the public key authenticationmode.

After the key pair is generated on the client, you must save and upload the public key file to the server and
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complete the server-related settings before you can continue to configure the client and connect the client

with the server.

 After the key is generated on the client, copy the public key file from the client to the flash of the SSH server,

andassociate the filewithanSSHusername.AusercanbeassociatedwithoneRSApublickeyandoneDSA

public key.

SSH Client Run the puttygen.exe software on the client. Select SSH-2 RSA in the Parameters pane, and clickGenerate to

generate a key, as shown in Figure 7- 19.

Figure 7- 19

Whenakeyisbeinggenerated,youneedtoconstantlymovethemouseoverablankareaoutsidethegreenprogress

bar; otherwise, the progress bar does not moveand key generation stops, as shown in Figure 7-20.

Figure 7- 20
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Toensuresecurityof theRSApublickeyauthentication, the lengthof thegeneratedRSAkeypairmustbeequal toor

larger than 768 bits. In this example, the length is set to 1024 bits.

Figure 7- 21
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After the keypair is generated, clickSavepublickey, type in thepublic keyname test_key.pub, select the storage

path, and click Save. Then click Save private key. The following prompt box is displayed. Select Yes, type in the

public key name test_private, and clickSave.

Figure 7- 22

Youmust select the OpenSSH key file; otherwise, the key file cannot be used. The puttygen.exe software can be

usedtogenerateakey file inOpenSSHformat,but this filecannotbedirectlyusedby thePuTTYclient.Youmustuse

puttygen.exe to convert the private key to the PuTTY format. Format conversion is not required for the public key

file stored on the server, and the format of this file is still OpenSSH, as shown in Figure 7- 23.

Figure 7- 23
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SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# ip ssh peer test public-key rsaflash:test_key.pub

Verification  After completing the basic configurations of the client and the server, specify the private key file test_private

on the PuTTY client, and set the host IP address to 192.168.23.122 and port ID to 22 to set up a connection

between the client and the server. In this way, the client can use the public key authentication mode to log in

to the network device.

Figure 7- 24
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Common Errors

 The no crypto key generate command is used to delete a key.

7.4.2 ConfiguringtheSCPService

Configuration Effect

After theSCP function is enabled onanetwork device, you candirectly download files from thenetworkdeviceand upload local files

to the network device. In addition, all interactive data is encrypted, featuring authentication and security.

Notes

 The SSH server must be enabled in advance.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingtheSCPServer

 Mandatory.

 By default, the SCP server function is disabled. Run the ip scp server enable command to enable the SCP server function in
global configurationmode.

Verification

Run the show ip ssh command to check whether the SCP server function is enabled.

Related Commands
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 Enabling the SCPServer

Command ip scp server enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to enable the SCP server.

Run the no ip scp server enable command to disable the SCP server.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the SCPServer

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ip scp server enable command to enable the SCP server.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ip scp server enable

Verification  Run the show ip ssh command to checkwhether the SCPserver function is enabled.

FS(config)#show ipssh

SSH Enable - version 1.99

Authentication timeout: 120 secs

Authentication retries:3

SSHSCPServer: enabled

 Configuring SSH File Transfer

Scenario

Figure 7- 25

TheSCPservice isenabledon theserver,andSCPcommandsareusedontheclient totransferdata totheserver.

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the SCP service on the server.

The SCP server uses SSH threading.When connecting to a network device for SCP transmission, the client
occupiesaVTYsession(Youcan findsout that theuser type isSSHby running theshowusercommand).

 Ontheclient,useSCPcommandstouploadfilestotheserver,ordownloadfilesfromtheserver.

Syntax of the SCP command:

scp [-1246BCpqrv] [-c cipher] [-F ssh_config] [dentity_file]

[-l limit] [-o ssh_option] [-Pport] [-Sprogram]

[[user@]host1:]file1 [...] [[user@]host2:]file2
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Descriptions of some options:

-1: Uses SSHv1 (If not specified, SSHv2 is used by default);

-2: Uses SSHv2 (by default);

-C: Uses compressed transmission.

-c: Specifies the encryption algorithm to be used.

-r:Transmits the whole directory;

-i: Specifies the key file to be used.

-l: Limits the transmission speed (unit: Kbit/s).

For other parameters, see the filescp.0.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# ip scp server enable

Verification  File transmission example on the Ubuntu 7.10 system:

Set the username of a client to test and copy the config.text file from the network device with the IP address of

192.168.195.188 to the /root directory on the local device.

root@dhcpd:~#scp test@192.168.23.122:/config.text /root/config.text

test@192.168.195.188's password:

config.text 100%1506 1.5KB/s 00:00

Read from remote host 192.168.195.188: Connection reset by peer

7.4.3 Configuring theSSHClient

Configuration Effect

Onthenetworkdevice thatsupports theSSHserver,enable theSSHserver function,andspecify theuserauthenticationmethodand

supportedSSHversions.Then, you can use the built-in SSHclient function of the device to set up a secureconnectionwith theSSH

server, implementing remote devicemanagement.

Notes

 The SSHserver functionmust be configured in advance on the device that needs to remotely support the SSH server.

 The SSH client must communicate with the SSH server properly.

Configuration Steps

 Specifying the Source Interface of theSSHClient

 (Optional) This configurationmust be performed on the SSH-client device.

 Establishing aSession with theSSHServer

 (Optional) Use the ssh command on the client to set up a connection with a remote server.
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 Beforeusing this command, enable theSSH server function and configure theSSHkeyand authenticationmode on the server.

 Recovering an Established SSHSession

 (Optional) Run the related command to recover a session after temporary stop if necessary.

 Disconnecting aSuspended SSH Session

 (Optional)This configurationmust be performed on theSSH client if you need to disconnect a specified SSH session.

Verification

Run the show ssh-session command to display information about every established SSH client session.

Related Commands

 Specifying the Source Interface of theSSHClient

Command ip ssh source-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Specifies an interface, the IP address of whichwill be used as the source address of an SSH client

session.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isused tospecifyan interface, the IPaddressofwhichwill beusedas theglobal sourceaddressofan

SSHclientsession.WhenthesshcommandisusedtoconnecttoanSSHserver,thisglobalconfigurationwillbeused

if a source interface or a source address is not specified for this connection. Run the no ip ssh source-interface

command to restore the default setting.

 Establishing aSession with theSSHServer

Command ssh [oob] [-v {1 | 2 }][-c {3des | aes128-cbc | aes192-cbc | aes256-cbc }] [-l username ][-m {hmac-md5-96 |

hmac-md5-128 |hmac-sha1-96 |hmac-sha1-160 }] [-pport-num ]{ ip-addr|hostname}[viamgmt-name ][/source

{ip A.B.C.D | ipv6 X:X:X:X::X | interface interface-name}] [/vrf vrf-name]

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

User EXEC mode

Usage Guide The ssh command is used to set up a secure and encrypted connection from the local device (an SSH client) to

another device (an SSH server) or any other server that supports SSHv1 or SSHv2. This connection provides a

mechanismsimilar to theTelnetconnectionexcept thatall data transmittedover thisconnection isencrypted.Based

onauthentication andencryption, theSSH client canset up a secureconnection onan insecurenetwork.

SSHv1 supports only theDES (56-bit key) and 3DES (168-bit key) encryption algorithms.

SSHv2 supports the following Advanced Encryption Standards (AES):ASE128-CBC, AES192-CBC, AES256-CBC,
AES128-CTR, AES192-CTR, and AES256-CTR.

SSHv1 does not support theHashedMessage AuthenticationCode (HMAC).

If you specify an unmatched encryption or authentication algorithm when selecting an SSH version, the
unmatched algorithmwill be ignored when a connection is set up.

 Recovering an Established SSHClient Session
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Command ssh-session session-id

Parameter

Description

session-id: Indicates the ID of an established SSH client session.

Command

Mode

User EXEC mode

Usage Guide This command is used to restore the use of an established SSH client session.When the ssh command is used to

initiate an SSH client session, you can press Ctrl+Shift+6+X to temporarily exit the session. To recover this session, run

the ssh-session command. In addition, if the session is already established, you can run the show ssh-session

command to display information about the established session.

 Disconnecting aSuspended SSH Session

Command disconnect ssh-session session-id

Parameter

Description

session-id: Indicates the ID of a suspended SSH client session.

Command

Mode

User EXEC mode

Usage Guide You can specify an SSH client session ID to disconnect the specified SSH client session.

Configuration Example

 Specifying the Source Interface of theSSHClient

Configuration

Steps

 Runthe ipsshsource-interface interface-namecommandtospecifyan interface, the IPaddressofwhichwill

be used as the global source address of an SSH client session.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ipsshsource-interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Verification N/A

 Establishing aSession with theSSHServer

Scenario

Figure 7- 26

The SSH server function is enabled on the server. The ssh command is used on the client to set up a secure

connection with the server.

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the SSH server function on the server.

 Configure the SSH key on the server.

 Configure the authenticationmodeof the SSHserver, and use the local line authenticationmode for Line 0 to

Line 4.

 Configurethe IPaddressof theGi0/1 interfaceof theSSHserver.Theclientwill use thisaddressas thesource

address to connect to the SSH server.

 Configure the SSH client, and specify the source address of the SSH client.
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By default, the SSH server supports two SSHversions: SSHv1 and SSHv2.

With this key, the SSH server decrypts the encrypted password received from the SSH client, compares the
decryptedplain textwiththepasswordstoredontheserver,andreturnsamessage indicatingthesuccessfulor

unsuccessful authentication. SSHv1 uses an RSA key, whereas SSHv2 uses an RSA or DSA key.

Theauthenticationmodeusedby theSSHserver is locallineauthentication.The localusernameisadmin,and
the password is 123456.

TheSSHclient isconnected to theSSHserverbasedon this IPaddress.Theroutes fromtheSSHclients to the
SSH server are reachable.

Configure the IPaddressof theGi0/1 interfaceof theSSHserver.Theclientwilluse thisaddressas thesource
address to connect to the SSH server.

SSH Server FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#enable service ssh-server

FS(config)#crypto key generate rsa

% You already have RSA keys.

% Do you really want to replace them? [yes/no]:

Choosethesizeof thekeymodulus inthe rangeof360 to2048 foryour

SignatureKeys.Choosingakeymodulusgreater than512maytake

a few minutes.

How many bits in the modulus [512]:

% Generating 512 bit RSA1 keys ...[ok]

%Generating512bitRSAkeys ...[ok]

FS(config)#line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)#login local

FS(config-line)#exit

FS(config)#usernameadminpassword123456

FS(config)#username admin privilege 15

FS(config-line)#exit

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet0/1)#ip address 192.168.23.122 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet0/1)#exit

SSH Client FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet0/1)#ip address 192.168.23.83 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet0/1)#exit

FS(config)#ipsshsource-interface gigabitEthernet 0/1
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Verification  Run the show running-config| include username and show ip ssh commands to verify whether the SSH

server configurations are correct.

 On the SSH client, set up a connection with a remote SSH server. After the connection is set up, type in the

correct password 123456. The SSH server operation interface is displayed. Check the login user on the Console

of the SSH client.

FS(config)#sh running-config | include username

username admin password admin

username admin privilege 15

FS(config)#sh running-config | begin line

line con 0

line vty 0 4

login local

!

!

end

 Verify whether the SSH client configurations are correct.

FS#ssh -l admin 192.168.23.122

%Trying 192.168.23.122, 22,...open

admin@192.168.23.122's password:

FS#

FS#sh users

Line User Host(s) Idle Location

0 con 0 idle 00:00:00

* 1 vty 0 admin idle 00:00:36 192.168.217.20

7.4.4 Configuring theSCPClient

Configuration Effect

Onthenetworkdevicethatsupports theSCPserver,enabletheSCPservicesothatuserscandirectlydownloadfilesfromthenetwork

device and upload local files to the network device. In addition, all exchanged data is encrypted, featuring authentication and

security.

Notes

 TheSSHserver functionmust be configured and the SCP servicemust be enabled on the device in order to remotely support
the SCPserver.

 The SCP client must communicatewith the SCP server properly.

Configuration Steps
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 Specifying Source Interface of SCP Client

 (Optional) Specify a source interface of the SCP client.

 Implementing File Transfer with SCPServer via SCPClient

 (Optional) Run the scp command to implement file transfer with the remote SCP server via the SCP client.

 Beforerunning thiscommand,enable theSSHserver function,configureanSSHkeyandauthenticationmode,andenable the

SCP server function.

Verification

Check whether file transfer is successful.

Related Commands

 Specifying Source Interface of SCP Client

Command ip scp client source-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicatesa source interface.Set the IPaddressof the interface to thesource IPaddressof theSCP

client.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to specify the IP address of the designated interface as the global source address of the SCP

client. During interaction with the remote SSH server via the scp command, global settings are used if no source

interface or source address is specified. Run the no ip ssh source-interface command to restore the default settings.

 Implementing File Transfer with SCPServer via SCPClient

Command scp [oob] [ -v { 1 | 2 } ] [ -c { 3des | aes128-cbc | aes192-cbc | aes256-cbc } ] [ -l username ] [ -m { hmac-md5-96 |

hmac-md5-128 | hmac-sha1-96 | hmac-sha1-160 } ] [ -p port-num ] { filename username@host:/filename |

username@host:/filename filename} [ viamgmt-name ] [ /source { ipA.B.C.D

| ipv6 X:X:X:X::X| interface interface-name } ] [ /vrf vrf-name ]

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Common user mode

Usage Guide Run thescp command toestablisha secureand encryptedconnection from the local device (SCPclient) toanother

device (SCP server) to implement file transfer.

Configuration Example

 Specifying Source Interface of SCP Client

Configuration

Steps

 Run the ipscpclientsource-interface interface-name command tospecify the IPaddressof the interfaceas

the global source address of the SCP client.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip scp client source-interface gigabitEthernet 0/1
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Verification N/A

 Implementing File Transfer with SCPServer via SCPClient

Scenario

Figure 7- 27

Enable theSSHserver andSCPserver functions on the serverend, and run thescp commandon theSCP client to

implement file transfer with the server.

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the SSH server function on the server end.

 Configure an SSH key on the server end.

 Configure anauthenticationmode for theSSHserver, and configure the local authenticationmode for lines 0

to 4.

 Enable the SCP server function.

 Configure the IP address of the Gi 0/1 interface of the SSH server, so that the client uses this address as the

source address to connect to the SSH server.

 Configure the SSH client, and specify the source address of the SSH client.

By default, the SSH server supports two SSHversions: SSHv1 and SSHv2.

With this key, the SSH server decrypts the encrypted password received from the SSH client, compares the
decrypted plain text with the password stored on the server, and returns an authentication success or failure

message. SSHv1 uses an RSA key, while SSHv2 uses an RSA or DSA key.

TheSSHserverusesthelocalauthenticationmode.Thelocalusernameisadmin,andthepasswordis123456.

TheSSHclientconnectstotheSSHserverat this IPaddress.TheroutefromtheSSHclient totheSSHserver is
reachable.

Configure the IP address of the Gi 0/1 interface of the SSH client, so that the client uses this address as the
source address to connect to the SSH server.

SCP Server FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#enable service ssh-server

FS(config)#crypto key generate rsa

% You already have RSA keys.

% Do you really want to replace them? [yes/no]:

Choosethesizeof thekeymodulus inthe rangeof360 to2048 foryour

SignatureKeys.Choosingakeymodulusgreater than512maytake

a few minutes.

How many bits in the modulus [512]:

% Generating 512 bit RSA1 keys ...[ok]
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%Generating512bitRSAkeys ...[ok]

FS(config)#line vty 0 4

FS(config-line)#login local

FS(config-line)#exit

FS(config)#usernameadminpassword123456

FS(config)#username admin privilege 15

FS(config-line)#exit

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.23.122 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

SSH Client FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.23.83 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

FS(config)# ip scp server enable

FS(config)#ip ssh source-interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Verification  Run the show running-config | include username and show ip ssh commands to verify the SSH server

configuration.

 On the SSH client, set up a connection with the remote SSH server. After the connection is set up, enter the

password123456.TheSSHserveroperationinterfaceisdisplayed.Checkthelogged-inuserontheconsoleof

the SSHclient.

FS(config)#sh running-config | include username

username admin password admin

username admin privilege 15

FS(config)#sh running-config | begin line

line con 0

line vty 0 4

login local

!

!

end

 Verify the SCP client configuration.

FS#scp config.text admin@192.168.23.122:/config.text

%Trying 192.168.23.122, 22,...open

admin@192.168.23.122's password:
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FS#

7.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the effective SSH server configurations. show ipssh

Displays the established SSH connection. show ssh

Displays thepublic informationof theSSHpublickey. show crypto key mypubkey

Displays the established SSH client session. show ssh-session

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs SSH sessions. debug ssh

Debugs SSH client sessions. debug ssh client

8 Configuring URPF

8.1 Overview

Unicast Reverse Path Forwarding (URPF) is a function that protects the network against source address spoofing.

URPFobtains thesourceaddressand inbound interfaceofareceivedpacket,andsearchesaforwardingentry inthe forwarding table

basedon the sourceaddress. If the entry does not exist, thepacket is dropped. If theoutbound interfaceof the forwarding entry does

not match the inbound interface of the packet, the packet is also dropped. Otherwise, the packet is forwarded.

URPF is implemented in two modes:

 Strictmode: It is often deployed ona point-to-point (P2P) interface, and inbound and outbound data streamsmust go through
the network of the P2P interface.

 Loosemode: It is applicable to the asymmetric routes ormultihomed network that have the problem of asymmetric traffic.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2827: Network Ingress Filtering: DDOSAttackswhich employ IP SourceAddressSpoofing

 RFC 3704: Ingress Filtering for Multi-homed Networks

8.2 Applications

Application Description

Strict Mode Blockthepacketswithspoofedsourcedaddressesat theaccesslayeroraggregation layerto

prevent sending these packets from PCs to the core network.

Loose Mode On a multihomed network, the user network is connected to multiple Internet service

providers (ISPs), and the inbound and outbound traffic is not symmetric. Deploy theURPF

loose mode on the outbound interface connected to ISPs to prevent invalid packets from
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The attacker sends spoofing packets using a spoofed address of the casualty.

attacking the user network.

8.2.1 Strict Mode

Scenario

Anattackerinitiatesanattackbysendingpacketswiththespoofedsourceaddress11.0.0.1.Asaresult,theserversendsalotofSYNor

ACKpacketsto thehosts thatdonot initiatetheattack,and thehostwiththerealsourceaddress11.0.0.1 isalsoaffected.Evenworse,

if the network administrator determines that this address initiates an attack to the network, and therefore blocks all data streams

coming from this source address, the denial of service (DoS) of this source address occurs.

Figure 8- 1

Deployment

 Deploy theURPF strict mode on device A to protect the device against source address spoofing.

8.2.2 Loose Mode

Scenario

The asymmetric route is a common network application used to control the network traffic or to meet the routing policy

requirements.

As shown in Figure 8-2, if the URPF strict mode is enabled on the G1/1 interface of R 1, R1 receives a packet from the network

segment 192.168.20.0/24 on the G1/1 interface, but the interface obtained through the URPF check is G1/2. Therefore, this packet fails

in the URPF check and is dropped.

Figure 8- 2

Remarks
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Deployment

 ReverselysearcharoutebasedonthesourceIPaddressofareceivedpacket.Thepurposeistofindaroute,andit isnotrequired
that the outbound interface of the next hop on the routemust be the inbound interface of the received packet.

 TheURPF loosemode can resolve theasymmetric trafficproblemof theasymmetric routeandpreventsaccessof invalid data
streams.

8.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 URPF StrictMode

Obtain thesourceaddressand inbound interfaceofa receivedpacket,andsearcha forwardingentry in the forwarding tablebasedon

the source address. If the entry does not exist, the packet is dropped. If the outbound interface of the forwarding entry does not

match the inbound interface of the packet, the packet is also dropped. The strict mode requires that the inbound interface of a

received packet must be the outbound interface of the route entry to the source address of the packet.

 URPF LooseMode

Reverselysearcharoutebasedon thesource IPaddressof a receivedpacket.Thepurpose is to finda route,and it isnot required that

the outbound interface of the next hop on the routemust be the inbound interface of the received packet. However, the route cannot

be a route of a host on the local network.

 URPF Packet Loss Rate

TheURPFpacket lossrate isequal to thenumberofpacketsdroppeddue totheURPFcheckpersecond.Theunit ispackets/second,

that is,pps.

 Calculation Interval of theURPF Packet Loss Rate

It is the interval from the previous time the packet loss rate is calculated to the current time the packet loss rate is calculated.

 Sampling Interval of the URPF Packet Loss Rate

It the interval at which the number of lost packets is collected for calculating the packet loss rate. This interval must be equal to or

longer than the calculation interval of the packet loss rate.

 Thresholdof the URPFPacket Loss Rate
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It refers to themaximumpacket loss rate that is acceptable.When the packet loss rate exceeds the threshold, alarms canbe sent to

users through syslogs or trapmessages. You can adjust the threshold of the packet loss rate based on the actual conditions of the

network.

 Alarm Interval of theURPF Packet Loss Rate

It is the interval at which alarms are sent to users.Youcan adjust the alarm based on the actual conditions of the network to prevent

frequently output of logs or trap messages.

 Calculation of theURPS Packet Loss Rate

Between the period of time from enabling of URPF to the time that the sampling interval arrives, the packet loss rate is equal to the

number of lost packetsmeasuredwithin thesampling interval divided by theURPFenabling duration. After that, the packet loss rate

is calculated as follows: Current packet loss rate = (Current number of lost packetsmeasuredat the calculation interval –Number of

lost packetsmeasured before the sampling interval)/Sampling interval

Overview

Feature Description

Enabling URPF Enable URPF to perform a URPF check,thus protecting the device against source address spoofing.

Notifying the URPF

Packet LossRate

Tofacilitatemonitoringof informationabout lostpacketsafterURPFisenabled,FSdevicessupport theuseof

syslogs and trap messages to proactively notify users of the packet loss information detected in the URPF

check.

8.3.1 Enabling URPF

Enable URPF to perform a URPF check on IP packets, thus protecting the device against source address spoofing.

Working Principle

URPF can be applied to IP packets based on configurations, but the following packets are not checked by URPF:

1. AfterURPF is enabled, the source address of a packet is checkedonly if the destination address of the packet is an IPv4/IPv6

unicast address, and is not checked if the packet is amulticast packet or an IPv4 broadcast packet.

2. If the source IP address of a DHCP/BOOTP packet is 0.0.0.0 and the destination IP address is 255.255.255.255, the packet is not

checked byURPF.

3. A loopback packet sent by the local device to itself is not checked by URPF.

 URPFConfigured in Interface configuration mode

URPFisperformedonpackets receivedon theconfigured interface. Interfaceconfigurationmodeandglobalconfigurationmodeare

mutually exclusive.

 Bydefault, thedefault route isnotusedfor theURPFcheck.Youcanconfiguredata tousethedefault route for theURPFcheckif
necessary.

 Bydefault,packetsthat fail intheURPFcheckwillbedropped. If theACL(acl-name) isconfigured, thepacketismatchedagainst
theACLafterit fails intheURPFcheck. IfnoACLexists,orapacketmatchesadenyACLentry(ACE), thepacketwillbedropped.

If the packet matches a permit ACE, the packet will be forwarded.

A switch supports configuration of URPF on a routed port of L3 aggregate port (AP). Switches of some models also support this

configuration on SVI. (For details, contact FS’s technical staff.) The following constraints exists:
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 URPF does not support association with the ACL option.

 After URPF is enabled on interfaces, a URPF check is performed on all packets received on physical ports corresponding to these
interfaces,which increase the scopeof packets checkedbyURPF. If a packet received ona tunnel port is also received on the

preceding physical ports, the packet is also checked by URPF. In such as scenario, be cautious in enabling URPF.

 After URPF is enabled, the route forwarding capacity of the device will be reduced by half.

 After theURPFstrictmode isenabled, ifapacket receivedonan interfacematchesanequal-cost routeduring theURPFcheck,
the packet will be processed according to the URPF loosemode.

Related Configuration

 Enabling URPF for a Specified Interface

By default, URPF is disabled for a specified interface.

Runthe ipverifyunicastsourcereachable-via {rx |any }[allow-default ][acl-name ] command toenableordisable the IPv4URPF

function for a specified interface.

By default, the default route is not used for the URPF check. Youcan use the allow-default keyword to use the default route for the

URPF check if necessary.

Bydefault, packets that fail in theURPFcheckwill be dropped. If theACL (acl-name) is configured, thepacket ismatchedagainst the

ACLafter it fails in theURPFcheck. IfnoACLexists,orapacketmatchesadenyACE, thepacketwillbedropped. If thepacketmatches

a permit ACE, the packet will be forwarded.

8.3.2 Notifying theURPF Packet Loss Rate

To facilitate monitoring of information about lost packets after URPF is enabled, FS devices support the use of syslogs and trap

messages to proactively notify users of the packet loss information detected in theURPF check.

Working Principle

Between the period of time from enabling of URPF to the time that the sampling interval arrives, the packet loss rate is equal to the

number of lost packetsmeasuredwithin thesampling interval divided by theURPFenabling duration. After that, the packet loss rate

is calculated as follows: Current packet loss rate = (Current number of lost packetsmeasuredat the calculation interval –Number of

lost packetsmeasured before the sampling interval)/Sampling interval

After the function of monitoring the URPF packet loss information is enabled, the device can proactively send syslogs or trap

messages to notify users of the packet loss information detected in the URPF check so that users can monitor the network status

conveniently.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theCalculation Interval of theURPF Packet Loss Rate

By default, the calculation interval of the URPF packet loss rate is 30s. If the calculation interval is found too short, run the ip verify

urpf drop-rate compute interval seconds command tomodify the calculation interval.

The calculation interval of the URPF packet loss rate ranges from 30 to 300.

 Configuring theAlarm Interval of the URPFPacket Loss Rate

By default, the alarm interval of the URPF packet loss rate is 300s. If the alarm interval is found inappropriate, run the ip verify urpf

drop-ratenotify hold-down secondscommand tomodify the alarm interval of theURPF packet loss rate.
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The unit of the alarm interval is second. The value ranges from 30 to 300.

 Configuring the Function of Monitoring theURPFPacket Loss Information

By default, the function of monitoringthe URPF packet loss information is disabled.

Run the ip [ ipv6 ] verify urpf drop-rate notify command to enable or disable the function of monitoringthe URPF packet loss

information.

 Configuring the Threshold of the URPFPacket Loss Rate

Bydefault, the thresholdof theURPFpacket lossrate is 1000pps. If the threshold is fond inappropriate, run the ip [ ipv6 ]verifyurpf

notification threshold rate-value command tomodify the threshold of theURPF packet loss rate.

The unit of the threshold is pps. The value ranges from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

8.4 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command

Enabling URPF

(Mandatory) It is used to enable URPF.

ip verify unicast source reachable-via { rx |

any } [ allow-default ] [acl_name ] (Interface

configuration mode)

Enables URPF for a specified interface.

Configuring the Function of

Monitoring the URPF Packet

Loss Information

(Optional) It is used toenable the functionofmonitoring theURPFpacket loss information.

ip verify urpf drop-rate compute interval

seconds

Configures the calculation interval of the URPF

packet loss rate.

ip verify urpf drop-rate notify
Configures thefunction of monitoring URPF

packet loss information.

ip verify urpf drop-rate notify hold-down

seconds

Configures the alarm interval of the URPF

packet loss rate.

Ip erify urpf notification threshold rate-value
Configures the threshold of the URPF packet

loss rate.

8.4.1 Enabling URPF

Configuration Effect

 EnableURPF to perform aURPF check, thus protecting the device against source address spoofing.

 URPFenabled in interface configuration mode supports both the strict and loosemodes.

Notes

 URPF is implementedwith thehelpof theexistingunicast routes on thenetwork.Therefore, unicast routesmust be configured
on thenetwork.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv4 URPF for a Specified Interface

 Mandatory.
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Verification

Enable URPF and check the source address as follows:

 If the strictmode is used, check whether a packet is forwarded only when the forwarding table contains the source address of
the received IP packet and the outbound interface of the searched forwarding entry matches the inbound interface of the

packet; otherwise, the packet is dropped.

 If the loosemode is used, check whether a packet is forwarded when a forwarding entry can be found in the forwarding table
for the source address of the received IP packet; otherwise, the packet is dropped.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv4 URPF for a Specified Interface

Command ip verify unicast source reachable-via { rx | any } [ allow-default ] [ acl-id ]

Parameter

Description

rx: Indicates that theURPFcheck isimplemented instrictmode.Thestrictmoderequires that theoutbound interface

of the forwarding entry found in the forwarding table based on the source address of a receivedIP packet must

match the inbound interface of the packet.

any: Indicates that the URPF check is implemented in loosemode. The loosemode only requires that a forwarding

entry can be found in the forwarding table based on the source address of a received IP packet.

allow-default: (Optional) Indicates that the default route can be used for the URPF check.

acl-id:(Optional) Indicates theIDof theACL.Values include1to99 (IPstandardaccesslist),100 to199 (IPextended

access list),1300 to 1999 (IP standard access list, expanded range), and 2000 to 2699 (IP extended access list,

expanded range).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide BasedonthesourceaddressofareceivedIPpacket,URPFcheckswhetheranyroute tothesourceaddressexists in

the forwarding table and accordingly determines whether the packet is valid. If no forwarding entry ismatched, the

packet is determined as invalid.

YoucanenableURPFininterfaceconfigurationmodetoperformaURPFcheckonpacketsreceivedontheinterface.

By default, the default route is not used for the URPF check. You can use the allow-default keyword to use the

default route for the URPF check if necessary.

By default, packets that fail in the URPF check will be dropped. If the ACL (acl-name) is configured, the packet is

matchedagainst theACLafter it fails in theURPFcheck. IfnoACLexists,orapacketmatchesadenyACE,thepacket

will be dropped. If the packet matches a permit ACE, the packet will be forwarded.

A switch supports configuration of URPF on a routed port or L3 AP port. In addition, the following constraints
exists:

1. URPF does not support association with the ACL option.

2. After URPF is enabled on interfaces, a URPF check is performed on all packets received on physical ports

corresponding to these interfaces,which increasethescopeofpacketscheckedbyURPF.Ifapacket received

onatunnelport isalsoreceivedontheprecedingphysicalports, thepacket isalsocheckedbyURPF.Insuchas

scenario, be cautious in enabling URPF.

3. After URPF is enabled, the route forwarding capacity of the devicewill be reduced by half.

4. After theURPFstrictmode isenabled, if apacket receivedonan interfacematchesanequal-cost routeduring

theURPF check, the packet will be processedaccording to the URPF loosemode.
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URPFconfigured inglobal configurationmode doesnot support URPFcheckusing thedefault routing.

URPF configured in global configuration mode is mutually exclusive with URPF configured in interface
configurationmode.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theStrict Mode

Blockthepacketswithspoofedsourcedaddressesat theaccesslayeroraggregation layer topreventsendingthese

packets fromPCs to the core network.

Tomeet the preceding requirement, enable URPF in strict mode on the interface between the aggregation device

and the access device.

Scenario

Figure 8- 3

Verification As shown in Figure 8-3, enable URPF in strict mode on the aggregation devices, including FS A and FS B. The

configurations are as follows:

FS-A FS-A# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS-A (config)# interface gigabitEthernet0/1

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 195.52.1.1 255.255.255.0

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip verify unicast source reachable-via rx

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip verify urpf drop-rate notify

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

FS-A (config)# interface gigabitEthernet0/2

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 195.52.2.1 255.255.255.0

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip verify unicast source reachable-via rx

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip verify urpf drop-rate notify

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit
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FS-B FS-B# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS-B (config)# interface gigabitEthernet0/1

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 195.52.3.1 255.255.255.0

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip verify unicast source reachable-via rx

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# ip verify urpf drop-rate notify

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

FS-B (config)# interface gigabitEthernet0/2

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip address 195.52.4.1 255.255.255.0

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#ip verify unicast source reachable-via rx

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip verify urpf drop-rate notify

FS-B (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

Verification If sourceaddress spoofing exists on the network, run theshow ipurpf command todisplay thenumber of spoofing

packets dropped by URPF.

A FS-A#show ip urpf interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

IP verify source reachable-via RX

IP verify URPF drop-rate notify enabled

IP verify URPF notification threshold is 1000pps

Numberofdroppackets in this interface is124

Number of drop-rate notification counts in this interface is 0

FS-A#show ip urpf interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

IP verify source reachable-via RX

IP verify URPF drop-rate notify enabled

IP verify URPF notification threshold is 1000pps

Numberofdroppackets in this interface is133

Number of drop-rate notification counts in this interface is 0

B FS-B#show ip urpf interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

IP verify source reachable-via RX

IP verify URPF drop-rate notify enabled

IP verify URPF notification threshold is 1000pps

Numberofdroppackets in this interface is124

Number of drop-rate notification counts in this interface is 0
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FS-B#show ip urpf interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

IP verify source reachable-via RX

IP verify URPF drop-rate notify enabled

IP verify URPF notification threshold is 1000pps

Numberofdroppackets inthis interfaceis250

Number of drop-rate notification counts in this interface is 0

 Configuring the LooseMode

On the egress device FS A of user network A, to prevent invalid packets from attacking the user network, enable

URPF in loose mode on the outbound interfaces G3/1 and G3/2 that connect to two ISPs.

Scenario

Figure 8- 4

FS-A FS-A# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS-A (config)# interface gigabitEthernet3/1

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/1)# ip address 195.52.1.2 255.255.255.252

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/1)# ip verify unicast source reachable-via any

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/1)# ip verify urpf drop-rate notify

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/1)# exit

FS-A (config)# interface gigabitEthernet3/2

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/2)# ip address 152.95.1.2 255.255.255.252

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/2)# ip verify unicast source reachable-via any

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/2)# ip verify urpf drop-rate notify

FS-A (config-if-GigabitEthernet 3/2)# end

Verification If source address spoofing exists on thenetwork, run theshow ipurpf command to display the number of spoofing

packets dropped by URPF.

A FS #show ip urpf

IP verify URPF drop-rate compute interval is 300s

IP verify URPF drop-rate notify hold-down is 300s

Interface gigabitEthernet3/1
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IP verify source reachable-via ANY

IP verify URPF drop-rate notify enabled

IP verify URPF notification threshold is 1000pps

Numberofdroppacketsinthis interfaceis4121

Numberofdrop-ratenotificationcounts in this interface is2

Interface gigabitEthernet3/2

IP verify source reachable-via ANY

IP verify URPF drop-rate notify enabled

IP verify URPF notification threshold is 1000pps

Numberofdroppackets in this interface is352

Number of drop-rate notification counts in this interface is 0

8.4.2 Configuring the Function ofMonitoring the URPF Packet Loss Information

Configuration Effect

 After the function of monitoring the URPF packet loss information is enabled, the device can proactively send syslogs or trap
messagestonotifyusersof thepacket lossinformationdetectedintheURPFchecksothatuserscanmonitor thenetworkstatus

conveniently.

Notes

 URPF must beenabled.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Calculation Interval of theURPF Packet LossRate

 Optional.

 Global configurationmode

 Configuring the Alarm Interval of theURPFPacket Loss Rate

 Optional.

 Global configurationmode

 Configuring the Function ofMonitoring theURPFPacket Loss Information

 Optional.

 Interface configurationmode

 Configuring theThreshold of theURPF Packet LossRate

 Optional.

 Interface configurationmode

Verification
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Simulate a source address spoofing attack, enable URPF, and check as follows:

 Enable the alarm function. After thepacket loss rateexceeds the threshold, checkwhether an alarm canbe generated normally.

Related Commands

 Configuring theCalculation Interval of theURPF Packet Loss Rate

Command ip verify urpf drop-rate compute interval seconds

Parameter

Description

interval seconds: Indicates the calculation interval of the URPF packet loss rate. The unit is second. The value ranges

from 30 to 300. The default value is 30s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thecalculation interval of theURPFpacket lossrate isconfigured inglobal configurationmode.Theconfiguration is

applied to the global and interface-based calculation of the URPF packet loss rate.

 Configuring theAlarm Interval of the URPFPacket Loss Rate

Command ip verify urpf drop-rate notify hold-down seconds

Parameter

Description

hold-downseconds: Indicates thealarm interval of theURPFpacket lossrate.Theunit issecond.Thevalueranges

from 30 to 300. The default value is 30s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The alarm interval of the URPF packet loss rate is configured in global configuration mode. The configuration is

applied to the global and interface-based alarms of the URPF packet loss rate.

 Configuring the Function ofMonitoring the IPv4URPF Packet Loss Information

Command ip verify urpf drop-rate notify

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterthefunctionofmonitoringtheURPFpacket lossinformationisenabled, thedevicecanproactivelysendsyslogs

or trapmessages tonotifyusersof thepacket loss informationdetected in theURPFcheckso thatuserscanmonitor

the network status conveniently.

 Configuring the Threshold of the IPv4 URPFPacket LossRate

Command ip verify urpf notification threshold rate-value

Parameter

Description

thresholdrate-value: IndicatesthethresholdoftheURPFpacketlossrate.Theunit ispps.Thevaluerangesfrom0to

4,294,967,295. The default value is 1,000 pps.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the threshold is 0, a notification is sent for every packet that is dropped because it fails in the URPF check.

You can adjust the threshold based on the actual situation of the network.

Configuration Example

 Setting theCalculation Interval of theURPF Packet Loss Rate to 120s
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Configuration

Steps

Set the calculation interval of the URPF packet loss rate to 120s in global configuration mode.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ipverifyurpfdrop-ratecomputeinterval120

FS(config)# end

Verification Run the show ip urpf command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS# show ip urpf

IP verify URPF drop-rate compute interval is 120s

 Setting theAlarm Interval of theURPF Packet Loss Rate to 120s

Configuration

Steps

Set the alarm interval of the URPF packet loss rate to 120s in global configuration mode. The configuration takes

effect on both IPv4 URPF and IPv6 URPF.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#ipverifyurpfdrop-ratenotifyhold-down120

FS(config)# end

Verification Run the show ip urpf command to check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS# show ip urpfIP verify URPF drop-rate notify hold-down is 120s

8.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears statistics of the number of

packets dropped during the IPv4 URPF

check.

clear ip urpf [interface interface-name]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the IPv4 URPF configuration

and statistics.

show ip urpf [interface interface-name]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the URPF events. debug urpf event

Debugs the URPF timers. debug urpf timer
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9 Configuring CPP

9.1 Overview

The CPU Protect Policy (CPP) provides policies for protecting the CPU of a switch.

Innetworkenvironments, various attackpacketsspread,whichmay causehighCPUusagesof theswitches, affectprotocol running

and even difficulty in switch management. To this end, switch CPUs must be protected, that is, traffic control and priority-based

processingmust be performed for various incoming packets toensure the processingcapabilities of theswitchCPUs.

CPPcaneffectivelypreventmaliciousattacksinthenetworkandprovideacleanenvironmentforlegitimateprotocolpackets.

CPP is enabled by default. It provides protection during the entire operation of switches.

9.2 Applications

Application Description

Preventing Malicious Attacks WhenvariousmaliciousattackssuchasARPattacksintrudeinanetwork,CPPdividesattack

packets into queues of different priorities so that the attack packets will not affect other

packets.

Preventing CPU Processing Bottlenecks Even when no attacks exist, it would become a bottleneck for CPU to handle excessive

normal traffic. CPP can limit the rate of packets being sent to the CPU to ensure normal

operation of switches.

9.2.1 PreventingMaliciousAttacks

Scenario

Network switches at all levels may be attacked by malicious packets, typically ARP attacks.

As shown in Figure 9- 1, switch CPUs process three types of packets: forwarding-plane, control-plane and protocol-plane.

Forwarding-plane packets are used for routing, including ARP packets and IP route disconnection packets. Control-plane packets are

used to manage services on switches, including Telnet packets and HTTP packets. Protocol-plane packets serve for running protocols,

including BPDU packets and OSPF packets.

Whenanattacker initiatesattacksbyusingARPpackets, theARPpacketswill be sent to theCPU for processing. Since theCPUhas

limited processing capabilities, the ARP packets may force out other packets (which may be discarded) and consume many CPU

resources(forprocessingARPattackpackets).Consequently, theCPUfails toworknormally. In thescenarioasshowninFigure9-1,

possible consequences include: common users fail to access the network; administrators fail to manage switches; the OSPF link

between switch A and the neighbor B is disconnected and route learning fails.

Figure 9- 1 Networking Topology of Switch Services and Attacks
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Deployment

 By default, CPP classifies ARP packets, Telnet packets, IP route disconnection packets, and OSFP packets into queues of different
priorities. In this way, ARP packets will not affect other packets.

 Bydefault,CPP limits the ratesof ARPpacketsand the ratesof thepriorityqueuewhere theARPpackets reside toensure that
the attack packets do not occupy toomany CPU resources.

 PacketsinthesamepriorityqueuewithARPpacketsmaybeaffectedbyARPattackpackets.Youcandividethepacketsandthe
ARP packets into different priority queues bymeans of configuration.

 WhenARPattackpacketsexist,CPPcannot prevent normal ARPpackets frombeing affected. CPPcanonly differentiate the
packet type but cannot distinguish attackpackets fromnormal packetsof thesame type. In this case, theNetwork Foundation

Protection Policy (NFPP) function can be used to provide higher-granularity attack prevention.

For description of NFPP configurations, see theConfiguringNFPP.

9.2.2 Preventing CPU Processing Bottlenecks

Scenario

Even though no attacks exist, many packets may need to be sent to the CPU for processing at an instant.

For example, the accesses to the core device of a campus network are counted in ten thousands.The traffic of normal ARP packets

may reach dozens of thousands packets per second (PPS). If all packets are sent to the CPU for processing, the CPU resources cannot

support the processing, whichmay cause protocol flapping and abnormal CPU running.

Deployment

 Bydefault, theCPPfunction limits the ratesofARPpacketsand the ratesof thepriorityqueuewhere theAPRpackets reside to
control the rateof ARPpacketssent to theCPUandensure that theCPU resourceconsumption iswithinaspecified rangeand

that the CPU can normally process other protocols.

 By default, the CPP function also limits the rates of other packets at the user level.

9.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 QOS, DiffServ
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Quality of Service (QoS) is a network security mechanism, a technology used to solve the problems of network delay and congestion.

DiffServ refers to the differentiated service model, which is a typical model implemented by QoS for classifying service streams to

provide differentiatedservices.

 Bandwidth, Rate

Bandwidth refers to the maximum allowable data rate, which refers to the rate threshold in this document. Packets whose rates

exceed the threshold will be discarded.

The rate indicatesanactual data rate.Whenthe rateof packetsexceeds thebandwidth, packetsout of the limitwillbediscarded.The

ratemust be equal to or smaller than the bandwidth.

The bandwidth and rate units in this document are packets per second (pps).

 L2, L3,L4

The structure of packets is hierarchical based on the TCP/IP model.

L2 refers to layer-2 headers, namely, the Ethernet encapsulation part; L3 refers to layer-3 headers, namely, the IP encapsulation part; L4

refers to layer-4 headers, usually, theTCP/UDP encapsulation part.

 Priority Queue,SP

Packets are cached inside a switch and packets in the output direction are cached in queues. Priority queues are mapped to Strict

Priorities (SPs). Queues are not equal but have different priorities.

TheSPisakindofQoSschedulingalgorithm.Whenahigherpriorityqueuehaspackets, thepackets in thisqueuearescheduled first.

Scheduling refers to selecting packets from queues for output and refers to selecting and sending the packets to the CPU in this

document.

 CPU interface

BeforesendingpacketstotheCPU,aswitchwillcachethepackets.TheprocessofsendingpacketstotheCPUissimilar totheprocess

ofpacketoutput.TheCPU interface isa virtual interface.Whenpacketsaresent to theCPU, thepacketswillbeoutput fromthisvirtual

interface.The priority queue and SPmentioned above are based on the CPU interface.

Overview

CPPprotects the CPU by using the standardQoS DiffServ model.

Figure 9- 2 CPP ImplementationModel

Feature Description

Classfier Classifies packet types and provides assurance for the subsequent implementation of QoS policies.

Meter Limits rates based on packet types and controls the bandwidth for a specific packet type.

Queue Queue packets to be sent to the CPU and select different queues based on packet types.

Scheduler Selects and schedules queues to be sent to the CPU.
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Shaper Performs rate limit and bandwidth control on priority queues and the CPU interface.

9.3.1 Classifier

Working Principle

TheClassifierclassifiesall packets tobesent to theCPUbasedon theL2, L3andL4 informationof thepackets.Classifyingpackets is

the basis for implementing QoS policies. In subsequent actions, different policies are implemented based on the classification to

providedifferentiatedservices.Aswitchprovides fixedclassification.Themanagement functionclassifiespacket typesbasedon the

protocolssupportedby theswitch, forexample,STPBPDUpacketsand ICMPpackets.Packet typescannot becustomized.

9.3.2 Meter

Working Principle

TheMeter limits the rates of different packets based on the preset rate thresholds.Youcan set different rate thresholds for different

packet types.When the rateof apacket type exceeds thecorresponding threshold, thepacketsout of the limitwill be discarded.

Byusing theMeter, youcancontrol the rateof apacket typesent to theCPUwithina threshold toprevent specificattackpackets from

exerting large impacts on the CPU resources.This is the level-1 protection of theCPP.

Related Configuration

 Bydefault,eachpacket typecorrespondstoaratethreshold(bandwidth)andMeterpoliciesare implementedbasedontherate
threshold.

 In application, you can run thecpu-protect type packet-typebandwidth bandwidth-value command to setMeter policies for
specified packet types.

9.3.3 Queue

Working Principle

Queuesare used to classify packets at level 2.Youcan select the same queue for different packet types;meanwhile, queues cache

packets inside switches and provide services for the Scheduler and Shaper.

CPPqueuesareSPqueues.TheSPsofthepacketsaredeterminedbasedonthetimewhentheyareaddedtoaqueue.Packetswitha

larger queue number have a higher priority.

Related Configuration

 By default, each packet type is mapped to an SP queue.

 Inapplication, youcanrun thecpu-protect typepacket-type traffic-class traffic-class-numcommand toselectSPqueues for
specific packet types.

9.3.4 Scheduler

Working Principle

The Scheduler schedules packets based on SPs of queues. That is, packets in a queue with a higher priority are scheduled first.

Beforebeingscheduled,packetstobesent totheCPUarecachedinqueues.Whenbeingscheduled, thepacketsaresent totheCPU

for processing.
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Only the SP scheduling policy is supported and cannot be modified.

9.3.5 Shaper

Working Principle

The Shaper is used to shape packets to be sent to the CPU, that is, when the actual rate of packets is greater than the shaping

threshold, the packetsmust stay in the queue and cannot be scheduled. When packet rates fluctuate, the Shaper ensures that the

rates of packets sent to the CPUare smooth (nomore than the shaping threshold).

When theShaper is available, packets in a queuewith a lower priority may be scheduled before all packets in a queuewith a higher

priority are scheduled. If the rate of packets ina queuewith certainpriority exceeds the shaping threshold, schedulingof the packets

in this queuemay be stopped temporarily.Therefore, the Shaper can prevent packets inqueueswith lower priorities fromstarvation

(which means that only packets in queues with higher priorities are scheduled and packets in queues with higher priorities are not

scheduled).

Since theShaper limits the scheduling rates of packets, it actually plays the rate limit function. TheShaper provides level-2 rate limit

forpriorityqueuesandall packetssent to theCPU(CPUinterface).TheShaperandMeter functionsprovide3-level rate limit together

and provide level-3 protection for the CPU.

Figure 9- 3 3-Level Rate Limit of the CPP

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Shaper for priority queues

 By default, each priority queue determines a shaping threshold (bandwidth).

 Inapplication, youcan run thecpu-protect traffic-class traffic-class-numbandwidthbandwidth_valuecommand toperform
Shaper configuration for a specific priority queue.

 Configuring the Shaper for the CPU Interface

 By default, the CPU interface determines a shaping threshold (bandwidth).

 Run thecpu-protect cpu bandwidth bandwidth_valuecommand to performShaper configuration for theCPU interface.
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9.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring CPP

(Optional andconfiguredbydefault) It isused toadjust theconfigurationparametersofCPP.

cpu-protect type packet-type bandwidth Configures the Meter for a packet type.

cpu-protect type packet-type traffic-class Configures thepriority queue forapacket type.

cpu-protect traffic-class traffic-class-num

bandwidth
Configures the Shaper for a priority queue.

cpu-protect cpu bandwidth Configures the Shaper for the CPU interface.

9.4.1 Configuring CPP

Configuration Effect

 By configuring the Meter function, you can set the bandwidth and rate limit for a packet type. Packets out of the limit will be
directly discarded.

 By configuring theQueue function, you can select a priority queue for a packet type. Packets in a queue with a higher priority
will bescheduled first.

 By configuring theShaper function, you can set the bandwidth and rate limit for aCPU interface and a priority queue. Packets
out of the limit will be directly discarded.

Notes

 Pay special attention when the bandwidth of a packet type is set to a smaller value, whichmay affect the normal traffic of the
same type.Toprovide per-user CPP,combine the NFPP function.

 When theMeter andShaper functions are combined, 3-level protectionwill be provided. Any level protection fights alonemay
bringnegativeeffects.Forexample, if youwant to increase theMeterof apacket type, youalsoneed toadjust theShaperof the

corresponding priority queue. Otherwise, the packets of this type may affect other types of packets in the same priority queue.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMeter for a packet type

 Youcan use or modify the default value but cannot disable it.

 Youneed to modify the configuration in the following cases: when packets of a type are not attackers but are discarded, you
need to increase theMeter of this packet type. If attacks of a packet type causeabnormal CPU running, you need to decrease

the Meter of this packet type.

 This configuration is available on all switches in a network environment.

 Configuring the priority queue for a packet type

 Youcan use or modify the default value but cannot disable it.

 Youneed tomodify the configuration in the following cases:Whenattacksof a packet type causeabnormality of other packets
in thesamequeue, you canput thepacket type inan unusedqueue. If a packet typecannot bediscardedbut thepacket type is

in the same queue with other packet types in use, you can put this packet type in a queue with a higher priority.

 This configuration is available on all switches in a network environment.
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 Configuring theShaper for a priority queue

 Youcan use or modify the default value and cannot disable it.

 Youneed to modify the configuration in the following cases: If the Meter value of a packet type is greater which causes that
other packets in the corresponding priority queue do not have sufficient bandwidth, you need to increase the Shaper for this

priority queue. If attack packets are put in a priority queueand no other packets are in use, you need to increase the Shaper of

this priorityqueue.

 This configuration is available on all switches in a network environment.

 Configuring theShaper for the CPU interface

 Youcan use or modify the default value and cannot disable it.

 Youare not advised to change theShaper of the CPU interface.

 This configuration is available on all switches in a network environment.

Verification

 Modify the configurations when the system runs abnormally, and view the system running after the modification to check
whether the configurations take effect.

 Checkwhether theconfigurations takeeffectby viewingcorrespondingconfigurationsandstatisticvalues.Fordetails,see the
following commands.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMeter for a packet type

Command cpu-protect type packet-type bandwidth bandwidth_value

Parameter

Description

packet-type: Specifies a packet type. Packet types are defined.

bandwidth_value: Sets the bandwidth, in the unit of packets per second (pps).

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the priority queue for a packet type

Command cpu-protect type packet-type traffic-class traffic-class-num

Parameter

Description

packet-type: Specifies a packet type. Packet types are defined.

traffic-class-num: Specifies a priority queue.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theShaper for a priority queue

Command cpu-protect traffic-class traffic-class-num bandwidth bandwidth_value

Parameter

Description

traffic-class-num: Specifies a priority queue.

bandwidth_value: Sets the bandwidth, in the unit of pps.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theShaper for a CPU interface

Command cpu-protect cpu bandwidth bandwidth_value

Parameter

Description

bandwidth_value: Sets the bandwidth, in the unit of pps.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Preventing packet attacks and network flapping by using CPP

Scenario  ARP, IP,OSPF, dot1x, VRRP, Telnet and ICMP streams are available in the system. In the current configurations,

ARP and 802.1X are in priority queue 2; IP, ICMP and Telnet streams are in priority queue 4; OSPF streams are in

priorityqueue3;VRRPstreamsareinpriorityqueue6.TheMeterforeachpacket typeis10,000pps; theshaper

for eachpriority queue is 20,000 pps; the Shaper for theCPU interface is 100,000 pps.

 ARP attacks and IP scanning attacks exist in the system, which causes abnormal running of the system,

authentication failure, Ping failure, management failure, and OSPF flapping.

Configuration

Steps

 Put ARP attack packets in priority queue 1 and limit the bandwidth for ARP packets or the corresponding

priority queue.

 Put OSPF packets in priority queue 5.

 Put IP Ping failure attack packets in priority queue 3 and limit the bandwidth for IP packets or the

corresponding priorityqueue.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# cpu-protect type arp traffic-class 1

FS(config)# cpu-protect type arp bandwidth 5000

FS(config)# cpu-protect type ospf traffic-class 5

FS(config)# cpu-protect type v4uc-route traffic-class 3

FS(config)# cpu-protect type traffic-class 3 bandwidth 5000

FS(config)# end

Verification Run the show cpu-protect command to view the configuration and statistics.

FS#show cpu-protect

%cpu port bandwidth: 100000(pps)

Traffic-class Bandwidth(pps) Rate(pps) Drop(pps)

------------- -------------- --------- ---------

0 6000 0 0

1 6000 0 0

2 6000 0 0
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3 6000 0 0

4 6000 0 0

5 6000 0 0

6 6000 0 0

7 6000 0 0

PacketType Traffic-class Bandwidth(pps) Rate(pps) Drop(pps) Total Total Drop

------------------ ------------- -------------- --------- --------- --------- ----------

bpdu 6 128 0 0 0 0

arp 1 3000 0 0 0 0

tpp 6 128 0 0 0 0

dot1x 2 1500 0 0 0 0

gvrp 5 128 0 0 0 0

rldp 5 128 0 0 0 0

lacp 5 256 0 0 0 0

rerp 5 128 0 0 0 0

reup 5 128 0 0 0 0

lldp 5 768 0 0 0 0

cdp 5 768 0 0 0 0

dhcps 2 1500 0 0 0 0

dhcps6 2 1500 0 0 0 0

dhcp6-client 2 1500 0 0 0 0

dhcp6-server 2 1500 0 0 0 0

dhcp-relay-c 2 1500 0 0 0 0

dhcp-relay-s 2 1500 0 0 0 0

option82 2 1500 0 0 0 0

tunnel-bpdu 2 128 0 0 0 0

tunnel-gvrp 2 128 0 0 0 0

unknown-v6mc 1 128 0 0 0 0

xgv6-ipmc 1 128 0 0 0 0

staFSv6-ipmc 1 128 0 0 0 0

unknown-v4mc 1 128 0 0 0 0

xgv-ipmc 2 128 0 0 0 0

staFSv-ipmc 2 128 0 0 0 0

udp-helper 1 128 0 0 0 0
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dvmrp 4 128 0 0 0 0

igmp 2 1000 0 0 0 0

icmp 3 1600 0 0 0 0

ospf 4 2000 0 0 0 0

ospf3 4 2000 0 0 0 0

pim 4 1000 0 0 0 0

pimv6 4 1000 0 0 0 0

rip 4 128 0 0 0 0

ripng 4 128 0 0 0 0

vrrp 6 256 0 0 0 0

vrrpv6 6 256 0 0 0 0

ttl0 0 128 0 0 0 0

ttl1 0 2000 0 0 0 0

hop-limit 0 800 0 0 0 0

local-ipv4 3 4000 0 0 0 0

local-ipv6 3 4000 0 0 0 0

v4uc-route 1 800 0 0 0 0

v6uc-route 1 800 0 0 0 0

rt-host 4 3000 0 0 0 0

mld 2 1000 0 0 0 0

nd-snp-ns-na 1 3000 0 0 0 0

nd-snp-rs 1 1000 0 0 0 0

nd-snp-ra-redirect 1 1000 0 0 0 0

erps 5 128 0 0 0 0

mpls-ttl0 4 128 0 0 0 0

mpls-ttl1 4 128 0 0 0 0

mpls-ctrl 4 128 0 0 0 0

isis 4 2000 0 0 0 0

bgp 4 2000 0 0 0 0

cfm 5 512 0 0 0 0

web-auth 2 2000 0 0 0 0

fcoe-fip 4 1000 0 0 0 0

fcoe-local 4 1000 0 0 0 0

bfd 6 5120 0 0 0 0
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micro-bfd 6 5120 0 0 0 0

micro-bfd-v6 6 5120 0 0 0 0

dldp 6 3200 0 0 0 0

other 0 4096 0 0 0 0

trill 4 1000 0 0 0 0

efm 5 1000 0 0 0 0

ipv6-all 0 2000 0 0 0 0

ip-option 0 800 0 0 0 0

mgmt - 4000 4 0 4639 0

dns 2 200 0 0 0 0

sdn 0 5000 0 0 0 0

sdn_of_fetch 0 5000 0 0 0 0

sdn_of_copy 0 5000 0 0 0 0

sdn_of_trap 0 5000 0 0 0 0

vxlan-non-uc 1 512 0 0 0 0

local-telnet 3 1000 0 0 0 0

local-snmp 3 1000 0 0 0 0

local-ssh 3 1000 0 0 0 0

9.4.2 ConfiguringCPPWarning

ConfigurationEffect

 By configuringCPPwarning, periodic detection is enabled to checkwhether protocol packetsor packets in queues are lost.

 By configuring CPPwarning of protocol packet loss, when protocol packets are lost, alarm logs are printed.

 By configuring CPPwarning of packet loss in a queue, when packets in a queue are lost, alarm logs are printed.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 EnablingCPPWarningandConfiguringTime Interval Between TwoDetections of Packet Loss

 You can run the cpp-warn warn-period value command to enable CPP waning and configure time interval between two
detections of packet loss.

 Bydefault,CPPwaning isdisabled.

 EnablingCPPWarningofProtocolPacketLoss

 Youcan run thecpp-warn type packet-typewarn command to enable CPPwaning of protocol packet loss.

 By default, CPP warning of protocol packet loss is disabled.

 EnablingCPPWarning of Packet Loss in aQueue
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 Youcan run thecpp-warn traffic-class raffic-class-numwarn command toenableCPPwaning of packet loss in aqueue.

 By default, CPP waning of packet loss in a queue is disabled.

Related Commands

 Configuring Time Interval Between TwoDetections of Packet Loss

Command cpp-warn warn-period value

Parameter

Description

value: Specifies the interval between twodetectionsof packet loss in theunit of second.Thedefault value is0,which

means this detection is disabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 EnablingCPPWarning of Protocol Packet Loss

Command cpp-warn type packet-type warn

Parameter

Description

packet-type: Specifies a packet type. Packet types are defined.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 EnablingCPPWarning of Packet Loss in aQueue

Command cpp-warn traffic-class raffic-class-num warn

Parameter

Description

traffic-class-num: Specifies a priority queue.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring CPPWarning

Configuration

Steps







Detectwhetherprotocolpacketsorpacketsinqueuesarelostevery10s.

Print alarm logs if ARP packets are lost.

Print alarm logs if packets in queue 1 are lost.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# cpp-warn warn-period 10

FS(config)# cpp-warn traffic-class 1 warn

FS(config)# cpp-warn type arp warn

Verification Run the show run command to view the configuration.

FS# show run | inc cpp

cpp-warn warn-period 10

cpp-warn type arp warn

cpp-warn traffic-class 1 warn
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9.5Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears the CPP statistics. clear cpu-protect counters [device device_num]

Clears the CPP statistics on the master

device.

clear cpu-protect counters mboard

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the configuration and statistics

of a packet type.

show cpu-protect type packet-type [device device_num]

Displays the configuration and statistics

of a priority queue.

show cpu-protect traffic-class traffic-class-num [device device_num]

Displays the configuration on a CPU

interface.

show cpu-protect cpu

Displays all configurations and statistics

on the master device.

show cpu-protect {mboard | summary }

Displays all configurations and statistics

of CPP.

show cpu-protect [device device_num]

Displays CPP statistics of an interface. show cpu-protect statistics [ interface interface-id ]

Displays a CPP statistics type. show cpu-protect statistics type packet-type

Debugging

The precedingmonitoring commands are available on both chassis and cassette devices in the standalonemode.

If the device value is not specified, the clear command is used to clear the statistics of all nodes in the system and the show
command is used to display the configurations on the master device.

In the standalone mode, the parameter device is unavailable.

10 Configuring DHCPSnooping

10.1 Overview

DHCP Snooping: DHCP Snooping snoops DHCP interactive packets between clients and servers to record and monitor users' IP

addressesandfilterout illegalDHCPpackets, includingclient requestpacketsandserver responsepackets.The legaluserdatabase

generated fromDHCPSnooping recordsmay serve security applications like IP SourceGuard.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 2131: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

 RFC2132: DHCPOptions and BOOTPVendor Extensions
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S is an access device.

A is a user PC.

B is a DHCP server within the controlled area.

C is a DHCP server out of the controlled area.

10.2 Applications

Application Description

Guarding against DHCP service spoofing In a network with multiple DHCP servers, DHCP clients are allowed to obtain network

configurations only from legal DHCP servers.

GuardingagainstDHCPpacketflooding Malicious network users may frequently send DHCP request packets.

Guarding against forged DHCP packets Malicious network users may send forged DHCP request packets, for example,

DHCP-RELEASE packets.

Guarding against IP/MAC spoofing Malicious network users may send forged IP packets, for example, tampered source address

fields of packets.

Preventing Lease of IP Addresses Network users may lease IP addresses rather than obtaining them from a DHCP server.

Detecting ARP attack Malicious users forge ARP response packets to intercept packets during normal users'

communication.

10.2.1 GuardingAgainstDHCPServiceSpoofing

Scenario

MultipleDHCPserversmayexist inanetwork.It isessentialtoensurethatuserPCsobtainnetworkconfigurationsonlyfromtheDHCP

servers within a controlled area.

Take the following figure as an example. The DHCP client can only communicate with trusted DHCP servers.

 Request packets from the DHCP client can be transmitted only to trusted DHCP servers.

 Only the response packets from trusted DHCP servers can be transmitted to the client.

Figure 10- 1

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Snooping on S to realize DHCP packet monitoring.

Remarks:
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S is an access device.

 Set the port on S connecting to B as trusted to transfer response packets.

 Set the rest of ports on S as untrusted to filter response packets.

10.2.2 GuardingAgainstDHCPPacketFlooding

Scenario

Potential malicious DHCP clients in a network may send high-rate DHCP packets. As a result, legitimate users cannot obtain IP

addresses,andaccessdevicesarehighly loadedorevenbreakdown. It isnecessary totakeactions toensurenetworkstability.

WiththeDHCPSnoopingrate limitfunctionforDHCPpackets,aDHCPclientcanonlysendDHCPrequestpacketsataratebelowthe

limit.

 The request packets from aDHCP client are sent at a rate below the limit.

 Packets sent at rates beyond the limit will be discarded.

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Snooping onS to realizeDHCPmonitoring.

 LimittheratesofDHCPpacketsfromtheuntrustedports.

10.2.3 Guarding Against Forged DHCP Packets

Scenario

Potentialmaliciousclients inanetworkmay forgeDHCPrequestpackets, consumingapplicable IPaddresses fromtheserversand

probably preempting legal users' IP addresses.Therefore, it is necessary to filter out illegalDHCPpackets.

For example, as shown in the figure below, the DHCP request packets sent from DHCP clients will be checked.

 The sourceMACaddress fields of the request packets fromDHCP clientsmustmatch the chaddr fields of DHCPpackets.

 TheReleasepackets andDecline packets fromclientsmustmatch the entries in theDHCPSnooping binding database.

Figure 10- 2

Remarks:
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Sisanaccessdevice.

AandCareuserPCs.

B is a DHCP server within the controlled area.

A and C are user PCs.

B is a DHCP server within the controlled area.

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Snooping on S to realize DHCPmonitoring.

 Set the port on S connecting to B as trusted to transfer response packets.

 Set the rest of ports on S as untrusted to filter response packets.

 Enable DHCPSnooping SourceMACVerification on untrusted ports of S to filter out illegal packets.

10.2.4 GuardingAgainst IP/MACSpoofing

Scenario

Check IP packets from untrusted ports to filter out forged IP packets based on IP or IP-MAC fields.

Forexample, in the following figure, the IPpackets sent byDHCPclients are validated.

 The source IP address fields of IP packetsmust match the IP addresses assigned byDHCP.

 The sourceMACaddress fields of layer-2 packetsmustmatch thechaddr fields inDHCP request packets fromclients.

Figure 10- 3

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Snooping on S to realize DHCPmonitoring.

 Set all downlink ports on the S as DHCP Snooping untrusted.

 Enable IP SourceGuard on S to filter IP packets.

 Enable IPSourceGuard in IP-MACbasedmode to check the sourceMACand IP address fields of IP packets.

Remarks:
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Sisanaccessdevice.

AandCareuserPCs.

B is a DHCP server within the controlled area.

10.2.5 PreventingLeaseofIPAddresses

Scenario

Validate the source addresses of IP packets from untrusted ports compared with DHCP-assigned addresses.

Ifthesourceaddresses,connectedports,andlayer-2sourceMACaddressesofportsinIPpacketsdonotmatchtheassignmentsofthe

DHCP server, such packets will be discarded.

The networking topology scenario is the same as that shown in the previous figure.

Deployment

 The same as that in the section "Guarding Against IP/MACSpoofing".

10.2.6 DetectingARPAttacks

Scenario

Check the ARP packets from untrusted ports and filter out the ARP packets unmatched with the assignments of the DHCP server.

For example, in the following figure, theARP packets sent fromDHCP clients will be checked.

 The ports receiving ARP packets, the layer-2 MAC addresses, and the source MAC addresses of ARP packets senders shall be

consistent with the DHCP Snooping histories.

Figure 10- 4

Deployment

 Enable DHCP Snooping on S to realize DHCPmonitoring.

 Set all downlink ports on the S as untrusted.

 Enable IP SourceGuard and ARPCheck on all the untrusted ports onS to realize ARP packet filtering.

All the above security control functions are only effective to DHCP Snooping untrusted ports.

Remarks:
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10.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 DHCP RequestPackets

Request packets are sent from a DHCP client to a DHCP server, including DHCP-DISCOVER packets, DHCP-REQUEST packets,

DHCP-DECLINE packets, DHCP-RELEASE packets and DHCP-INFORM packets.

 DHCP ResponsePackets

Response packets are sent from aDHCP server to aDHCP client, includingDHCP-OFFER packets, DHCP-ACK packets and DHCP-NAK

packets.

 DHCPSnooping Trusted Ports

IP address request interaction is complete via broadcast. Therefore, illegal DHCP services will influence normal clients' acquisition of IP

addresses and lead to service spoofing and stealing. To prevent illegal DHCP services, DHCP Snooping ports are divided into two types:

trusted ports and untrusted ports. The access devices only transmit DHCP response packets received on trusted ports, while such

packets fromuntrustedports arediscarded. In thisway,wemayconfigure theports connected toa legalDHCPServeras trustedand

the other ports as untrusted to shield illegal DHCP Servers.

On switches, all switching ports or layer-2 aggregate ports are defaulted as untrusted, while trusted ports can be specified.

 DHCPSnoopingPacket Suppression

To shield all the DHCP packets on a specific client, we can enable DHCP Snooping packet suppression on its untrusted ports.

 VLAN-based DHCPSnooping

DHCPSnoopingcanworkonaVLANbasis.Bydefault,whenDHCPSnooping isenabled, it iseffective toall theVLANsof thecurrent

client. SpecifyVLANs help control the effective range of DHCP Snooping flexibly.

 DHCPSnooping Binding Database

InaDHCPnetwork,clientsmaysetstaticIPaddressesrandomly.Thisincreasesnotonlythedifficultyofnetworkmaintenancebutalso

the possibility that legal clientswith IP addresses assignedby theDHCP server may fail to use the network normally due to address

conflict. Through snooping packets between clients and servers, DHCP Snooping summarizes the user entries including IP addresses,

MACaddress,VLANID(VID),portsand leasetimetobuild theDHCPSnoopingbindingdatabase.CombinedwithARPdetectionand

ARP check, DHCPSnooping controls the reliable assignment of IP addresses for legal clients.

 DHCPSnooping Rate Limit

DHCP Snooping rate limit function can be configured through the rate limit command of Network Foundation Protection Policy

(NFPP). For NFPP configuration, see the Configuring NFPP.

 DHCPOption82

DHCPOption82, an option for DHCP packets, is also calledDHCPRelay Agent InformationOption. As the option number is 82, it is

known as Option82. Option82 is developed to enhance the security of DHCP servers and improve the strategies of IP address

assignment. The option is often configured for the DHCP relay services of a network access device like DHCP Relay and DHCP

Snooping.Thisoptionis transparent toDHCPclients,andDHCPrelaycomponentsrealize theadditionanddeductionof theoption.

 Illegal DHCPPackets
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Through DHCP Snooping, validation is performed on the DHCP packets passing through a client. Illegal DHCP packets are discarded,

user information is recorded into the DHCP Snooping binding database for further applications (for example, ARP detection). The

following types of packets are considered illegal DHCP packets.

 TheDHCP responsepackets receivedonuntrustedports, includingDHCP-ACK,DHCP-NACKandDHCP-OFFERpackets

 TheDHCP request packets carrying gateway informationgiaddr, which are received on untrusted ports

 WhenMAC verification is enabled, packets with sourceMAC addresses different with the value of the chaddr field in DHCP
packets

 DHCP-RELEASE packets with the entry in the DHCP Snooping binding database Snooping while with untrusted ports
inconsistent with settings in this binding database

 DHCP packets in wrong formats, or incomplete

Overview

Feature Description

Filtering DHCP packets Perform legality check on DHCP packets and discard illegal packets (see the previous section for the

introduction of illegal packets). Transfer requests packets received on trusted ports only.

Building the DHCP

Snooping binding

database

Snoop the interaction between DHCP clients and the server, and generate the DHCP Snooping binding

database to provide basis for other filtering modules.

10.3.1 Filtering DHCPPackets

Perform validation onDHCP packets fromuntrusted ports. Filter out the illegal packets as introduced in the previous section "Basic

Concepts".

Working Principle

During snooping, check the receiving ports and the packet fields of packets to realize packet filtering, and modify the destination

ports of packets to realize control of transmit range of the packets.

 Checking Ports

In receipt of DHCP packets, a client first judgeswhether the packet receiving ports areDHCPSnooping trusted ports. If yes, legality

checkandbindingentryadditionareskipped,andpacketsare transferreddirectly.Fornot,both thecheckandadditionareneeded.

 Checking Packet Encapsulation and Length

A client checks whether packets are UDP packets and whether the destination port is 67 or 68. Check whether the packet length

match the length field defined in protocols.

 Checking Packet Fields and Types

According to the typesof illegal packet introduced in thesection "BasicConcepts",check the fieldsgiaddrandchaddr inpacketsand

then checkwhether the restrictive conditions for the type of the packet aremet.

Related Configuration

 EnablingGlobal DHCPSnooping

By default, DHCP Snooping is disabled.
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It can be enabled on a device using the ip dhcp snooping command.

Global DHCP Snooping must be enabled before VLAN-based DHCP Snooping is applied.

 ConfiguringVLAN-basedDHCP Snooping

By default, when global DHCP Snooping is effective, DHCP Snooping is effective to all VLANs.

Use the [no ] ip dhcp snooping vlan command toenable DHCPSnooping on specifiedVLANs or deleteVLANs from the specified

VLANs.The value range of the command parameter is the actual range ofVLAN numbers.

 ConfiguringDHCPSnooping SourceMAC Verification

By default, the layer-2 MAC addresses of packets and the chaddr fields of DHCP packets are not verified.

When the ipdhcpsnoopingverifymac-addresscommand isused, thesourceMACaddressesand thechaddr fieldsof theDHCP

requestpacketssent fromuntrustedportsareverified.TheDHCPrequestpacketswithdifferentMACaddresseswillbediscarded.

10.3.2 Building theBinding Database

DHCP Snooping detects the interactive packets between DHCP clients and the DHCP server, and generate entries of the DHCP

Snooping bindingdatabaseaccording to the informationof legalDHCPpackets.All these legal entriesareprovided toother security

modules of a client as the basis of filtering packets from network.

Working Principle

During snooping, the binding database is updated timely based on the types of DHCP packets.

 Generating BindingEntries

When a DHCP-ACK packet on a trusted port is snooped, the client's IP address, MAC address, and lease time field are extracted

together with the port ID (awired interface index) andVLAN ID.Then, a binding entry of it is generated.

 Deleting BindingEntries

When the recorded lease time of a binding entry is due, it will be deleted if a legal DHCP-RELEASE/DHCP-DECLINE packet sent by the

client or a DHCP-NCKpacket received on a trusted port is snooped, or the clear command is used.

Related Configuration

No configuration is needed except enabling DHCP Snooping.

10.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring basic functions of

DHCP Snooping

(Mandatory) It is used to enable DHCP Snooping.

ip dhcp snooping Enables DHCP Snooping.

ip dhcp snooping suppression Enables DHCP Snooping packet suppression.

ip dhcp snooping vlan Enables VLAN-based DHCP Snooping.

ip dhcp snooping verify mac-address
Configures DHCP Snooping source MAC

verification.

ip dhcp snooping database write-delay Writes theDHCPSnooping bindingdatabase to
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Flash periodically.

ip dhcp snooping database write-to-flash
Writes theDHCPSnooping bindingdatabase to

Flash manually.

renew ip dhcp snooping database
Imports the backup file storage to the DHCP

Snooping Binding database.

ip dhcp snooping trust Configures DHCP Snooping trusted ports.

ip dhcp snooping bootp Enables BOOTP support.

ip dhcp snooping check-giaddr
Enables DHCP Snooping to support the

function of processing Relay requests.

Configuring Option82

(Optional)It is used to optimize the address assignment byDHCP servers.

ip dhcp snooping Information option
Adds Option82 functions to DHCP request

packets.

ip dhcp snooping information option format

remote-id

Configures the sub-potion remote-id of

Option82 as a user-defined character string.

ip dhcp snooping vlan information option

format-type circuit-id string

Configures the sub-option circuit-id of

Option82 as a user-defined character string.

10.4.1 Configuring Basic Features

Configuration Effect

 Enable DHCPSnooping.

 Generate the DHCP Snooping binding database.

 Control the transmit range of DHCP packets.

 Filter out illegal DHCP packets.

Notes

 The ports on clients connecting a trusted DHCP server must be configured as trusted.

 DHCP Snooping is effective on the wired switching ports, layer-2 aggregate ports, and layer-2 encapsulation sub-interfaces. The
configuration can be implemented in interface configuration mode.

 DHCPSnoopingandDHCPRelayaremutuallyexclusiveinVRFscenarios.

Configuration Steps

 EnablingGlobal DHCPSnooping

 Mandatory.

 Unless otherwise noted, the feature should be configured on access devices.

 Enabling or Disabling VLAN-based DHCPSnooping

 DHCP Snooping can be disabled if not necessary for someVLANs.

 Unless otherwise noted, the feature should be configured on access devices.

 ConfiguringDHCPSnooping TrustedPorts
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 Mandatory.

 Configure the ports connecting a trusted DHCP server as trusted.

 EnablingDHCP Snooping SourceMAC Validation

 This configuration is required if the chaddr fields of DHCP request packetsmatch the layer-2 sourceMAC addresses of data
packets.

 Unless otherwise noted, the feature should be enabled on all the untrusted ports of access devices.

 Writing theDHCP Snooping BindingDatabase to Flash Periodically

 Enable this feature to timely save theDHCPSnooping binding database information in case that client reboot.

 Unless otherwise noted, the feature should be configured on access devices.

 Enabling BOOTPSupport

 Optional

 Unless otherwise noted, the feature should be configured on access devices.

 EnablingDHCPSnooping to Process Relay Requests

 Optional.

 Unless otherwise noted, the feature should be enabled on access devices.



Verification

Configure a client to obtain network configurations through the DHCP protocol.

 Check whether the DHCPSnooping Binding database is generated with entries on the client.

Related Commands

 Enabling or Disabling DHCP Snooping

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After global DHCP Snooping is enabled, you can check DHCP Snooping using the show ip dhcp snooping

command.

 ConfiguringVLAN-basedDHCP Snooping

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping vlan { vlan-rng | {vlan-min [ vlan-max ] } }

Parameter

Description

vlan-rng: Indicates the range of VLANs

vlan-min: The minimum VLAN ID

vlan-max: The maximum VLAN ID

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtoenableordisableDHCPSnoopingonspecifiedVLANs.Thisfeatureisavailableonlyafterglobal

DHCP Snooping is enabled.

 ConfiguringDHCPSnooping Packet Suppression

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping suppression

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to reject all DHCP request packetsat theport, that is, to forbidall usersunder the port toapply for

addresses via DHCP.

 ConfiguringDHCPSnooping SourceMAC Verification

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping verify mac-address

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Through thesourceMACaddressverification, theMACaddresses in linkheadersand theCLIENTMACfields in the

request packets sent by a DHCP CLIENT are checked for consistence.When the source MAC address verification fails,

packets will be discarded.

 WritingDHCP SnoopingDatabase to Flash Periodically

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping database write-delay [ time ]

Parameter

Description

time: Indicates the interval between two times of writing the DHCP Snooping database to the Flash.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command towrite theDHCPSnooping database to FLASH document. This can avoid binding information

loss which requires re-obtaining IP addresses to resume communication after the device restarts.

 Writing theDHCP Snooping Database to FlashManually

Command ip dhcp snooping database write-to-flash

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command towrite the dynamic user information in the DHCPSnooping database in FLASHdocuments in

real time.

Ifa device isupgraded fromanon-QinQversion toaQinQversion (orvice versa),bindingentriescannot be restored

from FLASH documents because of version differences between FLASH documents.

 Importing Flash Storage to theDHCP SnoopingBinding Database
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Command renew ip dhcp snooping database

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand to import the information frombackup filedocuments to theDHCPSnoopingbindingdatabase.

 ConfiguringDHCPSnooping TrustedPorts

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping trust

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure a port connected to a legal DHCP server as a trusted port. The DHCP response

packets received by trusted ports are transferred, while those received by untrusted ports are discarded.

 Enabling or Disabling BOOTPSupport

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping bootp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to support the BOOPT protocol.

 EnablingDHCPSnooping to Process Relay Requests

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping check-giaddr

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide After the feature is enabled, services using DHCP Snooping binding entries generated based on Relay requests, such as

IPSourceGuard/802.1x authentication, cannot be deployed.Otherwise, users fail toaccess the Internet.

After the feature isenabled, the ipdhcpsnoopingverifymac-addresscommandcannotbeused.Otherwise,DHCP

Relay requests will be discarded and as a result, users fail to obtain addresses.

Configuration Example

 DHCPClient Obtaining IP addressesDynamically froma Legal DHCPServer
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Scenario

Figure 10- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Enable DHCPSnooping on an access device (Switch B in this case).

 Configure the uplink port (port Gi 0/1 in this case) as a trusted port.

B B#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

B(config)#ip dhcpsnooping

B(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip dhcp snooping trust

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#end

Verification Check the configuration on Switch B.

 CheckwhetherDHCPSnooping isenabled,andwhethertheconfiguredDHCPSnoopingtrustedport isuplink.

 Check theDHCPSnooping configurationonSwitchB,andespeciallywhether the trustedport is correct.

B B#show running-config

!

ip dhcp snooping

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

B#show ip dhcp snooping

SwitchDHCP Snooping status : ENABLE

DHCP Snooping Verification of hwaddr status : DISABLE

DHCP Snooping database write-delay time : 0 seconds

DHCPSnoopingoption82status : DISABLE

DHCPSnooping Support BOOTP bind status : DISABLE

Interface Trusted Rate limit (pps)

------------------------ ------- ----------------

GigabitEthernet0/1 YES unlimited
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GigabitEthernet0/11dhcp-snooping186207172.16.1.20013.2049.9014

------------------ --------------- ------------ ------------- ----- --------------------

VLAN InterfaceLease(sec) TypeIpAddressMacAddress

B#showipdhcpsnoopingbinding

Total number of bindings: 1

Common Errors

 The uplink port is not configured as a DHCP trusted port.

 Another access security option is already configured for the uplink port, so that aDHCP trusted port cannot be configured.

10.4.2 Configuring Option82

ConfigurationEffect

 Enable a DHCP server to obtain more information and assign addresses better.

 The Option82 function is client-oblivious.

Notes

 TheOpion82 functions for DHCP Snooping and DHCPRelay aremutually exclusive.

Configuration Steps

 Torealize optimization of address allocation, implement the configuration.

 Unless otherwise noted, enable this function on access devices withDHCP Snooping enabled.

Verification

Check whether the DHCP Snooping configuration options are configured successfully.

Related Commands

 AddingOption82 to DHCPRequest Packets

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping information option [ standard-format ]

Parameter

Description

standard-format: Indicates a standard format of the Option82 options

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand toaddOption82 toDHCPrequestpacketssothataDHCPserverassignsaddressesaccordingto

such information.

 ConfiguringSub-option remote-id of Option82 as User-defined Character String

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping information option format remote-id { string ASCII-string | hostname }

Parameter

Description

stringASCII-string: Indicates thecontent of theextensible format, theOption82option remote-id, isauser-defined

character string

hostname: Indicates the content of the extensible format, the Option82 option remote-id, is a host name.
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Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure the sub-option remote-id of theOption82 as user-defined content, which is added

to DHCP request packets. A DHCP server assigns addresses according to Option82 information.

 ConfiguringSub-Option circuit -id of Option82 as User-defined Character String

Command [ no ] ip dhcp snooping vlan vlan-id information option format-type circuit-id string ascii-string

Parameter

Description

vlan-id: Indicates the VLAN where a DHCP request packet is

ascii-string: Indicates the user-defined string

Configuration

mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command toconfigure thesub-optioncircuit-idof theOption82asuser-defined content, which isadded to

DHCP request packets. A DHCP server assigns addresses according to Option82 information.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringOption82 to DHCPRequest Packets

Configuration

Steps

 Configuring basic functions of DHCP Snooping.

 ConfiguringOption82.

B FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#ipdhcpsnoopinginformationoption

FS(config)# end

Verification Check the DHCP Snooping configuration.

B B#show ip dhcp snooping

SwitchDHCPSnooping status : ENABLE

DHCPSnooping Verificationofhwaddrstatus : DISABLE

DHCP Snooping database write-delay time : 0seconds

DHCPSnoopingoption82status : ENABLE

DHCPSnooping Support bootp bind status : DISABLE

Interface Trusted Rate limit (pps)

------------------------ ------- ----------------

GigabitEthernet0/1 YES unlimited

Common Errors

 N/A

10.5Monitoring

Clearing
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Running the clear commands may lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears the

database.

DHCP Snooping binding clear ip dhcp snooping binding [ ip ] [ mac ] [ vlan vlan-id ] [ interface interface-id ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays DHCP Snooping configuration. show ip dhcp snooping

Displays

database.

the DHCP Snooping binding show ip dhcp snooping binding

Debugging

System resources are occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Disable the debugging switch immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs DHCP Snooping events. debug snooping ipv4 event

Disables debugging DHCP Snooping

events.

no debug snooping ipv4 event

Debugs DHCP Snooping packets. debug snooping ipv4 packet

Disables debugging DHCP Snooping

packets.

no debug snooping ipv4 packet

Enables debugging MAC-based DHCP

Snooping.
debug snooping ipv4 mac-address H.H.H

Disables debugging MAC-based DHCP

Snooping.
no debug snooping ipv4 mac-address H.H.H

Enables debugging all DHCP Snooping debug snooping ipv4 all

Disables debugging all DHCP Snooping no debug snooping ipv4 all

11 Configuring NFPP

11.1 Overview

Network Foundation Protection Policy (NFPP) provides guards for switches.

Maliciousattacksarealwaysfound inthenetworkenvironment.Theseattacksbringheavyburdens toswitches,resulting inhighCPU

usage and operational troubles. These attacks are as follows:

DenialofService(DoS)attacksmayconsume lotsofmemory,entries,orother resourcesof aswitch,whichwill causesystemservice

termination.

Massive attack traffic is directed to the CPU, occupying the entire bandwidth of the CPU. In this case, normal protocol traffic and

management traffic cannot be processed by theCPU, causing protocol flapping or management failure. The forwarding in the data

plane will also be affected and the entire network will become abnormal.
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Agreat number of attackpacketsdirected to theCPUconsumemassiveCPU resources,making theCPUhighly loadedand thereby

influencing devicemanagement and performance.

NFPP can effectively protect the system from these attacks. Facing attacks, NFPPmaintains the proper running of various system

services with a lowCPU load, thereby ensuring the stability of the entire network.

11.2 Applications

Application Description

Attack Rate Limiting

DuetovariousmaliciousattackssuchasARPattacksandIPscanningattacksinthenetwork,

the CPU cannot process normal protocol and management traffics, causing protocol

flapping or management failure. The NFPP attack rate limiting function is used to limit the

rate of attack traffic or isolate attack traffic to recover the network.

CentralizedBandwidth Allocation

If normal service traffics are too large, you need to classify and prioritize the traffics.Whena

large number of packets are directed to the CPU, the CPU will be highly loaded, thereby

causing device management or device running failure. The centralized bandwidth

distribution function is used to increase the priority of such traffics so that switches can run

stably.

11.2.1 Attack Rate Limiting

Scenario

NFPPsupports attackdetectionand rate limiting for various types of packets, includingAddressResolutionProtocol (ARP), Internet

ControlMessage Protocol (ICMP), and DynamicHost Configuration Protocol (DHCP) packets. It also allows users to define packet

matching characteristics and corresponding attack detection and rate limiting policies. The attack rate limiting function takes effect

basedon types of packets.This sectionusesARPpackets as an example scenario to describe the application.

If an attacker floods ARP attack packets while CPU capability is insufficient, most of the CPU resources will be consumed for processing

these ARP packets. If the rate of attacker's ARP packet rates exceeds the maximum ARP bandwidth specified in the CPU Protect Policy

(CPP)of theswitch, normal ARPpacketsmaybedropped. Asshown inFigure11-1, normal hostswill fail toaccess thenetwork, and

the switch will fail to send ARP replies to other devices.

Figure 11- 1

Deployment
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 By default, the ARPattack detection and rate limiting function is enabled with corresponding policies configured. If the rate of
anattacker'sARPpacketsexceedstheratelimit,thepacketsarediscarded.If itexceedstheattackthreshold,amonitoringuseris

generated and prompt information is exported.

 If the rate of an attacker's ARP packets exceeds the rate limit defined inCPP and affects normal ARP replies, you can enable
attack isolation to discard ARPattack packets based on the hardware and recover the network.

For details about CPP-related configurations, see theConfiguringCPUProtection.

To maximize the use of NFPP guard functions, modify the rate limits of various services in CPP based on the application
environment or use theconfigurations recommendedby thesystem.Youcan run theshowcpu-protect summary command

to display the configurations.

11.2.2 Centralized BandwidthAllocation

Scenario

Aswitchclassifiesservicesdefined inCPP into three types:Manage,Route,andProtocol.Each typeof serviceshasan independent

bandwidth. Different types of services cannot share their bandwidths. Traffics with bandwidths exceeding the thresholds will be

discarded. By such service classification, service packets are processedby orders of precedence.

As shown in Figure 11- 2, the switch receives a large number of Telnet packets, OSPF packets, and ARP packets, causing CPU overload.

In this case, the CPU cannot process all packets, and a large quantity of packets are backlogged in the queue, causing various

problems suchas frequentTelnetdisconnection,OSPFprotocol flapping, andARP access failureon hosts.

Figure 11- 2

Deployment

 Bydefault, CPUcentralized bandwidth allocation is enabled toassign an independent bandwidth and bandwidth ratio toeach
type of services. At the time, theCPU first processesTelnet packets toensure uninterrupted connectionof Telnetservice, and

then processes OSPF packets to maintain OSPF protocol stability, and finally processes ARP packets.

 If thepreceding problems still occur indefault configurations, youcanaccordinglyadjust thebandwidths and bandwidth ratios
of various types of services.
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11.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 ARPGuard

In localareanetworks (LANs), IPaddressesaremappedtoMACaddresses throughARP,whichhasasignificant role insafeguarding

network security. ARP-based DoS attacks mean that a large number of unauthorized ARP packets are sent to the gateway through the

network, causing the failureof thegatewaytoprovideservices fornormalhosts.Topreventsuchattacks, limit therateofARPpackets

and identify and isolate the attack source.

 IPGuard

Manyhackerattacksandnetworkvirus intrusionsstart fromscanningactivehosts in thenetwork.Therefore,manyscanningpackets

rapidly occupy the network bandwidth, causing network communication failure.

Tosolvethisproblem,FSLayer-3switchesprovideIPguardfunctiontopreventhackerscanningandBlasterWormvirusesandreduce

theCPU load. Currently, there aremainly two types of IP attacks:

Scanning destination IP address changes: As the greatest threat to the network, this type of attacks not only consumes network

bandwidth and increases device load but also is a prelude of most hacker attacks.

Sending IP packets tonon-existingdestination IPaddresses at high rates:This type of attacks ismainly designed for consuming the

CPU load. For a Layer-3 device, if the destination IP address exists, packets are directly forwarded by the switching chip without

occupyingCPUresources.If thedestinationIPaddressdoesnotexist, IPpacketsaresenttotheCPU,whichthensendsARPrequests

toquery theMACaddresscorresponding tothedestinationIPaddress. If toomanypacketsaresent totheCPU,CPUresourceswillbe

consumed. This type of attack is less destructive than the former one.

To prevent the latter type of attack, limit the rate of IP packets and find and isolate the attack source.

 ICMPGuard

ICMP is a common approach to diagnose network failures. After receiving an ICMP echo request from a host, the router or switch

returns an ICMP echo reply. The preceding process requires the CPU to process the packets, thereby definitely consuming part of CPU

resources. If an attacker sends a large number of ICMP echo requests to the destination device, massive CPU resources on the device

will be consumedheavily,and thedevicemayeven fail toworkproperly.This typeof attacks iscalled ICMP flood.Toprevent this type

of attacks, limit the rate of ICMP packets and find and isolate the attack source.

 DHCPGuard

DHCP is widely used in LANs to dynamically assign IP addresses. It is significant to network security. Currently, themost common

DHCP attack, also called DHCP exhaustion attack, uses faked MAC addresses to broadcast DHCP requests. Various attack tools on the

Internet can easily complete this type of attack. A network attacker can send sufficient DHCP requests to use up the address space

providedby theDHCP serverwithina period. In this case, authorized hostswill fail to requestDHCP IPaddresses and thereby fail to

access thenetwork.Toprevent this type of attacks, limit the rateofDHCPpacketsand findand isolate the attacksource.

 DHCPv6Guard

DHCP version 6 (DHCPv6) is widely used in LANs to dynamically assign IPv6 addresses. Both DHCP version 4 (DHCPv4) and DHCPv6

have security problems. Attacks to DHCPv4 apply also to DHCPv6. A network attacker can send a large number of DHCPv6 requests to

use up the address space provided by the DHCPv6 server within a period. In this case, authorized hosts will fail to request IPv6
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addressesand thereby fail toaccess thenetwork.Toprevent this typeof attacks, limit the rateofDHCPv6packetsand find theattack

source.

 ND Guard

Neighbor Discovery (ND) is mainly used in IPv6 networks to perform address resolution, router discovery, prefix discovery, and

redirection. ND uses five types of packets: Neighbor Solicitation (NS), Neighbor Advertisement (NA), Router Solicitation (RS), Router

Advertisement (RA), and Redirect.These packets are called ND packets.

 Self-Defined Guard

Therearevarious typesof networkprotocols, including routingprotocols suchasOpenShortestPathFirst (OSPF),BorderGateway

Protocol (BGP), and Routing Information Protocol (RIP). Various devices need to exchange packets through different protocols. These

packetsmustbesent to theCPUandprocessedbyappropriateprotocols.Oncethenetworkdevicerunsaprotocol, it is likeopeninga

window for attackers. If an attacker sends a large number of protocol packets to a network device, massive CPU resources will be

consumed on the device, and what's worse, the devicemay fail to work properly.

Since various protocols are being continuously developed, protocols in use vary with the user environments. FS devices hereby

provide self-defined guard. Users can customize and flexibly configure guard types to meet guard requirements in different user

environments.

Overview

Feature Description

Host-based Rate Limiting

and Attack Identification
Limits the rate according to the host-based rate limit and identify host attacks in the network.

Port-basedRateLimitingand

Attack Identification
Limits the rate according to the port-based rate limit and identify port attacks.

Monitoring Period Monitors host attackers in a specified period.

Isolation Period Uses hardware to isolate host attackers or port attackers in a specified period.

Trusted Hosts Trusts a host by not monitoring it.

Centralized

BandwidthAllocation
Classifies and prioritizes packets.

11.3.1 Host-basedRate Limiting and Attack Identification

Limit therateofattackpacketsofhostsand identify theattacks.

Identify ARPscanning.

Identify IP scanning.

Working Principle

Hosts can be identified in two ways: based on the source IP address, VLAN ID, and port and based on the link-layer source MAC

address, VLAN ID, and port. Each host has a rate limit and an attack threshold (also called alarm threshold). The rate limit must be

lower than theattack threshold. If theattackpacket rateexceeds the rate limitof ahost, thehost discards thepacketsbeyond the rate

limit. If theattackpacket rateexceeds theattack thresholdof ahost, thehost identifiesand logs thehostattacks,and sendstraps.

ARPscanningattackmayhaveoccurred ifARPpacketsbeyond thescanning threshold received intheconfiguredperiodmeeteither

of the following conditions:
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 The link-layer sourceMAC address is fixed but the source IP address changes.

 The link-layer sourceMACaddress and source IPaddress are fixedbut thedestination IP addresscontinuously changes.

Among IPpacketsbeyond thescanning threshold received in theconfiguredperiod, if thesource IPaddress remains thesamewhile

the destination IP address continuously changes, IP scanning attackmay have occurred.

WhenNFPP detects a specific type of attack packets under a service, it sends a trap to the administrator. If the attack traffic
persists, NFPP will not resend the alarm until 60 seconds later.

TopreventCPUresourceconsumptioncausedby frequent logprinting,NFPPwritesattackdetection logs to thebuffer,obtains
them from the buffer at a specified rate, and prints them. NFPP does not limit the rate of traps.

Related Configuration

Use ARP guard as an example:

 Configuring theGlobal Host-basedRate Limit, Attack Threshold, and Scanning Threshold

In NFPP configuration mode:

Runthearp-guardrate-limit {per-src-ip |per-src-mac}ppscommandtoconfigureratelimitsofhosts identifiedbasedonthesource

IPaddress,VLAN ID,andport and hosts identified basedon the link-layer sourceMACaddress,VLAN ID,and port.

Run the arp-guard attack-threshold {per-src-ip | per-src-mac} pps command to configure attack thresholds of hosts identified

based on the source IP address, VLAN ID, and port and hosts identified based on the link-layer sourceMAC address,VLAN ID, and port.

Run the arp-guard scan-threshold pkt-cnt command to configure the ARP scanning threshold.

 ConfiguringHost-basedRate Limit andAttack Threshold, andScanning Thresholdon an Interface

In interface configuration mode:

Runthenfpparp-guardpolicy {per-src-ip |per-src-mac} rate-limit-ppsattack-threshold-ppscommand toconfigure rate limitsand

attack thresholds of hosts identified based on the source IP address, VLAN ID, and port and hosts identified based on the link-layer

sourceMAC address, VLAN ID, and port on an interface.

Run the nfpp arp-guard scan-threshold pkt-cnt command to configure the scanning threshold on an interface.

Only ARP guard and IP guard support anti-scanning at present.

11.3.2 Port-based Rate Limiting and Attack Identification

Working Principle

Eachport hasa rate limitand anattack threshold.The rate limitmustbe lower than theattack threshold. If thepacket rateexceeds the

rate limit on a port, the port discards the packets. If the packet rate exceeds the attack threshold on a port, the port logs the attacks

and sends traps.

Related Configuration

Use ARP guard as an example:

 Configuring theGlobal Port-based Rate Limit andAttack Threshold

In NFPP configuration mode:

Run the arp-guard rate-limit per-port pps command to configure the rate limit of a port.
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Run the arp-guard attack-threshold per-port pps command to configure the attack threshold of a port.

 ConfiguringPort-based Rate Limit andAttack Threshold on an Interface

In interface configuration mode:

Runthenfpparp-guardpolicyper-port rate-limit-ppsattack-threshold-ppscommandtoconfigure therate limitandattackthreshold

of aport.

11.3.3 Monitoring Period

WorkingPrinciple

Themonitoring user provides information about attackers in the current system. If the isolation period is 0 (that is, not isolated), the

guardmodule automatically performs softwaremonitoring on attackers in the configuredmonitoring period. If the isolation period is

set to a non-zero value, the guardmodule automatically isolates the hostsmonitored by software and sets the timeout period as the

isolation period. The monitoring period is valid only when the isolation period is 0.

Related Configuration

Use ARP guard as an example:

 Configuring theGlobal MonitoringPeriod

In NFPP configuration mode:

Run the arp-guard monitor-period seconds command to configure the monitoring period.

11.3.4 Isolation Period

WorkingPrinciple

Isolation is performed by the guard policies after attacks are detected. Isolation is implemented using the filter of the hardware to

ensure that these attacks will not be sent to the CPU, thereby ensuring proper running of the device.

Hardwareisolationsupportstwomodes:host-basedandport-basedisolation.Atpresent,onlyARPorNDguardsupportsport-based

hardware isolation.

Apolicy is configured in thehardware to isolateattackers.However, hardware resourcesare limited.Whenhardware resourcesare

used up, the system prints logs to notify the administrator.

Related Configuration

Use ARP guard as an example:

 Configuring theGlobal Isolation Period

In NFPP configuration mode:

Runthearp-guard isolate-period [seconds |permanent] command toconfigure the isolationperiod. If the isolationperiod isset to0,

isolation is disabled. If it is set to a non-zero value, the value indicates the isolation period. If it is set topermanent, ARP attacks are

permanently isolated.

 Configuring the Isolation Period on an Interface

In interface configuration mode:
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Run thenfpparp-guard isolate-period [seconds |permanent] command to configure the isolation period. If the isolation period is

set to 0, isolation is disabled. If it is set to a non-zero value, the value indicates the isolation period. If it is set to permanent, ARP

attacks are permanently isolated.

 Enabling IsolateForwarding

In NFPP configuration mode:

Run the arp-guard isolate-forwarding enable command to enable isolate forwarding.

 Enabling Port-based Ratelimit Forwarding

In NFPP configuration mode:

Run the arp-guard ratelimit-forwarding enable command to enable port-based ratelimit forwarding.

At present, only ARP guard supports the configuration of isolate forwarding and ratelimit forwarding.

11.3.5 TrustedHosts

WorkingPrinciple

If you do not want to monitor a host, you can run related commands to trust the host. This trusted host will be allowed to send

packets to the CPU.

Related Configuration

Use IP anti-scanning as an example:

 Configuring TrustedHosts

In NFPP configuration mode:

Run the ip-guard trusted-host ip mask command to trust a host.

Run the trusted-host {mac mac_mask | ip mask | IPv6/prefixlen} command to trust a host for a self-defined guard.

11.3.6 Centralized BandwidthAllocation

WorkingPrinciple

Services defined in CPP are classified into three types: Manage, Route, and Protocol. (For details, see the following table.) Each type of

servicehas an independent bandwidth. Different types of servicescannot share their bandwidths.Traffics exceeding thebandwidth

thresholdsarediscarded. Bysuchservice classification, servicepacketsareprocessedbyorders of precedence.

NFPP allows the administrator to flexibly assign bandwidth for three types of packets based on the actual network environment so

that Protocol andManagepackets can be first processed. Priorprocessing ofProtocol packetsensures proper running of protocols,

and prior processing of Manage packets ensures proper management for the administrator, thereby ensuring proper running of

important device functions and improving the guard capability of the device.

Afterclassifiedratelimiting,all typesofpacketsarecentralizedinaqueue.Whenonetypeofserviceisprocessedinefficiently,packets

of this service will be backlogged in the queue and may finally use up resources of the queue. NFPP allows the administrator to

configure the percentages of these three types of packets in the queue. When the queue length occupied by one type of packets

exceeds the value of the total queue lengthmultipliedby thepercentage of this packet type, the excessive packetswill be discarded.

This efficiently prevents one type of packets from exclusively occupying queue resources.
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Packet Type Service Type Defined in CPP

Protocol
tp-guard, dot1x, rldp, rerp, slow-packet, bpdu, isis dhcps, gvrp, ripng, dvmrp, igmp,mpls, ospf, pim, pimv6,

rip, vrrp, ospf3, dhcp-relay-s, dhcp-relay-c, option82, tunnel-bpdu, tunnel-gvrp

Route
unknown-ipmc, unknown-ipmcv6,

non-ip-packet-other, arp

ttl1, ttl0, udp-helper, ip4-packet-other, ip6-packet-other,

Manage ip4-packet-local, ip6-packet-local

For the definitions of service types, see the Configuring CPU Protection.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theMaximumBandwidth of Specified Packets

In global configuration mode:

Run thecpu-protect sub-interface {manage |protocol|route}ppspps_value command to configure themaximumbandwidth of

specified packets.

 Configuring theMaximumPercentage of Specified Packets in theQueue

In global configuration mode:

Run the cpu-protect sub-interface { manage | protocol | route} percent percent_value command to configure the maximum

percentage of specified packets in the queue.

11.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring ARP Guard

arp-guard enable Enables ARP guard globally.

arp-guard isolate-period Configures the global ARP-guard isolation period.

arp-guard isolate-forwarding enable Enables ARP-guard isolate forwarding.

arp-guard ratelimit-forwarding enable Enables APR-guard ratelimit forwarding.

arp-guard monitor-period ConfigurestheglobalARP-guardmonitoringperiod.

arp-guard monitored-host-limit
Configures the maximum number of ARP-guard

monitored hosts.

arp-guard rate-limit Configures the global ARP-guard rate limit.

arp-guard attack-threshold Configures the global ARP-guard attack threshold.

arp-guard scan-threshold Configures the global ARP-guard scanning threshold.

nfpp arp-guard enable Enables ARP guard on an interface.

nfpp arp-guard policy
Configures the APR-guard rate limit and attack

threshold on an interface.

nfpp arp-guard scan-threshold
Configures theAPR-guard scanning threshold on an

interface.

nfpp arp-guard isolate-period
Configures the APR-guard isolation period on an

interface.

Configuring IP Guard

ip-guard enable Enables IP guard globally.

ip-guard isolate-period Configures the global IP-guard isolation period.

ip-guard monitor-period Configures the global IP-guard monitoring period.

ip-guard monitored-host-limit Configures the maximum number of IP-guard
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Configuration Description and Command

monitored hosts.

ip-guard rate-limit Configures the global IP-guard rate limit.

ip-guard attack-threshold Configures the global IP-guard attack threshold.

ip-guard scan-threshold Configures the global IP-guard scanning threshold.

ip-guard trusted-host Configures IP-guard trusted hosts.

nfpp ip-guard enable Enables IP guard on an interface.

nfpp ip-guard policy
Configures the IP-guard rate limit and attack

threshold on an interface.

nfpp ip-guard scan-threshold
Configures the IP-guard scanning threshold on an

interface.

nfpp ip-guard isolate-period
Configures the IP-guard isolation period on an

interface.

Configuring ICMP Guard

icmp-guard enable Enables ICMP guard globally.

icmp-guard isolate-period Configures the global ICMP-guard isolation period.

icmp-guard monitor-period
Configures the global ICMP-guard monitoring

period.

icmp-guard monitored-host-limit
Configures the maximum number of ICMP-guard

monitored hosts.

icmp-guard rate-limit Configures the global ICMP-guard rate limit.

icmp-guard attack-threshold Configures the global ICMP-guard attack threshold.

icmp-guard trusted-host Configures ICMP-guard trusted hosts.

nfpp icmp-guard enable Enables ICMP guard on an interface.

nfpp icmp-guard policy
Configures the ICMP-guard rate limit and attack

threshold on an interface.

nfpp icmp-guard isolate-period
Configures the ICMP-guard isolation period on an

interface.

Configuring DHCP Guard

dhcp-guard enable Enables DHCP guard globally.

dhcp-guard isolate-period Configures the global DHCP-guard isolation period.

dhcp-guard monitor-period
Configures the global DHCP-guard monitoring

period.

dhcp-guard monitored-host-limit
Configures the maximum number of DHCP-guard

monitored hosts.

dhcp-guard rate-limit Configures the global DHCP-guard rate limit.

dhcp-guard attack-threshold ConfigurestheglobalDHCP-guardattackthreshold.

nfpp dhcp-guard enable Enables DHCP guard on an interface.

nfpp dhcp-guard policy
Configures the DHCP-guard rate limit and attack

threshold on an interface.

nfpp dhcp-guard isolate-period
Configures the DHCP-guard isolation period on an

interface.

Configuring DHCPv6 Guard

dhcpv6-guard enable Enables DHCPv6 guard globally.

dhcpv6-guard monitor-period
Configures the global DHCPv6-guard monitoring

period.

dhcpv6-guard monitored-host-limit Configures themaximum number of DHCPv6-guard
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Configuration Description and Command

monitored hosts.

dhcpv6-guard rate-limit Configures the global DHCPv6-guard rate limit.

dhcpv6-guard attack-threshold

{ per-src-mac | per-port} pps

Configures the global DHCPv6-guard attack

threshold.

nfpp dhcpv6-guard enable EnablesDHCPv6 guard on an interface.

nfpp dhcpv6-guard policy
Configures the DHCPv6-guard rate limit and attack

threshold on an interface.

Configuring ND Guard

nd-guard enable Enables ND guard globally.

nd-guard ratelimit-forwarding enable Enables ND-guard ratelimit forwarding.

nd-guard rate-limit per-port Configures the global ND-guard rate limit.

nd-guard attack-threshold per-port Configures the global ND-guard attack threshold.

nfpp nd-guard enable Enables ND guard on an interface.

nfpp nd-guard policy per-port
Configures the ND-guard rate limit and attack

threshold on an interface.

Configuring a Self-Defined

Guard

define Configures the name of a self-defined guard.

match Configures match fields of a self-defined guard.

global-policy
Configures the global rate limit and attack threshold

of a self-defined guard.

monitor-period
Configures the global monitoring period of a

self-defined guard.

monitored-host-limit
Configures the maximum number of monitored

hosts of a self-defined guard.

trusted-host Configures trusted hosts of a self-defined guard.

define name enable Enables a self-defined guard globally.

nfpp define name enable Enables a self-defined guard on an interface.

nfpp define
Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of a

self-defined guard on an interface.

Configuring NFPP Logging

log-buffer entries Configures the log buffer size.

log-buffer logs Configures the log buffer rate.

logging vlan Configures VLAN-based logging filtering.

logging interface Configures interface-based logging filtering.

logging enable Enables log printing.

11.4.1 ConfiguringARPGuard

ConfigurationEffect

 ARP attacks are identified based on hosts or ports. Host-based ARP attack identification supports two modes: identification
basedonthesourceIPaddress,VLANID,andportandidentificationbasedonthelink-layersourceMACaddress,VLANID,and

port. Each type of attack identification has a rate limit and an attack threshold. If theARPpacket rate exceeds the rate limit, the

packets beyond the rate limit are discarded. If the ARP packet rate exceeds the attack threshold, the system prints alarm

information and sends traps. In host-basedattack identification, the system also isolates theattack source.

 ARP guard can also detect ARP scanning attacks. ARP scanning attacks indicate that the link-layer source MAC address is fixed
butthesourceIPaddresschanges,or thatthelink-layersourceMACaddressandsourceIPaddressarefixedbut thedestination
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IP address continuously changes. Due to the possibility of false positive, hosts possibly performing ARP scanning are not

isolated and are provided for the administrator's reference only.

 ConfigureARP-guardisolationtoassignhardware-isolatedentriesagainsthostattackssothatattackpacketsareneithersentto
the CPU norforwarded.

Notes

 For a command that is configured both in NFPP configuration mode and interface configuration mode, the configuration in
interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Isolation is disabled by default. If isolation is enabled, attackerswill occupy hardware entries of the securitymodule.

 ARPguard prevents only ARPDoS attacks to the switch, but not ARP spoofing or ARP attacks in the network.

 FortrustedportsconfiguredforDynamicARPInspection(DAI),ARPguarddoesnottakeeffect,preventingfalsepositiveofARP
traffic over the trusted ports. For details about DAI trusted ports, see theConfiguringDynamicARP Inspection.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling ARPGuard

 (Mandatory) ARP guard is enabled by default.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configurationmode or interface configuration mode.

 If ARP guard is disabled, the systemautomatically clearsmonitored hosts, scanned hosts, and isolated entrieson ports.

 Configuring theARP-Guard Isolation Period

 (Optional) ARP-guard isolation is disabled by default.

 If the packet traffic of attackers exceeds the rate limit defined inCPP,you can configure the isolation period to discard packets
and therefore to save bandwidth resources.

 The isolation period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode or interface configurationmode.

 If the isolation period is changed to 0, attackers under the corresponding port is deleted, instead of beingmonitored.

 Enabling ARP-Guard Isolate Forwarding

 (Optional) ARP-guard isolate forwarding is enabled by default.

 Tomake isolation valid only at the management plane instead of the forwarding plane, you can enable this function.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configuration mode.

 Enabling ARP-Guard Ratelimit Forwarding

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default.

 If theport-based isolationentry takeseffect, youcanenable this function topasssomeof thepacketswhilenot discardingall of
them.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configuration mode.

 Configuring theARP-Guard Monitoring Period

 (Mandatory) The default ARP-guard monitoring period is 600 seconds.
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 If the ARP-guard isolation period is configured, it is directly used as the monitoring period, and the configured monitoring
period will lose effect.

 Themonitoring period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ARP-Guard MonitoredHosts

 (Mandatory) Themaximum number of ARP-guardmonitored hosts is 20,000 by default.

 Set themaximumnumberof ARP-guardmonitoredhosts reasonably.As thenumberofmonitoredhosts increases,moreCPU
resources areused.

 Themaximum number of ARP-guardmonitored hosts can be configured in NFPP configurationmode.

 If the number ofmonitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets themaximum number lower than
20,000, thesystemdoesnot deletemonitoredhostsbut prints the log "%ERROR:Thevalue thatyouconfigured issmaller than

current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts." This information notifies the administrator that the

configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be deleted.

 If the table of monitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_ARP_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT: Attempt to exceed limit
of 20000 monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring theARP-Guard Attack Threshold

 Mandatory.

 Toachieve thebestARP-guardeffect, youareadvised toconfigure thehost-based rate limitandattack thresholdbasedon the
following order: Source IP address-based rate limit < Source IP address-based attack threshold <SourceMAC address-based rate

limit <Source MAC address-based attack threshold.

 The attack threshold can be configured inNFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 If the configured rate limit is greater than the attack threshold, the system prints the log "%ERROR: rate limit is higher than
attack threshold 500pps." to notify the administrator.

 If theconfiguredattack threshold is less than the rate limit, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:attack threshold issmaller than
rate limit 300pps." to notify the administrator.

 If thememory cannot be allocated to detected attackers, the systemprints the log "%NFPP_ARP_GUARD-4-NO_MEMORY: Failed
to alloc memory." to notify the administrator.

 SourceMACaddress-based rate limiting takespriority oversource IPaddress-based rate limitingwhile the latter takespriority
over port-based rate limiting.

 Configuring theARP-Guard Scanning Threshold

 Mandatory.

 The scanning threshold can be configured in NFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 TheARPscanning table storesonly the latest 256 records.When theARPscanning table is full, the latest recordwill overwrite
the earliest record.

 ARPscanning attackmayhaveoccurred ifARP packets receivedwithin 10 secondsmeet either of the following conditions:
- The link-layer sourceMACaddress is fixed but the source IP address changes.

- The link-layersourceMACaddressandsourceIPaddressarefixedbut thedestination IPaddresscontinuouslychanges,and

the change times exceed the scanning threshold.
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Verification

When ahost in the network sends ARPattack packets to a switch configured withARPguard, checkwhether these packets can be

sent to the CPU.

 If the packets exceed the attack threshold or scanning threshold, an attack log is displayed.

 If an isolated entry is created for the attacker, an isolation log is displayed.

Related Commands

 Enabling ARPGuard Globally

Command arp-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ARP-Guard IsolationPeriod

Command arp-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400.

permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling ARP-Guard Isolate Forwarding

Command arp-guard isolate-forwarding enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling ARP-Guard Ratelimit Forwarding

Command arp-guard ratelimit-forwarding enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ARP-Guard MonitoringPeriod

Command arp-guard monitor-period seconds

Parameter seconds: Indicates the monitoring period in the unit of second. The value ranges from 180 to 86,400.
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Description

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ARP-Guard MonitoredHosts

Command arp-guard monitored-host-limit number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of monitored hosts, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ARP-Guard Rate Limit

Command arp-guard rate-limit {per-src-ip |per-src-mac | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Limits the rate of each source IP address.

per-src-mac: Limits the rate of each source MAC address.

per-port: Limits the rate of each port.

pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ARP-Guard Attack Threshold

Command arp-guard attack-threshold {per-src-ip | per-src-mac | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Configures the attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-src-mac: Configures the attack threshold of each source MAC address.

per-port: Configures the attack threshold of each port.

pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999. The unit is packets per second (pps).

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

 Configuring theGlobal ARP-Guard Scanning Threshold

Command arp-guard scan-threshold pkt-cnt

Parameter

Description

pkt-cnt: Indicates the scanning threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling ARPGuard on an Interface

Command nfpp arp-guard enable

Parameter N/A
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Description

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ARP guard configured in interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration

mode.

 Configuring theARP-Guard Isolation Period on an Interface

Command nfpp arp-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400. The

value 0 indicates no isolation.

permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theARP-Guard Rate Limit andAttack Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp arp-guard policy {per-src-ip | per-src-mac | per-port} rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip:ConfigurestheratelimitandattackthresholdofeachsourceIPaddress.

per-src-ip: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each sourceMAC address.

per-port: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each port.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

 Configuring theARP-Guard Scanning Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp arp-guard scan-threshold pkt-cnt

Parameter

Description

pkt-cnt: Indicates the scanning threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 CPUProtection Based onARPGuard

Scenario  ARPhost attacks exist in thesystem, and some hosts fail to properly establishARP connection.

 ARP scanning exists in the system, causing a very high CPUutilization rate.

Configuration

Steps

 Set the host-based attack threshold to 5 pps.

 Set the ARP scanning threshold to 10 pps.

 Set the isolation period to 180 pps.

FS# configureterminal
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FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)#arp-guard rate-limit per-src-mac 5

FS (config-nfpp)#arp-guard attack-threshold per-src-mac 10

FS (config-nfpp)#arp-guard isolate-period 180

Verification  Run the shownfpp arp-guard summary command to display the configuration.

(Format of column Rate-limit and Attack-threshold is per-src-ip/per-src-mac/per-port.)

Interface Status Isolate-periodRate-limit Attack-threshold Scan-threshold

Global Disable180 4/5/100 8/10/200 15

Maximumcountofmonitoredhosts:1000

Monitor period:600s

 Run the shownfpp arp-guard hosts command to display themonitored hosts.

If col_filter 1 shows '*', it means "hardware do not isolate host".

VLAN interface IPaddress MACaddress remain-time(s)

---- --------- ---------- ----------- --------------

1 Gi0/43 5.5.5.16 - 175

Total: 1 host

 Run the shownfpp arp-guard scan command to display the scanned hosts.

VLAN interface IPaddress MACaddress timestamp

---- --------- ---------- ----------- ---------

1 Gi0/5 - 001a.a9c2.4609 2013-4-30 23:50:32

1 Gi0/5 192.168.206.2 001a.a9c2.4609 2013-4-30 23:50:33

1 Gi0/5 - 001a.a9c2.4609 2013-4-30 23:51:33

1 Gi0/5 192.168.206.2 001a.a9c2.4609 2013-4-30 23:51:34

Total: 4 record(s)

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.2 Configuring IPGuard

ConfigurationEffect

 IP attacks are identified based on hosts or physical interfaces. In host-based IP attack identification, IP attacks are identified
basedon thesource IP address,VLAN ID,andport. Each type of attack identification has a rate limit andanattack threshold. If

the IPpacket rateexceeds the rate limit, thepacketsbeyond the rate limitarediscarded. If the IPpacket rateexceeds theattack

threshold, thesystemprintsalarm informationandsends traps. Inhost-basedattack identification, thesystemalso isolates the

attack source.
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 IPguardcanalsodetect IPscanningattacks.IPanti-scanningapplies toIPpacketattacksas follows: thedestinationIPaddress
continuously changesbut the source IPaddress remains the same, and thedestination IPaddress is not the IP address of the

local device.

 Configure IPguard isolation toassignhardware-isolated entriesagainst host attacks so that attackpackets areneither sent to
the CPU norforwarded.

 IPanti-scanningapplies toIPpacketattackswhere thedestinationIPaddressisnot the local IPaddress.TheCPPlimits therate
of IP packets where the destination IP address is the local IP address.

Notes

 For a command that is configured both in NFPP configuration mode and interface configuration mode, the configuration in
interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Isolation is disabled by default. If isolation is enabled, attackerswill occupy hardware entries of the securitymodule.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPGuard

 (Mandatory) IP guard is enabled by default.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configurationmode or interface configuration mode.

 If IP guard is disabled, the system automatically clearsmonitored hosts.

 Configuring the IP-Guard Isolation Period

 (Optional) IP-guard isolation is disabled by default.

 If the packet traffic of attackers exceeds the rate limit defined inCPP,you can configure the isolation period to discard packets
and therefore to save bandwidth resources.

 The isolation period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode or interface configurationmode.

 If the isolation period is changed to 0, attackers under the corresponding port is deleted, instead of beingmonitored.

 Configuring the IP-GuardMonitoringPeriod

 (Mandatory) The default IP-guard monitoring period is 600 seconds.

 If the IP-guard isolation period is configured, it is directly used as themonitoring period, and the configuredmonitoring period
will loseeffect.

 Themonitoring period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of IP-GuardMonitoredHosts

 (Mandatory) Themaximum number of IP-guardmonitored hosts is 20,000 by default.

 Set the maximum number of IP-guardmonitored hosts reasonably. As the number of monitored hosts increases, more CPU
resources areused.

 Themaximum number of IP-guardmonitored hosts can be configured in NFPP configurationmode.

 If the number ofmonitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets themaximum number lower than
20,000, thesystemdoesnot deletemonitoredhostsbut prints the log "%ERROR:Thevalue thatyouconfigured issmaller than
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current monitored hosts 20,000, please clear a part of monitored hosts." This information notifies the administrator that the

configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be deleted.

 If the table of monitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_IP_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT: Attempt to exceed limit of
20000monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring the IP-Guard Attack Threshold

 Mandatory.

 The attack threshold can be configured inNFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 If the configured rate limit is greater than the attack threshold, the system prints the log "%ERROR: rate limit is higher than
attack threshold 500pps." to notify the administrator.

 If theconfiguredattack threshold is less than the rate limit, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:attack threshold issmaller than
rate limit 300pps." to notify the administrator.

 If the memory cannot be allocated to detected attackers, the system prints the log "%NFPP_IP_GUARD-4-NO_MEMORY: Failed
to alloc memory." to notify the administrator.

 Source IP address-based rate limiting takes priority over port-based rate limiting.

 Configuring the IP-Guard Scanning Threshold

 Mandatory.

 The scanning threshold can be configured in NFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 ARP scanning attackmay have occurred if ARP packets receivedwithin 10 seconds meet the following conditions:
- The source IP address remains the same.

- Thedestination IPaddresscontinuously changesand isnot the local IPaddress, and the change timesexceed the scanning

threshold.

 Configuring IP-Guard Trusted Hosts

 (Optional) No IP-guard trusted host is configured by default.

 For IP guard, you can only configure amaximum of 500 IP addresses not to be monitored.

 Trusted hosts can be configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Ifanyentrymatchinga trustedhost (IPaddressesarethesame)exists inthe tableofmonitoredhosts, thesystemautomatically
deletes thisentry.

 If the tableof trustedhosts is full, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Attempt toexceed limitof500 trustedhosts." tonotify the
administrator.

 Ifa trustedhostcannotbedeleted, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Failed todelete trustedhost1.1.1.0255.255.255.0." to
notify theadministrator.

 If a host cannot be trusted, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Failed toadd trustedhost 1.1.1.0255.255.255.0." tonotify the
administrator.

 If the host to trust already exists, the system prints the log "%ERROR: Trusted host 1.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 has already been
configured." to notify the administrator.

 Ifthehosttodeletefromthetrustedtabledoesnotexist,thesystemprintsthelog"%ERROR:Trustedhost1.1.1.0255.255.255.0
is not found." to notify the administrator.
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 If thememory cannot be allocated to a trusted host, the systemprints the log "%ERROR: Failed to allocmemory." to notify the
administrator.

Verification

Whenahost in thenetwork sends IPattackpackets toaswitchconfiguredwith IPguard, checkwhether thesepacketscanbesent to

the CPU.

 If the rate of packets fromuntrusted hosts exceeds the attack threshold or scanning threshold, an attack log is displayed.

 If an isolated entry is created for the attacker, an isolation log is displayed.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPGuard Globally

Command ip-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal IP-Guard Isolation Period

Command ip-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400.

permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal IP-GuardMonitoring Period

Command ip-guard monitor-period seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the monitoring period in the unit of second. The value ranges from 180 to 86,400.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If the isolationperiod ischanged to0,attackersunder thecorrespondingport isdeleted, insteadofbeingmonitored.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of IP-GuardMonitoredHosts

Command ip-guard monitored-host-limit number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of monitored hosts, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal IP-GuardRate Limit
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Command ip-guard rate-limit {per-src-ip | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Limits the rate of each source IP address.

per-port: Limits the rate of each port.

pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal IP-GuardAttack Threshold

Command ip-guard attack-threshold {per-src-ip | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Configures the attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-port: Configures the attack threshold of each port.

pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999. The unit is pps.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

 Configuring theGlobal IP-GuardScanning Threshold

Command ip-guard scan-threshold pkt-cnt

Parameter

Description

pkt-cnt: Indicates the scanning threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring IP-Guard Trusted Hosts

Command ip-guard trusted-host ip mask

Parameter

Description

ip: Indicates the IP address.

mask: Indicates the mask of an IP address.

all: Used with no to delete all trusted hosts.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If you do not want to monitor a host, you can run this command to trust the host. This trusted host can send IP

packets to the CPU, without any rate limiting or alarm reporting.

 Enabling IPGuard on an Interface

Command nfpp ip-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IPguardconfigured in interfaceconfigurationmode takespriorityover thatconfigured inNFPPconfigurationmode.

 Configuring the IP-Guard Isolation Period on an Interface
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Command nfpp ip-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400. The

value 0 indicates no isolation.

permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the IP-Guard Rate Limit andAttack Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp ip-guard policy {per-src-ip | per-port} rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Configures the attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-port: Configures the attack threshold of each port.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

 Configuring the IP-Guard Scanning Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp ip-guard scan-threshold pkt-cnt

Parameter

Description

pkt-cnt: Indicates the scanning threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 CPUProtection Based on IPGuard

Scenario  IPhost attacksexist in the system,and packetsof somehosts cannot beproperly routed and forwarded.

 IP scanning exists in the system, causing a very high CPU utilization rate.

 Packet traffic of somehosts is very laFSe in the system, and thesepacketsneed topass through.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the host-based attack threshold.

 Configure the IP scanning threshold.

 Set the isolation period to a non-zero value.

 Configure trustedhosts.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)#ip-guard rate-limit per-src-ip 20

FS (config-nfpp)#ip-guard attack-threshold per-src-ip 30

FS (config-nfpp)#ip-guard isolate-period 180

FS (config-nfpp)#ip-guard trusted-host 192.168.201.46 255.255.255.255
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Verification  Run the show nfpp ip-guard summary command to display the configuration.

(Format of column Rate-limit and Attack-threshold is per-src-ip/per-src-mac/per-port.)

Interface Status Isolate-periodRate-limit Attack-threshold Scan-threshold

Global Disable180 20/-/100 30/-/200 100

Maximumcountofmonitoredhosts:1000

Monitor period:600s

 Run the shownfpp ip-guard hosts command to display themonitored hosts.

If col_filter 1 shows '*', it means "hardware do not isolate host".

VLAN interface IPaddress Reason remain-time(s)

---- --------- ---------- ------ --------------

1 Gi0/5 192.168.201.47 ATTACK 160

Total: 1 host

 Run the shownfpp ip-guard trusted-host command to display the trusted hosts.

IP address mask

---------- ----

192.168.201.46 255.255.255.255

Total: 1 record(s)

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.3 Configuring ICMPGuard

ConfigurationEffect

 ICMPattacksareidentifiedbasedonhostsorports. Inhost-basedattack identification, ICMPattacksare identifiedbasedonthe
source IP address, VLAN ID, and port. Each type of attack identification has a rate limit and an attack threshold. If the ICMP

packet rate exceeds the rate limit, the packets beyond the rate limit are discarded. If the ICMPpacket rate exceeds the attack

threshold, thesystemprintsalarm informationandsends traps. Inhost-basedattack identification, thesystemalso isolates the

attack source.

 Configure ICMPguard isolation toassignhardware-isolatedentriesagainsthost attacksso thatattackpacketsareneither sent
to the CPU nor forwarded.

Notes

 For a command that is configured both in NFPP configuration mode and interface configuration mode, the configuration in
interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Isolation is disabled by default. If isolation is enabled, attackerswill occupy hardware entries of the securitymodule.

Configuration Steps
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 Enabling ICMPGuard

 (Mandatory) ICMP guard is enabled by default.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configurationmode or interface configuration mode.

 If ICMP guard is disabled, the system automatically clearsmonitored hosts.

 Configuring the ICMP-Guard Isolation Period

 (Optional) ICMP-guard isolation is disabled by default.

 If the packet traffic of attackers exceeds the rate limit defined inCPP,you can configure the isolation period to discard packets
and therefore to save bandwidth resources.

 The isolation period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode or interface configurationmode.

 If the isolation period is changed to 0, attackers under the corresponding port is deleted, instead of beingmonitored.

 Configuring the ICMP-GuardMonitoring Period

 (Mandatory) The default ICMP-guard monitoring period is 600 seconds.

 If the ICMP-guard isolation period is configured, it is directly used as the monitoring period, and the configured monitoring
period will lose effect.

 Themonitoring period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ICMP-GuardMonitored Hosts

 (Mandatory) Themaximum number of ICMP-guard monitored hosts is 20,000 by default.

 Set themaximum number of ICMP-guardmonitored hosts reasonably. As the number of actuallymonitored hosts increases,
moreCPU resources are used.

 Themaximum number of ICMP-guardmonitored hosts can be configured in NFPP configurationmode.

 If the number ofmonitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets themaximum number lower than
20,000, thesystemdoesnot deletemonitoredhostsbut prints the log "%ERROR:Thevalue thatyouconfigured issmaller than

current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts." This information notifies the administrator that the

configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be deleted.

 If the table of monitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_ICMP_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT: Attempt to exceed
limit of 20000 monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring the ICMP-GuardAttack Threshold

 Mandatory.

 The attack threshold can be configured inNFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 If the configured rate limit is greater than the attack threshold, the system prints the log "%ERROR: rate limit is higher than
attack threshold 500pps." to notify the administrator.

 If theconfiguredattack threshold is less than the rate limit, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:attack threshold issmaller than
rate limit 300pps." to notify the administrator.

 If the memory cannot be allocated to detected attackers, the system prints the log "%NFPP_ ICMP_GUARD-4-NO_MEMORY:
Failed to alloc memory." to notify the administrator.
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 Source IP address-based rate limiting takes priority over port-based rate limiting.

 Configuring ICMP-Guard Trusted Hosts

 (Optional) No ICMP-guard trusted host is configured by default.

 For ICMPguard, you can only configure amaximum of 500 IP addresses not to be monitored.

 Trusted hosts can be configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Ifanyentrymatchinga trustedhost (IPaddressesarethesame)exists inthe tableofmonitoredhosts, thesystemautomatically
deletes thisentry.

 If the tableof trustedhosts is full, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Attempt toexceed limitof500 trustedhosts." tonotify the
administrator.

 Ifa trustedhostcannotbedeleted, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Failed todelete trustedhost1.1.1.0255.255.255.0." to
notify theadministrator.

 If a host cannot be trusted, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Failed toadd trustedhost 1.1.1.0255.255.255.0." tonotify the
administrator.

 If the host to trust already exists, the system prints the log "%ERROR: Trusted host 1.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 has already been
configured." to notify the administrator.

 Ifthehosttodeletefromthetrustedtabledoesnotexist,thesystemprintsthelog"%ERROR:Trustedhost1.1.1.0255.255.255.0
is not found." to notify the administrator.

 If thememory cannot be allocated to a trusted host, the systemprints the log "%ERROR: Failed to allocmemory." to notify the
administrator.

Verification

Whenahost in thenetworksends ICMPattackpackets toaswitchconfiguredwith ICMPguard,checkwhether thesepacketscanbe

sent to the CPU.

 If the rate of packets froman untrusted host exceeds the attack threshold, an attack log is displayed.

 If an isolated entry is created for the attacker, an isolation log is displayed.

Related Commands

 Enabling ICMPGuard Globally

Command icmp-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ICMP-Guard Isolation Period

Command icmp-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400. The

value 0 indicates no isolation.
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permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide The attacker isolation period falls into two types: global isolation period and port-based isolation period (local

isolation period). For a port, if the port-based isolation period is not configured, the global isolation period is used;

otherwise, the port-based isolation period is used.

 Configuring theGlobal ICMP-GuardMonitoring Period

Command icmp-guard monitor-period seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the monitoring period in the unit of second. The value ranges from 180 to 86,400.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If the isolationperiod is 0, the systemperforms softwaremonitoring ondetected attackers.The timeout period is the

monitoring period. During software monitoring, if the isolation period is set to a non-zero value, the system

automatically performs hardware isolation against monitored attackers and sets the timeout period as the

monitoring period. Themonitoring period is valid only when the isolation period is 0.

If the isolationperiod ischanged to0,attackersunder thecorrespondingport isdeleted, insteadofbeingmonitored.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of ICMP-GuardMonitored Hosts

Command icmp-guard monitored-host-limit number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of monitored hosts, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If the number of monitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets the maximum number

lower than 20,000, the system does not delete monitored hosts but prints the log "%ERROR: The value that you

configured is smaller than current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts."This information

notifies the administrator that the configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be

deleted.

If the table of monitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_ICMP_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT: Attempt to

exceed limit of 20000 monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring theGlobal ICMP-Guard Rate Limit

Command icmp-guard rate-limit {per-src-ip | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Limits the rate of each source IP address.

per-port: Limits the rate of each port.

pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ICMP-Guard Attack Threshold

Command icmp-guard attack-threshold {per-src-ip | per-port} pps
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Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Configures the attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-port: Configures the attack threshold of each port.

pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999. The unit is pps.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring ICMP-Guard Trusted Hosts

Command icmp-guard trusted-host ip mask

Parameter

Description

ip: Indicates the IP address.

mask: Indicates the mask of an IP address.

all: Used with no to delete all trusted hosts.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If you do not want to monitor a host, you can run this command to trust the host. This trusted host can send ICMP

packets to the CPU, without any rate limiting or alarm reporting. You can configure the mask so that no host in one

network segment ismonitored.

You can configure a maximum of 500 trusted hosts.

 Enabling ICMPGuard on an Interface

Command nfpp icmp-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ICMP guard configured in interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration

mode.

 Configuring the ICMP-Guard Isolation Period on an Interface

Command nfpp icmp-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400. The

value 0 indicates no isolation.

permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the ICMP-GuardRate Limit andAttack Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp icmp-guard policy {per-src-ip | per-port} rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-port: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each port.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command Interface configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

Configuration Example

 CPUProtection Based on ICMPGuard

Scenario  ICMPhost attacks exist in the system, and somehosts cannot successfully ping devices.

 Packet traffic of somehosts is very laFSe in the system, and thesepacketsneed topass through.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the host-based attack threshold.

 Set the isolation period to a non-zero value.

 Configure trustedhosts.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)#icmp-guard rate-limit per-src-ip 20

FS (config-nfpp)#icmp-guard attack-threshold per-src-ip 30

FS (config-nfpp)#icmp-guard isolate-period 180

FS (config-nfpp)#icmp-guard trusted-host 192.168.201.46 255.255.255.255

Verification  Run the shownfpp icmp-guard summary command to display the configuration.

(Format of column Rate-limit and Attack-threshold is per-src-ip/per-src-mac/per-port.)

Interface Status Isolate-periodRate-limit Attack-threshold

Global Disable180 20/-/400 30/-/400

Maximumcountofmonitoredhosts:1000

Monitor period:600s

 Run the shownfpp icmp-guard hosts command to display themonitored hosts.

Ifcol_filter1shows'*',itmeans"hardwaredonot isolatehost".

VLAN interface IPaddress remain-time(s)

---- --------- ---------- --------------

1 Gi0/5 192.168.201.47 160

Total: 1 host

 Run the shownfpp icmp-guard trusted-host command to display the trusted hosts.

IP address mask

---------- ----

192.168.201.46 255.255.255.255

Total: 1 record(s)

Common Errors
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N/A

11.4.4 ConfiguringDHCPGuard

ConfigurationEffect

 DHCPattacksare identifiedbased onhosts or ports. In host-basedattack identification, DHCPattacks are identified basedon
the link-layer source IPaddress,VLAN ID,andport. Each type of attack identification has a rate limitand anattack threshold. If

theDHCPpacketrateexceedstheratelimit, thepacketsbeyondtheratelimitarediscarded.IftheDHCPpacketrateexceedsthe

attack threshold, the system prints alarm information and sends traps. In host-based attack identification, the system also

isolates the attack source.

 ConfigureDHCPguardisolationtoassignhardware-isolatedentriesagainsthostattackssothatattackpacketsareneithersent
to the CPU nor forwarded.

Notes

 For a command that is configured both in NFPP configuration mode and interface configuration mode, the configuration in
interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Isolation is disabled by default. If isolation is enabled, attackerswill occupy hardware entries of the securitymodule.

 For trustedports configured forDHCPsnooping,DHCPguarddoesnot takeeffect, preventing falsepositiveofDHCP trafficon
thetrustedports.Fordetailsabout trustedportsofDHCPsnooping,see"ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofDHCPSnooping" inthe

Configuring DHCP Snooping.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling DHCPGuard

 (Mandatory) DHCP guard is enabled by default.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configurationmode or interface configuration mode.

 If DHCP guard is disabled, the system automatically clearsmonitored hosts.

 Configuring theDHCP-Guard Isolation Period

 (Optional) DHCP-guard isolation is disabled by default.

 If the packet traffic of attackers exceeds the rate limit defined inCPP,you can configure the isolation period to discard packets
and therefore to save bandwidth resources.

 The isolation period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode or interface configurationmode.

 If the isolation period is changed to 0, attackers under the corresponding port is deleted, instead of beingmonitored.

 Configuring theDHCP-GuardMonitoring Period

 (Mandatory) DHCP-guardmonitoring is enabled by default.

 If the DHCP-guard isolation period is configured, it is directly used as the monitoring period, and the configured monitoring
period will lose effect.

 Themonitoring period can be configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of DHCP-Guard MonitoredHosts
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 (Mandatory) Themaximum number of DHCP-guardmonitored hosts is 20,000 by default.

 SetthemaximumnumberofDHCP-guardmonitoredhostsreasonably.Asthenumberofmonitoredhostsincreases,moreCPU
resources areused.

 Themaximum number of DHCP-guardmonitored hosts can be configured in NFPP configurationmode.

 If the number ofmonitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets themaximum number lower than
20,000, thesystemdoesnot deletemonitoredhostsbut prints the log "%ERROR:Thevalue thatyouconfigured issmaller than

current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts." This information notifies the administrator that the

configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be deleted.

 If the table of monitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_DHCP_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT: Attempt to exceed
limit of 20000 monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring theDHCP-GuardAttack Threshold

 Mandatory.

 The attack threshold can be configured inNFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 If the configured rate limit is greater than the attack threshold, the system prints the log "%ERROR: rate limit is higher than
attack threshold 500pps." to notify the administrator.

 If theconfiguredattack threshold is less than the rate limit, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:attack threshold issmaller than
rate limit 300pps." to notify the administrator.

 If the memory cannot be allocated to detected attackers, the system prints the log "%NFPP_DHCP_GUARD-4-NO_MEMORY:
Failed to alloc memory." to notify the administrator.

 SourceMAC address-based rate limiting takes priority over port-based rate limiting.

Verification

Whenahost in thenetworksendsDHCPattackpacketstoaswitchconfiguredwithDHCPguard,checkwhetherthesepacketscanbe

sent to the CPU.

 If the parameter of the packets exceeds the attack threshold, an attack log is displayed.

 If an isolated entry is created for the attacker, an isolation log is displayed.

Related Commands

 Enabling DHCPGuard Globally

Command dhcp-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal DHCP-Guard IsolationPeriod

Command dhcp-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400. The
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Description value 0 indicates no isolation.

permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide The attacker isolation period falls into two types: global isolation period and port-based isolation period (local

isolation period). For a port, if the port-based isolation period is not configured, the global isolation period is used;

otherwise, the port-based isolation period is used.

 Configuring theGlobal DHCP-Guard Monitoring Period

Command dhcp-guard monitor-period seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the monitoring period in the unit of second. The value ranges from 180 to 86,400.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If the isolationperiod is 0, the systemperforms softwaremonitoring ondetected attackers.The timeout period is the

monitoring period. During software monitoring, if the isolation period is set to a non-zero value, the system

automatically performs hardware isolation against monitored attackers and sets the timeout period as the

monitoring period. Themonitoring period is valid only when the isolation period is 0.

If the isolationperiod ischanged to0,attackersunder thecorrespondingport isdeleted, insteadofbeingmonitored.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of DHCP-Guard MonitoredHosts

Command dhcp-guard monitored-host-limit number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of monitored hosts, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If the number of monitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets the maximum number

lower than 20,000, the system does not delete monitored hosts but prints the log "%ERROR: The value that you

configured is smaller than current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts."This information

notifies the administrator that the configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be

deleted.

If the table ofmonitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_DHCP_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT: Attempt to

exceed limit of 20000 monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring theGlobal DHCP-Guard Rate Limit

Command dhcp-guard rate-limit {per-src-mac | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-mac: Limits the rate of each source MAC address.

per-port: Limits the rate of each port.

pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal DHCP-Guard Attack Threshold
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Command dhcp-guard attack-threshold {per-src-mac | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-mac: Configures the attack threshold of each source MAC address.

per-port: Configures the attack threshold of each port.

pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999. The unit is pps.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling DHCPGuard on an Interface

Command nfpp dhcp-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide DHCP guard configured in interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration

mode.

 Configuring theDHCP-Guard Isolation Period on an Interface

Command nfpp dhcp-guard isolate-period [seconds | permanent]

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the isolation period in the unit of second. It can be set to 0 or any value from 30 to 86,400. The

value 0 indicates no isolation.

permanent: Indicates permanent isolation.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theDHCP-GuardRate Limit andAttack Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp dhcp-guard policy {per-src-mac | per-port} rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-port: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each port.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

Configuration Example

 CPUProtection Based onDHCPGuard

Scenario  DHCPhost attacks exist in the system, and some hosts fail to request IP addresses.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the host-based attack threshold.

 Set the isolation period to a non-zero value.

FS# configureterminal
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FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)#dhcp-guard rate-limit per-src-mac 8

FS (config-nfpp)#dhcp-guard attack-threshold per-src-mac 16

FS (config-nfpp)#dhcp-guard isolate-period 180

Verification  Run the shownfpp dhcp-guard summary command to display the configuration.

(Format of column Rate-limit and Attack-threshold is per-src-ip/per-src-mac/per-port.)

Interface Status Isolate-periodRate-limit Attack-threshold

Global Disable180 -/8/150 -/16/300

Maximumcountofmonitoredhosts:1000

Monitor period:600s

 Run the shownfpp dhcp-guardhosts command to display themonitored hosts.

Ifcol_filter1shows'*',itmeans"hardwaredonot isolatehost".

VLAN interface MACaddress remain-time(s)

---- --------- ----------- --------------

*1 Gi0/5 001a.a9c2.4609 160

Total: 1 host

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.5 ConfiguringDHCPv6Guard

Configuration Effect

 DHCPv6attacksareidentifiedbasedonhostsorports.Inhost-basedattackidentification,DHCPv6attacksareidentifiedbased
onthe link-layersource IPaddress,VLANID,andport.Each typeofattack identificationhasa rate limitandanattackthreshold.

If the DHCPv6 packet rate exceeds the rate limit, the packets beyond the rate limit are discarded. If the DHCPv6 packet rate

exceeds the attack threshold, the systemprints alarm information and sends traps.

Notes

 For a command that is configured both in NFPP configuration mode and interface configuration mode, the configuration in
interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration mode.

 Isolation is disabled by default. If isolation is enabled, attackerswill occupy hardware entries of the securitymodule.

 For trusted ports configured for DHCPv6 snooping, DHCPv6 guard does not take effect, preventing false positive of DHCPv6
traffic on the trusted ports. For details about trusted ports of DHCPv6 snooping, see "ConfiguringBasic Functions of DHCPv6

Snooping" in the Configuring DHCPv6 Snooping.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling DHCPv6Guard
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 (Mandatory) DHCPv6 guard is enabled by default.

 DHCPv6 guard can be enabled in NFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 If DHCPv6 guard is disabled, the system automatically clearsmonitored hosts.

 Configuring theDHCPv6-Guard Monitoring Period

 (Mandatory) The default DHCPv6-guard monitoring period is 600 seconds.

 If theDHCPv6-guard isolation period is configured, it is directly used as themonitoring period, and the configuredmonitoring
period does not take effect.

 The DHCPv6-guardmonitoring period can be configured in NFPP configurationmode.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of DHCPv6-GuardMonitored Hosts

 (Mandatory) Themaximum number of DHCPv6-guardmonitored hosts is 20,000 by default.

 Set themaximumnumber ofDHCPv6-guardmonitored hosts reasonably. As the number ofmonitoredhosts increases,more
CPU resources are used.

 Themaximum number of DHCPv6-guardmonitored hosts can be configured in NFPP configurationmode.

 If the number ofmonitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets themaximum number lower than
20,000, thesystemdoesnot deletemonitoredhostsbut prints the log "%ERROR:Thevalue thatyouconfigured issmaller than

current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts." This information notifies the administrator that the

configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be deleted.

 If the table ofmonitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_DHCPV6_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT: Attempt to exceed
limit of 20000 monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring theDHCPv6-Guard Attack Threshold

 Mandatory.

 TheDHCPv6-guard attack threshold canbe configured inNFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 If the configured rate limit is greater than the attack threshold, the system prints the log "%ERROR: rate limit is higher than
attack threshold 500pps." to notify the administrator.

 If theconfiguredattack threshold is less than the rate limit, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:attack threshold issmaller than
rate limit 300pps." to notify the administrator.

 If the memory cannot be allocated to detected attackers, the system prints the log "%NFPP_DHCPV6_GUARD-4-NO_MEMORY:
Failed to alloc memory." to notify the administrator.

 SourceMAC address-based rate limiting takes priority over port-based rate limiting.

Verification

Whenahost in thenetwork sendsDHCPv6attackpackets toaswitch configuredwithDHCPv6guard, checkwhether thesepackets

can be sent to the CPU.

 If the parameter of the packets exceeds the attack threshold, an attack log is displayed.

 If an isolated entry is created for the attacker, an isolation log is displayed.

Related Commands
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 Enabling DHCPv6 GuardGlobally

Command dhcpv6-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal DHCPv6-Guard Monitoring Period

Command dhcpv6-guard monitor-period seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the monitoring period in the unit of second. The value ranges from 180 to 86,400.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If the isolationperiod is 0, the systemperforms softwaremonitoring ondetected attackers.The timeout period is the

monitoring period. During software monitoring, if the isolation period is set to a non-zero value, the system

automatically performs hardware isolation against monitored attackers and sets the timeout period as the

monitoring period. Themonitoring period is valid only when the isolation period is 0.

If the isolationperiod ischanged to0,attackersunder thecorrespondingport isdeleted, insteadofbeingmonitored.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of DHCPv6-GuardMonitored Hosts

Command dhcpv6-guard monitored-host-limit number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of monitored hosts, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide If the number of monitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets the maximum number

lower than 20,000, the system does not delete monitored hosts but prints the log "%ERROR: The value that you

configured is smaller than current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts."This information

notifies the administrator that the configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be

deleted.

If the table ofmonitored hosts is full, the system prints the log "% NFPP_DHCPV6_GUARD-4-SESSION_LIMIT:Attempt

to exceed limit of 20000 monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring theGlobal DHCPv6-Guard Rate Limit

Command dhcpv6-guardrate-limit { per-src-mac | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-mac: Limits the rate of each source MAC address.

per-port: Limits the rate of each port.

pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal DHCPv6-Guard Attack Threshold
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Command dhcpv6-guard attack-threshold { per-src-mac | per-port} pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-mac: Configures the attack threshold of each source MAC address.

per-port: Configures the attack threshold of each port.

pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999. The unit is pps.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling DHCPv6 Guard on an Interface

Command nfpp dhcpv6-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide DHCPv6guardconfigured in interfaceconfigurationmode takespriorityover that configured inNFPPconfiguration

mode.

 Configuring theDHCP-GuardRate Limit andAttack Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp dhcpv6-guard policy {per-src-mac | per-port} rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-port: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each port.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

Configuration Example

 CPUProtection Based onDHCPv6 Guard

Scenario  DHCPv6host attacksexist in the system,and DHCPv6 neighbor discovery failson somehosts.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the host-based attack threshold.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)#dhcpv6-guard rate-limit per-src-mac 8

FS (config-nfpp)#dhcpv6-guard attack-threshold per-src-mac 16

Verification  Run the shownfpp dhcpv6-guard summary command to display the configuration.

(Format of column Rate-limit and Attack-threshold is per-src-ip/per-src-mac/per-port.)

InterfaceStatus Rate-limit Attack-threshold

Global Disable-/8/150 -/16/300
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Maximumcountofmonitoredhosts:1000

Monitor period:600s

 Run the shownfpp dhcpv6-guardhosts command to display themonitored hosts.

Ifcol_filter1shows'*',itmeans"hardwaredonot isolatehost".

VLAN interface MACaddress remain-time(s)

---- --------- ----------- --------------

*1 Gi0/5 001a.a9c2.4609 160

Total: 1 host

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.6 Configuring NDGuard

ConfigurationEffect

 ARNDguard classifiesNDpackets into three types basedon their purposes: 1.NSandNA; 2.RS; 3.RAandRedirect. Type1
packetsareusedforaddressresolution.Type2packetsareusedbyhoststodiscoverthegateway.Type3packetsarerelatedto

routing: RAs are used to advertise the gateway and prefix while Redirect packets are used to advertise a better next hop.

 Atpresent,onlyport-basedNDpacketattack identification issupported.Youcanconfigure therate limitsandattack thresholds
for these three types of packets respectively. If theNDpacket rate exceeds the rate limit, the packets beyond the rate limit are

discarded. If the ND packet rate exceeds the attack threshold, the system prints logs and sends traps.

Notes

 For a command that is configured both in NFPP configuration mode and interface configuration mode, the configuration in
interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration mode.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling NDGuard

 (Mandatory) ND guard is enabled by default.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configurationmode or interface configuration mode.

 Enabling ND-Guard Ratelimit Forwarding

 (Optional) This function is enabled by default.

 If theport-based isolationentry takeseffect, youcanenable this function topasssomeof thepacketswhilenot discardingall of
them.

 This function can be enabled in NFPP configuration mode.

 Configuring theND-Guard Attack Threshold

 Mandatory.
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 TheND-guard attack threshold can be enabled in NFPP configurationmode or interface configurationmode.

 If the configured rate limit is greater than the attack threshold, the system prints the log "%ERROR: rate limit is higher than
attack threshold 500pps." to notify the administrator.

 If theconfiguredattack threshold is less than the rate limit, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:attack threshold issmaller than
rate limit 300pps." to notify the administrator.

 If memories cannot assigned to detected attackers, the system prints the log "%NFPP_ND_GUARD-4-NO_MEMORY: Failed to
allocmemory." to notify the administrator.

Verification

Whenahost in thenetworksendsNDattackpackets toaswitchconfiguredwithNDguard,checkwhether thesepacketscanbesent

to theCPU.

 If the parameter of the packets exceeds the attack threshold, an attack log is displayed.

Related Commands

 Enabling NDGuardGlobally

Command nd-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling ND-Guard Ratelimit Forwarding

Command nd-guard ratelimit-forwarding enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ND-Guard Rate Limit

Command nd-guard rate-limit per-port [ns-na | rs | ra-redirect] pps

Parameter

Description

ns-na: Indicates NSs and NAs.

rs: Indicates RSs.

ra-redirect: Indicates RAs and Redirect packets.

pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal ND-Guard Attack Threshold

Command nd-guard attack-threshold per-port[ns-na | rs | ra-redirect] pps
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Parameter

Description

ns-na: Indicates NSs and NAs.

rs: Indicates RSs.

ra-redirect: Indicates RAs and Redirect packets.

pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999. The unit is pps.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

 Enabling NDGuard on an Interface

Command nfpp nd-guard enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ND guard configured in interface configuration mode takes priority over that configured in NFPP configuration

mode.

 Configuring theND-Guard Rate Limit andAttack Threshold on an Interface

Command nfpp nd-guard policy per-port [ns-na | rs | ra-redirect] rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

ns-na: Indicates NSs and NAs.

rs: Indicates RSs.

ra-redirect: Indicates RAs and Redirect packets.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

Configuration Example

 CPUProtection Based onNDGuard

Scenario  NDhost attacks exist in the system, and neighbor discovery fails on some hosts.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the host-based attack threshold.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)# nd-guard rate-limit per-port ns-na 30

FS (config-nfpp)# nd-guard attack-threshold per-port ns-na 50

Verification  Run the shownfpp nd-guard summary command to display the configuration.

(FormatofcolumnRate-limitand Attack-threshold isNS-NA/RS/RA-REDIRECT.)

InterfaceStatus Rate-limit Attack-threshold

Global Disable 30/15/15
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Common Errors

N/A

11.4.7 Configuring a Self-Defined Guard

Configuration Effect

 Configure a self-defined guard to resolve network attack problems in special scenarios.

Notes

 For a command that is configured both in self-defined guard configuration mode and interface configuration mode, the
configuration in interfaceconfigurationmode takespriority over that configured in self-definedguardconfigurationmode.

 A self-defined guard takes priority over basic guards. When configuring the match fields of self-defined guards, see the
Configuration Guide.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theGuard Name

 (Mandatory) Configure the name of a self-defined guard to create the self-defined guard.

 The guard namemust be unique, and thematch fields and values cmust be different from those of ARP,ICMP,DHCP,IP,and
DHCPv6 guards. If the parameters you want to configure already exist, a message is displayed to indicate the configuration

failure.

 Configuring theMatch Fields

 Mandatory.

 Self-definedpacketsareclassifiedbasedon the following fields:etype (Ethernet link-layer type), smac (sourceMACaddress),
dmac (destination MAC address), protocol (IPv4/IPv6 protocol number), sip (source IPv4/IPv6 address), dip (destination

IPv4/IPv6 address), sport (source transport-layer port), and dport (destination transport-layer port).

 protocol is valid only when thevalue of etype is ipv4 or ipv6.src-ipanddst-ipare valid onlywhen the value of etype is ipv4.
src-ipv6 and dst-ipv6 are valid only when the value of etype is ipv6. src-port and dst-port are valid only when the value of

protocol is tcp or udp.

 If thematch fieldsandvaluesofaself-definedguardare totally thesameas thoseofanexistingguard, thesystemprints the log
"%ERROR: thematch type andvalueare thesamewithdefinename (nameofan existingguard)." tonotify theadministratorof

the configuration failure.

 Ifprotocol isconfiguredbutetype is IPv4or IPv6 inthematchpolicy, thesystemprints thelog"%ERROR:protocol isvalidonly
when etype is IPv4(0x0800) or IPv6(0x86dd)."

 Ifsrc-ipanddst-ipareconfiguredbutetype isnot IPv4 in thematchpolicy, the systemprints the log "%ERROR: IPaddress is
valid only when etype is IPv4(0x0800)."

 If src-ipv6 and dst-ipv6 are configured but etype is not IPv6 in thematch policy, the system prints the log "%ERROR: IPv6
address is valid only when etype is IPv6(0x86dd)."

 Ifsrc-portanddst-portareconfiguredbutprotocol isnotTCPorUDPinthematchpolicy, thesystemprintsthelog"%ERROR:
Port is valid only when protocol isTCP(6) or UDP(17)."
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 Thefollowing table listsguardpoliciescorresponding tosomecommonnetworkprotocols.The rate limitsandattack thresholds
listedbelowcanmeet the requirements inmostnetworkscenariosandare for referenceonly.Youcanconfigurevalidrate limits

and attack thresholds based on actual scenarios.

Protocol match policy per-src-ip policy per-src-mac policy per-port

RIP

etype 0x0800

protocol 17

dst-port 520

rate-limit 100

attatch-threshold 150
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 300

attatch-threshold 500

RIPng

etype 0x86dd

protocol 17

dst-port 521

rate-limit 100

attatch-threshold 150
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 300

attatch-threshold 500

BGP

etype 0x0800

protocol 6

dst-port 179

rate-limit 1000

attatch-threshold 1200
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 2000

attatch-threshold 3000

BPDU
dst-mac

0180.c200.0000
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 20

attatch-threshold 40

rate-limit 100

attatch-threshold 100

RERP
dst-mac

01d0.f800.0001
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 20

attatch-threshold 40

rate-limit 100

attatch-threshold 100

REUP
dst-mac

01d0.f800.0007
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 20

attatch-threshold 40

rate-limit 100

attatch-threshold 100

BGP

etype 0x0800

protocol 6

dst-port 179

Not applicable to this policy Not applicable to this policy Not applicable to this policy

OSPFv2
etype 0x0800

protocol 89

rate-limit 800

attatch-threshold 1200
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 2000

attatch-threshold 3000

OSPFv3
etype 0x86dd

protocol 89

rate-limit 800

attatch-threshold 1200
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 2000

attatch-threshold 3000

VRRP
etype 0x0800

protocol 112

rate-limit 64

attatch-threshold 100
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 1024

attatch-threshold 1024

IPv6 VRRP
etype 0x86dd

protocol 112

rate-limit 64

attatch-threshold 100
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 1024

attatch-threshold 1024

SNMP

etype 0x0800

protocol 17

dst-port 161

rate-limit 1000

attatch-threshold 1200
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 2000

attatch-threshold 3000

RSVP
etype 0x0800

protocol 46

rate-limit 800

attatch-threshold 1200
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 1200

attatch-threshold 1500

LDP

(UDP hello)

etype 0x0800

protocol 17

dst-port 646

rate-limit 10

attatch-threshold 15
Not applicable to this policy

rate-limit 100

attatch-threshold 150

 Tocontainasmanyexistingprotocol typesaspossibleand facilitateexpansionofnewprotocol types,self-definedguardsallow
hosts to freely combine type fields of packets. If the configuration is inappropriate, the network may become abnormal.

Therefore, thenetworkadministratorneeds tohaveagoodknowledgeof networkprotocols.Asa reference, the following table

lists valid configurations of currently known protocols for common self-defined guard policies. For other protocols not listed in

the table, configure themwith caution.
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 Configuring theGlobal Rate Limit and Attack Threshold

 (Mandatory) If these parameters are not configured, the self-defined guard cannot be enabled.

 Youmust configure one of the per-src-ip, per-src-mac, and per-port fields. Otherwise, the policy cannot take effect.

 per-src-ip is valid only when etype is IPv4 or IPv6.

 The rate limit configuredbasedon thesourceMACaddress,VLAN ID,andport takespriorityover that configuredbasedon the
source IP address, VLAN ID, and port.

 The port-based host identification policy of a self-defined guard must be consistent with the global port-based host
identification policy.

 If theper-src-ippolicy isnotconfiguredgloballybutconfigured foraport, thesystemprints thelog "%ERROR:name(nameofa
self-defined guard) has not per-src-ip policy." to notify the administrator of the configuration failure.

 If theper-src-macpolicy isnot configuredglobally but configured for aport, the systemprints the log "%ERROR: name (name
of a self-defined guard) has not per-src-mac policy." to notify the administrator of the configuration failure.

 If the memory cannot be allocated to detected attackers, the system prints the log "%NFPP_DEFINE_GUARD-4-NO_MEMORY:
Failed to allocatememory." to notify the administrator.

 If the configured rate limit is greater than the attack threshold, the system prints the log "%ERROR: rate limit is higher than
attack threshold 500pps." to notify the administrator.

 If theconfiguredattack threshold is less than the rate limit, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:attack threshold issmaller than
rate limit 300pps." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring theGlobal MonitoringPeriod

 (Mandatory) The default monitoring period is 600 seconds.

 If the isolation period is configured, it is directly used as the monitoring period, and the configured monitoring period will lose
effect.

 Themonitoring period can be configured in self-defined guard configuration mode.

 If the isolation period is 0, the system performs software monitoring on detected attackers. The timeout period is the
monitoring period. During software monitoring, if the isolation period is set to a non-zero value, the system automatically

performshardware isolationagainstmonitoredattackersandsets the timeout periodas themonitoringperiod.Themonitoring

period is valid only when the isolation period is 0.

 If the isolation period is changed to 0, attackers under the corresponding port is deleted, instead of beingmonitored.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMonitoredHosts

 (Mandatory) Themaximum number of monitored hosts is 20,000 by default.

 Setthemaximumnumberofmonitoredhostsreasonably.Asthenumberofmonitoredhostsincreases,moreCPUresourcesare
used.

 Themaximum number of monitored hosts can be configured in self-defined guard configuration mode.

 If the number ofmonitored hosts reaches 20,000 (default value) and the administrator sets themaximum number lower than
20,000, thesystemdoesnot deletemonitoredhostsbut prints the log "%ERROR:Thevalue thatyouconfigured issmaller than

current monitored hosts 20000, please clear a part of monitored hosts." This information notifies the administrator that the

configuration does not take effect and that some monitored hosts need to be deleted.
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 If the tableofmonitoredhosts is full, thesystemprints the log"%NFPP_DEFINE-4-SESSION_LIMIT:Attempt toexceed limitof
name's 20000monitored hosts." to notify the administrator.

 Configuring TrustedHosts

 (Optional) No trusted host is configured by default.

 Youcan configure amaximum of 500 trusted IP address orMACaddress for a self-defined guard.

 Trusted hosts can be configured in self-defined guard configuration mode.

 If you do not want to monitor a host, you can run the following commands to trust the host. This trusted host can send ICMP
packets to the CPU, without any rate limiting or alarm reporting.You can configure the mask so that no host in one network

segment is monitored.

 Youmust configure thematch type before configuring trusted hosts. If the packet type is IPv4 in thematchpolicy, you arenot
allowed to configure trusted IPv6 addresses. If the packet type is IPv6 in the match policy, you are not allowed to configure

trusted IPv4 addresses.

 If thematch type is not configured, the systemprints the log "%ERROR: Please configurematch rule first."

 If a trusted IPv4 host is added but etype is not IPv4 in thematchpolicy, the systemprints the log "%ERROR:Match type can’t
support IPv4 trustedhost."

 If a trusted IPv6 host is added but etype is not IPv6 in thematchpolicy, the systemprints the log "%ERROR:Match type can’t
support IPv6 trustedhost."

 If the tableof trustedhosts is full, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Attempt toexceed limitof500 trustedhosts." tonotify the
administrator.

 Ifanyentrymatchinga trustedhost (IPaddressesarethesame)exists inthe tableofmonitoredhosts, thesystemautomatically
deletes thisentry.

 Ifa trustedhostcannotbedeleted, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Failed todelete trustedhost1.1.1.0255.255.255.0." to
notify theadministrator.

 If a host cannot be trusted, thesystemprints the log "%ERROR:Failed toadd trustedhost 1.1.1.0255.255.255.0." tonotify the
administrator.

 If the host to trust already exists, the system prints the log "%ERROR: Trusted host 1.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 has already been
configured." to notify the administrator.

 Ifthehosttodeletefromthetrustedtabledoesnotexist,thesystemprintsthelog"%ERROR:Trustedhost1.1.1.0255.255.255.0
is not found." to notify the administrator.

 If thememory cannot be allocated to a trusted host, the system prints the log "%ERROR: Failed to allocatememory." to notify
the administrator.

 Enabling a Self-Defined Guard

 Mandatory.

 You have to configure at least one policy between host-based self-defined guard policy and port-based self-defined guard
policy. Otherwise, the self-defined guard cannot be enabled.

 If a self-defined guard is disabled, the system automatically clearsmonitored hosts.

 Self-defined guards can be configured in self-defined guard configuration mode or interface configurationmode.
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 If a self-definedguard policy isnot completely configured, theself-defined guardcannot be enabled andaprompt is displayed
to notify hosts of themissing policy configurations.

 If the name of a self-defined guard does not exist, the systemprints the log "%ERROR:The name is not exist."

 If thematch type isnot configured foraself-definedguard, thesystemprints the log"%ERROR:name(nameof theself-defined
guard) doesn't match any type."

 If no policy is configured for a self-defined guard, the systemprints the log "%ERROR: name (name of the self-defined guard)
doesn't specify any policy."

Verification

Whenahost in thenetworksendspacketstoaswitchconfiguredwithaself-definedNFPPguard,checkwhetherthesepacketscanbe

sent to the CPU.

 If the rate of packets froman untrusted host exceeds the attack threshold, an attack log is displayed.

 If an isolated entry is created for the attacker, an isolation log is displayed.

Related Commands

 Configuring theName of a Self-definedGuard

Command define name

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the name of a self-defined guard.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 ConfiguringMatch Fields of a Self-defined Guard

Command match [etypetype] [ src-macsmac [src-mac-masksmac_mask]] [dst-macdmac [dst-mac-maskdst_mask]]

[ protocolprotocol ] [ src-ipsip [src-ip-masksip-mask]] [ src-ipv6sipv6 [src-ipv6-masklensipv6-masklen]]

[dst-ipdip[dst-ip-maskdip-mask]] [dst-ipv6dipv6 [dst-ipv6-masklendipv6-masklen]][src-portsport] [dst-port dport]

Parameter

Description

type: Indicates the type of Ethernet link-layer packets.

smac: Indicates the source MAC address.

smac_mask: Indicates the mask of the source MAC address.

dmac: Indicates the destination MAC address.

dst_mask: Indicates the mask of the destinationMAC address.

protocol: Indicates the protocol number of IPv4/IPv6 packets.

sip: Indicates the source IPv4 address.

sip-mask: Indicates the mask of the source IPv4 address.

sipv6: Indicates the source IPv6 address.

sipv6-masklen: Indicates the mask length of the source IPv6 address.

dip: Indicates the destination IPv4 address.

dip-mask: Indicates the mask of the destination IPv4 address.

dipv6: Indicates the destination IPv6 address.

dipv6-masklen: Indicates the mask length of the destination IPv6 address.

sport: Indicates the ID of the source transport-layer port.
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dsport: Indicates the ID of the destination transport-layer port.

Command

Mode

Self-defined guard configuration mode

Usage Guide Create a new self-defined guard and specify the packet fields matched by this guard.

 Configuring theGlobal Rate Limit and Attack Threshold of a Self-definedGuard

Command global-policy {per-src-ip | per-src-mac | per-port} rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

per-src-ip: Collects rate statistics for host identification based on the source IP address, VLAN ID, and port.

per-src-mac:Collectsratestatisticsforhost identificationbasedonthesourceMACaddress,VLANID,andport.

per-port: Collects rate statistics based on each packet receiving port.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold.

Command

Mode

Self-defined guard configuration mode

Usage Guide Before creating a self-defined guard type, you must specify rate statistic classification rules for this type, namely,

source IP address-based host identification, source MAC address-based host identification, host-based self-defined

packet rate statistics, or port-based rate statistics, and specify the rate limits and attack thresholds for the specified

rules.

 Configuring theGlobal MonitoringPeriod of a Self-definedGuard

Command monitor-period seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the monitoring period in the unit of second. The value ranges from 180 to 86,400.

Command

Mode

Self-defined guard configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMonitoredHosts of a Self-definedGuard

Command monitored-host-limit number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the maximum number of monitored hosts, ranging from 1 to 4,294,967,295.

Command

Mode

Self-defined guard configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Trusted Hosts of a Self-definedGuard

Command trusted-host {mac mac_mask | ip mask | IPv6/prefixlen}

Parameter

Description

mac: Indicates the MAC address.

mac_mask: Indicates the mask of an MAC address.

ip: Indicates the IP address.

mask: Indicates the mask of an IP address.

IPv6/prefixlen: Indicates the IPv6 address and its mask length.

all: Used with no to delete all trusted hosts.

Command Self-defined guard configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling a Self-Defined GuardGlobally

Command define name enable

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the name of a self-defined guard.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide Theconfiguration takeseffectonlyafteryouhaveconfiguredmatch, rate-count, rate-limit, andattack-threshold.

Otherwise, the configuration fails.

 Enabling a Self-definedGuard on an Interface

Command nfpp define name enable

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the name of a self-defined guard.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Theself-definednamemustexist.Theconfiguration takeseffectonlyafteryouhaveconfiguredmatch, rate-count,

rate-limit, and attack-threshold. Otherwise, the configuration fails.

 Configuring theRate Limit andAttack Threshold of a Self-definedGuard on an Interface

Command nfpp define name policy {per-src-ip | per-src-mac| per-port} rate-limit-pps attack-threshold-pps

Parameter

Description

name: Indicates the name of a self-defined guard.

per-src-ip: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each source IP address.

per-src-mac: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each source MAC address.

per-port: Configures the rate limit and attack threshold of each port.

rate-limit-pps: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

attack-threshold-pps: Indicates the attack threshold, ranging from 1 to 19,999.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The attack threshold must be equal to or greater than the rate limit.

Configuration Example

 CPUProtection Based on a Self-DefinedGuard

Scenario  Basic guards cannot protect the systemwith RIP attacks.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure a self-defined guard, with the key fieldsmatching RIP packets.

 Configuretheratelimit.

 Configure trustedhosts.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)#define rip
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FS (config-nfpp-define)#match etype 0x0800 protocol 17 dst-port 520

FS (config-nfpp-define)#global-policy per-src-ip 100 150

FS (config-nfpp-define)#trusted-host 192.168.201.46 255.255.255.255

FS (config-nfpp-define)#exit

FS (config-nfpp)#define rip enable

Verification  Run the show nfpp define summary rip command to display the configuration.

Define rip summary:

matchetype0x800protocol17dst-port520

Maximumcount ofmonitoredhosts:1000

Monitor period:600s

(Format of column Rate-limit and Attack-threshold is per-src-ip/per-src-mac/per-port.)

InterfaceStatus Rate-limit Attack-threshold

Global Enable 100/-/- 150/-/-

 Run the shownfpp define trusted-host rip command to display the trusted hosts.

Define rip:

IPtrustedhostnumber is1:

IP address IPmask

---------- -------

192.168.201.46 255.255.255.255

Total:1 record(s)Global Enable 180 100/-/- 150/-/-

 Run the show nfpp define hosts rip command to display the monitored hosts.

Ifcol_filter1shows'*',itmeans"hardwaredonot isolatehost".

VLAN interface IPaddress remain-time(s)

---- --------- ---------- --------------

1 Gi0/5 192.168.201.47 160

Total: 1 host

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.8 ConfiguringCentralized Bandwidth Allocation

Configuration Effect

 Configure centralized bandwidth allocation so thatManage andProtocol packetsare first processedwhen the network is busy.

Notes
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 The following conditionmust bemet:Valid percentage rangeof a type of packets≤100%–Percentageof the sumof theother
two types

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumBandwidth of Specified Packets

 (Mandatory) Manage, Route, and Protocol packets share the same default bandwidth.

 Configuring theMaximumPercentage of Specified Packets in theQueue

 (Mandatory) By default, Manage packets occupy 30% of the bandwidth, Route packets occupy 25%, and Protocol packets
occupy 45%.

Verification

Send a large number of protocol packets such as OSPF packets to a switch, causing high CPU utilization.

 When the host pings the switch, the pinging must be successful and no packet is lost.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMaximumBandwidth of Specified Packets

Command cpu-protect sub-interface { manage | protocol|route} pps pps_value

Parameter

Description

pps_value: Indicates the rate limit, ranging from 1 to 100,000.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theMaximumPercentage of Specified Packets in theQueue

Command cpu-protect sub-interface { manage | protocol | route} percent percent_value

Parameter

Description

percent_value: Indicates the percentage of a type of packets in the queue, ranging from 1 to 100.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The followingconditionmust bemet:Validpercentage rangeof a typeof packets≤100%–Percentageof thesumof

the other two types

Configuration Example

 Prioritizing Packets Sent to theCPU ThroughCentralized BandwidthAllocation

Scenario  Various types ofmass packets exist in the network and belong to different centralized types.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the maximum bandwidth of specified packets.

 Configure the maximum percentage of specified packets in the queue.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# cpu-protect sub-interface manage pps 5000

FS(config)# cpu-protect sub-interface manage percent 25
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Verification N/A

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.9 ConfiguringNFPPLogging

Configuration Effect

 NFPP obtains a log from the dedicated log buffer at a certain rate, generates a systemmessage, and clears this log from the
dedicated logbuffer.

Notes

 Logs are continuously printed in the log buffer, even if attacks have stopped.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Log Buffer Size

 Mandatory.

 If the log buffer is full, new logs replace the old ones.

 If the log buffer overflows, subsequent logs replace previous logs, and an entry with all attributesmarked with a hyphen (-) is
displayed in the logbuffer.The administratorneeds to increasethe logbuffersizeor thesystemmessagegeneration rate.

 Configuring the Log Buffer Rate

 Mandatory.

 The log buffer rate depends on two parameters: the time period and the number of system messages generated in the time
period.

 If bothof thepreceding twoparametersareset to0, systemmessagesare immediately generated for logsbut arenot stored in
the logbuffer.

 Enabling LogFiltering

 (Optional) Log filtering is disabled by default.

 Logs can be filtered based on an interface or VLAN.

 If log filtering is enabled, logs not meeting the filtering rule are discarded.

 Enabling LogPrinting

 (Mandatory) Logs are stored in the buffer by default.

 If you want to monitor attacks in real time, you can configure logs to be printed on the screen to export the log information in
real time.

Verification

Check whether the configuration takes effect based on the log configuration and the number and interval of printed logs.

Related Commands
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 Configuring theLogBuffer Size

Command log-buffer entries number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the buffer size in the unit of the number of logs, ranging from 0 to 1,024.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the LogBuffer Rate

Command log-buffer logs number_of_message interval length_in_seconds

Parameter

Description

number_of_message:Rangesfrom0to1,024.Thevalue0indicatesthatall logsarerecordedinthelogbufferandno

systemmessage is generated.

length_in_seconds:Rangesfrom0to86,400(1day).Thevalue0 indicatesthat logsarenot recordedinthelogbuffer

butsystemmessagesareinstantlygenerated.Thisalsoappliestonumber_of_messageand length_in_seconds.

number_of_message/length_in_second indicates the system message generation rate.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring VLAN-based Log Filtering

Command logging vlan vlan-range

Parameter

Description

vlan-range: Records logs in a specified VLAN range. The value format is 1-3,5 for example.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand to filter logsso that only logs in thespecifiedVLAN rangeare recorded.Between interface-based

log filtering and VLAN-based log filtering, if either rule is met, logs are recorded in the log buffer.

 Configuring Interface-based Log Filtering

Command logging interface interface-id

Parameter

Description

interface-id: Records logs of a specified interface.

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand to filter logssothat only logsof thespecified interfacearerecorded.Between interface-based log

filtering and VLAN-based log filtering, if either rule is met, logs are recorded in the log buffer.

 Enabling LogPrinting

Command log-buffer enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

NFPP configuration mode
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Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringNFPPLogging

Scenario  If attackersare toomany, logprintingwill affect the usageof user interfaces,which requires restriction.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the log buffer size.

 Configurethelogbufferrate.

 ConfigureVLAN-based log filtering.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# nfpp

FS (config-nfpp)#log-buffer entries 1024

FS (config-nfpp)#log-buffer logs 3 interval 5

FS (config-nfpp)#logging interface vlan 1

Verification  Run the shownfpp log summary command to display the configuration.

Total log buffer size : 1024

Syslograte:3entryper5seconds

Logging:

VLAN 1

 Run the show nfpp log buffer command to display logs in the log buffer.

Protocol VLAN Interface IP address

-------- ------------- ---------- -----------

ARP 1 Gi0/5 192.168.206.2

MAC address

------

001a.a9c2.4609

Reason

---------

SCAN

Timestamp

2013-5-1 5:4:24

11.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears the ARP-guard scanning table. clear nfpp arp-guard scan

Clears ARP-guard monitored hosts. clear nfpp arp-guard hosts

Clears IP-guard monitored hosts. clear nfpp ip-guard hosts

Clears ND-guard monitored hosts. clear nfpp nd-guard hosts

Clears ICMP-guard monitored hosts. clear nfpp icmp-guard hosts

Clears DHCP-guard monitored hosts. clear nfpp dhcp-guard hosts

Clears DHCPv6-guard monitored hosts. clear nfpp dhcpv6-guard hosts

Clears self-defined guard monitored hosts. clear nfpp define name hosts

Clears NFPP logs. clear nfpp log

Displaying
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Description Command

Displays ARP-guard configuration. show nfpp arp-guard summary

Displays ARP-guard monitored hosts. show nfpp arp-guard hosts

Displays the ARP-guard scanning table. show nfpp arp-guard scan

Displays IP-guard configuration. show nfpp ip-guard summary

Displays IP-guard monitored hosts. show nfpp ip-guard hosts

Displays the IP-guard scanning table. show nfpp ip-guard trusted-host

Displays ICMP-guard configuration. show nfpp icmp-guard summary

Displays ICMP-guard monitored hosts. show nfpp icmp-guard hosts

Displays the ICMP-guard scanning table. show nfpp icmp-guard trusted-host

Displays DHCP-guard configuration. show nfpp dhcp-guard summary

Displays DHCP-guard monitored hosts. show nfpp dhcp-guard hosts

Displays DHCPv6-guard configuration. show nfpp dhcpv6-guard summary

Displays DHCPv6-guard monitored hosts. show nfpp dhcpv6-guard hosts

Displays ND-guard configuration. show nfpp nd-guard summary

Displays self-defined guard configuration. show nfpp define summary [name]

Displays the monitored hosts. show nfpp define hosts name

Displays the trusted hosts. show nfpp define trusted-host name

Displays NFPP logs. show nfpp log summary

Displays the NFPP log buffer. show nfpp log buffer [statistics]
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12Configuring Security Log

12.1 Overview

Security log is used to record the keyoperations ondeviceso that eachoperation canbeaudited and tracedafterwards, and tomeet

the national security standards.

Key operations include:

1) Adding/deleting anaccount

2) Editing authentication information

3) Changing configuration (DNS, IP,etc.)

4) User login/logout

5) Restarting/turning offa device

6) Uploading/downloading a file (when supported)

7) Editing user permissions (when supported)

8) Enabling/disabling log auditing, deleting log (when supported)

12.2 Applications

Application Description

Enabling Security Log Auditing Checkrecentkeyoperationsondevices; ifanyabnormaloperationoccurs, theadmincanfind

out the operator, time and method.

12.2.1 Enabling Security LogAuditing

Scenario

After enabling the security log auditing, the device will record key operations including account management, log event, system

event, configuration change and security log event. After logging in to the device, the admin can checkwhich users have visited the

device and what operation they performed.

Deployment

 Enable the function to use.

Admin logs in to the device and check the log of key operations.Remarks
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12.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 KeyOperation

After enabling the security log auditing, the device will record key operations including account management, log event, system

event, configuration change and security log event. The record is stored for 180 days by default (the time can be customized).

Overview

Feature Description

Enabling Security Log

Auditing

Record the key operations on device.

12.3.1 EnablingSecurity LogAuditing

Enabletorecordkeyoperationandstorethelog.

Working Principle

After enabling the security log auditing, relatedmoduleswill record the time, username, IP,operation and results, etc.when the user

performskeyoperations includingaccountmanagement, logevent, restart, configurationchangeand security logevent.The logwill

be stored in local database by log audit framework.

The log is stored for 180 days by default. At 3 am each day, the system will check and delete any log that expires.

At most 10,000 logs can be stored by default. After the log exceeds the storage limit, new logs will cover the old ones.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Security Log Auditing

By default, the security log auditing is enabled.

12.4 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring Security Log Auditing Mandatory

security-log audit-enable Enables log auditing.

Configuring Log Storage Time
Optional

security-log data-store-days day Configures the local storage time of security log.

ConfiguringAgingTimeof

Security Log
Optional

security-log auto-vacuum-time hh:mm:ss Configures the aging time of security log.

Configuring Local Storage

Capacity of Security Log

Optional

security-log data-store-items num
Configures the local storage capacity of security

log.
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12.4.1 ConfiguringSecurity LogAuditing

Configuration Effect

After enabling the security log auditing, the device will record key operations including account management, log event, system

event, configuration change and security log event.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Security Log Auditing

 Mandatory

 Enabled on thedevice.

Verification

 Log in to the device, perform key operations, and check the log record.

Related Commands

 Enabling Security Log Auditing

Command security-log audit-enable

Parameter

Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide

Configuration Example

 Enabling Security Log Auditing

Configuration

Steps

Enable security log auditing.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# security-log audit-enable

Verification Log in to the device, perform key operations, and check the log record after 30 seconds.

SW1 FS# show security-log detail all

time, username, peerinfo, hostname, log-type: content

2019-10-22 10:00:02, admin, vty0(192.168.111.111), FS, SEC_LOG: SECURITY_LOG deleted all security log successfully

2019-10-22 10:00:02, admin, vty0(192.168.111.111), FS, SEC_LOG: SECURITY_LOG disabled security log audit

configuration unsuccessfully

2019-10-2210:00:03, ---,console,FS,SEC_LOG:SECURITY_LOGenabledsecurity logauditconfiguration successfully

……
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12.4.2 ConfiguringLogStorage Time

Configuration Effect

Configure the log storage time. The log exceeds the time will be deleted.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Log Storage Time

 Optional

 180 days by default, range: 1-65535.

Verification

 Run theshow running-config or showsecurity-log config command to check configuration status.

Related Commands

 Configuring Log Storage Time

Command security-log data-store-days day

Parameter

Description

day: storage time, range: 1-65535. Default: 180 days.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the log storage time. The log exceeds the time will be deleted.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Log Storage Time

Configuration

Steps

Configure the storage time as 300 days.

SW1 FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# security-log data-store-days 300

Verification Run the show running-config or show security-log config command to check configuration status.

SW1 FS# show running | in security-log data-store-days

security-log data-store-days 300

FS# show security-log config

Security-log audit: enable

Limit number: 10000

Store days: 300

Auto vacuum time: 03:00:00
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12.4.3 ConfiguringAging Timeof Security Log

Configuration Effect

Configure theaging timeof security log.The systemwill check and deleteany log exceeding thestorage timeat theaging time (time

error: 5minutes).

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringAging Time of Security Log

 Optional

 3 am every day by default.

Verification

 Run the show running-config or showsecurity-log config command to check configuration status.

Related Commands

 Configuring Aging Time of Security Log

Command security-log auto-vacuum-time hh:mm:ss

Parameter

Description

hh:mm:ss: hour: minute: second. 03:00:00 by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the aging time of security log. The system will check and delete any log exceeding the

storage time at the aging time (time error: 5 minutes).

Configuration Example

 Configuring Aging Time of Security Log

Configuration

Steps

Configure the aging time as 5:05 am.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# security-log auto-vacuum-time 05:05:00

Verification Run the show running-config or show security-log config command to check configuration status.

FS# show running | in security-log auto-vacuum-time

security-log auto-vacuum-time 05:05:00

FS# show security-log config

Security-log audit: enable

Limit number: 10000

Store days: 300

Auto vacuum time: 05:05:00
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12.4.4 ConfiguringLocalStorageCapacityofSecurityLog

Configuration Effect

Configures the storage capacity of log. After the log exceeds the storage limit, new logs will cover the old ones.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringLocal Storage Capacity of Security Log

 Optional

 Thedefault value andmax value varywith product capability (range: 500-10,000, default value: 10,000). Theminvalue is 500.

Verification

 Run the show running-config or showsecurity-log config command to check configuration status.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringLocal Storage Capacity of Security Log

Command security-log data-store-items num

Parameter

Description

Num: local storage capacity. The default value andmax value vary with product capability (range: 500-10,000, default

value: 10,000). The min value is 500.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If flash space is limited, run this command to decrease the storage capacity.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringLocal Storage Capacity of Security Log

Configuration

Steps

Configure the local storage capacity of security log as 1000.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# security-log data-store-items 1000

Verification Run the show running-config or show security-log config command to check configuration status.

FS# show running | in security-log data-store-items

security-log data-store-items 1000

FS# show security-log config

Security-log audit: enable

Limit number: 1000

Store days: 300

Auto vacuum time: 05:05:00

12.5 Monitoring

Clearing
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Description Command

Deletes all logs security-log delete all

Displaying

Description Command

Displays all logs show security-log

Displays thedetailed log informationwhichcanbefilteredby

time, type, username, host name, etc.

showsecurity-logdetail{all| {fromyyyymmddhh:mm:sstoyyyy

mmddhh:mm:ss } } [ log-type {SEC_LOG |ACC_MNT |LOGIN |SYS |

CONFIG |OTHER } ] [userusername ] [hostnamehostname ]

[ peerinfo peerinfo ] { [ order-by [ time | log-type ] { asc | desc }

[ start-item integer1 end-item integer2 ] ] }

Exports thedetailed log informationwhichcanbe filteredby time,

type, username, host name, etc.

showsecurity-log detail export { from yyyymmdd hh:mm:ss to yyyy

mmddhh:mm:ss } [ log-type {SEC_LOG |ACC_MNT |LOGIN |SYS |

CONFIG |OTHER } ] [userusername ] [hostnamehostname ]

[ peername peername ] [ ip ip-address ]

Displaysthe logstatisticswhichcanbefilteredbytime,type,

username, host name, etc.

show security-log detail stat { all | { from yyyy mm dd

hh:mm:ss to yyyy mm dd hh:mm:ss } } [ log-type { SEC_LOG |

ACC_MNT | LOGIN | SYS | CONFIG | OTHER } ] [ user username ]

[ hostname hostname ] [ peerinfo peerinfo ]

Displays the configuration information. show security-log config

Displays the statistics information. show security-log statistics

Displays the statistics information during log processing. show security-log info

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the log auditing. debug security-log errors

Debugs the received log. debug security-log recv-info

Debugs the log database. debug security-log sql-info
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ACL & QoS Configuration

1. ConfiguringACL

2. ConfiguringQoS

3. Configuring MMU
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1 Configuring theACL

1.1 Overview

Access control list (ACL) is also called access list or firewall. It is even called packet filtering in some documents. The ACL defines rules

to determine whether to forward or drop data packets arriving at a network interface.

ACLs are classified by function into two types:

 Security ACLs: Used to control data flows that are allowed to pass through a network device.

 Quality of service (QoS) ACLs: Used to classify and process data flows by priority.

ACLs are configured for a lot of reasons. Major reasons include:

 Network access control:To ensure network security, rules are defined to limit access of users to some services (for example, only
accesstotheWWWandemailservicesispermitted,andaccesstootherservicessuchasTelnetisprohibited),ortoallowusers

to access services in a specified period of time, or to allow only specified hosts to access the network.

 QoS:QoSACLs are used to preferentially classify and process important data flows. For details about the use of QoSALCs, see
the configuration manual related to QoS.

1.2 Applications

Application Description

AccessControlofanEnterpriseNetwork On an enterprise network, the network access rights of each department, for example,

access rights of servers and use permissions of chatting tools (such asQQandMSN), must be

controlled according to requirements.

1.2.1 AccessControlof anEnterpriseNetwork

Scenario

Internetvirusescanbefoundeverywhere.Therefore,itisnecessarytoblockportsthatareoftenusedbyvirusestoensuresecurityof

an enterprise network as follows:

 Allow only internal PCs to access the server.

 Prohibit PCs of a non-financial department from accessing PCs of the financial department, and prohibit PCs of a non-R&D
department from accessing PCs of the R&D department.
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SwitchCattheaccesslayer:It isconnectedtoPCsofeachdepartmentandtoSwitchBattheaggregationlayer throughthe

gigabit optical fiber (trunk mode).

SwitchBattheaggregationlayer:Multiplevirtual localareanetworks(VLANs)aredivided.OneVLANisdefinedforone

department.TheseVLANsareconnectedtoSwitchAatthecorelayerthroughthe10-gigabitoptical fiber(trunkmode).

Switch A at the core layer:It is connected to various servers, such as the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server and Hypertext

Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server, and to the Internet through firewalls.

 Prohibit thestaffof theR&Ddepartment fromusingchattingtools (suchasQQandMSN)duringworkinghours from09:00 to
18:00.

Figure 1- 1

Deployment

 ConfigureanextendedACLontheportG2/1tofilterdatapackets, thusprotectingthenetworkagainst theviruses.Thisport is
located on a core-layer device (SwitchA) and used to connect Switch A to the uplink port G2/1 of a router.

 Allow only internal PCs to access servers, and prohibit external PCs from accessing servers. Define and apply the extended IP
ACLsonG2/2orswitchvirtual interface(SVI)2 that isusedtoconnectSwitchAtoanaggregation layerdeviceorserver.

 Prohibitmutual accessbetweenspecifieddepartments.Defineand apply theextended IPACLsonG0/22 andG0/23 ofSwitchB.

 Configureandapplythetime-basedextendedIPACLsonSVI2ofSwitchBtoprohibit theR&Ddepartmentfromusingchatting
tools (such as QQ and MSN) in a specified period of time.

1.3 Features

Basic Concepts

Remarks
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 ACL

ACLs include basic ACLs and dynamic ACLs.

Youcan select basic or dynamic ACLs as required.Generally, basicACLs canmeet the security requirements. However, experienced

hackersmayusecertainsoftwaretoaccessthenetworkbymeansof IPaddressspoofing. IfdynamicACLsareused,usersare

requested topass identifyauthenticationbeforeaccessing thenetwork,whichpreventshackers from intruding thenetwork.

Therefore, you can use dynamic ACLs in some sensitive areas to guarantee network security.

IP address spoofing is an inherent problemof all ACLs, including dynamic ACLs.Hackersmayuse forged IP addresses to access
thenetworkduring thevalidityperiodofauthenticateduser identities.Twomethodsareavailabletoresolve thisproblem.One

istoset the idletimeofuseraccesstoasmallervalue,whichincreases thedifficulty inintrudingnetworks.Theother is to

encrypt networkdatausing the IPSecprotocol,whichensures that all data isencryptedwhenarrivingat adevice.

ACLs are generally configured on the following network devices:

 Devices between the internal network and the external network (such as the Internet)

 Devices on the border of two network segments

 Devices connected to controlled ports

ACLstatementsmustbeexecutedinstrictcompliancewiththeirsequenceintheACL.Comparisonstartsfromthefirststatement.

OncetheheaderofadatapacketmatchesastatementintheACL,thesubsequentstatementsareignoredandnolongerchecked.

 Input/Output ACLs, Filtering Field Template, and Rules

Whenreceivingapacketonaninterface,thedevicecheckswhetherthepacketmatchesanyaccesscontrolentry(ACE)intheinput

ACLofthis interface.Beforesendingapacket throughainterface, thedevicecheckswhetherthepacketmatchesanyACEinthe

output ACL of this interface.

Whendifferent filteringrulesaredefined,alloronlysomerulesmaybeappliedsimultaneously. IfapacketmatchesanACE, this

packetisprocessedaccordingtotheactionpolicy(permitordeny)definedinthisACE.ACEsinanACLidentifyEthernetpackets

based on the following fields in the Ethernet packets:

Layer 2 (L2) fields:

 48-bit sourceMAC address (containing all 48 bits)

 48-bit destination MAC address (containing all 48 bits)

 16-bit L2 type field

Layer 3 (L3) fields:

 Source IP address field (All source IPaddress valuescanbe specified, or the subnet can beused to define a type of data flows.)

 DestinationIPaddressfield(AlldestinationIPaddressvaluescanbespecified,orthesubnetcanbeusedtodefineatypeofdata
flows.)

 Protocol type field

Layer4 (L4) fields:

 EitheraTCPsourceordestinationport isspecified,orbotharespecified,or therangeof thesourceordestinationport is
specified.
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permit tcp host 192.168.12.2 any eq telnet

 EitheraUDPsourceordestinationport isspecified,orbotharespecified,or therangeof thesourceordestinationport is
specified.

Filtering fields refer to the fields inpackets thatcanbeusedto identifyorclassifypacketswhenanACEisgenerated.A filtering field

templateisacombinationofthesefields.Forexample,whenanACEisgenerated,packetsareidentifiedandclassifiedbasedonthe

destination IP address field in each packet; when another ACE is generated, packets are identified and classified based on the source

IPaddress field andUDP sourceport field in eachpacket.The twoACEsuse different filtering field templates.

Rules refer to values of fields in the filtering field template of an ACE.For example, the content of an ACE is as follows:

InthisACE, the filtering fieldtemplate isacombinationof the followingfields:source IPaddressfield, IPprotocol field,andTCP

destination port field.The correspondingvalues (rules)are as follows:source IP address=Host 192.168.12.2; IP protocol =TCP;TCP

destination port = Telnet.

Figure 1- 2 Analysis of the ACE: permit tcp host 192.168.12.2 any eq telnet

A filtering field template canbea combination of L3and L4 fields, or a combination ofmultipleL2 fields.The filtering field
templateofastandardoranextendedACL,however,cannotbeacombinationofL2andL3fields,acombinationofL2andL4

fields, or a combination of L2, L3, and L4 fields. To use a combination of L2,L3, and L4 fields, you can use the expert ACLs.

AnSVIassociatedwithACLsintheoutgoingdirectionsupportstheIPstandard,IPextended,MACextended,andexpertACLs.If
anMACextendedorexpert ACL is configured tomatch thedestinationMACaddressand isapplied to theoutgoing directionof

the SVI, the related ACE can be configured but cannot take effect. If an IP extended or expert ACL is configured tomatch the

destinationIPaddress,but thedestination IPaddressisnot in thesubnet IPaddressrangeof theassociatedSVI, theconfigured

ACLcannot takeeffect.Forexample,assumethat theaddressofVLAN1is192.168.64.1255.255.255.0,an IPextendedACLis

created,and theACEisdenyudpany192.168.65.10.0.0.255eq255. If thisACL isapplied to theoutgoing interfaceofVLAN1,

theACLcannot takeeffectbecausethedestinationIPaddressisnot inthesubnet IPaddressrangeofVLAN1. If theACEisdeny

udpany192.168.64.10.0.0.255eq255, theACLcan takeeffectbecause thedestination IPaddress is in thesubnet IPaddress

range of VLAN 1.

On a switch, if ACLs are applied to the outgoing direction of a physical port or an aggregate port (AP), the ACLs can filter only

well-knownpackets(unicastormulticastpackets),butnotunknownunicastpackets.That is, forunknownorbroadcastpackets,

ACLs configured in the outgoing direction of a port does not take effect.

Ona switch, if the input ACLandDOT1X, global IP+MACbinding, port security, and IPsourceguard are shared amongall ports, the

permit and default deny ACEs do not take effect, but other deny ACEs take effect.
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*Sep 9 16:23:06: %ACL-6-MATCH: ACL 100 ACE 10 permit icmp any any, match 78 packets.

Onaswitch, if the inputACLandQoSareshared, thepermitACEsdonot takeeffect,otherdenyACEstakeeffect,and thedefaultdeny

ACE takes effect after the QoS ACE takes effect.

Onaswitch,youcanrunthenoFSOS-securitycompatiblecommandtomakethepermitanddenyACEstakeeffectat thesametime

when theport-based inputACLandDOT1X,global IP+MACbinding, port security,and IPsourceguardare shared.

IfACEsareaddedtoanACLand thentheswitch isrestartedafteranACLisapplied to the incomingdirectionofmultipleSVIs, theACL

may fail to be configured on someSVIs due to the limited hardware capacity.

If an expert ACL is configured and applied to the outgoing direction of an interface, and someACEs in this ACLcontain the L3
matching information (e.g. the IP address and L4 port), non-IP packets sent to the device from this interface cannot be

controlled by the permit and deny ACEs in this ACL.

If ACEs of an ACL (IP ACL or expert extended ACL) are configured to match non-L2 fields (such as SIP and DIP), the ACL does not
take effect on tagged MPLS packets.

Toallowusersbetter learn therunningstatusofACLsonadevice,youcandeterminewhether tospecify theACLloggingoptionas

required when adding ACEs. If this option is specified, logs are output when packets matching ACEs are found. ACL logs are displayed

based on ACEs. That is, the device periodically displays ACEs with matched packets and the number of matched packets. An example

of the log is as follows:

Tocontrol theamountof logsandoutput frequency,youcanconfigure thelogupdate interval respectively for the IPv4ACLandthe

IPv6 ACL.

An ACE containing the ACL logging option consumes more hardware resources. If all configured ACEs contain this option, the
ACE capacity of a device will be reduced by half.

Bydefault, the logupdate interval is0, that is,no log isoutput.After theACLloggingoption isspecified inanACE,youneed to
configure the log update interval to output related logs.

ForanACEcontaining theACLloggingoption, ifnopacket ismatched inthespecified interval,nopacketmatching logrelated
tothisACEwillbeoutput. Ifmatchedpacketsare found inthespecified interval,packetmatching logsrelated tothisACEwillbe

outputwhen the interval expires.Thenumberofmatchedpackets is the totalnumberofpacketsthatmatchtheACEduring the

specified interval, that is, the period from the previous log output to the current log output.

Only switches support the ACL logging function.

 ACLPacket Matching Counters

Toimplementnetworkmanagement,usersmaywanttoknowwhetheranACEhasanymatchedpacketsandhowmanypacketsare

matched. ACLs provide the ACE-based packet matching counters.Youcan enable or disable packet matching counters for all ACEs in

anACL, which can bean IP ACL,MACACL, expert ACL, or IPv6 ACL. In addition, you can run the clear counters access-list [acl-id |

acl-name ] command to reset ACL counters for a new round of statistics.

Enabling ACL counters requires more hardware entries. In an extreme case, this will reduce by half the number of ACEs that can
be configured on a device.

Only switches support the ACL packet matching counters.

Overview

Feature Description

IP ACL Control incomingor outgoing IPv4 packetsofadevicebasedon theL3orL4 information in the IPv4packet
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Feature Description

header.

MAC Extended ACL Control incoming or outgoing L2 packets of a device based on the L2 information in the Ethernet packet

header.

Expert Extended ACL Combine the IP ACL and MAC extended ACL into an expert extended ACL, which controls (permits or denies)

incomingoroutgoingpacketsofadeviceusing thesamerulebasedon theL2,L3, andL4 information in the

packet header.

IPv6 ACL Control incomingor outgoing IPv6 packetsofadevicebasedon theL3orL4 information in the IPv6packet

header.

ACL80 Customize the matching fields and mask for scenarios where fixed matching fields cannot meet the

requirements.

ACL Redirection Redirect incoming packets of a device that match ACEs to a specified outgoing interface.

Global Security ACL Make an ACL take effect in the incoming direction of all interfaces, instead of applying the ACL on every

interface.

Security Channel Allowpacketstobypassthecheckofaccesscontrolapplications,suchasDOT1XandWebauthentication,to

meet requirements of some special scenarios.

SVI Router ACL Enable users in the same VLAN to communicate with each other.

ACL Logging OutputACLpacketmatchinglogsataspecified intervalaccordingtorequirements.Thelogshelpuserslearn

the packet matching result of a specified ACE.

1.3.1 IP ACL

TheIPACLimplementsrefinedcontrolon incomingandoutgoing IPv4packetsofadevice.Youcanpermitordenytheentryof

specific IPv4packets toanetworkaccording toactual requirements tocontrolaccessof IPusers tonetwork resources.

Working Principle

DefineaseriesofIPaccessrules intheIPACL,andthenapplytheIPACLeither intheincomingoroutgoingdirectionofan interface

orglobally.Thedevicecheckswhether theincomingoroutgoing IPv4packetsmatchtherulesandaccordinglyforwardsorblocks

these packets.

ToconfigureanIPACL,youmustspecifyauniquenameor IDfor theACLofaprotocolso that theprotocolcanuniquely identifyeach

ACL. The following table lists the protocols that can use IDs to identify ACLs and the range of IDs.

Protocol ID Range

Standard IP 1–99, 1300–1999

Extended IP 100–199, 2000–2699

Basic ACLs include the standard IP ACLs and extended IP ACLs. Typical rules defined in an ACL contain the following matching fields:

 Source IPaddress

 Destination IPaddress

 IP protocolnumber

 L4 source port ID or ICMP type

 L4 destination port ID or ICMP code
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access-list 101 deny ip any any

access-list 101 permit tcp 192.168.12.0 0.0.0.255 eq telnet any

access-list 1 permit host 192.168.4.12

access-list 1 deny host 192.168.4.12

The standard IP ACL (ID range: 1–99, 1300–1999) is used to forward or block packets based on the source IP address, whereas the

extendedIPACL(IDrange:100–199,2000–2699) isusedtoforwardorblockpacketsbasedonacombinationof thepreceding

matching fields.

ForanindividualACL,multipleindependentACLstatementscanbeusedtodefinemultiplerules.Allstatementsreferencethesame

IDornamesothat thesestatementsareboundwiththesameACL.However,morestatementsmeanthat it is increasinglydifficult to

read and understand the ACL.

Forroutingproducts, theICMPcodematchingfield inanACLrule is ineffectivefor ICPMpacketswhoseICPMtype is3. If theICPM

codeofICMPpacketstobematchedisconfiguredinanACLrule,theACLmatchingresultof incomingICMPpacketsofadevice

whose ICPM type is 3may be different from the expected result.

 Implicit "Deny All Traffic" Rule Statement

At theendofevery IPACLisan implicit "denyall traffic" rulestatement.Therefore, ifapacketdoesnotmatchany rule, thepacketwill

be denied.

For example:

This ACL permits only packets sent from the source host 192.168.4.12, and denies packets sent from all other hosts. This is because the

following statement exists at the end of this ACL: access-list 1 deny any.

If the ACL contains only the following statement:

Packets sent from any host will be denied when passing through this port.

WhendefininganACL,youmustconsidertheroutingupdatepackets.Astheimplicit"denyall traffic"statementexistsat the
end of an ACL, all routing update packetsmay be blocked.

 Input Sequence of Rule Statements

Everynewrule isaddedtotheendofanACLand infrontof thedefault rulestatement.The inputsequenceofstatements inanACL is

very important. It determines thepriorityof eachstatement in theACL.Whendeterminingwhether to forwardor blockpackets,a

devicecomparespacketswithrulestatementsbasedonthesequencethatrulestatementsarecreated.Afterlocatingamatchedrule

statement, the device does not check any other rule statement.

Ifarulestatementiscreatedanddeniesall traffic,allsubsequentstatementswillnotbechecked.

For example:

The first rule statement denies all IP packets. Therefore, Telnet packets from the host on the network 192.168.12.0/24 will be denied.

After thedevice finds that packetsmatch the first rulestatement, it doesnot check thesubsequent rulestatementsanymore.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IP ACL

By default, no IP ACL is configured on a device.

Runtheipaccess-list{standard|extended}{acl-name|acl-id}commandinglobalconfigurationmodetocreateastandardoran

extended IP ACL and enter standard or extended IP ACLmode.
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 Adding ACEs to an IP ACL

By default, a newly created IP ACL contains an implicit ACE that denies all IPv4 packets. This ACE is hidden from users, but takes effect

whentheACLisappliedtoaninterface.That is,all IPv4packetswillbediscarded.Therefore, ifyouwant thedevicetoreceiveorsend

some specific IPv4 packets, add someACEs to the ACL.

For a standard IP ACL, add ACEs as follows:

 NomatterwhetherthestandardIPACLisanamedornumberACL,youcanrunthefollowingcommandinstandardIPACL
mode to add an ACE:

[ sn ] { permit | deny } {host source| any | source source-wildcard } [ time-range time-range-name ] [ log ]

 For a numbered standard IP ACL, you can also run the following command in global configurationmode to add anACE:
access-listacl-id {permit |deny } {host source| any | sourcesource-wildcard } [ time-rangetm-rng-name ][ log ]

For an extended IP ACL, you can add ACEs as follows:

 NomatterwhethertheextendedIPACLisanamedornumberedACL,youcanrunthefollowingcommandinextendedIPACL
mode to add an ACE:

[sn ] {permit |deny }protocol{hostsource|any |sourcesource-wildcard } {hostdestination|any |destination

destination-wildcard }[ [[precedenceprecedence ] [ tos tos]] | [dscpdscp] [ecnecn] ] [udfudf-id headerpos valuemask ]

[fragment] [ fragment-ipid fragment-ipid ] [time-range time-range-name] [ log ]

 For a numbered extended IP ACL, you can also run the following command in global configurationmode to add an ACE:
access-listacl-id{permit|deny }protocol{hostsource|any |sourcesource-wildcard}{hostdestination|any |destination

destination-wildcard }[ [[ precedenceprecedence ] [ tos tos]] | [dscp dscp] [ecn ecn] ] [fragment] [ fragment-ipid fragment-ipid ]

[time-range time-range-name] [ log ]

 Applying an IP ACL

By default, the IP ACL is not applied to any interface, that is, the IP ACL does not filter incoming or outgoing IP packets of the device.

Run the ip access-group { acl-id | acl-name } { in| out }[ reflect | counter-only| forward-plane | priority ] command in interface

configurationmode to apply a standard or an extended IP ACL to a specified interface.

Tocollect statisticsonpacketswithsome features, run the ipaccess-group {acl-id |acl-name } { in|out }counter-onlycommandon

the interface.The count rule takes effect only topermit rules and does not take effect todeny rules in the ACL.

After an ACL is used as a counter-only ACL, the counter function cannot be globally enabled for the ACL, and the ACL cannot be

applied globally or on interfaces as a common application ACL. That is, ACLs with the same ID or name cannot be used as a

counter-only ACL and a common application ACL at the same time.

Configure forward-plane so that ACL is only applied to the forwarding plane.

Configure priority to set the priority of ACL applied to the SVI interface, so that this ACL can have the highest priority on the

forwarding plane of SVI interface.

1.3.2 MAC ExtendedACL

TheMACextendedACLimplementsrefinedcontrolon incomingandoutgoingpacketsbasedontheL2headerofpackets.Youcan

permitordenytheentryofspecificL2packetstoanetwork,thusprotectingnetworkresourcesagainstattacksorcontrolusers'access

to networkresources.

Working Principle
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access-list 700 permit host 00d0.f800.0001 any

DefineaseriesofMACaccessrules intheMACextendedACL,and thenapplytheACLtotheincomingoroutgoingdirectionofan

interface.Thedevicecheckswhethertheincomingoroutgoingpacketsmatchtherulesandaccordinglyforwardsorblocksthese

packets.

ToconfigureanMACextendedACL,youmustspecifyauniquenameorIDfor thisACLtouniquelyidentify theACL.Thefollowing

table lists the range of IDs that identify MAC extended ACLs.

Protocol ID Range

MAC extended ACL 700–799

Typical rules defined in an MAC extended ACL include:

 Source MACaddress

 Destination MACaddress

 Ethernet protocol type

The MAC extended ACL (ID range: 700–799) is used to filter packets based on the source or destinationMAC address and the Ethernet

type in thepackets.

ForanindividualMACextendedACL,multipleindependentACLstatementscanbeusedtodefinemultiplerules.Allstatements

referencethesameIDornamesothatthesestatementsareboundwiththesameACL.However,morestatementsmeanthatitis

increasingly difficult to read and understand the ACL.

IfACEsinanMACextendedACLarenotdefinedspecificallyfor IPv6packets,that is,theEthernettype isnotspecifiedorthevalueof

theEthernet type fieldisnot0x86dd, theMACextendedACLdoesnot filter IPv6packets. Ifyouwant tofilter IPv6packets,use

the IPv6 extended ACL.

 Implicit "Deny All Traffic" Rule Statement

AttheendofeveryMACextendedACLisanimplicit "denyall traffic"rulestatement.Therefore, ifapacketdoesnotmatchanyrule,

the packet will be denied.

For example:

This ACL permits only packets from the host with the MAC address 00d0.f800.0001, and denies packets from all other hosts. This is

because the following statement exists at the end of this ACL: access-list 700 deny any any.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anMAC ExtendedACL

By default, no MAC extended ACL is configured on a device.

Run themac access-list extended {acl-name | acl-id } command in global configuration mode to create an MAC extended ACL and

enter MAC extended ACLmode.

 Adding ACEs to an MACExtended ACL

By default, a newly created MAC extended ACL contains an implicit ACE that denies all L2 packets. This ACE is hidden from users, but

takeseffectwhen theACLisapplied toan interface.That is,allL2packetswillbediscarded.Therefore, ifyouwant thedevice to

receive or send some specific L2 packets, add someACEs to the ACL.

You can add ACEs to an MAC extended ACL as follows:
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 Nomatterwhether theMACextendedACLisanamedornumberedACL,youcanrun the followingcommand inMACextended
ACLmode to add an ACE:

[sn] { permit | deny } {any | host src-mac-addr | src-mac-addrmask}{any | host dst-mac-addr | dst-mac-addrmask} [ethernet-type]

[coscos ] [innercos] [ time-rangetm-rng-name ]

 For a numberedMACextendedACL, you can also run the following command in global configurationmode to add an ACE:
access-list acl-id { permit | deny } {any | host src-mac-addr | src-mac-addrmask }{any | host dst-mac-addr | dst-mac-addrmask }

[ethernet-type] [coscos ] [innercos] [ time-rangetime-range-name ]

 Applying an MAC Extended ACL

By default, theMACextendedACL is not applied to any interface, that is, the createdMACextendedACL does not filter incoming or

outgoing L2 packets of a device.

Run the mac access-group { acl-id | acl-name } { in| out }[ counter-only | forward-plane | priority ] command in interface

configuration mode to apply an MAC extended ACL to a specified interface.

Tocollect statisticsonpacketswithsomefeatures, run themacaccess-group {acl-id |acl-name } { in|out }counter-onlycommand

on the interface.The count rule takes effect only topermit rules and does not take effect to deny rules in theACL.

After an ACL is used as a counter-only ACL, the counter function cannot be globally enabled for the ACL, and the ACL cannot be

applied globally or on interfaces as a common application ACL. That is, ACLs with the same ID or name cannot be used as a

counter-only ACL and a common application ACL at the same time.

Configure forward-plane so that ACL is only applied to the forwarding plane.

Configure priority to set the priority of ACL applied to the SVI interface, so that this ACL can have the highest priority on the

forwarding plane of SVI interface.

1.3.3 Expert ExtendedACL

YoucancreateanexpertextendedACLtomatchtheL2andL3informationinpacketsusingthesamerule.TheexpertextendedACL

canbetreatedasacombinationandenhancementoftheIPACLandtheMACextendedACLbecausetheexpertextendedACLcan

containACEsinboththeIPACLandtheMACextendedACL.Inaddition,theVLANIDcanbespecifiedintheexpertextendedACLto

filter packets.

Working Principle

Definea seriesof access rules in theexpert extendedACL, and thenapply theACL in the incomingor outgoingdirectionof an

interface. The device checks whether incoming or outgoing packets match the rules and accordingly forwards or blocks these packets.

ToconfigureanexpertextendedACL,youmustspecifyauniquenameor IDfor thisACLsothat theprotocolcanuniquely identify

eachACL. The following table lists the ID range of the expert extended ACL.

Protocol ID Range

Expert extended ACL 2700–2899

WhenanexpertextendedACLiscreated,definedrulescanbeappliedtoallpackets.Thedevicedetermineswhethertoforwardor

block packets by checking whether packetsmatch these rules.

Typical rules defined in an expert extended ACL include:

 All information in the basic ACL and MAC extended ACL

 VLAN ID
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access-list 2700 permit 0x0806 any any any any any

The expert extended ACL (ID range: 2700–2899) is a combination of the basic ACL and MAC extended ACL, and can filter packets

based on theVLAN ID.

ForanindividualexpertextendedACL,multiple independentstatementscanbeusedtodefinemultiplerules.Allstatements

reference the same ID or name so that these statements are boundwith the sameACL.

If rules inanexpertextendedACLarenotdefinedspecifically for IPv6packets,that is, theEthernet type isnotspecifiedor thevalueof

theEthernet type field isnot0x86dd, theexpertextendedACLdoesnot filter IPv6packets. Ifyouwant to filter IPv6packets,use

the IPv6 extended ACL.

The Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN) field in the expert extended ACL of a data center product is mainly used to match the inner

packets in the VXLAN. Therefore, you can use the expert extended ACL inVXLANmode tomatch the inner IP address of the

VXLAN.

TheVXLAN field in theN18K-CMXexpert extendedACL of a data center product cannot match the 5-tuple of the inner and external

layerconcurrently.However,FSN5860onlyneedstomatchthetunnelstartpacketsandtunnel terminationpackets.Therefore,

with N5860, you can only use a common 5-tuple field to match the original packets without applying the VXLAN field in the

expert extendedACL.

When a device needs to match VXLAN packets, you can specify the destination port ID of the VXLAN protocol to confirm VXLAN

packets.Youcan also specify whether matchedVXLAN packets carry tags.

The UDF field in the expert extended ACL of a data center product is a customized field. Users should customize the protocol layer,

offset, data andmask.

MPLS in the expert extended ACL of a data center product can provide the matching rules for the IP field in MPLS packets.

 Implicit "Deny All Traffic" Rule Statement

AttheendofeveryexpertextendedACLisan implicit "denyall traffic" rulestatement.Therefore, ifapacketdoesnotmatchany rule,

the packet will be denied.

For example:

This ACL permits only ARP packets whose Ethernet type is 0x0806, and denies all other types of packets. This is because the following

statement exists at the end of this ACL: access-list 2700 deny any anyany any.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an Expert ExtendedACL

By default, no expert extended ACL is configured on a device.

Run the expert access-list extended {acl-name | acl-id } command in global configuration mode to create an expert extended ACL

and enter expert extended ACL mode.

 Adding ACEs to an Expert Extended ACL

By default, a newly created expert extended ACL contains an implicit ACE that denies all packets. This ACE is hidden from users, but

takeseffectwhen theACLisapplied toan interface.That is,allL2packetswillbediscarded.Therefore, ifyouwant thedevice to

receive or send some specific L2 packets, add someACEs to the ACL.

You can add ACEs to an expert extended ACL as follows:
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 Nomatterwhether theexpertextendedACLisanamedornumberedACL,youcanrun thefollowingcommand inexpert
extended ACL mode to add an ACE:

[sn]{ permit |deny }[protocol| [ethernet-type][ cos[out] [inner in]]] [[VID [out][inner in]]] {source source-wildcard |host source |

any}{hostsource-mac-address|any } {destinationdestination-wildcard |hostdestination |any} {hostdestination-mac-address |

any} [[precedenceprecedence][tos tos] | [dscp dscp] [ecnecn] ] [fragment] [ fragment-ipid fragment-ipid ] [range lowerupper]

[[udf udf-id header pos valuemask ] | [ int-flag ]] [time-range time-range-name]]

 WhenVXLAN packets need tomatch the inner 5-tuple, you can use the following command in expert ACL:

[sn]{ permit |deny } vxlan protocol {source source-wildcard | host source | any} {destination destination-wildcard | host destination

| any} [tagged] [udp-dport dport][time-rangetime-range-name]]

ThiscommandisusedtoconfigureanACEintheACL.Whenprotocol issettoTCPorUDP,youcanconfigureaLayer-4port IDto

indicate theVXLAN inner port ID to be matched.

 ForanumberedexpertextendedACL,youcanalsorunthefollowingcommandinexpertextendedACLmodetoaddanACE:

access-listacl-id{ permit |deny }[protocol| [ethernet-type][ cos[out] [inner in]]] [[VID [out][inner in]]] {sourcesource-wildcard |

hostsource |any}{hostsource-mac-address|any } {destinationdestination-wildcard |hostdestination |any} {host

destination-mac-address | any} [[precedence precedence][tos tos] | [dscp dscp] [ecn ecn] ] [fragment] [ fragment-ipid

fragment-ipid ] [range lowerupper] [[udf udf-id header pos value mask ] | [ int-flag ]] [time-range time-range-name]]

 Applying an Expert Extended ACL

Bydefault, theexpertextendedACLisnotappliedtoany interface, that is, thecreatedexpertextendedACLdoesnot filter incoming

or outgoing L2 or L3 packets of a device.

Run the expert access-group {acl-id | acl-name} { in| out} [ counter-only | forward-plane | priority ]command in interface

configurationmode to apply an expert extended ACL to a specified interface.

Tocollectstatisticsonpacketswithsomefeatures,runtheexpertaccess-group{acl-id |acl-name}{in|out}counter-onlycommand

on the interface.The count rule takes effect only topermit rules and does not take effect todeny rules in the ACL.

After an ACL is used as a counter-only ACL, the counter function cannot be globally enabled for the ACL, and the ACL cannot be

applied globally or on interfaces as a common application ACL. That is, ACLs with the same ID or name cannot be used as a

counter-only ACL and a common application ACL at the same time.

Configure forward-plane so that ACL is only applied to the forwarding plane.

Configurepriority toset thepriorityofACLapplied to theSVI interface,so that thisACLcanhave thehighestpriorityon the

forwarding plane of SVI interface.

1.3.4 IPv6 ACL

TheIPv6ACLimplementsrefinedcontrolonincomingandoutgoing IPv6packetsofadevice.Youcanpermitordeny theentryof

specific IPv6packets toanetworkaccording toactual requirements tocontrolaccessof IPv6users tonetwork resources.

Working Principle

DefineaseriesofIPv6accessrulesintheIPv6ACL,andthenapplytheACLintheincomingoroutgoingdirectionofaninterface.The

devicecheckswhether theincomingoroutgoing IPv6packetsmatchtherulesandaccordinglyforwardsorblocks thesepackets.

To configure an IPv6 ACL, you must specify a unique name for this ACL.

UnliketheIPACL,MACextendedACL,andexpertextendedACL,youcanspecifyonlyanamebutnotanIDfortheIPv6ACL
created.
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ipv6 access-list ipv6_acl

10 permit ipv6 any any

20 deny ipv6 host 200::1 any

ipv6 access-list ipv6_acl

10 permit ipv6 host 200::1 any

OnlyoneIPACL,oroneMACextendedACL,oroneexpertextendedACLcanbeappliedtothe incomingoroutgoingdirection
of an interface. Besides, one more IPv6ACL can be applied.

 Implicit "Deny All Traffic" Rule Statement

AttheendofeveryIPv6ACLisan implicit"denyall IPv6traffic"rulestatement.Therefore, ifapacketdoesnotmatchanyrule, the

packet will bedenied.

For example:

This ACL permits only IPv6 packets from the source host 200::1, and denies IPv6 packets from all other hosts. This is because the

following statement exists at the end of this ACL: deny ipv6 any any.

Although the IPv6ACL contains the implicit "deny all IPv6 traffic" rule statement by default, it does not filter NDpackets.

 Input Sequence of Rule Statements

Everynewrule isaddedtotheendofanACLand infrontof thedefault rulestatement.The inputsequenceofstatements inanACL is

very important. It determines thepriorityof eachstatement in theACL.Whendeterminingwhether to forwardor blockpackets,a

devicecomparespacketswithrulestatementsbasedonthesequencethatrulestatementsarecreated.Afterlocatingamatchedrule

statement, the device does not check any other rule statement.

Ifarulestatementiscreatedandpermitsall IPv6traffic,allsubsequentstatementswillnotbechecked.

For example:

Asthefirstrulestatementpermitsall IPv6packets,all IPv6packetssentfromthehost200::1doesnotmatchthesubsequentdenyrule

with the serial number of 20, and thereforewill not be denied.After the device finds that packetsmatch the first rule statement, it

does not check the subsequent rule statements any more.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an IPv6 ACL

By default, no IPv6 ACL is configured on a device.

Run the ipv6 access-list acl-name command in global configuration mode to create an IPv6 ACL and enter IPv6 ACL mode.

 Adding ACEs to an IPv6ACL

Bydefault,anewlycreatedIPv6ACLcontainsanimplicitACEthatdeniesall IPv6packets.ThisACEishiddenfromusers,but takes

effectwhentheACLisappliedtoaninterface.That is,allIPv6packetswillbediscarded.Therefore,ifyouwantthedevicetoreceiveor

send some specific IPv6 packets, add some ACEs to the ACL.

Run the following command in IPv6 ACL mode to add an ACE:

[sn] {permit | deny }protocol{src-ipv6-prefix/prefix-len|host src-ipv6-addr| any}{dst-ipv6-pfix/pfix-len|host dst-ipv6-addr|any} [range

lower upper] [dscp dscp][flow-labelflow-label][fragment] [ udf udf-id header pos value mask ] [time-range tm-rng-name] [ log ]
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FS(config)#expert access-list advanced name

FS(config-exp-dacl)#permit 00d0f8123456 ffffffffffff 0

FS(config-exp-dacl)#deny 00d0f8654321 ffffffffffff 6

 Applying an IPv6 ACL

Bydefault, the IPv6ACLisnotappliedtoany interface, that is, theIPv6ACLdoesnot filter incomingoroutgoing IPv6packetsofa

device.

Runthe ipv6traffic-filteracl-name { in|out} [counter-only|priority ] command in interfaceconfigurationmode toapplyan IPv6

ACL to a specified interface.

Configure priority to set the priority of ACL applied to the SVI interface, so that this ACL can have the highest priority on the

forwarding plane of SVI interface.

1.3.5 ACL80

ACL80 refers to the expert advanced ACL, and is also called custom ACL. It filters packets based on the first 80 bytes of every packet.

Among these 80 bytes, the SMAC, DMAC, SIP,DIP,and ETYPE fields in a packet aremandatory, and you can specify the remaining 16

bytes.

Working Principle

Apacketconsistsofanumberofbytes.ACL80allowsyou tomatch thespecified16bytesbybit in the first80bytesofapacket.Any

bitof a16-byte fieldcanbeset toavalue (0or1), indicatingwhether thebit iscompared.Whenanybyte is filtered, three factorsare

considered: content of thematching field,maskof thematching field, and thestart position formatching.Bits of thematching field

contentare inone-to-onemapping relationshipwithbitsof thematching fieldmask.The filtering rulespecifies thevalue of the field

tobe filtered.The filtering field templatespecifieswhether thecorresponding field in the filtering ruleshouldbe filtered. (1 indicates

that the bit specified in the filtering rule should bematched;0 indicates that the bit specified in the filtering rule is not matched.)

Therefore,when it is required tomatcha specific bit, youmust set the corresponding bit to 1 in the filtering field template. For

example, if the bit is set to 0 in the filtering field template, no bit ismatchednomatter which bit is specified in the filtering rule.

For example,

ThecustomACLmatchesanybyteof thefirst80bytes inaL2dataframeaccordingtouser'definition,andfilterspacketsaccordingly.

ToproperlyuseacustomACL,youmusthavean in-depthunderstandingabout thestructureofaL2dataframe.Thefollowingshows

the first64bytesof aL3data frame(every letter representsahexadecimalnumber,andevery two letters representonebyte):

AAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBBBCCCCDDDD

DDDDEEFFGGHHHHHH II II JJKK LLLLMMMM

NNNNOOPPQQQQRRRRRRRRSSSSSSSSTTTT

UU UU VV VV VV VV WWWWWWWW XY ZZ aa aa bb bb

The following table describes the meaning and offset of each letter:

Letter Meaning Offset Letter Meaning Offset

A Destination MAC address 0 O Time To Live (TTL) field 34

B Source MAC address 6 P Protocol number 35

C VLAN tag field 12 Q IP checksum 36

D Data frame length 16 R Source IP address 38
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Letter Meaning Offset Letter Meaning Offset

E
Destinationserviceaccesspoint(DSAP)

field
18 S Destination IP address 42

F Sourceserviceaccesspoint(SSAP)field 19 T TCP source port 46

G Cntl field 20 U TCP destination port 48

H OFS Code field 21 V Serial number 50

I Encapsulated data type 24 W Acknowledgment field 54

J IP version number 26 XY IP header length and reserved bit 58

K TOS field 27 Z Reserved bit and flags bit 59

L IP packet length 28 a Windows size field 60

M ID 30 b Miscellaneous 62

N Flags field 32

Intheabovetable, theoffsetofeachfieldis theoffsetof this field inthetagged802.3SNAPpacket. InacustomACL,youcanusethe

rulemaskandoffset jointly toextract anybyte from the first 80 bytesof adata frame, compare the bytewith the rule customized in

theACL,and thenfiltermatcheddata frames for furtherprocessing.Customized rulesmaybesomefixedattributesofdata.For

example,toobtainallTCPpackets,youcandefinetheruleas"06",rulemaskas"FF",andoffsetas"35".Then,thedevicecanusethe

rulemaskandoffset jointly toextract thecontentofTCPprotocolnumber field inareceiveddata frame,andcompare theextracted

content with the rule to obtain all TCP packets.

Only switches support the ACL80.

TheACL80supportsfilteringoftheEthernet,803.3SNAP,and802.3LLCpackets.IfthevaluesofthefieldsfromDSAPtocntlare
settoAAAA03,theACLisusedtofilterthe803.3SNAPpackets.IfthevaluesofthefieldsfromDSAPtocntlaresettoE0E003,the

ACL is used to filter the 803.3 LLC packets. The value of the cntl field cannot be configured to filter Ethernet packets.

TheACL80canbeconfiguredtocomparepacketswithanyofthe16bytes.If the16bytesarealreadyused,noACEcanbe
configured to compare packets with fields in any other bytes.

Related Configuration

 Configuring an Expert AdvancedACL

By default, no expert advanced ACL is configured on a device.

Run the expert access-list advanced acl-name command in global configuration mode to create an expert advanced ACL and enter

expert advanced ACLmode.

 Adding ACEs to an Expert AdvancedACL

By default, a newly created expert advanced ACL contains an implicit ACE that denies all packets. This ACE is hidden from users, but

takeseffectwhen theACLisapplied toan interface.That is,allL2packetswillbediscarded.Therefore, ifyouwant thedevice to

receive or send some specific L2 packets, add someACEs to the ACL.

 Runthe[sn]{permit|deny}hexhex-maskoffsetcommandinexpertadvancedACLmodetoaddanACEtotheexpert
advanced ACL.

 Applying an Expert AdvancedACL

Bydefault, theexpertadvancedACLisnotappliedtoanyinterface, that is, thecreatedexpertadvancedACLdoesnotfilter incoming

or outgoing packets of a device.
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Runtheexpertaccess-groupacl-name{in|out} [forward-plane|priority ]commandin interfaceconfigurationmodetoapplyan

expert advanced ACL to a specified interface.

Configure forward-plane so that ACL is only applied to the forwarding plane.

Configure priority to set the priority of ACL applied to the SVI interface, so that this ACL can have the highest priority on the

forwarding plane of SVI interface.

1.3.6 ACLRedirection

ACLredirectionallowsadevicetoanalyzereceivedpacketsandredirect thepacketstoaspecifiedport for forwarding.Toanalyze

specificincomingpacketsofadevice,youcanconfiguretheACLredirectionfunctiontoredirectpacketsmeetingrulestoaspecified

port and capture packets on this port for analysis.

Working Principle

BinddifferentACLpolicytoan interfaceandspecifyanoutputdestination interface foreachpolicy.Whenreceivingpacketsonthis

interface,thedevicesearchesACLpoliciesboundtothisinterfaceonebyone.Ifpacketsmatchcriteriadescribedinacertainpolicy,

thedevice forwardspacketson the destination interfacespecified by the policy, thus redirecting packetsbasedon traffic.

Only switches support the ACL redirection function.

ACL redirection takes effect only in the incoming direction of an interface.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anACL

Before configuring ACL redirection, configure an ACL. For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about

ACL configuration.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about how to add ACEs to an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL,

or IPv6ACL.

 Configuring ACLRedirection

By default, ACL redirection is not configured on a device.

Run the redirect destinationinterface interface-name acl {acl-id | acl-name } in command in interface configuration mode to

configure ACLredirection.

Youcan configure the ACL redirection function only on an Ethernet interface or AP.

1.3.7 Global SecurityACL

Tomeet the requirementsof securitydeployment, theport-basedACL isoftenconfigured to filter out viruspacketsandobtain

packetswithcertaincharacteristics,forexample,packetsthatattacktheTCPport.Variousviruspacketsexist inaglobalnetwork

environment,andtheidentificationfeaturesofviruspacketsundereachportareidenticalorsimilar.Therefore,anACLisgenerally

created.After thedenyACEformatchingvirussignatures isaddedtotheACL, theport-basedACLisapplied toeachporton the

switch to filter out virus packets.

Fortworeasons,itisnotconvenienttousetheport-basedACLsinantivirusscenariossuchasvirusfiltering.Thefirstreasonisthatthe

port-basedACLmustbe configuredoneveryport, which results in repeated configuration, pooroperationperformance, and
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over-consumptionofACLresources.ThesecondreasonisthattheaccesscontrolfunctionoftheACLisweakened.Astheport-based

ACLisusedforvirus filtering,basic functionsof theACL,suchasrouteupdaterestrictionandnetworkaccessrestriction,cannotbe

usedproperly.TheglobalsecurityACLcanbeusedforglobalantivirusdeploymentanddefensewithoutaffectingtheport-basedACL.

Byrunningonlyonecommand,youcanmaketheglobalsecurityACLtakeseffectonallL2interfaces.Incontrast,theport-basedACL

must be configured on every interface.

Working Principle

The global security ACL takes effect on all L2 interfaces.When both the global security ACL and the port-based ACL are configured,

bothtakeeffect.PacketsthatmatchtheglobalsecurityACLaredirectlyfilteredoutasviruspackets.Packetsthatdonotmatchthe

globalsecurityACLarestillcontrolledbytheport-basedACL.YoucandisabletheglobalsecurityACLonsomeportssothat these

ports are not controlled by the global security ACL.

TheglobalsecurityACLismainlyusedforvirusfiltering.Therefore,inanACLassociatedwiththeglobalsecurityACL,onlythe
deny ACEs take effect, and the permit ACEs do not take effect.

UnlikethesecureACLappliedtoaport, theglobalsecurityACLdoesnotcontainthedefault "denyall traffic"ACE, that is,all
packets that do not match the ACL are permitted.

AglobalsecureACLcan takeeffecteither onaL2port ora routedport.That is, it takeseffectonall the following typesofports:
accessport, trunkport, hibirdport, routedport, andAP (L2orL3).Theglobal secureACLdoesnot takeeffectonanSVI.

Youcan disable the global security ACL on an individual physical port or AP,but not on amember port of an AP.

The global secure ACL supports only the associated IP standard ACL, IP extendedACL,MAC extendedACL and expert extended
ACL.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anACL

Before configuring the global security ACL, configure an ACL. For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier descriptions

about ACLconfiguration.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about how to add ACEs to an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL.

 Configuring aGlobal Security ACL

By default, no global security ACL is configured on a device.

Runthe{ip|mac |Expert }access-groupacl-id { in |out }commandinglobalconfigurationmodetoenabletheglobalsecurityACL.

Run the ipv6 traffic-filter acl-name {in | out} command to enable the global Ipv6 security ACL

 Configuring an Exclusive Interface of theGlobal Security ACL

By default, no exclusive interface is configured for the global security ACL on a device.

Run the no global ip access-group command in interface configuration to disable the global security ACL on a specified interface.
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1.3.8 Security Channel

In some application scenarios, packets meeting some characteristics may need to bypass the checks of access control applications. For

example,beforeDOT1Xauthentication,usersareallowed to log in toaspecifiedwebsite todownloadtheDOT1Xauthentication

client.Thesecuritychannelcanbeusedfor thispurpose.Whenthesecuritychannelconfigurationcommand isexecuted toapplya

secure ACL globally or to an interface, this ACL becomes a security channel.

Working Principle

ThesecuritychannelisalsoanACL,andcanbeconfiguredgloballyor foraspecifiedinterface.Whenarrivingataninterface,packets

arecheckonthesecuritychannel. Ifmeeting thematchingconditionsof thesecuritychannel,packetsdirectlyentersaswitchwithout

undergoingtheaccesscontrol,suchasportsecurity,Webauthentication,802.1x,andIP+MACbindingcheck.Agloballyapplied

security channel takes effect on all interfaces except exclusive interfaces.

ThedenyACEsinanACLthat isappliedtoasecuritychanneldonot takeeffect. Inaddition, thisACLdoesnotcontainan
implicit "denyall traffic" rulestatementat theendof theACL. If packetsdonotmeetmatchingconditionsof thesecurity

channel, they are checked according to the access control rules in compliance with the relevant process.

Youcanconfigureuptoeightexclusive interfacesfor theglobalsecuritychannel. Inaddition,youcannotconfigure
interface-based security channel on these exclusive interfaces.

Ifasecuritychannel isappliedtoan interfacewhileaglobalsecuritychannelexists, thisglobalsecuritychanneldoesnot take
effect on thisinterface.

Ifbothport-basedmigratableauthenticationmodeandsecuritychannelareappliedtoan interface,thesecuritychanneldoes
not takeeffect.

An IPv6ACL cannot be configured as a security channel.

Only switches support the security channel.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anACL

Before configuring the security channel, configure an ACL. For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier descriptions

about ACLconfiguration.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about how to add ACEs to an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, or expert extended

ACL.

 Configuring a Security Channel on an Interface

By default, no security channel is configured on an interface of a device.

Run the security access-group {acl-id | acl-name } command in interface configuration mode to configure the security channel on an

interface.

 Configuring aGlobal Security Channel

By default, no global security channel is configured on a device.

Run the security global access-group {acl-id | acl-name } command in interface configuration mode to configure a global security

channel.
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 Configuring an Exclusive Interface for theGlobal Security Channel

By default, no exclusive interface is configured for the global security channel on a device.

Runthesecurityuplinkenablecommandininterfaceconfigurationmodetoconfigureaspecifiedinterfaceastheexclusive

interface of the global security channel.

1.3.9 SVI RouterACL

Bydefault,anACLthat isapplied toanSVIalso takeseffectonL2packets forwardedwithinaVLANandL3packets forwarded

betweenVLANs. Consequently, users in the same VLAN may fail to communicate with each other. Therefore, a switchover method is

provided so that the ACL that is applied to an SVI takes effect only on routing packets betweenVLANs.

Working Principle

Bydefault, theSVIrouterACLfunctionisdisabled,andanSVIACLtakeseffectonL3packetsforwardedbetweenVLANsandL2

packets forwarded within a VLAN. After the SVI router ACL function is enabled, the SVI ACL takes effect only on L3 packets forwarded

betweenVLANs.

Only switches support the SVI router ACL.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anACL

Before configuring the SVI router ACL, configure and apply an ACL. For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier

descriptions about ACL configuration.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about how to add ACEs to an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL,

or IPv6ACL.

 Applying anACL

For details about how to apply an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extendedACL, or IPv6

ACL. Apply the ACL in SVI configuration mode.

 Configuring theSVI Router ACL

Runthesvirouter-aclsenablecommandinglobalconfigurationmodetoenabletheSVIrouterACLsothat theACLthat isappliedto

an SVI takes effect only on packets forwarded at L3, and not on packets forwarded at L2within aVLAN.

1.3.10 ACLLogging

ACLloggingisusedtomonitor therunningstatusofACEsinanACLandprovideessential informationforroutinenetwork

maintenance andoptimization.

Working Principle

Tobetter learn the running statusof ACLsonadevice,youcandeterminewhether tospecify theACL loggingoptionas required

when adding ACEs. If this option is specified, logs are output when packets matching ACEs are found. ACL logs are displayed based on

ACEs.Thatis,thedeviceperiodicallydisplaysACEswithmatchedpacketsandthenumberofmatchedpackets.Anexampleofthelog

is as follows:
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*Sep 9 16:23:06: %ACL-6-MATCH: ACL 100 ACE 10 permit icmp any any, match 78 packets.

To control the amount of logs and output frequency, you can configure the log update interval.

An ACE containing the ACL logging option consumes more hardware resources. If all configured ACEs contain this option, the
ACE capacity of a device will be reduced by half.

Bydefault, the logupdate interval is0, that is,no log isoutput.After theACL loggingoption isspecified inanACE,youneedto
configure the log update interval to output related logs; otherwise, logs are not output.

ForanACEcontaining theACL loggingoption, ifnopacket ismatched inthespecified interval,nopacketmatching logrelated
tothisACEwillbeoutput. Ifmatchedpacketsare found inthespecified interval,packetmatching logsrelated tothisACEwillbe

outputwhen the interval expires.Thenumberofmatchedpackets is the totalnumberofpacketsthatmatchtheACEduring the

specified interval, that is, the period from the previous log output to the current log output.

Only switches support the ACL logging function.

You can configure the ACL logging option only for an IP ACL or an IPv6 ACL.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anACL

ConfigureanACLbeforeconfiguringACEscontainingtheACLloggingoption.FordetailsabouthowtoconfigureanACL,seethe

earlier descriptions about ACL configuration.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

FordetailsabouthowtoaddACEstoanACL,seetheearlierdescriptionsabouttheIPACLandIPv6ACL.NotethattheACLlogging

option must beconfigured.

 Configuring the Log Update Interval

Runthe{ip| ipv6}access-listlog-updateinerval timecommand intheconfigurationmode toconfigurethe intervalatwhichthe

ACL logs are output.

 Applying anACL

For details about how to apply an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL and IPv6 ACL.

1.3.11 Packet MatchingCounters

In addition to ACL logs, packet matching counters provide another choice for routine network maintenance and optimization.

Working Principle

Toimplementnetworkmanagement,usersmaywanttoknowwhetheranACEhasanymatchedpacketsandhowmanypacketsare

matched.ACLs provide the ACE-based packet matching counters.You can enable or disable packet matching counters for all ACEs in

anACL.WhenapacketmatchestheACE,thecorrespondingcounterincrementsby1.Youcanruntheclearcountersaccess-list

[ acl-id | acl-name ] command to reset counters of all ACEs in an ACL for a new round of statistics.

Enabling ACL counters requires more hardware entries. In an extreme case, this will reduce by half the number of ACEs that can
be configured on a device.

Youcanenable packetmatching counters onan IPACL,MACACL, expert ACL, or IPv6ACL.

Only switches support the ACL packetmatching counters.
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Related Configuration

 Configuring anACL

ConfigureanACLbeforeconfiguringACEscontainingtheACLloggingoption.FordetailsabouthowtoconfigureanACL,seethe

earlier descriptions about ACL configuration.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

FordetailsabouthowtoaddACEstoanACL,seetheearlierdescriptionsabout theACL.Notethat theACLloggingoptionmustbe

configured.

 Enabling Packet Matching Counters

To enable packet matching counters on an IP ACL, MAC ACL, or expert ACL, run the {mac | expert | ip} access-list counter { acl-id |

acl-name } command in global configuration mode.

Toenable packet matching counters on an IPv6 ACL, run the ipv6 access-list counter acl-name command in global configuration

mode.

 Applying anACL

For details about how to apply an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extendedACL, or IPv6

ACL.

 Clearing Packet Matching Counters

Run the clear countersaccess-list [acl-id | acl-name ] command in privileged EXEC mode to reset packet matching counters.

1.3.12 Fragmented Packet MatchingMode

In fragmented packet matching mode, an ACL can implement more refined control on fragmented packets.

Working Principle

IPpacketsmaybe fragmentedwhen transmittedon thenetwork.Whenfragmentationoccurs,only the first fragmentof thepacket

containstheL4information,suchastheTCP/UDPportnumber, ICMPtype,and ICMPcode,andother fragmentedpacketsdonot

containtheL4information.Bydefault,ifanACEcontainsthefragmentflag,fragmentedpacketsexceptthefirstfragmentsarefiltered.

If anACEdoesnot contain the fragment flag, all fragmentedpackets (including the first fragments) are filtered. Inaddition to this

default fragmentedpacketmatchingmode,anew fragmentedpacketmatchingmode isprovided.Youcanswitchbetween the two

fragmentedpacketmatchingmodesasrequiredonaspecifiedACL. Inthenewfragmentedpacketmatchingmode, ifanACEdoes

notcontain the fragment flagandpacketsare fragmented, thefirst fragmentsarecomparedwithall thematching fields (includingL3

andL4 information)defined in theACE,andother fragmentedpacketsarecomparedwithonly thenon-L4 informationdefined in the

ACE.

In thenew fragmentedpacketmatchingmode, ifanACEdoesnot contain the fragment flagand theaction isPermit, this type
ofACEoccupiesmorehardwareentries. In anextremecase, thiswill reducebyhalf thenumberof hardwareentries. If

Established is configured for filter the TCP flag in an ACE, more hardware entries will be occupied.

The ACL will be temporarily ineffective during switchover of the fragmented packet matchingmode.

Inthenew fragmentedpacketmatchingmode, ifanACEdoesnot contain thefragment flag, theL4 informationofpacketsneedsto

becompared,andtheactionisPermit, theACEcheckstheL3andL4informationof thefirstfragmentsofpackets,andchecks
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onlytheL3informationofotherfragmentedpackets.If theactionisDeny, theACEchecksonlythefirstfragmentsofpackets,

and ignores other fragmented packets.

Inthenewfragmentedpacketmatchingmode,ifanACEcontainsthefragmentflag,theACEchecksonlyfragmentedpacketsbutnot

the first fragments of packets no matter whether the action in the ACE is Permit or Deny.

OnlytheIPextendedACLandtheexpertextendedACLsupportswitchingbetweenthetwofragmentedpacketmatchingmodes.

Only switches support filtering of fragmented packets.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anACL

For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL and expert extended ACL.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

FordetailsabouthowtoaddACEstoanACL,seetheearlierdescriptionsabouttheIPACLandexpertextendedACL.Notethatthe

fragment option must be added.

 Switching the Fragmented Packet MatchingMode

Runthe[no ]{ip|expert}access-listnew-fragment-mode{acl-id |acl-name }commandinglobalconfigurationmodetoswitchthe

fragmented packet matchingmode.

 Applying anACL

For details about how to apply an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL and expert extended ACL.

1.4 Limitations

On the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products, the ACL applied to the inbound direction does not support "NEQ" matching on

layer-4 ports for TCP and UDP packets, and the ACL applied to the outbound direction supports only "EQ"matching on layer-4

ports forTCP and UDP packets.

IPv6 ACLs configured on the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products support matching by the following fields: protocol, sip,

l4_src,dip, l4_dst,dscp, and flow_label.An IPv6ACLsupportsmatchingonlybasedon the following two fieldgroups:

 protocol, sip, l4_src, l4_dst, dscp, flow_label, range

 protocol, dip, l4_src, l4_dst, dscp, flow_label, range

 AnACLcannot useall the fields formatching. Inaddition, IPv6ACLsdonot supportmatchingby fragmentnormatchingby

flow label in the outbound direction.

 Whenonlyhigh-order64bits (themask length is less thanorequal to64)need tobematched for thesource IPaddressand

destination IP address, matching by the IPv6 5-tuple is supported.

On the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products, security ACLs applied to an SVI are effective to both intra-VLAN packets forwarded

by bridges and inter-VLAN routing packets. As a result, users in theVLAN cannot perform communication.
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The N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products cannot identify the fragment flag field in IPv6 packets. If an IPv6 ACL contains the

fragment flag, the fragment flag is ignored during packet matching. This is equivalent to absence of the fragment flag in ACLs,

andmatching is performed on all packets, including the first-fragment packets and non-first-fragment packets.

TheN5860/N8560/NC8200seriesproductssupport theswitchingofthefragmentpacketmatchingmodewhenIPextendedACLs

or expert extended ACLs are applied.

On the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products, ACL 80 supports only the following common fields: destination MAC address,

source MAC address, VID, ETYPE, IP protocol number, source IPv4 address, destination IPv4 address, destination port ID, source

port ID, ICMP type, and ICMP code.

1.5 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring an IP ACL

(Optional) It is used to filter IPv4 packets.

ip access-list standard Configures a standard IP ACL.

ip access-list extended Configures an extended IP ACL.

permit host any time-range log Adds a permit ACE to a standard IP ACL.

deny host any time-range log Adds a deny ACE to a standard IP ACL.

permithostanyhostany tosdscpprecedence

fragment fragment-ipid fragment-ipid

time-range log

Adds a permit ACE to an extended IP ACL.

deny host any host any tos dscp precedence

fragment fragment-ipid fragment-ipid

time-range log

Adds a deny ACE to an extended IP ACL.

ip access-group in out Applies a standard or an extended IP ACL.

Configuring an MAC Extended

ACL (Optional) It is used to filter L2 packets.

mac access-list extended Configures an MAC extended ACL.

permitanyhostanyhostcosinnertime-range Adds a permit ACE to an MAC extended ACL.

deny any host any host cos inner time-range Adds a deny ACE to an MAC extended ACL.

mac access-group in out Applies an MAC extended ACL.

Configuring an Expert

Extended ACL (Optional) It is used to filter L2 and L3 packets.

expert access-list extended Configures an expert extended ACL.

permit cos innerVID inner host any host any

host any host any precedence tos fragment

fragment-ipid range time-range

AddsapermitACEtoanexpert extendedACL.

denycosinnerVIDinnerhostanyhostany

host any host any precedence tos fragment

fragment-ipid range time-range

Adds a deny ACE to an expert extended ACL.

expert access-group in out Applies an expert extended ACL.
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Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring an IPv6 Extended

ACL (Optional) It is used to filter IPv6 packets.

ipv6 access-list Configures an IPv6 ACL.

permithostanyhostanyrangedscpflow-label

fragment time-range log
Adds a permit ACE to an IPv6 ACL.

denyhostanyhostanyrangedscpflow-label

fragment time-rangelog
Adds a deny ACE to an IPv6 ACL.

ipv6 traffic-filter in out Applies an IPv6 ACL.

Configuring an ACL80 (Optional) It is used to customize the fields for filter L2 and L3 packets.

expert access-list advanced Configures an expert advanced ACL.

permit AddsapermitACEtoanexpertadvancedACL.

deny Adds a deny ACE to an expert advanced ACL.

expert access-group in out Applies an expert advanced ACL

Configuring ACL Redirection (Optional) It is used to redirect packetsmeeting the rules toa specified interface.

redirect destination interface acl in Configures ACL redirection.

Configuring a Global Security

ACL (Optional) It is used tomake an ACL take effect globally.

ip access-group in out
Applies a global security ACL in global

configuration mode.

no global ip access-group

Configures an interface as the exclusive

interfaceoftheglobalsecurityACLininterface

configuration mode.

ConfiguringaSecurityChannel (Optional) It is used to enable packets meeting some characteristics to bypass the checks of
accesscontrol applications, such as theDOT1XandWebauthentication.

security access-group
Enables the security channel in interface

configuration mode.

security global access-group
Enables the security channel in global

configuration mode.

security uplink enable

Configures an interface as the exclusive

interfaceof theglobalsecuritychannel in

interface configurationmode.

Configuring Comments for

ACLs

(Optional)ItisusedtoconfigurecommentsforanACLorACEsothatuserscaneasilyidentify
the functions of the ACL or ACE.

list-remark
Configures a comment for an ACL in ACL

configuration mode.

access-list list-remark
Configures a comment for an ACL in global

configuration mode.

remark
Configures a comment for an ACE in ACL

configuration mode.

Global Forwarding Plane

Security ACL (Optional) It is used to apply the ACL to only hardware packets.
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Configuration Item Description and Command

ip access-group in forward-plane
Configures global forwarding plane security

ACL in global configuration mode.

1.5.1 Configuringan IPACL

ConfigurationEffect

Configureandapplyan IPACLtoan interfacetocontrolall incomingandoutgoing IPv4packetsof this interface.Youcanpermitor

deny the entry of specific IPv4 packets to a network to control access of IP users to network resources.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an IP ACL

 (Mandatory) Configure an IP ACL if youwant to control access of IPv4 users to network resources.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users. The IP ACL takes
effect only on the local device, and does not affect other devices on the network.

 Adding ACEs to an IPACL

 (Optional)AnACLmaycontainzeroormultipleACEs.IfnoACEisconfigured,allincomingIPv4packetsofthedevicearedenied
by default.

 Applying an IPACL

 (Mandatory) Apply an IP ACL to a specified interface if you want this ACL take effect.

 Youcanapply an IPACLon aspecified interfaceof an access, an aggregate, or a coredevice basedon thedistribution of users.

Verification

 Use the followingmethods to verify the configuration effects of the IP ACL:

 Runthepingcommandtoverifythat theIPACLtakeseffectonthespecifiedinterface.Forexample,ifanIPACLisconfiguredto
prohibitahostwithaspecified IPaddressorhosts inaspecified IPaddressrange fromaccessing thenetwork, run theping

command to verify that the host(s) cannot be successfully pinged.

 Access related network resources to verify that the IP ACL takes effect on the specified interface. For example, access the
Internet or access the FTP resources on the network through FTP.

Related Commands

 Configuring an IP ACL

Command ip access-list { standard | extended } {acl-name | acl-id }

Parameter

Description

standard: Indicates that a standard IP ACL is created.

extended: Indicates that an extended IP ACL is created.

acl-name: IndicatesthenameofastandardoranextendedIPACL.If thisoptionisconfigured,anamedACLis

created.Thenameisastringof1to99characters.TheACLnamecannotstartwithnumbers(0–9),"in",or"out".
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acl-id: IndicatestheIDthatuniquelyidentifiesastandardorextendedIPACL.If thisoptionisconfigured,anumbered

ACL is created. If a standard IP ACL is created, the value range of acl-id is 1–99 and 1300–1999. If an extended IP ACL

is created, the value range of acl-id is 100–199 and 2000–2699.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure a standard or an extended IP ACL and enter standard or extended IP ACL

configurationmode.IfyouwanttocontrolaccessofuserstonetworkresourcesbycheckingthesourceIPaddressof

eachpacket,configureastandardIPACL.Ifyouwanttocontrolaccessofuserstonetworkresourcesbycheckingthe

source or destination IP address, protocol number, and TCP/UDP source or destination port, configure an extended IP

ACL.

 Adding ACEs to an IPACL

 Add ACEs to a standard IP ACL.

Use either of the following methods to add ACEs to a standard IP ACL:

Command [ sn ] { permit | deny } {host source | any | source source-wildcard } [ time-range time-range-name ] [ log ]

Parameter

Description

sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityofthisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberof thelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

host source: Indicates that IP packets sent from a host with the specified source IP address are filtered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent from any host are filtered.

sourcesource-wildcard: Indicates that IPpacketssent fromhosts inthespecified IPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

log: Indicates that logswillbeperiodicallyoutput ifpacketsmatching theACEsarefound.Fordetailsabout logs,see

"ACL Logging" in this document.

Command

Mode

Standard IP ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide RunthiscommandtoaddACEsinstandardIPACLconfigurationmode.TheACLcanbeanamedornumberedACL.

Command access-listacl-id {permit |deny } {hostsource |any |sourcesource-wildcard} [ time-range tm-rng-name ] [ log ]

Parameter

Description

acl-id: Indicates the ID of a numbered ACL. It uniquely identifies an ACL. The value range of acl-id is 100–199 and 1300–

1999.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

host source: Indicates that IP packets sent from a host with the specified source IP address are filtered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent from any host are filtered.

sourcesource-wildcard: Indicates that IPpacketssent fromhosts inthespecified IPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within
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this time range. For details about the time range, see the configuration manual of the time range.

log:Indicatesthat logswillbeperiodicallyoutputifpacketsmatchingtheACEsarefound.Fordetailsabout logs,see

"ACLLogging" in this document.

Command

Mode

Standard IP ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide RunthiscommandtoaddACEstoanumberedIPACLinglobalconfigurationmode.ItcannotbeusedtoaddACEsto

a named IP ACL.

 Add ACEs to an extended IP ACL.

Use either of the following methods to add ACEs to an extended IP ACL:

Command [sn ] {permit |deny }protocol {hostsource |any |sourcesource-wildcard } {hostdestination |any |destination

destination-wildcard } [ [precedence precedence [ tos tos ] ] | dscp dscp] [ fragment ] [fragment-ipid fragment-ipid ]

[time-range time-range-name ] [ log ]

Parameter

Description

sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityofthisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberof thelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

protocol: IndicatestheIPprotocolnumber.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Tofacilitatetheuse,thesystemprovides

frequently-usedabbreviationstoreplacethespecificIPprotocolnumbers,includingeigrp,gre,icmp,igmp,ip,ipinip,

nos, ospf, tcp, and udp.

host source: Indicates that IP packets sent from a host with the specified source IP address are filtered.

source source-wildcard: Indicates that IP packets sent from hosts in the specified IP network segment are filtered.

hostdestination:IndicatesthatIPpacketssenttoahostwiththespecifieddestinationIPaddressarefiltered.If the

any keyword is configured, IP packets sent to any host are filtered.

destinationdestination-wildcard:IndicatesthatIPpacketssenttohostsinaspecifiedIPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent to or from any host are filtered.

precedenceprecedence: Indicates that IP packets with the specified precedence field in the header are filtered.

tos tos: Indicates that IPpacketswith thespecified thetypeofservice(TOS) field in theheaderare filtered.

dscpdscp: Indicates that IP packetswith the specified thedcsp field in the header are filtered.

ecn ecn: Indicates that IP packets with the specified ecn field in the header are filtered.

fragment: Indicates that only fragmented IP packets except the first fragments are filtered.

fragment-ipid fragment-ipid: Indicates thatpacketswith thespecified fragment ID field in theheaderare filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

log: Indicates that logswillbeperiodicallyoutput ifpacketsmatching theACEsarefound.Fordetailsabout logs,see

"ACL Logging" in this document.

Command

Mode

Extended IP ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide RunthiscommandtoaddACEsinextendedIPACLconfigurationmode.TheACLcanbeanamedornumberedACL.
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Command access-listacl-id {permit |deny }protocol {hostsource |any |sourcesource-wildcard} {hostdestination |any |

destinationdestination-wildcard } [ [precedenceprecedence [ tos tos ] ] |dscpdscp] [ fragment ] [fragment-ipid

fragment-ipid ] [ time-range time-range-name ] [ log ]

Parameter

Description

acl-id: Indicates the ID of a numbered ACL. It uniquely identifies an ACL. The value range of acl-id is 100–199 and 2000–

1999.

sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityof thisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberofthelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

protocol: IndicatestheIPprotocolnumber.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Tofacilitatetheuse, thesystemprovides

frequently-usedabbreviationstoreplacethespecificIPprotocolnumbers,includingeigrp,gre,icmp,igmp, ip, ipinip,

nos, ospf, tcp, and udp.

host source: Indicates that IP packets sent from a host with the specified source IP address are filtered.

source source-wildcard: Indicates that IP packets sent from hosts in the specified IP network segment are filtered.

hostdestination: IndicatesthatIPpacketssenttoahostwiththespecifieddestinationIPaddressarefiltered.If the

any keyword is configured, IP packets sent to any host are filtered.

destinationdestination-wildcard:IndicatesthatIPpacketssenttohostsinaspecifiedIPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent to or from any host are filtered.

precedence precedence: Indicates that IP packets with the specified precedence field in the header are filtered.

tos tos: Indicates that IPpacketswith thespecified the typeofservice(TOS) field in theheaderare filtered.

dscp dscp: Indicates that IP packetswith the specified the dcsp field in the header are filtered.

ecn ecn: Indicates that IP packets with the specified ecn field in the header are filtered.

fragment: Indicates that only fragmented IP packets except the first fragments are filtered.

fragment-ipid fragment-ipid: Indicates that packetswith thespecified fragment ID field in theheaderare filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

log: Indicates that logswillbeperiodicallyoutput ifpacketsmatchingtheACEsare found.Fordetailsabout logs,see

"ACL Logging" in this document.

Command

Mode

Extended IP ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide RunthiscommandtoaddACEs toanumberedIPACLinextendedIPACLconfigurationmode.It cannotbeusedto

add ACEs to a named extended IP ACL.

 Applying an IPACL

Command ip access-group { acl-id | acl-name } { in | out } [counter-only|forward-plane | priority]

Parameter

Description
acl-id: IndicatesthatanumberedstandardorextendedIPACLwillbeappliedtotheinterface.

acl-name: IndicatesthatanamedstandardorextendedIPACLwillbeappliedtotheinterface.

in: Indicates that this ACL controls incoming IP packets of the interface.

out: Indicates that this ACL controls outgoing IP packets of the interface.
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counter-only: Indicates that the counter ACL is enabled.

forward-plane: Indicates that ACL is only applied to the forwarding plane.

priority: Sets the highest priority for the ACL on the forwarding plane of SVI interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command makes an IP ACL take effect on the incoming or outgoing packets of a specified interface.

Thecounter-onlyACLonlycounts thenumberofmatchingpacketsanddoesnot filterpackets. Inaddition, thecount

only takes effect only to permit rules and does not take effect todeny rules in the ACL.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 Configuring an IPACL to Prohibit Departments Except the Financial Department fromAccessing the Financial Data
Server

Scenario

Figure 1- 3

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPACL.

 Add ACEs to the IP ACL.

 Apply the IP ACL to the outgoing direction of the interface connecting the financial data server.

SW1 sw1(config)#ip access-list standard 1

sw1(config-std-nacl)#permit 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255

sw1(config-std-nacl)#deny 11.1.1.1 0.0.0.255

sw1(config-std-nacl)#exit

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/3

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#ip access-group 1 out

Verification  OnaPCof theR&Ddepartment, ping the financial data server.Verify that the ping operation fails.

 OnaPCof the financialdepartment, ping the financial dataserver.Verify that thepingoperationsucceeds.

SW1 sw1(config)#show access-lists
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ip access-list standard 1

10 permit 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255

20 deny 11.1.1.00.0.0.255

sw1(config)#show access-group

ip access-group 1 out

Applied On interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

1.5.2 ConfiguringanMACExtendedACL

Configuration Effect

ConfigureandapplyanMACextendedACLtoan interfacetocontrolall incomingandoutgoingIPv4packetsof thisinterface.Youcan

permitordeny theentry ofspecificL2packets toanetwork tocontrolaccessofusers tonetworkresourcesbasedonL2packets.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anMACExtended ACL

 (Mandatory) Configure an MAC extended ACL if you want to control users' access to network resources based on the L2 packet
header, for example, the MACaddress of each user's PC.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users. The MAC extended
ACL takes effect only on the local device, and does not affect other devices on the network.

 Adding ACEs to anMACExtended ACL

 (Optional)AnACLmaycontainzeroormultipleACEs.IfnoACEisconfigured,allincomingL2Ethernetpacketsofthedeviceare
denied bydefault.

 Applying an MACextended ACL

 (Mandatory) Apply anMAC extendedACL to a specified interface if you want this ACL take effect.

 Youcan apply an MAC extended ACL on a specified interface of an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the
distribution ofusers.

Verification

 Use the followingmethods to verify the configuration effects of the MACextended ACL:

 IfanMACextendedACLisconfiguredtopermitordenysomeIPpackets,runthepingcommandtocheckwhetherACEsof this
ACLtakeseffectonthespecifiedinterface.Forexample,anMACextendedACLisconfiguredtopreventadeviceinterfacefrom

receiving IP packets (Ethernet type is 0x0800), run the ping command for verification.
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 IfanMACextendedACLisconfiguredtopermitordenysomenon-IPpackets(e.g.ARPpackets),alsorunthepingcommandto
checkwhetherACEsof thisACLtakeseffecton thespecified interface.Forexample, to filteroutARPpackets, runtheping

command for verification.

 Youcan also construct L2 packets meeting some specified characteristics to check whether the MAC extended ACL takes effect.
Typically,preparetwoPCs,constructandsendL2packetsononePC,enablepacketcapturingonanotherPC,andcheck

whether packets are forwarded as expected (forwarded or blocked) according to the action specified in the ACEs.

Related Commands

 Configuring anMACExtended ACL

Command mac access-list extended {acl-name | acl-id }

Parameter

Description

acl-name: Indicates the name of anMAC extended ACL. If this option is configured, a named ACL is created. The name

is a string of 1 to 99 characters.The ACL name cannot start with numbers (0–9), "in",or "out".

acl-id: Indicatesthe IDthatuniquely identifiesanMACextendedACL. If thisoptionisconfigured,anumberedACLis

created. The value range of acl-id is 700–799.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure an MAC extended ACL and enter MAC extended ACL configuration mode. You can

configureanMACextendedACLtocontrolusers'accesstonetworkresourcesbycheckingtheL2informationof

Ethernet packets.

 Adding ACEs to an MACExtended ACL

Use either of the following methods to add ACEs to an MAC extended ACL:

 Add ACEs inMAC extended ACL configuration mode.

Command [sn] {permit |deny } {any |hostsrc-mac-addr} {any |hostdst-mac-addr} [ethernet-type] [coscos [innercos ]]

[ time-range tm-rng-name ]

Parameter

Description

sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityof thisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberofthelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

any: Indicates that L2 packets sent from any host are filtered.

hostsrc-mac-addr: Indicates that IPpacketssent fromahostwiththespecifiedsourceMACaddressare filtered.

any: Indicates that L2 packets sent to any host are filtered.

hostdst-mac-addr: Indicates that IPpacketssent toahostwiththespecifieddestinationMACaddressarefiltered.

ethernet-type: Indicates that L2 packets of the specified Ethernet type are filtered.

cos cos: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified class of service (cos) field in the outer tag are filtered.

inner cos: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified cos field in the inner tag are filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

Command MAC extended ACL configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide RunthiscommandtoaddACEsinMACextendedACLconfigurationmode.TheACLcanbeanamedornumbered

ACL.

 Add ACEs to anMAC extended ACL in global configuration mode.

Command access-listacl-id {permit |deny } {any |host src-mac-addr} {any |hostdst-mac-addr} [ethernet-type] [cos cos [inner

cos]] [ time-range tm-rng-name ]

Parameter

Description

acl-id: Indicates the ID of a numbered ACL. It uniquely identifies an ACL. The value range of acl-id is 700–799.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

hostsrc-mac-addr: Indicates that IPpacketssent fromahostwiththespecifiedsourceMACaddressare filtered.

hostsource: Indicates that IP packets sent from a host with the specified source MAC address are filtered.

any: Indicates that L2 packets sent to any host are filtered.

hostdst-mac-addr: Indicates that IPpacketssent toahostwiththespecifieddestinationMACaddressarefiltered.

ethernet-type: Indicates that L2 packets of the specified Ethernet type are filtered.

cos cos: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified cos field in the outer tag are filtered.

inner cos: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified cos field in the inner tag are filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommand toaddACEs toanumberedMACextendedACLinglobal configurationmode. Itcannotbeused

to add ACEs to a named MAC extended ACL.

 Applying anMAC ExtendedACL

Command mac access-group { acl-id | acl-name } { in | out }[ counter-only | priority ]

Parameter

Description

acl-id: IndicatesthatanumberedMACextendedIPACLwillbeappliedtotheinterface.

acl-name:IndicatesthatanamedMACextendedIPACLwillbeappliedtotheinterface.

in: Indicates that this ACL controls incoming L2 packetsof the interface.

out: Indicates that this ACL controls outgoing L2 packets of the interface.

counter-only: Indicates that the counter ACL is enabled.

priority: Sets the highest priority for the ACL on the forwarding plane of SVI interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommandmakesanMACextendedACLtakeeffectontheincomingoroutgoingpacketsofaspecifiedinterface.

Thecounter-onlyACLonlycounts thenumberofmatchingpacketsanddoesnot filterpackets. Inaddition, thecount

only takes effect only to permit rules and does not take effect to deny rules in the ACL.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 Configuring anMAC ExtendedACL toRestrict Resources Accessible by Visitors
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Scenario

Figure 1- 4

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an MAC extended ACL.

 Add ACEs to the MAC extended ACL.

 Apply theMACextendedACL to theoutgoingdirectionof the interfaceconnected to thevisitor area so that

visitorsareallowedtoaccessInternetandthepublicserverof thecompany,butprohibitedfromaccessingthe

financial data server of the company. That is, visitors cannot access the server with the MAC address

00e0.f800.000d.

SW1 sw1(config)#mac access-list extended 700

sw1(config-mac-nacl)#deny any host 00e0.f800.000d

sw1(config-mac-nacl)#pemit any any

sw1(config-mac-nacl)#exit

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/2

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#mac access-group 700 in

Verification  Ona visitor's PC, ping the financial data server.Verify that the ping operation fails.

 Onavisitor's PC, ping the public resource server.Verify that the ping operation succeeds.

 On a visitor's PC, access the Internet, for example, visit the Baidu website. Verify that the webpage can be

opened.

SW1 sw1(config)#show access-lists

mac access-list extended 700

10 deny any host 00e0.f800.000d etype-any

20 permit any any etype-any

sw1(config)#show access-group

mac access-group 700 in

Applied On interface GigabitEthernet 0/2
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1.5.3 ConfiguringanExpert ExtendedACL

Configuration Effect

ConfigureandapplyanexpertextendedACLtoan interface tocontrol incomingandoutgoingpacketsof the interfacebasedon the

L2and L3 information, andalloworprohibit the entry of specific packets to thenetwork. In addition, youcanconfigureanexpert

extendedACL tocontrolall L2packetsbasedon theVLAN topermitor deny theaccessof users insomenetwork segments to

network resources. Generally, you can use an expert extended ACL if you want to incorporate ACEs of the IP ACL and MAC extended

ACL into one ACL.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an Expert Extended ACL

 (Mandatory)ConfigureanexpertextendedACLifyouwanttocontrolusers'accesstonetworkresourcesbasedontheL2packet
header, for example, the VLAN ID.

 YoucanconfigurethisACLonanaccess,anaggregate,oracoredevicebasedonthedistributionofusers.Theexpertextended
ACL takes effect only on the local device, and does not affect other devices on the network.

 Adding ACEs to an Expert Extended ACL

 (Optional)AnACLmaycontainzeroormultipleACEs.IfnoACEisconfigured,all incomingpacketsofthedevicearedeniedby
default.

 Applying an Expert Extended ACL

 (Mandatory) Apply an expert extended ACL to a specified interface if youwant this ACL take effect.

 YoucanapplyanexpertextendedACLintheincomingoroutgoingdirectionofaspecified interfaceofanaccess,anaggregate,
or a core device based on the distribution of users.

Verification

 Use the followingmethods to verify the configuration effects of the expert extended ACL:

 IfIP-basedaccessrulesareconfiguredinanexpertextendedACLtopermitordenysomeIPpackets,runthepingcommandto
verify whether these rules take effect.

 If MAC-based access rules are configured in an expert extendedACL to permit or deny some L2 packets (e.g. ARP packets), also
runthepingcommandtocheckwhetherACEsofthisACLtakeseffectonthespecifiedinterface.Forexample,tofilteroutARP

packets, run the ping command for verification.

 IfVLANID-basedaccessrulesareconfiguredinanexpertextendedACLtopermitordenysomeL2packetsinsomenetwork
segments (e.g., to prevent communication betweenVLAN 1users andVLAN 2 users), ping PCs ofVLAN 2 on aPC ofVLAN1. If

the ping operation fails, the rules take effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring an Expert ExtendedACL

Command expert access-list extended {acl-name | acl-id }

Parameter

Description

acl-name: Indicates the name of an expert extended ACL. If this option is configured, a named ACL is created. The

name is astring of 1 to99 characters.TheACL name cannot start with numbers (0–9), "in",or "out".

acl-id: Indicatesthe IDofanexpertextendedACL. If thisoptionisconfigured,anumberedACLiscreated.Thevalue
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range of acl-id is 2700-2899.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure an expert extended ACL and enter expert extended ACL configuration mode.

 Adding ACEs to an Expert Extended ACL

Use either of the following methods to add ACEs to an expert extended ACL:

 Add ACEs in expert extended ACL configuration mode.

Command [sn]{permit |deny} [protocol| [ethernet-type] [cos[out] [inner in]]] [[VID [out] [inner in]]]{sourcesource-wildcard |

hostsource | any}{host source-mac-address|any } {destination destination-wildcard | host destination | any} {host

destination-mac-address |any} [[precedenceprecedence][tos tos] | [dscpdscp] [ecnecn] ] [fragment] [fragment-ipid

fragment-ipid ] [range lowerupper] [[udf udf-idheader pos valuemask ] | [ int-flag-a ] [ int-flag-b ] ] [time-range

time-range-name]]

Parameter

Description

sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityof thisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberofthelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

protocol:IndicatestheIPprotocolnumber.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Tofacilitatetheuse,thesystemprovides

frequently-usedabbreviationstoreplacethespecificIPprotocolnumbers,includingeigrp,gre,icmp,igmp,ip,ipinip,

nos, ospf, tcp, and udp.

ethernet-type: Indicates that L2 packets of the specified Ethernet type are filtered.

cos out: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified cos field in the outer tag are filtered.

cos inner in: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified cos field in the inner tag are filtered.

VID out: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified VLAN ID field in the outer tag are filtered.

VID inner in: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified VLAN ID field in the inner tag are filtered.

sourcesource-wildcard: Indicatesthat IPpacketssent fromhosts inthespecifiedIPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

host source: Indicates that IP packets sent from a host with the specified source IP address are filtered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent from any host are filtered.

host source-mac-address: Indicates that IP packets sent from ahost with the specified sourceMACaddress are

filtered.

any: Indicates that L2 packets sent to any host are filtered.

destinationdestination-wildcard:IndicatesthatIPpacketssenttohostsinaspecifiedIPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

host destination: Indicates that IP packets sent to a host with the specified destination IP address are filtered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent to any host are filtered.

hostdestination-mac-address: Indicates that IP packets sent to a host with the specified destinationMAC address are

filtered.

any: Indicates that L2 packets sent to any host are filtered.

precedenceprecedence: Indicates that IPpacketswith thespecifiedprecedencefield in theheaderarefiltered.

tos tos: Indicates that IP packets with the specified the TOS field in the header are filtered.

dscp dscp: Indicates that IP packets with the specified the dcsp field in the header are filtered.
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ecn ecn: Indicates that IP packets with the specified ecn field in the header are filtered.

fragment: Indicates that only fragmented IP packets except the first fragments are filtered.

fragment-ipid fragment-ipid: Indicates that packetswith thespecified fragment ID field in theheaderare filtered.

udf udf-id header pos value mask: Indicates the customized fields.

int-flag: Indicates that the int flag field of the packets is filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

Command

Mode

Expert extended ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide RunthiscommandtoaddACEsinexpertextendedACLconfigurationmode.TheACLcanbeanamedornumbered

ACL.

 Add ACEs to an expert extended ACL in global configuration mode.

Command access-list acl-id{ permit |deny }[protocol| [ethernet-type][ cos[out] [inner in]]] [[VID [out][inner in]]] {source

source-wildcard | hostsource | any}{host source-mac-address|any } {destination destination-wildcard | hostdestination |

any} {hostdestination-mac-address |any} [[precedenceprecedence][tos tos] | [dscpdscp] [ecn ecn] ] [fragment]

[fragment-ipid fragment-ipid ] [range lowerupper] [[udfudf-idheaderposvaluemask ] |[ int-flag-a ] [ int-flag-b ]]

[time-range time-range-name]]

Parameter

Description

acl-id: Indicates the IDofanumberedACL. It uniquely identifiesanACL.Thevalue rangeofacl-id is2700-2899.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

protocol:IndicatestheIPprotocolnumber.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Tofacilitatetheuse,thesystemprovides

frequently-usedabbreviationstoreplacethespecificIPprotocolnumbers,includingeigrp,gre,icmp,igmp,ip,ipinip,

nos, ospf, tcp, and udp.

ethernet-type: Indicates that L2 packets of the specified Ethernet type are filtered.

cos out: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified cos field in the outer tag are filtered.

cos inner in: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified cos field in the inner tag are filtered.

VID out: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified VLAN ID field in the outer tag are filtered.

VID inner in: Indicates that L2 packets with the specified VLAN ID field in the inner tag are filtered.

sourcesource-wildcard: Indicatesthat IPpacketssent fromhosts inthespecifiedIPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

host source: Indicates that IP packets sent from a host with the specified source IP address are filtered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent from any host are filtered.

host source-mac-address: Indicates that IP packets sent from ahost with the specified sourceMACaddress are

filtered.

any: Indicates that L2 packets sent to any host are filtered.

destinationdestination-wildcard:IndicatesthatIPpacketssenttohostsinaspecifiedIPnetworksegmentarefiltered.

host destination: Indicates that IP packets sent to a host with the specified destination IP address are filtered.

any: Indicates that IP packets sent to any host are filtered.

hostdestination-mac-address: Indicates that IP packets sent to a host with the specified destinationMAC address are

filtered.

any: Indicates that L2 packets sent to any host are filtered.

precedenceprecedence: Indicates that IPpacketswith thespecifiedprecedencefield in theheaderarefiltered.

tos tos: Indicates that IPpacketswith thespecified theTOSfield in theheaderare filtered.

dscpdscp: IndicatesthatIPpacketswiththespecifiedthedcspfieldintheheaderarefiltered.

ecnecn: Indicates that IPpacketswith thespecifiedecnfield in theheader are filtered.
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fragment: Indicates that only fragmented IP packets except the first fragments are filtered.

fragment-ipid fragment-ipid: Indicates that packetswith thespecified fragment ID field in theheaderare filtered.

udf udf-id header pos value mask: Indicates the customized fields.

int-flag: Indicates that the int flag field of the packets is filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommand toaddACEs toanumberedexpertextendedACLinglobalconfigurationmode. Itcannotbeused

to add ACEs to a named expert extended ACL.

 AddVXLAN inner 5-tuple ACEs in expert extended ACLmode.

Command [sn]{permit |deny}vxlanprotocol{sourcesource-wildcard|hostsource |any}{destinationdestination-wildcard|host

destination | any} [tagged] [udp-dport dport] [time-range time-range-name]]

Parameter

Description

permit: Indicates that an ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that an ACE is a deny ACE.

protocol: Indicates theVXLAN inner IPprotocol tobematched.The value range is [0, 255]. For thesakeof convenience,

the system provides abbreviations for the frequently used IP protocols to replace the specific IP protocols, including

eigrp, gre, icmp, igmp, ip, ipinip, nos, ospf, tcp, and udp.

source source-wildcard: Indicates that VXLAN packets need to match the inner source IP network segment.

host source: Indicates that VXLAN packets need to match the inner source IP address of a host.

any: Indicates that VXLAN packets can match any inner source IP address.

tagged: Indicates that VXLAN packets need tomatch the inner tag field. VXLAN packets do not need tomatch the tag

field bydefault.

udp-dportdport: IndicatesthatVXLANpacketsneedtomatchthedestinationport ID. If thisparameter isnotset,VXLAN

packets need to match the default destination port ID, that is, 4798.

time-rangetime-range-name: Indicatesthat theACEisassociatedwithatimerange.ThisACEtakeseffectonlywithinthe

specified time range. For more details about the time range, see the time range configuration manual.

Command

Mode

Expert extended ACL list mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoconfigureACEsofVXLANpacketsinanACLinexpertACLmode.ThisACLcanbeanamedACL

or numbered ACL.

 Applying an Expert Extended ACL

Command expert access-group { acl-id | acl-name } { in | out }[ counter-only | forward-plane | priority ]

Parameter

Description

acl-id: IndicatesthatanumberedexpertextendedACLwillbeapplied totheinterface.

acl-name: IndicatesthatanamedexpertextendedACLwillbeappliedtotheinterface.

in: Indicates that this ACL controls incoming L2 packetsof the interface.

out: Indicates that this ACL controls outgoing L2 packets of the interface.

counter-only: Indicates that the counter ACL is enabled.

forward-plane: Indicates that ACL is only applied to the forwarding plane.

priority: Sets the highest priority for the ACL on the forwarding plane of SVI interface.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommandmakesanexpertextendedACLtakeeffectontheincomingoroutgoingpacketsofaspecified

interface.

Thecounter-onlyACLonlycounts thenumberofmatchingpacketsanddoesnot filterpackets. Inaddition, thecount

only takes effect only to permit rules and does not take effect to deny rules in the ACL.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 Configuring anExpert ExtendedACL toRestrict Resources Accessible byVisitors (It is required that visitors and
employees cannot communicatewith each other, visitors can access thepublic resource server but not the financial

data server of the company.)

Scenario

Figure 1- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an expert extended ACL.

 AddanACEtodenypacketssent fromPCs in the visitor area (VLAN3) toemployeePCs inVLAN2.

 Addan ACE to prevent visitors fromaccessing the financial data server of the company.

 Add an ACE to permit all packets.

 Apply the ACL to the incoming direction of the interface of the switch that connects to the visitor area.

SW1 sw1(config)#expert access-list extended 2700

sw1(config-exp-nacl)#deny ipanyany192.168.1.00.0.0.255any

sw1(config-exp-nacl)#deny ip any any host 10.1.1.1 any

sw1(config-exp-nacl)#pemit any any any any

sw1(config-exp-nacl)#exit

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/2

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#expert access-group 2700 in
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Verification  Ona visitor's PC, ping the financial data server.Verify that the ping operation fails.

 Onavisitor's PC, ping the public resource server.Verify that the ping operation succeeds.

 Onavisitor'sPC,ping thegatewayaddress192.168.1.1ofanemployee.Verify that thepingoperation fails.

 On a visitor's PC, access the Internet, for example, visit the Baidu website. Verify that the webpage can be

opened.

SW1 sw1(config)#show access-lists

expert access-list extended 2700

10deny ipanyany192.168.1.00.0.0.255any

20 deny ip any any host 10.1.1.1 any

30 permit ip any any any any

sw1(config)#show access-group

expert access-group 2700 in

Applied On interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

1.5.4 Configuringan IPv6ExtendedACL

Configuration Effect

ConfigureandapplyanIPv6ACLtoan interfacetocontrolall incomingandoutgoing IPv5packetsof this interface.Youcanpermitor

deny the entry of specific IPv6 packets to a network to control access of IPv6 users to network resources.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an IPv6 ACL

 (Mandatory) Configure an IP ACL if you want to access of IPv4 users to network resources.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users.The IPv6 ACL takes
effect only on the local device, and does not affect other devices on the network.

 AddingACEstoanIPv6ACL

 (Optional)AnACLmaycontainzeroormultipleACEs.IfnoACEisconfigured,allincomingIPv6packetsofthedevicearedenied
by default.

 Applying an IPv6 ACL

 (Mandatory) Apply an IPv6 ACL to a specified interface on a device if you want this ACL take effect.

 YoucanapplyanIPv6ACLonaspecifiedinterfaceofanaccess,anaggregate,oracoredevicebasedonthedistributionof
users.

Verification

 Use the followingmethods to verify the configuration effects of the IPv6 ACL:
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 Run theping command toverify that the IPv6ACLtakeseffecton thespecified interface.Forexample, if an IPv6ACL is
configuredtoprohibitahostwithaspecifiedIPaddressorhostsinaspecifiedIPv6addressrangefromaccessingthenetwork,

run the ping command to verify that the host(s) cannot be successfully pinged.

 Access network resources, for example, visit an IPv6 website, to check whether the IPv6 ACL takes effect on the specified
interface.

Related Commands

 Configuring an IPv6 ACL

Command ipv6 access-list acl-name

Parameter

Description

acl-name:IndicatesthenameofastandardoranextendedIPACL.Thenameisastringof1to99characters.TheACL

name cannot start with numbers (0–9), "in", or "out".

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure an IPv6 ACL and enter IPv6 configuration mode.

 Adding ACEs to an IPv6ACL

 Tofilter TCP or UDP packets, add ACEs to an IPv6 ACL as follows:

Command [sn] {permit | deny } protocol {src-ipv6-prefix/prefix-len | host src-ipv6-addr | any} {dst-ipv6-pfix/pfix-len | host

dst-ipv6-addr | any} [op dstport | range lower upper ] [dscp dscp] [flow-label flow-label] [fragment]

[time-rangetm-rng-name][log]

Parameter

Description

sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityofthisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberof thelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

protocol: IndicatestheIPv6protocolnumber.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Tofacilitatetheuse,thesystem

provides frequently-used abbreviations of IPv6 protocol numbers to replace the specific IP protocol numbers,

including icmp, ipv6, tcp, and udp.

src-ipv6-prefix/prefix-len: Indicates that IP packets sent from hosts in the specified IPv6 network segment are filtered.

hostsrc-ipv6-addr: IndicatesthatIPv6packetssent fromahostwiththespecifiedsourceIPaddressarefiltered.

any: Indicates that IPv6 packets sent from any host are filtered.

dst-ipv6-pfix/pfix-len: Indicates that IPv6 packets sent from hosts in the specified IPv6 network segment are filtered.

hostdst-ipv6-addr:IndicatesthatIPv6packetssenttoahostwiththespecifieddestinationIPaddressarefiltered.

any: Indicates that IPv6 packets sent to any host are filtered.

opdstport: Indicates thatTCPorUDPpacketsare filteredbasedontheL4destinationportnumber.Thevalueof the

op parameter can be eq (equal to), neq (not equal to), gt (greater than), or lt (smaller than).

range lowerupper:IndicatesthatTCPorUDPpacketswiththeL4destinationportnumberinthespecifiedrangeare

filtered.

dscp dscp: Indicates that IPv6 packets with the specified the dcsp field in the header are filtered.

flow-label flow-label: Indicates that IPv6 packets with the specified the flow label field in the header are filtered.
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fragment: Indicates that only fragmented IPv6 packets except the first fragments are filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

log: Indicates that logswillbeperiodicallyoutput ifpacketsmatching theACEsarefound.Fordetailsabout logs,see

"ACL Logging" in this document.

Command

Mode

IPv6 ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to add ACEs in IPv6 ACL configuration mode.

 Tofilter IPv6 packets except for theTCPor UDP packets, add ACEs to an IPv6ACL as follows:

Command [sn ] {permit |deny }protocol {src-ipv6-prefix/prefix-len |hostsrc-ipv6-addr |any } {dst-ipv6-pfix/pfix-len |host

dst-ipv6-addr | any } [ dscp dscp ] [ flow-label flow-label ] [ fragment ] [ time-rangetm-rng-name ] [ log ]

Parameter

Description

sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityof thisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberofthelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

protocol:IndicatestheIPv6protocolnumber.Thevaluerangesfrom0to255.Tofacilitatetheuse,thesystem

provides frequently-used abbreviations of IPv6 protocol numbers to replace the specific IP protocol numbers,

including icmp, ipv6, tcp, and udp.

src-ipv6-prefix/prefix-len: Indicates that IP packets sent from hosts in the specified IPv6 network segment are filtered.

hostsrc-ipv6-addr: Indicatesthat IPv6packetssent fromahostwiththespecifiedsourceIPaddressarefiltered.

any: Indicates that IPv6 packets sent from any host are filtered.

dst-ipv6-pfix/pfix-len: Indicates that IPv6 packets sent from hosts in the specified IPv6 network segment are filtered.

hostdst-ipv6-addr:IndicatesthatIPv6packetssenttoahostwiththespecifieddestinationIPaddressarefiltered.

any: Indicates that IPv6 packets sent to any host are filtered.

dscp dscp: Indicates that IPv6 packets with the specified the dcsp field in the header are filtered.

flow-label flow-label: Indicates that IPv6 packets with the specified the flow label field in the header are filtered.

fragment: Indicates that only fragmented IPv6 packets except the first fragments are filtered.

time-range time-range-name: Indicates that this ACE is associated with a time range. The ACE takes effect only within

this time range. For details about the time range, see the configurationmanual of the time range.

log: Indicates that logswillbeperiodicallyoutput ifpacketsmatchingtheACEsare found.Fordetailsabout logs,see

"ACL Logging" in this document.

Command

Mode

IPv6 ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to add ACEs in IPv6 ACL configuration mode.

 Applying an IPv6 ACL

Command ipv6 traffic-filter acl-name { in | out }[ counter-only | forward-plane | priority ]

Parameter

Description

acl-name: Indicates the name of an IPv6 ACL.

in: Indicates that this ACL controls incoming IPv6 packets of the interface.
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out: Indicates that this ACL controls outgoing IPv6 packets of the interface.

forward-plane:IndicatesthatACLisonlyappliedtotheforwardingplane.

priority: Sets the highest priority for the ACL on the forwarding plane of SVI interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command makes an IPv6 ACL take effect on the incoming or outgoing packets of the specified interface.

Configuration Example

 Configuring an IPv6ACL toProhibit theR&DDepartment fromAccessing theVideoServer

Scenario

Figure 1- 6

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPv6 ACL.

 Add an ACE to the IPv6 ACL to prevent access to the video server.

 Add an ACE to the IPv6 ACL to permit all IPv6 packets.

 Apply the IPv6 ACL to the incoming direction of the interface connected to the R&Ddepartment.

SW1 sw1(config)#ipv6 access-list dev_deny_ipv6video

sw1(config-ipv6-nacl)#deny ipv6 any host 200::1

sw1(config-ipv6-nacl)#permit ipv6 any any

sw1(config-ipv6-nacl)#exit

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/2

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ipv6 traffic-filter dev_deny_ipv6video in

Verification  OnaPCof theR&Ddepartment, ping the video server.Verify that the ping operation fails.

SW1 sw1(config)#show access-lists

ipv6 access-list dev_deny_ipv6video

10 deny ipv6 any host 200::1

20 permit ipv6 any any
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sw1(config)#show access-group

ipv6 traffic-filter dev_deny_ipv6video in

AppliedOninterfaceGigabitEthernet0/2

1.5.5 ConfiguringanACL80

ConfigurationEffect

When the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL, and IPv6 ACL with fixed matching fields cannot meet requirements,

configure the ACL80 to customize the packet fields that need to be matched.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an Expert AdvancedACL

 (Mandatory)ConfigureanexpertadvancedACLifyouwant to implementtheACL80function.Fordetailsabouthowto
configure the expert advanced ACL, see the related descriptions.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users. The expert advanced
ACL takes effect only on the local device, and does not affect other devices on the network.

 Adding ACEs to an Expert AdvancedACL

 (Mandatory) Add ACEs to an expert advanced ACL to customizematching fields. If no ACE is added to the expert advanced ACL,
thedenyACEswilldropallpacketsbydefault.FordetailsabouthowtoaddanACEtoanexpertadvancedACL,seetherelated

descriptions.

 Applying an Expert AdvancedACL

 (Mandatory) Apply an expert advanced ACL to a specified interface if you want this ACL take effect.

 YoucanapplyanexpertadvancedACLonaspecifiedinterfaceofanaccess,anaggregate,oracoredevicebasedonthe
distribution ofusers.

Verification

 Use the followingmethods to verify the configuration effects of the expert advanced ACL:

 Runthepingcommandtocheckwhethertheconfigurationstakeeffect.

 Construct packetsmatching the ACEs to checkwhether ACEs take effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring an Expert AdvancedACL

Command expert access-list advanced acl-name

Parameter

Description
acl-name: Indicates the name of an expert advancedACL. The name is a string of 1 to 99 characters. The ACL name

cannot start with numbers (0–9), "in", or "out".

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide Run this command to configure an expert advanced ACL and enter expert advanced ACL configuration mode.

 Adding ACEs to an Expert AdvancedACL

Command [sn] { permit | deny } hex hex-mask offset

Parameter

Description
sn: IndicatesthesequencenumberofanACE.Thevaluerangesfrom1to2,147,483,647.Thissequencenumber

determinesthepriorityof thisACEintheACL.Asmallersequencenumber indicatesahigherpriority.AnACEwitha

higherprioritywillbepreferentiallyused tomatchpackets. If youdonot specify thesequencenumberwhenadding

anACE,thesystemautomaticallyallocatesasequencenumber,whichisequal toanincrement(10bydefault)plus

thesequencenumberofthelastACEinthecurrentACL.Forexample,ifthesequencenumberofthelastACEis100,

thesequencenumberofanewly-addedACEwillbe110bydefault.Youcanadjust theincrementusingacommand.

permit: Indicates that the ACE is a permit ACE.

deny: Indicates that the ACE is a deny ACE.

hex: Indicates the customized matching rule expressed in hexadecimal format, for example, 00d0f800.

hex-mask: Indicates the matching mask.

offset: Indicatesthestartpositionofmatching.Forexample, if thematchingcontentis00d0f800,thematchingmask

is00ff0000,andstartposition is6, thedestinationMACaddressofeachpacket iscompared.All packetswhose

second byte of the destinationMAC address is d0match this ACE.

Command

Mode

Expert advanced ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to add ACEs in expert advanced ACL configuration mode.

 Applying an Expert AdvancedACL

Command expert access-group acl-n { in | out } [ [ forward-plane ] | [ priority ] ]

Parameter

Description
acl-id: IndicatesthatanumberedexpertadvancedACLwillbeappliedtotheinterface.

acl-name:IndicatesthatanamedexpertadvancedACLwillbeappliedtotheinterface.

in: Indicates that this ACL controls incoming L2 packets of the interface.

out: Indicates that this ACL controls outgoing L2 packets of the interface.

forward-plane: Indicates that ACL is only applied to the forwarding plane.

priority: Sets the highest priority for the ACL on the forwarding plane of SVI interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command makes an expert advanced ACL take effect on the incoming or outgoing packets of a specified

interface.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 ConfiguringanACL80 toRestrictResourcesAccessiblebyVisitors (It is required thatvisitors andemployeescannot
communicatewith each other, visitors can access the public resource server but not the financial data server of the

company.)
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Scenario

Figure 1- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an expert advanced ACL.

 AddanACEtodenypacketssent fromPCs in the visitor area (VLAN3) toemployeePCs inVLAN2.

 Addan ACE to prevent visitors fromaccessing the financial data server of the company.

 Add an ACE to permit all packets.

 Apply the ACL to the incoming direction of the interface of the switch that connects to the visitor area.

SW1 sw1(config)#expertaccess-listadvancedacl80-guest

sw1(config-exp-dacl)#deny C0A801 FFFFFF 42

sw1(config-exp-dacl)#deny 0A010101 FFFFFFFF 42

sw1(config-exp-dacl)#permit 0806FFFF24

sw1(config-exp-dacl)#permit0800FFFF24

sw1(config-exp-dacl)#exit

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/2

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#expert access-group acl80-guest in

Verification  Ona visitor's PC, ping the financial data server.Verify that the ping operation fails.

 Onavisitor's PC, ping the public resource server.Verify that the ping operation succeeds.

 Onavisitor'sPC,ping thegatewayaddress192.168.1.1ofanemployee.Verify that thepingoperation fails.

 On a visitor's PC, access the Internet, for example, visit the Baidu website. Verify that the webpage can be

opened.

SW1 sw1(config)#show access-lists

expert access-list advanced sss

10 deny C0A801 FFFFFF 42

20 deny 0A010101 FFFFFFFF 42

30 permit 0806 FFFF 24
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40 permit 0800 FFFF 24

expert access-group acl80-guest in

Applied On interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

1.5.6 ConfiguringACLRedirection

Configuration Effect

ConfiguretheACLredirectionfunctiononaspecifiedinterfacetodirectlyredirectspecifiedpacketsontheinterfaceorall interfaces

to a specified port for further forwarding.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anACL

 (Mandatory) To implement ACL redirection, you must first configure an ACL, for example, an IP,MAC extended, or expert
extendedACL. For details about how to configure an ACL, see the related descriptions.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users.The IPv6 ACL takes
effect only on the local device, and does not affect other devices on the network.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

 (Optional) An ACL may contain zero or multiple ACEs. If no ACE is configured, the ACL redirection function is not available. For
details about how to add an ACE to an ACL, see the related descriptions.

 Configuring ACLRedirection

 (Mandatory) Enable ACL redirection on a specified interface if you want to implement ACL redirection.

 YoucanconfiguretheACLredirectionfunctiononaspecifiedinterfaceofanaccess,anaggregate,oracoredevicebasedonthe
distribution ofusers.

Verification

SendpacketsmatchingACEsontheportwhereACLredirectionisenabled,andthenusethepacketcapturingsoftwareonthe

destination port to check whether the ACL redirection function takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring anACL

For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL, or

IPv6 ACL.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about how to add ACEs to an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL,

or IPv6ACL.

 Configuring ACLRedirection on Interface
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Command redirect destination interface interface-name acl {acl-id | acl-name } in

Parameter

Description
interface interface-name: Indicates the name of the destination port for redirection.

acl-id: Indicates the ID of an ACL.

acl-name: Indicates the name of an ACL.

in: Indicates that incoming packets of the interface are redirected.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to redirect incomingpacketsof the interface thatmatchACEs to thedestinationport for further

forwarding.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 EnablingACLRedirection toRedirectPacketsSent from theHost10.1.1.1 to thePacketCapturingDevice forAnalysis

Scenario

Figure 1- 8

Configuration

Steps

 Configures an IP ACL.

 Add an ACE to the IP ACL to permit packets sent from the host 10.1.1.1.

 Enable ACL redirection on the port GI 0/1, and set the destination port toGi 0/2.

SW1 sw1(config)#ip access-list standard 1

sw1 (config-std-nacl)#permit host 10.1.1.1

sw1(config-std-nacl)#exit

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/1

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# redirect destination interface gigabitEthernet 0/2 acl 1

Verification  CapturepacketsonPC2.PingthevideoserveronPC1.Verifythat ICMPrequestssentfromPC1arecaptured

on PC 2.

SW1 sw1#show access-lists

ip access-list standard 1

10 permit host 10.1.1.1
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sw1#show redirect interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

aclredirectconfigurationoninterfacegigabitEthernet0/1

redirectdestination interfacegigabitEthernet 0/2acl1 in

1.5.7 ConfiguringaGlobalSecurityACL

Configuration Effect

ConfigureaglobalsecurityACLtoprevent internalPCsofacompanyfromaccessingillegalwebsitesorpreventvirusfromattacking

the company's internal network. You can also configure exclusive interfaces to allow specified departments of the company to access

external websites.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anACL

 (Mandatory)Configurean IPACLifyouwant toprotect the internalnetworkglobally.Fordetailsabout theconfiguration
method, see the earlier descriptions about the ACL.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users. The configurations
take effect only on the local device, and do not affect other devices on the network.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

 (Optional)AnACLmaycontainzeroormultipleACEs.IfnoACEisconfigured,itisequivalentthattheglobalsecurityACLdoes
not exist. For details about how to add an ACE to an ACL, see the related descriptions.

 Configuring aGlobal Security ACL

 (Mandatory) Enable the global security function if you want to make the global security ACL take effect.

 Youcan configure a global security ACLon an access, an aggregate, or a coredevicebased on the distribution of users.

Verification

Onthe internalnetworkprotectedbytheglobalsecurityACL,pingthewebsiteordevicethataredeniedbyACEstocheckwhether

the global security ACL takes effect.

Related Commands

 Configuring anACL

For details about the configuration method, see the earlier descriptions about the ACL.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about the configuration method, see the earlier descriptions about the ACL.

 Configuring aGlobal Security ACL

Command { ip | mac | expert } access-group acl-id { in | out }

Parameter

Description
acl-id: Indicates the ID of an IP ACL.

in: Filters the incoming packets of the device.
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out: Filters the outgoing packets of the device.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toenable theglobalsecurityACLsothat theACL takeseffectonall L2 interfacesof thedevice.

 Configuring an Exclusive Interface of theGlobal Security ACL

Command no global ip access-group

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to invalidate a global security ACL on a specified interface.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 Configuring aGlobal Security ACL to Prevent theR&DDepartment FromAccessing the Server of the Sales Department
but Allow theSales Department toAccess This Server

Scenario

Figure 1- 9

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an extended IP ACL "ip_ext_deny_dst_sale_server".

 Add the ACE that prevents the device to forward packets to the destination host 10.1.1.3/24.

 Configure the ACL "ip_ext_deny_dst_sale_server" as a global security ACL.

 Configuretheinterfacedirectlyconnectedtothesalesdepartmentastheexclusiveinterfaceof theglobal

security ACL.

SW1 sw1(config)#ip access-list extended ip_ext_deny_dst_sale_server

sw1(config-ext-nacl)# deny ip any host 10.1.1.3

sw1(config-ext-nacl)#exit

sw1(config)#ip access-group ip_ext_deny_dst_sale_server in

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/1
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sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# no global ip access-group

Verification  OnaPCof thesalesdepartment,ping theserverof thesalesdepartment.Verifythat thepingoperation

succeeds.

 OnthePCsofR&Ddepartment1andR&Ddepartment2,ping theserverof thesalesdepartment.Verify that

the ping operations fail.

sw1#show access-lists

ipaccess-listextendedip_ext_deny_dst_sale_server

10 deny ip any host 10.1.1.3

sw1#show running

……

!

ip access-group ip_ext_deny_dst_sale_server in

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

no global ip access-group

!

……

1.5.8 ConfiguringaSecurityChannel

Configuration Effect

Configure a security channel to enable packets meeting the security channel rules to bypass the checks of access control applications.

Configurethesecuritychannel ifanaccesscontrolapplication(suchasDOT1X)isenabledonanuplinkinterfaceofauser,buttheuser

shouldbeallowedto logintoawebsitetodownloadsomeresources(forexample,downloading theFSSUclient)before theDOT1X

authentication.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anACL

 (Mandatory)ConfigureanACLbeforeconfiguringthesecuritychannel.Fordetailsabouttheconfigurationmethod,seethe
earlier descriptions.
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 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users. The configurations
take effect only on the local device, and do not affect other devices on the network.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

 (Optional)AnACLmaycontainzeroormultipleACEs.IfnoACEisconfiguredforanACL,itisequivalentthatthesecuritychannel
does not take effect. For details about how to add an ACE to an ACL, see the related descriptions.

 Configuring aSecurity Channel on a Specified Interface or Globally

 Configureasecuritychannelonaninterfaceifyouwant thissecuritychannel takeeffectontheinterface.Configureaglobal
securitychannel ifyouwantthissecuritychanneltakeeffectglobally.Youmustconfigureeithertheinterface-basedsecurity

channel or the global security channel.

 Youcan configure a security channel on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users.

 Configuring an Exclusive Interface for theGlobal Security Channel

 (Optional)Configurean interfaceas theexclusive interfacefor theglobalsecuritychannel ifyoudonotwant theglobalsecurity
channel to take effect on this interface.

 Configuring anAccessControl Application

 (Optional)Youcan enable theDOT1X orWeb authentication function to verify the security channel function.

 Youcan configure the accesscontrol function onan access, an aggregate, or a coredevicebasedon thedistribution of users.

Verification

OnaPCthatissubjecttothecontrolofanaccesscontrolapplication,pingtheresources(devicesorservers)thatareallowedto

bypass the check of the access control application to verify the configuration of the security channel.

Related Commands

 Configuring anACL

For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL, or

IPv6 ACL.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about how to add ACEs to an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL,

or IPv6ACL.

 Configuring a Security Channel on an Interface

Command security access-group {acl-id | acl-name }

Parameter

Description
acl-id: Indicates that ID of the ACL that is configured as the security channel.

acl-name: Indicates that name of the ACL that is configured as the security channel.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure a specified ACL as the security channel on the specified interface.

 Configuring aGlobal Security Channel
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Command security global access-group {acl-id | acl-name }

Parameter

Description
acl-id: Indicates that ID of the ACL that is configured as the security channel.

acl-name: Indicates that name of the ACL that is configured as the security channel.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the specified ACL as the global security channel.

 Configuring an Exclusive Interface for theGlobal Security Channel

Command security uplink enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the specified interface as the exclusive interface of the global security channel.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 EnablingDOT1X Authentication and Configuring a Security Channel to AllowUsers to Download the SUSoftware From
the Server Before Authentication

Scenario

Figure 1- 10

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an expert extended ACL "exp_ext_esc".

 Add an ACE to allow forwarding packets to the destination host 10.1.1.2.

 Add an ACE to permit the DHCP packets.

 Add an ACE to permit the ARP packets.

 On the interface where DOT1X authentication is enabled, configure the ACL "exp_ext_esc" as the security

channel.

SW1 sw1(config)#expert access-list extended exp_ext_esc

sw1(config-exp-nacl)# permit ip any any host 10.1.1.2 any
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sw1(config-exp-nacl)# permit 0x0806 any any any any any

sw1(config-exp-nacl)#permit tcpanyanyanyanyeq67

sw1(config-exp-nacl)#permit tcpanyanyanyanyeq68

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet0/1

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# security access-group exp_ext_esc

Verification  OnaPCof thesalesdepartment,ping theserverof thesalesdepartment.Verifythat thepingoperation

succeeds.

 OnthePCsofR&Ddepartment1andR&Ddepartment2,ping theserverof thesalesdepartment.Verify that

the ping operations fail.

sw1#show access-lists

expert access-list extendedexp_ext_esc

10permit ipanyanyhost10.1.1.2any

20permit arp any any any any any

30 permit tcp any any any any eq 67

40 permit tcp any any any any eq 68……

sw1#show running-config interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Building configuration...

Currentconfiguration:59bytes

interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

security access-group exp_ext_esc

1.5.9 ConfiguringtheTimeRange-BasedACEs

Configuration Effect

Configurethetimerange-basedACEsifyouwantsomeACEstotakeeffector tobecomeinvalid inaspecifiedperiodof time,for

example, in some time ranges during a week.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anACL

 (Mandatory)ConfigureanACLifyouwantACEstotakeeffectinthespecifiedtimerange.Fordetailsabouttheconfiguration
method, see the earlier descriptions.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users. The configurations
take effect only on the local device, and do not affect other devices on the network.
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 Adding anACEwith the TimeRange Specified

 (Mandatory)Specify thetimerangewhenaddinganACE.Fordetailsabouthowtoconfigurethetimerange,seethe
configurationmanual related to the time range.

 Applying anACL

 (Mandatory) Apply the ACL to a specified interface if youwant tomake ACEs take effect in the specified time range.

 Youcanapply an IPACLon aspecified interfaceof an access, an aggregate, or a coredevice basedon thedistribution of users.

Verification

In thetimerangethat theconfiguredACEtakeseffectorbecomes invalid, run thepingcommandorconstructpacketsmatchingthe

ACE to check whether the ACE takes effect or becomes invalid.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringanACL

For details about the ACL configuration commands, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert

extended ACL, or IPv6 ACL.

 Adding anACEwith the TimeRange Specified

For details about the ACE configuration commands, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert

extended ACL, or IPv6 ACL.

 Applying anACL

For details about the command for applying an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert

extended ACL, or IPv6 ACL.

Configuration Example

The following configuration example describes only ACL-related configurations.

 Adding an ACEWith the Time Range Specified to Allow the R&DDepartment to Access the Internet Between 12:00 and
13:30 EveryDay

Scenario

Figure 1- 11
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Configuration

Steps

 Configureatimerangenamed"access-internet",andaddanentryofthetimerangebetween12:00and13:30

every day.

 Configure an IP ACL "ip_std_internet_acl".

 Add an ACE to allow packets with the source IP address in the network segment 10.1.1.0/24, and associate this

ACEwith the time zone "access-internet".

 Add an ACE to deny packets with the source IP address the network segment 10.1.1.0/24. Access to the Internet

is not allowed except in the specified time range.

 Add an ACE to permit all packets.

 Apply the ACL to the outgoing direction of the interface connected to the breakout gateway.

SW1 FS(config)# time-range access-internet

FS(config-time-range)# periodic daily 12:00 to 13:30

FS(config-time-range)# exit

sw1(config)# ip access-list standard ip_std_internet_acl

sw1(config-std-nacl)# permit 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 time-range access-internet

sw1(config-std-nacl)# deny 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255

sw1(config-std-nacl)# permit any

sw1(config-std-nacl)# exit

sw1(config)#int gigabitEthernet 0/2

sw1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# ip access-group ip_std_internet_acl out

Verification  Withinthetimerangebetween12:00and13:30,visit theBaiduwebsiteonaPCoftheR&Ddepartment.Verify

that the website can be opened normally.

 Beyondthetimerangebetween12:00and13:30,visit theBaiduwebsiteonaPCoftheR&Ddepartment.Verify

that the website cannot be opened.

SW1 sw1#show time-range

time-range entry: access-internet (inactive)

periodic Daily 12:00 to 13:30

sw1#show access-lists

ip access-list standard ip_std_internet_acl

10 permit 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 time-range access-internet (inactive)

20 deny 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255

30 permit any
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sw1#show access-group

ip access-group ip_std_internet_acl out

AppliedOninterfaceGigabitEthernet0/2

1.5.10 ConfiguringCommentsforACLs

Configuration Effect

Duringnetworkmaintenance, ifa lotofACLsareconfiguredwithoutanycomments, it isdifficult todistinguishtheseACLs lateron.

Youcan configure comments for ACLs to better understand the intended use of ACLs.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anACL

 (Mandatory)ConfigureanACLbeforeconfiguringthesecuritychannel.Fordetailsabouttheconfigurationmethod,seethe
earlier descriptions.

 Youcan configure this ACL on an access, an aggregate, or a core device based on the distribution of users. The configurations
take effect only on the local device, and do not affect other devices on the network.

 Configuring Comments for ACLs

 (Optional) Configure comments for ACLs so that it is easy tomanage and understand the configured ACLs.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

 (Optional)AnACLmaycontainzeroormultipleACEs.IfnoACEisconfigured, itisequivalentthatthesecuritychanneldoesnot
take effect. For details about how to add an ACE to an ACL, see the related descriptions.

 Configuring Comments for ACEs

 (Optional)TofacilitateunderstandingofaconfiguredACL,youcanconfigurecommentsforACEsinadditiontocommentsfor
the ACL.

Verification

Run the show access-lists command on the device to display the comments configured for ACLs.

Related Commands

 Configuring anACL

For details about how to configure an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL, or

IPv6 ACL.

 Configuring aComment for an ACL

Use either of the following two methods to configure a comment for a specified ACE in the ACL:

Command [sn] remark comment

Parameter

Description
comment: Indicates the comment. The value is a string of 1 to 100 characters. A comment longer than 100 characters

will be truncated to 100 characters.
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sn: Indicates the ID of ACE

Command

Mode

ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toconfigure thecomment foraspecifiedACE in theACL. If sn isnotconfigured, thecomment is

configured for the last ACE.

Command access-list acl-id sn-remark comment

Parameter

Description
acl-id: Indicates the ID of an ACL.

comment: Indicates the comment. The value is a string of 1 to 100 characters. A comment longer than 100 characters

will be truncated to 100 characters.

sn: Indicates the ID of ACE

Command

Mode

Configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toconfigure thecomment foraspecifiedACE in theACL. If sn isnotconfigured, thecomment is

configured for the last ACE.

 Adding ACEs to an ACL

For details about how to add ACEs to an ACL, see the earlier descriptions about the IP ACL, MAC extended ACL, expert extended ACL,

or IPv6ACL.

 ConfiguringComments for ACEs

Use either of the following two methods to configure a comment for an ACE:

Command Remark comment

Parameter

Description
comment: Indicates the comment. The value is a string of 1 to 100 characters. A comment longer than 100 characters

will be truncated to 100 characters.

Command

Mode

ACL configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the comment for a specified ACE.

Command access-list acl-id remark comment

Parameter

Description
acl-id: Indicates the ID of an ACL.

comment: Indicates the comment. The value is a string of 1 to 100 characters. A comment longer than 100 characters

will be truncated to 100 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to configure the comment for a specified ACE.
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1.5.11 ConfiguringGlobal ForwardingPlaneSecurityACL

Configuration Effect

Configure the global forwarding plane security ACL to filter only hardware packets.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anACL

 (Mandatory) ConfigureanACL first to apply theACL toonly hardwarepackets.Fordetails about how toconfigureanACL, see
the descriptions about ACL configuration.

 YoucanconfiguretheACLonanaccess,aggregate,orcoredevicebasedonthedistributionofusers.TheACLtakeseffectonly
on the local device, and does not affect other devices on the network.

 Configuring anACE

 (Optional) AnACLmay contain no rules. If no rule is configured, all IP packets of global software are filtered. Fordetails about
how to configure an ACE, see the descriptions about ACE configuration.

 Configuring a Global Forwarding Plane Security ACL

 (Mandatory) Enable the global forwarding plane security ACL function first so that the global forwarding plane security ACL
takes effect only on hardware packets.

 You can configure the global forwarding plane security ACL function on an access, aggregate, or core device based on the
distribution ofusers.

Verification

Test whether the ACL takes effect on the forwarding plane but not on the control plane.

Related Commands

 Configuring anACL

For details about how to configure an ACL, see the descriptions about ACL configuration.

 Configuring anACE

For details about how to configure an ACE, see the descriptions about ACE configuration.

 Configuring aGlobal Forwarding Plane Security ACL

Command ip access-group acl-id { in | out } forward-plane

Parameter

Description
acl-id: Indicates the ID of an ACL.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode.

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toenable theglobal forwardingplane securityACL function, so that theACL takeseffect only on

hardware.

Configuration Example

 Configuring aGlobal ForwardingPlaneSecurity ACL to Implement Global ACLonForwardingPlane
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Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IP ACL 1.

 Adda rule to the IP ACL toprevent destination host 10.1.1.3/24 from accessing the network.

 Add a rule to the IP ACL to allow all host addresses to access the network.

 Configure the IP ACL 1 as the global forwarding plane security ACL.

SW1 sw1(config)#ip access-list standard 1

sw1(config-ext-nacl)# denyhost 10.1.1.3

sw1(config-ext-nacl)#permit any

sw1(config-ext-nacl)#exit

sw1(config)#ip access-group 1 in forward-plane

Verification  PingSW1 fromthePCat the IPaddress 10.1.1.3.Verify that thePCcannot pingSW1but canping other IP

addresses whose packets are forwarded by SW 1.

sw1#show access-lists

ip access-list standard 1

10 deny host 10.1.1.3

20 permit any

sw1#show running

……

!

ip access-group 1 in forward-plane!

1.6Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears the ACL packet matching

counters.
clear counters access-list [ acl-id | acl-name ]

Clearsthecountersofpacketsmatching

the deny ACEs.
clear access-list counters [acl-id |acl-name ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the basic ACLs. show access-lists [ acl-id | acl-ame ] [summary]

Displays the redirection ACEs bound to a specified interface. If

the interface isnot specified, redirectionACEsbound toall

interfaces are displayed.

show redirect [ interface interface-name ]

Displays the ACL configurations applied to an interface. show access-group [interface interface-name ]

Displays the IP ACL configurations applied to an interface. show ip access-group [interface interface-name ]
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Displays the MAC extended ACL configurations applied to an

interface.
show mac access-group [interface interface-name ]

Displays theexpert extendedACLconfigurationsapplied toan

interface.
show expert access-group [interface interface-name ]

Displays the IPv6 ACL configurations applied to an interface. show ipv6 traffic-filter [interface interface-name ]

Displays the TCAM information or the specified TCAM

information.
show acl res [ dev dev-num [ slot slot-num]]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the ACL running process. debug acl acld event

Debugs the ACL clients. debug acl acld client-show

Debugs the ACLs created by all ACL

clients.
debug acl acld acl-show
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2Configuring QoS

2.1 Overview

QualityofService(QoS)indicatesthatanetworkcanprovideagoodservicecapabilityforspecifiednetworkcommunicationbyusing

various infrastructure technologies.

Whenthenetworkbandwidth issufficient,all datastreamscanbeproperlyprocessed;whennetworkcongestionoccurs,all data

streamsmaybediscarded.Tomeetusers' requirementsfordifferentapplicationsanddifferent levelsofservicequality,anetwork

mustbeable toallocateandscheduleresourcesbasedonusers' requirementsandprovidedifferent levelsofservicequality for

differentdatastreams. Tobespecific,thenetworkcanprocessreal-timeandimportantdatapacketsinhigherpriorities,andprocess

non-real-timeand commondata packets in lower priorities and evendiscard the data packets uponnetwork congestion.

The "doing thebest" forwardingmechanismusedby traditionalnetworkscannotmeet the requirementsany longerand thenQoS

comesintobeing.QoS-enableddevicesprovidetransmissionQoSqualityservice.Atransmissionprioritycanbeassignedtodata

streamsofa type to identify theimportanceof thedatastreams.Then, thedevicesprovide forwardingpoliciesfordifferentpriorities,

congestion mitigation and other mechanisms to provide special transmission services for these data streams. A network environment

configuredwithQoScanprovidepredictability fornetworkperformance,effectivelyallocatenetworkbandwidth, and reasonably

utilize networkresources.

2.2 Applications

Application Description

InterfaceRateLimit+PriorityRelabeling Basedondifferentservicerequirementsforacampusnetwork,provideratecontroland

priority-basedprocessingforoutgoingtrafficof theteachingbuilding, laboratoriesand

dormitory building.

Priority Relabeling + Queue Scheduling Provide priority-based processing and bandwidth control for traffic of internal access to

servers of an enterprise.

2.2.1 Interface Rate Limit + Priority Relabeling

Scenario

To meet the service requirements of normal teaching, a school puts forwards the following requirements:

 Control the Internet access traffic under 100M and discard packets out of control.

 Control the outgoing traffic of the dormitory building under 50M and discard packets out of control.

 ControltherateofpacketswithDSCPpriority7sentfromlaboratoriesunder20M,andchangetheDSCPprioritiesofthese
packets whose rates exceed 20M to 16.

 Control the outgoing traffic of the teaching building under 30M and discard packets out of control.

Figure 2- 1
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AschoolconnectsGigabitEthernet0/24ofSwitchAtothe Internet intheuplinkandconnectsGigabitEthernet0/1,

GigabitEthernet0/2andGigabitEthernet0/3ofSwitchAtotheteachingbuilding,laboratory(192.168.195.0)and

dormitory building (192.168.196.0) in the downlink respectively.

Deployment

 Configure theQoS interfacerate limit for the interfaceG0/24ofSwitchAforconnectingthe Internet. ConfiguretheQoSrate
limit for packets sent from the dormitory building on Switch A.

 Set therate limitforpacketswiththeDSCPpriority7sent fromthe laboratory to20Mandrelabel theDSCPpriorityofpackets
out of the rate limit to 16.

 Configure theQoS rate limit for packets sent from the teaching building on Switch A.

2.2.2 Priority Relabeling +Queue Scheduling

Scenario

Configure priority relabeling and queue scheduling to meet the following requirements:

 When the R&D department and market department access servers, the priorities of the server packets are as follows: mail
server > file server > salary query server.

 No matter when the HR management department accesses the Internet or servers, the switch processes the corresponding
packets in the highest priority.

 Since network congestion often occurs in switch running, in order to ensure smooth business operation,WRR queue scheduling
mustbeusedtoscheduleIPpacketsfortheR&Dandmarketdepartmentstoaccessthemaildatabase,filedatabase,andsalary

query database based on the ratio of 6:2:1.

Remarks
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The R&D, market and HRmanagement departments access the interfaces GigabitEthernet 0/1, GigabitEthernet 0/2 and

GigabitEthernet0/3ofSwitchArespectively.Thesalaryqueryserver,mail serverand fileserverareconnectedto

GigabitEthernet 0/23 of Switch A.

Figure 2- 2

Deployment

 Configure the CoS values of data streams for accessing different servers to ensure that the switch processes packets for different
servers in different priorities.

 SetthedefaultCoSvalueoftheinterfacetoaspecificvaluetoensurethattheswitchprocessespacketssentbytheHR
management department in the highest priority.

 ConfigureWRRqueue scheduling to ensure that data packets are transmitted in a specific quantity ratio.

2.3 Features

Basic Concept

 DiffServ

The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) Mode is an IETF system based on which QoS is implemented in FS products. The DiffServ system

classifiesallpacketstransmittedinanetworkintodifferenttypes.Theclassificationinformationisincludedinlayer-2/3packetheaders,

including 802.1P, IP and IP DSCP priorities.

In a DiffServ-compliant network, all devices apply the same transmission service policy to packets containing the same classification

information and apply different transmission service policies to packets containing different classification information. Classification

informationofpacketsiseitherassignedbyhostsorotherdevicesin thenetworkorassignedbasedondifferentapplicationpolicies

ordifferentpacketcontents.Basedontheclassificationinformationcarriedbypackets,adevicemayprovidedifferenttransmission

prioritiesfordifferentpacketstreams,reservebandwidthforakindofpacketstreams,discardcertainpacketswithlowerpriorities,or

take some other actions.

 802.1P(PRI) priority

The802.1Ppriorityislocatedattheheaderofalayer-2packetwiththe802.1Qheader,andisusedinscenarioswherelayer-3headers

donot need tobeanalyzedandQoSneeds tobe implementedat layer 2. Figure2-3 shows thestructureof a layer-2 packet.

Remarks
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Figure 2- 3

As shown in Figure 1-3, the 4-byte 802.1Q header contains 2-byte TagProtocolIdentifier (TPID) whose value is 0x8100 and 2-byte Tag

ControlInformation (TCI). The first three bits of theTCI indicate the 802.1P priority.

 IP priority (IP PRE) andDSCP priority

The priorities of IP packets are identified by the IP PRE and DSCP priority. TheTypeOf Service (ToS) field of the IPv4 header comprises 8

bits;where thefirst threebits indicatethe IPprecedence(IPPRE), ranging from0to7.RFC2474redefines theToSfieldof theIPv4

header, which is called the Differentiated Services (DS) field. The Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) priority is identified by the

first6bits (bits0 to5)of theDSfield,andby the first6bitsof theTrafficClass field in theIPv6header.Figure2-4shows thelocationsof

the IP PRE and DSCP priorities in IPv4/IPv6 packets.

Figure 2- 4

 CoS

Class of Service (COS). FS products convert packet priorities into CoS values to identity the local priorities of the packets and

determine the input queue ID when packets are sent from the output interface.

Overview

Feature Description

Stream Classification Streamclassificationusescertainrulesto identifypacketswithsamecharacteristicsand istheprerequisite

and basis for distinguishing network services.

Priority Labeling and

Mapping

Label packet priorities with specified values and map the values to corresponding CoS values.

Traffic Supervision Supervise thespecificationof traffic flowing into anetwork, limit the trafficwithin a reasonable range, and
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discard the traffic out of the limit or modify the priority of the traffic.

Congestion

Management

Determine thesequenceof datapacketssent froman interfacebasedon theprioritiesof the datapackets

and ensure that key services can be processed in time when congestion occurs.

Congestion Mitigation Monitor theusageof theoutput interfacequeueand reduce thenetwork loadbyactivelydiscardingpackets

and adjusting the network traffic when network congestion occurs.

2.3.1 StreamClassification

Stream classification uses certain rules to identify packets with same characteristics and is the prerequisite and basis for distinguishing

network services. Stream classification rules are used to distinguish different packets in the network and specify different QoS

parameters for packets at different service levels.

Working Principle

StreamclassificationrulescanbematchingthePREorDSCPprioritiesofIPpacketsorclassifyingpacketsbyidentifyingpacket

content throughanACL.Youcandefinethebindingbetweenmultiplestreamsandstreambehaviorsbyusingcommandstoform

policieswhich can be applied to interfaces for stream classification and processing.

 QoS policy

A QoS policy comprises three elements: class, stream behavior and policy.

 Class

A class identifies streams and comprises the class name and class rules.Youcan define the class rules by using commands to

classify packets.

 Stream behavior

Stream behaviors define the QoS actions taken for packets, including priority labeling and traffic supervision for packets.

 Policy

A policy binds a specific class and specific stream behaviors and comprises the policy name, names of the classes bound, and

streambehaviors.YoucanbindaspecifiedclassandstreambehaviorsbyusingaQoSpolicyandapplythepolicytooneor

more interfaces.

 QoS logical interface group

Youcanspecifyaseriesof interfacesasaQoSlogical interfacegroup(includingbothAPsandEthernet interfaces)andassociate

policeswiththelogicalinterfacegroupforQoSprocessing.Takeratelimit forstreambehaviorsforexample.Forpacketsthatmeetthe

rate limit conditions, all interfaces in the same logical interface group share the bandwidth specified by the policy.

Related Configuration

 Creating aclass

No class is defined by default.

You can run the class-map command to create a class and enter the class configuration mode.

 Matching anACL

No rules are defined for a class by default.
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Intheclassconfigurationmode,youcanrunthematchacess-groupcommandtodefineaclassruleasmatchinganACL.Youneedto

create ACL rules first.

 Creating apolicy

No policy is defined by default.

You can run the policy-map command to create a policy and enter the policy configuration mode.

 Associating aclass

A policy is not associated with any class by default.

In the policy configuration mode, you can run the class command to associate a class and enter the policy-class configuration mode.

 Binding a streambehavior

A class is not bound to any stream behavior by default.

In the policy-class configurationmode, you can run theset command tomodify theCoS, DSCPorVID values of a specified stream;

where, theCoSvalue rangesfrom0to7, theDSCPvalue ranges from0to63and theVIDvalue ranges from1to4094.Youcanrun the

police command to limit the bandwidth and process streams out of the limit for specified streams. The bandwidth limit ranges are

determined by products. Run the apply acl command to apply the ACL associated with the class.

 Configuring a logical interface group

No logical interface group is defined and an interface is not added to any logical interface group by default.

In the global configuration mode, you can run the virtual-group command to create a logical interface group. In the interface

configurationmode, youcan run thevirtual-group command toaddan interface toa logical interfacegroup. If this logical interface

groupisnotcreated,youcancreatethelogical interfacegroupandaddtheinterfacetothegroup.Youcancreate128 logical interface

groups, ranging from 1 to 128.

 Applying a policy to an interface

No policy is applied to an interface by default.

In the interfaceconfigurationmode, youcan run theservice-policycommand toapplyapolicy in the input/output directions of the

interface. In theglobal configurationmode,youcanrun theservice-policycommand toapplyapolicy in the input/output directions

of all interfaces.

2.3.2 Priority Labeling and Mapping

Prioritiesareusedto label theschedulingweightsofpacketsor theprioritiesof thepacketsinforwarding.Differentpacket typeshave

differentpriority types including802.1P(PRI), IPPREandDSCPpriorities.Priority labelingandmappingrefer to labelingpacket

prioritieswith specified values andmapping the values to corresponding CoS values.

Working Principle

Afterdatastreamsofpacketsenteradeviceinterface,thedeviceassignsprioritiestothepacketsbasedonthetrustmodeconfigured

for the interface.The following describes several trust modes:

 When the interface trustmode is untrust, which means not trusting the priority information carried in packets:
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Modify theCoS value according to the default CoS value (0, which is configurable), COS-DSCPmapping table andDSCP-COS

mapping tableof the interfaceandput thepackets intoqueuesbasedonthefinalCoSvalue.Foroutputpacketscarrying the

802.1Q tag, the packet priority will be modified to the corresponding CoS value.

 When the interface trust mode is trusting CoS:

For packets carrying the 802.1Q tag,modify theCoSvalue according to thePRI value, CoS-DSCPmapping table, andDSCP-CO

mapping table,andput thepackets intoqueuesbasedonthe finalCoSvalue.Foroutputpacketscarrying the802.1Qtag, the

packet priority will be modified to the corresponding CoS value.

Forpacketsnotcarryingthe802.1Qtag,modifytheCoSvalueaccordingtothedefaultCoSvalue(0,whichisconfigurable),

COS-DSCP mapping table and DSCP-COSmapping table of the interface, and put the packets into queues based on the final

CoSvalue.Foroutputpacketscarryingthe802.1Qtag,thepacketprioritywillbemodifiedtothecorrespondingCoSvalue.

 When the interface trust mode is trusting DSCP:

For non-IP packets, the processing is the same as that for trusting CoS.

For IP packets, modify the CoS value according to the DSCP value of the packets and the DSCP-CoS mapping table and put the

packets into queues based on the final CoS value.

 When the interface trust mode is trusting IP PRE:

For non-IPv4 packets, the processing is the same as that for trusting CoS.

For IPv4 packets, obtain and modify the DSCP priority of the packets according to the IP PRE value of the packets and the

IP-PRE-DSCPmapping table, obtain the CoS value according to the DSCP-CoSmapping table, and then put the packets into

queues based on the final CoS value.

 When the trust mode and the applied policy of an interface work together:

When the trustmodeand the appliedpolicyof an interfacework together, the trustmodehas a lower priority than the policy

and theCoS priority can be obtained according to theDSCP-CoSmapping table.

Ifapolicy isappliedto the interfacebut thepolicydoesnothasaconfiguration formodifying theDSCPandCoSvalues, the

processingwill be performed based on the trust mode of the interface.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the trust mode of an interface

The default trust mode of an interface is untrust.

In theinterfaceconfigurationmode, run themlsqostrustcommandtomodify thetrustmode.The trustmodecanbe trustingCoS,

trusting DSCP or trusting IP PRE.

 Configuring the default CoS value of an interface

The default CoS value of an interface is 0.

Intheinterfaceconfigurationmode, runthemlsqoscoscommandtomodify thedefaultCoSvalueof the interface,whichranges

from 0 to7.

 Labeling the priority of streams

The priorities of streams are not relabeled by default.

In the policy-class configuration mode, run the set command to modify the CoS, DSCP andVID values of streams.The CoS value

ranges from0 to7, theDSCP value ranges from0 to 63, and theVID value ranges from1 to4094.
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 Configuring CoS-to-DSCPMap

By default, the CoS values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 aremapped to theDSCP values 0, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48 and 56 respectively.

Runthemlsqosmapcos-dscpcommandtoconfiguretheCOS-DSCPmapping.TheDSCPvaluerangesfrom0to63.

 Configuring DSCP-to-CoSMap

By default, DSCP 0 to 7 are mapped to CoS 0, DSCP 8 to 15 mapped to CoS 1, DSCP 16 to 23 mapped to CoS2, DSCP 24 to 31 mapped

toCoS 3, DSCP32 to 39mapped toCoS 4, DSCP 40 to 47mapped toCoS5,DSCP 48 to 55mapped toCoS 6, and DSCP 56 to 63

mapped to CoS 7.

Run themlsqosmapdscp-cos command to configure theDSCP-CoSmapping. TheCoS value ranges from 0 to 7 and the DSCP value

ranges from 0 to 63.

2.3.3 Traffic Supervision

Supervise thespecificationof traffic flowing intoanetwork, limit the trafficwithina reasonable range,anddiscard the trafficout of

the limit or modify the priority of packets. In addition, the total traffic of an interface can bemonitored and the traffic out of the limit

will bediscarded.

Working Principle

Trafficsupervisionisusedtomonitor thespecificationof trafficflowing intoanetworkandconductpresetsupervisionactionsbased

on different assessment results. These actions can be:

 Forwarding: Normally forward packets within the traffic limit.

 Discarding: discard packets out of the traffic limit.

 Changing the priority and forwarding: modify the priorities of packets out of the traffic limit and then forward the packets.

Directly discard packets out of the total traffic limit of an interface.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the action to be conducted for traffic out of limit

No action to be conducted for traffic out of limit is configured by default.

In the policy-class configurationmode, run thepolice command to configure the action tobe conducted for traffic out of limit to

discardingtrafficoutof limit,ormodifying theCoSvalueorDSCPvalue.Thetraffic limit rangeisdeterminedbyproducts.Whenthe

traffic is out of the limit, you canmodify theCoS value in the range of 0 to7 and theDSCP value in the range of 0 to63.

 Configuring the total traffic limit for an interface

The total traffic limit for an interface is not configured by default.

In the interface configurationmode, run the rate-limit command to configure the total traffic limit for an interface in the input and

output directions. The traffic limit range is determined by products.

2.3.4 CongestionManagement

Whenthereceivingrateofpacketsexceedsthesendingrateofpackets,congestionwilloccuronthesendinginterface.Ifnosufficient

buffer is provided to store these packets, the packets may be lost. The congestion management mechanism determines the sequence

ofdatapacketstobesent froman interfacebasedontheprioritiesof thedatapackets.Thecongestionmanagement functionallows
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forcongestioncontrolby increasingtheprioritiesof importantdatapackets.Whencongestionoccurs,theimportantdatapacketsare

sent in higher priorities to ensure that key services are implemented in time.

Working Principle

A queue scheduling mechanism is used for congestion management and the process is as follows:

 After each packet passes all QoS processing in a switch, the packet will obtain a CoS value finally.

 At the output interface, the device classifies the packets into corresponding sending queues based on theCoS values.

 Theoutput interfaceselectspackets inaqueue forsendingbasedonvariousschedulingpolicies(SP,WRR,DRR,WFQ,SP+WRR,
SP+DRR, SP+WFQ).

 Scheduling policy

The queue scheduling policies include SP, WRR, DRR, WFQ, SP+WRR, SP+DRR and SP+WFQ.

 Strict-Priority (SP) scheduling means scheduling packets strictly following queue IDs. Before sending packets each time, check
whetheraqueuewith the firstpriorityhaspackets tobesent. If yes, thepackets inthisqueuearesent first. If not, checkwhether

a queue with the second priority has packets. Follow the same rules for packets in other queues.

 Weighted Round Robin (WRR) scheduling means scheduling queues in turn to ensure that all queues have certain service time.
Forexample,a1000Mbpsinterfacehas8outputqueues.TheWRRconfiguresaweightedvalue(5,5,10,20,20,10,20and10,

whichindicatetheproportionsofobtainedresources)foreachqueue.Thisschedulingmethodensures thataqueuewiththe

lowestpriority isassignedwithat least 50Mbpsbandwidth,whichavoids that packets in thequeuewith the lowestpriorityare

not served for long timewhen the SP scheduling method is used.

 DeficitRoundRobin(DRR)schedulingissimilartotheWRR,butappliesweightvaluesbasedonbytes,butnotbasedontime
slices.

 WeightedFairQueueing(WFQ)schedulingprovidesdynamicandfairqueuingandappliesweightedvaluesbasedonbytes,
similartotheDRR.Whenencounteringanemptyqueue,theDRRwillshift tothenextqueuefor transmissionimmediately. Ifa

queuemissesitstransmissiontime,thequeuemustwaitforthenext time,whichisthedifferencebetweentheWFQandDRR;

therefore, theWFQ ismoresuitable for processing data packets with variable lengths than theDRR.

 SP+WRR scheduling means configuring the SP scheduling for one or more sending queues and configuring theWRR scheduling
for theotherqueues.AmongSPqueues, onlyafterall packets in theSPqueuewith the firstpriorityaresent, thepackets in the

SPqueuewiththesecondprioritycanbesent.AmongSPandWRRqueues,onlyafterthepacketsinallSPqueuesaresent,the

packets inWRR queues can be sent.

 SP+WFQschedulingmeansconfiguring theSPscheduling foroneormoresendingqueuesandconfiguring theWFQ
schedulingfor theotherqueues.AmongSPqueues,onlyafterallpacketsintheSPqueuewiththefirstpriorityaresent, the

packetsintheSPqueuewiththesecondprioritycanbesent.AmongSPandWFQqueues,onlyafterthepacketsinallSP

queues are sent, the packets inWFQqueues can be sent.

 SP+WFQschedulingmeansconfiguring theSPscheduling foroneormoresendingqueuesandconfiguring theWFQ
schedulingfor theotherqueues.AmongSPqueues,onlyafterallpacketsintheSPqueuewiththefirstpriorityaresent, the

packetsintheSPqueuewiththesecondprioritycanbesent.AmongSPandWFQqueues,onlyafterthepacketsinallSP

queues are sent, the packets inWFQqueues can be sent.

 QoS multicastqueue

On some products, interface queues are classified into unicast queues and multicast queues. There are 8 unicast queues. All known

unicastpacketsentercorrespondingunicastqueues for forwardingbasedontheirpriorities.Thereare1 to8multicastqueues
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(dependingonproducts.Certainproductsdonotsupportmulticastqueues).Except forknownunicastpackets,allpackets(suchas

broadcastpackets,multicastpackets,unknownunicastpackets,andmirroringpackets)entercorrespondingmulticastqueuesfor

forwardingbasedon theirpriorities.Similar tounicastqueues,youcanconfigureprioritymappingsandschedulingalgorithms for

multicast queues. The Cos-to-Mc-Queue command can be used to configure mapping from priorities to multicast queues. At present,

multicast queues support the SP,WRRand SP+WRR scheduling algorithms.

 Scheduling policy and round robin weight for output queues on an interface

Theschedulingpoliciesand roundrobinweight foroutputqueuesarebasedonglobalconfigurations.Someproductssupportboth

global configurations and interface-based configurations. Interface-based configurations have higher priorities than global

configurations. The global scheduling policy works with the corresponding global round robin weight whereas the interface

schedulingpolicyworkswith the interface round robinweight. If only theglobal schedulingpolicyor interfaceschedulingpolicy is

configuredbut no corresponding round robinweightsare configured, thedefault round robinweightswill workwith thescheduling

policy.

 Queue bandwidth

Someproductsallow forconfiguring theguaranteedminimumbandwidthand the limitedmaximumbandwidth foraqueue.Aqueue

configuredwith the guaranteedminimumbandwidth ensures that the bandwidth for this queue is not smaller than theconfigured

value.A queueconfiguredwith the limitedmaximumbandwidth ensures that thebandwidth for this queue is not greater than the

configuredvalueandpacketsout of thebandwidth limitwill bediscarded.Thebandwidth limits forunicastandmulticast queuesare

configuredtogetheronsomeproductswhereasconfiguredseparatelyonsomeotherproducts. Inaddition,someproductsallowfor

configuring bandwidth only for unicast queues.

 Queue ECN

WiththecombinationoftheWERDtechnologyandexplicitcongestionnotification(ECN)technology,aterminaldevicecanperceive

networkcongestionandnotify thesourcedeviceof thecongestion.Upon receiving thenotification, thesourcedevicereduces the

packet sending rate to prevent aggravated congestion.

Both the ECNandWRED functionsmust be configured to enable the queue ECN function.

AfterthequeueECNfunctionisenabled(namely,theECNfieldinpacketsissetto01or10),whenqueuecongestionoccurs,the
devicechanges theECN field toCE (11), insteadof discardingpackets randomlyaccording to theWRED template.

AfterthequeueECNfunctionisenabled, thedevicesetstheECNfieldtoCEonlywhenthepacketratereachesthelower
discarding threshold specified in theWRED template.

Related Configuration

 Configuring CoS-to-QueueMap

By default, the CoS values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are mapped to the queues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively.

Runthepriority-queuecos-mapcommandtoconfiguretheCoS-to-queuemapping.TheCoSvaluerangesfrom0to7andthequeue

value ranges from 1 to 8.

 Configuring the scheduling policy for an output queue

By default, the scheduling policy for a global output queue is WRR and no scheduling policy is configured for an interface.
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Runthemlsqosschedulercommandtoconfiguretheoutputschedulingpolicyforaqueue.Configurableschedulingpolicies

includeSP,WRRandDRR.Youcanalso run thepriority-queuecommand toconfigure theschedulingpolicyasSP.

 Configuring the round robinweight corresponding to theWRRscheduling policy for an output queue

By default, the weight of a global or interface-based queue is 1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1.

Runthewrr-queuebandwidthcommandtoconfigure theroundrobinweightcorresponding totheWRRschedulingpolicy foran

output queue. The configurable weight range is determined by products.

A higher weight means longer output time.

 Configuring the round robinweight corresponding to theDRRscheduling policy for an output queue

By default, the weight of a global or interface-based queue is 1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1.

Runthedrr-queuebandwidthcommand toconfigure theroundrobinweightcorresponding totheDRRschedulingpolicy foran

output queue. The configurable weight range is determined by products.

A higher weight means more packet bytes that can be sent.

 Configuring the round robinweight corresponding to theWFQscheduling policy for an output queue

By default, the weight of a global or interface-based queue is 1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1.

Runthewfq-queuebandwidthcommand toconfigure theroundrobinweightcorresponding totheWFQschedulingpolicy foran

output queue. The configurable weight range is determined by products.

A higher weight means more packet bytes that can be sent.

 Configuring the bandwidth for a queue

Run theqosqueue command to configure theguaranteedminimumbandwidth and the limitedmaximumbandwidth for each

queue.Thequeuevaluerangesfrom1to8and theguaranteedminimumbandwidthand limitedmaximumbandwidthvalueranges

are determined by products. Supported queue types are determined by products.

 Configuring theQueue ENC

Run the qos queue queue_num ecn command to enable ECN on all queues. (Queue range: 1 to 8)

2.3.5 CongestionMitigation

Monitor theusageof theoutput interfacequeueand reducethenetwork loadbyactivelydiscardingpacketsandadjusting the

network traffic when network congestion occurs.

Working Principle

Mitigatecongestionbyeffectivelymonitoring thenetwork trafficand forecastingoccurrenceofcongestion.Packetsneedtobe

discarded tomitigate congestion. Discarding policies includeTail-Drop,Random Early Detection (RED), andWeighted Random Early

Detection (WRED).

 Tail-Drop

Traditional packet loss policies include Tail-Drop. Tail-Drop is effective for all traffic and cannot distinguish service levels.When

congestion occurs, data packets at the tail of a queuewill be discarded until the congestion is removed.

 RED andWRED
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HostsrunningTCPwilldecreasetherateofsendingpacketstorespondtomassivepacketloss.Aftercongestionisremoved,thehosts

increase the rate of sending packets. In this way,Tail-Dropmay causeTCPGlobal Synchronization.When aqueue discardsmultipleTCP

packetssimultaneously,multipleTCPconnectionsenter thecongestionmitigationandslowstartupstatesimultaneously,andthe

trafficisreducedandadjusted.Whencongestionisremoved,trafficpeaksmayappear.Theprocessrepeatsconstantly,thenetwork

trafficgoesupanddownsuddenly,and the line trafficalways fluctuatesbetween the lowestquantityand thehighestquantity.When

TCPglobal synchronizationoccurs, the connectionbandwidth cannot beadequatelyused,whichcausesbandwidthwaste.

Toavoidthiscircumstance,youcanusetheRED/WREDpacketdiscardingpolicy.Thispolicyprovidesamechanismfordiscarding

packets in random, which avoids TCP global synchronization. When packets of a TCP connection are discarded and sent at a lower rate,

packetsofotherTCPconnectionsarestillsentathigherrates.Inthisway, therearealwayssomeTCPconnectionswhosepacketsare

sent at higher rates, which increases the utilization of line bandwidth.

WhenWREDisused,youcansetthelowerthresholdvalueandmaximumdiscardingprobabilityforaqueue.Whenthequeuelength

issmaller than thelower thresholdvalue,WREDdoesnotdiscardpackets.Whenthequeue length isbetweenthehigherand lower

threshold values,WRED discards packets in random (the longer the queue length, the higher probability of packet discarding. There is

amaximumdiscardingprobability).Whenthequeuelengthisgreaterthanthehigherthresholdvalue,WREDdiscardspacketsatthe

maximum discardingprobability.

Different fromRED,WREDusespriorities todistinguish discarding policies.RED isa special example ofWRED.WhenallCoSvalues of

an interface aremapped to the same lower and higher threshold values,WREDbecomesRED.

Related Configuration

 Enabling theWRED function

The default packet discarding policy is Tail-Drop.

You can run the queueing wred command to enable the WRED function.

 Configuring the lower threshold

When2groupsof lower thresholds intheunitofpercentagearesupported, thedefaultvaluesare100and80 (thenumberof

thresholdgroupsaredeterminedbyproducts).Someproductssupport configuration in theunitof cell (thedefault value is

determined byproducts).

Intheinterfaceconfigurationmode,youcanrunthewrr-queuerandom-detectmin-thresholdcommandtoconfigurethelower

thresholdsintheunitofpercentageforpacketsdiscardedbyWREDineachqueue.Thequeuevaluerangesfrom1to8.Thelower

threshold ranges from 1 to 100.

Intheinterfaceconfigurationmode,youcanrunthewrr-queuerandom-detectmin-thresholdcellcommandtoconfigurethe

lowerthresholds intheunitofcell forpacketsdiscardedbyWREDineachqueue.Thequeuevaluerangevaries fromproducts.

 Configuring the higher threshold

When2groupsof lower thresholds intheunitofpercentagearesupported, thedefaultvaluesare100and100 (thenumberof

thresholdgroupsaredeterminedbyproducts).Someproductssupport configuration in theunit of cell (thedefault value is

determined byproducts).

Intheinterfaceconfigurationmode,youcanrunthewrr-queuerandom-detectmax-thresholdcommandtoconfigurethehigher

thresholdsintheunitofpercentageforpacketsdiscardedbyWREDineachqueue.Thequeuevaluerangesfrom1to8.Thehigher

threshold ranges from theminimum value of lower threshold to themaximum value of higher threshold.
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In the interface configuration mode, you can run the wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold cell command to configure the

higher thresholds in the unit of cell for packets discarded byWRED in each queue. The queue value ranges from 1 to 8. The higher

threshold ranges from the minimum value of lower threshold to themaximum value of higher threshold.

Whenthequeuelengthissmaller thanthelowerthreshold,WREDdoesnotdiscardpackets.Whenthequeuelength isbetweenthe

lower and higher thresholds,WRED discards packets in random.

 Configuring themaximum discarding probability

When2groupsofmaximumdiscardingprobabilitiesaresupported, thedefaultvaluesare100and80(thenumberof thresholdvalue

groups are determined by products).

In theinterfaceconfigurationmode,youcanrun thewrr-queuerandom-detectprobabilitycommand toconfigure themaximum

discarding probabilities for packets discarded byWRED in each queue. The queue value ranges from 1 to 8. The maximum discarding

probability ranges from 1 to 100.

 Adjusting the average queue length for discarding probability

When packets are forwarded, WRED determines the discarding probability based on the average queue length of the output queue.

When the queue length is between the lower threshold and higher threshold, WRED starts to discard packets randomly. A longer

queue leads toahigher discardingprobability that is less than themaximumdiscarding probability.When thequeue length is greater

than the higher threshold, packets are discarded at themaximum discarding probability.

By default, the average queue length is determined by products. You can configure the sampling interval and weight of to-be-

discarded packets to affect the calculation result of the average queue length.

The sampling weight indicates the weight factor of sampled data updates. A larger sampling weight indicates a longer update

interval of theaverage queue length anda larger averagequeue length. In interfaceconfigurationmode, you can run thewrr-queue

random-detectsample-weightcommand to configure thesamplingweight factor of eachqueue.The value range isdeterminedby

products.

 Configuring theCoS-to-thresholdmapping

Bydefault,allCoSvaluesaremappedtothefirstgroupof thresholdvalues(thenumberof thresholdgroupsisdeterminedby

products).

In the interface configuration mode, you can run the wrr-queue cos-map command to configure the CoS-to-threshold group

mapping.TheCoSvalue ranges from0to7and thenumberof thresholdgroups isdeterminedbyproducts.Multiplegroupsof lower

thresholdvaluesandmaximumdiscardingprobabilitiescanbeconfigured.ByconfiguringtheCoS-to-thresholdgroupmapping,you

canselect theeffective thresholdgroupmappedtoaCoSvalue, forexample,CoS0mappedtothefirstthresholdgroup,andCoS1

mapped tothesecondthresholdgroup. If thepacketsofCoS0and1areaddedtoqueue1forscheduling, thepacketsofCoS0are

processedbasedonthelower thresholdvaluesandmaximumdiscardingprobabilitiesinthefirstgroupandthepacketsofCoS1are

processedbased on the lower threshold values andmaximumdiscarding probabilities of the second group.

When all CoS values of an interface are mapped to the same group of threshold values, the enabled WRED becomes RED.

2.3.6 Queue Display andConfiguration

By default, the display and configuration mode of all queues on the device is 1–8.

 Changing the queue display and configurationmode
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In global configuration mode, you can run the qos-queue compatible enable command to change the queue display and

configuration mode of all queues on the device to 0–7.

2.3.7 Packet PriorityModification

Bydefault, thepriorityof apacket ischanged to thatconfiguredonadevicewhen thepacket issentout fromthedevice.Forexample,

anL2packetwhosepriority is4 issent.The ingressdirection isassociatedwiththepolicy-map. If thepacketmatches thepolicy, the

CoSvalue in the packet is set to 2.When the packet is captured in the egress, the packet priority is 2.

 Disabling packet priority modification

In global configuration mode, run the mls qos remark disable command to disable packet priority modification, that is, when a

packet is sent out from a device, the priority of the packet is the same as that when the packet is sent to the device.

2.4 Limitations

 TheQoS trust mode cannot be configured on SVIs.

 For theN5860/N8560/NC8200 series products,members of a logical port groupmust be on the same device.

 Members to be added to a logical port groupmust be physical ports or Aggregate Ports (APs).

The deny entry in an ACL matching a class-map does not take effect.

 TheN5860/N8560/NC8200 series products do not support VIDmodification.

 When QoS is applied to the outbound direction, the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products change the DSCP value of

packets whose bandwidth exceeds the limit but keep the CoS value unchanged. When QoS is applied to the inbound

direction, theN5860/N8560/NC8200seriesproductschange theDSCPvalueandCoSvalueof packetswhosebandwidth

exceeds thelimit.

 TheN5860/N8560/NC8200seriesproductschangeboth theDSCPvaluewhilechanging theCoSvalue of packetswhose

bandwidth exceeds the limit. After none-tos is set, the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products do not change the DSCP

value when changing the CoS value.

 TheN5860/N8560/NC8200 series products do not support thenone-tos optionwhenCoS is configured.

 On the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products, bandwidth limit is based on the actual bandwidth, including the load

generatedby thepreambleand interframegap.Thepreambleand interframegapcarried ineachpacketoccupy20bytes.

 TheN5860/N8560/NC8200 seriesproducts support theminimum rate limit granularity of 8Kbps.The rate limit granularity

varieswith the rate limit settings.The following table lists the relationships between rate limits and granularities.

Rate Limit Range
64 Kbps to 2 Gbps 2 Gbps to 4 Gbps 4 Gbps to 8 Gbps

Granularity 8 Kbps 16 Kbps 32 Kbps

Rate Limit Range 8 Gbps to 16 Gbps 16 Gbps to 32 Gbps 32 Gbps to 40 Gbps
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Granularity 64 Kbps 128 Kbps 256 Kbps

 For the second parameter (burst traffic) in theQoS rate-limit policy, if the parameter value is excessively small, the actual

ratemaybe excessively small in the caseof burst traffic. If the parameter value is excessively large, the actual ratemaybe

excessively large.Youcan use the following recommended configuration as required:

(1) If the configured rate limit is smaller than 1024 Kbps, the recommended burst-size value is 1024KBytes.

(2) If the configured rate limit is smaller than 10240 Kbps, it is recommended to set the burst-size value to be the same as

therate limitorusethemaximumvalue(theallowableburst-sizevalueof theproductsmaybesmaller than10240KBytes).

(3) If the configured rate limit is greater than 10240 Kbps, it is recommended to set the burst-size value to the allowable

maximum value of the device.

 For thesecondparameter in theQoSrate-limitpolicy,when therate limit is relatively large, thesecondparameterneeds to

be adjusted accordingly. Otherwise, the rate limit may be inaccurate.

For 10G or 40G ports, it is recommended to set the burst-size to 32 or a larger value.

 TheN5860/N8560/NC8200 series products support applying the policymap to the outbound direction.

Whenapolicy is applied toanAPof theN5860/N8560/NC8200seriesproducts,memberports of theAPmustmeet the following

condition so that the configured bandwidth limit is the bandwidth shared by all member ports of the AP:Member ports of the AP

must belong to the same N5860/N8560/NC8200 device.

 On the N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products, a class-map needs to be associated with an ACL, and therefore all restrictions

configured in anACLare available to theQoS function. For details, see theACL configuration guide.

 Policymaps cannot be applied to SVIs.

 Policymaps can be configured in the output direction but cannot be configured on APs.

 Policy maps configured in the output direction do not support re-marking the CoS value of packets. The CoS value of

packets is not re-marked when the DSCP value of the packets is re-marked.

 QoS is not supported on logical port groups in the output direction.

 TheVirtual SwitchingLink (VSL) ports of theN5860/N8560/NC8200 series products adopt theStrict Priority (SP) +Deficit

RoundRobin (DRR) scheduling algorithm by default.Queue 7 adopts theSP scheduling and theweights of other queues

are all 1, which cannot be modified by users.

WhentheQoSegressrate limit isconfiguredontheN5860/N8560/NC8200seriesproducts, the first32portsdonotshare therate

limit with subsequent ports. As a result, QoS is applied to the SVIs. If a SVI contains the first 32 ports and subsequent ports, the

egress rate limit is doubled for packets that are transmitted by the first 32 ports and subsequent ports.

For example, member ports of VLAN 1 contain Gi0/1, Gi/2, Gi0/33, and Gi0/34, and the QoS rate limit of 10 Mbps is applied to

VLAN1.Theactual rate limitofpackets that are transmittedbyGi0/1,Gi/2,Gi0/33, andGi0/34 isactually20Mbps.Gi0/1andGi/2

share the rate limit of 10 Mbps whileGi0/33 and Gi0/34 share the rate limit of another 10Mbps.

You can run only the show run command to check whether the WRED function is enabled globally.
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 The lower threshold and maximum drop probability of a queue form one WRED configuration group. The number of

supported WRED configuration groups varies with the limit. The N5860/N8560/NC8200 series products support a maximum

of 120WRED configuration groups.

It is not recommended that the configured number of WRED configuration groups exceed 120. The extra WRED

configuration groups may result in improper running.

 If the lower threshold is 100%, theWRED function is disabled.

 TheN5860/N8560/NC8200 series products support mapping configuration on physical ports.

 Administratorscanconfigure theDSCP-CoSandCoS-thresholdmappings to implement theDSCP-thresholdmapping.

 Administratorscan configure theCoS-thresholdandCoS-queuemappings to implement the queue-thresholdmapping.

2.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Stream

Classification

(Optional) It is used to create stream classification information.

class-map Creates a class.

match access-group Matches ACL rules.

policy-map Creates a policy.

class Associates a class.

police
Binds the bandwidth limit for streams and the

action for processing packets out of the limit.

set
Binds the behaviors for modifying the CoS,

DSCP and VID values of streams.

apply acl Applies the ACL

virtual-group
Creates a logical interface group and adds

interfaces to the logical interface group.

service-policy Applies a policy to an interface.

Configuring Priority Labeling

and Mapping for Packets

(Optional) It isusedtoconfigure thetrustmode,defaultCoSvalueandvariousmappingsforan
interface.

mls qos trust Modifies the trust mode of an interface.

mls qos cos Modifies thedefaultCoSvalue of the interface.

mls qos map cos-dscp Configures the CoS-to-DSCP mapping.

mls qos map dscp-cos Configures the DSCP-to-CoS mapping.

Configuring Interface Rate

Limit
(Optional) It is used to configure the rate limit for an interface.

rate-limit Configures the traffic limit for an interface.

Configuring Congestion

Management

(Optional)ItisusedtoconfiguretheCoS-to-queuemapping,queueschedulingpoliciesand
round robinweight.

priority-queue cos-map Configures the CoS-to-queue mapping.

priority-queue Configures the output scheduling policy for a
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Configuration Description and Command

queue to SP.

mls qos scheduler
Configures the output scheduling policy for a

queue.

wrr-queue bandwidth

Configures the round robin weight

corresponding to the WRR scheduling policy for

an output queue.

drr-queue bandwidth

Configures the round robin weight

correspondingtotheDRRschedulingpolicyfor

an output queue.

wfq-queue bandwidth

Configures the round robin weight

correspondingtotheWFQschedulingpolicyfor

an output queue.

qos queue

Configures the guaranteed minimum

bandwidth and limited maximum bandwidth

for a queue.

qos queue ecn Enables the queue ECN function.

Configuring Congestion

Mitigation

(Optional) It is used toprevent network congestion by setting packet discarding.

queueing wred Enables the WRED function.

wrr-queue random-detect sample-weight Configure thesamplingweight of packets tobe

discarded by WRED.

wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold
Configures the lower threshold value for

packets discarded by WRED.

wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold
Configures the higher threshold for packets

discardedbyWRED(intheunitofpercentage).

wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold cell
Configures the lower threshold for packets

discarded by WRED (in the unit of cell).

wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold cell
Configures the higher threshold for packets

discarded by WRED (in the unit of cell).

wrr-queue random-detect probability
Configures themaximumdiscardingprobability

for packets discarded by WRED.

wrr-queue cos-map Configures the threshold-to-CoS mapping.

Configuring Queue Display

and Configuration Mode

(Optional) It is used to set the queue display and configuration mode of all queues on the
device to0–7.

qos-queue compatible enable
Enables the queue display and configuration

mode of all queues on the device to 0–7.

Disabling Packet Priority

Modification
(Optional) It is used to disable packet priority modification.

mls qos remark disable Disables packet priority modification.

2.5.1 ConfiguringStreamClassification

Configuration Effect
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 Create a class andmatch classification rules.

 Create a policy, bind a class and stream behaviors, and associate with an interface.

Notes

 The class and policy names cannot comprisemore than 31 characters.

 InterfaceconfigurationsallowforonlyAPandEthernetinterfaceconfigurations.Certainproductssupportpoliciesappliedto
SVIinterfacesthroughtheservice-policycommand.WhenbothphysicalinterfacesandSVIinterfacesareconfiguredwith

policies, the priority of the physical interfaces is higher than that of the SVI interfaces.

 If runtheservice-policycommand inglobalconfigurationmode,policieswillbeappliedtoall interfaceswhichcanbe
configured withpolicies.

Configuration Steps

 Creating a class andmatchingACL rules

 Optional.

 Create a class. In the class configurationmode,match ACL, IP PRE or DSCP.

 Creating apolicy

 Optional.

 Create a policy. In the policy configurationmode, bind the class and stream behaviors.

 Creating a logical interface group and adding interfaces to the logical interface group

 Optional.

 Create a logical interface group and add interfaces to the logical interface group.

 Applying a policy to an interface

 Optional.

 Associate a configured policy with a specified interface or logical interface group.

Verification

 Run the showclass-map command to check whether the class is successfully created and whether rules are successfully
matched.

 Run the show policy-map command to check whether the policy is successfully created and whether the class and stream
behaviors are successfully bound.

 Run the showmlsqos interface command to checkwhether the interface is associated with the policy.

 Run the show virtual-group command to check the interfaces in the logical interface group.

 Run theshowmlsqos virtual-group command to checkwhether the logical interfacegroup is associatedwith the policy.

Related Commands

 Creating aclass

Command class-map class-map-name
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Parameter

Description

class-map-name: Indicatesthenameofaclasstobecreated.Thenamecannotcomprisemorethan31characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 MatchinganACL

Command match access-group access-list-number

Parameter

Description

access-list-number: Indicates the number of the ACL to be matched.

Command

Mode

Class configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating apolicy

Command policy-map policy-map-name

Parameter

Description

policy-map-name: Indicatesthenameofapolicytobecreated.Thenamecannotcomprisemorethan31characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Associating aclass

Command class class-map-name

Parameter

Description

class-map-name: Indicates the name of a class to be associated.

Command

Mode

Policy configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Binding the behaviors formodifying theCoS, DSCP and VIDvalues of streams

Command set { ip dscp new-dscp [with cos new-cos priority] | cos new-cos [priority | none-tos ] | vid new-vid }

Parameter

Description

ip dscp new-dscp: Changes the DSCP value of streams to new-dscp, ranging from 0 to 63.

withcosnew-cospriority:Configuresthequeuepriority(sameaspriority).

cosnew-cos: Changes theCoS value of streams to new-cos, ranging from 0 to 7.

Priority:Configures the queue priority but not the CoS value.

none-tos: Does not change the DSCP value of packets when changing the CoS value of the packets.

vid new-vid: Changes the VLAN ID of streams to new-vid, ranging from 1 to 4094.

Command

Mode

Class configuration mode

Usage Guide The availability of command set ip dscp new-dscp with cos new-cos priority varies with the chip capability of

products.

 Applying ACL
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Command apply acl

Parameter

Description

Command

Mode

Class configuration mode

Usage Guide Only one ACL can be applied in one policy, and the behavior takes effect according to the ACL.

 Binding the bandwidth limit for streams and the action for processing packets out of the limit

Command police rate-bps burst-byte [ exceed-action { drop | dscp new-dscp | cos new-cos [ none-tos ] } ]

Parameter

Description

rate-bps: Indicates the bandwidth limit per second (KBits). The value range is determined by products.

burst-byte: Indicates the burst traffic limit (Kbytes). The value range is determined by products.

drop: Discards packets out of the bandwidth limit.

dscpnew-dscp:Changes theDSCPvalueof packetsout of thebandwidth limit tonew-dscp, ranging from0to63.

cos new-cos: Changes the CoS value of packets out of the bandwidth limit to new-cos, ranging from 0 to 7.

none-tos: Does not change the DSCP value of packets when changing the CoS value of the packets.

Command

Mode

Class configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Creating a logical interface group and adding interfaces to the logical interface group

Command virtual-group virtual-group-number

Parameter

Description

virtual-group-number: Indicates the logical interface group number, ranging from 1 to 128.

Command

Mode

Create the logical interfacegroup in theglobal configurationmode,add the interface tothe logical interfacegroup

intheinterfaceconfigurationmode. Ifno logical interfacegroupexists,youneedtocreatea logical interfacegroup

first and then add interfaces to the logical interface group.

Usage Guide -

 Applying a policy to an interface

Command service-policy { input | output } policy-map-name

Parameter

Description

input: Indicates the input direction of the interface.

output: Indicates the output direction of the interface.

policy-map-name: Indicates the name of the policy applied to the interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode/Global configuration mode/Logical port group mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Creating four stream classes andmatching ACL, IP PREand DSCP

Configuration

Steps
 Create ACLrules.

 Create four stream classes and matchACL, IP PREand DSCP.

FS# configureterminal
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FS(config)# access-list 11 permit host 192.168.23.61

FS(config)# class-map cmap1

FS(config-cmap)#matchaccess-group11

FS(config-cmap)# exit

Verification  Checkwhether the createdACL rules and stream class rules are successful.

FS# show access-lists

ip access-list standard 11

10 permit host 192.168.23.61

FS# show class-map

Class Map cmap1

Match access-group 11

2.5.2 Configuring Priority Labeling andMapping for Packets

Configuration Effect

 Configure the trust mode and default CoS value of an interface.

 Configure the CoS-to-DSCP and DSCP-to-CoSmappings.

Notes

 Interface configurations allow for only AP and Ethernet interface configurations.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the trustmode and default CoS value of an interface

 Optional.

 In the interface configuration mode, configure the trust mode and default CoS value of an interface.

 Configuring theCoS-to-DSCP andDSCP-to-CoSmappings

 Optional.

 Configure variousmappings.

Verification

 Run the showmlsqos interface command to display the trustmode and default CoS value of the interface.

 Run theshowmls qosmaps command to display theCoS-to-DSCP andDSCP-to-CoSmappings.

Related Commands

 Configuring the trust mode of an interface

Command mls qos trust { cos | ip-precedence | dscp }
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Parameter

Description

cos: Configures the trust mode of an interface to CoS.

ip-precedence: Configures the trust mode of an interface to IP PRE.

dscp: Configures the trust mode of an interface to DSCP.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the default CoS value of an interface

Command mls qos cos default-cos

Parameter

Description

default-cos: Configures the default CoS value, ranging from 0 to 7. The default value is 0.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring CoS-to-DSCPMAP

Command mls qos map cos-dscp dscp1…dscp8

Parameter

Description

dscp1….dscp8: Indicates theDSCP valuesmapped to theCoSvalues.The defaultCoSvalues 0~7 aremapped toDSCP

0, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48 and 56 respectively. The DSCP value ranges from 0 to 63.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring DSCP-to-CoSMAP

Command mls qos map dscp-cos dscp-list to cos

Parameter

Description

dscp-list: Indicates theDSCP listmapped to theCoS values.The default DSCP 0~7 aremapped toCoS 0, DSCP 8~15

mapped toCoS1,DSCP16~23mapped toCoS2,DSCP24~31mapped toCoS3,DSCP32~39mapped toCoS4,DSCP

40~47mapped toCoS5,DSCP 48~55mapped toCoS 6, and DSCP56~63mapped toCoS7.TheDSCP value ranges

from 0 to 63.

cos: Indicates the CoS values mapped to the dscp-list, ranging from 0 to 7.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Configuring the trustmode anddefault CoS value of an interface

Configuration

Steps
 Modify the trust mode of the interface gigabitEthernet 0/0 to DSCP.

 Change the default CoS value of the interface gigabitEthernet 0/1 to 7.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# mls qos trust dscp
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# mls qos cos 7

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

Verification  Checkwhether the trustmodeand default CoS value aresuccessfully configured for the interface.

FS# show mls qos interface gigabitEthernet 0/0

Interface: GigabitEthernet 0/0

Ratelimit input:

Ratelimit output:

Attached input policy-map:

Attached output policy-map:

Default trust: dscp

Default cos: 0

FS# show mls qos interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Ratelimit input:

Ratelimit output:

Attached input policy-map:

Attached output policy-map:

Default trust:none

Default cos: 7

 Configuring theCoS-to-DSCP andDSCP-to-CoSmappings

Configuration

Steps
 ConfigureCoS-to-DSCP tomapCoS0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 toDSCP 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, and 56 respectively.

 ConfigureDSCP-to-CoS tomapDSCP0,1, 2,3, and4 toCoS4andDSCP11,12, 13and14 toCoS7.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mls qos map cos-dscp 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56

FS(config)# mls qos map dscp-cos 0 1 2 3 4 to 4

FS(config)# mls qos map dscp-cos 11 12 13 14 to 7

Verification  Check whether all mappings are successfully configured.

FS# showmlsqosmaps cos-dscp

cos dscp

--- ----
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0 7

1 14

2 21

3 28

4 35

5 42

6 49

7 56

FS# show mls qos maps dscp-cos

dscp cos dscp cos dscp cos dscp cos

---- --- ---- --- ------- ---- ---

0 4 1 4 2 4 3 4

4 4 5 0 6 0 7 0

8 1 9 1 10 1 11 7

12 7 13 7 14 7 15 1

16 2 17 2 18 2 19 2

20 2 21 2 22 2 23 2

24 3 25 3 26 3 27 3

28 3 29 3 30 3 31 3

32 4 33 4 34 4 35 4

36 4 37 4 38 4 39 4

40 5 41 5 42 5 43 5

44 5 45 5 46 5 47 5

48 6 49 6 50 6 51 6

52 6 53 6 54 6 55 6

56 7 57 7 58 7 59 7

60 7 61 7 62 7 63 7

2.5.3 Configuring Interface Rate Limit

Configuration Effect

 Configure the traffic limit for an interface.

Notes

 The configuration is supported only by Ethernet interfaces.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring the traffic limit for an interface

 Optional.

 Configure the limit on the traffic and burst traffic for an interface.

Verification

 Run the showmls qos rate-limit command to display the rate limit information about the interface.

Related Commands

 Configuring the traffic limit for an interface

Command rate-limit { input | output } bps burst-size

Parameter

Description

input: Indicates the input direction of the interface.

output: Indicates the output direction of the interface.

bps: Indicates the bandwidth limit per second (Kbits). The value range is determined by products.

burst-size: Indicates the burst traffic limit (Kbytes). The value range is determined by products.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Typical application – Interface rate limit + priority relabeling

Configuration

Steps
 For Internetaccessbyusingtheoutput interface,configure theoutput traffic limiton the interfaceG0/24,and

set thebandwidth limit to 102,400Kbits per secondand burst traffic limit to 256Kbytes per second.

 For the dormitory building, configure the input traffic limit on the interfaceG0/3, and set thebandwidth limit

to 51,200 Kbits per second and burst traffic limit to 256 Kbytes per second.

 For the teaching building, configure the input traffic limit on the interfaceG0/1, and set the bandwidth limit to

30,720 Kbits per second and burst traffic limit to 256 Kbytes per second.

 For the laboratory, create the class cmap_dscp7 to match DSCP priority 7, create the policy pmap_shiyan to

associate with cmap_dscp7, bind the stream behavior of changing the DSCP value for packets whose rates

exceed 20M to 16, apply pmap_shiyan to the interface G0/2, and configure the interface to trusting DSCP.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/24

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/24# rate-limit output 102400 256

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/24)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3# rate-limit input 51200 256

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1# rate-limit input 30720 256

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit
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FS(config)# class-map cmap_dscp7

FS(config-cmap)#matchipdscp7

FS(config-cmap)# exit

FS(config)# policy-map pmap_shiyan

FS(config-pmap)# class cmap_dscp7

FS(config-pmap-c)# police 20480 128 exceed-action dscp 16

FS(config-pmap-c)# exit

FS(config-pmap)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2# service-policy input pmap_shiyan

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# mls qos trust dscp

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

Verification  Check whether the interface rate limit is successfully configured.

 Checkwhether theclassandpolicyare successfully createdand successfullyapplied to the interface.

FS# show mls qos rate-limit

Interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

rate limit inputKbps=30720burst =256

Interface: GigabitEthernet0/3

rate limit inputKbps=51200burst =256

Interface: GigabitEthernet0/24

rate limit output Kbps = 102400 burst = 256

FS# show class-map cmap_dscp7

Class Map cmap_dscp7

Match ip dscp 7

FS# show policy-map pmap_shiyan

Policy Mappmap_shiyan

Classcmap_dscp7

police 20480 128 exceed-action dscp 16

FS# show mls qos interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

Interface: GigabitEthernet0/2

Ratelimit input:
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Ratelimit output:

Attached input policy-map: pmap_shiyan

Attached output policy-map:

Default trust: dscp

Default cos: 0

2.5.4 Configuring CongestionManagement

Configuration Effect

 Configure the CoS-to-queuemapping.

 Configure the scheduling policy and round robin weight for an output queue.

 Configure the guaranteedminimum bandwidth and limitedmaximum bandwidth for a queue.

 Enables the queue ECN function.

Notes

 Interface configurations allow for only AP and Ethernet interface configurations.

 Both the ECN andWRED functionsmust be configured to enable the queue ECN function.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the CoS-to-unicast andCoS-to-multicast mappings

 Optional.

 Configure the CoS-to-queue mappings. On products supporting multicast queues, you can configure the CoS-to-multicast
queuemapping.

 Configuring thescheduling policies and round robinweight for unicast andmulticast output queues

 Optional.

 Configure thescheduling policy for anoutput queueandmodify the round robinweight.Onproductssupportingmulticast
queues, you can configure the scheduling policies and round robin weights formulticast queues.

 Configuring the guaranteedminimumbandwidth and limitedmaximum bandwidth for a queue

 Optional.

 Configure the guaranteedminimum bandwidth and limitedmaximum bandwidth for a queue.

 Support global configuration mode and interface configurationmode. Function that these twomodes support is different.

 Enabling the queue ECN

 Optional.

 Enable the queue ECN function.

Verification

 Run the showmls qos queueing command to display the output queue information.
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 Run the showmls qos scheduler command to display the scheduling policy for the output queue.

 Run the show qos bandwidth command to display the queue bandwidth.

Related Commands

 Configuring CoS-to-QueueMAP

Command priority-queue cos-map qid cos0 [ cos1 [ cos2 [ cos3 [ cos4 [ cos5 [ cos6 [ cos7 ] ] ] ] ] ] ]

Parameter

Description

qid: Indicates the queue ID to be mapped, ranging from 1 to 8.

cos0~cos7: Indicates the CoS values to be mapped to the qid. The default CoS values 0~7 are mapped to queues 1~8.

The value range is 0 to 7.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the scheduling policy for an output queue to SP

Command priority-queue

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the scheduling policy for an output queue

Command mls qos scheduler { sp | rr | wrr | drr | wfq }

Parameter

Description

sp: Sets the scheduling algorithm for an output queue to SP.

rr: Sets the scheduling algorithm for an output queue to RR.

wrr:SetstheschedulingalgorithmforanoutputqueuetoWRR.

drr:Sets theschedulingalgorithmforanoutputqueuetoDRR.

wfq:SetstheschedulingalgorithmforanoutputqueuetoWFQ.

Command

Mode

Global/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the scheduling policy and round robin weight for an output queue

Command { drr-queue | wrr-queue | wfq-queue } bandwidth weight1...weight8

Parameter

Description

drr-queue:Configures theroundrobinweightcorresponding totheDRRschedulingpolicyforanoutputqueue.

wrr-queue:Configurestheroundrobinweightcorresponding totheWRRschedulingpolicyforanoutputqueue.

wfq-queue:Configurestheroundrobinweightcorresponding totheWFQschedulingpolicyforanoutputqueue.

weight1...weight8: Indicatestheweightofqueues1to8.Thevaluerangeisdeterminedbyproducts.Thevalue0

indicates that the queue uses the SP scheduling algorithm. The default weight for global/interface queues is 1:1.

Command

Mode

Global/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the guaranteedminimumbandwidth and limitedmaximum bandwidth for a queue
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Command qos queue [ ucast | mcast ] queue-id bandwidth { minimum |maximum } bandwidth

Parameter

Description

queue [ ucast | mcast ]: queue ucast configures the guaranteed minimum bandwidth or limited maximum

bandwidth for devices that allow for configuring the unicast queuebandwidth limit;queuemcast configures the

guaranteedminimumbandwidth or limitedmaximumbandwidth for devices that allow for configuring themulticast

queuebandwidth limit;queue configures theguaranteedminimumbandwidth or limitedmaximumbandwidth for

devices that allow for configuring both the unicast andmulticast queue bandwidth limits.

queue-id: Indicates the queue ID to be configured, ranging from 1 to 8.

minimumbandwidth:IndicatestheguaranteedminimumbandwidthKbps.Thevaluerangeisdeterminedby

products. It is not configured by default.

maximumbandwidth: Indicatesthe limitedmaximumbandwidthKbps.Thevaluerange isdeterminedbyproducts.

It is not configured by default.

Command

Mode

Interface/Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Enabling the queue ECN

Command qos queue queue-id ecn

Parameter

Description

queue-id: ID of the queue. Range: 1 to 8.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Both the ECN and WRED functions must be configured to enable the queue ECN function.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theCoS-to-queuemapping andmodifying theschedulingpolicy and its round robinweight

Configuration

Steps
 ConfiguretheCoS-to-queuemapping tothemapping fromtheCoSvalues0,1,2,3,4,5,6, and7toqueues1,

2, 5, 5, 5, 5, 7, and 8.

 Configure theoutput schedulingpolicy for aqueue toDRRand the round robinweight to2:1:1:1:6:6:6:8.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#priority-queuecos-map12555578

FS(config)#mls qos scheduler drr

FS(config)# drr-queue bandwidth 2 1 1 1 6 6 6 8

Verification  Checkwhether theCoS-to-queuemapping issuccessfullycreated,andwhethertheoutputschedulingpolicy

and round robin weight are successfully configured for the queue.

FS# show mls qos scheduler

Global Multi-Layer Switching scheduling

Deficit Round Robin

FS# show mls qos queueing

CoS-to-queue map:
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cos qid

--- ---

0 1

1 2

2 5

3 5

4 5

5 5

6 7

7 8

wrr bandwidth weights:

qid weights

--- -------

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

6 1

7 1

8 1

drr bandwidth weights:

qid weights

--- -------

1 2

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 6

6 6

7 6

8 8
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wfq bandwidth weights:

qid weights

----------

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

6 1

7 1

8 1

 Enabling the queue ECN

Configuration

Steps
 Enables ECN on queue 1 of interface gigabitEthernet 0/1.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# queueing wred

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# qos queue 1 ecn

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

Verification
 Run the show run command to check the result.

 Typical application – Priority relabeling + queue scheduling

Configuration

Steps
 CreateACLs for accessing various serversand create classes formatching theseACLs.

 CreatepoliciesforassociatingwiththeclassesandspecifynewCoSvaluesforpacketsaccessingvarious

servers. Associate the CoS values with the input interfaces for the R&D and market departments and configure

the interfaces to trusting CoS.

 ConfigurethedefaultCoSvalue for theHRmanagementdepartment interfaceto thehighestpriority7 to

ensure that packets from the HRmanagement department are sent in the highest priority.

 ConfiguretheoutputschedulingpolicytoWRandtheroundrobinweight to1:1:1:2:6:1:1:0forthequeues.This

means that theSPschedulingalgorithm isused for packetsof theHRmanagementdepartment, and the

packetsof theR&Dandmarketdepartmentsforaccessingthemaildatabase,filedatabaseandsalaryquery

database are scheduled based on the ratio of 6:2:1.
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FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ip access-list extended salary

FS(config-ext-nacl)# permit ip any host 192.168.10.1

FS(config-ext-nacl)# exit

FS(config)# ip access-list extended mail

FS(config-ext-nacl)# permit ip any host 192.168.10.2

FS(config-ext-nacl)# exit

FS(config)# ip access-list extended file

FS(config-ext-nacl)# permit ip any host 192.168.10.3

FS(config-ext-nacl)# exit

FS(config)# class-map salary

FS(config-cmap)# match access-group salary

FS(config-cmap)# exit

FS(config)# class-map mail

FS(config-cmap)# match access-group mail

FS(config-cmap)# exit

FS(config)# class-map file

FS(config-cmap)# match access-group file

FS(config)# policy-map toserver

FS(config-pmap)# class mail

FS(config-pmap-c)# set cos 4

FS(config-pmap-c)# exit

FS(config-pmap)# class file

FS(config-pmap-c)# set cos 3

FS(config-pmap-c)# exit

FS(config-pmap)# class salary

FS(config-pmap-c)# set cos 2

FS(config-pmap-c)# end

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# service-policy input toserver

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# mls qos trust cos

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# service-policy input toserver

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# mls qos trust cos

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)# mls qos cos 7

FS(config)#wrr-queue bandwidth 1 1 1 2 6 1 1 0

FS(config)#mls qos scheduler wrr

Verification  Checkwhether the ACLs are successfully created and whether the classes are successfully associatedwith the

ACLs.

 Checkwhether the policies are successfully created,whether the classes and stream behaviors are successfully

bound, and whether policies are successfully applied to the interfaces.

 Checkwhether thedefaultCoSvalue issuccessfullyconfigured for theinterfaceandwhether thescheduling

policy and the round robin weight are successfully configured.

FS# show access-lists

ip access-list extended file

10 permit ip any host 192.168.10.3

ip access-list extended mail

10 permit ip any host 192.168.10.2

ip access-list extended salary

10 permit ip any host 192.168.10.1

FS# show class-map

Class Map salary

Match access-group salary

Class Map mail

Match access-group mail

Class Map file

Match access-group file

FS# show policy-map
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Policy Map toserver

Class mail

set cos 4

Class file

set cos 3

Class salary

set cos 2

FS# show mls qos interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface: GigabitEthernet 0/1

Ratelimit input:

Ratelimit output:

Attached input policy-map: toserver

Attached output policy-map:

Default trust: cos

Default cos: 0

FS# show mls qos interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

Interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Ratelimit input:

Ratelimit output:

Attached input policy-map: toserver

Attached output policy-map:

Default trust: cos

Default cos: 0

FS# show mls qos interface gigabitEthernet 0/3

Interface: GigabitEthernet 0/2

Ratelimit input:

Ratelimit output:

Attached input policy-map:

Attached output policy-map:

Default trust:none

Default cos: 7

FS# show mls qos scheduler

Global Multi-Layer Switching scheduling
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Weighted Round Robin

FS# FS#show mls qos queueing

CoS-to-queue map:

cos qid

--- ---

0 1

1 2

2 3

3 4

4 5

5 6

6 7

7 8

wrr bandwidth weights:

qid weights

--- -------

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 2

5 6

6 1

7 1

8 0

drr bandwidth weights:

qid weights

--- -------

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1
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6 1

7 1

8 1

wfq bandwidth weights:

qid weights

----------

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

6 1

7 1

8 1

2.5.5 Configuring CongestionMitigation

Configuration Effect

 ConfigurethelowerandhigherthresholdvalueforWRED.Whenthelengthofpacketsinaqueueissmallerthanthelower
threshold value,WRED does not discard packets.

 Configure themaximumdiscardingprobability.Whenthe lengthof packets inthequeue isbetweenthe lowerandhigher
thresholdvalues,WREDdiscardspackets inrandom.Themaximumprobability fordiscardingpacketsisconfigured.

 Configure the CoS-to-thresholdmapping.

Notes

 Interface configurations allow for only AP and Ethernet interface configurations.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling theWRED function

 Optional.

 Enable theWRED function if necessary.

 Configuring the lower threshold value

 Optional.

 Configure the lower threshold value if necessary.
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 Configuring the higher threshold

 Optional.

 Configure the higher threshold if necessary.

 Configuring themaximum discarding probability

 Optional.

 Configure themaximum discarding probability if necessary.

 Adjusting the average queue length for discarding probability

 Optional.

 Configure the sampling interval and weight of the average queue length if necessary.

 Configuring the CoS-to-thresholdmapping

 Optional.

 Configure the CoS-to-threshold mapping if necessary.

Verification

 Run the showqueueing wred interface command to display theWRED configuration.

 Run the showqoswred-ecn statistics command to display the statistics of packets discarded byWRED and packetsmarked by
ECN.

Related Commands

 Enabling theWRED function

Command queueing wred

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring the lower threshold (in the unit of percentage)

Command wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold queue_id thr1 [ thr2 ]

Parameter

Description

queue_id: Indicates the queue ID for an interface, ranging from 1 to 8.

thrN: Supports 2 groups of lower thresholds, ranging from 1 to the specified higher threshold.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Because the maximum value of the configuration range is equal to the current higher threshold, you need to pay

attention to the setting of the higher threshold when configuring the lower threshold.

The threshold for packets tobediscardedbyWREDcanbeconfigured in theunit of percentageor cell.The latter

configured mode prevails.

 Configuring the higher threshold (in the unit of percentage)
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Command wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold queue_id thr1 [ thr2 ]

Parameter

Description

queue_id: Indicates the ID of a queue on an interface, ranging from 1 to 8.

thrN: Supports 2 groups of higher thresholds, ranging from the specified lower threshold to 100.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Because the minimum value of the configured range is equal to the current lower threshold, you need to consider

the lower threshold when configuring the higher threshold.

The threshold for packets to be discarded byWRED can be configured in the unit of percentage or cell. The latter

configured mode prevails.

 Configuring the lower threshold (in the unit of cell)

Command wrr-queue random-detect cell min-threshold queue_id thr1 [ thr2 ]

Parameter

Description

queue_id: Indicates the ID of a queue on an interface, ranging from 1 to 8.

thrN:Supports2groupsof lower thresholds,rangingfrom1tothespecifiedhigherthreshold.

The default value is determined by products.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Whether this command is available is determined by products.

Because the maximum value of the configuration range is equal to the current higher threshold, you need to pay

attention to the setting of the higher threshold when configuring the lower threshold.

The threshold for packets to be discarded byWRED can be configured in the unit of percentage or cell. The latter

configured mode prevails.

 Configuring the higher threshold (in the unit of cell)

Command wrr-queue random-detect cell max-threshold queue_id thr1 [ thr2 ]

Parameter

Description

queue_id: Indicates the ID of a queue on an interface, ranging from 1 to 8.

thrN: Supports 2 groups of higher thresholds, ranging from the set lower threshold to the maximum higher

threshold.

The default value is determined by products.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Whether this command is available is determined by products.

Because theminimumvalue of theconfiguration range isequal to thecurrent lower threshold, you need toconsider

the lower threshold when configuring the higher threshold.

The threshold for packets to be discarded byWRED can be configured in the unit of percentage or cell. The latter

configured mode prevails.

 Configuring themaximum discarding probability

Command wrr-queue random-detect probability queue_id prob1 [ prob2 ]
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Parameter

Description

queue_id: Indicates the queue ID for an interface, ranging from 1 to 8.

probN: Supports 2 groups of maximum discarding probabilities, ranging from 1 to 100.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

 Adjusting the average queue length for discarding probability – samplingweight

Command wrr-queue random-detect sample-weight queue_id weight

Parameter

Description

queue_id: Indicates the ID of a queue on an interface, ranging from 1 to 8.

weight: Indicates the weight factor, ranging from 0 to 15. The value range may vary with products.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Whether this command is available is determined by products.

Because theconfiguredsampling interval takeseffecton thediscarding functionofWRED in interfaceconfiguration

mode, it is recommended to configure the sampling interval after the higher and lower thresholds for packets to be

discardedbyWRED.Usethiscommandtogetherwiththesampling intervalconfigurationcommandforpacketstobe

discarded byWRED, to precisely adjust the discarding function ofWRED.

 Configuring theCoS-to-thresholdmapping

Command wrr-queue cos-map threshold_id cos1 [ cos2 [ cos3 [ cos4 [ cos5 [ cos6 [ cos7 [ cos8 ] ] ] ] ] ] ]

Parameter

Description

threshold_id: Indicates the threshold group ID, ranging from 1 to 2. Two threshold groups are supported.

cos1…cos8:IndicatestheCoSvaluestobemappedtothethresholdgroup,rangingfrom0to7.Bydefault,allCoS

values aremapped to the first threshold group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 Enabling the WRED function and configuring the lower threshold value, maximum discarding probability, and the
CoS-to-thresholdmappings (assuming that there are2groups of threshold values foraproduct)

Configuration

Steps
 Enable theWRED function.

 Configure the lower threshold values for queue2 of the interface gigabitEthernet 0/2 to 10 and 20.

 Configure the higher threshold values for queue2 of the interface gigabitEthernet 0/2 to60 and 90.

 Configure themaximumdiscardingprobabilities forqueue2of the interfacegigabitEthernet 0/2 to60 and80.

 Configure theCoSvalues0, 1, 2, and 3on the interfacegigabitEthernet 0/2 touse the thresholdgroup2.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# queueing wred

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold 2 10 20
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FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold 2 60 90

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# wrr-queue random-detect probability 2 6080

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# wrr-queue random-detect probability 2 6080

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# wrr-queue cos-map 2 0 1 2 3

Verification  CheckwhethertheWREDfunctionisenabled,whetherthethresholdvaluesaresuccessfullyconfigured,and

whether the CoS-to-threshold mapping is successfully configured.

FS# show running-config

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 1654 bytes

version 11.0(1C2B1)(09/11/13 00:16:26 CST -ngcf78)

queueing wred

FS# show queueing wred interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

--- --------- ---------- ----- ----- ------ --------- ---------- ----- ----- ------

qid max_cell_1min_cell1max_1min_1prob_1max_cell_2min_cell 2 max_2min_2prob_2

--- --------- ---------- ----- ----- ------ --------- ---------- ----- ----- ------

1 120000 120000 0 0 0 120000 120000 1 1 1

2 120000 120000 60 10 60 120000 120000 90 20 80

3 120000 120000 0 0 0 120000 120000 1 1 1

4 120000 120000 0 0 0 120000 120000 1 1 1

5 120000 120000 0 0 0 120000 120000 1 1 1

6 120000 120000 0 0 0 120000 120000 1 1 1

7 120000 120000 0 0 0 120000 120000 1 1 1

8 120000 120000 0 0 0 120000 120000 1 1 1

--- --- ------------

cos qid threshold_id

--- --- ------------

0 1 2

1 2 2
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2 5 2

3 5 2

4 5 1

5 5 1

6 7 1

7 8 1

 Check thepacketsdiscardedbyWREDandpacketsmarkedbyECN.

Products do not support port queue statistics display:

FS#show qos wred-ecn statistics

Wred ecn stats result:

Port WredDropped EcnSended

------------------------------------------------------------------

TFGigabitEthernet 0/1 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/2 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/3 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/4 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/5 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/6 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/7 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/8 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/9 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/10 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/11 0 0

TFGigabitEthernet 0/12 0 0

Products support port queue statistics display:

FS#show qos wred-ecn statistics

Wred ecn stats result:

port WredDropped EcnSended

---------------------------------------------------------------

GigabitEthernet0/3 10 15

Queue1: 1 2

Queue2: 1 2

Queue3: 1 2
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Queue 4: 1 2

Queue 5: 1 2

Queue 6: 1 2

Queue 7: 1 2

Queue 8: 3 1

TenGigabitEthernet 0/32 10 15

Queue 1: 1 2

Queue 2: 1 2

Queue 3: 1 2

Queue 4: 1 2

Queue 5: 1 2

Queue 6: 1 2

Queue 7: 1 2

Queue 8: 3 1

2.5.6 Configuring Queue Display and Configuration Mode

Configuration Effect

 Configure thequeuedisplayand configurationmode tochange thedisplayand configurationmodeofall queueson thedevice
from 1–8 to 0–7.

Notes

 After the queuedisplay and configurationmode is configured, the configured queue-related commands change automatically.

Configuration Steps

 Setting the queue display and configurationmode to 0–7

 Optional.

 Set the queue display and configurationmode to 0–7 if necessary.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configurations.

Related Commands

 Setting the queue display and configurationmode to 0–7

Command qos-queue compatible enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Setting the queue display and configurationmode to 0–7

Configuration

Steps
 Enable globalQOS.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# qos-queue compatible enable

Verification
 Check whether the the configuration succeeded.

FS# show running-config

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 1654 bytes

version 11.0(1C2B1)(09/11/13 00:16:26 CST -ngcf78)

2.5.7 DisablingPacket Priority Modification

Configuration Effect

 After packet priority modification is disabled, the priority of a packet when it is sent out froma device is the same as that when
the packet is sent to the device.

Notes

Configuration Steps

 Disabling packet priority modification

 Optional.

 Toensure that the priority of a packet when it is sent out froma device is the same as that when it is sent to the device, disable
packet prioritymodification.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to display the configurations.

Related Commands

 Disabling packet priority modification
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Command mls qos remark disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Disabling packet priority modification

Configuration

Steps
 Disable packet prioritymodification.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)#mls qos remark disable

2.6Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clear the statistics of packets discarded

byWREDandpacketsmarkedbyECN.

clear qos wred-ecn statistics [ interfaces interface-id ]

For some products not supporting this command, run the clear queue-counter
[ interfaces interface-id ] command.

Displaying

Description Command

Displays stream classification

information.

show class-map [ class-map-name ]

Displays QoS policy information. show policy-map [ policy-map-name [ class class-map-name ] ]

Displays the policy applied to an

interface.

show policy-map interface interface-id

Displays logical interface group

information.

show virtual-group [ virtual-group-number | summary]

Displays the policy applied to a logical

interface group.

show mls qos virtual-group [ virtual-group-number | policers ]

Displays various mappings. show mls qos maps [ cos-dscp | dscp-cos | ip-prec-dscp ]

Displays interface rate limit information. show mls qos rate-limit [ interface interface-id ]

Displays the QoS queue, scheduling

policy and round robin weight

information.

show mls qos queueing [ interface interface-id ]

Displays the scheduling information of

an output queue.

show mls qos scheduler [ interface interface-id ]
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Description Command

Displays the configurations of WRED. show queueing wred interface interface-id

Displays the QoS information of an

interface.

show mls qos interface interface-id [ policers ]

Displays the bandwidth information of

an interface.

show qos bandwidth [ interfaces interface-id ]

Display the statistics of packets

discardedbyWREDandpacketsmarked

by ECN.

show qos wred-ecn statistics [ interfaces interface-id ]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the QoS library. debug qos lib [ event | message ]

DebugstheQoScommunicationserver. debug qos server [ event |message ]

Debugs QoS user command processing. debug qos mls

Debugs VMSUP configurations. debug qos vmsup
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3Configuring MMU

3.1 Overview

TheMemoryManagementUnit (MMU)meansthat thechipbuffer isdistributedreasonablysothat theswitchingequipmentcan

better deal with all kinds of burst flows.

Flowsnot steadyall the timeandvariousburst flowsexiston thenetwork.When thenetwork flow issteadyand thebandwidth is

sufficient,all thedata flowsareprocessedbetter;whenburst flowsexiston thenetwork,data flowsmaybediscardedevenif the

average flow rate does not exceed the bandwidth.

Datapackets thatenter theswitchingequipment arestored in thebuffer of switchingequipment beforebeing forwarded.Normally,

data packets stay for a short period of time in the buffer and will be forwarded inmicroseconds; when there is aburst flow, if the

instantaneous rate of burst flow exceeds the processing capacity of the switching equipment, the data packets that cannot be

processed in timewill bepiledup in theswitchingequipmentandpacket losswill takeplaceonce thebuffer is insufficient. In thiscase,

theMMUcanbeused to reasonably configure thebuffer andallocatedifferent buffer sizes to respectiveservices,withaview to

optimizing thenetwork.

3.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring Large Buffer Application

Based on Egress Queue

Anenterpriseneedsabuffer laFSeenough in theSkyDriveservicetoavoidpacket lossfor the

service flow.

Configuring Large Buffer Application

Based on Ingress PG

An enterprise needs to ensure no package loss in RDMA scenario.When the buffer reaches the

threshold, PAUSE frame based on PFCmechanism should be generated to ensure no package

loss.

3.2.1 ConfiguringLargeBufferApplicationBasedonEgressQueue

Scenario

An enterprise needs a buffer laFSe enough in the SkyDrive service to avoid packet loss for the service flow.

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,equipmentAisconnectedto5clientsand35serviceservers,where15serviceserversvirtualize15

front endservers.

The main service flow is as follows:

 The client server sends a request packet to the front end server.

 The front end server sends the received request packet to the service server.

 After receiving the request packet, the service server sends a response packet to the front end server.

 After receiving the response packet, the front end server sends it to the client server.

 After receiving the response packet, the client indicates that a session is created successfully.

A many-to-one flow transmission mode exists under this service model:

 The request flows of multiple clients are sent to one front end server.

 The request flows of multiple front end servers are sent to one service server.
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 The response flows of multiple service servers are sent to one front end server.

 The response flows of multiple front end servers are sent to one client.

TheseflowsaretransmittedthroughequipmentAbasically,easilyleadingtonetworkcongestion.Suchaproblemcanbefixedby

configuring a large buffer on the equipment.

Figure 3-1

Deployment

 Inall theserviceports(namely, theportsconnectingclientstoservers),configurethesharedbufferof thequeuewhere the
service is as 100%.

 In all the service ports, configure theminimum value for the guaranteed buffer of the queue not in use.

 Inall theports not inuse,configure theminimumvalue for theguaranteedbuffersof all thequeues.

For the specific configuration, see the configuration examples in "Configuration".

3.2.2 ConfiguringLargeBufferApplicationBasedonIngressPG

Scenario

A large enterprise needs to ensure no package loss in the data center. There are three kinds of flow in the data center:

 Storage flow: no package loss.

 High-performance computing flow: low delay.

 Ethernet flow: package loss and delay are allowed.

Thetraditionaldatacenterimplementsthreenetworksfordifferent flows,asshownbelow:

Figure 3-1
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As thecenter scaleexpands,Ethernet is applied to take threekindsof flowandmoremechanism isaddedso that it canmeetdifferent

requirements, and storage package will not lose and have no effect on other 2 flows based on PFC (Priority-based FlowControl) of

ingress PG.

Deployment

 Map RDMA flow to a PG.

 Enable PFCon the PG to ensure no package loss of the flow.

 Configure xon/xoff threshold on the PG to generate flow control frame.

 For thePGnotenablingPFC, thePGsharedthresholdshouldbehigher than theegress threshold toensurenopacket loseson
the ingress.

 For the PG enabling PFC, PG XOFF buffer threshold should be lower than the egress threshold to perform PFC function.

For more specific configuration, seeConfiguration Examples in Configuration.

3.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Cell

Cell isabufferunit, i.e., theminimumunit for theswitchingequipment tostorepackets.Thesizeofeachcell varieswith theproduct.

One packet can usemultiple cells, while one cell can be used by only one packet.

 Priority group (PG)

For thesakeofbetterbuffermanagement,BCMchipoffers8PGson the ingressdirection for independentbuffermanagement.

Packetswithdifferentpriorities(0-7)canbemappedtodifferentPGsoronePG,soastoprovidedifferentbufferallocationschemefor

packets with different priorities.

 Egress queue
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Portegressqueuesareclassified intounicastqueuesandmulticastqueues.Logicallytheswitchingchip isdividedintotheingress

(incoming direction) and egress (outgoing direction). The egress queue is in the egress direction. Before packets go out of the egress,

theenqueueoperationneeds tobeperformedfor themat theegressqueue.Someofourproducts implementbuffermanagement

based on the egress queue.\

Figure 3-2

Currently there are three types of egress queue models:

 There are 8 unicast queues and 8 multicast queues at the egress. The well-known unicast packets follow the unicast queue, and
all the other packets follow the multicast queue.

 There are 8 unicast queues and 4 multicast queues at the egress. The well-known unicast packets follow the unicast queue, and
all the other packets follow the multicast queue.

 There are only 8 queues at the egress, without differentiating unicast and multicast.

Overview

Feature Description

Buffer Adjustment The buffer is adjusted based on the queue, PG and service pool. It is the foundation of MMU.

Statusr Monitoring Status monitoring actually means monitoring the buffer use, and the number and rate of packets

forwarded/discarded by the queue, which facilitates buffer adjustment.

Exception Alarm Exceptionalarmanalyses thedevicebufferand forwardingstatus,anddisplays thealarmwhenanexception

occurs.

3.3.1 Configuring BufferAdjustment

Bufferadjustmentmeansthat thequeueofeachservicehasdifferentbuffersizesthroughsomeadjustmentof thequeuebufferso

that each service is treated differently and services at different priorities are served differently.

Working Principle

 Workingmechanism of caching in hardware

Bufferadjustmentmeansthat thequeueofeachservicehasdifferentbufferavailability throughsomeadjustmentof thechipbuffer

so that each service is treated differently and services at different priorities are served differently.

Figure 3-3
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Duringbuffermanagement, the input direction isadjusted to themaximumvalue toprevent packet loss in the input direction and

makepacket losstakeplace in theoutputdirection.Therefore,adjustment isnot opened for thebuffer in the inputdirection,andCLI

providesbuffer adjustment in theoutput directiononly, including the queueguaranteedbuffer and queuesharedbuffer.Buffer

adjustmentconfigures theguaranteedbuffer thresholdandsharedbuffer thresholdofqueues toallocatedifferentbuffersizes to

queues.

 Guaranteed buffer

Guaranteedbuffer isalsocalledexclusivebuffer.Thispartofbuffer isdistributedbasedoneachqueue.Theguaranteedbufferofa

queuecanbeusedbythisqueueonly.Afixedguaranteedbuffer isallocatedtoeachqueuebydefault.Thispartofqueueenablesthis

queue to forward packets at the normal line rate under the stable flow.

 Shared buffer

In the total buffer of port group, the remaining part is the total shared buffer after the global guaranteed buffer and global headroom

arededucted.The shared buffer canbe allocated toone or several servicepools.There is only one servicepool (SP0) bydefault.On

the input/output, a new shared service pool can be established by dividing room from SP0, and the mapping relationship between

the inputPG/output queueand thesharedservicepool canbeconfigured respectively.Asharedqueue threshold canbeset for each

queue or PG. This threshold restricts the maximum shared buffer quantity that can be used by this queue.When the shared buffer
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sum configured for each queue in the port group exceeds the total shared queue of port group, the "FirstCome First Served" buffer

occupancy mechanism isadopted.

 Headroom buffer

Headroom is the buffer on the ingress direction. PG that is enabled with flow control function will enter XOFF status after the

guaranteeandsharedbufferrunsout.Toreceivepackets,itneedstouseheadroombuffer.Headroomisusedtoensurenopacketloss

during the buffer flow control packet is sent and the rate decreases.

3.3.2 Configuring StatusMonitoring

Statusmonitoring implementsmonitoringonthebufferuseand thepacket forwardingofeachPG/queue,withaview toproviding

data support for network optimization and reasonable buffer configuration.

Working Principle

Statusmonitoringadopts thepollingmode toread thebuffer useamount and thenumberof packets forwarded/discardedby the

queue, so as to display the equipment situation in real time.

 BufferOccupancy on Ingress

CollecttheinformationofuseofPGguaranteed/shared/headroombufferontheingressdirectionandthebufferoccupancyofservice

pool at the fixed time, which can be checked by CLI, MIB or other methods.

 BufferOccupancy on Egress

CollecttheinformationofuseofPGguaranteed/shared/headroombufferontheegressdirectionandthebufferoccupancyofservice

pool at the fixed time, which can be checked by CLI, MIB or other methods.

 Packet Forwarding/Discarding of EgressQueue

Collecttheinformationof thenumberandbyteofpacketsforwarded/discardedbytheegressqueue,andcalculatetheforwarding

rate at the fixed time, which can be checked by CLI, MIB or other methods.

 Buffermonitoring data sampling interval

Buffered monitoring data is sampled at a certain interval, and the interval can be configured based on user requirements.

 Slice ID NumberingMode ofMMUBuffer

Configure the numbering mode of slice ID (start from 1 or 0), and switch the numbering mode of CLI/MIB.

3.3.3 Configuring ExceptionAlarm

Exceptionalarmmonitorsthepacketforwardinganddiscardingofeachqueue,anddisplaysalarmswhenthebufferexceeds

threshold or packet loses.

Working Principle

Thequeueadoptsthepollingmodetoreadbufferoccupancyandforwardingnumberofqueue,andoffersalarmsbysyslogbasedon

the currentconfiguration.

 Queue packet loss alarm
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The device analyzes statistics on discarded packets to judge whether packet loss occurs on a queue. After packet loss occurs on a

queue, the device displays a packet loss alarm according to the packet loss alarm configuration.

 Queue packet loss alarm frequency

OnlyNpacket lossalarms canbe displayedwithina certainperiod ofT.Youcanconfigure the period (T) and number of alarms (N) to

adjust the display of packet loss alarms.

 PGbuffer utilization alarm threshold

When the buffer utilization of PG exceeds this threshold, syslog will be printed to remind the user.

 Queue buffer utilization alarm threshold

When the buffer utilization of queue exceeds this threshold, syslog will be printed to remind the user.

 MMU-HAbuffer crash detection

The buffer management unit of chip may crash unexpectedly at runtime. MMU-HA analyzes buffer occupancy, queue forwarding,

schedulingmodeetc. to judgewhethercrashoccurs. Ifcrashoccurs, itwilldisplayanalarmbysyslogand thedevicewillautomatically

restart.

3.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Buffer Adjustment

(Optional) It is used to configure buffer.

mmu queue-guarantee Configures guaranteed buffer.

mmu queue-threshold Configures shared buffer.

mmu buffer-mode Configures buffer mode.

mmu ingress-threshold Configures ingress PG shared buffer.

mmu xoff-threshold Configures ingress PG flow control threshold.

mmu xon-threshold-offset
Configures ingress PG flow control restoration

threshold.

mmu headroom-threshold Configures the PG-based headroom buffer size.

mmu pg-headroom Configures the global headroom buffer size.

mmu guarantee-limit Configures the global guaranteed buffer size.

mmu {ingress | egress} service-pool Configures the ingress/egress SP size.

mmu {priority-group | unicast-queue |

multicast-queue } {id1[id2[idN]]} attach

Configures themapping relationbetween ingress

PG/egress unicast/egress multicast and SP.

mmu cut-through Configures cut-through transmission mode

Status Monitoring
(Optional) It is used to configure monitoring function.

mmu sample-period
Configures the buffer monitoring data sampling

interval.

mmu slice-id compatible Configures the numbering mode of slice ID

Exception Alarm (Optional) It is used to detect exception.
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mmu usage-warn-limit Configures the buffer utilization alarm threshold.

mmu queue-loss-warn {unicast| multicast} Configures the queue packet loss alarm.

mmu queue-loss-warn frequency Configures the packet loss alarm frequency.

mmu ha Configures MMU-HA function/reset

mmu tcb-enable Configures the MMU-TCB function.

3.4.1 Configuring BufferAdjustment

Configuration Effect

 Configure guaranteed buffer so that the PG/queue can use this part of buffer exclusively.

 ConfiguresharedbuffersoastocontrolthesharedbufferuseamountofthePG/queue.

 ConfigurePGheadroombuffersoastocontroltheheadroombufferuseamountofPG.

 Configure global guaranteed buffer so as to control the guaranteed buffer amount reserved for PG/queue.

 Configure global headroom buffer so as to control the headroom buffer amount reserved for PG.

 Configure the size of ingress/egress service pool to control the buffer amount allocated to the service pool.

 Configure themapping relationships between PG/queue and service pool to allocate buffer from the specific pool.

 Configure the cut-through transmission mode to control whether the flow has MMU buffer allocation.

Notes

 Configuration in the interfacemode can bemade on the physical port only.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring egress queue guaranteed buffer

 Optional.

 Ininterfaceconfigurationmode,usethemmuqueue-guaranteecommandtoconfigureguaranteedbuffer foreachqueueand
ensure that the buffer configuration range varies with the product.

 Use the no or default command of this command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu queue-guarantee output { unicast | multicast } [queue-id1 [queue-id2 [queue-idN] ] set value

Parameter

Description

output: performs buffer management on the egress queue

unicast: performs buffer management on the egress unicast queue

multicast: performs buffer management on the egress multicast queue

queue-id: queue ID, in the range from 1 to 8

value: number of guaranteed buffers, in cells; range: 1-100.

Defaults 8 cells

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The guaranteed buffer of all queues can not exceed the global guaranteed buffer.

 Configuring egress queue shared buffer

 Optional.

 Use the no or default command of this command to restore the default value of buffer.
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Command mmu queue-threshold output { unicast | multicast } [queue-id1 [queue-id2 [queue-idN] ] set {thr% | cell value}

Parameter

Description

output: performs buffer management on the egress queue

unicast: performs buffer management on the egress unicast queue

multicast: performs buffer management on the egress multicast queue

queue-id: queue ID, in the range from 1 to 8

thr%: percentage, in the range from 1 to 100

cell:configuresthequeuebufferasastaticthresholdofcell

value: the quantity of cells

Defaults 100%

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide

 Configuring ingress PG guarantee buffer

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu pg-guarantee pg { priority -id1 [priority-id2 [priority -idN] } set value

Parameter

Description

priority -idN: ingress PG ID, range: 0-7

Value: guarantee buffer configuration value, range: 1-100.

Defaults The default value depends on the product.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The guaranteed buffer of all PGs can not exceed the global guaranteed buffer.

 Configuring ingress PG shared buffer

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu ingress-threshold pg [pg-id0 [pg-id1 [pg-id N] ] set thr%

Parameter

Description

pg-idN: priority group ID, range: 0-7.

th%: Total shared buffer x Threshold percentage = Maximum available buffer for the queue, range: 1-100

Defaults 100%

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. The effective way of this command varies with the product.

2. The configuration takes effect onlywhen flowcontrol/Priority-basedFlowControl (PFC) is not enabled.

3. The user-configured value is displayed when the show running-config command is executed, even if the

user-configured value is the default value.

 Configuring ingress PG headroombuffer

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu headroom-threshold pg [pg-id0 [pg-id1 [pg-id N] ] set value
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Parameter

Description

pg-idN: priority group ID, range: 0-7.

Value: headroom threshold value, in the unit of cell, range: 1-2000.

Defaults The default value depends on the product.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. The effective way of this command varies with the product.

2. The configuration takes effect onlywhen flowcontrol/Priority-basedFlowControl (PFC) is not enabled.

3. The user-configured value is displayed when the show running-config command is executed, even if the

user-configured value is the default value.

 Configuring flow control threshold

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu xoff-threshold pg [pg-id0 [pg-id1 [pg-id N] ] set thr%

Parameter

Description

pg-idN: priority group ID, range: 0-7.

thr: ingress PG XOFF threshold in the form of percentage, range: 1-100

Defaults 15%

Command

Mode
Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. The effective way of this command varies with the product.

2. The configuration takes effect only when flow control/PFC is enabled.

3. If flow control/PFC is not enabled, the shared buffer threshold of the PG is according to the value of

ingress-threshold.

4. The user-configured value is displayed when the show running-config command is executed, even if the

user-configured value is the default value.

 Configuring flow control restoration threshold

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu xon-threshold-offset pg [pg-id0 [pg-id1 [pg-id N] ] set value

Parameter

Description

pg-idN: priority group ID, range: 0-7.

Value: ingress PG XON threshold in the unit of cell, range: 1-500

Defaults 8 cells

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. The effective way of this command varies with the product.

2. The configuration takes effect only when flow control/PFC is enabled.

3. The user-configured value is displayed when the show running-config command is executed, even if the

user-configured value is the default value.

 Configuring global headroom threshold

 Optional.
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 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu pg-headroom set value

Parameter

Description
Value: headroom threshold value, in the unit of cell, range: 1-20000.

Defaults The default value depends on the product.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. The effective way of this command varies with the product.

2. The configuration takes effect only when flow control/PFC is enabled.

3. The user-configured value is displayed when the show running-config command is executed, even if the

user-configured value is the default value.

 Configuring size of global guaranteed buffer threshold

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu guarantee-limit set value

Parameter

Description
value: limit of global guaranteed buffer, in the unit of cell.

Defaults The default value depends on the product.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The effective way of this command varies with the product.

 Configuring size of shared service pool on the ingress/egress

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.

Command mmu {ingress|egress} service-pool sp-id [name sp-name] set cell

Parameter

Description

Ingress:configure thesharedservicepoolon theinput

egress:configurethesharedservicepoolontheoutput

sp-id: ID of the shared service pool, range: 0-3

cell: cell quantity of the shared service pool

Defaults By default, all shared buffer space is allocated to SP0, and the size of SP1/2/3 is 0.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The effective way of this command varies with the product.

It is recommended toset thesamesize forsharedservicepoolson the input/output for thesametraffic,or packet lossmay

occur.

 Configuringmapping relationship between input PG/output queue and shared service pool

 Optional.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default value of buffer.
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Command mmu {priority-group| unicast-queue| multicast-queue} [id1 [id2 [idN]] attach sp-id

Parameter

Description

priority-group| unicast-queue| multicast-queue: configures the mapping relationship of input PG or output

unicast/multicast queue

idN: ID of the priority group (range: 0-7) or queue (range: 1-8)

sp-id: ID of the shared service pool, range: 0-3

Defaults All PG/queue is mapped to SP0.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide It is recommended to map the corresponding PG/queue to the same service pool to avoid abnormal packet loss.

Verification

 Run the show running-config command to check the MMU configuration

 Run the show queue-buffer command to check the effect.

Configuration Examples

 Configuring guaranteed buffer of egress queue

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 50 cells for the guaranteed buffer of unicast queue 1 in the interfacemode.

 Configure 30 cells for the guaranteed buffer of multicast queue 1 in the interfacemode.

FS#config

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu queue-guarantee output unicast 1 set 50

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu queue-guarantee output unicast 1 set 30

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#end

FS#

Verification  Run the show this command

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmuqueue-guaranteeoutput unicast1set50

mmuqueue-guaranteeoutputmulticast1set30

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#

 Configuring shared buffer of egress queue

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 80%of the dynamic threshold for the shared buffer of unicast queue 1 in the interfacemode.

 Configure the static thresholdas 50000 cells for theshared buffer of unicast queue2 in the interfacemode.
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FS#config

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu queue-threshold output unicast 1 set 80

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu queue-threshold output unicast 2 set cell 50000

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

FS#

Verification  Run the show this command

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmu queue-threshold output unicast 1 set 80

mmu queue-threshold output unicast 2 set cell 50000

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#

 ConfiguringPG guaranteed buffer of ingress queue

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 80 cells for the guaranteed buffer of PG 1 in the interfacemode.

FS#config

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu pg-guarantee pg 1 set 80

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#end

FS#

Verification  Run the show this command

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmu pg-guarantee pg 1 set 80

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#
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 ConfiguringPG shared buffer on ingress queue

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 80% of the dynamic threshold for the shared buffer of PG 1 in the interfacemode.

FS#config

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu ingress-threshold pg 1 set 80

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#end

FS#

Verification  Run the show this command

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmu ingress-threshold pg 1 set 80

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#

 ConfiguringPG headroombuffer on ingress queue

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 500 cells for the headroom buffer of PG 1 in the interfacemode.

FS#config

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu headroom-threshold pg 1 set 500

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

FS#

Verification  Run the show this command

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmu headroom-threshold pg 1 set 500

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#
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 Configuring flow control threshold

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 30%of the dynamic threshold for the flow control threshold of PG1 in the interfacemode.

FS#config

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu xoff-threshold pg 1 set 30

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

FS#

Verification  Run the show this command

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmu xoff-threshold pg 1 set 30

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#

 Configuring flow control restoration threshold

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 300 cells for the flow control restoration threshold of PG1 in the interfacemode.

FS#config

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# mmu xon-threshold-offset pg 1 set 300

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

FS#

Verification  Run the show this command

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmu xon-threshold-offset pg 1 set 300

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#
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 Configuring headroomthreshold

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 10000 cells for the headroom threshold in the global configurationmode.

FS#config

FS(config)# mmu pg-headroom set 10000

FS(config)# exit

FS#

Verification  Run the show running-config command

FS#show running-config | include mmu

mmu pg-headroom set 10000

FS#

 Configuring global guaranteed buffer threshold

Configuration

Steps

 Configure 10000 cells for the global guaranteed buffer in the global configurationmode

FS#config

FS(config)# mmu guarantee-limit set 10000

FS(config)#exit

FS#

Verification  Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

FS# show run

running-config | include mmu

mmu guarantee-limit set 10000

FS#

 Configuring size of shared service pool on the input/output

Configuration

Steps

 In the global configurationmode, configure the size of input and output SP1 as 10000 cells.

FS# configure

FS(config)#mmu ingress service-pool 1 set 10000

FS(config)#mmu egress service-pool 1 set 10000

Verification  Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

FS#show run

mmu ingress service-pool 1 set 10000

mmu egress service-pool 1 set 10000
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FS#

 Configuringmapping relationship between input PG/output queue and shared service pool

Configuration

Steps

 Configure10000 cells for theSP1on the ingress/egress directions in the global configurationmode

 Map ingress PG1 to ingress SP1, and map egress unicast/multicast queue 1 to the egress SP1 in the global

configurationmode

FS# configure

FS(config)# mmu ingress service-pool 1 set 10000

FS(config)# mmu egress service-pool 1 set 10000

FS(config)#mmupriority-group1attachservice-pool1

FS(config)#mmuunicast-queue1attachservice-pool1

FS(config)# mmu multicast-queue 1 attach service-pool 1

FS(config)#exit

FS#

Verification  Run the show running-config command to check the configuration.

FS#show running-config | includemmu

mmuingressservice-pool1set10000

mmu egress service-pool 1 set 10000

mmupriority-group1attachservice-pool1

mmu unicast-queue 1 attach service-pool 1

mmumulticast-queue1attachservice-pool1

FS#

3.4.2 Configuring Buffer Monitoring

Configuration Effect

 Configure the buffer utilization alarm thresholdof port group.The log alarmwill be printedwhen thebuffer utilization of port
group exceeds this configured value.

 Configure thebufferutilizationalarm thresholdof queue.The logalarmwill beprintedwhen thebuffer utilizationof queue
exceeds this configured value.

 Configure the monitoring data sampling interval. The bottom layer samples and reports data according to the configured
interval.

 Configure the numbering mode of slice ID starting from 1 or 0

Notes

 Configuration on the interface can be made on the physical port only.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the port group buffer utilization alarm threshold

 Optional.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode,use themmuusage-warn-limitcommand toconfigure thebufferutilizationalarmthresholdfor
the port group.
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 Use the no or default command of this command to restore the default setting.

Command mmu usage-warn-limit set value

Parameter

Description

value: percentage, range: 1-100

Defaults The default value is 0, indicating that no alarm is reported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This configuration takes effect for all the port groups.

 Configuring the service pool buffer utilization alarm threshold

 Optional.

 In the interface configuration mode, use themmuusage-warn-limit {ingress-service-pool | egress-service-pool} command
to configure the buffer utilization alarm threshold for service pool.

 Use the no or default command of this command to restore the default settings.

Command mmu usage-warn-limit {ingress-service-pool | egress-service-pool} sp-id set value

Parameter

Description

ingress-service-pool: ingresssharedservicepool

egress-service-pool:egresssharedservice pool

sp-id: ID of shared pool

value: percentage, range: 1-100

Defaults The default value is 0, indicating that no alarm is reported.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring the priority group/queue buffer utilization alarm threshold

 Optional.

 Intheinterfaceconfigurationmode,usethemmuusage-warn-limit{pg-headroom|priority-group|unicast|multicast}[id1
[id2 [idN] ] set value command to configure the buffer utilization alarm threshold for each priority group or queue.

 Use the no or default command of this command to restore the default settings.

Command mmu usage-warn-limit { pg-headroom | priority-group | unicast | multicast } [id1 [id2 [idN] ] set value

Parameter

Description

priority-group: priority group

pg-headroom: priority group headroom

unicast: performs buffer management on the egress unicast queue

multicast: performs buffer management on the egress multicast queue

idN: priority group/queue ID

value: percentage, range: 1-100

Defaults The default value is 0, indicating that no alarm is reported.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring themonitoring data sampling interval
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 Optional.

 In global configurationmode, use themmusample-period {buffer-counter |queue-counter } value command to configure
themonitoring data sampling interval for each queue.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default setting.

Command mmu sample-period { buffer-counter | queue-counter } value

Parameter

Description

buffer-counter: count of occupied buffer

queue-counter: count of sent and discarded records in a queue

value: sampling interval in the unit of seconds, range: 1-10

Defaults The sampling interval is 5 seconds by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Usetheshowrunning-configcommandtocheckwhethertheMMUunderthecorrespondinginterfaceisconfigured
successfully.

 Use the showqueue-buffer command to checkwhether the configuration succeeds.

 Configuring the numberingmodeof slice ID

 Optional.

 In global configuration mode, use themmu slice-id compatible command to configure the numbering mode of slice ID and
switch the numbering mode of CLI/MIB.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default setting.

Command mmu slice-id compatible

Parameter

Description

Defaults By default, the number of slice ID starts from 1; run the command to start ID from 0.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run the show run command to display the current numbering mode.

 Run the showqueue-buffer command to display the range of current numbering mode.

Configuration Examples

 Configuring the buffer utilization alarm limit based on port group

Configuration

Steps

 On the switch, configure the buffer utilization alarm threshold of port group as 80%.

FS# configureterminal
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FS(config)# mmu usage-warn-limit set 80

FS(config)#

Verification  Check whether the buffer utilization alarm threshold has been configured successfully.

FS# show run running-config | include mmu

mmu usage-warn-limit set 80

 Configuring the buffer utilization alarm limit based on egress queue

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the buffer utilization alarm thresholdas 70%at the unicast queues6and8of port 1/1 on the switch.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# int te1interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#mmu usage-warn-limit unicast 6 8 set 70

Verification  Check whether the buffer utilization alarm threshold has been configured successfully.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#show this

Building configuration...

!

mmu usage-warn-limit unicast 6 set 70

mmu usage-warn-limit unicast 8 set 70

!

end

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)# show queue-buffer interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

Interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1:

Slice 1:

Type Queue Usedcells Availablecells Usage Usagewarn limit Usagewarncount Peakedcells

Service pool

Unicast 1 0 97849 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 2 0 97849 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 3 0 97849 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 4 0 97849 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 5 0 97849 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 6 0 97849 0% 70% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 7 0 97849 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 8 0 97849 0% 70% 0 0
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110072

1100720100%0%131072110

Slot Slice PortGroup Totalcells Totalusage Usagewarn limit Staticusedcells Global sharedcells

Available shared cells

000%0%1223808

000%0%1223807

000%0%1223806

000%0%1223805

000%0%1223804

000%0%1223803

000%0%1223802

000%0%1223801

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Service pool Globalsharedcells Usage Usage warn limit Usage warn count Used cells Peaked cells

0(SP-0) 110072 0% 0% 0 0 0

1(SP-1) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

2(SP-2) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

3(SP-3) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

 Configuring themonitoring data sampling interval

Configuration

Steps

 Configure themonitoring data sampling interval in global configuration mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#mmusample-periodbuffer-counter8

FS(config)# mmu sample-period queue-counter 10

Verification  Check whether the sampling interval has been configured successfully.

FS#showrunning-config| includemmu

mmu sample-period buffer-counter 8

mmusample-periodqueue-counter10

 Configuring the shared buffer pool buffer utilization alarm limit

Configuration  Configure the alarm limit in global configuration mode.
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Steps

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mmu usage-warn-limit ingress-service-pool 1 set 10

FS(config)#mmu usage-warn-limit egress-service-pool 2 set 20

Verification  Check whether the alarm limit has been configured successfully.

FS# show run running-config | include mmu

mmu usage-warn-limit ingress-service-pool 1 set 10

mmu usage-warn-limit egress-service-pool 2 set 20

 Configuring the numberingmode of slice ID

Configuration

Steps

 Configure in global configuration mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mmu slice-id compatible

Verification  Check whether the numbering mode has been configured successfully.

FS#showrunning-config| includemmu

mmu slice-idcompatible

FS# sh queue-buffer in hu0/1

Interface HundredGigabitEthernet 0/1:

Slice 0:

Type Queue Usedcells Available cells Usage Usagewarn limit Usagewarncount Peakedcells

Service pool

Unicast 1 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 2 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 3 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 4 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 5 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 6 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 7 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 8 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 1 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 2 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 3 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0
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0(SP-0)

Multicast 4 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 5 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 6 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 7 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 8 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Servicepool Global shared cells Usage Usage warn limit Usage warn count Used cells Peaked cells

0(SP-0) 39908 0% 0% 0 0 1537

1(SP-1) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

2(SP-2) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

3(SP-3) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

Slice 2:

Type Queue Usedcells Availablecells Usage Usagewarn limit Usagewarncount Peakedcells

Service pool

Unicast 1 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 2 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 3 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 4 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 5 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 6 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 7 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Unicast 8 0 35481 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 1 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 2 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 3 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 4 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)
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l

Slot Slice PortGroup Totalcells Totalusage Usagewarn limit Staticusedcells Global sharedcells Available

shared cells

Multicast

0(SP-0)

Multicast

5

6

0

0

4442

4442

0%

0%

0%

0%

0

0

0

0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 7 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Multicast 8 0 4442 0% 0% 0 0

0(SP-0)

Service poo Global shared cells Usage Usagewarnlimit Usagewarncount Used cells Peaked cells

0(SP-0) 39908 0% 0% 0 0 0

1(SP-1) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

2(SP-2) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

3(SP-3) 0 0% 0% 0 0 0

0 0 1 53248 0% 20% 0 39908

39908

0 1 1 53248 0% 20% 0 39908

39908

0 2 1 53248 0% 20% 0 39908

39908

0 3 1 53248 0% 20% 0 39908

39908

3.4.3 Configuring theQueue Packet LossDetection

Configuration Effect

 Enable/Disable the global queue packet loss alarm of all interface queues.

 Enable/Disable the queue packet loss alarm on an interface. The priority of this configuration is higher than the global
configuration.

 Configure the packet loss alarm frequency so that onlyN packet loss alarms are displayed in the period of T.

Notes

 This function can be configured in global configuration mode and interface configurationmode.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the packet loss alarm

 Optional.

 In global or interface configuration mode, run themmu queue-loss-warn {unicast | multicast} [qid1 [qid2 [qidN] ] ] {on | off}
command to enable/disable the packet loss alarm function on queues.

 Use the no or default form of this command to restore default configuration. The packet loss alarm function is disabled by
default.
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Command [no] mmu queue-loss-warn {unicast | multicast } [qid1 [qid2 [qidN] ] ] {on | off}

Parameter

Description

Unicast: Indicates a unicast queue.

multicast: Indicates a multicast queue.

qid: Indicates the queue ID, range: 1-8.

on: Enables the packet loss alarm.

off: Disables the packet loss alarm.

Defaults The packet loss alarm function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode and interface configuration mode.

Usage Guide The priority of interface configuration is higher than the global configuration.

 Configuring the Packet Loss AlarmFrequency

 Optional.

 Inglobalconfigurationmode, runthemmuqueue-loss-warnfrequencycyclevalue1 timesvalue2commandtoconfigurethe
packet loss alarmfrequency.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default configuration.

Command [no] mmu queue-loss-warn frequency cycle value1 times value2

Parameter

Description

value1: Indicates the displaying period of the packet loss alarm.

value2: Indicates the number of packet loss alarms that can be displayed in a period.

Defaults Up to 30 packet loss alarms can be displayed within 60s by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide

Verification

 Use the show running-config command to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Configuration Examples

 Configuring the queue packet loss alarm

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the packet loss alarm for the unicast queue 5 in the global configurationmode.

 Enable the packet loss alarm for the unicast queue 7 in the interface configurationmode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#mmu queue-loss-warn unicast 5 on

FS(config)#interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#mmu queue-loss-warn unicast 7 on

Verification  Check whether the alarm is enabled.

FS# show running-config

…

mmu queue-loss-warn unicast 5 on

…
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FS#show running-config interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 68 bytes

interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

mmu queue-loss-warn unicast 7 on

FS#

 Configuring the frequency of queue packet loss alarm

Configuration

Steps

 Configure at most 100 alarm syslogs canbe printed during 100s in the global configurationmode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#mmu queue-loss-warn frequency cycle 100 times 100

FS(config)#

Verification  Check whether the frequency is configured.

FS# show running-config | include mmu

mmu queue-loss-warn frequency cycle 100 times 100

3.4.4 Configuring the Cut-through Mode

Configuration Effect

 Enable the cut-through function to reduce the packet forwarding delay.

Notes

 The cut-through function can be configured only on physical ports.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring cut-throughmode

 Optional.

 In interface configurationmode, run themmucut-through command to enable the cut-through function on the interface.

 Use the no or default form of the command to restore the default setting.

Command mmu cut-through

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The cut-through mode is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide The mode can not take effect in the case of interface congestion.

Verification

 Use the show running-config command to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Configuration Examples

 Configuring the cut-throughmode

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the cut-throughmode in the global configuration mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#mmu cut-through

Verification  Check whether the cut-throughmode is configured.

FS# show running-config | include mmu

mmu cut-through

3.4.5 Configuring MMU-HA

ConfigurationEffect

 Disable theMMU-HA function

 Disable the MMU-HA reset function but keep the MMU buffer crash detection

Notes

 This function can be configured on the physical port in global configuration mode.

Configuration Steps

 DisablingMMU-HA

 Optional.

 In global configuration mode, run themmuha disable command to disable the function.

 Use the no or default form of this command to restore default configuration.

Command mmu ha disable

Parameter

Description

Defaults The MMU-HA function is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide

 DisablingMMU-HA reset function

 Optional

 In the global configurationmode, use themmuha reset disable command to disableMMU-HA reset function
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 Use the no form of this command to restore the default settings

Command mmu ha reset disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults MMU-HA reset is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Use the show running-config command to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Configuration Examples

 Disabling MMU-HAfunction

Configuration

Steps

 Configure in the global configuration mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mmu ha disable

Verification  Check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS# show running-config

mmu ha disable

 DisablingMMU-HA reset function

Configuration

Steps

 Configure in the global configuration mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mmu ha reset disable

Verification  Check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS# show running-config | include mmu

mmu ha reset disable

3.4.6 ConfiguringMMU-TCB

ConfigurationEffect

 Enable MMU-TCB to monitor the TCP/UDP packet loss of the unicast queue.When the packet loss occurs, the five-element tuple
of packet will be collected and reported to theGRPC server.

Notes

 This function can be configured in global configuration mode.
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Configuration Steps

 Configuring the packet lossmonitoring

 Optional.

 In global configurationmode, run themmu tcb-enable command to enable/disable the packet lossmonitoring function.

 Usethenoordefault formof thiscommand to restoredefault configuration.Thepacket lossmonitoring function isdisabledby
default.

Command [no] mmu tcb-enable

Parameter

Description

Defaults The packet loss monitoring function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Only devices using TD3/TH2 support this function. The monitoring data collected by TCB is reported to the server by

GRPC.

Verification

 Use the show running-config command to checkwhether the configuration takes effect.

Configuration Examples

 Enabling MMU-TCBfunction

Configuration

Steps

 Configure in the global configuration mode.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# mmu tcb-enable

Verification  Check whether the configuration takes effect.

FS# show running-config

mmu tcb-enable

3.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running theclear commandduring operationof theequipmentmay lead toservice interruptiondue to lossof important
information.

Description Command

Clears the queue counter value. clear queue-counter

Clears the historical peak value of the

egress queue buffer

clear mmu queue-buffer peaked

Clears the historical peak value of the clear mmu pg-buffer peaked
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ingress PG buffer

Clears the number of times that the

occupied buffer exceeds the warning

threshold

clear mmu usage-warn-count

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the buffer use information of

panel interface.

show queue-buffer interface

Displays the queue counter information

of panel interface.

show queue-counter interface

Displays thebuffer use informationof the

ingress PG

show pg-buffer interface
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Reliability Configuration

1. Configuring REUP

2. Configuring RLDP

3. ConfiguringDLDP

4. Configuring VRRP

5. Configuring VRRPPlus

6. Configuring BFD

7. Configuring IP EventDampening

8. Configuring VSU

9. Configuring RNS

10. Configuring PCAP

11. Configuring HAM

12. Configuring VAP
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1 Configuring REUP

1.1 Overview

The Rapid Ethernet Uplink Protection Protocol (REUP) provides a rapid uplink protection function.

Inthedualuplinknetworking,REUPisusedtoensurenormalcommunicationbetweenlinks,blockredundant links,avoidlinkloops,

and implement fastbackup.

TheupstreaminterfacesofREUPareconfiguredinpairs.Ifbothinterfacesarenormal,aninterfaceworksinthebackupstate.The

interfaceinthebackupstatedoesnot forwarddatapackets.Whentheinterfacein theforwardstate is faulty, thebackup interface

switches to the forward state immediately, and provides data transmission. In addition, REUP also sends address update packets to

upstream devices so that the upstream devices can update their MAC addresses immediately. This function of REUP ensures that

layer-2 data streams can be restored within 50 ms after a link is faulty.

REUP ismutually exclusivewith theSpanningTree Protocol (STP) based on interfaces. In this case, a device runs STP downward and

runsREUPupwardto implementbackupandfaultprotectionfor theupstreamlink.REUPensures thatbasic linkredundancy is

providedwhenSTP isdisabled and thatmillisecond-level fault recovery faster thanSTP isalso provided.

Protocols and Standards

 REUP is a proprietary protocol of FSNetwork, and there is no standard and protocol for reference.

1.2 Applications

Application Description

Communication in Dual Uplink

Networking

Forward packets in the dual-uplink networking.

1.2.1 Communication in Dual UplinkNetworking

Scenario

Forcommunicationindualuplinknetworking, theaccessswitchhas twouplinkpaths,asshownin

Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1 Dual uplink networking

Deployment

 EnableREUP on interface1and interface2of the access switchD/E to implement fast switchingwhen a link is faulty.

 Enable MAC address updatemessage receiving of REUP on the interfaces connected to switches A/B/C to rapidly clear theMAC
addresses on the interfaces when a link is faulty.

1.3 Features

BasicConcepts

 REUPPair

Specify an interface as the backup interface of another interface to configure an REUP pair. One

interfaceis theactive interfaceandtheother interfaceis thebackupinterface.Whenthetwo interfaces

arenormal,aninterfaceisconfiguredastheforwardinterfacewhereastheother interfaceisconfigured

asthebackupinterface.Youcandeterminetheinterfacetobeconfiguredas thebackupinterface.See

therelated information in thesection"Configuring thePreemptionModeandDelayTimeofREUP".

 MACAddress UpdateMessage

MACaddressupdatemessagesrefertoFLUSHpacketssentbyFSNetworktouplinkdevicesthrough

privatemulticast.WhenanuplinkdeviceofFSNetworkenablesthefunctionforreceivingMACaddress

updatemessagesand receivesMACaddressupdatemessages, the deviceupdates theMACaddressesof

corresponding interfaces.
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 MACAddress Update Group

Multipleinterfacesareaddedtoagroup. Ifone interfaceinthegroupreceivesaMACaddressupdate

message,theMACaddressesofotherinterfacesinthegroupwillbeupdated.Inthiscase,thegroupis

calledMAC address update group.

 MACAddress Update Packet

Packets sent to update MAC addresses in order to support uplink devices are called MAC address update packets.

 Link TrackingGroup

Theuplinkanddownstreaminterfacesofadeviceareaddedtoagroup. Ifallupstreaminterfacesinthe

grouparedown, all downstream interfaces in thisgroupare forceddown. In thiscase, thisgroup is

called a link tracing group.

Overview

Feature Description

Dual Link Backup of REUP When a link is faulty, the other link can rapidly switch to the forward state.

Preemption Mode and Delay

Time of REUP

Whenboth linksarenormal, the preemptionmode canbeused todetermine the link that is used

for forwarding data and the delay time that is used todetermine thewaiting timebefore switching.

MAC Address Update During linkswitching, theMACaddressof an interface isupdated tomakepacketconvergence

faster.

VLAN Load Balance When the two links are normal, the utilization of link bandwidth can be maximized.

Link State Tracking When the upstream link is faulty, the downstream link is switched.

1.3.1 Dual Link Backup of REUP

Whenanactive link is faulty, the link in thebackupstatewill rapidlyswitch to the forwardstateandstart

forwarding data, minimizing the service interruption caused by link failure.

Working Principle

Specifyaninterfaceas thebackup interfaceofanother interfacetoconfigureanREUPpair.Whenthe

two interfacesarenormal, a link is in the forwardstate (forwardingdatapackets)and theother link is in

thebackupstate (not forwardingdata).Whentheactive link is faulty, the link in thebackupstate rapidly

switches to the forwardstateand starts forwarding data.When the faulty link is recovered, the link

enters the backup state and does not forward data packets. Of course, you can configure the

preemption mode to specify whether a link recovered from failure preempts the link that is in the

forward statecurrently.
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Figure 1-2 A topology with two normal links

AsshowninFigure1-2,connect interfaces1and2ofswitchD(E)totheuplinkswitchesBandC(CandB)

andconfigureREUPon interfaces1and2.Whenthe linksarenormal, interface1 is inthe forwardstate

and forwardsdatapacketsand interface2 is in thebackupstateanddoesnot forwarddatapackets.
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Figure 1-3 A topology with interface 1 of switch D (E) faulty

Onceinterface1isfaulty,interface2immediatelystartsforwardingdatapacketsandrecoverstheuplink

transmission of the switch. In the non-preemption mode, when the link of interface 1 is recovered,

interface1 is in thebackupstateanddoesnot forwarddatapacketswhereas interface2continues

forwarding datapackets.

Related Configuration

 Enabling Dual Link Backup on an interface

By default, dual link backup on an interface is disabled.

You can run the switchport backup interface command to configure a layer-2 physical interface (or layer-2 AP interface) as a backup

interface and enable the dual link backup function of REUP.

Youmustenablethedual linkbackupfunctionofREUPonaninterface.Thefunctioninvolvesthelink

switching of REUP only when an interface is faulty.

REUP,ERPS, and RERP do not share interfaces.

Devices enabled with REUPmust disable the storm control function of all layer-2 interfaces.

1.3.2 PreemptionMode and Delay Time of REUP

WorkingPrinciple
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Youcandeterminewhich linkshouldbeusedfirstbyconfiguring thepreemptionmodeofREUP.If the

preemptionmode isset tobandwidth first,REUPselectsalinkwithahighbandwidth first.Youcanalso

set the preemptionmode to forced to select a stable and reliable link first forcibly.

To avoid frequent active/backup link switching caused by abnormal faults, REUP provides a preemption

delay function. When the two links are recovered, link switching is performed when the faulty link

becomes stable after a delay (35s by default).

Related Configuration

 Configuring thePreemption Mode andDelay Time of REUP

By default, the preemption mode is disabled and the delay time is 35s.

Youcanruntheswitchportbackupinterfacepreemptionmodecommandtoconfigurethepreemptionmode.

Youcan run theswitchport backup interfacepreemptiondelaycommand toconfigure thedelay time.

A smaller delay means more frequent preemption switching after the faulty link is recovered.

REUPusesthevalueof theBandwidthattributeforanAPinterfaceastheactualbandwidthof theAPinterface,whichisequal
to the value of theSpeed attribute (the number of link upmember interfaces x the number ofmember interfaces).

When an uplink enables STP, the preemption delay time of REUP is greater than 35s.

1.3.3 MAC AddressUpdate

During link switching, the MAC address of an interface is updated to make packet convergence faster.

Working Principle

Asshown inFigure1-2, interface1and interface2ofswitchD(E)areenabledwithdual linkbackupof

REUP. Interface 1 works as the active interface. During normal communication, switch A learns the MAC

addressesof users1 and2 (users3 and4) from the interfacesconnecting to switchB (C).

When interface1of switchD(E) is faulty, interface2 rapidlyswitches to the forwardstateandstarts

forwarding data packets. In this case, switch A does not learn the MAC addresses of users 1 and 2 (users

3and4)ontheinterfacesconnectingtoswitchB(C).Thedatapacketssentbytheserver tousers1and

2(users3and4)areforwardedtoswitchC(B)byswitchA,causingthat thepacketsfromtheserver to

users 1 and 2 (users 3 and 4) are lost.

Toavoid theprecedingproblems,youcanenable theMACaddressupdate functiononswitchD(E).

When interface2starts forwardingpackets,switchD(E)sendsaMACaddressupdatemessageto

interface 2. After receiving the MAC address update message, switch A updates theMAC address on the

interfaceof switchA. In thisway, switchA forwards thepacketssentby theserver to theusers to the

interfaces of switchB (C) tomake packet convergence faster.

Inaddition, import thesettingofaMACaddressupdategroup, that is,classifymultiple interfacesinto

thesamegroup.WhenaninterfaceinthisgroupreceivesaMACaddressupdatemessage,theMAC

addressesonother interfaces inthegroupareupdated toreducethesideeffectof floodingcausedby

MAC addressupdate.

Tobe compatible with upstream devices not supporting MAC address update messages, switch D (E)

will sendMACaddressupdatepackets forusers1and2 (users3and4)upwardwhen interface2
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switchestotheforwardstate.Inthisway,switchAcanupdatetheMACaddressesofusers1and2(users

3and4) to the corresponding interfacesand recover thedownlink data transmission of switchA.

Related Configuration

 EnablingSending ofMACAddress Update Messages on an interface

By default, sending of MAC address update messages is disabled on an interface.

You can run themac-address-table move update transit command to enable sending of MAC address

updates on all interfaces of a device.

If sending of MAC address updatemessages is not enabled, MAC address updatemessages will not be

sent when dual link backup switching of REUP is performed.

 EnablingReceiving ofMACAddressUpdateMessages on an interface

By default, receiving of MAC address update messages is disabled on an interface.

You can run themac-address-table move update receive command to enable receiving of MAC

address updates on all interfaces of a device.

IfreceivingofMACaddressupdatemessagesisnotenabled,adevicecannot receiveMACaddress

updatemessagesfromdownlinkdevicesduringdual linkbackupswitchingofREUPandwillnotupdate

the MACaddresses.

 Configuring aVLAN for SendingMACAddressUpdateMessages

By default, a VLAN for sending MAC address update messages is the default VLAN to which an interface

belongs.

Youcanrunthemac-address-tablemoveupdatetransitvlancommandtoconfiguretheVLANin

which interfaces sendMAC address updatemessages.

If theVLAN inwhich interfaces sendMAC address updatemessages is configured, themessages are sent

in theconfiguredVLAN;otherwise, themessagesaresent in thedefaultVLANtowhich the interface

belongs.

 Configuring aVLAN forReceivingMACAddress Update Messages

By default, MAC address update messages are received in all VLANs.

Youcanrunthenomac-address-tablemoveupdatereceivevlancommandtoconfigureaVLANin

which interfaces do not receiveMAC address updatemessages.MAC address updatemessages are

received in remaining VLANs.

IfnoVLANinwhichinterfacesreceiveMACaddressupdatemessagesisconfigured,MACaddress

updatemessages are received in all the configuredVLANs; otherwise,MACaddress updatemessages

are received in the remaining VLANs.

 Configuring aMACAddress Update Group

By default, there is no MAC address update group.

Youcanrunthemac-address-tableupdategroupcommandtoaddaninterfacetotheMACaddressupdategroup.Theinterfaceis

added to the first update group by default.
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IfnoMACaddressupdategroupisconfigured,MACaddressupdatewillnotbeperformedwhenMAC

address update packets are received.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMACAddress Update Packets Sent Per Second

By default, the maximum number of MAC address update packets sent per second is 150.

You can run the mac-address-table move updatemax-update-rate command to configure the

maximum number of MAC address update packets sent per second.

Thelargerthenumberofpackets,themoreCPUtimeusedforsendingthepackets,andthefewer

downlink packets are lost.

1.3.4 VLANLoadBalance

WorkingPrinciple

TheVLAN load balance function allows REUP to forward data packets of mutually exclusive VLANs for

two interfaces to make full use of the link bandwidth.

As shown in Figure 1-4, configure dual link backup of REUP and enableVLAN load balance of REUP on

interface1andinterface2ofswitchD,andmapVLAN1toinstance1andVLAN2toinstance2.Dataof

VLAN1(instance1) is transmittedthrough interface1andall theotherdataofVLAN2(instance2) is

transmitted through interface 2. Perform the same processing on switch E.

Whenaninterfaceisfaulty,theotherinterfacetakesoverthetransmissionofallVALNs.Whenthefaulty

interface is recoveredanddoesnot become faultywithin thepreemptiondelay, the transmissionof

VLANs is switched back to the recovered interface.
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Figure 1-4 A topology with two normal links of load balance

Related Configuration

 EnablingVLAN Load Balance on an interface

By default, the VLAN load balance function on an interface is disabled.

You can run the switchport backup interface prefer instance command to enable the VLAN load

balance function.

If this function isnot enabled, the linkbandwidth cannot be fullyusedwhenpacketsare forwarded

when the twolinksarenormal.Youmustenable theVLAN loadbalance functiononaport so that the

interface can be involved inVLAN load balance.

The instance mapping of REUPVLAN load balance is controlled by the MSTP module in a unified manner. For details about how
to configure the instances, see the description in theConfiguringMSTP.

TheVLAN load balance function can be configured only on trunk, uplink or hybrid interfaces.

1.3.5 Link StateTracking

Linktrackingmeansthatwhentheupstreamlink isfaulty,servicesareswitchedtothedownstreamlink

so that the backup interface can continue forwarding packets.

Working Principle
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Link state tracking provides the function of notifying downlink devices for link switching when the

upstreamlink is faulty.Youcanconfigure theuplinkanddownstreaminterfacesofa linkstatetracking

groupandbind the linkstatusofmultipledownstream interfaces to the interfacesofmultipleupstream

links to implement linkstatussynchronization.Whenall upstream links ina trackinggroupare faulty,

the interfacesof the downstream linksare shut down forcibly toensure that the transmission of the

downstream links is switched from the active link to the backup link.

Asshown inFigure1-5,when theupstreamlinkofswitchB is faulty, linkstatetrackingrapidlyshuts

down thedownstreaminterfaceofswitchBso that theuplink transmissionofswitchD isswitched to

switchC.

Figure 1-5 A topology where the upstream link of the active link is faulty

Related Configuration

 Enabling LinkTracking

Link tracking is disabled by default.

Youcan run the linkstatetrack [number] command toenablea link trackinggroup.Thevalueof

number ranges from1 to2.The first link trackinggroup isenabledbydefault (thedefault valueof

number is1).

If link trackingisnotenabled, thestatusofacorrespondingupstreaminterfacecannotbedetectedand

packet forwarding switching cannot be implemented in time.

 Enabling the Downlink Delay Up Function for a Link TrackingGroup

By default, the downlink delay for link tracking is 0s.
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Youcanrunthe linkstatetracknumberup-delay timercommand toenablea linktrackinggroup.The

valueofnumber rangesfrom1to2.The first link trackinggroup isenabledbydefault (thedefaultvalue

of number is 1). The value of timer ranges from0 to 300s, which is 0s by default.

Byenabling thedownlinkdelay up function, youcanavoid frequentdownlinkswitchingcausedby

uplink flapping inalink trackinggroup.That is,when theupstreamlinkbecomesup, thedownstream

link becomes up after a delay.

 Adding an interface to a Link TrackingGroup

By default, an interface is not added to a link tracking group.

Youcan run the linkstategroup [number] {upstream |downstream} command tosetupstream

interfacesanddownstreaminterfacesof thelinktrackinggroup.Thevalueofnumber rangesfrom1to

2. An interface is added to the first link tracking group by default (the default value of number is 1).

Ifan interfaceisnotaddedtoa trackinggroup, thestatusofacorrespondingupstreaminterfacecannot

be detected and packet forwarding switching cannot be implemented in time.

1.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

REUP

(Mandatory) It is used to enable dual link backup of REUP.

switchport backup interface Enables dual link backup of REUP.

Configuring the Preemption

ModeandDelayFunctionof

REUP

(Optional) It isusedtodetermine thepreemptionmodeanddelaytime.Thedefaultvaluesare
used if they are not configured.

switchportbackupinterfacepreemptionmode Sets the preemption mode.

switchportbackupinterfacepreemptiondelay Sets the delay time for preemption.

Configuring MAC Address

Update

(Optional) It is used to enable rapid update of MACaddresses.

mac-address-table update group
Sets the MAC address update group ID of a

switch.

mac-address-table move update transit
Enables sending of MAC address update

messages.

mac-address-table move update transit vlan
EnablessendingoftheVLANIDofMACaddress

update messages.

mac-address-table move update

Configures the maximum number of MAC

address update packets sent per second.

Thevalue ranges from0to32000.Thedefault

value is 150.

mac-address-table move update receive
Enables receiving of MAC address update

messages.

mac-address-table move update receive vlan
ConfigurestheVLANrangeforprocessingMAC

address update messages.

Configuring VLAN Load Balance (Optional) It is used to enable VLAN load balance.
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Configuration Description and Command

switchport backup interface prefer instance ConfiguresthelinkVLANloadbalanceofREUP.

Configuring Link Tracking

(Optional) It is used to enable link tracking.

link state track up-delay
Enables the downlink delay up for a link state

tracking group.

link state track Enables a link state tracking group.

link state group

Addaninterfaceasanupstreaminterfaceora

downstreaminterfaceofaspecified linkstate

tracking group.

1.4.1 Configuring Basic Functions of REUP

Configuration Effect

 When a link is faulty, the other normal link is switched to the forward state immediately for forwarding packets.

Notes

 AninterfacebelongstoonlyoneREUPpair.Eachactivelinkhasonlyonebackuplink.Abackuplinkcanbeusedasthebackup
link of only one active link. The active and backup linksmust use different interfaces.

 REUP supports layer-2 physical interfaces and AP interfaces, but does not support APmember interfaces.

 Theactiveandbackupinterfacesmaybeofdifferenttypesandhavedifferentrates.Forexample,anAPinterfacecanbeusedas
the active interfacewhereas a physical interface is configured as the backup interface.

 Interfaces configured with REUP are not involved in STP calculation.

 Each device can be configured with a maximum of 16 REUP pairs.

 Interfaces successfully configuredwith REUP cannot change interfaces to layer-3 interfaces or be added to anAP.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Dual Link Backup of REUP

 Mandatory.

 If there is no special requirement, dual link backup of REUP should be enabled on an interface of the receiving switch.

Verification

Runtheshowinterfacesswitchportbackup[detail]commandtocheckwhetherduallinkbackupof

REUP isconfigured.

Related Commands

 Enabling Dual Link Backup of REUP

Command switchport backup interface interface-id

Parameter

Description

interface-id: Indicates the backup interface ID.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide If the interface where the mode resides is the active interface, the interface corresponding to the interface-id

parameter is thebackup interface.Whentheactive link is faulty, rapidly recover the transmissionof thebackup link.

Configuration Example

 Enabling Dual Link Backup of REUP

Scenario

Figure 1-6

Dual uplink

networking

Asshown inFigure1-6, thereare twoupstream links fromswitchD to switchA,whichareswitchD>switchB>

switchAandswitchD>switchC>switchA.Thereare twoupstreamlinksfromswitchEtoswitchA,whichareswitch

E > switch B > switch A and switch E > switch C > switch A.

Configuration

Steps

 Configuredual linkbackup (the interfaceGi0/1 is theactive interfaceandGi0/2 is thebackup interface)of

REUP on the access switch D (E).

D SwitchD> enable

SwitchD# configure terminal

SwitchD(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode trunk

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

E SwitchE> enable

SwitchE# configure terminal

SwitchE(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchE(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode trunk

SwitchE(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit
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Verification  Check the dual link backup information configured for switchD (E).

D SwitchD#show interfaces switchport backup detail

Switch Backup Interface Pairs:

ActiveInterface BackupInterface State

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 Gi0/2 Active Up/BackupStandby

Interface Pair : Gi0/1, Gi0/2

Preemption Mode : off

Preemption Delay : 35 seconds

Bandwidth : Gi0/1(100000 Mbits), Gi0/2(100000 Mbits)

E SwitchE#show interfaces switchport backup detail

Switch Backup Interface Pairs:

ActiveInterface BackupInterface State

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 Gi0/2 Active Up/BackupStandby

Interface Pair : Gi0/1, Gi0/2

Preemption Mode : off

Preemption Delay : 35 seconds

Bandwidth : Gi0/1(100000 Mbits), Gi0/2(100000 Mbits)

Common Errors

 Other REUP pairs are configured on a configured interface.

 A configured interface is not a layer-2 physical interface or AP interface.

1.4.2 Configuring the Preemption Mode and Delay Function of REUP

Configuration Effect

 Restrict the preemptionmode and preemption delay time for REUP link switching.

Notes

 Dual link backup of REUPmust be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Optional.
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 If theactive linkneeds toalways forwardpacketsor the linkbandwidthneeds tobeused todetermine the link for forwarding
packets, the corresponding preemptionmode and delay timemust be configured.

Verification

Runtheshowinterfacesswitchportbackup[detail]commandtocheckwhetherthepreemption

mode and delay time are consistent with the configurations.

Related Commands

 Configuring thePreemptionMode of REUP

Command switchport backup interface interface-id preemption mode {forced|bandwidth|off}

Parameter

Description

interface-id: Indicates the backup interface ID.

mode: Sets the preemption mode:

forced: Indicates the forced mode.

bandwidth: Indicates the bandwidth mode.

off: Indicatesthat thepreemptionmode isoff.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The preemption modes include forced, bandwidth and off. In the bandwidth mode, an interface with a high

bandwidth isselectedfirst to transmitdata; in the forcedmode, theactive interfaceisselected first to transmitdata;

in the off mode, no preemption is performed. The default mode is off.

 Configuring theDelay Time of REUP

Command switchport backup interface interface-idpreemption delay delay-time

Parameter

Description

interface-id: Indicates the backup interface ID.

delay-time: Indicates the delay time.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Preemption delay indicates the delay time after a faulty link is recovered to the time when link switching is

performed again.

Configuration Example

 Configuring thePreemption Mode andDelay Time of REUP

Scenario Asshown inFigure1-6, thereare twoupstream links fromswitchD to switchA, whichareswitchD>switchB>

switchAandswitchD>switchC>switchA.Thereare twoupstreamlinksfromswitchEtoswitchA,whichareswitch

E > switch B > switch A and switch E > switch C > switch A.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the preemptionmode tobandwidth on the accessswitchD (E) and the delay time to 40s.

D SwitchD> enable

SwitchD# configure terminal

SwitchD(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface gi 0/2 preemption mode bandwidth
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SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface gi 0/2 preemption delay 40

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

E SwitchE> enable

SwitchE# configure terminal

SwitchD(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface gi 0/2 preemption mode bandwidth

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface gi 0/2 preemption delay 40

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

Verification  Check the dual link backup information configured for switchD (E).

D SwitchD#show interfaces switchport backup detail

Switch Backup Interface Pairs:

ActiveInterface BackupInterface State

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 Gi0/2 Active Up/BackupStandby

Interface Pair : Gi0/1, Gi0/2

PreemptionMode:bandwidth

PreemptionDelay : 40 seconds

Bandwidth : Gi0/1(100000 Mbits), Gi0/2(100000 Mbits)

E SwitchE#show interfaces switchport backup detail

Switch Backup Interface Pairs:

ActiveInterface BackupInterface State

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 Gi0/2 Active Up/BackupStandby

Interface Pair : Gi0/1, Gi0/2

PreemptionMode:bandwidth

PreemptionDelay : 40 seconds

Bandwidth : Gi0/1(100000 Mbits), Gi0/2(100000 Mbits)

Common Errors
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 A configured interface is not a layer-2 physical interface or AP interface.

1.4.3 ConfiguringMACAddressUpdate

Configuration Effect

 Rapidly delete and updateMACaddresses of an interface during link switching tomake packet convergence faster.

Notes

 Dual link backup of REUPmust be configured.

 Eachdevicecanbeconfiguredwithamaximumof8addressupdategroups.Eachaddressupdategroupcanhaveamaximum
of 8member interfaces and an interface can belong tomultiple address update groups.

Configuration Steps

 Mandatory.

 If there is no special requirement, theMAC address update function should be configured.

Verification

Runtheshowmac-address-tableupdategroup [detail]commandtoviewtheupdategroup

configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring theMACAddress Update Group ID of a Switch

Command mac-address-table update group [group-num]

Parameter

Description

group-num: Indicates the MAC address update group ID.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Inorder to reducelarge floodingcausedbyMACaddressupdatewhichmayaffectnormaldata transmissionof the

switch,weaddasettingofaMACaddressupdategroup.Onlyafterall interfacesonaswitchingpathareaddedto

thesameMACaddress update group, transmission of downlink data canbe rapidly recovered.

 EnablingSending ofMACAddress Update Messages

Command mac-address-table move update transit

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Command Mode

Usage Guide Toreduce linkswitchingand lossof downlinkdata streams,youneed toenable sendingofMACaddressupdate

messages on a switch that performs switching.

 EnablingSending of theVLAN IDofMACAddress UpdateMessages

Command mac-address-table move update transit vlanvid

Parameter vid: Indicates the VLAN ID for sending MAC address update messages.
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Description

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AftersendingofMACaddressupdatemessagesisenabled,MACaddressupdatemessagescanbesent touplink

devices during link switching.

Configure the maximum number of MAC address update packets sent per second.

 Configuring theMaximumNumber ofMACAddress Update Packets Sent Per Second

Command mac-address-table move update max-update-ratepkts-per-second

Parameter

Description

pkts-per-second: Indicates the maximum number of MAC address update packets sent per second. The value ranges

from 0 to 32000. The default value is 150.

Command

Mode

Configuration mode

Usage Guide Duringlinkswitching,REUPsendsMACaddressupdatepacketsofaspecifiedquantitytouplinkdevicespersecond

to recover the downlink data transmission of the uplink device.

 EnablingReceiving of MACAddress Update Messages

Command mac-address-table move update receive

Parameter

Description

-

Command

Mode

Configuration mode

Usage Guide Duringswitchingofdual linkbackup,downlinkdatastreamsmaybe lostsince theMACaddress tableof theuplink

switch is not updated in real time. In order to reduce lossof layer-2data streams, you need toupdate theMAC

addresstableoftheuplinkswitch.Inthiscase,youneedtoenablereceivingofMACaddressupdatemessagesonthe

uplink switch.

 Configuring theVLANRange for ProcessingMACAddress UpdateMessages

Command mac-address-table move update receive vlanvlan-range

Parameter

Description

vlan-range: Indicates the VLAN range for processing MAC address update messages.

Command

Mode

Configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to disable the function for processing MAC address updatemessages on certain VLANs. For a

VLAN disabled with the function for processing MAC address updatemessages,MAC address update packets can be

usedtorecoverthedownlinktransmissionofuplinkdevices;however,theconvergenceperformanceforlinkfaults

will be decreased.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringMACAddressUpdate

Scenario Asshown inFigure1-6, thereare twoupstream links fromswitchD to switchA,whichareswitchD>switchB>

switchAandswitchD>switchC>switchA.Thereare twoupstreamlinksfromswitchEtoswitchA,whichareswitch

E > switch B > switch A and switch E > switch C > switch A.
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Configuration

Steps

 Enable sending of MACaddress updatemessages on the access switchD (E).

 Enable receiving of MAC address update packets on switch B (C).

 Addall interfaces on the REUP switching path to the sameMACaddress update group.

 In theenvironment,Gi0/1andGi0/3of switchBare the interfaceson theswitchingpathof switchD'suplink,

andGi0/3andGi0/2aretheinterfacesontheswitchingpathofswitchE'suplink.YoucanaddinterfacesGi0/1,

Gi0/2andGi0/3 to thesameaddressupdategroup.Similarly,youcanobtain theconfigurationof switchC.

 Enable receiving of MACaddress update packets on switch A.

 Addall interfaceson theREUPswitching pathof switchA to thesameMACaddress update group.

D SwitchD> enable

SwitchD# configure terminal

SwitchD(config)# mac-address-table move update transit

SwitchD(config)# exit

E SwitchE> enable

SwitchE# configure terminal

SwitchE((config)# mac-address-table move update transit

SwitchE(config)# exit

B SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# mac-address-table move update receive

SwitchB(config)# interface range gigabitEthernet 0/1 -3

SwitchB(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk

SwitchB(config-if-range)# mac-address-table update group 1

SwitchB(config-if-range)# end

C SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# mac-address-table move update receive

SwitchB(config)# interface range gigabitEthernet 0/1 -3

SwitchB(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk

SwitchB(config-if-range)# mac-address-table update group 1

SwitchB(config-if-range)# end
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A SwitchA# configure terminal

SwitchA(config)# mac-address-table move update receive

SwitchA(config)# interface range gigabitEthernet 0/1 -2

SwitchA(config-if-range)# switchport mode trunk

SwitchA(config-if-range)# mac-address-table update group 1

SwitchA(config-if-range)# end

Verification Check the information about the address update groups on switches D, E, C, B and A.

D SwitchD# show run | incl mac-ad

mac-address-table move update transit

E SwitchE# show run | incl mac-ad

mac-address-table move update transit

B SwitchB# show mac-address-table update group detail

show mac-address-table update group detailMac-address-table Update Group:1

Received mac-address-table update message count:0

Groupmember ReceiveCount LastReceiveSwitch-ID Receive Time

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 0 0000.0000.0000

Gi0/2 0 0000.0000.0000

Gi0/3 0 0000.0000.0000

C SwitchC# show mac-address-table update group detail

Mac-address-table Update Group:1

Received mac-address-table update message count:0

Groupmember ReceiveCount LastReceiveSwitch-ID Receive Time

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 0 0000.0000.0000

Gi0/2 0 0000.0000.0000

Gi0/3 0 0000.0000.0000

A SwitchA# show mac-address-table update group detail

Mac-address-table Update Group:1

Received mac-address-table update message count:0

Groupmember ReceiveCount LastReceiveSwitch-ID Receive Time
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0000.0000.00000Gi0/2

0000.0000.00000Gi0/1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Common Errors

 A configured interface is not a layer-2 physical interface or AP interface.

1.4.4 ConfiguringVLANLoadBalance

Configuration Effect

 Maximize the utilization of link bandwidth.

Notes

 Dual link backup of REUPmust be configured.

 The Access interface cannot be shared byVLAN load balance and STP.

 ForinterfacessuccessfullyconfiguredwithVLANloadbalance,youcannotmodifytheattributesoftheinterfacesbutcan
modify theVLAN attributes of the interfaces.

Configuration Steps

 If maximizing bandwidth utilization is not required, this configuration is optional.

 If there is a requirement forVLAN load balance, corresponding configuration must be performed.

Verification

Run the show interfaces switchport backup [detail] command to check whether VLAN load balance is

configured.

Related Commands

 Configuring VLANLoad Balance

Command switchport backup interface interface-id prefer instance instance-range

Parameter

Description

interface-id: Indicates the backup interface ID.

instance-range: Indicates the load instance range of the backup interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide You can modify the mapping between instances and VLANs by using the instance mapping function of MSTP.

Configuration Example

 Configuring VLANLoad Balance

Scenario Asshown inFigure1-6, thereare twoupstream links fromswitchD to switchA,whichareswitchD>switchB>

switchAandswitchD>switchC>switchA.Thereare twoupstreamlinksfromswitchEtoswitchA,whichareswitch

E > switch B > switch A and switch E > switch C > switch A.

Configuration  ConfigureinstancemappingsonswitchD(E) tomapVLAN1to instance1,VLAN2to instance2,VLAN3to
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Steps instance 3, and VLAN 4 to instance 4. For details, see the MSTP Configuration Guide.

 Configure theVLAN load balance function on switch D (E).

D SwitchD> enable

SwitchD# configure terminal

SwitchD(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode trunk

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface gi0/2 prefer instance 2

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

E SwitchE> enable

SwitchE# configure terminal

SwitchE(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchE(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# switchport mode trunk

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport backup interface gi0/2 prefer instance 4

SwitchD(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

Verification  Check the dual link backup information configured for switchD (E).

D SwitchD#show interfaces switchport backup detail

Switch Backup Interface Pairs:

ActiveInterface BackupInterface State

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 Gi0/2 Active Up/BackupUp

InstancesPreferredonActive Interface: Instance 0-1,3-64

Mapping VLAN1,3-4094

InstancesPreferred onBackup Interface: Instance 2

Mapping VLAN2

Interface Pair : Gi0/1, Gi0/2

Preemption Mode : balance

Preemption Delay : 35 seconds

Bandwidth : Gi0/1(800 kbits), Gi0/2(100000 kbits)
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E SwitchE#show interfaces switchport backup detail

Switch Backup Interface Pairs:

ActiveInterface BackupInterface State

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gi0/1 Gi0/2 Active Up/BackupUp

InstancesPreferredonActive Interface: Instance 0-3,5-64

Mapping VLAN1-3,5-4094

InstancesPreferred onBackup Interface: Instance 4

Mapping VLAN4

Interface Pair : Gi0/1, Gi0/2

Preemption Mode : balance

Preemption Delay : 35 seconds

Bandwidth : Gi0/1(800 kbits), Gi0/2(100000 kbits)

Common Errors

 Themappings betweenVLAN IDs and instances are not configured.

1.4.5 ConfiguringLinkTracking

ConfigurationEffect

 Afterdetecting that theupstreamlink isdisconnected, forciblydisconnect thedownstreamlinkso that linkswitchingcanbe
performed.

Notes

 Dual link backup of REUPmust be configured.

 For the linkstatetracking function,each interfacebelongs toonlyone linkstate trackinggroupandeachdevicecanbe
configuredwithupto2linkstatetrackinggroups.Each linkstatetrackinggroupcanhave8upstreaminterfacesand256

downstream interfaces.

Configuration Steps

 Mandatory.

 If there is no special requirement, the uplink tracking function should be configured.

Verification
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Run the show link state group command to view the configured link tracking information.

Related Commands

 Enabling a Link State Tracking Group

Command link state track [ num]

Parameter

Description

num: Indicates the ID of a link state tracking group.

Command

Mode

Configuration mode

Usage Guide You can create a link tracking group and then add an interface to the specified tracking group.

 Enabling the Downlink Delay Up for a Link State TrackingGroup

Command link state track num up-delay timer

Parameter

Description

num: Indicates the ID of a link state tracking group.

timer: Indicates the downlink delay up time, which is 0s by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide You must enable the delay function so that the downstream link can be up after the delay.

 Adding an interface to a Link TrackingGroup

Command ink stategroup num {upstream | downstream}

Parameter

Description

num: Indicates the ID of a link state tracking group.

upstream: Adds the interface as an upstream interface of the tracking group.

downstream: Adds the interface as a downstream interface of the tracking group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide You can create a link tracking group and then add an interface to the specified tracking group.

Configuration Example

 Configuring a Link Tracking Group

Scenario Asshown inFigure1-6, thereare twoupstream links fromswitchD to switchA, whichareswitchD>switchB>

switchAandswitchD>switchC>switchA.Thereare twoupstreamlinksfromswitchEtoswitchA,whichareswitch

E > switch B > switch A and switch E > switch C > switch A.

Configuration

Steps

 Create link tracking group 1 on switchB (C).

 OnswitchB(C),addtheinterfacesGi0/1andGi0/2asdownstreaminterfacesofthelinktrackinggroupand

add the interfaceGi0/3 as an upstream interface of the link tracking group.
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B SwitchB> enable

SwitchB# configure terminal

SwitchB(config)# link state track 1

SwitchB(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#link state group 1 downstreamSwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

SwitchB(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# link state group 1 downstream

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

SwitchB(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#link state group 1 upstream

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

C SwitchC> enable

SwitchC# configure terminal

SwitchC(config)# link state track 1

SwitchC(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchC(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#link state group 1 downstreamSwitchC(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

SwitchC(config)# interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/2

SwitchC(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)# link state group 1 downstream

SwitchC(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

SwitchC(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

SwitchC(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#link state group 1 upstream

SwitchC(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

Verification Check the link tracking group information configured for switch B (C).

B SwitchB#show link state group

LinkStateGroup:1 Status:enabled,Down

Upstream Interfaces :Gi0/3(Down)

DownstreamInterfaces :Gi0/2(Down)

Common Errors

 Interfaces are added to a link tracking group when the link tracking group is not enabled.
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1.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the dual link backup information of

REUP.

show interfaces[ interface-id]switchport backup [detail]

Displays the configurations of an MAC address

update group.

show mac-address-table update group [detail]

Displays the REUP statistics about sent MAC

address update messages.

show mac-address-table move update

Displays the information about a link state

tracking group.

show link state group

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Enables all REUP debugging. debug reup all

Debugs the normal running process of REUP. debug reup process

DebugsMACaddressupdatemessagesofREUP. debug reup packet

DebugsMACaddressupdatepacketsofREUP. debug reup macupdt

Debugs hot backup. debug reup ha

Debugs errors occurring in REUP running. debug reup error

Debugs received events. debug reup evnet

Debugs statistics when show operations are

performed.

debug reup status

2 Configuring RLDP

2.1 Overview

TheRapidLinkDetectionProtocol(RLDP)achieves rapiddetectionofunidirectional linkfailures,

directional forwarding failuresanddownlink loop failuresof anEthernet.Whena failure is found,

relevant portswillbeclosedautomaticallyaccording tofailuretreatmentconfigurationor theuserwill

be notified tomanually close theports toavoidwrong flow forwarding or anEthernet layer-2 loop.

2.2 Applications

Application Description

Unidirectional Link Detection Detect a unidirectional link failure.

Bidirectional Forwarding Detection Detect a bidirectional link failure.

Downlink Loop Detection Detect a link loop.
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A and B are layer-2 or layer-3 switches.

TheTxofPortAofA isconnected totheRxofPortBofB.

TheRxofPortAofA isconnected to theTxofPortBofB.

2.2.1 Unidirectional LinkDetection

Scenario

Asshown in the following figure,A isconnected toBviaoptical fiber.The two linesare theTxandRx

linesofoptical fiber.Unidirectional linkdetectionisenabledonAandB. Ifanyof theTxofPortA,Rxof

PortB,TxofPortBandRxofPortA fails,aunidirectional failurewillbedetectedand treatedunder the

RLDP.If the failure iseliminated, theadministratormaymanuallyrestoretheRLDPonAandBand

resume detection.

Figure 2-1

Deployment

 Global RLDP is enabled.

 Configure unidirectional link detection under Port A and Port B and define amethod for failure treatment.

2.2.2 Bidirectional ForwardingDetection

Scenario

Asshown in the following figure,A isconnected toBviaoptical fiber,and the two linesareTxandRx

linesofoptical fiber.Unidirectional linkdetectionisenabledonAandB. If theTxofPortA,RxofPortB,

RxofPortAandTxofPortBall fail,abidirectional failurewillbedetectedandtreatedunder theRLDP.If

the failure iseliminated, theadministratormaymanually restore theRLDPonAandBand resume

detection.

Figure2-2

A and B are layer-2 or layer-3 switches.

TheTxofPortAofA isconnected totheRxofPortBofB.

TheRxofPortAofAisconnected totheTxofPortBofB.

Deployment

Remarks

Remarks
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A, B and C are layer-2 or layer-3 switches.

A, B and C are interconnected via exchange ports.

 Global RLDP is enabled.

 Configure BFD under Port A and Port B and define amethod for failure treatment.

2.2.3 Downlink LoopDetection

Scenario

Asshown in the following figure,A,BandCareconnect intoa loop.Downlink loopdetection isenabled

on A, and a loop is detected and treated.

Figure 2-3

Deployment

 Global RLDP is enabled on A.

 Configure downlink loop detection on theGi 2/0/1 and Gi 2/0/9 ports of A, and define amethod for failure treatment.

2.3 Features

MostEthernet linkdetectionmechanismsdetect linkconnectivity throughautomaticphysical-layer

negotiation. However, in some cases devices are connected on the physical layer and operate normally

but layer-2linkcommunicationisdisabledorabnormal.TheRLDPrecognizesaneighbordeviceand

detectsalinkfailurethroughexchangingProbpackets,EchopacketsorLooppacketswiththedevice.

Basic Concepts

 Unidirectional LinkFailure

Aunidirectionallinkfailureoccursincaseofacross-connectedopticalfiber,adisconnectedopticalfiber,

anopen-circuitoptical fiber,one open-circuit line ina twisted-pair cable, or unidirectional opencircuit

ofan intermediatedevicebetween twodevices. Insuchcases,oneendof a link isconnectedand the

otherdisconnectedso that flow is forwardedwronglyor a loopguardprotocol (for example, theSTP)

fails.

 Bidirectional LinkFailure

Remarks
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A bidirectional link failure occurs in case of two optical fibers, two open-circuit lines in a

twisted-paircable,orbidirectionalopencircuitofanintermediatedevicebetweentwodevices.Insuch

cases, the both ends of a link are disconnected so that flow is forwardedwrongly.

 Loop Failure

A downlink device is wrongly connected to form a loop, resulting in a broadcast storm.

 RLDP Packet

The RLDP defines three types of packets: Prob packets, Echo packets and Loop packets.

 Probpacketsarelayer-2multicastpacketsforneighbornegotiation,andunidirectionalorbidirectionallinkdetection.The
defaultencapsulationformatisSNAP,whichchangesautomaticallytoEthernetIIifaneighborsendsEthernetIIpackets.

 Echo packets are layer-2 unicast packets as response to Prob packets and used for unidirectional or bidirectional link detection.
Thedefaultencapsulationformat isSNAP,whichchangesautomaticallytoEthernetII ifaneighborsendsEthernetIIpackets.

 Loop packets are layer-2 multicast packets for downlink loop detection. They can only be received. The default encapsulation
format isSNAP.

 RLDPDetection Interval andMaximum Detection Times

Adetection interval and themaximumdetection timescanbe configured for theRLDP.Adetection

intervaldetermines theperiodofsendingProbpacketsandLooppackets.Whenadevicereceivesa

Prob packet, it replies with an Echo packet immediately. A detection interval and the maximum

detection timesdetermine themaximumdetection time (equal toa detection interval × themaximum

detection times+1) for unidirectional or bidirectional link detection. If neither ProbnorEchopacket

fromaneighbor can be receivedwithin themaximumdetection time, the treatmentof unidirectional or

bidirectional failure will be triggered.

 RLDP NeighborNegotiation

Whenconfiguredwithunidirectional orbidirectional linkdetection,aport can learnapeer-enddevice

as its neighbor. One port may learn one neighbor, which is variable. If negotiation is enabled,

unidirectional or bidirectional link detection starts after a port finds a neighbor through negotiation,

whichsucceedswhenaportreceivesaProbpacketfromtheneighbor.However,iftheRLDPisenabled

underafailure, theport cannot learnaneighborsothatdetectioncannotstart. In thiscase, recover the

link state before enabling the RLDP.

 Treatment for Failed Port under RLDP

 Warning:OnlyprintSyslogtoindicateafailedportandafailuretype.

 ShutdownSVI:PrintSyslog,andtheninquireanSVIaccordingtotheAccessVLANorNativeVLANofaportandshutdownthe
SVI if the port is a physical exchange port or layer-2 APmember port.

 Port violation: Print Syslog, and configure a failed port as in violation state, and the port will enter Linkdown statephysically.

 Block: Print Syslog, and configure the forward state of a port as Block, and the port will not forward packets.

 Monitor: Print Syslog, and monitor the port state in real time, and notify other modules of the port state.
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 Recovery of Failed Port under RLDP

 Manual reset: Manually reset all failed ports to initialized state and restart link detection.

 Manualorautomaticerrdisablerecovery:Recoverall failedportstoinitializedstatemanuallyorregularly(30sbydefaultand
configurable) and restart link detection.

 Automatic recovery:Underunidirectional orbidirectional linkdetection, if the treatment for failedports isnotspecifiedasport
violation, recover ports to initialized state based onProb packets and restart link detection.

 Automaticrldperror-recoverinterval:Enablethedevicetorecoverallfailedportstoinitializedstateregularly(Configurable)
and restart linkdetection.

 Port State under RLDP

 normal: Indicates the state of a port after link detection is enabled.

 error: Indicates the state of a port after a unidirectional or bidirectional link failure or a loop failure is detected.

 Overview

Feature Description

Deploying RLDP

Detection

Enable unidirectional or bidirectional link detection or downlink loop detection for failures and implement

treatment.

2.3.1 Deploying RLDPDetection

TheRLDPprovidesunidirectional linkdetection,bidirectional forwardingdetectionanddownlink loop

detection.

Working Principle

 Unidirectional LinkDetection

Whenthisfunctionisenabled,aportsendsProbpacketsandreceivesEchopacketsfromaneighbor

regularlyaswellasreceivingProbpacketsfromaneighborandreplyingwithEchopackets.Withinthe

maximumdetection time, if the port receivesProbpacketsbut noEchopackets,or noneof them,

treatment for a unidirectional failure will be triggered and detection will stop.

 Bidirectional ForwardingDetection

Whenthisfunctionisenabled,aportsendsProbpacketsandreceivesEchopacketsfromaneighbor

regularlyaswellasreceivingProbpacketsfromaneighborandreplyingwithEchopackets.Withinthe

maximumdetectiontime,if theport receivesneitherProbpacketsnorEchopacketsfromaneighbor,

treatment for a bidirectional failurewill be triggered and detection will stop.

 Downlink LoopDetection

Whenthisfunctionisenabled,aportsendsLooppacketsregularly.Inthefollowingcases,aloopfailure

willbetriggeredafter thesameportoradifferentport receivesthepackets: inonecase, theegressand

ingressportsare thesameroutedport or layer-3APmemberport; inanothercase, theegressand

ingressportsareexchangeportsor layer-2APmemberports inasamedefaultVLANandinForward

state.Treatment for the failure will be implemented and detection will stop.
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Related Configuration

 Configuring RLDPDetection

By default, RLDP detection is disabled.

Youmayrun theglobalcommand rldpenableor the interfacecommand rldpport toenableRLDP

detection and specify a detection type and treatment.

You may run the rldp neighbor-negotiation command to neighbor negotiation, the rldp

detect-interval tospecifyadetectioninterval, therldpdetect-max tospecifydetection times, therldp

error-recover interval to recover failedports regularly, or the rldpreset to recover a failedport.

2.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic RLDP

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to enableRLDPdetection under global configurationmode.

rldp enable Enables global RLDP detection on all ports.

(Mandatory)It isusedtospecifyunder interfaceconfigurationmodeadetectiontypeand
failure treatment for an interface.

rldp port
EnablesRLDPdetectiononaportandspecifies

a detection type and failure treatment.

(Optional)It isusedtoconfigureadetection interval,detection timesandneighbornegotiation
under global configuration mode.

rldp detect-interval Modifies global RLDP parameters on all ports,

such as the detection interval, maximum

detection timesand neighbor negotiation.

rldp detect-max

rldp neighbor-negotiation

rldp error-recover interval
Configures the time interval for recovering

failedports.This function isdisabledbydefault.

(Optional) It is used under privileged mode.

rldp reset Recovers all ports.

2.4.1 Configuring Basic RLDP Functions

Configuration Effect

 EnableRLDP unidirectional link detection, bidirectional forwarding detection, or downlink loop detection todiscover failures.

Notes

 Loopdetection iseffective toallmemberports ofanAPwhenconfiguredononeof theports.Unidirectional linkdetectionand
bidirectional forwarding detection are effective only on an APmember port.

 The loopdetectiononaphysicalportaddedtoanAPshall beconfiguredthesameasthatof theothermemberports.Thereare
threecases. First, if loopdetection is not configuredon anewly-addedport but on theexistingmember ports, thenewport
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adopts theconfigurationanddetection resultsof theexistingports.Second, if anewly-addedportand theexistingmember

ports havedifferent loopdetectionconfiguration, thenewport adopts theconfigurationanddetection resultsof theexisting

ports.

 WhenconfiguringtheRLDPonanAPport,youmayconfigurefailuretreatmentonlyas"shutdown-port",towhichother
configurations will bemodified.

 When"shutdown-port" isconfiguredonaport,RLDPdetection cannotbe restored incaseofa failure.After troubleshooting,
youmayrunthe rldpresetorerrdisablerecoverycommandtorestoretheportand resumedetection.Forconfigurationof the

errdisable recovery command, please refer to the SWITCH-INTF-SCG.doc.

ConfigurationSteps

 Enabling RLDP

 Mandatory.

 Enable RLDP detection on all ports under global configuration mode.

 Enabling NeighborNegotiation

 Optional.

 Enable the function under global configurationmode, and port detectionwill be started under successful neighbor negotiation.

 Configuring Detection Interval

 Optional.

 Specify a detection interval under global configuration mode.

 ConfiguringMaximumDetection Times

 Optional.

 Specify the maximum detection times under global configuration mode.

 Configuring a Time Interval for Recovering Failed Ports

 Optional.

 Configure the time interval for recovering the failed port under global configuration mode.

 Configuring Detection under Port

 Mandatory.

 Configure unidirectional RLDP detection, bidirectional RLDP detection or downlink loop detection under interface
configurationmode, and specify failure treatment.

 Restoring All Failed Ports

 Optional.

 Enable this function under privilegedmode to restore all failed ports and resume detection.
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Verification

 Display the information of global RLDP,port and neighbor.

Related Commands

 ModifyingGlobal RLDP Detection Parameters

Command rldp { detect-interval interval | detect-max num | neighbor-negotiation }

Parameter

Description

detect-interval interval: Indicates a detection interval.

detect-max num: Indicates detection times.

neighbor-negotiation: Indicates neighbor negotiation.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Modify all RLDP parameters on all ports when necessary.

 ConfiguringATime Interval for Recovering Failed Ports

Command rldp error-recover interval interval

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicatesarecovery interval.Theunit issecond.Therange isfrom30to86400.Thisfunction isdisabledby

default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isused toconfigurea time interval for recovering thestate (Error state)of failedports. If the loop is

eliminated, the topology environment will be automatically recovered.

 Enabling RLDP Detection on Interface

Command rldpport{unidirection-detect |bidirection-detect | loop-detect}{warning|shutdown-svi |shutdown-port |

block | monitor }

Parameter

Description

unidirection-detect: Indicates unidirectional link detection.

bidirection-detect: Indicates bidirectional forwarding detection.

loop-detect: Indicates downlink loop detection.

warning: Indicate the failure treatment is warning.

shutdown-svi: Indicate the failure treatment is closing the SVI that the interface is on.

shutdown-port: Indicates the failure treatment is port violation.

block: Indicates the failure treatment is disabling learning and forwarding of a port.

monitor: Indicates the failure treatment is monitoring the port state.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The interfaces include layer-2 switch ports, layer-3 routed ports, layer-2 AP member ports, and layer-3 AP member

ports.

PortsonwhichRLDPisenabledtohandledownlink loopfailuresarerandom.Forexample,RLDPdownlinkloop

detection is configured onboth downlinkports A andB, and the configured failurehandlingmode of port A is

warningwhile that of port B isshutdown-port.When there is adownlink loopbetweenport Aandport B, port A

may detect the downlink loop failure prior to port B. After port A completes failure handling according to the
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configuration, it no longer sendspackets todetect thedownlink loopstatus.PortB fails todetect thedownlink loop

failurebecause itdoesnot receivea loopdetectionpacket fromportA, but thedownlink loopactuallypersists. If a

detecteddownlink loopneeds tobeactually removed inapplicationscenarios,downlinkports in thesame loop

mustbe restricted touse aconsistent loop failurehandlingmode and the loop failurehandlingmode cannot be

warning.

Themonitorpolicycanbeconfigured for theunidirectional linkdetection inorder tocorrelatewithERPS (Ethernet

Ring Protection Switching).

 ModifyingGlobal RLDP Detection Parameters

Command rldp {detect-interval interval | detect-max num | neighbor-negotiation }

Parameter

Description

detect-interval interval: Indicates a detection interval.

detect-max num: Indicates detection times.

neighbor-negotiation: Indicates neighbor negotiation.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Modify all RLDP parameters on all ports when necessary.

 Recovering FailedPort

Command rldp reset

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged mode

Usage Guide Recover all failed ports to initialized state and resume detection.

 Displaying RLDP State Information

Command show rldp [ interface interface-name ]

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the interface to display information of.

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Display RLDP state information.

Configuration Example

 Enabling RLDP Detection in Ring Topology

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,theaggregationandaccesssectionsareinaringtopology.TheSTPisenabledonall

devices toprevent loopand provide redundancy protection.Toavoidaunidirectional or bidirectional link failure

resulting in STP failure, RLDP unidirectional and bidirectional link detection is enabled between aggregation devices

aswellasbetweenanaggregationdeviceand theaccessdevice.Toavoid loopduetowrongdownlinkconnectionof

theaggregationdevices,enableRLDPdownlink loopdetectionon thedownlinkportsof theaggregationdevices

andof theaccessdevice.Toavoid loopdue towrongdownlink connectionof theaccessdevice,enableRLDP

downlink loop detection on the downlink ports of the access device.
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Figure 2-4

Configuration

Steps

 SWAandSWBareaggregationdevices, andSWC is an access device. Users connected toSWC.SWA, SWB

andSWCarestructuredinaringtopology,andtheSTPisenabledoneachofthem.ForSTPconfiguration,refer

to relevant configuration guide.

 EnabletheRLDPonSWA,enableunidirectionalandbidirectional linkdetectiononthetwoports,andenable

loop detection on the downlink port.

 EnabletheRLDPonSWB,enableunidirectionalandbidirectional linkdetectiononthetwoports,andenable

loop detection on the downlink port.

 Enable theRLDPonSWC,enableunidirectional andbidirectional linkdetectionon the twouplinkports,and

enable loop detection on the two downlink ports.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#rldp enable

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 2/0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/0/1)#rldpportunidirection-detectshutdown-port

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/0/1)#rldpportbidirection-detectshutdown-port

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/0/1)#exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 2/0/9

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/0/1)#rldpportunidirection-detectshutdown-port

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/0/1)#rldpportbidirection-detectshutdown-port

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/0/1)#rldp port loop-detect shutdown-port

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/0/1)#exit

B ApplytheconfigurationonSWA.

C C#configure terminal

C(config)#rldp enable

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/49

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/49)#rldp port unidirection-detect shutdown-port

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/49)#rldp port bidirection-detect shutdown-port

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/49)# exit

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/50
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C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/50)#rldp port unidirection-detect shutdown-port

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/50)#rldp port bidirection-detect shutdown-port

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/50)#exit

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/1)#rldpport loop-detectshutdown-port

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

C(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/2)#rldpport loop-detectshutdown-port

C(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

Verification  Check theRLDP information onSWA,SWBand SWC.TakeSWA for example.

A A#show rldp

rldp state :enable

rldp hello interval: 3

rldpmax hello 2

rldp local bridge : 00d0.f822.33aa

-----------------------------------

Interface GigabitEthernet 2/0/1

port state : normal

neighbor bridge :00d0.f800.51b1

neighbor port :GigabitEthernet2/0/1

unidirection detect information:

action: shutdown-port

state :normal

bidirectiondetect information:

action: shutdown-port

state :normal

Interface GigabitEthernet 2/0/9

port state : normal

neighbor bridge :00d0.f800.41b0

neighbor port : GigabitEthernet 0/49

unidirection detect information:

action: shutdown-port

state : normal
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bidirection detect information:

action: shutdown-port

state : normal

loop detect information:

action: shutdown-port

state : normal

Common Errors

 RLDP functions and privatemulticast address authentication orTPP are enabled at the same time.

 Neighbornegotiationisnotenabledwhenconfiguringunidirectionalorbidirectional linkdetection.TheRLDPshouldbe
enabled on a neighbor device, or otherwise a unidirectional or bidirectional failurewill be detected.

 IfRLDPdetection isconfigured tobe implementedafterneighbornegotiationwhileconfiguringunidirectional orbidirectional
linkdetection, detectioncannot be implementedasnoneighbor canbe learneddue toa link failure. In thissituation, youare

suggested to recover the link state first.

 Youare suggested not to specify the failure treatment as Shutdown SVI under a routed port.

 Youaresuggestednot tospecify the failure treatmentasBlock foraport, onwhicha loopprotectionprotocol isenabled, for
example, theSTP.

2.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays RLDP state. show rldp [ interface interface-name ]

3 Configuring DLDP

3.1 Overview

The Data Link Detection Protocol (DLDP) is a protocol used to quickly detect faulty Ethernet links.

AtypicalEthernet linkdetectionmechanismdetectsphysical linkconnectivitythroughautonegotiation

at thephysical layer.Suchamechanismhas limitationswhendetectingLayer-3datacommunication

exceptions despite normal physical connections.

DLDP provides reliable Layer-3 link detection information. After detecting a faulty link, DLDP shuts

down the logical stateof Layer-3ports to realize fast Layer-3 protocol convergence.

3.2 Applications

Application Description

Intra-NetworkSegmentDLDPDetection The source IP address of the detected port and the detected IP address are in the same
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Device A and Device C are switches.

Gi0/1andGi0/2areLayer-3portsinthesamenetworksegment.

B isanetwork inthesamenetworksegmentasGi0/1andGi0/2.

Device A, Device B, and Device D are switches.

Gi 0/1 and Gi 0/4 are Layer-3 ports in different network segments.

network segment.

Inter-NetworkSegmentDLDPDetection The source IP address of the detected port and the detected IP address are in different

network segments.

3.2.1 Intra-NetworkSegment DLDP Detection

Scenario

This section describes the basic DLDP application scenario where the source IP address of the detected

port and the detected IP address are in the same network segment.

InFigure3-1, theGi0/1Layer-3portonSwitchAandtheGi0/2Layer-3port onSwitchCarein thesame

networksegment.Todetect theLayer-3 linkconnectivity fromGi0/1 toGi0/2,enableDLDPonGi0/1or

Gi 0/2.

Figure 3-1

Deployment

 Enable DLDP on Gi 0/1 or Gi 0/2.

3.2.2 Inter-Network Segment DLDPDetection

Scenario

This section describes the DLDP application scenario where the source IP address of the detected port

and the detected IP address are in different network segments.

InFigure3-2 theGi0/1Layer-3port onSwitchAandtheGi0/4Layer-3portonSwitchDareindifferent

networksegments.Todetect theLayer-3 linkconnectivityfromGi0/1toGi0/4,enableDLDPonGi0/1

and configure theDLDPnext-hop IPaddress (IPaddress of theGi0/2 port onSwitchB).

Figure 3-2

Remarks

Remarks
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Deployment

 Enable DLDP onGi 0/1 and configure the DLDP next-hop IP address.

3.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 DLDPDetection Interval and Retransmission Times

Detection interval: Indicates the interval at which DLDP detection packets (ICMP echo) are transmitted.

Retransmission times: Indicate the maximum times DLDP detection packets can be retransmitted in the

case of a DLDP detection failure.

Whenanetworkdevicedoesnot receivea reply packet from thepeerendwithin theperiodof the

detectionintervalmultipliedbytheretransmissiontimes, thedevicedeterminesthataLayer-3link

failureoccursandshutsdown thelogicalstateof itsLayer-3port (despitethenormalphysical link

connection).WhenLayer-3linkconnectivityisrecovered,thedevicerestoresitsLayer-3porttoUp

logical state.

 DLDP DetectionModes

Active mode and passive mode are two DLDP detection modes.

Active mode (default): ICMP detection packets are sent actively.

Passivemode: ICMP detection packets are received passively.

 DLDP NextHop

Nexthop: IndicatesthenextnodeconnectedtothedetectedIPaddressininter-networksegmentDLDP

detection.

In some cases, DLDP needs to detect IP reachability in non-directly connected network segments. You

need to configure thenext-hop IPaddress for the detectedport toallowDLDP toobtain the next-hop

MACaddress through an ARPpacket before sending a correct ICMPpacket.

In this situation, youneed toavoid the returnof the replypacket fromanother link; otherwise,DLDPwill

misjudge that the detected port does not receive an ICMP reply.

 DLDP RecoveryTimes

Recovery times: Indicate the times DLDP needs to receive consecutive reply packets (ICMP reply) before

it can determine link failure recovery.

Insomecases, linkdetectionmaybeunstable.Forexample,a link isonly intermittentlypingable. In this

case,DLDPrepeatedlychangesthelinkstatusbetweenUpandDown,whichmayfurtherdestabilizethe

ring network.

Recovery times indicate the times DLDP needs to receive consecutive reply packets before DLDP can set

the link inDownstate toUp.Thedefault recovery timesare three times, indicating that the linkneeds to

besuccessfullypinged three timesbefore it is set toUp.The recovery timessetting reduces link
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detection sensitivity but increases stability. Related parameters are adjustable according to the network

condition.

 DLDPBoundMACAddress

Bound MAC address: Indicates the MAC address bound to the detected IP address.

Inacomplexnetworkenvironment,DLDPmayobtainaninvalidMACaddressifthedetectedlinkhasabnormalARPpackets

transmitted (causing ARP spoofing), which will make DLDP detection abnormal.

Toaddressthisproblem,youcanbindthedetectedIPaddress(ornext-hopIPaddress)toastaticMACaddresstoavoidaDLDPfailure

in the case of ARP spoofing.

Overview

Feature Description

DLDP Detection Detects Layer-3 link connectivity. When a Layer-3 link is abnormal, DLDP shuts down the Layer-3 port.

MAC Address Binding BindsthedetectedIPaddresstotheMACaddressof thedetecteddevicetoavoidDLDPexceptionsotherwise

caused by ARP spoofing.

Passive DLDP

Detection

Whenboth endsof thedetected linkareenabledwithDLDP,youcanconfigureoneend inpassivemode to

save bandwidth and CPU resources.

3.3.1 DLDPDetection

DLDP detects Layer-3 link connectivity.When a Layer-3 link is abnormal, DLDP shuts down the

corresponding Layer-3port.

Working Principle

AfterDLDPdetectionisenabled,DLDPsendsanARPpackettoobtaintheMACaddressandoutbound

port of thedetecteddeviceor thenext-hopdevice.ThenDLDPperiodicallysends IPv4 ICMPecho

packetstotheMACaddressandoutboundport todetect linkconnectivity. IfDLDPdoesnot receivean

IPv4ICMPreplypacketfromthedetecteddevicewithinaspecificperiod,DLDPdeterminesthat thelink

is abnormal and sets the Layer-3 port to Down.

Related Configuration

 Enabling DLDPDetection

By default, DLDP detection is disabled on ports.

Run the dldp command with the detected IP address specified to enable DLDP detection.

Youcan configure the next-hop IP address, MAC address of the detected device, transmission interval,

retransmission times, and recovery times based on the actual environment.

3.3.2 MAC AddressBinding

TheMACaddressbindingfeature isusedtobindthedetectedIPaddress(ornext-hopIPaddress)tothe

MAC address of the detected device (or next-hop device) to avoid DLDP exceptions otherwise caused by

ARP spoofing

Working Principle
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Youcan bind the detected IP address (or next-hop IP address) to a static MAC address to avoid a DLDP

failure in the case of ARP spoofing.

Related Configuration

By default, no MAC address is bound in DLDP detection.

BindtheMACaddressof thedetecteddevicewhenyourun thedldpcommandtoenableDLDP

detection.If thenext-hopIPaddressisspecified,bindtheMACaddressofthenext-hopdevice.

After DLDP detection is enabled, DLDP sends ARP packets and ICMP packets with a fixed destination IP

address and a fixed destination MAC address. If the source IP address and MAC address in the received

packetdonotmatch thebound IPaddressandMACaddress,DLDPwill not process thepacket.

3.3.3 Passive DLDPDetection

Whenbothendsof thedetected linkareenabledwithDLDP,youcanconfigureoneend inpassive

mode to save bandwidth and CPU resources.

Working Principle

After the device at the local end sends an ICMP echo packet, the peer device determines link

connectivityaccordingtothepacketreceptiontimebyusingspecificdetectionparameters,whichare

the same as those at the local end, thus saving bandwidth and CPU resources.

Related Configuration

By default, passive DLDP detection is disabled.

Run the dldp passive command to enable passive DLDP detection.

After passive DLDP detection is enabled, DLDP will return an ICMP reply packet upon receiving an ICMP

echopacket,insteadofactivelysendingICMPechopacketstothepeerend.IfDLDPdoesnotreceivean

ICMPechopacketwithin aspecific period, it determines that the link to the peer port is abnormal.

3.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Enabling DLDP Detection

(Mandatory) It is used to enable DLDPdetection in interface configurationmode.

dldp Enables DLDP detection.

(Mandatory) It is used toenable passiveDLDPdetection in interfaceconfigurationmode.

dldp passive Enables passive DLDP detection.

(Optional)Itisusedtoconfigurethedetectioninterval,retransmissiontimes,andrecovery
times of DLDP detection in global configuration mode.

dldp interval Modifies the DLDP parameters globally to apply

the modifications to DLDP detection on all

ports.

dldp retry

dldp resume
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3.4.1 EnablingDLDPDetection

ConfigurationEffect

 Detect Layer-3 link connectivity.When a Layer-3 link is abnormal, DLDP shuts down the Layer-3 port.

Notes

 DLDPsupports theconfigurationofmultipleIPaddressesonaLayer-3port.DLDPsetstheport toDownwhennoneoftheIP
addresses receivesan ICMPreply. If one IPaddress resumescommunication,DLDPsets theport toUpagain.

 DLDPuses the first IP address of the Layer-3 port as the source IP address of detection packets.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling DLDPDetection

 Mandatory.

 When you enable DLDP detection in interface configuration mode, you can configure the next-hop IP address, MAC address,
transmission interval, retransmission times, and recovery times based on the actual environment.

 Configuring aDLDP Detection Mode

 Optional.

 Youcan configure active or passiveDLDP detection in interface configurationmode based on the actual environment.

 IfDLDPdetectionneedstobeenabledatbothendsofaLayer-3 link,youcanconfigurepassiveDLDPdetectionatoneendto
save bandwidth and CPU resources.

 ConfiguringDLDP Parameters Globally

 Optional.

 YoucanmodifytheparametersofDLDPdetectiononallportsinglobalconfigurationmodebasedonrequirements.The
parameters include thepacket transmission interval, packet retransmission times,and recovery times.

Verification

 Display the deviceDLDP information, including the status and statistics of DLDP detection on all ports.

Related Commands

 Enabling DLDPDetection

Command dldp ip-address [next-hop-ip ] [mac-addressmac-addr ] [ interval tick ] [ retry retry-num ] [ resume resume-num ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the detected IP address.

next-hop-ip: Indicates the next-hop IP address.

mac-addr:IndicatestheMACaddressofthedetecteddevicetobebound.Ifthenext-hopIPaddressisspecified,bind

theMAC address of the next-hop device.

tick: Indicatestheintervalatwhichdetectionpacketsaretransmitted.Thevaluerangesfrom5to6,000ticks(1tick=

10ms). The default value is 100 ticks (1s).

retry-num: The value ranges from 1 to 3,600. The default value is 4.
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resume-num: Indicates the recovery times. The value ranges from 1 to 200. The default value is 3.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Theport tobeenabledwithDLDPdetectionmust beaLayer-3port, suchasa router port, L3APport, andSVIport.

 Configuring aDLDP Detection Mode

Command dldp passive

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide You need to enable DLDP detection before configuring a DLDP detection mode.

 Modifying DLDP Detection Parameters Globally

Command dldp { interval tick | retry retry-num | resume resume-num }

Parameter

Description

tick: Indicatestheintervalatwhichdetectionpacketsaretransmitted.Thevaluerangesfrom5to6,000ticks(1tick=

10ms). The default value is 100 ticks (1s).

retry-num: Indicates the interval at which detection packets are retransmitted. The value ranges from 1 to 3,600. The

default value is 4.

resume-num: Indicates the recovery times. The value ranges from 1 to 200. The default value is 3.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand toquicklymodify theparametersofDLDPdetectiononall portswhen theactual environment is

changed.

 Displaying the DLDP Status

Command show dldp statistic [ interface interface-name ]

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the Layer-3 port on which the DLDP status will be displayed.

Command

Mode

Privileged mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to display the DLDP status on a specific port.

You can also use this command to display the DLDP status on all ports.

Configuration Example

 EnablingDLDP Detection on Layer-3 PortsonDevice A andDeviceB in a Layer-3Network

Scenario

Figure 3-3
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Verification  EnableDLDPdetectionontheGi0/1andGi0/2 routerportsonDeviceAtodetect theLayer-3 linkconnectivity

betweenDevice A and Device B and that betweenDevice A and Device D.

 Tocontrol theGi 0/2 router port of Device B, enable passiveDLDP detection on the port.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#dldp 192.168.1.2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/2

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#dldp 192.168.3.4 192.168.2.3

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#dldp 192.168.1.1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#dldp passive

Verification  DisplaytheDLDPstatusonDeviceAandDeviceB tocheckwhetherDLDPdetection isenabledandworks

normally.

A A# show dldp

Interface Type Ip

--------- ------- ----------- -----------

Gi0/1 Active 192.168.1.2

Gi0/1 Active 192.168.3.4

Next-hop

-------- -----

192.168.2.3

Interval Retry

------ ------

100 4

100 4

Resume

3

3

State

Up

Up

B B# show dldp

Interface Type Ip

--------- ------- ----------- -----------

Gi0/2 Passive 192.168.1.1

Next-hop

-------- -----

Interval Retry

------ ------

100 4

Resume

3

State

Up

Common Errors

 An unreachable IPv4 unicast route ismisjudged as a DLDP detection failure.

 DLDP detection fails because the peer device does not support ARP/ICMP replies.

 No next-hop IP address is configured in inter-network segment DLDP detection.
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3.5Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears DLDP statistics. clear dldp [ interface interface-name [ ip-address ] ]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the DLDP status. show dldp [ interface interface-name ]

Displays the DLDP statistics on the

Up/Down port sates.

show dldp statistic

4 Configuring VRRP

4.1 Overview

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) is a fault-tolerant routing protocol.

VRRPadopts themaster-backupdesign toensuremigrationof functions fromaMaster router toa

Backuponewhen theMaster failed,without influencing internal andexternal datacommunicationor

modifyingLocalAreaNetwork(LAN)configuration.AVRRPgroupmapsmultiplerouters intoavirtual

router.VRRPensuresonlyonerouteratamomentonbehalfofavirtualroutertransferspackets,whichis

theelectedMaster.IftheMasterfails,oneoftheBackuprouterswillreplaceit.UnderVRRP,itseemsthat

ahost inaLANusesonlyone router,and therouting remains functional evenwhen the first-hop router

fails.

 VRRP is applicable to LAN scenarios which require the redundancy of routing egresses.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2338: Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol

 RFC3768: Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)

 RFC5798:Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)Version 3 for IPv4 and IPv6

4.2 Applications

Application Description

Routing Redundancy Configure routers in a LAN as one VRRP group to achieve simple routing redundancy.

Load Balancing Configure routers in a LAN as multiple VRRP groups to achieve traffic load balancing.

4.2.1 Routing Redundancy

Scenario

Configure routers in a LAN as one VRRP group, where hosts take the virtual IP address of this group as

the default gateway address.
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 Packets fromHost 1, Host 2 andHost 3 toother networks are forwarded by the electedMaster router (Router A in Figure 4-1).

 IfRouterAfails,theMasterwillbere-electedbetweenRouterBandRouterCtoforwardpackets,achievingsimplerouting
redundancy.

Figure 4-1

Deployment

 Router A, Router B and Router C are connected to the LAN via Ethernet interfaces.

 OnRouter A, Router B andRouter C,VRRP is configured on the Ethernet interfaces connected to the LAN.

 TheseEthernet interfaces are in the sameVRRPgroup whose virtual IP address is 192.168.12.1.

 The gatewayaddress forHost 1, Host 2 and Host 3 is the IP address of theVRRP group, namely 192.168.12.1.

4.2.2 Load Balancing

Scenario

Configure routers in a LAN asmultiple VRRP groups. Hosts in the LAN take virtual IP addresses of the

groups as their gateways, and each router backs up for other routers in different group.

 PacketsfromHost1andHost2 toothernetworkswiththedefaultgatewayaddressas thevirtual IPaddressofvirtual router1
are forwarded by theMaster of virtual router 1 (Router A in Figure 4-2).

 PacketsfromHost3andHost4 toothernetworkswiththedefaultgatewayaddressas thevirtual IPaddressofvirtual router2
are forwarded by the Master of virtual router 2 (Router B in Figure 4-2).

 Routing redundancy is achieved onRouter A andRouter B, and the LAN traffic is shared to achieve load balancing.
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Figure 4-2

Deployment

 Router A and Router B are connected to the LAN via Ethernet interfaces.

 OnRouter A andRouter B, two virtual routers are configured on the Ethernet interfaces connected to the LAN.

Router A takes the IP address 192.168.12.1 of Ethernet interface Gi0/0 as the IP address of virtual router 1.

Thus for virtual router 1,RouterAbecomes theMaster andRouterB becomes theBackup.

 Router B takes the IP address 192.168.12.2 of Ethernet interface Gi0/0 as the IP address of virtual router 2. Thus for virtual router
2, Router B becomes the Master and Router A becomes the Backup.

 IntheLAN,Host1andHost2taketheIPaddress192.168.12.1ofvirtualrouter1asthedefaultgatewayaddress,whileHost3
and Host 4 take the IP address 192.168.12.2 of virtual router 2 as the default gateway address.

4.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Virtual Router

 Virtual IPAddress

A virtual router, also called aVRRP group, is regarded as a default gateway for hosts in a LAN.AVRRP

group contains aVirtual Router Identifier (VRID) and a set of virtual IP addresses.

Indicates the IP address of a virtual router. A virtual router can be configured with one or multiple IP addresses.

 IP AddressOwner

IfaVRRPgrouphasthevirtual IPaddressasthatofanEthernet interfaceononerealrouter, therouter isregardedasthevirtual IP

addressowner.Insuchcase,therouterpriorityis255.If theownedEthernetinterfaceisavailable,theVRRPgroupwillbeinMaster

stateautomatically.TheIPaddressownerreceivesandprocessesthepacketswiththedestinationIPaddressasthatofthevirtual

router.

 Virtual MACAddress
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The virtualMAC address of aVRRP group is an IEEE802 MACaddress, formatted as00-00-5E-00-01-{VRID}with the first five octets

assigned and the last two as a groupVRID. AVRRP group responds to an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) request with its virtual

MAC address instead of a real MAC address.

 Master Router

In aVRRP group, only theMaster router answers ARP requests and forwards IP packets. If a real router is

the IP AddressOwner, it becomes theMaster router.

 Backup Router

InaVRRPgroup,BackuproutersonlymonitorthestateoftheMasterbutdonotrespondtoARPrequestsorforwardIPpackets.When

theMaster fails, Backup routers will take the chance to compete for the position.

 PreemptionMode

If a VRRP group runs in Preemption mode, a higher priority Backup router will replace the lower priority Master router.

Overview

Feature Description

VRRP VRRP achieves redundancy for the default gateways of terminals on a multi-accessmedia (for example,

Ethernet). It enablesaBackup router to forwardpacketswhen theMaster router isdown,providing

transparent routing switch and promoting network service quality.

4.3.1 VRRP

Incasethat theMasterrouterisfaulty,VRRPachievesmigrationof functionsfromtheMasterroutertoa

Backup one without influencing internal and external data communication or modifying LAN

configuration.

Working Principle

Figure 4-3 Working Principle of VRRP

 WorkingMode of VRRP

TheRFC2338, RFC3768 andRFC5798 protocols define the format and operatingmechanism ofVRRP

packets. MulticastVRRP packets are sent periodically with specified destination addresses by theMaster

router to advertise normal operation or for Master election. VRRP allows a router in a LAN to

automaticallyreplacetheMasterwhoforwardsIPpacketswhenthelatter fails.Thishelpsachievehot
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backupand fault toleranceof IP-based routingaswellasensurecommunicationcontinuityand

reliabilityforhostsin theLAN.AVRRPgroupachievesredundancythroughmultiplereal routers.

However,onlyonerouteractsastheMastertoforwardpacketswhiletheothersareBackuprouters.

Router switching in aVRRPgroup is completely transparent to hosts in a LAN.

 Master ElectionProcess

The RFC standards stipulate the master election process as follows:

 VRRP provides a simple mechanism for Master election. First, compare the VRRP priorities configured on the interfaces of the
routersinaVRRPgroup.TherouterwiththehighestpriorityiselectedastheMaster.If theseprioritiesareequal,comparethe

primary IP addresses of these routers. The router with the biggest IP address is elected as the Master.

 AftertheMasterrouter iselected, theotherroutersbecomeBackuprouters(andenter theBackupstate)andmonitorthestate
of themaster router through theVRRPpacketsthemasterroutersends. If themasterrouter isoperational, it regularlysends

VRRPmulticastpacketsknownasAdvertisementpacketstonotifytheBackuproutersofitsstatus.If theBackuproutersdonot

receivesuchpacketswithinasetperiod,allofthemwillenter theMasterstate.Insuchcase, thepreviousstepofMasterelection

is repeated. In thisway, a routerwith thehighest prioritywill be electedas a newmaster,achievingVRRPbackup.

Once the Master router of a VRRP group is elected, it is responsible to forward packets for hosts in a LAN.

 Communication Process

TheVRRP communication process can be explained byFigure 4-3.The routers R1 and R2 are connected

to the LAN segment 192.168.12.0/24 via the VRRP-enabled Ethernet interfacesGi0/0. Hosts in the LAN

takethevirtual IPaddressof theVRRPgroupas thedefaultgatewayaddress.Onlythevirtual router is

recognizedbythehosts.TheMasterrouter inthegroup,however, isunknown.Forexample,whenPC1

plan tocommunicatewithPC2,PC1sendspacketstothedefaultgatewaywiththevirtual IPaddress;

TheMasterrouterinthegroupreceivesthepacketsandforwardsthemtoPC2.Inthisprocess,PC1only

sensesthevirtual router insteadofR1orR2.TheMasterrouter in thegroup iselectedbetweenR1and

R2.When theMaster fails, it will be replaced automatically by the other router.

Related Configuration

 Enabling VRRP

By default, VRRP is disabled on an interface.

In the interface configuration mode, run the vrrp group ip ipaddress [ secondary ] or vrrp group ipv6

ipv6-addresscommand to set theVRID andvirtual IP address toenableVRRP.

VRRPmust be enabled on an interface.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAuthentication String

By default, VRRP is in non-authentication mode.

Run the vrrp group authentication string command to set an authentication string in MD5

authenticationmodeoraplaintextpasswordinplain textmodeforan IPv4VRRPgroup. Intheplain

text authenticationmode, a password contains 8 bytes at most.

Members of a VRRP group can communicate with each other only when they are in the same

authenticationmode.Intheplaintextauthenticationmode,all routersinaVRRPgroupshouldhavethe
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same authentication password. The plain text authentication password cannot guarantee security but

only prevents/prompts wrong VRRP configurations.

 Configuring theVRRPAdvertisement Interval

By default, the advertisement interval of the Master router is 1 second.

Run the vrrp [ ipv6 ] group timers advertise { advertise-interval |csec centisecond-interval } command to

change the interval.

WhenVRRP learning timer is not configured, the same advertisement interval should be set for aVRRP

group, otherwise routers inBackup statewill discard receivedVRRPpackets.

 Configuring theVRRPPreemption Mode

By default, a VRRP group operates in the Preemption mode.

ToenablethePreemptionmodeforaVRRPgroup,runthevrrp[ ipv6 ]grouppreempt [delayseconds]

command.The optional parameter delay seconds is 0 by default.

IfaVRRPgroupoperates inthePreemptionmode,a routerwillbecometheMaterof thegroupwhen it

finds that its priority is higher than that of the currentMaster. If aVRRPgroup operates in

Non-preemptionmode,a routerwill not become theMaster evenwhen it finds that itspriority is higher

thanthatof thecurrentMaster.Itmakeslittlesensetoconfigure thePreemptionmodewhen theVRRP

groupusestheIPaddressofanEthernet interface, inwhichcasethegrouphasthehighestpriorityand

automaticallybecomes theMaster in thegroup.TheoptionalparameterDelaySecondsdefines the

delay before a backupVRRP router declares itsMaster identity.

 Enabling the IPv6VRRPAccept Mode

By default, the Accept mode is disabled for an IPv6 VRRP group.

To enable the Accept mode, run the vrrp ipv6 group accept_mode command.

AftertheAcceptmodeisenabled,anIPv6VRRPvirtualrouterinMasterstatereceivesandprocesses

packetswith thevirtual router IPaddressas thedestination;when theAcceptmode isdisabled, the

virtual router discards such packets except Neighbor Advertisement (NA) packets and Neighbor

Solicitation(NS)packets.Besides,anIPv6VRRPmastervirtualrouter inOwnerstatereceivesand

processespacketswiththevirtualrouter IPaddressasthedestinationbydefaultnomatterwhetherthe

Accept mode is configured or not.

 Configuring theVRRPRouter Priority

By default, the router priorities in a VRRP group are all 100.

To adjust the priority, run the vrrp [ ipv6 ] group priority level command.

If a router in the Preemption mode owns the group’s virtual IP address and the highest priority, it

becomesthegroupMaster,while theother routerswith lowerpriorities inthegroupbecomeBackup (or

monitoring) routers.

 Configuring theVRRP Tracked Interface

By default, no interface is tracked by a VRRP group.
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To configure such an interface, run the vrrp group track { interface-type interface-number | bfd

interface-type interface-number ipv4-addess } [priority ] or vrrp ipv6group track interface-type

interface-number [ priority ] command.

After an interface is configured for a VRRP group to monitor, the router priority will be adjusted

dynamicallybasedontheinterfacestate.Oncetheinterfacebecomesunavailable, thepriorityof the

router in thegroupwill be reducedbyaset value, andanother functional and higherpriority router in

this group will become theMaster.

 Configuring theVRRP Tracked IP Address

By default, no IP address is tracked by a VRRP group.

To configure such an address, run the vrrp group track ip-address [ interval interval-value ] [ timeout

timeout-value ] [ retry retry-value ] [ priority ] or vrrp ipv6 group track { ipv6-global-address |

{ ipv6-linklocal-address interface-type interface-number } } [ interval interval-value ] [ timeout

timeout-value ] [ retry retry-value ] [ priority ] command.

Afteran IPaddress isconfigured for aVRRPgroup tomonitor, the router prioritywill beadjusted

dynamically based on the address accessibility. Once the address is inaccessible (the ping command

fails), the priority of the router in thegroupwill be reducedby aset value, and another higher priority

router in this group will become theMaster.

 Configuring theVRRP Learning Timer

By default, the learning timer is disabled for a VRRP group.

To enable it, run the vrrp [ ipv6 ] group timers learn command.

Afterthe learningtimer isconfigured,aVRRPBackuprouter learnstheadvertisement intervalofNA

packetsfromtheMaster.Basedonthisinsteadofalocallysetinterval,theBackuproutercalculatesthe

interval for determining a failure of the Master. This command achieves the synchronization of

advertisement intervals between Backup routers and theMaster.

 Configuring theVRRPGroup Description

By default, no description is configured for a VRRP group.

To configure such a string, run the vrrp [ ipv6 ] group description text command.

AVRRP description helps distinguishingVRRP groups. A description has 80 bytes atmost, otherwise

wrong configuration isprompted.

 Configuring theVRRPDelay

By default, no delay is configured for a VRRP group.

Toenable it, run the vrrp delay {minimummin-seconds | reload reload-seconds } command.The two

types of delay range from 0 to 60 seconds.

Thecommandconfigures thedelayofstartingaVRRPgrouponan interface.Thereare twotypesof

VRRP delay: the delay after system startup and the delay after an interface resumes. Youmay configure

themrespectivelyorsimultaneously.AfterthedelayisconfiguredforaVRRPgrouponaninterface,the

VRRP group starts after the delay instead of immediately upon system startup or the interface's

resumption,ensuringnon-preemption. If the interfacereceivesaVRRPpacketduringthedelay, the
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delaywillbecanceledandtheVRRPwillbestartedimmediately.Thisconfigurationwillbeeffectivefor

both IPv4 and IPv6VRRP groups of an interface.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Version

By default, IPv4 adopts the VRRPv2 standard.

To specify the version for IPv4 VRRP, run the vrrp group version { 2 | 3 } command.

When the parameter value is set to 2,VRRPv2 is adopted; when the parameter value is set to 3, VRRPv3 is

adopted.

 Specifying aSub VLANof a Super VLAN toReceive the IPv4VRRPPackets

By default, IPv4 VRRP packets are sent to the first Up Sub VLAN interface of a Super VLAN.

Tospecifythe firstSubVLANinUpstateofaSuperVLANtoreceiveIPv4VRRPpackets,runthevrrp

detection-vlan first-subvlan command; to specify a SubVLAN, run the vrrp detection-vlan subvlan-id

command. IfVRRPandVRRPPlusareenabledsimultaneouslyonaSuperVLAN interface,VRRPpackets

are sent to all Up interfaces of the SubVLANs under the SuperVLAN.

Both the above configurations reduce VRRP packets and avoids influencing router performance and

occupying network bandwidth. Yet the routers constituting an IPv4 VRRP group should be

interconnectedwithinthefirstUPSubVLANinterfaceoraspecifiedSubVLANoftheSuperVLAN.

 Configuring theBFD Support for IPv4 VRRP on an Interface

By default, the Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) protocol support for VRRP is not enabled on an

interface.

To enable it, run the vrrp group bfd ip-address command.

ForaBackuprouter,runthiscommandtocorrelateanIPv4VRRPgroupwithBFDwithoutcaringthe

configuredIPaddress.FortheMaster,astheprimaryIPaddressofaBackuprouterisnotknown,the

router IP address can only be specified by the administrator.

To enable the BFD support, make sure that IP and BFD session parameters are configured on the target

interface.

After the BFD support is enabled for a specified IPv4 VRRP group, when the Master fails, a Backup router

may detect it within one second.

 ConfiguringGlobal IPv4 VRRPBFD

By default, the VRRP does not adopt the global IPv4 VRRP BFD mode in detecting the state of the Master.

To enable global IPv4 VRRP BFD, run the vrrp bfd interface-type interface-number ip-address command.

Afterglobal IPv4VRRPBFD isenabled,multiple IPv4VRRPgroupsmayshareBFDsessions,achieving fast

detection and master-backup failover.

To enable the BFD support, make sure that IP and BFD session parameters are configured on the target

interface.
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4.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring IPv4 VRRP

(Mandatory) It is used to enable IPv4VRRP.

vrrp group ip ipaddress [ secondary ] Enables IPv4 VRRP.

(Optional) It is used to configure IPv4VRRPparameters.

vrrp group authentication string Configures the IPv4 VRRP authentication string.

vrrpgrouptimersadvertise {advertise-interval|

csec centisecond-interval }

Configures the IPv4 VRRP advertisement

interval.

vrrp group preempt [ delay seconds ] Configures the IPv4 VRRP Preemption mode.

vrrp group priority level Configures the IPv4 VRRP router priority.

vrrp group track { interface-type interface-number

| bfd interface-type interface-number ipv4-addess }

[ priority ]

Configures the IPv4 VRRP tracked interface.

vrrp group track ip-address [ interval

interval-value ] [ timeout timeout-value ] [ retry

retry-value ] [ priority ]

ConfigurestheIPv4VRRPtrackedIPaddress.

vrrp group timers learn Configures the IPv4 VRRP learning timer.

vrrp group description text Configures the IPv4 VRRP group description.

vrrp delay { minimum min-seconds | reload

reload-seconds }
Configures the IPv4 VRRP delay.

vrrp group version { 2 | 3 } Configures the IPv4 VRRP version.

vrrp detection-vlan {first-subvlan | subvlan-id}
SpecifiesasubVLANofasuperVLANtoreceive

the IPv4 VRRP packets.

vrrp group bfd ip-address
ConfigurestheBFDsupportforIPv4VRRPonan

Interface.

vrrp bfd interface-type interface-number

ip-address
Configures global IPv4 VRRP BFD.

Configuring IPv6 VRRP
(Mandatory) It is used to enable IPv6VRRP.

vrrp group ipv6 ipv6-address Enables IPv6 VRRP on the interface.

(Optional) It is used to configure IPv6VRRPparameters.

vrrp ipv6 group timers advertise

{ advertise-interval | csec centisecond-interval }
Configures the IPv6 advertisement interval.

vrrp ipv6 group preempt [ delay seconds ] Configures the IPv6 VRRP Preemption mode.

vrrp ipv6 group accept_mode
Enables the Accept mode for an IPv6 VRRP

group.

vrrp ipv6 group priority level Configures the IPv6 VRRP router priority.

vrrp ipv6 group track interface-type

interface-number [ interface–priority ]
Configures the IPv6 VRRP tracked interface.

vrrp ipv6 group track { ipv6-global-address |

{ ipv6-linklocal-address interface-type

interface-number } } [ interval interval-value ]

ConfigurestheIPv6VRRPtrackedIPaddress.
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Configuration Description and Command

[ timeout timeout-value ] [ retry retry-value ]

[ priority ]

vrrp ipv6 group timers learn Configures the IPv6 VRRP learning timer.

vrrp ipv6 group description text Configures the IPv6 VRRP group description.

vrrp delay { minimum min-seconds | reload

reload-seconds }
Configures the IPv6 VRRP delay.

Configuring VRRP-MSTP The configuration is the same as IPv4VRRP configuration.

4.4.1 ConfiguringIPv4VRRP

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure aVRRPgroup on an interface of a specific LAN segment by setting theVRID and virtual IP address.

 ConfiguremultipleVRRPgroups onan interface toachieve loadbalancing and offermore stable and reliable network services.

 Configure the VRRP tracked interfaces to monitor real-time failures, change interface priorities and realize master-backup
failover dynamically.

Notes

 ToachieveVRRP, the routers in aVRRPgroup should be configuredwith the same virtual IPv4 address.

 ToachievemutualbackupbetweenmultipleIPv4VRRPgroups,configuremultipleIPv4VRRPgroupswithidenticalVRRP
configurationondifferent interfaceandconfiguredifferentpriorities for themsothat theyactas themasterandbackupgroups

mutually.

 EnableVRRP on Layer-3 interfaces.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv4VRRP

 By default, IPv4VRRP is disabled on an interface.Youcan enable it based on your demand.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAuthentication String

 By default, VRRP is in non-authenticationmode.Youcanenable plain text authenticationmode based on your demand.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAdvertisement Interval

 Bydefault,theMasterroutersendsadvertisementpacketseveryonesecond.Youcanmodifytheintervalbasedonyour
demand.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP PreemptionMode

 By default, aVRRP group operates in Preemptionmode with a zero-second delay.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPRouter Priority

 The default router priority for aVRRP group is 100.Youcanmodify the priority based on your demand.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Tracked Interface
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 Bydefault,anIPv4VRRPgroupmonitorsnointerfaceandthevalueofprioritychange is10.Toachievefaultmonitoringthrough
interfacemonitoring, please configure this item.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Learning Timer

 Bydefault,thelearningtimerisdisabledforaVRRPgroup.Enablethisfunctionif theBackuproutersneedtolearntheMaster’s
advertisement interval.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPGroup Description

 Bydefault, no description is configured for aVRRPgroup.TodistinguishVRRP groups clearly, configure descriptions.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPDelay

 By default, the IPv6VRRPdelay is not configured. Toguarantee an effective non-preemptionmode, configure the delay.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Version

 By default, IPv4 adopts theVRRPv2 standard. Tochange it, use the corresponding command.

 Specifying aSub VLANof a Super VLAN toReceive the IPv4VRRPPackets

 By default, IPv4 VRRP packets are only sent to the firstUPSubVLAN interface of a SuperVLAN, but youmay configure a specific
SubVLAN.

 Configuring theBFD Support for IPv4 VRRP on an Interface

 By default, the BFD support is not configured on an interface.Toconfigure it, use the corresponding command.

 ConfiguringGlobal IPv4 VRRPBFD

 By default, global IPv4VRRPBFD is not enabled. To implement it, use the corresponding command.

Verification

 Run the showvrrp command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv4VRRP

Command vrrp group ip ipaddress [ secondary ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group, the range of which varies with product models.

ipaddress: Indicates the IP address of a VRRP group.

secondary: Indicates the secondary IP address of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Ifno virtual IPaddress isspecified, routerscannot joinaVRRPgroup. If nosecondary IPaddress isapplied, the

configured IP address will be the primary IP address of a VRRP group.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAuthentication String

Command vrrp group authentication string

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

string: Indicates the authentication string of a VRRP group (a plain text password consists of 8 bytes at most).
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide In a VRRP group, the same authentication password should be configured for routers. The plain text authentication

password cannot guarantee security but only prevents/prompts wrong VRRP configurations. This command is only

applicable toVRRPv2 instead of VRRPv3.

Authentication is abolished for VRRPv3 (IPv4 VRRP and IPv6 VRRP) packets. If VRRPv2 is chosen for an IPv4 VRRP

group, the command is effective; if VRRPv3 is chosen, the command is ineffective.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAdvertisement Interval

Command vrrp group timers advertise { advertise-interval | csec centisecond-interval }

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

advertise-interval: Indicates the advertisement interval of a VRRP group (unit: second).

csec centisecond-interval:An interval for a master router in a backup group to sendVRRP packets. It is an integer from

50to99.Theunitiscentisecond.Nodefaultvalueisprovided.ThecommandisonlyeffectiveforVRRPv3packets.Ifit

is configured for VRRPv2 packets, the default interval is one second.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a router is elected as the Master in aVRRP group, it sends VRRP advertisement packets at the set interval to

announce itsVRRP state, priority and other information.

AccordingtotheRFCstandards,ifanIPv4VRRPgroupadoptsVRRPv3forsendingmulticastpackets,themaximum

advertisementinterval is40seconds.Therefore,iftheintervalissetlongerthan40seconds,thismaximuminterval

will be applied, though the configuration is effective.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP PreemptionMode

Command vrrp group preempt [ delay seconds ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

delayseconds: Indicatesthepreemptiondelay fortheMasterrouter toclaimitsstatus.Thedefaultvalueis0second.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IfaVRRPgroupruns inPreemptionmode,ahigherpriority routerwill take theplaceof the lowerpriorityMaster. If a

VRRPgroupruns inNon-preemptionmode,arouterwiththepriorityhigher thanthatof theMasterremainsBackup.

Itmakes littlesensetoconfigurethePreemptionmodewhen theVRRPgroupusestheIPaddressofanEthernet

interface, in which case the group has the highest priority and automatically becomes the Master in the group.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPRouter Priority

Command vrrp group priority level

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

level: Indicates the priority of an interface in a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to manually configure the VRRP router priority.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Tracked Interface
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Command vrrpgroup track { interface-typeinterface-number |bfd interface-typeinterface-numberipv4-addess} [priority ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface to be tracked.

bfd interface-type interface-number ipv4-address: A specified adjacent IP address tracked through BFD.

priority: Indicates the scale of VRRP priority change when the state of a monitored interface changes. The default

value is10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AtrackedinterfacemustbearoutableLayer-3logicinterface(forexample,aRoutedport,anSVIinterface,a

Loopback interface, or aTunnel interface).

Thepriorityof the router owns thevirtual IPaddressassociatedwithaVRRPgroupmustbe255,andno tracked

interface can be configured on it.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Tracked IP Address

Command vrrp group track ipv4-address [ interval interval-value ] [ timeout timeout-value ] [ retry retry-value ] [ priority ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

ipv4-addres: Indicates the IPv4 address to be tracked.

interval interval-value: Indicates the probe interval. The unit is second. Unless configured manually, the value is 3

seconds bydefault.

timeout timeout-value: Indicatestheprobetimeoutofwaitingforresponses.Ifnoresponseisreceivedwhenthe

timeoutisup,itisregardedthatthedestinationisinaccessible.Theunit issecond.Unlessconfiguredmanually,the

value is 1 second by default.

retry retry-value: Indicates theprobe retries. If theprobepacket issentcontinually for retry-value timesbut no

response is received, it is regarded that the destination is inaccessible. The unit is times. Unless configured, the value

is 3 times by default.

priority: Indicates thescaleofVRRPprioritychangewhen thestateofamonitored interfacechanges.Thedefault

value is 10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To monitor a host, specify its IPv4 address for an IPv4 VRRP group.

IfaVRRPgroupownstheactualIPaddressofanEthernetinterface,thegrouppriorityis255,andnomonitoredIP

address can be configured.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Learning Timer

Command vrrp group timers learn

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide OncethelearningtimerisenabledonaVRRProuter,aBackuprouterlearnstheadvertisementintervaloftheMaster

duringthe timer.Basedonthis, theBackuproutercalculates theinterval fordeterminingtheMasterrouteras failed

insteadofusing thelocallyconfiguredadvertisement interval.Thiscommandachievessynchronizationwiththe

learning timer between the Master and Backup routers.
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 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPGroup Description

Command vrrp group description text

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

text: Indicates the description of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide A VRRP description helps distinguishing VRRP groups. A description has 80 bytes at most, otherwise wrong

configuration is prompted.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPDelay

Command vrrp delay { minimum min-seconds | reload reload-seconds }

Parameter

Description

minimum min-seconds: Indicates the VRRP delay after an interface state changes.

reload reload-seconds: Indicates the VRRP delay after the system starts.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After thedelay isconfigured foraVRRPgrouponan interface, theVRRPgroupstartsafter thedelay insteadof

immediatelyuponsystemstartuportheinterface'sresumption,ensuringnon-preemption.Iftheinterfacereceivesa

VRRPpacketduringthedelay,thedelaywillbecanceledandtheVRRPwillbestartedimmediately.Thetwotypesof

delayshareavaluerangeof0to60seconds.ThisconfigurationwillbeeffectiveforbothIPv4andIPv6VRRPgroups

of an interface.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Version

Command vrrp group version { 2 | 3 }

Parameter

Description

2: IndicatesVRRPv2.

3: IndicatesVRRPv3.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Considering the compatibility betweenVRRPv2 andVRRPv3, specify a standard for IPv4VRRPbased on theactual

network condition.VRRPv2 isdeveloped inRFC3768,whileVRRPv3 isdescribed inRFC5798.

This command is only applicable to IPv4 VRRP.

 Specifying aSub VLANof a Super VLAN toReceive the IPv4VRRPPackets

Command vrrp detection-vlan {first-subvlan | subvlan-id}

Parameter

Description

first-subvlan: Sends IPv4 VRRP packets only to the first UP Sub VLAN interface in a Super VLAN.

subvlan-id: Sends IPv4 VRRP packets to a specified Sub VLAN.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isused tospecifyaSubVLANofaSuperVLAN to receive the IPv4VRRPpackets. IPv4VRRPpacketsare

sent inaSuperVLANusing the following threemethods.Packetsaresent to the firstUPSubVLAN interface ina

SuperVLAN, or to a specified SubVLAN interface in aSuperVLAN, or to all the SubVLAN interfaces in a SuperVLAN. If

VRRPandVRRPPlusareenabledsimultaneouslyonaSuperVLAN interface,VRRPpacketsare sent toallUp interfaces

of the Sub VLANs under the SuperVLAN.

This command is configured on a VLAN interface and effective only to Super VLAN interfaces.
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 Configuring theBFD Support for IPv4 VRRP on an Interface

Command vrrp group bfd ip-address

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

ip-address: Indicates the interface IP address.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ForaBackuprouter,runthiscommandtocorrelateanIPv4VRRPgroupwithBFDwithoutcaringtheconfiguredIP

address.FortheMaster,astheprimaryIPaddressofaBackuprouterisnotknown,therouterIPaddresscanonlybe

specified by the administrator.

If global IPv4 VRRP BFD is configured, this configuration cannot be performed.

Toenable theBFDsupport,makesurethat IPandBFDsessionparametersareconfiguredonthetarget interface.

 ConfiguringGlobal IPv4 VRRPBFD

Command vrrp bfd interface-type interface-number ip-address

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates interface type and ID.

ip-address: Indicates the interface IP address..

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If global IPv4 VRRP BFD is configured, the configured BFD support will be deleted.

Toenable the BFD support, make sure that IP and BFD session parameters are configured on the target interface.

Aglobal IPv4VRRPBFDsession isonlyapplicable toan IPv4VRRPgroupconsistingof two routers.

Configuration Example

 Configuring an IPv4 VRRPGroup and Tracked Interface

Scenario

Figure 4-4

Configuration  The cluster ofWork Station A andWork Station B (192.168.201.0/24) uses the virtual IP address 192.168.201.1 of
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Steps the VRRP group constituted by the routers R1 and R2 as the gateway address to communicate withWork

Station B (192.168.12.0 /24).

 GigabitEthernet 2/1 on R1 is configured as the tracked interface.

 NoVRRP but an ordinary routing function is configured on R3.

R3 R3#configure terminal

R3(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

//Thecommand“noswitchport”isonly required foraswitch.

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#noswitchport

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.12.217 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#exit

R3(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

//Thecommand“noswitchport”isonly required foraswitch.

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#noswitchport

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#ip address 60.154.101.5 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#exit

R3(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 2/1

//Thecommand“noswitchport”isonly required foraswitch.

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#noswitchport

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#ip address 202.101.90.61 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#exit

R3(config)#router ospf

R3(config-router)#network 202.101.90.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R3(config-router)#network 192.168.12.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R3(config-router)#network 60.154.101.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.201.217 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 priority 120

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 timers advertise 3

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ip 192.168.201.1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 track GigabitEthernet 2/1 30

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#exit

R1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 2/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#ip address 202.101.90.63 255.255.255.0
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R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#exit

R1(config)#router ospf

R1(config-router)#network 202.101.90.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R1(config-router)#network 192.168.201.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.201.213 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ip 192.168.201.1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 timers advertise 3

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#exit

R2(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

//Thecommand“noswitchport”isonly required foraswitch.

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#noswitchport

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#ip address 60.154.101.3 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#exit

R2(config)#router ospf

R2(config-router)#network 60.154.101.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R2(config-router)#network 192.168.201.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

Verification Run the show vrrp command to verify the configuration.

 Check whether R1, which acts as the Master, reduces its VRRP priority from 120 to 90 whenGigabitEthernet2/1

connected to theWideAreaNetwork (WAN) is unavailable. If yes,R2becomes theMaster.

 CheckwhetherR1resumesitsVRRPpriority from30to120whenGigabitEthernet2/1connected totheWAN

recovers. If yes, R1 is re-elected as the Master.

R1 R1#show vrrp

GigabitEthernet0/0-Group1

State is Master

Virtual IPaddress is192.168.201.1configured

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0101

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 120

MasterRouter is 192.168.201.217 (local), priority is 120

Master Down interval is 10.59 sec
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Tracking state of 1 interface, 1 up:

up GigabitEthernet 2/1 prioritydecrement=30

R2 R2#show vrrp

GigabitEthernet0/0-Group1

State is Backup

Virtual IPaddress is192.168.201.1configured

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0101

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 100

MasterRouter is 192.168.201.217 ,priority is 120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.82 sec

Common Errors

 Different virtual IP addressesare configured on the routers inaVRRPgroup, resulting inmultipleMaster routers in the group.

 Different VRRP advertisement intervals are configured on the routers in a VRRP group and the learning timer is not configured,
resulting inmultiple Master routers in the group.

 DifferentVRRPversions are configured on the routers in aVRRPgroup, resulting inmultipleMaster routers in the group.

 ForVRRPv2,theEthernetinterfacesoftheroutersinaVRRPgroupareall inplaintextauthenticationmodebut inconsistentin
authentication strings, resulting inmultiple Master routers in the group.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringMultiple IPv4 VRRPGroups
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Scenario

Figure 4-5

Configuration

Steps

 Theuserworkstationcluster(192.168.201.0/24)usesthebackupgroupconstitutedbytheroutersR1andR2.

Thegatewayforpartialworkstations(Aforexample)pointstothevirtualIPaddress192.168.201.1ofthe

backupgroup1,while that forotherpartialworkstations(Cforexample)points tothevirtual IPaddress

192.168.201.2 of thebackup group 2. IPv4multicast routing is enabled onall the routers.

 R1actsas themaster router in thegroup2andasabackuprouter in thegroup1.

 R2acts as a backup router in the group 2 and as amaster router in the group 1.

R3 R3#configure terminal

R3(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

//Thecommand“noswitchport”isonly required foraswitch.

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#noswitchport

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.12.217 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#exit

R3(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

//Thecommand“noswitchport”isonly required foraswitch.

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#noswitchport

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#ip address 60.154.101.5 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#exit

R3(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 2/1

// The command “no switchport” is only required for a switch.
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R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#no switchport

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#ip address 202.101.90.61 255.255.255.0

R3(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#exit

R3(config)#router ospf

R3(config-router)#network 202.101.90.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R3(config-router)#network 192.168.12.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R3(config-router)#network 60.154.101.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R1 R1#configure terminal

R1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.201.217 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 timers advertise 3

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ip 192.168.201.1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 2 priority 120

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 2 timers advertise 3

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 2 ip 192.168.201.2

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 2 track GigabitEthernet 2/1 30

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#exit

R1(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 2/1

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#ip address 202.101.90.63 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1)#exit

R1(config)#router ospf

R1(config-router)#network 202.101.90.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R1(config-router)#network 192.168.201.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R2 R2#configure terminal

R2(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.201.213 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ip 192.168.201.1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 timers advertise 3

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 priority 120

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 2 ip 192.168.201.2

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 2 timers advertise 3

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#exit

R2(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#ip address 60.154.101.3 255.255.255.0
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R2(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1)#exit

R2(config)#router ospf

R2(config-router)#network 60.154.101.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

R2(config-router)#network 192.168.201.0 0.0.0.255 area 10

Verification Run the show vrrp command to verify the configuration.

 CheckwhetherR1,whichactsasamasterrouter in thegroup2, reducesitsVRRPgrouppriorityfrom30to90

when it finds that theinterfaceGigabitEthernet2/1connected toaWANisunavailable. Ifyes,R2 inthegroup2

becomes amaster router.

 CheckwhetherR1 increases itsVRRPgrouppriorityfrom30 to120when it findstheinterfaceGigabitEthernet

2/1connected toaWANbecomesavailableagain. If yes,R1becomesamaster routeragain in thegroup2.

R1 R1#show vrrp

GigabitEthernet0/0-Group1

State is Backup

Virtual IPaddress is192.168.201.1configured

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0101

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 100

MasterRouter is 192.168.201.213 ,priority is 120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.82 sec

GigabitEthernet 0/0 - Group 2

State is Master

Virtual IPaddress is192.168.201.2configured

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0102

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 120

MasterRouter is 192.168.201.217 (local), priority is 120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.59 sec

Tracking state of 1 interface, 1 up:
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up GigabitEthernet 2/1 prioritydecrement=30

R2 R2#show vrrp

GigabitEthernet0/0-Group1

State is Master

Virtual IPaddress is192.168.201.1configured

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0101

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 120

MasterRouter is 192.168.201.213 (local), priority is 120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.59 sec

GigabitEthernet 0/0 - Group 2

State is Backup

Virtual IPaddress is192.168.201.2configured

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0102

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 100

MasterRouter is 192.168.201.217 ,priority is 120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.82 sec

4.4.2 ConfiguringIPv6VRRP

ConfigurationEffect

 Configure an IPv6VRRPgroup on an interfaceof a specific LAN segment by setting theVRIDand virtual IPv6 address.

 Configure multiple IPv6 VRRP groups on an interface to achieve load balance and achieve more stable and reliable network
services.

 Configure the VRRP tracked interfaces to monitor real-time failures, change interface priorities and realize master-backup
failover dynamically.

Notes

 ToachieveVRRP, the routers in aVRRPgroup should be configuredwith the same virtual IPv6 address.
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 ToachievemutualbackupformultipleIPv6VRRPbackupgroups,youneedtoconfiguremultipleIPv6VRRPgroupswith
identicalVRRPconfigurationonaninterfaceandconfiguredifferentprioritiesforthemtomakeroutersmasterandbackup

mutually.

 VRRPmust be enabled on Layer-3 interfaces.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv6VRRP

 By default, IPv6VRRP is not enabled on an interface. Youcan enable it based on your demand.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRPAdvertisement Interval

 Bydefault,theMasterroutersendsadvertisementpacketseveryonesecond.Youcanmodifytheintervalbasedonyour
demand.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRP PreemptionMode

 By default, aVRRP group operates in Preemptionmode with a zero-second delay.

 Enabling the Accept Mode for an IPv6 VRRPGroup

 By default, the Acceptmode is disabled for an IPv6VRRP group.Torequire an IPv6VRRPVRRPgroup inMaster state to receive
and processpackets with the destination IP address as that of the virtual router, enable Acceptmode.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRP Router Priority

 The default router priority for aVRRP group is 100.Youcanmodify the priority based on your demand.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRPTracked Interface

 By default, no tracked interface is configured.Youcanmodify the interval based on your demand.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRPTracked IP Address

 Bydefault,notrackedIPv6addressisconfiguredandthevalueofprioritychangeis10.Youcanconfigurethisfunctionbasedon
your demand.

 Configures the IPv6VRRP Learning Timer

 Bydefault,thelearningtimerisdisabledforaVRRPgroup.Enablethisfunctionif theBackuproutersneedtolearntheMaster’s
advertisement interval.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRPGroup Description

 Bydefault, no description is configured for aVRRPgroup.TodistinguishVRRP groups clearly, configure descriptions.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPDelay

 By default, the IPv6VRRPdelay is not configured. Toguarantee an effective non-preemptionmode, configure the delay.

Verification

 Run the showvrrp command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands
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 Enabling IPv6VRRP

Command vrrp group ipv6 ipv6-address

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group, the range of which varies with product models.

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IPv6VRRPgroupsand IPv4VRRPgroupsshareaVRID range from1 to255.OneVRID isapplicable toan IPv4VRRP

group and an IPv6 VRRP group at the same time.The first configured address should be a link-local address, which

can be deleted only after other virtual addresses.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRPAdvertisement Interval

Command vrrp ipv6 group timers advertise { advertise-interval | csec centisecond-interval }

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

advertise-interval: Indicates the advertisement interval of a VRRP group (unit: second).

csec centisecond-interval:An interval for a master router in a backup group to sendVRRP packets. It is an integer from

50to99.Theunitiscentisecond.Nodefaultvalueisprovided.ThecommandisonlyeffectiveforVRRPv3packets.Ifit

is configured for VRRPv2 packets, the default interval is one second.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a router is elected as the Master in aVRRP group, it sends VRRP advertisement packets at the set interval to

announce itsVRRP state, priority and other information.

AccordingtotheRFCstandards,ifanIPv6VRRPgroupadoptsVRRPv3forsendingmulticastpackets,themaximum

advertisementinterval is40seconds.Therefore,iftheintervalissetlongerthan40seconds,thismaximuminterval

will be applied, though the configuration is effective.

 Configuring thePreemption Mode

Command vrrp ipv6 group preempt [ delay seconds ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

delayseconds: Indicatesthepreemptiondelay fortheMasterrouter toclaimitsstatus.Thedefaultvalueis0second.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IfaVRRPgroupruns inPreemptionmode,ahigherpriority routerwill take theplaceof the lowerpriorityMaster. If a

VRRPgroupruns inNon-preemptionmode,arouterwiththepriorityhigher thanthatof theMasterremainsBackup.

Itmakes littlesensetoconfigurethePreemptionmodewhen theVRRPgroupusestheIPaddressofanEthernet

interface, in which case the group has the highest priority and automatically becomes the Master in the group.

 Enabling the Accept Mode for an IPv6 VRRPGroup

Command vrrp ipv6 group accept_mode

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault,anIPv6VRRPgroup inMasterstate isnotpermittedtoreceivepacketswiththedestinationIPv6address
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asthatof theVRRPgroup.However, itreceivesNAandNSpacketsnomatterwhetherAcceptmode isconfigured.

Besides, the IP AddressOwner inMaster state receives and processes the packetswith the destination IPv6 address as

that of the VRRP group no matter whether Accept mode is configured or not.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRP Router Priority

Command vrrp ipv6 group priority level

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

level: Indicates the priority of a VRRP router.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to manually configure the VRRP router priority.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRP Tracked Interface

Command vrrp ipv6 group track interface-type interface-number [ priority ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface to be tracked.

priority: Indicates the scale of VRRP priority change when the state of a monitored interface changes. The default

value is10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AtrackedinterfacemustbearoutableLayer-3logicinterface(forexample,aRoutedport,anSVIinterface,a

Loopback interface, or aTunnel interface).

Thepriorityof the router owns thevirtual IPaddressassociatedwithaVRRPgroupmustbe255,andno tracked

interface can be configured on it.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRP Tracked IP Address

Command vrrp ipv6 group track { ipv6-global-address | ipv6-linklocal-address interface-type interface-number } [ interval

interval-value ] [ timeout timeout-value ] [ retry retry-value ] [ priority ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

ipv6-global-addres: Indicates the IPv6 global unicast address.

ipv6-linklocal-address: Indicates the IPv6 link-local address.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface to be tracked.

interval interval-value: Indicates the probe interval. The unit is second. Unless configured manually, the value is 3

seconds bydefault.

timeout timeout-value: Indicatestheprobetimeoutofwaitingforresponses.Ifnoresponseisreceivedwhenthe

timeoutisup, itisregardedthatthedestinationisinaccessible.Theunit issecond.Unlessconfiguredmanually,the

value is 1 second by default.

retry retry-value: Indicates theprobe retries. If theprobepacket issent continually for retry-value timesbut no

response is received, it is regarded that the destination is inaccessible. The unit is times. Unless configured, the value

is 3 times by default.

priority: Indicates thescaleofVRRPprioritychangewhen thestateof amonitored interfacechanges.Thedefault

value is 10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide To monitor a host, specify its IPv6 address for an IPv6 VRRP group.

If the host IP address being tracked is a link-local address, specify a network interface.

IfaVRRPgroupownstheactualIPaddressofanEthernet interface, thegrouppriorityis255,andnomonitoredIP

address can be configured.

 Configures the IPv6VRRP Learning Timer

Command vrrp ipv6 group timers learn

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide OncethelearningtimerisenabledonaVRRProuter,aBackuprouterlearnstheadvertisementintervaloftheMaster

duringthe timer.Basedonthis, theBackuproutercalculates theinterval fordeterminingtheMasterrouteras failed

insteadofusing thelocallyconfiguredadvertisement interval.Thiscommandachievessynchronizationwiththe

learning timer between the Master and Backup routers.

 Configuring the IPv6VRRPGroup Description

Command vrrp ipv6 group description text

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

text: Indicates the description of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide A VRRP description helps distinguishing VRRP groups. A description has 80 bytes at most, otherwise wrong

configuration is prompted.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPDelay

Command vrrp delay { minimum min-seconds | reload reload-seconds }

Parameter

Description

minimum min-seconds: Indicates the VRRP delay after an interface state changes.

reload reload-seconds: Indicates the VRRP delay after the system starts.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After thedelay isconfigured foraVRRPgrouponan interface, theVRRPgroupstartsafter thedelay insteadof

immediatelyuponsystemstartuportheinterface'sresumption,ensuringnon-preemption.Iftheinterfacereceivesa

VRRPpacketduringthedelay,thedelaywillbecanceledandtheVRRPwillbestartedimmediately.Thetwotypesof

delayshareavaluerangeof0to60seconds.ThisconfigurationwillbeeffectiveforbothIPv4andIPv6VRRPgroups

of an interface.

Configuration Example

 Configuring an IPv6 VRRPGroup and Tracked Interface
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Scenario

Figure 4-6

Configuration

Steps

 HostA and HostB access the Internet resources through the default gateway 2000::1/64.

 FSAand FSBbelong to the IPv6VRRP group1, and their virtual addressesare 2000::1/64 andFE80::1

respectively.

 FSA tracks the interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/2 connected to the Internet.WhenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is

unavailable, FS A reduces its priority and FS B acts as a gateway.

FSA FSA#configure terminal

FSA(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 address 2000::2/64

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 FE80::1

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 2000::1

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 priority 120

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 timers advertise 3

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 track GigabitEthernet 0/2 50

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 accept_mode

FSB FSB#configure terminal

FSB(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 address 2000::3/64

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 FE80::1

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 2000::1

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 priority 100

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 timers advertise 3

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 accept_mode

Verification Run the show vrrp command to verify the configuration.

 CheckwhetherFSA,whichactsas theMaster router, reduces itsVRRPgrouppriority from120 to70when it
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findsthat theinterfaceGigabitEthernet0/2connectedtoWANisunavailable. Ifyes,FSBbecomestheMaster.

 CheckwhetherFSAincreasesitsVRRPgrouppriorityfrom50to120whenitfindstheinterfaceGigabitEthernet

0/2 connected toWANbecomes available again. If yes, FSAbecomes theMaster again.

FSA FSA#show ipv6 vrrp 1

GigabitEthernet0/1-Group1

State is Master

Virtual IPv6 address is as follows:

FE80::1

2000::1

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0201

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Accept_Mode is enabled

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 120

MasterRouter isFE80::1234 (local), priority is120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.59 sec

Trackingstateof1interface,1up:

up GigabitEthernet 0/2 priority decrement=50

FSB FSB#show ipv6 vrrp 1

GigabitEthernet0/1-Group1

State is Backup

Virtual IPv6 address is as follow:

FE80::1

2000::1

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0201

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Accept_Mode is enabled

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 100

MasterRouter isFE80::1234,priority is120

MasterAdvertisement interval is3 sec
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Master Down interval is 10.82 sec

Configuration Example

 Multiple VRRPBackup Groups (under IPv6)

Scenario

Figure 4-7

Configuration

Steps

 Host A and Host B access the Internet resources through the gateways 2000::1/64 and 2000::100/64

respectively.

 FSAand FSBbelong to the IPv6VRRP group1, and their virtual addressesare 2000::1/64 andFE80::1

respectively.

 FSAandFSBbelongtothebackupgroup2ofavirtualIPv6router,andtheirvirtualaddressesare2000::100/64

and FE80::100 respectively.

 FSAand FSB act as gateways and forward flows, being a backup router to each other.

FSA FSA#configure terminal

FSA(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 address 2000::2/64

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 FE80::1

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 2000::1

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 priority 120

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 timers advertise 3

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 accept_mode

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 2 ipv6 FE80::100

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# vrrp 2 ipv6 2000::100

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 2 priority 100

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 2 timers advertise 3

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 2 accept_mode
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FSB FSB#configure terminal

FSB(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ipv6 address 2000::3/64

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 FE80::1

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 1 ipv6 2000::1

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 priority 100

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 timers advertise 3

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 1 accept_mode

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp 2 ipv6 FE80::100

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# vrrp 2 ipv6 2000::100

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 2 priority 120

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 2 timers advertise 3

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#vrrp ipv6 2 accept_mode

Verification Run the show vrrp command to verify the configuration.

FSA FSA#show ipv6 vrrp

GigabitEthernet0/1-Group1

State is Master

Virtual IPv6 address is as follows:

FE80::1

2000::1

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0201

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Accept_Mode is enabled

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 120

MasterRouter isFE80::1234 (local), priority is120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.59 sec

GigabitEthernet 0/1 - Group 2

State is Backup

Virtual IPv6 address is as follows:
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FE80::100

2000::100

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0202

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Accept_Mode is enabled

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 100

MasterRouter isFE80::5678,priority is120

Master Advertisement interval is 3 sec

MasterDown interval is 10.82 sec

FSB FSB#show ipv6 vrrp

GigabitEthernet0/1-Group1

State is Backup

Virtual IPv6 address is as follow:

FE80::1

2000::1

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0201

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Accept_Mode is enabled

Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 100

MasterRouter isFE80::1234,priority is120

Master Advertisement interval is 3 sec

MasterDown interval is 10.82 sec

GigabitEthernet0/1-Group2

State isMaster

Virtual IPv6 address isas follows:

FE80::100

2000::100

Virtual MAC address is 0000.5e00.0202

Advertisement interval is 3 sec

Accept_Mode is enabled
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Preemption is enabled

min delay is 0 sec

Priority is 120

MasterRouter isFE80::5678(local),priority is120

MasterAdvertisement interval is 3 sec

Master Down interval is 10.59 sec

4.4.3 Configuring VRRP-MSTP

ConfigurationEffect

 Link-level and gateway-level backup are achieved and network robustness is improved greatly whenMTSP andVRRP are
applied simultaneously.

Notes

 configure the routers in aVRRP backup group with the same virtual IPv4 address.

 EnabledVRRP on a Layer 3 interface.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling IPv4VRRP

 By default, IPv4VRRP is not enabled on an interface.Toenable IPv4VRRP,please configure this item.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAuthentication String

 By default, VRRP is in a non-authenticationmode. Toenable plain text password authentication for VRRP,please configure this
item.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAdvertisement Interval

 By default, amaster router sendsVRRPGWADVpackets at an interface of one second.Tomanually set a value, please configure
this item.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP PreemptionMode

 By default, VRRP groups work in the preemption modewith zero-second delay.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPRouter Priority

 The default router priority for aVRRP group is 100.Youcanmodify the priority based on your demand.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Tracked Interface

 By default, an IPv4 VRRP group monitors no interface. To achieve fault monitoring through monitoring an interface, please
configure this item.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Learning Timer

 By default, timed learning is not enabled for aVRRP backup group.Toenable backup routers to learn theVRRP GWADVpackets
from amaster router, please configure this item.
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 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPGroup Description

 Bydefault, no description is configured for aVRRPgroup.TodistinguishVRRPgroups conveniently, pleaseconfigure this item.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPDelay

 By default, the VRRP delay for aVRRP group is not configured. Configure the delay to guarantee a stable transition from
Non-preemption mode to Preemption mode.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Version

 Bydefault, theVRRPv2 standard is adopted for IPv4VRRPpackets.Tomodify itmanually, please configure this item.

 Specifying aSub VLANof a Super VLAN toReceive the IPv4VRRPPackets

 By default, IPv4VRRP packets are only sent to the first UP SubVLAN interface in a SuperVLAN, but youmay configure a specific
SubVLAN interface to send such packets.

 Configuring theBFD Support for IPv4 VRRP on an Interface

 By default, the linkage between an IPv4VRRP and BFD is not configured on an interface. Toenable such linkage, please
configure this item.

 ConfiguringGlobal IPv4 VRRPBFD

 By default, global IPv4VRRP BFD is not used to detect whether a master router is active. Toenable this, please configure this
item.

Verification

 Run the showvrrp command to verify the configuration.

Related Commands

 Enabling IPv4VRRP

Command vrrp group ip ipaddress [ secondary ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group, the range of which varies with product models.

Ipaddress: The IP address of a VRRP group.

secondary: Indicates the secondary IP address of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Ifno virtual IPaddress isspecified, routerscannot joinaVRRPgroup. If nosecondary IPaddress isapplied, the

configured IP address will be the primary IP address of a VRRP group.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAuthentication String

Command vrrp group authentication string

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

string: Indicates the authentication string of a VRRP group (a plain text password consists of 8 bytes at most).

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide InaVRRPgroup, thesameauthenticationpasswordshouldbeconfiguredfor routers.Theplain textauthentication
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password cannot guarantee security but only prevents/prompts wrong VRRP configurations. This command is only

applicable toVRRPv2 instead of VRRPv3.

Authentication isabolished forVRRPv3packets. IfVRRPv2 is chosen foran IPv4VRRPgroup, thecommand iseffective;

if VRRPv3 is chosen, the command is ineffective.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPAdvertisement Interval

Command vrrp group timers advertise { advertise-interval | csec centisecond-interval }

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

advertise-interval: Indicates the advertisement interval of a VRRP group (unit: second).

csec centisecond-interval:An interval for a master router in a backup group to sendVRRP packets. It is an integer from

50to99.Theunitiscentisecond.Nodefaultvalueisprovided.ThecommandisonlyeffectiveforVRRPv3packets.Ifit

is configured for VRRPv2 packets, the default interval is one second.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide If a router is elected as the Master in aVRRP group, it sends VRRP advertisement packets at the set interval to

announce itsVRRP state, priority and other information.

According to theRFC standards, if an IPv4VRRP group adoptsVRRPv3 for sendingmulticast packets, themaximum

advertisementinterval is40seconds.Therefore,iftheinterval issetlongerthan40seconds,thismaximuminterval

will be applied, though the configuration is effective.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP PreemptionMode

Command vrrp group preempt [ delay seconds ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

delayseconds: Indicatesthepreemptiondelay fortheMasterrouter toclaimitsstatus.Thedefaultvalueis0second.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IfaVRRPgroupruns inPreemptionmode,ahigherpriority routerwill take theplaceof the lowerpriorityMaster. If a

VRRPgroupruns inNon-preemptionmode,arouterwiththepriorityhigher thanthatof theMasterremainsBackup.

Itmakes littlesensetoconfigurethePreemptionmodewhen theVRRPgroupusestheIPaddressofanEthernet

interface, in which case the group has the highest priority and automatically becomes the Master in the group.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPRouter Priority

Command vrrp group priority level

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

level: Indicates the priority of an interface in a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to manually configure the priority of a VRRP group.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Tracked Interface

Command vrrpgroup track { interface-typeinterface-number |bfd interface-typeinterface-numberipv4-addess} [priority ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface to be tracked.
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bfd interface-type interface-number ipv4-address: A specified adjacent IP address tracked through BFD.

priority: Indicates the scale of VRRP priority change when the state of a monitored interface changes. The default

value is10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AtrackedinterfacemustbearoutableLayer-3logicinterface(forexample,aRoutedport,anSVIinterface,a

Loopback interface, or aTunnel interface).

Thepriorityof the router owns thevirtual IPaddressassociatedwithaVRRPgroupmustbe255,andno tracked

interface can be configured on it.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Tracked IP Address

Command vrrp group track ipv4-address [ interval interval-value ] [ timeout timeout-value ] [ retry retry-value ] [ priority ]

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

ipv4-addres: Indicates the IPv4 address to be tracked.

interval interval-value: Indicates the probe interval. The unit is second. Unless configured manually, the value is 3

seconds bydefault.

timeout timeout-value: Indicatestheprobetimeoutofwaitingforresponses.Ifnoresponseisreceivedwhenthe

timeoutisup,itisregardedthatthedestinationisinaccessible.Theunit issecond.Unlessconfiguredmanually,the

value is 1 second by default.

retry retry-value: Indicates theprobe retries. If theprobepacket issentcontinually for retry-value timesbut no

response is received, it is regarded that the destination is inaccessible. The unit is times. Unless configured, the value

is 3 times by default.

priority: Indicates thescaleofVRRPprioritychangewhen thestateofamonitored interfacechanges.Thedefault

value is 10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide To monitor a host, specify its IPv4 address for an IPv4 VRRP group.

IfaVRRPgroupownstheactualIPaddressofanEthernetinterface,thegrouppriorityis255,andnomonitoredIP

address can be configured.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Learning Timer

Command vrrp group timers learn

Parameter

Description

group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide OncethelearningtimerisenabledonaVRRProuter,aBackuprouterlearnstheadvertisementintervaloftheMaster

duringthe timer.Basedonthis, theBackuproutercalculates theinterval fordeterminingtheMasterrouteras failed

insteadofusing thelocallyconfiguredadvertisement interval.Thiscommandachievessynchronizationwiththe

learning timer between the Master and Backup routers.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPGroup Description

Command vrrp group description text

Parameter group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.
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Description text: Indicates the description of a VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide A VRRP description helps distinguishing VRRP groups. A description has 80 bytes at most, otherwise wrong

configuration is prompted.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRPDelay

Command vrrp delay { minimum min-seconds | reload reload-seconds }

Parameter

Description

minimum min-seconds: Indicates the VRRP delay after an interface state changes.

reload reload-seconds: Indicates the VRRP delay after the system starts.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After thedelay isconfigured foraVRRPgrouponan interface, theVRRPgroupstartsafter thedelay insteadof

immediatelyuponsystemstartuportheinterface'sresumption,ensuringnon-preemption.Iftheinterfacereceivesa

VRRPpacketduringthedelay,thedelaywillbecanceledandtheVRRPwillbestartedimmediately.Thetwotypesof

delayshareavaluerangeof0to60seconds.ThisconfigurationwillbeeffectiveforbothIPv4andIPv6VRRPgroups

of an interface.

 Configuring the IPv4 VRRP Version

Command vrrp group version { 2 | 3 }

Parameter

Description

2: IndicatesVRRPv2.

3: IndicatesVRRPv3.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Considering the compatibility betweenVRRPv2 andVRRPv3, specify a standard for IPv4VRRPbased on theactual

network condition.VRRPv2 isdeveloped inRFC3768,whileVRRPv3 isdescribed inRFC5798.

This command is only applicable to IPv4 VRRP.

 Specifying aSub VLANof a Super VLAN toReceive the IPv4VRRPPackets

Command vrrp detection-vlan {first-subvlan | subvlan-id}

Parameter

Description

first-subvlan: Sends IPv4 VRRP packets only to the first UP Sub VLAN interface in a Super VLAN.

subvlan-id: Sends IPv4 VRRP packets to a specified Sub VLAN.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isused tospecifyaSubVLANofaSuperVLAN to receive the IPv4VRRPpackets. IPv4VRRPpacketsare

sent inaSuperVLANusing the following threemethods.Packetsaresent to the firstUPSubVLAN interface ina

SuperVLAN, or to a specified SubVLAN interface in aSuperVLAN, or to all the SubVLAN interfaces in a SuperVLAN. If

bothVRRPandVRRPPLUSare enabled onaSuperVLAN interface,VRRP packets are sent to all theUPSubVLAN

interfaces of the Super VLAN interface.

This command is configured on a VLAN interface and effective only to Super VLAN interfaces.

 Configuring theBFD Support for IPv4 VRRP on an Interface

Command vrrp group bfd ip-address

Parameter group: Indicates the VRID of a VRRP group.
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Description ip-address: Indicates the interface IP address.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ForaBackuprouter,runthiscommandtocorrelateanIPv4VRRPgroupwithBFDwithoutcaringtheconfiguredIP

address.FortheMaster,astheprimaryIPaddressofaBackuprouterisnotknown,therouterIPaddresscanonlybe

specified by the administrator.

If global IPv4 VRRP BFD is configured, this configuration cannot be performed.

Toenable theBFDsupport,makesurethat IPandBFDsessionparametersareconfiguredonthetarget interface.

 ConfiguringGlobal IPv4 VRRPBFD

Command vrrp bfd interface-type interface-number ip-address

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Indicates interface type and ID.

ip-address: Indicates the interface IP address.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If global IPv4 VRRP BFD is configured, the configured BFD support will be deleted.

Toenable the BFD support, make sure that IP and BFD session parameters are configured on the target interface.

Aglobal IPv4VRRPBFDsession isonlyapplicable toan IPv4VRRPgroupconsistingof two routers.

Configuration Example

 Configuring VRRP+MSTP

Scenario

Figure 4-8

Configuration

Steps

 EnableMSTP on routers (switchesA,B, C,D,E andF in this example).ConfigureVLAN-Instancemapping

(mappingVLAN 10 andVLAN 20 to Instance 1,VLAN 30 andVLAN40 to Instance 2, and the restVLANs to

Instance0), andconfiguregateways (SwitchAandSwitchB in thisexample) as the rootbridgesof

corresponding instances.

 AddtheSVIsofallVLANstocorrespondingVRRPbackupgroups,andconfiguregatewaysasthemasterand

backup routers for corresponding backup groups See configuration details in the following table.

Gateway VLAN ID SVI
Backup

Group

Virtual IP

Address
State
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Switch A
10

192.168.10.2
VRRP 10 192.168.10.1

Master

Switch B 192.168.10.3 Backup

Switch A
20

192.168.20.2
VRRP 20 192.168.20.1

Master

Switch B 192.168.20.3 Backup

Switch A
30

192.168.30.2
VRRP 30 192.168.30.1

Backup

Switch B 192.168.30.3 Master

Switch A
40

192.168.40.2
VRRP 40 192.168.40.1

Backup

Switch B 192.168.40.3 Master

 Configuretheuplinkport (portGi0/1ofSwitchAandSwitchB)ofmaster routersasamonitored interfaceof

master router.

 Step1:CreateVLAN.CreateVLAN10,VLAN20,VLAN30andVLAN40respectivelyonSwitchAandSwitchB.

 Step 2:ConfigureMST regions.MapVLAN10 andVLAN20 to Instance 1,VLAN30 andVLAN40 to Instance 2,
and the rest VLANs to Instance 0.

 Step3:ConfigureSwitchAas therootbridge forMST0andMST1,andSwitchBas the rootbridge forMST2.

 Step 4: EnableMSTP.

 Step 5: Configure SVIs of all theVLANs, add the SVIs to corresponding backup groups, and configure virtual IP
addresses for the groups. See configuration in the above table.

 Step 6: Configuremaster routers and backup routers for all the groups.

 Step7:ConfiguretheuplinkportsofmasterroutersasmonitoredportsofVRRPgroups.Caution:Monitored
ports should be Layer 3 ports.

Step 8: Configure the Internet interfaces of the core routers as AP interfaces.

SwitchA //CreateVLAN10,VLAN20,VLAN30andVLAN40onSwitchA.

SwitchA#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchA(config)#vlan range10,20,30,40

SwitchA(config-vlan-range)#exit

//MapVLAN 10 andVLAN 20 to Instance 1,VLAN 30 andVLAN 40 to Instance 2, and the restVLANs to Instance 0.

SwitchA(config)#spanning-tree mstconfiguration

SwitchA(config-mst)#instance1vlan10,20

%Warning:you must create vlans before configuring instance-vlan relationship

SwitchA(config-mst)#instance 2 vlan 30,40

%Warning:you must create vlans before configuring instance-vlan relationship

SwitchA(config-mst)#exit

//On Switch A, configure the priority of MST 0 and MST 1 as 4096, and that of MST 2 as 8192.

SwitchA(config)#spanning-tree mst 0 priority 4096
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SwitchA(config)#spanning-tree mst 1 priority 4096

SwitchA(config)#spanning-tree mst 2 priority 8192

//Enabling MSTP

SwitchA(config)#spanning-tree

Enable spanning-tree.

//Configure SVIs of all theVLANs, add the SVIs to corresponding backup groups, and configure virtual IP addresses for

the groups.

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 10

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 10)#ip address 192.168.10.2 255.255.255.0

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 10)#vrrp 10 ip 192.168.10.1

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 10)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 20

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 20)#ip address 192.168.20.2 255.255.255.0

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 20)#vrrp 20 ip 192.168.20.1

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 20)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 30

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 30)#ip address 192.168.30.2 255.255.255.0

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 30)#vrrp 30 ip 192.168.30.1

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 30)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 40

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 40)#ip address 192.168.40.2 255.255.255.0

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 40)#vrrp 40 ip 192.168.40.1

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

//Increase the priority of the VRRP 10 and VRRP 20 of Switch A to 120.

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 10

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 10)#vrrp 10 priority 120

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 10)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 20

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 20)#vrrp 20 priority 120

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 20)#exit

//Configure the Gi 0/1 port of Switch A as Route Port and its IP address as10.10.1.1/24.

SwitchA(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport

SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 10.10.1.1 255.255.255.0
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SwitchA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

//ConfiguretheGi0/1portofSwitchAasamonitoredportforVRRP10andVRRP20,andaPrioritydecrementof30.

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan10

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 10)#vrrp 10 track gigabitEthernet 0/1 30

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 10)#exit

SwitchA(config)#interface vlan 20

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 20)#vrrp 20 track gigabitEthernet 0/1 30

SwitchA(config-if-VLAN 20)#exit

//ConfigureportsGi0/2andGi0/3asAPports,whichareTrunkports.

SwitchA#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchA(config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/2-3

SwitchA(config-if-range)#port-group 1

SwitchA(config)#interface aggregateport 1

SwitchA(config-if-AggregatePort 1)#switchport mode trunk

SwitchB //CreateVLAN10,VLAN20,VLAN30andVLAN40onSwitchB.

SwitchB#configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchB(config)#vlan range10,20,30,40

SwitchB(config-vlan-range)#exit

//MapVLAN 10 andVLAN 20 to Instance 1,VLAN 30 andVLAN 40 to Instance 2, and the restVLANs to Instance 0.

SwitchB(config)#spanning-tree mstconfiguration

SwitchB(config-mst)#instance1vlan10,20

%Warning:you must create vlans before configuring instance-vlan relationship

SwitchB(config-mst)#instance 2 vlan 30,40

%Warning:you must create vlans before configuring instance-vlan relationship

SwitchB(config-mst)#exit

//OnSwitchB,configurethepriorityofMST2as4096,andthatofMST0andMST1as8192.

SwitchB(config)#spanning-treemst 2 priority 4096

SwitchB(config)#spanning-tree mst 0 priority 8192

SwitchB(config)#spanning-tree mst 1 priority 8192

//Enabling MSTP

SwitchB(config)#spanning-tree

Enable spanning-tree.
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//Configure SVIs of all theVLANs, add the SVIs to corresponding backup groups, and configure virtual IP addresses for

the groups.

SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 10

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 10)#ip address 192.168.10.3 255.255.255.0

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 10)#vrrp 10 ip 192.168.10.1

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 10)#exit

SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 20

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 20)#ip address 192.168.20.3 255.255.255.0

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 20)#vrrp 20 ip 192.168.20.1

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 20)#exit

SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 30

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 30)#ip address 192.168.30.3 255.255.255.0

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 30)#vrrp 30 ip 192.168.30.1

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 30)#exit

SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 40

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 40)#ip address 192.168.40.3 255.255.255.0

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 40)#vrrp 40 ip 192.168.40.1

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

//Increase the priority of VRRP 30 and VRRP 40 of Switch B to 120.

SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 30

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 30)#vrrp 30 priority 120

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 30)#exit

SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 40

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 40)#vrrp 40 priority 120

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

//Configure the Gi 0/1 port of Switch B as Route Port and its IP address as 10.10.1.1/24.

SwitchB(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#no switchport

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 10.10.2.1 255.255.255.0

SwitchB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

//Configure the Gi 0/1 port of Switch B as a monitored port for VRRP 30 and VRRP 40, and the Interface-Priority as 30.

SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 30

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 30)#vrrp 30 track gigabitEthernet 0/1 30

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 30)#exit
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SwitchB(config)#interface vlan 40

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 40)#vrrp 40 track gigabitEthernet 0/1 30

SwitchB(config-if-VLAN 40)#exit

//ConfigureportsGi0/2andGi0/3asAPports,whichareTrunkports.

SwitchB #configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

SwitchB (config)#interface range gigabitEthernet 0/2-3

SwitchB (config-if-range)#port-group 1

SwitchB (config)#interface aggregateport 1

SwitchB (config-if-AggregatePort 1)#switchport mode trunk

Verification

Switch A Check the configuration.

SwitchA#show running-config

!

vlan 10

!

vlan 20

!

vlan 30

!

vlan 40

!

spanning-tree

spanning-tree mst configuration

instance 0 vlan 1-9, 11-19, 21-29, 31-39, 41-4094

instance 1 vlan 10, 20

instance 2 vlan 30, 40

spanning-treemst0priority4096

spanning-treemst1priority4096

spanning-treemst2priority8192

interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/1

no switchport

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 10.10.1.1 255.255.255.0
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!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

port-group 1

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

port-group 1

!

interface AggregatePort 1

switchport mode trunk

!

interface VLAN 10

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.10.2 255.255.255.0

vrrp 10 priority 120

vrrp 10 ip 192.168.10.1

vrrp 10 track GigabitEthernet 0/1 30

!

interface VLAN 20

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.20.2 255.255.255.0

vrrp 20 priority 120

vrrp 20 ip 192.168.20.1

vrrp 20 track GigabitEthernet 0/1 30

!

interface VLAN 30

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.30.2 255.255.255.0

vrrp 30 ip 192.168.30.1

!

interface VLAN 40

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.40.2 255.255.255.0

vrrp 40 ip 192.168.40.1

//Check VRRP status.
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SwitchA#show vrrp brief

Interface Grp Pri timer Own Pre State Masteraddr Group addr

VLAN10 10 120 3 - P Master 192.168.10.2 192.168.10.1

VLAN20 20 120 3 - P Master 192.168.20.2 192.168.20.1

VLAN30 30 100 3 - P Backup 192.168.30.3 192.168.30.1

VLAN40 40 100 3 - P Backup 192.168.40.3 192.168.40.1

//Disconnect the uplink of Switch A, and checkVRRP status.

SwitchA#show vrrpbrief

Interface Grp Pri timer Own Pre State Masteraddr Group addr

VLAN10 10 90 3 - P Backup 192.168.10.3 192.168.10.1

VLAN20 20 90 3 - P Backup 192.168.20.3 192.168.20.1

VLAN30 30 100 3 - P Backup 192.168.30.3 192.168.30.1

VLAN40 40 100 3 - P Backup 192.168.40.3 192.168.40.1

Switch B //Check the configuration.

SwitchB#show running-config

!

vlan 10

!

vlan 20

!

vlan 30

!

vlan 40

!

spanning-tree

spanning-tree mst configuration

instance 0 vlan 1-9, 11-19, 21-29, 31-39, 41-4094

instance 1 vlan 10, 20

instance 2 vlan 30, 40

spanning-treemst0priority8192

spanning-treemst1priority8192

spanning-treemst2priority4096
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interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

no switchport

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 10.10.2.1 255.255.255.0

!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/2

port-group 1!

interface GigabitEthernet 0/3

port-group 1

!

interface AggregatePort 1

switchport mode trunk

!

interface VLAN 10

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.10.3 255.255.255.0

vrrp 10 ip 192.168.10.1

!

interface VLAN 20

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.20.3 255.255.255.0

vrrp 20 ip 192.168.20.1

!

interface VLAN 30

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.30.3 255.255.255.0

vrrp 30 priority 120

vrrp 30 ip 192.168.30.1

vrrp 30 track GigabitEthernet 0/1 30

!

interface VLAN 40

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.40.3 255.255.255.0

vrrp 40 priority 120
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vrrp 40 ip 192.168.40.1

vrrp 40 track GigabitEthernet 0/1 30

//Check VRRP status.

SwitchB#show vrrp brief

Interface Grp Pri timer Own Pre State Masteraddr Group addr

VLAN10 10 100 3 - P Backup 192.168.10.2 192.168.10.1

VLAN20 20 100 3 - P Backup 192.168.20.2 192.168.20.1

VLAN30 30 120 3 - P Master 192.168.30.3 192.168.30.1

VLAN40 40 120 3 - P Master 192.168.40.3 192.168.40.1

//Disconnect the uplink of Switch B, and checkVRRP status.

SwitchB#show vrrpbrief

Interface Grp Pri timer Own Pre State Masteraddr Group addr

VLAN10 10 100 3 - P Master 192.168.10.3 192.168.10.1

VLAN20 20 100 3 - P Master 192.168.20.3 192.168.20.1

VLAN30 30 120 3 - P Master 192.168.30.3 192.168.30.1

VLAN40 40 120 3 - P Master 192.168.40.3 192.168.40.1

4.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the brief or detailed

information of IPv4/IPv6 VRRP.

show [ ipv6 ] vrrp [ brief | group ]

Displays theinformationofan IPv4/IPv6

VRRP group on a specified interface.

show [ ipv6 ] vrrp interface type number [ brief ]

DisplaysthestatisticsofVRRPpackets. show vrrp packet statistics [ interface-type interface-number ]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

DebugsVRRPerrors,events,packetsand

status.

debug [ ipv6 ] vrrp

Debugs VRRP errors. debug [ ipv6 ] vrrp errors

Debugs VRRP events. debug [ ipv6 ] vrrp events

Debugs VRRP packets. debug vrrp packets [ acl acl-id | [ icmp | protocol ] interface type number [ group ] ]

debug ipv6 vrrp packets [ acl acl-name | [ icmp | protocol ] interface type number

[ group ] ]

Debugs VRRP status. debug [ ipv6 ] vrrp state
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5 Configuring VRRPPlus

5.1 Overview

VirtualRouterRedundancyProtocolPlus (VRRPPlus) isanextensionofVRRP.ItusesVRRP to implement

gatewaybackup and load balancing in the IEEE 802.3 local area network (LAN).

AdisadvantageofVRRPisthat therouter inbackupstatecannot forwardpackets.TouseVRRPto

implementloadbalancing,youneedtomanuallyconfiguremultipleVRRPgroupsandsetthegateway

addressesofhosts intheLANtovirtual IPaddressesofdifferentVRRPgroups.This increasesthe

workload of the network administrator.VRRPPlus is designed toaddress this issue.

With VRRP Plus, load balancing is automatically implemented. That is, traffic of different hosts is

automatically distributed to members of the VRRP Plus group, and it is unnecessary to configure

multiple VRRP groups orset the gateway addresses of hosts in the LAN to virtual IP addresses of different

VRRPgroups.This greatly reduces theworkload of the network administrator.

5.2 Applications

Application Description

EnablingLoadBalancingWithinaVRRP

Group

Implement load balancing within a VRRP group without configuring multiple groups or

configuring different default gateways for hosts.

5.2.1 EnablingLoadBalancingWithinaVRRPGroup

Scenario

EnableloadbalancingwithinaVRRPgroupwithoutconfiguringwithoutconfiguringmultipleVRRP

groups or configuring different default gateways for hosts.

As shown in Figure 5-1, configure data as follows:

 Configure aVRRPgroup that consists of Router A andRouter B, and enable theVRRPPlus function.

 Configure the default gateway of each host as themaster virtual IP address of theVRRP group.
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58. Two layer-3 (L3) devices, Router A and Router B, form aVRRP Plus group, and the virtual IP address of the group is

192.168.12.1. RouterA is themaster deviceofVRRP and functions as abalancing virtual gateway (BVG).Router B is

the backup device ofVRRP and functions as a balancing virtual forwarder (BVF).

59. Host 1 to Host 4 are hosts in the LAN with the network segment 192.168.12.0/24. Their default gateway addresses are

set to the virtual IP address 192.168.12.1 of theVRRPPlus group.

60. The loadbalancingpolicy isconfiguredon thedevice torespondtotheARPrequestssent fromdifferenthosts.For

example,whenHost1andHost2requestthegatewayARP,theMACaddress0000.5e00.0101isreturnedtoHost1

and Host 2.When Host 3 and Host 4 request the gateway ARP,theMAC address 001A.A916.0201 is returned to Host 3

andHost4. In thisway,packetsexchangedbetweenHost1/Host2and theexternal networkaresent toRouterA,

andpacketsexchangedbetweenHost3/Host4andtheexternalnetworkaresenttoRouterB,therebyimplementing

load balancing.

Figure 5-1 Application topology of IPv4VRRPPlus

Figure 5-2 Application topology of IPv6VRRPPlus
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Remarks 61. TwoL3devices,RouterAandRouterB,formanIPv6VRRPPlusgroup,andthevirtualIPv6addressesarefe80::8and

2000::8.RouterA is themasterdeviceof IPv6VRRPand functions asaBVG.RouterB is thebackupdeviceof IPv6VRRP

and functions as a BVF.

62. Host 1 toHost 4 are hosts in the LAN, and all their IPv6 gateway addresses are set to 2000::8.

63. WhenHost1andHost2requesttheneighbordiscovery(ND)ofthegateway,theMACaddress0000.5e00.0201is

returned to Host 1 and Host 2. When Host 3 and Host 4 request the ND of the gateway, the MAC address

1414.4B72.7701isreturnedtoHost3andHost4. In thisway,packetsexchangedbetweenHost1/Host2and the

externalnetworkaresenttoRouterA,andpacketsexchangedbetweenHost3/Host4andtheexternalnetworkare

sent to Router B, thereby implementing load balancing.

Deployment

 DeployVRRPPlus on Router A andRouter B to implement load balancing on the local host.

5.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 BVG

TheBVG allocates virtualMAC addresses tomembers of theVRRPPlus group. It responds to the gateway ARP/ND requests in the LAN,

and forwards packets of hosts in the LAN.

 BVF

The BVF forwards packets of hosts in the LAN. If a virtual MAC address is allocated to a BVF, the BVF participates in packet forwarding;

otherwise, the BVF does not participate in packet forwarding.

Overview

Feature Description

VRRP Plus Extend VRRP and use VRRP to implement gateway backup and load balancing in the IEEE 802.3 LAN.

5.3.1 VRRPPlus

WithVRRPPlus, loadbalancingisautomatically implemented.That is,trafficofdifferenthosts is

automaticallydistributed tomembersof theVRRPPlusgroup,and it isunnecessarytoconfigure

multipleVRRPgroupsorsetthegatewayaddressesofhostsintheLANtothevirtualIPaddressesof

different VRRPgroups.

Basic Principles

HostsinaLANusetheunifiedgatewayIPaddress(thatis,virtualIPaddressoftheVRRPgroup).When

different hosts request the gateway ARP, the BVG responds with different virtual MAC addresses. In this

way, trafficofdifferent hostsaredistributed todifferentmembersof theVRRPPlusgroup, thereby

implementing loadbalancing.

 Relationship Between VRRP Plus and VRRP

VRRP Plus relies on VRRP, and runs in the following way:
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Amasterdevice inVRRPcorresponds toaBVG inVRRPPlus,andabackupdevice inVRRPcorresponds to

aBVFinVRRPPlus.GatewayaddressesofhostsintheLANaresettothevirtual IPaddressofVRRP.

 MACAddress Allocation Rules of theBVG andBVF

TheBVGallocatesvirtualMACaddresses toBVFs.Foran IPv4VRRPPlusgroup, theBVGdirectlyuses the

virtualMACaddressofVRRPtoensurecompatibilitybetweenIPv4VRRPPlusandVRRP.Thatis,the

virtualMACaddress usedby theBVG is00-00-5E-00-01-{VRID},whereVRID is theVRRP groupnumber.

ThevirtualMACaddressusedbyaBVFis00-1A-A9-16-{MemberID}-{VRID},whereMemberIDisthe

member IDof theBVF intheVRRPPlusgroup.Currently,aVRRPPlusgroupcanhaveupto four

members.The BVG uses themember ID 01, and the other BVFs use themember IDs 02 to 04. For an IPv6

VRRPPlusgroup,theBVGdirectlyusesthevirtualMACaddressofIPv6VRRPtoensurecompatibility

between IPv6VRRPPlusandVRRP.That is, thevirtualMACaddressusedby theBVG is

00-00-5E-00-02-{VRID},whereVRIDis the IPv6VRRPgroupnumber.ThevirtualMACaddressusedbya

BVF is14-14-4B-72-{76+MemberID }-{VRID},whereMemberID ranges from01 to03.

 Load Balancing Policy of VRRPPlus

The BVG responds to the gateway ARP/NS requests sent from hosts in a LAN. Based on the specific load

balancing policy, the BVG responds hosts with different virtual MAC addresses. There are three types of

load balancingpolicies:

 Host-dependent policy: A specified virtual MACaddress is used to respond to the requests sent by aspecifiedhost.

 Round-robinpolicy:VirtualMACaddressesinthebackupgroupareusedinacyclicmannertorespondtothegatewayARP/NS
requests sent by hosts.

 Weighted policy: The ARP/NA requests are responded based on the forwarding capability of each device.

If the loadbalancingmode ischanged, loadbalancing isalways implemented in thenew loadbalancing

mode.Forexample, if thepolling responsemode ispreviouslyused, and later theweightedmode is

used, loadbalancingisimplementedinweightedmoderegardlessof theearlierresponsesof thedevice.

If theweighted policy is used, and the totalweight of virtual routers inaVRRPPlus group is 0, the

ARP/NS requests are not responded.

 Proxy of theVirtual MACAddress

WhenadevicewithavirtualMACaddressbecomesfaulty inthebackupgroup,trafficofhoststhatuse

this virtual MACaddress as the gatewayMACaddresswill be interrupted.

TheBVGintheVRRPPlusbackupgroupcanquicklydetect thefault,andautomaticallyallocatesthe

virtualMACaddressofthefaultyBVFtoanotherdeviceinthebackupgroup.Thenewdeviceactsasthe

proxyof the faultydevice to forwardpacketsof thevirtualMACaddress. Inaddition, thisproxydevice

takesover trafficoforiginalhosts toprevent traffic interruption.ThevirtualMACaddressallocatedtoa

deviceinthebackupgroupcanbecalledmastervirtualMACaddress,andthevirtualMACaddressused

by this device on behalf of another device is called proxy virtual MACaddress.

 Redirection Time and Timeout of theProxy Virtual MACAddress

VRRPPlusprovidestheproxyfunctionforthevirtualMACaddresssothatanotherdevicecantakethe

placeofafaultydevicewithavirtualMACaddresstoforwardpackets.If theBVFisrecoveredfromthe

fault, its forwarding role is recoveredand theBVFcontinues to forwardpacketsof thevirtualMAC
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addressallocated tothisBVF.If thefaultyBVFisnot recovered, thebackupgroupstopsredirecting

traffictothisvirtualMACaddress.That is,whenARPrequestsarereceivedagain, thisvirtualMAC

address isno longer responded.Afterasufficient longperiodof time, it isbelieved thathosts thatuse

theMACaddressasthegatewayMACaddressalreadyupdatetheARP/NDtableentryofthegateway

address,andthetrafficisalreadytakenoverbyotherdevices.Atthistime,thisvirtualMACaddresscan

be deleted, and packets sent to this virtual MAC address are dropped.

VRRPPlussupports configurationof the redirection timeand timeoutof thebackupgroup.Whena

device is faulty, thebackupgroupallocates the virtualMACaddressof the faulty device toanother

device. Within the redirection time, the backup group continues to use this virtual MAC address to

respondtheARP/NSrequests.Whentheredirectiontimeexpires,thebackupgroupnolongerusesthis

virtualMACaddresstorespondtherequests.Whenthetimeoutelapses, thebackupgroupdeletesthis

virtual MAC address and stops using this virtual MAC address for proxy forwarding. Figure 1-3 shows the

changes to the role of the virtual MACaddresswithin the redirection time and timeout.

Figure 5-3 Changes to the Role of the Virtual MAC Address Within the Redirection Time and Timeout

 Weight-based Forwarding

VRRPPlussupportstheweightconfigurationofthebackupgroup.Differentweightsareconfiguredfor

differentdevices. In thisway,more traffic is distributed to the devicewithagreaterweight and less

traffic is distributed to the device with a smaller weight, thereby fully utilizing the forwarding

performanceof different devices.When theweight of aBVF in thebackupgroup issmaller than the

lowerthreshold, theBVFautomaticallyexitsfromtheforwardingrole.Whentheweightrecoversandis

greaterthantheupperthreshold, theBVFautomaticallyappliesfortheforwardingrole.Theforwarding

role can be recovered when one or more remaining virtual MAC addresses or proxy virtual MAC

addresses exist.

 Association of VRRP PluswithBFD

VRRPPlussupports associationwithbidirectional forwardingdetection (BFD) toadjust theweight

basedon the linkstatus.Eachdevice inabackupgroupcanassociate itsweightwith the linkstatus.

Whenalink isabnormalor interrupted, thedeviceautomaticallydecreasesitsweight.Whentheweight

is too low, thedeviceautomaticallyexits fromthe forwarding role. If thebackupgroup iscurrentlyusing

theweighted loadbalancing policy, traffic can be distributed basedon the newweight.When the
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associatedlinkrecovers,thedevicecanautomaticallyrestoreitsoriginalweightandtheforwardingrole.

If the backup group is currently using the weighted load balancing policy, traffic can be distributed

basedonthe recoveredweight. IPv6VRRPPluscurrentlydoesnotsupport associationwithBFD.

 Weight-based ForwardingSeizure

VRRPPlussupportsthefunctionofseizingtheforwardingrole.InVRRPPlus,atmostfourdevicescan

participate in loadbalancing.That is,aVRRPPlusbackupgroupgeneratesatmost fourvirtualMAC

addresses.IfmorethanfourdevicesareaddedtoaVRRPPlusgroup,only fourdevicesparticipate in

packet forwarding. The remaining devices only listen to the status of other devices and do not

participate in packet forwarding. Only when a device participating in packet forwarding is faulty,

anotherdevice that originally does not participate inpacket forwardingwill take the placeof the faulty

device to forward packets. Assume that aVRRP Plus backup group already has four devices and all these

devices participate in packet forwarding; a fifth device is added to the VRRP Plus group, and the

forwardingcapabilityof thisdevice isstrongor theoriginal forwarding roleencountersa link failureand

consequentlydegradationof forwardingperformance. In thiscase, if theseizuremodeisenabled, the

fifth device can seize the forwarding role from a device with a smaller weight (that is, with lower

forwardingcapability).Agreaterweight isconfigured foradevicewithstronger forwardingcapability.

When theweight of a device in listening state is found greater than that of a forwarding device, the

devicein listeningstateautomaticallyseizestheforwardingrolefromtheforwardingdevice.That is, the

devicewithstronger forwardingcapabilityforwardspackets,whereas thedevicewithlower forwarding

capability is in listening state.This canminimize thewaste of resources.

The BVG in a backup group is responsible for allocation of virtual MAC addresses. Therefore, the BVG role

cannotbeseized,andonlytheforwardingroleofaBVFcanbeseized. If theBVGdeviceisfaulty,VRRP

re-elects a new master device, which assumes the BVG role.

 Factors Affecting the Forwarding Policy

64. After VRRP Plus is configured, the ARP/NS requests are received from hosts can be responded based on different load balancing

policiestoimplement loadbalancingamongthesehosts.However, loadbalancingcannotbeimplementedforhoststhathave

learned theVRRP virtual gateway addresses before configuration ofVRRPPlus. Therefore, ifVRRP Plus is configured after the

VRRPstateischangedtoMaster,real loadbalancingcannotbeimplementedbeforeagingof theARP/NDslearnedbyhosts.

Loadbalancing is implementedonlyafter thegatewayARP/NDsrecordedby thehostsageand thehosts request fornew

gateway addresses.

65. Periodical sending of gratuitous ARPs on an interface also affect the load balancing function ofVRRP Plus.WhenVRRPPlus is

enabled,thefunctionofsendinggratuitousARPsofVRRPvirtualIPaddresseswillbedisabled.WhenanvirtualIPaddress

overlaps with an actual IP address, gratuitous ARPs of this address are no longer sent.

66. When an address conflict occurs between a host and the local device, the ARP/NA module will broadcast gratuitous ARP/NA

packetsofthisaddress.Ifaconflictof theVRRPPlusvirtualaddressoccurs,sendinggratuitousARP/NApacketwillresult

re-learning of the host's gateway MAC address, which negatively affects the load balancing function of VRRP Plus. Therefore, the

load balancing function of VRRPPlus is currently not supported in this scenario.

5.4 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command
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Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring VRRP Plus

(Mandatory) It is used to enable theVRRP Plus function.

vrrp balance
EnablestheVRRPPlusfunctionofaVRRPbackupgroupwith

the specified group ID in interface configuration mode.

(Optional) It is used to configure parameters of aVRRPPlus backup group.

vrrp load-balancing
Configuresthe loadbalancingpolicyofVRRPPlusin interface

configuration mode.

vrrp timers redirect

Configures the redirection time and timeout of the proxy

virtualMAC address in aVRRP Plus backup group in interface

configuration mode.

vrrp weighting
Configures the weight and upper and lower thresholds of a

VRRP Plus backup group in interface configuration mode.

vrrp forwarder preempt
Configures the forwarding seizure function of a VRRP Plus

backup group in interface configuration mode.

vrrpweighting track
Configures a weight tracking object of a VRRP Plus backup

group in interface configuration mode.

5.4.1 Configure VRRP Plus

ConfigurationEffect

 Enable the VRRPPlus function. (By default, this function is disabled.)

 Configure a weight tracking object of aVRRP Plus backup group.

Notes

 Toenable theVRRPPlus function, youmust configure theVRRP virtual IP address for the corresponding backupgroup.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling VRRP Plus on an Interface

 By default, VRRPPlus is enabled. Perform this configuration ifVRRPPlus is required.

 Configuring the Load Balancing Policy of VRRPPlus

 AfterVRRPPlus is enabled, the host-dependent load balancing policy is used by default.

 Configuring theRedirectionTimeandTimeoutof theProxyVirtualMACAddress inaVRRPPlusBackupGroup

 AfterVRRPPlus is enabled, the redirection time is set to 300s and timeout is set to 14,400s by default.

 Configuring theWeight andUpper andLower Thresholdsof a VRRPPlus BackupGroup

 AfterVRRPPlusisenabled, theweightof thebackupgroup isset to100, the lower threshold to1,and theupper threshold to
100 by default.

 Configuring theForwarding Seizure Function of a VRRP PlusBackupGroup

 AfterVRRPPlus is enabled, the forwarding seizure function is enabled by default.
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 Configuring theWeight TrackingObject of a VRRP Plus BackupGroup

 TheweighttrackingobjectofaVRRPPlusbackupgroupisdisabledbydefault.Performthisconfigurationif thetracking
function is required.

Verification

 Runtheshow [ ipv6 ]groupvrrpbalancecommandtodisplaytheVRRPbackupgroupconfiguration. If thebackupgrouphas
thepacketforwardingtasks,"local"isdisplayedintheforwarderscolumn,andthevirtualMACaddressallocatedtothisbackup

group is also displayed.

Related Commands

 Enabling VRRP Plus on an Interface

Command vrrp [ ipv6 ]group balance

Parameter

Description

ipv6: Indicates that this configuration applies to IPv6. By default, the configuration applies to IPv4.

group: Indicates the IDof theVRRPgroup.Thevalue rangeof thegroup IDvariesaccording to theproductmodel.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide VRRP Plus can be enabled only after a VRRP group is configured.

 Configuring the LoadBalancingPolicy of a VRRPPlus Backup Group

Command vrrp [ ipv6 ]group load-balancing{host-dependent | round-robin | weighted }

Parameter

Description

ipv6: Indicates that this configuration applies to IPv6. By default, the configuration applies to IPv4.

group: Indicates the ID of the VRRP group.

host-dependent: Indicates the host-dependent load balancing policy.

round-robin: Indicates the round-robin load balancing policy.

weighted: Indicates the weighted load balancing policy.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After VRRP Plus is enabled, the host-dependent load balancing policy is used by default. The load balancing policy of

the entire backup group is determined by the policy configured on the BVG. If you wish to use the same load

balancingpolicyafter theroleof theBVGdevicechanges,configure thesamepolicyonall devices in thebackup

group.

 Configuring theRedirectionTimeandTimeoutof theProxyVirtualMACAddress inaVRRPPlusBackupGroup

Command vrrp [ ipv6 ]group timers redirectredirecttimeout

Parameter

Description

ipv6: Indicates that this configuration applies to IPv6. By default, the configuration applies to IPv4.

group: Indicates the ID of the VRRP group.

redirect: Indicates the redirection time. The value ranges from 0 to 3,600s. The default value is 300s, that is, 5 minutes.

timeout:Indicatesthetimeouttime.Thevaluerangesfrom(redirect+600)to64,800s.Thedefaultvalueis14400,that

is, 4hours.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterVRRPPlusisenabled, theredirection timeisset to300sandtimeout isset to14,400sbydefault.Whenadevice

is faulty, the backup group allocates the virtual MAC address of the faulty device to another device. Within the
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redirection time, the backup group continues to use this virtual MAC address to respond the ARP/NS requests.When

theredirection timeexpires, thebackupgroupno longeruses thisvirtualMACaddress to respond the requests.

When the timeout elapses, the backup group deletes this virtual MAC address.

 Configuring theWeight andUpper andLower Thresholdsof a VRRPPlus BackupGroup

Command vrrp [ ipv6 ]group weightingmaximum [ lowerlower ] [ upperupper ]

Parameter

Description

ipv6: Indicates that this configuration applies to IPv6. By default, the configuration applies to IPv4.

maximum: Indicatestheweightof thebackupgroup.Thevaluerangesfrom2to254.Thedefaultvalue is100.

lowerlower:Indicatesthelowerthresholdofthebackupgroup.Thevaluerangesfrom1to(maximum -1).The

default value is 1.

upperupper: Indicates theupper thresholdof thebackupgroup.Thevalue ranges from lower tomaximum.The

default value is 100.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterVRRP Plus is enabled, the weight and upper and lower thresholds of a VRRP Plus backup group are configured

bydefault.Youcanuse this command to configuredifferentweights for different devicesso thatmore traffic is

distributed to thedevicewitha greaterweight and less traffic isdistributed to the devicewith asmallerweight.

Whentheweight of aBVF in thebackupgroup is lower than the lower threshold, theBVFautomaticallyexits from

theforwarding role.Whentheweight recoversand ishigher than theupper threshold, theforwardingroleof theBVF

is automatically restored.

 Configuring theForwarding Seizure Function of a VRRP PlusBackupGroup

Command vrrp[ ipv6 ]group forwarder preempt

Parameter

Description

ipv6: Indicates that this configuration applies to IPv6. By default, the configuration applies to IPv4.

group: Indicates the ID of the VRRP group.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterVRRP Plus is enabled, the forwarding seizure function is enabled by default. VRRP Plus supports configuration of

the forwarding seizure functionof abackupgroup.When theweight of adevice in listening state is foundgreater

than that of a forwarding device, the device in listening state automatically seizes the forwarding role from the

forwardingdevice.That is,thedevicewithstrongerforwardingcapabilityforwardspackets,whereasthedevicewith

lower forwarding capability is in listening state.

 Configuring theWeight TrackingObject of a VRRP Plus BackupGroup

Command vrrp [ ipv6 ] group weighting track object-number [ decrement value ]

Parameter

Description

ipv6: Indicates that this configuration applies to IPv6. By default, the configuration applies to IPv4.

group: Indicates the ID of the VRRP group.

object-number: Indicates the number of the tracking object. The value ranges from 1 to 700.

decrementvalue:Indicatesthedecrementweightwhenthetrackingobjectisdown.Thedecrementvalueranges

from 1 to 255. The default value is 10.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AfterVRRPPlus isenabled, no trackingobject isconfiguredbydefault.After the trackingobject isconfigured, the

decrement value is 10 by default.
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Configuration Example

 Enabling Load BalancingWithin an IPv4VRRP Group

Scenario

Configuration

Steps

 ConfigureatrackingobjectrespectivelyonRouterAandRouterBtotrackthestatusof thelocal

GigabitEthernet 0/14 interface.

 ConfigureaVRRPgroup and enableVRRPPlus respectively onRouterAandRouterB.Configure the local IP

addresses so thatRouter Abecomes aBVG (master) device, andRouterBbecomesaBVF (backup) device.

 Configuretheweighted loadbalancingpolicy.Configuretheweight trackingobject,andset thedecrement

value to100.

 Retaindefaultconfigurationsof theweight,upperand lowerthresholds,redirection time,timeout,and

forwarding seizure of the backup group.

 Set thedefault gatewayaddressesofHost 1 toHost4 in theLAN to thevirtual IPaddressofVRRP,that is,

192.168.12.1.

Router A FSA#config

FSA(config)#track 1 interface GigabitEthernet0/14 line-protocol

FSA(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/0

// ‘no switchport’ is used on the switch.

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#no switchport

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.12.3 255.255.255.0

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/0)#vrrp 1 ip192.168.12.1

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/0)#vrrp1balance

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 load-balancing weighted

FSA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 weighting track 1 decrement 100

Router B FSB#config

FSB(config)#track 1 interface GigabitEthernet0/14 line-protocol

FSB(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/0
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FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#no switchport

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ip address 192.168.12.2 255.255.255.0

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/0)#vrrp1 ip192.168.12.1

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet0/0)#vrrp1balance

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 load-balancing weighted

FSB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 weighting track 1 decrement 100

Verification Runtheshowvrrpbalancecommand todisplaytheconfigurationof theVRRPPlusgroup. If thebackupgrouphas

thepacketforwardingtasks,"local"isdisplayedintheforwarderscolumn,andthevirtualMACaddressallocatedto

this backup group is also displayed.

Router A FSA# show vrrp balance interface GigabitEthernet0/0

State is BVG

Virtual IP address is 192.168.12.1

Hello time1sec,hold time3sec

Load balancing:weighted

Redirect time 300 sec, forwarder time-out 14400 sec

Weighting 100 (configured 100), thresholds: lower 1, upper 100

Track object 1, state: up, decrement weight: 100

There are 2 forwarders

Forwarder 1 (local)

MAC address:

0000.5e00.0101

Owner ID is 0000.0001.0006

Preemption disabled (BVG cannot be preempted)

Forwarder 2

MAC address:

001a.a916.0201

Owner ID is 00d0.f822.33a3

Preemption enabled

Router B FSB# show vrrp balance interface GigabitEthernet0/0

State is BVF

Virtual IP address is 192.168.12.1

Hello time1sec,hold time3sec

Load balancing: weighted
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Redirect time 300 sec, forwarder time-out 14400 sec

Weighting100(configured100), thresholds: lower1,upper100

Track object 1, state: up, decrement weight: 100

There are 2 forwarders

Forwarder 1

MAC address:

0000.5e00.0101

Owner ID is 0000.0001.0006

Preemption disabled (BVG cannot be preempted)

Forwarder 2 (local)

MAC address:

001a.a916.0201

Owner ID is 00d0.f822.33a3

Preemption enabled

 Enabling Load BalancingWithin an IPv6VRRP Group

Scenario

Figure 5-5

Configuration

Steps

 Configurean IPv6VRRP groupandenable IPv6VRRPPlus respectively onRouterAandRouterB.Configure the

prioritiessothatRouterAbecomesaBVG(master)device,andRouterBbecomesaBVF(backup)device.

 Configure the weighted load balancing policy for the IPv6VRRP Plus backup group.

 Retaindefaultconfigurationsof theweight,upperand lowerthresholds,redirection time,timeout,and

forwarding seizure of the backup group.

 Set the default gateway addresses of Host 1 to Host 4 in the LAN to 2000::8.

Router A RouterA#config

RouterA(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/0

// ‘no switchport’ is used on the switch.
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RouterA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#no switchport

RouterA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#ipv6 address 2000::6/64

RouterA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ipv6 fe80::8

RouterA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ipv62000::8

RouterA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp ipv6 1 priority 120

RouterA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp ipv6 1 load-balancing weighted

RouterA(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp ipv6 1 balance

Router B RouterB#config

RouterB(config)#interface GigabitEthernet0/0

RouterB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#no switchport

RouterB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)# ipv6 address 2000::7/64

RouterB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ipv6fe80::8

RouterB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp 1 ipv62000::8

RouterB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp ipv6 1 load-balancing weighted

RouterB(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/0)#vrrp ipv6 1 balance

Verification Runtheshowipv6vrrpbalancecommandtodisplaytheconfigurationof theVRRPPlusgroup.If thebackupgroup

has the packet forwarding tasks, "local" is displayed in the forwarders column, and the virtual MAC address allocated

to this backup group is also displayed.

Router A RouterA# show ipv6 vrrp balance interface GigabitEthernet0/0

GigabitEthernet 0/0 - Group 1

State is BVG

Virtual IPv6 address is as follows:

FE80::8

2000::8

Hello time1sec,hold time3sec

Load balancing:weighted

Redirect time 300 sec, forwarder time-out 14400 sec

Weighting 100 (configured 100), thresholds: lower 1, upper 100

There are 2 forwarders

Forwarder 1 (local)

MAC address:

0000.5e00.0201

Owner ID is 00d0.f8fb.96f3
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Preemption disabled (BVG cannot be preempted)

Forwarder 2

MAC address:

1414.4b72.7701

Owner ID is 00d0.f8fb.6c42

Preemption enabled

Router B RouterB# show ipv6 vrrp balance interface GigabitEthernet0/0

GigabitEthernet 0/0 - Group 1

State is BVF

Virtual IPv6 address is as follows:

FE80::8

2000::8

Hello time1sec,hold time3sec

Load balancing:weighted

Redirect time 300 sec, forwarder time-out 14400 sec

Weighting 150 (configured 150), thresholds: lower 1, upper 100

There are 2 forwarders

Forwarder 1

MAC address:

0000.5e00.0201

Owner ID is 00d0.f8fb.96f3

Preemption disabled (BVG cannot be preempted)

Forwarder 2 (local)

MAC address:

1414.4b72.7701

Owner ID is 00d0.f8fb.6c42

Preemption enabled

Common Errors

 VRRPPlus does not take effect because theVRRP virtual IP address is not configured for the related group.

5.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command
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Displays the brief or detailed

configuration of VRRP Plus.

show [ ipv6 ] vrrp balance

Displays the actions of the VRRP Plus

group on a specified interface.
show [ ipv6 ]vrrp balance interface

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the VRRP Plus function. debug[ ipv6 ] vrrp balance

Debugs errors. debug[ ipv6 ] vrrp balance error

Debugs events of the VRRP Plus group. debug [ ipv6 ]vrrp balance event

DebugsthemessagesbetweentheVRRPmodule

and the track module.

debug[ ipv6 ] vrrp balance messages

Debugs the VRRP Plus packets. debug[ ipv6 ]vrrp balance packets

Debugs the VRRP Plus group status. debug [ ipv6 ] vrrp balance state

Debugs the timers of the VRRP Plus group. debug vrrp balance timer

6 Configuring BFD

6.1 Overview

Communication failureswill interruptnetworkingandthusaffectservices.Therefore, it isessential to

rapidly locate communication failures on links with adjacent devices to ensure a timely action and

serviceavailability.BidirectionalForwardingDetection(BFD)providesamethodof rapidlydetecting

connectivityof the forwardingpathbetween twoadjacent routers inanunderloadedway. It canquickly

spot faults on thebidirectional forwardingpathbetween two routers forupper-layerprotocolssuchas

routingprotocolsandMulti-ProtocolLabelSwitching(MPLS).Asaresult,astandbyforwardingpath is

adopted tomaintain the performance of the existing network.

Protocols and Standards

 draft-ietf-bfd-base-09: Bidirectional Forwarding Detection

 draft-ietf-bfd-generic-05: Generic Application of BFD

 draft-ietf-bfd-mib-06: Bidirectional Forwarding DetectionManagement Information Base

 draft-ietf-bfd-v4v6-1hop-09: BFD for IPv4 and IPv6 (Single Hop)

 draft-ietf-bfd-multihop-07: BFD for IPv4 and IPv6 (Multi-hop)

 draft-ietf-bfd-mpls-07: BFD For MPLS LSPs

Currently, draft-ietf-bfd-mib-06 and draft-ietf-bfd-multihop-07 are not supported.

6.2 Applications

Application Description

BFD Support for OSPF OSPF utilizes BFD to rapidly detect the neighbor status.
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BFD Support for Static Routing Static routing utilizes BFD to rapidly detect the next-hop reachability of a route.

6.2.1 BFDSupport forOSPF

Scenario

Remarks

Deployment

The Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol dynamically discovers a neighbor by using hello packets.

AfterBFDisenabled,aBFDsession isestablishedwiththeneighbor inthe fulladjacency todetect the

neighborstatus.Whentheneighbor fails,OSFPimmediatelyperformsnetworkconvergence.The

convergence time can be shortened from 120 seconds (by default, on a non-broadcast network, OSPF

hellopacketsare transmittedatan interval of30secondsand theneighbor failure timeis four times the

interval, that is, 120 seconds) to 1 second.

Usethefollowingfigureasanexample.RouterAandRouterBareconnectedthroughaLayer-2switch,

OSPFisconfiguredontherouters toestablishroutes,andBFDsupport forOSPFisenabledonthe

interfaces of Router A and Router B. When the link between Router B and the Layer-2 switch

malfunctions,BFDcanrapidlydetect the faultandadvertise it toOSPF,soas totrigger fastOSPF

convergence.

Figure 6-1

 Configure IP addresses for interconnected interfaces of Router A and Router B.

 RunOSPF on Router A and Router B.

 Set BFD parameters on interconnected interfaces of Router A and Router B.

 Enable BFD support for OSPF on Router A and Router B.

6.2.2 BFDSupport for Static Routing

Scenario

BFDsupport for staticroutingprevents routers fromselectinga faultystatic routeas the forwarding

path and enables rapid routing failover by using an available backup forwarding path.

Different fromdynamicroutingprotocols,staticroutingdoesnothavetheneighbordiscovery (ND)

mechanism.WhenBFDsupport forstaticrouting isconfigured, thenext-hopreachabilityofastatic

routereliesontheBFDsessionstatus. IfaBFDsessionfails, thenexthopofastaticroute is thought

unreachable and will not be added to the routing information base (RIB).

A and B are routers.

Switch is a Layer-2 switch.

A and B are connected through the Layer-2 switch.
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Remarks

Deployment

Usethefollowingfigureasanexample.RouterAandRouterBareconnectedthroughaLayer-2switch,

static routing isconfiguredon the routers toestablish forwardingpaths, andBFDsupport for static

routingisenabledonthe interfacesofRouterAandRouterB.WhenthelinkbetweenRouterBand the

Layer-2switchmalfunctions,BFDcanrapidlydetect thefaultandadvertise it tostaticrouting,soas to

trigger the system todelete the static route from theRIB, thereby preventing routing errors.

Figure 6-2

 Configure IP addresses for interconnected interfaces of Router A and Router B.

 Configure static routing on Router A and Router B.

 Set BFD parameters for interconnected interfaces of Router A and Router B.

 Enable BFD support for static routing on Router A and Router B.

6.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Packet Format

Detection packets transmitted by BFD are User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets, which are classified

intocontrolpacketsandechopackets.Echopacketsconcernonly thelocalsystemofaBFDsession.

Therefore, their formatsarenotspecified.BFDspecifiestheformatofonlycontrolpackets.Currently,

therearetwoversions(version0andversion1)for theformatofcontrolpackets.Version1isadoptedby

defaultforestablishingaBFDsession.Ifadevicereceivespacketsofversion0fromthepeersystem,the

device automatically switches to version 0.

Figure 6-3

A and B are routers.

Switch is a Layer-2 switch.

A and B are connected through the Layer-2 switch.
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Field Description

Vers Indicates the BFD protocol version number, which is 1 currently.

Diag

Indicates the cause for the local system's last change in session state, including:

0 -- No Diagnostic.

1 -- Control Detection Time Expired

2 -- Echo Function Failed

3 -- Neighbor Signaled Session Down

4 -- Forwarding Plane Reset

5 --Path Down

6 -- Concatenated Path Down

7--Administratively Down

Sta

Indicates theBFD local session state, including:

0 --AdminDown.

1 -- Down.

2 -- Init.

3 -- Up.

P
Indicates that the transmitter inaBFDsessionadds thisbit in averification request uponparameter

changes, waiting for the peer response.

F Indicates the bit that must be set in the response packet for responding to the P bit.

C

Indicates thecontrolplane independent. If set, changesof thecontrol plane donot affect BFD

detection. For example, if the control plane is OSPF,whenOSPF is restarted or experiences graceful

restart (GR), BFD can continue to detect the link status.

A Indicates the authentication present. If set, a session is to be authenticated.

D Indicates the demand request. If set, the transmitter desires to detect links in Demand mode.

M Indicates themultipointbit tobeusedinpoint-to-multipointextensions. Itmustbeset to0currently.

Detect Mult
Indicates the detection timeoutmultiplier. It is usedby the detector to calculate the detection timeout

time.

Length Indicates the packet length.

My Discriminator Indicates the discriminator of the local end connected by a BFD session.

Your Discriminator Indicates the discriminator of the remote end connected by a BFD session.

Desired Min Tx Interval Indicates the minimum interval of transmitting BFD packets supported by the local end.

Required Min RX Interval Indicates the minimum interval of receiving BFD packets supported by the local end.

Required Min Echo RX Indicates theminimum interval of receiving echopackets supported by the local end. It is set to0 if the
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Field Description

Interval local end does not support the echo function.

Auth Type

(Optional) Indicates the authentication type, including:

Simple Password

Keyed MD5

Meticulous Keyed MD5

Keyed SHA1

Meticulous Keyed SHA1

Auth Length Indicates the authentication data length.

Authentication Data Indicates the authentication data area.

 Session Status

A BFD session can be in any of the four basic states: Down, Init, Up, and AdminDown.

67. Down: Indicates that a session is in the Down state or is established just now.

68. Init: Indicates that the local systemhas communicatedwith the peer systemand desires tobring the session to theUp state.

69. Up: Indicates that a session has been negotiated successfully.

70. AdminDown: Indicates that a session is in the AdminDown state.

BFDmigrates the statemachine based on the local session state and received BFD packets from the

peer end.

A BFD state machine is established and torn down using a three-way handshake mechanism, to ensure

that both ends know the status change.

 Transmission Interval and Detection Time

Both ends negotiate BFD parameters during the establishment of a BFD session, to determine the

transmission interval and detection time.

After a BFD session is established, both ends can dynamically negotiate BFD parameters (for example,

minimumtransmission intervalandminimumreceiving interval).Afterprotocolsatbothendstransmit

relevant negotiationpackets, theyadopt thenew transmission interval and detection time,without

affecting the current state of the session.

Overview

Feature Description

BFD Session Establishment Establishes a BFD session.

BFD Session Detection Rapidly detects a bidirectional forwarding path.

BFDSupport forApplications Rapidly advertises the BFD detection result.

BFD Protection Protects BFD from attacks for stability.

BFD Flapping Dampening Protects stability of associated applications in the case of line instability.

6.3.1 BFD SessionEstablishment

BFD detection starts from the establishment of a BFD session.

Working Principle
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 Session EstablishmentProcess

BFDitself isunabletodiscoverneighbors. Itneedsanupper-layerprotocol tospecifyaneighborto

establish asession.

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,tworoutersrunningOSPFandBFDareconnectedthroughaLayer-2

switch.

Figure 6-4

BFD session establishment process:

71. OSPF discovers a neighbor and establishes a connection with the neighbor.

72. OSPF instructs BFD to establish a session with the neighbor.

73. BFD establishes a session with the neighbor.

 BFDSession EstablishmentMode

 Activemode

The BFD protocol specifies that a BFD session can be established in two modes:

Before the establishment of a session, BFD actively transmits a control packet for establishing a BFD session regardless of

whether it receives a control packet for establishing aBFD session from the peer end.

 Passivemode

BFDdoesnotactivelytransmitacontrolpacketforestablishingaBFDsessionbeforeasessionisestablishedbutwaittill it

receives a control packet for establishing a BFD session from the peer end.

The passivemode is not supported currently.

 Negotiation of BFD Session Parameters

Both ends negotiate BFD session parameters during the establishment of a BFD session, to determine

the transmission interval and detection time. Pay attention to the following points:

74. BFD session parameters (includingDesired MinTx Interval,Required Min RX Interval, and Detect Mult) must be set for

interfaces at both ends. Otherwise, a BFD session cannot be established.

75. Interfaces at both ends negotiate BFD session parameters and detect the session based on the parameters during the

establishment of a BFD session.

76. After a BFD session is established, both ends can dynamically negotiate BFD parameters (for example, minimum transmission

intervalandminimumreceiving interval).Afterprotocolsatbothends transmit relevantnegotiationpackets, theyadopt the

new transmission interval and detection time, without affecting the current state of the session.
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6.3.2 BFD SessionDetection

LinkdetectionstartsaftertheestablishmentofaBFDsession.BFDperiodicallytransmitsBFDcontrol

packets. If it fails to receiveBFDpackets fromthepeerendwithin thedetection time, itdeems that the

session isDownandnotifies the associatedapplication to accelerate theconvergence.

Working Principle

 Detection Process

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,tworoutersrunningOSPFandBFDareconnectedthroughaLayer-2

switch.

Figure 6-5

Handling procedure after a BFD session is Down:

77. The link between Router A and Switch fails.

78. The BFD session betweenRouter A and Router B is Down.

79. BFD notifies the local OSPF that the forwarding path to the neighbor is faulty.

80. OSPF processes the neighbor Down situation. If a backup forwarding path is available, it starts protocol convergence to enable

the alternative forwarding path.

 DetectionMode

BFD supports the following detection modes:

 Asynchronous mode

In asynchronous mode, systems transmit BFD control packets periodically to each other. If a system fails

to receive BFD control packets from the peer end within the detection time, it advertises that the

session isDown.

 Query mode

In query mode, it is assumed that each system has an independent method for confirming its

connectionwithothersystems.AfteraBFDsessionisestablished,thesystemstopstransmittingBFD

controlpacketsunlessitneedstoexplicitlyverifytheconnectivity.Insuchacase,thesystemtransmitsa

shot-sequenceBFDcontrolpacket. If asystemfails toreceivea returnedpacketwithinthedetection

time, itadvertisesthat thesession isDown. If it receivesaresponse fromthepeerend, the forwarding

path is reachable.

 Echomode

In echo mode, the local system periodically transmits BFD echo packets and a remote system receives

and loopsback thepacketsthrough the forwardingpath. If the localsystemfails to receiveseveral
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consecutiveechopacketswithin thedetection time, it advertises that thesession isDown.Theecho

functioncanbeusedtogether thepreceding twodetectionmodes.Theechopacketdetection function

doesnot require the involvementof thecontrolplaneof theremotesystem.Packetsarereturnedby the

forwardingplaneof the remotesystem,whichreduces thedelayandensures faster faultdetection in

comparisonwith transmissionofcontrolpackets.Theenablingof theecho function inasynchronous

modecangreatlyreducetransmissionofcontrolpacketsbecausethedetectionisaccomplishedbythe

echofunction.Theenablingof theecho function inquerymodecanthoroughlycancel transmissionof

controlpacketsafterasessionisestablished.TheechofunctionmustbeenabledatbothendsofaBFD

session.Otherwise, the echo function does not take effect.

Thequerymode isnotsupportedandcannotbeconfiguredatpresent.

OnlyBFDsession version 1supports theBFDechomode.

The echomode isnot supported for an IPv6BFDsessionwith the link-local address as the source or destinationaddress.

6.3.3 BFDSupport for Applications

ByBFDsupport, theassociatedapplicationscanutilizethefastfaultdetectionofBFDtoimprovethe

protocolconvergenceperformance. Ingeneral, thefaultdetection timecanbeshortenedwithin1

second.

Working Principle

 BFDsupport forRIP

After BFD support for a certain application is enabled, a BFD session is established based on the BFD

configuration.Whena link faultoccurs,BFDcanrapidly identify the faultandnotify theassociated

applicationtoprocess,therebyimprovingitsconvergence.Currently,BFDsupportsthefollowing

applications:

AfterBFDsupportfortheRoutingInformationProtocol(RIP)isenabled,RIPcanutilizetheBFDfaultdetection,whichisfaster

thantheNDmechanismofRIP,to improvetheprotocolconvergence. Ingeneral, thefaultdetectiontimecanbeshortened

within 1second.

For more details about BFD support for RIP,seeConfiguringRIP.

 BFD support forOSPF

After BFD support for OSPF is enabled, OSPF can utilize the BFD fault detection, which is faster than the NDmechanism of OSPF,

to improve the protocol convergence. In general, the fault detection time can be shortenedwithin 1 second.

For more details about BFD support for OSPF,seeConfiguringOSPF.

 BFD support forOSPFv3

After BFD support for OSPFv3 is enabled, OSPFv3 can utilize the BFD fault detection, which is faster than the ND mechanism of

OSPFv3, to improve theprotocol convergence. Ingeneral, the faultdetection timecanbeshortenedwithin1second.

Formore details about BFD support for OSPFv3, seeConfiguringOSPFv3.

 BFD support forBGP

After BFD support for the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is enabled, BGP can utilize the BFD fault detection, which is faster than

theNDmechanismofBGP,to improve theprotocolconvergence. Ingeneral, the fault detection timecanbeshortenedwithin1

second.
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For more details about BFD support for BGP,seeConfiguringBGP.

 BFD support forIS-IS

The Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) protocol dynamically discovers a neighbor by using hello packets. After

BFDisenabled,IS-ISusesBFDtoestablishaBFDsessionwithaneighborthatisintheUpstateanddetecttheneighborstatus.

When aBFD neighbor fails, IS-IS immediately performs network convergence.The convergence time can be shortened from 30

seconds (bydefault, onapoint-to-point network, IS-IShellopacketsare transmittedatan interval of 10secondsand the

neighbor failure time is triple the interval, that is, 30 seconds) to 1 second.

For more details about BFD support for IS-IS, seeConfiguring IS-IS.

 BFD support for static routing

AfterBFDsupportforstaticroutingisenabled,BFDpreventsroutersfromselectinganunavailablestaticrouteastheforwarding

path during routing and enables routers to rapidly switch to an available backup forwarding path.

Different fromdynamic routingprotocols,staticroutingdoesnothavetheNDmechanism.Therefore,afterBFDsupport for

staticroutingisconfigured,thenext-hopreachabilityofastaticroutereliesontheBFDsessionstate.IfaBFDsessiondetectsa

fault, the next hop of a static route is unreachable and the static route is not added to theRIB.

If the remote system deletes a BFD session during the establishment of a BFD session, the BFD session becomesDown. In this

case, the systemensures that the forwarding behavior of static routing is not affected.

For more details about BFD support for static routing, seeConfiguringNSM.

 BFD support forPBR

AfterBFDsupportforPBRisconfigured,BFDpreventsroutersfromselectinganunavailablepolicyrouteastheforwardingpath

during routing and enables routers to rapidly switch to an available backup forwarding path.

BFDsupport forPBRisequivalent tothat forstaticrouting.BFDtracksanddetects the forwardingpath toaspecifiedneighbor.

WhenaBFDsessionfails,BFDnotifiesthePBRthat thenexthopisunreachable.Then,thepolicyroutetothenexthopdoesnot

take effect.

If the remote system deletes a BFD session during the establishment of a BFD session, the BFD session becomes Down. In this

case, the systemensures that the PBR forwarding behavior is not affected.

For more details about BFD support for PBR, seeConfiguringPBR.

 BFD support for VRRP

The BFD support for theVirtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) can replace the NDmechanism of VRRP to rapidly detect

therunningstatusof theactiveandstandbyrouters.Whenafaultoccurs, itacceleratestheactive/standbyrouterswitchingand

improves network performance. In general, the fault detection time can be shortened within 1 second.

VRRPcanalsoutilizeBFDtotrackaspecifiedneighbor.If theforwardingpath totheneighbor failsduringaBFDsession, it

automaticallylowerstheVRRPprioritytoacertainextenttotriggeractive/standbyrouterswitching.Thisconfigurationtakes

effect onlywhen thedynamic routing protocol or other applications notifyBFD toestablisha sessionwitha neighbor.

For more details about BFD support for VRRP,seeConfiguringVRRP.

 BFD support for VRRPPlus

TheBFD support forVRRP Plus can replace the BVF detection conducted by the balancing virtual gateway (BVG) ofVRRPPlus to

rapidlydetect therunningstatusofbalancingvirtual functions(BVFs).Whenafaultoccurs, itacceleratestheforwardingentity

switchingand improves network performance. In general, the fault detection timecan be shortenedwithin1 second.
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VRRPPlus is based on theVRRP protocol.Therefore, no additional configuration is required for BFD support and onlyVRRP

needs to be enabled on devices at both ends and aBFD session is correctly associated.

Formore details about BFD support forVRRPPlus, seeConfiguringVRRPPlus.

 BFD support forMPLS

The BFD support for Multiple protocol Label Switching (MPLS) refers that label switched paths (LSPs) use BFD to rapidly detect

the neighbor status. The following detectionmodes are supported:

1. BFD detects static LSPs.

2. BFD detects LSPs generated by the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP).

3. BFD can detect reverse links of LSPs by using the IP protocols.

For more details about BFD support for MPLS, seeConfiguringMPLS.

 BFD support for Layer-3 interfaces

BFDsupportschangingstatusof Layer-3 interfaces. In interfaceconfigurationmode,usethebfdbindpeer-ipcommand to

detect thedirectaddressofaspecifiedLayer-3interface.After thisCLIcommandisexecuted,aBFDsessioniscreatedandthe

statusofaLayer-3interfacecanbechangedbasedonthedetectionresultoftheBFDsession,forexample,BFDDownorBFDUp.

Thisfunctionisoftenusedinvarious typesof fastreroute(FRR),whichusesBFDtodetect theinterfacestatustoimplementfast

FRR switching.

Only LDP FRR switching is supported in BFD support for Layer-3 interfaces.

 BFD support for L3APmember ports

AfterBFDsupport forLayer-3accesspoint (L3AP)memberports isenabled,BFDcanrapidlydetecta fault occurringona

member port link so that traffic on this link is rapidlydistributed toother effectivemember links. In general, the fault detection

time can be shortened within 1 second.

For more details about BFD support for L3APmember ports, seeConfiguringAP.

6.3.4 BFDProtection

The BFD protection is used to protect BFD against session flapping caused by attacks (for example, a

large number of ping packets attack devices).

Working Principle

The BFD protocol is very sensitive. If a BFD-enabled device is attacked (for example, attacked by a large

numberofping packets)andBFDsessions flap, theBFDprotectioncanbeconfigured toprovide

protection.IfbothBFDandBFDprotectionareenabledonadevice,thedevicediscardstheBFDpacket

fromtheprevioushop,affectingtheestablishmentofaBFDsessionbetweentheprevious-hopdevice

and other devices.

6.3.5 BFD FlappingDampening

ABFDsessionmayfrequentlyswitchoverbetweenDownandUpdueto link instability.Asaresult,an

associatedapplication(suchasstaticrouting)mayfrequentlyswitchforwardingpathsandtherunning

services are affected.The BFD flapping dampening can solve this problem.

Working Principle
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ABFDsessionmayfrequentlyswitchoverbetweenDownandUp.This functionallowsuserstoset the

delayforstatuschangeadvertisement.AfteraBFDsessionisUpforacertainperiodoftime,BFDnotifies

anassociatedapplicationofBFDUp.Otherwise,BFDnotifiesanassociatedapplicationofBFDDown.

6.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring BFD Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to establish a BFD session.

bfd interval Sets BFD parameters.

N/A

Configures the BFD support for applications.

Theconfigurationcommandvarieswiththe
associatedapplications. For details, see their

configuration guides.

(Optional)It isusedtoconfiguretheBFDdetectionmode,slowtimer,andBDFsupport
forLayer-3 interfaces.

bfd echo Configures the BFD echo mode.

bfd slow-timer Configures the BFD slow timer.

bfd bind peer-ip Configures the BFD support for Layer-3 interfaces.

Configuring BFD Protection (Optional) It is used to protect BFD against attacks.

bfd cpp Enables BFD protection.

Configuring BFD Flapping

Dampening
(Optional) It is used to protect associated protocols against BFD flapping.

bfd up-dampening Configures BFD flapping dampening.

6.4.1 Configuring BFD Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Configure BFD support for applications.

 Establish a BFD session.

 A BFD session detects link faults.

Notes

 Pay attention to the following points when setting BFD session parameters:

1. It isrecommendedthatparametersettingsbeconsistentatbothendsofaBFDsession, toensurethatapplicationprotocols

associatedwithBFDtakeeffectsimultaneouslyandpreventoccurrenceofone-wayforwardingduetodifferentdampening

time at both ends.

2. Take into account of transmission bandwidth differences of different interfaces when setting parameters. If the minimum

transmissionintervalandminimumreceivingintervalaresettoverysmallvalues,datatransmissionmaybeaffectedduetovery

large BFD bandwidth occupancy.

 Pay attention to the following points when configuring BFD support for applications:
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1. Ensure that it is enabled on neighbors of a BFD session. Otherwise, a BFD session cannot be established. If a dynamic routing

protocol or another application requires BFD to establish a session with a neighbor, the BFD session can also be established.

2. If theinterfacespecifiedbyaBFDsessionisdifferentfromtheactualBFDpacketoutboundinterfacebecauseof IProuting,or if

theinterfacespecifiedduringBFDsessioncreationisdifferent fromtheactualBFDpacketinbound interface,aBFDsession

cannot beestablished.

 Pay attention to the following points when configuring the BFD detection mode:

1. In theprocess that the forwardingplaneof thepeerdevicereturnsechopacketstransmittedby the localend to the localend,

theechopacketsmaybe lostduetocongestionof thepeerdevice,causingasessiondetectionfailure.In thiscase,configure

QualityofService(QoS)policies toensure thatechopacketsareprocessedpreferentiallyordisable theecho function.

2. Theechodetection functionofBFDdoesnot supportmulti-hopdetection.Ensure that theechofunctionisdisabledwhen

configuringmulti-hops.

3. The echomode takes effect only after thismode is enabled at both ends of a BFD session.

4. Beforeenabling theechomodeofBFD, run thenoipredirectscommandon theneighborsof aBFDsessiontodisable the

functionof ICMPpacketredirection,andrunthenoipdenylandcommandtodisabletheDistributedDenialofService(DDoS)

function (prevent the Land-based attack).

Configuration Steps

 Setting BFDParameters

 Mandatory.

 BFD parameters need to be set at BFD session egresses of routers at both ends detected by BFD if no special requirements are
raised.

 Take into account of transmission bandwidth differences of different interfaces when setting parameters. If the minimum
transmissionintervalandminimumreceivingintervalaresettoverysmallvalues,datatransmissionmaybeaffectedduetovery

large BFD bandwidth occupancy.

Command bfd interval milliseconds min_rx milliseconds multiplier interval-multiplier

Parameter

Description

interval milliseconds: Indicates the minimum TX interval, with the unit of milliseconds.

min_rx milliseconds: Indicates the minimum RX interval, with the unit of milliseconds.

multiplier interval-multiplier: Indicates the detection timeout multiplier.

Defaults No BFD session parameter is configured.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The fast forwarding function must be enabled before the BFD function is enabled on routers.

 Enabling the BFDEchoMode

 (Optional)Portsruninasynchronousmodebydefault. IfaBFDsessionneedstoruninechomode,theechomodeneedstobe
configured.

 Complete the configuration on ports of switches or routers.

 Asessionruns inasynchronousmodeaslongaseitherofroutersatbothendsisconfiguredtoruninasynchronousmode.If
routers at both ends are configured to run in echomode bydefault, a BFD session finally runs in echomode.

Command bfd echo
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Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The BFD echo mode is disabled.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command cannot be configured on AP interfaces.

By default, when BFD session parameters are set, the system automatically enables the echo mode.

TheminimumTXintervalandminimumRXintervalofechopacketsadoptthe Intervalmillisecondsandmin_rx

milliseconds parameters of a session.

BeforeenablingtheechomodeofBFD,run thenoipredirectscommandon theneighborsofaBFDsessionto

disablethe functionof ICMPpacket redirection,and run thenoipdenylandcommandtodisable theDistributed

Denial of Service (DDoS) function (prevent the Land-based attack).

 Configuring theBFD SlowTimer

 (Optional) The default slow timer is 3,000milliseconds.The value can be changed as required.

 Configure this function in global configuration mode of switches or routers.

 InBFDechomodeorsessionbuilding, theslowtimer isusedtocontrolpackets. If thevalue increases, therequired timefor
negotiatingandestablishingaBFDsessionbecomeslonger,andthetimerequiredfortransmittingslowBFDpacketsinecho

mode is longer.

Command bfd slow-timer [ milliseconds ]

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: IndicatestheBFDslowtimer,with theunitofmilliseconds.Thevaluerangesfrom1,000to30,000and

the default value 3,000 is adopted if it is not set.

Defaults The transmission interval of slow control packets is 3,000 milliseconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to specify the slow timer in echo mode.

 Configuring theBFD Support for Layer-3 Interfaces

 (Optional) Currently, this function is used only whenMPLS LDP is used for FRR.

 Configure this function on interfaces of switches or routers.

Command bfd bind peer-ip src-address [source-ip dst-address] process-pst

Parameter

Description

src-address: Indicates thepeer IPaddressofan interface.

dst-address: Indicates the local IP address ofan interface.

Defaults BFD support for Layer-3 interfaces is not configured by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoenableBFDsupport forLayer-3 interfacessoas to rapidlydetectconnectivityofLayer-3

interfaces.

 Configuring theBFD Support for Applications

 Mandatory.
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 This function is disabled by default.

 The configuration command varieswith the associated applications. For details, see their configuration guides.

 This functionmust be configured at both ends so that a BFD session can be established.

 InRIProutingconfigurationmode,runthebfdallinterfacescommandtoenableBFDsupport forRIPonallinterfaces.For
details, see ConfiguringRIP.

 InOSPFroutingconfigurationmode,runthebfdallinterfacescommandtoenableBFDsupportforOSPFonall interfaces.For
details, see ConfiguringOSPF.

 In OSPFv3 routing configuration mode, run the bfd all interfaces command to enable BFD support for OSPFv3 on all interfaces.
For details, seeConfiguringOSPFv3.

 In BGP routing configuration mode, run the neighbor address fall-over bfd command to enable BFD support for BGP.For
details, see ConfiguringBGP.

 InIS-ISroutingconfigurationmode,runthebfdallinterfacescommandtoenableBFDsupportforIS-ISonallinterfaces.For
details, see Configuring IS-IS.

 In global configurationmode, run the ip routestaticbfd [ vrf vrf-name ] interface-type interface-number gateway [source
ip-address ] command to enable BFD support for static routing. For details, see Configuring NSM.

 In global configurationmode, run the ipv6 routestaticbfd [ vrf vrf-name ] interface-type interface-number gateway [ source
ip-address ] command to enable BFD support for IPv6 static routing. For details, see Configuring NSM.

 Run theset ip next-hopverify-availabilitynext-hop-addressbfd [vrf vrf-name ] interface-type interface-number gateway
command to enable BFD support for PBR. For details, see Configuring PBR.

 Run theset ipv6next-hopverify-availabilitynext-hop-addressbfd [vrfvrf-name ] interface-type interface-number gateway
command to enable BFD support for IPv6 PBR. For details, see Configuring PBR.

 Run thevrrpbfd interface-type interface-number ip-addresscommand toenableBFDsupport forVRRP.For details, see
Configuring VRRP.

 VRRPPlus is based on theVRRP protocol.Therefore, no additional configuration is required forBFD support for VRRPPlus.Only
VRRPneeds tobe enabled on devices at both ends and a BFDsession is correctly associated.

Verification

 The verification command varieswith the associated applications. For details, see their configuration guides.

Configuration Example

 Configuring BFDsupport for OSPF

Scenario

Figure 6-6

Configuration

Steps

 Configure IP addresses for interconnected interfaces of Router A and Router B.

 RunOSPF on Router A and Router B.

 Set BFDparameters for interconnected interfaces of Router A andRouter B.
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 Enable BFD support for OSPF on Router A and Router B.

A A#configure terminal

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet2/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)# no switchport //Theconfiguration isnot requiredonrouters.

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)#ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)#bfd interval 200 min_rx 200 multiplier 5

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)# exit

A(config)#interface GigabitEthernet1/1

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet1/1)# no switchport //Theconfiguration isnot requiredonrouters.

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet1/1)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

A(config-if-GigabitEthernet1/1)# exit

A(config)# router ospf 123

A(config-router)# log-adj-changes detail

A(config-router)# network 192.168.3.00.0.0.255 area 0

A(config-router)#network192.168.1.00.0.0.255area0

A(config-router)# bfdall-interfaces

A(config-router)# end

B B#configure terminal

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet2/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)# no switchport //Theconfiguration isnot requiredonrouters.

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)#ip address 192.168.3.2 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)#bfd interval 200 min_rx 200 multiplier 5

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet2/1)# exit

B(config)#interface GigabitEthernet1/1

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet1/1)# no switchport //Theconfiguration isnot requiredonrouters.

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet1/1)#ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0

B(config-if-GigabitEthernet1/1)# exit

B(config)# router ospf 123

B(config-router)# log-adj-changes detail

B(config-router)# network 192.168.3.00.0.0.255 area 0

B(config-router)# network 192.168.2.00.0.0.255 area 0

B(config-router)# bfd all-interfaces

B(config-router)# end

Verification Display verification.
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A A# show bfd neighbors details

Up

IntOurAddr NeighAddr LD/RD RH/RS Holdown(mult) State

192.168.3.1 192.168.3.2 1/2 Up 532 (3 ) Ge2/1

Local Diag: 0, Demand mode: 0, Poll bit: 0

MinTxInt: 200000, MinRxInt: 200000, Multiplier: 5

Received MinRxInt: 50000, Received Multiplier: 3

Holdown (hits): 600(22), Hello (hits): 200(84453)

Rx Count: 49824, Rx Interval (ms) min/max/avg: 208/440/332

Tx Count: 84488, Tx Interval (ms) min/max/avg: 152/248/196

Registered protocols: OSPF

Uptime: 02:18:49

Last packet: Version: 1 - Diagnostic: 0

IHearYoubit: 1 - Demand bit: 0

Poll bit: 0 - Final bit: 0

Multiplier: 3 - Length: 24

MyDiscr.:2 - YourDiscr.: 1

Min tx interval: 50000 - Min rx interval: 50000

Min Echo interval: 0

B B# show bfd neighbors details

OurAddr NeighAddr LD/RD RH/RS Holdown(mult) State Int

192.168.3.2 192.168.3.1 2/1 Up 532 (5) Up Ge2/1

Local Diag: 0, Demand mode: 0, Poll bit: 0

MinTxInt: 50000, MinRxInt: 50000, Multiplier: 3

Received MinRxInt: 200000, Received Multiplier: 5

Holdown (hits): 600(22), Hello (hits): 200(84453)

Rx Count: 49824, Rx Interval (ms) min/max/avg: 209/440/332 last: 66 ms ago

TxCount:84488,TxInterval (ms)min/max/avg:153/249/197 last:190msago

Registered protocols: OSPF

Uptime: 02:18:49

Last packet: Version: 1 - Diagnostic: 0

IHearYoubit: 1 - Demand bit: 0

Poll bit: 0 - Final bit: 0

Multiplier: 5 - Length: 24

MyDiscr.:1 - YourDiscr.: 2
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MinEchointerval:0

-Minrxinterval:200000Mintxinterval:200000

Common Errors

 BFD parameters are not set for device interfaces at one end.

 The BFD support for applications is disabled.

 The BFD support for applications is enabled only at one end.

6.4.2 ConfiguringBFDProtection

Configuration Effect

 If a BFD-enabled device is attacked (for example, attacked by a large number of ping packets) and BFD session flaps accordingly,
the BFD protection can be enabled to provide protection.

Notes

 The BFD basic functions must be configured.

 IfbothBFDandBFDprotectionareenabledonadevice, thedevicediscardstheBFDpacketfromtheprevioushop,affectingthe
establishment of a BFD session between the previous-hop device and other devices.

 This function and limitations are applicable only to switches.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling BFDProtection

 Optional.

 Configure this function in global configuration mode on switches or routers.

 The BFD protection function raises the processing priority of BFD packets and ensures normal running of BFD services in a
scenario in which devices are attacked.

Command bfd cpp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The BFD protection function is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable the BFD protection function to provide protection if a device encounters BFD flapping due to attacks.

Verification

Run the show running-config command to verify the configuration on an interface.

Configuration Example

 Enabling BFDProtection
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Configuration

Steps

 Configure this function on a switch on a network where attacks exist.

 Configure the BFD protection function.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# bfd cpp

FS(config)# end

Verification N/A

6.4.3 ConfiguringBFD Flapping Dampening

Configuration Effect

 ABFDsessionmayfrequentlyswitchoverbetweenDownandUpduetolinkinstability.Asaresult,arelevantapplication(such
as static routing) may frequently switch forwarding paths and the running services are affected.

 Userscansetthedelayforstatuschangeadvertisement,afterwhichBFDnotifiesanassociatedapplicationofBFDUp.Aftera
BFD session is Up for a certain period of time, BFD notifies an associated application of BFD Up. Otherwise, BFD notifies it of BFD

Down. The purpose is to reduce flapping of associated protocols caused by instable links.

Notes

 The BFD basic functions must be configured.

 IfaBFDsessiondoesnotfrequentlyswitchoverbetweenDownandUp, theenablingofBFDflappingdampeningwilldelay
notifying an associated application of BFD Up.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring BFDFlapping Dampening

 (Optional)TheBFDflappingdampeningisdisabledonportsbydefault.IfaBFDsessionfrequentlyswitchesoverbetween
Down and Up, it is advised to enable this function.

 Configure this function on ports of switches or routers.

 With BFD flapping dampening enabled, it is relieved that associated applications, such as route re-calculation, process
quantities of advertisements because of frequent status BFD change. The larger the configured time is, the longer the required

BFD stability time is. BFD notifies an application module of BFD Up only after the stability time reaches the configured time.

Command bfd up-dampening[milliseconds]

Parameter

Description

milliseconds:Indicatesthedelayforstatuschangeadvertisement,afterwhichBFDnotifiesanassociatedapplication

ofBFDUp,withtheunitofmilliseconds.Thevaluerangesfrom0to300,000.Thevalue0indicatesthatBFDnotifies

theapplication layer immediatelywhenasessionswitchesover fromDown toUpand thedefault value is 0.

Defaults The BFD flapping dampening function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This function needs to be enabled only when the link is instable.

IfaBFDsessiondoesnotfrequentlyswitchoverbetweenDownandUp,theenablingofBFDflappingdampening

will delay notifying an associated application of BFD Up.

Verification
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Run the show running-config command to verify the configuration on an interface.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringBFDFlapping Dampeningwith theAdvertisementDelay as 60,000Milliseconds

Configuration

Steps

 Configure this function in an environment where BFD frequent flaps due to link instability.

 Set the delay for status change advertisement to 60,000 milliseconds.

FS#configure terminal

FS(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/2

FS(config)# bfd up-dampening 60000

FS(config)# end

Verification N/A

6.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays BFD session information. showbfdneighbors [vrfvrf-name] [client{ap|bgp|ospf|rip|vrrp|static-route|pbr|

vrrp-balance | ldp-lsp | static-lsp | backward-lsp-with-ip | pst } ][ipv4 ip-address | ipv6

ip-address][ details]

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs BFD events. debug bfd event[interface interface-type interface-number | ipv4ip-address | ipv6

ipv6-address]

Debugs BFD packets. debug bfd packet[interface interface-type interface-number | ipv4ip-address | ipv6

ipv6-address]

7 Configuring IP Event Dampening

7.1 Overview

When the Layer-3 port on a Layer-3 device frequently goes Up and Down due to manual

enabling/disablingorotherexternalcauses, the routing tableon thedevicewill flap repeatedly. If a

routingprotocol is configured, theprotocolmaypropagate the flap to theentirenetwork, causing

repeatedupdatesandrecalculationofneighboringroutes,whichwastesnetworkbandwidthsand

destabilizes the network. Repeated route updates and recalculation on devices consumemany CPU

resources, which affects the normal running of customer networks.

IPEventDampeningdetectsabnormalUp/Downflappingandautomaticallysuppressesfrequentport

statechanges,whichprevents thepropagationofsingle-point linkfailuresbyaroutingprotocol.When
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A and B are routers.

theport isrestored,itwillbeautomaticallyunsuppressed,thusreducingnetworkflapsandCPU

resource consumption while improving network stability.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2439: BGP Route Flap Dampening

At its core, the suppression algorithm usedby IPEventDampening is the sameas that usedbyBGPRouteFlapDampening.

7.2 Applications

Application Description

Routed Port Flap Dampening Monitors the state change of the Layer-3 port on a router, and suppresses frequent port flapping.

7.2.1 Routed Port FlapDampening

Scenario

In a network that runs a routing protocol, when a port on a router connected to another router

frequentlygoesUpandDown,neighboringrouteswillberepeatedlyupdatedandrecalculated.The

routing protocol may propagate the flap to the entire network, causing a network flap. IP Event

Dampeningcanbeenabledon theconnectedrouters tomonitorport statechangesandsuppress

frequentport flapping, thusreducingnetworkflapsandCPUresourceconsumptionwhile improving

network stability.

Figure 7-1

Deployment

Configure IP Event Dampening on portGE0/1 on Router A and portGE0/1 on Router B respectively.

The subinterfaces and the virtual templates of interfaces on routers do not support the dampening feature.

7.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Penalty

Aport thatgoesUporDowngetsapenalty foreachstatechange,but thepenaltydecaysexponentially

when the port is stable. In thisway, port behaviors canbe sensedand controlled intelligently.

Remarks
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 Suppress Threshold

Whenthecumulativepenaltyofaportexceedsasuppressthreshold, theport isconsideredtoflapand

will besuppressed.

 Half-Life Period

Thehalf-life period is theperiod required for the penalty todecrease tohalf of theoriginal valuewhen theport is stable. It defines the

speedatwhichthepenaltydecaysexponentially.Theshorter thehalf-lifeperiod, thefaster thepenaltydecays,and thefaster theport

is detected to be stable, but the flap detection sensitivity is reduced.

 Reuse Threshold

Whentheport no long flapsand itspenaltydecays toacertaindegree(belowthesuppress threshold), theport isconsidered tobe

stable and is unsuppressed.

 Maximum SuppressTime

Whenaport keeps flappingandreachesavery largepenalty, theportwillnotbeusable fora longtime.

Toavoid thisproblem, themaximumsuppress timeisdefinedtoalwaysmaintain theport suppression

duration below a certain value nomatter how long the port has flapped.

Overview

Feature Description

Port Flap Suppression Configurethecriteriaandparametersof flapsuppressiononports toenableswitchesto identifyandsuppress

frequently flapping ports, which ensures route stability and avoids route flap propagation.

7.3.1 PortFlapSuppression

WorkingPrinciple

AportconfiguredwithIPEventDampeningisassignedapenalty.Theportgetsapenaltyof1,000each

timewhen itgoesDown,but thepenaltydecreaseswith time. If theport goesDownagain, thepenalty

increasesaccordingly.Whenthecumulativepenaltyexceedsthesuppressthreshold, theportwillbe

suppressed.Fortheaffectedupper-layerprotocol,thesuppressedport isalwaysDownnomatterwhat

the actual port state is. When the penalty decreases to the reuse threshold, the port will be

unsuppressed, and the upper-layer protocol can sense the actual port state.

IfaLayer-3port isnotconfiguredwith IPEventDampening,or isnot suppressedby it, therouting

protocol or other protocol concernedabout the port status still work normally.When theport is

suppressed,theupper-layerprotocolconsiderstheport tobeDown.Anystatechangeof theport

before theport isunsuppresseddoesnot affect the routing tableand the route calculationand

advertisement performed by the upper-layer routing protocol.

Related Configuration

 Configuring IP Event Dampening

 By default, IP Event Dampening is disabled on Layer-3 ports.

 Run thedampening [half-life-period [ reuse-thresholdsuppress-thresholdmax-suppress [ restart [ restart-penalty ] ] ] ] command
to enable or disable IP Event Dampening on Layer-3 ports.
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7.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Enabling IP Event Dampening (Mandatory)It is used to suppress Layer-3 port flapping.

dampening Configures IP Event Dampening.

7.4.1 Enabling IP Event Dampening

Configuration Effect

Whenaport configuredwithIPEventDampeningkeepsflappinguntil thepredefinedthreshold is

exceeded, the port is set to Down.

Notes

 WhenaLayer-3port onaswitch isconverted toaLayer-2port (forexample, fromaroutedport toaswitchport), the IPEvent
Dampening configuration on the port will be deleted.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring IP Event Dampening

 Mandatory.

 Perform the configuration in Layer-3 interface configuration mode.

 Youcanspecifythehalf-lifeperiod,reusethreshold,suppressthreshold,maximumsuppresstime,andinitialpenalty.Ifyoudo
not set these parameters, their default values will be used.

Verification

 showrunning-config

Use any one of the following commands to check whether the configuration takes effect:

 show interfaces [ interface-id ] dampening, which is used to check the IPEvent Dampening configuration on a specified port

Related Commands

 Enabling IP Event Dampening on a Port

Command dampening [ half-life-period [ reuse-threshold suppress-threshold max-suppress [ restart [ restart-penalty ] ] ] ]

Parameter

Description

half-life-period: Indicates the half-life period. Value range: <1–30>; default value: 5s.

reuse-threshold: Indicates the reuse threshold. Value range: <1–20,000>; default value: 1,000.

suppress-threshold: Indicates the suppress threshold. Value range: <1–20,000>; default value: 2,000.

max-suppress: Indicates themaximum suppress time. Value range: <1–255>; default value: four times the half-life

period.

restart restart-penalty: Indicates the initial penalty. Value range: <1–20,000>; default value: 2,000.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide IPEventDampeningcanaffectdirectroutes,host routes,staticroutes,dynamicroutes,andVRRP.Whenaport is

suppressedbasedon theconfiguredcriteria, theaffectedmodules determine that the port isDownand therefore
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If theavailablesystemmemory isinsufficient torun thedampeningcommand,thefollowingmessageindicatinga

configuration failure will be printed:

delete corresponding routes. No data packet will be transmitted through the port.

When the dampening command is rerun on a port configured with IP Event Dampening, the dampening

informationon theportwillbecleared,but the flapcount is retained,unlessyouusetheclearcounterscommand to

clear the counters on the port.

Ifthemax-suppressparameterissettoaverysmallvalue,makingthemaximumpenaltysmallerthanthesuppress

threshold, theportwill neverbe suppressed.Whensuchaconfigurationerroroccurs, the followingmessage

indicating a configuration failure will be printed:

% No memory, configure dampening fail!

% Maximum penalty (10) is less than suppress penalty (2000). Increase maximum suppress time

Configuration Example

 Configuring IP Event Dampening on Layer-3 Ports

Scenario

Figure 7-2

Configuration

Steps

EnableIPEventDampeningonportGigabitEthernet0/1onRouterAandonportGigabitEthernet0/1onRouterB

respectively,andsethalf-time-period to30s,reuse-thresholdto1,500,suppress-threshold to10,000,and

max-suppress to 120s.

A FS(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#dampening 30 1500 10000 100

B FS(config)#interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)#dampening 30 1500 10000 100

Verification Run the show interfaces dampening command to check the IP Event Dampening configuration on the

corresponding ports.

FS#show interfaces dampening

GigabitEthernet 0/1

FlapsPenaltySupp ReuseTmHalfL ReuseV SuppV MaxSTm MaxP Restart

0 0 FALSE 0 30 1500 1000 100 15119 0

Common Errors

 TheportonaLayer-3switch isnotconvertedtoaroutedportbyusing thenoswithportcommandbefore IPEventDampening
is configured.
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7.5Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears the interface counters. clear counters

For details about the clear counter command, see the related chapter for the "Interface" command.

Displaying

Description Command

Displaysthecountersonsuppressedports. show dampening interface

Displays the IP Event Dampening

configuration on ports.

show interfaces dampening

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Enables debugging of IP Event

Dampening.

debug dampening interface

8 Configuring VSU(Stacking)

8.1 Overview

Inorder to improve thereliabilityofnetworks, the twodevicesatcore layerandconvergencelayerof

traditionalnetworksareconfiguredwithtwocorestoprovideredundancy.Accessandconvergence

devicesarerespectivelyconnectedtothecoresthroughtwolinks.Thefollowingfigureshowsatypical

traditionalnetworkarchitecture.Redundantnetworkarchitectureincreasesthecomplexityofnetwork

designandoperation.At thesame time,a largenumberof redundant links reduce theutilizationof

network resources and return on investment.

Figure 8-1 Traditional network architecture
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VirtualSwitchingUnit (VSU)orStacking isakindof networksystemvirtualization technology that

supportscombiningmultipledevicesintoasinglevirtualizeddevice.AsshowninFigure8-2,access,

convergence and core layer devices can respectively formVSUs, and then theseVSUs connect to one

anothertoformanend-to-endVSUnetwork.Comparedwithtraditionalnetwork, thisnetworkingcan:

 Simplify the networktopology.

 Reduce the costs of network management andmaintenance.

 Shorten application recovery time and service interruption time.

 Enhance the utilization of network resources.

Figure 8-2 End-to-End VSU Networking
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ThedevicesfromlefttorightinFigure1-3areDevice1,Device2,Device3andDevice4.

For details on VSL, see the description in section 1.3.1.

Device1istheglobalmasterdevice.

Device2 istheglobalslavedevice.

Devices 3 and 4 are the global candidate devices.

8.2 Applications

Application Description

Managing Multiple Devices in a Unified

Manner

Uses multiple physical devices as a logical device for unified management.

Simplifying Networking Topology Uses a VSU as a logical device to simplify the networking topology.

8.2.1 ManagingMultipleDevicesinaUnifiedManner

Scenario

Whenmultiple physical devices form aVSU system, the physical devices can be viewed as a logical

device. All configurations aremanaged on the global master device.

AsshowninFigure8-3, fourdevices(numberedas1,2,3,and4fromlefttoright) formaVSUsystem.

Device1istheglobalmasterdevice,device2istheglobalslavedevice,anddevices3and4arethe

global candidatedevices.

 All devices are configured simply on the global master device.

Figure 8-3

Deployment

 The global master device controls the entireVSUsystem, runs control-plane protocols and is involved in data forwarding.

 Theglobalslavedeviceisinvolvedindataforwarding,doesnotruncontrol-planeprotocols,andworksasthebackupandtakes
over the work of the global master device when faulty.

 Theglobal candidatedevicesare involved indata forwardinganddonot runcontrol-planeprotocols.Whentheglobalslave
deviceisfaulty,aglobalcandidatedevicecantakeovertheworkof theglobalslavedevice. Inthiscase,whentheglobalmaster

and slave devices are faulty, the VSU system will restart.

8.2.2 Simplifying Networking Topology

Scenario

In traditional networks as shown in Figure 8-4, redundant devices and lines need to be added to

increasethenetworking reliability; however,manyalgorithmsalsoneed tobe introduced toprevent

loops,whichmakethenetworkingmorecomplex.IntheVSUsystem,alldevicesareviewedasalogical

Remarks
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device.Differentdevicesbackupeachother,andnolooppreventionalgorithmneedstobeintroduced,

which can simplify the network.

 Two aggregate switches form a VSU system. It is unnecessary to configure a loop prevention algorithm. The two switches are
redundant mutually.

 The access switch is connected to the aggregate switches through the uplink AP.

 When a switch in theVSU system is faulty, the other link still works.

Figure 8-4

Deployment

 The global master device controls the entireVSUsystem, runs control-plane protocols and is involved in data forwarding.

 Theglobalslavedeviceisinvolvedindataforwarding,doesnotruncontrol-planeprotocols,andworksasthebackupandtakes
over the work of the global master device when the global master device is faulty.

 The access switch is oriented to users and allows access by users' devices.

8.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 VSUSystem

VSU system is a single logical entity consisting of two or multiple devices in traditional network

architecture. For example, the convergence layerVSU system as shown in the following figure can be

seenas a single device that interactswith the core layer and access layer.

Figure 8-5 Convergence layer VSU
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In theaboveVSUnetworkstructure, thememberdevices forma logicalentity through internal linksand

the access layer devices are connected to the VSU through aggregated links. In this way, there is no layer

2 loop between the access and convergence layers.

Figure 8-6 Access layer VSU

 VSU Domain ID

Except the core and convergence layer devices, the access layer devices can also form aVSUsystem.A

serverthat requireshighavailabilitycanadoptmultiplenetworkcardstoformanAggregatePort (AP) to

connectaccesslayerdevices.SinceAPcanonlyconnect tothesameaccessdevice,theriskofsingle

devicefault increases. Inthiscase,VSUcanbeusedtosolvetheproblem. In theVSUmode,aserver

adoptsmultiplenetwork cardsandbinds them intoanAP toconnect differentmemberdevices in the

sameVSUgroup.Thiswaycanpreventsinglepoint failureandnetwork interruptioncausedbysingle

link failure.

 MemberDeviceID

A VSU domain has only one ID. Only the devices with the same domain IDs can form a VSU system.

 Member DeviceRole

Everymember device in aVSU system has a unique ID, namely, Switch ID. Switch IDs can be used in

devicemanagementorconfiguringinterfacesonmemberdevices.YouneedtoconfigureanIDfora

devicewhenadding thedevicetoaVSUsystemandensure that the IDisunique in thesameVSU

system. If an IDconflict occurs, theVSUsystemwill reserveonedeviceaccordingpriority.

AVSU system consists of several devices.When establishing aVSU system, you need to select a global

masterdeviceandaglobalslavedevice.All otherdevicesareglobalcandidatedevices. Aglobal

masterdevice iselected frommultipledevicesbasedonanelectionprotocol.All other devicesare

global slavedevices in the1:Nhotstandbymode.When the1:1hot standbymode issupported,one

deviceistheglobalmasterdevice,onedeviceistheglobalslavedevice,andallotherdevicesareglobal

candidate devices.

TheglobalmasterdeviceisresponsibleforcontrollingtheentireVSUsystem,runningcontrolplane

protocolsandparticipatingindataforwarding.Otherdevices,includingtheglobalslavedevicesand

candidatedevices,participate indata forwardingbutdonot runcontrolplaneprotocols.All received

control plane data flows are forwarded to the global master device for processing.

Theglobalslavedevicealsoreceivesthestatusesoftheglobalmasterdeviceinreal-timeandprovide

1:1or1:Nredundancywiththeglobalmasterdevice. If theglobalmasterdevicebecomesfaulty,the

global slave device will take over services from the master device and manage the entire VSU system.
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The following is the method for selecting the master device of a VSU system:

2. Rules forselecting themasterdeviceofaVSUsystem include (Continuewith thenext rule if theprevious ruledoesnot help in

selectingthemasterdevice):a)Select thecurrentlyrunninghostas themasterdevicewiththehighestpriority(Alldevicesare

notmasterdevicesduringstartup).b)Select thedevicewiththehighestpriorityas themasterdevice.c)Select thedevicewith

the lowest deviceNo. as the host. d) Select thedevicewith thesmallestMACaddress as themaster device.

3. In the1:Nhotstandbymode,select thedevicethathas themost familiarconfigurationswiththemasterdeviceas theslave

devicetopreventdualactivedevices.Theselectionorder is:thenearest/thehighestpriority/thesmallestMACaddress.

4. VSUsystemsupportshotaddingasupportdevice.Eventhehotaddeddevicehasahigherprioritythanthemasterdevicehas,

theVSU system does not perform active/standby switch.

5. Thestartuporderofmemberdevicemayaffect theelectionofmasterdevice.Amemberdevicemaynot join intheVSUsystem

becauseitstartsuptooslowly.In thiscase, thedevicewillbehotaddedtotheVSUsystem.Eventhedevicehasahigherpriority

than the master device, theVSU system does not perform active/standby switchover.

Overview

Feature Description

Virtual Switching Link (VSL) In a VSU system, a virtual link is used to connect all devices.

Topology Describes the internal topology of a VSU system.

Dual-Active Detection (DAD) Avoids that dual master switches coexist in a VSU domain.

System Management Describes possible connections between external devices and VSU devices.

Quick Blinking Location Manages devices in the VSU system.

8.3.1 VirtualSwitchingLink (VSL)

WorkingPrinciple

 VSL

TheVSU system is a network entity that consists of multiple devices. These devices need to share control

information and part of data streams. The VSL is a special link used for transmission of control

information and data streams among devices of the VSU system. For example, the VSL can be

establishedbetweentwodevicesthrough10GigabitEthernetinterfaces.Figure8-7showstheposition

of theVSL in the VSU system.

Figure 8-7 VSL

TheVSL exists in the form of AP groups. The data streams transmitted through the VSL balance load

among the aggregation port members according to the traffic balancing algorithm.

 VSL Traffic

The control streams transmitted through the VSL between devices include:
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1. Theprotocolpacketsreceivedbythememberdevices:TheseprotocolpacketsneedtobeforwardedthroughtheVSLtothe

global master device for processing.

2. Theprotocolpacketsprocessedbytheglobalmasterdevice:TheseprotocolpacketsneedtobeforwardedthroughtheVSLto

the interfaces of othermember devices and then sent to the peer devices by these interfaces.

The data streams transmitted through the VSL between devices include:

1. The data stream flooded on theVLAN

2. The data streams that need to be forwarded across devices and transmitted through theVSL

Furthermore, the internal management packets of the VSU system are also transmitted through the VSL.

The management packets include the protocol information switched by the hot backup and

configuration information delivered by the host to other member devices.

Intermsoftheswitchedportanalyzer(SPAN)function,theinterfaceassociatedwiththeVSLcannotberegardedasthesource
port or destination port of the SPAN.

 VSL Failure

If a certain member link connected to the VSL AP group fails to work, the VSU will adjust the

configurationsof theVSLaggregationportautomatically toprevent the traffic frombeing transmitted

through the faulty member link.

Ifallmember linksaredisconnected totheVSLAPgroup, theVSUtopologywillchange. If theoriginal

VSUtopology isa ring topology, the ringwill convert intoa line.Fordetails, see topology ringand line

conversion in the section of TopologyChanges.

 Detecting Error Frames on a VSL Interface

When a large number of consecutive error frames are detected on aVSL interface, the interface must be

disabled and switched to anotherVSL interface.The detectionmethod is as follows:

IferrorframesarefoundonaVSLinterface,performerrorframecorrection.ThesystemdetectstheVSL

interfaceevery5secondsbydefault. If thenumberoferror frames isgreater than thevalueofnumas

comparedwiththatdetectedlast time, it isassumedthaterrorframesaredetectedonce. Iferror frames

aredetectedconsecutively for thevalueof times, it isassumedthat theinterfaceisabnormal. Ifmultiple

VSLlinksareavailablewhenerrorframesaredetected,theVSLwillbeswitched.ThelastVSLwillnotbe

switched in order to prevent topology splitting.

Differentuserscenarioshavedifferentrequirementsfornumand times.Thedefaultvalueofnum is3

andthatoftimes is10.Ifusershavestrictrequirementsonthescenarios,selectsmallervaluesfornum

and times; if reverse, select greater values.

8.3.2 Topology

TheVSUsystemsupportslinetopologyandringtopology.DevicesareconnectedthroughaVSLtoform

a line that is called the line topology.

Working Principle

 Topology
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Thelinetopologyissimple.Itusesaveryfewportsandcables.Twodevicesareconnectedwitha

communication link only. Therefore, theVSL has low reliability.

Figure 8-8 Line topology

Expect for the line topology,devicescanalso formaring topology,as shown inFigure8-9. In the ring

topology, the twocommunication linksbetweendevicescanbackup foreachotherandperform link

redundancy to improve the reliability of theVSU system.

Figure 8-9 Ring Topology

Youareadvisedtoselect thering topology for theVSUsystem, thus thenormaloperationof thewholeVSUsystemwillnotbe
affected by any single faulty device or VSL.

Besidesselectingtheringtopologynetworking,youareadvisedtoconfiguremultipleVSLsforeveryVSLmembertoimprove
thereliabilityofasingleVSL.Atleast twolinksarerecommendedandamaximumoffour linkscanbeconfigured.Areasonable

configuration comprises more than two VSLs crossing different cards.

 Topology Convergence

Beforetheestablishmentof theVSU,thememberdevicesneedtodiscoverneighborsthroughtopology

discoveryprotocolsandcheckdevices in theVSUsystem toconfirmthe rangeof themanagement

domain.ThenaglobalmasterdeviceisselectedtomanagethewholeVSUsystemandaglobalslave

deviceisselectedforbackupof themasterdevice.ThenthewholeVSUtopologyisconverged.Asthe

startup timediffers for differentdevices, the first convergence timeof the topology isalsodifferent.

 Topology ring and Line Conversion

In a ring topology, if aVSL link isdisconnected, the ring topologywill convert intoa line topology.The

wholeVSUsystemwillstill runnormallywithoutnetworkdisconnection.TopreventotherVSLlinksand

nodesfrombeingfaulty,youareadvisedtolocatetheVSLfailuresandrecovertheavailabilityoftheVSL.

After theVSL link is recovered, the line topology will convert into the ring topology.
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 Topology Splitting

Figure 8-10 Ring-to-line and line-to-ring

 Topology Combining

In the line topology, if theVSL link isdisconnected, the line topologywill besplit, asshown inFigure

8-11.AVSUgroup issplit into twogroups. In thiscondition, twodeviceswith theabsolutely same

configurationsmayexist on the network,whichwill causeabnormal operation of the network.

Therefore, themulti-activedetection(MAD) functionneedstobedeployed tosolve theproblemof

topology splitting.

Figure 8-11 Topology splitting

If the twoVSUgroupsareconnected through theVSL link, the line topologywill becombined.During

the topology combining, restart oneVSUgroup and then hot add the otherVSUgroup.

Theprincipleof topologycombining:Minimizing influenceson theservicesduring topologycombining.

The rulesareas follows (Judge from the first item. If youcannot select theoptimal topology, continue to

judge the next item):

 Usethedevicepriorityas the firstcriteria for judging topologycombining.Reserve theVSUgroupcontainingadevicewith the
highest priority.

 If theprevious itemcannot helpmakea judgment, select theVSUgroupwithasmallerswitch ID (that of the twoglobalmaster
switches).
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 If thepreviousitemcannothelpmakeajudgment,reservetheVSUgroupwithasmallerMACaddress(thatoftheglobalmaster
switches).

Figure 8-12 Topology combining

Duringtopologycombiningof twoVSUgroups,the twoVSUgroupsneedtobeelected.TheVSUgroup that failstheelection
will restart automatically and hot add to the other VSU group.

8.3.3 Dual-Active Detection(DAD)

WorkingPrinciple

WhentheVSLisdisconnected, theslavedeviceswitches to themasterdevice. If theoriginalmaster

deviceisstill running,aseriesofproblemsincluding IPaddressconflictontheLANwillbecauseddueto

thereare twomasterdevicesand their configurationsare thesamecompletely. In thiscondition, the

VSUsystemmustdetect thetwodevicesandtakerecoverymeasures.TheVSUsystemprovidestwo

methods to perform MADas follows:

 Bidirectional forwarding detection(BFD)

 AP-based detection

 MADRules

1. Select theVSU group with the highest priority.

2. If the previous item cannot help make a judgment, select theVSUgroup withmore physical devices.

3. If theprevious itemcannot helpmakea judgment, select theVSUgroupwithahigherhealth. (Health: totalbandwidthofall

physical interfaces (except formanagement andVSL interfaces) in the UP state in the topology.)

4. If theprevious itemcannothelpmakea judgment, select theVSUgroupwithasmallerswitchID (thatof the twoglobalmaster

switches).

5. If theprevious itemcannothelpmakeajudgment, reservetheVSUgroupwithasmallerMACaddress(thatof the twoglobal

master switches).

6. If theprevious itemcannothelpmakea judgment, reservetheVSUgroupwithagreaterstartup time(thatof theglobalmaster

switches).

 BFD

TheVSU system supports the BFD to detect multiple master devices. Figure 8-13 shows the topology. A

link isaddedfor the twodeviceson theedges forMADspecially.WhentheVSLlink isdisconnected
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betweentheglobalmasterandslavedevices,twomasterdevicesexistconcurrently.IftheBFDfunction

isset,thetwomasterdeviceswillsendtheBFDpacketstoeachother throughtheBFDlink.Therebythe

samedevicesaredetectedonthecurrentsystem.FinallyshutdowntheVSUsystemofamasterdevice

according to some rules and enter the recovery state to avoid network abnormality.

Figure 8-13 BFD

When there is a pair of BFD links, you are advised to deploy the detection links at the two ends of the topology.

Youneedtoadopt theextensionBFDandyoucannot configure thedual-activedetectionportbyusing theexistingBFD
configurations andcommands.

 MAD

TheVSUsystemalsosupports theMADdual-activedetectionmechanism.Figure8-14showsthe

topology.TheVSUsystemandtheupstreamdevicebothneedtosupport theMADfunction.Whenthe

VSLlinkisdisconnected,twomasterdevicesexistconcurrently.Thetwomasterdevicesrespectively

sendtheMADpacketstothememberportsof theMAD-APsandthentheMADpacketsareforwarded

toeachother through theupstreamdevice.Asshown inFigure8-14, theMAD-APhas fourmember

ports.Eachmemberport is connected toadifferent deviceof theVSUsystem.When the topology

splittingoccurs,thefourmemberportsallsendandreceivetheMADpackets.Therebythesamedevices

aredetectedonthecurrentsystem.Finallyshutdown theVSUsystemofamasterdeviceaccordingto

some rules and enter the recovery state to avoid network abnormality.

Figure 8-14 MAD based on upstream and downstream devices

In the topology above, the upstream device must be FS device and support the MAD packet forwarding function.

8.3.4 VSUTrafficForwarding

WorkingPrinciple

 Cross-device APGroup
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 Troubleshooting

AnAPbindsmultiplephysical linkstogethertoformalogicallink.TheVSUsystemsupportstheAP

across themember devices.

Asshown inFigure8-15, twodevices formaVSUgroup.Theexternal accessdeviceSwitchA is

connected to theVSU inthe formof theAP.In termsofSwitchA, there isnodifferencebetweentheAP

in Figure 8-15 and the common AP group.

Figure 8-15 Cross-device aggregation port

Youareadvisedtoconfigure thecross-deviceAPwiththephysical linkbetweentheperipheraldevice

andeachVSUdevice.Ontheonehand,theVSLbandwidthcanbereserved(prioritizetheAPmemberof

the same chassis as the egress to transmitted the cross-chassis AP traffic and prevent unnecessary traffic

from being transmitted through the VSL link). On the other hand, the network reliability can be

improved (if a certain chassis is faulty, themember ports of normal devicescanworknormally).

 Singlelinkfailure

The follows sections describe the possible faults of the cross-device AP and the consequences.

Ifasingle linkof thecross-deviceAPisfaultybutother linksstillworknormally, thecross-deviceAPwill

reallocate the traffic for the remaining normal links.

 Link failure of all cross-device APmember ports on the global master device

If the linksof all cross-deviceAPmember portson the globalmasterdevice fail towork, only the

memberports of othermember devicescontinueworkingnormally. In termsof thedata stream

transmittedthroughtheAPtotheVSUsystem, if thedatastreamforwardingegressison theglobal

masterdevice, thesystemwill forward thedatastreamto thecorrespondingegressontheglobal

master device through theVSL link.

Thecontrolplaneprotocolsarestill runningontheglobalmasterdevice.Therefore,theprotocolpackets

thatenter theVSUsystemneed tobe forwarded to theglobalmaster device through theVSL link for

protocol computing.

 Failure of all links of other member devices

If all linksof thecross-deviceAPand asingle deviceA fail towork, only thememberports of other

memberdevicescontinueworkingnormally. In termsof thedata streamtransmitted through theAPto

theVSUsystem, if thedatastreamforwardingegressisonthememberdeviceA,thesystemwillforward

the data stream to the corresponding egress on themember deviceA through theVSL.

 Global master device fault

If theglobalmasterdevice is faulty, thehot backupswitching isperformed toswitch theoriginal slave

devicetothemasterdevice.Meanwhile, thememberportsonothermemberdevicescontinueworking.
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 Memberdevicefault

ThelinkfailureisdetectedonthepeerdeviceconnectedtotheVSUthroughthisAP.Therefore,the

traffic balancing algorithmneeds to be adjusted toallocate thedata stream tonormal links.

 Traffic Balancing

If amemberdevice is faulty, theAPmember link connected to thismemberdevice isdisconnected.

However, other member links still work normally. The link failure is detected on the peer device

connectedtotheVSUthroughthisAP.Therefore, thetrafficbalancingalgorithmneedstobeadjustedto

allocate the data stream forwarding paths to normal links.

In a VSU system, traffic may havemultiple egresses. The AP and ECMP have their own traffic balancing

algorithms,forexample,usingdestinationorsourceMACaddresses.Fordetails,seetheConfiguring

Aggregate Port. The local forwarding first (LFF) can be configured detailed in this configuration manual.

Packetsreceivedbyadeviceareforwardedonthisdevicefirst. Inthisway,packetscanbeforwardedto

other devices without using aVSL.

8.3.5 SystemManagement

WorkingPrinciple

 Access to theConsole

 SlotNaming

Themaster device console of VSU systemmanagesmultiple devices on the system simultaneously.The

consolesof theslaveandcandidatedevicesdonot support command line input.However,youcan

configuretheVSUsystemonthemasterdeviceforaspecifiedmemberdeviceand logintothemaster

deviceconsole through theserial port of the slavedevice.Asessioncanbeused toredirect to the

master console of a device.

 Interface Naming

In termsof thechassisdevice, in theVSUmode,theslot isnamedwiththedevicenumber(SwitchID).

Therefore,theslotnumberturnsfromone-dimensionalintotwo-dimensional.Forexample,cableclip

1/1 indicates the slot numbered 1 of the slot 1 on amember device.

IntheVSUworkingmode,aslotnumbermayoccurinmultipledevices.Therefore,theinterfaceis

named with the device number (Switch ID).

Forexample, interfacegigabitEthernet1/0/1 indicates theGigabit port 1on theslot0of thedevice

whose ID is1; interfacegigabitEthernet2/0/2 indicates theGigabitport 2on theslot0of thedevice

whose ID is2.

 Access to the File System

 SystemUpgrade

In theVSUworkingmode,youcanaccesstothefilesystemonothermemberdevicesfromthemaster

device.Thedetailedaccessmethodisthesametothatof thelocalfilesystem.Theuniquedifferenceis

that different URL prefixes are used.
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GenerallytheVSUsystemrequiresversionconsistencyof themainprogramversionnumbersof the

memberdevices.However,therearesomanymemberdevicesthatittakestoomuchtimeandenergy

toperformupgradeonebyone in thestandalonemodeand it is alsoeasy tomakemistakes.FS

switchesprovideconsummatesystemupgradesolutiontohelpyouwithsystemupgradebyadopting

the twomethods as follows:

 When theVSUsystem isbeingestablished: thesystemwill automaticallyalign themainprogramversionnumbersof all
memberdevices.Oncethemainprogramversionsarediscoveredinconsistency,themainprogramofthemasterdevicewillbe

selected to be synchronized to all member devices.

 AftertheVSUsystemisestablished:themainprogramversionwillbesynchronizedtoallmemberdevicesautomaticallyby
using the file that is downloaded by theTFTP.

 SYSLOG

Allmember devices of theVSU system candisplay the SYSLOG.TheSYSLOGgenerated by themaster

device isdisplayedon themasterdeviceconsolewith thesameformat to that in thestandalonemode.

The SYSLOGgenerated by other member devices is also displayed on the master device console, but the

messageformat isdifferent fromthat in thestandalonemodebecause thedevicenumber information

is added.

For example, the SYSLOG information generated in the standalone state is

"%VSU-5-DTM_TOPO_CVG:Nodediscoverydone.Topologyconverged."TheSYSLOGinformation

generatedby thememberdevicenumbered3 is"%VSU-5-DTM_TOPO_CVG:(3)Nodediscoverydone.

Topology converged."

8.3.6 Quick BlinkingLocation

Inanetworkcablingenvironment, theequipment roomwhereswitchesarelocatedandtheoperation

console are often at different places. If there are many devices in the environment, network

administrators cannot easily locate the locations of specific devices.

Quickblinking locationprovidesnetworkadministratorswithamethodfor locatingdevicesbymeans

of quick blinking. By enable this function for a device on the console, you can easily find the

corresponding device in the equipment room.

Whenquick blinking location is enabled, the status LED cannot show original status until the quickblinking location is disabled.

8.3.7 Device Recovery in RecoveryMode

Bydefault,adeviceinrecoverymodeautomaticallyrestartsandisaddedtotheVSUtopologyagain

after theVSL link recovers.

The no recovery auto-restart enable command is provided to disable the automatic restart and

recovery function in recovery mode. After the VSL link recovers, the administrator can enable the

automaticrestartandrecoveryfunctioninrecoverymodeagainormanuallyenter therestartcommand

for devices in recovery mode.

After the automatic restart and recovery function in recovery mode is disabled, the device stays in recovery mode until the
administrator enables the function again or manually resets the device.
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8.3.8 AutomaticRecoveryWithoutRestart for aDevice inRecoveryModeuponMaster DeviceAbnormality

Figure 8-16 Automatic Recovery Without Restart in Recovery Mode

By default, a device in recovery mode does not perform any operation when the master device is

abnormal. The device stays in recovery mode until the VSL link recovers.

A configuration command is provided for the administrator to enable the automatic recovery without

restart function in recoverymode. In thiscase,adevice in recoverymode canautomaticallybecome the

master devicewithout being restarted and take over services of the originalmaster device.

After theautomaticrecoverywithout restart functioninrecoverymode isenabled,adeviceinrecoverymodebecomesthe
master device when amaster device abnormality is detected.

8.4 Configuration

Configuration Configuration and Command

Configuring VSU in the Standalone Mode

(Mandatory) It is used to configureVSU in the standalonemode.

switch virtual domain Configures the domain ID.

switch Configures the switch ID.

switch priority Configures the switch priority.

vsl-port EnterstheVSLinterfaceconfigurationmode.

port-member interface Configures the VSL member interface.

switch convert mode virtual
Changes the standalone mode to the VSU

mode.

(Optional) It is used to configure the deviceattributes in theVSUmode.

switch description Configures the device description.

switch crc Configures error frame check.

Configuring VSU in

the VSU Mode

Configuring VSU

Attributes

(Optional) It is used to configure the deviceattributes in theVSUmode.

switch domain Changes the domain ID.

switch renumber Changes the switch ID.

switch description Configures the device description.

switch crc Configures error frame check.

Configuring the VSL
(Optional) It is used to configure a VSL.

vsl-port EnterstheVSLinterfaceconfigurationmode.

port-member interface Configures a VSL member interface.

Configuring

Dual-Active Detection
(Mandatory) It is used to configure DAD.

dual-active detection Configures DAD.
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Configuration Configuration and Command

dual-active bfd interface Configures the BFD DAD interface.

dual-active interface Configures an AP as a DAD interface.

dual-active exclude interface Configures an excluded interface.

Configuring Traffic

Balancing

(Optional) It is used to configure traffic balancing in theVSUmode.

switch virtual aggregateport-lff

enable
Configures the AP LFF mode.

switch virtual ecmp-lff enable Configures the ECMP LFF mode.

Configuring the Device

Recovery Method in

Recovery Mode

(Optional) It is used to configure the device recovery in recoverymode.

no recovery auto-restart enable
Disables the automatic restart and recovery

function in recovery mode.

Configuring Automatic

Recovery Without

Restart in Recovery

Mode

(Optional) It isusedtoconfigure theautomaticrecoverywithout restart
function in recovery mode.

dual-activeauto-recoveryenable
Enables the automatic recovery without

restart function in recovery mode.

Changing the VSU

Mode to the

Standalone Mode

(Optional) It is used to change theVSUmode to the standalonemode.

switch convert mode standalone
Changes the VSU mode to the standalone

mode.

Quick Blinking Location (Optional) It is used to quickly locate a device.

led-blink Enables quick blinking location.

Configuring the MGMT Interface

(Optional) It is used to configure a device to create one MGMT interface for
eachchassis or create only oneMGMT interface inVSUmode.

mgmt_mode unique
Configures the system to create only one

MGMT interface in VSU mode.

no mgmt_mode
Configures the system to create one MGMT

interface for each chassis in VSU mode.

8.4.1 Configuring VSU in the Standalone Mode

Configuration Effect

Start up the switch in the standalone mode to set relevant VSU parameters to establish the VSU system.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring VSUAttributes

 Aswitchstarts in thestandalonemodebydefault.Youneedtoset thesamedomain IDonthe twochassisof theestablished
VSUsystem.ThedomainIDmustbeuniquewithinthelocalareanetwork(LAN).Furthermore,youneedtosettheIDofeach

chassis in the VSU.

 Run the switch virtual domain domain_id command to configure the domain ID.This command ismandatory.
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 Runtheswitchswitch_idcommandtoconfigurethedeviceIDintheVSU.Thiscommandismandatory.Fordeviceswiththe
samepriorities in theVSUsystem,a devicewith thesmallestdevice ID is selectedas theglobalmaster device.

 Run theswitch switch_idpriority priority_num command to configure the device priority.This command ismandatory.

 The value ranges from 1 to 255. A larger value means a higher priority.

 Run the switch switch_id description switch1 command to configure the device alias. This command is optional. The default
nameisFS.Foreasy identificationofdevicesinthenetworkenvironment, this itemcanbeselectedtoset thedevicealias.

 Amaximum of 32 characters are allowed.

Command switch virtual domain number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates domain ID of the VSU

Defaults The default domain ID is 100.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Only two devices with the same domain ID can form a VSU. The domain ID must be unique within the LAN.

Command switch switch_id

Parameter

Description

switch_id: indicates the switch ID in the VSU system. The value varies with products.

Defaults The default device ID is 1.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide ThedeviceIDidentifieseachvirtualdevicemember.InVSUmode,theinterfacenameformatchangesto

"switch/slot/port" from "slot/port", in which "switch" is the device ID.

Ifeitherchassisareactiveor if theroleof thejuststartedchassis isuncertainandbothhavethesamepriority, the

chassis with a smaller ID is elected as the active one.

This command can be only used to modify the device ID in standalone mode. In VSU mode, run the switch

renumbercommandtomodify thedeviceID.ThemodifieddeviceIDtakeseffectonlyafteryourestartthedevice,

regardless of in standalonemode or inVSUmode.

Command switch switch_id priority priority_num

Parameter

Description

switch_id: Indicates a switch ID for which a priority needs to be configured.

priority_num: Indicates the switch priority, ranging from 1 to 255.

Defaults The default device priority is 100.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide A larger value means a higher priority. A device with the highest priority is chosen as the master device.

Youcanrunthiscommand inthestandaloneorVSUmode.Themodifiedprioritytakeseffectonlyafteryourestart

the device.

Thiscommand isnot usedtomodify thevalueofswitch_id. In thestandalonemode, ifswitch_id is set to1, running

theswitch2priority200commanddoesnotwork.Youcanfirstsetswitch_id to2andthenrun theswitch2priority

200command. In theVSUmode,switch_id indicates the IDof thecurrently running switch. If the IDdoesnot exist,
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the configuration does not take effect.

Command switch switch_id description dev-name

Parameter

Description

switch_id: Indicates the device ID.

dev-name: Indicates the device description, no greater than 32 characters.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isconfiguredonadevice inwhetherstandaloneorVSUmodeand takeseffect immediately after

configuration.

 Configuring theVSL

 Toestablish theVSU system, you need to decidewhich ports are configured as theVSLmember ports.

 Run the vsl-port command to enter theVSL interface configurationmode.This command ismandatory.

 Run theport-member interface interface-name [copper | fiber ] command toaddaVSL interface.Thiscommand ismandatory.

WhenthedeviceenterstheVSLinterfaceconfigurationmode,theVSLinterfacecanbeconfiguredor

deleted.

Command vsl-port

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide You can run this command in the standalone or VSU mode.

Command port-member interface interface-name [ copper | fiber ]

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates a two-dimensional interface name, such as Tengigabitethernet 1/1 and Tengigabitethernet

1/3.

copper: Indicates the copper interface attribute.

fiber: Indicates the optical interface attribute.

Command

Mode

VSL interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Add a member interface of the VSL link. interface-name indicates the two-dimensional interface name in the

standalonemode.Thetwo-dimensional interfacecanbethe10Gigabit interfaceorGigabit interface. (TheGigabit

interfacecanbeanopto-copper interface. If themedia type isnotspecified, theGigabit copper interface isadopted

bydefault.)Foranopto-copper interface,youmustspecifyitsopticalorcopper interfaceattribute.AVSLinterfacefor

a chassis devicemust be a 10Gigabit interface.

Youcan run thiscommand in theVSUmodeorstandalonemode.Thecommandcan takeeffectafter thecommand

configuration is saved and the device where the VSL member interface resides is restarted.
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Inthestandalonemode,theVSLconfigurationscannottakeeffectimmediatelyunlessthedeviceshiftsintotheVSUmodeand
restart.

 Configuring Error Frame Check

 Runtheswitchcrccommandtoconfigureerrorframecheck.Thiscommandisoptional.Runthiscommandtomodifythe
default method for checking error frames.

 IferrorframesarefoundonaVSLinterface,performerror framecorrection.ThesystemdetectstheVSLinterfacesevery5
secondsbydefault. If thenumberoferror framesisgreater than3ascomparedwith thatdetectedlast time, it isassumed that

error framesaredetectedonce. Iferror framesaredetectedconsecutively for10 times, it isassumedthat the interface is

abnormal.IfmultipleVSLlinksareavailablewhenerrorframesaredetected,theVSLwillbeswitched.ThelastVSLwillnotbe

switched in order to prevent topology splitting.

Command switch crc errors error_num times time_num

Parameter

Description

error_num:Configures the increase of error frames between two detections. When the number of error frames is

greater than the increase, it is assumed that error frames are detected once.

time_num:Configures thenumber of timesafterwhichanactionneeds tobe taken (theactioncanbedisplayinga

prompt or disabling the interface).

Defaults The default value of errors is 3; the default value of times is 10.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide ThesystemdetectstheVSLinterfacesevery5secondsbydefault. If thenumberoferrorframesisgreater than3as

comparedwiththatdetectedlast time, it isassumedthaterror framesaredetectedonce. Iferror framesaredetected

consecutivelyfor10times, itisassumedthattheinterfaceisabnormal.Thedefaultactionforanabnormal interfaceis

displayinga log prompt.Youcanset the action to disabling the interface. If the interface is disabled, youmust

recover it by unplugging and plugging it.

Different products have different requirements for error frame check and different processing for VSL interfaces. In version 11.0, error

frame check isconfigurable.

 Changing theStandaloneMode to theVSUMode

 Use the switch convert mode virtual command to change the standalonemode to theVSUMode.

 In the standalonemode, the softwarewill take the following actions after you run the switch convertmodevirtual command.

Back up the global configuration file config.text in the standalone mode as standalone.text for subsequent use.

Clear the contents of the configuration file config.text.

Write the relevant VSU configurations to the special configuration file config_vsu.dat.

 If there is a virtual_switch.text file on the switch, the systemwill prompt you whether to overwrite the contents of the file
virtual_switch.text tothefileconfig.text(thefilevirtual_switch.text isabackupfileforthefileconfig.textwhentheswitchshifts

fromtheVSUmodetothestandalonemode).ThenyoucanclickYesorNo.Finally theswitchrestarts intheVSUmodeand

readsVSU parameters in the file config_vsu.dat.

Command switch convert mode virtual

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The switch is in the standalone mode by default.
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Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Change the standalone mode to the VSU mode.

Verification

Runtheshowswitchvirtualconfig [switch_id]commandtochecktheVSUconfigurationofthe

current switch in the standalone mode.

Command show switch virtual config [ switch_id ]

Parameter

Description

switch_id: IndicatestheswitchID.After thisparameterisspecified,onlytheVSUconfigurationofthespecifieddevice

is displayed.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Use this command to display the VSU configuration in the standalone or VSU mode.

TherelevantVSUconfigurationsaresetforasinglephysicalswitchandtheconfigurationsarestoredinthespecialconfiguration
fileconfig_vsu.dat.Therefore,you canview thecurrentVSUconfigurations by running theshowswitchvirtual config

command rather than the show running config command.

Inthestandalonemode,theVSUrunning informationisnull.Whenyouentercommandssuchasshow

switchvirtual, thesystemwillprompt you that theswitch is in thestandalonemodeand there isnoVSU

running information.

Configuration Example

 Configuring VSU in theStandaloneMode

Scenario

Figure 8-16

Switch 1 and Switch 2 form aVSU system.The domain ID is 100.The chassis on the left side is configured as Chassis 1,

with the priorityof 200, aliasof Switch1, and theVSL interfacesof 1/1 and1/2.Thechassis on the right side is

configuredasChassis 2,with the priority of 100, aliasof Switch2, and theVSL interfacesof 1/1and 1/2.

Configuration

Steps

6. Perform the following configuration on the Switch 1:

 ConfigureVSU attributes and VSL interfaces.

 Change the standalonemode to theVSUmode.

7. Perform the following configuration on the Switch 2:

 ConfigureVSU attributes and VSL interfaces.

 Change the standalonemode to theVSUmode.

Switch-1 FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# switch virtual domain 100

FS(config-vs-domain)#switch 1

FS(config-vs-domain)#switch 1 priority 200
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FS(config-vs-domain)#witch 1 description switch-1

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch crc errors 10 times 20

FS(config-vs-domain))#exit

FS(config)#vsl-port

FS(config-vsl-port)#port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

FS(config-vsl-port)#port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

FS(config)#exit

FS#switch convert mode virtual

Switch-2 FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# switch virtual domain 100

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch 2

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch 2 priority 100

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch 2 description switch-2

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch crc errors 10 times 20

FS(config-vs-domain))#exit

FS(config)#vsl-port

FS(config-vsl-port)#port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

FS(config-vsl-port)#port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

FS(config-vsl-port)#exit

FS#switch convert mode virtual

Verification  Run theshowswitch virtual config command to view theVSUattributesof Switch1 and Switch 2.

Switch-1 FS#show switch virtual config

switch_id: 1 (mac: 0x1201aeda0M)

!

switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 1

switch 1 priority 100

!

switch convert mode virtual

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!
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port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

!

switch crc errors 10 times 20

!

Switch-2 FS#show switch virtual config

switch_id: 2 (mac: 0x1201aeda0E)

!

switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 2

switch 2 priority 100

!

switch convert mode virtual

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

!

switch crc errors 10 times 20

!

Common Errors

A VSL interface of a chassis device must be 10 Gigabit or higher.

8.4.2 ConfiguringVSU in the VSUMode

8.4.2.1 Configuring VSUAttributes

Configuration Effect

During theVSUsystemrunning,youcanmodify theparameters,suchasdomain ID,switchID,and

priorityof themasterdeviceortheslavedevice.However,youcanonly logintotheVSUmasterdevice

console tomodify theseparameters,but cannot enter theglobal configurationmode fromtheslave

device console.

Notes
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 Among the commandsabove, the all configuration commands takeeffect only after the switch restarts except the switchsw_id
description switch1 command that can take effect immediately.

Configuration Steps

 Entering the Domain ConfigurationMode

 Optional.

 Runthiscommand in theVSUmodetoenter thedomainconfigurationmode.Switcheswiththesamedomain ID formaVSU
system.Youcanmodifyorconfigurethedomain ID,switchpriority,andswitch IDonlyafterentering thedomainconfiguration

mode in the VSU mode.

Command switch virtual domain domain_id

Parameter

Description

domain_id: Indicates the virtual domain ID of the VSU system.

Defaults The default domain ID is 100.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Only two devices with the same domain ID can form a VSU system. The domain ID must be unique on a LAN.

 Changing the Domain ID

 Optional.

 Tomodify the value of domain_id for a device, you can configure this itemon themaster device console of theVSUsystem.

Command switch switch_id domain new_domain_id

Parameter

Description

switch_id: Indicates the ID of the currently running switch in the VSU mode, ranging from 1 to 8.

new_domain_id: Indicates the modified domain ID, ranging from 1 to 255.

Defaults The default domain ID is 100.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommandonly in theVSUmode. Inaddition, the setting can takeeffect onlyafter thedevice is restarted.

 Changing the Switch ID

 Optional.

 Tomodify the value of switch_id for a device, you can configure this itemon themaster device console of theVSUsystem.

Command switch switch_id renumber new_switch_id [ force ]

Parameter

Description

switch_id: Indicates the ID of a switch. In a VSU system, the switch ID ranges from 1 to 16 for box switches.

new_switch_id: Indicates the modified switch ID.

force:(Optional)IndicateswhethertheIDofadeviceneedstobeforciblymodified.Afterthisparameterisadded,

theVSU configuration is saved immediately and the device is restarted.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommandonly in theVSUmode. Inaddition, the setting can takeeffect onlyafter thedevice is restarted.

 Changing the Switch Priority
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 Optional.

 Tomodify the priority of a device, you can configure this itemon themaster device console of theVSU system.

 A larger valuemeans a higher priority. Select the devicewith the highest priority as themaster device.

Command switch switch_id priority priority_num

Parameter

Description

switch_id: Indicates a switch ID for which a priority needs to be configured.

priority_num: Indicates the switch priority, ranging from 1 to -255 for box switches.

Defaults The default priority is 100.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide A larger value means a higher priority. Select the device with the highest priority as the master device.

Youcanrunthiscommand inthestandaloneorVSUmode.Themodifiedprioritytakeseffectonlyafteryourestart

the device.

Thiscommand isnotusedtomodify thevalueofswitch_id. In thestandalonemode, ifswitch_id isset to1, running

theswitch2priority200 commanddoesnot work.Youcan first setswitch_id to2and then run theswitch2

priority200command. In theVSUmode,switch_id indicatesthe IDof thecurrently runningswitch. If the IDdoes

not exist, the configuration does not take effect.

 Configuring theDevice Description

 Optional.

 Toconfigure the description for a device, you can configure this item on themaster device console of theVSU system.

 Run the switch switch_id description switch1 command to configure the device description. A maximum of 32 characters are
allowed.

Command switch switch_id description dev-name

Parameter

Description

switch_id: Indicates a switch ID for which a priority needs to be configured.

dev_name: Indicates the device name.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcan run thiscommand in thestandaloneorVSUmode.Theconfiguration takeseffect immediately in theVSU

mode.

 Configuring Error Frame Check

 Optional.

 Run theswitchcrc errorserror_num times time_num command to configure the conditions for triggering error framecheck.

Command switch crc errors error_num times time_num

Parameter

Description

error_num:Configures the increase of error frames between two detections.When the number of error frames is

greater than the increase, it is assumed that error frames are detected once.

time_num:Configures thenumber of timesafterwhichanactionneeds tobe taken (theactioncanbedisplayinga

prompt or disabling the interface).

Defaults The default value of errors is 3; the default value of times is 10.

Command Domain configuration mode
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Mode

Default Level 14

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

Usetheshowswitchvirtual [ topology|config]commandtodisplaythecurrentVSUrunning

information, topology or configuration parameters.

Command show switch virtual [ topology | config ]

Parameter

Description

topology: Indicates topology information.

config: Indicates the VSU configurations.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide View the domain ID, and the device ID, status and role of each device.

Configuration Example

 Configuring VSUAttributes

Scenario

Figure 8-17

Switch1andSwitch2formaVSUsystem.Modify thechassisIDofSwitch2to3and itspriorityto150.Assumethat

Switch 1 is the global master switch and perform the configuration on the global master switch.

Configuration

Steps

 Modify the configurations of Switch 2.

Switch-1 FS#config

FS(config)# switch virtual domain 100

FS(config-vs-domain)#switch2renumber 3

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch 2 priority 150

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch 2 description switch-3

Verification  Run the show switch virtual config command for verification.

Switch-1 FS#show switch virtual config

switch_id: 1 (mac: 0x1201aeda0M)

!

switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 1

switch 1 priority 100
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!

switch convert mode virtual

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

!

switch_id: 3 (mac: 0x1201aeda0E)

!

switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 3

switch 3 priority 150

!

switch convert mode virtual

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

!

switch 3 description switch-3

!

8.4.2.2 Configuring theVSL

Configuration Effect

WhenswitchesformaVSUsystemorwhentheVSUsystemisrunning,youcanshiftbetweencommon

interfacesandVSLinterfaces.However,youcanonly log into themasterdeviceconsoleof theVSU

systemformodification,butcannotenter theglobalconfigurationmodefromtheslavedeviceconsole.

Notes

 Youcan log in to theconsoleof theVSUsystembyusingaserialport or telnet, in order toaddordelete theconfigurationsof
VSL member interfaces.

 Topreventincorrectconnectionsinactualscenarios,theVSLAPusesdynamicnegotiation.YouneedtoconfiguretheVSL
interfacepool first,andthenaddtheVSLinterfacepooltothesameAPaftersuccessfulnegotiation.Interfacesconnectingto

the same device are within the same AP.
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Configuration Steps

 Entering the VSL Interface Configurationmode

 Run the vsl-port command to enter theVSL-PORT configurationmode. This command is optional.

 When the device enters theVSL-PORT configurationmode, theVSL interface can be configured or deleted.

Command vsl-port

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide You can run this command in the standalone or VSU mode.

 Configuring aVSLMember Interface

 Run theport-member interface interface-name [copper | fiber ] command toaddaVSL interface.This command is optional.

 Run the port-member interface command to configure aVSLmember interface.

Command port-member interface interface-name [ copper | fiber ]

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicatesatwo-dimensional interfacename,suchasGigabitEthernet0/1andGigabitEthernet0/3.

copper: Indicates the copper interface attribute.

fiber: Indicates the optical interface attribute.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

VSL interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Youcan run thiscommand in theVSUmodeorstandalonemode.Thecommandcan takeeffectafter thecommand

configuration is saved and the device where the VSL member interface resides is restarted.

During the VSU system running, the configured VSL member links take effect immediately. VSL

interfaces need to be configured for all devices.

For box devices, VSL interfaces can be optical and copper interfaces of Gigabit or higher.

40G one-to-four interfaces cannot be configured asVSL interfaces.

Fora40Gport (nomatterwhethersplittingisperformedfortheinterface), itsmemberinterfaces(namely,four10Ginterfaces)
cannot be shifted toVSLmember interfaces.

IfaninterfacehasbeenconfiguredasanNLBreflexinterface,thisinterfacecanbeshiftedtoaVSLmemberinterfaceonlyafter
the NLB reflex interface configuration is deleted.

Topreventa loop thatmayoccurwhenaVSLmember interfaceexits fromtheVSLAP,thesystemautomaticallysets the
memberinterfacetotheshutdownstatewhenthecommand isexecutedtomaketheVSLmember interfaceexit fromtheVSL

AP.After theVSLmemberinterfaceexits fromtheVSLAP,youcanreconnect thelinkandrunthenoshutdowncommandto

enablethisinterfaceagain.WhenyouconfigureaVSLinterface, thesystemwillshut itdownfirst. If theconfigurationfailsand

youwant touse it asacommon interface, youcan run thenoshutdown command toenable this interfaceagain.Adda

memberinterfacenumberthatmustbeathree-dimensionalinterfacenumber.Forexample, intheVSL-PORTconfiguration

mode, ifyou run theport-member interfaceTengigabitethernet1/1/1 command, it indicates that youconfigure theglobal

three-dimensional interface 1/1/1 as aVSL interface.
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IfVSU topology splitting occurswhen you change aVSL interface toa common interface, theVSL interface cannot be deleted.
You can disconnect the physical interface first and then delete the VSL interface.

Verification

 Use the show switch virtual link [ port ] to display the current VSL link running information in theVSUmode.

Command show switch virtual link [ port ]

Parameter

Description

port: Displays the status information of the VSL member interfaces.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theVSL

Scenario

Figure 8-18

Configuration

Steps

 Add interface1/1/3 as theVSL interface for Switch1and delete interface1/1/2 from theVSL interface.

Switch-1 FS#config

FS(config)# vsl-port

FS(config-vsl-port)# port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1/3

FS(config-vsl-port)# no port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1/2

Verification  Run theshowswitchvirtualconfigcommand toview theVSL.Assume thatSwitch1 is theglobalmaster

switch and run the command on the global master switch.

Switch-1 FS#show switch virtual config

switch_id: 1 (mac: 0x1201aeda0M)

!

switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 1

switch 1 priority 100

!

switch convert mode virtual
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!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/3

!

switch_id: 3 (mac: 0x1201aeda0E)

!

switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 3

switch 3 priority 150

!

switch convert mode virtual

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

!

switch 3 description switch-3

!

8.4.2.3 Configuring Dual-ActiveDetection

Configuration Effect

Configure the relevant detection mechanism to prevent the dual-active is being generated.

Notes

 TheDADcanbeconfiguredonly intheVSUmode.YouarenotallowedtoconfiguretheDADmechanisminthestandalone
mode.

 AllDADconfigurationswill takeeffect immediatelyafterbeingconfiguredon themasterorslavedevices inglobalconfiguration
mode by running the show running-config command.

 TheBFD-detectedconfigurationinformationcanbedisplayedonlybyrunningthedual-activedetectiondisplaycommand
rather that the BFD display command.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theBFD DAD
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 TheBFDDADrequiresestablishingadirectlyconnectedlinkbetweentwoswitches.Theinterfacesonthetwoendsmustbe
physical routing interfaces.The following configurationmust be performed on both chassis.

 Enter the interface configurationmode of the DAD interface and configure the DAD interface as a routing interface.

 Afterexiting fromthe interfaceconfigurationmode, run theswitchvirtualdomaindomain_idcommand toenter thedomain
configurationmode.

 Inthedomainmode,runthedual-activedetectionbfdcommandtoenableBFD.Thiscommandisoptionalandcanbeused
when BFD DAD needs to be configured.

 Inthedomainconfigurationmode,runthedual-activebfdinterface interface-namecommandtoconfiguretheBFDDAD
interface.Thiscommand isoptionalandcanbeusedtoconfigure theBFDDADinterfacewhenBFDDADisconfigured.

 Delete the BFDDAD interface. If no BFDDAD interface is available, BFD detection cannot be used.

Command switch virtual domain domain_id

Parameter

Description

domain_id: Indicates the domain ID.

Defaults The default domain ID is 100.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Only two devices with the same domain ID can form a VSU system. The domain ID must be unique on a LAN.

Command dual-active detection { aggregateport | bfd }

Parameter

Description

aggregateport: Specifies the AP detection mode.

bfd: Specifies the BFD detection mode.

Defaults The DAD is disabled.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this command only in the VSU mode.

Command dual-active bfd interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the interface type and ID.

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide A BFD DAD interface must be a routing interface and on different switches.

TheBFDdetectioninterfacesmustbedirectlyconnectedphysicalroutingports.Thetwoportsmustbe

on differentdevices.

The interfacetype isnot limited.Thedual-activedetectionlink isonlyusedtotransmitBFDpacketswith

asmallamountof traffic.Therefore,youareadvisedtoadopt theGigabit interfaceor100Minterfaceas

the dual-active detection interface.
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After the layer3 routing interface that isconfiguredwith twomasterdevices is converted intoa layer2

switchinterface(run theswitchport commandunder this interface), theBFDdual-activedetectionwill

be clearedautomatically.

You are advised to directly connect BFD detection interfaces only to the master and slave devices.

WhentheVSUsystemdetectsdual-activeconflictandbringsanotherVSUgrouptotherecoverystate,youcanresolvethe
problemonlybyrectifyingtheVSLfault,butnotdirectlyrestoringtheVSUgroup intherecoverystate;otherwise,dual-active

conflict may be caused on the network.

 Configuring theAP-based DAD

 ToconfiguretheAP-basedDAD,youmustconfigureanaggregateport(AP)firstandthenspecifytheAPportastheDAD
interface.

 Run the port-group ap-num command to add a physical member interface to the AP.

 Afterenteringthedomainconfigurationmode, runthedual-activedetectionaggregateportcommandtoenableAP
detectionmode.This command isoptional.Youcan run thiscommandwhenAPdetectionneeds tobeconfigured.

 Run the dual-active interface interface-name [ vlan vlan-id ] command to configure the AP as the DAD interface. This command
isoptional.Youcan run thiscommand toconfigure theAPas theDAD interfacewhenAPdetectionneeds tobe configured.

WhentheAPisa trunkport and thenativeVLAN isbeyond theallowableVLANrangeof theAP-basedDAD interface,a

detectionVLANneedstobeconfiguredfortheAP-basedDADinterface.TheconfiguredVLANmustbewithintheallowable

VLAN range of the trunk port, and has been correctly created on the device.

 Runthedadrelayenablecommandtoenabledual-activedetectionpacketrelayforupstreamanddownstreaminterfaces.This
commandisoptional.YoucanrunthiscommandtorelayDADpackets(dual-activedetectionpackets)whenAP-basedDADis

configured.

 Disabling AP-based DADwill inactivate DAD.

 Delete the detected interface. If no AP-basedDAD interface is available, AP-basedDAD cannot be used.

 If theAPisa trunkportandVLANlimitshavebeenconfigured for it,vlanvlan-id (applicabletotheconfiguredlimitedVLANs)
mustbeconfiguredandthepermittedVLANsmustbeconfiguredon thedevice.Otherwise, theAP-basedDADfunction is

unavailable.

 The AP-basedDAD packet relay is disabled by default.

Command dual-active detection { aggregateport | bfd }

Parameter

Description

aggregateport: Specifies the AP detection mode.

bfd: Specifies the BFD detection mode.

Defaults The DAD is disabled.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this command only in the VSU mode.

Command dual-active interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the interface type and interface ID. An AP-based DAD interface must be specified.

Defaults N/A
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Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide OnlyoneAP-basedDADinterfacecanbeconfigured.ThisinterfacemustbecreatedbeforeyouconfigureanAPasa

DAD interface. Subsequently configured DAD interfaces will overwrite the previous ones.

Command dad relay enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The AP-based DAD packet relay is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command can only be executed on the AP.

Youare advised todistribute the physical interfaces that are added to the AP-based detection interface to different devices.

If the AP is a trunk port and VLAN limits have been configured, vlan vlan-id (applicable to configured limitedVLANs)must be
configured and the permittedVLANsmust be configured on the device.

The excluded interfacemust be routing rather thanVSL.

After theexcluded interfaceisconverted fromaroutingone intoaswitch interface(run theswitchportcommandunder this
interface), theconfigurations of theexcluded interface that isassociatedwith this interfacewill beclearedautomatically.

Verification

Usetheshowswitchvirtualdual-active{aggregateport |bfd |summary }todisplaythecurrentDAD

configuration.

Command show switch virtual dual-active { aggregateport | bfd | summary}

Parameter

Description

aggregateport: Displays DAD information on the AP.

bfd: Displays BFD-based DAD information.

summary: Displays DAD summary.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theBFD DAD
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Scenario

Figure 8-19

 Switch1andSwitch2formaVSU(ThedomainIDis1)system.TheprioritiesofSwitch1andSwitch2are200

and150respectively.ThelinksbetweenTe1/3/1andTe1/3/2ofSwitch1andTe2/3/1andTe2/3/2ofSwitch2

areestablishedrespectivelytoformaVSLbetweenSwitch1andSwitch2.TheG0/1,G0/2,G0/3andG0/4

interfacesofSwitchAareconnected toG1/1/1andG1/2/1ofSwitch1andG2/1/1andG2/2/1ofSwitch2 to

formanAPgroup including fourmember links.The IDof theAPgroup is1.AllmembersofAPgroup1are

Gigabit optical interfaces. G1/1/2 and G2/1/2 are routing interfaces.

 G1/1/2 and G2/1/2 are a pair of BFDDAD interfaces.

Configuration

Steps

 ConfigureG1/1/2 and G2/1/2 as routing interfaces.

 Enable the BFD DAD.

 ConfigureG1/1/2 and G2/1/2 as BFDDAD interfaces.

SinceSwitch1andSwitch2areinaVSUsystem,theprecedingconfigurationcanbe

performedoneitherSwitch1orSwitch2. on the followingexampleconfigures the

functions on Switch 1.

Switch 1 FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 1/1/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 1/1/2)# no switchport

FS(config)# interface GigabitEthernet 2/1/2

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 2/1/2)# no switchport

FS(config-if)# switch virtual domain 1

FS(c config-vs-domain)# dual-active detection bfd

FS(config-vs-domain)# dual-active bfd interface GigabitEthernet 1/1/2

FS(config-vs-domain)# dual-active bfd interface GigabitEthernet 2/1/2

Switch A FS# configure terminal

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

FS(config)# interface aggretegateport 1

FS(config-if-aggretegateport 1)# interface range GigabitEthernet 0/1-4

FS(config-if-aggretegateport 1)# port-group 1

FS(config)# interface vlan 1
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FS(config-if-vlan 1)#ip address 1.1.1.2 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-vlan 1)#exit

FS(config)#interface aggregateport 1

FS(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# dad relay enable

FS(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

Verification  View the DAD configuration.

 View the BFD DAD configuration.

Switch 1 FS# show switch virtual dual-active summary

BFD dual-active detection enabled: No

Aggregateport dual-active detection enabled: Yes

Interfaces excluded from shutdown in recovery mode:

In dual-active recovery mode: NO

FS# show switch virtual dual-active bfd

BFD dual-active detection enabled: Yes

BFDdual-activeinterfaceconfigured:

GigabitEthernet 1/1/2: UP

GigabitEthernet 2/1/2: UP

Common Errors

 A BFDDAD interface is not a routing interface.

 Neither BFDDAD nor AP-based DAD are enabled and activated.

8.4.2.4 Configuring TrafficBalancing

Configuration Effect

In theVSU system, if egresses are distributed onmultiple devices, the Local Forward First (LFF) can be

configured.

Notes

The default configuration is LFF.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theAP LFFmode

 Inthedomainconfigurationmode,runtheswitchvirtualaggregateport-lffenablecommandtoenabletheAPLFFmode.
This command is optional.

 ThememberportsofAPcanbedistributedontwochassisoftheVSUsystem.YoucanconfigurewhethertheAPegresstrafficis
forwarded through local member ports first based on actual traffic conditions.
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 If this function is disabled, traffic is forwarded based on the AP configuration rules. For details, see theConfiguring Aggregate
Port.

Command switch virtual aggregateport-lff enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults This function is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable the AP LFF in the VSU mode.

 Configuring theECMPLFFmode

 Inthedomainconfigurationmode,runtheswitchvirtualecmp-lffenablecommandtoenabletheECMPLFFmode.This
command isoptional.

 The Equal-Cost MultiPath (ECMP) routing egress can be distributed on two chassis of theVSU system.Youcan configure
whether theECMPegress traffic is forwarded through localmemberports firstbasedonactual trafficconditions.

 If this function is disabled, traffic is forwarded based on the ECMP configuration rules. For details, see the Configuring Aggregate
Port.

Command switch virtual ecmp-lff enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults This function is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable the ECMP LFF in the VSU mode.

In theVSUmode, the across-chassis AP LFFmode and theECMPLFFmode are disabled by default.

Todeploy a VSU system for layer-3 switches, you are advised to configure the IP-based AP load balancing (src-ip, dst-ip abd
src-dst-ip).

Verification

Usetheshowswitchvirtualbalancecommandtodisplaythecurrent trafficbalancingmodeof the

VSU system.

Command show switch virtual balance

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Use this command to display the configuration of the traffic balancing mode in the VSU mode.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theLFF
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Scenario

Figure 8-20

InFigure1-20,Switch1andSwitch2formaVSUsystem. It isassumedthatSwitch1is theglobalmasterswitchand

configuration is performed on Switch 1.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the AP LFF.

Switch-1 FS#config

FS(config)# switch virtual domain 100

FS(config-vs-domain)# switch virtual aggregateport-lff enable

Verification  Run the show switch virtual balance command for verification.

Switch-1 FS#show switch virtual balance

Aggregate port LFF: enable

Ecmp lff enable

8.4.2.5 Changing theVSUMode to theStandaloneMode

Configuration Effect

Dismiss the VSU system into individual devices that can operate in the standalone mode.

Configuration Steps

 Run the switch convert mode standalone [switch_id] command to change the VSU mode to the standalone mode. This
command isoptional.

 Afteryourun thiscommand, thesystemwillprompt youas follows:Whether to restore theconfiguration file tostandalone text?
If yes, the configuration file will be restored; ifno, the configuration of virtual devicemode will be cleared.

Command switch convert mode standalone [switch_id]

Parameter

Description

switch_id: Indicates the switch ID.

Defaults The switch is in the standalone mode by default.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Afteryouruntheswitchconvertmodestandalonecommand,themasterswitchbacksuptheglobalconfiguration

files of all VSDs in the VSU mode as vsd.virtual_switch.text.vsd ID. Then, the master switch clears the global

configuration files config.text of all VSDs in the VSU mode, and asks you whether to overwrite the global

configuration files config.textwith vsd.standalone.text.vsd ID. If you selectyes, the content of vsd.standalone.text.vsd

IDwilloverwrite theglobalconfiguration fileconfig.textofallVSDs;otherwise, themasterswitchdoesnot recover

config.text. Finally, restart the switch.
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Thiscommandcanbeused in thestandalonemodeorVSUmode. If thecommand isexecuted inthestandalone

mode,themodeswitching isperformedonthecurrentswitch. If thecommandcontains thesw_idparameterand is

executed in theVSUmode, themodeswitching isperformedon theswitchwith the IDspecifiedbysw_id. If the

commanddoesnot contain thesw_idparameter, themodeswitching isperformedonthemasterswitch.Youare

advised to switch the mode of the slave switch and then that of the master switch.

Configuration Example

 Changing theVSUMode to the StandaloneMode

Scenario

Figure 8-21

InFigure8-21, it isassumedthatSwitch1andSwitch2formaVSUsystemandSwitch1 istheglobalmasterswitch.

Configuration

Steps

 ChangethemodeofSwitch1 tothestandalonemode.

 ChangethemodeofSwitch2 tothestandalonemode.

Switch-1 FS# switch convert mode standalone 1

FS# switch convert mode standalone 2

Verification Run the show switch virtual config command to display the switch status.

Switch-1 FS#show switch virtual config

switch_id: 1 (mac: 0x1201aeda0M)

!

switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 1

switch 1 priority 100

!

switch convert mode standalone

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/3

!

switch_id: 2 (mac: 0x1201aeda0E)

!
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switch virtual domain 100

!

switch 2

switch 2 priority 150

!

switch convert mode standalone

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/1

!

port-member interface Tengigabitethernet 1/2

!

switch 2 description switch-2

!

8.4.3 ConfiguringQuickBlinkingLocation

Configuration Effect

 Enable quick blinking location of a switch tomake the status LED of the switch quickly blink.

Notes

If youdonotdisablequickblinking location, thesystemautomaticallydisables the function30minutes

after it is enabled.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling/Disabling quick blinking location

 Mandatory. Use this function on a switch that needs to be located.

 In the privileged EXECmode, run the led-blink command to enable quick blinking location.

Command led-blink { enable | disable } [ device device_id ]

Parameter

Description

enable: Enables quick blinking location.

disable: Disables quick blinking location.

device_id: Indicates the device ID.

Defaults Quick blinking location is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Runthiscommandwithout thedevice_idparametertoenableordisablethequickblinkingsearchinthestandalone

mode.

IntheVSUmode,youcansetthedevice_idparametertoenableordisablethisfunctionforaspecifieddevice.Ifyou

ignore thedevice_idparameter, youcanenable or disable this function for all devices in theVSUsystem.

If you do not disable this function, the system automatically disables the function 30 minutes after it is enabled.
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This configuration cannot be saved. Quick blinking location will be disabled upon restart or failover.

Verification

 Check whether the status LED of a switch quickly blinks.

Configuration Example

 Enabling quick blinking location for the twoVSU devices

Scenario Assume that Switch 1 and Switch 2 form a VSU system and Switch 1 is the global master device.

Configuration

Steps

 Enterthe led-blinkenabledevice2commandontheSwitch1consoletoenablequickblinkinglocation.

 Enterthe led-blinkenabledevice2commandontheSwitch1consoletodisablequickblinkinglocation.

Verification When quick blinking location is enabled, check whether the status LED of Switch 2 quickly blinks.

8.4.4 Configuring the MGMTInterface

Configuration Effect

 Configure a device to create one MGMT interface for each chassis or create only one MGMT interface for the system inVSU
mode.

Notes

After this command is configured, run thewrite command to save the configuration.The configuration

takes effect only inVSUmode and only after the device is restarted.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aDevice toCreateOnly OneMGMT Interface for theSystem inVSUMode

 Optional. Configure this function only when a device needs to create only one MGMT interface for the system. One MGMT
interface is created for each chassis by default.

 In global configurationmode, run themgmt_mode command to configure theMGMT interface.

Command mgmt_mode unique

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In VSUmode, set the system to create only one MGMT interface. The configuration needs to be saved, and takes

effect only after the device is restarted.

 Configuring a Device toCreateOneMGMT Interface for EachChassis

 Optional. After a device has been configured to create only one MGMT interface, use this command to restore default
configuration, that is, to create one MGMT interface for each chassis.

Command no mgmt_mode
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Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide InVSUmode,setthesystemtocreateoneMGMTinterfaceforeachchassis.Theconfigurationneedstobesaved,and

takes effect only after the device is restarted.

Verification

After configuration, run thewrite command to save the configuration. After running the reload command to restart the device, run

the show interface command to display the number of MGMT interfaces.

Configuration Example

 Configuring aDevice toCreateOnly OneMGMT Interface for the System in VSUMode

Scenario

Figure 1- 22

Switch-1 and Switch-2 form a VSU, and Switch-1 is the global active device.

Configuration

Steps

 Run the command to configure a device to create only one MGMT interface for the system, run the write

command to save the configuration, and run the reload command to restart the device for the configuration

to takeeffect.

FS(config)#mgmt_mode unique

Pleasewriteandreloadsystemtotakeconfigeffect!

FS(config)#exit

FS#write

Building configuration...

[OK]

FS#reload

Reload system?(Y/N)y

Verification  After the device is restarted, run the show interfaces | inc mgmt command. The system creates only one

MGMT interface even if there aremultiple chassis in theVSUmode.

FS#show interfaces | inc Mgmt

========================== Mgmt 0 ========================

Mgmt 0 is UP , line protocol is UP

Hardware is Mgmt, address is 1414.3344.5519 (bia 1414.3344.5519)
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8.4.5 Configuring theDevice Recovery inRecoveryMode

Configuration Effect

Disable the automatic restart and recovery function in recovery mode.

Notes

If theautomatic restartand recovery function isdisabled, the functionneedstobeenabledagainor the

devices need to be manually restart for devices in recovery mode.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling/Disabling the AutomaticRestart Function in Recovery Mode

 Mandatory. Enable or disable the function on a device as required.

 Inconfig-vs-domainconfigurationmode,runthe[no]recoveryauto-restartenablecommandtoenableordisableautomatic
restart function.

Command recovery auto-restart enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The automatic restart and recovery function in recovery mode is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

config-vs-domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandcanbeexecutedonly inVSUmode.After thecommand isconfigured, theconfigurationneeds tobe

saved for the configuration to take effect immediately.

Verification

Run the show run command to display the configurations.

Configuration Example

 DisablingAutomaticRestart andRecovery in Recovery Mode inVSUMode

Scenario Switch-1andSwitch-2 formaVSU,andSwitch-1 is theglobalactivedevice.Thedual-activedetection function is

enabled.

Configuration

Steps

 Runtheswitchvirtualdomain100commandonSwitch-1toenter theconfig-vs-domainconfigurationmode.

 Runthenorecoveryauto-restartenablecommandonSwitch-1todisabletheautomaticrestartandrecovery

function.

Verification Disconnect the VSL link. After dual-active detection is completed, Switch-2 enters the recovery mode.

Re-connect theVSL link. Switch-2 does not restart.

Runtherecoveryauto-restartenablecommandonSwitch-2toenabletheautomaticrestartandrecoveryfunction.

Switch-2 automatically resets.

8.4.6 ConfiguringAutomatic RecoveryWithout Restart inRecoveryMode

Configuration Effect
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Enable the automatic recovery without restart function in recovery mode.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling/Disabling theAutomaticRecoveryWithout Restart Function inRecoveryMode

 Mandatory. Enable or disable the function on a device as required.

 In config-vs-domain configuration mode, run the [no] dual-active auto-recovery enable command to enable or disable the
automatic recovery without restart function.

Command dual-active auto-recovery enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The automatic recovery without restart function in recovery mode is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

config-vs-domain configuration mode

Usage Guide This command canbe executed only inVSUmode. After the command is configured, the configuration needs to be

saved for immediate validation.

Verification

Run the show run command to display the configurations.

Configuration Example

 EnablingAutomaticRecoveryWithoutRestart in RecoveryMode inVSUMode
Scenario

Figure 1- 23

Switch-1 and Switch-2 form a VSU, and Switch-1 is the global active device. The DAD function is enabled.

Configuration

Steps

 Runtheswitchvirtualdomain100commandonSwitch-1toenter theconfig-vs-domainconfigurationmode.

 Ru the dual-active auto-recovery enable command on Switch-1 to enable the automatic recovery without

restart function in recovery mode.

Verification Disconnect all VSL links. After DAD is completed, Switch-2 enters the recovery mode.

Power off Switch-1. Verify that Switch-2 automatically becomes the master device without restart.

8.5Monitoring andMaintenance

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the current VSU operation, topology or configuration. show switch virtual [ topology | config | role ]
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A, B, and C are switches.

Displays the current dual-active configuration. show switch virtual dual-active { bfd | aggregateport |

summary }

Displays the current VSL running information in the VSU mode. show switch virtual link [ port ]

Redirects to the console of the master switch or any switch. session { device switch_id | master }

Displays the current switch ID. show switch id

9 Configuring RNS

9.1 Overview

The reliable network service (RNS) tests specific services provided by a peer device to monitor the

serviceavailability,integrityoftheend-to-endconnection,andservicequality.UsingtheRNStest

results, youcan:

 Learn the network performance in timeand takemeasures accordingly to handle related network performance problems.

 Diagnose and locate network faults.

9.2 Applications

9.2.1 TestingandEvaluatingServicePerformance

Scenario

Asshownin the following figure,acompany isgoing todeployavideoconferencesystembetweenthe

headquartersandbranches,andhascompletedtherelatedqualityofservice(QoS)configurations.

Beforeformaldeployment, itmustbecheckedwhethertheservicescanbeprovisionednormallyunder

theexistingservicepressureof thecompany.Thevideoconferencesystemissensitive to theUser

DatagramProtocol(UDP)delayandUDPtransmissionjitterofthenetwork.Thetraditionalpingtoolcan

test the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) performance, but cannot effectively evaluate the UDP

transmission performance and cannot meet the requirement for jittermeasurement.

Deployment

Remarks
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 Configure RNSon the egress switching device or switch of each branch to test theUDP jitter and delay.

 OnSwitchA,specify theIPaddressandUDPportof theegressswitchingdeviceorswitchintheheadquarters,andthenUDP
packetscanbeautomaticallysent.Basedontheconfigurations,theegressswitchingdeviceorswitchintheheadquarterscan

automatically respond to the UDP packets. The egress switching device or switch of the branch processes the sent and received

packets, and calculates the UDP jitter. To learn the performance in different periods of time, you also need to configure

scheduling functions, such as periodically start/stop and repeated running, for theRNS.

9.2.2 Locating NetworkFaults

Scenario

On the campus network as shown in Figure 9-1, Student 1 reports aWeb server access failure, Student 3

reports an Internet access failure, andStudent 6 reports an email sending/receiving failure.

Figure 9-1

Deployment

 Theadministratordirectlyenables theDNSfunctionontheaccessswitchof thedormitoriesto testwhether thedomainname
service(DNS)serverisfaulty. IfDNSfails,anICMPechopacketisautomaticallytriggeredtotestwhethertheWebserver is

reachable.

 Whenafaultoccurs,theadministratoronlyneedstostartatest,andthesubsequenttestscanbeautomaticallytriggered.Then,
theadministrator cancheck the test results to locate the fault,whichgreatly reduces theworkload for theadministrator.

9.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 RNS Instance
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AnRNS instancecanbe treated asanRNSprocess.Before performing theRNS, youmust createanRNS

instance. IntheRNSinstance,youneedtoconfiguretheRNSparameters,suchasthetesttype, test

destination address, and test frequency.The instance ID is globally unique.

Feature Description

RNS Instance Use an RNS instance to conduct a functional test.

Track Support for the

RNS

Track the test results and notify the related module of the results.

9.3.1 RNS Instance

UseanRNSinstancetoconductafunctional test,forexample, testingwhether theDNSfunctionof the

device isnormal.Currently, theRNSsupports the following typesof tests: ICMPechoandDNS.

Working Principle

 ICMP EchoTest

ICMP echo is a basic function of the RNS, and is implemented in compliance with the RFC 2925. An ICMP

packet issent tocheckwhether thedestinationis reachableandtocalculatethenetworkresponse time

and packet lossrate.

TheRNSclientsendsanICMPechorequesttothedestinationIPaddressbasedonthepresettesttime

andfrequency.OnreceivingtheICMPechorequest,thedestinationaddressrespondswithanICMP

echoreply.Basedontheinformationrelatedtothereceived ICMPechoreply, forexample, thepacket

receivingtimeandnumberofpackets,theRNSclientcalculatestheresponsetimeandpacket lossrate

of thedestinationIPaddresstoreflect thecurrentnetworkperformanceandnetworkstatus.TheICMP

echotestresultsandhistoricalrecordswillberecordedinthetestgroup.Youcanusethecommandline

to check the test results and historical records.

Theprecondition of a successful ICMPecho test is that thedestination device cancorrectly respond to the ICMPecho request.

 DNSTest

InaDNStest,aDNSclient issimulated tosendadomainnameresolutionrequest toaspecifiedDNS

server.YoucandeterminewhethertheDNSserverisavailableandthedomainnameresolutionspeed

bychecking thedomainname resolution resultand the timerequired fordomainname resolution. In

theDNStest,thedomainnameresolutionprocessissimulated,andthemappingbetweentheresolved

domainnameand the IPaddress isnot saved.TheDNStest resultsandhistorical recordswill be

recorded in the test group. You can use the command line to check the test results and historical

records.

 Procedure for Configuring anRNS InstanceTest

1. Create a test group, and configure the test parameters based on the test type.

2. Startan RNStest.

3. Use the RNS client to construct a packet of the specified test type, and send the packet to the peer end.

4. On receiving the test packet, the peer end returns a reply packet containing the timestamp.
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5. TheRNSclientcalculatesthepacket lossrateandround-triptimebasedonavailabilityofthereceivedreplypacketandthe

timestamp in the reply packet.

6. Use the show or debug command to check the test result.

The preceding configuration procedure is a general test procedure of an RNS instance. For details about the specific
configurationprocedures for the three types of tests, see the configuration descriptions provided later.

Related Configuration

 Configuring the Test Repeat Interval

By default, the test repeat interval is 60s.

Run the frequency millisecond command to configure the repeat interval of an instance.

Performthisconfiguration inIPRNSconfigurationmodetoperformthetestperiodically.Youcanrunthefrequencycommandto

specify the repeat interval.Theconfigured frequencymustmeet therequirementof the following formula toensurecalculation

correctness ofthe test:

(frequency milliseconds) > (timeout milliseconds) >= (threshold milliseconds)

 Configuring the Test Timeout

The default timeout varies according to the test type. You can run the show ip rns configuration

command to display the timeout of a specific test type.

Run the timeout milliseconds command to configure the timeout of an instance.

Performthisconfiguration in IPRNSconfigurationmode.Thevalueof timeoutmustbeequal toor

greater than the value of threshold. For the relationship between timeout, frequency, and threshold,

see "UsageGuide" of the frequency command.

 Configuring the Test Threshold

By default, the test threshold is 5,000 ms.

Run the threshold milliseconds command to configure the threshold of an instance.

PerformthisconfigurationinIPRNSconfigurationmode.Thevalueof thresholdmustbeequal toor

smallerthanthevalueoftimeout.Fortherelationshipbetweentimeout,frequency,andthreshold,

see "UsageGuide" of the frequency command.

 Configuring a Tag for the Test

No default configuration is available.

Run the tag text command to configure a test tag.

PerformthisconfigurationinIPRNSconfigurationmode.Thetagcommandcanspecifyatagforatest,

which is generally used to identify the function of this test.

 Configuring theProtocol Payload Size

Thedefaultprotocolpayloadsizevariesaccordingtothetesttype.Bydefault, theprotocolpayloadsize

of a test type is theminimum or appropriate size for the test.

Run the request-data-sizebytes command to configure the protocol payload size.
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Perform this configuration in IP RNS configuration mode.

 Configuring the TOSof the Test Packet

By default, the TOS is 0.

Run the tos number command to configure the TOS field in the IPv4 packet used for the IP RNS test.

 Configuring theVRF

Perform this configuration in IP RNS configuration mode.

No default configuration is available.

Runthevrfvrf-namecommandtoconfigurethevirtualroutingandforwarding(VRF)of theIPRNStest.

Perform this configuration in IP RNS configurationmode.

9.3.2 Track Support for theRNS

Objectsthatcanbetrackedinclude: testresultofanRNSinstance,RNSliststatus, linkstatusonan

interface,andtrackliststatus.Whenthetrackstatuschanges,anactionoftherelatedmodule(suchas

DNS) is triggered.

Working Principle

The test result of an RNS instance is tracked as follows:

 Configure a track object for tracking the test result of an RNS instance.

 When the test result of theRNS instance changes, theRNSmodule sends a status changemessage to the trackmodule.

 Onreceivingthismessage,thetrackmodulelocatesthetrackobjectbasedontheRNSinstanceID.Afterthepresetdelaytime
elapses, if thestatusof theRNSinstancestillchanges, thestatusof thetrackmodule ismodified,and themoduleof the track

object isnotifiedof themodification. If thestatusof theRNSinstancerecoverswithin thepresetdelay time, thetrackstatus is

not modified and the related module is not notified.

Related Configuration

 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking the Link Status of An Interface

By default, the function of tracking the link status of an interface is disabled.

Runthe trackinterfaceline-protocolcommandtoconfigureatrackobject,whichisusedtotrackthe

link status of an interface.

If the linkstatusof the interface isUP,thestatusof the trackobject isUP.If the linkstatusof the interface

is DOWN, the status of the track object is also DOWN.

 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking theTest Result of an RNS Instance

By default, the function of tracking the test result of an RNS instance is disabled.

Runthetrackrnscommandtoconfigureatrackobject,whichisusedtotrackthetestresultofanRNS

instance.The RNS instance ID ranges from 1 to 500.

If thetestresultof theRNSinstanceissuccessful, thestatusof thetrackobject isUP.If thetestresultof

theRNS instance is unsuccessful, the status of the trackobject is alsoDOWN.
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 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking the TestResult of an RNS List

By default, the function of tracking the test result of an RNS list is disabled.

Runthe trackrns-listcommand toconfigurea trackobject,whichisusedtotrackthetest resultofan

RNS list.The RNS instance ID ranges from 1 to 500.

Theresult canbe theANDorORoperationresultofallmemberstatus. If theresultof this trackobject is

settotheORoperationresultofallmemberstatus,andtheORresultof thestatusofall the trackedRNS

objects isUP,thestatusof this trackobject isUP.If theORresultof thestatusof all the trackedRNS

objects isDOWN,thestatusof this trackobject isalsoDOWN.If the resultof thistrackobject isset tothe

ANDoperation resultof allmember status, and theANDresult of the statusof all the trackedRNS

objects isUP,thestatusof this trackobject isUP.If theANDresultof thestatusof all the trackedRNS

objects is DOWN, the status of this track object is also DOWN.

 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking theStatus of a Track List

Bydefault, the functionof tracking thestatusofa tracklist isdisabled.

Runthe tracklistcommandtoconfigurea trackobject,which isusedto trackthestatusofa track list.

The result can be the AND or OR operation result of all member status.

If theresultof this trackobject isset totheORoperation resultofallmemberstatus,and theORresultof

thestatusof allmembers isUP,thestatusof this trackobject isUP.If theOR resultof thestatusof all

members isDOWN,thestatusof this trackobject isalsoDOWN.If theresultof this trackobject isset to

theANDoperationresultofallmemberstatus,andtheANDresultof thestatusofallmembers isUP,the

statusof the trackobject isUP.If theANDresultof thestatusofallmembers isDOWN,thestatusof this

track object is also DOWN.

 Configuring a Track List Member

By default, no member is configured for the track list.

Runtheobjectcommandtoconfigurea track listmember.Thestatusofatrack listmembermeeting

conditions can be set to UP or DOWN.

Assume that thestatusof amembermeetingconditions isset toUP.If thestatusof a track listmember

isUP,themembermeetsconditions. If thestatusofatracklistmember isDOWN,thememberdoesnot

meet conditions.

 Adjusting the Delay for Notifying theStatus Change of a TrackObject

By default, the delay for notifying the status change of a track object is 0.

Run thedelaycommand toadjust thedelay for tracknotification, including the delay fornotifying the

statuschangeof a trackobject fromUP toDOWNand thedelay fornotifying thestatus changeof a

trackobject fromDOWNtoUP.The delay ranges from0 to180.The unit is second.

A longer delay indicates that it takesmore timebefore themodule that is concernedwith the track

object isnotifiedof thestatus.Ashorterdelay indicates that it takes lesstimebefore themodule that is

concerned with the track object is notified of the status.
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9.4 Configuration

Configuration Item Description and Command

Configuring RNS Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to configure basic function parameters of theRNS.

ip rns

Supports detailed configuration and brief configuration.

 Detailed configuration: An IP RNS operation object is

defined, and used as the configuration ID for

subsequent tests and parameters.

 Brief configuration: Subsequent configuration of the

testtypeisnot required.Currently,one-stepstartup

oftheICMP,DNS,andTCPconnect testsissupported.

ip rns reaction-configuration
Configures the proactive threshold monitoring and

triggering mechanism of the IP RNS test.

ip rns reaction-trigger

Triggersanothertypeof theIPRNStestinpendingstate

whenthemonitoringthresholdexceedstheexpectation

during an IP RNS test.

ip rns schedule
Configures theschedulingmethod, start time,and life time

of an IP RNS test.

ip rns restart Restarts an IP RNS test.

ip rns reset Clears all the IP RNS configurations.

ConfiguringtheICMPEchoTest

(Optional) It is used to implement the ICMP echo test.

icmp-echo Creates an RNS test, the type of which is ICMP echo.

request-data-size Configures the protocol payload size.

frequency Configures the test repeat interval.

tag Configures a tag.

threshold Configures the test threshold.

timeout Configures the test timeout.

tos
Configures the TOS field in the header of the IPv4 test

packet.

vrf Configure the VRF of a test.

Configuring the DNS Test

(Optional) It is used to implement the DNS test.

dns Creates an RNS test, the type of which is DNS.

frequency Configures the test repeat interval.

tag Configures a tag.

threshold Configures the test threshold.

timeout Configures the test timeout.

tos
Configures the TOS field in the header of the IPv4 test

packet.

vrf Configure the VRF of a test.

Configuring the Track Support

for the RNS

(Optional) It is used to configure the track support for other testmodules.

track rns
Configures a track object for tracking the test result of an

RNS instance.
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Configuration Item Description and Command

track interface line-protocol
Configures a track object for tracking the link status of an

interface.

track list
Configures a track object for tracking the status of a track

list.

object Configures a member object for a track list object.

delay
Configures the delay for notifying the status change of a

track object.

9.4.1 Configuring RNS Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Detailed configuration: Configures an RNS instance to complete basic configuration of theRNS test.

 Brief configuration: Configure and start an RNS instance at a time. (Optional)

Notes

 In thecaseof detailedconfiguration, if youdonot furtherconfigure the test typeafter entering ip-msmode, theRNSobject
cannot becreated.

 In thecaseofdetailedconfiguration, youmust run thecommandtoconfigure thestartuppolicyafteran IPRNStest is
configured; otherwise, the test is not conducted.

Configuration Steps

 Defining an IP RNSOperationObject

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 Brief configuration isoptional.

 Configuring theProactive ThresholdMonitoring andTriggeringMechanism for the Test

 Performthisconfiguration if it is required toconfigure theproactive thresholdmonitoringand triggeringmechanism for the
test.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 Enabling an RNS Test to Trigger Another RNS Test

 Performthisconfiguration if it is required to triggeranother type of the IPRNStest in pendingstatewhen themonitoring
threshold exceeds the expectation during an IP RNS test.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 Configuring the Schedule Parameters of an RNSTest

 Configure the scheduling method, start time, and life time if it is required to trigger an IPRNS test.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 Inthecaseofbriefconfiguration, thiscommandisalreadyconfiguredusingthedefaultvalues,andmanualconfiguration isnot
required.
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 Restarting an IP RNSTest

 Performthisconfiguration,ordirectlyrunthe iprnsscheduleXstart-timenowcommand if it is requiredtorestartanIPRNS
instance in pending state.

 ClearingConfigurations of All the IPRNS Instances

 Performthisconfigurationif it isrequiredtoclearconfigurationsofall theIPRNSinstances,forexample,whenalotof instances
are configured but configurations are found incorrect.

 Starting the IPRNSServer to Provide Server Functions

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

Verification

 Run the show ip rnsconfiguration command to display configurations of RNS instances.

Related Commands

 Defining an IP RNSOperationObject

Command ip rns operation-number

Parameter

Description

operation-number: Indicates the ID of the IP RNS operation object. The value ranges from 1 to 500.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Currently, the IP RNS supports only IPv4-related tests, but not IPv6-related tests. At most 500 tests can be configured,

dependingontheperformanceofdevices.Thetestfunctionisonlyavalue-addedfunction.Whenalargenumberof

testsareconfiguredandconsumealotofsystemresources, thetestfunctionmaybetemporarydisabled toensure

normal operation of core services, such as route forwarding.

Detailedconfiguration(mandatoryitemsofiprnsoperation-number):Runthiscommandandenterip-rnsmode.In

ip-rnsmode,youcandefinevarious testtypes. If thetesttype isnotconfigured, theRNSobject isnotcreated.After

configuringan IPRNStest,youmust run the iprnsschedulecommandtoconfigure itsschedulingparameter;

otherwise, the test cannot be conducted.

Afterconfiguringan IPRNStest,youcan run the ip rnscommand todirectlyenter themodeof therelated test type.

Tomodifya typeof theIPRNStestobject that iscurrentlyconducted,youmustfirstdeletethis IPRNStestbyrunning

the no ip rns command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring theProactive ThresholdMonitoring andTriggeringMechanism for the Test

Command iprnsreaction-configurationoperation-numberreactmonitored-element[action-typeoption ][threshold-type

{average [number-of-measurements ] |consecutive [occurrences ] | immediate|never|xofy[x-valuey-value ] } ]

[threshold-value upper-threshold lower-threshold ]

Parameter

Description

operation-number: Indicates the ID of the IP RNS operation object. The value ranges from 1 to 500.

monitored-element: Specifies the monitored element.

action-type option: Indicates the action taken after the test is triggered.

average [ number-of-measurements ]: Indicates that the subsequent associated actions are triggered if the average of

number-of-measurements of the monitored element exceeds the threshold.

consecutive [ occurrences ]: Indicates that the test is triggered if the consecutive number of occurrences of the
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monitoredelementexceedsthethreshold.Thedefaultvalueofoccurrences is5.Thevaluerangesfrom1to16.

immediate: Indicatesthat thetestistriggeredimmediatelyafter themonitoredelementexceedsthethreshold.

never: Indicates that the test is never triggered.

xofy[x-valuey-value]: IndicatesthatresultsofXtestsexceedthethresholdinthelastYtests.ThedefaultvaluesofX

andY are 5.The value of X orY ranges from 1 to 16.

threshold-value upper-threshold lower-threshold: Indicate the upper and lower thresholds.

 Whenmonitored-element is rtt, the thresholds are the time. For default values, see "UsageGuide".The value

ranges from 0 to 60,000 ms.

 Note that you do not need to configure threshold-valuewhen react is set to timeout.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide ForthesameIPRNSobject,youcanconfiguremultiplethresholdstomonitordifferentelements.Thefollowingtable

provides themapping between test types andmonitored elements.

monitored-element icmp-echo dns

timeout

rtt

The following table lists the default thresholds of each monitored element.

Monitored Element Upper Threshold Lower Threshold

timeout - -

rtt 5000ms 0ms

 Enabling an RNS Test to Trigger Another RNS Test

Command ip rns reaction-trigger operation-number target-operation

Parameter

Description

operation-number: Indicatesthenumberofthesourceoperationthat triggerstheaction.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

500.

target-operation: Indicates thenumberof the targetoperation that is triggered.Thevalue ranges from1 to500.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The trigger function isgenerally usedinnetwork fault diagnosisscenario. Inacommonscenario, youdonot need to

configure the trigger function.

 Configuring the Schedule Parameters of an RNSTest

Command ip rns schedule operation-number [ life{ forever|seconds} ] [ start-time{ hh:mm[ :ss] [ month day|daymonth ]

|pending|now|afterhh:mm:ss} ] [ recurring]

Parameter

Description

operation-number: Indicates the number of the RNS operation. The value ranges from 1 to 500.

lifeforever: Indicates that the RNS operation life time is valid forever.

lifeseconds: Indicates the life time of the RNS in second.
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hh:mm[ :ss]: Accurately indicates the start time of the operation. The 24-hour format is used.

month: Indicates thestartmonthof theoperation.Thedefault value is thecurrentmonth.

day: Indicates the start date of the operation. The default value is the current date.

pending: Indicatesthat theoperationstart timeisnotdefinedyet.This is thedefaultvalue.

now: Indicates that the operation start time is now, that is, the operation starts now.

afterhh:mm:ss: Indicates that the operationstarts after a delay of hh:mm:ss.

recurring: Indicates whether the operation automatically starts every day at the same time.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IftheschedulingparameterofanIPRNStestisalreadyconfiguredbyrunningtheiprnsschedulecommand,itstest

parameterscannot bemodified.Tomodify theconfiguration, youmust run theno iprnsschedulecommand to

delete the scheduling policy configuration.

life{seconds} indicatesthelifecycleof theIPRNStest,that is,after thetestisstartedaccordingtotheconfiguredstart

time, the test stops after a period of time specified by seconds.

 Restarting an IP RNSTest

Command ip rns restart operation-number

Parameter

Description

operation-number: Indicates the ID of the IP RNS operation object. The value ranges from 1 to 500.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand restartsan IPRNStest forwhich theschedulingpolicy isconfiguredand is inpendingstate.This

command is invalid for an IP RNS test for which the scheduling policy is not configured.

 ClearingConfigurations of All the IP RNS Instances

Command ip rns reset

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandclearsconfigurationsofall theIPRNSinstances.It isusedonly inextremecases,forexample,whena

lot of RNS tests are configured but the configurations are found incorrect.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringRNSBasic Functions

Scenario

Figure 9-2
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Configuration

Steps

 Configure instance 1 on Switch A.

 Configure the schedulingmethod, start time, and life time of instance 1.

 Configure the proactive thresholdmonitoring and triggeringmechanism of instance 1.

 Trigger instance2 inpendingstatewhen themonitoring thresholdof instance1exceeds theexpectation.

Swtich A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip rns 1

A(config-ip-rns)#icmp-echo 10.1.1.1

A(config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)#exit

A(config)ip rns schedule 1 start-time now life forever

A(config)iprnsreaction-configuration1react timeoutthreshold-type immediateaction-typetrigger

A(config)ip rns reaction-trigger 1 2

Verification Run the show ip rns configuration command to display the instance configurations.

Router#show ip rns configuration 1

Entry number: 1

Tag: FS555

Type of operation to perform: icmp-echo

Operation timeout (milliseconds): 5000

Operation frequency (milliseconds): 60000

Threshold (milliseconds): 5000

Recurring (Starting Everyday): FALSE

Life (seconds): 3500

Next Scheduled Start Time:Start Time already passed

Target address/Source address: 2.2.2.3/0.0.0.0

Request size (ARR data portion): 36

9.4.2 Configuring the ICMPEchoTest

Configuration Effect

Create an IP RNS test of the ICMP echo type.

Notes

 The RNS basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Creating an IP RNSTestof the ICMPEchoType

 Mandatory.
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 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 ConfiguringCommonOptional Parameters of the Test

 Performthisconfiguration if it is requiredtochangecommonoptionalparametersof thetest,suchas therepeat interval, tag,
time threshold, timeout, and TOS.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 Configuring theProtocol Payload Size

 Perform this configuration if it is required to change the protocol payload size of the test.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

Verification

 Run the show ip rns configuration command to display the instance configurations.

Related Commands

 Creating an IP RNSTestof the ICMPEchoType

Command icmp-echo { oob { destination-ip-address | destination-hostname [ name-server ip-address ] } [ source-ipaddr

ip-address ]via typenumnext-hop ip-address} |{ {destination-ip-address|destination-hostname [name-server

ip-address ] } [ source-ipaddr ip-address ] [ out-interface type num [ next-hop ip-address ] ] }

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicates the test on the MGMT interface.

destination-ip-address: Indicates the destination IP address.

destination-hostname: Indicates the destination host name.

name-server ip-address: Specifies the DNS server when the destination host name is configured. By default, the DNS

server configured by using the ipname-server command is used for address resolution.

source-ipaddr ip-address: Indicates the source IP address.

out-interface type num: Specifies the outgoing interface (non-MGMT interface) of the test packet.

via type num: Specifies the MGMT interface as the outgoing interface of the test packet.

next-hop ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the next hop.

Command

Mode

IP RNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns)

Usage Guide After thiscommand isconfigured, theIPRNSobjectstarts tosend the ICMPechopacket,and thedestinationIP

address is the IP address configured by the user. By default, the payload size of an ICMP echo packet is 36 bytes. You

can run the request-data-size command to change the packet size.

Youmust firstconfigurethetypeof theIPRNStest(suchas theICMPechotest),and thenconfigureparametersof

the test type.Tomodify thetest typeofan IPRNStest,youmust firstdelete this IPRNStestbyrunning thenoiprns

command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring theProtocol Payload Size of the IP RNSTest

Command request-data-size bytes

Parameter

Description

bytes: Indicatesthebytesof thetestpacket.Theminimum/maximumbytesvaryaccordingtothetesttype.Youneed

to configure this itembased on the command prompt in configurationmode of a specific test.
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Command

Mode

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide This command is used to stuff some bytes in the test packet so that large packets can be used for the test.

 Configuring theTestRepeat Interval

Command frequency milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Indicates the packet sending interval in ms. The default value is 60,000 ms.The value ranges from 10 to

604,800,000. The maximum value is one week.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide Tests are conducted periodically in an IP RNS test lifecycle. You can run the frequency command to specify the repeat

interval. The configured frequency must meet the requirement of the following formula to ensure calculation

correctness of the test:

(frequency milliseconds) > (timeout milliseconds) >= (threshold milliseconds)

 Configuring aTag for an IP RNSTest

Command tag text

Parameter

Description

text: Sets the test tag. The value is a string of up to 79 characters.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide This command specifies a tag for a test, which is often used to indicate the function of the test.

 Configuring theTimeThreshold of an IP RNSTest

Command threshold milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds:Indicatesthetimethresholdofthetest.Thevaluerangesfrom0to60,000.Theunit isms.Thedefault

value is5,000.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide Thevalueof thresholdmustbeequal toorsmaller than thevalueof timeout.For the relationshipbetween timeout,

frequency, and threshold, see "Usage Guide" of the frequency command.

 Configuring theTimeout of an IPRNSTest

Command timeout millisecond

Parameter

Description

millisecond: Indicates the test timeout. The value ranges from 10 to 604,800,000. The unit is ms. The default timeout

varies according to the test type.
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Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide Thevalueof timeoutmustbeequal toorgreater than thevalueof threshold.For the relationshipbetween timeout,

frequency, and threshold, see "Usage Guide" of the frequency command.

 Configuring theTOSField in the IPv4 Packet Header of an IPRNSTest

Command tos number

Parameter

Description

number: Sets the TOS field in the IPv4 test packet. The value ranges from 0 to 255. The default value is 0.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide TOSisa8-bit field in the IPv4packet header.Bysetting theTOS, youcancontrol thepriorityof the testpacket.For

different TOS fields, the processing priorities are different on the intermediate routers.

 Configuring theVRF of an IP RNSTest

Command vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Specifies the VRF name.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide This command specifies the VRF of the test packet.

Configuration Example

Figure 9-3

Configure RNS instance 1 and related parameters on Switch A.

Switch A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip rns 1

A(config-ip-rns)#icmp-echo 10.2.2.2

A(config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)#exit

A(config)#ip rns schedule 1 start-time now life forever

Run the show ip rns configuration command to display the instance configurations.
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SwitchA A#showiprnsconfiguration1

Entry number:1

Tag:

Type of operation to perform: icmp-echo

Operation timeout (milliseconds): 5000

Operation frequency (milliseconds): 60000

Threshold (milliseconds): 5000

Recurring (Starting Everyday): FALSE

Life (seconds): foerver

NextScheduledStartTime:StartTimealreadypassed

TaFSetaddress/Sourceaddress:10.2.2.2/0.0.0.0

Request size (ARR data portion): 36

9.4.3 Configuring theDNSTest

ConfigurationEffect

Create an IP RNS test of the DNS type and implement the DNS test.

Notes

 The RNS basic functions must be configured.

Configuration Steps

 Creating an IP RNSTestof the DNSType

 Mandatory.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 ConfiguringCommonOptional Parameters of the Test

 Performthisconfiguration if it is requiredtochangecommonoptionalparametersof thetest,suchas therepeat interval, tag,
time threshold, timeout, and TOS.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

Verification

 Run the show ip rns configuration command to display the instance configurations.

Related Commands

 Creating an IP RNSTestof the DNSType

Command dns { oob destination-hostname name-server ip-address }

Parameter

Description

oob: Indicates the test on the MGMT interface.

destination-hostname: Indicates the destination host name.

name-server ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the DNS server.

Command IP RNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns)
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Mode

Usage Guide Youmust firstconfigurethetypeof theIPRNStest(suchas theICMPechotest),and thenconfigureparametersof

the test type.Tomodify thetest typeofan IPRNStest,youmust firstdelete this IPRNStestbyrunning thenoiprns

command in global configuration mode.

 Configuring theTestRepeat Interval

Command frequency milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds: Indicates the packet sending interval in ms. The default value is 60,000 ms.The value ranges from 10 to

604,800,000. The maximum value is one week.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide Tests are conducted periodically in an IP RNS test lifecycle. You can run the frequency command to specify the repeat

interval. The configured frequency must meet the requirement of the following formula to ensure calculation

correctness of the test:

(frequency milliseconds) > (timeout milliseconds) >= (threshold milliseconds)

 Configuring aTag for an IP RNSTest

Command tag text

Parameter

Description

text: Sets the test tag. The value is a string of up to 79 characters.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide This command specifies a tag for a test, which is often used to indicate the function of the test.

 Configuring the UpperThreshold of an RNSTest

Command threshold milliseconds

Parameter

Description

milliseconds:Indicatestheupperthresholdofthetest.Thevaluerangesfrom0to60,000.Theunitisms.Thedefault

value is5,000.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide Thevalueof thresholdmustbeequal toorsmaller than thevalueof timeout.Forthe relationshipbetween timeout,

frequency, and threshold, see "UsageGuide" of the frequency command.

The value of threshold must be smaller than the value of timeout.

 Configuring theTimeout of an IPRNSTest

Command timeout millisecond

Parameter millisecond: Indicatesthetesttimeout.Thevaluerangesfrom10to604,800,000.Theunit isms.Thedefault timeout
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Description varies according to the test type.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide Thevalueof timeoutmustbeequal toorgreater than thevalueof threshold.For the relationshipbetween timeout,

frequency, and threshold, see "Usage Guide" of the frequency command.

 Configuring theTOSField in the IPv4 Packet Header of an IPRNSTest

Command tos number

Parameter

Description

number: Sets the TOS field in the IPv4 test packet. The value ranges from 0 to 255. The default value is 0.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide TOSisa8-bit field in the IPv4packet header.Bysetting theTOS, youcancontrol thepriorityof the testpacket.For

different TOS fields, the processing priorities are different on the intermediate routers.

 Configuring theVRF of an IP RNSTest

Command vrf vrf-name

Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Specifies the VRF name.

Command

Mode

IP RNS DNS configuration mode (config-ip-rns-dns)

IP RNS ICMP echo configuration mode (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)

Usage Guide This command specifies the VRF of the test packet.

Configuration Example

Scenario

Figure 9-4

Configuration

Steps

Configure RNS instance 1 and related parameters on Switch A.

Switch A A# configure terminal

A(config)# ip rns 1

A(config-ip-rns)# dns www.FS.com.cn name-server 10.2.2.2

A(config-ip-rns-dns)#exit

A(config)ip rns schedule 1 start-time now life forever

Verification Run the show ip rns configuration command to display the instance configurations.
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SwitchA A#showiprnsconfiguration1

Entry number:1

Tag:

Type of operation to perform: dns

Operation timeout (milliseconds): 5000

Operation frequency (milliseconds): 60000

Threshold (milliseconds): 5000

Recurring (Starting Everyday): FALSE

Life (seconds): forever

NextScheduledStartTime:StartTimealreadypassed

TaFSet host name:www.FS.com.cn

Name Server: 10.2.2.2

Common Errors

 The IP address of the server is incorrect.

9.4.4 Configuring the Track Support for the RNS

Configuration Effect

 Configure the track function to track the test result of an RNS instance.

 Configure the track function to track the link status of an interface.

 Configure the trackfunction totrackthestatusofa track list.

 ConfigurethetrackfunctiontotrackthestatusofanRNSlist.

Notes

 Toconfigure the track function to track the test result of anRNS instance, you need to configure the relatedRNS instance.

 Toconfigure the track function to track the link status of an interface, you need to configure the related interface.

 Toconfigure the trackfunction to trackthestatusofa track list,youneedtoconfigure themembers for the related track list.

 ToconfigurethetrackfunctiontotrackthestatusofanRNSlist,youneedtoconfigurethemembersfortherelatedRNSlist.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a TrackObject

 Perform this operation if it is required to create a track object.

 The following four methods are available to create a track object:

-CreateatrackobjectfortrackingthetestresultofanRNSinstance:Performthisconfigurationoneveryswitchingdeviceunless

otherwise required.
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-Createatrackobject for trackingthelinkstatusofaninterface:Performthisconfigurationoneveryswitchingdeviceunless

otherwise required.

-Createatrackobject fortrackingthestatusofatracklist:Performthisconfigurationoneveryswitchingdeviceunlessotherwise

required.

-CreateatrackobjectfortrackingthestatusofanRNSlist:Performthisconfigurationoneveryswitchingdeviceunlessotherwise

required.

 Configuring theNotification Delay of a Track Object

 Perform this configuration if it is required to delay notification of the status change of a track object.

 Delay for notifying thestatuschangeof a trackobject includes thedelay fornotifying the statuschangeof a trackobject from
UPtoDOWNandthedelayfornotifyingthestatuschangeofatrackobject fromDOWNtoUP.Youcanconfigureeitherdelayor

both of delays.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

 Configuring aTrackMember

 Perform this configuration if it is required to configure a track object for tracking the status of a track list.

 When configuring a trackmember, you can set the status of amember meeting conditions to UP or DOWN.

 Perform this configuration on every switching device unless otherwise required.

Verification

Observethestatusofatrackobjectwhenthestatusof thetrackobject(suchastestresultsofanRNS

instance, link status of an interface, or status of a track list) changes.

 After the preset delay, run the show track command to checkwhether the current track status changes.

Related Commands

 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking the Link Status of An Interface

Command track object-number interface interface-type interface-number line-protocol

Parameter

Description

object-number: Indicates the number of a track object. The value ranges from 1 to 700.

Interface-type interface-number: Indicates the interface type and interface number.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toconfigure a trackobject for tracking the linkstatusof an interface.When the link statusof the

interface is UP, the status of the corresponding track object is UP.

 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking theTest Result of an RNS Instance

Command track object-number rns entry-number

Parameter

Description

object-number: Indicates the number of a track object. The value ranges from 1 to 700.

entry-number: Indicates the number of an RNS object. The value ranges from 1 to 500.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toconfigurea trackobject for tracking the test result ofanRNSinstance.When the test result of

the RNS instance is successful, the status of the corresponding track object is UP.
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 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking theStatus of a Track List

Command track object-number listboolean { and | or }

Parameter

Description

object-number: Indicates the number of a track object. The value ranges from 1 to 700.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand to configurea trackobject for tracking thestatusof a track list.The resultcanbe theANDorOR

operation result of all member status.

 Configuring a TrackMember

Command object object-number[ not ]

Parameter

Description

object-number: Indicates the number of a track object. The value ranges from 1 to 700.

Command

Mode

Track configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toconfigureamember fora track list.Thenumberof track listmembers that canbeconfigured is

restricted only by the capacity of track objects.

 Configuring a TrackObject for Tracking theStatus of an RNS List

Command track object-number rns-list men-list{ and | or }

Parameter

Description

object-number: Indicates the number of a track object. The value ranges from 1 to 700.

men-list: IndicatestheRNSlist thatistracked.mem-listcanbeanRNSinstanceoraseriesofRNSinstances.If

mem-list isaseriesofRNS instances, the format isas follows:SmallestRNS ID–GreatestRNSID, forexample,10–20.

The RNS ID ranges from 1 to 500.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run thiscommand toconfigurea trackobject for tracking thestatusofanRNSlist.Theresult canbe theANDorOR

operation result of all member status.

Configuring the Notification Delay of a Track Object

Command delay { upseconds [ downseconds ] | [ upseconds ] downseconds }

Parameter

Description

up seconds: Specifies the delay for notifying the status change of a track object from DOWN to UP.The value ranges

from 0 to 180. The unit is second. The default value is 0.

downseconds:Specifies thedelay fornotifying thestatuschangeofa trackobject fromUPtoDOWN.Thevalue

ranges from 0 to 180. The unit is second. The default value is 0.

Command

Mode

Track configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenthestatusof a trackobject frequentlychanges, thestatusof theclient that use this trackobjectwill frequently

change aswell.

Using thiscommandcandelaynotificationof thestatuschangeofatrackobject.Forexample, if thestatusofa track

objectchangesfromUPtoDOWN,anddelaydown10 isconfigured, theDOWNstatusof thetrackobject isnotified

10s later. If thestatusof the trackobjectschanges toUPagainwithin thisperiodof time,nonotification issent.For

the client that uses this track object, the status of the track object is always UP.
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 Displaying the TrackObject Statistics

Command showtrack [ object-number ]

Parameter

Description

object-number: Indicatesthenumberofatrackobject.Thevaluerangesfrom1to700.Thedefault isall trackobjects.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Run this command to display statistics of track objects.

Configuration Example

 Configuring TrackObject3 for Tracking the LinkStatus of the Interface FastEthernet 1/0

Configuration

Steps

 Configure a track object for tracking the link status of an interface.

 Configure the delay for notifying the status change fromUP to DOWN.

FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# track 3 interface FastEthernet 1/0 line-protocol

FS(config-track)# delay down 10

FS(config-track)# exit

Verification Change the link status of the interface FastEthernet 1/0 to DOWN.

 Immediately check the status of the track object, and verify that the status is still UP.

 Check the status of the track object 10s later, and verify that the status changes toDOWN.

FS# show track 3

Track 3

Interface FastEthernet 1/0

The state is Up, delayed Down (5 secs remaining)

1 change, current state last: 300 secs

Delay up 0 secs, down 10 secs

 ConfiguringTrackObject3(Whenthestatusoftrackobject1isUP,andthestatusoftrackobject2isDOWN,thestatus
of track object 3 is UP.)

Configuration

Steps

 Configuring track object 1 and track object 2.

 Configure track object 3, and itsmembers include track object 1 and track object 2.
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FS # config

FS(config)#track 1 interface gigabitEthernet 0/0 line-protocol

FS(config-track)#delay up 20 down 40

FS(config-track)#exit

FS(config)#

FS(config)#track 2 interface gigabitEthernet 0/1 line-protocol

FS(config-track)#delay down 30

FS(config-track)#exit

FS(config)# track 3 list Boolean and

FS(config-track)#object 1

FS(config-track)#object 2 not

FS(config-track)# exit

Verification When the status of track objects 1 and 2 change, check the status of track object 3.

 Whenthestatusoftrackobject1changesfromDOWNtoUP,andthestatusoftrackobject2remainsDOWN,

verify that the status of track object 3 changes fromDOWN to UP.

 Whenthestatusof trackobject1remainsUP,and thestatusof trackobject2changes fromDOWNtoUP,verify

that the status of track object 3 changes from UP to DOWN.

FS# show track 3

Track 3

List boolean and

Object 1

Object 2 not

The state is Down

1change,current state last:10 secs

Delayup 0 secs,down0secs

 Configuring TrackObject 5 for Tracking the TestResult of RNS Instance 7

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an RNS instance.

 Configure a track object for tracking the test result of an RNS instance.

 Configurethedelayfornotifyingthetestresultchangefromsuccessfultounsuccessful,andthedelayfor

notifying the test result change from unsuccessful to successful.

FS# configure terminal

FS (config)#ip rns 7

FS (config-ip-rns)#icmp-echo 2.2.2.2
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FS (config-ip-rns-icmp-echo)#exit

FS (config)#ip rns schedule 7 start-time now life forever

FS(config)# track 5 rns 7

FS (config-track)# delay up 20 down 30

FS (config-track)# exit

Verification Let the test result of RNS instance 7 change from successful to unsuccessful.

 Whenthetestresultchangestounsuccessful,immediatelycheckthestatusof trackobject7,andverifythat

the status is still UP.

 Check the status of the track object 30s later, and verify that the status changes toDOWN.

FS# show track 5

Track 5

Reliable Network Service 7

The state is Down

2 change, current state last: 10 secs

Delay up 20 secs, down 30 secs

 ConfiguringTrackObject 5 forTracking theTestResults of anRNSList (consistingofRNS Instances 1, 2–5, and8)

Configuration

Steps

 Configure and start the RNS.

 Configure a track object for tracking the test result of an RNS list.

 Configure thedelay fornotifying the test result change fromUPtoDOWN,and thedelay fornotifying the test

result change from DOWN toUP.

FS(config)# track 5 rns-list 1,2-5,8 and

FS (config-track)# delay up 20 down 30

FS (config-track)# exit

Verification Let the test result of one of the RNS instances 1, 2-5, and 8 changes from successful to unsuccessful.

 Whenthetestresultchangestounsuccessful,immediatelycheckthestatusof trackobject7,andverifythat

the status is still UP.

 Check the status of the track object 30s later, and verify that the status changes toDOWN.

FS# show track 5

Track 5

rns-list 1,2-5,8 and

The state is Down

2change, current state last: 10 secs

Delayup20secs,down30secs

Common Errors
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 The track object for tracking anRNS instance is configured, but the correspondingRNS instance is not configured.

 The track object for tracking the link status of an interface is configured, but the corresponding interface is not configured.

 The track object for tracking the status of a track list, but no member of theRNS list is configured.

 The track object for tracking the status of anRNS list is configured, but the correspondingRNS instance is not configured.

9.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays configurations of one or more

RNS instances.

show ip rns configuration [ operation-number ]

Displays detailed statistics of one or

more RNS instances.

show ip rns collection-statistics [operation-number]

Displays the current RNS status. show ip rns operational-state [operation-number]

Displays the proactive threshold

monitoring information of one or more

RNS instances.

show ip rns reaction-configuration [operation-number]

Displays information about the test

triggeredbyoneormoreRNSinstances.

show ip rns reaction-trigger [operation-number]

Displays the brief statistics of one or

more RNS instances.

show ip rns statistics [operation-number]

Displays the brief statistics of one or

more track objects.

show track [ object-number ]

Displays the brief statistics of a track

client.

show track client

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs the track module. debug track { all | proc-event | rdnd-event | client }

Debugs the RNS module. debug rns { all | interface | lib | rdnd-event | restart | rns_id [ 0, 500 ] }

10 Configuring PCAP

10.1 Overview

Packet Capture (PCAP) is a maintenance function commonly used in network devices.

Similartothepacketcapturesoftwarerunningonapersonalcomputer,thePCAPfunctioncancapture,

save, or display the packets sent from and received by the network device.
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10.2 Applications

Application Description

Capturing Packets During routinemaintenance, if you find packet sending or receiving failures in the network,

specify the capture point and capture direction, enter the packet feature, and start the

packet capture to check whether the packets arrives at the device or are sent from the

device.

10.2.1 CapturingPackets

Scenario

Duringroutinemaintenance, if youfindpacketsendingor receivingfailures inthenetwork,specify the

capturepoint andcapturedirection, enter thepacket feature,and start thepacket capture tocheck

whether the packets arrives at the device or are sent from the device.

Deployment

Perform packet capture as follows:

 Create a capture feature rule and name it.

 Createacapturepointandspecifythecapturepointname,capturelocation(physicalport,VLAN,andcontrolplane),capture
direction, and capturefeature.

 Specify the name of the file to be saved.

 Enable packet capture at the capture point.

 Wait until the capture ends.

 Upload the file to the PC.

 Enable the capture software on the PC to check the captured packets.

10.3 Features

Overview

Feature Description

Capturing Packets on

Control Plane

Clients can define the capture point and specify the capture location and direction, matching rule

information, number of captured packets, and file name; and then enable the capture procedure.

Capturing Packets on

Forwarding Plane

UserscanspecifyrulesofmatchingbetweenACLIDsandphysicalports(ACLIDsaremandatoryandphysical

ports are optional), number of to-be-captured packets, name of the file for storing captured packets, and

other information, and then start the packet capture.

10.3.1 Capturing Packets on Control Plane

Clientscandefine thecapturepointandspecify thecapture locationanddirection,matchingrule

information,numberofcapturedpackets,andfilename;andthenenablethecaptureprocedure.

Working Principle
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Clientscandefine thecapturerulesbydefiningcapturepoints.Tocapturemultiple typesofpacketsat

thesame time,aclient isallowed todefinemultiplecapturepointsanddistinguish themby their names.

The capture rules are as follows:

1) Thecapturelocationcanbeselectedfromthecertainphysicalport,VLANport,andsystemcontrol

plane. Each capture point can only have one capture location.

2) Theavailablecapturedirectionscanbetheoutgoingdirection, incomingdirection,and

bidirectional.

3) The7-tupleinformationcanmatchthesourceMACaddress,destinationMACaddress,layer-2

protocol type, source IP address, destination IP address, layer-3 protocol type, and TCP/UDP port

information.

4) The number of captured packets or size of the captured packet can be specified.

5) The file name can be specified.The captured packet will be saved in PCAP file format.

Aclientenablescaptureviacommandsafter therulesareconfigured.Thecapturewillautomatically

stopwhen thenumberofcapturedpacketsor thefilesizereachesthespecifiedvalue,orwhentimeout

happens.The client can also stop the capture after commandsare enteredmanually.

10.3.2 Capturing Packets on Forwarding Plane

Users can specify rules of matching between ACL IDs and physical ports (ACL IDs aremandatory and physical ports are optional),

number of to-be-captured packets, name of the file for storing captured packets, and other information, and then start the packet

capture.

Working Principle

1. The ruleof matchingbetweenACL IDsandphysical ports can be specified for packet capture and physical ports are optional.

2. Multiple rules of matching between ACL IDs and physical ports can be configured for packet capture.

3. Packet capture at the ingress is supported.

4. No packet capture point needs to be specified and 7-tuplematching information is not supported.

5. The number of to-be-captured packets or the size of the file for storing captured packets can be defined.

6. Captured packets are stored in a specified file in the PCAP file format. Users can run commands to start packet capture after

configuring rules. The capture automatically stops when the number of captured packets or the file size reaches the specified

value or when timeout occurs. Users can also run commands tomanually stop packet capture.

10.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Capturing Packets on Control

Plane

packet capture rule rule-name filter

[src-macsmac] [dst-macdmac][etype type | ip |

arp] [ipv4-sip sip sip-mask] [ipv4-dip dip dip-

mask] [ipv6-sip sipv6 sipv6-prefix] [ipv6_dip

dipv6 dipv6-prefix]

[v6_protocol protocol | tcp |udp] [ipv6_sport

Defines capture matching rule.
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sport] [ipv6_dport dport] [v4_protocol protocol |

tcp |udp] [ipv4_sport sport ] [ipv4_dport dport]

packet capture point capture-point-name rule

rule-name location{interfaceinterface-name | |

control-plane} {in | out | both}

Createsthecapturepointandspecifiesthe

capturelocation,matchingrule,andcapture

direction.

packet capture file filename

[buffer-size buf-size] [packet-numpkt-num]

[timeouttimeout]

Specifies the name of the file to be saved.

packet capture {start | stop} Starts/Stops packet capture.

Capturing Packets on

Forwarding Plane

packet capture rule rule-name filter acl aclid |

aclname [interfaceinterface-name]
Defines capture matching rule.

packet capture file filename [buffer-size

buf-size][packet-numpkt-num] [timeouttimeout]
Specifies the name of the file to be saved.

packet capture {start | stop} Starts/Stops packet capture.

10.4.1 CapturingPackets onControlPlane

Configuration Effect

 Define the capturematching rule.

 Create the capturepoint.

 Specify the name of the file to be saved.

 Start packetcapture.

 Stop packetcapture.

Configuration Steps

 Defining CaptureMatching Rule

 (Mandatory) Run this command to define the packet capture rule.

Command packet capture rule rule-name filter [src-mac smac] [dst-mac dmac] [etype type | ip | arp] [ipv4_sip sip sip-mask]

[ipv4_sipdipdip-mask] [ipv6_sipsipv6 sipv6-prefix] [ipv6_dipdipv6dipv6-prefix][v6_protocolprotocol | tcp |udp]

[ipv6_sport sport] [dst-port dport] [v4_protocol protocol | tcp | udp] [ipv4_sport sport ] [dst-port dport]

Parameter

Description

rule-name: Indicates the matching rule name.

smac: Indicates the source MAC address.

dmac: Indicates the destinationMACaddress.

type | ip | arp: Indicates the layer-2 protocol type.

sip: Indicates the source IP address.

sip-mask: Indicates the source IP address mask.

dip: Indicates the destination IP address.

dip-mask: Indicates the destination IP address mask.

sipv6: Indicates the source IPv6 address.

sipv6-prefix: Indicates the source IPv6prefix.

dipv6: Indicates the destination IPv6 address.

sipv6-prefix: Indicates the destination IPv6 prefix.
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protocol | tcp | udp: Indicates the layer-3 protocol type.

sport: Indicates the TCP/UDP protocol source port.

dport: Indicates the TCP/UDP protocol destination port.

Defaults -

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide 1. Theusercandefinemultiplecapturerulesanddistinguishthembydifferentnames.Afterarule isdefined, therule

needs to be referenced by the packet capture point to actually take effect.

2. Before deleting the capture rule, all the packet capture points referencing the rule need tobe deleted.

 Creating CapturePoint

 (Mandatory) Run this command to create the capture point.

Command packet capture point capture-point-name rule rule-name location {interface interface-name | control-plane} {in |

out | both}

Parameter

Description

capture-point-name: Indicates the capture point name.

rule-name: Indicates the matching rule name, which is defined by running the packet capture rule command.

interface-name: Indicates the name of the port on which packets are captured.

vlan-id: Indicates the ID of the VLAN in which packets are captured.

control-plane: Indicates the control plane on which packets are captured.

in | out | both: Indicates the capture direction (incoming, outgoing, or bidirectional).

Defaults -

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide 1. Theusercandefinemultiplecapturepointsat thesamelocationasrequired tomatchdifferentcapturerulesor

packet directions. The capture points canwork simultaneously without affecting each other.

2. If the capture point ismodified during packet capture, themodificationwill not take effect immediately andwill

take effect next time when packet capture is enabled.

 Specifying Name of File to Be Saved

 (Optional) Run this command to specify the name of the file to be saved.

Command packet capture file filename [buffer-size buf-size] [packet-num pkt-num] [ timeout timeouf]

Parameter

Description

filename: Indicates the name of the file to be saved.

buf-size: Indicates the buffer size. The buffer size is 2MB by default if not specified. Packet capture automatically stops

when the buffer is full. Up to 200M buffer is supported.

pkt-num:Indicatesthenumberofcapturedpackets.Packetcaptureautomaticallystopswhenthenumberof

capturedpacketsreachesthespecifiednumber.1024packetswillbecapturedcontinuallybydefaultunless

otherwise specified.

timeout: Indicatespacketcapturetimeout.Packetcaptureautomaticallystopswhenthetimeofcapturedpackets

reaches the specified number. The default packet capture time is 10 minutes unless otherwise specified. The longest

continually packet capture time is 120 minutes.

Defaults -

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide 1. The file name setting takes effect next time packet capture is enabled.
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 Starting/Stopping PacketCapture

 (Mandatory) Enter this command to start or stop packet capture.

Command packet capture { start | stop}

Parameter

Description

start | stop: Starts/Stops packet capture.

Defaults -

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide 1. If thepacketcapturestopcommand isnot enteredafterpacketcapturestarts, thepacketcaptureautomatically

stopsat thecapturepointwhenthenumberofcapturedpacketsreaches thespecifiednumber.If thepacketcapture

stop condition is not met, run this command to immediately stop the packet capture.

2. Run the packet capture start command to capturepacketsat all packet capture points simultaneously.

Verification

Run the show packet capture status command to display packet capture information.

Command show packet capture status

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Run this command to display the packet capture status.

Command

Presentation
FS#show packet capture status

Capture rules:

Capture rules tcp:

etype: 0x0800

source MAC: 2222.2222.2222

destination MAC: 1111.1111.1111

protocol: 0x6

source IP: 10.10.10.3

destination IP: 10.10.10.10

source port: 5

destination port: 10

Capture points:

Capture point controlplane:

Capture rules: tcp
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location: control-plane

direction: all

Capture file:

Filename: /tmp/tcp.pcap

Buffer size: 2(MB)

Capture Statistic:

Status: stop

Stop reason: Normal

Start time: 2017-5-20 9:24:19

End time: 2017-5-20 9:28:19

Timeout: 10(minutes)

Packets limit: 1024

Packet capture cnts:10

FS#
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Configuration Example

 Capturing Packets

Scenario  In theclientenvironment, theTCPconnectionof acertainapplicationonadeviceconnected toPort 0/1 fails,

TCP packets need to be captured on this port for analysis.

Configuration

Steps

 Run thepacketcapturecommandtocaptureandsaveTCPpacketsto the file tcp.pcapandupload the file toa

PC to display the captured data.

FS# packet capture rule tcp etype ip protocol tcp

FS#packetcapturepoint tcppoint rule tcp location interfacegi0/1both

FS# packet capture file usb0:tcp.pcappacket-num1500

FS# packet capture start

Verification FS#show packet capture status

Capture rules:

Capture rules tcp:

etype: 0x0800

protocol: 0x6

Capture points:

Capture point tcppoint:

Capture rules: tcp

location: Gi0/1

direction: all

Capture file:

Filename: /mnt/usb0/tcp.pcap

Buffer size: 2(MB)

Capture Statistic:

Status: running

Timeout: 10(minutes)

Packets limit: 1500

Packet capture cnts:10

10.4.2 Capturing Packets onForwarding Plane

Configuration Effect

 Define the capturematching rule.

 Specify the name of the file to be saved.
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 Start packetcapture.

 Stop packetcapture.

Configuration Steps

 Defining CaptureMatching Rule

 (Mandatory) Run this command to define the packet capture rule.

Command packet capture rule rule-name filter acl aclid [ interfaceinterface-name ]

Parameter

Description

rule-name: Indicates the matching rule name.

aclid: Indicates the ACL ID or name.

interface-name: Indicates the interface.

Defaults -

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Theuser candefinemultiplecapture rulesanddistinguish thembydifferentnames.Aftera rule isdefined, the rule

needs to be referenced by the packet capture point to actually take effect.

 Specifying Name of File to Be Saved

 (Optional) Run this command to specify the name of the file to be saved.

Command packet capture file filename [ buffer-size buf-size ] [ packet-num pkt-num ] [ timeout timeouf ]

Parameter

Description

filename: Indicates the name of the file to be saved.

buf-size: Indicates the buffer size. The buffer size is 2MB by default if not specified. Packet capture automatically stops

when the buffer is full. Up to 200 MB buffer is supported.

pkt-num:Indicatesthenumberofcapturedpackets.Packetcaptureautomaticallystopswhenthenumberof

capturedpacketsreachesthespecifiednumber.1024packetswillbecapturedcontinuallybydefaultunless

otherwise specified.

timeout: Indicatespacketcapture timeout.Packetcaptureautomaticallystopswhen the timeofcapturedpackets

reaches the specified number. The default packet capture time is 10 minutes unless otherwise specified. The longest

continually packet capture time is 120 minutes.

Defaults -

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide 1. The file name setting takes effect next time packet capture is enabled.

 Starting/Stopping PacketCapture

 (Mandatory) Enter this command to start or stop packet capture.

Command packet capture { start | stop }

Parameter

Description

start | stop: Starts/Stops packet capture.

Defaults -

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide If the packet capture stop command is not entered after packet capture starts, the packet capture automatically
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stopsat thecapturepointwhen thenumberofcapturedpackets reaches thespecifiednumber. If thepacketcapture

stop condition is not met, run this command to immediately stop the packet capture.

Verification

Run the show packet capture status command to display packet capture information.

Command show packet capture status

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide Run this command to display the packet capture status.

Command

Presentation
FS#show packet capture status

Capture rules:

Capture rules rule1:

acl_id: 1

Capture file:

Filename: /tmp/vsd/0/test.pcap

Buffer size: 2(MB)

Capture Statistic:

Status: stopped

Stopped reason: Normal

Timeout: 10(minutes)

Packets limit: 1024

Write file packet count: 0

FS#

Configuration Example

 Capturing Packets

Scenario  In theclient environment,a trafficerroroccurs to interface0/1.Trafficmaynot reach thedevice.Therefore,

packets need to be captured on this port for analysis.

Configuration

Steps

 Run thepacketcapturecommandtocaptureandsaveTCPpacketsto the file tcp.pcapandupload the file toa

PC to display the captured data.

FS(config)#access-list 100permit tcphost1.1.1.1 any

FS(config)#exit

FS#packet capture rule rule1 filter acl 100 interface tenGigabitEthernet 0/1
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FS# packet capture file usb0:tcp.pcap packet-num 1500

FS# packet capture start

Verification

FS#show packet capture status

Capture rules:

Capture rules rule1:

acl_id: 100

acl_ifx: TenGigabitEthernet 0/1

Capture file:

Filename: /tmp/vsd/0/test.pcap

Buffer size: 2(MB)

Capture Statistic:

Status: running

Start time: 2018-6-4 16:34:55

Timeout: 10(minutes)

Packets limit: 1024

Write file packet count: 4

10.5 Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the packet capture status. show packet capture status

10.6 Restrictions on the Packet Capture Function

1. Packet capture cannot be configured on theMGMT port but on physical ports.

2. Packet capture cannot be configured on SVIs or VSL interfaces.

3. The packet capture configuration cannot be saved.

1) The packet capture configuration is lost after the efmp_frame.elf process or device is restarted.

2) VSUconfigurationcannotbesynchronized. If packet capture isconfiguredon theactiveVSU, the

packet capture configuration will be lost after active/standby switchover.

4. Interfaces of non-mastermember devices cannot be configured as packet capture interfaces. Aggregation port (APs) whose

member ports include interfaces of non-mastermember devices canbe configured as packet capture interfaces.
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5. Eithercontrolplanepacket capture rulesor forwardingplanepacketcapture rulescanbeconfiguredat a time.The two typesof

rules aremutually exclusive.

6. Packetcapture isavailableonlywhen thepermitentry isconfigured in forwardingplaneACLrules.Thedenyentry in rulesdoes

not support packet capture by default.

7. The forwarding plane PCAP function takes effect only on incoming packets. It does not send outgoing packets to the CPU.

8. Packet capture on APs (depending on project requirements):

(1) Ondevicesused inearlyprojectssuchasN18000_FSOS11.3(1)B1R(M08282403212015), the forwardingplanepacket

capture function is available only on physical ports but unavailable on APs.

(2) Oncertaindevicesused in some releasedprojectssuchasN8560_FSOS11.0(5)B9P43R(M10544905142019), packet

capturecanbeenabled onAPsby running commands (someproductsdo not support packet captureonmemberports of

APs due to chip limitations).

(3) On devices used in new projects such as FSOS 11.0(5)B9P36 R(M20524506292019), packet capture is supported on APs

(including memberports).

11 ConfiguringHAM

11.1 Overview

1. The High AvailabilityModule (HAM) is a high availability technology of the system.

2. HAM can start a process when it exits.

3. HAMdetectswhether aprocess exits after the device is started. If a process that registerswith theHAserviceexits frequently,

HAMstartstheHAserviceandautomaticallyrestartsthedevice.Toaddresspossibleabnormalitiesinthepatch-basedupgrade,

CLI commands are added to enable/disable theHA service of a process that restarts frequently.

Protocols and Standards

 HAM is a proprietary protocol.

11.2 Applications

Application Description

HAService for Starting aProcessWhen

the Process Exits

For aprocess that registerswith theHAservice,HAMstarts theprocesswhen detecting the

process exit.

HA Service of a Process That Restarts

Frequently

1. Before patches are used for an upgrade, you can stop the HA service of a process that

restarts frequently.

2. After the patch-based upgrade is completed, confirm that no process restarts frequently

and then start the HA service of the process that restarts frequently.

11.2.1 HAService forStartingaProcessWhentheProcessExits

Scenario

A process may exit in case of abnormalities. HAM can start this process.

Deployment
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 Onall devices in the system, run theHA service that starts a processwhen the process exits.

11.2.2 HAServiceofaProcessThatRestarts Frequently

Scenario

Originally, the purpose of importing the HA service of a process that restarts frequently is to clear

frequent restart abnormalities of the process by restarting devices in some cases.

A process may restart under some abnormal conditions during a patch-based upgrade. If the device

automaticallyrestarts,traffic interruptioncanbecaused.SomeusersdesiretoconfigureCLIcommands

to enable/disable the HA service of a process that restarts frequently.

If the HA service of a process that restarts frequently is disabled by a command, frequent restart abnormalities of some
processesmaynot be cleared because the devicedoesnot restart automatically, resulting ina longer failure time.

Deployment

 Onalldevicesinthesystem,run theHAserviceofaprocessthatrestarts frequently.UseCLIcommandsonthemasterdeviceto
enable/disable this service and synchronize the service status to other non-master devices.

11.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 HAM

The HAM provides a high availability service for user processes.

Overview

Feature Description

HAM Includes the HA service that starts a process when the process exits and the HA service of a process that

restarts frequently.

11.3.1 HAM

A process may exit under some abnormal conditions. If the process is not started, some services will

becomeunavailable.HAMcanstart theprocessinsuchcircumstances, therebyrestoringservices.

Working Principle

HAM perceives the exit of a process by listening to kernel advertisements and starts the process to

restore services. If a process exits five times in two minutes, the HAM tries to start the process five

minutes later. If two prompts, asking theHAM to start a process fiveminutes later, are displayedwithin

ten minutes, it is deemed that services cannot be restored and the device needs to be restarted to

restore theservices.

11.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command
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Enabling and Disabling the HA

Service of a Process That

Restarts Frequently

Disabling this HA service can lead to a longer failure timewhen a process frequently restarts.
Therefore, you are not recommended to disable the configuration in scenarios other than

patch-based upgrades.

ham single-process-ha auto-restart enable
Enables theHAserviceofaprocessthat restarts

frequently.

11.4.1 EnablingandDisabling theHAService ofaProcessThatRestarts Frequently

Configuration Effect

 Enable theHAserviceof aprocess that restarts frequentlyso that thesystem tries toautomatically restart the device to restore
services.

Notes

 It is not recommended to disable the HA service of a process that restarts frequently.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the HAService of a Process That Restarts Frequently

 Optional.This feature canbe used inapatch-based upgrade, to prevent device reset due topatch-based upgradeabnormalities.

Command ham single-process-ha auto-restart enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The HA service of a process that restarts frequently is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thisfeaturecanbedisabledbeforeapatch-basedupgrade.After thepatch-basedupgrade iscompleted,confirmthatno

process restarts frequently and then enable this feature.

Verification

Run the show running-config | include ham command to display the current HAM configuration.

Command show running-config | include ham

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode

Usage Guide This feature is enabled by default and the configuration is not displayed. If this feature is disabled, the configuration is

displayed in the device running configuration.

Command

Presentation
FS#show running-config | include HAM

FS#
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Configuration Example

 Enabling andDisabling theHAService of a Process ThatRestarts Frequently

Scenario The master device for running CLI configuration commands exists.

Configuration

Steps

 Inglobalconfigurationmode,runthenohamsingle-process-haauto-restartenablecommandtodisabletheHA

service of a process that restarts frequently.

 In global configuration mode, run the ham single-process-ha auto-restart enable command to enable the HA

service of a process that restarts frequently.

Master Device FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# no ham single-process-ha auto-restart enable

FS(config)# show running-config | include ham

no ham single-process-ha auto-restart enable

FS(config)#ham single-process-haauto-restart enable

FS(config)# show running-config | includeham

FS(config)#

Verification Run the show running-config | include ham command to check whether the ham single-process-ha auto-restart

enable configuration exists. The configuration is not displayed if this feature is enabled but displayed if this feature is

disabled.

Master Device FS#show running-config | include ham

no ham single-process-ha auto-restart enable

Common Errors

 N/A

11.5Monitoring

Displaying

12 Configuring VAP(MLAG)

12.1 Overview

A Virtual Aggregate Port (VAP) and Multi-Chassis Link Aggregation (MLAG) are composed of two APs on

two independentdevices.

ForotherdevicesaccessedthroughthisVAP,thetwodevicescanbeconsideredasonelogicdeviceand

the twoAPs of the VAPcan be considered as one AP, thereby raising the link reliability from the board

level to the device level. See the figure below.

Description Command

Displays the current configuration. show running-config | include ham
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Figure 12-1 VAP

Another similar technology is Virtual Switching Unit (VSU), which virtualizes multiple devices into one

device.Compared withVSU, theVAP technology has the following advantages:

 Stacking is discarded and only layer-2 virtualization is required. The two devices are still

independentofeachother.TheVAPreducesdeploymentdifficultiesandeliminatesshortcomings

broughtbydevicestacking (for example, the software failureof themaster devicemaymakeboth

devices unavailable).

 Devices can be upgraded independently without affecting the normal operation of the other

device.

12.2 Applications

Application Description

Connecting to an

Dual-Homing Mode

IP Network in The two devices of a VAP are connected to an IP network in uplink direction, to implement

load balancing of network traffic.

Connecting to a Centralized VXLAN

Network in Dual-Homing Mode

Theserver connects to thenetwork inVXLANmodeand theoverlaygateway isconfiguredon

the core switch.

12.2.1 ConnectingtoanIPNetworkinDual-HomingMode

Scenario

The server connects to a network through VAP in dual-homing mode and the server gateway is

configuredontheVAPdevices.Theuplink trafficof theserver isbalancedtotwoaccessdevicesthrough

APs.Thedownlink traffic isbalancedtotwoaccessdevices throughECMPandthen locally forwardedto

the server.

Figure 12-2 Connecting a VAP to an IP Network
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AP1 and AP2 are added to the sameVAPand are connected to layer-3 devices in uplink direction through routing interfaces

and to a server or layer-2 switch in downlink direction.

Deployment

 Configure the sameVAPdomain on the two devices.

 Configure the sameVAP for AP1 and AP2.

12.2.2 Connecting to a VXLAN Network in Dual-Homing Mode

Scenario

The server connects toaVXLANnetwork throughVAPindual-homingmodeand the server gateway is

configuredon thecore switch.Theuplink trafficof the server is balanced to twoaccessdevices through

APs.Thedownlink traffic isbalancedtotwoaccessdevices throughECMPandthen locally forwardedto

the server.

Figure 12-3 Connecting a VAP to a Centralized VXLAN Network

Remarks
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AP1 and AP2 are added to the same VAP and are connected to a server or layer-2 switch in downlink direction.

Deployment

 Configure the sameVAPdomain on the two devices.

 Configure the sameVAP for AP1 and AP2.

 ConfigureVXLAN access and configure the gateway on the core switch.

12.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 VAP

APs on two independent devices form a VAP and only layer-2 APs are supported. Only one AP of a

device can be added to the same VAP.One VAP can contain two APs at most.

 VAP Member Interface

 Peer-link

A member interface of a VAP is an AP added to the VAP.A local AP is called the VAP local member

interface and a remote AP is called the VAP remote member interface.

 Peer-link Interface

The peer-link is a link between twodevices of aVAPto synchronize data and transmit some traffic.The

peer-link is also an AP. In order to enhance the reliability of the peer-link, you are recommended to

configure the AP, to which the peer-link belongs, with two or more physical ports. For chassis devices,

multiplephysicalports shouldbe deployedondifferent boards to reduce the impact of aboard failure.

Remarks
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 VAPDomain

A peer-link interface is a physical port of the peer-link.

AVAPdomainconsistsoftwoVAPdevicesconnectedthroughthepeer-link.Thetwodevicesmustshare

the same domainID.

 Dual-Active DetectionLink

 HBChannel

A dual-active detection link is used to detect the dual-active status of VAPdevices when the peer-link

fails.

AHot-Backup(HB)channel isaTCPconnection-basedtransmissionchannelestablishedbetweentwo

VAPdevices.TheVAPtransmitsand receivesnegotiationpacketsanddata through thischannel.

Overview

Feature Description

VAP System

Negotiation

A VAP system is built on two devices via negotiation.

Preferential Local

Forwarding

Traffic balanced to VAP devices is preferentially forwarded through the local member interface. When the

local member interface malfunctions, the traffic is forwarded through the peer-link.

Anti-Loop Mechanism When the VAP remote member interface works properly, the traffic of the peer-link is not forwarded to the

local member interface. When the VAP remote member interface malfunctions, the traffic of the peer-link

needs to be forwarded to the local member interface.

12.3.1 VAPSystemNegotiation

WorkingPrinciple

The basis of VAP application is that two devices pair with each other to form a system and provide

inter-device aggregation capability. The process is as follows:

1. System pairing

After the domain ID, peer-link, and peer-link-based layer-3 channel are configured for the two VAP

devices, the devices synchronize the domain ID with each other through the layer-3 channel. After

receivingasynchronizationmessage,adevicecheckswhether thedomain IDisconsistentwith its local

domain ID. If yes, the two devices pair with each other successfully.

2. Master/slave negotiation

Aftersuccessful pairing, thedeviceselect themaster and slave rolesbasedon theirpriority.Thedevice

with a higher priority is elected as the master device. If they share the same priority, the device with a

smaller MAC address is elected as themaster device.

When both the master and slave devices work properly, packet forwarding is not different on them but different in failure
scenarios. Forexample, when the peer-link is faulty, the VAPbetween the two devices fails. Toavoid abnormal forwarding of

traffic from access devices, the system shuts down service ports on the slave device and switches traffic to the master device.

3. Forwarding entry synchronization
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After successful VAP negotiation, the two devices synchronize forwarding entries mutually such as MAC

entries and ARP entries, to ensure active-active forwarding.

4. Dual-active detection

After theVAPruns properly, heartbeat packets are sent periodically between the two devices to detect

the availability of the dual-active link.When the dual-active link is detected to be faulty, if the peer-link

works properly, a prompt is displayed, reminding users to check the dual-active link.

When the peer-link is faulty, the devices send dual-active detection packets to each other:

 Ifadevicereceivesadetectionresponsepacket,dualmasterdevicesexist,andservice interfaces

(interfaces other than MGMT ports, peer-link interfaces, and stacked interfaces) on the slave

device will be forced to enter error down state. To prevent an interface from entering error down

state, you can configure it as an exceptional interface, for example, the interface for dual-active

detection.

 If no detection response packet is received, the peer device is faulty.

 Ifthelocaldeviceistheslavedevice,itbecomesthemasterdevice.

 If the localdeviceis themasterdevice,itdoesnot takeanyactions.

12.3.2 Preferential LocalForwarding

The peer-link can be understood as a backup link. When the network is stable and free of failures,

service traffic is preferentially forwarded through the VAP local member interface. It should not be

forwarded through the peer-link unless it is broadcast traffic. When the local member interface fails,

service traffic needs to be forwarded through the peer-link. See the figure below.

Figure 12-4 Forwarding by the VAP Local Member Interface

Figure 12-5 Failure of the VAP Local Member Interface
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12.3.3 Anti-LoopMechanism

When an access device connects to a network through VAP in dual-homingmode, the two APs of the

VAP are distributed on two independent devices, and independent forwarding by the two APs may

result in a loopor receivingof double packets.VAPanti-loop rules are configured as follows:

1. When the VAP remote member interface works properly, traffic from the peer-link is not forwarded to the local member

interface. See the figure below.

Figure 12-6 Peer-link Traffic Loop Prevention

2. When the VAP remote member interface fails, traffic from the peer-link needs to be forwarded to the local member interface.

See the figurebelow.

Figure 12-7 Peer-link Traffic Loop Release
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12.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

VAP
Mandatory:

vap domain Configures a VAP domain.

peer-link Configures the peer-link.

vap Adds an AP to the VAP.

data-sync Configures a data synchronization channel.

Optional:

Priority Configures the priority.

Configuring Dual-Active

Detection
Mandatory:

peer-keepalive Configures a heartbeat link.

Optional:

peer-keepalive hold-time Configures the heartbeat holding time.

dual-active auto recovery Configures dual-active automatic recovery.

vap error-down except Configures an error down exceptional interface.

recover up-delay Configures the interface recovery delay.

Configuring the Domain

Matching Delay
Optional:

domain-match delay Configures the domain matching delay.

Configuring Convergence
Optional:

fast-convergence Configures fast convergence.

12.4.1 ConnectingtoanIPNetworkinDual-HomingMode

Configuration Effect

 Twodevices pairwitheachother to formaVAPsystem.The linksof accessdevicesareaggregated and connected to theVAP
system in dual-homingmode.
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 Traffic fromVAPdevices toaccessdevices is first forwarded through the localVAPinterface.Whenthe localVAPinterface fails,
the traffic is forwarded to theVAPpeer device.

 Theserver isconnected to two independentnetworkdevices indual-homingmode to formanactive-active forwardingsystem.
If a devicemalfunctions, user services can be still forwarded normally.

Notes

 The server is connected to the network in dual-homingmode and interfaces on the two devices need to be added to the same
VAP.

 It is recommended that the peer-link between the two devices be configured to allow all VLAN traffic to pass.

 Youare advised to configuremultiple physical links for the peer-link. For chassis devices, you should deploy physical links on
different boards to avoid the impact of a board failure on the network.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a VAPDomain

 Mandatory.

 Perform the configuration on both network devices that provide dual-homing access.

Command vap domain domain-id

Parameter

Description

domain-id: Indicates the domain ID. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

Defaults No domain ID is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Onlyone domain ID canbe configured onone device.VAPnegotiation succeeds onlywhen domain IDs on twodevices

are the same.

 Configuring thePeer-link

 Mandatory.

Command peer-link

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults An AP is not the peer-link by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenallmemberports composinganAPof aVAPfail, trafficwill be switched to thepeer-link.When the remotemember

interface of a VAPworks properly, traffic from the peer-link is not forwarded through the local member interface, in an

effort to prevent loops. When the remote member interface of the VAP fails, traffic from the peer-link needs to be

forwarded through the local member interface.

 AddinganAPtotheVAP

 Mandatory.

 One AP can be added to only oneVAPand different APs on the same devicemust be added to differentVAPs.

Command vap vap-id

Parameter vap-id: Indicates the ID of a VAP. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.
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Description

Defaults An AP is not added to a VAP by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The two APs on the two network devices that provide dual-homing access must be added to the same VAP.

 Configuring aData Synchronization Channel

 Mandatory.

Command data-sync local { ip-address | ipv6-address } peer { ip-address | ipv6-address }

Parameter

Description

local{ ip-address| ipv6-address }: Indicatesthe local IPaddress.

peer { ip-address| ipv6-address }: Indicates thepeer IPaddress.

Defaults No data synchronization channel is configured by default.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Data is synchronizedbetweenVAPdevices througha layer-3 IPnetworkand this configuration is requiredoneachVAP

device.

Either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be configured.

 Configuring a Heartbeat Link

 Mandatory.

Command peer-keepalivelocal{ ip-address| ipv6-address}peer{ip-address | ipv6-address}[ interface-typeinterface-number ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IPv4 address used for heartbeat detection.

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address used for heartbeat detection.

interface-type: Indicates the interface type. Only MGMT interfaces are supported.

interface-number: Indicates the interface number. All MGMT interfaces are supported.

Defaults No heartbeat link is configured by default.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide When the peer-link fails but the heartbeat link is normal, interfaces other than theMGMT interface, heartbeat interface,

peer-link interface, and stacked interface on the slave deviceare triggered to enter the error down state.The interfaces

return to the normal state after the peer-link is restored.

Either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be configured.

 Configuring thePriority

 Optional.

Command priority priority

Parameter

Description

priority: Indicates the priority.

Defaults The default priority is 4.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide VAP devices negotiate to determine their master/slave state after establishing communication. The master/slave

negotiation rules are as follows:

1) The devicewith a higher priority is elected as themaster device.
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2) If thedevicesshare thesamepriority, thedevicewithasmallerMACaddress iselectedas themasterdevice.

 Configuring theHeartbeat Holding Time

 Optional.

Command peer-keepalive hold-time interval

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates the heartbeat holding time.

Defaults The default heartbeat holding time is 3s.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide After the peer-link fails, the heartbeat link is retained for a period of time by default. After the time expires, if the

heartbeat link is still normal, service interfaces on the slave device will enter error down state.

 Configuring the Interface Recovery Delay

 Optional.

Command recover up-delay interval [none-vap none-vap-interval]

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates recovery delay of VAP interfaces, in seconds. The value ranges from 0 to 3,600.

none-vap-interval: Indicatestherecoverydelayofnon-VAPinterfaces, inseconds.Thevaluerangesfrom0to3,600.

Defaults The default recovery delay of VAP interfaces is 120s.

There is no delay in the recovery of non-VAP interfaces by default.

Command

Mode

VAP configuration mode

Usage Guide When the peer-link failure is rectified and devices are restarted, VAP interfaces are restored with a delay of 120s while

non-VAP interfaces are restored without delay.

 Configuring an Exceptional Port for Dual-Active Detection

 Optional.

Command vap error-down except

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults No exceptional port for dual-active detection is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After the VAP detects the dual-active mode, it brings physical ports on the slave device to the error down state. To

prevent an interface fromenteringerror downstate, youcan run this command to configure it as anexceptional port.

Within the interface recovery delay, physical ports are still in error down state.

 Configuring Fast ConvergenceMode

 Optional.

Command fast-convergence

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Fast convergence is enabled by default.

Command VAP configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide After fast convergence is configured, the VAP fault convergence time is minimized. However, there may be considerable

packets instantaneously, for example, flooding may occur.

 ConfiguringDual-Active Automatic Recovery

 Optional.

Command dual-active auto recovery

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Dual-active automatic recovery is not configured by default.

Command

Mode

VAP configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenthedual-activemode isdetected, interfacesontheslavedeviceareshutdown. Ifdual-activeautomaticrecovery is

enabled, after themaster devicemalfunctions, service interfaces on the slave device are restored.

When the MGMT port is configured to detect the dual-active mode, dual-active automatic recovery is enabled

automatically.When a service interface is configured to detect the dual-activemode, dual-active automatic recovery is

disabled by default.Youcandetermine whether to enable this function based on the deployment scenario:

1) When the dual-active detection port is a port that directly connects two devices, configure the directly connected

port as an exceptional port for dual-active detection (by running the vap dad-down except command), and then

enable dual-active automatic recovery.

2) If the dual-active detection port is not a directly connected port of two devices (for example, uplink port),

dual-active automatic recovery cannot be enabled. Otherwise, repeated flapping will occur during dual-active

detection.

Verification

 Run theshowvap [ id ] command to display the twoAPs in theVAP.One is the local AP and the other is the remote AP.
Command show vap [ id ]

Parameter

Description

Indicates the ID of a VAP. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to display information about a VAP.

Command

Presentation
FS#show vap

Vap domain: 245, Dev id: 2

Vap groups: 1

Vap 2

Local AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/21 is UP

Remote AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 1/0/21 is UP
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For details about fields shown by the show command, see the command manual of the corresponding feature.

Configuration Example

 Connecting to an IPNetwork inDual-HomingMode

Scenario

Figure 12-8

Configuration

Steps

 Configure interface IP addresses for all devices (omitted).

 Configurea dynamic routing protocol (suchasOSPF) onTOR1,TOR2, and coreswitch (omitted).

 Configure aVAPonTOR1 and TOR2.

TOR1 T1# configure terminal

Configurea layer-3 IP address forVAPdata synchronization and aheartbeat layer-3 IP address.

T1(config)# intvlan 100

T1(config-if-VLAN 100)# ip address 192.168.1.1/24

T1(config-if-VLAN 100)# exit

T1(config)# int mgmt 0

T1(config-if-Mgmt0)# ipaddress 192.168.2.1/24

T1(config-if-Mgmt 0)#exit

Configure a VAPdomain, data synchronization channel, and heartbeat channel.

T1(config)# vap domain 1

T1(config-vap)# data-sync local 192.168.1.1 peer 192.168.1.2

T1(config-vap)#peer-keepalive local192.168.2.1 peer192.168.2.2mgmt0

T1(config-vap)# exit

Configure physical member ports for peer-link APs.

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/4

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# port-group 1
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T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# exit

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/5

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# port-group 1

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# exit

Configure the peer-link.

T1(config)# interface AggregatePort 1

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport tr allowed vlan all

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# peer-link

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/2 to AP2 and AP2 to VAP2.

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# port-group 2

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

T1(config)# interface AggregatePort 2

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# switchport access vlan 2

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# vap 2

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/3 to AP3 and AP3 to VAP3.

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/3

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# port-group 3

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

T1(config)# interface AggregatePort 3

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# switchport access vlan 3

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# vap 3

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# exit

Configure a VRRP active-active gateway.

T1(config)# vlan 2

T1(config-vlan)# exit

T1(config)# interface vlan 2

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# ip address 30.30.2.1/24

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp 1 ip 30.30.2.1

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp mode dual-active

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# exit
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T1(config)# vlan 3

T1(config-vlan)# exit

T1(config)# interface vlan 3

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# ip address 30.30.3.1/24

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp 1 ip 30.30.3.1

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp mode dual-active

T1(config-if-VLAN 2)# exit

ConfigureaMonitorLink,with theuplink interfaceofTe0/1anddownlink interfacesofTe0/2andTe0/3.

T1(config)# link state track 1 up-delay 60

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/1

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# link state group 1 upstream

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# link state group 1 downstream

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/3

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# link state group 1 downstream

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

TOR-2 T2# configure terminal

Configurea layer-3 IP address forVAPdata synchronization and aheartbeat layer-3 IP address.

T2(config)# intvlan 100

T2(config-if-VLAN 100)# ip address 192.168.1.2/24

T2(config-if-VLAN 100)# exit

T2(config)# int mgmt 0

T2(config-if-Mgmt0)# ipaddress 192.168.2.2/24

T2(config-if-Mgmt 0)#exit

Configure a VAPdata synchronization channel and heartbeat channel.

T2(config)# vap domain 1

T2(config-vap)# data-sync local 192.168.1.2 peer 192.168.1.1

T2(config-vap)#peer-keepalive local192.168.2.2 peer192.168.2.1mgmt0

T2(config-vap)# exit

Configure physical member ports for peer-link APs.

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/4

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# port-group 1
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T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# exit

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/5

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# port-group 1

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# exit

Configure the peer-link.

T2(config)# interface AggregatePort 1

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport tr allowed vlan all

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# peer-link

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/2 to AP2 and AP2 to VAP2.

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# port-group 2

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

T2(config)# interface AggregatePort 2

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# switchport access vlan 2

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# vap 2

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/3 to AP3 and AP3 to VAP3.

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/3

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# port-group 3

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

T2(config)# interface AggregatePort 3

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# switchport access vlan 3

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# vap 3

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# exit

Configure a VRRP active-active gateway.

T2(config)# vlan 2

T2(config-vlan)# exit

T2(config)# interface vlan 2

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# ip address 30.30.2.2/24

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp 1 ip 30.30.2.1

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp mode dual-active

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# exit
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T2(config)# vlan 3

T2(config-vlan)# exit

T2(config)# interface vlan 3

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# ip address 30.30.3.2/24

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp 1 ip 30.30.3.1

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# vrrp mode dual-active

T2(config-if-VLAN 2)# exit

ConfigureaMonitoLink,with theuplink interfaceofTe0/1anddownlink interfacesofTe0/2andTe0/3.

T2(config)# link state track 1 up-delay 60

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/1

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# link state group 1 upstream

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# exit

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# link state group 1 downstream

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/3

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# link state group 1 downstream

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

Verification Run the show vap command to display the two APs in the same VAP. The APs should be in the normal state.

T1 T1# show vap

Vap domain: 1, Dev id: 1

Vap groups: 2

Vap 2

Local AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

RemoteAggregatePort 2 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

Vap 3

Local AggregatePort 3 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/3 is UP

RemoteAggregatePort 3 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/3 is UP
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T2 T2# show vap

Vap domain: 1, Dev id: 2

Vap groups: 2

Vap 2

LocalAggregatePort 2 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet0/2isUP

RemoteAggregatePort 2 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet0/2isUP

Vap 3

LocalAggregatePort 3 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet0/3isUP

RemoteAggregatePort 3 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/3 is UP

Common Errors

N/A

12.4.2 Connecting to a Centralized VXLAN Network in Dual-Homing Mode

Configuration Effect

 Twodevices pairwitheachother to formaVAPsystem.The linksof accessdevicesareaggregated and connected to theVAP
system in dual-homingmode.

 Traffic fromVAPdevices toaccessdevices is first forwarded through the localVAPinterface.Whenthe localVAPinterface fails,
the traffic is forwarded to theVAPpeer device.

 Configure a centralized VXLAN, connect a server to a TOR switch, and configure the TOR switch to connect to the VXLAN
active-active gateways in dual-homing mode. If one VXLAN gateway malfunctions, user services can be still forwarded normally.

Notes

 TheTORswitch isconnected to coreswitches indual-homingmodeandAPson the twocoreswitchesneed tobeadded to the
sameVAP.

 It is recommended that the peer-link between the twodevices be configured as a trunk link to allow allVLAN traffic to pass.

 Youare advised to configuremultiple physical links for the peer-link. For chassis devices, you should deploy physical links on
different boards to avoid the impact of a board failure on the network.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a VAPDomain
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 Mandatory.

 Perform the configuration on both network devices that provide dual-homing access.

Command vap domain domain-id

Parameter

Description

domain-id: Indicates the domain ID. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

Defaults No domain ID is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Onlyone domain ID canbe configured onone device.VAPnegotiation succeeds onlywhen domain IDs on twodevices

are the same.

 Configuring thePeer-link

 Mandatory.

Command peer-link

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults An AP is not the peer-link by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenallmemberports composinganAPof aVAPfail, trafficwill be switched to thepeer-link.When the remotemember

interface of a VAPworks properly, traffic from the peer-link is not forwarded through the local member interface, in an

effort to prevent loops. When the remote member interface of the VAP fails, traffic from the peer-link needs to be

forwarded through the local member interface.

 AddinganAPtotheVAP

 Mandatory.

 One AP can be added to only oneVAPand different APs on the same devicemust be added to differentVAPs.

Command vap vap-id

Parameter

Description

vap-id: Indicates the ID of a VAP. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Defaults An AP is not added to a VAP by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The two APs on the two network devices that provide dual-homing access must be added to the same VAP.

 Configuring aData Synchronization Channel

 Mandatory.

Command data-sync local { ip-address | ipv6-address } peer { ip-address | ipv6-address }

Parameter

Description

local{ ip-address| ipv6-address }: Indicatesthe local IPaddress.

peer { ip-address| ipv6-address }: Indicates thepeer IPaddress.

Defaults No data synchronization channel is configured by default.

Command VAP domain configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Data is synchronizedbetweenVAPdevices througha layer-3 IPnetworkand this configuration is requiredoneachVAP

device.

Either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be configured.

 Configuring a Heartbeat Link

 Mandatory.

Command peer-keepalivelocal{ ip-address| ipv6-address}peer{ip-address | ipv6-address}[ interface-typeinterface-number ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IPv4 address used for heartbeat detection.

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address used for heartbeat detection.

interface-type: Indicates the interface type. Only MGMT interfaces are supported.

interface-number: Indicates the interface number. All MGMT interfaces are supported.

Defaults No heartbeat link is configured by default.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide When the peer-link fails but the heartbeat link is normal, interfaces other than theMGMT interface, heartbeat interface,

peer-link interface, and stacked interface on the slave deviceare triggered to enter the error down state.The interfaces

return to the normal state after the peer-link is restored.

Either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be configured.

 Configuring thePriority

 Optional.

Command priority priority

Parameter

Description

priority: Indicates the priority.

Defaults The default priority is 4.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide VAP devices negotiate to determine their master/slave state after establishing communication. The master/slave

negotiation rules are as follows:

3) The devicewith a higher priority is elected as themaster device.

4) If thedevicesshare thesamepriority, thedevicewithasmallerMACaddress iselectedas themasterdevice.

 Configuring theHeartbeat Holding Time

 Optional.

Command peer-keepalive hold-time interval

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates the heartbeat holding time.

Defaults The default heartbeat holding time is 3s.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide After the peer-link fails, the heartbeat link is retained for a period of time by default. After the time expires, if the

heartbeat link is still normal, service interfaces on the slave device will enter error down state.
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 Configuring the Interface Recovery Delay

 Optional.

Command recover up-delay interval [none-vap none-vap-interva ]

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates recovery delay of VAP interfaces, in seconds. The value ranges from 0 to 3,600.

none-vap-interval: Indicatestherecoverydelayofnon-VAPinterfaces, inseconds.Thevaluerangesfrom0to3,600.

Defaults The default recovery delay of VAP interfaces is 120s.

There is no delay in the recovery of non-VAP interfaces by default.

Command

Mode

VAP configuration mode

Usage Guide When the peer-link failure is rectified and devices are restarted, VAP interfaces are restored with a delay of 120s while

non-VAP interfaces are restored without delay.

 Configuring an Exceptional Port for Dual-Active Detection

 Optional.

Command vap error-down except

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults No exceptional port for dual-active detection is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After the VAP detects the dual-active mode, it brings physical ports on the slave device to the error down state. To

prevent an interface fromenteringerror downstate, youcan run this command to configure it as anexceptional port.

Within the interface recovery delay, physical ports are still in error down state.

 Configuring Fast ConvergenceMode

 Optional.

Command fast-convergence

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Fast convergence is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

VAP configuration mode

Usage Guide After fast convergence is configured, the VAP fault convergence time is minimized. However, there may be considerable

packets instantaneously, for example, flooding may occur.

 ConfiguringDual-Active Automatic Recovery

 Optional.

Command dual-active auto recovery

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Dual-master automatic recovery is not configured by default.

Command VAP configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Whenthedual-activemode isdetected, interfacesontheslavedeviceareshutdown. Ifdual-activeautomaticrecovery is

enabled, after themaster devicemalfunctions, service interfaces on the slave device are restored.

When the MGMT port is configured to detect the dual-active mode, dual-active automatic recovery is enabled

automatically.When a service interface is configured to detect the dual-activemode, dual-active automatic recovery is

disabled by default.Youcandetermine whether to enable this function based on the deployment scenario:

1) When the dual-active detection port is a port that directly connects two devices, configure the directly connected

port as an exceptional port for dual-active detection (by running the vap dad-down except command), and then

enable dual-active automatic recovery.

2) If the dual-active detection port is not a directly connected port of two devices (for example, uplink port), dual-

active automatic recovery cannot be enabled. Otherwise, repeated flapping will occur during dual-active

detection.

Verification

 Run theshowvap [ id ] command to display the twoAPs in theVAP.One is the local AP and the other is the remote AP.

Command show vap [ id ]

Parameter

Description

Indicates the ID of a VAP. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to display information about a VAP.

Command

Presentation
FS#show vap

Vap domain: 245, Dev id: 2

Vap groups: 1

Vap 2

Local AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/21 is UP

Remote AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 1/0/21 is UP

For details about fields shown by the show command, see the commandmanual of the corresponding feature.

Configuration Example

 Connecting to aCentralized VXLANNetwork in Dual-HomingMode
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Scenario

Figure 12-9

Configuration

Steps

 Configure interface IP addresses for all devices (omitted).

 Configure a centralizedEVPNVXLANonTOR1, Core1, and Core2 (omitted).

 ConfigureanAPonTOR2andconfigureTOR2toconnect toCore1andCore2 indual-homingmode (omitted).

 Configure aVAPon Core1 and Core2.

Core1 Core1# configure terminal

Configurea layer-3 IP address forVAPdata synchronization and aheartbeat layer-3 IP address.

Core1(config)# int vlan 100

Core1(config-if-VLAN 100)# ip address 192.168.1.1/24

Core1(config-if-VLAN 100)# exit

Core1(config)# int mgmt 0

Core1(config-if-Mgmt0)# ipaddress 192.168.2.1/24

Core1(config-if-Mgmt 0)#exit

Configure a VAP domain, data synchronization channel, and heartbeat detection channel.

Core1(config)# vap domain 1

Core1(config-vap)# data-sync local 192.168.1.1 peer 192.168.1.2

Core1(config-vap)#peer-keepalive local192.168.2.1peer192.168.2.2mgmt0

Core1(config-vap)# exit

Configure physical member ports for peer-link APs.

Core1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/4

Core1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# port-group 1

Core1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# exit

Core1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/5
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Core1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# port-group 1

Core1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# exit

Configure the peer-link.

Core1(config)# interface AggregatePort 1

Core1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

Core1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport tr allowed vlan all

Core1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# peer-link

Core1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

AdddownlinkinterfaceTe0/2toAP2andAP2toVAP2.

Core1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

Core1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# port-group 2

Core1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

Core1(config)# interfaceAggregatePort 2

Core1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# switchport access vlan 2

Core1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# vap 2

Core1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# exit

Configure an overlay router active-active gateway.

Core1(config)# interface OverlayRouter 10

Core1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 30.30.2.1/24

Core1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

Core1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

Core2 Core2# configure terminal

Configure a layer-3 IP address forVAPdata synchronization and aheartbeat IP address.

Core2(config)# int vlan 100

Core2(config-if-VLAN 100)# ip address 192.168.1.2/24

Core2(config-if-VLAN 100)# exit

Core2(config)# int mgmt 0

Core2(config-if-Mgmt0)# ipaddress 192.168.2.2/24

Core2(config-if-Mgmt 0)#exit

Configure a VAP data synchronization channel and heartbeat detection channel.

Core2(config)# vap domain 1

Core2(config-vap)# data-sync local 192.168.1.2 peer 192.168.1.1

Core2(config-vap)#peer-keepalive local192.168.2.2peer192.168.2.1mgmt0

Core2(config-vap)# exit
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Configure physical member ports for peer-link APs.

Core2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/4

Core2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# port-group 1

Core2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# exit

Core2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/5

Core2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# port-group 1

Core2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# exit

Configure the peer-link.

Core2(config)# interface AggregatePort 1

Core2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

Core2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport tr allowed vlan all

Core2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# peer-link

Core2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

AdddownlinkinterfaceTe0/2toAP2andAP2toVAP2.

Core2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

Core2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# port-group 2

Core2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

Core2(config)# interfaceAggregatePort 2

Core2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# switchport access vlan 2

Core2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# vap 2

Core2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# exit

Configure an overlay router active-active gateway.

Core2(config)# interface OverlayRouter 10

Core2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 30.30.2.1/24

Core2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

Core2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

Verification Run the show vap command to display the two APs in the same VAP. The APs should be in the normal state.

Core1 Core1# show vap

Vap domain: 1, Dev id: 1

Vap groups: 2

Vap 2

LocalAggregatePort 2 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP
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Remote AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

Core2 Core2# show vap

Vap domain: 1, Dev id: 2

Vap groups: 2

Vap 2

Local AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

RemoteAggregatePort 2 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

Common Errors

N/A

12.4.3 Connecting to a Distributed VXLAN Network in Dual-Homing Mode

Configuration Effect

 Twodevices pairwitheachother to formaVAPsystem.The linksof accessdevicesareaggregated and connected to theVAP
system in dual-homingmode.

 Traffic fromVAPdevices toaccessdevices is first forwarded through the localVAPinterface.Whenthe localVAPinterface fails,
the traffic is forwarded to theVAPpeer device.

 ConfigureadistributedVXLANandconfigureaserver toconnect to theVXLANactive-activegateways indual-homingmode. If
oneVXLAN gatewaymalfunctions, user services can be still forwarded normally.

Notes

 The server is connected to the network in dual-homingmode and interfaces on the twoTORdevices need to be added to the
sameVAP.

 It is recommended that the peer-link between the twodevices be configured as a trunk link to allow allVLAN traffic to pass.

 Youare advised to configuremultiple physical links for the peer-link. For chassis devices, you should deploy physical links on
different boards to avoid the impact of a board failure on the network.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a VAPDomain

 Mandatory.

 Perform the configuration on both network devices that provide dual-homing access.

Command vap domain domain-id

Parameter domain-id: Indicates the domain ID. The value ranges from 1 to 255.
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Description

Defaults No domain ID is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Onlyone domain ID canbe configured onone device.VAPnegotiation succeeds onlywhen domain IDs on twodevices

are the same.

 Configuring thePeer-link

 Mandatory.

Command peer-link

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults An AP is not the peer-link by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenallmemberports composinganAPof aVAPfail, trafficwill be switched to thepeer-link.When the remotemember

interface of a VAPworks properly, traffic from the peer-link is not forwarded through the local member interface, in an

effort to prevent loops. When the remote member interface of the VAP fails, traffic from the peer-link needs to be

forwarded through the local member interface.

 AddinganAPtotheVAP

 Mandatory.

 One AP can be added to only oneVAPand different APs on the same devicemust be added to differentVAPs.

Command vap vap-id

Parameter

Description

vap-id: Indicates the ID of a VAP. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Defaults An AP is not added to a VAP by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The two APs on the two network devices that provide dual-homing access must be added to the same VAP.

 Configuring aData Synchronization Channel

 Mandatory.

Command data-sync local { ip-address | ipv6-address } peer { ip-address | ipv6-address }

Parameter

Description

local{ ip-address| ipv6-address }: Indicatesthe local IPaddress.

peer { ip-address| ipv6-address }: Indicates thepeer IPaddress.

Defaults No data synchronization channel is configured by default.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide Data is synchronizedbetweenVAPdevices througha layer-3 IPnetworkand this configuration is requiredoneachVAP

device.

Either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be configured.
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 Configuring a Heartbeat Link

 Mandatory.

Command peer-keepalivelocal{ ip-address| ipv6-address}peer{ip-address | ipv6-address}[ interface-typeinterface-number ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IPv4 address used for heartbeat detection.

ipv6-address: Indicates the IPv6 address used for heartbeat detection.

interface-type: Indicates the interface type. Only MGMT interfaces are supported.

interface-number: Indicates the interface number. All MGMT interfaces are supported.

Defaults No heartbeat link is configured by default.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide When the peer-link fails but the heartbeat link is normal, interfaces other than theMGMT interface, heartbeat interface,

peer-link interface, and stacked interface on the slave deviceare triggered to enter the error down state.The interfaces

return to the normal state after the peer-link is restored.

Either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be configured.

 Configuring thePriority

 Optional.

Command priority priority

Parameter

Description

priority: Indicates the priority.

Defaults The default priority is 4.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide VAP devices negotiate to determine their master/slave state after establishing communication. The master/slave

negotiation rules are as follows:

1) The devicewith a higher priority is elected as themaster device.

2) If thedevicesshare thesamepriority, thedevicewithasmallerMACaddress iselectedas themasterdevice.

 Configuring theHeartbeat Holding Time

 Optional.

Command peer-keepalive hold-time interval

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates the heartbeat holding time.

Defaults The default heartbeat holding time is 3s.

Command

Mode

VAP domain configuration mode

Usage Guide After the peer-link fails, the heartbeat link is retained for a period of time by default. After the time expires, if the

heartbeat link is still normal, service interfaces on the slave device will enter error down state.

 Configuring the Interface Recovery Delay

 Optional.

Command recover up-delay interval [none-vap none-vap-interval]
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Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates recovery delay of VAP interfaces, in seconds. The value ranges from 0 to 3,600.

none-vap-interval: Indicatestherecoverydelayofnon-VAPinterfaces, inseconds.Thevaluerangesfrom0to3,600.

Defaults The default recovery delay of VAP interfaces is 120s.

There is no delay in the recovery of non-VAP interfaces by default.

Command

Mode

VAP configuration mode

Usage Guide When the peer-link failure is rectified and devices are restarted, VAP interfaces are restored with a delay of 120s while

non-VAP interfaces are restored without delay.

 Configuring an Exceptional Port for Dual-Active Detection

 Optional.

Command vap error-down except

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults No exceptional port for dual-active detection is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After the VAP detects the dual-active mode, it brings physical ports on the slave device to the error down state. To

prevent an interface fromenteringerror downstate, youcan run this command to configure it as anexceptional port.

Within the interface recovery delay, physical ports are still in error down state.

 Configuring Fast ConvergenceMode

 Optional.

Command fast-convergence

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Fast convergence is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

VAP configuration mode

Usage Guide After fast convergence is configured, the VAP fault convergence time is minimized. However, there may be considerable

packets instantaneously, for example, flooding may occur.

 ConfiguringDual-Active Automatic Recovery

 Optional.

Command dual-active auto recovery

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults Dual-active automatic recovery is not configured by default.

Command

Mode

VAP configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenthedual-activemodeisdetected, interfacesontheslavedeviceareshutdown.Ifdual-activeautomaticrecovery is

enabled, after themaster devicemalfunctions, service interfaces on the slave device are restored.

When the MGMT port is configured to detect the dual-active mode, dual-active automatic recovery is enabled
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automatically.When a service interface is configured to detect the dual-activemode, dual-active automatic recovery is

disabled by default.Youcandetermine whether to enable this function based on the deployment scenario:

1) When the dual-active detection port is a port that directly connects two devices, configure the directly connected

port as an exceptional port for dual-active detection (by running the vap dad-down except command), and then

enable dual-active automatic recovery.

2) If the dual-active detection port is not a directly connected port of two devices (for example, uplink port), dual-

active automatic recovery cannot be enabled. Otherwise, repeated flapping will occur during dual-active

detection.

Verification

 Run theshowvap [ id ] command to display the twoAPs in theVAP.One is the local AP and the other is the remote AP.

Command show vap [ id ]

Parameter

Description

Indicates the ID of a VAP. The value ranges from 1 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to display information about a VAP.

Command

Presentation
FS#show vap

Vap domain: 245, Dev id: 2

Vap groups: 1

Vap 2

Local AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/21 is UP

Remote AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 1/0/21 is UP

For details about fields shown by the show command, see the commandmanual of the corresponding feature.

Configuration Example

 Connecting to aDistributed VXLANNetwork in Dual-HomingMode
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Scenario

Figure 12-10

Configuration

Steps

 Configure interface IP addresses for all devices (omitted).

 Configureadynamic routingprotocol (suchasOSPF)onTOR1,TOR2,TOR3,Core1,andCore2(omitted).

 ConfigureadistributedVXLANonTOR1,TOR2,TOR3,Core1,andCore2, and configure thesameVTEP IPaddress for

TOR2 and TOR3 (omitted).

 Configure aVAPonTOR1 and TOR2.

TOR1 T1# configure terminal

Configure a layer-3 IP address forVAPdata synchronization and aheartbeat IP address.

T1(config)# int vlan 100

T1(config-if-VLAN 100)# ip address 192.168.1.1/24

T1(config-if-VLAN 100)# exit

T1(config)# int mgmt 0

T1(config-if-Mgmt0)# ipaddress 192.168.2.1/24

T1(config-if-Mgmt 0)#exit

Configure a VAP domain, data synchronization channel, and heartbeat detection channel.

T1(config)# vap domain 1

T1(config-vap)# data-sync local 192.168.1.1 peer 192.168.1.2

T1(config-vap)#peer-keepalive local192.168.2.1 peer192.168.2.2mgmt0

T1(config-vap)# exit

Configure physical member ports for peer-link APs.

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/4

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# port-group 1
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T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# exit

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/5

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# port-group 1

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# exit

Configure the peer-link.

T1(config)# interface AggregatePort 1

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport tr allowed vlan all

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# peer-link

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/2 to AP2 and AP2 to VAP2.

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# port-group 2

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

T1(config)# interface AggregatePort 2

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# switchport access vlan 2

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# vap 2

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/3 to AP3 and AP3 to VAP3.

T1(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/3

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# port-group 3

T1(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)#exit

T1(config)# interface AggregatePort 3

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# switchport access vlan 3

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# vap 3

T1(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# exit

Configure an overlay router active-active gateway.

T1(config)# interface OverlayRouter 10

T1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 30.30.2.1/24

T1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

T1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR-2 T2# configure terminal

Configure a layer-3 IP address forVAPdata synchronization and aheartbeat IP address.

T2(config)# int vlan 100
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T2(config-if-VLAN 100)# ip address 192.168.1.2/24

T2(config-if-VLAN 100)# exit

T2(config)# int mgmt 0

T2(config-if-Mgmt 0)# ip address 192.168.2.2/24

T2(config-if-Mgmt 0)# exit

Configure a VAP data synchronization channel and heartbeat detection channel.

T2(config)# vap domain 1

T2(config-vap)# data-sync local 192.168.1.2 peer 192.168.1.1

T2(config-vap)# peer-keepalive local 192.168.2.2 peer 192.168.2.1 mgmt 0

T2(config-vap)# exit

Configure physical member ports for peer-link APs.

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/4

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# port-group 1

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/4)# exit

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/5

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# port-group 1

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/5)# exit

Configure the peer-link.

T2(config)# interface AggregatePort 1

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport mode trunk

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# switchport tr allowed vlan all

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# peer-link

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 1)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/2 to AP2 and AP2 to VAP2.

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/2

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# port-group 2

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/2)# exit

T2(config)# interface AggregatePort 2

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# switchport access vlan 2

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# vap 2

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 2)# exit

Add downlink interface Te0/3 to AP3 and AP3 to VAP3.

T2(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/3

T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# port-group 3
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T2(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/3)# exit

T2(config)# interface AggregatePort 3

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# switchport access vlan 3

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# vap 3

T2(config-if-AggregatePort 3)# exit

Configure an overlay router active-active gateway.

T2(config)# interface OverlayRouter 10

T2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 30.30.2.1/24

T2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

T2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

Verification Run the show vap command to display the two APs in the same VAP. The APs should be in the normal state.

T1 T1# show vap

Vap domain: 1, Dev id: 1

Vap groups: 2

Vap 2

Local AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

RemoteAggregatePort 2 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

T2 T2# show vap

Vap domain: 1, Dev id: 2

Vap groups: 2

Vap 2

Local AggregatePort 2 is UP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

RemoteAggregatePort 2 isUP

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 is UP

Common Errors

N/A
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12.5 Monitoring

Clearing

N/A

Displaying

Description Command

Displays information about a VAP. show vap [id]

Displays information about the

peer-link.

show vap peer-link

Displays information about the peer of a

data channel.

show vap data-sync

Displays information about the

heartbeat channel.

show vap keepalive

Displays MAC entry information. show vap mac

DisplaysVXLANMACentryinformation. show vap xmac

Displays a list of error down interfaces

and a list of exceptional interfaces.

show vap error-down

Debugging

System resources are occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable the debugging switch immediately
after use.

Description Command

Debugs the VAP function globally. debug vap all

Debugs VAP events. debug vap event

Debugs VAP interfaces. debug vap lsm

Debugs VAP packet receiving. debug vap recv

Debugs VAP packet transmission. debug vap send

Debugs keepalive packets of the VAP. debug vap hello

Debugs hot backup information about

the VAP.

debug vap rdnd

Debugs VAP bridge information. debug vap bridge

Debugsdual-activedetectionof theVAP. debug vap dad

Debugs MAC information of the VAP. debug vap mac

DebugsVXLAMMAC information of the

VAP.

debug vap xmac

Debugs the VAP test. debug vap test

Debugs the NETCONF of VAP. debug vap netconf
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Network Management & Monitoring Configuration

1. Configuring SNMP

2. ConfiguringRMON

3. Configuring NTP

4. Configuring SNTP

5. Configuring SPAN-RSPAN

6. Configuring ERSPAN

7. Configuring sFlow

8. Configuring NETCONF

9. Configuring gRPC

10. Configuring IFAand PSR

11. Configuring IPFIX
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1 Configuring SNMP

1.1 Overview

SimpleNetworkManagementProtocol(SNMP)becameanetworkmanagementstandardRFC1157inAugust1988.Atpresent,

because many vendors support SNMP, SNMP has in fact become a network management standard and is applicable to the

environment where systems of multiple vendors are interconnected. By using SNMP, the network administrator can implement basic

functions such as information query for network nodes, network configuration, fault locating, capacity planning, and network

monitoring andmanagement.

 SNMPVersions

Currently, the following SNMP versions are supported:

 SNMPv1: The first official version of SNMP,which is defined inRFC1157.

 SNMPv2C: Community-basedSNMPv2management architecture, which is defined inRFC1901.

 SNMPv3: SNMPv3 provides the following security features by identifying and encrypting data.

7. Ensuring that data is not tampered during transmission.

8. Ensuring that data is transmitted from legal data sources.

9. Encrypting packets and ensuring data confidentiality.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 1157, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

 RFC 1901, Introduction toCommunity-based SNMPv2

 RFC2578, Structure of Management Information Version 2 (SMIv2)

 RFC 2579, Textual Conventions for SMIv2

 RFC3411, AnArchitecture forDescribingSimpleNetworkManagementProtocol (SNMP)Management Frameworks

 RFC3412, MessageProcessing and Dispatching for the SimpleNetworkManagement Protocol (SNMP)

 RFC3413, Simple NetworkManagement Protocol (SNMP)Applications

 RFC3414, User-basedSecurityModel (USM) for version 3 of the SimpleNetworkManagement Protocol (SNMPv3)

 RFC3415,View-basedAccessControlModel (VACM) for the SimpleNetworkManagement Protocol (SNMP)

 RFC3416,Version 2 of theProtocol Operations for the SimpleNetworkManagement Protocol (SNMP)

 RFC3417, Transport Mappings for the SimpleNetworkManagement Protocol (SNMP)
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A is a network device that needs to be managed.

PC is a network management station.

 RFC3418,Management Information Base (MIB) for the SimpleNetworkManagement Protocol (SNMP)

 RFC 3419, Textual Conventions for Transport Addresses

1.2 Applications

Application Description

Managing Network Devices Based on

SNMP

Network devices are managed and monitored based on SNMP.

1.2.1 ManagingNetworkDevices Based onSNMP

Scenario

Takethefollowingfigureasanexample.NetworkdeviceAismanagedandmonitoredbasedonSNMPnetworkmanager.

Figure 1-1

Deployment

Thenetworkmanagementstationisconnectedtothemanagednetworkdevices.Onthenetworkmanagementstation,usersaccess

the Management Information Base (MIB) on the network devices through the SNMP network manager and receive messages actively

sent by the network devices tomanage and monitor the network devices.

1.3 Features

Basic Concepts

SNMP is an application layer protocol that works in C/S mode. It consists of three parts:

 SNMP networkmanager

 SNMP agent

 MIB

Figure 1- 2 shows the relationship between the network management system (NMS) and the network management agent.

Remarks
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 SNMP NetworkManager

The SNMP network manager is a system that controls and monitors the network based on SNMP and is also called the NMS.

 SNMPAgent

TheSNMPagent (hereinafter referred to as the agent) is software running on themanaged devices. It is responsible for receiving,

processing, and responding to monitoring and control packets from the NMS. The agent may also actively send messages to the NMS.

 MIB

TheMIBisavirtualnetworkmanagement informationbase.Themanagednetworkdevicescontain lotsof information.Touniquely

identifyaspecificmanagementunitamongSNMPpackets,theMIBadoptsthetreehierarchicalstructure.Nodesinthetreeindicate

specificmanagementunits.Astringof digitsmaybeusedtouniquely identifyamanagement unit systemamongnetworkdevices.

TheMIB is a collection of unit identifiers of network devices.

Figure 1- 3 Tree Hierarchical Structure

 Operation Types

Six operation types are defined for information exchange between the NMS and the agent based on SNMP:

 Get-request: The NMS extracts one or more parameter values from the agent.
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 Get-next-request:The NMSextracts the parameter value next to one ormore parameters from the agent.

 Get-bulk: The NMSextracts a batch of parameter values from the agent.

 Set-request: The NMS sets one ormore parameter values of the agent.

 Get-response: The agent returns one or more parameter values, which are the operations in response to the three operations
performed by the agent on the NMS.

 Trap: The agent actively sends amessage to notify theNMSof something that happens.

ThefirstfourpacketsaresentbytheNMStotheagentandthelast twopacketsaresentbytheagent totheNMS.(Note:SNMPv1does

not support the Get-bulk operation.) Figure 1- 4 describes the operations.

Figure 1- 4 SNMP Packet Types

ThethreeoperationsperformedbytheNMSontheagentandtheresponseoperationsof theagentarebasedonUDPport161.The

trap operation performed by the agent is based on UDP port 162.

Overview

Feature Description

Basic SNMP Functions The SNMP agent is configured on network devices to implement basic functions such as information

query for network nodes, network configuration, fault locating, and capacity planning.

SNMPv1 and SNMPv2C SNMPv1 and SNMPv2C adopt the community-based security architecture, including authentication name

and access permission.

SNMPv3 SNMPv3redefinestheSNMParchitecture,namely, itenhancessecurityfunctions,includingthesecurity

model based on users and access control model based on views. TheSNMPv3 architecture already

includes all functions of SNMPv1 and SNMPv2C.

1.3.1 Basic SNMP Functions

WorkingPrinciple

 Working Process

SNMPprotocolinteractionisresponseinteraction(forexchangeofpackets,seeFigure1-4).TheNMSactivelysendsrequeststothe

agent, including Get-request, Get-next-request, Get-bulk, and Set-request. The agent receives the requests, completes operations, and
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returns a Get-response. Sometimes, the agent actively sends a trapmessage and an Informmessage to the NMS.The NMS does not

needtorespondtothetrapmessagebutneedstoreturnanInform-responsetotheagent.Otherwise, theagentre-sendstheInform

message.

Related Configuration

 Shielding or Disabling the SNMPAgent

By default, the SNMP function is enabled.

The no snmp-server command is used to disable the SNMP agent.

The no enable service snmp-agent command is used to directly disable all SNMP services.

 SettingBasic SNMP Parameters

By default, the system contact mode, system location, and device Network Element (NE) information are empty. The default serial

number is60FF60, thedefaultmaximumpacket length is1,572bytes,andthedefaultUDPport IDof theSNMPservice is161.

The snmp-server contact command is used to configure or delete the system contact mode.

Thesnmp-server locationcommand isused toconfigureordelete thesystemlocation.

The snmp-server chassis-id command is used to configure the system serial number or restore the default value.

Thesnmp-serverpacketsizecommandisusedtoconfigurethemaximumpacketlengthof theagentorrestorethedefaultvalue.

The snmp-server net-id command is used to configure or delete the deviceNE information.

Thesnmp-serverudp-portcommandisusedtosettheUDPport IDoftheSNMPserviceorrestorethedefaultvalue.

By default, SNMPv3 is enabled, while SNMP v1 and SNMPv2c are disabled.

The no snmp-server enable version [ v1 | v2c | v3 ] command is used to disable a specified SNMP version.

 Configuring theSNMPHost Address

By default, no SNMP host is configured.

Thesnmp-serverhostcommandisusedtoconfiguretheNMShostaddresstowhichtheagentactivelysendsmessagesortodelete

the specified SNMP host address. In themessages sent to the host, the SNMP version, receiving port, authentication name, or user can

bebound.Thiscommand isusedwith thesnmp-serverenable trapscommand toactivelysend trapmessages to theNMS.

 Setting TrapMessage Parameters

Bydefault,SNMP isnot allowed toactivelysenda trapmessage totheNMS, the functionof sendingaLinkTrapmessageonan

interfaceisenabled,thefunctionofsendingasystemreboottrapmessageisdisabled,andatrapmessagedoesnotcarryanyprivate

field.

By default, the IP address of the interface where SNMP packets are sent is used as the source address.

Bydefault, the lengthofatrapmessagequeueis10andtheinterval forsendingatrapmessageis30s.

Thesnmp-serverenabletrapscommandisusedtoenableordisabletheagenttoactivelysendatrapmessagetotheNMS.

Thesnmptraplink-statuscommandisusedtoenableordisablethefunctionofsendingaLinkTrapmessageonaninterface.

The snmp-server trap-source command is used to specify the source address for sending messages or to restore the default value.

Thesnmp-serverqueue-length command isused toset the lengthof a trapmessagequeueor to restore thedefault value.

The snmp-server trap-timeout command is used to set the interval for sending a trap message or to restore the default value.
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Thesnmp-servertrap-formatprivatecommandisusedtosetordisablethefunctionofcarryingprivatefieldsinatrapmessage

when themessage is sent.

The snmp-server system-shutdown command is used to enable or disable the function of sending a system reboot trap message.

1.3.2 SNMPv1 andSNMPv2C

SNMPv1 and SNMPv2C adopt the community-based security architecture. The administrator who can perform operations on the MIB

of the agent is limited by defining the host address and authentication name (community string).

Working Principle

SNMPv1andSNMPv2determinewhethertheadministratorhastherighttouseMIBobjectsbyusingtheauthenticationname.The

authentication name of theNMSmust be the sameas an authentication name defined in devices.

SNMPv2C adds the Get-bulk operation mechanism and can return more detailed error message types to the management

workstation.TheGet-bulkoperation isperformed toobtainall information froma tableorobtain lotsof dataat a time,soas to reduce

the number of request responses. The enhanced error handling capabilities of SNMPv2C include extension of error codes to

differentiateerrortypes. InSNMPv1,however,onlyoneerrorcodeisprovidedforerrors.Now,errorscanbedifferentiatedbasedon

error codes. Because management workstations supporting SNMPv1 and SNMPv2Cmay exist on the network, the SNMP agent must

be able to identify SNMPv1 andSNMPv2C packets and return packets of the corresponding versions.

 Security

One authentication name has the following attributes:

 Read-only: Provides the read permission of all MIB variables for authorizedmanagement workstations.

 Read-write: Provide the read/write permission of all MIB variables for authorizedmanagement workstations.

Related Configuration

 SettingAuthentication Names andAccess Permissions

The default access permission of all authentication names is read-only.

The snmp-server community command is used to configure or delete an authentication name and access permission.

Thiscommand isthefirst importantcommandforenablingtheSNMPagent function. ItspecifiescommunityattributesandNMS

scope where access to the MIB is allowed.

1.3.3 SNMPv3

SNMPv3 redefines the SNMP architecture and includes functions of SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 into the SNMPv3 system.

Working Principle

TheNMSandSNMPagentareSNMPentities.IntheSNMPv3architecture,SNMPentitiesconsistoftheSNMPengineandSNMP

applications.TheSNMPengine isusedtosendand receivemessages, identifyandencrypt information,andcontrolaccessto

managed objects. SNMP applications refer to internal applications of SNMP,which work by using the services provided by the SNMP

engine.

SNMPv3v determines whether a user has the right to use MIB objects by using the User-based Security Model (USM). The security level

of theNMSusermust be the same as that of anSNMP user defined indevices so as tomanage devices.
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SNMPv3 requires the NMS to obtain the SNMP agent engine IDs on devices when the NMSmanages devices. SNMPv3 defines the

discoverandreportoperationmechanisms.WhentheNMSdoesnotknowagentengineIDs, theNMSmayfirstsendadiscover

messagetotheagentandtheagentreturnsareportmessagecarryinganengineID.Later,managementoperationsbetweenthe

NMS and the agent must carry the engine ID.

 Security

 SNMPv3 determines the data security mechanism based on the security model and security level. At present, security models
include:SNMPv1,SNMPv2C,andSNMPv3.SNMPv3 includesSNMPv1andSNMPv2Cinto thesecuritymodel.

SNMPv1 and SNMPv2C Security Models and Security Levels

Security

Model
Security Level Authentication Encryption Description

SNMPv1 noAuthNoPriv Authentication name N/A
Data validity is confirmed through authentication

name.

SNMPv2c noAuthNoPriv Authentication name N/A
Data validity is confirmed through authentication

name.

SNMPv3 Security Model and Security Level

Security

Model
Security Level Authentication Encryption Description

SNMPv3 noAuthNoPriv User name. N/A Data validity is confirmed through user name.

SNMPv3 authNoPriv MD5 or SHA N/A
The data authentication mechanism based on

HMAC-MD5 or HMAC-SHA is provided.

SNMPv3 authPriv MD5 or SHA DES

Thedataauthenticationmechanismbasedon

HMAC-MD5 orHMAC-SHAand data encryption

mechanism based on CBC-DES are provided.

 Engine ID

An engine ID is used to uniquely identify an SNMP engine. Because each SNMP entity includes only one SNMP engine, one SNMP

engineuniquelyidentifiesanSNMPentityinamanagementdomain.Therefore,theSNMPv3agentasanentitymusthasaunique

engine ID, that is, SnmpEngineID.

An engine ID is an octet string that consists of 5 to 32 bytes. RFC3411 defines the format of an engine ID:

 The first four bytes indicate the private enterprise ID (allocated by IANA) of a vendor,which is expressed in hexadecimal.

 The fifth byte indicates remaining bytes:

 0: Reserved.

 1: The later four bytes indicate an IPv4 address.

 2: The later 16 bytes indicate an IPv6 address.

 3: The later six bytes indicate a MAC address.

 4: Text consisting of 27 bytes, which is defined by the vendor.

 5: Hexadecimal value consisting of 27 bytes, which is defined by the vendor.
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 6-127: Reserved.

 128-255: Formats specified by the vendor.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anMIB View and aGroup

By default, one view is configured and all MIB objects can be accessed.

By default, no user group is configured.

Thesnmp-serverviewcommandisusedtoconfigureordeleteaviewandthesnmp-servergroupcommandisusedtoconfigureor

delete a user group.

OneormoreinstructionscanbeconfiguredtospecifydifferentcommunitynamessothatnetworkdevicescanbemanagedbyNMSs

of differentpermissions.

 Configuring an SNMPUser

By default, no user is configured.

The snmp-server user command is used to configure or delete a user.

TheNMScancommunicatewiththeagentbyusingonly legalusers.

An SNMPv3 user can specify the security level (whether authentication and encryption are required), authentication algorithm (MD5

or SHA), authentication password, encryption password (only DES is available currently), and encryption password.

1.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic SNMP

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to enable users to access the agent through theNMS.

enable service snmp-agent Enables the agent function.

snmp-server community
Sets an authentication name and access

permission.

snmp-server user Configures an SNMP user.

snmp-server view Configures an SNMP view.

snmp-server group Configures an SNMP user group.

snmp-server authentication
Configures the SNMP attack protection and

detection function.

snmp-server enable secret-dictionary-check
Configures password dictionary check for

communities and users.

Enabling the Trap Function

(Optional) It is used toenable the agent toactively send a trapmessage to theNMS.

snmp-server host Configures the NMS host address.

snmp-server enable traps
Enables the agent to actively send a trap

message to the NMS.

snmp trap link-status
Enables the function of sending a Link Trap

message on an interface.

snmp-server system-shutdown Enables the functionof sendingasystemreboot
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Configuration Description and Command

trap message.

snmp-server trap-source
Specifies the source address for sending a trap

message.

snmp-server trap-format private
Enables a trap message to carry private fields

when the message is sent.

Shielding the Agent Function (Optional) It is used to shield the agent functionwhen the agent service is not required.

no snmp-server Shields the agent function.

Setting SNMP Control

Parameters

(Optional) It is used to set or modify SNMP control parameters.

snmp-server contact Sets the device contact mode.

snmp-server location Sets the device location.

snmp-server chassis-id Sets the serial number of the device.

snmp-server net-id Sets NE information about the device.

snmp-server packetsize Modifies the maximum packet length.

snmp-server udp-port Modifies the UDP port ID of the SNMP service.

snmp-server queue-length Modifies the length of a trap message queue.

snmp-server trap-timeout Modifies the interval for sendinga trapmessage.

no snmp-server enable version Disables a specified SNMP version.

1.4.1 Configuring Basic SNMP Functions

Configuration Effect

Enable users to access the agent through the NMS.

Notes

 By default, no authentication name is set on network devices and SNMPv1 or SNMPv2C cannot be used to access the MIB of
networkdevices.Whenanauthenticationnameisset,ifnoaccesspermissionisspecified,thedefaultaccesspermissionis

read-only.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an SNMP View

 Optional

 An SNMPview needs to be configured when theView-based AccessControl Model (VACM) is used.

 Configuring an SNMPUser Group

 Optional

 An SNMP user group needs to be configured when theVACM is used.

 Configuring anAuthentication Name andAccess Permission

 Mandatory

 An authentication namemust be set on the agent when SNMPv1and SNMPv2Care used tomanage network devices.
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 Configuring an SNMPUser

 Mandatory

 A usermust be set when SNMPv3 is used tomanage network devices.

 Enabling the Agent Function

 Optional

 Bydefault, theagent function isenabled.Whentheagent functionneedstobeenabledagainafter it isdisabled, thiscommand
must beused.

Verification

Run the show snmp command to check the SNMP function on devices.

Related Commands

 Configuring an SNMP View

Command snmp-server view view-name oid-tree { include | exclude }

Parameter

Description

view-name: View name

oid-tree: MIB objects associated with a view, which are displayed as an MIB subtree.

include: Indicates that the MIB object subtree is included in the view.

exclude: Indicates that the MIB object subtree is not included in the view.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Specify a view name and use it for view-based management.

 Configuring an SNMPUser Group

Command snmp-servergroupgroupname {v1 |v2c |v3 {auth |noauth |priv } } [ read readview ] [writewriteview ] [access

{ ipv6 ipv6-aclname | aclnum | aclname } ]

Parameter

Description

v1 | v2c |v3: Specifies the SNMP version.

auth:Messagessentbyusers inthegroupneedtobeverifiedbutdataconfidentiality isnotrequired.This

configuration is valid for SNMPv3 only.

noauth:Messagessentbyusers inthegroupdonotneedtobeverifiedanddataconfidentiality isnot required.This

configuration is valid for SNMPv3 only.

priv:Messagessentbyusersinthegroupneedtobeverifiedandconfidentialityoftransmitteddata isrequired.This

configuration is valid for SNMPv3 only.

readview: Associates one read-only view.

writeview: Associates one read/write view.

aclnum: ACL number.The specified ACL is associated and the range of IPv4 NMSaddresses fromwhich access to the

MIB is allowed is specified.

aclname: ACL name.The specifiedACL isassociated and the rangeof IPv4NMSaddresses fromwhich access to the

MIB is allowed is specified.

ipv6-aclname: IPv6ACLname.ThespecifiedACLisassociatedandtherangeof IPv6NMSaddressesfromwhich

access to the MIB is allowed is specified.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide Associatecertainuserswithagroupandassociatethegroupwithaview.Usersinagrouphavethesameaccess

permission. In thisway,youcandeterminewhethermanagedobjectsassociatedwithanoperationare inthe

allowable range of a view. Only managed objects in the range of a view can be accessed.

 Configuring anAuthentication Name andAccess Permission

Command snmp-servercommunity [0 |7 ]string [viewview-name ] [ [ ro | rw ] [host ipaddr ] ] [ ipv6 ipv6-aclname] [aclnum |

aclname ]

Parameter

Description

0: Indicates that the input community string is a plaintext string.

7: Indicates that the input community string is a ciphertext string.

string:Communitystring,whichisequivalenttothecommunicationpasswordbetweentheNMSandtheSNMP

agent.

view-name: Specifies a view name for view-basedmanagement.

ro: Indicates that the NMS can only read variables of theMIB.

No Note: The N-Series data centre switch version has stricter security requirements. As public is the

accepted default password and is very insecure, it cannot be configured to RO read-only mode when

the community name of the snmp is public.

rw:TheNMScan read andwrite variables of theMIB.

aclnum: ACL number.The specified ACL is associated and the range of IPv4 NMSaddresses fromwhich access to the

MIB is allowed is specified.

aclname: ACL name.The specifiedACL isassociated and the rangeof IPv4NMSaddresses fromwhich access to the

MIB is allowed is specified.

ipv6-aclname:ACLname.The specifiedACL isassociated and the range of IPv6NMSaddresses fromwhich access to

theMIB is allowed is specified.

ipaddr: Associates NMS addresses and specifies NMS addresses for accessing the MIB.
Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isthefirst importantcommandforenablingtheSNMPagent function. Itspecifiescommunity

attributes and NMS scope where access to theMIB is allowed.

To disable the SNMP agent function, run the no snmp-server command.

 Configuring an SNMPUser

Command snmp-serveruserusernamegroupname {v1 |v2c |v3 [encrypted ] [auth{md5 |sha }auth-password ] [privdes56

priv-password ] } [ access { ipv6 ipv6-aclname | aclnum | aclname } ]
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Parameter

Description

username: User name.

groupname: Specifies the group name for a user.

v1 | v2c | v3: Specifies the SNMP version. Only SNMPv3 supports later security parameters.

encrypted: The specified password input mode is ciphertext input. Otherwise, plaintext is used for input. If

ciphertext input isselected,enterakeyconsistingofcontinuoushexadecimaldigits.AnMD5protocolauthentication

keyconsistsof16bytesandanSHAauthenticationprotocolkeyconsistsof20bytes.Twocharactersstandforone

byte. Encrypted keys are valid for this engine only.

auth: Specifies whether authentication is used.

md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication protocol. sha specifies the SHA authentication protocol.

auth-password: Configures a password string (not more than 32 characters) used by the authentication protocol. The

system converts the passwords into the corresponding authentication keys.

priv: Specifies whether confidentiality is used. des56 specifies the use of the 56-bit DES encryption protocol.

priv-password:Configuresapasswordstring(notmorethan32characters)usedforencryption.Thesystemconverts
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the password into the corresponding encryption key.

aclnum: ACL number.The specified ACL is associated and the range of IPv4 NMSaddresses fromwhich access to the

MIB is allowed is specified.

aclname: ACL name.The specifiedACL isassociated and the rangeof IPv4NMSaddresses fromwhich access to the

MIB is allowed is specified.

ipv6-aclname: IPv6ACLname.ThespecifiedACLisassociatedandtherangeof IPv6NMSaddressesfromwhich

access to the MIB is allowed is specified.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure user information so that the NMS can communicate with the agent by using a valid user.

For an SNMPv3 user, you can specify the security level, authentication algorithm (MD5 or SHA), authentication

password, encryptionalgorithm (at present, onlyDES isavailable), and encryption password.

 Enabling the Agent Function

Command enable service snmp-agent

Parameter

Description

Configuration

mode

Privileged mode.

Usage Guide This command is used to enable the SNMP agent function of a device.

 Displaying the SNMPStatus Information

Command show snmp [ mib | user | view | group| host | process-mib-time ]

Parameter

Description

mib: Displays information about the SNMP MIB supported in the system.

user: Displays information about an SNMP user.

view: Displays information about an SNMP view.

group: Displays information about an SNMP user group.

host: Displays information about user configuration.

process-mib-time: Displays the MIB node with the longest processing time.

Configuration

mode

Privileged mode.

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuration Example ConfiguringSNMP v1/2c

Scenario

Figure 1- 5

 TheNMSisconnectedtoanagentthroughtheEthernet.TheIPaddressoftheagentis192.168.3.1/24,andthe
IP address of the NMS is 192.168.3.2/24.

 TheNMSmonitors andmanages the agent through SNMPv1 or SNMP v2c.
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 When theagent is faultyor anerroroccurs, theagentcanactively reports the related information to theNMS.

Configuration

Steps







Configure the SNMP basic information, including the version and community name.

Allow the NMS (192.168.3.2/24) to send Trap messages.

Configure the IP address of the agent, and set the IP address of the Gi0/1 interface to 192.168.3.1/24.

Agent FS(config)#snmp-server community public rw

FS(config)#snmp-serverhost 192.168.3.2 traps version2cpublic

FS(config)#snmp-server enabletraps

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Verification 



Run the show running-config command to display configuration information of the device.

Run the show snmp host command to display the host information configured by the user.

NMS OntheNMSthatusestheSNMPv1/v2c,configuretheread/writecommunityname,timeouttime,andretrytimes.

Youcan use the NMS to query and configure the device.

ConfigurationsontheNMSmustbeconsistentwiththoseonthedevice;otherwise,relatedoperationscannot
be performed.

 Configuring SNMP v3 (Default View)

Scenario

Figure 1- 6

 TheNMSmanagesnetworkdevices(agents)basedontheuserauthenticationandencryptionmode,for
example, the NMS uses user1 as the user name, MD5 as the authentication mode, 123 as the authentication

password, DES56 as the encryption algorithm, and 321 as the encryption password.

 YoucanaccessallMIBnodes. ("readdefaultwritedefault" indicates thatallMIBnodescanbeaccessed.)

 Network devices can actively send authentication and encryptionmessages to theNMS.

Configuration

Steps

 ConfigureanMIBgroup.Createagroup“g1”,select theversion“v3”,setthesecuritylevel totheauthentication

andencryptionmode“priv”,andconfigurepermissionstoreadandwritetheview“default”. "Default"indicates

that all MIB nodes can be accessed.

 ConfigureanSNMPuser.Createausernamed“user1”undergroup“g1”,select“v3”astheversion,andsetthe

authenticationmodeto“md5”,authenticationpasswordto“123”,encryptionmodeto“DES56”,andencryption

password to“321”.

 Configure the SNMP host address. Set the host address to 192.168.3.2, select“3”as the version, set the security

level totheauthenticationandencryptionmode“priv”,andassociatetheusername“user1”.Enabletheagent

to actively send a trap message to the NMS.
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 Configure the IP address of the agent. Set the address of theGi0/1 interface to192.168.3.1/24.

Agent FS(config)#snmp-servergroupg1v3priv readdefaultwritedefault

FS(config)#snmp-server user user1 g1 v3 authmd5 123 priv des56 321

FS(config)#snmp-serverhost192.168.3.2trapsversion3privuser1

FS(config)#snmp-server enable traps

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Verification  Run the show running-config command to display configuration information of the device.

 Run the showsnmpuser command to display the SNMP user.

 Run the showsnmpview command to display the SNMP view.

 Run the showsnmpgroup command to display the SNMPgroup.

 Run the showsnmphost command to display the host information configured by the user.

 Install MIB-Browser.

NMS SNMP v3 adopts the authentication and encryption security mechanisms. On the NMS, configure the user name, and

selectasecurity level.Basedon theselectedsecurity level, configure theauthenticationmode,authentication

password,encryptionmode,andencryptionpassword. Inaddition,configure the timeout timeand retry times.You

canuse theNMS toquery and configure thedevice.For details about theconfiguration, seeFigure 1-7.

ConfigurationsontheNMSmustbeconsistentwiththoseonthedevice;otherwise,relatedoperationscannot
be performed.
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 ConfiguringSNMPv3Configuration (Specified View)

Scenario

Figure 1- 7

 TheNMSmanagesnetworkdevices(agents)basedontheuserauthenticationandencryptionmode,for
example, the NMS uses user1 as the user name, MD5 as the authentication mode, 123 as the authentication

password, DES56 as the encryption algorithm, and 321 as the encryption password.

 NetworkdevicescancontroltheoperationpermissionofuserstoaccessMIBobjects.Forexample,theuser
named user1 can readMIB objects under the system node (1.3.6.1.2.1.1) and can only write MIB objects under

the SysContact node (1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0).

 Network devices can actively send authentication and encryptionmessages to theNMS.

Configuration

Steps

 ConfigureaMIBviewandaMIBgroup.CreateaMIBview“view1”,whichincludestheassociatedMIBobject

(1.3.6.1.2.1.1); thencreateaMIBview“view2”,which includestheassociatedMIBobject (1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0).Create

agroup“g1”,select theversion“v3”,set thesecurity level to theauthenticationandencryptionmode“priv”,and

configure permissions to read the view“view1”and write the view“view2”.

 ConfigureanSNMPuser.Createausernamed“user1”undergroup“g1”,select“v3”astheversion,andsetthe

authenticationmodeto“md5”,authenticationpasswordto“123”,encryptionmodeto“DES56”,andencryption

password to“321”.

 Configure the SNMP host address. Set the host address to 192.168.3.2, select“3”as the version, set the security

level totheauthenticationandencryptionmode“priv”,andassociatetheusername“user1”.Enabletheagent

to actively send a trapmessage to the NMS.

 Set the IP address of the agent. Set the address of theGi0/1 interface to 192.168.3.1/24.

Agent FS(config)#snmp-server view view1 1.3.6.1.2.1.1 include

FS(config)#snmp-server view view2 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0 include

FS(config)#snmp-server group g1 v3 priv read view1 write view2

FS(config)#snmp-server user user1 g1 v3 authmd5 123 priv des56 321

FS(config)#snmp-serverhost192.168.3.2trapsversion3privuser1

FS(config)#snmp-server enable traps

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Verification 1. Run the show running-config command to display configuration information of the device.

2. Run the showsnmpuser command to display the SNMP user.

3. Run the showsnmpview command to display the SNMP view.
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4. Run the showsnmpgroup command to display the SNMPgroup.

5. Run the showsnmphost command to display the host information configured by the user.

6. Install MIB-Browser.

Agent FS# show running-config

!

interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

!

snmp-serverviewview11.3.6.1.2.1.1include

snmp-serverviewview21.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0 include

snmp-server user user1 g1 v3 encrypted auth md5 7EBD6A1287D3548E4E52CF8349CBC93D priv des56

D5CEC4884360373ABBF30AB170E42D03

snmp-server group g1 v3 priv read view1 write view2

snmp-server host 192.168.3.2 traps version 3 priv user1

snmp-server enabletraps

FS# show snmp user

User name: user1

Engine ID: 800013110300d0f8221120

storage-type:permanent active

Security level: auth priv

Auth protocol: MD5

Priv protocol: DES

Group-name: g1

FS#show snmp view

view1(include) 1.3.6.1.2.1.1

view2(include) 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4.0

default(include) 1.3.6.1

FS# show snmp group

groupname: g1

securityModel: v3

securityLevel:authPriv

readview: view1

writeview: view2
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notifyview:

FS#show snmp host

Notification host: 192.168.3.2

udp-port: 162

type: trap

user: user1

security model: v3 authPriv

Install MIB-Browser, enter IP address 192.168.3.1 in IP Address and user1 in UserName, select AuthPriv for

SecurityLevel,enter123 inAuthPassWord,selectMD5forAuthProtocol,andenter321 inPrivPassWord.Click

Add Item and select a management unit for which the MIB needs to be queried, for example, System in the

following figure.ClickStart.TheMIB isqueried fornetworkdevices.The lowestpane in the following figureshows

query results.

Common Errors

-

1.4.2 Enabling the Trap Function

Configuration Effect

Enable the agent to actively send a trap message to the NMS.

Notes

N/A
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Configuration Steps

 Configuring theSNMPHost Address

 Optional

 Configure the host address of the NMSwhen the agent is required to actively sendmessages.

 Enabling the Agent toActively Send a TrapMessage to theNMS

 Optional

 Configure this itemon the agent when the agent is required to actively send a trapmessage to the NMS.

 Enabling the Function of Sending a Link TrapMessage on an Interface

 Optional

 Configure this item on the agent when a link trapmessage needs to be sent on an interface.

 Enabling the Function of Sending a SystemReboot TrapMessage

 Optional

 Configurethis itemontheagentwhentheFSOSsystemisrequiredtosendatrapmessagetotheNMStonotifysystemreboot
before reloading or reboot of the device.

 Specifying theSource Address for Sending a TrapMessage

 Optional

 Configurethisitemontheagentwhenit isrequiredtopermanentlyusealocalIPaddressasthesourceSNMPaddressto
facilitatemanagement.

 Enabling a TrapMessage to Carry Private Fieldswhen theMessage Is Sent

 Optional

 Configure this item on the agent when private fields need to be carried in a trapmessage.

Verification

Run the show snmp command to display the SNMP status.

Run the show running-config command to display configuration information of the device.

Related Commands

 Setting the NMSHost Address

Command snmp-serverhost [oob ] {host-addr | ipv6 ipv6-addr |domaindomain-name } [vrfvrfname ] [ traps | inrorms ]

[ version { 1 | 2c | 3 { auth | noauth | priv } ] community-string [ udp-port port-num ] [ notification-type ]

Parameter

Description

oob:Configures Out-Of-Band (OOB) communication for the alarm server (that is, information is sent to the alarm

server through theMGMT interface).

host-addr:Address of theSNMPhost.

ipv6-addr: (IPv6) address of the SNMP host.

domain-name:DomainnameoftheSNMPhost.

vrfname: Configures aVRF forwarding table name.
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traps | informs: Configures the host to send a trap message or an inform message.

version:SNMP version, which can be set toV1,V2C, orV3.

auth |noauth |priv:Sets thesecurity levelofV3users.

community-string:Communitystringorusername(V3).

port-num: Configures the port ID of theSNMPhost.

notification-type: Type of trap messages that are actively sent, for example, snmp.

If no trap type is specified, all trapmessages are sent.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandisusedwiththesnmp-serverenabletrapscommand toactivelysendtrapmessagestotheNMS.

YoucanconfiguredifferentSNMPhoststoreceivetrapmessages.Ahostcansupportdifferenttraps,ports,andVRF

forwardingtables. If thesamehostisconfigured(theportandVRFconfigurationarethesame), thelastconfiguration

iscombinedwith thepreviousconfigurations, that is, tosenddifferent trapmessages to thesamehost,configure

one type of trapmessages each time.These configurations are finally combined.

In thiscommand, theviaparameter can bespecified onlywhen theoobparameter is enabled. Inaddition, the
vrf parameter cannot be used.

 Enabling the Agent toActively Send a TrapMessage to theNMS

Command snmp-server enable traps [ notification-type ]

Parameter

Description

notification-type:Enablestrapnotificationforthecorrespondingevents,includingthefollowingtypes:

snmp: Enables trap notification for SNMPevents.

bgp: Enables trap notification for BGP events.

bridge:Enablestrapnotificationforbridgeevents.

isis:Enables trapnotification for ISISevents.

mac-notification: Enables trap notification for MAC events.

ospf: Enables trap notification forOSPFevents.

urpf: Enables trap notification for URPF events.

vrrp:Enables trap notification forVRRP events.

web-auth: Enables trap notification for Web authentication events.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandmustbeusedwith thesnmp-serverhostcommand toso that trapmessagescanbeactivelysent.

 Enabling the Function of Sending a Link TrapMessage on an Interface

Command snmp trap link-status

Parameter

Description

-

Configuration

mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Forinterfaces(Ethernet interface,APinterface,andSVI interface),whenthisfunctionisenabled,theSNMPsendsa

LinkTrapmessageif thelinkstatusonthe interfaceschanges.Otherwise, theSNMPdoesnotsendthemessage.

 Enabling the Function of Sending a SystemReboot TrapMessage
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Command snmp-server system-shutdown

Parameter

Description

-

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Whenthe functionof notificationuponSNMPsystemreboot isenabled, a trapmessage issent to theNMStonotify

system reboot before reloading or reboot of the device.

 Specifying theSource Address for Sending a TrapMessage

Command snmp-server trap-source interface

Parameter

Description

interface: Used as the interface for the SNMP source address.

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, theIPaddressof theinterfacewhereSNMPpacketsaresent isusedas thesourceaddress.Tofacilitate

managementandidentification,thiscommandcanberuntopermanentlyuseonelocalIPaddressasthesource

SNMP address.

 Enabling a Trapmessage toCarry Private Fieldswhen theMessage Is Sent

Command snmp-server trap-format private

Parameter

Description

-

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandcanbeusedtoenablea trapmessagetocarryprivatefieldswhen themessageissent.Atpresent,

supportedprivatefields includethealarmgenerationtime.Forthespecificdata typesanddatarangesof thefields,

see FS-TRAP-FORMAT-MIB.mib.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the Trap Function

Scenario

Figure 1- 8

 The NMS manages network devices (agents) based on the community authentication mode, and network
devices can actively sendmessages to the NMS.

Configuration

Steps
1. PerformconfigurationtoenabletheagenttoactivelysendmessagestotheNMS.SettheSNMPhostaddressto

192.168.3.2, themessageformat toVersion2c,and theauthenticationname touser1.Enable theagent to

actively send trap messages.

2. Set the IP address of the agent. Set the address of theGi0/1 interface to 192.168.3.1/24.
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Agent FS(config)#snmp-serverhost192.168.3.2 trapsversion2cuser1

FS(config)#snmp-server enabletraps

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Verification  Run the show running-config command to display configuration information of the device.

 Run the show snmp command to display the SNMP status.

Agent FS# show running-config

ip access-list standard a1

10 permit host 192.168.3.2

interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

snmp-serverviewv11.3.6.1.2.1.1 include

snmp-server locationfuzhou

snmp-serverhost 192.168.3.2 traps version2cuser1

snmp-server enabletraps

snmp-server contact FS.com.cn

snmp-servercommunityuser1viewv1rwa1

snmp-serverchassis-id1234567890

FS#show snmp

Chassis: 1234567890

0SNMP packets input

0 Bad SNMP version errors

0 Unknown community name

0Illegaloperation forcommunitynamesupplied

0 Encodingerrors

0 Number of requested variables

0 Number of altered variables

0 Get-request PDUs

0 Get-next PDUs

0 Set-request PDUs
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0 SNMP packets output

0Toobig errors (Maximum packet size 1472)

0No such name errors

0 Bad values errors

0 General errors

0 Response PDUs

0 Trap PDUs

SNMPglobal trap:enabled

SNMP logging: disabled

SNMP agent: enabled

Common Errors

N/A

1.4.3 Shielding the Agent Function

Configuration Effect

Shield the agent function when the agent service is not required.

Notes

 Run theno snmp-server command to shield the SNMP agent function when the agent service is not required.

 Different from the shielding command, after the no enable service snmp-agent command is run, all SNMP services are directly
disabled(that is,theSNMPagentfunctionisdisabled,nopacketisreceived,andnoresponsepacketortrappacketissent),but

configuration information of the agent is not shielded.

Configuration Steps

 Shielding theSNMPAgent Function for the Device

 Optional

 Toshield the configuration of all SNMP agent services, use this configuration.

 Disabling the SNMPAgent Function for theDevice

 Optional

 Todirectly disable all services, use this configuration.

Verification

Run the showservice command to check whether SNMP services are enabled or disabled.

Run the showsnmp command to display the SNMP status.

Run the show running-config command to display configuration information of the device.

Related Commands
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 Shielding the SNMP Agent Function for the Device

Command no snmp-server

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, theSNMPagentfunctionisdisabled.WhenSNMPagentparameters(forexample,NMShostaddress,

authentication name, and access permission) are set, the SNMP agent service is automatically enabled. The enable

servicesnmp-agentcommandmustalsoberunatthesametimesothat theSNMPagentservicecantakeeffect.If

the SNMP agent service is disabled or the enable service snmp-agent command is not run, the SNMP agent service

does not take effect. Run the no snmp-server command to disable SNMP agent services of all versions supported by

the device.

Afterthiscommandisrun,allSNMPagentserviceconfigurationsareshielded(thatis,aftertheshowrunning-config

command is run, no configuration is displayed. Configurations are restored after the SNMP agent service is enabled

again).Aftertheenableservicesnmp-agentcommandisrun, theSNMPagentconfigurationsarenotshielded.

 Disabling the SNMPAgent Function for the Device

Command no enable service snmp-agent

Parameter

Description

N/A

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command can be used to disable the SNMP service, but it will not shield SNMP agent parameters.

Configuration Example

 Enabling the SNMPService

Scenario

Figure 1- 9

AftertheSNMPserviceisenabledandtheSNMPagentserverisset,theNMScanaccessdevicesbasedonSNMP.

Configuration

Steps

1. Enable the SNMP service.

2. Set parameters for theSNMPagent server tomake the SNMP service take effect.

A gent FS(config)#enable service snmp-agent

Verification 1. Run theshowservice command to checkwhether theSNMPservice is enabled or disabled.

Agent FS#show service

web-server : disabled
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web-server(https): disabled

snmp-agent : enabled

ssh-server : disabled

telnet-server : enabled

Common Errors

N/A

1.4.4 SettingSNMPControl Parameters

Configuration Effect

Setbasicparametersof theSNMPagent, includingthedevicecontactmode,devicelocation,serialnumber,andparametersfor

sendingatrapmessage.Byaccessingtheparameters,theNMScanobtainthecontactpersonofthedeviceandphysicallocationof

the device.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Setting the SystemContact Mode

 Optional

 When the contact mode of the system needs to be modified, configure this item on the agent.

 Setting the System Location

 Optional

 When the system location needs to be modified, configure this item on the agent.

 Setting the SystemSerial Number

 Optional

 When the system serial number needs to be modified, configure this item on the agent.

 SettingNE Information about theDevice

 Optional

 When the NE code needs to bemodified, configure this item on the agent.

 Setting theMaximumPacket Length of theSNMP Agent

 Optional

 When themaximum packet length of the SNMPagent needs to be modified, configure this itemon the agent.

 Setting the UDPPort ID of the SNMPService

 Optional
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 When theUDP port ID of the SNMP service needs to bemodified, configure this item on the agent.

 Setting theQueue Length of TrapMessages

 Optional

 Whenthesizeof themessagequeueneedstobeadjustedtocontrol themessagesendingspeed,configurethisitemonthe
agent.

 Setting the Interval for Sending a TrapMessage

 Optional

 When the interval for sending a trapmessage needs to be modified, configure this item o the agent.

 Configuring SNMPFlowControl

 Optional

 If a large number of SNMP request packets result in high CPU usage for SNMP tasks, configure SNMP flow control to limit the
numberof requestpacketsprocessedpersecond ineachSNMPtask,soas tocontrol theCPUusage forSNMPtasks.

 Configuring theSNMPVersion

 Optional.

 SNMP contains three versions, that is, v1, v2C, and v3. If only a specific version is used for MIB interaction management in a user
scenario, you can disable unused SNMP versions.

Verification

Run the show snmp command to display the SNMP status.

Run the show running-config command to display configuration information of the device.

Related Commands

 Setting the SystemContact Mode

Command snmp-server contact text

Parameter

Description

text: String that describes the system contact mode.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Setting the System Location

Command snmp-server location text

Parameter

Description

text: String that describes system information.

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A
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 Setting the SystemSerial Number

Command snmp-server chassis-id text

Parameter

Description

text: Text of the system serial number, which may be digits or characters.

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide In general, the device serial number is used as the SNMP serial number to facilitate identification of the device.

 SettingNE Information about theDevice

Command snmp-server net-id text

Parameter

Description

text:Text that isused to set thedeviceNEcode.The text is astring that consistsof 1 to255 characters that are

case-sensitive and may include spaces.

Configuration

mode

Global mode.

Usage Guide Set the NE code of the device.

 Setting theMaximumPacket Length of theSNMP Agent

Command snmp-server packetsize byte-count

Parameter

Description

byte-count: Packet size, ranging from 484 bytes to 17,876 bytes.

Configuration

mode

Global mode.

Usage Guide N/A

 SettingtheUDPPortIDoftheSNMPService

Command snmp-server udp-port port-num

Parameter

Description

port-num:Specifies theUDPport IDof theSNMPservice, that is, the IDof theprotocol port that receivesSNMP

packets.

Configuration

mode

Global mode.

Usage Guide Specify the protocol port ID for receiving SNMP packets.

 Setting the Length of a Trap Message Queue

Command snmp-server queue-length length

Parameter

Description

length: Queue length, ranging from 1 to 1,000.

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Adjust the size of the message queue to control the message sending speed.

 Setting the Interval for Sending a TrapMessage

Command snmp-server trap-timeout seconds

Parameter seconds: Interval (unit: second). The value range is 1 to 1,000.
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Description

Configuration

mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Adjust the interval for sending a message to control the message sending speed.

 Configuring SNMPFlowControl

Command snmp-server flow-control pps [ count ]

Parameter

Description

count: Number of SNMP request packets processed per second. The value range is 50 to 65,535.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If a large number of SNMP request packets result in high CPU usage for SNMP tasks, configure SNMP flow control to

limitthenumberof requestpacketsprocessedpersecondineachSNMPtask,soas tocontrol theCPUusagefor

SNMP tasks.

 Configuring theSNMPVersion

Command snmp-server enable version [ v1 | v2c | v3 ]

Parameter

Description

v1, v2C, and v3 indicate three SNMP versions.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If only one version is used for MIB interaction management in a user scenario, run this command to disable other

versions.

Configuration Example

 SettingSNMPControl Parameters

Scenario

Figure 1- 10

 TheNMSmanagesnetworkdevices(agents)basedonthecommunityauthenticationmodeandcanobtain
basic system information about the devices, for example, system contact mode, location, and serial number.

Configuration

Steps
1. Set SNMP agent parameters. Set the system location, contact mode, and serial number.

2. Set the IP address of the agent. Set the address of the Gi0/1 interface to 192.168.3.1/24.

Agent FS(config)#snmp-server location fuzhou

FS(config)#snmp-server contact FS.com.cn

FS(config)#snmp-server chassis-id 1234567890

FS(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 0/1
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FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-gigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

Verification 1. Check the configuration information of the device.

2. Check the SNMP view and group information.

Agent FS# show running-config

ip access-list standard a1

10 permit host 192.168.3.2

interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

no ip proxy-arp

ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0

snmp-serverviewv11.3.6.1.2.1.1 include

snmp-server locationfuzhou

snmp-serverhost 192.168.3.2 traps version2cuser1

snmp-server enabletraps

snmp-server contact FS.com.cn

snmp-servercommunityuser1viewv1rwa1

snmp-serverchassis-id1234567890

FS#show snmp view

v1(include) 1.3.6.1.2.1.1

default(include) 1.3.6.1

FS#show snmp group

groupname: user1

securityModel: v1

securityLevel:noAuthNoPriv

readview: v1

writeview: v1

notifyview:

groupname: user1

securityModel: v2c

securityLevel:noAuthNoPriv

readview: v1

writeview: v1

notifyview:
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Common Errors

N/A

1.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the SNMP status. show snmp [mib | user | view | group| host | version]
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2Configuring RMON

2.1 Overview

TheRemoteNetworkMonitoring(RMON)aimsatresolvingproblemsofmanaginglocalareanetworks(LANs)andremotesitesby

usingonecentralpoint. InRMON,networkmonitoringdataconsistsofagroupofstatisticsandperformanceindicators,whichcanbe

used for monitoring the network utilization, so as to facilitate network planning, performance optimization, and network error

diagnosis.

RMON is mainly used by a managing device to remotely monitor and manage managed devices.

Protocols and Standards

STD 0059 / RFC 2819: Remote Network MonitoringManagement Information Base

RFC4502: Remote Network Monitoring Management Information Base Version 2

RFC 3919: Remote Network Monitoring (RMON) Protocol Identifiers for IPv6 and Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)

RFC3737: IANAGuidelines for theRegistry of RemoteMonitoring (RMON)MIBModules

RFC 3434: Remote Monitoring MIB Extensions for High Capacity Alarms

RFC3395:RemoteNetworkMonitoringMIB Protocol Identifier ReferenceExtensions

RFC3287:RemoteMonitoringMIBExtensions forDifferentiatedServices

RFC 3273: Remote Network Monitoring Management Information Base for High Capacity Networks

RFC2896: RemoteNetwork MonitoringMIBProtocol IdentifierMacros

RFC 2895: Remote Network Monitoring MIB Protocol Identifier Reference

2.2 Applications

Application Description

Collecting Statistics on Information of a

Monitored Interface

Applies four functions of RMON to an interface to monitor the network communication of

the interface.

2.2.1 Collecting Statistics on Information of a Monitored Interface

Scenario

TheRMONEthernetstatisticsfunctionisusedtomonitoraccumulatedinformationofaninterface,thehistorystatisticsfunctionis

used tomonitor thepacket count of an interfacewithineachmonitoring interval, and thealarm function is used to immediately

acquire packet count exceptions of an interface.The following figure shows the networking topology.
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Figure 2-1

Deployment

Interface ismonitored toaccumulativelycollect statisticson thepacket count of the interfaceand collect statisticson thepacket

count andbandwidth utilizationof the interfacewithin themonitoring interval. If a packet count exceptionoccurson the interface,an

alarm is reported to the networkmanagement system (NMS).The configuration key points are as follows:

 Configure the RMONEthernet statistics function on interface.

 Configure the RMON history statistics function on interface.

 ConfiguretheRMONalarmtableanddefineRMONeventprocessingactionsinconfigurationmode.Monitoredobjectsof
alarmsaretheobjectidentifier(OID)valuesofspecificfieldsintheRMONEthernetstatisticaltableconfiguredforinterface.

2.3 Features

Basic Concepts

RMON defines multiple RMON groups. FS products support the statistics group, history group, alarm group, and event group, which

are described as follows:

 StatisticsGroup

Thestatisticsgroup isusedtomonitorandcollect statisticsonEthernet interface traffic information,which isaccumulated fromthe

entry creation time to the current time. The statistical items include discarded data packets, broadcast data packets, cyclic redundancy

check(CRC)errors, largeand smallblocks,and collisions.Statistical resultsarestored intheEthernet statistical table.

 HistoryGroup

Thehistorygroup isusedtoperiodicallycollect network traffic information. It recordsaccumulatedvalues ofnetwork traffic

informationand thebandwidthutilizationwithineach interval, andsaves them in thehistory control table. It includes twosmall

groups:

 TheHistoryControl group is used to set the sampling interval, sampling data source, and other control information.

 TheEthernetHistorygroupprovidesadministratorswithhistoricaldata,includingstatisticsonnetworksegmenttraffic,error
packets, broadcast packets, utilization, and number of collisions.

 AlarmGroup
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ThealarmgroupisusedtomonitoraspecifiedManagementInformationBase(MIB)object.WhenthevalueofaMIBobjectexceeds

thepreset upper limit or is lower than thepreset lower limit, an alarm is triggeredand the alarm is processedas an event.

 Event Group

Theeventgroupisusedtodefinetheeventprocessingmode.WhenamonitoredMIBobjectmeetsalarmconditions,anevent is

triggered. An event can be processed in any of the followingmodes:

 none: No action is taken.

 log: Event-relevant information is recorded in the log record table so that administrators can view it at any time.

 snmp-trap: A trapmessage is transmitted to the NMS to notify the NMS of the event occurrence.

 log-and-trap: Event-relevant information is recorded in the log record table and a trapmessage is transmitted to theNMS.

Working Principle

RMONsupportsmultiplemonitorsandtwodatacollectionmethods.Method1:AdedicatedRMONprobe isusedtocollectdataand

theNMScandirectlyacquireall informationabout theRMONMIBfromtheRMONprobe.Method2:RMONagentsarebuilt into

network devices so that the devices have the RMON probe function. The NMS uses basic commands of the Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMP) to exchange data with the RMON agents and collect network management information. This method,

however, is limitedbydevice resourcesand informationof only four groups rather thanall dataof theRMONMIB isacquired.

The following figure shows an example of communication between the NMS and RMON agents. The NMS, through the RMON agents

runningondevices,canacquireinformationaboutoverall traffic,errorstatistics,andperformancestatisticsof thenetworksegment

where amanaged network device interface is, thereby implementing remotemanagement of network devices.

Figure2-2

Overview

Feature Description

RMON Ethernet Statistics Collectsstatisticson thepacketcount,bytecount,andotherdataof amonitoredEthernet interface

accumulatively.

RMON History Statistics Recordsthecountsofpackets,bytes,andotherdatacommunicatedbyanEthernet interfacewithin

the configured interval and calculates the bandwidth utilization within the interval.

RMON Alarm Samplesvaluesofmonitoredvariablesat intervals.Thealarmtable isused incombinationwiththe

event table.Whentheupperor lower limit is reached,a relevantevent table is triggered toperform

event processing or no processing is performed.

2.3.1 RMONEthernetStatistics

WorkingPrinciple
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TheRMONEthernetstatisticsfunctionaccumulativelycollectsstatisticsonnetworktrafficinformationofanEthernetinterfacefrom

the entry creation time to the current time.

Related Configuration

 Configuring RMONStatistical Entries

 The RMONEthernet statistics function is disabled by default.

 Run the rmon collection stats command to createEthernet statistical entries on a specified Ethernet interface.

 After statistical entries are successfully created on a specified interface, the statistics group collects statistics on the traffic
informationofthecurrentinterface.Thestatistical itemsarevariablesdefinedintheRMONEthernetstatisticaltable,and

recordedinformationis theaccumulatedvaluesofvariables fromthecreationtimeof theRMONstatistical tabletothecurrent

time.

2.3.2 RMONHistoryStatistics

WorkingPrinciple

The RMON history statistics function records accumulated statistics on traffic information of an Ethernet interface within each interval.

Related Configuration

 ConfiguringRMONHistorical Control Entries

 The RMON history statistics function is disabled by default.

 Run the rmon collection history command to create historical control entries on an Ethernet interface.

 The RMON history group collects statistics on variables defined in the RMON history table and records accumulated values of
variables within each interval.

2.3.3 RMONAlarm

Working Principle

TheRMONalarm functionperiodicallymonitorsvaluechangesofalarmvariables. If thevalueof analarmvariable reaches the

specifiedupper thresholdor lower threshold, acorrespondingevent is triggered forprocessing, forexample,a trapmessage is

transmittedoronelogTableentryrecordisgenerated. Ifalower thresholdorupper thresholdisreachedmultipletimesconsecutively,

only one corresponding event is triggered and another event is triggered till a reverse threshold is reached.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theEvent Table

 The RMON event group function is disabled by default.

 Run the rmon event command to configure the event table.

 Configuring AlarmEntries

 The RMON alarm group function is disabled by default.

 Runthe rmoneventcommand toconfigure theevent tableandrun the rmonalarmcommand toconfigure theRMONalarm
table.
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 TheRMONalarmfunctionis implementedbythealarmtableandevent table jointly. Ifa trapmessageneedstobetransmitted
toamanagingdeviceinthecaseofanalarmevent, theSNMPagentmustbecorrectlyconfigured first.For theconfigurationof

the SNMP agent, see the Configuring SNMP.

 Ifaconfiguredalarmobject isafieldnodeintheRMONstatisticsgrouporhistorygroup,theRMONEthernetstatisticsfunction
or RMON history statistics function need to be configured on amonitored Ethernet interface first.

2.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring RMON Ethernet

Statistics

(Mandatory) It isusedtoaccumulativelycollectstatisticsontraffic informationofanEthernet
interface.

rmon collection stats Configures Ethernet statistical entries.

Configuring RMON History

Statistics

(Mandatory) It isusedtocollect,at intervals,statisticson traffic informationofanEthernet
interface and the bandwidth utilization within the interval.

rmon collection history Configures historical control entries.

Configuring RMON Alarm
(Mandatory) It is used tomonitorwhether data changesof a variable iswithin thevalid range.

rmon event Configures event entries.

rmon alarm Configures alarm entries.

2.4.1 ConfiguringRMONEthernetStatistics

Configuration Effect

Acquireaccumulatedstatisticson traffic informationofamonitoredEthernet interface fromtheentrycreation timeto thecurrent

time.

Notes

This function cannot be configured in batch interface configuration mode.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring RMONStatistical Entries

 Mandatory.

 If statisticsandmonitoring are required for a specified interface, Ethernet statistical entriesmust be configured on this interface.

Verification

Run the show rmon stats command to display Ethernet statistics.

Related Commands

 Configuring RMONStatistical Entries

Command rmon collection stats index [owner ownername]

Parameter

Description

index: Indicates the index number of a statistical entry, with the value ranging from 1 to 65,535.

owner ownername: Indicates the entry creator, that is, ownername, which is a case-sensitive string of 1-63 characters.
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Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The values of statistical entry parameters cannot be changed.

Configuration Example

 Configuring RMONEthernet Statistics

Scenario

Figure 2-3

Asshown in thepreceding figure, theRMONagent isconnected to theserver,and theNMSrequires theRMON

statisticsgrouptoconductperformancestatisticsonreceivedpacketsofinterfaceGi0/1.Administratorscanviewthe

statisticsat any time tounderstanddataabout receivedpacketsof an interfaceand takemeasures ina timely

manner to handle network exceptions.

Configuration

Steps

 Configureastatistical table instanceon interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/1 tocollect statisticson the trafficof this

interface.

Agent FS# configure terminal

FS (config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS (config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# rmon collection stats 1 owner admin

Verification Run the show rmon stats command to display Ethernet statistics.

Agent FS# show rmon stats

ether statistic table:

index = 1

interface = GigabitEthernet 0/1

owner = admin

status = 1

dropEvents =0

octets =25696

pkts = 293

broadcastPkts = 3

multiPkts = 0

crcAlignErrors = 0
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underSizePkts = 0

overSizePkts = 0

fragments = 0

jabbers = 0

collisions = 0

packets64Octets = 3815

packets65To127Octets = 1695

packets128To255Octets = 365

packets256To511Octets = 2542

packets512To1023Octets = 152

packets1024To1518Octets = 685

Common Errors

Statistical table entries are re-configured or configured statistical table entries are modified.

2.4.2 ConfiguringRMONHistoryStatistics

Configuration Effect

Acquire accumulated statistics on the traffic of a monitored Ethernet interface and the bandwidth utilization within each interval.

Notes

This function cannot be configured in batch interface configuration mode.

Configuration Steps

 Mandatory.

 Ifnetworkstatisticsonaspecified interfaceneedtobecollected,RMONhistoricalcontrolentriesmustbeconfiguredonthe
interface.

Verification

Run the show rmon history command to display history group statistics.

Related Commands

 ConfiguringRMONHistorical Control Entries

Command rmon collection history index [owner ownername] [buckets bucket-number] [interval seconds]

Parameter

Description

index: Indicates the index number of a history statistical entry, with the value ranging from 1 to 65,535.

owner ownername: Indicates the entry creator, that is, ownername, which is a case-sensitive string of 1-63 characters.

bucketsbucket-number:Setsthecapacityofthehistorytableinwhichahistorystatisticalentryexists,thatis,setsthe

maximumnumber of records (bucket-number) that can beaccommodated in thehistory table.Thevalue of

bucket-number ranges from 1 to 65,535 and the default value is 10.

intervalseconds:Sets thestatistical interval,with theunitof seconds.Thevalue ranges from1secondto3,600
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seconds and the default value is 1,800 seconds.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The values of history statistical entry parameters cannot be changed.

Configuration Example

 Configuring RMONHistory Statistics

Scenario

Figure 2-4

Asshownintheprecedingfigure,theRMONagentisconnectedtotheserver,andtheNMSneedstocollectstatistics

on receivedpacketsof interfaceGi0/1 through theRMONhistorygroupat an intervalof 60seconds, inaneffort to

monitor the network and understand emergency data.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the history control table on interfaceGigabitEthernet 0/1 toperiodically collect statisticson the

traffic of this interface.

Agent FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-GigabitEthernet 0/1)# rmon collection history 1 buckets 5 interval 300 owner admin

Verification Run the show rmon history command to display history group statistics.

Agent FS# show rmon history

rmon history control table:

index = 1

interface = GigabitEthernet 0/1

bucketsRequested = 5

bucketsGranted = 5

interval = 60

owner = admin

stats = 1

rmon history table:

index = 1
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sampleIndex = 786

intervalStart = 6d:18h:37m:38s

dropEvents = 0

octets = 2040

pkts = 13

broadcastPkts = 0

multiPkts = 0

crcAlignErrors = 0

underSizePkts=0

overSizePkts = 0

fragments = 0

jabbers = 0

collisions = 0

utilization = 0

index = 1

sampleIndex = 787

intervalStart = 6d:18h:38m:38s

dropEvents = 0

octets = 1791

pkts = 16

broadcastPkts = 1

multiPkts = 0

crcAlignErrors = 0

underSizePkts=0

overSizePkts = 0

fragments = 0

jabbers = 0

collisions = 0

utilization = 0

index = 1

sampleIndex = 788

intervalStart = 6d:18h:39m:38s
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dropEvents = 0

octets = 432

pkts = 6

broadcastPkts = 0

multiPkts = 0

crcAlignErrors = 0

underSizePkts=0

overSizePkts = 0

fragments = 0

jabbers = 0

collisions = 0

utilization = 0

index = 1

sampleIndex = 789

intervalStart = 6d:18h:40m:38s

dropEvents = 0

octets = 432

pkts = 6

broadcastPkts = 0

multiPkts = 0

crcAlignErrors = 0

underSizePkts=0

overSizePkts = 0

fragments = 0

jabbers = 0

collisions = 0

utilization = 0

index = 1

sampleIndex = 790

intervalStart = 6d:18h:41m:38s

dropEvents =0

octets =86734
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pkts = 934

broadcastPkts = 32

multiPkts = 23

crcAlignErrors = 0

underSizePkts=0

overSizePkts = 0

fragments = 0

jabbers = 0

collisions = 0

utilization = 0

Common Errors

History control table entries are re-configured or configured history control table entries are modified.

2.4.3 ConfiguringRMONAlarm

ConfigurationEffect

Periodically monitor whether value changes of alarm variables are within the specified valid range.

Notes

Ifa trapmessageneedstobetransmittedtoamanagingdevicewhenanalarmevent istriggered, theSNMPagentmustbecorrectly

configured. For the configuration of the SNMP agent, see theConfiguringSNMP.

IfanalarmvariableisaMIBvariabledefinedintheRMONstatisticsgrouporhistorygroup,theRMONEthernetstatisticsfunctionor

RMONhistorystatistics functionmustbeconfiguredon themonitoredEthernet interface.Otherwise,analarm table fails tobe

created.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring EventEntries

 Mandatory.

 Complete the configuration in global configuration mode.

 Configuring AlarmEntries

 Mandatory.

 Complete the configuration in global configuration mode.

Verification

 Runtheshowrmoneventcommandtodisplaytheeventtable.

 Runtheshowrmonalarmcommandtodisplaythealarmtable.

Related Commands
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 Configuring theEvent Table

Command rmon event number [log] [trap community] [description description-string] [owner ownername]

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the index number of an event table, with the value ranging from 1 to 65,535.

log: Indicates a log event. The system logs a triggered event.

trapcommunity: Indicatesatrapevent.Whenaneventistriggered,thesystemtransmitsatrapmessagewiththe

community name of community.

description description-string: Sets the description information about an event, that is, description-string. The value is

a string of 1-127 characters.

owner ownername: Indicates the entry creator, that is, ownername, which is a case-sensitive string of 1-63 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thevaluesofconfiguredevent entryparameterscanbechanged, including theevent type, trapcommunityname,

event description, and event creator.

 Configuring theRMONAlarmGroup

Command rmonalarmnumbervariableinterval{absolute|delta}rising-thresholdvalue[event-number]falling-threshold

value [event-number] [owner ownername]

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the index number of an alarm entry, with the value ranging from 1 to 65,535.

variable:Indicatesanalarmvariable,whichisastringof1-255charactersandisrepresentedindottedformatusing

the nodeOID (format: entry.integer.instance; example: 1.3.6.1.2.1.2.1.10.1).

Interval: Indicates thesampling interval,with theunitof secondsandthevalueranging from1to2,147,483,647.

absolute: Indicates that the sampling type is absolute value sampling, that is, variable values are directly extracted

when the sampling time is up.

delta: Indicatesthat thesamplingtype ischangingvaluesampling, that is,changesinthevariablevalueswithinthe

sampling interval are extracted when the sampling time is up.

rising-threshold value: Sets the upper limit of the sampling quantity (value), with the value ranging from

-2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647.

event-number: Indicatesthataneventwiththeeventnumberofevent-number is triggeredwhentheupper limitor

lower limit is reached.

falling-threshold value: Sets the lower limit of the sampling quantity (value), with the value ranging from

-2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647.

owner ownername: Indicates the entry creator, that is, ownername, which is a case-sensitive string of 1-63 characters.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Valuesofconfiguredalarmentryparameterscanbechanged,includingalarmvariables,samplingtype,entrycreator,

sampling interval, upper/lower limit of the sampling quantity, and relevant trigger events.

Configuration Example

 Configuring RMONAlarm
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Scenario

Figure 2-5

AssumethatSNMPv1runsontheNMS,thecommunitynameusedforaccessingthesettingsispublic,withthe

attributeof read-write, and the IPaddress usedby theNMS to receive trapmessages is 3.3.3.3.

Assume that theOIDvalueof unknownprotocolpackets receivedbymonitored interfaceGigabitEthernet0/1 is

1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.15.3,thesamplingmodeisrelativesampling,andthesamplinginterval is60seconds.Whenthe

relativesamplingvalueislargerthan100orlowerthan10,event1andevent2aretriggeredrespectively.Inevent1,

a trapmessage is transmitted and the event is logged. In event 2, the event is only logged.

Theconfigurationof theRMONagent iscompletedontheterminal.TheRMONagent isconnected totheNMSandis

connected to theserver through interfaceGI0/1.TheRMONagentneeds tomonitor the count of unknownprotocol

packets received by interface GI0/1. The sampling interval is 60 seconds.When the absolute sampling value is smaller

than10, theevent isonly logged.When theabsolutesamplingvalue is larger than100, theevent is loggedanda

trap message is transmitted to the NMS.

Configuration

Steps
 Configure the host address for receiving trapmessages.

 Configure an event group to process alarm trigger.

 Configure the alarmfunction.

Agent FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# snmp-server community public rw

FS(config)# snmp-server host 3.3.3.3 trap public

FS(config)#rmonevent1descriptionrising-threshold-eventlogtrappublicowneradmin

FS(config)# rmon event 2 description falling-threshold-event log owner admin

FS(config)#rmonalarm11.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.15.360deltarising-threshold1001falling-threshold102owneradmin

Verification
 Runtheshowrmoneventcommandtodisplaytheeventtable.

 Runtheshowrmonalarmcommandtodisplaythealarmtable.

Agent FS# show rmon event

rmon event table:

index = 1
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description = rising-threshold-event

type = 4

community = public

lastTimeSent = 0d:0h:0m:0s

owner = admin

status=1

index=2

description = falling-threshold-event

type = 2

community =

lastTimeSent = 6d:19h:21m:48s

owner = admin

status = 1

rmon log table:

eventIndex = 2

index = 1

logTime = 6d:19h:21m:48s

logDescription = falling-threshold-event

FS# show rmon alarm

rmon alarm table:

index: 1,

interval: 60,

oid = 1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.15.3

sampleType: 2,

alarmValue: 0,

startupAlarm: 3,

risingThreshold: 100,

fallingThreshold:10,

risingEventIndex: 1,

fallingEventIndex: 2,

owner: admin,

stauts: 1
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Common Errors

 TheenteredOIDofamonitoredobject is incorrect, thevariablecorresponding totheOIDdoesnotexist,or the type isnotan
integer or unsigned integer.

 The upper threshold is smaller than or equal to the lower threshold.

2.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays all RMON configuration

information.

show rmon

Displays the Ethernet statistical table. show rmon stats

Displays the history control table. show rmon history

Displays the alarm table. show rmon alarm

Displays the event table. show rmon event

3 Configuring NTP

3.1 Overview

TheNetworkTimeProtocol(NTP)isanapplication-layerprotocolthatenablesnetworkdevicestosynchronizetime.NTPenables

networkdevicestosynchronizetimewiththeirserversorclocksourcesandprovideshigh-precisiontimecorrection(thedifference

fromthestandardtimeissmallerthanonemillisecondinaLANandsmallerthandecadesofmillisecondsinaWAN).Inaddition,NTP

can prevent attacks by using encrypted acknowledgment.

Currently,FSdevicescanbeusedbothasNTPclientsandNTPservers.Inotherwords,aFSdevicecansynchronizetimewithatime

server,andbeusedasatimeservertoprovidetimesynchronizationforotherdevices.WhenaFSdeviceisusedasaserver,itsupports

only the unicast server mode.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 1305 : Network Time Protocol (Version 3)

3.2 Applications

Application Description

SynchronizingTimeBasedonan

External Reference Clock Source

Adeviceisusedasaclient thatsynchronizestimewithanexternalclocksource.Aftersuccessful

synchronization, it is used as a server to provide time synchronization for other devices.

SynchronizingTimeBasedonaLocal

Reference Clock Source

AdeviceusesalocalclockasareliableNTPreferenceclocksourceandisalsousedasaserverto

provide time synchronization for other devices.

3.2.1 SynchronizingTimeBasedonanExternalReferenceClockSource

Scenario

As shown in Figure 3-1
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 DEVICE-A is usedas a reliable reference clock source to provide time synchronization for external devices.

 DEVICE-B specifies DEVICE-A as the NTP server and synchronizes timewithDEVICE-A.

 After successful synchronization, DEVICE-B provides time synchronization for DEVICE-C.

Figure 3-1

Deployment

Configure DEVICE-B to the NTP external reference clock mode.

3.2.2 SynchronizingTimeBasedonaLocalReferenceClockSource

Scenario

Asshown inFigure3-2,DEVICE-Busesa local clockas theNTP referenceclocksourceandprovides timesynchronization forDEVICE-C.

Figure 3-2

Deployment

Configure DEVICE-B to the NTP local reference clock mode.

3.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 NTPPacket

Asdefined inRFC1305,NTP usesUserDatagramProtocol (UDP) packets for transmission and the usedUDPport ID is123.

Figure 3-3 shows the format of an NTP time synchronization packet.

Figure 3-3 Format of an NTP Time Synchronization Packet
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 Leap Indicator(LI): indicates a 2-bit leap second indicator.

00: indicatesnowarning information;01: indicatesthat thereare61secondsinthepreviousminute;10: indicatesthatthereare
59 seconds in the previous minute; 11: indicates that the clock is not synchronized.

 VersionNumber(VN): indicates a 3-bit NTP version number.The current version number is 3.

 Mode: indicates a 3-bit NTPworking mode.

0: indicates no definition; 1: indicates symmetric active; 2: indicates symmetric passive; 3: indicates a client; 4: indicates a server;
5: indicates broadcasting; 6: indicates control information; 7: reserved.

 Stratum:indicatesthe8-bitstratumofalocalclock.0:indicatesnodefinition;1: indicatesthemasterreferenceclocksource;
other values: indicate slave reference clock sources.

 Poll Interval: indicates the poll interval (seconds), which is a 8-bit integer.

 Precision: indicates the time precision (seconds) of a local clock, which is a 8-bit integer.

 Root Delay: indicates the round-trip time to themaster reference clock source, which is a 32-bit integer.

 Root Dispersion: indicates the largest difference from themaster reference clock source,which is a 32-bit integer.

 ReferenceClock Identifier: indicates the 32-bit identifier of a reference clock source.

 ReferenceTimestamp: indicates a 64-bit timestamp, namely, the time that is set or corrected at the last time.

 OriginateTimestamp:indicatesa64-bittimestamp,namely,thelocaltimewhenatimesynchronizationrequestleavesfroma
client.

 Receive Timestamp: indicates a 64-bit timestamp, namely, the local time when a time synchronization request packet arrives at a
server.

 Transmit Timestamp: indicates a 64-bit timestamp, namely, the local time when a time synchronization response packet leaves
from aserver.

 Authenticator (optional): indicates authentication information.

 NTPServer

A device uses a local clock as the reference clock source to provide time synchronization for other devices in the network.
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 NTPClient

A device is used as an NTP client that synchronizes time with an NTP server in the network.

 Stratum

InNTP,"stratum" isusedtodescribethehopsfromadevicetoanauthorityclocksource.AnNTPserverwhosestratumis1hasa

directlyconnectedatomicclockor radiocontrolledclock;anNTPserverwhosestratumis2obtains timefromtheserverwhose

stratumis1;anNTPserverwhosestratumis3obtainstimefromtheserverwhosestratumis2;andsoon.Therefore,clocksources

with lower stratums have higher clock precisions.

 Hardware Clock

Ahardwareclockoperatesbasedonthefrequencyof thequartzcrystal resonatoronadeviceand ispoweredbythedevicebattery.

After thedevice isshutdown, thehardwareclockcontinues running.After thedevice isstarted, thedeviceobtains time information

from the hardware clock as the software time of the device.

Overview

Feature Description

NTP Time

Synchronization

Networkdevicessynchronize timewiththeir serversor reliableclocksources to implement high-precision

time correction.

NTP Security

Authentication

The NTP packet encryption authentication is used to prevent unreliable clock sources from time

synchronization interference on a device.

NTP Access Control An Access Control List (ACL) is used to filter sources of received NTP packets.

3.3.1 NTPTimeSynchronization

WorkingPrinciple

NTP time synchronization is implemented by interaction of NTP packets between a client and a server:

 The client sends a time synchronization packet to all servers every 64 seconds. After receiving response packets from the servers,
the client filters and selects the responsepackets fromall servers, and synchronizes timewithan optimumserver.

 Afterreceivingthetimesynchronizationrequestpacket,aserverusesthelocalclockasthereferencesource,andfillsthelocal
time information into the response packet to be sent to the client based on the protocol requirement.

Figure 3-4 shows the format of an NTP time synchronization packet.

Figure 3-4Working Principle of NTP
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DEVICE-B (B for short) is usedasanNTP referenceclock source,DEVICE-A (A for short) is usedasanNTPclient that synchronizes time

withDEVICE-B. At a timepoint, the local clock of A is 19:00:00 and the local clock of B is 19:30:20.

10. AsendsanNTPrequestpacket.Thelocaltime(T0)whenthepacketleavesfromAis19:00:00andisfilledinOriginate

Timestamp.

11. Aftera2-secondnetworkdelay,thelocaltime(T1)whenBreceivestherequestpacketis19:30:23andisfilledinReceive

Timestamp.

12. B processes theNTP request and sends anNTP response packet one second later.The local time (T2) when the response packet

leaves fromB is 19:30:24 and is filled inTransmit Timestamp.

13. After a 2-second network delay, A receives the response packet. The local time (T3) when the response packet arrives at A is

19:00:06.

The specific calculations for time synchronization are as follows:

 Aobtains the timedifferenceof 30minutes and 20 seconds betweenB andAby using the formula ((T1-T0)+(T2-T3))/2.

 Aobtains the packet round-trip delay of four seconds betweenA and Bby using the formula (T3-T0)-(T2-T1).

 NTP WorkingMode

 External clock referencemode

In thismode,adeviceisusedasbothaserverandaclient. If receiving timesynchronization requests fromother clients, thedevice

mustsynchronizetimewiththespecifiedserverfirstandprovidetimesynchronizationfortheclientsaftersuccessfulsynchronization.

 Local clock reference mode

Inthismode,adeviceusesthedefault localclockasthereliableclocksourceandprovidestimesynchronizationdirectlyforother

clients.

Related Configuration

 Configuring anNTPServer

 The NTP function is disabled by default.

 Run thentp server command to specify an NTP server (external clock reference source),which can enableNTP.

 After the configuration, the deviceworks in the external clock reference mode.

 Real-time Synchronization

 A device performs time synchronization every 64 seconds by default.

 Updating a Hardware Clock

 By default, a device does not update synchronized time to the hardware clock.

 Runthentpupdate-calendarcommandtoenableadevicetoautomaticallyupdatethehardwareclockaftersuccessfully
synchronizing time each time.

 Configuring theNTPMaster Clock

 By default, a device works in the external clock reference mode.

 Run thentpmaster command to configure a device to the local clock referencemode.
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3.3.2 NTP SecurityAuthentication

Toprevent malicious damage on an NTP server, NTP uses the authentication mechanism to check whether the time synchronization

information is really fromtheannouncedserver andcheck the information returnpath toprovide ananti-interferenceprotection

mechanism.

Working Principle

An NTP client and an NTP server are configured with the same key.When sending request and response packets, a device calculates

thehashvaluesof thepacketsbyusing theMD5algorithmbasedon thespecifiedkeyandNTPpacketcontent,and fills thehash

valuesintothepacketauthenticationinformation.Thereceivingdevicecheckswhetherthepacketsaresentbyatrusteddeviceor

modified based on the authentication information.

Related Configuration

 Configuring aGlobal Security AuthenticationMechanism for NTP

 By default, no NTP security authentication mechanism is enabled.

 Run thentp authenticate command to enable the NTP security authenticationmechanism.

 Configuring aGlobal Authentication Key for NTP

 By default, no global authentication key is configured.

 Run thentp authentication-key command to enable an NTP global authentication key.

 Configuring aGlobally Trusted Key ID for NTP

 By default, no globally trusted key is configured.

 Runthentptrusted-keycommandtoconfigureadeviceas thereferenceclocksourcetoprovideatrustedkeyfortime
synchronization externally.

 Configuring a Trusted Key ID for an External ReferenceClock Source

 Run thentp server command to specify an external reference source and the trusted key of this clock source as well.

3.3.3 NTP AccessControl

WorkingPrinciple

Provide a minimum security measure by using an ACL.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theAccess Control Rights forNTPServices

 By default, there is no access control right for NTP.

 Run thentp access-group command to configure the access control rights for NTP.

3.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command
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Configuring Basic Functions of

NTP

(Mandatory)ItisusedtoenableNTP.AfterNTPisenabled,adeviceworksintheexternalclock
referencemode.

ntp server Configures an NTP server.

ntp update-calendar Automatically updates a hardware clock.

(Optional) It is used to configure a device to the local clock referencemode.

ntp master Configures the NTP master clock.

(Optional) It is used to disable NTP.

no ntp
Disablesall functionsofNTPandclearsallNTP

configurations.

ntp disable
Disables receiving of NTP packets from a

specified interface.

ntp service disable DisablestheNTPtimesynchronizationservice.

Configuring NTP Security

Authentication

(Optional)It isusedtopreventunreliableclocksourcesfromperformingtimesynchronization
interference on a device.

ntp authenticate Enables a security authentication mechanism.

ntp authentication-key Configures a global authentication key.

ntp trusted-key
Configures a trusted key for time

synchronization.

ntp server
Configures a trusted key for an external

reference clock source.

Configuring NTP Access Control (Optional) It is used to filter the sources of received NTP packets.

ntp access-group Configures the access control rights for NTP.

3.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofNTP

Configuration Effect

 External Clock ReferenceMode

 Usea device as a client to synchronize time from an external reference clock source to the local clock.

 After the time synchronization is successful, use the deviceas a timesynchronization server toprovide time synchronization.

 Local Clock ReferenceMode

 Use the local clock of a device as the NTP reference clock source to provide time synchronization.

Notes

 Intheclient/servermode,adevicecanbeusedasatimesynchronizationservertoprovidetimesynchronizationonlyafter
successfully synchronizing timewith a reliable external clock source.

 Oncethelocalclockreferencemode isconfigured, thesystemwillnotsynchronize timewithaclocksourcewithahigher
stratum.
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 Configuringa localclockas themasterclock(especiallywhenspecifyinga lowerstratum)mayoverwriteaneffectiveclock
source.Ifthiscommandisusedformultipledevicesinanetwork,theclockdifferencebetweenthedevicesmaycauseunstable

time synchronization of the network.

 Beforealocalclockisconfiguredasthemasterclock,ifthesystemneversynchronizestimewithanexternalclocksource,you
mayneed tomanuallycalibratethesystemclock toensure that there isnoexcessivedifference.Fordetailsabouthow to

manually calibrate the system clock, refer to the system time configuration section in the configuration guide.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anNTPServer

 (Mandatory) At least one external reference clock source must be specified (A maximum of 20 different external reference clock
sources can beconfigured).

 If it is necessary to configure anNTP key, youmust configureNTP security authentication before configuring theNTPserver.

 Automatically Updating a Hardware Clock

 Optional.

 By default, the systemupdates only the systemclock, but not the hardware clock after successful time synchronization.

 After this command is configured, thesystem automatically updates the hardware clock after successful timesynchronization.

 Configuring theNTPMaster Clock

 Toswitch a device to the local clock referencemode, run this command.

 DisablingNTP

 Todisable NTP and clear NTP configurations, run the no ntp command.

 By default, all interfaces can receive NTP packets after NTP is enabled. Todisable NTP for a specified interface, run the ntp
disable command.

 Disabling the NTPTime Synchronization Service

 NTPworks inclient/servermode.After theNTPdevicesynchronizes timefromanexternal reliableclocksource, itservesas the
timeserver toprovide the timesynchronizationservice. If thedevice justneeds tobeservedasanNTPclient, configure thentp

service disable command to disable the NTP time synchronization service.

Verification

 Run the show ntp status command to display the NTP configuration.

 Run the show clock command to check whether time synchronization is completed.

Related Commands

 Configuring anNTPServer

Command ntpserver[oob|vrfvrf-name]{ ip-addr|domain| ipdomain| ipv6domain}[versionversion] [source if-name] [key

keyid][ prefer] [ via mgmt-name ]

Parameter oob: Indicates whether a reference clock source is bound to the MGMT interface.
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Description vrf-name: Indicates the name of the VRF that is bound to the reference clock source.

ip-addr: Indicates the IPv4/IPv6 address of the reference clock source.

domain: Indicates the IPv4/IPv6 domain name of the reference clock source.

version: Indicates theNTPversion number, ranging from1 to3.

if-name: Indicates the interface type, including AggregatePort, Dialer GigabitEthernet, Loopback, Multilink, Null,

Tunnel, Virtual-ppp, Virtual-template and VLAN.

keyid: Indicates thekeyused forcommunicatingwiththe referenceclocksource, ranging from1 to4294967295.

prefer: Indicates whether the reference clock source has a high priority.

mgmt-name: Specifies the egress management interface for packets in the oob mode.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, no NTP server is configured. FS client system supports interaction with up to 20 NTP servers. You can

configureanauthenticationkey for eachserver (afterconfiguringglobalauthenticationand the relatedkey) to

initiate encrypted communication with the servers.

Ifit isnecessarytoconfigureanauthenticationkey,youmustconfigureNTPsecurityauthenticationbefore
configuring an NTP server.

ThedefaultversionofNTPforcommunicatingwithaserver isNTPversion3. Inaddition,youcanconfigure the

source interface for transmitting NTP packets and specify that the NTP packets from a corresponding server can be

received only on the transmitting interface.

 Updating a Hardware Clock

Command ntp update-calendar

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring a Local ReferenceClock Source

Command ntp master[stratum]

Parameter

Description

stratum: specifies the stratum of a local clock, ranging from 1 to 15. The default value is 8.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 DisablingNTP

Command no ntp

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command can be used to fast disable all functions of NTP and clear all NTP configurations.
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 DisablingReceiving of NTPPackets on an Interface

Command ntp disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Disabling the Time Synchronization Service Provided byNTP

Command ntp service disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommanddisablestheNTPtimesynchronizationservice.Afterthiscommandisconfigured,externaldevicescannot

be synchronized time from the NTP device (this command is supported only in some versions).

Configuration Example

 External Clock ReferenceMode of NTP

Scenario

Figure 3-5

 DEVICE-B is configured to theNTP external clock referencemode.

 DEVICE-A is used as the reference clock source of DEVICE-B.

 DEVICE-C synchronizes time withDEVICE-B.

Configuration

Steps
 DEVICE-A configures the local clock as the NTP reference clock source.

 DEVICE-B configures DEVICE-A as the reference clock source.

 DEVICE-C configures DEVICE-B as the reference clock source.

DEVICE-A A#configure terminal

A(config)# ntp master

A(config)#exit

DEVICE-B B#configure terminal

B(config)#ntpserver192.168.1.1

B(config)# exit

DEVICE-C C#configure terminal
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C(config)# ntp server 192.168.2.1

C(config)# exit

Verification  Run the showntpstatus command onDEVICE-B to display theNTP configuration.

 DEVICE-Bsendsatimesynchronizationpacket to192.168.1.1 inordertosynchronizetimewithDEVICE-A.

 After successfully synchronizing timewith DEVICE-A,DEVICE-B can respond to the time synchronization

request fromDEVICE-C.

 RuntheshowclockcommandonDEVICE-BandDEVICE-Ctocheckwhether thetimesynchronization is

successful.

 Local Clock ReferenceMode of NTP

Scenario

Figure 3-6

 DEVICE-B configures the local clock as theNTP reference clock source.

 DEVICE-C synchronizes time withDEVICE-B.

Configuration

Steps
 DEVICE-B configures the local clock as theNTP reference clock source.

 DEVICE-C configuresDEVICE-B as the reference clock source.

DEVICE-B B#configure terminal

B(config)# ntp master

B(config)# exit

DEVICE-C C#configure terminal

C(config)#ntpserver192.168.2.1

C(config)# exit

Verification  Run theshowclockcommandonDEVICE-C tocheckwhether the timesynchronization issuccessful.

3.4.2 ConfiguringNTPSecurity Authentication

Configuration Effect

 Synchronizing Time froma Trusted ReferenceClock Source

Use a device as a client to synchronize time only from a trusted external reference clock source to the local clock.

 Providing Time Synchronization for a Trusted Device

Use the local clock of a device as the NTP reference clock source to provide time synchronization for only a trusted device.

Notes

The authentication keys of the client and server must be the same.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring aGlobal Security AuthenticationMechanism for NTP

 Mandatory.

 By default, a device disables the security authenticationmechanism.

 Configuring aGlobal Authentication Key for NTP

 Mandatory.

 By default, a device is not configured with an authentication key.

 Configuring aGlobally Trusted Key ID for NTP

 Optional.

 Toprovide time synchronization for a trusted device, youmust specify a trusted authentication key by using the key ID.

 Only one trusted key can be configured.The specified authentication keymust be consistent with that of the trusted device.

 Configuring anAuthentication Key ID for an External ReferenceClock Source

 Optional.

 Tosynchronize timewith a trusted reference clock source, youmust specify a trusted authentication key by using the key ID.

 Eachtrustedreferenceclocksourceismappedtoanauthenticationkey.Theauthenticationkeysmustbeconsistentwiththe
keys of trusted reference clock sources.

Verification

 Run the show run command to verify the NTP configuration.

 Run the showclock command to checkwhether time is synchronized only with a trusted device.

Related Commands

 Enabling aSecurity Authentication Mechanism

Command ntp authenticate

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide By default, a client does not use a global security authentication mechanism. If no security authentication

mechanismisused,communicationwillnot beencrypted.Aglobal security indicator isnot enough to imply that the

communicationbetween theclient andserver is implemented inanencryptedmanner.Otherglobal keysandan

encryptionkey for the servermust alsobe configured for initiating encrypted communicationbetween theclient

and server.

 Configuring aGlobal Authentication Key

Command ntp authentication-key key-id md5 key-string [enc-type]

Parameter

Description

key-id: indicates the ID of a global authentication key, ranging from 1 to 4294967295.

key-string: indicates a key string.

enc-type:(optional) indicateswhetheranenteredkeyisencrypted.0 indicatesnoencryption,and7indicatessimple
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encryption. The default setting is no encryption.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring a Trusted Key for NTP

Command ntp trusted-key key-id

Parameter

Description

key-id: Indicates the ID of a trusted key, ranging from 1 to 4294967295.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring a Trusted Key for an External ReferenceClockSource

Refer to the section "Related Commands".

Configuration Example

 Security Authentication

Scenario

Figure 3-7

 DEVICE-B is configured to theNTP client/servermode and provides NTP services requiring security

authentication for DEVICE-C. The authentication key is "abcd".

 DEVICE-A is used as the reference clock source of DEVICE-B.

 DEVICE-C synchronizes time withDEVICE-B.

Configuration

Steps
 DEVICE-B configures DEVICE-A as the reference clock source.

 DEVICE-C configures DEVICE-B as the reference clock source.

DEVICE-B B#configure terminal

B(config)#ntpauthentication-key1md5abcd

B(config)# ntp trusted-key 1

B(config)# ntp server 192.168.1.1

B(config)# exit

DEVICE-C C#configure terminal

C(config)# ntp authentication-key 1 md5 abcd

C(config)#ntp server 192.168.2.1 key1

C(config)# exit

Verification  DEVICE-B sends a time synchronization packet that carries authentication information to 192.168.1.1 in order to

synchronize time with DEVICE-A.
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 Run theshowclockcommandonDEVICE-B tocheckwhether the timesynchronization issuccessful.

3.4.3 Configuring NTP Access Control

Configuration Effect

Access control for NTP services provides a minimum security measure. A more secure method is to use an NTP authentication

mechanism.

Notes

 Currently,thesystemdoesnotsupportcontrolquery(usedtocontrolNTPserversbyusingnetworkmanagementdevices,such
assetting the leapsecond indicatorormonitoring itsworkingstatus).Though rulematching is implemented in thepreceding

sequence, no request related to control query is supported.

 If no access control rule is configured, all accesses are allowed. If any access control rule is configured, only accesses allowed by

the rule can be implemented.

Related Configuration

 Configuring theAccess Control Rights for NTP

 Optional.

 Run thentp access-group command to configure the access control rights and a corresponding ACL for NTP.

Verification

Run the show run command to verify the NTP configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring theAccess Control Rights forNTPServices

Command ntp access-group { peer | serve |serve-only | query-only }access-list-number | access-list-name

Parameter

Description

peer:allowstimerequestandcontrolqueryforlocalNTPservices,andallowsalocaldevicetosynchronizetimewith

a remote system (full access rights).

serve:allowstimerequestandcontrolqueryforlocalNTPservices,butdoesnotallowalocaldevicetosynchronize

timewith a remote system.

serve-only: allows only time request for local NTP services.

query-only: allows only control query for local NTP services.

access-list-number: indicates the number of an IP ACL, ranging from 1 to 99 and from 1300 to 1999. For details about

how to create an IP ACL, refer to theConfiguring ACL.

access-list-name: indicatesthenameofanIPACL.FordetailsabouthowtocreateanIPACL,refertotheConfiguring

ACL.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure NTP access control rights.

When an access request arrives, the NTP servicematches rules in the sequence from theminimum access restriction

to the maximum access restriction and uses the first matched rule. The matching sequence is peer, serve, serve-only,
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and query-only.

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringNTPAccessControl Rights

Configuration

Steps
Allowonly thedevicewith the IPaddressof 192.168.1.1 tosenda timesynchronization request toa localdevice.

FS(config)# access-list 1 permit 192.168.1.1

FS(config)# ntp access-group serve-only 1

3.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

show ntp status Displays the current NTP information.

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

debug ntp Enables debugging.

no debug ntp Disables debugging.

4 Configuring SNTP

4.1 Overview

The Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) is a simplified version of Network Time Protocol (NTP), which is used to synchronize the

clocksof computerson the Internet. SNTP isapplied in scenarioswhere it is unnecessary touse allNTP functions.

NTPusesacomplexalgorithmandhashigherrequirementsfor thesystemwhereasSNTPusesasimpleralgorithmandprovides

higher performance.Generally, SNTP precision can reach about 1s, whichmeets the basic requirements ofmost scenarios. Since SNTP

packetsare thesameasNTPpackets, theSNTPclient implementedonadevice is fullycompatiblewithanNTPserver.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC2030: SimpleNetwork TimeProtocol (SNTP)Version 4 for IPv4, IPv6 andOSI

4.2 Applications

Application Description

SynchronizingTimewithanNTPServer A device is used as a client to synchronize time with an NTP server.
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4.2.1 SynchronizingTimewith anNTPServer

Scenario

Asshown inFigure4-1,DEVICE-Busesa local clockas theNTPclock referencesource andprovides timesynchronization forDEVICE-C.

DEVICE-C is used as an SNTP client to synchronize timewith DEVICE-B.

Figure 4-1

Deployment

 Specify DEVICE-B as the SNTP server of DEVICE-C.

 Enable SNTPfor DEVICE-C.

4.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 SNTPPacket

SNTPV4isdevelopedfromNTP,whichisintendedtosimplifythefunctionsofNTP.ItdoesnotchangetheNTPspecificationsandthe

original implementation of NTP.The message format of SNTPV4 is the same as that of NTP defined in RFC1305, with only some data

fields initialized into preset values.

Asdefined inRFC1305, SNTP usesUserDatagramProtocol (UDP) packets for transmissionand the usedUDPport ID is 123.

Figure 4-2 shows the format of an SNTP time synchronization packet.

Figure 4-2 Format of an SNTP Time Synchronization Packet

 Leap Indicator(LI): indicates a 2-bit leap second indicator.
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00: indicatesnowarning information;01: indicatesthat thereare61secondsinthepreviousminute;10: indicatesthatthereare
59 seconds in the previous minute; 11: indicates that the clock is not synchronized.

 VersionNumber(VN): indicates a 3-bit NTP/SNTP version number.The current version number is 3.

 Mode: indicates a 3-bit SNTP/NTPworking mode.

0: indicates no definition; 1: indicates symmetric active; 2: indicates symmetric passive; 3: indicates a client; 4: indicates a server;
5: indicates broadcasting; 6: indicates control information; 7: reserved.

 Stratum:indicatesthe8-bitstratumofalocalclock.0:indicatesnodefinition;1: indicatesthemasterclockreferencesource;
other values: indicate slave clock reference sources.

 Poll Interval: indicates the poll interval (seconds), which is a 8-bit integer.

 Precision: indicates the time precision (seconds) of a local clock, which is a 8-bit integer.

 Root Delay: indicates the round-trip time to themaster clock reference source, which is a 32-bit integer.

 Root Dispersion: indicates the largest difference from themaster reference clock source,which is a 32-bit integer.

 ReferenceClock Identifier: indicates the 32-bit identifier of a reference clock source.

 ReferenceTimestamp: indicates a 64-bit timestamp, namely, the time that is set or corrected at the last time.

 OriginateTimestamp:indicatesa64-bittimestamp,namely,thelocaltimewhenatimesynchronizationrequestleavesfroma
client.

 Receive Timestamp: indicates a 64-bit timestamp, namely, the local time when a time synchronization request packet arrives at a
server.

 Transmit Timestamp: indicates a 64-bit timestamp, namely, the local time when a time synchronization response packet leaves
from aserver.

 Authenticator (optional): indicates authentication information.

Overview

Feature Description

SNTP Time

Synchronization

Synchronizes time from an SNTP/NTP server to a local device.

4.3.1 SNTPTimeSynchronization

WorkingPrinciple

SNTP time synchronization is implemented by interaction of SNTP/NTP packets between a client and a server. The client sends a time

synchronizationpacket totheserveratintervals (halfanhourbydefault).Afterreceivingaresponsepacket fromtheserver,theclient

synchronizes time.

Figure 4-3 shows the format of an SNTP time synchronization packet.

Figure 4-3Working Principle of SNTP
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DEVICE-B (B forshort) is usedasanNTP referenceclocksource,DEVICE-A (A for short) isusedasanSNTPclient that synchronizes time

withDEVICE-B. At a timepoint, the local clock of A is 19:00:00 and the local clock of B is 19:30:20.

14. A sends an SNTP/NTP request packet. The local time (T0) when the packet leaves from A is 19:00:00 and is filled in Originate

Timestamp.

15. Aftera2-secondnetworkdelay,thelocaltime(T1)whenBreceivestherequestpacketis19:30:23andisfilledinReceive

Timestamp.

16. B processes theNTP request and sends anNTP response packet one second later.The local time (T2) when the response packet

leaves fromB is 19:30:24 and is filled inTransmit Timestamp.

17. After a 2-second network delay, A receives the response packet. The local time (T3) when the response packet arrives at A is

19:00:06.

The specific calculations for time synchronization are as follows:

 Aobtains the timedifferenceof 30minutes and 20 seconds betweenB andAby using the formula ((T1-T0)+(T2-T3))/2.

 Aobtains the packet round-trip delay of four seconds betweenA and Bby using the formula (T3-T0)-(T2-T1).

Related Configuration

 Enabling SNTP

 SNTP is disabled by default.

 Run the sntp enable command to enable SNTP.

 Configuring an SNTPServer

 By default, no SNTP server is configured.

 Run the sntp server command to specify an SNTP server.

 Configuring theSNTP Time Synchronization Interval

 By default, the SNTP time synchronization interval is 1,800s.

 Run the sntp interval command to specify the time synchronization interval.
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4.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring SNTP

(Mandatory) It is used to enable SNTP.

sntp enable Enables SNTP.

sntp server Configures the IP address of an SNTP server.

(Optional) It is used to configure the SNTP time synchronization interval.

sntp interval
Configures the SNTP time synchronization

interval.

4.4.1 Configuring SNTP

ConfigurationEffect

An SNTP client accesses an NTP server at fixed intervals to correct the clock regularly.

Notes

AlltimeobtainedthroughSNTPcommunicationisGreenwichMeanTime(GMT).Toobtainpreciselocaltime,youneedtosetthelocal

time zone for alignment with GMT.

ConfigurationSteps

 Enabling SNTP

 (Mandatory) SNTP is disabled by default.

 Configuring the IP address of an SNTPServer

 (Mandatory) No SNTP/NTP server is configured by default.

 Configuring theSNTP Time Synchronization Interval

 Optional.

 By default, a device synchronizes time every half an hour.

Verification

Run the show sntp command to display SNTP-related parameters.

Related Commands

 Enabling SNTP

Command sntp enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide SNTP is disabled by default.

Run the no sntp enable global configuration command to disable SNTP.
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 Configuring the IP address of an SNTP/NTPServer

Command sntp server [ oob ] ip-address [ via mgmt-name ]

Parameter

Description

ip-address: indicates the IP address of an NTP/SNTP server. No NTP/SNTP server is configured by default.

oob: indicates that the NTP/SNTP server supports an out-band management interface (interface of mgmt).

mgmt-name: Specifies the egress management interface for packets in the oob mode.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Since SNTP is fully compatible with NTP, the server can be configured as a public NTP server on the Internet.

SinceSNTPpacketsare thesameasNTPpackets, theSNTP client is fully compatiblewith theNTP server.There are

manyNTPserversontheInternet.YoucanselectanNTPserverwithashorterdelayastheSNTPserveronyour

device.

 Configuring theSNTP Time Synchronization Interval

Command sntp interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the time synchronization interval, ranging from 60s to 65,535s. The default value is 1,800s.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Run this command to set the interval for an SNTP client to synchronize time with an NTP/SNTP server.

Theintervalconfiguredheredoesnot takeeffect immediately.Tomakeit takeeffect immediately, runthesntp
enable command.

Configuration Example

 SNTP TimeSynchronization

Scenario

Figure 4-4

 DEVICE-B indicates an NTP server on the Internet.

 DEVICE-C synchronizes time withDEVICE-B.

Configuration

Steps

Enable SNTP for DEVICE-C and configure DEVICE-B as an NTP server.

DEVICE-C C#configure terminal

C(config)# sntp server 192.168.2.1

C(config)# sntp enable

C(config)# exit

Verification  Run theshowclockcommandonDEVICE-C tocheckwhether the timesynchronization issuccessful.

 Run the showsntp command on DEVICE-C to display the SNTP status and check whether the server is

successfully configured.
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4.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

show sntp Displays SNTP-related parameters.

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

debug sntp Enables debugging.

5 Configuring SPAN-RSPAN

5.1 Overview

TheSwitchedPortAnalyzer (SPAN)is tocopypacketsofaspecifiedport toanotherswitchport that isconnectedtoanetwork

monitoring device, so as to achieve network monitoring and troubleshooting.

All input andoutput packetsof a sourceport canbemonitored throughSPAN.For example, as shown in the following figure, all

packetsonPort5aremappedtoPort10,andthenetworkanalyzerconnectedtoPort10receivesallpacketsthatpassthroughPort5.

Figure 5-1 SPAN Configuration Instance

TheSPANfunctionismainlyapplied innetworkmonitoringandtroubleshootingscenarios, tomonitornetwork informationand

rectify network faults.

TheRemoteSPAN(RSPAN),anextensiontoSPAN,iscapableofremotelymonitoringmultipledevices.EachRSPANsessionis

establishedinaspecifiedremoteVLAN.RSPANbreaksthroughthelimitationthatamirroredportandamirroringportmust resideon

thesamedevice,andallowsamirroredporttobeseveralnetworkdevicesawayfromamirroringport.Userscanobservedatapackets

of the remote mirrored port by using an analyzer in the central equipment room.

The application scenarios of RSPANare similar to those of SPAN. RSPANallows users to conduct real-time data monitoring without

staying in the equipment room, providing great convenience for users.

VLANSPAN(VSPAN) considers data streams of someVLANs as data sources andmirrors them to a destination port. The configuration

is similar to that of the port-based SPAN.VSPANhas the following features:

 AVLAN that is not a remoteVLAN can be specified as the data source ofVSPAN.
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 SomeVLANs that are not remoteVLANs can be specified as the data sources ofVSPAN.

 When aVLAN is configured as a data source, packets only in the Rx direction can bemirrored.

5.2 Applications

Application Description

Stream-based SPAN Datastreamswithcertaincharacteristicsneedtobemonitored, forexample,datastreamsusing

a specified access control list (ACL) policy need to be monitored.

One-to-Many RSPAN Multiple users need to monitor data of the same port.

RSPAN Basic Applications Packets on the mirroring source device need to be mirrored to the destination device for

monitoring.

5.2.1 Stream-based SPAN

Scenario

Asshown inthe following figure, thenetworkanalyzercanbeconfigured tocanmonitor all datastreams forwardedbySwitchAto

Switch Band specific data streams of SwitchB (for example, data streams fromPC1 and PC2).

Figure 5-2 SPAN Simple Application Topology

Remarks 0000.0000.0001istheMACaddressofPC1.

0000.0000.0002istheMACaddressofPC2.

Deployment

 In theprecedingfigure,configuretheSPANfunctiononSwitchAconnected tothenetworkanalyzer,setportGi0/1connected
toSwitchBas theSPANsourceport, andset portGi 0/2 that isdirectlyconnected to thenetworkanalyzer as theSPAN

destination port.

 Configure stream-basedSPAN(only data streams of PC1andPC2are allowed) for the source port Gi 0/1 of SPAN.

5.2.2 One-to-Many RSPAN

Scenario
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Asshown in the following figure,one-to-manyRSPANcanbe implementedonasingledevice, that is,bothPC1andPC2canbe

configuredtomonitor the transmittedandreceived trafficof theport connected to theserver.Userscanmakeproperconfiguration

(forexample,remoteVLANandportMACloopback)tomonitordatastreamsthatpassthroughportGi4/1onPC1andPC2,thereby

monitoring data streams of the server.

Figure 5-3 Application Topology of One-to-Many RSPAN

Deployment

 Create a remoteVLAN on Switch A.

 ConfigureSwitchAasthesourcedeviceofRSPANandconfiguretheportGi4/1 that isdirectlyconnected totheserveras the
RSPANsourceport.Selectaport that is intheDownstate,Gi4/2 inthisexample,astheRSPANoutputport,add thisport tothe

remote VLAN, and configure MAC loopback (run the mac-loopback command in interface configuration mode).

 Add ports that are directly connected to PC 1 and PC 2 to the remoteVLAN.

Run themac-loopback remove-itag command if removal of the inner VLAN tag in the input direction of the loopback port is
needed.

5.2.3 RSPAN BasicApplications

Scenario

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,theRSPANfunctionenablesthenetworkanalyzertomonitor theSTAconnectedtothesourcedevice

SwitchAfromthedestinationdeviceSwitchCthroughthe intermediatedeviceSwitchB.Thedevicescannormallyexchangedata

with eachother.

Figure 5-4 Basic Application Topology of RSPAN
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Deployment

 Configure a remoteVLAN on Switch A, Switch B, and SwitchC.

 OnSwitchA,configureportGi0/1directlyconnected totheSTAasthesourceport,configureportGi0/2connected toSwitchB
as the output port, and configure the switching function for the output port.

 OnSwitchB, configure port Gi 0/1 connected toSwitch A and port Gi 0/2 connected toSwitchC as common ports.

 OnSwitchC,configureportGi0/1connected toSwitchBasacommonsourceport, configureportGi0/2connectedtothe
networkanalyzeras theRSPANdestinationport,andconfiguretheswitchingfunction for theRSPANdestinationport.

5.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 SPAN Session

ASPANsessionisdatastreamsbetweentheSPANsourceportandthedestinationport,whichcanbeusedtomonitor thepacketsof

oneormoreports inthe input,output,orbothdirections.Switchedports, routedports,andaggregateports (APs)canbeconfigured

assourceportsordestinationportsofSPANsessions.Normaloperationsonaswitcharenotaffectedafterportsof theswitchare

added to a SPANsession.

Users can configure a SPANsession on a disabled port but the SPANsession is inactive. A SPANsession is in the active state only after

theportonwhichtheSPANsessionisconfiguredisenabled.Inaddition,aSPANsessiondoesnottakeeffectafteraswitchispowered

on. It isactiveonlyafter thedestinationport is in theoperationalstate.Userscanrun theshowmonitor [sessionsession-num]

command to display the operation status of a SPANsession.

 SPAN DataStreams

A SPAN session covers data streams in three directions:

 Inputdatastreams:Allpacketsreceivedbyasourceportarecopiedtothedestinationport.Userscanmonitor inputpacketsof
oneormoresourceports inaSPANsession.Some inputpacketsofasourceportmaybediscardedforsomereasons (for

example, for thesakeofportsecurity). Itdoesnotaffect theSPANfunctionandsuchpacketsarestillmirrored tothedestination

port.

 Output datastreams:All packets transmittedbyasourceport arecopied to thedestinationport.Userscanmonitor output
packetsofoneormoresourceportsinaSPANsession.Packetstransmittedfromotherportstoasourceportmaybediscarded

forsomereasonsandsuchpacketswillnot be transmitted to thedestinationport.The formatofoutputpacketsof asourceport

maybechangedforsomereasons.Forexample,afterrouting,packetstransmittedfromthesourceportarechangedinsource
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MACaddresses, destinationMACaddresses,VLAN IDs, andTTLs, and their formats are also changedafter copied to the

destination port.

 Bidirectional data streams: Bidirectional data streams include input data streams and output data streams. In a SPAN session,
users canmonitor data streams of one ormore source ports in the input and output directions.

 Source Port

Asourceport iscalledamonitoredport.InaSPANsession,datastreamsofthesourceportaremonitoredfornetworkanalysisand

troubleshooting.InasingleSPANsession,userscanmonitor theinput,output,andbidirectionaldatastreams,andthenumberof

source ports is not restricted.

A source port has the following features:

 A source port can be a switched port, routed port, or AP.

 A source port cannot be used as a destination port simultaneously.

 A source port and a destination port can belong to the sameVLAN or different VLANs.

 Destination Port

ASPANsessionhasonedestinationport(calledamonitoringport)forreceivingpacketscopiedfromasourceport.

A destination port has the following features:

 A destination port can be a switched port, routed port, or AP.

 A destination port cannot be used as a source port simultaneously.

Overview

Feature Description

SPAN Configures mirroring of ports on the same device.

RSPAN Configures mirroring of ports on different devices.

5.3.1 SPAN

SPANisusedtomonitordatastreamsonswitches. It copies framesononeport toanotherswitchport that isconnected toanetwork

analyzer or RMON analyzer so as to analyze the communication of the port.

Working Principle

When a port transmits or receive packets, SPAN, after checking that the port is configured as a SPAN source port, copies the packets

transmitted and received by the port to the destination port.

 Configuring aSPAN Source Port

UsersneedtospecifyaSPANsessionIDandsourceportIDtoconfigureaSPANsourceport,andsettheoptionalSPANdirectionitem

todetermine the direction of SPANdata streams or specify an ACL policy tomirror specific data streams.

 Configuring aSPANDestination Port

UsersneedtospecifyaSPANsessionIDanddestinationportIDtoconfigureaSPANdestinationport,andsettheoptionalswitching

function item todetermine whether to enable the switching function and tag removal function on the SPANdestination port.
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Related Configuration

TheSPANfunctionisdisabledbydefault.It isenabledonlyafterasessioniscreated,andtheSPANsourceanddestinationportsare

configured. ASPANsession can be createdwhen aSPANsource port or destination port is configured.

 Configuring aSPAN Source Port

A SPAN session does not have a SPAN source port by default. Users can run the following command to configure a SPAN source port:

monitorsessionsession-num sourceinterface interface-id[both |rx |tx][aclname ]

In the precedingcommand:

session-num: Indicates the SPAN session ID. The number of supported SPAN sessions varies with products.

interface-id: Indicates the SPAN source port to be configured.

rx: Indicates that only packets received by the source port are monitored after rx is configured.

tx: Indicates that only packets transmitted by the source port are monitored after tx is configured.

both: Indicates that packets transmitted and received by the source port are copied to the destination port for monitoring after both

is configured, that is, both includes rx and tx. If none of rx, tx, and both is selected, both is enabled by default.

acl:SpecifiesanACLpolicy.Afterthisoptionisconfigured,packetsallowedbytheACLpolicyonthesourceportaremonitored.This

function is disabled by default.

 Configuring aSPANDestination Port

ASPANsessiondoesnothaveaSPANdestinationportbydefault.UserscanrunthefollowingcommandtoconfigureaSPAN

destination port:

monitorsessionsession-numdestination interface interface-id [switch ]

In the precedingcommand:

switch: Indicates that the SPANdestination port only receives packets mirrored from the SPAN source port and discards other packets

if thisoption isdisabled, and receivesbothpacketsmirrored fromtheSPANsourceport andpackets fromnon-sourceports if this

option is enabled, that is, the communication between this destination port and other devices is not affected.

When the SPAN destination port is configured, the relevant function is disabled by default if switch is not configured.

 Configuring Stream-basedSPAN

This function is disabled by default. Users can run the monitor session session-num source interface interface-id rxacl acl-name

command to configure stream-based SPAN.

Pay attention to the following points when using SPAN:

TheSPANdestination port is used for the SpanningTreeProtocol (STP) calculation.

SPANis unavailable if a source port or destination port is disabled.

IfaVLAN(orVLANlist)isusedasaSPANsource,ensurethatthedestinationporthassufficientbandwidthforreceivingmirrored
data of theVLAN (orVLAN list).

Not all products support all options of the preceding commands because of product differences.
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5.3.2 RSPAN

RSPAN is capable ofmonitoringmultiple devices.EachRSPANsession is established in aspecified remoteVLAN.RSPANbreaks

through the limitation that amirrored port and amirroringport must resideon the samedevice, andallowsamirrored port to be

several network devices away from amirroring port.

Working Principle

A remote VLAN is created for the source device, intermediate device, and destination device, all ports involved in an RSPAN session

needtobeadded totheremoteVLAN.Mirroredpacketsarebroadcastedin theremoteVLANsothat theyaretransmittedfromthe

source port of the source switch to the destination port of the destination switch.

 Configuring aRemote VLAN

PacketsfromanRSPANsourceportarebroadcastedinaremoteVLANsoastobecopiedfromthelocalswitchtotheremoteswitch.

TheRSPANsourceport,outputport, reflectionport, transparent transmissionportsof theintermediatedevice(packet inputportand

output port of the intermediate device), destination port and input port of the destination port must be added to the remoteVLAN.

TheRSPANfunctionrequiresconfiguringaVLANasaremoteVLANinVLANmode.TheremoteVLANconfigurationintheloopback

topologywill become invalid after the VLAN interface is created.

 Configuring anRSPAN Session

Theconfigurationof theRSPANsourceportanddestinationportaresimilar to thatof theSPANsourceportanddestinationport, but

themirroring session ID specified during configuration must be the ID of an RSPANsession.

 Configuring anRSPAN Source Port

TheconfigurationofanRSPANsourceport isthesameasthatofaSPANsourceport,but thespecifiedmirroringsessionIDmustbe

the ID of an RSPANsession.

 Configuring anRSPAN Output Port

Theoutput port is locatedon thesourcedeviceandmustbe added toa remoteVLAN.Mirroredpacketsof a sourceport are

broadcastedinthisremoteVLAN.Thesourcedevicetransmitspacketstotheintermediateswitchordestinationswitchthroughthe

output port.

 Configuring anRSPAN Destination Port

When an RSPANdestination port is configured, an RSPANsession ID, remote VLAN, and port namemust be specified so that packets

from the source port are copied to the destination port through the remoteVLAN.

 Configuring Stream-basedRSPAN

RSPAN is an extension to SPANand also supports stream-basedmirroring.The configuration is the same as that of stream-basedSPAN.

Stream-basedRSPANdoes not affect normal communication.

Users can configure anACL in the input direction of a source port on anRSPANsource device. Standard ACLs, extendedACLs,MAC

ACLs, and user-defined ACLs are supported.

UserscanconfigureaportACL in the inputdirectionofasourceport onanRSPANsourcedevice,andconfigureaportACLin the

outputdirectionof thedestinationporton theRSPANdestinationdevice.UserscanalsoconfigureanACLintheoutputdirectionofa

remoteVLANonanRSPANsourceswitchandconfigureanACLintheinputdirectionoftheremoteVLANontheRSPANdestination

switch.
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 Configuring One-to-ManyRSPAN

Ifdatastreamsofonesourceportneedtobemirroredtomultipledestinationports,userscanconfigureanRSPANsession,configure

thesourceportof theRSPANsessionasaone-to-manymirroringsourceportandselectanotherEthernetportastheforwardingport

(output porton thesourcedevice).Inaddition, theMAC loopback functionneedstobeconfiguredon theRSPANforwardingport in

interfaceconfigurationmode, theexpectedRSPANoutputportandRSPANforwardingportneedtobeaddedtotheremoteVLAN.

Then, mirrored packets are looped back on the RSPAN forwarding port and then broadcasted in the remote VLAN, thereby

implementing one-to-manyRSPAN.

Related Configuration

TheRSPAN function is disabled by default. It is enabled only after anRSPANsession is created, and a remoteVLAN, RSPANsource port,

and RSPANdestination port are configured.

 Configuring aRemote VLAN

No remote VLAN is specified for RSPANby default. Users can run the remote-span command inVLANmode to configure aVLAN as a

remoteVLAN. One remoteVLAN corresponds to one RSPANsession.

 Configuring anRSPAN Source Device

This function is disabled by default. Users can run themonitor session session-numremote-source command in global configuration

mode to configure a device as the remote source device of a specified RSPANsession.

 Configuring anRSPAN Destination Device

This function is disabled by default. Users can run themonitor session session-numremote-destination command in global

configurationmode to configure a deviceas the remotedestination deviceof a specifiedRSPANsession.

 Configuring anRSPAN Source Port

AsourceportofanRSPANsessionisconfiguredonthesourcedevice.TheconfigurationisthesameasthatofaSPANsourceportbut

an RSPANsession ID needs to be specified.This function is disabled by default.

 Configuring anOutput Port on theRSPAN Source Device

This function is disabled by default. Users can run themonitor session session-num destination remote vlan remote-vlan interface

interface-name [switch ] command inglobalconfigurationmode toconfigureanoutputport on theRSPANsourcedevice. If the

optionswitch is configured, theoutput port can participate in normal data packet switching. It is not configured by default.The

output port must be added to a remote VLAN.

 Configuring aDestination Port on the RSPANDestination Device

This function is disabled by default. Users can run themonitor session session-num destination remote vlan remote-vlan interface

interface-name [switch ]commandinglobalconfigurationmodetoconfigureadestinationportontheRSPANdestinationdevice. If

theoptionswitch is configured, thedestinationport canparticipate innormal datapacketswitching. It isnot configuredby default.

The destination port must be added to a remoteVLAN.

Pay attention to the following points when using RSPAN:

AremoteVLANmustbeconfiguredoneachdevice,theirVLANIDsmustbeconsistent,andallportsthatparticipateinasession
must be added to theVLAN.

It is not recommended that common ports be added to a remote VLAN.
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Donotconfigureaport that isconnectedtoanintermediateswitchordestinationswitchasanRSPANsourceport.Otherwise,
traffic on the network may be in chaos.

5.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring

SPAN Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to create SPAN.

monitor session session-num source interface interface-id [ both | rx | tx ] ConfiguresaSPANsourceport.

monitor session session-num destination interface interface-id[ switch]
ConfiguresaSPANdestination

port.

monitor session session-num source interface interface-id rxacl acl-name
Configures stream-based

SPAN.

monitor session session-num source vlan vlan-id [ rx ]
Specifies a VLAN as the data

source of SPAN.

monitor session session-num filter vlan vlan-id-list [ rx | tx | both ]
Specifies some VLANs as the

data sources of SPAN.

Configuring

RSPAN Basic

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to createRSPAN.

monitor session session-num remote-source

Configures an RSPAN session

ID and specifies a source

device.

monitor session session-num remote-destination

Configures an RSPAN session

ID and specifies a destination

device.

remote-span Configures a remote VLAN.

monitor session session-num source interface interface-id [ both | rx | tx ]
Configures an RSPAN source

port.

monitor session session-num destination remote vlan remote-vlan-id interface

interface-id [ switch ]

Configures an output port on

the RSPAN source device or a

destination port on the RSPAN

destination device.

5.4.1 Configuring SPAN Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 Configure a source and destination ports for a SPANsession.

 Configure a destination port tomonitor any packets transmitted and received by a source port.

Notes

 If theswitchfunctionisdisabledonaSPANdestinationport, thedestinationportreceivesonlymirroredpacketsanddiscards
otherpackets thatpass through theport.After theswitch function isenabled, thedestinationport canreceivenon-mirrored

packets.

Configuration Steps
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 Configuring aSPAN Session

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 YoucanconfigureaSPANsessionwhenconfiguringaSPANsourceportordestinationport,orwhenconfiguringaspecified
VLAN or someVLANs as a data source or data sources of SPAN.

 Configuring aSPAN Source Port

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 YoucanselecttheSPANdirectionwhenconfiguringaSPANsourceport.Thebothdirectionisconfiguredbydefault, thatis,
both transmitted and received packets aremonitored.

 Configuring aSPANDestinationPort

Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

A SPANsession is active only when aSPANsource port is configured (or aVLAN is specified as the data source of SPAN)and a

SPANdestination port is configured.

Verification

 RuntheshowmonitorcommandortheshowrunningcommandtoverifytheSPANconfiguration.Alternatively,conduct
packetcaptureanalysisontheSPANdestinationportandcheckwhethertheSPANfunctiontakeseffectaccordingtothe

captured packets.

Related Commands

 Configuring aSPAN Source Port

Command monitor session session-num source interface interface-id [ both | rx |tx]

Parameter

Description
session-num: Indicates the ID of a SPAN session.

interface-id: Indicates the interface ID.

both: Indicates that packets in the input and output directions are monitored. It is the default value.

rx: Indicates that packets in the input direction are monitored.

tx: Indicates that packets in the output direction are monitored.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aSPANDestination Port

Command monitor session session-num destination interface interface-id[ switch]

Parameter

Description
session-num: Indicates the ID of a SPAN session.

interface-id: Indicates the interface ID.

switch: Indicates that the switching function is enabled on the SPAN destination port. It is disabled by default.

Command Global configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Stream-basedSPAN

Command monitor session session-num source interface interface-id rx acl acl-name

Parameter

Description
session-num: Indicates the ID of a SPAN session.

interface-id: Indicates the interface ID.

acl-name: Indicates an ACL name.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Specifying a VLAN as theData Source of SPAN

Command monitor session session-num source vlan vlan-id [rx]

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the ID of a SPAN session.

vlan-id: Indicates a specified VLAN ID.

rx: Indicates that packets in the input direction are monitored.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Specifying SomeVLANs as the Data Sources of SPAN

Command monitor session session-num filter vlan vlan-id-list [ rx | tx | both ]

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the ID of a SPAN session.

vlan-id-list: Indicates some specified VLAN IDs.

rx: Indicates that packets in the input direction are monitored.

tx: Indicates that packets in the output direction are monitored.

both: Indicates that packets in both input and output directions are monitored. (Default settings)

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 The following uses SPAN as an example.
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Scenario

Figure 5-5

Configuration

Steps
 As shown in Figure 5-5, add ports Gi 0/1 andGi 0/2 of Device A toVLAN 1.

 Create SVI 1 and set the address of SVI 1 to 10.10.10.10/24.

 Set IP addresses of PC1andPC2 to 10.10.10.1/24 and 10.10.10.2/24 respectively.

 ConfigureSPANforDeviceAandconfigureportsGi0/1andGi0/2asthesourceportanddestinationportofSPAN

respectively.

A FS# configure

FS(config)# vlan 1

FS(config-vlan)# exit

FS(config)# interface vlan 1

FS(config-if-VLAN 1)# ip address 10.10.10.10 255.255.255.0

FS(config-if-VLAN 1)# exit

FS(config)# monitor session 1 source interface gigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config)# monitor session 1 destination interface gigabitEthernet 0/2

Verification RuntheshowmonitorcommandtocheckwhetherSPANisconfiguredcorrectly.Aftersuccessfulconfiguration,PC1

sends ping packets to SVI 1 and PC 2 conducts monitoring by using the packet capture tool.

A FS# show monitor

sess-num: 1

span-type: LOCAL_SPAN

src-intf:

GigabitEthernet0/1 frame-type Both

dest-intf:

GigabitEthernet 0/2

Common Errors

 ThesessionIDspecifiedduringconfigurationof theSPANsourceport is inconsistentwiththatspecifiedduringconfigurationof
the SPAN destinationport.

 Packet lossmay occur if packets of a port with large bandwidth aremirrored to a port with small bandwidth.
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5.4.2 Configuring RSPAN Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 ConfigureasourceportanddestinationportonthesourcedeviceofanRSPANsessionandconfigurethedestinationporton
the destinationdevice.

 Configure thedestinationporton theRSPANdestinationdevicetomonitoranypacketsthataretransmittedor receivedbythe
source port.

Notes

 IftheswitchfunctionisdisabledonanRSPANdestinationport,thedestinationportreceivesonlymirroredpacketsanddiscards
otherpackets that pass through theport.After theswitch function isenabled, thedestinationport can receivenon-mirrored

packets.

 All ports involved in RSPANmust be added to a remoteVLAN.

 AremoteVLANmustbecreatedonanintermediatedeviceandtransparent transmissionportsmustbeaddedtotheremote
VLAN.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring anRSPAN Session

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 The same session ID needs to be configured on theRSPANsource device andRSPANdestination device.

 Configuring anRSPAN Source Device

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 It is used to specify a device to be monitored by RSPAN.

 Configuring anRSPAN Destination Device

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 It is used to specify the destination device for outputting RSPANpackets.

 Configuring anRSPAN Source Port

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 Complete the configuration on an RSPAN source device. After configuration, RSPANmonitoring can be conducted on packets of
theRSPANsourceport.YoucanspecifyRSPANtomonitorremoteVLANpacketsintheinputdirection,outputdirection,orboth

directions of the RSPAN source port.

 Configuring anRSPAN Output Port

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 CompletetheconfigurationonanRSPANsourcedevice.Afterconfiguration,mirroredpacketsreceivedbytheportsaddedto
the remoteVLAN can be transmitted to the RSPANdestination device through the output port.

 Configuring anRSPAN Destination Port

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.
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 Complete the configuration on the RSPAN destination device. After configuration, the RSPAN destination device forwards
mirroredpacketsreceivedby theportsadded to the remoteVLAN to themonitoringdevice through thedestinationport.

Verification

 RuntheshowmonitorcommandortheshowrunningcommandtocheckwhetherRSPANissuccessfullyconfiguredoneach
device,orconductpacketcaptureonthedestinationmirroringportontheRSPANdestinationdevicetocheckwhetherpackets

mirrored from the source port of the RSPAN source device are captured.

Related Commands

 Configuring anRSPAN Source Device

Command monitor session session-num remote-source

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the ID of an RSPAN session.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring anRSPAN Destination Device

Command monitor session session-num remote-destination

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the ID of an RSPAN session.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aRemote VLAN

Command remote-span

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VLAN mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring anRSPAN Source Port

Command monitor session session-num source interface interface-id [ both | rx | tx ][acl acl-name]

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the ID of an RSPAN session.

interface-id: Indicates the interface ID.

both: Indicates that packets in the input and output directions are monitored. It is the default value.

rx: Indicates that packets in the input directionaremonitored.

tx: Indicates thatpackets in theoutput directionaremonitored.

acl-name: Indicates an ACL name.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode
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Usage Guide The configuration is the same as that of a SPAN source port but an RSPAN session ID needs to be specified.

 Configuring anOutput Port on theRSPAN Source Device

Command monitor session session-num destination remote vlan remote-vlan interface interface-id [ switch ]

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the ID of an RSPAN session.

remote-vlan: IndicatesaremoteVLAN.

interface-id: Indicates the interface ID.

switch: Indicates whether the port participates in packet switching.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aDestination Port on the RSPANDestination Device

Command monitor session session-num destination remote vlan remote-vlan interface interface-id [ switch ]

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the ID of an RSPAN session.

remote-vlan: IndicatesaremoteVLAN.

interface-id: Indicates the interface ID.

switch: Indicates whether the port participates in packet switching.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring One-to-ManyRSPAN

Scenario

Figure 5-6

Configuration

Steps
 As shown in the preceding figure, configure a remoteVLANonSwitchA, SwitchB, and SwitchC.

 Configure the source port, output port and loopback port on Switch A.

 Configure the destination port on Switch B and Switch C.

A FS# configure
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FS(config)# vlan 7

FS(config-vlan)# remote-span

FS(config-vlan)# exit

FS(config)# monitor session 1 remote-source

FS(config)# monitor session 1 source interface fa 0/1 both

FS(config)#monitorsession1destinationremotevlan7interfacefa0/2switch

FS(config)# interfacefa0/2

FS(config-if)# mac-loopback

FS(config-if)# switchport access vlan 7

FS(config-if)# exit

FS(config)# interface range fa0/3-4

FS(config-if-range)# switchport mode trunck

B, C FS(config)# vlan 7

FS(config-vlan)# remote-span

FS(config-vlan)# exit

FS(config)# monitor session 1 remote-destination

FS(config)# monitor session 1 destination remote vlan 7 interface fa 0/2

FS(config)# interfacefa0/1

FS(config-if)#switchport mode trunck

Verification Runtheshowmonitorcommandor theshowrunningcommandonSwitchA,SwitchB,andSwitchCtocheckwhether

RSPAN is configured successfully.

A FS# show monitor

sess-num: 1

span-type: SOURCE_SPAN

src-intf:

FastEthernet 0/1 frame-type Both

dest-intf:

FastEthernet 0/2

Remote vlan 7

mtp_switch on

B FS# show monitor

sess-num: 1

span-type: DEST_SPAN

dest-intf:
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FastEthernet 0/2

Remote vlan 7

mtp_switch on

C FS# show monitor

sess-num: 1

span-type: DEST_SPAN

dest-intf:

FastEthernet 0/2

Remote vlan 7

mtp_switch on

Common Errors

 AremoteVLANmustbeconfiguredonthesourcedevice,intermediatedevice,anddestinationdevice,andtheirVLANIDsmust
be consistent.

 Packet lossmay occur if packets of a port with large bandwidth aremirrored to a port with small bandwidth.

 Multiple output ports need to be configured to implement one-to-many RSPAN.

5.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displaysallmirroringsessionsexisting in

the system.

show monitor

Displays a specified mirroring session. show monitor session session-id

Debugging

System resourcesare occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs SPAN. debug span

6 Configuring ERSPAN

6.1 Overview

EncapsulatedRemoteSwitchedPortAnalyzer(ERSPAN)isanextension toRemoteSwitchedPortAnalyzer(RSPAN).SPANdatapackets

ofcommonRSPANscanbetransmittedonlywithinLayer2andcannotpassthroughroutingnetworks.However,anERSPANcan

transmit SPANpackets between routing networks.
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An ERSPANencapsulates all SPANpackets into IP packets through a generic routing encapsulation (GRE) tunnel, and routes them to

the destination port of an RSPANdevice.The following figure shows the topology of a typical application:

Figure 6-1 Topology of a Typical ERSPAN GRE Tunnel Application

There are two kinds of roles played by the devices in the figure:

 Sourceswitch:AsourceswitchreferstotheswitchwheretheERSPANsourceportresides.Itcopiesthepacketsonthesource
port,outputs thecopies fromtheoutputport, encapsulates theminto IPpackets,and forwards the IPpacketsto thedestination

switch.

 Destinationswitch:AdestinationswitchreferstotheswitchwheretheERSPANdestinationportresides.Itputsthereceived
SPANpackets through the SPANdestination port, decapsulates them into GRE packets, and then forwards the GRE packets to

the monitoring device.

To implement ERSPAN, the GRE-encapsulate IP packets must be able to be normally routed to the destination SPAN device.

6.2 Applications

Application Description

Basic ERSPAN Applications Packets on the SPAN source device need to be mirrored to the destination device for

monitoring.

6.3 Basic ERSPANApplications

Scenario

Asshowninthefollowingfigure,ERSPANenablesthenetworkanalyzertomonitortheusersconnectedtothesourcedeviceSwitchA.

The devices can normally exchange data with each other.

Figure 6-2 Topology of Basic ERSPAN Applications
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Deployment

 OnSwitchA,configure theport directlyconnected tousers(Gi0/1)asasourceport,andconfigure theport connectedto
Switch B (Gi 0/2) as an output port.

 OnSwitchB,theportsconnectedtoSwitchAandSwitchC(Gi0/1andGi0/2)arerespectivelymember interfacesofswitch
virtual interface(SVI) interfacesof twonetworksegments,ensuringinterworkingbetweenthetwoIPnetworksegments.

6.4 Features

Basic Concepts

 ERSPAN Session

SPANdatapacketsofcommonRSPANscanbetransmittedonlywithinLayer2andcannotpassthroughroutingnetworks.However,

ERSPANmirroring allows SPANpackets to be transmitted between routing networks. An ERSPANencapsulates all SPANpackets into IP

packetsthroughaGREtunnel,androutesthemtothedestinationportofanRSPANdevice.AnERSPANcanmonitorinput,output,and

bidirectionalpacketsofoneormoreports.Portssuchasaswitchedport, routedportandaggregateport (AP)canbeconfiguredasa

sourceport for anERSPANsession.The switch is not affectedafter the port is added toanERSPANsession.

 Source Port

Asourceport isalsocalledamonitoredport.InanERSPANsession,datastreamsofthesourceportaremonitoredfornetworkanalysis

andtroubleshooting.InasingleERSPANsession,userscanmonitortheinput,output,andbidirectionaldatastreams,andthenumber

of source ports is not limited. A source port has the following features:

 A source port can be a switched port, routed port, or an AP.

 It supports mirroring of multiple source ports on the source device to the designated output ports.

 Thesourceportandoutputport cannotbeonthesameport;whentheSPANsourceport isaLayer-3 interface,bothLayer-2
and Layer-3 packets aremonitored.

 Whenmultipleports arebidirectionallymonitored, apacket is input fromaport andoutput from theother.Suchmonitoring is
considered correct if only one packet is monitored.
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 WhenthestatusofenabledSpanningTreeProtocol (STP)port is inblockstate, theinputandoutputpacketsontheport canbe
monitored;

 Source port and destination port can belong to the sameVLAN or different VLANs.

Overview

Feature Description

ERSPAN Configures SPAN on different Internet ports.

6.4.1 ERSPAN

EncapsulatedERSPAN isan extension ofRSPAN.SPANdatapackets of commonRSPANscanbe transmitted onlywithin Layer 2and

cannot pass through routingnetworks.However,anERSPANcan transmitSPANpacketsbetween routingnetworks.

Working Principle

AllthemirroredpacketsareencapsulatedintoIPpacketsthroughaGREtunnel,androutedtothedestinationportofanRSPAN

device.

 Configuring an ERSPAN Session

Configure ERSPANof the switch, and distinguish between attributes of ERSPANswitch of the device.Youneed to designate an ERSPAN

session ID, and enter the ERSPANconfiguration mode after configuration succeeds.

 Configuring aSource Port

AfterenteringtheERSPANconfigurationmode,youneedtonamethesourceport toconfiguretheSPANsourceport,anddetermine

the direction of SPANdata streams according to optional configurations of SPANdirection.

 Enabling an ERSANSession

By default, enabling an ERSPAN session is to enable ERSPAN mirroring. Only enabled ERSPAN sessions take effect.

 Encapsulating theOrigin IP Address

Encapsulating an origin IP address aims to configure the origin IP address of an encapsulated GRE packet.

 Encapsulating theDestination IP Address

Encapsulating a destination IP address aims to configure the destination IP address of an encapsulated GRE packet and ensure normal

routing of SPANpackets on the network.

 Encapsulating IPTTL/DSCP

Encapsulate Time to Live (TTL) and Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) values of IP packets.

 Configuring CaptureMode

Configure the capture mode (whether to mirror the entire packet or the header bytes of the original packet).

 Configuring SamplingFrequency

Configure the sampling frequency (the number of packets for one mirroring operation) for mirroring on the source port.

 vrf vrf-name
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It indicates the name of virtual routing. Different virtual routing values might obtain different egresses for the same destination IP.

Related Configuration

By default, an SPAN is disabled. It is enabled only after a session is created, and source SPANport, origin IP and destination IP

addresses areconfigured.

 Configuring an ERSPAN Session

FS(config)#monitor session session_num erspan-source

Wherein,

session-num: Indicates that the number of SPAN sessions supported by SPAN session IDs varies with products.

 Configuring aSource Port

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# source interface {single- interface | all } { [ rx | tx |both ] }

Wherein,

single_interface: Indicates the SPAN source port to be configured.

all: Indicatesthattheto-be-configuredSPANsourceport isglobal interfacesthatsupportmirroring.

rx: Indicatesthatonlythepacketsreceivedby thesourceport aremonitoredafterrx isconfigured.

tx: Indicates that only thepacketssent from thesourceport aremonitoredafter tx is configured.

both: Indicates thatafterboth isconfigured, thepacketssentand receivedby thesourceport aretransmittedto thedestinationport

to bemonitored; that is to say,both includes rxand tx. If none of rx, tx, or both is configured, both is enabled by default.

 Configuring Stream-basedSPAN

The function is disabled by default.Run the FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# source interface interface-id rx aclacl-name { sample }

command to configure stream-based SPANsand the sampling frequency (optional).

 Enabling an ERSANSession

FS (config-mon-erspan-src)# shutdown

This command is used to disable ERSPAN mirroring.(By default) Run the no shutdown command to enable ERSPAN mirroring.

 Encapsulating theDestination IP Address

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# destination ip address ip-address

Wherein,

ip-address: Encapsulates the destination IP address.

 Encapsulating theOrigin IP Address

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# origin ip address ip-address

Wherein,

ip-address: Encapsulates the origin IP address.

 Encapsulating IPTTL

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# ip ttl ttl_value

Wherein,
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ttl_value: Configures the TTL value of an encapsulated IP address. The TTL value ranges from 0 to 255, and the default value is 64.

 Encapsulating IPDSCP

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# ip dscp dscp_value

Wherein,

dscp_value:Configures theDSCP value of an encapsulated IP address.TheDSCP value ranges from0 to 63, and the default value is0.

The function takes effect only after trusting DSCP is configured on the SPANsource port.

 Configuring CaptureMode

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# capture-mode [ all | truncate ]

all: default value, which indicates that the entire original packet is mirrored.

truncate: Indicatesthat theheaderbyteof theoriginal packet ismirrored.Aspecificnumberofheaderbytes tobemirroredis

determined by the product chip.

 Configuring SamplingFrequency

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# sampling-rate rate

rate:Indicatesthesamplingfrequencyvalue,rangingfrom1to1000000.Forexample,ifthesamplingfrequencyis100,onepacketis

sampledfrom100packets,thatis,thesamplingratiois100:1.Thedefaultsamplingfrequencyis1:1, thatis,eachpacketissampled.

This function is valid only when the sampling frequency is configured on the SPANsource port.

 Encapsulating vrfvrf-name

FS(config-mon-erspan-src)# vrf vrf-name

Wherein,

vrf-name: Indicates the name of VPN Routing & Forwarding Instance (VRF).

Pay attention to the following issues during use:

 Confirm the Layer-3 routing connectivity from source switch to destination switch.

 ERSPAN is unavailable if a source port is disabled.

 If a source port or destination port is added to anAP,the source port or destination port egresses anERSPANsession.

 As a result of product differences, not all products support all options of the above-mentioned commands.

6.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic

ERSPAN

Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to create ERSPANmirroring.

monitor session erspan_source_session_number

erspan-source

Configures an ERSPAN session ID, and enters the

configuration mode of the source ERSPAN device.

sourceinterface {single- interface |all } {[rx |tx |both ]}
Associates the source ERSPAN port, and selects an SPAN

direction.

source interface { single-interface | all } rx acl acl-name Configuresthestream-basedSPANsourceforERSPANand
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[ sample ] enables sampling.

shutdown Disables ERSPAN mirroring.

destination ip address ip_address

Configures the destination IP address for anERSPANstream.

Theaddressmustbetheinterfaceaddressofthedestination

device.

original ip address ip_address ConfigurestheencapsulatedoriginIPaddressforERSPAN.

ip ttl ttl_value
(Optional) Configures the TTL value of an encapsulated IP

address for ERSPAN.

ip dscp dscp_value
(Optional) Configures the DSCP field value of an

encapsulated IP address for ERSPAN.

capture-mode [ all | truncate ]
(Optional) Configures the capture mode for mirroring the

original packet.

sampling-rate rate (Optional) Configures the sampling frequency for mirroring.

vrf vrf_name (Optional) Configures the VRF name.

6.5.1 Configuring Basic ERSPANFunctions

Configuration Effect

 RSPANenables a network analyzer to monitor users.

 Devices can normally exchange data with each other.

Notes

 If a source port is added to an AP,the source port egresses an ERSPANsession.

 The Layer-3 routing connectivity from source switch to destination switchmust be ensured.

Configuration Steps

 ERSPAN Session

 Global configuration mode. Mandatory.

 Thesession IDconfiguredwith localSPANorRSPANcannotbeused foranERSPANsession.Enter theERSPANmodeafter
configuration.

 Source Port

 ERSPAN configuration mode.Mandatory.

 AnSPANdirectioncanbeselectedduringconfigurationof theSPANsourceport.Thedirectionisbothbydefault; that is,both
reception and transmission of packets aremonitored.

 Enabling an ERSPAN Session

 ERSPAN configuration mode.Mandatory.

 Bydefault, enabling anERSPANsession is toenableERSPANmirroring.OnlyenabledERSPANsessions takeeffect.

 Encapsulating theOrigin IP Address

 ERSPAN configuration mode.Mandatory.
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 It is used to encapsulate origin IP addresses of SPANpackets.

 Encapsulating theDestination IP Address

 ERSPAN configuration mode.Mandatory.

 It is used to encapsulate destination IP addresses of SPANpackets.

 Encapsulating IPTTL/DSCP

 ERSPAN configuration mode.Optional.

 It is used to encapsulate DSCP values of SPAN IP packets.

 Configuring CaptureMode

 ERSPAN configuration mode.Optional.

 It is used to configure the capturemode for mirroring the original packet.

 Configuring SamplingFrequency

 ERSPAN configuration mode.Optional.

 It is used to configure the sampling frequency for mirroring.

 vrf vrf-name

 Global configuration mode. Optional.

 It indicates the name of VRF.VRFmust exist.

Verification

 Runtheshowmonitorcommandor theshowrunningcommandtoverify theSPANconfiguration.Youcanalsoconduct
packet capture analysis on the SPAN destination port and check whether SPAN takes effect according to the captured packets.

Related Commands

 Configuring an ERSPAN Session

Command monitor session session_number erspan-source

Parameter

Description

session-num: Indicates the SPAN session ID.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aSource Port

Command source interface { single-interface | all } {[ rx | tx | both ]}

Parameter

Description

single_interface: Indicates the SPAN session ID.

all: Indicates global interfaces that support mirroring.

both:Monitorsboth input and output packetsbydefault.

rx: Monitors only input packets.

tx: Monitors only output packets.
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Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Stream-basedSPAN

Command source interface { single-interface | all } rx acl acl-name sample

Parameter

Description

single-interface: Indicates the interface name.

all: Indicates global interfaces that support mirroring.

acl-name: Indicates the ACL name.

sample: Indicates whether the sampling is enabled.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling an ERSANSession

Command shutdown

Parameter

Description

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Encapsulating theOrigin IP Address

Command original ip address ip_address

Parameter

Description

ip_address: Indicates the origin IP address to be encapsulated.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

Usage Guide

 Encapsulates the Destination IP Address

Command destination ip address ip_address

Parameter

Description

ip_address: Indicates the destination IP address to be encapsulated.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

 Configuring CaptureMode

Command capture-mode [ all | truncate ]

Parameter

Description

all: Indicates that the entire original packet is mirrored.

truncate: Indicatesthat theheaderbyteof theoriginalpacket ismirrored.Aspecificnumberofheaderbytes tobe

mirrored is determined by the product chip.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode
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Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring SamplingFrequency

Command sampling-rate rate

Parameter

Description

rate: Indicates the required sampling frequency.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

 Encapsulating IPTTL

Command ip ttl ttl_value

Parameter

Description

ttl_value: Configures the TTL value of an encapsulated IP address for ERSPAN. The value ranges from 1 to 255.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

Usage Guide -

 Encapsulating DSCP

Command ip dscp dscp_value

Parameter

Description

dscp_value:ConfigurestheDSCPfieldvalueofanencapsulatedIPaddressforERSPAN.Thevaluerangesfrom0to64.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

Usage Guide -

 Configuring VRFvrf-name

Command vrf vrf_name

Parameter

Description

vrf_name: Indicates the VRF name.

Command

Mode

ERSPAN session mode

Usage Guide -

Configuration Example

 The following uses a SPAN as an example.
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Scenario

Figure 6-3

Configuration

Steps
 AsshowninFigure6-3,onSwitchA,createERSPANSession1andconfigureitasthesourcedevice,andconfigure

Gi 0/1 as the source port.

SwitchA(config)#monitor session 1 erspan-source

SwtichA(config-mon-erspan-src)#source interface gigabitEthernet 0/1 both

SwtichA(config-mon-erspan-src)#origin ip address 10.1.1.2

SwtichA(config-mon-erspan-src)#destinationipaddress12.1.1.2

SwtichA(config-mon-erspan-src)#vrf vrf-name

Verification Step 1: Check the configuration of the device.

SwitchA#show running-config

!

monitor session 1 erspan-src

source interface GigabitEthernet 0/1 both

origin ip address 10.1.1.2

destination ip address 12.1.1.2

vrf vrf-name

Step 2: Check the ERSPAN information of the device.

SwitchA#show monitor

sess-num:1 //ERSPANSession
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oFSin ip address 10.1.1.2

destination ipaddress 12.1.1.2

destination capture mode all

ip ttl 64

ip dscp 0

sample rate 0

vrf vrf-name

TXstatus:Inactive RXstatus: Inactiveframe-type BothGigabitEthernet0/1

dest-intf:

GigabitEthernet0/2

GigabitEthernet 0/2

oFSin ip address 10.1.1.2

destination ipaddress 12.1.1.2

destinationcapturemodeall

SwitchA#show monitor

sess-num: 1

span-type: ERSPAN_SOURCE

src-intf:

//ERPSAN output port informationdest-intf:

frame-typeBoth TXstatus:Inactive RXstatus: InactiveGigabitEthernet0/1

//ERSPAN source port informationsrc-intf:

//ERSPAN source devicespan-type: ERSPAN_SOURCE

Common Errors

 The session ID used to configure ERSPANmirroring is configuredwith RSPANor LOCAL SPAN.

 Layer-3 routing interworking between source switch and destination switch fails.

6.6Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

DisplaysallSPANsessionsinthesystem. show monitor

Displays specific SPAN sessions. show monitor session session-id

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable debugging immediately after use.

Description Command

Debugs SPAN. debug span
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7 Configuring sFlow

7.1 Overview

sFlowisanetworkmonitoringtechnologyjointlydevelopedbyInMon,HP,andFoundryNetworksin2001.Thistechnologyhasbeen

standardized. It canprovidecomplete traffic flowsofLayer2 toLayer4, and it isapplicable to trafficanalysis in theextra-large

network.Thistechnologyhelpsusersanalyzetheperformance,trend,andexistenceofnetworktrafficflowsinadetailedmanner in

real time.

sFlow has the following advantages:

 Accurate: sFlow supports accuratemonitoring of traffic on aGigabit network or a network with higher bandwidth.

 Scalable: One sFlowCollector canmonitor thousands of sFlowAgents, and it has high scalability.

 Low cost: sFlowAgent is embedded in a network device, and its cost is low.

Protocol Specification

 sFlow Version5

 RFC 1014

7.2 Applications

Typical Application Scenario

Monitoring the LAN Traffic RegardthedeviceasansFlowAgent,performsamplingof interfacetrafficintheLAN,and

sendthesFlowdatagramstoansFlowCollectorfortrafficanalysis,therebyachievingthe

purpose of network monitoring.

7.2.1 Monitoring the LANTraffic

ApplicationScenario

AsshowninFigure7-1,startswitchAthatservesasansFlowAgent,enable flowsamplingandcountersamplingonportTe0/1,

monitorthetrafficinthe192.168.1.0networksegment,encapsulatethesamplingdataintosFlowdatagramsatregular intervalsor

when the buffer is full, and sent the sFlow data to the sFlowCollector for traffic analysis.

Figure 7-1

Function Deployment

 Configure the addresses of sFlow Agent and sFlow Collector on switch A.
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 Enable flow sampling and counter sampling on port Te0/1 of switch A.

Lotsof serversoftwaresupportssFlow.YoucanobtainsoftwaresupportingsFlowat
http://www.sflow.oFS/products/collectors.php. The software sflowtrend is free of charge.

7.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 sFlowAgent

sFlow Agent is embedded in a network device. Generally, one network device can serves as an sFlow Agent. sFlow Agent can perform

flowsamplingandcountersampling,encapsulatesampleddataintosFlowdatagrams,andsendthesFlowdatagramstothesFlow

Collector.

sFlow datagrams are encapsulated in UDP.Figure 7-2 shows the sFlow datagram format.

Figure 7-2 sFlowDatagram Format

OnesFlowdatagrammaycontainoneormultipleflowsamplesandcountersamples.

Figure 7-3 sFlow Header

http://www.sflow.org/products/collectors.php
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sFlow Geader Description:

Field Description

sFlow version
sFlow version.V2,V4, andV5 are available. Currently, FS supports

V5 only.

IP version of the agent/switch IP address version of the sFlow Agent

Agent IP address IP address of the sFlow Agent

Sub agent id Sub-agent ID

Datagram sequence number Serial number of the sFlow datagram

Switch uptime Duration from the startup time of the switch to the current time

n samples in datagram

The number of samples in the an sFlow datagram. One sFlow

datagrammaycontainoneormultipleflowsamplesandcounter

samples.

 sFlowCollector

sFlow Collector receives and analyzes the sFlow datagram sent from the sFlow Agent. sFlowCollector may be a PC or server. A PC or

server installedwith the application software for sFlowdatagramanalysis can be regardedas an sFlowCollector.

 FlowSampling

Basedonthespecifiedsamplingrate, thesFlowAgentdeviceperformsflowsamplingonthe trafficflowingthroughaninterface,

includingcopying theheaderof thepacket,extracting theEthernet headerand IPheaderof thepacket,andobtaining the route

information of thepacket.

Figure 7-4 Flow Sample Header
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 Counter Sampling

In counter sampling, an sFlow Agent periodically obtains the statistics and CPU usage on a specified interface. The statistics on the

interface include the number of packets input through the interface and the number of packets output through the interface.
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Figure 7-5 Counter Sample Header

Functions and Features

Feature Description

Flow Sampling Sample the traffic flowing through the interface, and send theencapsulatedsFlowdatagramto thesFlow

Collector for analysis.

Counter Sampling Periodically send the statistics on the interface to the sFlow Collector for analysis.

7.3.1 FlowSampling

Sample the traffic flowing through the interface, and send the encapsulated sFlow datagram to the sFlow Collector for analysis.

Working Principle

Basedonthespecifiedsamplingrate, thesFlowAgentdeviceperformsflowsamplingonthe trafficflowingthroughan interface,

includingcopying theheaderof thepacket,extracting theEthernetheaderand IPheaderof thepacket,andobtaining theroute

informationof thepacket.Then, thesFlowAgentencapsulates the flowsamplingdata intoansFlowdatagramandsendsthe

datagram to the sFlowCollector for analysis.

7.3.2 Counter Sampling

Periodically send the statistics on the interface to the sFlow Collector for analysis.

Working Principle

ThesFlowAgentperformsinterfacepollingonaregularbasis.Foran interfacewhosecountersamplingintervalexpires, thesFlow

Agentobtainsthestatisticsonthisinterface,encapsulatesthestatisticsintoansFlowdatagram,andsendsthedatagramtothesFlow

Collector foranalysis.
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7.4 Configuration

Configuration Item Suggestion & Related Command

Configuring Basic Functions of

sFlow

Mandatory configuration. Establish communication connections between sFlow Agent and
sFlowCollector.

sflow agent {address | interface} Configures the sFlow Agent address.

sflow collector collector-id destination Configures the sFlow Collector address.

Mandatory configuration. Enable flow sampling and counter sampling.

sflow counter collector
Enables the sFlow Agent to send counter

samples to the sFlow Collector.

sflow flow collector
Enables thesFlowAgent tosendflowsamples

to the sFlow Collector .

sflow enable

Enables sFlow sampling for the configuration

interface, that is, enables counter sampling and

flow sampling.

Configuring Optional

Parameters of sFlow

Optional configuration. Sets the optional parameter attributes of sFlow.

sflow collector collector-id max-datagram-size
Configures the maximum length of the sFlow

datagram.

sflow counter interval Configures the counter sampling interval.

sflow flow max-header
Configures the maximum length of the packet

header copied during flow sampling.

sflow sampling-rate Configures the sampling rate of flow sampling.

sflow source {address | interface} Configures the sFlow source address.

7.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofsFlow

Configuration Effect

 sFlowAgent and sFlowCollector can communicatewith each other.

 Traffic flowing through the interface are sampled based on the default sampling rate and sent to the sFlowCollector for analysis.

 Statisticsof the interface are periodically sent to the sFlowCollector based on the default sampling interval for analysis.

Notes

 Flow sampling can be configured on only physical interfaces.

 ToenablethesFlowCollectortoanalyzetheflowsamplingresults,theIPaddressofthesFlowCollectoronthesFlowAgent
device is required.

Configuration Method

 Configuring sFlowAgent Address

 Mandatory configuration.

 Use the sflowagent address command to configure the address of the sFlow Agent.
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 The sFlow Agent address must be a valid address. That is, the sFlow Agent address must not be a multicast or broadcast address.
It is recommended that the IP address of the sFlowAgent device be used.

Command

Syntax

sflowagent{address {ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }} | { interface { interface-name | ipv6 interface-name }}

Parameter

Description

address: Configures the IP address of the sFlow agent.

ip-address: sFlow Agent IPv4 address

ipv6 ipv6-address: sFlow Agent IPv6 address

interface: Configures the interface of the sFlow agent.

interface-name: Interface of IPv4 address.

ipv6 interface-name: Interface of IPv6 address.

Defaults No sFlow Agent address is configured by default

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommand isusedtoconfiguretheAgentIPaddress fieldintheoutputsFlowdatagram.Thedatagramnot

configuredwiththisfiledcannotbeoutput.ThesFlowAgentaddressshallbeahostaddress.Whenanon-host

address(forexample,amulticastorbroadcastaddress)isconfiguredasthesFlowAgentaddress,amessage

indicatingconfigurationfailureisdisplayed.It isrecommendedthattheIPaddressof thesFlowAgentdevicebe

configured as the sFlow Agent address.

 Configuring sFlowCollector Address

 Mandatory configuration.

 Use the sflow collector command to configure the address of the sFlow Collector.

 The sFlow Collector address must be a valid address. That is, the sFlow Collector address must not be amulticast or broadcast
address. sFlowCollector must exist, and the route to it must be reachable.

Command

Syntax

sflowcollectorcollector-iddestination { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6_address }udp-port [ [vrfvrf-name ] | [oob] [via

mgmt mgmt-name ]] ] ] | [ description collector-name ]

Parameter

Description

collector-id: sFlow Collector ID. The range is from 1 to 2.

ip-address: sFlow Agent IPv4 address. It is not configured by default

ipv6 ipv6-address: sFlow Agent IPv6 address. It is not configured by default

udp-port: sFlow Collector listening port number

vrf vrf-name: VRF instance name. It is not configured by default

oob:Thesampledtrafficsareoutput throughthemanagement interface.Bydefault, thisparameter isnotconfigured.

via mgmt mgmt-name: Management port. It is not configured by default.

description collector-name: Description of the sFlow Connector. It is not configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command is used to configure the sFlow Collector address. The sFlow Collector address shall be a host address.

Whenanon-hostaddress (forexample,amulticastorbroadcastaddress) isconfiguredas thesFlowCollector

address, a message indicating configuration failure is displayed. The sFlow Collector monitors the sFlow datagram on

thespecifiedport.Whenthevrfparameter isconfigured, thecorrespondingVRFinstancemustexist.Whenyou

removetheaVRFinstance,thesFlowCollectoraddresswillberemovedifthisVRFinstanceisalsoconfiguredforan

sFlowCollectoraddress.Whentheoobparameter isconfigured,adatagramissent tothesFlowCollector through
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the management interface.

 Enabling sFlowSamples Output to the sFlowCollector

 Mandatory configuration.

 Youcan use thesflow flowcollector command to enable the sFlowAgent to send flow samples to the sFlowCollector.

 Thisfunctionmustbeenabledontheinterfacetosendflowsamples tothesFlowCollector.Inaddition,sFlowCollectormust
exist, theroutetoitmustbereachable,andtheIPaddressof thecorrespondingsFlowCollectorhasbeenconfiguredonthe

sFlow Agent device.

Command

Syntax

sflow flow collector collector-id

Parameter

Description

collector-id: sFlow Collector ID. The range is from 1 to 2.

Defaults Sending the flow samples to the sFlow Collector is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command can be used for physical ports, SVI ports and sub routed ports.

sFlow datagrams can be output only when an IP address is configured for the corresponding sFlow Collector.

 EnablingCounter Samples Output to the sFlowCollector

 Mandatory configuration.

 Youcanuse thesflowcountercollector command toenable thesFlowAgent to send counter samples to the sFlowCollector.

 ThismustbeenabledontheinterfacetosendcountersamplestothesFlowCollector.Inaddition,sFlowCollectormustexist,
theroute to itmustbe reachable,and theIPaddressof thecorrespondingsFlowCollectorhasbeenconfiguredonthesFlow

Agent device.

Command

Syntax

sflow counter collector collector-id

Parameter

Description

collector-id: sFlow Collector ID. The range is from 1 to 2.

Defaults Sending counter samples to the sFlow Collector is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

This command can be used for physical ports, SVI ports and sub routed ports.

sFlow datagrams can be output only when an IP address is configured for the corresponding sFlow Collector.

 Enabling Counter Sampling and Flow Sampling

 Mandatory configuration.

 Youcan use the sflow enable command to enable the flow sampling and counter sampling on an interface.

 The forwarding performance of an interfacemay be affected after flow sampling is enabled.
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Command

Syntax

sflow enable [ ingress [ acl id | name ] | egress ]

Parameter

Description

ingress: Enables sFlow sampling in ingress direction.

egress: Enables sFlow sampling in egress direction.

id: Indicates the ACL number.

name: Indicates the ACL name.

Defaults The sFlow sampling function on an interface is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommandcanbeusedtoenablecountersamplingandflowsamplingforphysicalports,SVIports,andsub

routed ports.

If thedirectionparameter isnotspecified,samplingonbothdirectionsareenabled.

TheSVI ports and sub routed ports support only the ingress parameter.

TheACLshouldbeconfiguredandappliedontheinterfacebeforetheflowsamplingbasedonACLmatchingis

enabled.

Up to two commands for ingress ACL-based flow sampling are supported on an interface.

Check Method

 UsetheshowsflowcommandtodisplaythesFlowconfiguration,andcheckwhetherthedisplayedinformationisconsistent
with theconfiguration.

Configuration Examples

 Configuring FlowSampling and Counter Sampling for sFlowAgent

Network

Environment

Figure 7-6

AsshowninFigure7-6,startswitchAthatservesasthesFlowAgent,enableflowsamplingandcountersamplingon

portTe0/1,monitor the traffic in the192.168.1.0networksegment, encapsulate thesampling traffic intosFlow

datagramsat regular intervalsorwhen thebuffer is full,andsend thesFlowdatagrams to thesFlowCollector for

traffic analysis.

Configuration

Method

 Configure 192.168.1.1 as the sFlowAgent address.

 Configure192.168.3.100 as the addressof sFlowCollector 1, and 6343 as the port number.

 Configure interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/1 to output flow samples and counter samples to sFlow Collector 1,

and enable the sFlow sampling function on this interface.

Switch A FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# sflow agent address 192.168.1.1
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FS(config)# sflow collector 1 destination192.168.3.100 6343

FS(config)# interfaceTenGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# sflow flow collector 1

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# sflow counter collector 1

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# sflow enable

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/1)# end

Check Method Use the show sflow command to check whether the command output is consistent with the configuration.

FS# show sflow

sFlow datagram version 5

Global information:

Agent IP: 192.168.1.1

sflow counter interval:30

sflow flow max-header:64

sflow sampling-rate:8192

Collector information:

ID IP Port SizeVRF

1 192.168.3.100 6343 1400

2 NULL 0 1400

Port information

Interface CID FID Enable

TenGigabitEthernet 0/1 1 1 Y

Information displayed on the sFlowTrend software:

TheprecedingfigureshowstheTopNpageofthesFlowTrendsoftware.Thispagedisplaystheflowsamplingresults

anddisplaysthetop5sourceIPaddressesthatinvolvethelargesttraffic.Thetotal incomingtrafficisabout450Kpps

and the total outgoing traffic is 450 Kpps, which are consistent with the actual traffic.
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The preceding figure shows the counters page of the sFlowTrend software. This page displays the counter sampling

results.Theincomingtraffic is450Kppsandtheoutgoingtrafficisalso450Kpps. Inaddition,allpacketsareunicast

packets.

7.4.2 ConfiguringOptional Parameters of sFlow

Configuration Effect

You can adjust the data sampling accuracy by modifying relevant parameter attributes of sFlow.

Notes

 The forwarding performance may be affected when the sampling rate is too low.

Configuration Method

 Configuring theMaximum Length of theOutput sFlowDatagram

 Optional configuration.

 Youcanusethesflowcollectorcommandtoconfigurethelengthof thesFlowdatagram,excluding theEthernetheader, IP
header, and UDP header. An sFlow datagram may contain one or multiple flow samples and counter samples. Configuration of

theoutput sFlowdatagram'smaximum lengthmay lead to the result that thenumber of sFlowdatagramsoutput during

processingof acertainnumberof flowsamplesdiffersfromthenumberofsFlowdatagramsoutputduringprocessingof the

samenumberofcounterpackets.If themaximumlengthisgreater thanMTU,theoutputsFlowdatagramswillbesegmented.

Command

Syntax

sflow collector collector-id max-datagram-size datagram-size

Parameter collector-id: sFlow Collector ID. The range is from 1 to 2
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Description max-datagram-sizedatagram-size:maximumlengthof theoutputsFlowdatagram.Therange isfrom200to9,000.

Defaults The default value is 1,400.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

-

 Configuring the Flow Sampling Rate

 Optional configuration.

 Youcan use the sflow sampling-rate command to configure the global flow sampling rate.

 ConfigurationofflowsamplingratemyaffectthesFlowsamplingaccuracy.Alowersamplingratemeansahigheraccuracyand
largerCPUconsumption.Therefore, theforwardingperformanceof theinterfacemaybeaffectedwhen thesamplingrateis

low.

Command

Syntax

sflow sampling-rate rate

Parameter

Description

rate:SamplingrateofsFlowsampling.Onepacket issampledfromeverynpackets(nequalsthevalueof rate).The

range is from 4,096 to 16,777,215.

Defaults The default global flow sampling rate is 8,192.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommand isused toconfigure theglobal sampling rateof sFlowflowsampling, andsFlowflowsamplingof all

interfaces uses this sampling rate.

 Configuring theMaximumLength of thePacket Header Copied During FlowSampling

 Optional configuration.

 Youcanusethesflowflowmax-headercommandtoconfigure the lengthof thepacketheadercopiedduring flowsampling
globally.

 Userscanuse thiscommand tomodify thedatagram information tobesent to thesFlowCollector.Forexample, if auser
concernsabouttheIPheader, thisusercanconfigurethelengthto56bytes.Duringencapsulationof flowsamples,thefirst56

bytes of the sample packet are copied to the sFlow datagram.

Command

Syntax

sflow flow max-header length

Parameter

Description

length: maximum length of the packet header to be copied. The range is from 18 to 256.

Defaults The default length of the packet header to be copied during global flow sampling is 64 bytes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Configure themaximumnumber of bytes of thepacket content copied from theheader of theoriginal packet.The

copied content is recorded in the generated sample.

 Configuring theSampling Interval
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 Optional configuration.

 Youcan use the sflow counter interval command to configure the global counter sampling interval.

 Enable the counter sampling interface to send the statistics on it to the sFlowCollector at the sampling interval.

Command

Syntax

sflow counter interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: time interval. The range is form 3 to 2,147,483,647. The unit is second.

Defaults The default global counter sampling interval is 30 seconds.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure theglobal sFlowcounter sampling interval, andsFlowCountersamplingofall

interfaces uses this sampling interval.

 Configuring the sFlowSource Address

 Optional configuration.

 Youcanuse thesflowsource {address | interface } command toconfigure the sFlowSourceaddressof the output packets.

Command sflowsource{address {ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address}} | { interface{ interface-name | ipv6 interface-name }}

Parameter

Description

address: Configures the source IP address of sFlow output packets.

ip-address: sFlow Source IPv4 address

ipv6 ipv6-address: sFlow Source IPv6 address.

interface: Configures the source interface of sFlow output packets

interface-name: sFlow Source interface (configured with an IPv4 address)

ipv6 interface-name: sFlow Source interface (configured with an IPv6 address)

Defaults The default sFlow Source address is the local device IP address which is used to ping the destination IP.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Configuration

Usage

Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure thesourceIPaddressof theoutputpackets. Ifasourceinterfaceisspecified, the

primaryaddressof theinterfacewillbethesourceIPaddressof theoutputspackets. If thesourceinterfaceisnot

specified, for example, the interface is shutdown, the default sourceaddresswill be used.

Check Method

 Check whether an sFlow datagramwith the flow samples is received on the sFlowCollector.

 UsetheshowsflowcommandtodisplaythesFlowconfiguration,andcheckwhetherthedisplayedinformationisconsistent
with theconfiguration.

Configuration Examples

 ConfiguringOptional Parameters of sFlow

Network See Figure 7-6.
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Environment

 Set the flow sampling rate to 4,096 in global configuration mode.

 Configure the lengthof thepacket header copiedduring flowsampling to128bytes inglobalconfiguration

mode.

 Set the sampling interval to 10 in global configuration mode.

Configuration

Method
FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# sflow sampling-rate 4096

FS(config)# sflow flow max-header 128

FS(config)# sflow counter interval 10

Make traffic pass through interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/1.

 Checkwhether there is traffic on interfaceTenGigabitEthernet 0/1 on sFlowCollector 1.

 Use theshowsflowcommand tocheckwhether thecommandoutput is consistentwith theconfiguration.

Check Method FS# show sflow

sFlow datagram version 5

Global information:

Agent IP: 10.10.10.10

sflow counter interval:10

sflow flow max-header:128

sflow sampling-rate:4096

Collector information:

ID IP Port SizeVRF

1 192.168.2.100 6343 1400

2 NULL 0 1400

Port information

Interface CID FID Enable

TenGigabitEthernet 0/1 0 1 B

TenGigabitEthernet 0/2 0 1 I

TenGigabitEthernet 0/3 0 1 E

7.5Monitoring

Displaying

Function Command

Displays the sFlow configuration. show sflow

Displays sFlow statistics. show sflow stats
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8 Configuring NETCONF

8.1 Overview

The Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) is a brand new Extensible Markup Language (XML)–based protocol proposed by the

NETCONFworking group of the Internet EngineeringTaskForce (IETF) in 2003. It can be used for device configuration, parameter

retrieval, andmonitoringandmanagement.Thisprotocol adopts theclient/server communicationmode, inwhich theprotocolserver

program runs on the device while the protocol client program runs on clients. The XML format is used in packets of this protocol,

includingallconfigurationdataandprotocolmessages.TheNETCONFprotocolconsistsof four layers:content layer,operationlayer,

RemoteProcedureCall (RPC) layer,and transport layer.The content layer is a collectionofmanageddataobjects and configuration

data of devices is stored at this layer. The operation layer is the basic primitive operation set applied to RPCs, such as <get>,

<get-config>,<edit-config>,and<delete-config>.TheRPClayerprovidesasimplemechanismunrelated to transport protocols,and

themechanismspecifieselementsof someerror feedbackmessages.The transport layer provides asecure transport channel. The

NETCONF protocol supports Secure Shell (SSH) (mandatory), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and Blocks Extensible Exchange

Protocol (BEEP).

Protocols and Standards

 RFC4741: NETCONFConfiguration Protocol

 RFC4742: Using theNETCONF Configuration Protocol over Secure Shell (SSH)

 RFC4743: UsingNETCONFover the SimpleObject Access Protocol (SOAP)

 RFC4744: Using theNETCONFProtocol over theBlocksExtensibleExchange Protocol (BEEP)

 RFC5277: NETCONF Event Notifications

 RFC5381: Experience of Implementing NETCONF over SOAP

 RFC5539: NETCONF Over Transport Layer Security (TLS)

 RFC5717: Partial Lock RPC for NETCONF

 RFC6022: NETCONFMonitoring Schema

 RFC6241: Network Configuration Protocol

 RFC6242: Using the Network Configuration Protocol over Secure Shell

 RFC6243:With-defaults capability for NETCONF

 RFC6470: NETCONF Notification Events

 RFC6536: NETCONFAccess Control Model (NACM)

 RFC4741 and RFC4742 are replaced by RFC6241 andRFC6242 respectively.

8.2 Applications

Application Description

NETCONF Network Device Management Users sendNETCONFconfigurationpackets in theXML format todevices through network

managementsoftwareinstalledonaNETCONFclient,toconfigureandmanagethedevices.
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8.2.1 NETCONFNetworkDeviceManagement

Scenario

As shown in the figure below, users can utilize the NETCONF network management software to manage and monitor network devices.

Figure 8-1

Deployment

Thenetworkmanagementstationandmanagednetworkdevicesareconnectedvianetworks.TheSSHprotocolneeds torunonboth

the network management software and the devices. On the network management station, by using the NETCONF network

management software, users can access the configuration databases and state databases on network devices, receive event

notifications sent from the network devices, andmanages andmonitors the network devices.

8.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 Common Terms

 RFC: Remote Procedure Call

 DM: DataModel

 Protocol Structure

The figure below shows the structure of the NETCONF protocol.

Figure 8-2 Structure of theNETCONFProtocol
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 Session Connection

 NETCONF over SSH

The server listens to Port 830. An SSH channel needs to be established before the NETCONF protocol is used. The establishment of the

SSH channel (SSH subsystem, named netconf) requires user authentication and negotiation of a range of transmission algorithms

(includingnegotiationof keys,a compressionalgorithm,ahashalgorithm, anencryptionalgorithm,andasignaturealgorithm).

Figure 8- 3 Packets Exchanged in a NETCONF Session

 Capability Set Exchange

Capability sets need to beexchanged after a channel is established. Both the server and client provide their implemented capability

setsand ignorecapabilities thatarenot understoodornot implemented.Eachpeermustsupport at least thebasicprotocolcapability
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(urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.1). If the NETCONF protocol is compatible with an earlier protocol version, each peer should support

the basic capability (urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.0) of this earlier version.

 Protocol Operations

Ninebasicoperationmethodsaredefined for theoperation layer ofNETCONFand theoperationmethodsareas follows:<get>and

<get-config> are value acquisition operations, <edit-config>, <copy-config>, and <delete-config> are configuration operations,

<lock> and <unlock> are lock protection operations provided in the case of concurrent operations on critical device resources

(configuration files), and <close-session> and <kill-session> are session termination operations.

 <get>: Obtains the status and configuration data of a device.

 <get-config>: Obtains configuration data based on the filtering node in an RPC request.

 <edit-config>: Configures a device based on the provided data model definition and operation attributes. One important
attributeoperation canbe set tomerge, replace, create,delete, or remove, and the default value ismeFSe.

 <copy-config>: Copies a configuration file, for example, copies a candidate configuration into a configuration file, copies a
startup configuration into the running configuration, and writes a running configuration into the startup configuration. These

copy operations need the target files to support the write capability.

 <delete-config>: Deletes a configuration file of a device.The running configuration file of a device cannot be deleted.

 <lock>:Provides lockprotection forconfigurationdata files.Whenaclient isaccessing(ormodifying)aconfigurationdata fileof
adevice,otherclientsornon-NETCONFclients (suchasSNMPorCLIclients)cannotaccess(ormodify) theconfigurationdata

file.

 <unlock>: Unlocks a configuration data file.

 <close-session>: Closes the current session, including resource release, lock release, and disconnection. When this operation is
performed, itmust be ensured that the handling of the current service iscomplete and no new request is being handled.

 <kill-session>: forcibly terminates a session (the current session cannot be terminated), including resource release, lock release,
anddisconnection.When this operation isperformed, anongoing servicemust be terminatedanduncompletedservicesmust

be rolled back to the state prior to service handling.

Overview

Feature Description

Capability Set Exchange The NETCONF server and client mutually send capability sets to each other. The server (device)

supports NETCONF 1.0 and NETCONF 1.1.

<get> The client obtains configuration or state data of the device.

<get-config> The client obtains configuration data of the device.

<edit-config> The client modifies configuration data of the device.

<copy-config> The client copies a configuration file on the device into another configuration file.

<delete-config> The client deletes a configuration file on the device.

<close-session> The client actively closes the current NETCONF session with the device.

<lock> The client locks configuration files of the device.

<unlock> The client unlocks the configuration files of the device.

8.3.1 Capability SetExchange

The NETCONF client and NETCONF server exchange their capability sets immediately after establishing a connection. They can
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<hello xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<capabilities>

<capability>

urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.1

</capability>

<capability>

Capability set 1

</capability>

<capability>

Capability set 2

</capability>

</capabilities>

<session-id>Session ID</session-id>

</hello>

<hello xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<capabilities>

<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.0</capability>

<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.1</capability>

<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:writable-running:1.0</capability>

<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-yang-types?module=ietf-yang-types&amp;revision=2013-07-15</capability>

<capability>urn:FS:params:xml:ns:yang:FS-tacacs?module=FS-tacacs&amp;revision=2016-10-25</capability>

<capability>urn:FS:params:xml:ns:yang:FS-interfaces?module=FS-interfaces&amp;revision=2016-10-25</capability>

<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-inet-types?module=ietf-inet-types&amp;revision=2010-09-24</capability>

<capability>urn:FS:params:xml:ns:yang:FS-openflow?module=FS-openflow&amp;revision=2016-09-26</capability>

</capabilities>

<session-id>28</session-id>

</hello>

<hello xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<capabilities>

<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.0</capability>

</capabilities>

</hello>

performsubsequent dataoperationsonlywhen theysupport the sameNETCONFprotocol version.The format of sent packets is as

follows:

The capability exchange packet sent from the client to the server cannot contain the session ID (<session-id>) node.

Example of capability set exchange on the server:

Example of capability set exchange on the client:

8.3.2 <get>

Thisoperation isused toobtain theconfigurationorstatedataof thedevice.

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<data xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

Acquired configuration data (or state data)

</data>

</rpc-reply>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="message ID " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<data xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"/>

</rpc-reply>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<get-config>

<source>

<running/>

</source>

<filter type="subtree">

Protocol filtering rules

</filter>

</get-config>

</rpc>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<data xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

Acquired configuration data

</data>

</rpc-reply>

<rpc message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<get-config>

<filter type="subtree">

Configuration data (or state data) filtering rule

</filter>

</get-config>

</rpc>

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:

If none of the subsets of state data on the device matches a filtering rule, the device returns a blank data node shown below:

8.3.3 <get-config>

This operation is used to acquire configuration data of the device. It acquires configuration data subsets based on various subtree

filtering rules but cannot obtain the state data of the device.

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<data xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"/>

</rpc-reply>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<edit-config>

<taFSet> <running/> </taFSet>

<config xmlns:xc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

Configuration data

</config>

</edit-config>

</rpc>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="message ID " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

If none of the subsets of configuration data on the device matches filtering rules, the device returns a blank data node shown below:

8.3.4 <edit-config>

This operation is used to edit the configuration based on the provided datamodel definition and operation attributes.The edit-config

packets contain five operation attributes, which are specified in the operation attribute description of the configuration node in the

delivered XML packets. The five attributes are as follows:

merge: Merges configuration data in edit-config packets that contain this attribute into a specified device configuration file (or

database). If the configuration data does not exist, it is created based on delivered content.

replace:Usesconfiguration data in the edit-config packets that contain this attribute to replacea related configuration datanode ina

specifieddevice configuration file (or database). If the configuration data does not exist, it is created basedon delivered content. FS

devices do not support this operation temporarily. If such anattribute is delivered, it is treatedas themerge attribute.

create: Creates, in a specified configuration data file (or database), the configuration data in the edit-config packets that contain this

attribute. If the configuration data does not exist, it is created based on delivered content. If the configuration data already exists, an

rpc-error packet is returned and error-tag indicates that the data already exists.

delete: Deletes configuration data in the edit-config packets that contain this attribute from a specified configuration data file (or

database). If the configuration data already exists, it is deleted directly. If the configuration data does not exist, an rpc-error packet is

returned and error-tag indicates that the data ismissing.

remove: Removes configuration data in the edit-config packets that contain this attribute from a specified configuration data file (or

database). If the configuration data already exists, it is removed directly. If the configuration data does not exist, this operation is

ignored and an OK response is returned.

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:

If a packet does not carry the error-option node, the value of this node is stop-on-error by default, indicating that once the

configurationof a node ina packet is incorrect, subsequent configuration in thesamepacket is stoppedand rpc-error is returned. If a

packet does not carry the test-option node, the value of this node is test-then-set by default. If a packet does not carry the

default-operation node, the value of this node ismerge by default.

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<copy-config>

<taFSet>

<startup/>

</taFSet>

<source>

<running/>

</source>

</copy-config>

</rpc>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<edit-config>

<taFSet> <running/> </taFSet>

<error-option>behavior option in the case of a configuration error</error-option>

<config xmlns:xc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

Configuration data

</config>

</edit-config>

</rpc>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<ok/>

</rpc-reply>

<ok/>

</rpc-reply>

If a packet carries the error-option node, the format is generally as follows:

The error-option node is a node of the enumeration type. It can be set to either of the following values:

stop-on-error: Stops the current edit-config operation immediately when the first error occurs. It is the default value of error-option.

The configuration data before the error in the current configuration packet already takes effect.

continue-on-error: Continues processing configuration data even if an error occurs. Errors are recorded, and an error message is

returned after all processing is completed (that is, rpc-error is returned for all configuration errors).

8.3.5 <copy-config>

Thisoperationisusedtosynchronizestartupconfigurationtorunningconfiguration.

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:

8.3.6 <delete-config>

This operation is used to delete the startup configuration of the device. The running configuration cannot be deleted.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<close-session/>

</rpc>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<delete-config>

<taFSet>

<startup/>

</taFSet>

</delete-config>

</rpc>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<ok/>

</rpc-reply>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<ok/>

</rpc-reply>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<lock>

<taFSet>

<running/>

</taFSet>

</lock>

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:

8.3.7 <close-session>

This operation is used to close the current session, release resources and locks, and break the connection.

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:

8.3.8 <lock>

According to RFC6241, this operation is used to lock the configuration database (configuration files) and prevent multiple sources

(such as the CLI, SNMP, and multiple concurrent NETCONF sessions) from modifying configuration files of the device concurrently, so

as to avoid unnecessary configuration modifications. The device simplifies this operation, and can only prevent concurrent

modifications(runningconfiguration) frommultipleNETCONFsessionsandensuresmodificationsecurityofconfigurationdata.

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<ok/>

</rpc-reply>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<unlock>

<taFSet>

<running/>

</taFSet>

</unlock>

</rpc>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rpc-reply message-id="xxx " xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">

<ok/>

</rpc-reply>

</rpc>

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:

8.3.9 <unlock>

This operation is used to unlock the configuration database (configuration files; running configuration on the device here). <lock>

and <unlock> are an operation pair.

The format of packets sent by the client is as follows:

The format of packets returned by the server is as follows:

8.4 Configuration

Configure parameters related to SSH channel authentication before using NETCONF. For the SSH configuration, see Configuring SSH.

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the Candidate Capability

of NETCONF

(Optional) It is used to configure the NETCONF server to feed back the candidate
capability to the client when exchanging capabilities with the client.

netconf capability candidate
Enables the candidate and confirmed-commit

capabilities of NETCONF.

Configuring theRollbackCapabilityof

NETCONF

(Optional) It isusedtoconfigure theNETCONFserver to feedback therollback-on-error
capability to the client when exchanging capabilities with the client.

netconf capability rollback Enables the rollback-on-error capability of NETCONF.

Configuring the Validate Capability of

NETCONF
(Optional) It isusedtoconfiguretheNETCONFservertofeedbackthevalidatecapability
to the client when exchanging capabilities with the client.
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netconf capability validate Enables the validate capability of NETCONF.

Configuring DSCP for NETCONF

Packets

(Optional) It is used to configure theDSCPvalue forNETCONFpackets.

netconfdscp[ ip | ipv6 ]sshvalue Configures the DSCP value for NETCONF packets.

Configuring the NETCONF Framework
(Optional) It is used to configure the NETCONF framework.

netconf enable Enables the NETCONF framework.

Configuring the Feature Function of

the YANG Module

(Optional) It is used to configure the NETCONF server not to feed back the feature
attribute to the client when exchanging capabilities with the client.

netconf feature-disable Disables the feature function of the NETCONF.

ConfiguringtheMaximumNumberof

Returned Nodes from NETCONF

Session

(Optional) It is used to configuremaximum number of returned nodes fromNETCONF
session. If the upper limit is exceeded, NETCONFwill not return the nodes.

netconf filter nodes-limit
Configures the maximum number of returned nodes

from NETCONF.

ConfiguringtheMaximumNumberof

the NETCONFSession

(Optional)It isusedtoconfiguremaximumnumberoftheNETCONFsession.If theupper
limit is exceeded, the connection between the NETCONF client and server will not

succeed.

netconf max-sessions
Configures the maximum number of the NETCONF

session.

Configuring the NETCONF Monitoring

Port

(Optional) It is used to configure a monitoring port for the connection between
NETCONF server and client.

netconf port Configures the NETCONF monitoring port.

Configuring the YANG Module

Multi-version Notification

(Optional) It is used to configure the server to advertise all versions of all supported
YANGmodules to the client when exchanging capabilities with the client.

netconf yang multi-revision
Configures the YANG module multi-version notification

function of NETCONF.

8.4.1 Configuring theCandidateCapability ofNETCONF

Configuration Effect

The NETCONF server returns the candidate and confirmed-commit capabilities when exchanging capabilities with the NETCONF client

(via Hello packets and capabilities packets).

Configuration Steps

 Enabling theCandidate andConfirmed-Commit Capabilities of NETCONF
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Command netconf capability candidate

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The candidate and confirmed-commit capabilities of NETCONF are disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Enabling theCandidate andConfirmed-Commit Capabilities of NETCONF

Scenario

Figure 8- 4

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the candidate and confirmed-commit capabilities of NETCONF.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf capability candidate

FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.4.2 Configuring theRollbackCapabilityofNETCONF

Configuration Effect

TheNETCONFserver returns the rollbackcapabilitywhenexchanging capabilitieswith theNETCONFclient (viaHellopacketsand

capabilities packets).

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the Rollback Capability of NETCONF

Command netconf capability rollback

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The rollback capability of NETCONF is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Enabling the Rollback Capability of NETCONF
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Scenario

Figure 8- 5

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the rollback capability of NETCONF.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf capability rollback

FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.4.3 Configuring the Validate Capability of NETCONF

Configuration Effect

TheNETCONFserver returns thevalidate capabilitywhenexchanging capabilitieswith theNETCONFclient (viaHello packetsand

capabilities packets).

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the Validate Capability of NETCONF

Command netconf capability validate

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The validate capability of NETCONF is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Enabling the Validate Capability of NETCONF

Scenario

Figure 8- 6

Configuration

Steps

 Enable the validate capability of NETCONF.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal
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Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf capability validate

FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.4.4 ConfiguringtheDSCPofNETCONFCommunicationPackets

Configuration Effect

The NETCONF framework of the device allows STAs to configure the DSCP value of communication packets .

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theDSCPValue of NETCONFCommunication Packets

Command netconf dscp [ ip | ipv6 ] ssh value

Parameter

Description

value: indicates the DSCP value. The range is from 0 to 63.

Bydefault, theTOSvalueof theTCPpacketsforSSHsession is0and theTOSvalueof theNETCONFcommunication

packets is8.

Defaults TheNETCONFcommunicationpacket isnotconfigured,andtheTOSvalueof theTCPpacketsforSSHsessionis0and

the TOS value of the NETCONF communication packets is 8.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theDSCPValue of NETCONFCommunication Packets

Scenario

Figure 8- 7

Configuration

Steps

 Enable theDSCP value of NETCONF communication packets.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf dscp ip ssh 48

FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.4.5 EnablingtheNETCONFFramework

Configuration Effect
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The NETCONF framework of the device allows STAs to connect to a configured port (port 830 by default).

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the NETCONF Framework

Command netconf enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The NETCONF framework is enabled.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

N/A

Configuration Example

 Enabling the NETCONF Framework

Scenario

Figure 8-8

Configuration

Steps

Enable the NETCONF framework.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconfenable

FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.4.6 Configuring the Feature Function of the YANGModule

Configuration Effect

The NETCONF server does not return the feature attribute of the YANGmodule when exchanging capabilities with the NETCONF client

(via Hello packets and capabilities packets).

Configuration Steps

 Disabling the Feature Attribute of NETCONF
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Command netconf feature-disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The feature attribute of NETCONF is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Disabling the Feature Attribute of NETCONF

Scenario

Figure 8-9

Configuration

Steps

 Disable the feature attribute of theYANGmodule.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf feature-disable

FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.4.7 Configuring theMaximumNumber of theReturnedNodes fromNETCONFSession

Configuration Effect

The NETCONF client can only return the supported maximum number of XML nodes, or else, the client returns error.

Notes

This configuration takes effect only on the search result whose target is running.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of theReturned Nodes from theNETCONFSession

Command netconf filter nodes-limit num

Parameter

Description

num: indicates the maximum number of the returned nodes. The default value is 100000, and the value ranges from

100 to 2147483647.

Defaults The maximum number of the returned nodes is 100000.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A
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Configuration Example

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of theReturned Nodes from theNETCONFSession

Scenario

Figure 8-10

Configuration

Steps

 Configure themaximumnumber of the returnednodes from theNETCONF session.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf filter nodes-limit 101

FS(config)#

Verification FS (config)# show running-config | in filter nodes-limit

netconf filter nodes-limit 101

8.4.8 Configuring theMaximumNumber of theNETCONFSession

Configuration Effect

The NETCONF client can only support the specified number of sessions.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of theNETCONFSession

Command netconf max-sessions num

Parameter

Description

num: indicatesthemaximumnumberoftheNETCONFsession.Thedefaultvalueis5,andthevaluerangesfrom1to36.

Defaults The maximum number of the NETCONF session is 5.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theMaximumNumber of theNETCONFSession

Scenario

Figure 8-11

Configuration  Configure the maximumnumber of the NETCONF session.
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Steps

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf max-sessions 15

FS(config)#

Verification FS (config)#show running-config | in max-sessions

netconf max-sessions 15

8.4.9 Configuring theNETCONFMonitoring Port

Configuration Effect

Configure a port that a NETCONF client can connect to.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theNETCONFMonitoringPort

Command netconf port num

Parameter

Description

num: Specifies a monitoring port, which is port 830 by default. The value ranges from 1025 to 65535.

Defaults The default monitoring port is port 830.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theNETCONFMonitoring Port

Scenario

Figure 8-12

Configuration

Steps

NETCONF

 Configure the NETCONFmonitoring port.

FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf port 1234
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FS(config)#

Verification

8.4.10 Configuring the YANG Module Multi-version Notification

Configuration Effect

TheNETCONF server advertises all versions of all supported YANGmodules on the devicewhen exchanging capabilities with the

NETCONF client (via Hello packets).

Notes

 Thenetconfyangmulti-revision commandmust be configured before thecapability packet (Hellopacket) of theNETCONF
server isadvertised.

 The no netconf yang multi-revision command must be configured before the capability packet (Hello packet) of the NETCONF
server isadvertisedandoneYANGmodulecanadvertiseonly itscurrent latest version in thecapabilitynotificationpacket.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theYANGModuleMulti-version Notification

 Optional.

 This configurationmust be completed before theNETCONF server advertises the capability packet (Hello packet).

Command netconf yang multi-revision

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The YANG module multi-version notification is enabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Configuring theYANGModuleMulti-version Notification

Scenario

Figure 8-13

Configuration

Steps

 Configure theYANGmodulemulti-version notification.<0

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)# netconf yangmulti-revision

FS (config)#show running-config | in netconf

netconf port 1234
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FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.4.11 ConfiguringNETCONF toPreferentially Support theOpenConfig YANGModel

Configuration Effect

Enable the device to load the OpenConfig YANG model when the NETCONF server starts.

Notes

 The netconf yang suite openconfig command takes effect only after the device restarts. The OpenConfig YANGmodel is
supported once configured. Otherwise, theYANGmodel self-defined by FS is supported.

 Thenonetconfyangsuiteopenconfigcommandtakeseffectonlyafterthedevicerestarts.Inthiscase,theOpenConfigYANG
model is notsupported.

 After the command takes effect upon device restart, output of the show running-config command is configuration by
executing the CLI command.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringNETCONF toPreferentially Support theOpenConfig YANGModel

 Optional.

 The configuration takes effect only after the device restarts.

Command netconf yang suite openconfig

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The OpenConfig YANG model is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run theshownetconf yang-suite command to display the currently effectiveYANGmodel supported byNETCONFand the
currently configuredYANGmodel (whichmay be ineffectiveand can take effect only after the device restarts).

Configuration Example

 ConfiguringNETCONF toPreferentially Support theOpenConfig YANGModel
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Scenario

Figure 8- 14

Configuration

Steps

 ConfigureNETCONF to preferentially support theOpenConfigYANGmodel.

NETCONF FS# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneperline. EndwithCNTL/Z.

FS(config)#netconf yang suite openconfig

This command will take effect after device restart.

FS(config)#

Verification N/A

8.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the yang model. show netconf yang-suite

9-Configuring gRPC

9.1 Overview

TheGoogleRemoteProcedureCall(gRPC) isaremoteprocedurecallprotocoldevelopedbyGoogleforserverprogramdesign.Fora

local procedure call, a code segment is executed on the local device to perform an operation. For an RPC, the service user and

provider can be located on different computers and the client only needs to notify the server of the operation to be performed. This

operation request is sent to the server via a network and the server returns the execution result to the client.

gRPCuses protocol buffers to implement data serialization and deserialization and uses the Hypertext Transfer Protocol Version 2

(HTTP/2) as the data transmission protocol, to achieve better performance.

Protocols and Standards

 https://github.com/grpc/grpc

9.2 Applications

Application Description

One-to-one Topology Allows one device to report gRPC information to one server.

https://github.com/grpc/grpc
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S: tested device for collecting gRPC information

PC:gRPCserverforreceivinggRPCinformation

S: tested device for collecting gRPC information

PC:gRPCserverforreceivinggRPCinformation

One-to-many Topology Allows one device to report gRPC information to multiple servers.

9.2.1 One-to-one Topology

Scenario

One tested device is connected to only one server and reports gRPC data to the server, as shown in Figure 9- 1.

Figure 9- 1 One-to-one Topology

Deployment

 Ensure that PC1 is reachable by S.

 Enable the gRPC function on S.

 OnS, configure the events to be reported to the server.

9.2.2 One-to-many Topology

Scenario

One tested device is connected to multiple servers and reports gRPC data to the servers simultaneously, as shown in Figure 9- 2.

Figure 9- 2 One-to-many Topology

Deployment

 Ensure that PC1 and PC2 are reachable by S.

 Ensure that the IP addresses of PC1 and PC2 are different.

 Enable the gRPC function on S.

 OnS, configure the events to be reported to the server.

Remarks

Remarks
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9.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 gRPC

gRPC is a high-performance cross-language open-sourceRPC framework developed byGoogle. It complies with theHTTP/2 and

protobuf3.x protocols.

 Channel

A channel is established between a device and a server.

 Stub

A stub is an object generated during the multiplexing of a channel.

For more information about gRPC terms, visit https://github.com/grpc/grpc.

Overview

Feature Description

Enabling the gRPC

Function

EnablesthegRPCserviceonthedevice.ThedevicecanserveasagRPCserver toreceiveauthenticationand

acquisition event messages, or serve as a gRPC client to report gRPC data.

Supporting the gRPC

Login and Logout

Function

Supports the login and logout operations initiated by a server.

Event Types Supported

by gRPC

Supports real-time events, periodical events, and acquisition events.

Configuring a Specified

Interface to Send gRPC

Packets

Binds a specified interface to send packets.

Preconfiguring Servers

and To-be-subscribed

Events

Preconfigures servers and to-be-subscribed events.

Preconfiguring

Information About

Login Users of the gRPC

Servers

Preconfigures information about login users of servers.

9.3.1 Enabling the gRPC Function

Configure gRPC, start the gRPC client and gRPC server services, configure to-be-subscribed events for the device, and receive a

subscribed event sent by the NETCONFmanager, to complete the gRPCdata reporting process.

Working Principle

The gRPC communication complies with the HTTP/2 protocol. A client initiates a request and a server responds to this request, to

complete one data exchange. A data request can be initiated only by a client and one data exchangemust end with a response of a

server. See the figure below.

https://github.com/grpc/grpc
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Figure 9- 3 gRPC Communication

 Configure the gRPC function on device S and start the gRPC client and gRPC server services.

 DeviceSreceivesanacquisitioneventmessagefromtheserverandresponds totheserverwiththeacquisitioneventmessage
result.

 The gRPCserver service configured on deviceSwaits for a subscribed event sent from theNETCONFmanager.

 ThegRPCclientserviceconfiguredondeviceSreportsgRPCdatatothegRPCserverbasedonthesubscribedeventandwaits
for a response.

9.3.2 Supporting the gRPC Login and Logout Function

gRPC supports the login and logout operations initiated by a server.

Working Principle

Figure 9- 4 gRPC Login

 Configure the gRPC function on device S and start the gRPC server service.

 DeviceSreceivesa loginmessage initiatedbyaserver,conducts localauthentication,andresponds to theserverwiththe login
result.

 The gRPCserver service configured ondeviceS receives only acquisition events initiated by authenticated login servers.

Figure 9- 5 gRPC Logout

 Configure the gRPC function on device S and start the gRPC server service.
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 DeviceSreceivesalogoutmessageinitiatedbyaserver,deletesthelocalmatchedlogininformation,andrespondstotheserver
with the logout result.

 The gRPCserver service configured ondeviceSno longer receives acquisition events initiated by the loggedout servers.

9.3.3 Event Types Supported by gRPC

gRPC supports three types of events: real-time events, periodic events, and acquisition events.

Working Principle

Real-time events: Real-time events use an event triggering threshold as a condition for information collection. When the event

triggering threshold is reached, the device collects information and reports the collected information to a server.

Periodic events: Information is collected on the device based on a time interval. When the interval arrives, the device collects

information and reports the collected information to a server.

Acquisitionevents:Anacquisitionevent is initiatedbyaservertoquerydataata time.After receiving themessage, thedevicecollects

information and reports the collected information to the server.

9.3.4 ConfiguringaSpecified Interface toSendgRPCPackets

Working Principle

After theNETCONFmanager deliversagRPCcommand toadevice tocreateachannel, thedevicecreatesasocket before sending

packets to the server, to perform the ping operation to test the availability of the path. The device sends gRPC data packets to the

server only when the path is available. By default, the created socket randomly binds the source address of a port of the device to

sendpingpackets.Whentheserverreceivesonlypacketsfromaspecifiedsourceaddress,thepathcannotbecomeavailableafter the

default gRPC action is performed and gRPCdata packets cannot be uploaded.

Therefore,bindaspecifiedsourceaddresswhenasocket iscreated, to test theavailabilityof thepath. In thisway,gRPCdatapackets

can be uploadedcorrectly.

9.3.5 PreconfiguringServersandTo-be-subscribedEvents

Working Principle

Thedevicecanprecreateserversand to-be-subscribedeventsviacommands,or acontrollercanbesimulated tonotify thedeviceof

servers and to-be-subscribed events via NETCONF.

Thedevicecandelete servers and subscribed events via commands, or a controller canbe simulated tonotify the deviceof servers

and unsubscribed events via NETCONF.

9.3.6 Preconfiguring InformationAbout LoginUsers of thegRPCServers

Working Principle

Thedevicecanprecreate loginusersof authenticatedserversvia commands,or a server canbesimulated to initiatea login request,

pass authentication, and save information about the login users.

Thedevicecandelete loginusersofauthenticatedserversviacommands,oraservercanbesimulated toinitiatea logoutrequestand

delete information about the login users.
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9.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Enabling the gRPC Function

(Mandatory) It isused toenable thegRPCfunction.Subscriptionanddata reportingaresupported
only after the gRPC function is enabled.

grpc
Creates the gRPC mode and enables the gRPC

function.

Configuring the Authentication

Mode and AAA Server

Authentication Attributes of the

gRPC Login and Logout Function

(Optional) It isused toconfigure theauthenticationmodeandAAAserverauthenticationattributes
of the gRPC login and logout functionwhen server login authentication is required.

authen login {local | authentication mlist}
Configures the authentication mode for server

login.

authenaaa-config {retry times | timeoutsecond}
Configures the login retry count and timeout time

for AAA server authentication.

Configuring Event Types

Supported bygRPC

(Mandatory) It is used to configure specified subscribed events.
subscr realtime enable Enablesallsubscribedreal-timeeventsofgRPC.

subscr sample enable Enables all subscribed periodic events of gRPC.

subscr-sample-interval interval Sets the timer interval for periodic events.

subscr-realtime-interval {all interval | realtime

json-event interval}
Sets the suppression time for real-time events.

Specifying a Specified Interface

to Send gRPC Packets

subscr-source-interface
Configures a specified interface to send gRPC

packets.

reply-source-interface ConfiguresaspecifiedinterfacetosendGETdata.

Setting gRPC Data Response

Timeout Time
reply-timeout

Setsdata response timeout time for theGET/SET

operation.

Preconfiguring Servers and

To-be-subscribedEvents

user-server ip-address port-id
Preconfigures servers that can subscribe to

events.

type json-event value value
Preconfigures to-be-subscribed events of a

specified server.

Preconfiguring Information

About Login Users of gRPC

Servers

user-client id user-name ip-address
Preconfigures information about login users of

gRPC servers.

9.4.1 EnablingthegRPCFunction

Configuration Effect

 Enable the gRPC client and gRPC server services.

Notes

 Ensure the network connectivity between the device and a server.

 The port ID of the local gRPC server is 50051.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the gRPC Function
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 Mandatory.

 Enable the gRPC function on each device in global configurationmode unless otherwise specified.

Command grpc

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The gRPC function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to create a gRPC instance, enable the gRPC function, and enter the gRPC process configuration mode.

ThegRPCclient andgRPCserver servicesare createdat thesame timewhen thegRPCfunction isenabled.ThegRPC

client service uploads data to a server while the gRPC server service parses authenticationmessages and acquisition

messages sent from a server.

Verification

 Run the showgrpc status command to display the running time after the gRPC function is enabled.

Configuration Example

Only gRPC-related configuration is described.

 Enabling the gRPC Function

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure 9- 6

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps

Enable the gRPC function.

Configure a WAN port.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# exit

S(config)# interface HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49

S(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.252

Verification Ping the server address and check whether the address can be pinged successfully.

Check whether the gRPC function is enabled.

S S# show grpc status

9.4.2 Configuring the Authentication Mode and AAAServer Authentication Attributes of the gRPC Login and Logout Function

Configuration Effect
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 Set the authenticationmode of the gRPC login and logout function to authentication-free mode, AAA local authentication, or
AAA server authentication (the timeout time and retry count can be configured).

Notes

 The new-model mode needs to be enabled for AAA server authentication.

 The authentication-freemode is not recommended.

 It is not recommended tomodify the timeout time and retry count.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theAuthenticationMode of the gRPC Login and Logout Function

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration as required.

 Run theauthen login command on a required device in gRPCprocess configurationmode unless otherwise specified.

Command authen login {local | authentication mlist}

Parameter

Description

local: Uses the local username library for authentication. It is the default authentication mode.

authentication: Uses a specified AAA server list for authentication.

mlist: Indicates the name of an AAA list.

Defaults

Command

Mode

Local login isconfiguredbydefault, that is,theauthenlogin localcommandisconfigured.

gRPCprocess configuration mode

Usage Guide After receiving a login request fromaserver, thedevice selectsAAA local authentication, AAA server authentication, or

authentication-free mode as required. When the authentication is successful, the device records the login user

information,namely, the IPaddressandusernameof theserver.Thedevice respondsonly toacquisitionevent requests

initiated by authenticated servers.

 Configuring theAAA ServerAuthentication Attributes of the gRPCLogin andLogout Function

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration as required.

 It is not recommended tomodify this configuration on the device unless otherwise specified.

Command authen aaa-config {retry times | timeout second}

Parameter

Description

retry: Sets the retry count for AAA server authentication.

times: Indicatestheretrycount.Thevaluerangesfrom1 to100.

timeout:Sets the timeout timeforAAAserverauthentication.

second: Indicates the timeout time, in seconds. The value ranges from 0 to 300 and the value 0 indicates that the

authentication is considered failed after an AAA server timeout message is received.

Defaults

Command

Mode

Thedefault retry count is1and thedefault timeout time is4s.

gRPCprocess configurationmode

Usage Guide Use this command to configure theauthentication retry count and timeout time for theAAA server authenticationmode

in thecaseof server login. It isnot recommended tochange thedefault retry count and timeout time.A large retrycount

or improper timeout time may result in AAA lockout for 15 minutes (you can run the clear aaa local user lockout all
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command to clear the AAA lockout).

Verification

 Run the show running command to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

Configuration Example

Only gRPC-related configuration is described.

 Configuring theAuthenticationMode of the gRPC Login and Logout Function

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure 9- 7

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps

Enable the gRPC function.

Configure the new-model mode for AAA authentication and a mlist list named test.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# authen login authentication test

Verification Check whether the configuration is correctly saved.

Checkwhetherthedevicecanbepingedsuccessfully fromthePCclient.

Check whether the PC client can conduct authentication and make records.

S S# show running

S# show grpc client

9.4.3 ConfiguringEventTypesSupportedbygRPC

Configuration Effect

 Enable all subscribed real-time events of the device.

 Enable all subscribed periodic events of the device.

 Modify the timer time for periodic events.

Notes

 Events subscribed by the server take effect only after the specified subscribed events are configured on the device.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling Subscribed Events of theDevice

 Mandatory.

 Run the subscr realtime enable command to enable all subscribed real-timeevents of the device.

 Run the subscr sample enable command to enable all subscribed periodic events of the device.
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 Run the show grpc channel [ counter ] command to display real-time/periodic events subscribed by a server or to display
statistics.

Command subscr [realtime | sample] enable

Parameter

Description

realtime: Indicates subscribed real-time events.

sample: Indicates subscribed periodic events.

Defaults Subscribed real-time/periodic events are disabled by default.

Command

Mode

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide After configuring to-be-subscribed events, the gRPC process waits for the NETCONF manager to send a subscribed event.

When a received subscription message matches the local to-be-subscribed event, the gRPC process enables the function

of reporting gRPC data of the event to the server. After the NETCONF manager sends an unsubscribed event, if the

receivedunsubscriptionmessagematches the local to-be-subscribedevent, thegRPCprocessdisables the functionof

reporting gRPC data of the event to the server.

If thegRPCprocessconfiguresno to-be-subscribedevent, thegRPCprocessperformsnoprocessingwhen receivinga

subscribed or unsubscribed event from the NETCONF manager.

 Configuring the Timer Interval for Periodic Events

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration as required.

 Run the subscr-sample-interval command on a required device in gRPC process configuration mode to modify the timer
interval for periodic events unless otherwise specified.

Command subscr-sample-interval interval

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicates the locally configured interval for reporting periodic events, in seconds. The value ranges from 1 to

65535 and the default value is 10.

millisecond: Indicates the millisecond part in the locally configured interval for reporting periodic events. The value

ranges from0 to 999 and the default value is 0. This value plus interval is the actual reporting interval, which should not

be smaller than 100 milliseconds.

Defaults The default timer interval for periodic events is used by default.

Configuration

Mode

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide After a subscribed periodic event of the device is enabled and the NETCONFmanager sends the subscribed periodic

event, the gRPC process starts a periodic event timer and sends gRPC data to the server that subscribes to the event.

When the periodic event sent by the NETCONF manager does not carry the timer interval, the timer interval is

determinedbythesubscr-sample-intervalcommand.WhentheperiodiceventsentbytheNETCONFmanagercarries

the timer interval, this timer interval shall prevail.

 Configuring theSuppression Time for Real-timeEvents

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration as required.

 Run the subscr-realtime-interval command on a required device in gRPC process configuration mode to modify the
suppression time for real-time events unless otherwise specified.

Command subscr-realtime-interval {all interval | realtime json-event interval}
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Parameter

Description

all: Indicates that the configuration takes effect on all real-time events.

realtime: Indicates that the configuration takes effect on a specific real-time event.

json-event: Indicates the type of the configured real-time event.

interval:Specifies thesuppressioninterval forreportingdataof real-timeevents, inmilliseconds.Thevaluerangesfrom1

to 1000000 and real-time events are not suppressed by default.

Defaults

Configuration

Mode

Real-time events are not suppressed by default.

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide After the device enables a subscribed real-time event, if the threshold of the event is triggered, real-time packets are

generatedandsent to theserver thatsubscribes to theevent.Whenthe threshold is triggered frequently,a largenumber

of packets aregenerated and sent to theserverwithina short period of time.Data of these packetsmaybe the samebut

handling these packets greatly increases the overheads of the device and server. To prevent this case, run the

subscr-realtime-interval command to suppress the generation of new packets for real-time events within a period of

time.

Verification

 Run the showgrpc subscr realtime command to display subscribed real-time events.

 Run the showgrpc subscr sample command to display subscribed periodic events.

 Runtheshowgrpcchannel[counter]commandtodisplaytheIPaddress,port ID,andsubscribedeventsofaserver,ordisplay
various statistics.

Configuration Example

 EnablingSubscribed Real-timeEvents of theDevice

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure 9- 8

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps
 Enable the gRPC function (omitted).

 Set the to-be-subscribed CLI configurationmodification real-time event.

 TheNETCONFmanager subscribes to theCLI configurationmodification real-timeevent.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# subscr realtime enable
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Verification Run theshowgrpcsubscr realtimecommand todisplay the number of servers that subscribe to theCLI configuration

modification real-timeevent.

Run the show grpc channel [ counter ] command to display the IP addresses, port IDs, and subscribed events of the

servers or various statistics.

S S# show grpc subscr realtime

S# show grpc channel counter

 EnablingSubscribedPeriodicEventsof theDevice

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure 9- 9

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps
 Enable the gRPC function (omitted).

 Configure the to-be-subscribed DCB PFC periodic event.

 TheNETCONFmanager subscribes to the DCBPFC periodic event.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# subscr sample enable

Verification Run theshowgrpcsubscrsample command todisplay thenumber of servers that subscribe to theDCBPFCperiodic

event.

Run the show grpc channel [ counter ] command to display the IP addresses, port IDs, and subscribed events of the

servers or various statistics.

S S# show grpc subscr sample

S# show grpc channel counter

 Configuring the Timer Interval for Periodic Events

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure9-10

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps
 Enable the gRPC function (omitted).

 Set the interval for periodically acquiring the subscribed periodic event to 10s.
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S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# subscr-sample-interval 10

Verification Run the show grpc subscr sample command to display the timer interval of all subscribed periodic events.

S S# show grpc subscr sample

Common Errors

N/A

 Configuring theSuppression Time for Real-timeEvents

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure9-11

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps
 Enable the gRPC function (omitted).

 Set the suppression time to 500 ms for all subscribed real-time events.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# subscr-realtime-interval all 500

Verification Run the show grpc subscr realtime command to display the suppression time of all subscribed real-time events.

S S# show grpc subscr realtime

9.4.4 ConfiguringaSpecified Interface toSendgRPCPackets

Configuration Effect

 gRPC uses the IP address of a specified interface to send packets.

Notes

 The bound interface needs to be up.

 An IP address needs to be configured for the bound interface.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring aSpecified Interface to SendReal-time and PeriodicData

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration as required.

 Run the subscr-source-interface command on a required device in gRPC process configuration mode unlessotherwise
specified.
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 Configuring a Specified Interface to SendGET Data

 Optional.

 Perform this configuration as required.

 Run the reply-source-interface command on a required device in gRPC process configuration mode unless otherwise
specified.

Verification

 Run the show running command to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

Related Commands

 Configuring a Specified Interface to SendGET Data

Command reply-source-interface interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Specifies the interface name.

Defaults gRPC randomly specifies a source address to send GET data by default.

Command

Mode

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, theGETdata issentfromarandomsourceinterface.Youcanusethiscommandtoenabletheservertoreceive

packets from a specified interface only.

 Configuring aSpecified Interface to SendReal-time and PeriodicData

Command subscr-source-interface interface-type interface-number

Parameter

Description

interface-type interface-number: Specifies the interface name.

Defaults gRPC randomly specifies a source address to send real-time and periodic data by default.

Command

Mode

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide Bydefault, the real-timeand periodic data is sent froma random source interface.Youcan use this command to enable

the server to receive packets from a specified interface only.

Configuration Example

Only gRPC-related configuration is described.

 Binding a Specified Interface to Send gRPC Packets

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure9-12

One-to-One

Topology
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Configuration

Steps

Enable the gRPC function.

Configure a WAN port.

S S(config)# interface HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49

S(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.252

S(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49)# exit

S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# subscr-source-interface HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49

S(config-grpc)# reply-source-interface HundredGigabitEthernet 0/49

Verification Check whether the configuration is correctly saved.

Pingtheserveraddressandcheckwhethertheaddresscanbepingedsuccessfully.

Checkwhetherthedeviceandtheservercancommunicatewitheachotherproperly.

S S# show running

S# show grpc channel

9.4.5 SettinggRPCDataResponseTimeoutTime

Configuration Effect

 Set the data response timeout time for the device serving as the gRPC server.

Notes

 Thevaluecanbeset basedonactual scenarios.Asmallervaluemay result ina timeouterrorwhen theGEToperation involves
time-consuming data.

Related Commands

 Setting gRPCData Response Timeout Time

 Mandatory.

Command reply-timeout interval

Parameter

Description

interval: Indicatesthedata responsetimeout timeofthedeviceservingas thegRPCserver, inseconds.Thedefaultvalue

is 10 and the value ranges from 1 to 300.

Defaults

Command

Mode

The default value is 10 seconds.

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide After timeout time is set for the gRPC process and the collector delivers the GET/SET operation, the device returns a

timeout error to the collector if it fails to obtain data within the timeout time.

Verification

 Run the show running command to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

Configuration Example

Only gRPC-related configuration is described.

 SettinggRPCDataResponseTimeoutTime

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.
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Figure9-13

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps

Enable the gRPC function.

Set the gRPC data response timeout time.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# reply-timeout 30

Verification Check whether the configuration is correctly saved.

Run a command to check whether the displayed timeout value is the same as the configured value.

S S# show running

Common Errors

9.4.6 PreconfiguringServersandTo-be-subscribedEvents

Configuration Effect

 After serversand to-be-subscribedevents are preconfigured, gRPCpackets of related events can be reported to the servers.

Notes

 The address and port ID of a server need to be valid.

 To-be-subscribed events and parameters need to be correct and valid.

Configuration Steps

 Preconfiguring a Server that Can Subscribe to Events

 Mandatory.

Command user-server ip-address port-id

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the server IPv4 address.

port-id: Indicates the port ID of the server.

Defaults

Command

Mode

N/A

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to precreate a specified server channel and switch to the gRPC server subscription mode.

The to-be-subscribed events of the channel can be configured in this mode.

Thedevicecanprecreate serversand to-be-subscribedevents via commands,or a controller canbe simulated tonotify

the device of servers and to-be-subscribed events via NETCONF.

Thedevicecandeleteserversandsubscribedeventsviacommands,or acontroller canbesimulated tonotify thedevice

of servers and unsubscribed events via NETCONF.
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 Preconfiguring To-be-subscribedEvents

 Mandatory.

Command type json-event value value

Parameter

Description

json-event: Indicatesthetypeofanevent.Fordetails,seetheoutputof theshowgrpcsubscr| includejsoncommand.

Value:Configures theparametervalue, that is, the threshold for real-timeeventsand timeinterval for periodicevents.

value-extend: Indicates the extension of value. This parameter is used to set the millisecond part in the interval for

reporting periodic events. The value ranges from 0 to 999. This value plus value should not be smaller than 100

milliseconds.

Defaults

Command

Mode

N/A

gRPC server subscription mode

Usage Guide Configure to-be-subscribed events and parameters for the channel, which should be consistent with the configuration

on NETCONF.

Verification

 Run the show running command to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

 Run the showgrpc channel command to checkwhether servers and to-be-subscribed events are correct.

Configuration Example

Only gRPC-related configuration is described.

 Preconfiguring Servers and To-be-subscribed Events

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.

Figure9-14

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps
Enable the gRPC function.

Configure a channel.

Configure the subscription type.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# user-server 192.168.0.1 12345

S(config-grpc-us)# type 0x10000000 value 10

Verification Check whether the configuration is correctly saved.

Pingtheserveraddressandcheckwhethertheaddresscanbepingedsuccessfully.

Checkwhetherthedeviceandtheservercancommunicatewitheachotherproperly.
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S S# show running

S# show grpc channel

Common Errors

The threshold for real-time events ranges from –1 to 100, the time interval for periodic events ranges from –1 to 65535, and an

existing type needs to be used. Otherwise, the configuration does not take effect and is not retained.

9.4.7 Preconfiguring InformationAboutLoginUsersofgRPCServers

Configuration Effect

 After information about the login user of a gRPC server is preconfigured, information can be correctly acquired for acquisition
event requests initiated by the specified gRPC server.

Notes

 The server address needs to be valid.

 The ID of a login user needs to be unique.

Related Commands

 Preconfiguring Information About Login Users of the gRPCServer

 Mandatory.

Command user-client id user-name ip-address

Parameter

Description

id: Indicates the ID of a login user.

user-name: Indicates the username (unrelated to the AAA library; there may be no login user).

ip-address: Indicates the allowed address.

Defaults

Command

Mode

N/A

gRPC process configuration mode

Usage Guide The device can precreate login users of authenticated servers via commands, or a server can be simulated to initiate a

login request, pass authentication, and save information about the login users.

Thedevicecandelete loginusersofauthenticatedserversviacommands,oraservercanbesimulated to initiatealogout

request and delete information about the login users.

Verification

 Run the show running command to checkwhether the configuration is correct.

 Run the show grpc client command to display information about login users.

Configuration Example

Only gRPC-related configuration is described.

 Preconfiguring Information About Login Users of the gRPCServer

Scenario The network communication between device S and PC1 is normal.
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Figure9-15

One-to-One

Topology

Configuration

Steps
Enable the gRPC function.

Configure information about the login user of a specified server.

S S(config)# grpc

S(config-grpc)# user-client 12345 test-user 192.168.0.1

Verification Check whether the configuration is correctly saved.

Ping the server address and check whether the address can be pinged successfully.

Check whether information can be acquired for an acquisition event request initiated by the server.

S S# show running

S# show grpc client

9.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears statistics of a server that can

subscribe to gRPC events.

clear grpc channel [ip-address port-id] [counter]

Clears data of gRPC periodic events and

real-time events.

clear grpc subscr [sample] [counter]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays the IP address, port ID, and

subscribed events of a server or various

statistics.

show grpc channel [ counter ]

Displays information about login users of

gRPC servers.

show grpc client

Displays the running status of gRPC. show grpc status

Displays the statuses and statistics of

subscribed events on the device.

show grpc subscr [realtime | sample]

Debugging

System resources are occupiedwhen debugging information is output. Therefore, disable the debugging switch immediately
after use.
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Description Command

Debugs the gRPC function. debug grpc { all | event }

10 Configuring IFA andPSR

10.1 Overview

The In-bandFlowAnalyzer (IFA)andPacketStatisticsReport (PSR)provide thesampling function for trafficvisualization. IFAcanbe

used to accurately determine the path and forwarding delay of specific traffic, encapsulate such information into User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) packets, and send the packets to a customer's server for analysis. PSR can be used to periodically sample the

Management Information Base (MIB) of an interface and interface statistics, encapsulate such information into UDP packets, and send

the packets to a customer's server.

Protocols and Standards

 FS proprietaryprotocol

10.2 Applications

Application Description

Traffic Visualization SamplesinterfacetrafficonaLAN,andsendssamplingresultstotheserverfortrafficanalysis,so

as to achieve the network monitoring purpose.

10.2.1 Traffic Visualization

Scenario

As shown in the figure below, the traffic visualization solution is configured to monitor the communication between server 1 and

server 2. Network devices between the two servers are simplified as three devices shown in the figure, and the configuration of

omitted intermediate devices is the same as that of switch 2. IFA sampling is enabled on switch 1, the sampling start device. IFA

sampling packets have the Meta-date (MD) field added on the sampling start device switch 1, intermediate device switch 2, and

sampling end device switch 3 in sequence, and switch 3 sends the packets to the IFAserver for analysis.

Figure 10-1

Deployment

 ConfigureanIFAloopbackportonswitch1,andconfigureanIFAsampling–associatedACL,samplingrate,MDfieldtobeadded
to packets on the sampling interface.
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 On switch 2, configure the sampling interface to add the MD field to packets.

 On switch 3, configure server information, and configure the sampling interface to add theMD field to packets.

 Configure PSR sampling on any switch to output theMIB and statistics of the sampling interface.

10.3 Features

Basic Concepts

Usingnetworkdevicesasnodesanddevice interfacesasbasic samplingunits, traffic visualizationutilizeshardwarechips tosample

and send information about traffic forwarding paths to the server for traffic monitoring. In this way, traffic status can bemonitored in

real time and traffic exceptions can be identified in a timely manner, thereby ensuring normal and stable network running. IFA

sampling is to add information about specific traffic such as the path and timestamps to packets, encapsulate the packets into UDP

packets, and send the UDP packets to the server for analysis. PSR sampling is to periodically observe information about specific

interfaces.

Overview

Feature Description

IFA Sampling Processes packets that pass through interfaces and sends them to the server for processing.

PSR Sampling Sends MIB, buffer, and other information of an interface to the server periodically.

10.3.1 IFA Sampling

Packets that pass through interfaces are processed and sent to the server for processing.

Working Principle

On a monitored network, the start device and end device of IFAmonitoring can be selected as required and there may be multiple

intermediatedevices.Onthestartdevice,whenpacketspassthroughtheIFAsampling interface, theinterfaceconducts IFAsampling

processing onACL-matched packets based on the sampling configuration of the interface.The processing includes adding the INT

probe header (probe mark, load length, SN, and other information) and MD field (device ID, ingress/egress information, and

ingress/egress timestamp). The IFA function utilizes a loopback interface to forward packets tagged with the INT Probe header

through the original ingress. TheMD field also needs to be added to the packets when they pass through intermediate devices and

theenddevice.TheenddeviceencapsulatesIFAsamplingresultsintoUDPpacketsandsendsthemtotheIFAserverforanalysis.The

path and forwarding delay of specific traffic can be determined basedon theMD field and other information in IFApackets.

10.3.2 PSRSampling

In PSR sampling, the MIB and statistics of an interface are sent to the server periodically.

Working Principle

PSRsamplingistouploadtheMIB(deviceinformation)andbuffer information(interfacestatusandpacket transmissionandreceiving

statistics) of an interface to the server.When thePSRsampling interval expires, the above-mentioned informationof the interface is

encapsulated into UDP packets and sent to the server for analysis.
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10.4 Product Description

Currently,only N8560/NC8200 seriesdevices canbeusedas the IFAenddevice.Therefore, onlyN8560/NC8200series devices

can encapsulate IFAsampling packetsand send the encapsulated packets toa specified server.

Currently,only N8560/NC8200 seriesdevices canbeusedas the IFAenddevice.Therefore, onlyN8560/NC8200series devices

support server information configuration and only one server can be configured.

Currently,only N8560/NC8200 seriesdevices canbeusedas the IFAstart device.Therefore, onlyN8560/NC8200series

devices support IFAACL configuration for sampling.

Currently,only N8560/NC8200 seriesdevices canbeusedas the IFAstart device.Therefore, onlyN8560/NC8200series

devices support the configuration of the IFAhost port.

Currently, N8560/NC8200 series devices do not support filtering of IFA sampling packets.

10.5 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring IFA Basic Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to establish the connection and communication between the IFAsampling
end device and the server.

ifa server server-name source Configures an IFA server.

ifa send-server server-name [ acl id | name ]

Configures the name of the server to which IFA

packets of an interface are to be sent, and ACL

rules.

(Mandatory) It is used to enable the IFAsampling function.

ifa set-loopback interface interface-name Configures an IFA loopback interface.

ifa acl
Configures an IFAsampling–associatedACLand

sampling rate.

ifa set-header md
Adds the MD field to the header of IFA sampling

packets.

(Optional) It is used to filter IFApackets.

ifa filter enable Filters IFA packets on an interface.
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ifa host-port Configures an interface as the IFA server port.

(Optional) It is used to configure the address of an IFAdevice.

ifa set-device Configures the address of an IFA device.

Configuring PSR Basic Functions

(Mandatory) It is used to establish the connection and communication between a PSR sampling
device and a PSR server.

psr server server-name source Configures a PSR server.

psr send-server server-name
Configures the name of the server to which PSR

packets of an interface are to be sent.

(Optional)It isusedtoadjust thetransmission intervalandpacket lengthofPSRsamplingpackets.

psr interval seconds Configures the time interval for PSR sampling.

psr collect-interface numbers

Configures the number of interfaces whose

sampling information is to be encapsulated into

PSR packets.

10.5.1 Configuring IFA Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 The IFAsampling end device can communicate with the server.

 An interfaceprocessespackets that pass through the interfacebasedon thesampling rateandsends thepackets to theserver
for processing.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring an IFA Server

 Mandatory.

 Configure IFAserver information on an end device.

 Configure the ifa send-server server-name command on a specified interface of the same end device so that IFA sampling
packets can be encapsulated and sent to the specified server.

Command ifa server server-name source ip-address port udp-port destination ip-address port udp-port

Parameter

Description

server-name: Indicates the name of an IFA server.

ip-address: Specifies the source and destination IPv4 addresses of IFA encapsulated packets.

udp-port: Specifies the server port.

Defaults No IFA server is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the source and destination addresses of IFA encapsulated packets. The addresses can

be host addresses only.Whena non-host address (such as amulticast address or broadcast address) is configured, a

configuration failure occurs. The IFA server listens to a configured port.

 Configuring theName of theServer toWhich IFAPackets of an InterfaceAre to BeSent

 Mandatory.
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 Configure the ifa send-server server-name [ acl id | name ] command on a specified interface of an end device so that IFA
sampling packets of the interface are encapsulated and sent to the specified server.

 The IFAserver information needs tobe configured on the sameenddeviceso that IFAsamplingpackets can beencapsulated
and sent to the specified server.

Command ifa send-server server-name [ acl id | name ]

Parameter

Description

server-id: Indicates the name of an IFA server.

id: ACL number

name: ACL name

Defaults IFA packets are not sent by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command can be configured only on physical ports and aggregation ports (APs). Packets can be sent to the IFA

server only after the IP address of the IFAserver is configured.

TheACL rule is optional configuration. All the IFApackets on the interfacewill be sent to the server when noACL rule is

configured.Tosend the IFApacketsmatching theACL rule to the specified server, configure theACLrule first, and then

apply the rule on the interface.

 Configuring an IFA Loopback Interface

 Mandatory.

 Configure a physical port on a start device as the IFA loopback port of the device.

Command ifa set-loopback interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates an interface name.

Defaults No IFA loopback interface is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command can be configured only on physical ports.

 Configuring an IFASampling–Associated ACL and Sampling Rate

 Mandatory.

 Configure sampling rules on a start device.

 A smaller sampling rate indicates lower sampling accuracy.

Command ifa acl { id | name } rate rate

Parameter

Description

id: Indicates the ACL ID.

name: Indicates the ACL name.

rate: Indicates the sampling rate. The value ranges from 1 to 65535 and the default value is 1000.

Defaults IFA sampling is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommandcanbeconfiguredonlyonphysicalportsandAPs.It isusedtoconfigureanIFAsampling–associatedACL

andsampling rate.Foursampling rulesusingdifferentACLsandsampling ratescanbeconfigured forone interface.
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 Adding theMDField to theHeader of IFASampling Packets

 Mandatory.

 Complete this configuration on a device interface that needs IFAsampling.

Command ifa set-header md

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults No MD field is added to packets by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command canbe configuredonly on physical ports andAPs.This command is required on theports of thenon-end

hop device that forwards the IFA sampling packets. Otherwise, the IFA sampling packets may not be able to be

re-encapsulated and sent to the server, or the packets information may be incomplete.

 Filtering IFA Sampling Packets on an Interface

 Optional.

 Complete this configuration on a device interface that needs IFAsampling.

Command ifa filter enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults IFA sampling packets are not filtered by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command can be configured only on physical ports and APs.

 Configuring an Interface as the IFAServer Port

 Optional.

 Complete this configuration on a device interface connected to the IFAserver.

Command ifa host-port

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults No interface is configured as the IFA server port by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide ThiscommandcanbeconfiguredonlyonphysicalportsandAPs.The IFAserverport canbeconfiguredonlyafter the IFA

server is configured.

 Configuring theAddress of an IFADevice

 Optional.

 Complete this configuration on a device interface that needs IFAsampling.

Command ifa set-device

Parameter N/A
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Description

Defaults The address of an IFA device is not configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run theshowrun command todisplay IFAconfigurationand checkwhether the displayed configuration is consistentwith the
actual configuration.

Configuration Example

 Configuring IFASampling

Scenario

Figure 10-2

Configuration

Steps
 Onthestartdeviceswitch1,configureTenGigabitEthernet0/1asanIFAloopbackinterface,enableIFAsamplingon

the interface on the packet path, and configure the interface to add the MD field to packets.

 On the intermediate deviceswitch2, configure the interfaceon thepacket path toadd theMDfield topackets.

 On the end device switch 3, configure the interface on the packet path to add the MD field to packets and

configure IFAserver information.

Switch 1 FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# access-list 100 permit ip any any

FS(config)# ifa set-loopback interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/1

FS(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/13

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet0/13)# ifa acl100 rate100

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/13)# ifa set-headermd

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/13)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/14

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/14)# ifa set-headermd

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/14)# end

Switch2 FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# interface HundredGigabitEthernet0/1

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet0/1)# ifa set-header md

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet0/1)# interface HundredGigabitEthernet0/2

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet0/2)# ifa set-headermd

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet0/2)# end

Switch3 FS# configure terminal

FS(config)# ifa server server1 source 192.168.2.100 port 1000 destination 192.168.2.101 port 2000

FS(config)# interfaceTenGigabitEthernet 0/15
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FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/15)# ifa set-headermd

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/15)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/16

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/16)# ifa set-headermd

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/16)# ifa send-server server1

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/16)# end

Verification  Run theshow run command to checkwhether displayed information is consistentwith theconfiguration.

 Enable packets matching the ACL to transmit from TenGigabitEthernet0/13 of switch 1 and pass through the

interfacesabove. Checkwhether the server receives IFApackets fromswitch3 andwhether sampling data in the

packets is correct.

 Run the show ifa statistics command to display statistics.

FS# show ifa statistics

Type Acl Statistic(pkts) Applied interface

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sample-to-cpu 100 20426 Te0/13-14

sample-to-cpu 101 0 TF0/2

insert-md - 20586 Hu0/1-2, Te0/13-16

10.5.2 Configuring PSR Basic Functions

Configuration Effect

 The PSR sampling end device can communicate with the server.

 The PSRsampling end device sends statistics of an interface to the server based on the sampling time interval.

Notes

 A very small sampling time interval may affect forwarding performance.

Configuration Steps

 ConfiguringaPSRServer

 Mandatory.

 Configure thepsr send-server server-name command ona specified interfaceof thesameenddevice so thatPSRsampling
packets can be encapsulated and sent to the specified server.

Command psr server server-name source ip-address port udp-port destination ip-address port udp-port

Parameter

Description

server-id: Indicates the name of a PSR server.

ip-address: Specifies the source and destination IPv4 addresses of PSR encapsulated packets.

udp-port: Specifies the server port.

Defaults No PSR server is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to configure the source and destination addresses of PSR encapsulated packets. The addresses can

be host addresses only.Whena non-host address (such as amulticast address or broadcast address) is configured, a

configuration failure occurs. The PSR server listens to a configured port.

 Configuring the ID of theServer toWhich PSRPackets of an Interface Are to BeSent
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 Mandatory.

 ThePSRserver informationneeds tobe configuredon theenddeviceso thatPSRsamplingpacketscanbeencapsulatedand
sent to the specified server.

Command psr send-server server-name

Parameter

Description

server-id: Indicates the name of a PSR server.

Defaults PSR packets are not sent by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommandcanbeconfiguredonlyonphysical ports andAPs.Packetscanbesent to thePSRserveronly after the IP

address of the PSR server is configured.

 Configuring the Time Interval for PSR Sampling

 Optional.

 The actual transmission interval is subject to the CPU usage.

Command psr interval seconds

Parameter

Description

seconds: Indicates the time interval, in seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 100 and the default value is 5.

Defaults 5

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure theglobal timeinterval forPSRsampling.ThePSRsamplingofall interfacesuses this

sampling interval.

 Configuring theNumber of InterfacesWhoseSampling Information Is toBeEncapsulated intoPSRPackets

 Optional.

 This command affects the actual PSR packet length.

Command psr collect-interface numbers

Parameter

Description

numbers: Indicates the interface quantity. The value ranges from 1 to 100, and the default value is 1.

Defaults The default value is 1.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure thenumberof interfaceswhosesampling information is tobeencapsulated intoPSR

packets.

Verification

 Runtheshowruncommand todisplayPSRconfigurationandcheckwhether thedisplayedconfiguration isconsistentwith the
actual configuration.

Configuration Example

 Configuring PSRSampling
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Scenario

Figure 10-3

Configuration

Steps

 ConfigurePSRserver informationonanydeviceon thenetworkandenablePSRsamplingon interfaces.

 Set the PSR sampling interval to 10s in global configuration mode.

Switch3 FS# configure terminal

FS(config)#psr server server1 source192.168.2.100 port 1001destination192.168.2.101 port 2002

FS(config)# psr interval 10

FS(config)# psr collect-interface 2

FS(config)# interface TenGigabitEthernet 0/16

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet0/16)#psrsend-serverserver1

FS(config-if-TenGigabitEthernet 0/16)#end

Verification  Run theshow run command to checkwhether displayed information is consistentwith theconfiguration.

 Check whether the server receives PSR sampling data from the TenGigabitEthernet 0/16 interface of switch 3 every

10s.

 Run the showpsr statistics command to display statistics.

FS# show psr statistics

Server id Name Statistic(pkts) Applied interface

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 server1 20426 Te0/16

10.6 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears IFA statistics. clear ifa statistics

Clears PSR statistics. clear psr statistics

Displaying

Description Command

Displays IFA and PSR configuration. show run

Displays IFA statistics. show ifa statistics

Displays PSR statistics. show psr statistics
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The server serves as the IPFIX server to analyze IPFIX information.

11 Configuring IPFIX

11.1 Overview

The IP Flow Information eXport (IPFIX) is a standard protocol published by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for the

measurement of flow information on networks. It standardizes the format of network traffic statistics so that network devices and

servers from different vendors can interwork with each other.

Through IPFIX, users can learn about the current network situation, including the interface rate, traffic, and traffic of various

applications. Then, network optimization, security detection, and traffic charging can be carried out based on the information.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC 5470: Architecture for IP Flow Information Export

 RFC 5472: IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) Applicability

 RFC5103: Bidirectional Flow Export Using IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX)

 RFC5153: IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) ImplementationGuidelines

 RFC 5102: InformationModel for IP Flow Information Export

 RFC5101: Specification of the IPFlow InformationExport (IPFIX)Protocol for theExchange of IPTraffic Flow Information

 RFC 3917: Requirements for IP Flow Information Export

 RFC3954: Cisco SystemsNetFlow Services Export Version 9

11.2 Applications

Application Description

Deploying IPFIX Sampling on a Network Deploy the IPFIX sampling function on a network to collect statistics on the network traffic.

11.2.1 Deploying IPFIX Sampling on a Network

Scenario

Deploy theIPFIXsamplingfunctiononanetwork tocollectstatisticson thenetworktraffic.

As shown in the figure below, statistics on the network traffic need tobe collected.

Figure 11-1 IPFIX Sampling Application

Remarks
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The router/layer-3 switch collects traffic information and sends the information to the IPFIX server.

Deployment

 Enable the IPFIX sampling function on the egress of the router/layer-3 switch.

 Configure the output of IPFIX packets to the IPFIX server on the router/layer-3 switch.

The IPFIX server software is generally commercial software andManageEngineNetFlowAnalyzer is recommended.

11.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 IPFIX Sampling

Anetwork device receives packets fromone interface and sends themout through another interface.When IPFIX needs to analyze

packets, it is necessary to specify the interface and inbound/outbound direction for packet statistics. This is called sampling. FS

devices allow you to specify the interface for packet sampling in the inbound or outbound direction or in both directions.

 IPFIX Flow

Anetwork forwardingdevice forwardspacketsoneafter another basedon thedestinationaddressof thepackets. It does not need to

knowtherelevancebetweenthesepackets,whichactuallyexists.Forexample, thepacketsmaybelongtothesameTCPsession.

Apacket consists of a seriesof properties, suchas the IPaddressandTCPport number.Different packetsmay sharesome identical

properties.A successionof consecutive packetswith some identical properties that pass through adetection point withina period of

time is called one packet flow.Properties used to determine whether packets belong to the same flow are key properties of the flow.

Packetswiththesamekeypropertiesbelongtothesameflow.ThesepropertiescanbesomefieldsintheIPpacketheadersuchas the

source IP address, the ToS field, or any combination of these fields. In the IPFIX implementation on FS devices, one flow is jointly

determined by the following key fields:

 Source IPaddress

 Destination IPaddress

 Source port number

 Destination port number

 Layer-3 protocol type

 ToS

 Index of the packet sampling interface

The seven key fields jointly determine a unique flow. Packets sharing the same seven fields belong to the same flow. A packet with

even only one key field different from other packets belongs to a different flow.One flow also has other statistical fields, such as the

numberofpackets,next-hopIPaddress,andtotalnumberof flowbytes.FlowinformationonFSdevicesalsoincludes thefollowing:

 Flow establishment time

 Flow transmission time

 Total number ofpackets

 Total number ofbytes

 Start time of the first flow
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 End time of the final flow

 Inbound interface index of the flow (for inbound sampling)

 Outbound interface index of the flow (for outbound sampling)

IPFIX flow described here is also known as IPFIX basic flow or mainmode flow.

 IPFIX FlowTable

AnIPFIXflowtablestores informationaboutmeasuredIPflows.WhenreceivinganIPpacket, thedevice,basedon itsflowkeyfields in

thepacket, searches themaincache for recordsabout the flow. If no recordabout the flowexists, thedevicecreatesa flow recordand

records the flow information. If recordsabout the flowexist, thedeviceupdates flowstatistics in the flow records, suchas thenumber

of packetsand number of flowbytes. For flow information in the IPFIX flow table inFSdevices, see the IPFIX flow section.

For example, the device receives the following packets in sequence:

First packet:

Source IP address 192.168.196.3

Destination IP address 218.30.66.101

Source port number 1000

Destination port number 80

Layer-3 protocol type TCP

ToS 0x0

...

Bytes 100

Time 2009/4/8 11:21:13

The flow table is empty. The device creates a new flow entry for the packet and records the flow information.

Input ifx Gi 1/0

Src ip 192.168.196.3

Dst ip 218.30.66.101

Pro TCP

src port 1000

Dst port 80

Tos 0

Start time 2009/4/8 11:21:13

Stop time 2009/4/8 11:21:13

packet 1

bytes 100

Second packet:

Source IP address 192.168.196.3

Destination IP address 218.30.66.101

Source port number 2000

Destination port number 80

Layer-3 protocol type TCP

ToS 0x0

Input logical interface Gi 1/0
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...

Bytes 100

Time 2009/4/8 11:21:14

The second packet has a different source interface from the first packet and therefore, it belongs to a new flow. Then, the device

creates a new flow entry for this packet and records the flow information.

Input ifx Gi 1/0 Gi 1/0

Src ip 192.168.196.3 192.168.196.3

Dst ip 218.30.66.101 218.30.66.101

Pro TCP TCP

src port 1000 2000

Dst port 80 80

Tos 0 0

Start time 2009/4/8 11:21:13 2009/4/8 11:21:14

Stop time 2009/4/8 11:21:13 2009/4/8 11:21:14

packet 1 1

bytes 100 100

Third packet:

Source IP address 192.168.196.3

Destination IP address 218.30.66.101

Source port number 1000

Destination port number 80

Layer-3 protocol type TCP

ToS 0x0

Input logical interface Gi 1/0

...

Bytes 100

Time 2009/4/8 11:21:15

The third packet has the same key fields as the first packet and belongs to the same flow as the first packet. The device updates

information in the first flow entry.

Input ifx Gi 1/0 Gi 1/0

Src ip 192.168.196.3 192.168.196.3

Dst ip 218.30.66.101 218.30.66.101

Pro TCP TCP

src port 1000 2000

Dst port 80 80

ToS 0 0

Start time 2009/4/8 11:21:13 2009/4/8 11:21:14 AM

Stop time 2009/4/8 11:21:15 AM 2009/4/8 11:21:14 AM

packet 2 1

bytes 200 100

IPFIX flow table described here is also known as the IPFIX basic flow table or main mode flow table. It is used to store
information about basicflows.
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 Basic Functions of IPFIX

An IPFIX device provides the following basic functions:

1. Collectingstatisticsonflows:Thedeviceacquirespacketpropertiesfromareceivedpacketandsearchestheflowtablebasedon

thesevenkey fields. If no relevant flow recordsexist in the flow table, thepacketbelongs toanew flow.Then, thedevicecreates

a flowentry andcollectsstatisticson the flow. If thepacket belongs toa recorded flow, thedeviceupdates the flowstatistics.

2. Exporting flow information to the server: The device sends flow statistics to the server for analysis at appropriate time.

The IPFIXspecificationdefinesonlyhow the IPFIXdeviceexports flowrecords.Thestorageandanalysis (implementedby the
IPFIX server) of flow records are beyond the scope of the IPFIX specification.

Overview

Feature Description

IPFIX Flow Statistics Creates an IPFIX flow table and collects statistics on traffic in the network.

IPFIX Flow Aging Deletes flow records from the flow table and exports statistics to the server before deletion.

IPFIX Flow Export Exports flow record statistics to the server.

11.3.1 IPFIX FlowStatistics

TheIPFIXflowstatisticsfunctionmodule isusedtocreateaflowtable,extract information frompackets,andcollectstatisticsontraffic

in thenetwork.

Working Principle

Figure11-2 IPFIX Flow Statistics Process on the Network Device
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 Anetwork device forwards packets normally. It receives a packet froman interface and sends it out through another interface.

 TheIPFIXfunctionmoduleof thenetworkdeviceextracts relevantpacketproperties(suchas theIPaddressandpacket length)
from the packet header.

 The device adds a timestamp to the packet for the purpose of recording the flow establishment time, flow transmission time,
and duration.

 Thedeviceconductssamplingonpacketsaccording to theconfiguration.Samplinghere refers toprocessingonepacketout of
every n packets. For example, 1:100 sampling rate indicates that one packet is selected for processing by subsequent modules in

every 100 packets. If the configured sampling rate is 1:1, all packets will be processed.

 The device collects statistics on the flow. If no record about a flow exists, the device creates a flow record. If the flow record
exists, the device updates flow information (such as the number of packets and number of bytes).

 Flow recordswill be deleted at specific time and exported to the IPFIX server.

11.3.2 IPFIX FlowAging

Flow records in the flow table need to be deleted under certain circumstances, and the statistics need to be exported to the server

before deletion. This process is called flow aging. Flowaging aims to avoid infinite growth of the flow table and ensure that the IPFIX

server can receive flow statistics.

Working Principle
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 When no packet belonging to a flow is received within a period of time (inactive aging time), the flow has aged and the flow
information should beexported.

 A flow may last very long and its information cannot be recorded infinitely. Users can set a time (active aging time) for flow
aging.When the duration of a flow exceeds the time, the flow should be aged.

 IPFIX-relevant configuration can be performed to age flow records.

If a flowentry is agedanddeleted but apacketwith thesevenkey fieldssameas theaged flow is received very soon, anew flowentry

will be created for the packet because no entry about the flow exists in the flow table.

11.3.3 IPFIX FlowExport

IPFIX flow export refers to exporting aged flow records to the IPFIX server, which analyzes flow records.

Working Principle

Afteraging, flowrecordsneed tobeexported to theserver. In thiscase, the flow recordwill beencapsulated intoaUDPorTCPpacket

in the format defined in IPFIX and sent to the configured server.The collector on the server will process the record.The collector is a

special software tool for processing flow records. It canvisually display the current network statusandanalyze network traffic based

on received flow records.

The IPFIXdevice transmits flow recordsbyusinga template.Before transmitting flow records, thedevicegeneratesa template in the

flow record format and sends it to the server regularly. The template defines properties and length of fields in the flow record. IPFIX

has defined up to hundreds of field properties and each property has an identifier to mark its meaning. For example, identifier 8

indicates the source IP address. After receiving the template, the server knows the format of the subsequent flow record from the

template, and interprets the IPFIX flow record based on the flow record format defined in the template.The templateand flow record

can be stored in the same packet or one packet can containmultiple flow records or templates.

The IPFIX device can send only important properties of a flow.The server software can extract only useful flowproperties from flow

recordsand ignoreotherproperties.Forexample,FSdevicesconsider theTCPflaguseful fornetworksecurityanalysis,andcarry the

TCPflaginexportedflowinformation.Butsomeserversoftware isusedfor trafficanalysisonlyanddoesnotsupportnetworkanalysis,

and therefore ignores theTCP flag.There is no compatibility issue between the device and server.

Likewise,when anetwork deviceaddsnew fields (flowproperties) to flow records, the network device needs toonly re-create a data

template. The server interprets flow records based on the new template, with no need to upgrade the server software, greatly

enhancing thescalability.

The following uses UDP as an example to describe the IPFIX template and data.

Figure 11-3 IPFIXPacket
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Asshown in the figureabove,an IPFIXpacketcontainsa templateand flowrecords.An IPFIXheader isadded to thefrontof the IPFIX

packet and is transmitted over UDP.

Figure 11-4 IPFIX Template and Data

The IPFIX template format is described as follows:

FlowSetID=2 indicatesthatsubsequentcontent isatemplate,whichdefines theformatof flowrecords.

Length indicates the template length.

TemplateID=256 indicates thatsubsequentcontent is the formatofa flowrecordof type256.

Field Num indicates the number of fields composing a flow record format.

Fieldn type indicates themeaningof fieldN inthe flowrecord.Themeaningofeachvalue isdefined indetail in the IPFIXspecification.

For example, Field 1 type = 21 defines that the first field of a flow record indicates the flow establishment time.

Fieldn length indicates the number of bytes of fieldN in the flow record. Forexample, Field1 length = 4defines that the first field of a

flow record indicates the flow establishment time and the value occupies four bytes.

A template candefine the format of a flow record, including the number of fields composing the template,meaning of each field, and

data bitwidth.

Description of the IPFIX data format:

Flow Set ID = 256 indicates that subsequent content is a flow record and the record is interpreted according to template 256.
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Length indicates the data length.

FieldnValue indicates thevalueof fieldN in the flow record.For example,Field1Value=12:30 indicates that the flowestablishment

time is 12:30 and occupies four bytes (themeaning and bit width have been defined in the template).

11.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring the IPFIX Flow

Statistics Function

(Mandatory) It is used to enable IPFIX sampling.

{ ip } flow ingress
Enables the IPFIX function in the inbound

direction of an interface.

{ ip } flow egress
Enables the IPFIX function in the outbound

direction of an interface.

flow-sampler sampler-map-name [ egress ]
Configures the sampling rate rule on an

interface.

flow-sampler-map sampler-map-name
Enters the sampling rate rule configuration

mode.

mode random one-out-of packet-interval Configures the sampling rate rule.

Configuring the Export of Main

Mode Flow Records

(Mandatory) It is used to configure the export of IPFIX flow records.

{ ip | ipv6 } flow-export destination
Configures the address of the server, to which

flow records are to be exported.

{ ip | ipv6 } flow-export version
Configures the format for packets to be

exported.

{ ip | ipv6 } flow-export source
Configures the source interface for exporting

packets.

{ ip | ipv6 } flow-export template
Configures parameters relevant to an export

template.

Configuring Parameters for the

Main Mode Flow Table
(Optional) It is used to configure parameters for the IPFIXmainmode flow table.

{ ip | ipv6 } flow-cache timeout Configures the aging time of flow records.

11.4.1 Configuring the IPFIXFlowStatisticsFunction

Configuration Effect

 CollectstatisticsonIPv4trafficonthenetwork.

 CollectstatisticsonIPv6trafficonthenetwork.

Notes

N/A

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the IPFIX Function in the InboundDirection of an Interface

 Mandatory.
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 Run the { ip } flow ingress command on a specified interface to enable the IPFIX function in the inbound direction of the
interface.

Command { ip } flow ingress

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The IPFIX function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Enabling the IPFIX Function in theOutboundDirection of an Interface

 Mandatory.

 Run the { ip } flow egress command on a specified interface to enable the IPFIX function in the outbound direction of the
interface.

Command { ip } flow egress

Parameter

Description

N/A

Defaults The IPFIX function is disabled by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Entering theSampling Rate Rule ConfigurationMode

 Mandatory.

 In global configuration mode, run the flow-sampler-map sampler-map-name command to enter the sampling rate rule
configurationmode and then configure sampling rate rules.

 If you enter the sampling rate rule configuration mode but do not configure sampling rate rules, the show run command will
not show the sampling rate rule configuration mode.

Command flow-sampler-map sampler-map-name

Parameter

Description

sampler-map-name: Indicates the name of a sampling rate rule.

Defaults No sampling rate rule is configured by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to enter the sampling rate rule configuration mode.

 Configuring theSampling Rate Rule

 Mandatory.

 Insamplingrate ruleconfigurationmode, run themoderandomone-out-ofpacket-intervalcommand toconfigureasampling
rate rule, that is, to conduct sampling once every packet-interval packets.

 Youneed torun the flow-samplersampler-map-name [egress]commandonaspecified interface for thesampling rate rule to
take effect on the interface.
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Command mode random one-out-of packet-interval

Parameter

Description

packet-interval: Indicates the sampling interval, that is, sampling is conducted once every packet-interval packets.

Defaults No random sampling rate rule is defined by default.

Command

Mode

Sampling rate rule configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Applying theSampling Rate RuleConfiguration to an Interface

 Mandatory.

 Run the flow-sampler sampler-map-name [ acl { id | name } | egress ] commandona specified interface toenable the IPFIX
function in the inbound/outbound direction of the interface and collect statistics on incoming/outgoing traffic of the interface.

Command flow-sampler sampler-map-name [ acl { id | name } | egress ]

Parameter

Description

sampler-map-name: Indicates the name of a sampling rate rule.

egress: Indicatestheoutbounddirection.The rule isapplied tothe inbounddirection ifnodirection isspecified.

id: Indicates the ACL ID.

name: Indicates the ACL name.

Defaults No sampling rate rule is applied to an interface by default.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide An ACL is applied only to inbound sampling by default. That is, if an ACL is configured or egress is not specified, the

configured sampling rate rule is applied to inbound sampling. Configure an ACL before applying a sampling rate rule.

After the ACL is applied to an interface, sampling is conducted on packets matching the ACL.

Verification

 Run the show ip flow interface command to display the IPFIX configuration of an interface.

 Run the show { ip | ipv6 } flow cache command to display flow table information of the device.

Configuration Example

 Configuring the IPFIX Sampling Function

Configuration

Steps

 Interface GigabitEthernet 1/1 is connected to the Internet and the Internet traffic needs to be monitored and

analyzed.

 Enable the IPFIX function on interfaceGigabitEthernet 1/1.

FS# config terminal

FS(config-sampler)# mode random one-out-of 10000

FS(config-sampler)# exit

FS(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 1/1

FS(config-if)# flow-sampler my-sampler

Or

FS(config-if)# flow-sampler my-sampler egress
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FS(config-if)# ip flow ingress

FS(config-if)# ip flow egress

Verification  Run the show ip flow interface command to display the interface configuration.

 Generate traffic on interface gigabitEthernet 1/1. If the ip flow ingress command is configured, statistics on

incoming traffic of interface gigabitEthernet 1/1 are collected. If the ip flow egress command is configured,

statisticsonoutgoing trafficof interfacegigabitEthernet 1/1are collected.Run theshow ip flowcache command

to check traffic statistics.

FS# show ip flow interface

interface GigabitEthernet 1/1

flow-sampler my-sample

flow-sampler my-sampler egress

ip flow ingress

ip flow egress

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.2 Configuring the Export of MainMode FlowRecords

Configuration Effect

 Send agedmain mode flow records to the server.

Notes

 The route to the configured address of the server, to which flow records are to be exported, must be reachable. Otherwise, the
show { ip | ipv6 } flow export command displays nothing.

 If the typeof interfaceused for exporting flow records ischanged fromport toVLANand the interface is anSVI, youalsoneed to
configure IPFIX on theVLAN interface.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theAddress of theServer, toWhichFlowRecords Are toBeExported

 Mandatory.

 Youcan run the { ip | ipv6 } flow-export destination command to export aged flow records to the IPFIX server.

 Amaximum of two IPFIX servers can be configured for record output.

Command { ip | ipv6 } flow-export destination { ipv6 ipv6_addr | ip-address | hostname } udp-port [ [ vrf vrf-name ] | [ oob [ via

mgmt mgmt-name ] ] ]

Parameter

Description

ipv6ipv6_addr:SetsanIPv6addressoftheserver,towhichflowrecordsaretobeexported.

ip-address:SetsanIPv4addressof theserver, towhichflowrecordsaretobeexported.

hostname:Setsadomainnameof theserver, towhich flow recordsare tobeexported.

udp-port: Indicates the ID of the server port used for monitoring IPFIX packets.
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vrf vrf-name: Indicates the name of the VRF instance, to which the server address belongs.

oob: Indicates that sampled packets are exported from the management port. It is not configured by default.

mgmt mgmt-name: Indicates the name of the management port for exporting sampled packets. It is not

configured by default.

Defaults IPFIX flow records are not exported to the server by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide IPFIXflowrecordsof IPv4and IPv6protocolpacketscanbeexported toaserverwitheitheran IPv4or IPv6address.

 Configuring the Format for Packets to BeExported

 Optional.

 Run the { ip | ipv6 } flow-export version command to specify the format of packets to be exported.

Command { ip | ipv6 } flow-export version { 9 | 10 }

Parameter

Description

version 9: Indicates that the format of to-be-exported packets complies with the Netflow V9 standard.

version 10: Indicates that the format of to-be-exported packets complies with the IETF standard.

Defaults The version10 packet format is adopted by default.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theSource Interface for Exporting Packets

 Optional.

 Perform the configuration when aged flow records need to be exported to the server and the source IP address of packets
needs to be specified.

Command { ip | ipv6 } flow-export source interface-name

Parameter

Description

source interface-name: Indicates the interface name.

Defaults By default, the local interface address that best-matches the server address is adopted.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Thiscommand isusedtoconfigure thesourceIPaddressforpacketstobeexported.Thedefaultsourceaddressof IPFIX

packetstobeexported is the localaddress thatbest-matches theserveraddress.Whenthesourceinterface isspecified,

the source address of the IPFIX packets to be exported is themain address of the interface (the IPv6 address is the first

global IPv6 address of the interface).

When no source interface is specified, the source address of the IPFIX packets to be exported is the local address that

best-matches the server address. The server address can be an IPv4 or IPv6 address or both. If the source interface is

specified and the server address is set to an IPv6 address, ensure that an IPv6 address is configured for the source

interface.If theserveraddressissettoanIPv4address,ensurethatanIPv4addressisconfiguredforthesourceinterface.

Otherwise, thesystemobtains thebest-matched local addressas thesourceaddressbasedon the serveraddress.You

must ensure that the source interface and the server, to which flow records are to be exported, belong to the sameVRF

instance. Otherwise, the system obtains the best-matched local address as the source address based on the server

address.
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 ConfiguringParameters Relevant to an Export Template

 Optional.

 Perform the configuration when the template export frequency needs to be adjusted. The IPFIX server parses IPFIX packets
according to the template. When the IPFIX function is enabled on the device at the first start, you can set the template

retransmission frequency toasmaller valueso that the IPFIXserver can receive the IPFIX template soon, for example, set the

retransmission interval to 1 minute.

Command { ip | ipv6} flow-export template { refresh-ratepackets | timeout-rateminutes |options {export-stats | refresh-rate

packets | timeout-rate minutes } | model model-id }

Parameter

Description

refresh-ratepackets:Specifies the template retransmissionfrequency,with theunitofpackets.Thevaluerangesfrom1

to 600 and the default value is 20.

timeout-rateminutes:Specifiesthe templateretransmissioninterval,with theunitofminutes.Thevaluerangesfrom1to

3600 and the default value is 10.

options export-stats: Enables the export of option packets.

options refresh-rate packets: Sets the retransmission frequency of option data, with the unit of packets. The value

ranges from 1 to 600. The default value is 20.

options timeout-rateminutes: Sets the retransmission interval of option data. The value ranges from 1 to 3600. The

default value is 10 minutes.

modelmodel-id: Indicates the template mode ID. The value can be 0 or 1 and the default value is 0. Templatemode 0

indicates that an inbound sampling template and an outbound sampling template exist. Templatemode 1 indicates that

the sampling direction is not differentiated and statistics in the inbound and outbound directions are recorded in the

same template.

Defaults Thedefaultdatatemplate retransmissionfrequencyis20packetsandthedefault retransmissioninterval is10minutes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

Run the show { ip | ipv6 } flow export command to display information on the IPFIX server.

Configuration Example

 Configuring theServer, toWhich FlowRecords Are toBeExported

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the output destination address and destination port.

 Configure the format for packets to be exported.

 Configure the output template retransmission frequency.

 Configure outputoptions.

FS# config terminal

FS(config)# ip flow-export destination 192.168.2.2 9996

FS(config)# ip flow-export source gigabitEthernet 4/2

FS(config)# ip flow-export version 9

FS(config)# ip flow-export template refresh-rate 30
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FS(config)# ip flow-export template timeout-rate 40

FS(config)# ip flow-export template options export-stats

FS(config)# ip flow-export template options refresh-rate 35

FS(config)# ip flow-export template options timeout-rate 45

Verification Run the show ip flow export command to display exported information.

FS#showipflowexport

IPV4mainCache:

Exporting flows to 192.168.2.2(9996)

Exportingusingsource IPaddress192.168.2.1

Version 0 flow records

IPV4 Template ID = 257

Templatetimeout=30Minute(s)

Template refresh rate = 40

0 flows exported in 0 udp datagrams

0 flows failed to export

Common Errors

N/A

11.4.3 Configuring Parameters for the Main Mode Flow Table

Configuration Effect

 Adjust the aging time of flow records in the flow table.

Notes

 If the IPFIX function is enabled globally (the { ip } flow ingress or { ip } flow egress command is configured on a port), the
change on the maximum number of entries that can be cached does not take effect immediately unless the IPFIX function is

enabled globally again or the device is restarted. On any port with the IPFIX function enabled, you can run the no { ip } flow

ingressorno { ip } flowegress command todisable the IPFIX functiononall ports soas todisable the IPFIX function globally.

Then, run the { ip } flow ingress command to enable the IPFIX flow statistics again.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring the Aging Time of Flow Records

 Optional.

 Run the ip flow-cache timeout { activeminutes | inactive seconds } command to modify the inactive aging time and active
aging time.

 When traffic needs to be displayed on the server in real time, it is recommended to set the aging time to a smaller value, for
example, set the active aging time to 1 minute.
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 Modifying aging time affects how long a flow record is stored in the flow table. If the aging time is set to a larger value, flow
records exist in the flow table longer and the IPFIX server is slower in receiving the flow records.

Command { ip | ipv6 } flow-cache timeout { active minutes | inactive seconds }

Parameter

Description

activeminutes: Indicates the active aging time, in minutes, that is, the time that an active entry can exist in the main

mode cache before export or deletion.The valid value range is from1 to 60 and the default value is 30.

inactive seconds: Indicates the inactive aging time, in which no flow record about an entry is detected before themain

mode entry is aged. The value ranges from 10 seconds to 600 seconds. The default value is 15 seconds.

Defaults The default inactive aging time is 15 seconds and the default active aging time is 30 minutes.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Verification

 Run the show { ip | ipv6 } flow cache command to display information about themainmode flow table.

Configuration Example

 Configuring Parameters for theMainMode Flow Table

Configuration

Steps

 Configure the active aging time for flow records.

 Configure the inactive aging time for flow records.

FS# config terminal

FS(config)# ip flow-cache timeout active 2

FS(config)# ip flow-cache timeout inactive 20

Verification Run the show ip flow cache command to display information about the main mode flow table.

FS# show ip flow cache

Common Errors

N/A

11.5 Monitoring

Clearing

Description Command

Clears flow table information. clear { ip | ipv6 } flow stats

Displaying

Description Command

Displays information about themain

mode flow table.

show { ip | ipv6 } flow cache

Displays information about the

server, to which flow records are to

show { ip | ipv6 } flow export
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be exported.

Displays IPFIX configuration of an

interface.

show ip flow interface

Debugging

N/A

Data Center Configuration

1. Configuring DCB

2. Configuring VXLAN
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1 Configuring DCB

1.1 Overview

A data center (DC) mainly processes the following three traffic types:

 Storage traffic: The requirement of packet integrity must be met.

 High-performance computing traffic: The requirement of low delay must be met.

 Ethernet traffic: Certain degree of packet loss and delay are allowed.

Dueto thedifferent requirements for the three traffic types, traditionalDCbearsthe trafficon three typesofnetworks,asshownin

Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1 Three types of DC networks

Thistopologyconfigurationisfeasibleforasmall-sizedDC.If theDCgrows,running thethreetypesofnetworksbecomescostly.An

alternativemethod is tobear the threetraffic typesonEthernetanddefineadditionalmechanisms,sothat theEthernetcanmeet the

requirements of the three types of networks.The following definitions are formulated in IEEE to implement themethod:

 Priority-basedFlowControl(PFC):amechanismthatavoidspacketlossinstoragetrafficandimpactonothertraffictypesifthe
three traffic types coexist on Ethernet.

 Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange Protocol (DCBX): a protocol that is defined by IEEE 802.1Qaz for negotiating the data
center bridge (DCB) capability.With the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP), DCBX discovers devices and exchanges DCB

capability.
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Protocols and Standards

 IEEE Std802.1Qaz

 IEEE 802.1Qbb

 IEEE 802.1Qau

 IEEE 802.3bd

 http://www.ieee802.oFS/1/files/public/docs2008/az-wadekar-dcbx-capability-exchange-discovery-protocol-1108-v1.01.pdf

1.2 Applications

Application Description

Configuring DC Network The Ethernet of a DC bears three types of data traffic.

1.2.1 Configuring DCNetwork

Scenario

The DC Ethernet bearing three types of data traffic must meet the following requirements:

 Storage traffic: The requirement of packet integrity must be met.

 High-performance computing traffic: The requirement of low delay must be met.

 Ethernet traffic: Certain degree of packet loss and delay are allowed.

Figure 1-2

Deployment

 Enable PFC for storage traffic tomeet the requirement of packet integrity.

 Map the packet priority of high-performance computing traffic to the traffic class (TC) which boasts strict priority (SP) algorithm.

 Allocate bandwidth to theTC of Ethernet traffic.

http://www.ieee802.ofs/1/files/public/docs2008/az-wadekar-dcbx-capability-exchange-discovery-protocol-1108-v1.01.pdf
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1.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 802.1p (Cos)

In 802.1p, the L2 header Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) tag field falls into 8 priorities, ranging from 0 to 7.

16bit 3

bi

t

12bit

Tag Protocol ID (0x8100) pr

io

rit

y

VLAN ID

Trafficwithpriorities in the range0~2 indicatescommonEthernet traffic that is transmittedwithmaximumcapability; trafficwith

priority 3 indicates Fiber Channel Over Ethernet (FCoE) Storage Area Network (SAN) traffic; traffic with priorities 4 and 5 indicates

delay-sensitivevoicetraffic;andtrafficwithpriorities6and7indicatesdelay-sensitivemaintraffic.Trafficwithpriority7indicates

network controlpackets.

 Trust edge and application priority identification

Bydefault,Ethernetportsareuntrustedportsandneedtobeset totrustmode,sothatpacketscarrying802.1pvalue tagscanbe

mapped to correspondingTC.The priority of untagged packets is 0 by default and can bemodified.

The identifiedpriorityofFCoEpackets is3bydefaultandcanbemodified.Thepriority identification functionmustbeenabledona

network interfacecard(NIC)whichsupportsDCBX. If theNICdoesnot supportDCBX, thepriority identification functionwillbe

ignored.

IfNICsdonotsupportDCBXorusersrequiremoredetailedpriorityidentificationfunction,configureQualityofService(QoS)policies

onports tomapanaccesscontrol list (ACL)and identifyapplicationpriority;ormodify theFCoEpacketpriorityontheserversdirectly

connected toswitches.

 Queue andTC

Aswitchporthas3~8queuesforcachingpackets.Atrafficclass(TC)canbeasinglequeuecachingpacketswithdifferentprioritiesor

composedofmultiplequeues,witheachqueuecachingpacketsofspecifiedpriority.TheSPalgorithmcanbeperformedforaTC.

For example, TC 1 contains queue 1 only, and queue 1 caches packets with priorities 0~2; or TC 1 contains queues 0~2, where, queue 0

cachespacketswithpriority0,queue1cachespacketswithpriority1,andqueue2cachespacketswithpriority2.Meanwhile, theSP

algorithmmay be enabled for queues 0~2 to ensure that packets with priority 2 are transmitted first.

 Mapping list

Packets are mapped to a TC in the mapping list according to identified priority and then allocated to a specific queue of the TC.

 ATC is composed of multiple queues.

Eachpacketwithapriority ismapped toaspecificqueueof theTC.The following table lists themapping relationshipbetween

priorities andqueues.
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Cos 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Queue 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

QueuesinaTCareassociatedwiththeprioritiesmapped.Accordingtothemappinglist,userscanmodifyqueuescontainedinaTC.

Forexample, userscanmappriorities0~2 toTC1, thenTC1containsqueues0~2 thatareassociativewithpriorities0~2.

 ATC contains a single queue.

A TC is associative with a specific queue. The following table lists the mapping relationship between queues and TCs.

Queue 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

TC 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

According tothemapping list, themapping relationshipbetweenprioritiesandTCs isthemappingrelationshipbetweenpriorities

and queues. Forexample, if priority 3 ismapped toTC1, packetswith priority 3will bemapping to queue 1 ofTC1.

Overview

Feature Description

PFC ImplementsPFConpacketsbasedon802.1pvalue. If trafficofspecifiedprioritybecomescongested,stops

forwardingpacketsof thispriorityand instructsthetransmittingdevice tostopsendingsuchpackets.Withthis

function, packet integrity of Ethernet can be ensured.

DCBX TheDCBdeviceontheedgeaccesslayer instructstheserversconnectedtoautomaticallysynchronizewiththe

DCB device.

1.3.1 ConfiguringPFC

WithPFC,packet integrityof thestorage trafficcanbeensuredand impactonother traffic typescanbeavoided if the three traffic

types, storage traffic, high-performance computing traffic, and Ethernet traffic, coexists on Ethernet. An 802.1p value is allocated to

thestorage traffic,and thePFC function isenabled for thepriority.Other802.1pvaluesareallocated to thehigh-performance

computing traffic and Ethernet traffic and the PFC function is disabled.

Working Principle

PFCisanenhancedversionof theflowcontrol function.Generally, ifareceiver isunabletoprocessreceivedpackets,thereceiver

instructsthepacketsendertostopsendingpackets,whichavoidspacketloss.Theflowcontrol functionisimplementedbyreceiving

or sending PAUSE frames via ports.

Figure 1-3 Flow control

AsshowninFigure1-3,whenportsGi0/1andGi0/2forwardpacketsat1Gbps,portFa0/1willbecongested.Toavoidpacketloss,

enable the flow control function on ports Gi 0/1 and Gi 0/2.

 Ifport Fa0/1 iscongested in thecourseof forwardingpackets,switchBwill cachethepackets.Whenthetrafficexceedsthe
forwardingcapabilityofswitchB,packetswillbe lost. In thiscase,portGi0/2willsendaPAUSEframetoportGi0/1, instructing

port Gi 0/1 to stop forwarding packets.
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 Upon receiving the PAUSE frame, port Gi 0/1 stops forwarding packets to port Gi 0/2. The pause time is subject to the
informationcarriedinthePAUSEframe.If thecongestionproblempersistsafterthepausetimeisup, theprecedingprocedure

will repeat until the congestion problem is cleared.

Asdescribedabove, the flowcontrol functioncanavoidpacket loss, but itwill result in link stopaswell.That is, theentire link is

stopped.ThePFCfunction,however,allowseightvirtual linkstobecreatedoveranEthernetlinkandspecifiesan802.1pvaluefor

eachvirtual link.Anyvirtual linkcanbepausedor restarted independently,withoutcausing traffic interruption toothervirtual links.

Figure 1-4 PFC

As shown in the preceding figure, enable the PFC function on ports Gi 0/1 and Gi 0/2 for priority 3.

 Ifport Fa0/1 iscongested in thecourseof forwardingpacketswithpriority3, switchBwillcachethepackets.Whenthe traffic
exceedstheforwardingcapabilityofswitchB,portGi0/2willsendaPFCPAUSEframetoportGi0/1, instructingportGi0/1 to

stop forwarding packets with 802.1p value 3.

 UponreceivingthePFCPAUSEframe,portGi0/1stopsforwardingpacketstoportGi0/2.Thepausetimeissubjecttothe
informationcarriedinthePFCPAUSEframe.If thecongestionproblempersistsafter thepausetimeisup, thepreceding

procedurewill repeatuntil thecongestionproblemiscleared.Asshowninthepreceding figure,stopping forwardingpackets

with priority 3 will not have impact on packet transmission of other links betweenGi 0/1 and Gi 0/2.

Related Configuration

 Enabling the PFC Function

The PFC function is disabled for any priority by default.

Run the priority-flow-control nodrop cos-value-list {off | on} command to enable the PFC function for a specified priority.

cos-value-listindicatesaprioritylist(range:0~7);on indicatesthatthePFCfunctionisenabled;andoff indicatesthatthePFCfunction

is disabled.

 Disabling the PFC RX/TXFunction

The PFC RX/TX function is enabled on the device by default.

Run thepriority-flow-control { rx | tx }disablecommand todisable thePFCRX/TX function.After thiscommand isconfigured,PFC

PAUSEframes are not received or transmitted.

 Configuring theValue of XOFF-TIME in a PFC Frame

By default, the value of XOFF-TIME in PFC frames sent by the device is 65535.
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Runthepriority-flow-controlxoff-timenumbercommandtoconfigure thevalueofXOFF-TIME inPFCframestobesent.Thevalue

of XOFF-TIME ranges from 1 to 65535. The unit of XOFF-TIME is the time required by the chip to send 512-bit data at the physical

layer.

 Configuring Flow Rate Warning for Pause Frames for a Priority of an Interface

By default, no warning is generated when a device interface sends or receives Pause frames.

Runthepriority-flow-controlearly-warningcos-value-list{outputpps rate-num] | inputpps rate-num}commandtoconfigurethe

flow rate warning thresholds for Pause frames in the input and output directions for a specified PFC priority of an interface.

cos-value-list indicates the configured priority list, and a priority ranges from 0 to 7. output pps rate-num indicates the threshold of

Pause frames in theoutput directionwhile input pps rate-num indicates the threshold of Pause frames in the input direction.

If therate foran interfaceataspecifiedpriority tosend/receivePauseframesexceedstheconfigured threshold(packetspersecond),

a warning is generated and logged.

1.3.1.1 PFC Deadlock Detection

After the PFC priority is configured on the switch, the Ethernet is apt to encounter deadlock if a link is congested. This is called PFC

deadlock.

Working Principle

The figure below shows a typical scenario, in which devices in a data center have cyclic buffer areas that aremutually dependent. In

the ring topology, any devicemay affect the buffer areas of the uplink device, and wait for its downlink device to release some buffer

areas to recover the data packet transmission (dependency relationship).WhenDevice A, Device B, and DeviceC reach the XOFF

waterlineand transmitPFC frames to the peer deviceat thesame time,all switches in the topologyare in the flowpause state, that is,

deadlock occurs. The throughput of the entire network or part of the network becomes zero due to the back pressure effect of PFC

Pauseframes.A lotof factsshowthat deadlocksurelyoccurs insuchnetworks.Deadlockmayalsooccurwhenatransient loop forms

ina closed-loop network. In adata center,whena link fault occurs, a transient loop arisesduring the rerouting of theBorderGateway

Protocol (BGP,anautonomoussystemroutingprotocol running overTCP); a transient loopmayalsoappear during theupdateof the

SDN-based data center. Though the transient loop disappears rapidly, the deadlock incurred persists. The system cannot automatically

clear deadlock even after the error cause (for example, configuration error or link fault/update) is eliminated.

Figure 1- 5 Deadlock Principle
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Device A, Device B, and Device C are switches.

Abuffer timecanbeset forPFCpriority queuesof adevice interface toeliminate thedeadlock.Whenaqueue iscongested andPFC

Pause framesare received, a few timeslicesare still allocated for packet processing, to recover from thedeadlockstate.

When it is detected that an interface of a PFC priority enters the deadlock state frequently, the PFC function of the priority can be

disabled to avoid impact on the normal forwarding of packets.

Related Configuration

 Configuring thePFCDeadlockDetection TimeandPacket Processing Time for a Specified Priority

Run the priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value cos-value-list [detect detect-time recover recover-time [continue | backoff

most-times] ] command to configure thePFCdeadlock detection timeand packet processing time for a specified priority. (If the PFC

deadlock detection time and packet processing time are not configured, default values are used.) continue indicates that an

algorithm is enabled, in which an interface is always in the deadlock state and exits the deadlock state only when it does not receive

PFCPAUSEframes.backoffmost-times indicates that the recover-timebackoff algorithm is enabled andmost-times indicates the

maximum number of backoff times. If continue or backoff is not configured, the recover-time algorithm is not enabled. After the

deadlock recover-time ends, the interface directly exits the deadlock state.

 Enabling thePFC Deadlock Detection Function for a Priority of an Interface

The PFC deadlock detection function is disabled for all priorities of all interfaces by default.

When the priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value detect recover command is executed to configure the global PFC deadlock

detectionfunctionforapriority,youcanrunthepriority-flow-controldeadlockcos-valuecos-value-listenablecommandtoenable

the PFC deadlock detection function for the specified priority of an interface.

After the PFC deadlock detection function is enabled for a specified priority of an interface, the interface will detect PFC deadlock

events at this priority of the interface. If a PFC deadlock event occurs, the interface processes packets according to the configured

policy.Thepriority-flow-controldeadlockdropcommand isusedtodiscardpackets; if thiscommand isnotconfigured,packetsare

allowed topass.

 Configuring thePFC Deadlock Threshold Function

The PFC deadlock threshold function is disabled for all priorities by default.

After the priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value detect recover command is executed to configure the global PFC deadlock

detection function for a priority, you can run thepriority-flow-control deadlock limit cos-value cos-value-listenable command to

enable the PFC deadlock threshold function for the specified priority.

After the PFC deadlock threshold function is enabled for a priority, if the number of deadlock times occurring for the priority within a

detection period (1 minute by default) reaches the threshold (10 times by default), the PFC function is disabled for the priority, and

theevent and thedisablingof thePFC functionare logged (you can run theshowpriority-flow-controldeadlockstatuscommand

to display the logs).

1.3.2 Configuring DCBX

WorkingPrinciple

 DCBX version

Currently, market products support the following DCBX versions:

Remarks
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 CIN-DCBX: indicates the first-generation of DCBX designed by Cisco, Intel, and Nuova that is compatible with the converged
network adapter (CNA).

 CEE-DCBX: indicates the second-generation of DCBX that is compatible with theCAN.

 IEEE-DCBX: indicates a standardDCBX that is defined by IEEE 802.1Qaz.

 Negotiating DCBcapability

DCBXencapsulates eachDCB capability intoan LLDP type/length/value (TLV). Based on the LLDPTLV,peerdevices discover theDCB

capabilitiesofneighboringdevicesandthennegotiatewiththeneighboringdevicesaccordingtothediscoveredDCBcapabilities.By

the negotiation, DCB configuration can be synchronized and error detection can be implemented at both ends.

DCB capabilities that need to be negotiated include PFC, and APP. The Willing field is contained in corresponding TLV of the

capabilities.WhentheWillingfield is1,peerDCBconfiguration isacceptable;when theWilling field is0,peerDCBconfiguration is

unacceptable.DCBcapabilitiesarenegotiatedbasedontheWillingfield.Thefollowingtable liststhevaluesof theWillingfieldatboth

ends and negotiation results.

Local Willing Field Peer Willing Field Negotiation Result

1 1 DCB configuration of the device with smaller media access control (MAC)

address is selected as a common DCB configuration.

1 0 Peer DCB configuration is selected.

0 1 Local DCB configuration is selected.

0 0 IfDCBconfigurationatbothendsisthesame,negotiationsucceeds;otherwise,

negotiation fails.

Related Configuration

The DCBX function is enabled by default, so DCB capability configuration can be performed without additional configuration.

1.4 Configuration

Configuration Description and Command

Configuring Basic

Functions of the PFC

(Mandatory) It is used to enable the PFC capability.

priority-flow-control nodrop cos-value-list { off | on}
Configures the PFC function for specified

priorities.

priority-flow-control {rx | tx} disable Disables the PFC RX/TX function.

priority-flow-control xoff-time number
ConfiguresthevalueofXOFF-TIME inaPFC

frame.

priority-flow-control early-warning cos-value-list { output

pps rate-num] | input pps rate-num }

Configures the flow rate warning for a

priority of an interface.

priority-flow-control counting-interval number
Configures the

collection interval.

global PFC statistics

priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value cos-value-list

[detectdetect-timerecoverrecover-time [continue|backoff

most-times] ]

Configures attributes of the PFC deadlock

detection function for a PFC priority.

priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value cos-value-list

enable

Enables the PFC deadlock detection

function for a priority of an interface.
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priority-flow-control deadlock drop
Configures the function of discarding

packets in the PFC deadlock state.

priority-flow-control deadlock precision low SetsthePFCdeadlocktimeprecisiontolow.

priority-flow-control deadlock limit frequency number

{ period | period-second } time

Configures thePFCdeadlock threshold and

detection period.

priority-flow-control deadlock limit cos-value cos-value-list

enable [ rx ]

Enables the PFC deadlock threshold

function for a priority.

Configuring Basic

Functions of the DCBX

(Mandatory) It is used to discover, detect, and negotiate peer DCB capabilities.

dcbx enable
Enables the global and interface DCBX

function.

dcbx mode { auto | cee | ieee } Configures the DCBX mode of interfaces.

dcbx { pfc | app-proto } advertise
Configures the DCBX TLV type that can be

released on ports.

dcbx { pfc | app-proto } willing enable
Enables DCB capability synchronization for

ports.

 Remark:Configuration commands vary with specific products. For details about the commands, refer toDCBCommands.

1.4.1 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsofthePFC

Configuration Effect

 Implement PFC for port data traffic based on 802.1p values.

Notes

 PFC is applicable to point-to-point (P2P) full-duplex links only.

 ThePFCfunctionconflictswithordinary flowcontrol function.

 If theprioritieswithPFCenabledandtheprioritieswithPFCdisabledaremappedtoaqueue,packetswiththelatterpriorities
will be suppressed. Generally, it is not recommended tomap such priorities to a same queue.

 The PFC function is not applicable to packets sent by a CPU.

 The PFC function can take effect after a port trusts the CoS values.

 Prioritieswith thePFCfunctionenabledcannotbemapped toaTCor queue that containsanyotherpriorities (including
prioritieswiththePFCfunctionenabled). Inanotherword,prioritiesmappedtoaTCorqueuecannothavethePFCfunction

enabled.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the PFC function

 ThePFC function is disabled for packetswithany priority by default.To implement PFCon specified priority, configurePFC.

Verification

 Check the display result.

Related Commands
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 Enabling the PFC function

Command priority-flow-control nodrop cos-value-list {off | on}

Parameter

Description

cos-value-list: Indicates a priority list (range: 0~7).

on: Enables the PFC function of a priority.

off: Disables the PFC function of a priority.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Command priority-flow-control nodrop cos-value-list {off | on}

Parameter

Description

cos-value-list: Indicates a priority list (range: 0~7).

on: Enables the PFC function of a priority.

off: Disables the PFC function of a priority.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide The PFC function can be automatically negotiated and configured based on DCBX. After the PFC function is configured

on theCLI, configuration results fall into the following scenarios:

1) The PFC function is automatically negotiated and configured based on DCBX. The automatic configuration takes

effect.

2) ThePFCfunction isnot automaticallynegotiatedandconfiguredbasedonDCBX.Theconfigurationon theCLI

takes effect.

 Disabling the PFC RX/TXFunction

Command priority-flow-control { rx | tx } disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global or interface configuration mode

Usage Guide (1) Bydefault, thePFCRX/TXfunctionisenabled.Whenthiscommandisconfigured,thePFCfunctionisdisabled.

(2) This command can be configured in global or interface configuration mode depending on the chip capability.

When the PFC RX/TX function supports the global configuration capability, the command is unavailable on

interfaces.

(3) WhenthePFCRX/TX functionsupports the interfaceconfigurationcapability, thecommandcanbeconfigured

in global configuration mode and the configuration can be saved to each interface. The configuration is

displayed only on interfaces.

 Configuring theValue of XOFF-TIME in a PFC Frame

Command priority-flow-control xoff-time number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the value ofXOFF-TIME in a PFC frame, ranging from 1 to65535. (The unit ofXOFF-TIME is the

time required by the chip to send 512-bit data at the physical layer.)

Command

Mode

Global or interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide (1) Usethiscommandtoconfigure thevalueofXOFF-TIME inaPFCframe.ThedefaultvalueofXOFF-TIME is

65535.

(2) Thiscommandcanbeconfigured inglobalor interfaceconfigurationmodedependingonthechipcapability.

WhenthePFCframeXOFF-TIME functionsupports theglobalconfigurationcapability, thecommand is

unavailable on interfaces.

(3) When the PFC frame XOFF-TIME function supports the interface configuration capability, the command can be

configured inglobal configurationmodeand the configuration canbe saved to each interface.The

configuration is displayed only on interfaces.

 Configuring FlowRate Warning for a Priority of an Interface

Command priority-flow-control early-warning cos-value-list { output pps rate-num] | input pps rate-num}

Parameter

Description

cos-value-list: Indicates the configured priority list. The priority ranges from 0 to 7.

rate-num: Indicates the flow rate warning value. The value ranges from 1 to 148809523.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring theGlobal PFC Statistics Collection Interval

Command priority-flow-control counting-interval number

Parameter

Description

number: Indicates the statistics collection interval in seconds. The value ranges from 1 to 20.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

Configuration Example

 Enabling PFC for 802.1p value 3

Scenario

Figure 1-6

Configuration

Steps

 Specify PFC IEEE 802.1p value 3 on a server.

 SpecifyPFCIEEE802.1pvalue3onaswitch.

A FS(config)# priority-flow-control nodrop 3 on

Verification Check the display result.

A FS# show priority-flow-control status

PFC Global PriorityEnablePFC: 3

FS# show priority-flow-control status interface FastEthernet 0/1

Interface PriorityEnabledPFCPriorityEnalbedPFCByUser
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---------------- ----------------- --------------------------

FastEthernet 0/1 3

FS# show priority-flow-control statistics interface FastEthernet 0/1

interface PriorityPauseSend PauseSend-Rate PauseReceivedPauseReceived-Rate

(packets/sec) (packets/sec)

---------- -------- ----------- ---------------- ------------- ------------------

Fa 0/1 0 0 0 0 0

Fa 0/1 1 0 0 0 0

Fa 0/1 2 0 0 0 0

Fa 0/1 3 0 0 0 0

Fa 0/1 4 0 0 0 0

Fa 0/1 5 0 0 0 0

Fa 0/1 6 0 0 0 0

Fa 0/1 7 0 0 0 0

NC8200-4TD#show priority-flow-control statistics history-top int hu 1/1

Interface : HundredGigabitEthernet 1/1

Priorioty : 0

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd:0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Priorioty :1

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd:0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Priorioty :2

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec
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PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd:0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Priorioty :3

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd:0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Priorioty :4

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd:0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Priorioty :5

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd:0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Priorioty :6

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec
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PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Priorioty :7

PauseSended 0

PauseSended-Rate :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-1st :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-2nd :0packets/sec

PauseSended-Rate-3rd : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived 0

PauseReceived-Rate : 0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-1st:0packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-2nd : 0 packets/sec

PauseReceived-Rate-3rd : 0 packets/sec

Common Errors

 The common flow control function is not disabled. As a result, PFC fails to be enabled.

 A port is not set to trust the CoS values.

 PrioritieswiththePFCfunctionenabledaremappedtoaTCthatcontainsanyotherpriorities(includingprioritieswiththePFC
function enabled).

1.4.1.1 Configuring the PFC Deadlock Detection Function

Configuration Effect

 If thePFCdeadlock detection is enabled for aPFCpriority on a port and deadlock is detected, allowpackets topass or discard
packets within a period of time as per the configured policy.

 If thePFCdeadlock threshold function isenabled foraPFCpriorityand it isdetected that thenumberofdeadlock timesreaches
the threshold, disable the PFC function of the PFC priority.

Notes

 Theprerequisite for thePFCdeadlockdetection function to takeeffect forapriority is that thePFCfunctionmustbe enabled for
the priority.

 Theprerequisite for thePFCdeadlock threshold function to takeeffect forapriority is that thePFCdeadlock detection function
is configured for the priority.

 Modifying PFC deadlock time precision will affect the detection time and packet processing time of the configured PFC
deadlock detection function.
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 Disabling thePFCdeadlockdetection function for aprioritywill delete theconfigurationof thePFCdeadlock threshold function
of thepriority.

 Disabling the global PFC deadlock detection function or PFC function for a priority will delete the configuration of the PFC
deadlock detection function for the priority on all interfaces.

Configuration Steps

 Enabling the PFC Deadlock Detection Function

 ThePFCdeadlockdetection function isdisabled forall prioritiesonall interfacesbydefault.Configure theglobalPFCdeadlock
detection function for a priority and set attribute parameters (use default parameter values if no parameter is configured), and

then enable the PFC deadlock detection function for the relevant priority on a specified interface.

 Enabling the PFC Deadlock Threshold Function

 The PFC deadlock threshold function is disabled for all priorities by default. The PFC deadlock threshold function can be
enabled for a priority, for which the PFC deadlock detection function has been enabled. The threshold can be globally

configured.

Verification

 Checking theConfiguration of thePFCDeadlockDetection Function andThreshold Function

 Run the show priority-flow-control deadlock status command to display the configuration of the PFC deadlock detection
functionand threshold function,andcheckwhether the functionsareenabled,configuredparametervalues,and the interfaces

and priorities for which the PFC deadlock detection function is enabled.

Command show priority-flow-control deadlock status

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Privileged EXEC mode, global configuration mode, and interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Check the configuration and enabling status of the PFC deadlock function.

FS#show priority-flow-control deadlock status

Global PFC Deadlock: 1-2

Time Precision: Low<100ms>

Packet Dispose: Forward

Limit Cos-value: off

Limit Period: 5

Limit Frequency: 10

Priority Attribute:

Cos-value Detect-time Recover-time

------------- --------------- ---------------

1 1 10

2 15 20

Interface Enable:

Interface Cos-value

------------ ----------
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Hu0/1 1-2

Hu0/2 2

Limit Log(Close PFC Log):

Interface Cos-valueFrequency Time

------------ ------------- --------------- ------------------------------

Hu0/1 1 20 2017-12-15 11:00:00

Hu0/12 20 2017 12-1511:00:00

Hu0/11 20 2017 12-1512:00:00

Hu0/12 20 2017 12-15 12:00:00

Hu0/11 20 2017 12-15 13:00:00

Hu0/1 2 20 2017 12-15 13:00:00

Hu0/11 20 2017 12-15 14:00:00

Hu0/1 2 20 2017 12-15 14:00:00

Hu0/11 20 2017 12-15 15:00:00

Hu0/1 2 20 2017 12-15 15:00:00

Field description:

Field Description

Global PFC Deadlock Priority value configured for the PFC deadlock function

Time Precision PFCdeadlock timeprecision.Highprecision(100ms) isconfiguredbydefault.

Packet Dispose
Packet processing mode in the PFC deadlock state. The value is Forward in t

preceding example.

Limit Cos-value Priority value configured for the PFC deadlock threshold

Limit Period Detection period set for the PFC deadlock threshold

Limit Frequency PFC deadlock threshold

Priority Attribute PFCdeadlockpriorityattributes(cos-value,detection time,and recovery time)

Interface Enable
Interface on which the PFC deadlock function is enabled and priority informati

(interface name and enabling priority)

Limit Log
PFC deadlock threshold log (recording the historical disabling of the PFC functi

resulted fromthat thenumberofPFCdeadlockeventsexceedsthe threshold)

Interface Interfaceonwhich thenumber ofPFCdeadlockeventsexceeds the threshold

Cos-value Priority for which the number of PFC deadlock events exceeds the threshold

Frequency Number of PFC deadlock events that occur in a period

Time Time at which the number of PFC deadlock events exceeds the threshold

Related Commands

 ConfiguringAttributes of thePFCDeadlock Detection Function for a PFC Priority

Command priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value cos-value-list [detect detect-time recover recover-time [continue |backoff

most-times] ]

Parameter

Description

cos-value-list: Indicates the priority list. The priority ranges from 0 to 7.

detect-time: Indicates the deadlock detection time in time slices.The value ranges from1 to15.The default value is

15.

recover-time: Indicates the deadlock recovery time inmilliseconds. The value ranges from 10 to 3000. The default
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value is 150.

continue: Indicates the continue algorithm used to calculate the deadlock recover-time.

backoff most-times: Indicates the backoff algorithm used to calculate the deadlock recover-time. most-times

indicates the maximum number of backoff times. The value ranges from 2 to 100.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. ThePFCdeadlockdetectionfunctiondetectswhetheran interfaceataPFCpriorityenters thePFCdeadlockstate.

When it is detected that the interface enters the PFC deadlock state, the interface forwards or discards received

packets within a period of time. You can run the priority-flow-control deadlock drop command to configure the

packet processingmode.

2. Youcanuse this command to configureattributesof thePFCdeadlock detection function forPFCpriorities.

3. detect-time: IndicatesthetimefordeterminingwhetheraninterfaceataPFCpriorityentersthePFCdeadlockstate.

Whenthe interfacestaysin thePFCcongestedstate inconsecutivedetect-timeperiods, it indicatesthat the interface

enters the PFC deadlock state.

4. recover-time: Indicates the allowed packet processing time after an interface at a PFC priority enters the PFC

deadlock state.

5. detect-time is in unit of time slice. You can run the priority-flow-control deadlock precision low command to

configure the length of one time slice. recover-time is in unit of milliseconds.

6. continue: Indicates that an interface of the priority in the deadlock state continues in this state for one

recover-time period if it receives PFC PAUSE frames. The interface checks whether it receives PFC PAUSE frames in the

next recover-timeperiod. If the interfacestill receivessuch frames, it continues tobe in thedeadlockstate foranother

recover-time period. The process repeats till the interface does not receive PFC PAUSE frames within the recover-time

period and then the interface exits the deadlock state.

7. most-times: indicatesthemaximumnumberofrecover-timebackoff times. Ifaninterfaceentersthedeadlockstate

within the backoff period (recover-timexmost-times)after it recovers from the first deadlock, the backoff timeneeds

tobe added to the recover-time (Backoff time=Number of backoff timesx recover-time). If the interval between two

deadlock states exceeds the backoff period, the number of backoff times is reset to zero. Otherwise, the number of

backoff times increasesby 1 (if thenumber of backoff timesalready reaches themaximumnumber of backoff times,

themaximum number of backoff times, that is, most-times, is used.)

8. If neithercontinuenorbackoff is configured, thedeadlock recover-timealgorithm isdisabled. After thedeadlock

recover-time ends, the interface directly exits the deadlock state.

 Enabling thePFC Deadlock Detection Function for a Priority of an Interface

Command priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value cos-value-list enable

Parameter

Description

cos-value-list: Indicates the configured priority list. The priority ranges from 0 to 7.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. When the priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value detect recover command is not executed to globally

configure thePFCdeadlockdetection function for apriority, thePFCdeadlockdetection functioncannotbe enabled

on interfaces for the priority.

2. Likewise, if the priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value detect recover command, the PFC deadlockdetection

function will be disabled on all interfaces for the priority.

 Configuring the Function of Discarding Packets in thePFCDeadlockState
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Command priority-flow-control deadlock drop

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide If this command is not configured, an interface at a PFC priority forwards packets after entering the PFC deadlock

state.

If thiscommand isconfigured,an interfaceataPFCprioritydiscardspacketsafterentering thePFCdeadlockstate.

 Setting thePFC Deadlock Time Precision to Low

Command priority-flow-control deadlock precision low

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. This command is used to configure the length of a single deadlock time slice. It affects the detect time unit in the

priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value cos-value-list detect detect-time recover recover-time command.

2. Whenthiscommand isnot configured, thePFCdeadlock timeprecision ishigh(one timesliceequals10ms).After

this command is configured, thePFCdeadlock timeprecision is low (one timesliceequals 100ms).

3. After the PFC deadlock function is configured for a priority, configuring this command will modify the time

precision of the PFC deadlock function for the priority.

 Enabling the PFC Deadlock Threshold Function for a Priority

Command priority-flow-control deadlock limit cos-value cos-value-list enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. This command is not configured by default. Configuring this command will enable the PFC deadlock threshold

function for the PFC priority corresponding to cos-value-list. If the number of deadlock times occurring for a

priority within one detection period (1minute by default) reaches the threshold (10 times by default), the PFC

function isdisabled for the priority via thepriority-flow-controlnodrop cos-value-listoff command.

2. This command relies on the configuration of the priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value cos-value-list detect

detect-time recover recover-time command. This command can be configured only after the command for

configuring attributes of the PFC deadlock detection function is configured for a priority. Likewise, if the

command for configuring attributes of the PFC deadlock detection function is deleted for a priority, the PFC

deadlock threshold command of the priority is also deleted.

3. Youcan run thepriority-flow-controldeadlock limit frequencynumberperiod timecommand toconfigure the

detection period and deadlock threshold.

 Configuring thePFC Deadlock Threshold andDetection Period

Command priority-flow-control deadlock limit frequency number period time

Parameter

Description

N/A
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This command modifies the PFC deadlock threshold and detection period. When the priority-flow-control

deadlock limit cos-value cos-value-list enable command is executed to enable the PFC deadlock threshold function

foraPFCpriority, thePFCdeadlock thresholdanddetectionperiodconfiguredusing thiscommandareapplied.

Configuration Example

 Enabling thePFCDeadlockDetection Function andDeadlock ThresholdFunction for Priority 3

Scenario

Figure 1-7

Configuration

Steps

 Set PFC IEEE 802.1p priority to 3 on the server.

 Enable the PFC function for Priority 3 on the switch.

A FS(config)# priority-flow-control nodrop 3 on

 Set attributes of the PFC deadlock detection function for Priority 3 on the switch: Set the detection time to 5

time slices, recovery time to 20ms, and time precision to low.

FS(config)# priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value 3 detect 5 recover 20

FS(config)# priority-flow-control deadlock precision low

 EnablethePFCdeadlockdetectionfunctionforPriority3onInterfaceHu0/1of theswitch.

FS(config)#interface hundredGigabitEthernet0/1

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/1)#priority-flow-control deadlock cos-value 3 enable

 Enable thePFCdeadlock threshold function forPriority 3, set thedetection time to5minutes,and threshold to

100 times.

FS(config-if-HundredGigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

FS(config)#priority-flow-controldeadlocklimitfrequency100period5

FS(config)#priority-flow-controldeadlock limitcos-value3enable

Verification Check the displayed configuration.

A FS# show priority-flow-control deadlock status

Global PFC Deadlock: 3

Time precision: Low<100ms>

Packet dispose: Forward

Limit cos-value: 3

Limit period: 5

Limit frequency: 100

Priority attribute:

cos-value detect-time recover-time

------------- --------------- ----------------

3 5 20

Interface Enable:
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Limit Log(Close PFC Log):

Interface Cos-valueFrequency Time

------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------

cos-value

----------

3

interface

------------

Hu0/1

Common Errors

 The PFC deadlock detection function is enabled on an interface without globally configuring the PFC deadlock detection
function for a priority or globally enabling the PFC function for a priority in advance.

 The PFC deadlock threshold function is configured without globally configuring attributes of the PFC deadlock detection
function for apriority.

1.4.2 ConfiguringBasicFunctionsoftheDCBX

Configuration Effect

 Discover peer DCB capabilities.

 Check whether DCB capabilities configured for both ends are the same.

 Automatically negotiate and configure DCB.

Notes

 TheDCBcapabilitynegotiation functioncantakeeffecton interfacesonlyafter thefollowingrequirementsaremet: theLLDP
functionisenabled inglobalconfigurationmodeand interfaceconfigurationmode; theLLDPworkingmodeof the interfacesis

set to txrx; the TLV of corresponding DCB capability can be released; and corresponding DCB capability is supported. If the

requirements are not met, theDCBX functionwill not take effect even if it is enabled on the interfaces.

 WhenconfiguringAPports,makesure that theLLDPof differentAPmemberports isset to thesamevalue, theAPport
topology is correctly set, and the DCBX TLV released for different AP member ports is the same. Otherwise, abnormalities occur

when DCB capabilities are negotiated on the AP ports at both ends.

ConfigurationSteps

 Enabling DCBX

 The global and interface DCBX function is enabled by default.

 EnableDCBXinglobalor interfaceconfigurationmodetolaunchtheDCBcapabilitynegotiationof theinterface.Disablingthe
globalDCBXfunctionwilldisabletheDCBcapabilitynegotiationofall interfaces.TheDCBXfunctionrunsonphysicalportsor

AP ports, and it is not applicable to stacking ports or VSL ports.

 Configuring aDCBXmode

 (Mandatory) Interfaceswork in the automatic switch mode by default.

 (Interfaceconfigurationmode)TheDCBXfunctionrunsonphysicalportsorAPports,andit isnotapplicabletostackingportsor
VSL ports.
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 ConfiguringDCBX TLV types that can be released

 (Mandatory) All types of DCBXTLVcan be released on interfaces by default.

 (Interfaceconfigurationmode)TheDCBXfunctionrunsonphysicalportsorAPports,andit isnotapplicabletostackingportsor
VSL ports.

 Configuring synchronizationwillingness

 Local end is unwilling to receive peer configuration by default. That is, theWilling parameter is not set.

 DuringnegotiationofDCBcapabilitysynchronization,specifytheWillingparameterforlocalportstoreceivepeerconfiguration.
If local end is willing to receive peer configuration, configure theWilling parameter.

Verification

 Check the display result.

Related Commands

 Enabling DCBX

Command dcbx enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

mode

Global configuration mode/Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide DisablingtheglobalDCBXfunctionwilldisabletheDCBcapabilitynegotiationofall interfaces.APportsnegotiateDCB

capabilities based on AP member ports.

 Configuring aDCBXmode

Command dcbx mode { auto | cee | ieee }

Parameter

Description

Interfaces work in the automatic switch mode by default.

auto: Allows an interface to automatically switch a DCBX mode based on the received DCBX TLV type if an interface

works in the automatic switchmode and the default mode isCEE-DCBX.

cee: Disallows an interface to automatically switch a DCBXmode based on the received DCBX TLV type if an interface

works in CEE-DCBXmode.

ieee:Disallowsan interfacetoautomaticallyswitchaDCBXmodebasedonthereceivedDCBXTLVtype ifan interface

works in IEEE-DCBX mode.

Command

mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AP ports negotiate DCB capabilities based on AP member ports.

 ConfiguringDCBX TLV types that can be released

Command dcbx { pfc | app-proto } advertise

Parameter

Description

All types of DCBX TLV can be released on interfaces by default.

pfc: Enables the DCBX TLV release function corresponding to the PFC capability.

app-proto: Enables the DCBX TLV release function corresponding to the APP capability.

Command

mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide AP ports negotiate DCB capabilities based on AP member ports.

Types of DCBX TLV that can be released on AP ports will be applied to different AP member ports.

 Configuring synchronizationwillingness

Command dcbx { pfc | app-proto } willing enable

Parameter

Description

pfc: Enables PFC capability synchronization willingness.

app-proto: Enables APP capability synchronization willingness.

Command

mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AP ports negotiate DCB capabilities based on AP member ports.

If theWillingparameter isset to the same valueat bothends and the local and peer ports arewilling to receivepeer

configuration, theconfigurationontheportwithasmallerMACaddressprevails. If the localandpeerportsareunwilling

to receivepeerconfiguration, the samevalueof theWillingparameter indicatesnegotiationsuccess;otherwise, it

indicates negotiation failure.

IfDCBcapabilitiessupport onlyglobalconfigurationmode, theycannotbenegotiatedoverDCBX. Inthiscase, local

configurationprevails.Forexample, if thePFCfunctionsupportsonlyglobalconfigurationmode,eventhoughthelocal

PFCWilling bit is set to1, the local port will not receivepeer configuration.That is, thePFCcapability cannot be

negotiated, and local PFC configuration prevails.

Configuration Example

 Automatically configuringDCB

Scenario

Figure 1-8

Configuration

Steps









EnableLLDPinglobalconfigurationmodeandinterfaceconfigurationmode(defaultconfiguration).

Set the LLDPmode of an interface to txrx (default configuration).

Enable DCBX of an interface (default configuration).

Allow all types of DCBX TLV to be released on an interface (default configuration).

A Bydefault,switchAcan instruct theserver toautomaticallyconfigureDCB, freeusersofmanuallyconfiguringDCB.

Verification Check the display result.

A FS#show dcbx status interface GigabitEthernet 0/1

-----------------------------------------------------------

Port [GigabitEthernet 0/1]

-----------------------------------------------------------

Local managing configuration information and port link state:

PortstatusofDCBX :Enable

PortmodeofDCBX : AUTOmode

PortactiveofDCBX : CEEactive

PFCisallowedtoadvertise : Yes

APPisallowedtoadvertise :Yes

PFCiswilling toacceptpeerconfiguration : No
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Negotiated configuration information:

PFCnegotiatedresult :usinglocalconfiguraiton

APPnegotiatedresult :usinglocalconfiguration

:UP

: NoAPPiswillingtoacceptpeerconfiguration

Port link state

Common Errors

 The LLDP function is not enabled in global configuration mode or interface configuration mode.

 The LLDPmode of an interface is not set to txrx.

1.5Monitoring

Clearing

Running the clear commandsmay lose vital information and thus interrupt services.

Description Command

Clears statistical information of PFC. clear priority-flow-control statistics [ interface interface-name]

Clears the PFC deadlock statistics of an

interface

clear priority-flow-control deadlock statistics [interface interface-name]

Displaying

Description Command

Displays global PFC configuration

information.

show priority-flow-control status

Displays PFC configuration and status

information of a port.

show priority-flow-control status[ interface interface-name]

Displays statistical information of PFC. show priority-flow-control statistics [interface interface-name]

DisplaysthePFCdeadlockstatisticsofall

priorities of an interface.

show priority-flow-control deadlock statistics [interface interface-name]

DisplaysPFCdeadlock configuration and

enabling status.

show priority-flow-control status

Displays DCBX configuration information

and negotiation status of an interface.

show dcbx status [ interface interface-name ]

Displays DCB configuration information

andcapabilitynegotiationstatusatboth

ends.

show dcbx information { pfc | app-proto } [ interface interface-name ]

Debugging

System resources are occupied when debugging information is output. Therefore, disable the debugging switch immediately
after use.

Description Command

Debugs the PFC deadlock function. debug pfc deadlock

Debugs the PFC details. debug pfc detail
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Debugs the PFC error. debug pfc error

Debugs the PFC event. debug pfc event

Debugs the PFC statistics. debug pfc statistics

Debugs ETS events. debug ets event

Debugs DCBX events. debug dcbx event

Debugs DCBX and DCB capability

submodule interaction.

debug dcbx detail

Debugs error information during DCBX

running.

debug dcbx error

Debugs packet transmission and

receiving of DCBX.

debug dcbx pkt

Debugs change of the DCBX status

machine.

debug dcbx stm

Debugshotstandby informationofDCBX. debug dcbx ha

Debugs the DCB library. debug dcb-lib

2 Configuring VXLAN

2.1 Overview

Virtual Extensible Local Area Network (VXLAN) is a virtual Ethernet based on the physical IP (overlay) network. It is a technology that

encapsulates layer 2 (L2) Ethernet frameswithin layer 3User DatagramProtocol (UDP) packets.

VXLANhasa24-bitVXLANnetworkidentifier(VNI).Itallowsuserstocreateupto16,000,000isolatedvirtualnetworkstomeetthe

requirements of multi-tenant environments and scale expansion, far surpassing the widely used Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN)

technology that is limited to 4,000 isolated networks. VXLAN uses the IP multicast method to encapsulate multicast, broadcast, and

unknown unicast packets, effectively controlling the broadcast domain inmulti-tenant environments.

With the transformationof datacenters,moreandmorevirtualmachinesaredeployed. Inaddition,as virtualmachinesmust be

migrated in L2 environments, scales of L2 networks increase.VXLAN can extend L2 networks over layer 3 (L3) networks, so that virtual

machinescanbemovedtoL3networksinterconnected toL2networkswithout changing theIPaddressesandMACaddresses,

thereby ensuring service continuity.

Protocols and Standards

 RFC7348:Virtual eXtensible Local AreaNetwork (VXLAN) -- AFramework forOverlayingVirtualized Layer 2Networks over Layer

3 Networks

2.2 Applications

Application Description

EVPN-based Multi-tenant Centralized

Deployment

ApplicabletothecentralizeddeploymentscenariowithEthernetvirtualprivatenetwork(EVPN)

enabled.

EVPN-based Multi-tenant Distributed

Deployment

Applicable to the distributed deployment scenario with EVPN enabled.

EVPN-based Single-tenant VXLAN

Routing Deployment

Applicable to the VXLAN routing deployment scenario with a single tenant.
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EVPN-based Multi-tenant VXLAN Route

Deployment

Applicable to the VXLAN route deployment scenario with multiple tenants.

SDN Controller–based Centralized

All-active Anycast Gateway Deployment

Applicable to the scenario for deploying all-active anycast gateways based on the

software-defined networking (SDN) controller in a centralized manner data centers.

Deployment of an EVPN Distributed

Network toBeCompatiblewith

Non-EVPNVTEPDevices

Applicable to the deployment scenario in which dynamic and static tunnels coexist.

DeploymentofL2SubinterfacestoAccess

a VXLAN

ApplicabletothedeploymentscenarioinwhichhostsaccessVXLANsthroughL2subinterfaces.

VNI Mapping–based Data Center

Interconnection Deployment

Applicable tothescenario inwhichVXLANsacrossdifferentdatacentersare interconnected

using the VNI mapping technology.

2.2.1 EVPN-based Multi-tenant Centralized Deployment

Scenario

VPNroutingand forwarding(VRF)networksareusuallyallocatedtodifferent tenantstosupport themulti-tenantapplication inadata

center.MultipleVXLANscanbeassignedtoeachtenant.VXLANsofthesametenantcanbemutuallyaccessedthroughtheL3router,

whileVXLANs of different tenants cannot bemutually accessed, as shown in Figure 2-1.

TenantArentsVRF-10,whichincludesVXLAN10andVXLAN20.ServersHOST-1andHOST-2belongtoVXLAN10andServersHOST-3

and HOST-4 belong toVXLAN 20.

TenantBrentsVRF-20,whichincludesVXLAN100.ServersHOST-5andHOST-6belongtoVXLAN100.

The networks ofTenant A and Tenant B are isolated from each other.

The entire network is formedby aBorderGatewayProtocol (BGP) network and includesCOREandTOR switches.TheBGP neighbor

relationshipis formedbetweeneverytwodevicesandtheBGP-EVPNprotocol familyissupported.AllVXLANgatewaysonthe

network are deployed in the core switches in a centralizedmanner.

Figure 2- 1
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CORE indicates a core switch that supports the VXLAN function.

When centralized all-active anycast gateways are deployed, multiple core gateways exist and the VXLAN gateways deployed

on the core gateways are the same.

TOR1 and TOR2 are access switches that support the VXLAN function.

HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, HOST-4, HOST-5, and HOST-6 are servers in the data center.

 Packets betweenHOST-1 and HOST-2 are forwarded throughTOR-1 at L2within theVXLAN.

 PacketsbetweenHOST-3 andHOST-4 are forwarded throughTOR-1 >CORE>TOR-2 at L2within theVXLAN.

 Packets betweenHOST-5 and HOST-6 are forwarded throughTOR-2 at L2within theVXLAN.

 PacketsbetweenVXLAN10andVXLAN20are forwarded throughTOR-1>CORE>TOR-2at L3across theVXLANs.

 VRF-10 andVRF-20 cannot communicate with each other.

Deployment

 Configure an Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) unicast routing protocol, for example, the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
protocol, on the switches to ensure that unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure theBGP routing protocol (supportingEVPN) on the switches toestablishneighbor relationships betweeneachother.

 Deploy the VXLAN gateway on the core switches.

 Deploy the VXLAN bridge on theTOR switches.

2.2.2 EVPN-based Multi-tenant Distributed Deployment

Scenario

Remarks:
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TheEVPN-basedmulti-tenantdistributeddeploymentappliestodatacenternetworksthatsupportmultipletenants.Thedifference

betweenthisdeploymentand theEVPN-basedmulti-tenantcentralizeddeploymentdescribedinsection2.2.1 lies inthat:Onthe

distributed deployment network, gateways are deployed on theTORswitches, as shown in Figure 2-2.

TenantA rentsVRF-10,which includesVXLAN10andVXLAN20.

TenantB rentsVRF-20, which includesVXLAN100.

The networks of Tenant A and Tenant B are isolated from each other.

The entire network is formed by a BGP network and includes CORE and TOR switches. The BGP neighbor relationship is formed

between every two devices and the BGP-EVPN protocol family is supported.

VXLAN gateways are deployed onTOR switches on the network. Anycast gateways can be deployed so that the IP addresses and MAC

addressesofallgatewaysonthenetworkarekeptconsistent. In thisway, thegatewayconfigurationdoesnotneedtobemodifiedno

matter whichTOR switch a virtual machine of a customer is migrated to.

VXLANs are unnecessarily deployed on the core switches.

ARP suppression can be configured on TOR switches to curb flooding of ARP packets, and the TOR switches respond to ARP requests

from hosts as a proxy.

TheARPproxy functioncanbeenabledon theTORswitches forall or someVXLANs. In thisway, L2 traffic inVXLANs is isolatedand

server communication traffic in the sameVXLAN is forwarded at L3 rather than at L2.

NDsuppressioncanbe configuredonTORswitches tocurb flooding of IPv6NDprotocol packets, and theTORswitches respond to

IPv6 NSmulticast packets from hosts as a proxy.

Figure 2- 2

 PacketsbetweenHOST-1 and HOST-4 are forwarded throughTOR-1 >TOR-2 at L2within theVXLAN.
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CORE indicates a core switch that supports the BGP-EVPN function.

TOR1andTOR2areaccess switches that support theVXLAN function.

HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, HOST-4, HOST-5, and HOST-6 are servers in the data center.

 Packets betweenHOST-1 and HOST-2 are forwarded throughTOR-1 at L3 across theVXLANs.

 PacketsbetweenHOST-1 andHOST-5 are forwarded throughTOR-1 >TOR-2 at L3 across theVXLANs.

 VRF-10 andVRF-20 cannot communicate with each other.

 If the ARP proxy function is configured onVXLAN10, packets between HOST-1 and HOST-4 are forwarded through TOR-1 >
TOR-2 at L3 within theVXLAN.

Deployment

 ConfigureanIPv4unicastroutingprotocol,forexample,theOSPFprotocol,ontheswitchestoensurethatunicastroutesare
reachable.

 Configure theBGP routing protocol (supportingEVPN) on the switches toestablishneighbor relationships betweeneachother.

 Deploy the VXLAN bridge on the core switches if required.

 Deploy theVXLAN gateway on theTOR switches.

 (Optional) Deploy ARP suppression on theTOR switches.

 (Optional) Deploy ARP proxy on theTOR switches.

 (Optional) Deploy IPv6 ND suppressionon theTOR switches.

 (Optional)Deploy theEVPNprotocol packet control function on theTORswitches to reduce the traffic of EVPNpackets.

2.2.3 EVPN-basedSingle-tenantVXLANRoutingDeployment

Scenario

Single-tenant VXLAN route deployment is shown in Figure 2-3.

In this scenario, only the VRF-10 is deployed, which includes VXLAN 10 and VXLAN 20.

The border devices are connected to the external network. These devices are deployed inVRF-10 (including VXLAN 90) and

interconnect with the external network at L3 via the overlay router interface.

The entire network is formed by a BGP network and includes TOR and border devices. The BGP neighbor relationship is formed

betweenevery twodevices (exceptbetweenBorder-1andBorder-2)and theBGP-EVPNprotocol family issupported.

TheTOR and border devices must use a symmetric VXLAN (VXLAN 100) for interconnection with each other. The border devices

import network routes to theTOR switches through the symmetric VXLAN.

VXLAN gateways are deployed onTOR switches on the network. Anycast gateways can be deployed so that the IP addresses and MAC

addressesofallgatewaysonthenetworkarekeptconsistent. In thisway, thegatewayconfigurationdoesnotneedtobemodifiedno

matter whichTOR switch a virtual machine of a customer is migrated to.

Figure 2-3

Remarks:
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 PacketsbetweenHOST-1 and HOST-3 are forwarded throughTOR-1 >TOR-2 at L2within theVXLAN.

 Packets betweenHOST-1 and HOST-2 are forwarded throughTOR-1 at L3 across theVXLANs.

 Toaccess the external network, HOST-1 forwards packets to the border device through TOR1 at L3 across theVXLANs, and then
the border device forwards the packets to the external network at L3.

Deployment

 ConfigureanIPv4unicastroutingprotocol,forexample,theOSPFprotocol,ontheswitchestoensurethatunicastroutesare
reachable.

 ConfiguretheBGProutingprotocol(supportingEVPN)ontheswitchestoestablishneighborrelationshipsbetweeneachother
(except between the border devices).

 Deploy theVXLAN on the border devices for L3 interconnection with the external network.

 Deploy theVXLAN gateway on theTOR switches.

2.2.4 EVPN-basedMulti-tenant VXLANRoute Deployment

Scenario

VRF networks are usually allocated to different tenants to support the multi-tenant application in a data center. Multiple VXLANs can

be assigned to each tenant. VXLANs of the same tenant can be mutually accessed through the L3 router, while VXLANs of different

tenants cannot bemutually accessed, as shown in Figure 2-4.

TenantA rentsVRF-10,which includesVXLAN10andVXLAN20.

TenantB rentsVRF-20, which includesVXLAN30.
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The border devices are connected to the external network. These devices are deployed inVRF-30 (including VXLAN 90) and

interconnect with the external network at L3 via the overlay router interface.

The networks of Tenant A and Tenant B are isolated from each other.

The entire network is formed by a BGP network and includes TOR and border devices. The BGP neighbor relationship is formed

betweenevery twodevices (except betweenBorder-1andBorder-2)and theBGP-EVPNprotocol family issupported

TheTOR and border devicesmust use a symmetric VXLAN (VXLAN 100 and VXLAN200) for interconnection with each other. The

border devices import network routes to theTOR switches through the symmetricVXLAN.

VXLAN gateways are deployed onTOR switches on the network. Anycast gateways can be deployed so that the IP addresses and MAC

addressesofallgatewaysonthenetworkarekeptconsistent. In thisway, thegatewayconfigurationdoesnotneedtobemodifiedno

matter whichTOR switch a virtual machine of a customer is migrated to.

Figure 2-4

 PacketsbetweenHOST-1 and HOST-4 are forwarded throughTOR-1 >TOR-2 at L2within theVXLAN.

 Packets betweenHOST-1 and HOST-2 are forwarded throughTOR-1 at L3 across theVXLANs.

 Toaccess the external network, HOST-1 forwards packets to the border device through TOR1 at L3 across theVXLANs, and then
the border device forwards the packets to the external network at L3.

Deployment

 ConfigureanIPv4unicastroutingprotocol,forexample,theOSPFprotocol,ontheswitchestoensurethatunicastroutesare
reachable.

 ConfiguretheBGProutingprotocol(supportingEVPN)ontheswitchestoestablishneighborrelationshipsbetweeneachother
(except between the border devices).

 Deploy theVXLAN on the border devices for L3 interconnection with the external network.
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 Deploy theVXLAN gateway on theTOR switches.

2.2.5 SDNController–basedCentralizedAll-activeAnycastGatewayDeployment

Scenario

SND controller–based centralized all-active anycast gateway deployment applies to data center networks that support the control of

an SND controller, as shown in Figure 2-5.

1. VXLAN overlay network topology:

In this scenario, the VXLAN overlay network is a two-layer structure including a core layer and an access layer.

1) TOR switches serve asVXLAN bridges to directly connect to servers (virtual machines).

2) Core switches serve asVXLANgateways.Multiple all-activeVXLANphysical gateways are deployed ina centralizedmanner.The

physical gateways are in the all-active state. The anycast function is deployed on each physical gateway and the same IP address

andMACaddressareconfiguredonallgatewaystoformalogicalgateway.Thefaultofanyparticularphysicalgatewaydoesnot

affect the normal operation of the logical gateway.

3) Virtual tunnel end points (VTEPs), including VXLAN bridges and VXLAN gateways, interconnect with each other through the L3

underlay network.

4) At the underlay layer, an L3 network connection is established between eachTOR switch and each physical gateway. However, all

physicalgatewaysarevirtualized intoone logicalgatewayVTEPtocommunicatewiththeexternalnetwork.OnlyoneVXLAN

tunnelisestablishedbetweenaTORswitchandthelogicalgatewayVTEP.Trafficonthetunnel isbalancedtomultiplephysical

gateways via the equal-cost multi-path routing (ECMP).

5) NoVXLAN tunnel or direct physical link is established between physical gateways.

6) On the server (virtual machine), only one logical gateway is visible.

7) VRF networks are allocated tomultiple tenants. Networks of tenants are isolated from each other.

2. SDN controllermanagement:

On the network, the administrator can configure the overlay network topology through the SDN controller and deliver the

configurationstoVTEPs.Theadministratorcanalsomonitor thestatusoftheoverlaytopologyandnetworktrafficthroughtheSDN

controller.

Inaddition, theadministratorcanmanage theservers (virtualmachines) on theentirenetwork through thecloudmanagement

platform.TheSDNcontrollercanassociatewiththecloudmanagementplatformtoacquiretheconfigurationinformation(suchasIP

addressandMACaddress) of the virtualmachineanddeliver theconfiguration information toVTEPs.After the information is

delivered,VXLAN forwarding entries are generated and synchronized onVTEPs.

3. VXLAN device automatic-learning capability

VTEPs can automatically learn the MAC address and the ARP routing table of the host if required, which can be used as an emergency

solution for the case that the SDN controller fails. The automatic-learning function can be enabled according to the actual

deployment.

Figure 2-5
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Deployment

 Deploy theVXLAN bridging function onTORswitches and theVXLANgateway function on the core switches.

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol, for example, the OSPF protocol, on all VTEPs (including theTOR and core switches)
to ensure that unicast routes are reachable.

 On the core gateways, assign the gatewayanycast IP addresses to different routing domains to avoid IP conflicts.

2.2.6 Deployment of an EVPNDistributed Network to BeCompatiblewith Non-EVPN VTEPDevices

Scenario

In a data center where an EVPN-based multi-tenant distributed network is deployed, one VTEP device that does not support the

BGP-EVPNprotocol (forexample, a virtual switch supporting theVXLANprotocol) is connected.See the figurebelow.

BGPisdeployedontheTORandCOREswitches.TheymutuallyestablishBGPneighbor relationshipsandsupport theEVPNrouting

protocol.

TheVXLANanycast gatewaysaredeployedon theTORswitchesandnetwork-widegatewaysshare thesame IPaddressandMAC

address.TORswitchesaredirectlyconnectedtoservers(virtualmachines)andcoreswitchesareconnectedtoexternalnetworks.
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VXLANs do not need to be deployed on the core switches.

ARP suppression can be configured on TOR switches to curb flooding of ARP packets, and the TOR switches respond to ARP requests

from hosts as a proxy.

TheARPproxy functioncanbeenabledon theTORswitches for all or someVXLANs. In thisway, L2 traffic inVXLANs is isolatedand

server communication traffic in the sameVXLAN is forwarded at L3 rather than at L2.

NDsuppressioncanbe configured onTORswitches to curb flooding of IPv6NDprotocol packets, and theTORswitches respond to

IPv6 NSmulticast packets from hosts as a proxy.

When the devicedoesnot support thedata center interconnection tunnel function,BGP-EVENcanbe configured onVTEP-1and all

VTEPdevicesonthenetworksothatVTEP-1establishVXLANtunnelswithotherVTEPdevices, thereby formingafullmeshnetwork.

The figure below shows the topology.

Figure 2- 6

Note: Blue lines in the figure indicate the VXLAN tunnels that the manually configured VTEP-1 establishes with other VTEPs.

Deployment

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol (such asOSPF) on switches to ensure that unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure theBGP routing protocol (supportingEVPN) on theTORand core switches so that the switches establishneighbor
relationshipsmutually.

 Deploy theVXLAN gateway on theTOR switches and theVXLAN bridge onVTEPs.

 Configure core switches to interconnect to external networks at L3.

 (Optional) Deploy ARP suppression on theTOR switches.

 (Optional) Deploy ARP proxy on theTOR switches.

 (Optional) Deploy IPv6 ND suppression on theTOR switches.
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2.2.7 DeploymentofL2Subinterfaces toAccessaVXLAN

Scenario

A server can access aVXLAN through an L2 subinterface and the access using other subinterfaces is not affected.

Figure 2-7

 On theTOR,configure theVLANor untaggedaccessmode for subinterfacesand configure aVXLAN instance (that is, gateway).

Deployment

 Complete the function configuration on virtual machines on virtual servers as well as on the physical server.

 CreateanL2subinterfaceontheTORswitch,configureVXLANencapsulationandVLANoruntaggedencapsulationrulefor the

subinterface.

 Create an overlay router interface on theTORswitch and configure theVXLANgateway IP address.

 Configure theVXLAN instance to associatewith the overlay router interfaceon theTOR switch to implementVXLAN routing.

2.3 Features

Basic Concepts

 VXLAN PacketFormat

A VXLAN encapsulates the Ethernet frames into UDP packets and transmits them on the IP core network.

TheVXLAN defines aVTEP entity, which encapsulates the data generated by the virtual machine into the UDP headers, and sends the

dataout.Aftertheencapsulation,theMACaddressandVLANinformationofthevirtualmachinenolongerservesasthebasisfordata

forwarding.

TheVTEP entity can be software, a hardware server, or other device. If the VTEP function is directly integrated into a hypervisor (also

calledvirtualmachinemonitor),all virtualmachine traffic ismarkedwithnewVXLANtagsandUDPheadersbeforeentering the

switch.This is equivalent to creating a tunnel between any two virtual machines.
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AstheVLANinformationof thevirtualmachineisexternally invisible,anewVXLANlabel (VNI)isadded.VNIsreplaceVLANsto

represent different VXLAN segments. Same as the forwarding behavior of VLANs, only the virtual machines with the same VNI in the

sameVXLAN segment can communicate with each other.

ThenewUDPheaderandVNI formanew framestructure.After receiving thedata framesent fromthevirtualmachine, aVTEP

encapsulates four elements (which are the VXLAN header, outer UDP header, outer IPv4 header, and outer Ethernet frame header from

insideout) toformanewframeheader.Inthenewframeheader,theoriginalsourceanddestinationMACaddresses,innerVLANtag,

and Ethernet type that are carried by the inner data frame remain the same.

The format of an encapsulatedVXLAN frame is as follows:

Figure 2-8

2.3.1 Packet Format

 VXLAN Header Information

Figure 2-9
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AVXLANheaderhas64bits.Inthedesignofthecurrentprotocolversion, thesolepurposeofaVXLANheader istocarrythe24-bitVNI

assigned by the VTEP.

 Flag (8 bits): The I bit must be set to 1 to indicate a validVNI, and the R bit must be set to 0.

 VXLANsegmentID/VNI:Includes24bitsandindicatestheVXLANnetworkidentifier.Onlythevirtualmachinesthatbelongto
the sameVXLAN can communicate with each other.

 Reserved: The 24th bit and 8th bit are reserved, and are set to 0.

 Outer UDPHeader

Figure 2-10

The definitions of the fields of the UDP header are as follows:

 SourcePort:IndicatesthesourceportIDoftheUDPpacket.AssignedbytheVTEP,thesourceportIDistheresultofthehash
operation of theL2header of the data frame.Thishash result canserve as the basis for traffic load balancing.

 DestPort: Indicates the destination port ID.The port ID assigned by the Internet AssignedNumbersAuthority (IANA) is 4789.

 UDP Length: Indicates the length of the UDP header.

 UDPChecksum: Indicates the UDP checksum, which is set to 0 for transmission.

 Outer IPHeader

Figure 2-11
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The definitions of the fields of the outer IP header are as follows:

 Source IPv4 Address: Identifies the IP address of theVTEP that corresponds to the virtual machine.

 Destination IPv4 Address: Indicates the unicast or multicast IP address. If it is a unicast IP address, it indicates the IP address of
theVTEP corresponding to the virtual machine to be communicated with.

TheIPaddressof theouter IPheader isno longertheaddressof thevirtualmachinesofbothcommunicationparties,but theaddress

oftheVTEPsatbothendsof thetunnel.If thehypervisordirectlytakesovertheworkof theVTEP,theIPaddressistheIPaddressof the

NIC of the server that runs the hypervisor. If theVTEP is an access switch, the IP address is the IP address of an egress interface or the IP

address of an L3 switch virtual interface (SVI).

 Outer EthernetHeader

Figure 2-12

The definitions of the fields of the outer Ethernet header are as follows:

 DestinationMACaddress: Next-hopMACaddress directed to the IP address of the destinationVTEP.

 SourceMAC address: MAC address of the localVTEP.

 VLAN tag:Optional.

2.3.2 Forwarding Model

 VXLANBridgingPrinciple

VXLAN encapsulates Ethernet packets within UDP packets to transmit them on the IP network. On the receiver, the VXLAN packets are

decapsulated into Ethernet packets and then forwarded, as shown in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13
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 SwitchTOR1 receives the commonEthernet packet, and then encapsulates the packet intoaVXLANpacket.

 TheVXLANpacket is forwarded in the IP core network. As shown in Figure 2-13, R forwards theVXLANpacket.

 SwitchTOR2 receives theVXLANpacket, and then decapsulates and forwards it at L2 of the LAN.

Overview

Feature Description

VXLAN Bridging and

Forwarding

Encapsulates broadcast, multicast, and unknown unicast packets into IP multicast packets to realize flooding. The

well-known unicast packets are encapsulated and forwarded by searching the VXLAN address table for the MAC

address and IP address.

 VXLAN RoutingPrinciple

VXLANs interconnect with each other through the VXLAN IP gateway, as shown in Figure 2-14.

Figure 2-14
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 Toimplement cross-VXLANcommunication, Server A first sends apacket to the IPgateway, which is deployedonTOR3.

 The packet sent by Server A is encapsulated byTOR1 into aVXLAN packet and then sent toTOR3.

 After receiving the VXLAN packet, TOR3 finds that the destination MAC address is the local MAC address and sends the packet to
TOR2 after VXLAN routing.

 After receiving the packet fromTOR3,TOR2 decapsulates the packet and sends it to Server B.

Overview

Feature Description

VXLAN Routing and

Forwarding

Implementscross-VXLANcommunicationandsupportscommunicationbetweenaconventional IPnetworkand

a VXLAN. A VXLAN router can serve as a VXLAN IP gateway.

2.3.3 Forwarding Process

WorkingPrinciple

AS shown in Figure 2-15, three servers use a VXLAN to achieve L2 interconnection on the IP network. The VXLAN VNI

is 100.

Figure 2-15
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TheVXLANpacket forwarding process is described by using an example in which Server A sends an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

request to Server B and Server B returns an ARP response.

Figure 2-16

Server A sends an ARP request, which is a broadcast packet. After receiving the ARP request, switch TOR1 floods the broadcast

packetintunnelheaderreplicationmode,encapsulatesitintotwounicastpackets,andsendsthemtoTOR2andTOR3through

tunnels. (SwitchTOR1 floods the broadcast packet to all tunnels. The tunnel betweenTOR1 and TOR2, and tunnel betweenTOR1

and TOR3 are created. )

The IP core network forwards the multicast VXLAN packet.
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Figure 2-17

After receiving theVXLAN packet, TOR3 decapsulates the packet into an Ethernet packet and implementsVXLAN address

learning (theVXLANID is100, theMACaddress is0000.0000.0001,and the IPaddress is192.168.1.100).

Figure 2-18
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After receiving the VXLAN packet, TOR2 decapsulates the packet into an Ethernet packet, implements address learning (the

VXLAN ID is100, theMACaddress is0000.0000.0001,and the IPaddress is192.168.1.100)and forwards the packet.Then,ServerB

receives the ARP request packet and returns a response packet.

Figure 2-19

After receiving the ARP response packet from Server B, TOR2 searches the address table and finds that the destination IP address

is192.168.1.100.Then,TOR2encapsulates thepacket intoaunicastVXLANpacket (theoutersource IPaddress is192.168.2.100)

destined for the switch at 192.168.1.100.
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Figure 2-20

The IP core network forwards the VXLAN packet.

TOR1 receives the ARP response packet encapsulated in the VXLAN, decapsulates the packet into an Ethernet packet,

implementsVXLANaddress learning (theVXLAN ID is100, theMACaddress is0000.0000.0002, and the IP address is

192.168.2.100), and forwards thepacket.Then,ServerA receives theARP responsepacket.

 Multicast VXLAN Packet Flooding

AVXLAN usesmulticast packets to flood broadcast, multicast, and unknown unicast packets. After receiving an ARP request packet,

TOR1encapsulates thepacket intoamulticastVXLANpacketandsends it toTOR2andTOR3,asshown inFigure2-21.

Figure 2-21
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 VTEP AddressLearning

As shown in Figure 2-21, in the process of using multicast packets to flood broadcast, multicast, and unknown unicast packets, TOR2

andTOR3 learn theVTEP information during decapsulation, and therefore establishneighbor relationships.

Related Configuration

 Configuring VXLAN Type Instance

NoVXLAN instance isconfiguredon theswitchesbydefault.

Run the vxlan vni-number command to create aVXLAN instance.

 ConfiguringVLANAssociated with VXLAN Instance

Run the extend-vlan vlan-id command in VXLAN instance configuration mode to configure the associated VLAN.

2.4 Configuration

2.4.1 ConfiguringVXLANSDN

ConfigurationEffect

 CreateaVXLANinstanceandassociate itwiththeoverlayrouterinterfaceandoverlaytunnel interface.ProvidetheVXLAN
routing (IP gateway) function to achieve cross-VXLAN communication. The VXLAN configurations can be delivered by the SDN

controller over communication mechanisms such as Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF), or can be implemented by CLI

configuration.

 ConfiguretheanycastgatewayandananycastMACaddresstoprovidecentralizedanycastall-activegatewayfunction.The
centralized anycast all-active gateways serve as one logical gateway (VTEP) to communicate with external devices and use the

sameVTEP IP address.Only one tunnel is configured between eachTORbridge device and the logical gateway.Packets are

balanced to physical gateways via the underlay ECMP to achieve the gateway all-active function.

 EnabletheSDNcontroller todeliver thehost routesandVXLANforwarding flowtable tothegatewaysandthegateways
generateroutesandentriesthroughautomaticlearning.Youcanruntheconfigurationcommandstoenableordisable the

automaticlearningfunctiononthegateways.WhentheSDNcontrollermalfunctions,theautomaticlearningfunctionensures

that the VXLAN works normally.

Notes

 TheVXLAN configurations can be delivered by the SDN controller over communicationmechanisms such as NETCONF,or can be
implementedbyCLI configuration.Onlyconfigurationdelivery fromtheSDNcontroller is recommended innormal cases.

 The VXLAN instances require support from existing unicast routes on the network. Therefore, an IPv4 unicast routing protocol,
for example, the OSPF protocol, must be configured on the network devices.

 On thecentralizedanycast gateways, assign thegatewayanycast IPaddresses todifferent routing domains toavoid IPconflicts.

Configuration Steps

 Creating VXLANInstances

 Mandatory.

 CreatingOverlay Router Interfaces

 Mandatory for VXLAN gateways.
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 ConfiguringOverlay Router Interfaces as Anycast

 Mandatory for centralized anycast gateways.

 Configuring AnycastMACAddress

 Mandatory for centralized anycast gateways.

 Configuring OverlayTunnel

 Mandatory.

 ConfiguringSource and Destination IPAddresses forOverlay Tunnel

 Mandatory.

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance withOverlay Router Interface

 Mandatory for gateways.

 AssociatingVXLANInstancewithVLAN

 Mandatory forTORbridges.

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance withOverlay Tunnel

 Mandatory.

 This is used to statically designate a VXLAN tunnel.

 ConfiguringStormControl of VXLAN Instances

 Optional.

 This function is required only when the storm rate needs to be limited based onVXLAN instances.

 ConfiguringStatic VXLANMACAddress Table

 Optional.TheVXLANMACaddress tabledeliveredby theSDNcontroller is representedasa staticVXLANMACaddress table.

 Youcan also configure the staticVXLANMACaddress table via CLI configuration.

 Configuring VXLANUDPDestination Port

 Optional.AstheVXLANUDPdestinationportusedbyearlydevicesmaynotbePort4789,youcanrunthiscommandtoachieve
compatibility. In addition, you can also run this command to customize theVXLANUDPdestination port.

 TheVXLANUDP destination port 4789 designated by IANA is used by default.

 Enabling ARPAutomatic Learning

 Optional. ARP automatic learning is enabled by default.

 AftertheARPautomaticlearningfunctionisenabled,thegatewayscanautomaticallylearntheAPRentrieswithoutrelyingon
the SDN control to deliver.

 Enabling IPv6 NDAutomatic Learning
 Optional. IPv6 ND automatic learning is enabled by default.
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 After theIPv6NDautomatic learning functionisenabled, thedevicecanautomatically learnthehostNDentries,withnoneed
to thoroughly rely on NDentries delivered by the SDN controller.

Verification

After SDN-VXLAN is enabled, virtual machines can communicate with each other.

 Run the showvxlan vni-number command to check whether the VXLAN devices can learn their mutual VTEP neighbor
relationships.

 Run the showvxlanmac command to checkwhether theVXLANMAC address is learned.

 Run theshowarp command to checkwhetherall local/remoteentries are learned.Run theshow ip routecommand to check
whether the routes of VXLAN IP gateways are learned.

 Runtheshowipv6neighborscommandtocheckwhetheralllocal/remoteIPv6NDentriesarelearned.Runtheshowipv6
route command to check whether the routes of theVXLAN IPv6 gateways are learned.

 Run the show vxlan udp-port command to display theVXLANUDP destination port.

Related Commands

 Creating or EnteringVXLAN Instances

Command vxlan vni-number

Parameter

Description

vni-number: Indicates the VNI. The value ranges from 1 to 16777215.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance with VLAN

Command extend-vlan vlan-id-list

Parameter

Description

vlan-id-list: Indicates the VLAN ID queue. The VLAN ID ranges from 1 to 4094.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommandtoassociate theVXLANinstancewiththeVLAN.After receiving theVLANpacket, thedevicewillbe

associated with the VLAN instance.

 CreatingOverlay Router Interfaces

Command interface OverlayRouter port-id

Parameter

Description

port-id: Indicates the ID of an overlay router interface. The ID ranges from 1 to 16,777,215.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Similar to SVI in a VLAN, this interface serves as the VXLAN IP gateway in the VXLAN routing environment.

 ConfiguringVRFNetwork for Overlay Router Interface

Command vrf forwarding vrf-name
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Parameter

Description

vrf-name: Indicates the VRF network to which the overlay router interface belongs.

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide AllocateVRFnetworkstodifferentVXLANtenants.ThetrafficofVXLANinstancesofdifferentVRFnetworksisisolated

from each other.

 Configuring IP Address for Overlay Router Interface

Command ip address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide SimilartotheIPaddressoftheSVIinaVLAN,thisIPaddressservesastheaddressoftheVXLANIPgatewayintheVXLAN

routing environment.

 Configuring an IPv6 Address for theOverlay Router Interface
Command ipv6 address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This IPv6 address serves as theVXLAN IPv6 gateway address in theVXLAN routing environment. It is similar to the IP

address of an SVI in a VLAN.

 Configuring theOverlay Router Interface as an Anycast Interface

Command anycast-gateway

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the gateway as an anycast gateway.

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance withOverlay Router Interface

Command router-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the name of the overlay router interface.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Different VXLANs cannot be associated with the same overlay router interface.

 ConfiguringVirtual MACAddress for Anycast Gateways

Command fabric anycast-gateway-mac mac-addr

Parameter

Description

mac-addr: Indicates the MAC address. The format is xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.
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Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide All gateways on which the anycast function is enabled use this MAC address as the gateway MAC address.

ThevirtualMACaddressforananycastgatewaymustnotbethesameasthelocalMACaddressorthesameastheMAC

address of any device on the overlay network.

 CreatingOverlay Tunnel Interfaces

Command interface OverlayTunnel port-id

Parameter

Description

port-id: Indicates the ID of the overlay tunnel interface. The ID ranges from 1 to 6144.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This interface isused tostaticallycreateanoverlay tunnel.Youcanrun the tunnel-interfacecommand toassociate it

with a VXLAN.

 ConfiguringSource IPAddress for Tunnel of Overlay Tunnel Interface

Command tunnel source ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the source IP address of a tunnel.

Command

Mode

Overlay tunnel interface configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtodesignateasourceIPaddressfortheoverlaytunnel.DesignatethisIPaddressastheoutersourceIP

address of a packet for encapsulation and forwarding.

 ConfiguringDestination IPAddress for Tunnel of Overlay Tunnel Interface

Command tunnel destination ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the destination IP address of a tunnel.

Command

Mode

Overlay tunnel interface configuration mode

Usage Guide UsethiscommandtodesignateadestinationIPaddressfor theoverlaytunnel.DesignatethisIPaddressastheouter

destinationIPaddressofapacketforencapsulationandforwarding.ThedestinationIPaddressofthetunnelisglobally

unique.DifferentoverlaytunnelscannotbeconfiguredwiththesamedestinationIPaddress.Otherwise,aconflictoccurs.

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance withOverlay Tunnel Interface

Command tunnel-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the name of the overlay tunnel interface.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Use this command to designate the VXLAN VTEP statically.

 ConfiguringStormControl of VXLAN Instances

Command storm-control {broadcast | multicast | unicast} [kbps-value | pps pps-value]
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Parameter

Description

kbps-value: Indicates the rate limit value (unit: kbit/s).

pps-value: Indicates the rate limit value (unit: packet count/s).

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the storm control when the storm rate needs to be limited based on the VNI.

 ConfiguringStatic VXLANMACAddress Table

Command vxlan mac static mac-addr vni vxlan-id interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

mac-addr: Indicates the MAC entry address. The format is xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.

vxlan-id: Indicates the VNI of the MAC entry.

interface-name: Indicates the next hop egress of the MAC table. It can be an overlay tunnel interface, an Ethernet

interface, or an aggregate port (AP).

vid: Indicates the ID of a VLAN to which the MAC entry belongs.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. Use this command to deliver the static VXLANMAC entries via the SDN controller or configure the static VXLANMAC

entries via CLI static configuration.This command ismainly used for setting the host forwarding table.

2. Whenthenext-hop interfaceisnot anoverlay tunnel interface,aVIDmustbeconfiguredand theVIDisnot required for

overlay tunnel interfaces.

 Configuring VXLANUDPDestination Port

Command vxlan udp-port port-number

Parameter

Description

port-number: Indicates theUDPdestinationport ID.Thevalue ranges from0 to65535and thedefault value is4789.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Note that the UDP destination port cannot be same as commonly used UDP ports.

Configuration Example

Only configuration related to theVXLAN is described below.

Only IPv4 configuration is used as an example below and the IPv6 scenario configuration is largely the same as the IPv4 scenario
configuration.

 VXLAN ConfigurationInstance
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Scenario

Figure 2- 22

Configuration

Steps

 ConfigureanIPv4unicast routingprotocolsuchas theOSPFprotocolonTOR-1,TOR-2,CORE-1,andCORE-2to

ensure that unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure loopback IPaddressesonTOR-1,TOR-2,CORE-1,andCORE-2anddistributepacketsvia theunicast

routing protocol.TheVTEP IP addresses ofCORE-1 andCORE-2must be the same and be allocated to different

routing domains.

 ConfigureaVXLANon the virtual server and designate the gatewayaddress of the virtualmachine. .

 EstablishaBGPneighbor relationshipbetweenCORE-1andCORE-2andconfigure theBGP-EVPN routingprotocol

on them.

The following configuration can be delivered by the SDN controller:

 CreateVXLANinstancesVXLAN10andVXLAN20onTOR-1,andassociatethemwithVLAN10andVLAN20

respectively. Configure the address learning mode as SDN controller advertisement. Configure two overlay tunnels

toconnectTOR-1withTOR-2andCORE.AssociateVXLAN10andVXLAN20withthetwotunnelsseparately.

 CreateVXLAN instanceVXLAN20 onTOR-2 and associate it withVLAN20. Configure the address learningmode as

SDN controller advertisement. Configure two overlay tunnels to connect TOR-2 with TOR-1 and CORE-2. Associate

VXLAN 20 with the two tunnels.

 CreateVXLANinstancesVXLAN10andVXLAN20onCORE-1.ConfiguretheaddresslearningmodeasSDN

controller advertisement. Configure the anycast MAC address. Configure two overlay router gateway interfaces and
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configure their IP addressesas 10.1.1.1/24 and 10.1.2.1/24 respectively. AssociateVXLAN10with the overlay router

gatewayinterfacewiththeIPaddress10.1.1.1/24.AssociateVXLAN20withtheoverlayroutergatewayinterface

with the IP address 10.1.2.1/24. Configure twooverlay tunnels to connect CORE-1withTOR-1 andTOR-2. Associate

VXLAN10 andVXLAN 20 with the two tunnels separately.

Enable the synchronization function on all-active VXLAN gateways to synchronize the automatically learned entries

between thegateways.

 The configuration of CORE-2 is same with that of CORE-1.

TOR1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)#interface loopback0

TOR1(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

TOR1(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

TOR1(config)# interface OverlayTunnel 1

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel source 1.1.1.1

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel destination 2.2.2.2

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# exit

TOR1(config)# interface OverlayTunnel 2

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# tunnel source 1.1.1.1

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# tunnel destination 3.3.3.3

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 1

TOR1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 2

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# end

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 1

TOR1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 2

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# end

TOR2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)#interface loopback0

TOR2(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 2.2.2.2 255.255.255.255

TOR2(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

TOR2(config)# interface OverlayTunnel 1

TOR2(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel source 2.2.2.2

TOR2(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel destination 1.1.1.1

TOR2(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# exit

TOR2(config)# interface OverlayTunnel 2

TOR2(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# tunnel source 2.2.2.2

TOR2(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# tunnel destination 3.3.3.3

TOR2(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# exit
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TOR2(config)# vxlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 1

TOR2(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 2

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# end

CORE1 Create VXLAN instances VXLAN10 and VXLAN20 on CORE-1. Set the address learning mode to SDN controller

advertisement.ConfigureananycastMACaddress.Configuretwooverlayroutergateway interfacesandset their IP

addresses to 10.1.1.1/24 and 10.1.2.1/24 respectively. ConfigureVXLAN10 to associate with the overlay router gateway

interfacewiththeIPaddressof10.1.1.1/24.ConfigureVXLAN20toassociatewiththeoverlayroutergatewayinterface

withtheIPaddressof10.1.2.1/24.ConfiguretwooverlaytunnelsreachabletoTOR1andTOR2respectively.Configure

VXLAN10andVXLAN20 to associate with the two tunnels respectively.Configure loopback 1 on bothCORE-1 and CORE-2

andsettheIPaddressto3.3.3.4and3.3.3.5forloopback1.ThetwocoreswitchesestablishaBGPneighborrelationship

through loopback 1. Configure the L2VPNEVPN address family activation command.

TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

CORE1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0000.1234.5678

CORE1(config)# interface loopback 0

CORE1(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 3.3.3.3 255.255.255.255

CORE1(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

CORE1(config)#interfaceloopback1

CORE1(config-if-Loopback 0)# ip address 3.3.3.4 255.255.255.255

CORE1(config-if-Loopback 0)# exit

CORE1(config)# route bgp 10000

CORE1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.5 remote-as 10000

CORE1(config-router)#neighbor3.3.3.5update-sourceLoopback1

CORE1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

CORE1(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.5 activate

CORE1(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.5 send-community extended

CORE1(config-router-af)# exit-address-family

CORE1(config-router)#exit

CORE1(config)# interface OverlayTunnel 1

CORE1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel source 3.3.3.3

CORE1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel destination 2.2.2.2

CORE1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# exit

CORE1(config)# interface OverlayTunnel 2

CORE1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# tunnel source 3.3.3.3

CORE1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# tunnel destination 1.1.1.1

CORE1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 2)# exit

CORE1(config)#interfaceoverlayrouter1

CORE1(config-if-OverlayRouter 1)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

CORE1(config-if-OverlayRouter 1)# anycast-gateway

CORE1(config-if-OverlayRouter 1)# exit

CORE1(config)#interfaceoverlayrouter2

CORE1(config-if-OverlayRouter 2)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24
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CORE1(config-if-OverlayRouter 2)# anycast-gateway

CORE1(config-if-OverlayRouter 2)# exit

CORE1(config)# vxlan 10

CORE1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 1

CORE1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 2

CORE1(config-vxlan)# router-interfaceOverlayRouter 1

CORE1(config-vxlan)# end

CORE1(config)# vxlan 20

CORE1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 1

CORE1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interfaceOverlayTunnel 2

CORE1(config-vxlan)# router-interfaceOverlayRouter 2

CORE1(config-vxlan)# end

CORE-2 Same with that of CORE-1

Verification  Verify that thevirtualmachines ofHOST-1,HOST-2, HOST-3, andHOST-4canping eachother.

 Display the staticMACentriesof hosts deliveredby theSDN controller onTORand core switches.

TOR1(config)#show vxlan mac

Vxlan MACAddress Type LocationInterface Vlan

---------- -------------------- -------- -------- ------------------------------ ------

10 0000.0000.0001 STATIC LOCAL GigabitEthernet 0/1 10

10 0000.1234.5678 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

20 0000.0000.0002 STATIC LOCAL GigabitEthernet 0/2 20

20 0000.0000.0003 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1 -

20 0000.0000.0004 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1 -

20 0000.1234.5678 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

TOR2(config)#show vxlan mac

Vxlan MACAddress Type LocationInterface Vlan

---------- -------------------- -------- -------- ------------------------------ ------

10 0000.0000.0001 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1 -

10 0000.1234.5678 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

20 0000.0000.0002 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1 -

20 0000.0000.0003 STATIC LOCAL GigabitEthernet 0/1 20

20 0000.0000.0004 STATIC LOCAL GigabitEthernet 0/2 20

20 0000.1234.5678 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

CORE1#show vxlan mac

Vxlan MACAddress Type LocationInterface Vlan

---------- -------------------- -------- -------- ------------------------------ ------

10 0000.0000.0001 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

20 0000.0000.0002 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

20 0000.0000.0003 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1 -

20 0000.0000.0004 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1 -
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CORE2#show vxlan mac

Vxlan MAC Address Type Location Interface Vlan

---------- -------------------- -------- -------- ------------------------------ ------

10 0000.0000.0001 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

20 0000.0000.0002 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 2 -

20 0000.0000.0003 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1 -

20 0000.0000.0004 STATIC REMOTE OverlayTunnel 1

2.4.2 ConfiguringVXLANEVPN

ConfigurationEffect

 EnablethecontrolplanelearningfunctiontoimplementVXLANtunnellearning,MACaddresslearning,androutelearningvia
controlplaneprotocols, thereby finally implementingVXLANbridging,VXLANrouting,anddatacommunicationbetween

VXLANs and between a VXLAN and an external network.

 Support functionssuchas anycast gateways,symmetricVXLAN instances, andARPsuppression inEVPNcontrol planemode.

Notes

 The VXLAN instances require support from existing unicast routes on the network. Therefore, an IPv4 unicast routing protocol,
for example, the OSPF protocol must be configured on the network devices.

 TheMP-BGP-EVPNprotocol is required forVXLANs to implementVXLAN tunnel learning,MAC address learning, and route
learning.Therefore, the devices on the networkmust completeBGP-related configurations.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring Loopback Interface Associated with Local End

 Mandatory.

 Configure the IP address of a loopback interface as the IP address of the local VTEP.OneVTEP device can be associated with only
one loopback interface to serve as theVXLANVTEP IP address.

 IftheL3egressisanoverlayrouterinterfaceduringstaticrouteconfiguration,thenext-hopIPaddresscannotbesettotheVTEP
IP address.

 ConfiguringVirtual MACAddress for Anycast Gateways

 Optional.

 ConfigureaunifiedvirtualMACaddressforallanycastgatewaysonthenetwork.Theanycastfunctioncanbeenabledonthe
VXLANoverlay router interface of the local device only after the virtual MACaddress is configured.

 Configuring ARPSuppression

 Optional.

 After ARP suppression is enabled, the switch responds to the ARP request from the host as a proxy, reducing the flooded ARP
data.

 ARP suppression is generally enabled on the TOR bridge devices in a centralized deployment scenario, or on the distributed
gateways in a distributed deployment scenario.
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 Configuring ARPProxy

 Optional.

 AfterARP suppression is enabled onaVTEPdevice, you canenable the ARPproxy functiononanoverlay router interface.

 After ARP proxy is enabled, theVTEP device responds to ARP requests from hosts as a proxy and theMACaddress used for proxy
response is the gatewayMAC address configured on theVTEP device. In this way, theMAC address in the ARP request responses

are the MAC address of the VTEP device, and the traffic between hosts in the same VNI is forwarded at L3.

ARP proxy can be enabled only on VXLAN gateways and is generally enabled on distributed gateways in distributed deployment

scenarios.

 Configuring IPv6ND Suppression

 Optional.

 After IPv6 ND suppression is enabled, the VTEP device responds to NSmulticast packets from hosts as a proxy, to reduce flooded
NSmulticast packets on the network.

 IPv6ND suppression is generally enabled on distributed gateways in distributed deployment scenarios.

 Configuring theEVPNProtocol Packet Control Function

 In symmetric EVPN deployment scenarios, the EVPN protocol packet control function can be configured onTOR switches to
reduce the traffic of EVPN packets.

Currently, the EVPN protocol packet control function includes the following:

 ExtractingMACentries fromEVPNMAC-IP type-2 routes (ARPentries) on a L2-VPNVXLAN instance

 ExtractingMACentries fromEVPNMAC-IPv6 type-2 routes (IPv6 NDentries) on a L2-VNIVXLAN instance

 Banningsynchronizationof the localMACaddress to the remoteVTEP throughEVPNmessagesonanL2-VNIVXLAN instance

 Banningdeliveryof theMACaddresses remotelysynchronized throughEVPNmessages to the localMACaddress tableonan
L2-VNI VXLANinstance

 Stopping an L2-VNI VXLAN instance from generating EVPN type-2 routes

 ConfiguringRemote ARP Packet Learning

 Mandatory for centralized gateways and not recommended for other devices.

 After the remote ARP packet learning function is enabled, the VXLAN gateways can learn the VXLAN route entries from the
encapsulatedVXLANARP packets received from theVXLAN tunnels.

 ConfiguringRemote IPv6 NDProtocol Packet Learning

 Mandatory for centralized gateways and not recommended for other devices.

 After the remote IPv6 ND protocol packet learning function is enabled, the VXLAN gateway can learn IPv6 ND entries from
VXLAN-encapsulated IPv6 protocol packets received fromVXLAN tunnels.

 Creating VXLANInstances

 Mandatory.

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance withOverlay Router Interface
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 Mandatory for VXLAN gateways.

 OnlyaftertheVXLANisassociatedwiththeoverlayrouter interface,thedevicecanprovidetheVXLANroutingfunctionand
serve as aVXLAN IP gateway.

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance with VLAN

 Mandatory for VXLAN devices directly connected to the host.

 Only after aVLAN is associated with aVXLAN instance, packets of theVLAN can be encapsulated into VXLAN packets and then
forwarded.

 After aVLAN isassociatedwith aVXLAN, all packets of theVLANwill be encapsulated intoVXLANpackets. Therefore, an SVI
cannot be used as theVLAN IP gateway on the device.

 ConfiguringStormControl of VXLAN Instances

 Optional.

 This function is required only when the storm rate needs to be limited based onVXLAN instances.

 Configuring VXLANUDPDestination Port

 Optional.AstheVXLANUDPdestinationportusedbyearlydevicesmaynotbePort4789,youcanrunthiscommandtoachieve
compatibility. In addition, you can also run this command to customize theVXLANUDPdestination port.

 TheVXLANUDP destination port 4789 designated by IANA is used by default.

 Configuring Symmetric Instances

 Optional.

 Symmetric instancesneedtobeconfiguredonly insymmetricscenarios.Onlyonesymmetricinstancecanbeconfiguredfor
eachVRF network. After a symmetric instance is configured in a VRF network, L3 forwarding of other asymmetric instances is all

switched to the symmetric instance for implementation.

 Configuring Static VXLANNetwork Routes

 Optional.

 Configure the staticVXLAN network routes based onVXLAN instances if required.

Verification

Basedon EVPN control plane learning,VXLAN tunnels,VXLANMAC entries, and VXLAN route entries can be formed. Run the following

commands for verification.

 Run the show vxlan vni-number command to check whether the local and remote VXLAN devices can learn mutual VTEP
neighbor relationships.

 Run the showvxlanmac command to checkwhether theVXLANMAC address is learned.

 Run the showarp command to check whether the ARP entry of theVXLAN IP gateway is learned.

 Run the show ipv6 neighbors command to checkwhether all local/remote IPv6 NDentries are learned.

 Run the show vxlan udp-port command to display theVXLANUDP destination port.

Related Commands
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 Configuring Loopback Interface Associated with Local End

Command source loopback loopback-port-id

Parameter

Description

Loopback-port-id: Indicates the ID of the loopback interface.

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide The local VETP IP address is the configured loopback interface IP address.

 ConfiguringVirtual MACAddress for Anycast Gateways

Command fabric anycast-gateway-mac mac-addr

Parameter

Description

mac-addr: Indicates the MAC address. The format is xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide All gateways on which the anycast function is enabled use this MAC address as the gateway MAC address.

ThevirtualMACaddressforananycastgatewaymustnotbethesameasthelocalMACaddressorthesameastheMAC

address of any device on the overlay network.

 ConfiguringRemote ARP Packet Learning

Command remote arp learn enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide EnableordisabletheremoteARPpacket learning functionglobally.After this functionisenabled, theVXLANgateways

can learn the VXLAN route entries from the encapsulated VXLAN ARP packets received from the VXLAN tunnels.

 ConfiguringRemote IPv6 NDProtocol Packet Learning

Command remote nd learn enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable or disable the remote IPv6 ND packet learning function globally. After this function is enabled, the device can

learn IPv6 ND entries from the VXLAN-encapsulated IPv6 NS packets received from VXLAN tunnels.

 Configuring ARPSuppression

Command arp suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide EnableordisableARPsuppressionglobally.AfterARPsuppressionisenabled,theswitchrespondstotheARPrequests
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fromthehostasaproxy.TheVNI-basedARPsuppressionmaybealsosupported,dependingontheproducttype.Youcan

configure global ARP suppression or VNI-based ARP suppression based on the actual application scenario.

 ConfiguringVNI-based ARP Suppression

Command arp suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide EnableordisableVNI-basedARPsuppression.AfterARPsuppressionisenabled, theswitchresponds toARPrequests

from hosts as a proxy. The global ARP suppression may be also supported, depending on the product type. You can

configureglobalARPsuppressionorVNI-basedARPsuppressionbasedon theactual applicationscenario.

 Configuring ARPProxy

Command route-in-vni

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After the intra-VNI routing function (ARP proxy) is enabled on an overlay router interface, the VTEP device usesits

gatewayMACaddresstorespondtoallARPrequestsfromhosts intheVNI, towhich theoverlayrouter interfacebelongs,

when serving as an ARP proxy. In this way, the communication traffic between hosts in the same VNI is forwarded

through VXLAN routes.

 ConfiguringGlobal IPv6 NDSuppression

Command nd suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide Enableordisabletheglobal IPv6NDsuppressionfunction.After IPv6NDsuppressionisenabled, thedevicerespondsto

IPv6 NS multicast packets from hosts as a proxy. The VNI-based IPv6 ND suppression may be also supported, depending

on the product type. You can configure global IPv6 ND suppression or VNI-based IPv6 ND suppression based on the

actual application scenario.

 ConfiguringVNI-based IPv6ND Suppression

Command nd suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable or disable the VNI-based IPv6 ND suppression function. After IPv6 ND suppression is enabled, the device responds

to IPv6 NS multicast packets from hosts as a proxy. The global IPv6 ND suppression may be also supported, depending on
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theproduct type.Youcanconfigureglobal IPv6NDsuppressionorVNI-based IPv6NDsuppressionbasedon theactual

application scenario.

 ExtractingMACEntries fromEVPNMAC-IP Type-2 Routes (ARPEntries)

Command evpn arp mac-learning enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, the device parses one ARP entry and one MAC entry from a MAC-IP type-2 route

synchronized from theVXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isdisabledbydefaultand thedeviceparsesoneARPentrybut noMACentry fromaMAC-IP type-2 route

synchronized from theVXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonly theEVPNentryparsingof theVXLANinstance.Other

VXLAN instances, forwhich this command is not configured, are not affected.

Thiscommandcanbeused incombinationwiththeevpnmacadvertisedisablecommand.After theyareexecuted, the

network-wide VXLAN-EVPN neighbors synchronize only MAC-IP type-2 routes but no MAC-only type-2 routes. All devices

parse and extract MAC entries fromMAC-IP type-2 routes.

This command is configured on L2-VNI VXLAN instances.

 ExtractingMACEntries fromEVPNMAC-IPv6 Type-2 Routes (IPv6NDEntries)

Command evpn nd mac-learning enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide After thiscommand isconfigured, thedeviceparsesone IPv6NDentryandoneMACentry fromaMAC-IPv6type-2route

(IPv6ND entry) synchronized from theVXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isdisabledbydefaultand thedeviceparsesone IPv6NDentrybut noMACentry fromaMAC-IPv6 type-2

route synchronized from theVXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonly theEVPNentryparsingof theVXLANinstance.Other

VXLAN instances, forwhich this command is not configured, are not affected.

Thiscommandcanbeused incombinationwiththeevpnmacadvertisedisablecommand.After theyareexecuted, the

network-wide VXLAN-EVPN neighbors synchronize only MAC-IPv6 type-2 routes but no MAC-only type-2 routes. All

devices parse and extract MAC entries fromMAC-IPv6 type-2 routes.

This command is configured on L2-VNI VXLAN instances.

 Configuring anL2-VNIVXLAN InstanceNot toSynchronize theLocalMACAddress to theRemote VTEPThroughEVPN
Messages

Command evpn mac advertise disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command VXLAN configuration mode
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Mode

Usage Guide This command is not configured on a device by default. The device generates oneMAC-only type-2 route through the

VXLAN-EVPNprotocol based ona locally learnedMACentry, and synchronizes the type-2 route to theEVPNneighbor

(that is, remoteVTEP).Then, the remoteVTEP can learn theMACentry from theMAC-only type-2 route.

After this command is configured, the device doesnot generateVXLAN-EVPNMAC-only type-2 routes based onMAC

entries, and therefore, it will not advertiseMAC-only type-2 routes to the EVPN neighbor.

This command is configured on aVXLAN instance and affects only whether theVXLAN instance generatesMAC-only

type-2 routes. Other VXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still generate MAC-only type-2

routes.

Thiscommand canbeused incombinationwith theevpnarpmac-learningenableandevpnndmac-learningenable

commands. After they are executed, the network-wide VXLAN-EVPN neighbors synchronize only MAC-IP type-2 routes

butnoMAC-only type-2 routes.AlldevicesparseandextractMACentries fromMAC-IPorMAC-IPv6type-2 routes.

Note:This commandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

 ConfiguringanL2-VNIVXLANInstanceNot toDeliverMACAddressesRemotelySynchronizedThroughEVPNMessages
to the Local MACAddress Table

Command evpn mac inactive

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, the device does not learnMACentries fromVXLAN-EVPN type-2 routes (MAC-IP or

MAC-only type-2 routes) synchronized from neighbors.

Thiscommand isnotconfiguredonadevicebydefault.ThedevicelearnsMACentriesfromVXLAN-EVPNtype-2routes

synchronized fromneighbors.

Thiscommand isconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonlywhethertheVXLANinstancelearnsMACentriesfrom

VXLAN-EVPN type-2 routes. Other VXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still learnMAC entries.

Note:ThiscommandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

 Configuring an L2-VNI VXLAN InstanceNot toGenerate EVPN Type-2 Routes

Command evpn rt-2 advertise disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is not configured on a device by default. The device generates oneMAC-only type-2 route through the

VXLAN-EVPNprotocol based ona locally learnedMACentry, and synchronizes the type-2 route to theEVPNneighbor

(that is, remote VTEP). Then, the remote VTEP learns the MAC entry from the MAC-only type-2 route. In addition, the

devicegeneratesoneMAC-IPtype-2routethrough theVXLAN-EVPNprotocolbasedonalocally learnedARPentryand

synchronizesthetype-2routetotheEVPNneighbor.Then, theremoteVTEPlearnstheARPentryandhostroutefromthe

MAC-IP type-2 route.ThedevicegeneratesoneMAC-IPv6 type-2 route through theVXLAN-EVPNprotocol basedona

locally learned IPv6 ND entry, and synchronizes the type-2 route to the EVPN neighbor. Then, the remote VTEP learns the
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IPv6NDentry and host route from theMAC-IPv6 type-2 route. After this command is configured, theMACentries, ARP

entries,and IPv6NDentriesof thedevicearenot used togenerateVXLAN-EVPN type-2 routesand therefore,no type-2

route is advertised to the EVPN neighbor.

ThiscommandisconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonlywhether theVXLANinstancegeneratestype-2routes.

OtherVXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still generate type-2 routes.

Note:This commandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

 CreatingOverlay Router Interfaces

Command interface OverlayRouter port-id

Parameter

Description

port-id: Indicates the ID of an overlay router interface. The ID ranges from 1 to 16,777,215.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Similar to SVI in a VLAN, this interface serves as the VXLAN IP gateway in the VXLAN routing environment.

 Configuring IP Address for Overlay Router Interface

Command ip address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide SimilartotheIPaddressoftheSVIinaVLAN,thisIPaddressservesastheaddressoftheVXLANIPgatewayintheVXLAN

routing environment.

 Configuring an IPv6 Address for theOverlay Router Interface

Command ipv6 address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This IPv6 address serves as theVXLAN IPv6 gateway address in theVXLAN routing environment. It is similar to the IP

address of an SVI in a VLAN.

 AssociatingOverlay Router Interface with VRFNetwork

Command vrf forwarding table name

Parameter

Description

Table name: Indicates the VRF network associated with the overlay router interface.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Usethiscommand toassociateanoverlay router interfacewithaVRFnetwork in theVXLANroutingenvironment, to

implement VXLAN L3 route isolation.

 Creating or EnteringVXLAN Instances
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Command vxlan vni-number

Parameter

Description

vni-number: Indicates the VNI. The value ranges from 1 to 16777215.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring Symmetric Instances

Command symmetric

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Nosymmetricinstanceisconfiguredbydefault.Symmetric instancesareusedtomanagetheL3forwardingentriesofall

asymmetric instances of the VRF networks associated with the symmetric instances.

 AssociatingVXLAN Instance withOverlay Router Interface

Command router-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the name of the overlay router interface.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Different VXLANs cannot be associated with the same overlay router interface.

 Configuring VXLANUDPDestination Port

Command vxlan udp-port port-number

Parameter

Description

port-number: Indicates theUDPdestinationport ID.Thevalue ranges from0 to65535and thedefault value is4789.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide Note that the UDP destination port cannot be same as commonly used UDP ports.

 ConfiguringStormControl of VXLAN Instances

Command storm-control {broadcast | multicast | unicast} [kbps-value | pps pps-value]

Parameter

Description

kbps-value: Indicates the rate limit value (unit: kbit/s).

pps-value: Indicates the rate limit value (unit: packet count/s).

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure the storm control when the storm rate needs to be limited based on the VNI.

Configuration Example

Only configuration related to the VXLAN is described below.

Only IPv4 configuration is used as an example below and the IPv6 scenario configuration is largely the same as the IPv4 scenario
configuration.
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2.4.2.1 Configuring EVPN-based Multi-tenant Centralized Scenario

Scenario

Figure 2- 23

Configuration  ConfigureanIPv4unicastroutingprotocolsuchastheOSPFprotocolonCORE,TOR-1,andTOR-2toensurethat

Steps unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure the BGP-EVPN routing protocol on CORE, TOR-1, and TOR-2 to establish BGP neighbor relationships

between the three devices and to support the EVPN protocol family.

 Configure theEVI forBGP-EVPNonCORE,TOR-1,andTOR-2.Fordetails,seeBGP-EVPNConfigurationGuide.

 Configure a VXLAN on the virtual server and designate the gateway address of the virtual machine.

 Associate the VTEP with the loopback interface on TOR-1, TOR-2, and CORE to establish tunnels.

 Create VXLAN instances on TOR-1, TOR-2, and CORE and associate the VXLAN instances with VLANs.

 Create overlay router interfaces and configure the VXLAN gateway IP address on CORE. Configure different VRF

networks for different overlay router interfaces to determine their respective tenants.

 Associate VXLAN instances with overlay router interfaces on CORE to realize VXLAN routing.

 Enable the remote ARP packet learning function on CORE to generate VXLAN routing entries dynamically.

 (Optional)ConfigureARPsuppressiononTOR-1andTOR-2toreducetheARPpacketsenteringtheVXLAN.

HOST Configuring the IPaddressandgatewayaccording toFigure2-23 (thedetailed configurationon theserver isomitted

herein).

CORE The configuration of the OSPF, and Ethernet interface is omitted herein. The following describe only the VXLAN

configuration.

CORE# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

CORE(config)# interface Loopback 1

CORE(config-if- Loopback 1)# ip address 1.1.1.1/32
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CORE(config-if-Loopback1)#exit

CORE(config)# vtep

CORE(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

CORE(config-vtep)# remotearp learnenable

CORE(config-vtep)# exit

CORE(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

CORE(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

CORE(config-vrf)#route-targetboth1000:1000

CORE(config-vrf)# exit

CORE(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

CORE(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

CORE(config-vrf)#route-targetboth2000:2000

CORE(config-vrf)# exit

CORE(config)# int overlayrouter 10

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

CORE(config)# int overlayrouter 20

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

CORE(config)# int overlayrouter 100

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 10.1.3.1/24

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# exit

CORE(config)# vxlan 10

CORE(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

CORE(config-vxlan)# exit

CORE(config)# vxlan 20

CORE(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

CORE(config-vxlan)# exit

CORE(config)# vxlan 100

CORE(config)# vxlan 100

CORE(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

CORE(config-vxlan)# exit

CORE(config)# router bgp 64512

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source Loopback 1

CORE(config-router)#neighbor3.3.3.3update-sourceLoopback1

CORE(config-router)#address-family l2vpn evpn

CORE(config-router-af)#neighbor2.2.2.2activate

CORE(config-router-af)#neighbor3.3.3.3activate

CORE(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 route-reflector-client
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CORE(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 route-reflector-client

CORE(config-router-af)# exit

CORE(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

CORE(config-router-af)# network 10.1.1.0 mask 255.255.255.0

CORE(config-router-af)# network 10.1.2.0 mask 255.255.255.0

CORE(config-router-af)# exit

CORE(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-20

CORE(config-router-af)# network 10.1.3.0 mask 255.255.255.0

CORE(config-router-af)# exit

CORE(config-router)# exit

CORE(config)# evpn

CORE(config-evpn)# vni 10

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# exit

CORE(config-evpn)# vni 20

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# exit

CORE(config-evpn)# vni 100

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR1(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress2.2.2.2/32

TOR1(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR1(config)# vtep

TOR1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn
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TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 activate

TOR1(config-router-af) #exit

TOR1(config-router)# exit

TOR1(config)# evpn

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR2(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress3.3.3.3/32

TOR2(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR2(config)# vtep

TOR2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vtep)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# exit

TOR2(config)# evpn

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto
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TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Verification  Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, and HOST-4 can ping each other.

 Verify that HOST-5 and HOST-6 can ping each other.

 Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, and HOST-4 cannot ping HOST-5 and HOST-6.

 Verify that the virtual machines can be migrated between the hosts on the same VXLAN and can access the

network normally after migration without modifying the configuration.

TOR1#sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 2

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : -

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 1.1.1.1 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : -

ExtendVLAN 20

VTEP Adjacency Count: 2

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 1.1.1.1 dynamic

OverlayTunnel 6146 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

CORE#sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 3

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 10 (non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------
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VXLAN 100

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface :OverlayRouter100 (non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6148 1.1.1.1 3.3.3.3 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface :OverlayRouter20(non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 2

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

dynamic2.2.2.2OverlayTunnel6147 1.1.1.1

OverlayTunnel 6147 1.1.1.1 2.2.2.2 dynamic

OverlayTunnel 6148 1.1.1.1 3.3.3.3 dynamic
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2.4.2.2 Configuring EVPN-based Multi-tenant Centralized All-active

Anycast Gateway Scenario

Scenario

Figure 2- 24

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol such as theOSPFprotocol onCORE,TOR-1, andTOR-2 to ensure that

unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure theBGP-EVPNroutingprotocolonCORE,TOR-1,andTOR-2 toestablishBGPneighbor relationships

between the three devices and to support the EVPN protocol family.

 Configure theEVI forBGP-EVPNonCORE,TOR-1,andTOR-2.Fordetails, seeBGP-EVPNConfigurationGuide.

 ConfigureaVXLANon thevirtual serveranddesignate thegatewayaddressof thevirtualmachine.(Omitted).

 Associate theVTEPwith the loopback interfaceonTOR-1,TOR-2, andCORE toestablish tunnels.

Note that the same loopback interface IP address needs to be configured onCORE1and CORE2as theVTEP IP

address for tunnel establishment.

After the loopback interface IP address is configured, no tunnel is established between CORE1 and CORE2.

OnTOR1, onlyone tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is1.1.1.1andone tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is3.3.3.3 canbe

viewed.

OnTOR2, onlyone tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is1.1.1.1andone tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is2.2.2.2 canbe

viewed.

OnCORE1,onlyone tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is2.2.2.2andone tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is3.3.3.3canbe

viewed.

OnCORE2, only one tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is2.2.2.2and one tunnelwhoseVTEP IPaddress is3.3.3.3 can be

viewed.
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 CreateVXLANinstancesonTOR-1,TOR-2,andCOREandassociate theVXLANinstanceswithVLANs.

 Create overlay router interfaces and configure theVXLANgateway IP address onCORE.Configure differentVRF

networks for different overlay router interfaces to determine their respective tenants. Associate VXLAN instances

with overlay router interfaces to realizeVXLAN routing.

Note that theoverlay router interfaceconfigurationsonCORE1andCORE2mustbe thesame.That is, the IP

addresses and masks configured for the overlay router interfaces associated with the sameVXLAN instance must be

the same onCORE1 andCORE2 and belong to the same tenant (VRF).

In addition, an anycast gateway must be configured for all overlay router interfaces.

 Configure thesameanycastgatewayMACaddressonCORE1andCORE2 toensure thatallVXLANanycastgateways

on CORE use the sameMAC address.

 Enable the remoteARPpacket learning functiononCOREtogenerateVXLANroutingentriesdynamically.

 (Optional)ConfigureARPsuppressiononTOR-1andTOR-2toreducetheARPpacketsentering theVXLAN.

HOST Configure the IP address and gateway according to Figure 2-24 (the detailed configuration on the server is omitted

herein).

CORE The configuration of the OSPF and Ethernet interface is omitted herein. The following describes only the VXLAN

configuration.

Note:VXLANconfigurationonCORE1andCORE2 is thesame.Thefollowingconfiguration applies toCORE1and

CORE2:Configure loopback1onbothCORE1 andCORE2and set the IP address to1.1.1.2and 1.1.1.3 for loopback1.The

two core switches establish a BGP neighbor relationship through loopback 1. Configure the L2VPN EVPN address family

activation command.

CORE# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

CORE(config)# interface Loopback 0

CORE(config-if- Loopback 0)# ip address 1.1.1.1/32

CORE(config-if- Loopback 0)# exit

CORE(config)#int loopback 1

CORE(config-if-Loopback 1)# ip address 1.1.1.2/32

CORE(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

CORE(config)# vtep

CORE(config-vtep)# source loopback 0

CORE(config-vtep)# remotearp learn enable

CORE(config-vtep)# exit

CORE(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

CORE(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

CORE(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

CORE(config-vrf)# route-target both 1000:1000

CORE(config-vrf)# exit

CORE(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

CORE(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

CORE(config-vrf)# route-target both 2000:2000

CORE(config-vrf)# exit

CORE(config)# int overlayrouter 10

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter10)# ipaddress10.1.1.1/24
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CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

CORE(config)# int overlayrouter 20

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

CORE(config)# vxlan 20

CORE(config)# intoverlayrouter100

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 10.1.3.1/24

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# anycast-gateway

CORE(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# exit

CORE(config)# vxlan 10

CORE(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

CORE(config-vxlan)# exit

CORE(config)# vxlan 20

CORE(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

CORE(config-vxlan)# exit

CORE(config)# vxlan 100

CORE(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

CORE(config-vxlan)# exit

CORE(config)# router bgp 64512

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.3 remote-as 64512

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.3 update-source loopback 1

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

CORE(config-router)#address-family l2vpn evpn

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.3 activate

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

CORE(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 activate

CORE(config-router-af)# exit

CORE(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

CORE(config-router-af)# network 10.1.1.0 mask 255.255.255.0

CORE(config-router-af)# network 10.1.2.0 mask 255.255.255.0

CORE(config-router-af)# exit

CORE(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-20

CORE(config-router-af)# network 10.1.3.0 mask 255.255.255.0

CORE(config-router-af)# exit

CORE(config-router)# exit

CORE(config)# evpn

CORE(config-evpn)# vni 10
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CORE(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# exit

CORE(config-evpn)# vni 20

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# exit

CORE(config-evpn)# vni 100

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

CORE(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR1(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress2.2.2.2/32

TOR1(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR1(config)# vtep

TOR1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR1(config-router)#neighbor1.1.1.2remote-as64512

TOR1 (config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)#neighbor 1.1.1.3 remote-as64512

TOR1 (config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)#neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as64512

TOR1 (config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.2 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.3 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# exit

TOR1(config)# evpn

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto
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TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR2(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress3.3.3.3/32

TOR2(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR2(config)# vtep

TOR2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vtep)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR2(config-router)#neighbor1.1.1.2remote-as64512

TOR2 (config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)#neighbor 1.1.1.3 remote-as64512

TOR2 (config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)#neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as64512

TOR2 (config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.2 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.3 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# exit

TOR2(config)# evpn

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto
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TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Verification  Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, and HOST-4 can ping each other.

 Verify that HOST-5 and HOST-6 can ping each other.

 Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, and HOST-4 cannot ping HOST-5 and HOST-6.

 Verify thatvirtualmachinescanbemigratedbetweenthehostson thesameVXLANandcanaccessthenetwork

normally after migration without modifying the configuration.

TOR1#sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 2

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : -

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 1.1.1.1 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : -

ExtendVLAN 20

VTEP Adjacency Count: 2

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 1.1.1.1 dynamic

OverlayTunnel 6146 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

CORE#sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 3

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 10 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------
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VXLAN 100

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 100 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 100

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6148 1.1.1.1 3.3.3.3 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 20 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 20

VTEP Adjacency Count: 2

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

dynamic2.2.2.2OverlayTunnel6147 1.1.1.1

OverlayTunnel 6147 1.1.1.1 2.2.2.2 dynamic

OverlayTunnel 6148 1.1.1.1 3.3.3.3 dynamic
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2.4.2.3 Configuring EVPN-based Multi-tenant Distributed Scenario

(Enabling Anycast Gateway)

Scenario

Figure 2- 25

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol such as theOSPFprotocol onCORE,TOR-1, andTOR-2 to ensure that

unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure theBGP-EVPNroutingprotocolonCORE,TOR-1,andTOR-2 toestablishBGPneighbor relationships

between the four devices and to support the EVPN protocol family.

 Configure the EVI for BGP-EVPN onTOR-1 and TOR-2. For details, see BGP-EVPN Configuration Guide.

 Configure a VXLAN on the virtual server and designate the gateway address of the virtual machine.

 Associate theVTEPwith loopback interface onTOR-1 andTOR-2 toestablish tunnels.

 Configure the anycast gatewayMACaddress onTOR-1 andTOR-2 to ensure that allVXLANanycast gateways on the

network use the sameMAC address.

 CreateVXLAN instancesonTOR-1andTOR-2andassociate theVXLAN instanceswithVLANs.

 Create overlay router interfaces onTOR-1 andTOR-2 and configure theVXLAN gateway IP address for the interfaces.

ConfiguredifferentVRFnetworksfordifferentoverlayrouter interfacestodetermine their respectivetenants.

ConfiguretheanycastgatewaytoensurethatallVXLANgatewaysonthenetworkusethesameIPaddressand

MAC address. As the anycast gateway function is enabled, the overlay router interfaces associated with the same

VXLANonTOR-1andTOR-2must be configuredwith thesameVXLANgateway IPaddress.

 AssociateVXLANinstanceswithoverlay router interfacesonTOR-1andTOR-2torealizeVXLANrouting.

 (Optional)ConfigureARPsuppressiononTOR-1andTOR-2toreducetheARPpacketsentering theVXLAN.

 (Optional) Configure ARP proxy on the overlay router interfaces of TOR-1 andTOR-2 so that theVXLAN gateway

uses thegatewayMACaddress to respondasaproxyandVXLANnetwork traffic is forwardedonlyatL3.

HOST Configuring the IPaddressandgatewayaccording toFigure2-25 (thedetailedconfigurationon theserver isomitted

herein).
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CORE VXLAN may be not configured on the core switches. The configuration of the OSPF and BGP is omitted herein.

TOR1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR1(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress2.2.2.2/32

TOR1(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR1(config)# vtep

TOR1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR1(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR1(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR1(config-vrf)# route-target both 1000:1000

TOR1(config-vrf)# exit

TOR1(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

TOR1(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

TOR1(config-vrf)# route-target both 2000:2000

TOR1(config-vrf)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter10)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter20)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 10.1.3.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter100)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable
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TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# exit

TOR1(config)# evpn

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR2(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress3.3.3.3/32

TOR2(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR2(config)# vtep

TOR2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR2(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR2(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR2(config-vrf)# route-target both 1000:1000
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TOR2(config-vrf)# exit

TOR2(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

TOR2(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

TOR2(config-vrf)# route-target both 2000:2000

TOR2(config-vrf)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter10)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter20)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 10.1.3.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter100)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512
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TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# exit

TOR2(config)# evpn

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Verification 







Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-4, and HOST-5 can ping each other.

Verify that HOST-3andHOST-6 canping eachother.

Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-4, and HOST-5 cannot ping HOST-3 and HOST-6.

VerifythatthevirtualmachinescanbemigratedbetweenthehostsonthesameVXLANandcanaccessthe

network normally after migration without modifying the configuration.

TOR1#sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 3

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 10 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 20 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 20

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type
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VXLAN 100

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 100 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 100

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel6145 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

dynamic

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel6145 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3

Common Errors

Whensymmetricdeploymentisdisabled,allTORswitchesofthesameVRFnetworkmusthavealltheVXLANgatewaysofthe
VRF network configured on them. Forexample,VRF-10 includesVXLAN10andVXLAN20, and therefore all gatewaysofVXLAN

10 andVXLAN20must be configured onTOR-1 andTOR-2. Otherwise, VXLAN 10 andVXLAN20 cannot communicate with each

otherIfyouexpect todeployonly requiredgateways insteadofdeployingallgatewaysonallTORswitches,applysymmetric

deployment. For details, see section“Configuring EVPN-based Multi-tenant Distributed Scenario (Symmetric Deployment)."

MakesurethattheglobalanycastMACaddressisnotthesameasthatofanydeviceontheVXLAN.

2.4.2.4 Configuring EVPN-based Multi-tenant Distributed Scenario

(Symmetric Deployment)

Scenario

Figure 2- 26
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Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol such as theOSPFprotocol onCORE,TOR-1, andTOR-2 to ensure that

unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure theBGP-EVPNroutingprotocolonCORE,TOR-1,andTOR-2 toestablishBGPneighbor relationships

between the four devices and to support the EVPN protocol family.

 Configure the EVI for BGP-EVPN onTOR-1 and TOR-2. For details, see BGP-EVPN Configuration Guide.

 Configure a VXLAN on the virtual server and designate the gateway address of the virtual machine.

 Associate theVTEPwith loopback interface onTOR-1 andTOR-2 toestablish tunnels.

 Configure the anycast gatewayMACaddress onTOR-1 andTOR-2 to ensure that allVXLANanycast gateways on the

network use the sameMAC address.

 CreateVXLAN10,VXLAN20, andVXLAN100 onTOR-1 andassociate themwithVLANs.

 CreateVXLAN10 andVXLAN 100 onTOR-2 and associate themwithVLANs.

 Createoverlay router interfaces forVXLAN10,VXLAN20,andVXLAN100onTOR-1andTOR-2 (TOR-2donothave

VXLAN 20), and configure theVXLAN gateway IP address for them. Configure different VRF networks for different

overlayrouterinterfacestodeterminetheir respectivetenants.Configuretheanycastgatewaytoensurethatall

VXLAN gateways on the network use the same IP address and MAC address. As the anycast gateway function is

enabled, the overlay router interfaces associated with the same VXLAN onTOR-1 and TOR-2 must be configured

with the sameVXLANgateway IP address.

 CreateVXLAN11andVXLAN101onTOR-1 andTOR-2 andconfigure themas symmetricVXLANs to serveasL3

routingVXLAN of the correspondingVRF networks. L3 routes between all VXLANs of the sameVRF network are

advertisedvia thesymmetricVXLANs.Inaddition, thesymmetricVXLANsarealsousedforL3routingand

forwarding.

 Create overlay router interfaces forVXLAN11andVXLAN101 onTOR-1 andTOR-2.ConfiguredifferentVRF

networks for the overlay router interfaces. VXLAN 11 and VXLAN 101 serve as the symmetric VXLANs of the

corresponding VRFnetworks.

 AssociateVXLANinstanceswithoverlay router interfacesonTOR-1andTOR-2torealizeVXLANrouting.

 (Optional)ConfigureARPsuppressiononTOR-1andTOR-2toreducetheARPpacketsentering theVXLAN.
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 (Optional) Configure ARP proxy on the overlay router interfaces belonging to the L2-VNIs (VXLANs 10, 20, and 100)

on TOR-1 and TOR-2 so that the traffic of hosts in the sameVXLAN is forwarded at L3. This function needs to be

enabled together with ARP suppression. The configuration command is route-in-vni.

 (Optional) Configure no synchronization of EVPN entries in ARP proxy deployment scenario: On the L2-VNI VXLAN

instances (VXLANs 10, 20, and 100) onTOR-1 andTOR-2, configure not toadvertiseor receiveMAC-only EVPN

type-2 routes.

 Configure not to advertise EVPNMAC-only type-2 routes to reduce EVPN route synchronization between

devices.The configuration command is evpnmac advertise disable.

 Configure not to deliver MAC entries synchronized by EVPNs to reduce the occupancy of hardware entry

resources.The configuration command isevpnmac inactive.

The two commands above can be configured independently and they do not affect each other.

 (Optional) Configure no synchronization of EVPN entries in scenarios where ARP proxy is not deployed: On the

L2-VNIVXLAN instances (VXLANs 10, 20, and 100) on TOR-1 and TOR-2, configure not to advertise EVPNMAC-only

type-2 routes and configure to extract MACaddresses fromMAC-IP type-2 routes.

 Configure not to advertise EVPNMAC-only type-2 routes to reduce EVPN route synchronization between

devices.The configuration command is evpnmac advertise disable.

 Configure to extract MAC addresses from MAC-IP type-2 routes so that the device can learn MAC entries even

ifneighborsdonotadverseMAC-only type-2 routes.Theconfigurationcommand isevpnarpmac-learning

enable.

 The twocommandsabovemustbeused in combination.Otherwise, thedevicecannot learnMACentries from

neighbors and L2 forwarding cannot implemented in VXLANs.

HOST Configuring the IPaddressandgatewayaccording toFigure2-26 (thedetailedconfigurationon theserver isomitted

herein).

CORE VXLAN may be not configured on the core switches. The configuration of the OSPF and BGP is omitted herein.

TOR1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR1(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress2.2.2.2/32

TOR1(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR1(config)# vtep

TOR1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR1(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR1(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR1(config-vrf)# route-target both 1000:1000

TOR1(config-vrf)# exit

TOR1(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

TOR1(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

TOR1(config-vrf)# route-target both 2000:2000

TOR1(config-vrf)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10
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TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter10)#route-in-vni //Optional.ItisusedtoenableARPproxyandneedstobeusedin

combination with the arp suppress enable command.

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter20)#route-in-vni //Optional.ItisusedtoenableARPproxyandneedstobeusedin

combination with the arp suppress enable command.

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 11

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 11)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 11)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 11)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 10.1.3.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# route-in-vni

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 101

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 101)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 101)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpn mac advertise disable

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpn mac inactive

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpn arp mac-learning enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpn mac advertise disable //Optional.

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpn mac inactive //Optional. In ARP proxy deployment scenarios, it is used to reduce the

synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpnarpmac-learningenable //Optional.InscenariosinwhichARPproxyisnotdeployed,itis

used to reduce the synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 11

TOR1(config-vxlan)# symmetric
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TOR1(config-vxlan)#router-interfaceOverlayRouter11

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpn mac advertise disable //Optional.

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpn mac inactive //Optional. In ARP proxy deployment scenarios, it is used to reduce the

synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR1(config-vxlan)#evpnarpmac-learningenable //Optional.InscenariosinwhichARPproxyisnotdeployed,itis

used to reduce the synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 101

TOR1(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 101

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# exit

TOR1(config)# evpn

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 11

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 101

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR2(config-if- Loopback 1)# ip address 3.3.3.3/32
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TOR2(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

TOR2(config)# vtep

TOR2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vtep)# exit

TOR2(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR2(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR2(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR2(config-vrf)# route-target both 1000:1000

TOR2(config-vrf)# exit

TOR2config)# ip vrf vrf-20

TOR2(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

TOR2(config-vrf)# route-target both 2000:2000

TOR2(config-vrf)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# route-in-vni //Optional. It is used to enable ARP proxy and needs to be used in

combination with the arp suppress enable command.

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 11

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 11)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 11)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 10.1.3.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# route-in-vni

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 101

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 101)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 101)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)#evpn mac advertise disable //Optional.

TOR2(config-vxlan)#evpn mac inactive //Optional. In ARP proxy deployment scenarios, it is used to reduce the

synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR2(config-vxlan)#evpnarpmac-learningenable //Optional.InscenariosinwhichARPproxyisnotdeployed,itis

used to reduce the synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 11
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TOR2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR2(config-vxlan)#router-interfaceOverlayRouter11

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)#evpn mac advertise disable //Optional.

TOR2(config-vxlan)#evpn mac inactive //Optional. In ARP proxy deployment scenarios, it is used to reduce the

synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR2(config-vxlan)#evpnarpmac-learningenable //Optional.InscenariosinwhichARPproxyisnotdeployed,itis

used to reduce the synchronization of EVPN entries.

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 101

TOR2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 101

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# exit

TOR2(config)# evpn

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 11

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 101

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Verification 





VerifythatHOST-1,HOST-2,andHOST-4canpingeachother.

Verify thatHOST-3andHOST-6canpingeachother.

Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, and HOST-4 cannot ping HOST-3 and HOST-6.
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 Verify that thevirtualmachines canbemigratedbetween thehostson thesameVXLANand canaccess the

network normally after migration without modifying the configuration.

TOR1#sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 5

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 10 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

VXLAN 11

Symmetric property : TRUE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 11 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 20 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 20

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

VXLAN 100

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 100 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 100

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------
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VXLAN 101

Symmetric property : TRUE

RouterInterface : OverlayRouter 101 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel6145 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 dynamic

dynamic3.3.3.3OverlayTunnel6145 2.2.2.2

Common Errors

Make sure that the global anycast MACaddress is not the same as that of any device on theVXLAN.

2.4.2.5 Configuring EVPN-based Single-tenant VXLAN Routing

Scenario

Scenario

Figure 2- 27

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol such as theOSPFprotocol on Border-1, Border-2, TOR-1, andTOR-2 to

ensure that unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure theBGP-EVPNroutingprotocol onBorder-1,Border-2,TOR-1, andTOR-2 to establishBGPneighbor

relationships between the devices (except between Border-1 and Border-2) and to support the EVPN protocol

family.

 Configure the EVI for BGP-EVPN onTOR-1 and TOR-2. For details, see BGP-EVPN Configuration Guide.

 Configure a VXLAN on the virtual server and designate the gateway address of the virtual machine.

 AssociatetheVTEPwiththeloopbackinterfaceonTOR-1,TOR-2,Border-1,andBorder-2toestablishtunnels.
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 Configure the anycast gatewayMACaddress onTOR-1 andTOR-2 to ensure that allVXLANanycast gateways on the

network use the sameMAC address.

 CreateVXLAN10andVXLAN20onTOR-1andassociate themwithVLANs.

 CreateVXLAN10andVXLAN20onTOR-2andassociate themwithVLANs.

 CreateVXLAN90onBorder-1andassociateVXLAN90withaVLAN.

 CreateVXLAN90onBorder-2andassociateVXLAN90withaVLAN.

 Createoverlayrouter interfacesforVXLAN10andVXLAN20onTOR-1andTOR-2,andconfiguretheVXLAN

gatewayIPaddressfor them.ConfigurethesameVRFnetworkfor theoverlayrouter interfacestodetermine their

respective tenants. Configure the anycast gateway to ensure that all VXLAN gateways on the network use the same

IP address and MAC address. As the anycast gateway function is enabled, the overlay router interfaces associated

withthesameVXLANonTOR-1andTOR-2mustbeconfiguredwith thesameVXLANgatewayIPaddress.

 CreateVXLAN100onTOR-1,TOR-2,Border-1,andBorder-2.ConfigureVXLAN100asasymmetricVXLANtoserveas

theL3routingVXLANofthecorrespondingVRFnetwork.L3routesbetweenallVXLANsofthesameVRFnetwork

are advertised via the symmetric VXLAN. In addition, the symmetric VXLAN is also used for L3 routing and

forwarding.

 Create overlay router interfaces forVXLAN100 onTOR-1 and TOR-2 and configure the sameVRF network for the

overlay router interfaces.VXLAN100 serves as the symmetricVXLANof theVRFnetwork.

 Create overlay router interfaces forVXLAN 100 on Border-1 and Border-2, and configure the sameVRF network for

theoverlayrouterinterfaces,sothatVXLAN100servesasthesymmetricVXLANoftheVRFnetwork.Configure

VXLANgateway IPaddresses forBorder-1andBorder-2(different IPaddresses fordifferentdevices).

 Create overlay router interfaces forVXLAN 90 on Border-1 and Border-2. Configure the sameVRF network for the

overlay router interfaces and configure theVXLAN gateway IP address.

 AssociateVXLANinstanceswithoverlay router interfacesonTOR-1,TOR-2,Border-1,andBorder-2 torealizeVXLAN

routing.

 (Optional)ConfigureARPsuppressiononTOR-1andTOR-2toreducetheARPpacketsentering theVXLAN.

HOST Configuring the IPaddressandgatewayaccording toFigure2-27 (thedetailedconfigurationon theserver isomitted

herein).

TOR1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR1(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress1.1.1.1/32

TOR1(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR1(config)# vtep

TOR1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR1(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR1(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR1(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

TOR1(config-vrf)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24
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TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 20.1.1.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 100.1.4.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)#address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR1(config-router-af)#neighbor2.2.2.2 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)#neighbor3.3.3.3 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)#neighbor4.4.4.4 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)#advertiseipv4unicast

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

TOR1(config-router-af)# redistribute connected

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# exit

TOR1(config)# evpn

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 10
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TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 1000:1000

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR2(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress2.2.2.2/32

TOR2(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR2(config)# vtep

TOR2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vtep)# exit

TOR2(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR2(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR2(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR2(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

TOR2(config-vrf)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 20.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 100.1.3.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable
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TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor1.1.1.1activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor3.3.3.3activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor4.4.4.4activate

TOR2(config-router-af)#advertiseipv4unicast

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

TOR2(config-router-af)# redistribute connected

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# exit

TOR2(config)# evpn

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 1000:1000

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Border1 Border1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

Border1(config)# interface Loopback 1
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Border1(config-if- Loopback1)# ipaddress 3.3.3.3/32

Border1(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

Border1(config)# vtep

Border1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

Border1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

Border1(config-vtep)# exit

Border1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

Border1(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

Border1(config-vrf)# rd10:10

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

Border1(config-vrf)# exit

Border1(config)# int overlayrouter 90

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# ip address 90.1.1.1/24

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# anycast-gateway

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# exit

Border1(config)# vxlan 90

Border1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 90

Border1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 90

Border1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

Border1(config-vxlan)# exit

Border1(config)# int overlayrouter 100

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ipaddress 100.1.1.1/24

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

Border1(config)# vxlan 100

Border1(config-vxlan)# symmetric

Border1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

Border1(config-vxlan)# exit

Border1(config)# router bgp 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 remote-as 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 update-source loopback 1

Border1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

Border1(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 activate

Border1(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

Border1(config-router-af)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 activate

Border1(config-router-af)# advertise ipv4 unicast

Border1(config-router-af)# exit

Border1(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

Border1(config-router-af)# redistribute static
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Border1(config-router-af)# exit

Border1(config-router)# exit

Border1(config)# evpn

Border1(config-evpn)# vni 100

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 1000:1000

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Border2 Border2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

Border2(config)# interface Loopback 1

Border2(config-if- Loopback1)# ipaddress 4.4.4.4/32

Border2(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

Border2(config)# vtep

Border2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

Border2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

Border2(config-vtep)# exit

Border2(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

Border2(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

Border2(config-vrf)# rd10:10

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

Border2(config-vrf)# exit

Border2(config)# int overlayrouter 90

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# ip address 90.1.2.1/24

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# anycast-gateway

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# exit

Border2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

Border2(config-vxlan)# exit

Border2(config)# int overlayrouter 100

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter100)# ipaddress 100.1.2.1/24

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

Border2(config)# vxlan 90

Border2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 90

Border2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 90

Border2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

Border2(config-vxlan)# exit

Border2(config)# vxlan 100

Border2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

Border2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

Border2(config-vxlan)# exit

Border2(config)# router bgp 64512

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512
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Border2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

Border2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

Border2(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 activate

Border2(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

Border2(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 activate

Border2(config-router-af)# advertise ipv4 unicast

Border2(config-router-af)# exit

Border2(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

Border2(config-router-af)# redistribute static

Border2(config-router-af)# exit

Border2(config-router)# exit

Border2(config)# evpn

Border2(config-evpn)#vni 100

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 1000:1000

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Verification 



Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, and HOST-4 can ping each other.

Verify that the virtual machines can bemigrated between the HOSTs on the sameVXLAN and can access the

network normally after migration without modifying the configuration.

Border1# sh vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 3

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 90

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface :overlayrouter90 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 90

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6146 3.3.3.3 2.2.2.2 dynamic

VXLAN 100

Symmetric property : TRUE

RouterInterface : overlayrouter 100 (non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------
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OverlayTunnel 6146 3.3.3.3 2.2.2.2 dynamic

2.4.2.6 Configuring EVPN-based Multi-tenant VXLAN Routing Scenario

Scenario

Figure 2- 28

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol such as theOSPFprotocol on Border-1, Border-2, TOR-1, andTOR-2 to

ensure that unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure theBGP-EVPNroutingprotocol onBorder-1,Border-2,TOR-1, andTOR-2 to establishBGPneighbor

relationships between the devices (except between Border-1 and Border-2) and to support the EVPN protocol

family.

 Configure the EVI for BGP-EVPN onTOR-1 and TOR-2. For details, see BGP-EVPN Configuration Guide.

 Configure a VXLAN on the virtual server and designate the gateway address of the virtual machine.

 AssociatetheVTEPwiththeloopbackinterfaceonTOR-1,TOR-2,Border-1,andBorder-2toestablishtunnels.

 Configure the anycast gatewayMACaddress onTOR-1 andTOR-2 to ensure that allVXLANanycast gateways on the

network use the sameMAC address.

 CreateVXLAN10,VXLAN20,andVXLAN30onTOR-1andassociatethemwithVLANs.

 CreateVXLAN10,VXLAN20,andVXLAN30onTOR-2andassociatethemwithVLANs.

 CreateVXLAN90onBorder-1andassociateVXLAN90withaVLAN.

 CreateVXLAN90onBorder-2andassociateVXLAN90withaVLAN.

 Createoverlay router interfaces forVXLAN10,VXLAN20, andVXLAN30onTOR-1 andTOR-2 and configure the

VXLAN gateway IP address for them. Configure different VRF networks for different overlay router interfaces to
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determine their respectivetenants.Configure theanycastgatewaytoensure thatallVXLANgatewayson the

network use the same IP address and MAC address. As the anycast gateway function is enabled, the overlay router

interfaces associatedwith the sameVXLANonTOR-1 andTOR-2 must be configuredwith the sameVXLAN gateway

IP address.

 Createoverlay router interfaces forVXLAN100 andVXLAN200 onTOR-1 andTOR-2and configuredifferentVRF

networksfortheoverlayrouterinterfaces.VXLAN100andVXLAN200serveasthesymmetricVXLANsofthe

corresponding VRFnetworks.

 Create overlay router interfaces forVXLAN100 andVXLAN 200 onBorder-1 and Border-2. Configure differentVRF

networks for the overlay router interfaces so that VXLAN 100 and VXLAN 200 serve as the symmetric VXLANs of the

correspondingVRFnetworks.ConfigureVXLANgatewayIPaddressesforBorder-1andBorder-2(differentIP

addresses for different devices).

 Create overlay router interfaces forVXLAN 90 on Border-1 and Border-2. Configure different VRF networks for the

OverlayRouter interfaces and configure theVXLAN gateway IP address.

 AssociateVXLANinstanceswithoverlay router interfacesonTOR-1,TOR-2,Border-1,andBorder-2 torealizeVXLAN

routing.

 (Optional)ConfigureARPsuppressiononTOR-1andTOR-2toreducetheARPpacketsentering theVXLAN.

HOST Configuring the IPaddressandgatewayaccording toFigure2-28 (thedetailedconfigurationon theserver isomitted

herein).

TOR1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR1(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress1.1.1.1/32

TOR1(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR1(config)# vtep

TOR1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR1(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR1(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR1(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

TOR1(config-vrf)# exit

TOR1(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

TOR1(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

TOR1(config-vrf)# route-target export 2000:2000

TOR1(config-vrf)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10
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TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 20.1.1.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 30

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# ip address 30.1.1.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 100.1.4.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 200

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ip address 200.1.4.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)#exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 100

TOR1(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR1(config)# vxlan 30

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 30

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 30

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 200

TOR1(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 200

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 remote-as 64512
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TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor2.2.2.2activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor3.3.3.3activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor4.4.4.4activate

TOR1(config-router-af)#advertiseipv4unicast

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

TOR1(config-router-af)# redistribute connected

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-20

TOR1(config-router-af)# redistribute connected

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# exit

TOR1(config)# evpn

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 30

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 1000:1000

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 200

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 2000:2000

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR2(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress2.2.2.2/32

TOR2(config-if- Loopback1)# exit

TOR2(config)# vtep
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TOR2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vtep)# exit

TOR2(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

TOR2(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

TOR2(config-vrf)# rd 10:10

TOR2(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

TOR2(config-vrf)# exit

TOR2(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

TOR2(config-vrf)# rd 20:20

TOR2(config-vrf)# route-target export 2000:2000

TOR2(config-vrf)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 20.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 100

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip address 100.1.3.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 30

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# ip address 30.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 30)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 30

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interfaceOverlayRouter 30

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 200

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ip address 200.1.3.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)#exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20
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TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 30

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 30

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 30

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 200

TOR2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 200

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# router bgp 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 remote-as 64512

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)#address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR2(config-router-af)#neighbor1.1.1.1 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)#neighbor3.3.3.3 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)#neighbor4.4.4.4 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)#advertiseipv4unicast

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

TOR2(config-router-af)# redistribute connected

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-20

TOR2(config-router-af)# redistribute connected

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# exit

TOR2(config)# evpn

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto
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TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 30

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 100

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 1000:1000

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 200

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 2000:2000

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Border1 Border1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

Border1(config)# interface Loopback 1

Border1(config-if- Loopback1)# ipaddress 3.3.3.3/32

Border1(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

Border1(config)# vtep

Border1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

Border1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

Border1(config-vtep)# exit

Border1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

Border1(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

Border1(config-vrf)# rd10:10

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border1(config-vrf)# exit

Border1(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

Border1(config-vrf)# rd20:20

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target export 2000:2000

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border1(config-vrf)# exit

Border1(config)# ip vrf vrf-30

Border1(config-vrf)# rd30:30

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target export 3000:3000

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target import 1000:1000

Border1(config-vrf)# route-target import 2000:2000

Border1(config-vrf)# exit

Border1(config)# int overlayrouter 90

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-30

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter90)# ipaddress 90.1.1.1/24
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Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# anycast-gateway

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# exit

Border1(config)# int overlayrouter 100

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ipaddress 100.1.1.1/24

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

Border1(config)# int overlayrouter 200

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ipaddress 200.1.1.1/24

Border1(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)#exit

Border1(config)# vxlan 90

Border1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 90

Border1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 90

Border1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

Border1(config-vxlan)# exit

Border1(config)# vxlan 100

Border1(config-vxlan)# symmetric

Border1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

Border1(config-vxlan)# exit

Border1(config)# vxlan 200

Border1(config-vxlan)# symmetric

Border1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 200

Border1(config-vxlan)# exit

Border1(config)# router bgp 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 remote-as 64512

Border1(config-router)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 update-source loopback 1

Border1(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

Border1(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 activate

Border1(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

Border1(config-router-af)# neighbor 4.4.4.4 activate

Border1(config-router-af)# advertise ipv4 unicast

Border1(config-router-af)# exit

Border1(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

Border1(config-router-af)# exit

Border1(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-20

Border1(config-router-af)# exit

Border1(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-30

Border1(config-router-af)# redistribute static

Border1(config-router-af)# exit

Border1(config-router)# exit
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Border1(config)# evpn

Border1(config-evpn)# vni 100

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Border1(config-evpn)# vni 200

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Border2 Border2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

Border2(config)# interface Loopback 1

Border2(config-if- Loopback1)# ipaddress 4.4.4.4/32

Border2(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

Border2(config)# vtep

Border2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

Border2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

Border2(config-vtep)# exit

Border2(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0011.2233.2016

Border2(config)# ip vrf vrf-10

Border2(config-vrf)# rd10:10

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target export 1000:1000

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border2(config-vrf)# exit

Border2(config)# ip vrf vrf-20

Border2(config-vrf)# rd20:20

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target export 2000:2000

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border2(config-vrf)# exit

Border2(config)# ip vrf vrf-30

Border2(config-vrf)# rd30:30

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target export 3000:3000

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target import 1000:1000

Border2(config-vrf)# route-target import 2000:2000

Border2(config-vrf)# exit

Border2(config)# int overlayrouter 90

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-30

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# ip address 90.1.2.1/24

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# anycast-gateway

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 90)# exit

Border2(config)# int overlayrouter 100

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-10
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Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter100)# ipaddress100.1.2.1/24

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 100)#exit

Border2(config)# int overlayrouter 200

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ip vrf forwarding vrf-20

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)# ipaddress 200.1.2.1/24

Border2(config-if-OverlayRouter 200)#exit

Border2(config)# vxlan 90

Border2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 90

Border2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 90

Border2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

Border2(config-vxlan)# exit

Border2(config)# vxlan 100

Border2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

Border2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 100

Border2(config-vxlan)# exit

Border2(config)# vxlan 200

Border2(config-vxlan)# symmetric

Border2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 200

Border2(config-vxlan)# exit

Border2(config)# router bgp 64512

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 64512

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 64512

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 remote-as 64512

Border2(config-router)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 update-source loopback 1

Border2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

Border2(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 activate

Border2(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

Border2(config-router-af)# neighbor 3.3.3.3 activate

Border2(config-router-af)# advertise ipv4 unicast

Border2(config-router-af)# exit

Border2(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-10

Border2(config-router-af)# exit

Border2(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-20

Border2(config-router-af)# exit

Border2(config-router)# address-family ipv4 vrf vrf-30

Border2(config-router-af)# redistribute static

Border2(config-router-af)# exit

Border2(config-router)# exit

Border2(config)# evpn

Border2(config-evpn)# vni 100

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto
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Border2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Border2(config-evpn)# vni 200

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target import 3000:3000

Border2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

Verification  Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, and HOST-4 can ping each other.

 Verify that HOST-3 and HOST-6 can ping each other.

 Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, and HOST-4 cannot ping HOST-3 and HOST-6.

 Verify that thevirtualmachinescanbemigratedbetween theHOSTson thesameVXLANandcanaccess the

network normally after migration without modifying the configuration.

Border1# sh vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 3

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 90

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : overlayrouter 90 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 90

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6146 3.3.3.3 2.2.2.2 dynamic

VXLAN 100

Symmetric property : TRUE

RouterInterface : overlayrouter 100 (non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6146 3.3.3.3 2.2.2.2 dynamic

VXLAN 200

Symmetric property : TRUE

RouterInterface : overlayrouter 200 (non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------
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OverlayTunnel 6146 3.3.3.3 2.2.2.2 dynamic

2.4.3 Configuringan EVPNDistributedNetwork toBeCompatiblewith Non-EVPNVTEPDevices

Configuration Effect

 Enable the control plane learning function to implementVXLAN tunnel learning,MACaddress learning, and route learning via
control plane protocols, thereby finally implementing VXLAN bridging, VXLAN routing, and data communication between

VXLANs and between a VXLAN and an external network.

 Support functions such as anycast gateways, symmetric VXLAN instances, ARP suppression, and IPv6 ND suppression in EVPN
control planemode.

 Non-EVPNVTEP devices establish tunnels with EVPN-supported VTEP devices to implement the VXLAN bridging and forwarding
function.

Notes

 VXLAN instances require the support fromexisting unicast routes on the network. Therefore, an IPv4 unicast routing protocol
such as OSPFmust be configured on the network devices.

 VXLANneeds theMP-BGP-EVPN protocol to implement VXLAN tunnel learning, MACaddress learning, and route learning.
Therefore, BGPmust be configured on EVPN-supported network devices.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring a Loopback Interface Associatedwith the Local End

 Mandatory for devices supporting the EVPN address family.

 ConfiguretheIPaddressofa loopbackinterfaceastheIPaddressof thelocalVTEP.Onedevicecanbeassociatedwithonlyone
loopback interface and the IP address of the loopback interfaceserves as theVXLANVTEP IPaddress.

 If theL3egressisanoverlayrouter interfaceduringstaticrouteconfiguration, thenext-hopIPaddresscannotbeset totheVTEP
IP address.

 Configuring aVirtual MACAddress for Anycast Gateways

 Optional.

 Whenanycast gateways are required, a unified virtualMACaddressmust be configured and used as theMACaddress of the
anycastgateways.Theanycast functioncanbeenabledontheVXLANoverlayrouter interfacesof thelocaldeviceonlyafter the

virtual MAC address is configured.

 Configuring ARPSuppression

 Optional.

 After ARP suppression is enabled, the VTEP device responds to ARP requests from hosts as a proxy, to reduce flooded ARP data
on thenetwork.
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 ARP suppression is generally enabled on distributed gateways in distributed deployment scenarios.

 Configuring ARP Proxy

 Optional.

 AfterARP suppression is enabled onaVTEPdevice, you canenable the ARPproxy functiononanoverlay router interface.

 After ARP proxy is enabled, the VTEP device responds to ARP requests from hosts as a proxy and the MAC address used for proxy
response is the gatewayMAC address configured on the VTEP device. In this way, theMAC address in the ARP request responses

are the MAC address of the VTEP device, and the traffic between hosts in the same VNI is forwarded at L3.

 ARP proxy can be enabled only on VXLAN gateways and is generally enabled on distributed gateways in distributed
deployment scenarios.

 Configuring IPv6 NDSuppression

 Optional.

 After IPv6 ND suppression is enabled, the VTEP device responds to NS multicast packets from hosts as a proxy, to reduce flooded
NSmulticast packets on the network.

 IPv6ND suppression is generally enabled on distributed gateways in distributed deployment scenarios.

 Configuring the EVPNProtocol Packet Control Function

 In symmetric EVPN deployment scenarios, the EVPN protocol packet control function can be configured onTOR switches to
reduce the traffic of EVPN packets.

Currently, the EVPN protocol packet control function includes the following:

 ExtractingMACentries fromEVPNMAC-IP type-2 routes (ARPentries) on a L2-VPNVXLAN instance

 ExtractingMACentries fromEVPNMAC-IPv6 type-2 routes (IPv6 NDentries) on a L2-VNIVXLAN instance

 Banningsynchronizationof the localMACaddress to the remoteVTEP throughEVPNmessagesonanL2-VNIVXLAN instance

 Banningdeliveryof theMACaddresses remotelysynchronized throughEVPNmessages to the localMACaddress tableonan
L2-VNI VXLANinstance

 Stopping an L2-VNI VXLAN instance from generating EVPN type-2 routes

 Creating aVXLAN Instance

 Mandatory.

 Associating theVXLAN Instancewith an Overlay Router Interface

 Mandatory for VXLAN gateways.

 Thedevicesupports theVXLANrouting functionandcanserveasaVXLANIPgatewayonlyafter theVXLANisassociatedwith
an overlay routerinterface.

 Associating theVXLAN Instance with aVLAN

 Mandatory for VXLAN devices directly connected to hosts.

 Packetsof aVLANareencapsulated intoVXLANpackets for forwarding onlyafter theVLAN isassociatedwithaVXLAN instance.
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 After a VLAN is associated with a VXLAN, all packets of the VLAN will be encapsulated into VXLAN packets. Therefore, an SVI on

the device cannot be used as the IP gateway of theVLAN.

 Configuring Overlay Tunnels

 Mandatory for a VTEP not supporting EVPN and devices that directly communicate with the VTEP.

 The type of tunnelsmutually establishedby twoVTEPdevicesmust be the same.The tunnels are those delivered by theSDN

controller, statically configured on theCLI, or auto-discovered by EVPN.

 Configuring the Source and Destination IP Addresses for Overlay Tunnels

 Mandatory for a VTEP not supporting EVPN and devices that directly communicate with the VTEP.

 Associating the VXLAN Instance with the Overlay Tunnels

 Mandatory for a VTEP not supporting EVPN and devices that directly communicate with the VTEP.

 This command is used to statically specify VXLAN tunnels.

 Configuring Storm Control for the VXLAN Instance

 Optional.

 This function is required only when the storm rate needs to be limited for a VXLAN instance.

 Configuring the VXLAN UDP Destination Port

 Optional.TheVXLANUDPdestination port usedbyearly devicesmaynot be port 4789.Youcan run this command toachieve

compatibility. In addition, you can also run this command to specify theVXLANUDP destination port.

 The VXLAN UDP destination port 4789 designated by IANA is used by default.

 Configuring Symmetric Instances

 Optional.

 Symmetric instances need to be configured only in symmetric scenarios. Only one symmetric instance can be configured in

eachVRF instance.Aftera symmetric instance isconfigured inaVRF instance,L3 forwarding inotherasymmetric instances is

switched to the symmetric instance.

 Configuring VXLAN Static Routes

 Optional.

 Configure VXLAN static routes for VXLAN instances if required.

 Configuring the Synchronization of MAC Entries Whose Egresses Are Static Tunnels

 Optional.

 Configure this function when MAC entries with the egress of static tunnels need to be synchronized externally.

 Configuring the Synchronization of ARP Entries Whose Egresses Are Static Tunnels

 Optional.

 Configure this function when ARP entries with the egress of static tunnels need to be synchronized externally.

Verification
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ThedevicecanestablishVXLANtunnelsandobtainVXLANMACentriesandVXLANroutingentriesviaEVPNcontrolplane learning.

The tunnels and entries can be those delivered by the SDN controller or statically configured on the CLI. They implement the

inter-VTEP communication. Run the following commands for verification.

 Runtheshowvxlanvni-numbercommandtocheckwhetherthelocalandremoteVXLANdeviceslearnthepeerVTEPneighbor
relationships.

 Run the showvxlanmac to checkwhether theVXLANMAC addresses are learned.

 Run the showarp command to check whether the ARP entry of theVXLAN IP gateway is learned.

 Run the show ipv6 neighbors command to checkwhether all local/remote IPv6 NDentries are learned.

 Run the show vxlan udp-port command to display theVXLANUDP destination port.

Related Commands

 Configuring a Loopback Interface Associated with the Local End

Command source loopback loopback-port-id

Parameter

Description

loopback-port-id: Indicates the ID of the loopback interface.

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide The local VETP IP address is the IP address of the configured loopback interface.

 Configuring aVirtual MACAddress for Anycast Gateways

Command fabric anycast-gateway-mac mac-addr

Parameter

Description

mac-addr: Indicates the MAC address in the format of xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide All gateways on which the anycast function is enabled use this MAC address as the gateway MAC address.

ThevirtualMACaddress foranycastgatewayscannotbeset tothe localMACaddressor theMACaddressofanydevice

on the overlay network.

 ConfiguringRemote ARP Packet Learning

Command remote arp learn enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide Enableordisable the remoteARPpacket learning function globally.After this function isenabled, theVXLANgateways

will learn ARP entries from the VXLAN-encapsulated ARP packets received from VXLAN tunnels.

 ConfiguringRemote IPv6 NDProtocol Packet Learning

Command remote nd learn enable

Parameter N/A
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Description

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable or disable the remote IPv6 ND packet learning function globally. After this function is enabled, the device can

learn IPv6 ND entries from the VXLAN-encapsulated IPv6 NS packets received from VXLAN tunnels.

 ConfiguringGlobal ARPSuppression

Command arp suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable or disable the global ARP suppression function. After ARPsuppression is enabled, theswitch responds toARP

requestsfromhostsasaproxy.TheVNI-basedARPsuppressionmaybealsosupported,dependingontheproduct type.

YoucanconfigureglobalARPsuppressionorVNI-basedARPsuppressionbasedontheactualapplicationscenario.

 ConfiguringVNI-based ARP Suppression

Command arp suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable or disable VNI-based ARP suppression. After ARP suppression is enabled, the switch responds to ARP requests

from hosts as a proxy. The global ARP suppression may be also supported, depending on the product type. You can

configure global ARP suppression or VNI-based ARP suppression based on the actual application scenario.

 Configuring ARPProxy

Command route-in-vni

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide After the intra-VNI routing function (ARP proxy) is enabled on an overlay router interface, the VTEP device usesits

gatewayMACaddresstorespondtoallARPrequestsfromhosts intheVNI, towhich theoverlayrouter interfacebelongs,

when serving as an ARP proxy. In this way, the communication traffic between hosts in the same VNI is forwarded

through VXLAN routes.

 ConfiguringGlobal IPv6 NDSuppression

Command nd suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VTEP configuration mode
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Usage Guide Enableordisabletheglobal IPv6NDsuppressionfunction.After IPv6NDsuppressionisenabled, thedevicerespondsto

IPv6 NS multicast packets from hosts as a proxy. The VNI-based IPv6 ND suppression may be also supported, depending

on the product type. You can configure global IPv6 ND suppression or VNI-based IPv6 ND suppression based on the

actual application scenario.

 ConfiguringVNI-based IPv6ND Suppression

Command nd suppress enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Enable or disable the VNI-based IPv6 ND suppression function. After IPv6 ND suppression is enabled, the device responds

toIPv6NSmulticastpacketsfromhostsasaproxy.TheglobalIPv6NDsuppressionmaybealsosupported,dependingon

theproduct type.Youcanconfigureglobal IPv6NDsuppressionorVNI-based IPv6NDsuppressionbasedon theactual

application scenario.

 ExtractingMACEntries fromEVPNMAC-IP Type-2 Routes (ARPEntries)

Command evpn arp mac-learning enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, the device parses one ARP entry and one MAC entry from a MAC-IP type-2 route

synchronized from theVXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isdisabledbydefaultand thedeviceparsesoneARPentrybut noMACentry fromaMAC-IP type-2 route

synchronized from theVXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonly theEVPNentryparsingof theVXLANinstance.Other

VXLAN instances, forwhich this command is not configured, are not affected.

Thiscommandcanbeused incombinationwiththeevpnmacadvertisedisablecommand.After theyareexecuted, the

network-wide VXLAN-EVPN neighbors synchronize only MAC-IP type-2 routes but no MAC-only type-2 routes. All devices

parse and extract MAC entries fromMAC-IP type-2 routes.

In symmetric deployment scenarios, this command is configured on L3-VNI VXLAN instances (that is, symmetric

instances).

 ExtractingMACEntries fromEVPNMAC-IPv6 Type-2 Routes (IPv6NDEntries)

Command evpn nd mac-learning enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide After thiscommandisconfigured, thedeviceparsesoneIPv6NDentryandoneMACentry fromaMAC-IPv6type-2route

(IPv6ND entry) synchronized from theVXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isdisabledbydefaultand thedeviceparsesone IPv6NDentrybut noMACentry fromaMAC-IPv6 type-2
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route synchronized from the VXLAN-EVPN neighbor.

Thiscommand isconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonly theEVPNentryparsingof theVXLANinstance.Other

VXLAN instances, forwhich this command is not configured, are not affected.

Thiscommandcanbeused incombinationwiththeevpnmacadvertisedisablecommand.After theyareexecuted, the

network-wide VXLAN-EVPN neighbors synchronize only MAC-IPv6 type-2 routes but no MAC-only type-2 routes. All

devices parse and extract MAC entries fromMAC-IPv6 type-2 routes.

This command is configured on L2-VNI VXLAN instances.

 Configuring anL2-VNIVXLAN InstanceNot toSynchronize theLocalMACAddress to theRemote VTEPThroughEVPN
Messages

Command evpn mac advertise disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is not configured on a device by default. The device generates oneMAC-only type-2 route through the

VXLAN-EVPNprotocol based ona locally learnedMACentry, and synchronizes the type-2 route to theEVPNneighbor

(that is, remoteVTEP).Then, the remoteVTEP can learn theMACentry from theMAC-only type-2 route.

After this command is configured, the device doesnot generateVXLAN-EVPNMAC-only type-2 routes based onMAC

entries, and therefore, it will not advertiseMAC-only type-2 routes to the EVPN neighbor.

This command is configured on aVXLAN instance and affects only whether theVXLAN instance generatesMAC-only

type-2 routes. Other VXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still generate MAC-only type-2

routes.

Thiscommand canbeused incombinationwith theevpnarpmac-learningenableandevpnndmac-learningenable

commands. After they are executed, the network-wide VXLAN-EVPN neighbors synchronize only MAC-IP type-2 routes

butnoMAC-only type-2 routes.AlldevicesparseandextractMACentries fromMAC-IPorMAC-IPv6type-2 routes.

Note:This commandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

 ConfiguringanL2-VNIVXLANInstanceNot toDeliverMACAddressesRemotelySynchronizedThroughEVPNMessages
to the Local MACAddress Table

Command evpn mac inactive

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, the device does not learnMACentries fromVXLAN-EVPN type-2 routes (MAC-IP or

MAC-only type-2 routes) synchronized from neighbors.

Thiscommand isnotconfiguredonadevicebydefault.ThedevicelearnsMACentriesfromVXLAN-EVPNtype-2routes

synchronized fromneighbors.

Thiscommand isconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonlywhethertheVXLANinstancelearnsMACentriesfrom

VXLAN-EVPN type-2 routes. Other VXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still learnMAC entries.

Note:ThiscommandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.
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 Configuring an L2-VNI VXLAN InstanceNot toGenerate EVPN Type-2 Routes

Command evpn rt-2 advertise disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is not configured on a device by default. The device generates one MAC-only type-2 route through the

VXLAN-EVPNprotocol based ona locally learnedMACentry, and synchronizes the type-2 route to theEVPNneighbor

(that is, remote VTEP). Then, the remote VTEP learns the MAC entry from the MAC-only type-2 route. In addition, the

devicegeneratesoneMAC-IPtype-2route throughtheVXLAN-EVPNprotocolbasedonalocally learnedARPentryand

synchronizesthetype-2routetotheEVPNneighbor.Then,theremoteVTEPlearnstheARPentryandhostroutefromthe

MAC-IP type-2 route.Thedevicegenerates oneMAC-IPv6 type-2 route through theVXLAN-EVPNprotocol basedona

locallylearnedIPv6NDentry,andsynchronizesthetype-2routetotheEVPNneighbor.Then,theremoteVTEPlearnsthe

IPv6NDentry and host route from theMAC-IPv6 type-2 route. After this command is configured, theMACentries, ARP

entries,and IPv6NDentriesof thedevicearenot used togenerateVXLAN-EVPN type-2 routesand therefore,no type-2

route is advertised to the EVPN neighbor.

ThiscommandisconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonlywhether theVXLANinstancegeneratestype-2routes.

OtherVXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still generate type-2 routes.

Note:This commandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric
command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

 Creating an Overlay Router Interface

Command interface OverlayRouter port-id

Parameter

Description

port-id: Indicates the ID of an overlay router interface.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This interface serves as the VXLAN IP gateway in the VXLAN routing environment. It is similar to an SVI interface in a

VLAN.

 Configuring an IPAddress for theOverlay Router Interface

Command ip address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This IP address serves as the VXLAN IP gateway address in theVXLAN routing environment. It is similar to the IP address of

an SVI in a VLAN.

 Configuring an IPv6 Address for theOverlay Router Interface

Command ipv6 address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.
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Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This IPv6 address serves as theVXLAN IPv6 gateway address in theVXLAN routing environment. It is similar to the IP

address of an SVI in a VLAN.

 Associating theOverlay Router Interface with aVRF Instance

Command vrf forwarding table name

Parameter

Description

table name: Indicates the VRF instance, with which the overlay router interface is associated.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to associate with a VRF instance in the VXLAN routing environment and is used for VXLAN L3

routing isolation.

 Creating aVXLAN Instance or Entering theVXLANConfigurationMode

Command vxlan vni-number

Parameter

Description

vni-number: Indicates the VNI. The value ranges from 1 to 16,777,215.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Configuring aSymmetric Instance

Command symmetric

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide No symmetric instance is configured by default. A symmetric instance is used to manage L3 forwarding entries of all

asymmetric instances in the VRF instance associated with the symmetric instance.

 Associating the VXLAN Instance with theOverlay Router Interface

Command router-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the name of the overlay router interface.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Theoverlayrouter interfacesbetweenVXLANscannotconflictwitheachotheranddifferentVXLANscannotassociate

with the same overlay router interface.

 Creating an Overlay Tunnel Interface

Command interface OverlayTunnel port-id

Parameter port-id: Indicates the ID of an overlay tunnel interface.
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Description

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This interface is used to statically create an overlay tunnel. Youcan run the tunnel-interface command to associate it

with a VXLAN.

 Configuring a Tunnel Source IPAddress for theOverlay Tunnel Interface

Command tunnel source ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the tunnel source IP address.

Command

Mode

Overlay tunnel interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to specify the source IP address of an overlay tunnel. When packets are encapsulated and

forwarded, the outer source IP address of the packets is the source IP address of an overlay tunnel.

 Configuring a Tunnel Destination IPAddress for theOverlay Tunnel Interface

Command tunnel destination ip-address

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the tunnel destination IP address.

Command

Mode

Overlay tunnel interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to specify the destination IP address of an overlay tunnel.When packets are encapsulated and

forwarded, the outer destination IP address of the packets is the destination IP address of an overlay tunnel. The tunnel

destination IP address is unique globally. Different overlay tunnels cannot share the same destination IP address.

Otherwise, a configuration conflict will occur.

 Associating the VXLAN Instance with theOverlay Tunnel Interface

Command tunnel-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the name of an overlay tunnel interface.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to statically specify a VXLAN VTEP.

 Configuring theVXLANUDPDestination Port

Command vxlan udp-port port-number

Parameter

Description

port-number: Indicates theUDPdestinationport ID.Thevalue ranges from0 to65535and thedefault value is4789.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide The VXLAN UDP destination port cannot be set to a commonly used UDP port.

 ConfiguringStormControl for the VXLAN Instance
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Command storm-control {broadcast | multicast | unicast} [kbps-value | pps pps-value]

Parameter

Description

kbps-value: Indicates the rate limit value, in kbit/s.

pps-value: Indicates the rate limit value, in packets/second.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this function when the storm rate needs to be limited based on the VNI.

 Configuring theSynchronization ofMACEntriesWhose EgressesAreStatic Tunnels

Command evpn mac advertise enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Overlay tunnel interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this function when MAC entries with the egress of static tunnels need to be synchronized externally.

 Configuring theSynchronization of ARPEntriesWhoseEgressesAreStatic Tunnels

Command evpn macip advertise enable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

Overlay tunnel interface configuration mode

Usage Guide Configure this function when ARP entries with the egress of static tunnels need to be synchronized externally.

 Configuration Example

Only configuration related to theVXLAN is described below.

Only IPv4 configuration is used as an example below and the IPv6 scenario configuration is largely the same as the IPv4 scenario
configuration.

Detailed configuration of a full mesh network:
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Scenario

Figure 2- 29

Note: Blue lines in the figure indicate the VXLAN tunnels that the manually configured VTEP-1 establishes with other

VTEPs.

Configuration

Steps

 Configure an IPv4 unicast routing protocol (such as OSPF) on core switches, TOR switches, and VTEP to ensure that

unicast routes are reachable.

 Configure the BGP-EVPN routing protocol on the CORE and TOR switches to ensure that the four switches establish

BGP neighbor relationships and support the EVPN protocol family.

 Configure EVI for BGP-EVPN on the core and TOR switches. For details, see the BGP-EVPN Configuration Guide.

 Configure VXLANs on the virtual servers and specify the gateway address for the virtual machines. (Omitted)

 Associate theVTEP with the loopback interface on TOR-1 and TOR-2 for the establishment of tunnels.

 Create VXLAN instances on TOR-1, TOR-2, and VTEP-1 and associate the VXLAN instances with VLANs.

 Configure the same anycast gateway MAC address onTOR-1 and TOR-2 so that the VXLAN anycast gateways on the

TOR switches use the same virtual MAC address.

 Create overlay router interfaces onTOR-1 and TOR-2 and configure the VXLAN gateway IP address. Configure

differentVRF instances for the overlay router interfaces and determine their respective tenants.

Note that theoverlay router interfaceconfigurationonTOR-1andTOR-2mustbe thesame.That is,onall devices,

the IP address and mask configured for the overlay router interfaces associated with the same VXLAN instance must

be the same and suchoverlay router interfaces belong to the same tenant (VRF instance).

In addition, all overlay router interfaces must be configured as anycast gateways.

 AssociateVXLANinstanceswithoverlayrouter interfacesonTOR-1andTOR-2to implementVXLANrouting.

 CreateVXLANoverlay tunnelsonTOR-1,TOR-2, andVTEP-1 and configure theSIPandDIP.

 (Optional)ConfigureARPsuppressiononTOR-1andTOR-2 toreduceARPpacketsflowinginto theVXLAN.

HOST The detailed configuration of the servers is omitted here. Configure the IP address and gatewayaccording to the figure

above.

CORE VXLANdoesnotneedtobeconfiguredonthecoreswitches.TheOSPFandBGPnetworkconfigurationsareomittedhere.

TOR-1 TOR1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR1(config)# route-mapdc
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TOR1(config-route-map)# match route-type evpn-type-2

TOR1(config-route-map)# set next-hop 1.1.1.1

TOR1(config-route-map)# exit

TOR1(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR1(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress1.1.1.1/32

TOR1(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

TOR1(config)# vtep

TOR1(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR1(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vtep)# vxlan outside center vtep-ip 3.3.3.3

TOR1(config-vtep)# exit

TOR1(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0000.1234.5678

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter10)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# route-in-vni

TOR1(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR1(config)# int overlaytunnel 1

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel source 1.1.1.1

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel destination 3.3.3.3

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# evpn mac advertise enable

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel1)# evpnmacipadvertiseenable

TOR1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)#exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interface overlaytunnel 1

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# vxlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR1(config)# router bgp 100

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 remote-as 100

TOR1(config-router)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 update-source loopback 1

TOR1(config-router)#address-family l2vpn evpn
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TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 activate

TOR1(config-router-af)# neighbor 2.2.2.2 route-map dc out

TOR1(config-router-af)# exit

TOR1(config-router)# exit

TOR1(config)# evpn

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR1(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR1(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR-2 TOR2# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

TOR2(config)# interface Loopback 1

TOR2(config-if-Loopback1)# ipaddress2.2.2.2/32

TOR2(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

TOR2(config)# vtep

TOR2(config-vtep)# source loopback 1

TOR2(config-vtep)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vtep)# exit

TOR2(config)# fabric anycast-gateway-mac 0000.1234.5678

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 10

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter10)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR2(config)# int overlayrouter 20

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 10.1.2.1/24

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# anycast-gateway

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter20)#route-in-vni //Optional.Itneedstobeusedincombinationwiththearpsuppress

enable command.

TOR2(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable

TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# vxlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR2(config-vxlan)# arp suppress enable
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TOR2(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR2(config)# router bgp 100

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 100

TOR2(config-router)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source loopback 1

TOR2(config-router)# address-family l2vpn evpn

TOR2(config-router-af)# neighbor 1.1.1.1 activate

TOR2(config-router-af)# exit

TOR2(config-router)# exit

TOR2(config)# evpn

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 10

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

TOR2(config-evpn)# vni 20

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# rd auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# route-target both auto

TOR2(config-evpn-vni)# exit

VTEP-1 VTEP1# configure terminal

Enterconfigurationcommands,oneper line. EndwithCNTL/Z.

VTEP1(config)# interface Loopback 1

VTEP1(config-if- Loopback 1)# ip address 3.3.3.3/32

VTEP1(config-if- Loopback 1)# exit

VTEP1(config)# int overlaytunnel 1

VTEP1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel source 3.3.3.3

VTEP1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# tunnel destination 1.1.1.1

VTEP1(config-if-OverlayTunnel 1)# exit

VTEP1(config)# vxlan 10

VTEP1(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 10

VTEP1(config-vxlan)# tunnel-interface overlaytunnel 1

Verification  Verify that HOST-1, HOST-2, HOST-3, HOST-4, and HOST-5 canping eachother.

 Verify that virtual machines can be migrated between hosts in the same VXLAN and can access the network

normally after migration, with no need tomodify the configuration.

TOR1# sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 2

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

Router Interface :overlayrouter 10 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 2

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------
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OverlayTunnel 1 1.1.1.1 3.3.3.3 static

OverlayTunnel 6145 1.1.1.1 2.2.2.2 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface :overlayrouter 20 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 20

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 1.1.1.1 2.2.2.2 dynamic

TOR2# sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 2

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface :overlayrouter 10 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 2

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 1 2.2.2.2 3.3.3.3 static

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 1.1.1.1 dynamic

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface :overlayrouter 20 (anycast)

ExtendVLAN 20

VTEP Adjacency Count: 1

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface SourceIP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 6145 2.2.2.2 1.1.1.1 dynamic

VTEP1# sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 1

VXLANCapacity : 8000
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VXLAN 10

Symmetricproperty :FALSE

RouterInterface : -

ExtendVLAN 10

VTEP Adjacency Count: 2

VTEP Adjacency List :

Interface Source IP Destination IP Type

---------------------- --------------- --------------- -------

OverlayTunnel 1 3.3.3.3 1.1.1.1 static

OverlayTunnel 2 3.3.3.3 2.2.2.2 static

2.4.4 ConfiguringL2SubinterfacestoAccessaVXLAN

Configuration Effect

 Configure hosts to access aVXLAN through L2 subinterfaces.

 L2 subinterfaces can access aVXLAN inVLAN encapsulation or untagged encapsulation mode.

Notes

 If themain interface isa trunk interface, thesubinterfacesarenot recommendedtoaccessaVXLANinuntaggedencapsulation
mode due to chip limitations. If the untagged encapsulation mode is configured for the subinterfaces, tagged packets are

transferred to the logic of subinterfaces using the untagged packaging mode.

 The extend-VLAN configured for a VXLAN instance is like the VLAN or untagged encapsulation rule configured for a subinterface.
When a subinterface is available, the encapsulation rule of the subinterface has a higher priority than the extend-VLAN

configured for a VXLAN instance.

Configuration Steps

 Configuring theVXLAN EncapsulationRule for a Subinterface

 Mandatory.

 Configure theVXLAN encapsulation rule for a specified subinterface.

 Configuring theVLAN andUntagged EncapsulationRules for a Subinterface

 Mandatory.

 L2 subinterfaces can access aVXLAN inVLAN encapsulation or untagged encapsulation mode.

 Creating a VXLAN Instance

 Mandatory.

 Associating the VXLAN Instancewith anOverlay Router Interface

 Mandatory for VXLAN gateways.

 Thedevicesupports theVXLANrouting functionandcanserveasaVXLANIPgatewayonlyafter theVXLANisassociatedwith
an overlay routerinterface.

Verification

L2 subinterfaces can access the VXLAN. Run the following commands for verification.
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 Run the showvxlan vni-number command to check the local configuration of theVXLAN.

 Run the showvxlanmac to checkwhether theVXLANMAC addresses are learned.

 Run the showarp command to check whether the ARP entry of theVXLAN IP gateway is learned.

 Run the show ipv6 neighbors command to checkwhether all local/remote IPv6 NDentries are learned.

 Run the show running command to display the subinterface configuration.

Related Commands

 Configuring theVXLAN Encapsulation Rule for a Subinterface

Command encapsulation vxlan vni-number

Parameter

Description

vni-number: Indicates the VNI. The value ranges from 1 to 16,777,215.

Command

Mode

L2 subinterface configuration mode

Usage Guide 1. Only oneVXLAN encapsulation rule can be configured for one subinterface.

2. Youcan preconfigureVXLANencapsulation rules when noVXLAN instance exists.

 Configuring theVLAN andUntagged EncapsulationRules for a Subinterface

Command encapsulation dot1q {untag | s-vid vlan-id}

Parameter

Description

{untag|s-vidvlan-id}:SpecifiesVLANencapsulationoruntaggedencapsulation foraport.TheVLANIDrangesfrom1to

4094 when VLAN encapsulation is adopted.

Command

Mode

L2 subinterface configuration mode

Usage Guide If the main interface is a trunk interface, the subinterfaces are not recommended to access a VXLAN in untagged

encapsulation mode due to chip limitations. If the untagged encapsulation mode is configured for the subinterfaces,

tagged packets are transferred to the logic of subinterfaces using the untagged packaging mode.

 Creating an Overlay Router Interface

Command interface OverlayRouter port-id

Parameter

Description

port-id: Indicates the ID of an overlay router interface.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide This interface serves as the VXLAN IP gateway in the VXLAN routing environment. It is similar to an SVI interface in a

VLAN.

 Configuring an IPAddress for theOverlay Router Interface

Command ip address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IP address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode
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Usage Guide This IP address serves as the VXLAN IP gateway address in theVXLAN routing environment. It is similar to the IP address of

an SVI in a VLAN.

 Configuring an IPv6Address for theOverlay Router Interface

Command ipv6 address ip-address mask

Parameter

Description

ip-address: Indicates the IPv6 address of the overlay router interface.

mask: Indicates the subnet mask.

Command

Mode

Overlay router interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This IPv6 address serves as theVXLAN IPv6 gateway address in theVXLAN routing environment. It is similar to the IP

address of an SVI in a VLAN.

 Associating theOverlayRouter Interfacewith aVRF Instance

Command vrf forwarding table name

Parameter

Description

table name: Indicates the VRF instance, with which the overlay router interface is associated.

Command

Mode

Interface configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is used to associate with a VRF instance in the VXLAN routing environment and is used for VXLAN L3

routing isolation.

 Creating aVXLAN Instance or Entering theVXLANConfigurationMode

Command vxlan vni-number

Parameter

Description

vni-number: Indicates the VNI. The value ranges from 1 to 16,777,215.

Command

Mode

Global configuration mode

Usage Guide N/A

 Associating the VXLAN Instance with theOverlay Router Interface

Command router-interface interface-name

Parameter

Description

interface-name: Indicates the name of the overlay router interface.

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide Theoverlayrouter interfacesbetweenVXLANscannotconflictwitheachotheranddifferentVXLANscannotassociate

with the same overlay router interface.

Configuration Example

Only configuration related to theVXLAN is described below.

Only IPv4 configuration is used as an example below and the IPv6 scenario configuration is largely the same as the IPv4 scenario
configuration.

The recommended configuration is as follows:
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Scenario

Figure 2- 30

Configuration

Steps

 Configure a virtual server, virtual machine, and physical server (omitted).

 Create an L2 subinterface on the TOR switch, configure VXLAN encapsulation and VLAN or untagged

encapsulation rule for the subinterface.

 Createanoverlay router interfaceon theTORswitchand configure theVXLANgateway IPaddress.

 Configure theVXLAN instance to associate with the overlay router interface on theTOR switch to implement

VXLAN routing.

TOR TOR# configure terminal

TOR(config)#vlan 10

TOR(config-vlan)#exit

TOR(config)#vlan 20

TOR(config-vlan)#exit

TOR(config)#interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

TOR(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#switchport mode trunk

TOR(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1)#exit

TOR(config)#interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.1

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.1)#encapsulation dot1q s-vid 10

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.1)#encapsulation vxlan 10

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.1)#exit

TOR(config)#interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.2

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.2)#encapsulation dot1q s-vid 20

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.2)#encapsulation vxlan 20

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.2)#exit

TOR(config)#interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/2

TOR(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/2)#switchport mode access vlan 10

TOR(config-if-TFGigabitEthernet 0/2)#exit

TOR(config)#interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/2.1

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/2.1)#encapsulation dot1q untag

TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/2.1)#encapsulation vxlan 10
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TOR(config-subif-TFGigabitEthernet 0/2.1)#exit

TOR(config)# interface overlayrouter 10

TOR(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# ip address 10.1.1.1/24

TOR(config-if-OverlayRouter 10)# exit

TOR(config)# vxlan 10

TOR(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 10

TOR(config-vxlan)# exit

TOR(config)# interface overlayrouter 20

TOR(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# ip address 20.1.1.1/24

TOR(config-if-OverlayRouter 20)# exit

TOR(config)# vxlan 20

TOR(config-vxlan)# extend-vlan 20

TOR(config-vxlan)# router-interface OverlayRouter 20

TOR1(config-vxlan)# exit

Verification  Verify that the virtual machine and physical machine can ping each other.

TOR# sho vxlan

VXLAN Total Count: 2

VXLANCapacity : 8000

VXLAN 10

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : overlayrouter10 (non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 0

VXLAN 20

Symmetric property : FALSE

RouterInterface : overlayrouter20 (non-anycast)

ExtendVLAN : -

VTEP Adjacency Count: 0

TOR#sh running-config

!

vlan range 1,10,20

!

interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1

switchport mode trunk

!

interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.1

encapsulation dot1q s-vid 10

encapsulation vxlan 10

!

interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/1.2

encapsulation dot1q s-vid 20
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encapsulation vxlan 20

!

interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/2

switchport trunknative vlan10

!

interface TFGigabitEthernet 0/2.1

encapsulation dot1q untag

encapsulation vxlan 10

 Banningsynchronizationof the localMACaddress to the remoteVTEP throughEVPNmessagesonanL2-VNIVXLAN instance

 Banningdeliveryof theMACaddresses remotelysynchronized throughEVPNmessages to the localMACaddress tableonan
L2-VNI VXLANinstance

 Stopping an L2-VNI VXLAN instance from generating EVPN type-2 routes

 Configuring anL2-VNIVXLAN InstanceNot toSynchronize theLocalMACAddress to theRemote VTEPThroughEVPN
Messages

Command evpn mac advertise disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is not configured on a device by default. The device generates oneMAC-only type-2 route through the

VXLAN-EVPNprotocol based ona locally learnedMACentry, and synchronizes the type-2 route to theEVPNneighbor

(that is, remoteVTEP).Then, the remoteVTEP can learn theMACentry from theMAC-only type-2 route.

After this command is configured, the device doesnot generateVXLAN-EVPNMAC-only type-2 routes based onMAC

entries, and therefore, it will not advertiseMAC-only type-2 routes to the EVPN neighbor.

This command is configured on aVXLAN instance and affects only whether theVXLAN instance generatesMAC-only

type-2 routes. Other VXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still generate MAC-only type-2

routes.

Thiscommand canbeused incombinationwith theevpnarpmac-learningenableandevpnndmac-learningenable

commands. After they are executed, the network-wide VXLAN-EVPN neighbors synchronize only MAC-IP type-2 routes

butnoMAC-only type-2 routes.AlldevicesparseandextractMACentries fromMAC-IPorMAC-IPv6type-2 routes.

Note:This commandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

 ConfiguringanL2-VNIVXLANInstanceNot toDeliverMACAddressesRemotelySynchronizedThroughEVPNMessages
to the Local MACAddress Table

Command evpn mac inactive

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide After this command is configured, the device does not learnMACentries fromVXLAN-EVPN type-2 routes (MAC-IP or
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MAC-only type-2 routes) synchronized from neighbors.

Thiscommand isnotconfiguredonadevicebydefault.ThedevicelearnsMACentriesfromVXLAN-EVPNtype-2routes

synchronized fromneighbors.

Thiscommand isconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonlywhethertheVXLANinstancelearnsMACentriesfrom

VXLAN-EVPN type-2 routes. Other VXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still learnMAC entries.

Note:ThiscommandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

 Configuring an L2-VNI VXLAN InstanceNot toGenerate EVPN Type-2 Routes

Command evpn rt-2 advertise disable

Parameter

Description

N/A

Command

Mode

VXLAN configuration mode

Usage Guide This command is not configured on a device by default. The device generates one MAC-only type-2 route through the

VXLAN-EVPNprotocol based ona locally learnedMACentry, and synchronizes the type-2 route to theEVPNneighbor

(that is, remote VTEP). Then, the remote VTEP learns the MAC entry from the MAC-only type-2 route. In addition, the

devicegeneratesoneMAC-IPtype-2route throughtheVXLAN-EVPNprotocolbasedonalocally learnedARPentryand

synchronizesthetype-2routetotheEVPNneighbor.Then,theremoteVTEPlearnstheARPentryandhostroutefromthe

MAC-IP type-2 route.Thedevicegenerates oneMAC-IPv6 type-2 route through theVXLAN-EVPNprotocol basedona

locallylearnedIPv6NDentry,andsynchronizesthetype-2routetotheEVPNneighbor.Then,theremoteVTEPlearnsthe

IPv6NDentry and host route from theMAC-IPv6 type-2 route. After this command is configured, theMACentries, ARP

entries,and IPv6NDentriesof thedevicearenot used togenerateVXLAN-EVPN type-2 routesand therefore,no type-2

route is advertised to the EVPN neighbor.

ThiscommandisconfiguredonaVXLANinstanceandaffectsonlywhether theVXLANinstancegeneratestype-2routes.

OtherVXLAN instances, for which this command is not configured, can still generate type-2 routes.

Note:This commandcanbeconfiguredonlyonL2-VNIVXLAN instances (that is,VXLAN instanceswith thesymmetric

command not configured). It is unavailable on L3-VNI VXLAN instances.

2.5Monitoring

Displaying

Description Command

Displays theVXLANconfigurationandstatusof thedevice. show vxlan vni-number

Displays the MAC addresses learned by the device. show vxlan mac [vni vni-number] [address mac-address]

Displays the VXLAN ARP entries learned by the device. show arp

DisplaystheVXLANIPv6NDentries learnedby thedevice. show ipv6 neighbors

Displays theglobal configurationsof thedevice,suchas the

VTEP IP address and anycast MAC address.

show vxlan global

Displays the ARP suppression status of the device. show vxlan arp suppress

Displays the VXLAN UDP destination port of the device. show vxlan udp-port
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